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INTRODUCTORY.

In bringing before the public a new jour-

nal, specially devoted to lumbering interests.,

and incidentally to milling, manufacturing

and mining, as being kindred forms of the

development of the national industry, there

is little apology needed. As there are spe-

cial branches in trade, so there are special

departments in journalism. The daily pa-

per, morning and evening, rushes forth with-

out regard or respect for any interest, but

with an intention well formed to treat all

fairly ; and the result is a little general in-

formation here, a little special pleading

there, and a large mass of the general gos-

sip concerning things that occur upon the

streets or elsewhere, but Lave very little

practical interest for the business man, no

matter what may be the branch in which he

is engaged.

It is for this reason that specialists in

journalism have in many canes achieved such

remarkable success. Not to speak of the re-

ligious jouraals, whose existence depends on

tne zeal of the sects, there are other?, such

as the Bul/ionist, the ScUnlfic Am;rican,

the Grocer, 4c. &c. , that represent special

interests in trade aud science, aud they all

receive a more or less generous support,

from their own class—from those who are

interested in the specialties they represent.

Though much attention has been given to

the lumbering interests by the press of

Canada, yet it is felt that a special organ
;

which would concentrate the views of those

who understand the business, and present

them to the public in a wa3' in which they

could be fairly discussed, with a full com-

prthentiou of the value of the vast interests

involved, would not merely serve those

who arc engaged in the trade, and their

employees, but also the country at large.

L-:t it be remembered that the Lumbering
interest ia the tecmd gieatcst in Canada

—

being next to the agricultural. Now, min-

ing, milling and general manufacturing, na-

turally take a secondary and subservient

position, as being dependent on the success

and progress of the two great national indus-

tries—agriculture ar:d lumbering. In pro-

portion as they prosper, to will be the

general prosperity of the country.

It would be out of place in this " Intro-

ductory" to enter into details as to the vast

resources of Canada as a timber producing

country. It has not uofrequently been

sneered at as a " wooden country, and the

taunt is neither withe ut foundation, nor is it

one to be ashamed of. Canada is indeed a

wooden country, but its woods are

fast disappearing, and one of the pr ime

elements of its early growth, is being

ruthlessly destroyed by the^old style of man-
agement on the part of the government, and

the reckless indifference of the people. It

will be the duty of the Lumberman to

point out the injuries annually inflicted on

the wooden wealth of Canada, by reckli ss

tree-felling, and the still more reckless start-

ing of forest fires, whether by sportsmen or

settlers. Even in the latter particular, our

journal may, by assisting in arousing public-

opinion, be the means of saving millions of

dollars to the country in a single year.

But we are not ignorant of the great re

sponsibihty of starting this journal. Devoted
as it is to a special class of operators, it

must mainly look to them for support. It

has not the whole of the reading community
to appeal to directly, and hence must depend
for success on the earnest and liberal support

of those in whose interest it is published

Lumbermen, as a class, are noted for their

public spirit and liberality, and we freely

trust to their generous support as well as to

that of lumber dealers generally. Nothing
shall be wauting on our part to make this

journal a full and complete record of the

lumber business, and all that relates to

the trade in Canada. To this end the

latest market reports, the contributions

of trustworthy correspondents, trade cir-

culars, etc., will be freely used, to give

our readers the best, the eurliest, and the

most reliable information that can be obtain-

ed, concerning the important branch of busi-

ness to which the journal will be especially

be devote 1 ; while the mininz, the milling,

and the manufacturing interests will receive

attention proportionate to their great claims

on the public.

In short, it will be our endeavour to make
the Lumberman worthy of its title in every

respect; and, while giving special atteution

to the great staple industry to which it is

devoted, it will also furnish a carefully se-

lected amount of general reading that will

make it a welcome visitor in eveiy family.

Advertisers, especially those dealing in

mill, mining, and lumbering supplies and
machinery, will find the Lumberman a very
favourable medium of reaching their custom-
ers, as it will circulate among these classes,

and receij^ more attention from them than
they have the time or inclination to bestow
on a general newspaper.

Watches.

Watches, by reason of their fragile con-

struction, and the variations to which they

are liable, can after all only obtain a limited
perfection in their performance ;

therefore,

we must not be astonished to find them sub-

ject to certain variations. These variations,

which are easy to correct, need not preju-

elice the quality of a watch, as will be prov-

ed by the following ( x;*mple. Two watches,
we will suppose, have been put to the same
time by an excellent regulator. At the end
of a month, one of these watches is a quar
ter of an hour too fast ; the other is exact-

ly right to time. To which of these two
watches would we give the preference ? Per-

haps to the one which is exactly right. But
in making such a choice, we nevertheless in-

cur the risk of abandoning a good watch for

a bad one. The first watch, has, we assume,
gained 30 seconds a day ; and according to

this rate, it has gaineel a quarter of an hour
in 30 days. What must be done to make
this watch go well ? Alter the regulator in-

side from fast to slow, or get a careful

watchmaker to do it for you, thereby alter-

ing its daily rate. Let us now admit that
the other watch has been affected during a
mouth by irregular going, which has occa-

sioned it sometimes to gain, at other times-

to lose to a certain extent daily. It may
easily occur that at the end of a month this

gaining and losing compensate each other,

and by this means the v, atch indicates the
exact hour at the time we look at it. Such
a watch can never be relied upon. The fact

is that a watch which gains in a regular
manner or loses in a regular manner is su-

perior to any whose variation is uncertain,

and where its variation conies to be familiar,

the little companion may vie with the most
delicately adjusted ship's chronometer. A
skilful watch-maker one day thus reasoned
with a customer who complained of his

watch. '• You complained," said he, "that
your watch gains a minute a month. Well,
then, you will congratulate yourself when
you have heard me. You are aware that in

your watch the balance, which is the regu-
lator, makes five oscillations every second,
which is 432,000a day : so that your watch,
exposed to a : l the vicissitueles which heat
and cold occasion it, the varying weight of

the air, and the shaking to which it is sub-
jected, has not vaiieil more than a minute a
month, or two seconds a day. It has only
acquired with each vibration of the balance
a variation of the two hundred and sixteen
thousandth part of a second. Juelge then
what must be the extreme perfection of the
mechanism of this watch !" A watch can-
not go for an indefinite period without bring
repaired or cleaned. At the expiration of a
certain time, the oil dries up, duat accumu-
lates, and wear and tear are the inevitable
results to the whole machinery, the func-

tions becoming irregular, and fiequently
ceasing to act altogether. A persem posses-

sing a w:>tch cJf gooel quality, and elesirous

of preserving it as such, should have it e'ean-
ed every two years at least. But care should
be taken to confide this cleaning or repairing

to careful hands ; an incapable workman

may do great injury to a watch even of the
simplest construcion.

The Earth's Population.

Jn the new issue (No. 6.) of Behm and
Wagner's well-known " Bevolkernng der
Erde" there are several points of fresh inte-
rest. Since the last issue, about two years
ago, the population would seem to have been
increased by about 17,000,000, the present
population of the earth, according to Behm
and Wagner, being 1,456,000,000, as against
1,439,000,000 two years ago. This, howev-
er, can not be set down to absolute natural
increase, much of the addition being, no
doubt, the result of new and more accurate
statistics. The new issue has, for example,
to take account of several new censuses,
some of them in countries where the popula-
tion has not been accurately counted for
many years, if at all. We have, for exam-
ple the census of Spain in 1877 ; Portugal,
1878 ; Greece, 1S79 ; Bosnia and Herzego-
vina, 1879 ; New Zealand, 1S7S; Peru, 1876;
Denmark, 1880, besides several smaller
places. The total population is divided
among the continents as follows : Europe,
315,929,000, or at the ratio of 32.5 pre-
square kilometre; Asia, 834,707,000, or 187-
per square kilometre; Africa, 205,579,00.,
or 6.9 per square kilometre; America, 950
495,500, or 2.5 per square kilometre; Aus,
tralia and Polynesia, 4,031,000, or 0 4 per
square kilometre ; the remainder, 82,000,
belong to the north polar region, mostly Ice-
land and Greenland. Although the census
of the United States has been taken some
months since, and a few of the data oozed
out in an irregular fashion, Herren Behm
and Wagner have not made any use of the
results, wisely preferring to await official

statistics. They calculate that the census
ought to give a result of at least 47,000,000.
The editors have also given a fresh plani-
metiical calculation of the area of Africa,
yielding a result of 29,383,390 square kilo-
metres. Of this area about six and a third
milli n; are forests and culture land, the
same area savannahs and scattered woods,
1,500,000 bush, 4,290,000 steppe, and 10,-
500,000 desert. This last item seems ap-
palling, but it should be remembered that
much of this desert may be reclaimable, and
th it it includes large areas of fertile oases.
A new p animetric calculation of the area of
South America yields the result of 16,732,-
12S square kilometres, differing greatly from
the sum of the official areas given by the
South American governments.

Mr. E. B. Eddy, of Ottawa, Ont., has tak-
en a ten years' lease of the Lovejoy pre-
mises in Odgensburg, and will at once trans-
fer them into a match and box factory.
While there on Friday he let a contract of
the value of §1,200 to put the buildings into
proper shape.

In E. C. Cane's mill, Gravenhurst, on
Tuesday, Neil McMillen sawed, on one of
Goldie & McCullough's machines, 42,600 of
16-inch shingles, within eleven hours. The
shingles were jointed by Archibald McKin-
non, and Edward Collis packed 32,900.
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The Autumn Woods.

AND THE HOUSEHOLD ADORNMENTS WHICH

THEY PROVIDE— PREPARING FERNS AND

MOSSES.

(Philadelphia Times.)

Ferns become every year more popular

for purr oses of household elecoration. Grow-

ing or cut, freshly gathered or pressed, the

uses to which they are applied are number-

less. It is a safe plan to gather diem when-

ever you can get them, but those who can

choose their time to do so usually prefer

August or early September, since at this

time the ferns are in full maturity and have

not yet begun to fade.

Ia going fern hunting it is wise to take a

large book, such as an atlas or a music port-

folio, along in which to lay the more delicate

specimens as soon as they are gathered ; the

commoner varieties—such as the ordinary

bracken bush, the evergreen fern—may be

easily taken home to be pressed, by wrapping

them in i.ewspaper with a wet fold around

the stems to keep them from wi. ting. Those

which are to be dug up, root and all, for

transplanting should be placed as carefully

as possible in a basket.

At the close of e\ery excursion the ferns

which are to be pressed should without loss

of time be transferred to the drying paper.

Seated at a con vt meet table the collector

begins her work, her pile of feins at one side

of her and her paper at another. Plenty of

paper and two flat, smooth boards are the

mateiials n quired. Books on the subject

advise stout blottiug paper, but strousr, soft

newspapers, such as the Times for instance,

make an excellent substitute at far less cost.

Number one board is laid down ; on tliis

sevcial sheets of papei—the more the better

if paper is plentiful—and on them the fern

is laid out as nearly as possible in the natural

pos.tion, any twisting into shapes which the

fronds would not have assumed in life being

avoided. Over it a single sheet of paper is

laid, and while with the light hand the plant

is being spread out, with the left the paper

is being simultaneons'y smoothed over it,

immediately a few more sheets aie laid over

it and the process repeated witli additional

specimens until the pile is sufficiently high
;

then it is topped with the second board and
the bundle deposited with a forty or fifty

pound weight on the top of all. Bricks make
good weights, and they can be so distributed

as to make the pressure bear equally on all

parts at e nee ; but any weight— a large stone,

for instance—will do very well ; or you may
put the boards under your trunk. If a great

many ferns are to be dried, another set of

boards and papers may be used, but one is

sufficient for quite a number. Next day the

collector rnust "change her papers." The
pile is reversed, and the top board laid down
on the table, with a sheet or two of dry
paper on the top of it. Then the half-limp,

flattened fern is carefully transferred to it,

and the process repeated until the whole of

yesterday's gatherings are ( nee more in dry
sheets, and the weights on top cf them
again. The damp paper is then laid out in

the sun or suspended on a cord in the kitchen

or other warm place to dry, and in a short

t me is ready for use. How often the chang-
ing of papers must be repeated, depends
upon the number of sheets which are inter-

posed between each plant, the state of the
weather, the dryness of the room, or the
thickness of the fein leaves themselves

; but,

as a rule, half a do/, -n times are sufficient,

and, if need be, the last two or three times
may have an interval of two or even three
days between them. If the plaDts make the
paper bulge out, a sheet or two of stout

pasteboard interposed here and there will

smooth down their asperities and secure
better bried specimens. In any case, a little

patience and neat-handeduess are necessary
to secure choice specimens, and the ferns

should not be taken out of press until sure
that they are well dried. The best test of

their being thoroughly dry is to gently bend
back a little bit of the frond. If it is in-

flexible, then it is better to give it another
turn of the drying press. If, on the con-
trary, it breaks, all the sap has been exti act-

ed from it by the combined piessure of the
stones and the absorbing power of the paper
on either side or the specimen. Then trans-

fer them to a large book and keep them there
until ready to use them. Smail ferns may
be pressed between the leaves of a book by
tying a string around the volume to keep it

tightly shut, but it is important in such case
that the ferns should be dry, and the book
must be opened and examined from clay to
day to avoid injury both to the volume and
to the ferns.

As already intimated, any one with a large
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supply of pressed ferns has an almost limit-
j

less fund upon which to draw for household

'

decorati Ml. Window transparencies and fire

screens are made by framing the ferns,

artistically grouped, between two sheets of

plate-glass. The side-lights to a hall door

may be prettily ornamented in the same wty,

only for this purpose, in order to obstruct

the view, it is well to fasten the fern on fine

white net. Bright hued flowers, such as

pansies, morning glories, scarlet sage, etc.,

add much to the beauty of such transparen-

cies and may be successfully dried between

sheets of cotton wadding placed between

wooden boards.

A cluster of feros pinned on a lace curtain

where it falls apart has a very happy effect,

and we have seen pretty window cornices

made of a garland of ferns aud autumn
leaves. The maiden-hair fern looks extreme-

ly well arranged in a small basket, with a

few dried bits of crimson cock's comb or

bachelor's buttons. Indeed, the uses to

which they may be applied are limited only

by the taste and skill of the decorator.

When a fernery is contemplated the ferns

should be carefully dug up and transplanted

in soil as nearly as possible like that in which

they originally «rew.

As a rule, ferns require abundant moisture

and cool shade, and the exercise of a little

ingenuity will soon provide these require-

ments for even a varied collection. With the

help of a few pieces of furnace slag or other

fantastic material, a rockery can be erected in

the dreariest city back yard. Sand—not

sea, but river sand—should be first strewn
over this, and then woods earth should be

packed into every crcv.ee where the ferns

are to grow.
The newest fern cases have ventilators in

the top of the glass, but it is an open ques-

tion whether these are an advantage in a

furnace-heated room.

A very pretty fernery may be made of an

old tin ti ay. Faint it lirst with waterproof

paint, then make a foundation of gravel,

chaicoal aud c.nders and some sand, not too

much, however. Over this put your woods
earth and plant the ferns with sheets of moss,

carefully transplanted from the place where
the ferns grew, coveiing the roots. Keep
well wateied, and you will have a thing of

beauty all winter, constantly developing new
beauiies as tiuy ferns and wood plants spring

up from the moss.
For decorative purposes moss is scarcely

second to ferns, or even flowers. In Eng-
land it is much used for table decoration,

and is gathered in summer and dried for

winter use. It is a mistake to think that

because moss is green it is of one colour, you
will find it of every hue—bronze aud
emerald, shining, golden and dark purple
gieen. The best way to col ect it lor de-

coration is to pull it in large tuits, which
should be well shaken after reaching home
aud spread lightly on newspapers for a day
or two, aud then again tl.oroughly shaken,
to free thein from loose bits and from insects.

To keep it for the winter the sprays should
be tlipped in water, dabbed dry on a cloth,

laid flat between two sheets of brown paper
and immediately ironed until quite dry.

The irons should be of the heat required to

smooth linen, but do not prolong the pro-

cess too much or the mo s will become
biittle. This process answers for the coarser

mosses ; more delicate ones should not be
ironed, and the " maiden hair " moss should
not be placeel in water, or the golden extin-

guishers may wash otf. Small, naturally
mossy twigs—ivy, oak leaves, acorns,
litchens—by occasionally being put out to
be refreshed by rain, can be made to last for

some time. The last need an occasional rain

soaking, as they become brittle and powdery
when too dry. The little gypsy kettles that
were so fashionable s line years ago may be
made into pretty centre-pieces by c tvering
sticks and kettle al ke with moss, as fol-

lows : Hold one of the sticks in the left

hand, take a tuft of moss sufficiently large
to wrap around it in the right hand and fold

the moss around and over the euel of the
stick ; pass a long piece of fine gardening
w ire rouud it, securing the end firmly and
pulling it in tight, so that the moss conceals
it ; wind it round once more and then take a
second tuft ; let the end neatly overlap the
first, and secure it in the same way ; con-
tinue till the stick is covered, keeping the
moss as evenly and tightly rolled as possible.
If too shaggy trim it with the scissors. Se-
cure the end of the wire when finished, and
if tightly done all will remain linn. The
handle of the kettle should be done in the
same way before doing the kettle. In cover-
ing the latter the upper edge of "the tufts
should be turned inside, under the tin for
holding the flowers, and the lirst wire tied
around close under the top. A very few
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flowers, arranged in wet sand, will answer
for filling the tin. Flower pots may be
covered in the same way ; aid flat straw-

berry baskets, thus concealed, and lined

with white paper, make very pretty fruit

dishes. A plateau of moss for holding

dessert dishes is also pretty. A board of the

desired s>zi and shape is requisite ; the edges

may be cut out for the dishes to fit into, or

they may stand on it. The moss should be

made a3 smooth and even as possible, and
may be of only one of various kinds. The
common feather- moss is perhaps the best.

If liked, a border of gray lichen can sur-

round it, and outside this a second of small

leaves, trailing or ground ivy. Borders of

leaves and ferns can be made for dishes, and
wreaths of periwinkle runners, ivy, holly

bright autumn leaves. Ferns can be ironed

like the moss and will preserve their colour,

but the safest plan is to dry them as direct-

ed. Circles or stripes of thin cardboard can

be covered with leaves and ferns for sur-

rounding dishes, and single ferns arraugee in

a pattern of the cloth. Infinite variety can

be made by giving time and thought to the

matter.

Porpoise-Shooting.

Porpoise-shooting affords to the Indians

of the Passamsquoddy tiibe their principal

means of support. It is practiced at all

seasons of the year, but the fish killed in

the Winter are the fattest, and give the

largest quantities of oil. The largest-sized

porpoises measure abaut seven feet in length,

about the girth five feet, weight 300 pounds
and upward, and yield from six to seven

gallons of oil. The blubber is about cue
aud one-half iuhces thick in Summer, aud
two inches thick in Winter, at which time
the creature is in its best condition. The
blubber from a lar^e porpoise weighs about
100 pounds. The Indians try out the oil in

a very primative manner, and with very rude
but picturesque appliances. The blubl>er is

stripped oil', then cut into small pieces,

which are placed in a huge iron pot, and
melted over a fire. All along the beach
were placed, at intervals, cut ious structures,

consisting of two upright pieces of wood
sunnouutid by a cross-piece, from which
the pots were hung by chains. Under this

cross-piece large stones were piled in a semi-

circle, inside of which a fire was made that

was allowed to burn fiercely until the stones

were at a white heat. The fire was then
scattered, and the pots containing the
blubber were placed under the stones, and
just enough fire under them to insure the

melting of the blabber. When melted, the
oil was skimmed olF into other receptacle?,

theu poured into tin cans of about live

gallous, capacity, aud the process was com-
plete. If the oil is pure it readily brings 90
cents per gallon, but if adulterated with
seal, or any other interior oil, its value is

reduced to 65 cents per gallon. A very su-

perior oil is obtained from the jaw of the
porpoise. The jaws are hung up in the sun,

and the oil as it drips is caught in cans
placed for that puipose. The quantity of

oil thus produced is small, being only half

a pint from each jaw, but a large price is

paid for it by watch-makers and others re-

quiring a very fine lubricator. The oil from
the blubber gives a very good light, and was
for a long time used in all light-houses on
the coast. It is also a capital oil for lubricat-

ing machinery, never gets sticky, and is un-
affected by cold weather. When pure there
is no offensive smell, and I know of no oil

equal to it lot those who are compelleel to

use their eyes at night. The light is very
soft, aud when used in a German student s

lamp one can work almost as comfortably as

by daylight, anel the dreadeel glare of gas
auel other artificial lights is completely avoiel-

eel. If industrious aud favoureel withorelin-

ary success, an Indian can kill 150 or 200
porpoises a year, anel they will average three
gallons of oil each. But, unfortunately, the
poor Indians are not so industrious, or only
so by fits and starts, or as necessity compels
them. Their way is usually to accumulate
some 15 or 20 gallons of oil, then go off to

Eistport, Me., with it for market. Thus
much time is lost in loitering about the
towns, aud in going and returning from the
hunting-grounds. Moreover, there are always
two Inelians to each canoe, and the proceeds
of the hunt have to be divided. There is

ejuite a demand for the oil, and, if syste-
matically followed, porpoise-shooting would
afford the Inelians a comfortable support.
The flesh of the porpoise when cookeel is not
uulike fresh pork, anel at one time was much
used. The Iudiaus still use it, anel it is also
in request by the fishermen on the coast,
who readily exchange fresh fish for "porpus"
meat with the Iudiaus.

Powerful Ocean Steamships.

[Loudon Times. J

Twenty yea -8 ago, the largest steamers
known (in this, as in all such comparisons,
neglecting the Great Eastern, which was a
prodigy of engineering skill), did not reach
350 feet in length, 45 feet in breadth, 3,500
tons in tonnage, or 4,000-horse power indi-

cated. We have, at this moment, before us a
list of 50 merchant steamers sailing, in the
year 1860, from Southampton and other
southern ports, which the largest vessels

then frequented, and the list includes but
10 .slops of more than 300 feet in length,

none of which reached the limits of nza and
power just given, and the whole of which
belonged to two companies, viz., the Royal
Mail and the Peninsular and Oiiental. At
the present moment we have, afloat and
at work, the White Star liners, tome of them
of 445 feet in length, 35 feet in breadth, and
nearly 5,000 indicated horse-power ; the In-

man liners, comprising such ships as the
City of Berlin, 488 feet by 44J feet broad,
and of about the same steam power ; the Or-
ient, of 445 feet by 45^ feet, with engines
developing 5,600 horse-power ; the Arizona,
of about the same size, with still greater
steam power and speed ; and many other
splendid vessels but little inferior to any of

the foregoing. And these grand steamers

—

many of which reach the quays of New York
with greater punctuality than railway trains

reach the London suburbs from Victoria and
Charing-cross, and would reach our quays
with equal punctuality if they could avoiel

thd abominable sands that bar the Meisey

—

are the forerunners of still larger and more
powerful vessels now taking shape on the
banks of the Clyde and elsewhere. TheCu-
nard steel ship, the Servia, now building, by
Messrs. Thompson, of Glasgow, is 500 feet

by 60 feet, wi'h over 10,000 indicated
horse-power, anel will, therefore, doubtless
possess a speed considerably in advance of

that of the very fastest ship at prfsent
afloat in the mercantile marine. The Jnman
steamship City of Pome, building of iron at

Birrow, will be still larger, having a length
of 546 feet, a breadth of 52 feet, a gross reg-

istered tonnage of S,000, and a steam power
nearly eeiual to that of the Seivia. The
Guion line is to be increased by ships of al-

most eejual size and power, and the Allan
line is building others equal to the finest of

the White Star boats. Notwithstanding
the number and magnitude of the passenger
steamers now running between America and
this country the traffic is so great that it has
only been possible to secure accommodation by
arranging for p; ssage many weeks, and even
mouths, in advance, while the rapidly in-

creasing population and wealth of the United
States anel of Canada make it certain that
the interchange of agricultural produce and
manufactured goods between them and our-

selves will go on increasing.

Aeronautics-

The proposed attempt to reach the North
Pole by balloon has given an impetus to the
science of aeronautics in England. A balloon

society has been formed, and, under its aus-

pices, several air ships have been sent up in

the vicinity of London. Oue of them con-

tained Mr. Wright, the aeronaut ; Com-
mander Cheyne of the royal navy, who pro-

poses to make an experiment with a balloou

in his next Arctic journey ; Mr. L. C. Al-

ford of Denver, Colorado, and a newspaper
correspondent In a minute and a quarter

from the start they attained the altitude of

1,000 feet, in three minutes 2,000 feet, and
iu eight minutes 2,350 feet. The object of

the travellers was not to go high, but to get

over the gremnel as quickly as possible, and
with a gentle breeze they glided along at

the rate of thirty miles an hour. Id the de-

scent thay dropped 1,390 feet in a minute
and a quarter. Tbey managed to check
their rapid fall bef*re reaching terra #rmn,

and landed safely after much bumping on
the ground. Of the other balloons, one r> se

12,000 feet. The scientific observations of

the various aeronauts will be carefully com-
pared, anel a repoit m ade embodying the re-

sults obtained as to the air currents at dif-

ferent heights.

An English journal bewails that the

world is threatened with a dearth of lions,

that the " king of the forest" is gradually

disappearing in his native wilds. But this

grave misfortune has encouraged a French-
man to establish a regular breeeling stud of

lions at Bona, where lions will be bred and
brained for the market. Perhaps the royal

east will, iu the course of time, become so

domesticated that the liou auel the lamb
may lie down together.
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FACTS AND FANCIES.

John Rouse spied a jug under a photo-

grapher's wagon at an Illinois fair, con-

jectured that it held whisky, and so drank

fatally of sulphuric acid.

The municipality of Paris levies a duty on

almost everything which enters the city
;

that of London on scarcely anything but

coals, which furnish a large revenue.

Two boys quarrelled over a game of mar-

bles at Reading, Pa. One cried " Here's

one for your head," and threw a big stone,

which broke the other's skull and killed

him.

The newest creations among the peers,

Messrs. Lowe and Knatchbull Hugeasen,

having opposed the Disturbance bill and
other Ministerial measures, both these pil-

lars of the State are indigaantly discarded

by their former associates.

Some Chinamen fitted up boats and made
a contract with the canning firms to fish for

salmon off British Columbia. The boats

drifted empty ashore on the day after, and
the Chinamen were never afterwards seen.

T' e white fishermen had murdered them.

The "fly suffocator, " an insect resembl-

ing the mosquito, is the latest affliction that

has visited the Russian peasantry. Last
month, in the Mirgorod district of the Pol-

tava province, 142 head of cattle, 2 horses,

212 sheep, and 173 pigs were killed by it.

The flies are said to enter the air passages of

the animals and thus suffocate them.

The following advertisement in the Lon-
don Lancet is scarcely reassuring to the

public :
" College of Surgeons and Apothe-

caries. Hall Preliminary Examinations.
The dullest and most backward get through.

Payments based on results." The prospect

of having the "dullest and most backward"
hacking away at one is not agreeable.

The announcement of the formation of ice

during the hottest days of last summer in

the caves near Zchinval, in the Caucasus,

attracted many travellers. It is reported

that these caves are filled with ice only dur-

ing the hottest weather, and that the newly
formed ice disappears with the fall of the
thermometer. This curious phenomenon
greatly puzzles the Caucasians.

" I beg your pardon, sir," said one of the

three men who entered Dovey's store at

Mercer's Station, Ky., "but will you please

hand me the five hundred dollars out of

your safe?" and he politely levelled a re-

volver. "Sorry to disoblige," Dovey re-

plied, "but there isn't a cent there;" and
he affably opened the safe for them to see.

The robbers made a thorough search, and
withdrew.

The Russian political inquisition, known
under the name of "The Third Section of

his Majesty's Own Chancellery," had ac-

quired such odium that the Czar, on recently

abolishing it, would not permit the Fourth
Section to be styled the third one. By
special ukase he ordered that the Fourth
Section should henceforth be known simply
as " His Majesty's Own Chancellery for the

Institutions of the Empress Mary."

The Antiquary says that the largest oak in

England is that in the parish of Cowthorpe,
west riding of Yorkshire. It is hollow, and
some forty men could stand within its trunk.

It is believed to be about 1,500 years old.

The Cowthorpe oak, which stands on the
land of Andrew Montague, a great proprie-

tor, is larger than the Greendale oak at

Welbeck. A few years ago the boughs ex-

tended sixty feet from the trunk.

A paxe of lovers at San Francisco could
not induce the County Clerk to give them a

marriage license, bi cause their ages were
only 16 and 15, and their parents objected,

bf-ing Jewish on one side and Roman Catho-
lic on the other. Therefore the boy and
girl gathered a party of their friends as wit-

nesses, joined their own hands, ard formally
declared themselves husband and wife. The
question whether the ceremony was valid is

to be tested in court.

Ben Zebsjhep. was an only son, and his

father owned one of the best farms in Bel-

mont County, West Virginia. The old man
was past 80. During several years his

health had declined, and it was supposed
that he would speedily die. Ben was so
confident of this that he began to buy stock
for the farm, and made other preparations to

take possesion of the property. But the
octogenarian suddenly recovered from his

illness, and took to courting a neighbour's
daughter. This exasperated the impatient
heir, and he shot his father dead, recently.

A stbangk pagan scene was witnessed in

the Volkovo Kladbishche, the largest ortho-

dox cemetery of St. Petersburg. From

early morning it was crowded by thousands

of men, women, and children. After a sol-

emn requiem by the Metropolitan and cler-

gy, the relatives and fiiends of tlio dead
treated each other to kutia, or rice boiled

with raisins, and drank in memoriam voJka,

or rye whisky. In half an hour there could

be heard not only loud weeping,but singing,

swearing, and boisterous laughter.

The Saturday Review says that the num-
ber of autumn sojourners in London is in-

creasing every year, and the people who
used to live in their back rooms now make
no secret of their whereabouts ; while as for

the male habitues, they may now be found

in scores not only among Guardsmen, Gov-
ernment functionaries, or business men, but

among those who have no particular tie that

binds them to one place more than another,

but who are getting sagacious enough to see

that they have, on the whole, abetter chance

of enjoying themselves by maintaining their

headquarters in London than by restless

Sittings to and fro.

A gentleman in London lately took a bad
half sovereign. He asked sundry experts if

it might possibly be good, but they were

unanimous that it was not ; and so he put it

away in the corner of his pocket and resign-

ed himself to the loss. But it happened that

in the evening he took a cab and drove about

to so many places that, feeling for change,

he discovered that he had not enough to pay

the fare. Forgetting all about the half

sovereign being bad, he handed it to the

cabman, asked for change, which the man
gave him, and then drove off hurriedly.

Just then the fare remembered, and, not

wishing to "do," the cabby, called out:

—

" Here ! that money is bad 1" "It's quite

good enough for you I" retorted the man,
turning round with a grin. The fare looked

at the half crowns, and at once suspected

that they were bad, as proved to be the

case ; but the long drive had been enjoyable,

and on the whole the cabby hardly got the

best of it.

Buried for Years in a Cavern.

A few days ago Mrssrs. D. E. Doane, W.
H. Enfield, and W. W. B'ake were survey-

ing and locating the boundaries of the

Chihnahuo mine in the MagJalena moun-
tains, about twenty-five miles west of So-

corro, where they made a somewhat start-

ling discovery. In chaining down the hill

from the centre stake to the west-side line

they passed nearly over an opening in the

rocks that was about three feet long and
fourteen inches wide. A small dead tree

about fifteen fett in length was let down into

the aperture, and immediately disappeared
from view. A young pine tree thirty feet

long was then chopped down and a ladder
hastily improvised therefrom. Carefully let

down, it finally found secure foothold, and
two of the party descended into the cavern.

By the aid of some lighted pine knots they
discovered that they were in the centre of a
room about thirty feet square. Continuing
their explorations, they found natural tun-

nels leading to two other but smaller cham-
bers. The ceiling of the main room was
fully twelve feet from the floor, In one
corner of this room were found the bones of

a human being. A portion of the rock over-

head had fallen in and buried the greater

number of the bones, but one of the collar

blades and a bone from the forearm were
obtained in excellent state of preservation.

Pen can not portray the agony which the
solitary occupant of this "dead man's cave"
must have endured during his last hours.

He could scarcely have beeu a lone prospec-

tor lured to his doom years ago by a fatal

curiosity, as no sane man would undertake
to explore the cave without first sounding
its depths. Besides this, the pioneer of the
Magdalens, Mr. J. S. iiiatchinson.says that,

to his knowledge, no prospector has been
missed during the last fourteen years. It is

thought that the Apaches, having knowledge
of this subterranean prison, must have com-
pelled some unfortunate captive to descend
into the eave and tauntingly left him to his

fate. How well might the inscription over
the entrance to the infernal regions, as re-

corded in Dante's " Inferno,"

Who enters here leaves hopje behind,

be applied to this dismal dungeon. The
last chapter of the life of the tenant of this

cell would make abundant material for a
romance of the border.

Alfonso makes the Palace hideous by
singing "Baby Mine."

The Czar has become so nervous that a

sound of a wash boiler falling down stairs

at midnight, will raise him out of bed before

it strikes the third stair.

EMINENT PEOPLE.

Die. Tanner lectured at Lawrence, Mass.,

and took in only $2.75. With his peculiar

ideas of gastronomy he ought to live (sump-

tuously on that.

The Queen of Sweden, who is very ill,

has gone to Antwerp to plaao herself, as her

last chance of recovery, in the hands of a
celebrated physician.

Queen Victoria is a poor speaker. She
wouldn't draw worth a cent as a lecturer,

ller last speech had the effect of dispersing

Parliament, to which it was addressed.

The cruise of Mr. Gladstone, his family

and friends, in the Grantully Castle, cost a

very large sum of money, the whole of

which was defrayed by Mr. Donald Carrie,

an English mei chant, and his partner.

When that baby Princess of Spain grows
up and finds how mad everybody was about
it, she won't feel greatly flattered. The
n< arest she can come to it is to wear a Der-
by hat and bang her hair.

Mr. Rupert Kettle is about to have
greatness unexpectedly thrown upon him,
Mr. Gladstone having advised the Queen to

grant him knighthood for his tact and energy
in preventing many strikes, and his plan of

arbitration boards, which have worked so

well in the north of England.

Mr. Fawcett, the British Postmaster-
General, has a new plan for facilitating the

savings of the poor. A saving child may now
get an official strip of paper intended to

hold twelve stamp)?, add a stamp at a time
to it as he can save a penny, and, when it is

full, take it to the postoffice and get a sav-

ings bank receipt for a shilling, the mini-

mum deposit which it will pay the Postoffice

Savings Bank to take

Recently an American traveller saw on a
hotel register the name of " Sir A. T. Gait,

and fifteen children." The latter were ush-

ered into the dining-room by their gover-

ness, and were mostly fine-looking, well-be-

haved girls. Britons allude to Americans, in

a cynical way, as the people who particu-

larly overdo things. But when it comes to

fifteen young Canadian girls, it seems to us
that it is rather " crowding the mourners."

Abeddin Pasha, Minister of Foreign Af-

fairs, presented himself the other day be-

fore the Sultan in such a very seedy coat

that his Majesty could not refrain from
suggesting to him that it was only decent he
should put on his best clothes when be was
going to see his sovereign. Abeddin replied

humbly that he had put on his very best.

Whereupon the Sultan directed ( ne of his

secretaries to give an order on the Imperial
tailor to rig the Pasha out completely.

Abeddin accordingly ordered thirty-five

coats, thiity-five waistcoats and the same
number of every other garment. Since then
the mean attire of the functionaries who
have been called to the palace has been
quite striking, but none of these imitators

have as yet excited the Sultan's commisera-
tion.

An Englishman who knows the Baroness
Burdett Coutts well says her vitality and
energy are extraordinary. When she is per-

fectly well she defeats her age by a dezen
years. She is a good horsewoman, and is

still fond of exercise, and she walks with an
elasticity which many a younger woman
might envy. Her capacity for busin r ss has
long been known ; and though her benevo-

lence is boundless, no begging impostor
could ever hope to outwit her. She has all

the shrewdness of the Charity Orgauiz ition

Society, without the callous cynicism

which makes that body nothing more than a

system of police. Her knowledge of poli-

tics and politicians extends over half a cen-

tury ; and as she can write as well as speak
with no little grace and force, a book of her
recollections should have greater interest

than anything of the kind which has been
published for many years.

A late number of the London Truth con-

tains a statement in reference to William H.
Vanderbilt and Mtissonier, which is quite

characteristic of the prompt, decisive way
in which the former acts. While painting

Mr. Viinderbilt, Meissonier observed :

"There is one picture that I really loved,

and unh 'ppily it is in Germany. It repre-

sented General Dessaix in the middle of a

plain, questioning some peasants. It was
fine ; it was very fine. Petit sold it to a

German, a Dresden man, long before the

war, for 30,000 francs. I have done every-

thing to get that picture back to France, to

ransom it from its captivity in Cermany.
Petit offered the owner as much as 100,000

francs for it, but he would not selL I ntver

think of it without a real ping." " Ah '."

said Mr. Vanderbilt, beginning to talk of

something else. A few day* afterward Meis-

sonier went to dine with Vanderbilt. Upon
entering the salon there was hi* Dresden

picture facing him upon an east 1. " 1 bought

it by telegraph for 150,000 francs,'' quietly

remarked Vanderbilt. "It was a simple

enough matter, you perceive, to get the

picture.

"

Mr. Episo.n is among the prophets once

more. He has now perfected the Japanese

bamboo for the carbon loop, and in four

weeks will have his shops and eight mile*

of street lamps lighted. He has facilities

for making 1,000 lamps a day, and a mm
engaged in canvassing the lower part of New
York City for customers. From the fig-

ures of the amount of gas and steam power
used he calculates to introduce his light at

such prices as will send the gas companies

into the milk or grocery business. The
wires will be laid down in December, " The
gas companies," he says, "are fighting hard

to keep the city authorities from giving us

permission to lay wires, but they are butting

against a wall. Their days are numljered.
'

Tne lights which went out last winter burn-

ed a little while and then were only used

for experimental purpxtses. Some of them
lasttd 900 hours ; but others only a few

days. They were abandoned and the bam-

boo fibre substituted. " The chorus of abuse

and ridicule which greeted me in January

last," he says, " induced me to work
without noise." The details are now per-

fected, and he seems almost as positive of

his success as he was eight or ten months
ago. ^
Wonderful Swlmmtcg of a Scotch Girl.

The young lady who has shown this won-
derful endurance in water is a Miss Lizzie

Gow, who swam from Dunoon to the Sloch

Lighthouse, and was in the water one hour

and fifty-three minutes. She is only 16

years of aee, and when it was known that

she intended to swim the channel, a gentle-

man also essayed to accomplish the feat.

He swam vigorously for about a mile, when
he was forced to take refuge in a boat, com-

pletely benumbed. Before mid-channel was

reached Miss Gow's hands were benumbed,

and she turned on her back and chafed them

a few moments. Refreshed by the rest, she

again proceded on her way. At this point

she was joined by her brother from one of

the boats following her, who is a splendid

swimmer and diver, but he also had to suc-

cumb, after being half an hour in the water,

Left alone, she followed the leading boats

with indomitable pluck, and gradually near-

ed the shore. The current was now, un-

fortunately, very strong against her, and

her failing strength was unable to fight

against the tide, and she made little or no

progress. When within fifty yards of the

shore she complained of cramp, and her

friends advised her to leave the water. She

complied, reluctantly, and, after entering

the biat, was carefully attended to. After

partaking of refreshments and n sting an

hour she returned to Dunoon, n.ne the

worse for her daring swim.

A Bloody Room-Mate.

It was at the time of a county fair, and the

village was crowded.

A man, carrying two round bundles care-

fully tied up, knocks at the door of an inn

and asks for a room. They tell him that the

best they can :;ive him is a room with two

beds, one of which is already occupied. Un-
der the circumstances he is obliged to accept

the vacant bed. The occupant of the other

is fast asleep and snoring loudly when he

enters the chamber. But he takes him

by the shoulder, wakes him up rudely, and

asks :
, B" A.re there any rats or mice here ?

" I believe not, sir."

"All the better, for they gnaw everything

they can find. Now, I have there, " added

the newcomer, point ng to the round bun-

dles, "the heads of two persons whom lex-

ecuted this morning, that I am taking to Pa-

ris, and you understand if there were any

rats or mice
"'

"Heads of persons !" exclaimed the other,

turning pale.

Five minutes after, the possessor of these

horrible tr phies was alone in the chamber,

where he slept comfortably until morning.

The bundles were merely two melons.

It is said that profanity has increased fifty

per cent, in this country since the telephone

came into general use. The boy in the

central ollicj is all to blame.
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The Wheat Crop of 1880.

Where It is Grown—Its Extent-
Its Amount.

What Snail We do With It ?-How Much
Will it Brine ?

(From the Milwaukee U. S. Miller.)

Within the memory of men now in active

business the wheat crop of the United States

was no element in the food supply of the

world, outside its own borders.

Thirty years ago, American grain or provi-

sions was not a known quantity of Europe,

as there were no surplus for export. At that

time, Europe, however huDgry she might
be, fed herself, or starved. The demand
from England, which, owing to her small

area of land, as compared with her popula-

tion, has been for a century the great food-

consuming country of the world, drew her

supplies from the wheat fields of Russia,

through the Baltic ports, and fro-n the Med-
iterranean ports of Noi th Africa.

Each geographical division of the globe :

Europe, Asia, Africa, and America fed
themselves, or starved. The great wheat
fields of to-day were unknown and unexist-

ent.

Now, through the medium of steam trans-

portation, and the settling up of newer re-

gions, the source of supply has been changed
and most marvellously increased, while the
point of consumption remains nearly the
same.
England is still the point to which the

surplus food of the world flows for a final

market. Europe is the only division of the
habitable globe that does not produce
enough to eat. Russia, until the past fifteen

years, furnished the surplus of wheat re-

quired to supply any European deficit.

Since then marked changes have occurred in

the sources of supply, and America, to day,
is furnishing so much of the wheat as to
have become prime factor in the trade, fur-

nishing, during the past year, 175,000,000
to 180,000,000 bushels in wheat and flou

of a deficit of 250,000,000 bushels. The
balance of the deficit was not furnished, as
formerly, by Russia entirely, but from
sources even newer than America : India
and Australia.

Russia is now the only European country
that is counted on for any surplus, and as it

is reported that, on failing crops, she can no
longer be depended on for any definite sud-
ply, it is as well in all calculations to ig-

nore her as a source of supply, although for

years to come she will probably furnish a
large but quite variable and indefinite quan-
tity of the deficit.

The countries now looked upon as the
wheat purveyors of Europe are North
America (the United States and Canadas),
India and Australia, of which America is of
paramount importance, as she is able to sup-
ply any probable deficit alone.

In the United States only a small section
comprises a wheat belt now under cultiva'
tion that produces an excess of the require-
ments of the population. Only nine States
according to the returns of last year, pro-
duced an excess for export, viz. : Minneso-
ta, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Michigan, Wis-
consin and Nebraska, on the Atlantic slope,
and California and Oregon on the Pacific!
The adjoining Territories are, however, be-
ing rapidly developed, and will this year go
to swell largely the increased productions of
the States above named.

It will be noticed that the wheat territory
is confined to the section north of the Ohio,
and west of the Mississippi river, and to the
great Pacific slope. The great unsurveyed,
and as yet unsettled, areas, in the tract thus
imperfectly described, adapted to the raising
of wheat, is practically illimitable. Not one-
tenth of the land is yet occupied, and if it

were all under cultivation, as are the older
parts of Minnesota, would produce in one
year sufficient to supply twice the quantity
the whole world requiies. The world's pre-
sent consumption of wheat is estimated at
2,000,000,000 bu. The present production
of the American wheat belt is about 500,-
000,000 bu. With the undeveloped lands
constantly being utilized, the increase in
wheat production is likely to far outstrip
that in other portions of the globe, and only
the interposition of obstacles to the free
movement of the wheat to points of con-
su mption can thwart the apparent destiny of
this country as the granary of the world for
ears, if not centuries, to come.

that lying within the boundaries of the
-d States is to be added a vast area in I

the Dominion of Canada, stretching along

the lakes, through the Red River country,

and ending in a vast unsettled region, be-

lieved to be admirably adapted to the raising

of small grains.

The wheat crop of the United States is de>

signated by two generic terms—"spring'

aud "winter." The spring wheat is grown
on the lands north of the parallel of 40 de
grees, and mostly in the States and Territo-

ries north and west of the foot of Lake
Michigan. The spring wheat section com-
prises the States of Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa, and the adjoining Territories.

The winter wheat States comprise, on the

eastern slope, Michigan, Illinois, Missouri,

Kansas, Nebraska, and all the States south
of the Ohio river, as well as the entire Pa
cific slope, comprising California and Ore
gon.

The production, owing to the immense in-

crease in California, Oregon, Missouri, and
the States along the Ohio valley, has for the
past year made winter wheat the prime fac

tor in the trade. It is harvested earlier

than spring wheat, and goes into the chau
nels ot trade before the spring wheat is gar-

nered.

The rapid opening up and settlement on
the Dakota aud other northwestern lands, is

again increasing the supply of spiing wheat,
aud may ultimately give it the preponder
ance, as to quantity, which it formerly held

The Crop op 1880.

The reports throughout the harvest sea-

son were, as usual, conflicting, but at the
close of this week the wheat of the whole
country is garnered, and the reports are
nearly unanimous that the crop is bounteous
and the quality excellent,

Winter Wheat.

The harvest commenced earlier than usual
in the Southern States, and was unexcep
tionally good both as to quality and quantity,
—so good as to toicj an unusual amount into
market during the past month. Michigan
n ports a crop of 34,000,000 bus. of white
winter wheat againsc 31,000,000 Lus. last

year. Illinois and Iudiana show a much
larger acreage and a better yield. On the
Pacific coast the increase bath in acreage and
yield is large. Tho San Francu c i Journal
of Commerce estimates the crop at 50,000,000
bushels, which is in excess of the crop of last

year 20,000,000 bushels, or nearly 40 per
cent. Oregon reports a gain of 30 per cunt,

both in acreage and quantity. It is believed
that there is a surplus from export from Cali-

fornia and Oregon of not loss than 45,000,000
bushels, the San Frniichco Journal of Com
merce estimating the surplus of the State of

California alone at 25,650,000 centals.—42,
750,000 bushels.

Spkino Wheat.

The spring wheat sections have doubtless
produced an amount of wheat largely in ex-
cess of the bounteous harvest of l ist year.

In Wisconsin, fioodsontheriversandunpro-
pitious weather have, in some pirts of the
State, nearly destroyed the crop, but the
damages have not been in the bist wheat-
growing sections, and the crop of the whole
State it is believed will aggregate as large as
last year, although owing to the fact that
the southeastern portion of the State has
turned largely to winter wheat, the supply
of spring wheat may show a slight decrease.

In Minnesota, which leads all others in
the production of spriug wheat, the crop is

all harvested, is of excellent quality, and
simply enormous in quantity,—the lowest
estimate being 10,000,000 bus. in excess of
last year, aud the aggregate quantity being
estimated at from 38,000,000 to 45,000,000
bus ; 40,000,000 bus. is certaiuly not an
extravagant estimate of the yield of that
State this year.

Iowa gives ODly a moderate report, al-

though the acreage has been considerably
increased. If she furnishes as many bushels
as last year, it will Le better than we expect.
Beyond these Stat s. away out as far as

railroads go, there is nothing but unieter-
rupted reports of great harvests of spring
wheat, waiting purchasers and transparta-
tion, The area of wheat acreage along the
line of the Northern Pacific Railroad is esti-
mated at 10,000,000 acres against a known
acreage of 0,000,000 acres last year. At the
very moderate estimate of 10 buahels to the
acre, this would give 100,000,000 bushels of
wheat in that region, one-half of which has
never entered into any statistical statement
before.

Thus having in a general way reviewed
the situation we come, in the absence of

figures, which will be accessible to nobody
till the wheat is sold and passes into the
cnannels of trade, to the attempt to estimate
the volume of the enormous crop that is now
gathered.

THE AMOUNT IN BUSHELS.

The crop of last year, according to the
reports based on what has already gone into
channels of trade, was 450,000,000 bushels.
There is certaiuly no State in the Union
that records a less yield than last year.
Taere is to be added to the product of last

year the acknowledged increase in Minneso-
ta of 10,000,000 bushels, in California of

20 000,000 bushels, in Dakota of, say 1,000,-

000 bushels, in Michigan of 3,000,000 bush-
els, and that of all the outlying territory
along Ihe lines of Western railways which
cannot yet be ascertained, except in a gene-
ral way not reducible to figures.

Assuming the crop of 1879 to bs correctly
stated at 450,000,000 bushels, there can be
no reasonable doubt that th -t of the present
year will exceed 480,000,000 bushels, aud is

quite likely to reach 500,000.000 bushels.
The increased acreage reported by the Agri-
cultural Bureau as sown this year, corrobor-
ates our estimate if the yield does uot fall

below the average for the past len years.
The question now paramount is, Wliat

shall we, do with it f We may, although no
country ever did, use for seed and home
consumption 5.5 bushels per capita, which
for 50,000,0fi0 of pppulation would dispose
of 275,000,000 bushels. This leaves, esti-

mating the crop at 480,000,000 bushels,

205,000,000 bushels surplus. Add to this

the visible supply reported last week, of

13,000,000 bushels, and it shows a surplus
of 218,000,000 bushels.

Last year, under a most extraordinary
demand from Europe, we exported 180,000,
000. This is hardly likely to occur during
this yeur. The general harvests in Europe
are, instead of being unexceptionally poor,

ss last year, fairly good, and consiquently
no demand above ordinary years can be
reasonably expected.
The followiug table shows the exports of

wheat and flour, and the price of wheat for

the past ten years, also the acreage, yield
and products in the United States :
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From the above table it will be seen that
the average export demand for Europe, add-
ing the extraordinary demand for the past
two years, is less thm 86,000,000 bushels
per annum. It is therefore hardly to be ex-
pected that the apparent surplus will fiud
an ultimate market at present prices.

The crop will start from the granaries of
the farmers, and after going through the ed-
dies of speculation, and resting in the ponds
of local trade, find its level at much lower
prices than have ever before been known in
this country.
There are, however, counteracting intlu-

euces which it may be well to consider.
The sparse supply of the European coun-

tries for the past two years has entirely de-
pleted the ordinary reserve. With a revival
of business, and a reinforcement of their

purchasing power, which has been so weak
for the past two years, they would not only
buy what was demanded for immediate con-
sumption, but refill their exhausted grana-
ries. So, at fair prices, the immense surplus
of the American wheat wop of 1880 may be
disposed of.

It will, however, find its path to a legiti-

mate market through devious ways. Specu-
lation will stand in its way, although ulti-

mately it will force its own channel.
As to the price of the article, that is " a

thing no man will find out "—that it ought
to be lower than ever before, under the law
of supply and demand is certain. Excepting
corn, there is no product of the earth in such
superabundance as wheat, and, rebtive to
other necessities of life, it must take a much
lower range in price than now obtains be-
fore it can be consumed.

MINES AND MINERALS.

OUR MINERAL RESOURCES.
In the next issue of the Lumberman, we

propose to follow up the important subject of
the mineral resources of Canada, and will
refer at some length, to a sketch by Mr, Gar-
ret, a well-known Geologist at Ottawa, of the

economic minerals, which are to be found in the

Ottawa Valley,

Phosphate Mining in Quebec

Montreal, Oct. 2.—There is a good deal

of misstatement going abroad in regard to

the transaction between Messrs. Dion Bros.,

phosphate manufacturers, of Granville,

France, and the Local Government It is

asserted in a local journal this evening, that

the firm in question has obtained a large

amount of phosphate land in this province

from the Government. Your correspondent
was informed by the Premier this evening

that there has not been granted a angle acre

of the public lands, and what is more, it is

not contemplated to grant any. Some
time since the head of the firm, who is here,

made an offer to the Government to establish

extensive works for the manufacture of sul-

phuric acid, which is used in the reduction of

phosphates, to be used as a fertilizer. They
stated that seaweed, which was one of the

substances necessary, could lie easily procur-

ed at the Saguenay, and other places m Can-
ada. The Dion firm is largely engaged in

the same business in France, and the Gov-
ernment, looking upon the proposal as one of

infinite importance to this province, agreed,

if Messrs. Dion would carry their proposal

into effect within one year, to grant them a

bonus of $4,000 per annum for ten years, on
condition of their supplying to the order of

the Government up to 2,000 tons per annum
for the same period, at $26 per ton. This is

considered a c heap price, as the same kind of

fertilizer imported here costs at present $4*
per ton. Mr. Dion agreed to the Govern-
ment terms, whereupon an order-in-Council

was passed granting the bonus, aud here the

matter rests. No agreement or anything else

has been signed, but there is no doubt so ad-

vantageous an enterprise as the one in ques-

tion will be entered upon without delay. It

is the Messrs. Dion's intention to purchase

mines immediately, and they expect to con-

vert about 50,000 tons annually into manure.

Nothing definite yet has been determined up-

on as to the sight of the factory, further than

that Montreal is considered the most central

point for it. The outlay of money which this

enterprise wiil cost the Messrs Dion will be

enormous, but they expect to meet with a

large return. The advantage of the arrange-

ment which the Government has made for

the province can be estimated, when it is

stated that Mr. Joly offered Mr. Goldring if

he would erect such a factory,$10,000 per an-

num. The quantity of phosphates to which
the Government will be entitled will be dis-

tributed to the farmers through the local ag-

ricultural societies.

Phosphate mining inJOttawa county is quite

brisk. Mr. William Mcintosh, agent for the

Pickford Fertilizing Company of London,
England, is working the High Rock Mine
formerly owned by Richie & Co. The mine
has been worked for the List two months, and
some 900 tons of phosphate have been taken

out, and twelve men are constantly employ-

ed. Mr. J. McFarlane k Bros, are working
the Preston property. They have taken out

about 000 tons this season. Messrs Hum-
phrey and Adams at the Gore of Templeton,

have extracted about 600 tons with a small

force of men.

A man being tormented by corns, kicked
his foot through a window, and the pane
was instantly gone.



THE CANADA LUMBERMAN.

"THE SULTANS EVIL GENIUS."

THE MAN WHO SWAYED THE DESTINIES OF AN

EMPIRE—A THOROUGHLY UNSCRUPULOUS

FELLOW—MORE THAN A MATCH FOR THE

DIPLOMATS OF EUROPB,

The London correspondent of the New
York Sun is personally acquainted with
Said Pasha, the new Prime Minister of

Turkey, or rather the old minister restored

to power. He has nothing good to say of

him. Here is the way in which he describes

Said's rise to power. "In the early part

of last year he was Minister of Justice, and
the official world of Constantinople wa9 even
then surprised and disgusted at his sudden
rise to a position of so much influence. At
the commencement of the Russo-Turkish
war he had never been heard of. He was
then an obscure clerk in a public office, and
was brought to the notice of a very power-
ful personage in those days, Mahmoud
Damad Pasha, the Sultan's brother-in-law,

and the evil genius of Turkey ; for it was
owing to the unscrupulous ambition, the
jealousy of all rivals, and the overwhelming
influence which this thoroughly dishonest
man exercised over the mind of his Majesty,
that the latter refused to listen to the coun-
sels of wise and patriotic advisers, distrusted
all officers, naval or military, in his employ,
and confided the fate of his army to such
unmitigated scoundrels as Suleiman Pasha,
Eyoub Pasha, and others. Such a man,
universally mistrusted and detested by all

the better sort of Turks, needed some in-

strument as thoroughly unscrupulous as him-
self, and willing to do the dirty work which
formed the staple of his political occupation.
Such an instrument he iound in Said Pasha,
and as the nse the latter could be turned to
was agumented just in the degree in whichhe
was advanced in influence and position, the
Sultan was induced, by the advice of his
brother-in-law, to promote him with great
rapidity." After the treaty of San Stefano
the Sultan, in a violent reaction of rage, sent
Mahmoud Damad into exile, from which he
has never been allowed to return. Said saw
the storm coming, prudently turned traitor,

denounced his former patron, and was finally

made Cabinet Minister. Here are first

impressions. "Asa rule a Turkish Cabinet
Minister is cold, haughty, dignified and
reserved, but Said Pasha was exactly the
reverse of all this. Instead of a burly man,
sitting on a di\an, with one leg tucked under
him, imperturbably smoking a cigarette,
after the manner of a conventional Ottoman
functionary, I saw a Parisian looking little

creature trot into the room—a creature with
a restless, furtive eye, and a quick, uneasy
manner, in which extreme cunning seemed
blended in equal proportions with abject
servility. Had I been the representative
of a great power, he could not have been
more overwhelmingly civil, or more pro-
foundly distrustful of my intentions. But I
no sooner entered into conversation with
him than I was struck with the extraordinary
intelligence which his ferret-like features
displayed. He is a very minute man, with
a stoop, and a remarkably soft, gentle voice
He manages after a time to make you forget
yonr first mistrust, and reproach yourself
for having done him an injustice. It is only
after the wearisome experience of months
that you discover he has been from that first
interview you bitterest enemy ; that the
salient points which he took care to dwell
upon in your conversation as more parti-
cularly meritorious are precisely those which
he has specially denounced, and that his
only object in keeping you on the most
friendly and confidential terms has been to
find out new ways of betraying your con-
fidence. When he discovers that you have
found him out he becomes invisible

; and, as
by this time most people have found him
out, he sees scarcely any oai. When he
first became Prime Minister in October, last
year, his oily and engaging maimer, and his
earnest professions of good faith, deluded
most of the diplomatic representatives at
Constantinople, but one by one they re-
marked bis treachery, and finally, on the
arrival of Mr. Goschen, and at the instance
of the latter—for he had been forewarned
what manner of man Said was—the Sultan
dismissed him."
Bat Said was too clever to be got rid of in

this way. He was friends with all the
eunuchs, pipe bearers, mollahs, and other
riff raff of the palace, and through their in-
fluencemanaged to retain nearly all hisold au-
thority. The Saltan, tirod cf keeping up ap-
pearances, at length dismissed Kadei, and

WW*. This was a direct snub to
the English Government at the very moment
when their naval demonstration had reached
ita culminating point. The views of this

correspondent on the future prospects of

affairs in the East are worthy of attention.
" What Said will do now that he is again

responsible in the eyes of Europe, remains to

be seen. What particular bait he will dangl
before the powern, what apple of discord he
will throw among them, what new and un
expected device he will hit upon to ward off

the impending catastrophe, it is impossible
to conjecture. He has proved himself more
than a match for such distinguished and
tried statesmen as Khaireddin Pasha and
Mahmoud Nedim Pasha, both of them ex
Grand Viziers, with far more real states

manship than this pliable adventurer. It is

possible he may still pilot Turkey through
the storm ; but on the face of it his reap
pointment augurs badly for the success of

Mr. Gladstone's policy, for there cannot be
a question that Said Pasha is the personifi

cation of that passive resistance and that
determined hostility to the foreigner which
are especially acceptable to the Sultan. He
is opposed to all internal reform, for he de
pends for support on those who fatten by
abuses, and, being utterly destitute of any-
thing like a sentiment of patriotism, he
would unhesitatingly wreck the ship of

State if he thought that the advice that
would save it, might be unpalatable to the
Sultan, and therefore wreck Said Pasha.
This has always been the trouble. No one

dares to tell the Sultan the facts. Honest
men who endeavour to open his eyes to the
dangers by which he is surrounded, and give
him advice which is unpalatable, because it

implies concession to the foreigners and the
introduction of reforms by which his own
power would be limited, he distrusts, and
finally gets rid of ; and there are always to
be found plenty of self-seekers who see that
the royal road to favour is by confirming him
in all his prejudices, exciting his suspicions
against the men they fear because they are
honest, while they encourage him in his
belief that the only true policy is one of de
termined obstinacy and defiance in so far as
the European powers are concerned.
Hence it is that the calculations of those

powers are always wrong. Knowing the true
state of the case, they suppose that the
Sultan knows it too, and they cannot under-
stand an infatuation which impels him to
his own destruction. This has been the
secret of h :s passive obstructiveness. The
explanation of the recall of Said Pasha to
power is that the Sultan wishes to be
strengthened in his attitude of resistance,
and to believe that the danger ia not so
great as it is represented to be. Said is quite
ready, for his own purposes, to confirm his
Majesty in this view, and to give him the
advice which he thinks will be most agree-
able to him, perfectly regardless whether it

is the best under the circumstances.

The Raising of the Tay Bridge Girders.

The work of raising the debris of the Tay
Bridge from the bed of the river is now com-
pleted. About 6000 tons of iron have been
recoverei and beached at Broughty Ferry
and Tayport, at a cost, it is reported, of
about £10,000 or £12,000. A considerable
proportion of this expenditure will be met
by the amount derived from the sale of the
iron. In each of the twelve fallen piers
there were forty-two pillars, making a total
of 504, and the actual number recovered is

510, the half-dozen extra columns being those
which fell along with the two girders which
were blown down during the construction of
the bridge. Portions of those two girders,
to the weight of about 150 tons, which had
been left in the bed of the river, have also
been raised. The work of lifting the materi-
al was begun at the end of February, and
has been continued until the present time.
During the spring, however, the work
was greatly retarded by reason of the
weather, and the actual working time has
been only about four months. Mr. Arruit,
who superintended the work on behalf of Mr.
Waddell, the contractor, deserves praise for
the vigour with wh :ch he has pushed on the
operations; andthefact that the work, which
was necessarily of a very hazardous character,
has been successfully accomplished without
accident, is due in great measure to the care
which he exercised for 1 he safety of the men
under his charge.

Messrs. McAllister & McLean have sold
their Pettawawa limits to James LcLean &
Co. The figure received, we believe, was
something over $130,000, a very handsome
and no doubt satisfactory one to the sellers,
who purchased the same limits something
over a year ago for only 40,000. This sale
demonstrates better than anything we have
yet heard how the lumber trade is "boom-
ing."

—

Pembroke Observer.

Gored by an Angry Bull.

PAKMKR JOHN MUKfiAV's BATTLE FOR LIFE IN

HIS STABLE—THE ORGANS THAT CALLED

MRS. MURRAY TO THE RESCUE OF HEIi

HUSBAND.

John Murray is a farmer living in Walker
avenue, near Grand Avenue, Greenville, N.
J. His two story-house stands in the ave-
nue, and behind it he pastures his cattle.

The animals are housed at night in small
sheds, one story in height, in the rear of his

house. In his herd is a young short-born
bull. The bull is a wiry animal, but has
heretofore never shown an ugly disposition.

On Wednesday evening Mr. Murray went
out of the house, saying to his wife that he
had forgotten to give the animals a drink of

water all round. He would do it before he
went to bed. He had not been gone long be-
fore Mrs. Murray heard groans fiom the di-

rection of the barn. She ran out of doors
and called her husband's name. There was
no reply, except another groan, that unmis-
takably came from the barn. Mrs. Murray
hastened to the barn, and as she approached
the bull bounded out of the stable and ran
into the open lot. She found Mr. Murray
lying on the stable floor, with his left hand
upon a wound in his left side. He had been
pierced by the horns of the bull so that part
of his intestines protruded. Mrs. Murray
called for help, and her sons came and aid-

ed her to carry Mr. Murray to the house.
Dr. Wilkeson of Bergen avenue was sum-
moned, and the wound was sewed up. He
says that three days at least must elapse
before he can announce positively whether
Mr. Murray is out of daDger.
Mr. Murray was seen yesterday by a report-

er for the Sun. His bed was surrounded by
sympathizing neighbours. He is in the prime
of life, and if an active life and a hardy
constitution can avail he seems pretty sure
to recover. He willingly related the story
of the struggle he had with the bull. He
said: "The bull is a young fellow and a
smart one, too, but I never knew him to be
ugly before. He seemed to be as gentle as

a cow. It was my custom to tie him by a
rope ; one end of the rope was around his

horns and the other end was fastened to the
manger. When I went into the stable I

untied the rope ; and led him out peaceably
enough. When I attempted to lead him
back he hung back and yanked at the rope
viciously. I pulled at the rope and threaten-
ed and coaxed the bull by turns, and at last

got him inside of the stable. When I had
got him inside of the stable I was sure that
he was in my power, and as he gave a lunge
for the door I twitched the rope around his

horns as sharply as I could. This seemed to

make him mad. He made a dive at me and
I jumped to one side. Then I saw that I
had my hands full. By this time I was
pretty mad myself. So I gave the rope an-

other yank and yelled to the bull to behave
himself. I thought that I could frighten him.
But the next thing I knew he had pinned me
to the side of the stable with his horns. I

couldn't catch my breath. His horns were
small and sharp, and he jabbed at me vic-

iously. I couldn't get hold of his horns, and
there was no weapon within reach. My
back was against the stable and his horns
were against my abdomen. When he knew
that he had me he just lifted his head up and
pushed, and I could feel the flesh tear.

Then the bull relaxed his hold and I dropped.
Again he came for me and begun to gore and
toss me. I made a great outcry and he dart-

ed out of the door. Then my wife came to

my aid.

Whipping for Certain Kinds of Crim-

inals.

(From the Journal of Commerce.)

On the 15th ult. one of the most brazen-

faced ruffians who ever stood up in a Bri-

tish court suddenly wilted and uttered a

scream on hearing the terms of the Judge's
sentence, and was taken away in a fainting

condition. He had no defence. The evi-

dence against him was conclusive. He was
sure of conviction and of a severe st ntence,

and he knew it. But he was not prepared
for one part of the punishment prescribed by
Mr. Justice Stephens. He screamed and al-

most fainted, not in view of the twenty
years of penal servitude, but because the

Judge ordered, as a fitting prelude, thirty

lashes from a cat-o'-tine tails. This man
had robbed and attempted to murder by
drugging, and then throwing from a railway

carriage, a travelling c impanion, in whose
confidence he had artfully ingratiated him-
self. It would have ended in murder but for

the inability of the assassin to eject his vic-

tim from the car before the train stopped.
The ruffian then escaped with hit booty, but
was followed by the half-stupefied, badly
injured man, who staggered on the platform
and gave an alarm which led to the capture
of his assailant. This strange affair took
place in a car (of the London underground
line), of which the two men were the only
occupants. Mr. Justice Stephen, in passing
sentence, said it was "the most cowardly
and brutal outrage that had ever been
brought under his notice." He marked his

sense of horror, as well as made the sen-
tence a wholesome caution to all other like-

minded desperadoes, by prefixing the thirty
lashes to the twenty years' imprisonment.
The prisoner would not have flinched from
the incarceration, but he winced terribly
under the judgment of the cat, as if he al-

ready felt her nine tails raising wales on his

bare back.

It is the uniform experience of British
Judges that corporal punishment is the most
certain known deterrent of cowardly and
brutal offences. When any peculiarly
shocking crimes against the person begin to
become common in England, the Judges al-

ways check it by ordering a doze of the cat,

well laid on, in addition to a long term of

imprisonment with hard labour. This is the
best known preventive of outrages on wo-
men and children. It is the only thing that
has put a stop to garrotting. Its success is

so marked in the declining frequency of cru-
el and malicious assaults upon the person in
EugUnd that the British public almost un-
animously appiove of it. Only a little mi-
nority of those philanthropists whose sympa-
thies for criminals rise in exact proportion to
the diabolism of their proteges, continue to
protest against the lash as a remedial agent
of society. While that agent does so man-
ifestly good a work in England, it will be ju-
diciously conserved there. The theoretical

opposition to it in the United States is wide-
spread and intense, as any man finds out to
his cost who proposes to reintroduce it in

our judicial system. But now and then
thinking Americans will brave the conse-
quences,and ask themselves and their neigh-
bours if corporal chastisement, so common
among our ancestors as a penalty for minor
violations of law, might not bs revived,
with signal advantage to society, for the
punishment of certain specially atrocious
crimes.

GENERAL.

All reports from France and Italy agree
that the silk crop in those countries will be
more abundant this season than for the past
ten years. Advices from different districts

in Japan, announces that only about four
hundred and fifth thousand cartons will be
manufactured this year, and, as a consider-

able quantity will be required for home nse,

it is expected that the cards available for
exportation will real'zs very remunerative
prices.

At the sale of a herd of a noble stock
owner in England, the other day, two young
bull calves of the purest bred short-horned
family to be found in Britain, and with a
pedigree back to the fifteenth generation,
were sold to tne owner of a Californian

ranch for 800 guineas apiece. The owner
had his costly purchases conveyed to town
in a special waggon, and then had their

lives insured at a high premium before start-

ing them on their long westward journey.

A Hugoistic sketch : He was a newspa-
per man. He carried a big club in his

band. He walked firmly and determinedly
up stairs to the composing room. He had a

bad look in his eye. He walked straight up
to where the intelligent compositor was ea-

gerly butchering manuscript. He raised his

club on high and felled the i. c. to the floor.

He clubbed the i. c. into a jelly. He was
arrested and tried for murder. He asked for

a jury of newspaper men and got it. The
jury, without leaving their seats, brought
in a verdict of justifiable homicide. Solid.

No Christian grace is likely to be called in-

to play more frequently than that of Mutual
forbearance. If we resent every apparent
injustice, demand the avenging of every lit-

tle wrong, and if all the other persons in the
circle of our acquaintance claim the same
privilege, what miserable beings we shall

be ! We need to guard agains; a critical

spirit. Some people carry a microscope fine

enough to reveal a million of animalculas in

a drop of water, and with these can find

countless blemishes in the character and con-

duct even of the most saintly dwellers on/'

earth. Bear and forbear is a good rule for

all.
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AGRICULTURAL NOTES.

Composting is the art of mixing or-

ganic matter, such as straw, muck,

dead animals, etc., that must undergo

decompsoition before they become

available as plant food, with inorganic

matter that will absorb and retain the

valuable gases that the organic matter

would otherwise let pass into the air

and thus be lost. Such a mixture must
be kept moist, but not exposed to rains

that would wash away the valuable

soluble salts. Stable manure and

muck make an excellent basis for

a compost heap, with which ashes,

leached and fresh lime, weeds (not in

seed), waste matters, etc., can be mix-

ed.

Lice on Stock.—A number of let-

ters ask for remedies for lousy stock.

Vermin of some kind very frequently

infest domestic animals
;

they are

mostly of the louse type ; small para-

sitic animals that must be removed by
the application of some insecticide. A
number of substances have been used

to a greater or less extent, of which a

few are mentioned below :—One pound
of Tobacco and six ounces of Borax
boiled in two quarts of Water, to which

Soft Soap enough is added to make a

thick paste, has proved a good ver-

min salve. A mixture of Carbolic

Acid and Soft Soap in the proportion

of one to four makes a compound easy

to apply, and very effectual. Shortly

after, the parts to which the soap mix-

ture has been applied should be washed
with pure water and a non-drying oil

rubbed on. Oil of Turpentine and
Lard Oil, equal parts, with a little Car-

bolic Acid, is perhaps the most conve-

nient mixture to make, and effectual

in its application. Animals that are

affected with vermin need better care

and higher feeding in order to overcome
the drain that those i>arasitcs make
upon the system.

Nutriment in Fruit.—-The mind
grasps values by comparison. The
chemist tells us that an egg weighing

an ounce and a half is equivalent in

food material to 17 ounces of cherries,

or 22 oz. of grapes, 30 oz. of strawber-

ries, 40 oz. of apples, 64 oz. of pears.

We thus see that fruits are not very

solid food. But we do not think any
the less of cherries, apples, and pears,

because they are not as concentrated in

nutritive elements as the egg. They arc

no less a part of the best food of the

human race, and most persons will con-

tinue to eat them.

Preparing and Seeding Ground
for Meadow.—The practice of sowing
grass and clover alone without any so-

called foster crop is becoming general.

It is found that the supposed nursing
crop has quite a different effect from
fostering or encouraging the tender

grass, but chiefly robs and destroys it,

unless the soil is unusually rich. The
more successful practice is to prepare

the soil by thorough ploughing— roll-

ing if necessary, and harrowing so as

to procure a fine tilth, and sow tho

seed early in the spring, without any
accompanying crop. The preparation

of the soil in the spring is completed

by a dressing of fine manure, and a

thorough harrowing, a shallow plough-

ing being given if necessary. Harrow-
ing will be suflicient in the majority of

cases. After a fine harrowing the seed

is sown. A mixture will be found

most satisfactory. Mixed crops, as a

rule, yield in proportion to tho increase

of seed. Thus, a usual seeding of

Timothy or Clover, or both, will give a
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certain quantity of hay ; if Orchard-

Grass is added, a crop of hay will be

taken equal in amount to that expected

from the Timothy or Clover, but two

or three weeks earlier. A second crop

may be taken later, of which the Tim-
othy will furnish the bulk, and the Or-

chard-Grass will fill up the bottom. If

Kentucky Blue Grass is added, or

Rhode Island Bjnt, a later crop will

be given, which can be mowed for

rowen, or will give the best fall pas-

ture without injury to the roots of the

Timothy or Orchard-Grass. The mix-

ture here indicated is one that may be

suggested for trial. It has been tried

and found successful and desirable in

all cases, and deserves a more extended

application. The seed has been sown
in the following proportions : One,

bushel of Orchard-Grass, one-half

bushel of Kentucky Blue Grass, one-

half bushel of Rhode Island Bent, ten

pounds of Timothy, and six pounds of

Ked Clover. The Blue Grass appears

later than the others, and fills up the

vacant spaces left by the failing clover,

which disappears after the second year.

The advantage of the mixture is chiefly

that a fine thick bottom is produced,

which covers and protects the ground
between the stools of the coarser grass-

es, and which furnishes a second crop

for hay and a third for pasture. For
soiling purposes the mixed seeding is

even more useful than for pasturage,

as the grass may be cut at anj season

without danger of injury from a dry

spell. These particulars arc more per-

tinent for tho spring than the present

season, yet if one would avail himself

of them he must make preparation now,

and not delay.

Grasses for Decoration.—A bou-

quet or vase of properly dried and
tastefully arranged grasses of the more
graceful sorts, is a very pleasing decor-

ation for the parlour or sitting-room in

winter. The beauty of a grass depends
largely upon the delicacy of its flower

clusters, and their graceful and orderly

arrangement in the panicle or " head."

As a type of beauty among the larger

grasses, a long feathery plume of the

Pampas Grass may be chosen, and in-

deed it is a very pleasing object when
preserved in its original shape and col-

our. We must here enter a protest

against the violation of nature by dye-

ing the plumes of grasses any colour

whatever. They, to our taste, can not

be improved upon by being coloured

a deep crimson, an unnatural green,

unpleasant black, or any other colour.

Grasses for their greatest beauty should

be gathered just as they are fully in

flower, and hung up or spread out to

dry in a place that is free from dust.

If a grass is gathered after it is begin-

ning to mature its seed, the floral parts

will become brittle and soon fall to

pieces, and fail to be the objects of

beauty that they would be if gathered

when just at the opening of the flowers.

There are a number of native grasses

that are worthy of a place in such a

collection. In general, it may be said

that any grass that is attractive for its

delicacy, grace, and colour while grow-
ing in the field, will not bo disappointing

when it is tastefully arranged in the

house.

'"Tis lovo that makes the world go
round." Ic also makes the young man go
round—to the home of his girl about seven
nights per week.

Nicely coloured autumn leaves arc worth
fifty cents per hundred pounds to bed street
car horses. Think of this as you feel the
sad tears rising.

A LUMBERMAN.

PERSONAL.

It is a touching piece of self-forgetfulness

on the part of Queen Christina to name her
baby Mercedes, for her husband's first love.

Christine Nilsson lately refused to sing
for a " charity" at Aix-les-Bains, where she
has been staying, declaring that charity be-
gan at home, and she was there to get rest.

At a reccut English wedding the bride's

nephew, dressed in a ruby velvet Cavalier
suit, acted as page, holding the train ; and
the thirteen bridcmaiels wore mob caps,
puffed sleaves, 1< ng mittens, and paste
buckles.

MADAME Baruault, who was lately mar-
ried to Mr. Andrew Johnson, a relative of

the late ex-President of that name, has a
right to wear the title of Duchess of Bour-
bon. She has been for some years a teacher
of Fieuch in Erie.

Miss Flora Sharon, who is thought to
be a pretty and charming girl, the daughter
of the Silver Senator, is to marry Sir Thos.
Ftesketb, who, making a yachting tour
round the world, paused at San Francisco
just long enough to take the prize.

The picture of Madame Gerster-Cardioi's
baby is elcscrib' d by a bachelor as beiDg
very pretty and winsome, which inclines one
to believe it remarkably attractive. The
child is ta':en asleep in a wicker carriage,

over whxh is leaning the slender Italian

nurse.

The Kiug of Denmark has given the
Bernhardt a gold medal turmouutcd by a
crown in Diamond*, and attached to the red-
bordered white ribbon of the Order of the
Danebrog—a distinction very rarely granted,

and but to two other women—Nilsson and
TrebeUi.

Dn. Tanner crops up in the pages Tif

nearly every Knglish periodica', and will be
referred to in every new cncycloj iedia and
thousands of medical works. If he has not
got money, he lias got, in six weeks, as w< rld-

widc a reputation as W ellington or Byron in

as many y ears.

Tiik Baroness de Hatzfeld, whose divorce,

for no other cause than that an ancestress

was at one time connected with the stage, is

disgraceful alike to her husband and the
(ierman court, is not a daugilter, as was re-

cently stated, or any blood-relation what-
ever, of Madame dc Hcgermann Lmdcn-
cione, the w fe of the Danish Minister, but
the sister of her first husband, Mr. Charles
Moulton, onel the daughter of Mrs. Charles
Moulton, nee Mctz, of Paris,

Sir F. ROBERTS, the cone|uering hero of

Candahar anel so-styleel "Saviour of Af-
ghanistan," is son of a clergyman of the
Establisheel Cnurch in Waterford, Ireland.

His brother, Simucl U. Roberts, is one of

the Commissioners of the Be>ard of Public
Works in Irelaud. Sir F. Roberts is a
member of the order of C >od Tompbirs and a
staunch teetotaler. He has a (J.ioel Tem-
plar leelgc attaeheel te> every regiment under
his command. Sir Garnet Wedselcy is ;ilso

a to'al abstainer.

Tiik elaughter of an ollicial in high life in

Vienna recently wore several times a superb
dress of elark green material, trimmed with
wreaths of leaves in another anel lighter

shade of green. During the season the beau-
tiful complexion of the young lady under-
went a sudden change, anel was ruined by a
painful anel offensive eruption. After a time
her physician, baffled by the symptoms,
thought of the dress, hail it subjected to a
chemical examination, and found enough
arsenic in the colouring to produce all the
ni'schief, and a great deal more.

Dora Youno, a favourite daughter of the
Prophet, anel one of the heirs of a large por-

tion ef his property, was lately to be s^cnat
a Chicago hotel, and is described as a tiue

looking person, dressed in gooel taste in

black satin anel brocade, with costly rings

on her shapely hands. Her manners are

pleas ng, anel her conversation interesting.

She is attaeheel to the memory of her father,

although she is no longer a Mormon, calls

the system a dreadful one, anel says that the
Mormon wives, uneier their outwarei sem-
blance of good-will, hate each other with a

deadly hatred.

It is undcrste od that Lady Burdett Coutts
will be given away, on the occasion of her
marriage, by the First Lord of the Admiral-
ty. The grandmother of this lady was a
servant in the house of a brother of the old
banker, Susan Starkie by name. He had
her carefully educated, anel then married
her. Her daughters became Countess of

Guilford, Marchioness of Bute, and Lady
Burdett. Mr. Cenitts' seconel wife figures in

Vivian Grey as Mrs. Million. A brother of

the Baroness died lately, without a will or
any record of his property, and in his room
were found two hundred and fifty thousand
pounds in Bank-of-England notes.

The Princess Beatrice is so marked in

her attentions to the ex-Kmpress as to
strengthen the popular belief that she was
intendeel for her daughter-in-law. The
Princess was the first to meet the imperial
lady on her return from Africa, going aboard
ihe ship. Lately the ex-Empress spent a
couple of days at Oaborne, the Princess
crossing over to Portsmouth to escort her.
They walked about the grounds in the
mornings, and rode with the Queen in the
afternoons. It is understood that the ex-
Empress makes her future home at Arenen-
berg, her villa on Lake Constance—a place
already full of romant :

c and unfortunate as-

sociations.

An English earl who, ever since the wed-
ding of the Duchess of Edinburgh, has de-
sired to have iu his family a necklace like

the one worn by the Empress of Russia on
that occasion, but who had been deterred by
the bimp'.e fact that the Czarina paid nearly
a million elollars for hers, happened to men-
tion his wish to Mrs. Mackay, of Bonanza
fame, in Paris, and was advised by her to
look at diamonds iu America. He has obey-
ed her instruction, and, for the sum of one
hundred anel sixty thousand dollars, is about
to become the possessor of a necklace of

fifteen magnificent white stones, ranging in

size from that of a filbert to one three limes
as large, and matchless in brilliancy, to-

gether with a pair of solitaire car-rings anel

a In no, h, in which seven large diamonds and
sixteen smaller ones imitate one of the earl's

heralelic emblems.

Dangers of the Sea.

The difference between hanelling a ship bo

that she ecapes a danger and in a way to

plunge her headlong upon it was doubly
illustrateel on her last passage by the Algeria

which has just arrived in New York trom
Liverpool. On her sixth day ont the Al-
geria found herself in a heavy fog on the
Banks of Newfoundland. The ship was
feeling her way cautiously along, all eyee
and ears, so to say, when from over the port

bow theie rounded a fog bell. It seemed
Borne distance off. But Capt. (rill, swift as

light, ordered a rever e of the engines. The
screw flew r und, the great ship paused,
slowly hacked, anel none too soon. In a

trice there loomed up through the fog a

hngc three-misted schooner rushing feirward

under full sail. Had the course of the Al-

geria been kept, hael the failed to retreat at

the moment she did, a collision would have
been inevitable. The scheoner (lew on her

way straight across the foaming wake of the

steamship, and a terrible calamity that

might have cost hundreds of lives was hap-

pily averted. Very nearly the same thing

happencel again on the same evening, the

dangerous craft that approached the Algeria

in this instance being another large steamer.

This time the stranger was not seen through
the elense mist, but the voices of persons ou
her decks were hearel with startling dis-

tinctness, anel the escape was apparently as

nairow as in the case ot the schooner. K'.er-

nal vigilance is fs clearly the price of safety

at sea as it is of liberty everywhere.

A Small Baby.

The Smyrna, Del., Times of last week
contains the fo' lowing : "Our town has a

baby that has attracted the attention of the
curious—men as well as women. It is a uirl

babe that eirnc to the householel of Mr.
John Van Winkle, on Tueselay morning of

last week, which weigheel a pound and
three-quarters, is VI inches long, and is per-

fect in every way. Its wrists are about the
size of a man's inelex finger, and a shoe one
and a half inches in length will incase its

foot, its head is about the size of a ball of

wrapping cotton, and its body not larger

than a man's wrist. It is queen of the
household it doing well, and the physicians
have hopes of itsbeing able before long to

paste its hair on its forehead and pilot some
uufortunstc youth to an ice cream saloon.

"Yes," said Mr. Profundity, "it is the

silent forces in nature that are the most
potent. It is the silent strength of gravity

that binds the world together ; it is the

silent power of light that gives life and

beauty to all thiugs ; it is the silent stream

that is deepest; it is
—

" "It is the still

sow that gets the most swill,'' Mrs. P. put

in, seeing her liege lord had got to the eiul

of his rope of similes. It was kind of her,

but it somehow spoiled the effect of his dis-

sertation.



WOMAN GOSSIP.

Fashion Notes

Plaids will be tbe rage.

Polonaises are very short.

Polka-dotted hose are fash :onable.

Bustles are worn with all street costumes.

Dotted fabrics of all kinds are to be worn.

Strings of pears are braided or coiled in

the hair.

Gold and silver tinsel will be exceedingly

fashionable.

The Jersey and Pilgrim suits are both

English in origin.

Twilled all-wool delaine is a very popular

fabric this autumn.

The Derby hat will be very much worn
again this autumD.

Quilted petticoats of satin or farmer's

satin will be worn.

Old fashioned neckerchiefs are very
popular with the ladies.

Powdered hair will probably be one of

the revivals this winter.

Long plumes and bioad ribbons are the
soul of millinery this season.

Many of the most elegant evening dresses
will be made short this winter.

Felt sjfirts are very handsome this year,

and come in all the new shades.

Oriental coloured plaids of mammoth
size distinguish many ot the new goods.

Jockey costumes, consisting of long coat-

bisque and plain skirt, are stylish.

Bead-embroidered belts are worn with
the round waist, so fashionable this year.

Handkerchief dresses, of woolen fabric,

will be exceedingly
,
popular for fall and

winter wear.

Placque buttons, in the centre of which
is a bunch of grapes or other fruit, are
handsome.

Jersey webbing or stockinet, in all the
new colours, is sold by the yard for corsages
and sleeves.

Crown bra'ds and puffs are entirely out
of date, the fashionable coiffure being very
flat and smooth.

Cashmere-coloured buttons and belt

buckles are seen on the Oriental costumes so
fashionable at present.

Cords, both beaded and plain, will be
largely used in trimming polonaises and out-

side wraps this fall.

Bich, stiff, white satin, brocaded in silver

or gold, is the appropriate fabric for an ele-

gant wedding dress.

Wide Josephine belts are worn with almost
all costumes. These are sometimes laced iu

front and at the back.

Wafts.
" The sun shines for all," while the moon

looks pi acidly down on a few spooney couples.

What is the difference between a fixed

star and a meteor ? One is a sud, the other
a darter.

Wedding carets are to be smaller than
ever and made as plain, quiet, and genteel
as possible.

Married life reaches its acme of happi-
ness when a woman can eat crackers in bed
without any complaint from her husband.

It is the dastardly young brother who re-

marks :
" Sister Sal's all the fashion now.

.She wears a horse-belt round her waist, and
I expect she'll soon have a saddle and
bridle."

From the satisfied expression that often
illuminates a lady's face while she is gazing
in the mirror, the superstition has grown
that mirrors are in the habit of giving wo-
men " taffy."

The astonishment of the lightning when
Aja defied it was nothing as compared to
the feeling of the young man who makes his
best bow to a bevy of young ladies, and
bursts a suspender button in the act.

At a recent marriage the bride was a
young damsel who had been a great flirt.

When the clergyman asked the usual ques-
tion, " Who gives this woman away ?" a
young fellow present exclaimed, "I could,
but I won't."

"O, Mr. Lingerie, you've got on your
freckled stockings !" exclaimed a sweet
child, on the Ocean house piazza, where that
gentleman was the centre of an admiring
feminine group; "and Cousin Julia says
they just match your complexion !"

Todolkkins is a very small man indeed,
but he said he never minded it all until his
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three boys grew up to be tall, strapping
young fellows, and his wife began to cut
down their old clothes and cut them over
to fit him. And then, he said, he did get

mad.
" What do you suppose I'd look like when

I get out of this ?" indignantly inquired a

fashionahly-dresseel young lady of a con-

ductor of a fearfully overcrowded car the
other day. " A gocd deal like crushed
sugar, miss," saiel the conductor. And the
lady stood up and rode four streets further,

with the smile of an angel.

No Bitterness.

THE QUIET WAY IN WHICH TWO OLD GENTLE-

MEN DISCUSSED POLITICS.

tPetroleum World.]

Grandfather Lickshingle and Deacon Rcd-
spinner, two patriarchs in this community,
were walking down the street together yes-

terday. It was remarked that two such
venerable men were not often seen together,

andieople raised their hats to them as they
passed along and spoke to them reverently.

" There's entirely too much bitterness in

this campaign, deacon," said Mr. L-'ck-

shingle, "and I regret it exceedingly. Now,
when we wuz young men, and took an in-

terest in politics, we had none of this 'ere

everlastin' cat-haulin'."
" Indeed we hadn,t," acquiesceel Deacon

Redspinner. " Take Jackson's campaign for

instance. There wuz a lively interest taken
by both parties, but there wuz none of yer
bullyraggin' like we see now-a-days."

" That's a fact, deacon," said old Lick-
shingle, "but, between me and you, I never
thought much of Jackson."

" He was amighty good man,Lickshingle."
"He was small potatoes compared to some

men we have now, deacon."
" Who d'ye mean, "demanded the deacon.

''Well, there's Garfield," said Lick-
shingle,

" Garfield be danged. You know mighty
well, Lickshingle, he couldn't have been
'lected hog-rieve in a hill town in Jackson's
day."

" He's a darn sight better man than Han-
cock."

" Go slow, Lickshingle, go slow 1" said the
deacon, somewhat agitated.

" Oh, I know what I'm talkin' about," re-

torted Lickshingle, as he stabbeel the pave-
ment spitefully with his hickory cane.
" Hancock's a stoughton bottle, that's what
he is."

" An' what's Garfield ? Great guns,

what's Garfield ? Didn't he lay a Cheap-
John sort of a pavement arcund the capitol

and charge the government $1,000,000 for

it ?" and the deacon's eyes blazeel with in-

dignation.

"See here, deacon 1 Look at your man
Hancock's letter to Sherman. Dieln't he
try to blow up Washington with glycerine ?

Say, didn't he ? Oh, I read the papers old

man, an' know what's going on."
" Hancock's a good an' pure man. Didn't

he fight like a bull-dog in the war of the
rebellion ? Where was Garfield skulkin' in

the time of disaster ? In Canady, by thun-
der, in Canady I"

" What wur Hancock doin' with a stiletto

in his boot the night L ;ncoln was murder-
ed ? Answer me that. If Wilkes Booth
hael failed this Hancock was ready to finish

the job. Don't talk to me ! Don't talk to

me I"

"It's a lie !" howled the deacon, as he
whirled around and faced Lickshingle on the
street.

'

' It's as true as holy writ, an' any man's a
liar that says so," retortsd Lickshingle, too

much wrought up to be particular as to his

phraseology.
" You're a bald-headeel old scroundrel,"

yelled the deacon.

"You're an old leper, an' I can wipe the

ground with you,"howleel Lickshingle, grp-
ping his cane and advancing.

Fiiends jumped in and the two furious olel

men were dragged away in opposite direc-

tions. The deacon squirmed around in the
arms of his captors, shook his cane at Lick-

shingle, and hissed :

" Your man Garfield would never have
gone into the army if be he hadn't been
drafted, and he wouldn't then, only he
thought he would be able to desert—the

oneryson of a gun !"

The late Rev. Dr. Symington, not feeling

well one Sabbath morning, said to his beadle

who was a "character :" " Man Robert, I

wish you would preach for me the day." " I

canna do that," promptly replied Robert,
" but I often pray for you."
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Jupiter in Perihelion.

Jupiter reached its perihelion, or nearest

point to the sun on Saturday. Thin is an as-

tronomical event of considerable importance,

as it occurs only once in about twelve yearn.

As the planet is some millions of miles near-

er the earth than usual, an excellent oppor-
tunity is given for the study of its features.

Even the smallest telescopes wid rrow show
some of the wonders of this great planet arid

it System of satellites, and, with large tele-

scopes, astronomers hope, within a month or

two, to add much to our knowledge of the
chief member of the sun's family. Jupiter
will remain the leading brilliant in the sky
throughout October, shining so brightly that

even Srrius must temporal ily yield the

palm.
There is another reason for the interest

that Jupiter's arrival at perihelion excites.

More than a year ago some professed scien-

tific person on the Pacific slope wrote a pam-
phlet on the terrors of the | erihelia of the

four great planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
anil Neptune, which, it was represented,

wou'el occur nearly simultaneously, and with

these planets iu conjunction, fearful results

to the earth were predicted. The false alarm
was spread by other pretended savants, and,

no doubt, awoke the fears, not merely of the
ignorant, but of persons who knew eneugh
of astronomy to be aware of the gigantic at-

tractions that the planets exert upon one
another. Stories of plaguis, pestilence,

famine, and death were based upon the sup-

posed influence of the perihelia. Mr. Proc-

tor and other astronomers sought to count-

eract the effect of this by showing, in the

first place, that it was not true that the

planets named would all be in perihelion to-

gether. In fact, Saturn dees not reach its

perihelion until 1885. Uianus will le in

perihelion next spring, but Neptune, will

not reach its nearest pi int to the sun until

six or seven years hence. It was also denieel

by scientific men of high authority that
there was any reason to tear evil results to

the earth, even though the predicted peri-

helia shonld occur very near together. S ill,

alarm was felt, and no doubt, many persons

will be pleased to know that Jupiter, the
most powerful of all the planets, has reached
the dreaded perihelion point, and is already
turning to retrace his steps, without having
in any way injured his sister planet, the
earth.

That the sun has felt the approach of the
gr. at planet, was shown in the prevalence of

va<t sun spots and outbursts of gaseous
matter, is not improbable, anel through the

reflex action of the sun upon the earth our
our planet may, even now, feel the same in-

fluence in violent atmospheric phenomena.
It is difficult to realize the enormous power
of the bright speck, Jupiter, shining so

quietly in the sky. A recent writer has
shown that the power which the sun has to

put forth to hold Jupiter in his orbit is equal
to the combined strength of 170,000,000.
bars of steel, each one a mile in eliameter,

Jupiter's pull upon the earth, according to

the same authority, is equal to the strength

of 23.000,000,000 bars of steel, eachot them
one fooD in diameter. So, if the mere power
of gravity were all that was required to make
Jupiter's approach dangerous to the earth,

evidently he is not lacking in the power.
But no one need fear that tie sisterhood of

worlds which acknowledge the dominion of

the sun will prove mutually destructive.

A Musical Cat.

This is time of the year when stories about
"musical" cats, mice, etc., are started. The
following is the latest : "A cat in Buckfield,

Me., has developed an extraordinary dis-

crimination in Music. The playing upon the
pianoforte of all pieces, except ' Sweet Af-
ton,' is listened to by her with indifference,

if not satisfaction, but the sentimental mel-

ody above mentionerl falls little short of

moving her to tears. Wherever the cat may
be when this tune is begun, she at once ap-

pears to the household, her face expressing
the contention of painful emotions, and by
violent rubbing against the persons of the
members of the household, accompanied by
every indication of distress, she mutely be-

seeches that the tune may be changed.
Singing the song, or even whistling it, equal-

ly grates upon her sensitive nerves, and
causes her equal pain. The only theory
which at all accounts for this s ;ngular dis-

like of the particular tune is that which sup-
poses that the soul of the ' Mary ' who is

celebrated in the ballad has, in the course of

successrve transmigrations, entered into the

cat, and that the memories awakened by the
song are too much for it. " Next J
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ALL SORTS.

An Ode to a Lot of Stovepipe.

lofcrnal stuff, your nature well I know,
So, when I took you down six months ago,

Kv;h piece 1 nurnl cred so that I might tell

Exactly how you'd go togclh< r well.

And now the time] for chilly dayn draws
nigh.

To put you up »giin I madly try.

But all in vain. The joints that then did fit

Now do not come wittim an inch of it.

I get you two-tbirdtt put in place and th< n
Crash you go tumbling to tbe Igor again.

Once more 1 try. You'ic rather full of soot.

And I am getting daubed Irom bead to f< o*.

1 jam my thumb, but still I persevere,

One piece goes down again and rakes my ear.

I grab to catch the piece, another goes,'

And, falling, scrapes the hide all offmy nose-.

And then another piece falls with a flam,

And then the rest goes down and 1 say
" Dam."

And then my blood gets boiling and I fay,

By all that's blue, I'll fix you anyway.
Once more I go to work. By patience great
I get all but a single section straight.

And that J am about to plac. when oh !

The chair I stand on lips. Down Bit I go ;

While on and round me, with a horrid
crash,

The whole comes down again in one grand
smash.

And then my wife remarks :
" I never raw

A man to clumsy!" I say, "llo'd your
jaw !"

And for a ' nman send, while I retire

To wash aiyself and swear, to vent my ire.

Why shou'dn t a puppy ride in a dogcart ?

Where to go when short of money—Go
to work.

The man who died in harness probably
forgot to shuffle off his mortal coil.

The baker's business should be profitable,

a good part of his stock is rising while he
sle p*.

" He sleeps where he fell," says a late bal-

lad, which suggests that he must have b.en
drunk.

Niagara Falls are three feet lower than
they were fifty years ago, but the hack fare

is hire.

It is absurd to suppose that a man can
speak above his breath, since his mouth is

below his nose.

The law can never make a man honest ; it

can only make him very uncomfortable
when he is dishonest.

An ingenious locomotive engineer has
just patented an improved "spark arreste."

Here is another enemy to the course of tiue

love.

Dinei; (sniffing)
—" Waiter, I really think

this fish is not fresh !" Waiter—" Yessir ;

can't answer for that sir ! I've honly been
'ere a week, sir !"

" What a blessing it is," said a hardwork-
ing Irishman, "that night never comes on
till late in the day, whin a man is tired, and
can't work any at all at all."

How time changes ! In the good Oil
Testament days it was considered a miracle
for an ass to speak, and now nothing short
of a miracle will keep one quiet.

Another poet comes forward and says :

" And I hear the hiss of a scorching kiss."

Beats all what a man can hear if he is only-

mean enough to listen.

Alluding to Beecher's estimate that one
female house-fly will lay twenty thousand
eggs in a season, The Church Union thinks
"it is a pity a fly couldn't be grafted on a
hen."

What is life ? In infancy, a battle with
colic ; in youth, a struggle to keep out mis-

chief ; in manhood, a struggle with indiges-

tion ;
and, in old age, the prelude of a con-

tested will case.

Not many miles from New Bedford a small
company of coloured brethren decided "to
take up a collection. " The presiding officer

t ffered to pass the hat himself, and, in or-

der to encourage the others, he put in a ten-

cent piece. After the collection, during
which every hand had been in the hat, the
president approached the table, turned the
hat upside elown, and not even his own con-
tribution dropped out. Tie opened his eyes
in astonishment, and exclaimed :

" Fo'
goodness, but Iz'e eben loss de ten cents I
started wid !" The case called for urgent
action. The presiding efficer demanded the
restoration of the ten-cent piece. But no-
body came forward. After an impressive
pause, a brother remarked, solemnly :

" Dar
'pears to be a great moral lesson roun' heah
soniewhar.''
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We ask the indulgence of our patrons for

the want of completeness in the management

of the Lumberman this week.

This copy of the Lumberman is sent to

several parties on whom our agents have not

had the opportunity of calling. We will he

pleased to have them all become subscribers,

and to receive their subscriptions by return

mail.

THE TANBARK TRADE.

This is a large and important industry,

which concerns the general public more

than would appear without close examina-

tion. During the present year, in the pro-

vinces of Quebec, and Ontario, as well as in

the Maritime Provinces, there has been great

briskness in the hemlock bark-trade. The

expansion of other leather trade has created

a larger demand for tantark, than usual, for

home consumption, and a very large traffic

has been going on in the export of this arti-

cle. Itis reported that over eighty thousand

oords of hemlock btrk have now b?en sent

across the lines from the Provinces of New
Brunswick and Quebec, whilst our neigh-

bours are saving their own htmlock forests

for future use. Large quantities have also

been exported to Chicago, Detroit, Buffalo,

&c, from Ontario. The result of this is ev-

ident, namely : The extinction of our hem-

lock forests in a very few years, aud the con-

sequent closing of tanneries, with increased

price of leather. The question is well worth

the attention of the Dominion and local

Governments. It has been suggested that

an export duty should be placed on bark

exported, and that the local Government
should impose stumpage dues on hemlock
trees cut for the purpose of having its bark

exported, and also an export duty on extract

of hemlock bark exported.

A New Brunswick paper speaking of the

export trade, says :
" We would press up-

on the Local Government the expediency of
doubling or trebling the stumpage on bark
for extract purposes. We would urge this
because at the rate at which our hemlock
bark is now disappearing, there will toon be
none left for our own tanners. But these do
not we believe use the extract, the latter
which being exported, and fetching some-
thing like $25 per barrel. There are sever-
al parties engaged in New Brunswick strip-
ping our forests of the b rk, and some of
these, we may instance the Shaw Brothers,
come over here for bark, with which they
supply their tanneries in Maine, while in
that state there is yet much hemlock. Of
course so long as they are allowed to strip
our forests, they will do so, and when they
have left nothing even for our own local tan-
ners, they will then turn to what is stand-
ing in Maine ; they will be able to ui dcrsell

our tanners in the leather market, because
our manufactureis then will have e ther to
bring hemlock bark from afar, or use the in-

ferior article. We cannot impose an export

duty, but we can treble the stumpage on bark

for extract purpose, which is the bark for

export.

Another writer says: "It is claimed
that hemlock, which will ultimately be of

value as a commercial wood, is being de-

stroyed ; also by being left where peeled it

offers a means of feeding forest fires and is,

therefore, a source of danger to the more
valuable standing timber. While admitting
that there is some force in all this, it is well

to look at the other Ride of the question.

The objections hang upon contingencies,

such as the pronpect of our ever been oblig-

ed to fall back upon the hemlock for com-
mercial purpoes, and the risk of forest fires.

On the other hand, we have the positive

bcnefi r
. co a large number of people which

the bark industry undoubtedly is."

The Moncton Times remarks :
" When

the tree is stripped of its bark, it is left to

rot in many cases. Of course the traffic in

the bark is a source of profit to the shippers,

but it may be questionable if it is wise to

destroy our hemlock woods in such a whole-
sale manner, largely for the supply of the
foreign markets. A correspondent suggests
that an export duty be placed On the hark,

which would be calculated to lessen ship-

ments, and create new tanning industries in

the province, thus keeping all the profits in

the com, try."

"LOSS ON SQUARE PINE TIM-
BER:'

The Commissioner on Crown Lands for

Ontario in his able report for last year,

eays :—

The following will shew the estimated loss

to the Province and the Revenue from waste

in getting out square pine, from 1808 to 1877,

both inclusive :—Total quantity taken from

public and private lands during the ten

years, 119,250,420 cubic feet; waste, one-

fourth of each tree, equal to one-third of the

tot:d mentioned, viz. : 39,750,140 cubic feet,

or f-ay in round numbers 477 million feet

board measure, which may bo valued one-

half at $10 per 1,000 feet, aud oue-half at

$5 per 1,000 feet, representing relatively the
prime timber beaten off and the inferior
timber from the upper part of the tree,

ave:agc value say $7.50 [>cr 1,000 feet, equal
to $3 577,500 loss to the Province for the
tan years, or an annual loss in material
wealth of $357,750,00.
The quantity taken from public lands dur-

ing the ten years is S7, 020, 135 cubic feet,

the waste on which on the basis given being
equal to 29,2015,71 1 cubic feet, or 350 million
feet board measure subject to crown dues at
$750 per million feet equal to $262,600 lost

to the Revenue during the ten years, or at
the nte of $16,150,00 per annum.
The loss to the country and revenue from

timber destroyed by fires which might have
been confined to a limited area, and possibly
extinguished, before great damage had been
done to the forest, had they not been fed by
the debris of trees left to rot and dry, is

incalculable."

NOVA SCOTIA CROWN LANDS.

The law regulating the prices of Ciown
Lands in the Province of Nova Scotia, pass-

10 Apiil, 1880, is as follows :—
1. The distinction between Crown Lands

applied for for lumbering purposes, and
Crown Lands applied for for agricultural
purposes, are hereby abolished, and the price
of all Crown Lands is reduced to forty dol-
lars per hundred acres, and twenty dollars
for any quantity of fifty acres or less.

2. The price of Crown Lands which have
been improved and occupied for two years
and upwards previous to the passing of this
Act shall be twenty dollars for each hundred
acres, or for each tract of less than one hun-
dred acres, provided such price be paid on
or before the first day of May, A. D., 1881.

While boring for water at Beeton Station

on the Hamilton & North Western Railway,
last week, at the depth of 40 feet an inflam-

mable >,as was reached, which took fire at

the well's mouth in the evening, as a party1

was igniting a match to light his pipe. A
pipe was placed over the bore, and the gas
continued to burn, with a pale bluish light.
It is expected that petroleum will be found
on digging deeper.

LUMBERING ON THE PACIFIC
COAST.

The 3rd day of November next, lias been

appointed, as a day of general thanksgiving

in the Dominion, for the bountiful harvest,

with which the country has been blessed this

year.

England vs. Australia*

Outside " the Derby" no such national ga-
thering—estimated at from two hundred and
fifty thousand to five hundred thousand

—

was ever assembled iu England as at the
gieat cricket match of England vs. Austra-
lia. Kenuingtou Oval, where it took place,

is a large space about four times the size of

Tompkins square. Around this space, at a
hundred feet from its outer circumference,
was a solid ring of beholders, dozens deep.
The inner rows squatted, the next kuelt,

the next stood, while the outer fringes

formed the highest tier by scaffolding run
up impromptu. Then the old an I pictur-

esque houses surrounding the oval Mere
ridged aud fronted with spectators, as was
Rome when Coriohvnus marched in. The
gate money was five shillings. The receipts

were enorm nis, and were divided between
the teams. The colonials were badly beat-

en. Spofforth, their best man, was prevent-
ed playing by a wounded wrist.

Indian Farais in the North-West.

SUCCESSFUL RESULTS OF THE GOVERNMENT'S

In order to prevent explosh ns of gas on
board steam-slvps, the Inspector of Mines
for South Wales, Great Britain, suggests the
employment of two pipes leading from the
deck to each surface of coal, one of these
pipes to carry down an adequate supply of
fresh atmospheric air, and the other, by
means of some suitable contrivance, such as
a fan, to draw up what gas may accumulate
below.

The project of a canal for ships from the
Baltic to the North Sea, between the Bay of
Kiel and Brunsbuttle, in the estuary of the
Elbe, appears likely to prove a success. Its

depth throughout is to be 20 feet and 9
inches, its width at the surface of the water
160 feet, and at the bottom 64 feet, the
banks thus having a gentle slope. Provision
is also to be made, by means of a peculiar
system of locks and reservoirs, t<>» increasing
the depth of water to S'tne 20 feet, when-
ever it may be desirable to do so, this depth to

allowing of the passage through the canal of W
the heaviest German ironclad filial, name-
ly, the Konig Will elm, a vessel of nearly
10.000 displacement, but draw ing only 26
feet. In siz this caual will not compare
unfavourably with the Suez, the latter being

I72.J feet wide at the surface of the water,
70 feet at the bottom, and about 26 feet

daep.

A correspondent of the Muskoka Herald

says this is the way they do things on the

Pacific Coast (Puget Sound.)

The potato crop once gathered, the rava-

ges of frost and rot are" checked by drying,

the machine known as the "Plummer Dry-

er" being the most effective for this purpose.

A bushel of potatoes will produce thirteen

pounds of the dried article. They are bought

in immense quantities to go to the mines and

saw-logging camps. No ship leaving that
coast is considered " well fouud'' unless they
have a quantity on board tor the use of the
ship's crew. It is said that at present
prices, which I have been unalle to learn, a

good margin is left for both grower and dry-

er.

Sew-logging in that region is carried on
somewhat differently to what it is here.

When all orders have been filled, stock lum-
ber is cut pretty much as follows : Butt log,

24 feet
; second, 32 feet ; then 40 feet, until

stopped by knots. The roads are graded 16
feet, with a skid let in across the road every
8 feet. The logs are barked when the sap is

up—fa l.ng this they are "rossed" on the
running side. Four yoke of oxen constitute

a team, the hind yoke having a tongue and
deg chain. The logs are strung one behind
the other, With do0s and cha.ns ; one log,

however, containing 6,000 feet, being con-

sidered a load. The greaser goes ahead of

the team, with a swab and can of dog fish

oil, and greases the skids. With regard to

the wages paid, the chopper, who stands on
a spring board while working, receives $75 a
month and boaid; hook tender, who snips

the ends of the logs, drives the hooks and
attends to snatch blocks and snubbing lines,

gets $50 ;
sawyer, $60 ;

barker, $35 ; head
skidder, $40 ; second skidder, $35 : team-
ster, $75 ; swamper, $40 ; gn aser (a boy),

$20. All payments are made iu gold. Laud
that ha-i less than 200,000 feet to the acre is

not considered pine laud A stock was
lately cut out of a saw log in the mill at

Tacoma, which measured 34x14 inches, and
120 feet long.

EXPERIMENTS.

[Saskatchewan Herald.

The Mail in arguing that additional facil-

ities are required for prospectors obtaining

reliable assays of ores, adds that a corres-

pondent had written to Buffalo on the sub-

ject, and found that it would be necessary to

obtain a consular certificate before minerals

could cross the lines. American authorities

charge a fee of $10 for an assay and certifi-

cate, and our correspondent says they re-

quire a statement of the locality in which

the mineral was found. Of course such in-

formation would be quickly acted upon by

American speculators, who already own the

bulk of our mining properties. There appears

to be a lack of mining authorities qualified

aud willing to furnish assays, and it would be

in the public interest if the Provincial Gov-

erment would appoint an officer to perform

this necessary work for moderate fees.

The following figures show the progress

made in some of the Indian farms and re

serves in the west :

—

At Fort Walsh there are two reserves

—

one of Assiniboines, numbering a thousand
8ouLs, under Chiefs Man-thet-Stole-the-Cato

and Long Robe ; and one of Saulteaux, also

a thousand strong, and Chiefs Little Child

and Pie Pot. On one.of these reserves there

are fifty and on the other thirty-five acres

under crop, chiefly potatoes and barley. The
instructors here have no farms of their own
to look after, but devote their whole time to

teaching the Indians. These Indians also do
a good (leal for themselves by catching fish

in winter.

At Fort Macleod there is a Piegan reserve

on which there are about nine hundred of that

band. They are settling down to work, hav-

ing a number of houses up, and from 70 to

80 acres under crop. The cattle to which
this band is entitled under the treaty were
being given to them. The Rev. Mr. McKay
has settled amongst them and established a

mission of the Church of England.
The Sarcees are settled at Blackfoot Cross-

ing, and although few in number wre doing
well. ^
At Morleyville, Bow River, there areabout

six hundred Assiniboines, who have some ex-

cellent farms, doing credit to the practical in-

struction by their missionary, the Rev. Jno.

Macdougall, in former years. Cattle were
also being given to this band and to the Sar-

cees. The quantity of land under cultivation

is from sixty to seventy acres.

The supply farm near Fort Calgary is ex-

pected to snow good results and to fulfil the

expectations formed of it. It is under the

management of Mr. Wright, and contains

two hundred and twenty acres, chiefly under
wheat and barley.

Mr. Bruce has charge of another supply
farm thirty miles south-west of Fort Mac-
leod, on which he has under cultivation two
hundred acres of as fine land as is to be found
in the North-West. Three miles oft on
Pincher Creek, the Government has put up
one of the Waterous Company's portable grist

mill with which to grind the grain grown in

that locality. It will in the end be cheaper
than to freight in flour.

Many of the Indians at the south are sur-

rendering some of the cows to which they
are entitled and taking agricultural imple-
ments in their stead.

On Mr. Delaney's farm, Frog Lake, were
planted 100 bushels of potatoes, 14 bushels
of wheat, 20 bushels of oats, 30 bushels of

barley, an acre of turnips and carrots ; and
on the reserve, 190 bushels of potatoes, 20
of wheat, 40 'of barley, and a quantity of
.small vegetables.

On Mr. Williams' farm, near Fort Pitt,

were planted 58 bushels of potatoes, 6 of
wheat, 26 of oats, and 18 of barley ; and on
the reserve 240 bushels of potatoes, 14 of
wheat, 38 of barley, and two acres of turnips
and carrots.

We are without the exact figures of the
Eagle Hills reserve, but understand that they
are about the same, as in Mr. Delaney's
district.
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THE LUMBER BUSINESS IN THE ANCIENT CAP-

ITAL—PRICES CURRENT—CONTRACTS FOR

NEXT TEAR'S SHIPMENTS—MINING NEWS

—A NEW INDUSTRY.

Quebec, Oct. 11th, 1830.—The principal

part of the ' 1 Fall Fleet," is now in port, and

wharves and booms at the upper end of the

harbour are lined with timber vessels taking

in the last cargoes which will be shipped from

the Ancient Capital during the season of

1880. Lumber merchants are all busy in

their coves, or in the town offices which are

connected with the former by telephone and

telegraph,—engaged in superintending the

loading and shipment of lumber. When the

last vessel of the Quebec timber fleet leaves

port this fall, there will be left behind the

smallest stock of lumber which has wintered

here for many years. Even now there i8

hardly any stock held in first hands, so that

there cannot be any extensive sales to report

either at the present, or for some time to

come.

If poor Jim Fisk were now here, and

wanted to go in for one of his usual bold

transactions, he would buy up all the re-

maining stock, and thus control the market.

I wonder that some worthy imitator of the

great New York operator has not appeared

upon the scene here.

It is satisfactory to know that the leading

shippers and brokers of Quebec have not only
experienced a remunerative business this

year, but are looking forward with "great
expectations " to the operations of the coming
season. 1 find that the best informed men
in the trade are basing their calculations for

the year 1881, upon the production of some
ten million feet of lumber this winter in the
lumbering districts of the Ottawa.
The contracts so far made by the Quebec

brokers for next year's shipments are quite
encouraging. The following are some of the
principal

PRICES CURRENT:

Ohio Oak (sold for shipment in 1881) 51

cents per cubic foot
; Michigan ditto. , 50

cents ; Canada ditto., (a good lot for early

delivery) 49 cents.

Sales of timber actually in the market
would command two cents more than the
above prices.

Pipe staves have been sold at $300 per
standard mill.

West India staves at $75 per mill of 1200
pieces.

Michigan Board Pine, 20 inch average, 33
cents ; ditto., Red Pine, 55 feet average, 28
cents.

Elm is a drug upon the market, and will

not command more than 22 cents.

Walnut, Black, can be had freely at 80
cents per cubic foot for large girths.

Michigan Pine deals, Firsts : $100 per
hundred, standard of 274 feet, or 2,750 feet,

board measure. Seconds : Usual proportion
and price.

All the above quotations have been care,
fully selected from the most reliable sources

SHIPBUILDING.

There is little or no reason to hope for a
revival in the shipbuilding industry of this
port, which a few years ago gave employment
to so many thousands of our labouring
classes. Mr. Baldwin has just laid the keel
of a 800-ton vessel, but this will not give
constant employment to more than about 100
men.
- Mr. Dior, of France, who is now here in
the interest of a proposed new line of steam-
ers between this port and France, believes
that the French Government will ere long
remove the differential duty upon Canadian
built ships. This step, he claims, would give
rise to a fresh demand for wooden, Quebec
built ships. Our business men do not happily
pin much faith to this prospect.

MINIXG NOTES.

There has been a dearth of interesting in-

telligence from the Beauce gold mines dur-
ing the last two months. With the return
of spring 1881, operations will be resumed
with renewed activity. A damper has of
late been cast npon the prosecution of work
in this region by the disputes concerning
mining rights, given rise to by recent legisla-

tion of the Province of Quebec.
In another part of the Province, the shaft
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of a very promising antimony mine is being
put in working order.

The Crown Lands Department of the Local

Government will sell by auction this week,
a number of valuable timber limits in vari-

ous parts of the Province. The sale will be
held in this city. For some months past
there has been a constant demand for small
mining locations, which the Crown Lands
Department is authorized to sell, to the ex-

tent of lots of 400 acres. Mica has recent-

ly been discovered at a short distance from
Joliette, in paying veins, and only needs the
skilful application of a small capital to re-

turn a lucrative yield

.

It may not be generally known, that an
English company has secured 400 acres of

land in Charlevoix, containing oxide of iron

in abundance, which it is their intention to

mine, and ship to England for manufacture
The Local Government has on hand, a

scheme for buying phosphates, and distribut-

ing them instead of money grants to the va-

rious agricultural societies of the Province.
This policy will, undoubtedly, by introduc-
ing this useful article to the farmers of Que-
bec, create in the immediate future in-

creased demand for the fertilizer, and thus
give an impetus to mining operations. In a

future letter, I hope to give more details of

the scheme.

FRENCH CAPITAL.

The Credit Financier of Paris, France, opens
its agency in the city next January. Five
millions of dollars in gold will be at once
brought into the Province, to be succeeded
by as much more as can be judiciously in-

vested in mortgages at 5 per cent. Whether
or not it will prove to be, a undoubted blessing
to have our land and buildings mortgaged to

a foreign power, I leave others to decide.
Thanks to the energy and enterprise of a

liberal minded, and leading business man of

the ancient Capital, Quebec is shortly to have
in its midst, an important branch of a new
industry. The Canada Company is the title

adopted by the proprietors of the new under-
taking, which will engage in distilling liquors
and syrups, liqeurs, acids, perfumes, &c.
Some of the products of the new industry,
will be upon the market in a few days from
present writing.

Stadacona.

PORT HOPE.

This has become an important shipping

port, and is the outlet of the vast region

north and north-west by the Midland Rail-

way. Our correspondent sends the follow-

ing statement of shipment to Oswego, for the

season up to Oct. 8th, viz : Lumber 62 mil-

lion feet, pine ; value from $8 to $16 per M
Barley, 350 000 bu. Iron, ore, 1,200 tons,

sent to Fairhaven. Square timber, 500,000
c. feet, rafted for Quebec. In addition to
the above, over one and a-ha)f million feet

was exported from Port Hope one day this

week.
Midland Railway rates to Port Hope for

Lumber from Midland, Victoria Harbor,
Sturgeon Bay, Waubaushene and Orillia,

$1.75 per M., and from Peterboro'and Lind-
say, $1.15.

NOVA SCOTIA.

Our correspondent at Parrsboro', a thriv-

ing place in Nova Scotia, writes :
—"Our

prospects here for this season, and first of

next, are very good, boards and scantling

bringing a good price in the Eng'ish market

at present. Short lumber, such as laths,

pickets, and shingles, are in good demand in

the United States, at fairly good prices,

but the heavy duties against us there pre-

vent ns from doing much of any business

that way. Next year's prospects, after the

Spring sales, are not very encouraging, as

there are heavy stocks being put in this win-
ter.

We copy the following items connected
with that section :

Mecsrs. Young & Son, of P,u rsboro'—late

of Calais, M .—do the largest lumbering
business in the couuty. They have mills at

River Hebort, Apple River, M ose R ver,

and Halfway River ; the latter is a, steam
mill. Most of their lumber is shipped fiom
this port. During the present year, this

firm has tent several ship leads to French
ports. Am.,s Liwrence, Esq., of S >uthainp-

ton, also exports a large quantity of lumber
from here, and Messrs. Tucker and Adams,
of the same place, engage quite extensively
in this trade. Lumber is now sent from
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River Philip, via the L C. R., to Spring Hill,

and then'c over the S. H. & P. R. K. for

shipment. Add to this the coal brought
over this road for home consumption and
export, and it is not difficult to see that la-

bourers find plenty of employment during
the summer.

Shipbuilding, once the principal indus'ry
of this pla';e, has been Ungniebtog fir some
time, and seems to have fairly died out.

New Steam Mill —Meson. T. de Wolf,
of Port Greville, ai.d B. Anniis, of Queen's
Co., N.S., have a steim mill in course of

erection at Dili"ent li ver, about six miles
'* down shore."

The lar.e tatm ry, of Meun. Upham and
McCabe, east of the railway station, will

a >on be completed.

GRAVENHURST.
As a manufacturing and shipping point

for sawn lumber, Gravenhurst occupies an
important position, being the outlet by rail-

way of the lumber from the Muskoka lakes

and tributaries. Considerable trade is also

done in tanbark, both for home consumption
and export. Large quantities of supplies are

going out to that region by the Northern
Railway, and. as many as fifty horses may be
frequently seen in a drove, on the way to the
lumber camps in the neighbourhood.

OTTAWA.
The value of sawn lumber exported from

Ottawa during the months of May, June,
July, Aug. and Sep.. 1877, is given at $859,-

616 ; in 1878 at $686,671 ; in 1679 at $813,-

211. During the year 1880, for May, June,
July and August, the value exported is $100,-

320. When September returns come to be
added, it is expected that the increase over
the five months of last year will be in the
vicinity of half a million dollars.

TRAFFIC RETURNS.

The traffic receipts of the M dlaud railway
for the week ending Octobe r 7th, 1880.
were :—Passengers and mails, $2 673.82;
freight, $8,468 03; total, $11,141.75. For
the corresponding week of 1879 :—Passen-
gers and m.-ils, $3,000.39 ;

freight, $7,306.17;
total, $10,305.56. Increase f. r week, $835.
29. Aggregate from 1st January, $268,918.
68; increase over 1879, $71,087.14.

The receipts of the Great Western Rail
way in the week ending on the 8th inst.,

and the corresponding week last year were
as follows : — Passengers, $50,450.41 ;

freight and live stock, $69,935.47 ; mails
and sundries, $2,956.63 ; total, $123 332.51;
corresponding week of last year, $102,504.
49 ; increase, $20,838.02.

Receipts of the Whitby, Port Perry aud
Lindsay railroad in the week ending October
9th were as follows : Pass- ngers, $694.75 ;

freight, $2,169 73; mails and sundries, $63.

20; total, $2,927.68, against $2,003.25 in

the corresponding week last year, being an
iucrease of $24.43. Total traffic in current
year, $67,921.41, against $53,033.36 last

yea ,-

(
being an increase of $14,891.05.

Glass Mill-Stones.

The outcome of this successfid experiment,
we learn from the Pottery Gazette, was the
invention, by the Messrs. Thorn, of the glass

mill-stones now made by them, and used in
Germany with much satisfaction. Eespecting
their special merits, we learn, on the same
authority, that they grind more easily, and
do not heat the flour as much, as is the case
with the French burr-stone. In grinding
grist they run perfectly cool.

In making these stones the glass is cast in
blocks of suitable size and shape, joined with
cement in the same way as the French burrs,

dressed and furrow cut with picks and point-
ed hammers. It is suggested that the substi-

tution of diamond dressing machines would
give better results.

Without going into the technical points re-

specting the comparative merits of the old
and new mill-stones, which are given at some
length, but which would only be appreciated
by practical millers, we note simply our con-
temporary's opinion that, in the event of the
success of certain experiments now making
on a larger and more important scale than
any previous ones, "this discovery will be
entitled to rank as one of the most valuable
of recent years as regards the milling in-

dustry."

An enterprising sign painter says he would
pay liberally for the brush that the "signs of

the times" are painted with.

MARINE AND PISHERIE8

Our Salmon FiBheries.

Professor H. Y. Hind has written a Utter
to the Fvrnt awl Stream, in which he ad-
vert* to the climate question in reference to
the late appearance of salmon in our river*
t

:

'is season, also to "biennial spawner*,"
also to the habit of salmon seeking other
rivers than t'eir native streams for sanitary
purposes, and to the developement of the
hook on the male salmon in hi* of tyiwnin<i
year rnly. He writes to Mr. Mowat, orer-
seer of Fisheries, and aska to be informed
through t' e columns of t .e MiramirkiAdvann
for reliable information about the catch of
salmon in the Bay of C. aleurs " forty years
ago." He further says:— I wish to know
whether any record or tradition exists res-

pecting the salmon catch in the vears 1832 ;

1835; and 1836, 1841, 1842 and 1852. [a
fact the record of any particularly good, or
any particularly poor year, will be thankfully
received. I have prepared a notice of the
salmon catch anil character of the seasons in

certain rivers in Scotland for about one
hundred years, and I wish to ascertain
whether the experience in New Brunswick
bears out certain remarkable relations I have
found to exist between extremes of heat and
cold in the appearance of certain anadromous
lish particularly the salmon,

I should be glad if Mr. Mowat would also
state whether he has ever taken or seen large
male salmon late in the season without the
hook being developed laigely on the lower
jaw

; also, whether he has ever seen or heard
of large male salmon, having milt well de-
veloped, without the hook on the lower jaw.
I should also like to ask him whether he has
ever seen any nests of the salmon which he
supposes were made in the spring of the year.
I have seen such nests at the headwaters of
the North West branch of the South West
Miramichi. I saw them with transparent
eggs in them on the 24th of July, 1864,
when I was making the Geological Survey of
the Province.
The Advance says :—Professor Hind is

writing on the Fisheries with a view of having
the subject better understood than it now is,

not only by the people, but also by the De-
partment at Ottawa, whose knowledge and
modes are both susceptible of improvement.

Suicides among: Russian Officers.

The number of cases of suicide among the
Russian c fficers in Tashkend, in Asiatic Rus-
sian, i; increasing to an alarming extent.
Accord ng to official leturns, no fewer . han
six officers perished by their own hands in

one week. Cises of tuic'de are uotor:ously
common in the Russian army generally, .ind

especially among the troops quartered on the
frontier station--. T.ie pay of the Russian
officers is small, his promoti n is slow, play
is everywhere the rule, and druukenness is

c.imm n. Except in St. Petersburg a^d
Moscow, no inducement whatsoever is held
out to officers to interest themselves in their
profession ; aud even in the tbove-named
towns originality of thoughtis so discourage 1

that no officer would venture to express an
opinion on any military subject at variance
with the views held at head quarters. So
little is there to interest, occupy, or amuse,
that only a Russian could support the exis-

tence led by the officers of the army in

country quarters. But if life in a Russian
provincial town is dull aud colorless, in

Taskhend it is a thousand times worse.
Often no post arrives for a whole m nth

;

there are no amusements ; and consequently
the ui.foitun te < fficer is driven to spend his

t'me in smoking, orii king, card playing,
and low intrigues. The lesult of all this is

that a Russian paper rarely appeais without
announcing the death of an officer w' o
has c mmitted suicide at that post.

The enor:r.ous charges of the Briiish pen-
sion list sre attracting more than usual atten-
tion in the House of Commons. It is stated
that in less than a century the descendants
of Lord St. Vincent and Lord Rodney have
received $1,000,000 each. For nearly two
hundred ytars the heirs of the Duke of

Schomberg have drawn a nice income from
that grateful country. The Dukes of Marl-
borough enjoy a perpetual pension of $25,-
000 a year. The Duke of Wellington was
given $3 500,000 by Parliament to support
the dignity of his dukedom, and a pension
of $10,000 a year for two generations. These
are among si me of the larger grants. The
smaller ones are numberless, and many »

them the rewards ot mere favouritism.
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Question of Higher Education.

There are few subjects which,in our time,

have been worn more thoroughly threadbare

than that of education. Unless it be for the

behoof of what has been aptly called the
" everlasting rising generation," this matter

might be allowed to rest. Accepted theories

have not been so thoroughly worked as to

warrant, one would think, the demand just

yet for the trial of new ones—as a matter

of fact, we know that there are a great many
old-fashioned Conservative sort of folk who
are disposed to let well-enough a'one,—and

even where they see defects, to rather bear

the ills they have than to fly to those they

know'not of. But this is scarcely the spirit

of the age. " Progress" is the watchword
of the .time. Whether it be backward or

forward, or up or clown, there must be move-

ment ;» better to go anywhere than to stand

still, and—as the inevitable consequence is

supposed to be—be run over. Higher edu-

cation must not be an exception to this rule.

In the general mobilization of everything

else this must not, of all things, remain im-

mobile.

Time was wliea the distinction between a

liberal and a professional education was
pretty clear. That sore of intellectual train-

ing which aimed simply at the full and har-

monious development of the faculties of the

student was never confounded with that

which is specially designed to fit a man for

earning his bread. Indeed, it was thought

that the farther the " pot-boiling," or as the

Germans call it, the "bread-and-butter" idea

waskeptfronithemind of the student engaged

in the pursuit of a liberal education, auel the

more thoroughly he was trained to love

study for its own sake, and for the sake of

the consciousness of freedom and strength

which it imported, the better. Then it was
no objection to Latin or Greek that, in all

probability, the person learning tbem would
make very little direct use of them after

he left College; or to logic, metaphysics,

and the higher mathematics, that he was
not likely to adopt a profession which
would call these branches of knowledge di-

rectly into requisition. Then, if the precocious

anel impatient youngster objected to the les-

sons which he was recjui red to lea rn, that he d i

d

notscethe use of them, it was deemed asufti-

cicnt answer that what he knew not then he
would know in after years. And it must be

admitted that, in this way, some excel'ent

scholars were made, and—which is still more
important—some excelleut characters were
formed.

But, it appears, a more excellent tin ory

has been discovered, anil all this is to bo
chauged, or to give place to something
better, Latin anel Greek if they are not to

be altogether discarded are at least to be
relegated to the region of the optious.

Metaphysics is to give place to the physical

sciences. In a word, what have heretofore

been grouped under the general head of

liberal studies, if they are to be retained at

all, are to have a subordinate position as-

signed to them, anel education is to be made,
in the more materialistic and matter-of-fact

sense of the terms, "practical and useful."

In the process of effecting this change, an
entirely new method of instruction is to be
called into reepuisition. The "object-
lesson " is to perform a conspicuous part.

Not only are the academy aud the Porch to

be used as heretofore, but the "grove" and
even places less congenial to the feelings of

the student are to be brought into promin-
ence as places of instruction. The editor of

the Popular Science Monthly who is a leader

in this reform, or rather, perhaps, this agi-

tation for reform, suggests some measures
which probably will appear to many to seem
rather radical and even startling innovations.

We mav mention a few of these.

As a first instalment of what he would like

to see introduced into our institutions of

learning, he thinks gn at good both im-
mediate and prospective would result if, for

example, the college buihlings cf the Michi-
gan Univeisity, at Ann Arbor, were treated as

anobjcct-lessoB ; and if afterthis was master-
ed, the water-supply and sewage system of

the town were treated in the same way. After
perfecting themselves in these preliminary
lessons, he would have the students to sys-

tematically extend their studies to the
sehoolhouses, the poorhouse, and the gaol,

with a view to understanding the scientific

principles involved in their hygienic, and
sanitary conditions and arrangements. Of
course he woulel not have them to end there,

but, as we may take for granted, extend
their investigations to everything else, ei-

ther immediately or remotely connected
with human welfare. If an object-lesson

nhould be made of the water supply, why
* of the food supply ? What people eat is

quite as important as what they drink. To
investigate, with sufficient thoroughness to

be of any value to the student in after life,

all the sources from which the commisariat

of a single city is supplied, opens a pretty

wide field, furnishing material for several ob-

ject-lessons. Then, while man continues to

be a clothes-wearing animal, and especially

while he continues to be so largely depend-

ent upon clothes, both for his respectability

and comfort, there docs not seem to bo any
gooel reason why the "science of clothes"

should not receive its full share of atten-

tion.

It may be an evidence of weakness on our

part, but wc confess, the vastness of the

curriculum suggested by Prof. You mans, in

the article referred to, rather appalls us. To
say nothing of the mistaken notion of educa-
tion, which, as we conceive, underlies the

whole of this theory, if the mind is to be
made a catch-all, which is to be crammed
with all sorts ot "practical" knowledge,
which a gross materialistic utilitarianism

may judge to be "useful," and if this be
the proper work of schools and colleges, one
can scarcely see where the school-days of

the coming generation are to end. In fact,

if the work is to be done thoroughly, it ap-

pears to stretch out, popularly speaking, al-

most to infinity. Besides, when one thinks
of it, to say nothing of the grotesque situa-

tions which it suggests, the carrying out of

this comprehensive course of instruction

would, as it appears to us, be attcnelcd with
considerable inconvenience.

Think of Dr. McCaul, with his noble staff

of co-labourers, for example, leaeling a few
hundred students in a subterranean explora-

tion of the city of Toronto, in order to in-

duct them into the scientific mysteries in-

volved in the sewage system of our good
city,—( r taking them down for a month to

Governor Green's Castle to form a scientific

and practical acquaintance with its dietetic

hygienic, sanitary, anel disciplinary arrange-

ments, and then to have every other institu-

tion existing among us subjected to the same
process. We hope our educational authori-

ties will make haste slowly iu adopting so

radical a programme.

Love s Young Dream.

One ot tnc most romantic affairs ever be-

fore heard of in this section of the country,
says a correspondent at Marion, Inch, lir.^t

took place here about two weeks ago, and
which terminated last night. The substance
of the case is as follows : About three miles

in the country lives a well-to-do farmer
named Fauster, who has in his family a
daughter named Sarah 1)., aged just 14, who
is small in stature for her age, and is merely
a child. Another o'el farmernamed Pritchett
is a close neighbour, who has a son just 13
years of age, who is dubbed as Morton.
Ab( ut two weeks ago these small children
planned an elopement, and succeeded in

leaving their paternal roof safely. After
leaving their homes they walked to Wabash,
a distance of twenty miles, where they took
the train for White Pigeon, Mich. After
arriving there they were united in marriage
by the proper persons. The pair then roam-
ed over several towns in the state on their

wedding trip, until their linances became
short, when th"y returned home last week
anel told their respective parents of their

adventure. The father of the girl became
indignant and brought the girl to the town
last Saturday, before 'Squire Timothy,
where a warrant was issued charging Morton
Pritchott's father with abduction. The case
was tried yesterday, when he was acquitted,
the girl acknowledging she persuaded the
youth to elope, with her, and furnished part
of the money, the cost of the whole trip

being §10.25. While on the trip and after

they were mar.ied neither occupied the
same bed, anel no change of clothing was
taken along for the occasion. After the
trial each returned to their respective homes,
where they still remain. The father of the
girl will immediately institute proceedings
to have the marriage set aside, the plea to
be that she was not old enough. The affair has
cause el considerable interest, anel every one
who is acquainted with the particulars has
taken an interest in the case. During the trial

several funny incidents were told by each,
which the jammed court room relished with
pleasure. The end is not yet, as bad blood
is brewing between the two parents.

Tun senior Greek professi r, in his lecture
to the juniors the other day, speaking of the
marriage of Venus and Vulcan, remarked
that "the handsomest women gencially
marry the homeliest men," adding grimly

;

"There's encouragement for a gooel many
of you."

The Use and Abuse of Fiction.

What was said in a former article on the
use and the abuse of the theatre, is equally

true of the use and abuse of fiction. Indeed
these are but different forms of the tame
thing. What dramatic representation is to

the eye, works of fiction are to the imagina-
tion. Both are ideal representations of

truth, and all that can be said either for or
against the one may be said with equal
truthfulness for or against the other. From
a very early age, mankind have been in the
habit of clothing their thoughts, and em-
bodying the truths which they would impart
to each other, in the form of fablei, alle-

gories, parables, and other forms of ideal

representations. Indeed, in the early ages
of the world, when books were few, or did
not exist at all, the bulk of the wit and wis-

dom that had been preserved from the past,

as well as that which was the product of

contemporary genius, was wrapped up in

such forms as these. The stories which
wore told at the fire-side ; the songs that

were sung, and the ballads and " Safes''

which were recited on their festive occasions,

were of this sort. Even philosophy and
religion were taught in this way. And not
a little of the most precious truth that we
possess to-day has found its way to us iu

fictitious forms. Every one knows that the

relics of the Hebrew prophets, which came
down to our time, abound in these poetic

creations. Even the Divine Teacher hinrelf

diel not shrink from using the parable as an
instrument of instruction, and ?s a means of

preserving the truth iu the memory of his

hearers.

In view of thc:c facts it is worse than
useless to assail fiction as such.

—

Like every other tort of literature,

beyond question much of it is bad,

and of this wc may take occasion to say
something at another time. But in say-

ing this, we are only affirming of fiction

what may be affirmed, with equal truthful-

ness, of every other sort of w ntiog- Even
into the very best histories the fictitious

element citers largely. And this is true of

not a few of the biographies which are

most widely circulated, and that have the

largest number of reaelers. It is this ele-

ment, supplied by the imagination of the

author, which makes the events, and person-

ages which a writer ilescribes live in the

mind of the reader; it is this which gives

vividness and reality to a narr.it ve which
unenlivened by it would would be to hope-

lessly dull and stupid, that it would not

only be elrudgcry to read it, but it would
make no distinct or lasting imprcss :on on the

miuel of the reader. Take all that is imagin-

ary, dramatic, aud practical, from the writ-

ingof Macau ay and what would the residuum
bo worth ? Why even the Sibbath school

libraries, furnished by the churches of

Christcnelom, and read by children, arc

very largely stor.es which are purely the

crcatioi s of the imagination. The reason of

this is, as the caterers for these libraries

tell us, that experience has convinceel them,

that this is the only soit of bos ks that tin y
can get the bulk of the children anel young
people to read-

We catuot say that wc are altogether

pleased with this. One of the abuses of

fiction we judge to be the putting it in

exciting forms, and in large quantities, into

the hands of children or very young persons.

There are other faculties which ought to be
developed before the imagination. And where
the habit is formed early ot reading riel ion

to the exclusion of works which appeal more
directly to the undei standing anel judgment,
and call for the exercise of the memory, they
induce a careless and hurreel mode ot read-

ing, which permanently unfits the mind for

the sober pursuit of knowledge. Besieies, to

many young persons, especially to girls of a

nervous and excitable temperament, such
reading begun early and pursued intempcr-

ately, as it is almost sure to be—unless pre-

vented by outside lestraint—by keeping the

brain in an abnormal and unhealthy
state of excitement at a time when
quietness is a most essential condition of

healthy development—leads to the most dis-

astrous consequences, both physical and
mental. Every intelligent physician of

large pi actice, especially sin h as have made
Dervc.us and mental disease a special study,

would bear testimony to the truth of this

observation. Fiction is to the mind what
sweetmeats, relishes auel stimulants are to

the palate,—taken in limited quantities,

along with plainer and less exciting food, it

may do gooel ;
adopted as a diet to live on,

it can only work mischief. A literary friend,

a hard student, being a.-ked what he had
been reading lately, replied, iu our hearing,
" 1 have spent the last few days reading

novels. I like occasionally to spend a few
days in this way ; I find it has an effect up-
on the mind very much like that which a
little good whiskey has upon the body."
We have never forgotten the comparison, or
the impression which it conveyed, that
w hatcver advantage might be derived from
this sort of reading, especially by nervous
and ( xcitablc young pcop'e, was secure 1 at

the risk of some evil ; and that it ought not
to be indulged in therefore without careful
limitation and self-restraint.

Some Turkish Intrigues.

Perhaps the most strikmg fact to a str&D-
ger is the little interest Turkish women s .-em

to inspire among the gallant population of

Constantinople. But such strangers are,

perhaps unaware of the danger of a word,
or even a look ; a prolonged gaze into the
carriage of grande dame Turque may provoke
the ire of an attendant eunuch, and cause
him to lay about rightand left the heavy whip
with which he is often provided ; but the
greatest danger lies in the treacherous en-
couiagcment of the grande dime herself.

Some years ago a M. II
, a young French-

man of this town, became enamored of one
of fctaesi veiled Junos, whose soft g'ance
seemed to reveal a reciprocal passion. Day
after day he awaited her carriage at a cor-

ner of the principal thoroughfare, ind, day
after dojy the bcwiching eyes drew him car-

re cssingly to his doom. S ill, no words
were exchanged. M. B became more
anel more infatuated, and in spite of the
warnings of his friends he determined to

carry on the intrigue to the end, whatever
that might be. Patiently be bideel his time
and his opportunity, nor were they long in

presenting themselvc". He was rewarded
one day by seeing a tiny jeweled hand drop
a billet from the carri gc window, which
fluttered all unnoticed to his feet. Seizing
the paper, the eniaptured Frenchman hur-

riedly deciphcrcel the few words therein
inscribed. The latly proposed a meeting
for that same evening in the obscure corner
of a large cemetery. B , who had
patiently borne the quizzing of his friendB,

now informcel them of the progress of his

adventure. He was again warned against
pursuing it further ; but he laughed at the
ielca of elanger, and, accompanied by a
friend, repaired to the rendezvous at theap-
pointeel hour. He was pre ently aoeo*tcd
by a sable servant, exceedingly well dress-

ed, who politely invited him to follow. The
two friends turned into a deterted street and
arrived at a small door which led through a
covered yard to a seconel entrance, Tnia
their guide unlocked, and made a sign for

M. B 's.friend to retire. All was silence

and darkness around ; the servant's black
eyes seemed to gleam with malice ; aud,
moved by an undefined fear, the frienrl again
implored M. B to return. "K h !"' re-

turned this gentleman,, "it's tot late;

besides, w hat is there to fear wh< things
are managed so easily ?" The door cloovel

upon the audacious Frenchman, but the
fears of his friends were prophetic— he wai
Dover seen by them again. Many attempts
were made to learn his fate, and large bribes
were freely given for this object. A hint

was received that he had beeu conveyed be-

yond the frontier, but all traces of him were
lost, and no further clue was ever obtaimd
as to his disappearance. One or two such
adventures are enough to damp the ardor of

the boldest Lovelace, and, unfo. tunately,

other examp'es have not b«en wanting.

—

Temple Bar.

K.KST is never so sweet as after a long
struggle

; strength is never so strong as

through trial ; j>y is a more blesseel thine
after sorrow ; and the fair dawning of sunny
dayscoulei never come if we had no night.

A NOBIS Carolina man plain e 1 to fright*

en his wife by a sham attempt at suicide.

He was to very gently hang himself, and a
friend was to cut him down ; but the friend

was not prompt, and the plotter was choked
to death.

" Do you want to kill the child!"' ex-

claimed a gentleman as he saw a boy tip the

baby out of its carriage on the walk. "No,
not quite," replied the boy ; "but if I can

get him to bawl loud enough, mother will

take care of him while 1 go anel wade in the

ditch w ith Johnnie Bracer !"

Dr. Hastings, of Boston, in speaking of

religious
j >y, and of singing as being the

natural expression of that joy, reniaiked

that some congregations hael so little of it

that they had to hire people to do their sing-

ing. " Why," says he "I would as soon

think of hiring a mui to cat my breakfast."



Anecdotes of Sharks.

HOW THEY FOLLOWED A DYING SAILOR—

A

SEVENTY-FOOT FISH—A NARROW ESOATE.

Some twenty-five years ago, when the

writer was returning from China to Euglanel,

a messmate of his, a young midshipman,
hailing from Belfast, was taken ill of dy-

sentry. The poor young fellow battled long

with the fell disease, but though he possess-

ed a vigorous constitution, and as brave a

heart as any man I ever knew, he could not

shake it off. During the last ten days of his

illness it had been remarked that a huge
shark followed the ship continuously ; the

ill-omened creature was first seen over the
counter, on the same side of the ship where
was the cabin in which young H lay dy-

ing, and indeed just below it. Every one
saw it ; and officers and men had only to

lean over the rail, and look long enough, and
a dim, shadowy form could be seen moving
stealthily deep down in the calm sea. Some-
times it disappeared for hours ; and a hope
was expressed that it had taken itself off.

" But no," said one of the quartermasters,
an ancient mariner, who had passed fifty

years at sea, " the shark would not leave
until it got what it had come tor ;" and the
old salt jerked his head on one side to de-

note what he meant. The shark became the
subject of daily discourse, both in the fore-

castle and on the quarter-deck, and its ap-

pearances were regularly chronicled. Some-
times it rose near the surface, and then it

sjnk low down, and looked more horrible in

the deep stillness of the unfathomable sea.

All this time the weather remained very
calm, and we had scarcely any wind, though
at night it sometimes freshened, only to die

away in the morning.
At length H died, after much suffering

and a brave struggle against a hard fate.

Within a few hours of his death this fine

young fellow was buried with all the tokens
of respect we could command.
That morning the shark w; s seen at his

accustomed place nnder the counter, but af-

ter the funeral he was seen no more, and no
one on board the ship, either forward or aft,

could after this gainsay the observation of

the old quartermaster: "I 'told you sir,

he knew there was a dying man aboard us.

Von'll see no more of him ; he's got what
he wanted."

Enntertaining this view it is not surpris-

ing that sailors regard the capture of a

shark as an act of retributive justice ; for

even though the victim that has fallen into

their hands may not have feasted tn a live

or dead seaman—which is extremely unlike-

ly, as they never miss a chance of devouring
human flesh—yet they lock upon him as the
representative of his race, aud " serve him
out " accordingly.

For several days some shirks had follow-

ed a ship off the Brazil coast, and, notwith-
standing every effort the crew could not suc-
ceed in catching one. At length a shark
suddenly made a snatch at the bait, and was
soon plunging and lashing his tail in a most
furious manner, as he found that he had got
more than he bargained for. It was evident
that he had taken the hook, and was so far

secured, but still he was but half cvught, as
soon appeared. The men on deck " clapped
on '' to the line and very foon the creatnre
was alongside, but he plunged and lashed
about so furiously that it was fouDd impossi-
ble to land him on the deck until he had
somewhat exhausted his immense s'rength.
To assist in effecting this the mate proposed
to harpoon him, and in the absence of a
proper instrument took the bcathook, to
which he attached a line. Afte r a few at-

tempts the mate succeeded in plunging the
b^at-hook in the fote pjrt of the back, when
the -hark by a proHigious effoit succeedeel
in snapping the line, and, freeing himself
from the hook, made off with the boat-hook
sticking like a flagstaff out of his back. He
remained in sight some little time, evident-
ly feeling very uneasy, and then disappear-
ed ; but whether he succeeded in disengag-
ing himself from this unwonted appendage
could not be ascertained.
The shark is so voracious that in pursuing

its prey it will leap out of the water, and it

also feeds on its own species. It has b.en
said that on cutting open sharks sir. aller ones
have been found inside ; for this I cannot
vouch from personal observation, though I

have seen a very miscellaneous collection of
articles extracted from the stomach, such as
towel*, tooth-brushes, shoes, half a newspa-
pers and a rope's end. The shark will de-
vour anything, and may be regarded as the
scavenger of the sea, thus Lerforming the
name office as the vultures on land.
Thevbark produces its young from a sort

of egg, the shell of which is brown, and re-
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sembles leather ; the egg is of oblong shape,
with tendrils curling from its corners. When
the term of hatching is fulfilled, the end of

the case is pushed out by the young shark,
which measures seven or eight inches in

length. The flesh is seldom eaten, even by
sailors whose fare for months has been salt

meat ; the flavour is unpalatable, and the
texture tough anel fibrous. The Icelanders
use the fat, which can be kept for a long
time, in place of lard, and eat it with the
prepareel fish. The liver affords a good deal

of oil, and in Greenland the skin is used for

the construction of canoes. Shark's teeth
are frequently dug up in fossil remains, anel

specimens have been found of which the en-

amelled portion was four anel a half inches
in length, from whence a geologist has cal-

culated that the shark which owned this

tooth must have exceeeleel seventy feet in

length.

In the year 1831 an American ship, named
the Olympus, anchored off the island of Bour-
bon, in the Indian Ocean, and some of the
sailors obtained permission to go ashore and
enjoy a walk after the day's work. Night
was coming cn, and the quartermaster on
duty, tempted to inelulge in a bath by the
tranquillity of the scene anel the delicious

cooluess of the water, undresseel anel jumped
overboard from the gangway. The quarter-
master was a good swimmer, and was soon
some distance from the ship, oblivious of

danger. But the £ook, a negro, who was
sitting in the main-chains cooling himself
after his hot day's eluty, chanced to espy the
fin ©f a shark which was swimming near the
surface of the water on the other side of the
ship to that on which his shipmate was dis-

porting himself. His first impulse, after

making sure what it was (for so large was
the size he thought it must be a plank), was
to call out and warn him of his danger, but
it seemed he wisely determineel not to do so

lest the news might paralyze him with
terror. So he ejuickly warned some of the
sailors, ar_d in little more than two minutes
a small dingy suspended at the davits was
lowered into the water, and the crew were
pulling with might and main towarel their

comrade, Whether it was that only now the
shark caught sight of the man in the water,
or the noise of the boat attracted his atten-

tion in that direction, the huge fish turned
and made toward the quartermaster, who,
still unconscious of the fearful danger men-
acing him, continued to swim away with re-

doubled energy, as the quick cl ck of the
rowlocks warneel him of the approach of his

shipmates. Reticence would now have been
misplaceel, as, unless he was rescued within
a few seconds, all would be over with him.

" Williams," shouteel out the cockswain,
" there are sharks near you ; be quick—get
into the boat, as you value jour life."

Apprehending at length the full horror of

his position, the quartermaster tutneel to the
little boat, where alone was safety, and being
a powerful swimmer, was soon almost along-

side. But the shark was upon him. "Quick!
quick !" shouted h ;

s shipmates, while the
bowman, glancing over his shoulder, threw
in his oar, and, ejuick as thought, jumped
up, boat-hook in hand, to try anel help the
struggling seaman.
" Way enough," shouteel the coxswain,

as the boat, impelled by stout arms, shot
shot almost over the cjuartermaster, who,
after a final effort, rxteudeel his arms to

seizs the gunwale of the boat, while two of

the crew leaned over the side in order to help
him out. But the shark was not to be thus
easily balked of its anticipated prey, and as

it was near enough to make its venture,
darted half out of the water, exposing its

prodigious length, and turned over on its

side, opening its cavernous jaws. At that
moment, when all appeared lost, the bow-
man, exerting all his strength (and it so

happened that he was the most powerful
man in the ship), plunged the boat-hook
right into the mouth of the animal, which
writhing in agony, fell back into the water,
and snapped the weapon in two. Turning
upon the boat in its fury, it lashed it with
its tail with such terrible force that it staved
it forward. The sailors had just time to

draw in their shipmate, when they they be-

came aware of the new danger menacing all

of them. The boat began to fill, when
eleliverance came from another epaarter.

Their cries for help (which, owing to the
calmness of the evening, were audible a

great distance) attracted the attention of

the crew of a schooner anchored near the
land, who quickly launched their long-boat,

and made toward them.

The shark, lashing the water with fury
and pain, appeared determined to exact
revenge, and remained near the spot, await-
ing its prey ; but it was again balked, for

just as trio little dingey was settling fast by
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the head, the friendly long-boat arrived

upon the scene. The crew, with Williams,
were taken out of the sinking craft, and were
soon on their way ba':k to the ship, rejoic-

ing their escape from a terrible death.

Greek Symbolism.

The decay of pagan belief was not, as He-
gel imagines, elue to the fact that Hellenic
art was anthropomorphic. The gods ceased

to be gods not merely because they became
te>o like men, but because they became too

like anything definite. If the ibis on the
amulet or the owl on the terra cotta repre-

sents a more vital belief in the gods than
does the Venus of Milo or the Giustiniani

Minerva, it is not because the idea of divinity

is more compatible with an ugly bird than
with a beautiful woman, but because where-
as the beautiful woman, exquisitely wrought
by a consumate sculptor, occupied the mind
of the artist and of the beholder with the
ielea of her beauty, to the exclusion of ali

else, the rudely-engraven ibis or the badly-

rroele'ed owlet, on the other hand, served
merely as a symbol, as the lecaller of an
idea ; the mind did not pause in contempla-
tion of the bird, but wandered off in search

of the god ; the goggle eyes of the owl and
the beak of the ibis were soon forgotten in

the contamplatiou of the vague, ever-trans-

muted visions of phenomena of sky and
light, of semi-human and semi-bestial shapes,

of confused, half-embodied forces; in short,

of the supernatural. But the human shape
did most mischief to the supernatural mere
ly because the human shape was the mos-
absolute, the most distinct of all shapes ; a

goel might be symbolized as a beast, but lie

could only be portrayed as a man ; and if

the portrait was correct, then the goel was a

man, and nothing more. Even the most fan-

tastic among pagan supernatural creatures,

those strange monsters who longest kept
their original elual nature—the centaurs, sat-

yrs, and tritons—became beneath the chisel

of the artist mere abberations from the nor-

mal, rare and curious types like certain fair-

booth phenomena, but perfectly intelligible

and rational ; the very Chim.ura, she who
was to give her name to every sort of unin-

telligible fancy, became, in the bas-reliefs

of the story of Bellerophon, a mere singular

mixture between a lion and a dog, and a

bird—a cross-breeel which happens not to be
possible, but which an ancient might well

have conceived as adorning some elistant

zoological collection. How much more
rationalized were not the elivinities in whom
only a peculiar shape of the eye, a certain

structure of the leg, or a dt finite fashion of

wearing the hair, remained of their former
nature? Learned men, indeed, tell us that

we neeel only to glance at Hera to see that

she it at bottom a cow ; at Apollo, to recog-

nize that he is but a stag in human shape ;

or at Zeus, to recognize that he is, in point of

fact, a lion. Yet it remains true that we
need only walk down the nearest street to

meet 10 ordinary Lien and women who look
more like various animals than do any anti-

que elivinities, and who can yet never be
said to be in nally cows, stags, or lions.

The same applies to the violent efforts which
are constantly being made to show in the

Greek anel Latin poets a district recollection

of the cosmic nature of the goels, construct-

ing the very human movements, looks, and
dress of the divinities into meteorological

phenomena, as has been done even by Mr.
Ituskin in his " Queen of the Air," despite

his artist's sense, which shoulel have warned
him that no artistic figure, like Homer's di-

vinities, can possibly be at the same time a

woman and a whirlwind.

She Snubbed Them.

A plainly dressed little lady from Sau
Francisco recently appeared at a California

watering place and was snubbed by all the

ladies. She sent home for her best dresses

and all her diamonds. After her trunks
arrived she went to breakfast in a magnifi-

cent morning dress made by Worth, pro-

fusely ornamented with diamonds, and her

two little children were dressed in the height

of fashion. Everyboely seemeel anxious to

make amenels for past slights, but she was
extremely distant to one and all. She cut

them in this way for a week, then packed
up her nine Saratoga truuks and sent them
home, anel resumed her plain anel comfort-

able vacation clothes.

A boy was carrying two pounds of pow-
der and a fuse in a cigar box, at Gibraltar,

Pa. The enel of the fuse protruded, and a

practical joker was at hanel to light it. The
explosion killed the boy.

11

SCIENTIFIC GOSSIP.

One kind of paper in made in Chioa bra
the paper mulberry tree b^rk, and another
kind from a mixture of that bark ar>d wheat
straw.

The Syoran 2nd Oreoberg Kail way brid/e
across the Kiver Volga, Rastia, which i».

just finuhed, cost &i,<M,(X)0. When t

v

bridge is built the nver in more than a mile
wide. The 14 piers which tupport the gird-

ers are 100 feet above the main level of the
water, and the girders are 364 feet Rug and
20 feet wide.

The date of the earliest eclipse of the tun,

recorded in the annals of the Chinese, when
"on the first day of the last month of Au-
tumn the sun and moon did not meet har-

moniously in Fang," or in that pi't of Um
heavens defined by two stars in the constel-

lation of the ScorpioD, has been determined
by Prof. Von Oppolzer, of Vienna, to have
been the morning of Oct. 22, 2137 B.< .

M. LoSTEL has called the attention of

the French Academy of Seienccs to a here-

tofore unnoticed, but an apparently very
ancient, station of the stone age. It is situ-

ated near Hanawch, a place not far from
Tyre in Syria. A very large number of

rudely formed flints, as well a* a great many
fragments of bone and teeth, are there found
in a kind of conglomerate or ofseous-breecia.

The wool crop of the world has increased
live times since 1830, when it was about
320,000,000 pouuds in weight. In l>>7->-

the latest year for which there are complete
figures—Europe produced 740,000,000, River
Plate 240,000,000, United States 208, 000,-

000, Australia 350,000,000 and South Africi
4S,000,000 pounds, making a total of 1,586,-

000,000 pouuds. Great Britain and France
consume each about the same quantity of

wool—380,000,000 a year. Germany con-
sumes about 105,000,000 pounds ; United
States, 250,000,000 pounds, and Russia,
Austria, and other countiies, 41.0,000,000
pounds.

There are, or have lately been, on exhi-
bition in Glasgow, Scotland, samples of

leather prepared with chrome, and without
the use ot any tanning whatever. It is

claimed that the chrome pre cess, invented
and patenteel by a Dr. Heirzerling, is not
only cheaper and more expeditious than the
usual methods of tanning, but that it pro-

duces a leather " stronger, more durable,
more pliant, anel less pervious to moisture."
The chrome-tanned leather exhibited was
made into belting, harness, boots, and other
articles ; and it may be well to suggest that
our leather manufacturers should scrutinize

what may be learned regarding the results,

and if the rei ort is favourable it will go hard
with our inventors, but they will better the
inprovement.

An Edison Romance.

Mr. E 'iso i as the hero of a romance now
publishing in a Paris paper, is shown sitting

in the workshop at his elegant mansion,
wrapped iu a black velvet dressing gown
with tassels of violet silk. Resting be»ide
him on a velvet cushion is the left hand anel

arm, just severed from her body, of a beauti-

ful jouug woman ; aud near him a powerful
electric battery. On the delicate wrist of

the young woman's arm is a gold enamel
viper, anel on her finger a sapphire ring, the

hand holding a dainty pearl gray glove. As
the story is entit'ed " The New Eve," it is

supposed that Edison is about to create a

woman with the arm instead of a rib as a

"starter." One ef the incideats represents

Edison sitting on a bank sm iking a choice

cigar and watching two trains armed with a

new brake of his, designed to stop them in-

stantaneously anel without a shock. The en-

gineers becoming excitel bungle at the

brakes, bringing about a collision iu which
several hundred are killed. At this, the

gifted inventor, throwing away his cigar,

impatiently remarks, "Clumsy! stupid!"

It is plain that very little is really known
about Edison in this country.

A Disappointed Debtor.

The train had started off. A young man
rushed breathless in. " Got left, did you I"
" Well, ain't I here ?" he responded. Then
one said he could go across the bridge and
catch it, and another told him when the

next train would go, and made various sug-

gestions. The chap looked at the disappear-

ing train a few seconds, when someboely
asked, " Where were you going ?" Then the

wicked fellow said, " Oh, I wasn't going iu

it, but there was a fellow in the train to

whom I promised to pay a bill"
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The Solid South.

It i? said that there is a skeleton in every

house. The idea is that there is something
in the history of every family that it keeps

as carefully concealed as possible, and which
it would like to have forgotten. There are

such things in nations, as well as in families.

The thing that most patriotic Americans
would like to have conceal id and forgotten,

is the thiug indicated by the word which
stands at the head of this article. That
"solid south " is the most ugly fact in the

current history of the great American Re-
public The import of that fact, being inter-

preted, is, that the un'ty of the nation is

essentially a thing of the past. The South
cares no more for the Democrats than it

does for the Republicans ; it most cordially

hates and despises both tha one and (he

other of these. It gives its influence in fa-

vour of the former in preference to the lat-

ter, simply because such an alliance is the

only means by which it can secure its ascen-

dency in the nation, and be once more in a

position to redress what it believes to be its

wrongs, and to revenge itself upon the hated

Yankee. No person can travel in the S >uth

without perceiving that a feeling of bitterness

against the North, deep and intense, every-

where prevails ; and that feeling will never

be appeased until all that was done by the

war is undone by legislation.

Tho "solid South" means, too, the sys-

tematic suppression of the negro vote.

Everybody knows, that knows anything

about the feeling vt hich prevails among this

class of American citizens, that however
much they may r. spect their old masters and
their families, they do not trust them.

They know too well how deep rooted and
strong this aversion is to the very idea of

negro equality with them in anything

!

especially at the polls and before the courts
;

and they have sagacity enough to perceive

that if the white people of the south cannot

reduce them again to bondage, they will do

all in their power to make their liberty as

little worth to them as pos^ble. They
know, too, that the party at the north that

did all that they could do to fasten their

bonds upon them forever, will in the event

of its getting into power, do anything that

the south may ask them to do, to reduce

them again to virtual, if not actual slavery.

The negroes know all this, and would not,

therefore, if Jeft to themselves to vote as

they pleased, cast one vote in a thousand

for the Democratic party. In many parts

of the south these coloured voters are

largely in the ascendency so far as numbers
are concerned ; and in spite of this fact the

the south will remain solid. This fact

speaks for itself ; comment is unnecessary.

It follows then that democratic govern-

ment—the term is used in its proper

grammatical, not in its party sense—is a fail-

ure, at leist so far as the south is concerned.

The "solid South" proves beyond a doubt
that the government is not to be carried

on in accordance with the will of the whole

pe >ple, bat acco:diug to a part, and that so

far as numbers are concern d, tLe small-

est part. It may, indeed, be said that this

is as it sh- u'd be ; th;;t the negrois are not

fit for self-government ; and that the will of

the superior olas?, the class that owns the

gn ater part of the pioperty, and represents

the greater part of the intelligence, are the

people that should govern. Into the dis-

cus ion of that questiou we tntcr not.

Everyone, however, will see that if there be

any force in this argument, it is against the

form of goverment which exists in the

United States, and only tends to strengthen

our position. Besides, all that is said of

the ignorance and incapacity for self-govern-

ment of the negroes is equally true of a large

proportion of the enormous foreign element,

especially in the great cities of the north.

There is no argument that can be validly

employed in favour of the suppression of the

negro vote in the south that wuuld not be

equally valid in favour of the disfranchise-

ment of an immense number of voters at the

north.

We do not wonder, in view of these Lets,

that the American people do not like to

have so much said about the " so'.id South."

The northern Democrat, for reasons made
sufficiently apparent in this article, is

ashamed of it, aud would rather, if he

could, get on without it ; and the Republi-

can feels maddened by the lact that the very

means which he has devised as a make-
weight against the S uth, is not only neu-

tralized, but turned aga'nst him.

The time that a boy begins to think his

mother doesn't know enough to select his

- clothing for him is a dangerous period in his

s istory.

A. Millionaire Criminal.

(London Telegraph.)

Not every criminal who incurs the banish-

ment to Siberia is on that account to be
compassionated, if we may believe the ac-

counts of Mr. Juchanzeffs sojourn in exile,

recently published by a St. Petersburg journ-

al. This eminent malefactor, known through-

out Russia by the significant soubriquet of
" The Stealer of Millions," has contrived to

retain possession of the enormous fortune he
acquired by high-class swindling. When
condemned to deportation, he travelled to

Krasnojarsk, the town selected for his penal
residence by the imperial authorities, in

princely style, attended by a suite of ser-

vants, carriages and horses, and it would ap-

pear that he is to become the leader of

fashion in that Siberian city. Tailors, per-

fumers and tobacconists advertise their

wares under his name ; he has been elected

a member of the leading club, and is about
to contract an alliance with a young lady
belonging to one of the first families of

Krasnojarsk. His dinner paities are attend-

ed by the chief official personages and local

nobilities ; ladies of the best society flock to

his evening receptions, and accept the splen-

did presents with which he judiciously courts

their favour and social countenance. It is

proposed by a committee of Krasnojarsk
" lionnes " to present him, upon his wedding
day, with a wreath of laurel, oak leaves, and
roses. Altogether, for a convicted misde-
meanant, undergoing sentence of banish-

ment, he appears to be leading an uncom-
monly pleasant life. Not so the thousands
of his dupes who, having trusted their for-

unes to his keeping, suffered total ruin at

hishands.

If you can siy nothing good of anyone,
say noihing at all, for in friendship as in

love we are often happier in our ignorance
than in our knowledge.

MARKET tfliiPORTS

CANADIAN LUMBERMAN OFFICE.

Toronto, 14th Oct., 1880.

The stock of lumber on hanel in this citv

at present is low, on account of the recent

strike on tho Northern Railway. The demand

for cars for exports and local traffic, far ex-

ceeds the supply. As tho season of navigation

elraws to a closo, elealers are anxious to get

their lumber away, fearing that rates will

rise, which at present may be quoted at

$1.25 to $1. 50 to Oswego. The latest reports

from Oswego indicate that a large stock is on

hanel there. Sales for the past month have

been slow, but the feeling is that prices will

improve as the season elraws to a close, and

sales will be more brisk. The shingle

market, both in Oswego and Canada,

is lively—the demand exceeding the

supply. A number of mills have shut

down, as their stock has been cut up. From
present appearances, a larger s fock will be

got out, eluring the coming winter—the men
have gone to the woods earlier, and in great-

er numbers than usual. A brisk trade all

over Western Canaela, is anticipated this

season. All the railroads are running at

their foil capacity.

YARD RATES.

Mill culls, $ 5
Shipping culls, (in box,).... 8
Dressing inch, 11
Flooring, J & $ in, 12
Jois'ing anel scantling, 9
Mill run sidings 12
Pickings.. 17
Clear and pickings 25
Lath 1

Shingles, No. 1 2
No. 2 1

50 @
50 ®
50 @
00 @
50 @
00 @
00 @
00 ®
25 @
10 @
40 @

7 00
10 00
13 00
13 00
10 50
14 00
20 00
28 00
1 40
2 20
1 00

LONDON, ONT.
Common Lumber $10 00 @ 12 00
Stock boards 13 00 @ 15 00
Clear in. and \\ to 2 in 25 00 @ 30 00
Bill stuff, up to 15 feet @ 13 00

over 16 13 00 @ 15 00
Lath, per 1000 feet @ 400
Shingles No, 2, per M @ 2 65

per square @ 1 90

Our correspondent says, manufacturers of
bill stuff from Georgian Bay and Lake Shore,
met in London on the 7th iust, and decided
to raise prices, $1 per M.

OTTAWA.
The following are quotations in the Otta-

wa market :

—

12 in. stocks, good $18 00 @ 20 00
12 " S. culls 10 00 % 10 50
10 " good 16 00 @ 18 00
10 " S. culls 9 50 fd) 10 50
Strips, good 17 00 @ 20 00

culls 6 50 @ 7 50
Sidings, \\, 1J, and 2 in.,

good
23

90 @ 26 00
" culls 9 00 @ 10 00

Lath 1,000 pes.) 0 00 @ 1 00
Deals (# Quebec standard)

1st 0 00 @ 110 00
Deals (U? Quebec standard)

2nd 0 00 @ 65 00
Deals (If? Quebec standard)

3rd 0 00 @ 8 50
Cull deals (# M. ft.) 6 50 @ 8 59

FREIGHT.
To Montreal, $1.15; Quebec, $2; Bur-

lington, $2; Whitehall, $1.25; Albany,
$3.50 ; New York, $4.

BUFFALO.
We ejuote cargo lots :

Uppers $35 00 @ 40 00
Common 16 00 @ 19 00
Culls 11 00 fe 12 00
Assorted lumber in car lots or boat loads :

3 uppers 1 inch $ @ 40 00
Do. J£ aud li in 40 00 <® 42 00
Do. 2 in 45 00 @ 47 00
Do. 1\ 3 and 4 in. special.

.

Pickings 1 inch 28 00 @ 30 00
\\ and 1£ in 33 00 @ 35 00

" 2, 3, and 4 in ,

special ,.. 22 00 @ 40 00
Shelving 22 00 <& 40 00
Cutting up 22 00 @ 24 00
Sidings, com., 1 in 16 50 @ 17 00

"
1J in. and over 17 00 @ 20 09

Ci-mmon, stocks 16 50 @ 17 00
Box, all thicknesses 13 00 (a 14 00
18 m XXX shingles 3 40 ® 350
18 inch clear butts 2 40 @ 2 50
Lith 1 75 @ 1 80
We quote wholesale prices of hardwood

lumber, delivereel on cars or boat :

Walnut \ inch clear $65 00

| inc'.i, lsts and 2nds 70 00

i inch, lsts and 2nds, 14 feet coffin

stock * 73 00
1 inch lsts and 2nds 73 00

li. 1$, and 2 inch 74 00

2J inch and thicker 75 00
counters 130 00
newels 7x5 to 10x10 90 00
common in. & thicker 50 00
culls, inch 35 00
culls, 1| inch 35 00
White ash, Ohio 1st and fine 2nd« 28 00
Whitewood, inch 30 00
§ inch 28 00
| in co.ffin stock, 14 ft 30 00
square, 4x4 to 10x10 33 00

Chestnuts, lsts and fine 2nds, 30 00
Maple 25 00
White oak, Ohio 30 00
Cherry, inch and thicker 42 00
Butternut 45 00
Hickory, best Ohio 35 00

CHICAGO.
YARD RATES.

First and second clear, 1@ 1J in $43 00
First and 2d clear, 2 in 45 00
Third clear, 1} @ 2 in 3S 00
Third e'enr, 1 iuch 35 00
1st and 2d clear elressed siding 20 00
1st com. dressed siding 18 50
Second cominou 17 50
Flooring, 1st com. dressed 34 00
Flooring, 2d com. dressed 32 00
Flooring, 3d com. dressed 24 00
Box bels, A, 13 id. and up 43 00
Box bds, B, 14 in. and up 37 00
Box boards, C 25 00
A stock boards, 12 @ 16 in., rough.... 37 00
B stock bds, 10 @ 12 in 33 00
C stock bds, 10 @ 12 in 27 00
Common stock boards 17 00
Cull boards $10 00 @ 11 00
Fencing, No. 1 12 50
Fencing, No. 2 10 50
Common boards 14 00 (Si 15 00
Dimension stuff 12 40
Dimension stuff, 20 30 ft. . 12 50 @ 20 00
Small timber, 6x6 to 8x8 11 50
Round posts, cedar 15 00
Pickets, dressed and headed, flat. ... 20 00
Pickets, do., sepiare 20 00
Pickets, rouoh, 14 00
Clear shingles 3 00
Extra "A" shingles 2 65
Standard " A" dry shingles 2 40
Shaded " A " shingles 1 10
No. 1 shingles 1 00
Cedar shiugles 2 25
Lath, dry 2 25

OSWEGO, N. Y.

Three uppers $38 00 ®
Pickings 28 00 (a,

Pine, common 20 00 @
Common. 14 00 (§*

Culls 12 00 <§,

Mill run lots 16 00 (a.

Sidings, selected, 1 inch. . . . 28 00 %
li inch 28 00 %

Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 16 feet 16 00 <©
Selected 20 00 %
shippers 15 00 <o>

Mill run, 1 and 1£ in. strips 15 00 @
Culls, selected 20 00 (gj

1x6 selected, for clapboards 24 00 fo

Shingles, XXX, 18-in. pine 3 00 %
XXX, 18 in. cedar 3 00 ®

Lath 1 50 <gj

40 00
30 00
22 00
16 <X)

14 00
20 00
32 00
35 00
20 00
25 00
16 00
18 00
24 00
35 00
3 50
3 10

1 75

DETROIT.

Yard rates, Oct. 9, were as follows :

Uppers, all thicknesses .... $40 00 (§, 45 09
Selects 35 00 @ 38 00
Fine common, thick (g> 30 00
No. 1 common stock, 1x12.. 16 00 % 18 00
Common shippers, 1x12 13 00 (g> 14 00
Flooring, select (g< 25 00
common <§» 22 00

Roofing, matched (a, 16 00
Siding, clear (a 24 00
A select @ 20 00
B common @ 16 00

Ceiling, select @ 30 00
common (a, 25 00

Shipping culls @ 12 00
Mill cull boards @ 10 00
Dimension or bill stuff to 16

feet (2) 14 00
18 to 24 feet (5, 15 00
longer than 24 feet 16 00 @ 20 00

Shingles, clear, 18 inch.... @ 3 75
6 inch clear, 18 inch to. 2 75

Lath @ 225

ALBANY.
FREIGHTS.

To New York M. feet $ 1 00
To Bridgeport 1 25
To New Haven 1 25
To Providence 2 00
To Pawtucket 2 25
To Norwalk..** 1 25
To Hartford 2 00
To Middletown 1 75
To New London i 75
To Philadelphia 2 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

Pine, clear, M 48(560
Pine, fourths 43&5.1
Pine, selects 38(5 45
Pine, good box. 17(5,2S
Pine, common box 14(517
Pine, 10 in. plank, each 38(542
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls 21@23
Pine boards, 10-in 25@2S
Pine, 10-in boards, culls, each 17@I8
Fine, 10 in. boards, 16 ft. M 28 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft 28 00
Pine 12-in. boards, 13 ft 28 00
Pine, 1J in., sidiDg, select 42 00
Pine, l|-in. siding common 18 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, selected 40 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, common 16 00
Spruce boards, each 16
Spruce, plank, lj-in., each 20
Spruce, plank, 2 in., each 30
Spruce, wall strips, each 1111-
Hemlock, boards, each 13
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 30
Hemlock, wall strips, 2x4 9J
B'ack walnut, good, t?M 8500
Black walnut, §-in 78 00
Black walnut, |-in 78 00
Sycamore, 1-in 28 00
Sycamore, §-in 22 00
White wood, 1 inch and thicker. ... 40 00
White wood, § inch 30 00
Ash, good 43 00
Ash, second quality 30 00
Cherry, good 60 00
Cherry, common .... : 35 00
Oak, ge>od 42 00
Oak, second quality 25 00
Bisswood 25 00
Hickory 40 00
Maple, Canada 30 00
Maple, American 2S 00
Chestnut 40 00
Shingles, shaved, pine..m 6 00

" " 2d quality 4 50
Shingles, extra, sawed, pine 4 25
Shingles, clear, sawed, pine 3 25
Shingles, cedar, mixed 2 75
Shiugles, hem K vs. 2 00
Lath, hemlock. 1 50
Lath, spruce 2 00
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CLEVELAND.

ROUGH LUMBER.

Uppers, thick $45 00

inch 42 00

Box, thick 36 00

inch 32 00

2£, 3 and 4 in clears special

Flooring strips, 6 in, No. 1 34 00

2....... .!........ 24 00

Fencing strips, 6-in, No. 1 16 00

No. 2. .
14 00

Select common, thick 28 00

inch 24 00

Common 15 00

Culls 12 00

B. bds No. 1 12 in 25 00

No 2 16 00

No 14 00

No 1 18 ft 20 00

No 2 18 ft 18 00

No. 3 18 ft 15 00

Bill stuff to 18 ft 13 00

Bill stuff over 18 ft. adds
75c to $1 per ft. per M.

Shingles, XXX 3 60

clear butts 2 60

Lath 2 25

Surfacing one side adds to the price of

rough lumber 1 00
2 sides 1 UO

Norway bds and strips 18 Oo

common 13

DRESSED LUMBER,

Flooring and drop siding clear $40 00

box 30 00

select com 28 00
commom 20 00

Siding, \ in. bevel clear 00
box 20 00
select common 15 00

Working lumber matching flooring and
drop siding, %1 ;

working J in. siding, $4.

PETROLEUM.

From Petrolia, this week, the crude oil

market is reported firm at $2.05 in tank.

Refined is quoted at 25 cents in car load lots,

with prospects of increase in value. The
refineries are running to their utmost capa-

city to supply the demand. Holders of crude

are confident of further appreciation in the

value of their product and are holding fast

to their stocks. Drillers are at a loss to fill

the contracts rushed upon them by the late

boom in prices. It has been estimated that

during the nine months ending Oct. 1st, there

were drilled in the district 325 wells, of

which 67 were dry holes.

An Ottawa gentleman has in his possession

a fine specimen of silver ore, found about
forty miles from that city. He intends

shortly taking steps to open up the mine

.

POR SALE, IN THE BEAUTIFUL
i town of Orillia, a very commodious brick house
with out buildings and garden. Terms moderate
Apply to Editor of Lumberman, Toronto.

JJACKENZIE BROTHERS,

Brokers, and general Produce-Provision Commis
gion Merchants, 24 Water Street, Saint John, N. B
Highest References provided. Consignments solici-

ted. Correspondence respeetfully requested. Eeturns
promptly made.

W. R. MACKENZIE. D. G. MACKENZIE

DOMINION HOUSE.
BRACEBRIDGE.

A good house in every respect. Free 'bus to and
from the wharf. Terms, $1 per day.

R. GILCHRIST, Proprietor.

ORILLIA HOUSE.
ORILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building ; best north
of Toronto ;

splendid sample rooms : centrally locat-

ed ; free 'bus.

JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

ST. LAWRENCE HALL.
PORT HOPE.

Is noted foritssuperior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best Hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms oi

ground floor. Walton Street, Port Hope.
Wm. MACKIE, Proprietor

ALLANDALE JUNCTION HOTEL.
Travellers by Northern Railway have 15 to 20 min

utea by all trains, for refreshments. Solid meals.
Tea and coffee at counter. Fine brands of liquors and
choice cigars.

E. 8. MEEKING Proprietor

QUEEN'S HOTEL.
BKACEBRIDGE.

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor
(late of Georgetown,) having lately taken possession
of the above hotel, will endeavor to make it one of
th* best homes in the District of Muskoka. Tourists
and hunting parties will receive every possible attent-
ion, free 1/ns to and from the steamboat wharf.
Terms, one dollar per day.

FRASER'S HOTEL.
ORAVENHURST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER. proprietor (successor to Doug-
land Brown.) Mr. Frasor having purchased and thor-

oughly renovated and refiii ted that old established

hotel, so long and popularly kept and owned by
Dougald Brown, in the village of Gravenhurst, is

now in a position to attend to the wants of the travel-

ling and general public. Parties en route to the

Muskoka District, wiil find " Kraser's" a comfortable
stopping place. The Bar and Lamer are well furn-

ished. Convenient Sample Rooms for Commercial
Men. Good Stabling and attontive hostler. Free

bus to and from trains and steamboats.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

ST, LOUIS^ HOTEL.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

This hotel, which is unrivalled for size,

style and locality in Quebec, is open through-

out the year for pleasure and business travel.

HOTEL OTTAWA,
No. 21 North Side King Square.

ST- JOHN. 1ST B.

E. COSMAN, - Proprietor.

Terms, $1.00 to $1.50 per day.

THE RUSSELL HOUSE,
OTTAWA,

JAS. A. GOUIN, Proprietor.

Favourite Resort ofthe Leading Public

men of the Dominion attending
the annual Sessions of

Parliament.
Ministers of the Crown, Senators, Members of Par-
liament, Public Officials, as well as those having
business with the various Departments of the Gov
ernment. It is also the head-quarters of I hose having
dealings with the princely Lumber Manufacturers in

the great Pine Valley, of which Ottawa is the acknow-
ledged centre.

Tub Bussbll House being central, almost abutting
on the magnificent Parliament and Departmental
Buildings—the pride < f the Country—is thus con-
veniently situated for those visiting the City on pub-
lic business. But the location is also everything
that could be desired alike for the man of business
and the man of pleasure. A fewmiuutes walk brings
the guest of the Hotel within reach, not only of all

the principal business resorts, but also of the most
splendid Mount iin and Valley Scenery that can be
seen anywhere, as also of the two almost, unrivalled
Weterfalls—the Chaudiere and Rideau— and of the
extensive Manufacturing Establishments and Depots
of the leading Lumbermen. But, besides the beauti-
ful scenery, which, it may be mentioned, includes
the magnificent Ottawa, and two of its grand tributar-
ies—the Rideau aud the Gatineau—there are in the
immediate neighborhood, beautiful Lakes and appar-
ently never-ending woods, which afford opportunities
for the finest Fishing and Shooting that can be ob-
tained rn the Continent-
The Russell House affords excellent accomodation

for 300 guests ; its table is abundantly supplied with
Viands of the choicest description, in season, and no-
thing is left undone to make every visitor feel com-
fortably " at home.,'

Omnibusses meet the Arrival of
every Train and Boat.

rpHE PARTNERSHIP IIEREEO-
1 I- ORE existing between Geo. Bkkoouoh and Wm.
Dinoman, as Mnchinory Brokers, has this day been
di solved bv mutual consent. All accounts will be

suited, and the business carried on by G»o. Ben-

gough under the name and style of Wm. Dingman &
Co.

Geo BfcnoouoH,
Wm. Dinoman,

Witness : En. E. Kino.

GLASS BALL CASTORS
For FURNITURE, PIANOS,

ORGANS, etc., the best and most
ornamental Castors in the market.
They greatly improve the tone of
musical ins'ruments.

RHEUMATISM, NERVOUS-
NESS, SLEEPLESSNESS cured
by insulating beds with them.
Sold by hardware dealers.
Agents wanted.

ADDRESS FOR CIRCULARS
;

'GLASS BAIL CASTOR COMP'Y,

64, 66 & 63 REBECCA ST.,

HA.r*a:iijTOKr ont
l-3m

In Press—To be Published is January, 1881.

LOVELL'S
Gazetteer of British North America.

Containing the latest and most authentic descrip-
tioi sof over 7,500 Cities, Towns and Villages in the
Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island,

Manitoba, British Columbia and the North-West
Territories, and other general information, drawn
from official sources, as to the names, locality, ex-
tent, cct., of over 1,800 Lakes and Rivers ; a Table
of Routes, showing the proximity of the Railroad
Stations, and Sea Lake and River Ports, to the
Citic*, Towns, Villages, etc., in the severa. Provinces,
(this Table will be found invaluable); and a neat
Coloured Map of the Dominion of Canada. Edited
by P. A. Crossby, assisted by a corps of Writers.
Subscribers' names respectfully solicited. Agents
wanted. JC^Pkice 83—Payable on Delivery.

JOHN LOVELL & SON, Publishers.

Montreal, August, 1880.

MACHINERY!
OTEARN'S No. 3 SAW MILL,
O Log Turner, 68 b.p. Engine. 3 Boilers, dome and
heater. TMb is first claeg mill outfit, held for

bank and will be to'd cheap. We have also 2 Iron

Lathes and other Machinery. Send for Price Lis r

WM. DINGMAN & CO.,
56 Front Street Eigt. Toronto.

MIDLAND RAILWAY OF CANADA

Whitby, Port Perry & Lindsay
RAILWAY
NOTICE TO SHIPPERS.

All freight for points on the above roads

should be shipped via the Grand Trunk
Railway, when it will be forwarded by the

shortest route without transhipment and at

the cheapest rates.

Fast Freight Trains Run Through To

Peterboiough, Fenelon Falls, Kin-
mount, Minden, Orillia, Lindsay, Hali-

burton, Midland, and Waubashene,
connecting with fast steamers for

Parry Sound and Byng Inlet.

For rates, etc., apply to local agents, or to

A. White, General Traffic Agent-, Peter-

borough.
GEO. A. COX,

Managing Director, M. R. of C.

JAS. HOLDEN,
Managing Din e! or W., P. P., and L. Ry.

Great Western Railway
T1CKFTS to San Francisco aud all Points on the

Pacific Co; st, both Overland and by Pacific Mail
Steamships from New York. Winnipeg and the
fort'i West by all Routes. London, Detroit, Sus-
pension Br.dge, and ail the principal points in the
United States, both east and west, with the fulicst

information of Routes, with Guidez, Time Tables,

Maps, &c, Free.

SOLE AGENCY FOR THE

WHITE STAR LIaSTE,
To Liverpool, Londonderry, Queenstown, Bel-

fast and Glasgow.

T. W. JONES, Agent,
23 York Sttreet, Toronto, near Queen's Hotel.

0
WING TO THE DEATH OF THE LATE JOHN
CHAFFEY, Esq., there will be sold by

PRIVATE SALE,
BY niS EXECUTORS, THOSE

LARGE TIMBER LIMITS

SPANISH RIVER,
DISTRICT OF ALCOMA,

belonging to his estate, together with the steam saw
mills and other property necessary for a large lum-
ber business -

The limber licenses to be sold consist of part of

the township of Spragge, on the Serpent B'ver, and
the townships of Salter, May, Hallam, Merrit, Bald-

win and Shakespeare, on the Spanish River. The^e
limit* are wtll wateted by the Spanish River, which
can be driven at all seasons in fr. m three to fourteen
days. Supplies can be distributed from the river,

which is navigable for 35 miles from the mouth. Th
quality of pine is well known as being very choice.

The mill properly on Aird Island, near the mouth
of the Spanish River, is a Post Office on the regular
steamboat route from Collingwood, There are two
steam mills in working order—capacity two million

feet per month ; securing booming for 100,000 logs;
piling ground for five millions

; fronting on water
;

vessels can load to any deplh. Boarding house,
store, with chance of good store business, manager's
and laboun ro' horses, store-house, carpenter's shop,
blacksmith's shop, Gap lathe for doing repairs.

Other property consists of tug. 16x16 cylinder
schooner Snow Bird, booms, 10 tons boom-chain,
horses' harness, sleighs, all plant for doing a large

lumber business.
Farm, 1,200 acres, on river, 140 cleared and a mea-

dow, two large barns and implements for farming,
The above property will be sold en bloc. A party is

at Spanish River Mills to show the limit to intruding
purchasers.

Address
A. E. RICHARDS,

Executor,
1-tf. BrockvUle.

PUBLIC NOTICE.
ALL PERSONS NOW SQUATTED
/» upon any Public Lands within the Nipiaainx
Crown Land Agency are hereby requested t/> afp'X
without delay to John H. Bearlett, Esquire, Crown
Ls-d Agent at Nipiwsing aud have their locations
cirried out in due form, failing which their claims
cannot be rcc"jfnizcd by the l>a|«rtmetit.

TIIOK. II. JOHNSON,
Assistant O/tuuiiSBiooer.

Depirtm't of Crown Lands, J

Toronto, 13th Oct., 18B0. J

TIMBER LIMITS

SAW MILL FOR SALE!

The following t mber limi 8. heldbyth'r Montreal
Luml er Company, in the Province of itbec, are
hereby offered for gale, viz :

1. Limits on aud near the River Mas itjML aa
f dlows : Sq. Mi es.

Maskinongc No. 1 east _ 25
Magkinonge No. 2 east SO
Magkinonge No. 3 east 44
Magkinonge No. 1 west 49
Hear Riviere du Loup Nos, I, 2, 3 4£
Peterborough east 34
Peterborough and Brandon _ 19

Total 270

2. Limits on the River St. Maurice and its tribu-
taries, viz :

St. Maurice No. 3 east south half 19
K a River No. 2 north 40
Rat River No, 2 south .... 40
Rat River No. 3 50
Vermillion No. 2 south 42
Vermillion No. 3 south-west half 28
Ve million No. 4 south-east half - 25
Paheloganing west 40

Total 2&4

With the Maskinonge limits there ig a saw mill
run by water and steam power, in perfect running
•rder, with dwelling house, office and stables, and
about ten acres of land at t e village of Maskinonge
Bridge, and a piling ground of about ten acres at

he mouth of the river.

The St. Maurice limits are rich in pine, and are re-

ported to be the best in the St. Maurice territory.
The timber ou the Maskinonge limits is chiety
siruce.
The whole property is most conveniently siluattd

for the shipment of lumber to the American mar-
ket. For further particulars apply to

JOHN FAIR,
Sec. Montreal Lumber Co., Montreal.

l-tf.

BUY ONLY THE BEST!

FZM ' S

ROYAL PRINTOGRAPH

THE KING COPYING TABLE.

Always takes the lead.

Over 400 copies have been printed from one writing.

PRIZES AWARDED FOR SUPERIOR MERIT

The only Diploma given by the Industrial Exhibi
tion Association of Toronto, for " Copying Tablets,'

was awarded 10 ns for our "Improved Copying
Tablets," with black and coloured inks.

We a'so received a Special Prize at the Provincial

Exhibition at Hamilton, and als > an Ext ra Prize for

our very "Superior Copying Inks," for use on the
Printograph or other Copying Tablets.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS,

NEW FEATURES,

SLACK AND COLOURED INKS,

AND A

SPECIAL PENCIL.

Also a Special Cpyiag Ink for use on Rubber-
Stanips.

EVERY PRINTOGRAPH IS WARRANTED

PRICES REDUCED
Printographs. SI. 00 and upwards, according 10

size. Inks, 25 ceuts per bottle. Copying Pencil, 20

cents each. Our manufactures can be sent to any
address on receipt of price.

PIM & CO,,
Manufacturers, 61 King Street East, Toronto.

Caution—A s there are worthless imitations beine

sold under different names the public are ciu*'

against buying anv but " Pirn's Royal Printog

as none but those "bearing our name are genui

_
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FINDING FRANKLIN.

Extracts from the Account of Schwat-

ka's Search.

Thrilling Story of His Sledge Journey

Over Arctic Snows.

Depot Is< and, North Hudson's Bay, )

August 1, 1880. j

It is just two years since Lieut. Schwat-

ka's Franklin search parly landed at Camp
Daly, on the adjacent mainland, and during

this period its experience has been, I be-

lieve, sufficiently varied and novel to make
an iuteresting chapter in Arctic history. We
had been informed in New York that a

Netchilik Esquimaux had given Captain

Thomas F. Bany, wheu second officer of the

whaler Glacier, then wintering in KepuLe
B iy, a spoon which proved to have been the

property of Sir John Franklin ; that sub.se

quentlywhen Barry, while second re ate of the

A. Haughton, was writing in his logbook he

overheard the native who had given him the

spoon in conversation with another Netchil-

hk say that the spoon came from a cairn

where there were many such articles, be-

sides books, similar to the one that Barr^

was writing in at the time ; that Bany then

questioned them, procuring a reiteration of

the statement, and that the books were pro-

bably still there, as limits had no use for

them, and would not disturb them. They
also expressed their willingness to guide a

party of w hite uv n to the cairn. A chart

was shown and explained to them, and they

pointed out K ng William Land as the coun-

try where the cairn could be found. The
natural inference was that that the books

that they saw in a cairn with silverware and

othir articles from the Erebus and Terror

were probably the records of Fianklin's ex-

pedition, and the information seemed sulli-

ciently direct and reliable to warrant the or-

ganization of the Franklin seaich party of

1878, 1879, and 1S80. It took some tima af-

ter reaching Hudson's Bay to sift these

statements an 1 find them wholly devoid ol

truth. But giaclually they all fell to the

ground, piece by piece, until nothing was

left but the bare fact that he ha.t a Franklin

spoon in his possession whtn he reached the

United States at the conclusion of his voy-

age in the Glacier, in the year 1S73.

AN INTERESTING SPECTACLE.

We witnessed a most peculiar and intei-

esting spectacle on the 8th, in what appear-

ed to be s frozen waterfall, about twenty-

five feet iu height, where a branch seemed
to flow into the Lorillard from the west. At
a distance it looked like a mountain torrent

which had bceu a: rested in it i progress by

some mighty iiai.el and trans'ormeel into

stone. lis ripples of crystal gleameel in the

suulight anel spaikleel as if stuelded with

myriaels of gems. ALer enj yiutj its varied

beauties for s me time I climbeel to the top

of the Lank to make a closer inspection of it.

Tiauing its course ft r a short elistai.ee from

the shore I found a shallow brook which
had frozen in a level place at the top of the

hill, forcing the water to the right and left

until it spiead in a thin sheet over the face

of the rock for the space of about fifty feet

iu bieadth. Successive layers of ije were
thus formeel and this novel anel beautiful ef-

fect produced. The lirst few days of our

journey were excessivily fatiguu g. The
sleds were heavy, anel we often had to put

on our harness to help the dogs over a ridge

or through a deep diift. We had not yet

become hardened, and consequently experi-

enced much difficulty fioni blistereel feet

and chafing, but as we got riel of our super-

iious flesh these petty troubles became
less annoying anel we did Lot so easily be-

come fatigued from walking.

THE OLD MAN"S STORY OF WHITE MEN.

From Ikiunelikpatolok, the old Oookjoo-

lik, we learneel at the interview that he only

once before saw white men alive. That was
when he was a little boy. He is now 05 or

70. He was fishing on Back's River when
they came along in a boat and shook hands

with him. There were teu men. The leader

was called " Tos-arel-eroak," which Joe

says from the sound he thinks means Lieut.

Back. The next white man he saw was
dead in a bunk of a big sh ;p which was fro-

zen in the ice near an islauel about five milts

due west of Gi and Point, on Adelaide Pe-

ninsula. They had to walk out about three

miles ou smooth ice to retch the ship. He
said that his sou, who was present, a man
\bout 35 years olel, was then about like a

ilel he pointed out, that is, probably 7 or

8 years olel. About this time he saw the

tracks of white men on the main land.

When we first saw them there were four

and afterwards only three. This was when
the spring snows were falling. When his

people saw the ship so long without any one

arounel they useel to go e>n board and steal

pieces of wood and iron. They diel not know
how to get inside by the doors, and cut a

hole in the side of the ship on a level with

the ice, so that when the ice broke up dur-

ing the following summer, the ship li 1 led

and sunk. No tracks were seen in the salt

water ice or ou the ship, which also was cov

ered with snow, but they saw scrapings and
sweepings alongside, which seemed to have
been brushed off by people who had been

living on board. They found some red cans

of fresh meat, with plenty of what looked

like tallow mixed with it. A great many had
been opened, and four were still unopened.
They saw no bread. They found plenty of

kuives, forks, spoons, pans, cups anel plates

on board, and afterwards found a few such

things on shore after the vessel had gone
down. They also saw books on board, and
lelt them there. They only took knives,

forks, spoons and pans ; the other things

they hud no use for. He never saw or heard

of the white men's cairn on Adelaide Penin-

sula.

THE LOST EXPLORERS.

Ahlangyah po'nted out the eastern coast

of Washington Bay as the bpot where she,

in company with her husband and two otlier

men with their wives, had seen ten white

men elragging a sledge with a boat on it

many years ago. There was another limit

with them, who did not go near the white

men. The sledge was on the ice and a wide

crack separated them from the white men
at the interview. The women went on shore

anel the men awaited tho white people on

the track on the iee. Five of the white men
put up a tent on the shore and live remained

with the boat on the ice. Tne Ii.uits put up
a tint rot far from the white men anil they

stayed together here live days. During this

time the Inuits killed a number of seals on

the ice and gave them to the white men.
They gave her husband a chopping knife.

He was the one who hail the most inter-

course with the white crew. The knife is

now lest or biokenand worn out. She h:is

not seen it for a long time. At the end of

live days they all started for Adelaide Pen-

insula, fearing that the ice, which was very

rotten, might not let them across. Tiny
started at night, because then, the sun being

low, the ice would be a little frizen, Tne
white men followed, dragging their heavy

sledge and boat, anel could not cross the rot-

ten ic*3 as fast as the limits, who halted and
waited for them at Gladinao's Point. The
Iuuits couhl not cross to the mainland ; the

ice was too rotten, and they remained in

King William Lanel all summer. They never

saw the white men again, though the y wait-

eel at G-ladman Point fishing in the neigh-

bouring lake, going back anil forth betweeu
the shore anel lakes nearly all summer, and
then went to the eastern shore, near Matty
Island. Some of the white men were very

thin, and their mouths were elry at.el hard
and black. They had no fur ciothing on.

Whenaskeel if she remembered what names
any of the white men were calletl she: said

one of them was called "Algoocar'' and
another " Too'.ooah." The latter seem eel to

be the chief, anel it was he who gave the

chopping knife to her husband. (Aglocc.tr

aid Tooloojth are both common Esquimaux
names, anil it is probable that the names she

heard tho white m n called resembl el these

iu sound, anel thus impressed themselves up
on her mind. Another me was called
" Dok-touk " (doctor). " Toolooah ' was a

lietle older than tho others anel had a large

black beaid mixed with gray. He was big-

ger than any of the others—"a I ig, broad
man." "Aglooc.a- " was smaller ai d had a
brown bearel about four or five inches below
his chin (motioning with her hand.) ' Dok-
took " was a short man with a big stomach
and reel bend, about the same length as
" Aglooe ar's." All three wore spectacles,

not sr.ovv goggles, but as the interpret 3rs

said, all the same seko (ice).

DEAD BOLUS IN A TENT.

Tl.c f>.ll >wing spring when theie was little

snow on tl e ground, she saw a tent startling

on the shoie at tho head of Terror Bay.
There were eleael bobits in the tout and out-

side were some coveied over with sauel.

There was no ties'.l ou them—nothing but
the bones auel clothes. 'Ihere was a great
many ; she had forgotten how many. In-
deed, Inuits have little idea of numbers be-

yond " ten." She saw nothing to indicate

any of the party she met before. The bones
hail the cords or sinews still attached to

them. One of the bodies had the flesh on,

but this one's stomach wjS gone. There was
one or two graves outside. They did not
open the graves at this time ; saw a great
many things lying around. They were
knives, forks, apoons, watche3, many books,
clothing, blankets, ar.el such things. The
books were not taken notice of. This was i

the same party of Equimaux who had met
the white men the year before*, and they
weie the first who saw the tent and graves.

They had been iu King William Land ever
since they saw the white men until th< y
found the tent place.

Drinks in Every Style.

An English physician, Dr. Shorthouse,
has been making an interesting series of ob-

servations on the manner in which various

drinks act on different puts of the cerebro-
spinal system which preside over locomo-
tion. He says, according to The British

Medical Journal, that "if a man partake of

too large a quantity of good sound wine or

malt liquoz lie usually staggers about from
side to bide, his gait is ve.y unsteady, and
if he come to grief and to mother eartli he
generally falls ou one side or the other. If

he take too much whisky, especially that
i.bomin -.tion which goes by the name of Irish

whisky, he is almost certain to be seized

with an irresistible impulse to fall forward
on his face. If he get drunk on eider or

perry, the latter more especially, he is cer-

tain to fall down suddenly en his back, and
appaiently without any pr<=vii us warning.
He once saw a number of men, who had
niaele too merry at a harvest feast, all fall

down upon their backs, get up again, anel

fall down again iu the same manner. He
had i:ever witnessed anything of the kiud
before, anel was not a little ama/'.d as well

as amused. The farmer, who was a very
shrewd Herefordshire man, told him that
that was the effect invariably produced by
perry, of which his men hael that day par-

taken libei ally. He has since that time
seen several isolated cases which have cor-

roborate 1 the farmer's version of the action

of an overdose of peny or citler." D.-.

Shortl.ouse's researches', unhappily, have not
been condueteel with sutlicient precision,

nor have they extendtel over a sufficiently

wide field. American investigators could
have informed him that not only do differ-

ent drinks affect men in various ways, but
the effects differ according to the quantity of

beverage imbibed. Thus, while lour fiugers

of the wh sky peculiar to cheap saloons will

came the subject violently to invert oth«.r

people, a dose of fourteeu lingers will lead

him peacefully toinveit himself. The gin

of similar resorts, which is not distingui-di-

able from the ordinary turpentine of com-
merce, produces pedal cutanglemeuts and
precipitation upon the bridge of the nose, a

fact observetl by the psalmist, who maile

allusion to the relations of tho feet to the

gin, The rum of these places invariably

ineluces pedestrian exercise upon the ear,

the white Meelforel variety leaeliug the sub-

ject iuvaiiably to walk oil' tipen his left ear,

while old Jamaica as iuvaiiably inspires his

light ear with locomotive p iwers. The
ln\.ndy of these resorts is as instantaneous

and overwhelming in its effects as athuuder-
bolt, and the victim who partakes of it at

ouce sinks down on every porli in of himself

simultaneously. As fur the wines, their

ac ion is quite el ff. rent. Instead of tiooiing

the sttbj ct, they iii.p.l him to wander over

the face ef the earth and never sit or fall

down, though his path be strewn with ban
ana-peels auel lie along string-pieces of

docks. Altogether, Dr. Shorthouse can find

a far more fertile field for iuvestigatiou in

these United States thin is open to him in

E igland, even without making ii.qu'ry into

the more abstruse and complicated beverages

of tl e groat west, like the far-famed shep-

herd's delight of Nevada, oue drink of which
fascinating lluiel movc.i the assimilator to

steal his own sheep ami hide them in the

remote sage-brush from his own pursuit.

As the accounts from the to: rible wre.;k

of the steamer City of Vera Cruz come iu

more fully, they become highly exciting and

interesting. A soman, named Ibbot, who
swam ashoie on the Florida coast, alt ir hav-

ing been seven he<urs in the water, has giv^u

a brief but very giaphic account of his ex-

periences, which recalls the most horrible

passages of mariue novels. No such wreck
has occurred on the American coast since

the loss cf the Evening Star in 1SGG.

Mr. ARCHIBALD Forres can claim the

new South African medal auel clasp, as he

couveyeel the news of the victory at Ulundi
to Sir Garnet Wolseley and Sir Bartle Frere.

DOMESTIC RECIPES.

To Clean Zinc.—Put on the zinc a little

sulphuric acid and rub over with a cloth so

that every part is wet. Afterward wash off'

with clear wat.r, aiid then the zinc will be
bright and clear.

Suoak Cookies.—One cup of butter,
three eggs, one cup of sugar, one teispoou-
ful of luking powder sifted into Hour

;

enough flour to roll out thin. Flavour with
lemon, vanilla, or nutmeg.

Ginger Snaps.—One cup of molasses, one
cup of shortening, one cup of brown sugar,
one tablespoonful of soda, one-half cup of
boiling water, two tablespoonfuls of ginger.
Mix stiff and bake in a quick oven.

Clove Cake.—One cup of sugar, one of
molasses, one of milk, oue cf lard, one of

raisins, one teaspoonful of cloves, oue of
cinnamon, two ot baking powder, two eggs ;

Hour to th cken about as ginger bread.

Mountain Cake.—One pound of flour,

one of sugar, one-half of butter, one eup of
sweet milk, six eggs ; beat whites separate-
ly, two teaspoonfuls of baking powder.
Bike as jelly cake, with iciug instead of

jelly.

Chili Sauce. — Oue dozen la'r-sized

onions, twenty-four ripe tomatoes, four tea-

spoonfuls of salt, eight of sugar, three of

ground cloves, four of cinnamon, two of

ginger, oue of ground black pepper, two of

mustard, two and one-half cups of vinegar.

Chop tomatoes and onions tine, add spices ;

boil two and a half hours. Add vinegar,
hot, after the ingre lient3 have boiled one
hour.

Pickled Peaches. —Take fine free stone
peacheB, rub with a woolleu c'oth to remove
the down, ar.d put into a brine made of one-
half eup of fait to a gallon of water— it

should be cold—and let stand nine days.
Then wipe them dry, pick iu a jar, and
cover with cold viuegar (-pie-eel if you
choose). Wheu wanted for table halve
them, removing the stone, and sprinkle with
sugar. I think them very nice.

Tomato Catsup.—Scald and run through
a sieve ha'f a bu hel of tomatoes. Add three
tablesp >onfuls of salt, one tahlcspoouful e.f

red pepper anel oue of black pepper, three
tablespoonfuls of mus ard, two of clove?, one
of allspice, one pint of vinegar, two green
peppers and two < uions chopped line. Put
cloies, al'8picc, peppers and onions in a
muslin lag; put all iu a kettle and simmer
four hours, or until as thick a* elcsired.

Ciiiep. Jelly fok the Sick.—One pint of

clear sweet cider, one packige of Cox's gela-

tine, two pounds of white sugar, one pint of

cold water, one quart of boiling water, juice

of two lemons and the grated riuel of oue.

The gelatine must be soaked in the cold

water one hour. To this add the sugar,

pour over it the boiiiug water, btir until dis-

solved, pour in the cider, s'rain through a

tl innel bag, wet your glasses or mollis iu

cold water, pour in the jelly, auel bet away
to cool ; make several hours before wanted
for use. This also makes a very nice des-

sert for persons in health.

Canning Tomatoes.—Fifteen years' i x-

perieuce in cauniug tomatoes has taught me
a few things which, perhaps, the ladies of

the Rural w\ ulel like to know. First, —the

tomatoes shou'd not be over-ripe ; they
shoulel be firm enough to pare with a sharp

kuife, and should uot reina n off the vines

ove r-nicht befoie being used. Do not scald

the n to get the piling < It, as tint alone Will

help to start fei mentation. 1 always select

for canning those that are yet ^rei n near the

stun. B il until heateel thoroughly through ;

turn into any gooelself scaling glass (I pirtfer

the little Mason) ; screw down the I d as

tightly as you possib'y can immediately,

and if, when cold, you can tighten it more,

do so. Set in your cell. r and keep from the

light, and your tomato. s will come out as

fresh iu January as when put iu.

To Colour Butter.—The bought colour-

ing matter that I have used for several win-

ters, I have always mixed in with the cream
just before churning. The past spiiug when
complain ng to a frienel that while we had
beautiful golden butter, our buttermilk was
so yellow that we diel not care to drink it or

use it for c >oking purpeises, she askeel why
we mixed it with the cream at all ? Why
uot colour the salt! I must coufess I haei

never thought of this before, bat siucs I

have tried it, I see no reasou for returning

to my olel metheel. The deepness of colour

of the salt must elepeml upon the lack of

colour in the butler. Thori>UL,hly incorpor-

ate it with the butter— it eloes not show the

colour at ouce—let stand over ui^ht and, iu

the morning, just work it through before

packing or making iut • prints.
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Bee Notes for October.

From the American Agriculturist.

The Honey Chop.—The yield of

honey from Basswood and other sources,

in this section, has not equalled our ex-

pectations. During the last days of

June the supply of honey, from bass-

wood, promised to be abundant, but it

was very suddenly and unexpectedly

cut short. Reports from all parts ol

the United States indicate a small crop.

We judge it to be less than one-half

of the usual average
;
many report an

entire failure. In our own apiaries we
secure over 15,000 pounds from 176

colonies. Thus far we have taken from

three selected swarms as follows : July

10th, No. 1, 77\ lbs., No. 2, 66J lbs.,

No. 3, 83J lbs.; July 13th, No. 1, 41

lbs., No. 2, 41 lbs., No. 3, 55 lbs.; July

19th, No. 1, 12 lbs., No. 2, 18 lbs., No.

3, 18 lbs. After the last date given

we removed the swarms, with others,

to where Buckwheat, Golden Bod. and

Eupatorium are found in greater abund-

ance than around the summer stands

nearer home.
Fall Pasturage.—The subject of

fall pasturage is ot considerable impor-

tance, as, with a fair yield of honey at

this season, breeding will be continued,

and thus one of the essentials for suc-

cessful wintering is secured. It will

therefore be found profitable to study

the sources from which a yield may be

expected. In many sections buckwheat
is the chiet dependence for late honey.

In other localities, like our own in the

Mohawk Valley, Melilot or Sweet Clo-

ver, is of great importance. But more
generally, we think that the supply

will be gathered chiefly from Golden

Bod and Eupatorium. These wild

plants can be found upon rough, waste

land, in nearly all parts of the country.

Fall Management. — If surplus

boxes have not been moved as directed

last month, it should be attended to at

once. If swarms have been supplied

with extra combs for extracting, they

should be removed and packed safely

away for use another season. The
value of these combs, as well as those

taken from piece boxes, cannot be over-

estimated, consequently great care

should be taken to perserve them.
Mice and rats should be carefully ex-

cluded. If disturbed by the destructive

moth, the removed combs should be

smoked with brimstone.

QuESTions and Answers.

Hanging and Standing Frames.—
" Do you not crush more bees, and
are you not more liable to kill the queen
with the Quinby standing frame, than
with the hanging frame]"—We con-

sider the standing frame quite as de-

sirable, yet we, as well as others, in

answering such questions, should not
lose sight of the fact, that every bee-

keeper becomes more familiar with
whatever style of hive he adopts, and,

naturally, can handle it better than
any other, until he acquires a large ex-

perience.

Opening Hives. — "How often

should a ljeginner open his hives V—
Just a* often as practical operations re-

quires him to do so.

Beks in a Garret. —A correspond-

ent in N. J. comes with the old ques-

tion of the desirability of keeping bees

in a garret. This story of arranging
bt*« in a room in a garret where they
will not swarrn, and where the owner
can go and cut out cards of honey for

family use, at any time, is a very old

one, and the immense Bwarm of bees

somewhere in the rocks, where bees

pour forth in masses, and honey may
be found by the ton. As regards keep-

ing bees in an attic or upper room, el-

even upon a roof they may be so kept,

if some practical hive is properly ar-

ranged in such a location. There are

even some advantages derived, where
but few hives are kept. But all things

taken into consideration, it is preferable

to have the bees placed somewhere near

the ground.

Cradles.

The following wise suggestion is fiom the
Herald of Health.

Fortur atelv for children, ciadles arc seeu

more and more rarely in all f unilies, and wo
are decidedly of the opinion that these

soothing machines, once so popular, will soon
have only a historic interest, like the spin-

ning wheel. Still theie are heie and tljere

mothers who advocate the cradle, and for

such we have a word of advice. In the first

place the rocking motion to which the child

is subjected causes an unnatural circulation

of the blood in the brain, which tends in the

end to produce a s'ate of unnatural excit-

ability. Now if this takes place several

times a day, and these motions of the cradle

are carried to excess with restless and wake-
ful children, it is clear to our mind that the

effects can only be ir jurious, espec ally when
we remember the fact that children once ac-

customed to it are often treated with it for

years. Cases are not rare of serious ii jury

to the circulation of the brain, from violent

rocking given to the infants wheu iatruated

to uursts or ignorant children. It is not
difficult with a little patience to treat an
infant so that as soon as the time for skep-
ing appioa lies, he will go to sleip in his

little bed without any artificial aid. If the

beginning has been made, and if the mother
has not been softened by the disagreeable

crying of the child to rock it to sleep in the
cradle or in her arms, it will be found after

a few days, how quickly the child likes to go
to sleep alone without the afflict on of

popular remedies of mothers. Many mothers
will not believe this true until they have
tried it and learned from experience. Al-
though the child may cry at first, it soon
learns to go to sleep quietly, and the, mother
has the additional advantage of gaining valu-

able time for rest from her domestic duties.

Why does a healthy baby need ricking,

more than a bird a colt, or a calf ?

Ta!k Cver What You Read.

Nearly forty years' txpeiience as a teacher

Ins shown Low lictle I know of a subj ct

until I bjgin to explain it or teach it. Let
any young person try the experiment of

giving in conv^ rsati< n, briefly and connect-

edly and in the simpest langu ige, the chief

points of any bcok or ar:icle he has read,

and he will at < nee see what I mean. The
gaps that are likely to appear in the know-
ledge that he felt was his own will no doubt
be very surpiising. I know of no tiaining

supeiior to this in utilizing one's reading, in

strengthening the memoiy and in forming
habits of clear, connected statement. It

will doubt ess teach other things than these

I have mentioned, wl.ieh the persons who
honestly make the experimeut will find out
for tliemso.Vi s. Children who read can be
encourage I to give, in a familiar way. the

interesting parls of the books they have
read with gie.it advantage to all concerned.

More than one youth I know has laid the

foundation of intellectual tastes in a New
England family, where hearty encouiage-

ment was given to children and adults in

their att( mpts to sketch the lectures they
had heard the evening; previous. The s me
thing was done with b -oks.

A man askep at the top of a telegraph

roe was a recent spectacle in B >st >n. He
was a dinuk^n re purer, who had grown
drowty at his wo: k. A great crowd gather-

ed, but uotl.ing was done to arouse him, and
he finally awoke in safely.

Dr. De Vry, of the Hague, has been made
Companion < f tl e Order of the Indian Em-
pile by the Queen for his te vices in the

introduction of the ciuchono-tree into India,

and in the manufacture of quinine there;

and Dr, James Prescolt Youle has recuived

the Albert Medal from the Society of Arts
for establishing, alter "most laborious re-

search, the true i elation between heat, elec-

tiicily, and mechanical work, thus affording

the engineer a suie guide in the application

to science and industrial pursuits."

Telegraph Blunders.

A gentleman who had gone to the countiy
to find a summer location for his family
telegraphed to his wife, " Home to-night."

The wiies rendered this into "Come to-

night," and so the wife posted into the coun-
try at once, while her husband wai making
his way m a c mtrary direction.

Not Long since a message came to the
principal of a business house in the city from
his travelling agent, who had n ached Phila-

delphia— " Am at Continent d II mse. Send
some hash by mail." The agent did not in-

tend to reflect on the food at the betel, but
wanted " cash " sent by mail.

An affectionate uncle was informed by
telegraph : "Mary ;s to be buried on Wed-
nesday. Come sure." Mary, who lived m
Chicago, was his favourite niece, ai.d,

as he had not heard of her illness, the sad
intelligence gave him a severe shock. He
dressed himself in deep mourning, and made
a hurrieel journey to the West to find a

jovial party at Mary's wedding. The wires
had arianged for her to be " buried " instead
of " marrieel.

"

Probably the worst blunder ever made
was one that occurred in the case of a St.

L-iuis meichant, who, while in New York,
received a telegram infoiming him that his

wi e was ill. He sent a message to his

family dootor, asking the natuie of the sick-

ness and if there was any danger, and re-

ceiveel piomptly the answer :
" No danger.

Your wife has had a chilel. If we can keep
her from having another to night she wi 1 do
well." The mystification of the agitati el

husband was not removed until a seconel

inquiry revealeel tl.e fact that this iudisp is-

el lady had had a "chill."

A Terrible Punishment.

Puntre Moli, Italy, can ho ist i f a lady Ab-
be s and tevereuel coadjutors whose Spartan
discipline goes even beyond that of Can-
ning's renowned Mother Brownrigg, "who
whipped two female 'prentices to dea'h anel

hid them in a coal-hole," A lay servant
having been detected in stcaliug some bread,
my Lady Abbe-s and two senior nuns held
an impromptu tribunal anel coueleinned Ler
"to undergo the torments of purgatory."
Most of us probably have entertained but
vague notions as the nature of those tor-

ments, and will therefore learn with the
more interest, what aie an Abbess's ideas on
the point. The reverend Mother and Sisters

having conveyed the delinquent to a cell

where there was a s'.ove, tied 1 er hands se-

curely, anel then held her face to the
hot metal until her eyes had lost their sight

and her face was one huge blister. Some of

the nunf, however, thought this eliscipline

somewhat too stringent, and, possibly on the
principle that "a fellow feting makes us
wondrous kind," and with the reflection that
there was no saying but that the Lady Ab-
bess might " go for " them next, communi-
cated with the authorities, who have placed
these severe disciplinarians in j ail pending a

trial.

A Grand Trade.

An old Glasgow bookseller useel to give a

humorous accouut of what was in h s days
an almost daily occurrence :

— " Indeed," he
^ouldsay, " it's but a poor tiade the sell-

ing of stationery. A muckle sttipit simph
comes into the shop, anel says, 'G.e's a baw-
bee's worth o' paper.' ' Is is post ye want?'
'Oh, yes.' 'Bless me, man, dae ye want
short or laug !' ' Ah, no; I'll tak this ane,

for it's biggest.' Well, je wael think ane
\\ as elone wi' the fallow after a' that fash, and
ma :

r nor live or ten minutes lost ; but no

—

he's at \e yet. 'Mend that pen,' he says,

haneling out an auld stump to ye tl at nae-

body almost could men' ; and when ye hae
dim that, he follows it wi' ' Pit a wee drap
ink in that bottle.' Ye pit some in in his

bottle a' for raething, and s-yne he shoves
out his great horny hand, an 1 says, 'I'll

thank ye for a wafer.' Now only think o'

the fasheeerie, sic i loss o' time, lorb^e the

ink and the wafer for naething ! Ye'll see

that the stationery trade's a granel trade."

g£ .— — . - _

The natives «f theOikney I lands are

saiel to enjoy go< el health and to live long.

Fi r these blessings they are inelebteel en-

tirely to the bracing climate and to their

own healthy outeloor occupations, Ajouug
woman from e ne of these islands was asked
lately whether her people weie generally

long livers. With unconscious naivete she

replied, "Yes, they live to a great age;

there's no doctor on the island."

GENERAL.

PHYSIC.—A witty old physician being
ashed by a beautiful girl what g'xd all bin

doctor stuff did people, answered: " Why
you Me, my d< ar, by my pills, acd powders,
and blisters I dietract the patient'* atten-
tion, w hile nature cuts in and cur * the dis-

ease before he knows ir."

It has b en estimated that of the hoises
in the world Auttna has 1,367,0(0; Hun-
gary, 2,179,000; France, about 3,000,000;
ltusMi. 21, 470, (XX); Germany. 3.352,000 ;

Great Britain and Ireland, 2,20.7000 ; Tur-
key, about 1,000 000 ; the United Slates,

9,504,000 ; the Argentine BepaMie, 4,000,-

000 ; Cm ada, 2,(J34,0O0
;

Uruguay, 1,000,-

000.

The Fiji Islanders whe>,up to six yeara^o,
when England adopted them were cannibals,

and indulged in frieassed trader*, with cold
missionary on the sideboard, have become so
eiv 1 /. el that they wear clean shirts on Sun*
day, sin,' hymns, eat yams and beefsteak
like any orthodox Christian. What with
coce>aiut, cocoauut fibre, cotton, sugar and
coffee to e xport, and a luxuriant soil to grow
all the e products in, the colony ought to

have a grand future.

The oldest infantry regiment in the Aus-
trian army ce'ebrated, on the 21st of last

month, the 250th anniversary of its enroll-

ment. It 1 ears the name of " Prince
George of Saxony. No. 11," tnd was raised
in Bohemia in 1G30, during the "Thirty
Years' War." The regiment u at present
ejuartereel in Herzegovina. TLe day was
celebrated by a grand bat-cjuet given by Ihe
officers, wdiile the soldieis had a sort of his-

torical ma ejuerade, illustrating the care r of

the reg ment.

Ou Satur lay night Carter, the negro min-
strel, who was performing in one of the big

Bowiry variety theatres, provoke 1 long and
loud applause with his newest storv. I

was in Washington the other elay," taid he,

"and I met an old politician there who ask-
ed me how things were in New York. I

told him that a Pennsylvania man is in a
peculiar fix theie. He asked how that was,
and I said that the man I referred to is on
the Inland, and is going to be sent up for

four years in November."

Aftee the execution of Menesclou in

Paris the other day for the murder of the
little girl, Lusie Deu, his remains were con-
vejedtothe anatomical theatie, and sub-
jected to a singular experiment. Dr. Sap-
dey injected under the cutaneous tissue of

the head some fresh-drawn Hood from the
carotid of a living dog. The result was
startling, for the colour returned to the
cheeks, there was a perceptible nervous tre-

mour, while the lips slightly moved. Tte
same treatment applied to the body produced
no effect.

The champion jack-of-all-trades belongs
to England, and lives near Chichester. He
has served as seaman in the four quaiters of

the globe, and acted as steward, sailmaker,
cook, mate, aud navigator. He now nanus
out his sign as " Prof. Pullinger, ceutractor,

inventor, iisherman, builder, carpenter,
joiner, sawyer, undertaker, turner, cooper,
painter, glazier, sign painter, wooden pump-
maker, pjper hanger, bell hanger, bi at
buileler, clock cleaner, locksmith, umbrella
repaiier, china and glass mender, cetkuitter,
wirew'orker, groc r, baker, farmer, taxider-
mist, copying clerk, letter wiiter, account-
ant, surveyor, eugineer, land measurer,
house agent, vestry elerk, assistant over-

seer, clerk to the Selsayr Sparrow Club,
clerk to the Selsay police, assessor and col-

lector of land tax anil pioperty and income
tax, and coll. ctor of church anil highway
rates."

A stiukixg acoustic effect has been pro-

duced at the Covent Garden Theatre con-
certs, London, by locating o:ie of the bands
in the fn ut seats of the lop gallery, while
the other two perform on the temporary or-

chestral stanel erected for 'he promenade
concerts. The instruments during the reali-

zitioa of this novel idea were drums and
bughs to the extent of over a huudied per-
formers, auel the players, uneier the direction

ef a inventive Fr nchman replied to each
other from fl or and gallery in a kind of an-

cient autiphonal call aud recall, with all the
vehemence of militaiy lungs and arms, go-

ing it hard at brass anel goatskin. The rap-

id and a'most startling transitions from half

st.llness to thuuder Were veiy strange, aud
as the sour_d lolleel and reverb rateel alon.;

the roof, anel up and down the ample build-
ing, such a clatter and uproar was p

roilueei
has been rarely equalled. The effect was
leuiarkable, and the cii ics say the thing
was sublime.
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Net Assets, Jan. 1, 1879
$23,704,34:2, /ETNA LIFE

Bate peb Cent., 7.81

Int'bst reoeivbd, 1879
$1,856,710.

That the above is a most satisfactory and profitable rate of interest will
be oonceded by all. But the careful attontion paid to this, as to every other
dopartment, by the Directors of the JSiVTSA I.IFH INSURANCE COJH-
PANV, will bo more apparent when viewed in the light of the following
figures, found in the latest published reports of 3 American, 8 British, and 3
Canadian Life Insurance Companies:

—

NAME. ABBETS.
Equitable, New York $84,195,368
Union Mutual 6,874,248
New York Life 35,630,557
London and Lancashire

.

Reliance, of London
Standard, of Edinburgh

.

Canada Life
Sun Mutual, Montreal ....

Mutual, Hamilton

851,720
2,379 410
25,939,636

3,070,988
319,178
88,068

INTEREST.
«1,950,680

344,591
9 121,887

37,325
109,720

1,120,255

199,504
21,774
4,634

BATH.
5.70
5.01

6.67
4.88
461
4.81
6.49

6.82
6.36

Average $12,149,797 $644,436 6.85
jETNA LIFE, $23,761,342 $1,866,710 7.81

5 86 per ceut. iipon $23,701,342 is only $1,271,131
Upwards of $585,000 was therefore realized in 1879 by the ETNA'S

management from its $23,761,343 over and above the average of the nine
Companies. This is a point of great importance to persona desiring to insure
their lives on the "WITH PROFITS" plan. 13" All the profits in the
./ETNA'S Mutual Department belong to the Policyholders.

Receiving, as above shewn, a more profitable rate of Interest on its funds,
and also transacting its large business at a great saving in general expenses,
compared with others, this Company is able to offer the public more favorable
rates, as may be seen from the following examples. Tne three endowment
columns show the premiums at 40 years of age

:

Endowments, with Profits,
at Death, or the end of

NAMES OF COMPANIES.

$1000. Death only,
without Profit*.

10 y'bs. 15 y'bb. 20 T'BS.
Canada Life $110.40 $68.80 $50.30
Citizens', Montreal 103.70 69.60 63.40
Confederation 104.66 68.70 60.06
Mutual, Hamilton 104.50 68.70 60.00
Sun, of Montreal 106.90 69 40 61.70
Equitable of New York 106.90 69.49 61.78
Union Mutual 106.90 69.49 61.78
London & Lancashire 106.85 69.92 61.66
Star 70.e4 62.60
Standard 81.97

Average Premium 106.35 69.41 61.50

JETNA LIFE 97.43 64.46 48.77
ANNUAL DIFFERENCE... 8.92 4.96 2.73

AGE 30. AGE 40. AOS 60
$18.20 $26.90 $64.30
19.20 26.90 68.60
19.08 3604 62.76

16.90 24.60 08.90

18.89

22.92
20.87

25.06

80.40
ee.i5

63.58

67.91
66.96

19.61 26.63 64.58
17.20 24.37 61.98
3.81 2.26 S.CO

Besides this important dillerence in the rates (which is of itself a large
dividend—"a bird in the hand") the .32TNA makes a liberal cash dividend
every year in reduotion of the above profit rates, making in most cases a very
much larger differeuce than here shewn. WM. H. ORS, Manager.

iHMlJ. U'&NO.

The Queen's Hotel, Toronto, Canada
MeGAW & WINNETT, Proprietor,

JUST Patronized by Royalty and the best families. Prices gradnated according to room

THE ECONOMIST
Financial, Railway and Mining Journal.

BOSTON. PUBLISHED WEEKLY- NEW YORK.

83.00 a Year. 10 Conts a Copy.

THE ECONOMIST IS DEVOTED
exclusively to the Financial, Railway, and Mining

Interests of the Un ; ted States. It is the representa-
tive journal of its claf s in New England, and lias, l>y

its conservative and independtnt policy, established

a reputation and c'rculution which give it a com-
manding influence in its section. It aims to advanco
and project the legitimate mining industry, and to

guard investors fiom imposition and consequent
losses.

The Economist presents spi eial inducements to ad-

vertisers through whichJto reach the wealthy classis

of New England. Its circulation among the Mining
States and Territories is large and rapidly increas-

ing.
Specimen copies free.

R. F. STRAINS, Business Manage-.
31 Mi'k street, Boston.

New York Office : 115 Broadway.

JPOX*. BARGAIJMS
Fine Watches and Jewellery,

CALL AT

RYRIE'S, the Jeweller,

113 Yonge-st., Toronto.

john McGregor & sons,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

STATIONARY,
MARINE, and

LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS,
and SHEET IRON WORK

Portable Boilers for Threshing Machines, Shin^l
Milis, e'e,, furnished on short notice. All Roile
tested by cold water pressure to 150 lbs. to t'

square inch b fere leivingthe shop.

SECOJSD-HAND MACHINERY
bought, sold, or taken in exchange for

new work.

REPAIRS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

183 Atwater St., Detroit. Michigan

BRANCH SHOP

—

Cor. Glengarry Ave. & Stnart «t.,

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

FOR SALE, AT A GREAT BAR
gain, 320 acres of excellont fanning land, heavil>

timbered, and well watered by a branch of the Pigeon
River, in Cheboygan Co. Michigan, Apply to tti

Editor of the Canada Lumekman . 1-tf.

MACHINERY OILS!
rJT0 Dealers and Consum^rg.
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It will give the subscriber much pleasure to forward, post free, to any kddrtBB, on application, a
pamphlet, containing instructions and information that have been found of the greatest practical use to
dealers and consumers nf machinery oil in Canada. It contains the fullest information a) to the differ-

ent kinds of oi's, their qualities and uses, thus enabling the consumer to make choice of the rerj oil

best adapted to his wants, and also enables the merchant to select the kinds most likely to be in

demand in his neighborhood. This pamphlet show) conclusively that oils propi rly manufactured from
petroleum, are vastly superior to any animal or vegetable oil. I am now making ti e same qualities of
"Extra" and "XX" oils I manufactured from 1870 to 1873. They arc guaranteed not to thicken wilX
extreme cold, and warranted to give satisfaction in every particular. Beware of Agents soliciting your or-
ders without my trade-marked order-book. Address

GEO. B. STOCK,
P. 0. Box 1146, Toronto.

DOMINION BELT & HOSE GOMP'Y
JAMES D. McARTHUR, Manager.

manufacturers of

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

Fire Engine Hose, Lace, Leather,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC ETC-
Stitched and Ribbed Belting Made to Order.

Doub'e always in Stock - Send for S tnplts and Price*

73 OOLBORNiTST., TORONTO.

Nothing Like It Yet Seen
Hig-hest Awards at

TORONTO, 1860. - 1st Prize and Diploma.

HAMILTON, 1880, -

LONDON, ?

THE PEARL DRY HOP YEAST
Ready in a moment, and unaffected by time or weather.

*sT Ask your grocer for it or send direct to the factory.

PEARL YEAST CO.
Box 1164, F. 0. 39 Front Street East, Toronto-
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PROSPECTUS.

The Canada Lumberman is now intro-

duced to its patrons, and so far has met
with a favourable reception.

Before its publication a large number of

lumber and timber merchants and mill

owners in the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec>

New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, and

manufacturers whose line is to supply ma-

chinery for mills, saws, axes, files, oil, belt-

ing, sleighs, &c, were consulted in refer-

ence to the advisability of publishing such a

journal.

Their opinion was that such a publication

could be made highly useful to parties en-

gaged in the various branches of trade above

alluded to, as well as to those more directly

interested in the mines and minerals of

Canada.

Acting on their suggestions, The Canada
Lumberman has entered on this extensive

and important field, with an adequate sense

of the responsibility of the undertaking ;

and whilst craving leniency until fairly

under way, we may repeat a portion of our

introductory, viz : nothing shall be wanting

on our part to make this journal a full and

complete record of the lumber business, and

all that relates to the trade in Canada. To
this end the latest market reports, the con-

tributions of trustworthy correspondents,

trade circulars, etc., will be freely used, to

jfive our readers the best, the earliest, and

most reliable information that can be ascer-

tained, concerning the important branch of

business to which the journal will be especi-

ally devoted ; while the mining, the milling,

and the manufacturing interests will receive

attention proportionate to their great claims

on the public.

In short, it will be our endeavor to make
The Lumberman worthy of its title in every

respect ; and, while giving special attention

to the great staple industry to which it is

devoted, it will also furnish a carefully se-

lected amount of general reading that will

make it a welcome visitor in every family.

Advertisers, especially those dealing in

mill, mining, and lumbering supplies and
machinery, will find The Lumberman a very
favourable medium of reaching their custom-
ers, as it will circulate among these classes,

and receive more attention from them than
they have the time or inclination to bestow
on a general newspaper.
The success of the Lumberman must de-

pend on the support it will receive from the
classes above referred to ; we trust, there-
fore, that they will overlook shortcomings at
the commencement, and accord to the enter-
prise their generous and hearty support.

PRESERVE THE FORESTS.

The following is so applicable to the

wooded portions of Canada that we consider

it worthy of reproduction :

—

" A great deal of interest is being mani-

fested now-a-days in the preservation of the

great forests of timber with which this coun-

try is overrun. The over-production of

lumber each year is immense, and, if con-

tinued, will surely end in the disappearance

entire of our forests. The question of how
to prevent this misuse ? is an important one

and is worthy of much consideration. We
certainly do not envy the position of the

English people, as regards lumber, and

before mill men and forest land owners leap

they should think. We should have some
proper safeguards for the preservation of

timber and the question should always be

considered, " How much lumber will be

needed to supply the market this year ?
"

In some parts of the east there is no over-

production, and oftentimes the supply of

lumber is not large enough to meet the

demand. At such times lumber dealers

order many thousands of feet from the west,

for they are aware of the fact that western

mill-men do over-produce and are not so

chary with their timber lands as they ought

to be. There is one very good reason for

this economy on the one side and wasteful-

ness on the other. In the east the lumber-

men have seen the forests of magnificent trees

disappear ; they have seen the mills shut

down ; they have seen the workmen leave for

western parts. Hence it is that the second

growth is being cut very sparingly, and what

more is needed each year is sent from the

western part of the country.

You all know what stringent laws are en-

forced in England and other European coun-

tries, relative to the consumption of timber
lands and the felling of trets. And in the
oriental countries many portions have become
uninhabitable because of the disappearance
of the forests, and are now given up to ruin
and desolation. The great bulk of lumber,
which goes into Europe, proceeds from North
America. Canada furnishes large quantities

to England and the English people much
prefer to buy their timber from abroad than
cut down the few remaining forest trees.

On ships, which carry large loads of deals

from this country to Liverpool, are all sorts

of pieces many of which would seem utterly
useless to the average Michigan mill owner,
but uses enough are found for them in a
country which can boast of no timber pro-
duction, and happy they are to get them.
At the twenty -ninth annual meeting of the

" American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, " which was held in Boston,

several days, beginning Aug. 25th, there was
a striking and most excellent paper read on
the importance of taking requisite steps to

preserve and cultivate the woodlands of the

country. The paper, or report, was ac-

companied by a draft of a memorial which
invites the attention of state legislature to the

"great and increasing importance of provid-

ing, by adequate legislation, for theprotection

of the existing woodlands of the country "

against " needless waste " and for the "en-
couragement of measures tending to a more
economical use and proper maintenance of

our timber supply." The report was to the

effect that the forests of our country arc

being used and wasted to a much greater

degree than their restoration by natural

growth.
The committee recommended a law to

protect trees planted along the highways,

and to encourage such plantings by deduc-

tions from highway taxes ; also the passage

of a law which shall exempt from taxation

the increased value of land arising from the

planting of their trees where none were
previously growing, for such a period as may
seem proper, or until something shall have
been realized from the plantation. This law
may be enforced they think, by " appropri-

ations of money to agricultural and horti-

cultural societies, to be applied as premiums
for their planting and for prizes for the best

essays and reports upon subjects of practical

forest culture
;
by encouraging educational

institutions to introduce courses of instruc-

tion having reference to practical sylvicul-

ture ; by laws tending to prevent forest

fires ; by imposing penalties against wilful

or careless lighting of such fires, and enlarg-

ing and defining the powers of local officers

in calling for assistance and in adopting
measures for suppressing them ; by estab-

lishing under favourable circumstances

model plantations ; and by the appointment
of a commission of forestry under state au-

thority analogous to the commission of fish-

eries."

The action of the association on this sub-

ject is timely and sensible and it is to be

hoped that the appeal will reach the eyes

and ears of the legislators in this country. If

there was a limit to the number of trees fell-

ed each year, there would be no over pro-

duction. As it is, a flooded market weakens
prices and a light market strengthens them.

Look at the subject from every point of

view ; if ihis waste gees on the extinction of

timber will not only be the outcome, but it

may work the ruination of the town or city

in which you live. We hardly think that

this extinction will come so soon as anticip-

ated by many, but, at the same time, we
feel it to be the duty of every man, to do
whatever is in his power for the gcod of this

country. Let your aim be to produce just as

much as can be disposed cf at a fair price

and there can then be no such thing as

fluctuation, and the end of the production

will be postponed indefinitely.

It is quite safe to predict that many years

will not elapse before the legislatures of the

several states will pass laws limiting the

timber cut to a certain number of thousand
feet, by each mill, per year. It cannot be

otherwise. The newspapers are beginning
to look into the matter, the wisest men of

the country are beginning to investigate the
subject and soon the mill men will see the
folly of their ways. This is an age of pro-
gression.

SHADE TREES.

Our farmers make a great mistake when
they neglect to plant young trees along the

roads and their fences ; and when they in-

disciminately and ruthlessly cut down all

the trees on the homestead. It is true that

in clearing land, it is sometimes difficult to

save any portion from the fire ; yet groves

should be planted in corners of fields, and

fences, and roadsides should not be neglect-

ed. The Association of Agriculture and

Arts granted a gold medal, this year for the

best kept farm, to J. P. Carpenter of Town-
send, in the County of Norfolk. The

judges were so much pleased with the wood-

ed portion of the farm which had been pre-

served, that they noticed it specially in

their report as follows :

" Towards the back part it becomes un-
dulating and gradually rising, finishes up
with a maguifiesnt piece of woods at the
farm. This wood of twenty acres is beauti-
fully kept and park-like, and forms a very
attractive feature, running alonga good part
of the back of the farm, where the land rises

to the highest point. It forms a back-
ground and a finish to what no doubt is one
of the finest farms in Ontario. And fortu-

nate it is that this property did not fall into
the hands of some Vandal, who, by this

time, might have had this, as well as the
other two pieces of wood, which are equally
beautiful, converted into so many barrels of

potash, and thereby have destroyed what
would require the t of two or three gen-
erations to replace, ime

WHITBY.

List Wednesday the schooners Bentley

with 500,000 feet, Adriadna with 150,000

feet, and Blakely, with 140,000 feet of lum-

ber on board, sailed from Whitby harbour,

for Oswego, making the largest shipment of

deals from that point, on any given day,

within the recollection of the oldest inhabit-

ant. The lumber belonged to Messrs. Bige-
low & Trounce, Port Perry.

A lumber irm of Carleton Place is said to

have paid §14,000 to the Canada Central
railway for freight on lumber during the past
four months.

Shippiua at Montreal is going on with all

possible speed. Piles of lumber are rapidly
diminishing. It is expected that the present
stock of lumber will be all cleaned out with-
in the next two weeks.

f



2 THE CANADA LUMBERMAN.

A REALLY GOOD CASE.

A LEGEND OF ST. MICHAEL'S HOSPITAL.

Every one knows that St. Michael's, as we
shall take the liberty of calling it, is the

largest and most celebrated of tht London
hospitals. It is situated quite in the heart

of the city ; and is about equidistant from
London Bridge, Westminister, Gower Street,

Smithfield, and Whitechapel. I was student

there, and there the happiest days of my life

were passed. And now to my story.

A large number of the students had gone
down for the short Christmas vacation, and
I should have gone also, but was just then
" dresser " to Carver Smith, and could not

leave town ; moreover, it was my week of

residence. I must beg you to remember,
what is perhaps but little understood by the

general public, that a large part of the watch-

ing and care, and a certain proportion also

of the treatment of hospital patients, devolve

upon assistants selected from the senior

students. Some of the less important ap-

pointments, such as the " dresserships," are

held by every student in turn ; but the more
responsible offices, some of which require

twelve months' residence in the hospital, can
only be gained by a few men each year ; and
for these appointments, which are esteemed
positions of great trust and honour, and
which are exceedingly valuable as stepping-

stones to professional success, there is very
keen competition. On the surgical side of

the hospital, each of the four visiting sur-

geons had a resident house-surgeon ; and to

be Sir Carver Smith's "H.S." was one of

the highest ambitions of a "St. Mike," for

Sir Carver was at that time one of the
leading English surgeons.

A man named George Adams held the post

at this time ; and as he is the hero of my
story, so far as I have a hero, I will just say

a word about him. He was one of these men
that we occasionally meet with, who seem
to stand head and shoulders above their

fellows—very quiet and reserved, and when
he chose, quite inscrutable. No. one knew
where he came from. But his very great

ability, his calmness in all emergencies—

I

never saw him discomposed except once

—

his mature judgment, and his great kind-
ness, won him the respect alike of the stu-

dents, the nursing staff, and the surgeons.

Under him were four dressers, junior men,
who assisted in the hospital under his direc-

tion. I was one of them. Each week, one
of us in turn resided in the hospital ; and as

I said, Christmas week fell to my turn, and
that is how I came to spend Christmas in

St. Michael's. I ought to add that there
were four assistant-surgeons to the hospital;

but their care was over the out-patient de-

partment, and it was only in the absence of

the vsitiing surgeons that they had any duty
in the wards.

Well, it was Christmas night, and our
work for the day was done, except, some
late visits to the wards by-aud-by ; and of

course any casualities that might turn up.

But Christmas day is usually slack in that
respect. It is medical rather than surgical

casualities that Christmas day produces.
We had got up in honour of the day a little

entertainment in an empty ward, for any of

the hospital inmates who cared to attend and
were able to do so.

We had a famous little programme. One
or two of our residents could play and sing
well ; another had a curious facility in
whistling to the piano ; another was an am-
ateur ventriloquist and prestidigitateur; and
I fancy there were also some recitations and
tableaux to come off. Also, there was one
of the patients, an old sailor, who could
sing in a grand rich stentorian baritone and
bring down the house. Our chairman

—

Adams, of course— had just begun, and was
delivering himself in a semi-seiious way of

some very eloquent remarks, amidst great
applause—for nothing pleases the lower
classes better than a few oratorical flourishes

—when "tinkle, tinkle, tinkle, tinkle" went
a small high-pitched imperious bell. It was
t he accident-bell 1

Oh, ye lay mortals, ye little know how
the social and domestic joys of a medical
man are at the mercy of a bell ! We invite
our friends to tea, we welcome them, and
anticipate a pleasant evening, and—there
goes the bell ! We come home tired and
wet, change boots for slippers, and get com-
fortable by the fireside, and—there goes the
bell ! We turn into bed on a cold night,
and just get warm and snug when—there
goes the bell ! My bell-experience began
that night at St. Michael's, and I shall not
soon forget it.

It was Sir Carver's " taking in week ;"

and his assistants had to attend to the acci-

dents. Adams nodded to me ; and off I

went to investigate, knowing it mieht be

anything from a cut finger to a railway

smash. I found a scene of considerable ex-

citement in the accident-room. Two police-

men, aided by a crossing-sweeper and a cab-

man, had just brought in a patient, and some
other spectators had pushed their way in

out of curiosity.
" Just happened outside, sir; knocked

down by a runaway cab, sir."

"Lost a lot of blood; 'fraid it's a bad
case, sir." Thus the policemen.

"Ask Mr. Adams to come down at once ;

clear the room," I said.

It was a young fair-haired girl of eighteen

or nineteen, perfectly pale, unconscious, and
almost pulseless. A strange contrast to her

rough, swarthy, weather-beaten bearers. A
deep wound in the neck was bleeding pro-

fusely ; but on tearing open the dress, I

found I could stop the hemorrhage almost
entirely with my finger.

Adams was there immediately ; in a min-

ute he knew all about it, and had settled his

course of action. Quietly he said :
'' Send

for Sir Carver. Take her to the operating-

room at once. Ask the other men to come."
And then to me :

" Keep up steady pres-

sure, and don't take your finger away for an
instant."

Nothing could be found out concerning

her. No one was with her when she was
struck down. She was very tastefully,

though not expensively dressed. Her fea-

tures were exceedingly regular and pretty,

and when the colour was in her face she

must have possessed a very considerable

share of good looks. Nothing but a purse

and a handkerchief were found in her poc-

ket. The former was well filled, and the

latter was marked " E. Stead." Adams said

at once that she was a lady.

I do not know whether it ever happened
before at St. Michael's that on the occur-

rence of a sudden emergency, no one of the

surgical staff was at hand. Strange to say,

it happened so to-night. Sir Carver Smith
and three of the asssistaut-surgeons lived

close to the hospital; but in five minutes the

messenger returned with the news that Sir

Carver had been called to some aristocratic

celebrity at the West End, who had met
with an accident, and had taken one of the
assistant-surgeons with him. The second
was out of town ; and the third, who had
been left to act in emergencies, had been ta-

ken suddenly ill.

We had been discussing the case, and of-

fering advice upon it with all that calm as-

surance which characterizes embryo sur-

geons. But matters now became serious.

Half an hour would sullice to summon one of

the other surgeons ; but it was plain that

something must be done at once. We all

looked at Adams, who had said very little

hitherto, but had gone on making everything
ready. He simply said :

" Begin to give
chloroform ; I am going to operate."

" What are you going to do ?" we asked.

He told us ; but I will not inflict any de-

tails upon my readers, but will simply say
that the sharp end of a broken shaft had
made a narrow deep gash in the root of the
neck, and had wounded a large artery. The
operation contemplated, afforded almost the
only chance of life ; and to delay it any
longer would, Adams said, be throwing
that chance away. It w as an operation of

the highest difficulty and danger under the
present condition of the parts; and could its

performance have been anticipated, the the-

atre would have been crowded with specta-
tors from all the hospitals in London. And
here was a young surgeon of twenty-five,
called on at a few minutes' notice, to under-
take what many a long experienced surgeon
might hesitate to attempt ; for it was im-
possible to perform it without much addi-
tional loss of blood ; and it was not at all

improbable that the patient might not sur-

vive the operation, to say nothing of after-

dangers.
Adams carefully explained to the other

house-surgeons what assistance they would
have to give him ; and when the patient was
ready, commenced at once. Perfect silence
reigned, broken only at intervals by a word
from the operator ; but indeed he had little

need to speak, for we were well drilled at
St. Michael's, and everything he needed was
put into his hand almost before he asked for
it. I think I can still see that quiet eager
group of young men under the brilliant gas-
light, standing around the pallid, slumber-
ing, unconscious girl ; and in the centre the
young surgeon, cool, collected, with steady
hand, without hurry, without hesitation,
doing his work. I have witne sed many of
the most brilliant operators in England, and
of course have seen Adams himself many
times in that operating-room in later years

;

but I think I never saw that night's opera-
tion surpassed either by himself or by any
one else. A special demand sometimes calls

forth special powers, and acts almost like an
inspiration ; and so it seemed now.

In a short time it was done, and success-

fully done ; and the patient was carried away
to a quiet ward, where she was duly cared
for by the nurse in charge, Adams, and Sir

Carver Smith, who came later on. I think
Adams stayed up all night.

Our miscellaneous entertainment did not
come off ; but we scarcely regretted the
change of programme. In a place where
accidents are hourly, and operations daily
occurrences, one more or less seldom creates
much excitement ; and when I go on to say
that this case excited more interest among
residents and non-residents than almost any
other case I ever saw in the hospital, I wish
you clearly to understand that this fact was
due entirely to the extreme professional

interest of the case, and the great enthusi-

asm of St. Michael's men for the study of

surgery. A.t the same time I may state,

although not particularly bearing on the
question, that the patient was an uncom-
monly pretty girl ; and day after day passed
by without any light being shed on the ques-
tion as to who she was and whence she came
—circumstances quite sufficient to excite in

a mind not preoccupied with such matters as

burden the intellect of the average medical
student, the liveliest interest and curiosity.

After the operation, she was at first too
ill to be interrogated ; and when she got a
little better, she declined to give any infor-

mation ; at any rate none could be obtained
from her. Perhaps she was a little "queer"
with feverish or hysterical excitement,
At the expiry of two days I went in to

help with the dressing. She was very grate-

ful for everything done for her, and bore her
pain very well. For a long time she was in

a very critical state. As the euphonious
phrase of the young profession went, "She
had a very close shave for it." At the end
of three weeks however, she was in fairly

smooth-water ; and for the first time some of

the clinical class went in with Sir Carver to

see the case. He had hitherto said nothing
on the subject of the operation. He was a

man of few words ; but one word of praise or
blame from him was never forgotten by any
of us. Turning to us from the patient, he
said :

" This, gentlemen, is a case of so-and-
so ;" and he briefly explained it. Then he
added: "Nothing but the most exceptional
circumstances could justify a house-surgeon
in this hospital in undertaking an operation
of such importance. In this c*se, those
exceptionalciicumstanjes existed. The opera-
tion is one of great difficulty and rarity. I

have once, many years ago, performed it

myself, and the patient died. Had my
patient recovered, such a recovery would
then, I believe, have been without preced-

ent. But the gratification to myself of hav-
ing performed the first successful operation,

would not have been greater than is my
gratification now at having under my care a

case which will, I believe, recover, and
whose recovery will be due without doubt
to the prompt and skilful action of a St.

Michael's student, my own house-surgeon,

Mr. Adams."
" Strong for Carvy, and good for Adams,"

was the general comment. Adams pretended
to be writing notes ; but there was not one
of us who would not readily have suffered
" ploughing " in our " final college " to gain

such a word from Carver Smith.

Yes ; she recovered rapidly ; and prettier

and prettier she grew as she got better. She
talked very little, and said nothing at all to

help her identification. Inquiry was fruit-

less, even though the case got into the news-
papers. The iuterest among the students
increased daily. It was reported that she
was an heiress who had quarrelled with her
guardian ; that Adams was madly in love

with her ; that she was waiting for him to

propose, and then would marry off-hand
;

that Adams knew all about her, but kept it

snug. And the men got to chaffing him in a
mild sort of way, wanting to know the
" state of the heart " and the chances of
" union by first intention. " But Adams was
impenetrable. Personally, I am inclined to

think that whatever the condition of his

patient's heart might be, At' was a little

affected in that region She was evidently

very fond of him, and liked no one but
him to dress the wound. Still the mystery
increased.

At last one afternoon I wa9 sitting in

Adam's room in a leisure interval, when a
lady's card was brought in. It had a deep
black border, and bore the inscription :

Mrs. Stkad, The Cedars. She wished to
see Mr. Adams. Immediately afterwards,
the lady was shewn in. Adams motioned

me to stay. She was a fine, tall woman of

fifty, dressed in deep mourning, with hair

just turning gray, a firm mouth, soft keen
gray eyes, and a face combining intellect and
kindness.
"Have I the pleasure of speaking to Mr.

Adams ?" she said.

He bowed.
She then produced a paper which gave an

account of our famous case and of the part
Adams had played in it.

" May I inquire whether this patient is

still in the hospital ? Can I see her ?"

" Yes ; certainly. Would the lady be able
to identify her ? Would it not be better for

the patient to see the card first, to avoid
sudden excitement ; that is, if t e lady's

visit were likely to cause excitement ?"

" Perhaps it would be better to take up
the card, and say that Mrs. Stead desired to

see her."

Wonderfully calm and self-possessed the
lady seemed to us ; and yet she could not
entirely suppress some Bigns of emotion or
excitement. She said that illness in her fa-

mily had prevented her from seeing the pa-

pers for some time, or she would probably
have been here before.

I took the card up and shewed it to the
patient. She turned very pale, then buried

her face in her pillow and burst into tears.
" Shall the lady come up T" I said.

I thought she sobbed out " Yea."

The visitor came up. Slowly and calmly
she walked up the ward. The news had
somehow got about, and several of the men
found that they had business in that part of

the hospital just then. The lady stood by
the bed, and said softly :

"Elizabeth ?"

The girl looked up, and their eyes met.
One glance at the face was enough.

" Yes," said the lady ;
" I can identify

her."
" It is your daughter?" asked Adams.
"It is my cook," said the lady—" Eliza-

beth Saunders."
I think I .-aid that I only once saw Adams

considerably discomposed, and that was on
the present occasion,

" I—I—thought her name was Stead," he
said, and his eyes rested on a pocket-hand-
kerchief lying on the pillow. The lady's

eyes followed his, and a slight smile played
on her features.

Yes ; it was even so. The acute scientific

observer, the far-sighted young surgeon,
famed for his diagnostic acumen, had seen

through this case, but had not seen through
his patient. It turned out that the girl, be-

ing remarkably good-looking, and having ac-

quired, from a previous situation in a noble-

man's family, a very correct way of speaking
and some very ladyish manners, and fre-

quenting places of public amusement, where
she usually attracted a good deal of atten-

tion. Her mistress having been called away
from home to nurse a sick relative, had al-

lowed her servant to go, as she thought, to

visit her parents in the country ; but the
girl, having her wages in her pocket, had
preferred to remain with an acquaintance in

Londay, where she enjoyed her Christmas
holidays very much to her own satisfaction,

until her accident put a stop to her man-
oeuvres, or rather changed her field of action.

Finding, as she recovered, that she was be-

ing addressed as "Miss Stead," and that

she was the object of much interest and at-

tention, it seems to me—judging by what
experience of human nature on its female
side I have since acquired—not very remark-
able that she preferred to keep up the delu-

sion ; golden silence being her main line of

tactics. And, fair readers, do yon think it

very contrary to your experience of human
nature on its male side, that an otherwise
exceedingly acute young man should be
the subject of a delusion of this particular

kind !

The lady spoke very kindly to the girl

;

and guessing, I fancy, how matters stood,

said some very graceful things to Adams.
Subsequently, you will perhaps be glad to

hear, she proved a very kind friend to him,
and her influence was of no small assistance

to him in his future professional advance-
ment. She became, in fact, quite a mother
to him, though not a mother-in-law.

I really do not know what befel the girl,

except that, at her own desire, the lady ob-

tained for her "a situation in the country,

out of the way of temptation ;" and that she
proved to be a faithful servant.

I am sorry to h ive to state that public

interest in this case at St. Michael's some-
what rapidly declined after Mrs. Stead's

visit ; perhaps because, as the Lancet said,

the interesting symptoms had all disappear-

ed. But I said then, say now, and always
will say, that it was, from all points of view,
" A Really Good Case."



WOMAN GOSSIP.

A Bridal Greeting.

On thy bridal morning
Skies are blue and bright

;

With how sweet an aspect

Day has followed night !

O ! thou gentle maiden,

With the amber hair,

Be thy future bright and pleasant

As this morn is fair.

Fashion Notes.

Buttons are more wildly extravagant

than ever.

Both square and round trains are worn in

evening toilet.

Fancy feathers show the influence of the

craze for plaided effects.

Some very small bonnets appear among
late novelties in millinery.

The " Abbe" is the new hat worn by la-

dies returned from abroad.

A trimming much in vogue is black net

embroidered with jet beads.

Deep tucks on dresses are a recent revival

of a fashion of ye olden time.

French modistes add flowers as accesso-
' ries to all but the simplest dresses.

Plush roses form the favourite garnitures

of many lovely evening dresses.

Irish point and church lace form the

most fashionable mull neck scarfs.

Black dresses still hold their own and are

as elegant and fashionable as ever.

After the rage for big bonnets has sub-

sided, the medium sizes will probably be

most worn.

Bonnets, muffs and costumes match when
worn by the most fastidiously fashionable

women.

Jet or coloured crystal beads enrich all

the richest trimmings and embroideries on

dressy costumes.

Waifs.

A good soldier is an easy catch. He is al-

ways ready for an engagement.

The spots on the sun do not begin to cre-

ate the disturbance produced by the freckles

on the daughter.

When a man and a woman are made one,

tha question " Which one V' is a bothersome
one until it is settled, as it soon is.

A lady assistant in a glove shop was al-

most mad when a fellow asked her if she

had any nice dark-coloured kids.

When does a budding young damsel
burst into fruit ?—When she becomes the ap-

ple of somebody's eye.

Some crusty, rusty, fusty, musty, dusty,

gusty curmudgeon of a man gave the follow-

ing toast at a celebration :
—"Our fire-en-

gines—may they be like our old maids ever

ready, but never wanted I"

" I can't go to Europe," a lady is report-

ed to have said ;
" I am reading forty-five

continued stories, and my limited means
would not let me pay the postage."

When old Mrs. Pinaphor heard that a cer-

tain young lady had "gone to Europe to

catch a husband," she innocently observed :

" Why, is there no one in this country who
will have the girl 1"

The faculty of an Ohio female seminary
has issued orders that no pupil shall have
more than one male visitor per week. The
smart girls invite their young men to call on
Sunday, so that when their fathers come
on Monday the old men find themselves
barred out.

A young man with an umbrella overtook
an unprotected lady acquaintance in a rain-

storm, and, extending his umbrella over her,

requested the pleasure of acting as her rain-

bow. " Oh V exclaimed the young lady,

taking his arm, " you wish me to be your
rain- dear." Two souls with but a single

umbrella, two forms that stepped as one.

Poetry of the Table.

More appetizing than all patent tonics is

a perfectly arranged table, sparkling with
cleanliness. So let us be a little extravagant
in our fresh tablecloths, when soap, water,
and a little labour are all we have had to

pay. And now we must decide, shall we
have the beat china and do with some stone-

ware for every day ? Or shall we pay our-
selves the respect usually reserved for com-
pany ? Clearly, we are the persons to whom
it is of the most importance. Shall we sit

down to odd plates and cracked saucers six
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days, that we may enjoy gilded china on the
seventh ? By no means. We will have
plain white French china, which can always
be matched when broken, and we will sit

down to it every day. In the same way we
will bring out the plated knives and silver

forks, and partake of our food with a sense

of our own deserts. We shall feel increased

respect for ourselves, also, with napkins and
butter plates ; so those we will have.

A Girl Monk.

Matrena Ivanovna, a Russian peasant
girl.of two-and-twenty, has recently acquired
considerable notoriety in her native land,

says The London Telegraph, through the fact

that, under the monastic designation of
" Father Michael, " she succeeded in passing

several months in the cloister of Staraja La-

doga, without incurring the least suspicion

on the part of her fellow-monks that she was
other than she seemed to be. Forced by her

father to marry a person whom she detested,

she disappeared (from her home on the day
succeeding her wedding, and, upon search

being made, her clothes and two long plaits

of her "back hair " were found near the

Wolchoff river, as well as a letter in her

handwriting, stating that, rather than live

with her husband, she had resolved to drown
herself. Her relatives, believing that she

had really committed suicide, forbore any
further inquiry, and mourned for her as one
dead. She, however, dressed in man's
clothing, applied last March for admission
to the above-named monastery, and was du-
ly received into the confraternity on proba-

tion, taking the minor vows, and officiating

as coachman to the prior. There is no
knowing to what ecclesiastical dignities she
might not in time have risen, had not un-
kind fortune decreed that a native of her
own village should have been sent to Straja

Ladoja by his master for correction at the

hands of the brethren, his offense being in-

veterate drunkenness. Promptly recognized

and denounced by this indiscreet toper as

Matrena Ivanovna, a friend of his youth,
" Father Michael" was handed over to the

police authorities by the indignant monks,
and is now awaiting trial for imposture upon
a religious community—a crime likely to be
visited with severe punishment in so priest-

ridden a country as Russia.

Small Feet.

An American missionary, Miss Norwood,
of Swatow, has lately described how the size

of the foot is reduced in Chinese women.
The binding of the feet is not begun till the

child has learned to walk and do various

things. The bandages are specially manu-
factured, and are about two inches wide and
two yards long for the first year, and five

yards long for subsequent years. The end
of the strip is laid on the inside of the foot

at the instep, then carried over the toes, un-
der the foot, and round the heel, the toes

being thus drawn toward and over the sole,

while a bulge is produced on the instep, and
a deep indentation in the sole. The inden-

tation, it is considered, should measure
about an inch and a half from the part of the

foot that rests on the ground up to the in-

step. Successive layers of bandages are

put on till the strip is all used, and the end is

then sewn tightly to the ground. Large
quantities of powdered alum are used to

prevent ulceration, and lessen the offensive

odour. After a month the foot is put in hot
water to soak some time ; then the bandage
is carefully unwound, much dead cuticle

coming off with it. Ulcers and other sores

are often found on the foot. Frequently,

too, a large piece of flesh sloughs off the

soles, and one or two toes may even drop
off, in which case the woman feels afterward
repaid by having smaller and more delicate

feet. Each time the bandage is taken off the

feet are kneaded, to make the joints more
flexible, and are then bound up again as

quickly aa possible with a fresh bandage,
which is drawn up more tightly. During the

first year the pain is so intense that the vic-

tim can do nothing, and for about two years

the foot aches continually, and is the seat of

a pain which is like the pricking of sharp
needles. With continued rigorous binding,

the foot in two years becomes dead, and
ceases to ache, and the whole leg, from the

knee downward, becomes shrunk, so as to be
little more than skin and bone. When once
formed, the "golden lily," as the Chinese
lady calls her delicate little foot, can never
recover its original shape.

How a Married Woman Goes to Sleep.

Then is an article going the rounds enti-

tled "How Girls Go to Sleep." The man-
ner in which they go to sleep, according to
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the article, can't hold a candle to the way a

married woman goes to sleep. Instead of

thinking what she would have attended to

before going to bed, she thinks of it after-

ward. While she is revolving these mat-
ters in her mind, and while snugly tucked
up in bed, the old man is scratching his legs

in front of the fire, and wondering how hit

will pay the next month's rent. Suddenly
she says

:

"James, did you lock the door?"
" Which door ?" says Jim.
" The cellar door, "she says.
" No," says James.
" Well, you had better go down and lock

it, fori heard some person in the back -yard
last night."

Accordingly Jim paddles down stairs and
locks the door. About the time James re-

turns and is going to get into bed, she re-

marks :

" Did you shut the stair door ?"

" No," said James.
" Well, if it isn't shut the cat will get up

into the bedroom."
" Let her come up, then," says James, ill-

naturedly.

"My goodness, no," returned the wife.

"She'd suck the baby's breath."
Then James paddles down stairs again,

and steps on a tack and closes the btair

door, and curses the cat and returns to the
bedroom. Just as he begins to climb into his

couch his wife observes :

" I forgot to bring up some water. Sup-
pose you bring up some in the big tin."

And so James with amuttered curse goes

down into the dark kitchen and falls over a
chair, and rakes all the tinware off the wall
in search ot the "big" tin, and then jerks

the stair door open and howls :

"Where the deuce are the matches?1 '

She gives him minute instructions where
to find the matches, and adds that she
would rather go and get the water herseli

than have the neighbourhood raised about it.

After which James finds the matches, pro-

cures the water, comes up stairs, and pre-

pares himself to retire. Before accomplish-
ing this feat the wife suddenly remembers
that she forgot to chain the dog. A trip to

the kennel follows, and he once more jumps
into bed.

Presently his wife says :

"James, let's have an understanding
about money matters. Now next week, I've

got to pay—

"

" I don't know what you'll have to pay,

and I don't care," shouts James, as he
lurches around and jams his face against the
wall ;

" all I want now is sleep."

" That's all very well for you," snaps his

wife, as she pulls the covers viciously; "you
never think of the worry and trouble I

have."

A Mixed Telephone.

The telephone, the wonderful offspriug of

Edison's great mind, is an instrument which
is now looked upon as indispensable to the

world's good, but it, like a great many other

things, will sometimes get out of humor and
act in a very crooked manner.
Mr. Charles Augustus Filzmont is an en-

terprising but bashful young clerk, whose
place of business is on King street, and he is

most warmly attached to a fair maiden who
lives in an up-town residence with a tele-

phone in it. Oft the telephone has been
used as a medium through which he has

breathed words of heart-pounding love in the
ears of the one he so fondly worshipped, and
never did he know it to fail in the perform-

ance of its duty until yesterday, when it

caused him to moan—yes, to tremble like an
aspen leaf, and smite one knee against the
of-er.

At the time mentioned Charles had not

seen his affinity for over forty-eight hours,

and he determined to inform her of whom
he was fondly dreaming that he would be up
to the house that night and sit out on the

front porch with her and sigh at the mooD.
Seeking the telephone while no one was in

the office, he said :

" Is Miss Minnie at home ?"

"Yes."
" Tell her to step to the 'phone, please."
" Is that you, Charlie ?" inquired a cooing

voice skimming along the wire.
" Yes, dearest, it is your own Charles."
" Oh, Charlie, what made you stay away

so long? You must come up to-night be-

cause
"

" The baby was born an hour ago."
" Wh-atbaby ?"

" Your own baby."
" My baby !" shrieked the young woman,

"why, I'm—I'm [surprised that you—you
would say such a thing. I—I didn't expect

it
"

" Neither did I ; I just heard it a moment
ago."
" You don't believe this—this fearful re-

port ? Say—say yor. don't. You know I

haven't got a baby I never did have a baby
in my life," howled the young woman in a
frenzy.

" ifa !_ha ! old fellow, you feel so proud
and happy that you have to indulge in a

joke, do you ? Allow me to congratulate

you. It's a boy, and weighs twelve pounds.
Good-bye."
" Miss Bunter— I say, Miss Bunter "

" Oh, Charlie ! what is the matter T
" Matter enough. I want to know the

man's name who told you that scandalous
falsehood. I'll have his gore before sunrise.

I'll follow him over sixteen different state*

to kill him. I'll crush him. Ill mutilate

him. Tell me, was it that squint-eyed

Bangs who brought that horrible he to your
ears ?"

"What lie, Charlie? What do you
mean ?"

"I want to know who told yon that—
that I had a baby born to me an hour ago
that weighed twelve pounds. Who is the
villain ?"

A piercing shriek was the only reply that
came over the wire, and then Charles rea-

lized for the first time that there was some
dreadful mistake, that the telephone had be-

come mixed, and he fainted.

Trouble Brewing in Norway.

THE KIN', ACCUSES THE STORTHING OF EX

CEEDING ITS CONSTITUTIONAL POWERS.

(From the Paris Francaise.)

Not long ago I wrote to you about the
constitutional conflict between the Storthing
and the Crown on the subject of the attend-

ance of Ministers at the debates in the Na-
tional Legislature. This conflict is not the
only one. A second has arisen which seems
likely to reach irritating proportions. At
the close of the recent session, several pro-

jects for the reorganization of the army,
which had been referred to Military Com-
mission, were still incomplete. At one of

its last sittings, that of June 19, the Storth.

iDg authorized the Commission to sit after

the adjournment, and until the beginning of

the next session.

Upon the advice of the Norwegian Minis-
ters, the King refused, on August IS, to

sanction this action, declaring that it was
impossible for him to acquiesce in the intro-

duction of a practice by virtue of which the
Storthing could empower a certain number
of its members to sit and deliberate in the
intervals of the sessions under the name of a

committee. The royal decree sets forth

that, "in naming a Parliamentary Commis-
sion of this nature, the Storthing committed
a trespass upon the domain of the Execu-
tive, and usurped administrative functions

not belonging to it. Furthermore, in au-

thorizing one of its committees to work out-

side of the sessions, it exceeded its powers
in another way, notably by extending the

duration of its sessions beyond the term
fixed by the Constitution ; that is to say,

beyond two months." Moreover, "a com-
mission constituted as this one is [three

military men, two of whom are very advanc-
ed members of the Opposition] does not offer

the necessary guarantee that the projects,

several of which have not even been examin-
ed by the Government, will be subjected to

a sufficiently intelligent and impartial

study.

"

It was this last consideration, evidently,

that decided the King, for he immediately
proposed a royal commission, to be compos-
ed of the three members of the Parliamen-
tary Committee and three new and compe-
tent members to be named by the Crown.
It is clear that this proposition will have to

be ratified by the Storthing, which must de-

cide whether or not to permit its members
to sit on this new Commission, At thismo-
ment it is announced that the President of

the Storthing, who is also the President of

the Military Commission, has called a meet-

ing of the latter. Naturally- this step is re-

presented by the Ministerial press as a grave
insult to the sovereign.

Bishop Eligio Cosi, at Chang-Tong, in

China, has invented an alphabet of 33 let-

ters, by means of which all the sounds of the

Chinese language can, it is said, be repre-

sented. The Emperor of Austria has been
so well pleased with the invention that he

has presented the Bishop with a complete
typographical apparatus, so that the new
alphabet may be employed in printing. The
characters used by the Chinese number
30,000.
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QUEBEC.

Since the opening of navigation over eight

hundred vessels have entered at the Custom

House.

The market continues firm. Last week's

transactions were—Liverpool, all timber,

25s. Greenock, timber, 25s. and 26s. Ply-

mouth, timber, 25s. Limerick, timber. 28s.;

deals, 70s. London, deals, 65s., nominal.

Steamship freights—Liverpool—a parcel

of deals, 60s.

The Morning Chronicle reports that in

timber, deals and staves, the market con-

tinues firm. There have been few transac-

tions during the week. Some small parcels,

for immediate shipment, have changed

hands. A quantity of elm of 45 feet aver-

age, was sold at 28 cents per foot.

Deals—Few sales have taken place during

the week, and both pine and spruce are in

demand.

Staves—Are scarce. A parcel of pipe was

sold at something above £80.

The sale of Crown Land timber limits,

which took place on the 15th inst., rerlized

about $280,000. All the lots offered, except,

a few in the lower St. Lawrence, were sold

at an advance in the upset price. There

was brisk competition for the berths on the

Upper Ottawa, Block A. The attendance

was large.

Among those present were Hon. Sena-

tor Skead, Messrs. J as. G. Ross, (President

of the Quebec Bank,) J. Gouin, James Mc-

Laren (President of the Ottawa Bank),

James Poupore, M. P., Moore, McLauglin,

Thistle, Thomas Smith, W. C. Edwards,

David Moore, King, Church, E. Fitch, J.

Bowen, W. Brodie, Col. Forsyth, Smith

Lynch, Campbell, Edwards, Fitzpatrick,

Ward Higginson, Henderson. The Assist-

ant Commissioner, Mr. Tache, announced
the particulars and conditions of the sale,

when Mr. Lemoine proceeded to sell the

different lots by auction. The limits which
brought the highest prices are those in the

Ottawa District.

In the first range, Upper Ottawa Agency,
limit No. 4, 39 miles, was sold to E. Fitch

for $260, the upset price $75 ; No. 5, 61£
miles, was sold to James Connolly for $240,
upset price $100 ; No. 6, 38f miles, was sold

to W. C. Edwards for $220, upset price 100;
No. 7, 16£ miles, was s°ld to Mr. Lynch for

$230, upset price 100 ; No. 8, 14 miles, was
sold to Mr. Lynch for $190,upset price $100;
No. 9, 29£ miles, was sold to Mr. Lynch for

$165, upset price $75 ; No. 10, 42^ miles,

was sold to Mr. Fitzpatrick for $85, upset
price $75; No. 11, 42 miles, sold to Mr.
Fitzpatrick for $92, upset price $50 ; No. 12

37| miles, sold to Mr. Lynch for $70, upset
price $50. In the second range Mr. Fitz-

patrick purchased limit No. 4, 40 square
miles, for $80, upset price $75 ; No. 2, to

Mr. Ward, at $325, upset price 75 ; No. 3,

to Mr. Ward at $345, upset price $60 ; No.
4, to Mr. Moore, for $310, upset price $100 ;

No. 5, to Mr. Edwards, for $300, upset price

$100 ; No. 6, limit was bought by Mr. Fitz-

patrick for $290, upset price $100 ; No. 7,

limit by Mr. Jas, Connolly for $190, upset
price $100 ; No. 8, by Mr. Thistle, for §£

"

upset price $75 ; No. 9, by Mr. Moore, for

$80, upset price $75 ; No. 10, 11, and 12
limits were sold to Mr. Campbell, for the up
set price of $60, $60, and $50. The whole
of the limits in the third range, Block A,
were sold as follows :—No. 1, to Mr. Thistle
for 100, being the upset price ; No. 2, to Mr
Campbell for $80, upset price $75 ; No. 3, to
Mr. James Connolly for $100, upset price
price $60 ; No. 4, to the same, for $105, up-
set price $75. The other numbers—5, 6, 7,

8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 were sold to Mr. Camp-
bell at prices which were fully 20 per cent
in advance of the upset price. The limit in

Lichfield of six miles was sold to Mr. W.
C. Edwards for$115, upset price $100. In
the Lower Ottawa agency Letter A was sold
to Mr. Henderson for $105, upset price $30 ;

Letter B to Mr. Higgiuscn for $55, upset
price $50. The other lots were principally

in the Montmagny, Rimouski, Granville,

and Saguenay agencies, and brought some-
'syfhfrt lower prices.

Supervisor of Culler's Office.

,
Comparative statement of Timber, Masts,

Bowsprits, .Spars, Staves, &c, measured
;*nd culled to dat.e :

—

1880.

2,090.454
3,978612
1.017,006
1,539,141

932,784
237.142

363
645

30,803
675,464

4 pes
23 pes

62.9.2.4
417.5.3.19

. QUINN,
Supervisor.

1878. 1879.

Waney Whito Pine. ...1,846,640 1,444,609

White Pine 7,917,750 2,607,729

Red Pine 1,359,756 741,499

Oak 1,516,223 828,407

Rim 177,653 318 074
Ash 36,507 47,161

Basswood. 923 280
Butternut 39 70
Tamarac 29,306 6,691

Birch and Maple 180,416 121,224

Masts and Bowsprits. . 93 pes 50 pes
Spars 42 pes 26 pes
Std. Staves 299.3.1.8 171.5.3.7

W. I. Staves 564.1-3.9 109.2.2.26
Brl. Staves

WM
Quebec, 22nd Oct., 1880.

NEW BRUNSWICK ITEMS.

Our St. John's correspondent supplies the

following statement of operations on the St.

John River and tributaries :

Mr. A. F. Randolph is estimated to take

out this winter about 20 million. The prin-

cipal operators for him are, W. F. Fowler,

5 million ; Coulter & Hagerman, 2 ; G. J.

Baird, 4; Beringe Bros., 2; E. Brooks, 1 ;

C. Clayton, 1 ; Grantham Hopkins, 1 ; Har-

rey Lawrence, ^ million. The balance will

be obtained in smaller lots.

Mr. W. H. Murray, 27 millions. Mr.
Robt. Connors will take out for him 13 mil-

lion; F. Moore, 8 ; J. McKeen, 2 ; W. H.
Cunliffe, 4.

Messrs. Miller & Woodman, 17 million.

The principal operators for this firm are,

James Hays, 8 million ; Hammond & Wat-
son, 1 ; and J. Yerxa, 2 million.

Mr. Alex. Barnhill, 3 million, by Mr.
West.
Messrs. Hayford & Stetson, 2 million cedar

for shingles, and 6 million spruce logs.

G. B. Dunn, & Son, 10 million.

Mr. Jewett will take out by Jarvis Hay-
ward, 6 million, aud by W. S. Stephens, 3

million.

Mr. Robert Aiken will cut 2 million for

Mr. Cushing.
Mr. Hale s cut is estimated at 4 million.

Mr. Layton also 4 million.

Mr. A. Gibson will take out 40 million,

all by contract.

Messrs. R. & H. Stewart, per Mr. Rich-
ards, 20 million.

MANITOULIN ISLAND.

The latest news from this island is, that

lumbering goes on actively, the following

parties being at work in the woods taking

out logs :

Robert and J. Henry are hard at work at

Mudge Bay. They have two camps started,

and will take out about one million and a

half.

The Providence Bay Co. are operating on

the south side of the island. They will also

take out about one million and a half feet.

Mr. Howard, of Mindemoya Lake (steam

mill) is taking out a small quantity for local

purposes.

Saudford Mills, on Lake Manitou, are also

taking out a supply for local use.

The mill at Gore Bay will get out enough
for local supply.

The Toronto Lumber Co., Michael's Bay,
(R. A. Lyon, manager), are the heaviest
operators. They will take out about five

million feet this winter. They have three
camps under way at present. The location

of those mills is central and convenient for

shipping to any point, either south or west.
Their business last season is said to have
amounted to over $70,000, The lumbering
business has tended largely to settle up the
island, which has increased in population
15,000 during the past eight years.

A large business is done from the is'and
in cedar ties, for the Chicago market—200,-

000 will be taken out this winter at the
south side of the island, and a large quanti-
ty of cedar paving timber, beiug pieces eight
long and not less than live inches at the top.

THE UPPER ST. JOHN.

From Aroostook, on the upper waters of

the St. John river, we learn that operations

in getting out logs will be largely increased

this winter. An exchange says,—The de-

mand for lumber in the United States and

other markets, is much improved, and op-

erators feel encouraged to proceed. Where

last year one individual cut 2,000,000 ft. of

logs, this year five or six operators will cut
from 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 ft. This in-

creases the demand for labour and causes a

rise in price ; it will result in enlarged prices

for hay, oats and etc., in Aroostook. Those
persons that are hiring men here now pay $5
more per month for labour than they did last

year. Pork is an article largely consumed
in the woods. Operators are buying pork
now at the present high prices, which have
been put on the article by the recent " cor-

ner " brought about by speculators. The
fact will of course increase the cost of get-

ting out the lumber above that of last sea-

son. Spruce deals are now selling in St.

John for $12, and an extra quality brings

$12.25, where last year the prices were $7 to

$8 and even lower. The present high rating

of deals is owing to the fact of large numbers
of vessels beiug at St. John wanting freights.

There are now no logs for sale, as the surplus

logs are in first hands.

NIPISSING DISTRICT.

Lumbering operations are going on briskly

both on the north and south shores of Like

Nipissing, and preparations are being made

by A. P. Cockburn. Esq., to build a steamer

for the purpose of towing, as well as for pas-

senger traffic. The new steamer, to be named

the Interocean is designed by Mr. Chaffey, of

Toronto. She will be provided with double

engines aud a twin screw, and will be of

about 150 horse power. The equipments

will all be first class, as Mr. Cockburn has

had experience in building several steamers

Some of the fittings have already been sent

out. The heavier portions of the machinery

will arrive by the first through train of the

Cauada Central Railway, which is expected

to reach the east end of Lake Nipissing by
July next, by which time the hull of the new
steamer is also expected to be ready. Mr.
Cockburn was out at Lake Nipissing lately,

and has chosen where the steamboat lauding

wharf will be. The Interocean will run up
Sturgeon River as far as the first falls, and
French River to Chaudiere. Mr. Cockburn
deserves great credit forhis pioneer enter

prise. The engines and machinery will

likely be furnished by Mr.|Doty, of Toronto,

as the improved engine he put in last season

in the steamer Rosseau has given good satis-

faction.

Tree Planting and Raising.

Those who are interested in forestry will

be glad to know that many of the seeds of

valuable timber and ornamental trees ripen

during the months of September and Octo-

ber, amongst these may be mentioned the

horse chestnut, the birch, the ash, the oak,

the butternut, the black walnut and the

sweet chestnut. It will be well, therefore,

for those contemplating the rearing of a

large quantity of these from seed to be on

the look out during the present m mth for

suitable trees to gather seeds from. The
seed should be planted so soon as obtained,

and for that purpose ground ought to be at

once prepared to receive the nuts and seeds.

The planting should be made in rows of a

sufficient distance apart to admit of the hoe

being used between them, and the soil should

be made rich and light by being well and

deeply worked. A generous treatment of

the soil for the seed-bed cannot be too

strongly insisted upon.

Trees of medium age should be selected to

gather seeds from as those taken from trees

which are too young often prove barren,

whilst those from trees of a mature nge fre-

quently furnish plauts of weakly growth.

Nuts and seeds such as ash often refuse to

germinate until the second year, so that all

hope should not be lost if the first season's

crop should not prove a success. So soon as

the leaves have tallen and the wood is well

ripened,cuttings may be made of the various

kinds of willows and poplars, these should

be made about eighteen inches long of the

present year's shoots, and inserted one foot

in the ground. The great success in growing

all cuttings is to have the earth firmly de-

posited at the base of them, and for this

purpose the trench in which they are set

should be only partially filled and the soil

pressed down with a suitable instrument,

and then tilled up tightly, a piece of slat or

board six or eight inches wide and two
inches thick, sawn squarely across one end

and tapered to a handle at the other makes

a handy implement for setting all kinds of

cuttings. The cuttings should be planted

from six inches to a foot apart, in rows, so as

to allow the hoe or cultivator to pass freely

between them from two to three feet be-

tween the rows would be found a suitable

distance both for cuttings and seeds. It

would be well if more attention were given
to nut bearing trees, amongst which are

some of the best for timber, and the hand-
somest for shade and ornamental purposes,
and the fact of their bearing nuts should
be no detriment to their being cultivated.

Who cannot recall the days of his youth
when he sat over the winter evening fire

cracking his nuts and chaffing his girl?

But the nut bearing trees are getting

scarcer as the evenings grow longer, and
now there are fewer nuts to crack than for-

merly ; but there is no reason why the rising

generation should not have quite as much
innocent amusement as their fathers had be-

fore them, if only a little judicious fore-

thought was exercised. Most of the not
bearing trees grow rapidly. The writer baa
seen a gTowth of six feet made by a black
walnut since last spring, and a growth of this

length is no unusual sight on young butter-

nut trees. The writer has some you'ig plants

of this variety, the nuts of which he plant-

ed seven years ago. The trees had i it kins

on them this spring but did not bear. He
has no doubt they will be productive next
year. These trees have been twice and
three times transplanted, and for the last few
years have been growing in a heavy lawn
sod, bo that although the soil was good the
experiment was not on the whole favourable
to the rapid growth of the young trees. The
wild sweet chestnut, whose fruit though
small is of excellent quality, is a very rapid
grower where soil and climate are congenial,

and will stand the winters very well along
the St. Lawrence river front as far east as

Cornwall, and is very suitable for planting

all over the western penlinBula »s far north
as Owen Sound. The timber of this tree

cannot be excelled for furniture, and is

chiefly used as bed-room sets. It has a fresh

li^ht and neat appearance when oiled and
varnished, which brings ont its large open
grain, and its peculiar rich yellow hue fives

it a cheerful appearance. A firm in Detroit
manufactures from this wood very largely.

We would recommend the raising of all

nut bearing trees from the seed, and trans-

planting them to their permanent position

when from four to six feet high, aa these
trees are not considered as a rale so easily

removed as the seed bearing varieties. Al-
though we know of some set ont at 10 to 12

feet high with very great success but they
had been root pruned and re-set bef . re. We
believe any one wishing to obtain nats of

the black walnut, or young tress, may get
an almost unlimited quantity at a trifling

cost from Chief Johnson of the Six Nation
Indian reserve at Brantford. This is now
the right time in the year to secure nats,

which should be planted as soon as obtained
It would be well for onr experimental farm
to produce a couple of bushels for planting,

in order to shsw the general public how
readily they cm be grown, and with what
rapidity the deuudation of our forests can be
restored. The variety, date of planting,

etc., should be kept on a stake at the endol
the row so that visitors could see at a glance
the progress made from time to time.

—

Na-
tional.

Home-Meat aa Food.

From the Parisian.

Some very interesting statistics hsve been
published by the society for promoting the

use of horse-flesh and the flesh of asses and
nmlcs as food, showing how steadily the con-

sumption of these ai tides of diet has been
increasing in Paris and the Provinces since

the foundation of the society in 1S66. The
weight has increased from 171,300 pounds in

1866. to 1,982,690 pounds in 1879. In the
principal cities of the Provinces the consump-
tion of horse-flesh may be considered to have
fairly taken root. At Marseilles, in 1S70 there

were 599 horses eaten; 1,031 in 1S75 and 1,-

233 in 1878. At Nancy, 165 in 1S73, over

350 in 1876, and 705 in 1S7S; at Rheims 591

in 1874, 423 in 1S76, and 834 in 1S78 ; at

Lyons 1,839 in 1873, and 1 .313 in 1875. In
both the latter cases some difficulties had
been thrown in the way by the town authori-

ties, as was the case recently at Chalons-sur-

Marne, where the Mayor fixed the price of

horse-rlesh at a higher rate than that of beef.

The average price of horse meat is from 25 to

30 cents per pound. Each horse furnishes

about 200 kilogrammes (400 weight) of meat,

which is capable of Wing prepared in many
by no means unappetizing ways. Such as

j)Ot-au-feu boiled, roast, hashed, haricot,

iugged, lilet. &c.
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A Successful Case of Transfusion of

Blood.

The following case, which exhibits in a

marked degree the beneficial effects of tran-

fusion of blood when performed in cases of

impending death from excessive hemorrhage,

is reported in the New York Medical Journal,

for August, 1880, by Joseph W. Home, Mr
D. :

Mrs. B., aged twenty-two years, was de-

livered of a three months' foetus, November,

7, 1879. From that date until November 11

she had repeated and profuse hemorrhages
from the uterus. On the ICth the bleeding

was continuous. Drs. Reynolds and Corn-

stock, who were first called in, suc-

ceeded in controlling the hemorrhage, but
not before the patient had reached the stage

of collapse. They remained with her all

night, endeavoring, with the ordinary means
of stimulation, to rouse her, but without
avail. She continued to sink in spite of

everything.
On the morning of the 11th I was sent for.

The patient was then completely pulseless

and partially unconscious. The extremities

were cold and clammy, and it was evident

that unless some fresh blood were introduced

death would soon supervene. She was so far

gone that I made up my mind not to spend

any time in defibrinating the blood. I open-

ed the median basilic vein in the right arm
of the patient and introduced the closed can-

nula of Colin's instrument, and after passing

some warm water through the cylinder of

the instrument, attached it to the cannula

in the patient's arm. The median cephalic

vein in the right arm of the donor was then

opened, and the blood was allowed to flow

directly into the cylinder without defibrina-

tion. When a sufficient quantity had been

obtained, and while the blood was still flow-

ing, I injected, without any difficulty, be-

tween seven and eight ounces. The whole
operation did not occupy more than five min-

utes in its performance.

Within half an hour the pulse returned at

the wrist, the voice became clear and dis-

tinct, and she asked for something to eat

saying that she felt stronger and better in

everyway. One of the medical gentlemen
who had been with her all night assisting in

the attempts at resuscitation, and who left

in the morning, believing that there was no
hope of her recovery, came in an hour after

the operation, and said it was "a perfect

transformation scene"—that he had no idea

that a few ounces of blood could restore lost

vitality so rapidly.

From that time on the patient continued

to improve, and when I last heard from her

she was in the enjoyment of good health and
attending to her household duties without
any discomfort whatever.

Hose Pipe Nozzles.

Who is going to invent the nozzle of the

future? There is no nozzle that we have
ever seen that seems to us to control the

stream it delivers as it should do. Instead

of projecting a solid stream for a long dis-

tance, the water breaks soon after leaving

the nozzle, and soon sprays and breaks up
altogether. We often hear of steamers
throwing 250 and 300 feet, but we recently

heard a veteran chief say that he had yet to

see the apparatus of any kind that would
throw a solid stream 100 feet. The difficulty

may be all with the water, which is naturally

inclined to separate, but we are of the opin-

ion that part of the trouble lies in the con-

struction of the nozzle. An experimeat
made at Boston by putting a core into a play
pipe, and thus dividing the stream into four

parts, depriving it of its rotatary motion,

showed a gain of thirty feet in distance

playing. But even this does not seem
sufficient. Our steamers give us power
enough for throwing, and the hose in use

gives every facility for carrying a large vol-

ume of water ; there should be some means
devised for delivering that volume in a solid

stream at long distances. Great difficulty

has been found in making nozz'es operate

uniformly at all times- A manufacturer of

steamers once found a nozz'e that gave him
great satisfaction ; with it his steamers could
throw greater distances than with any he

had ever tried before. He ordered half a

dozen more just like it. The half a dozen were
made precisely like the first, but never
equalled it in delivering water. There is

much to be learned yet regarding this ques-

tion of delivering water on fires, and the

exact relations existing between pressure,

hose, play pipes, nozzles, and the friction of

water more clearly understood.— Fireman'

»

Journal.

SCIENTIFIC GOSSIP.

The Hungarian State railways are in all

1, 1 194 miles in length, and they yield an in-

come of about 1 J per cent, per annum on the
capital invested in them.

To the alteration and metamorphism of

rocks by the infiltration of rain and other
meteoric waters, M. de Konick, of the Bel-
gian Academy of Sciences, assigns the cause
of many hitherto unexplained phenomena in

geology.

From the inquiries conducted by Prof,
Hermann Cohn, of Breslan, since I860, it ap-
pears that short-sightedness is rarely or

never born with those subject to it, and is

almost always the result ef strains sustained
by the eye during study in early youth.
Myopia, as it is called, is seldom found among
pupils of village schools, and its frequency
increases in proportion to the demand made
upon the eye in higher schools and in

colleges- A better construction of school
desks, an improved typography of text-

books, and a sufficient lighting of class

rooms, are the remedies proposed to abate
this malady.

The Electrician tells this story : A number
of gentlemen were the other day about to

dine, and one of the covered dishes was
especially cared for, containing, as it was
seriously averred, a gymnolus, fresh from the
rivers of South America, which was to form
part of the repast. Usually, electricians

scrupulously observe decorum, but the
Chairman, instead of pronouncing the bene-
diction, turned to the dish containing the
eel and solemnly requested grace, when,
with a sweet cadence, as if from a mermaid
in cavernous regions, was heard all over the
place : "Be present at our table, Lord," &c.
The cover was then raised and the anticipat-

ed electric eel turned out to be a telephone,
which had been ingeniously connected to a
distant room, and which, being a religiously

good telephone, not only produced a pleasing
sensation to all present, but afterward re-

turned thanks in a powerful but well-known
voice to the admiring listeners.

Trere is no question now among the most
conservative of engineers that this time the
electric light has come to stay. Perhaps as

yet the most extensive use of this light in

any one establishment is that in the Royal
Albert Dock, London, an extension of the
Victoria Docks, which covers 80 acres of

water space, and has nearly eight miles of

quays. The lamps used are the Siemens
pendulum kind, with the body of the lamp
above the arc, and the carbons so regulated
that the position of the arc is fixed. Each
lamp is placed on the top of a pole 80 feet

high, and its effective illuminatioa overlaps
that of its neighbours. To generate the
electricity, the Siemens "D 2 dynamo-
machines are employed, one to each lamp.
The Engineering says that the most interest-

ing feature of the sets of generators is that
the whole of the available current generated
in each machine is conveyed to its corres-

ponding lamp, none being utilized and ab-

sorbed in its psssage for exciting the field

magnets. In order to do this a separate
dynamo-machine, specially c instructed, is

employed, the current developed by which
is transmitted through the magnet coils of

all the illuminating machines in series. By
this arrangement, the essential principles of

which was first conceived and announced by
Mr. Henry Wilde, of Manchester, motive
power is economized and greater constancy
of current is insured. It is reported that
the illumination of the dock, with its quays-
and surroundings, is very perfect, and thaty
the effect is most beautiful. Between the
machines and the lamps the distances vary
from 120 to 1,100 yards.

How did we come to possess our presen
form of dress ? This is one of the many ques
tions answered by a reviewer in the Nature,
who had under his notice the catalogue of the
Gen. Pitt Rivers anthropological collection

lately noticed in this column. Clothing at
first was almost entirely ornamental. The
exceptions were such articles as belts from
which instruments of various kinds could be
suspended so as to be ready for use while
the hands were left free. A savage does not
enjoy the luxury of a pocket. Even at the
present day a Japanese has to sling his to-

bacco pipe and pouch from his belt, and the
only pockets he has are in his sleeves. The
simple cincture was the germ, so to speak,
of the clothing we wear. After some time a
bunch of pandanus s'ips was added in front,

and this was gradually extended until it

made a complete friDge around the body.
When the arts became so far advanced that
man could make paper cloth or some woven
material these latter were substituted for

the primitive fringe, and the kilt was thus

developed. Curiously enough, the dress of

the Scottish Highlanders embodies these two
stages of progress in the kilt and the spor-

ran. As man advanced there were incon-

veniences attending the use of the kilt,

which were" abated by fastening that gar
ment at one point between the lego, and the
human mind was then fairly set upon the
path to arrive at the attainment of a pair of

trousers. When the back and shoulders
needed protection the savage used the skin
of some animal, and it is from this sort of

covering for the upper part of the body that

we have derived our coats, vests, shirts, Ac.

But the ancient cloak form is even yet re-

tained, not only by such people as Zulu
chiefs, but in all robes of ceremony by digni-

taries of court and college of the most highly
civilized nations on the face of the earth.

The elaborate and varied head coverings of

the present day all sprang from a very
simple original type.

Scotland's First Printed Books.

(From the Pall M ill Gazette,)

If one or two of the Scots who travelled

abroad in search of fame and fortune could
have made up their minds to return to their

native land, the art of printing mignt have
been introduced into Scotland at a much
earlier date than 1507. As it wa=, it took

30 years for the new practice to travel from
Westminster to Edinburgh. The first

printing-press in Scotland (as was stated at

yesterday's meeting of the Library Associa-

tion) was established in that year somewhere
off Cowgate by a printer called Walter
Chapman, who was employed in some capa-

city about the court, and was presumably
permitted to set it up in payment for some
services he had rendered to his patron. The
first books printed were a volume of "Metri-
cal Ballads " and " The Aberdeen Breviary,"
in two parts. Of the former work there i3

but one copy* in existence ; the latter was
printed under the superintendence of a

Bishop of Aberdeen, and four copies are still

preserved, though only one possesses a title-

page. No other works were printed until

1531, but from that year to the end of the

century a vast quantity of printed matter
was struck off for the benefit of the nation.

Most of these volumns were no sooner in

existence than they seemed to have perish-

ed. We know from the wills of the printers

that in many cases they left behind several

hundreds of copies of particular works, al-

though the most learned bibliographer can
only now tell the habitat of one or two of

them. What became of the rest is a question
which has puzzled many minds. Possibly

they were thumbed by their owners out of

their livts.

Dulcigno.

The Paris Temps gives the following ac-

count of Dulcigno :
" The town is composed

of two parts, separated from each other by the

port—the old town, containing the citalel,

and the new town, in which the population

is almost entirely concentrated, and which
comprises about 400 houses. It is evident

that if the squadron had opened fire it would
have directed it solely against the citadel,

where there are not eighty houses. The in-

habitants would not have had to suffer from
the bombardment. The certainty of not
being in danger, even in c ise of military

action, has, perhaps, had something to do
with the obstinate resistance the inhabitants

of Dulcigno have made to the cession of

their town to the Montenegrins. The chief

reason, however, is that they are nearly all

Mussulmans ;
they number from 2.S00 to

2,000, and it is said that till 185S no Chris-

tian was allowed to choose his residence at

Dulcigoo. Lastly, it is said that the Mus-
sulmans are a race of pirates, who have on-

ly given up piracy since 1815—that is, sicce

Austria has had possession of Dalmatias and
has create 1 a navy.

A London tailor has invented " the unit-

ed suit," which consists of a man's complete
attire in one garment.

The Russian traveller Remiaowitch-Dant-
schenko, has discovered on the highland of

Daghestan a tribe resembling Cossacks, but
following the Mosaic law strictly, and re-

taining ancient Jewish names—undoubtedly
one of the lost tribes.

The number of yearling thoroughbreds
from the great breeding establishments of

England sold during the past year aggregat-

ed 451, the progeny of 112 sires. They
realized 89,996 guineas—a decrease in the

amount paid to breeders of 41,773 guineas

as compared with 1877, when 486 yearlings

brought 131.666 guineas.

A Revengeful OwL

A remarkable instance of intelligence

shown by an owl in conceiving and carrying

out a project of vengeance on a farm labourer
who had destroyed a whole family of young
ones b.fore they had gained the requisite

strength to take wing is related by a French
provincial journal. An owl had built iU
nest in an old oak-tree which grew near a

farm in the commune of Bsauvry. Its mate
had laid during the month of July several

egg") which in due time developed into a
promising progeny of young birds. A farm
labourer, moved by a sentiment of aversion
for owls, which is common in country y**"

determined a few days ago to cut short

lives of the young ones, and ch'/oeing a

ourable opportunity, put his project into

eeution. The infant owls were taken aw
from the maternal nest and massacred, I

by what followed it will be seen the pate
birds did not allow their tragical fate to n
main unavenged. On several evening* tuc-

ceeding that during which the nest had been
plundered, the villagers returning from the
fields remarked the male owl flying in an agi-

tated manner round the farm, but no attent-

ion was paid to the circumstance, which was
put down to a lingering attachment on the
part of the bird to the spot where the nest

had been. The event proved, however, that
it haunted the neighborhood of the oak-tree

from an instinct of revenge, and was lying in

wait for the destroyer of its family. During
a whole week it hovered near the farm,

biding its time, and at length the right mom-
ment arrived. The young man who had so

ruthlessly exterminated the brood of owls
wascro-sing the threshold of thefarm at dusk
when the bereaved bird swooped down on
him from the tree where it was keeping
watch, and with surprising swiftness tore

out his eye with its claws. The intolerable

pain caused by this sudden attack made the
victim of it swoon away. When he recover-

ed consciousness, and had his wound dressed,

he related the circumstances under which he
had received it, and a search was instituted

to discover whether the owl was still lurking
in the vicinity. No traces of it were, how-
ever, to be found ; but the young man will

have reason to remember the lodger in the
old oak-tree, since for rest of his life he
will have to make one eye do duty for

two.

Bessemer Steel-

The London correspondent of the Man-
chester Eximiner says: " The city of Lon-
don has to-day done itself honour in confer-

ring its freedom upon Sir Henry Bessemer,

whose name certainly deserves to rank among
those of most illustrous men who have signed

the roll. Sir Henry is best known by hii

great invention for making steel, but how
busy he has been in other directions may be

understood from the fact that there are no

less than 114 patents which have been taken

out in his name. How valuable his steel pro-

cess is we already know, but nothing could ex-

plain the extent of the revolution w hich his

invention created better than the figures

which he quoted this afternoon. When the

invention was introduced into Sheffield the

entire make of the steel was 51,000 tons per

annum, whereas last year it was no less than

830,000 tons or more* than 16 times the for-

mer produce of the country. The difference

in price is still more wonderful. This year

he estimates that 2,000,000 of tons of steel

will be made in Europe and 1,000,000 tons in

England, at a cost of £30,000,000, whereas,

under the old process it would cost £150.000,-

000. The mau whose genius has effected such

enormous good to the community is entitled to

to takeahighplaceontherollof national bene-

factors, and the city may well be proud to have
him among her freemen.

There are two different ways of conduct-

ing stock business out West. The one is to

buy young steers, keep them two years on

your range, and sell them as four-year olds.

Per head the increase in value varies be-

tween §10 and 515, thus enabling the ranch-

man to double his capital iu a short time if

his losses do not exceed five per cent, and he

has luck. The other method is to raise

stock, buying Texan, Oregon, or Utah cows
and the necessary number of Eastern or

English bulls. This, if you make up your
mind not to sell a single animal in the first

three years, is in the end more profitable

than the feeding up of stock. At first few
men went into it, the capital needed being

larg<% but as in the last few years the larger

profits of the business became known it is

the favourite with men tempted by the

chance of making a fortune in five or six

years.
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The Island of Madeira.

One of the principal drawbacks to Madeira

is the difficulty of getting about. There are

no carriage roads, and the horse tracks aro

steep pitches up and down ; they ere also

almost invariably paved with hard pebbles.

This renders it impossible to ride anywhere
except at a foot's pace, so that the time con-

sumed in going a few miles is very great,

and the mode of progression very tiresome.

On the other hand, the island ponies, shod

in a peculiar manner to encounter the afore-

said roads, are usually sure-footed and good
walkers, so that within a certain distance of

Funchal pleasant expeditions are to be made
jjif you find the time and strength. Thus the

, .fine mountain scenery of the Grand Corral

—

a gloomy gorge, into which you look down
* some 2,000 feet or so from the mountains

f overhanging it—the ftibiero Frio, and other

j
landscapes beautiful of their kind, can on
well-chosen days be visited without much
difficulty. To get further afield is not so

easy. There are but few tolerable hotels in

the country districts, and you never can be

sure that you will not find the higher levels

wrapped in mist or drenched with rain, even
whilst fine weather is prevailing. I am
speaking of the winter months ; anybody
who happened to pass a summer in Madeira
could visit all parts of the island readily

enough.
The remark that there are few comfortable

inns out of Funchal does not apply to Santa
Cruz (Santa Cruz in Madeira, I mean). The
hotel there belongs to a Senhor GoLzalez,

but is mainly upheld by the untiring exer-

tions of a worthy woman called Maria. She
is a Portuguese by birth, but speaks Eng-
lish quite well, and is indefatigable in her
efforts to please. This quiet inn is a plea-

sant change from the hot tables d'hotes at

Funchal ; the village may be perhaps some-
what cooler, and is said to possess a lighter

and finer air ; it is also well situated as a
place to make excursions from. A mile or

two beyond it lies the well-known Machicho
Bay, where, according to the tradition, Ma-
deira was first landed upon by the English-
man Machin. The story is that this Ma-
chin, an English esquire, incurred the re-

sentment of a powerful family by gaining
the affections of the daughter of its chief.

He was ^thrown into prison, but escaped,
and then persuaded the lady to elope with
him to France, A violent storm dtove their

vessel for thirteen days in a southerly direc-

tion, and at last they found themselves in a
small brig on the shores of an unknown is-

land. Here they landed, but the fatigues
of the voyage had exhausted the strength of

Machin's companion, Anna d'Atfet ; she
died there, and was there buried. The frag-

ments of a cross erected over her grave are
still shown by the Machico villagers. Her
lover did not long suJvive her, and his com-
panions, in their attempt to sail away home,
fell into the hands of the Moors. During
their captivity they spoke of this island to
an old Portuguese pilot, who, on being ran-
somed, and returning to his own country,
suggested and accompanied the first expedi-
tion to Madeira, which thus became a de-
pendency of Portugal. Skepticism, ofccurse,
has been at work upon this old national tale,

but there seems no reason for rejecting the
legend, except that it is a legend, and that
the fashionable wisdom of the hour pro-
nounces, as usual, anything which has long
been a matter of popular belief to be of ne-
cessity incredible ; otherwise the narrative
hangs perfectly well together in all its

parts, and, moreover, furnishes a reason
why the Portuguese government sent out
their expedition a little later to discover the
island so reported to them—a reason which
otherwise would be wanting. Beyond this
bay you can proceed in a boat, along ano-
ther range of rugged and lofty hills, to the
supposed fossil beds at the extremity of the
island : these fossils are apparently concre-
tions of lime, which have put on the appear-
ance of branches or roots, as the case may
be. An ignorant person would believe that
they had formed themselves round real
pieces of wood, and that these have decay-
ed, leaving their form to the encompassing
stone ; but geologists, I fancy, put this
opinion aside, and look upon them as being
what they are, merely in obedience to some
caprice of nature

;
they are not, according

to them, fossils at all, but merely a good
mitation of fossils.

Two and a half millions of tropical or-
anges were received in the past six months
at San Francisco from the French islands of
Tahiti. They have come in equal numbers
every month from March to September,
showing that the trees are in perpetual
bearing.

The Excavation of Flood Eock, Hell

Gate.

The mining of Flood Rock, Hell Gate, in

the East River at the northerly part of New
York city, preparatory to blowing it up
after the manner of the Hallett's Point

work, is being pushed forward rapidly. The
expenditure last year amounted to $140,-

000, and a large part of the $200,000 ap-

propriated this year for the improvement of

East River will go to this work. Employ-
ment is now given to 135 men, divided into

three shifts of eight hours each. The oentral

shaft is fifty feet deep.

Running across the river are twenty head-

ings ; at right angles to these are eleven

cross headings, none of which have yet been
extended their entire length. They average

seven feet high and ten feet wide, and are

situated about twenty feet apart. Near the

main shaft, however, where more light and
space are required for working, they are

larger. Three acres have thus been under-
mined, or one-third of the whole. It is not
intended to enlarge the headings until each
one has been carried out to its full length.

Then the chambers will be widened and
made higher, so that the whole excavation
will resemble an immense cave, the roof

being supported by the rock pillars which
now form the sides of the headings. The
thickness of the rock forming the roof will

then be about ten feet, varying according
to the character of the rock, whereas it is

now from fifteen to thirty feet in thicknes?.

The work of tunneling proceeds very
slowly, owing to the hardness of the rock of

which the reef is composed. The rate at

which it is now going on is from 500 to 000
feet a month, representing an excavation of

fabout 1,500 cubic yards. It is impossible to

tell when the whole will be accomplished,
even at this rate- Frequently a seam is

struck in blasting which stops the work in

that heading altogether, on account of the

leakage. In such a case it is customary to

work around the leak. According to the

last report, the work done during the past

year was much greater than in any previous
year ; 24,000 cubic yards of rock were re-

moved, 43,000 blasts made, and 57,066 drills

sharpened. The number of blasts made
each night now average 150. The rock thus
broken up is loaded on scows and dumped in

the deep water to the south of the reef.

Part of it was also used to fill up the space
between Big and Little Mill Rocks, which
lie to the north.

Diamond Cutting in New York.

Among the curious and interesting indus-

trial facts brought to light during the census
inquiries, not the least is the fact that the re-

cently introduced art of diamond cutting has
been so admirably developed here that dia-

monds cut in Amsterdam are sent to this city

for recutting. Hitherto Amsterdam has
monopolized the work or diamond cutting

;

and the aim there has been to remove in cut-

ting the least possible weight of the gem.
The American plan is to cut mathemati-
cally, according to recognized laws of light, so

as to secure the utmost brilliancy for the fin-

ished stone. The greater loss in weight, as

compared with the Amsterdam cutting, is

thus more than made good by the superior-

brilliancy of the product. From the inquir-

ies made by chief special census agent, C'has.

E. Hill, it appears that the average increasing
value given to diamonds by New York cut-

ting is $5,000 for each person employed for

twelve mouths
; also, that our dealers are re-

ceiving the best Amsterdam-cut gems from
abroad to be recut here anil returned.

The lines of railway in the five divisions
of the earth cost, in round numbers, §16,-

000,000,000, and would, according to Baron
Kolb, reach eight times round the globe, al-

though it is but little over half a century
since the first railway worked by steam was
opened between Darlington and Stockton,
Sept. 27, 1S25, and between Manchester and
Liverpool, Sept. 15, 1830. It is shown that
in France, previous to the existence of rail-

way, there was one passenger in every 335,-
000 killed, and one out of every 30,000
wounded, whereas between 1835 and 1875
there was but one in 5,177,890 killed, and
one in 580,450 wounded, so that we may
infer that the tendency to accidents is year-
ly diminishing. Railway travelling in Eng-
land is attended with greater risk than in
any other country in Europe. A French
statistician observes that if a person were to
live continually in a railway carriage and
spend all his time in railway travelling, the
chances in favour of his dying from a rail-

way accident would not occur until he was
960 years old,

A New Safety Sail Boat.

To the Editor of the Scientific American

:

" Don't trust yourself in that craft
;
you'll

be overboard sure." Such was the warning
of a professional boatman at the barge office

on the Battery, as I stepped upon a frail

boat on a "fresh" afternoon. I think I

know something of boats myself, and but
that I knew this one to be provided with
means intended to overcome the very danger
against which the honest boatman warned
me, I should have more than hesitated. But
the pursuit of science must be deterred by
no dangers, and, moreover, my pursuit in

this instance was in behalf of the whole
world, as represented by the Scientific Ameri-
can.

The Jane was an especially dangerous
looking craft, 18 or 20 feet long, whose bot-

tom and deck formed the sharp V-shaped
edge which proclaim an entire want of bear-

ing power, while her immense sails, main
and jib, were ample for a boat of twice her
dimensions. Her captain was a New Zeal-

ander, whose motions were the reverse of

eafety-inspiring. My own conception of the
care needful under the existing circum-
stances had no place with him, and, but for

entire faith in my ability to swim, I should
never have ventured.
As the Jane shot beyond the pier head,

her huge sails were struck by a blast more
than sufficient for instant dentruction. In-

voluntarily I made ready for an impromptu
bath, and the boatman tauntingly called out,

"VVhat'd I tell ye?'' but only the matt
yielded. The boat came to her bearings and
moved on as steadily as though impelled by
the mildest zephyr. The triumph was al-

ready complete ; but more was to come.
Presently we were in a large seaway, and,

with our good speed, a large inflow of sea

water over the low and sharp bow was a

matter of course. In that, also, I was
agreeably disappointed. The boat, instead
of carrying the weight of the wind and being
thus forced through the sea, rose to it and
she glided easily over. Again it was the
mast that yielded—yielded to the motion of

the boat as easily as before it yielded to the
force of the blast. The surplus force of

wind, instead of racking the boat and mak-
ing misery for her passengers, was simply
"spilled" over the top of the sail. The
motion was tree from the thumps and jars

usual under the same circumstances.
How all this was accomplished may be

difficult of explanation without the aid of an
engraving. Instead of being " stepped" in

the usual way, the mast was held in a rock-
ing shaft at the deck, and to the keel, on
either side, springs were attached, having
their opposite ends secureel under the deck.
Thus the mast, in the absence of pressure,

remained upright, but under pressure yield-

ed on either side. The amount of pressure

needful to compel this yielding was regulat-

ed by nuts and screw on a guide rod inside

the springs. A second pair of springs,

placetl longitudinally under the deck, were
connected by pulleys with the shrouds, and
these aided to stiffen the mast while they
yielded to its movements under pressure.

For pleasure boats, this spring mast is a

great addition. It not only insures safety,

but gives an ease of motion which cannot but
prove especially delightful to those who are

timid upon the water. More than this, it

permits au unvarying course for the boat,

and thus avoids the checks and delays in-

separable from "lutfiug," as also the neces-

sity of unusual skill and care in the manage-
ment of even a " crank" vessel in a " flowy"
wind.

M. S. B.

New York, October, 18S0.

[The invention, a practical trial of which
is above described, is that of Mr. John
McLeod, Hill's Pavilion, Flushing, N. Y.
A patent has been allowed. It appears to

be a really valuable and practical improve-
ment.—Eds. Scientific American.]

Gold in Arabia.

The official journal of the vilayet of Yemen,
Sana, announces that a gokl mine has been
discovered in the Sana district, aud, in the

usual style of Oriental expansiveness, de-

clares that this mine " is one of the richest

in the world." A detachment of soldiers has

been seut to guard the place against the at-

tack of Bedouins, and a commission has

been appointed to examine and report upon
the mineral prospects. A productive gold
mine would be a useful acquisition just now
to the Turkish Government.

The Hibernian Bible Soeiety has circulat-

ed in Ireland, since it was formed, nearly

4,5000,000 espies of the Bible.

The Pocket Handerchief-

\Ve may forget our parse, our penknife,

and many other things, says the London
Batter, without experiencing any great in-

convenience, and even without its being

known at times, but to lose or mislay the

handkerchief, may be followed by very grave
consequences, as we all know. Moreover,
we make use of this article in many other

different ways. All who make use of spec-

tacles do not remove them from their nose

in order to pat them very carefully into the

case without using the handkerchief, and
they use it again before putting them on,

wiping the glasses with great care. The
majority of people pay by far too little at-

tention to an object so indispensable.

Many put it into the same pocket with their

keys, their purse, their snuff-box, without
troubling themselves concerning the many
strange substances with which its tissue

will not fail to come in contact in so miscel-

laneous a company, and which might sully

the purity which the handkerchief ought to

possess. Does one go to pay a visit ? Be-
fore presenting themselves to the person
they wish to thank or solicit, some have
been known to dust their boots with the
handkerchief. Does the careful wife see

some grains of dust left on her ornaments?
She makes them disappear with her hud-
kerchief. Boys in the school room clean

their slates with them ; in the playground
their handkerchief is the necessary attend-

ant of a multitude of games. With this

they wipe of the dirt ; they strike off the

dust. It is used to stop the blood that flows

from wounds—always very numerous in the

age of leap-frog and prisoners, base ; the age
also of communism in handkerchiefs. With
wounds come tears, and the handkerchief,

full of dust, spotted with dirt, with the

blood of bodies known or unknown, serves

again for wiping the eyes, the nose, or the

cheeks furrowed with tears. We do not
wish, and we cannot tell here all the strange

uses that people make of the pocket hand-
kerchief. And then what signals have been
conveyed by it ! How many sad farewells,

how many cheerful congratulations]! The
very method of waving it has a language,

aa the motions of the fan also have. Bui
no one has hitherto dicooursed on the lan-

guage of the pocket handkerchief. And
how useful it often is as a help to the pock-

et or the hand-bag ! How many mushrooms,
myrtle-berries, strawberries, and raspber-

ries have been gathered into the handker-
chief in young days, and more valuable

things in later life ! Then there may be

evil results traced to it—a number of ail-

ments of which one cannot guess the origin ;

diseases of the nose and eyes. Fortunate it

is for him that incurs nothing worse ; dip-

htheria, for example, which the handker-
chief may heedlessly transmit. Let us not

use the handkerchief except for its proper

purpose ; let us devote to it a special place ;

let us change it as often as possible, and in-

spire our children with a great disgust for

another's handkerchief on accouut of the

disagreeable, nay, dangerous consequence*

that may ensue. Much more might be said

about the pocket handkerchief, but enoush
has been hinted at to set my readers a-

thinking upon its importance, its uses, and
its abuses.

Fifty-seven tons of Greek marble have

been eieliverediu London, free of all charges,

by the Greek Government, for the Byron
pedestal.

The Marquis Robert de San Marzano,
who married an American, Miss Helen Gil-

lender, has ordered in this country some
things for their baby. A willow cradle has

a canopy decorated with draperies, medal-

lions, points of Valenciennes lace, and blue

satin ribbon. There are sheets with tacked
borders and bands of French embroidery,

and others of lawn, with lace enough on
them to make the cost $500 for four. An
eider down quilt and some exquisitely fine

blankets are included in the outfit There

are three dozen dresses in the wardrobe,

many of them of lawn, mull, and fine laces.

" Young mothers," says a correspondent of

the Philadelphia Timet, "can easily imagine

the dainty beauty of the tiny silken socks,

the exquisitely embroidered lawn skirts gar-

nitured with the finest of fine laces, the

richest of the flannel skirts with silken em-
broidery, and the handsome tucked, trim-

med, and lace-dnished petticoats, but it is

difficult to conceive of anything so lovely as

the robes of real lace, arranged in diamonds,

medallions, squares, and all manner of con-

ceits, with applique of embroidery in roses

and other flowers, each figure in the Valen-

ciennes lace being punched or upraised until

it looks like round point."



Breeding from Arab Sires.

(The Nineteeth Century.)

As size is a condition sine qua non for

most purposes in England, I feel that some-

thing needs to be said on that head. I have

every reason to believe that pure Arabian

produce, bred in England, will in the first

generation reach the height of 15 hands 2

inches, although his dam is hardly that

height, and I believe it to be a fact that

cross-bred produce from an Arabian sire is

always taller than the mean height of sire

and dam. That this should be so seems to

me quite accountable. The Arabian of 15

hands is not a big pony but a little horse

—

little only through the circumstances of his

breeding, and ready at once to develop as

nature, under kindlier influences, intended

him to do. It may seem a paradox to say

it, but I believe size to be no less a quality

of the racing Anazeh than speed. The Eng-
lish race-horse of 1700, if we may believe

Admiral Rous, was under 15 hands in height,

being then, as I have shown, by no means a

pure Arabian, whereas immediately after

the infusion of Darley blood he rose to 16

and 16.2. The soil and climate of England
will, I doubt not, do now what it did then,

and I think it is the Duke of Newcastle who
remarks, '

' There is no fear of having too

small horses in England, since the moisture

of the climate, and the fatness of the land

rather produce horses too large." Neither

do I doubt that in Arabian cross-breeding a

like result will be obtained. Lastly, the

Arabian has this in his favour as a sire. He
is less likely, from the real purity of his

blood, to get those strange sports of nature

which are the curse of breeders, misshapen
offspring, recalling some ancient stain in not

a stainless pedigree. The true Arabian may
be trusted to reproduce his kind after his

own image and likeness, and of a particular

type. It will rarely happen to the breeder

of Arabians that a colt is born useless for

any purpose in the world, except, as they

say, " to have his throat cut or be run in a

hansom. " Whether he be bred a race-horse

or not, the Arab will always find a market
as long as cavalry is used in Eogland or on

the Continent. He is a cheap horse to

breed, doing well on what would starve an
English thoroughbred, and requiring less

stable work from his docility. Above all,

whatever diseases he may acquire in time,

he starts now with a clean bill of health, in-

heriting none of those weaknesses of consti-

tution which beset our present racing stock.

He endures cold as he endures heat, fasting,

as plenty, and hard work as idleness. No-
thing comes to him amiss. For what other

creature under heaven can we say so much ?

The Teeth of the Ancient Greeks.

(From the London News.)

One of the most remarkable features of

the discovery of the band of Thebans who
fell at Chseronea is that, according to the
report, all the teeth of each member of the
Sacred Band are sound and complete. Ei-

ther these gallant patriots were exceptional-

ly lucky, or the condition of teeth in old

Greece was enviably different from that of

later and more degenerate days. The Bo-
mans were well acquainted with the evils

that attend on the possession of teeth, and
had some considerable knowledge of the use
of gold in counteracting these evils. If we
remember rightly, an exception to the rule

of not burying precious objects with depart-

ed Romans was made in favour of the gold
that had been used for stopping teeth. We
moderns may compare favourably with the
Bomans in the skill of our dentists, but we
cannot pretend to rival the defenders of

Thebes in their superiority to the necessity

for these gentlemen. Bare, indeed, are the
happy mortals of to-day who can truly boast
that their teeth are in the perfect condition

that nature intended, and that the craft of

the dentist has never been employed upon
them. It would be a difficult task to select

from our Army, or any modern army, 300
men with teeth as sound as those of the
Theban warriors are reported to be.

Two marble busts of the Prince Imperial
have lately been finished by Mr. Best, the
sculptor, one for Queen Victoria, represent-
ing the cadet at Ghiselhurst, and the other
for Gen. Simmons, which is to be presented
to the Royal Military Academy, at which
the ill-fated youth studied. It is said that
the Empress will have the bodies of her
husband and son brought to wherever she
may pitch upon for her residence, and placed
in a mausoleum there. She is in very deli-

cate health.

THE CANADA

SCIENTIFIC GOSSIP.

Ik the first of the series of his Cantor lec-

tures, Bobert W. Edis thus concisely states

how decoration and furniture of town houses
should be treated :

" The great aim of the
designer should be simplicity and appropri-

ateness of form and design, with harmony of

colour, and to show that the cheapest and
commonest things need not be ugly, and that

truth in art and design need not of necessity

involve costliness and lavish expenditure.
Fitness and absolute truth are essential to

all real art, and be it remembered that ' de-

sign is not the offspring of idle fancy ; it is

the studied result of accumulative observa-

tion and delightful habit ;' and by a careful

regard to this we may make our homes and
habitations, if not absolutely shrines of

beauty and good taste, at least pleasant

places, where the educated eye may look

around without being shocked and offended
by gross vulgarity and gaudy commonplace-
ness,"

By means of an ingenious clock-work ap-

paratus, Marey, the French biologist, has
obtained a number of exceedingly interesting

graphic illustrations of the manner in which
man walks. The instrument is a vertical

barrel, covered with finely ruled pajjer, and
as the barrel is made to revolve by the gear-

ing within it, a little pencil makes a mark on
the paper, as the person whose walk is under
investigation steps along with the register-

ing device. A little air-compressor, worked
by the foot of the walker at each step, sends
a current of air through a flexible pipe to

the instrument, and gives a more or less up-

and-down movement to the pencil. It has
been found that the step in going up hill is

longer than in going down hill ; that the step

is longer for an unburdened man than for a

burdened one, and that the step is longer

when the sole of the boot is thick and pro-

longed beyond the toe than when it is short

and flexible. When a person ascends a hill

he quickens his pace, but diminishes its

length, and he does just exactly the opposite

when descending an inclination on the

ground. It would seem that Marey 's obser-

vations point to the advisability of pedes-

trians in general adopting low-heeled boots,

with thick projecting soles.

The Chemical News gives the following

pertinent piece of advice to the young stu-

dent of science in Great Britain, and neither

young nor old students on this side of the

Atlantic need evade reading it at least.

When a man has got so far as to define, even
in his secret thoughts, science as a mere
something to be examined in, he is intellec-

tually dead. In conjunction with this

caution we must make a demand upon the

moral nature of the student. We must ex-

hort him, at whatever cost of time and la-

bour, to eschew cram, including under the

term all the tricks and dodges by which a

really undisciplined mind is made to put on
a false appearance of mastership. It is not

safe to argue that the English system of

examination being essentially a sham it

may be legitimately evaded. He who wins

degrees and diplomas by deceit will have
acquired habits of dishonesty which will

cling to him in after life, and which will

manifest themselves in a propensity for

trimming and cooking results, for suppress-

ing inconvenient facts, and forging evidences

for a tottering theory. He who cheats ex-

aminers in youth will in after life be apt to

cheat scientific societies and the learned

world at large for his own glorification, and
may perhaps for a time succeed.

The Tower of Silence.

On a hill in the island of Bombay (called

by the Europeans Malabar Hill) stand, all

within a short distance of each other, the

churchyard of the Christians, the cemetery
of the Mussulman, the place where the Hin-
doos cremate their dead, and the Tower of

Silence, where the Parsees leave theirs wu-

coffined, to be devoured by the birds of the

air. It is a lofty square enclosure, without
roof or covering of any kind. Huge bloated

vultures and kites, gorged with human flesh,

throng lazily the summit of the lofty wall

surrounding the stone pavement, which is

divided into three compartments, wherein
the corpses of men, of women, and of child-

ren are laid apart, and all nude as they came
into the world. Some relative or friend

anxiously watches, at a short distance, to

ascertain which eye is first plucked out by
the birds, and fiom thence it is inferred

whether the soul of the departed is happy or

miserable. The Parsees regard with horror

the Hindoo method of disposing of the dead,

by throwing the bodies or ashes iuto rivers ;

yet their own custom is even more repugnant

to the feelings of the Europeans in India.

LUMBERMAN.

The Swiss pleasure sexson has been the

best for six years, lip to June 30 the Lu-

cerne Steamboat Company had carried

40,000 more passengers than up to the same
date last yeaiv">.

A man leaped from a third-story window,
in Philadelphia, to escape from his infuriated

wife. Hie leg was broken ; but that was
nothing, he said, to what he would have
suffered if he hadn't jumped.

7

" A Terrible Infant I"

1 recollect a nurtc call d Ann,
Who carried me about the grafc*,

And one fine day a fine young man
Came up, and kis&ed the pretty law ;

She did not make the least objection !

Think* J, "Aha!
When I can talk I'll tell mamma."

Aud that's my earliest recollection.

Last December the London Pcabody Fund
of $2,500,000 had grown to $3,500,000. The
trustees up to that time had housed 9,005
persons in 2,355 separate dwellings. The
average weekly earnings of the head of each
family in a Peabody house were $6, the

average rent $1, and a single room 50 cents

Two Kentuckians had been stopping at a

Chicago hotel. One of them was fiercely

disputing the correctness of the bill which
the clerk had just presented to him, when
the other took him by the arm and said,
" Colonel, never forget that you are a Ken-
tuckian. Kill the clerk, but pay the bill.''

The excitement consequent on the dis-

coveries of new diamonds in the Free State

of South Africa, according to latest intelli-

gence, had not abated in intensity. Three
new rushes have been reported. A gem of

the first water, weighing fifty carats, and
worth $30,000, has been unearthed at the
Jagerstostein diggings.

Sir Charles Gavan Duffy's new work,
on which he is now engaged, adheres to the
old phrase with which he was himself iden-

tified from its inception to its collapse, and
he calls his book " Young Ireland." It is

not a history in broad and well-connected
narrative, but a sort of personal memoir.
O'Brien, Dillon, O'Gorman, and Meagher are

spoken of very highly, but Michael is very
severely handled.

The Swedish and Norwegian press are

discussing in somewhat heated terms the
agitation prevailing among a section of

Norwegians for the repeal of the act of union
between Sweden and Norway, and the est-

ablishment of a Norwegian republic. The
Swedish journals, while hinting that the
separation of Norway would be a good rid-

dance, maintain that the honour of Sweden
is involved, and that, if necessary, strong
measures must be employed to reawaken the
loyalty of the Norwegians. The relations

between the Norwegian deputies and the
King are greatly strained, the right of the
King to a final veto having been denied by a
large majority.

There has lately been published a very
interesting official paper by Capt. Morant of

the British navy, on the operations of the
six vessels sent under command of the Duke
of Edinburgh to give aid on the west coast of

Ireland. The report says that the distress

did not come suddenly on the inhabitants of

this wild [region by reason of the failure of

last year's harvest, but was due in great

measure to the falling off in value of kelp.

This compelled the people to fall back upon
tillage and fishing ; but the crops capable of

being grown are utterly insufficient to sup-

port the population, while the appliances for

fishing are too imperfect to help much in

sustaining the communities. The popula-
tion is far larger than such a soil and climate

can support, and the people have been im-
prudent; in making very early marriages.

Emigration is the only remedy for these

people.

Dr. Louis Posse of St. Louis was married
last July- Now his wife is suing for a di-

vorce. Her chief cause of complaint is

given in her testimony as follows :
" We

had a roast duck for dinner, with onion
stuffing. When he saw the onions he got
just like a wild man and threw down his

knife and fork, cursed me and called me
names, and asked me what kind of eating

that was. He wouldn't sit down to the
table then, but went and sat down in the
kitchen. I wasn't eating then, and he ask-

ed me why I didn't eat. I said to him,
" If you will not eat I will not eat either."

He then said, " If you don't sit down this

very minute and eat, I will show you who is

boss in this house, you or I." He forced

me to go co the table and sit down, aud I

took some victuals on my plate just to

please him, but I couldn't eat. He then
went and got a stick and stood behind my
chair and said to me :

" Here, do you see

that stick ? That is for you, and if you will

not eat now I will break this stick on your
back. I will break every bone in your body.
Fill up your plate and eat." I even filled

my plate for good, and he kept standing
behind me till I had the whole plate

emptied,"

They had just exchanged their rings,

And sat on the sofa together,

Discussing the subject of weather
And several others things.

It was midnight ere he rose.

And a bit of court plaster

From her cheek of lair alabaster,

Was stuck on the end of his nose.

"How isyourhusband this afternoon, Mr*.
Quiggs?" " Why, the doctor says at how if

he lives till mornin' he shall have some hope*
of him ; but if he don't he must give him
nP-"
When a boy is ordered against his will to

take the coal-scuttle down stairs and till it,

it is astonishing the number of articles he
will accidentally strike the scuttle against

before getting back.

The European powers to Dnlcigno—Will
you surrender? Dnlcigno to the European
powers—No, I won't. The European pow-
ers to Dulcigno—Then we think you're real

mean—so, there !

A bright little girl, who had successfully

spelt the word "that," was asked by her
teacher what would remain after the "t"
had been taken away. "The dirty cups and
saucers," was the reply.

The following letter was received by an
undertaker recently from an afflicted widow-
er :

" Sur—my waif is ded and wonts to be
berried to-morrow at Woner klock. U nose
wair to dig the Hole—by the siad of my two
other wiafs—let it be deep."

Lawyer C (entering the office of his

friend, Dr. M , and speaking in a hoarse

whisper :
" Fred, I've got such a cold this

morning that I can't speak the truth." Dr.
M : "Well, I'm glad that it's nothing
that will interfere with your business."

A certain English general, being at the

point of death, opened his eyes, and seeing a

consultation of four physicians, who were
standing close by his bedside, faintly ex-

claimed : "Gentlemen, if you fire by
platoons it's all over with me," and instantly

expired.

Maj. Dunnup—Awf'lly dull down here,

isn't it, Miss Maria ? Miss Maria—Do you
think so ? Why don't you go, then ? You're
a bachelor, and have only yourself to please.

Maj. Dunnup—Only myself to please ! You
dont know what a doosed difficult thing that
is to do.

The Irishman had a correct appreciation

of the fitness of things who, being asked by
the judge when he applied tor a license to

sell whisky if he was of good moral charac-

ter, replied :
" Faith, yer honour, I don't

see the necessity of a good moral character

to sell w-hisky !"

Here is a verbatim sample of a preacher's

prayer of a coloured camp-meeting at Seneca,

Md., last summer :
" Oh, Lord ! send down

thy spirit ! Let down de right foot ob Thy
power ! Oh, Lord ! mount de gray horse

ob Zion, an' come down an' stir us up wid
long poles."

Just as a Brooklyn citizen called his five-

year- old son into the house, the other day,

a playmate gave the bojT a slap in the face,

and he ran to his father for protection.

"My son," said the fond father, "when a

boy hits you like that, you must always
strike back." " Oh, papa, I did. I hit him
yesterday."

Wthen old Mrs. Bunsby had got through
reading in the morning paper an account of

the last fire, she turned her spectacles from
her eyes to the top of her head and remark-
ed : "If the city firemen would wear the

genuine hum knit stockints, such as we make
and wear in the country, they wouldn't be a

bustin' of their hose at every fire."

The base-ball season has ended, and the
mellifluous mouthings of the umpire, as he
manfully argues with the second-base man,
are hushed. The arnica market is dull, and
the new wing for the hospital will not need
to be built for another season. The base
runner has " got under" for the last time
(we wish some of them had), the home plate

and got a "slide," "fly" time has passed,

the has only batter in the land is in the
griddle-cake pan. The boys have earned
this run.

FACTS AND INCIDENTS. OEINLETS
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»

A NEW AND VALUABLE IN-

VENTION.

Mr. Finlay Ross, of Byng Inlet, has in-

vented and patented a gang of circular saws,

which will probably supersede the ordinary

stock gangs of upright saws. Mr. Ross can,

by a simple contrivance, arrange on one

mandril any required number of saws, which

may be taken off at pleasure, as easily as the

ordinary gang by shifting a key and coup-

ling, placed near a pulley at eacli end of the

mandril. The inventor claims that his gang

of circulars will cut a much larger quantity

of lumber than the usual gang, and that the

face will be smoother. Another advantage

claimed by Mr. Ross is, that as the saws are

arranged so as to run with the graiu of the

timber they will cut easier and make smooth-

er work than the ordinary circular saw re-

volving against the grain of the log. The

logs are fed with press rollers in the ordinary

way. There seems to be a mine of wealth

in this simple invention, wheu fairly intro-

duced.

A WARNING.

A writer describing the lumbering opera-

tions on the Penobscot river, State of Maine,

refers to the City of Bangor, at the head of

navigation on that river. He says, Bangor

contains between 17,000 and 18,000 inhabit-

ants, and it never can grow larger. In the

past it has been noted for its immense lum-

ber trade, but now that business is rapidly

coming to a close. Up to 1872, lumbering

was carried on briskly at Bangor,—now a

large number of saw mills have discontinued

operations, and the humming of saws, the

puffing of tugs, the rafts cf logs and the

crowds of lumbermen which once frequented

them, are sights and sounds which are seen

and heard no more. Here was a region

settled in the latter part of the 18th century,

and lumbering had been its chief industry

for about 50 years. The axe of the lumber-

man and the saw of the mill had done their

work in depleting the forests of their grand

old trees.

The river, for miles,was lined with saw n , i Is.

These mills so filled with animation, so lucra-

tive to theirproprietors, are now gone int . dis-

use. The haste and waste, with which t o

forests were cut down and the timber suwn

;
into lumber, compelled the abandonment-,

and brought the growth of the city of Bangor

i to a standstill.

THE MINERAL WEALTH OF
CANADA.

In every Province of the Dominion, dis-

coveries are frequently being made of gold,

silver, and a host of economic minerals.

Nova Scotia has for years been celebrated

for its gold bearing quartz. The latest

special item from that Province is that a fine

bar of gold from the Yarmouth Greenpot

mine has been shown to a St. John Tele-

graph reporter by Mr. Henderson, the

secretary of the company. It weighed 42

ounces—four ounces le.-s than the last speci-

men from that mine exhibited, but is much
purer—and is worth in the neighbourhood of

.$800. The compiny intend shortly putting

in machinery that will crush fifteen tons a

day instead of three as at present; this can

be done at but trifling cost, and with but

few additional hands. The prospects of this

mine are said to be excellent.

The Halifax Mail says.—The Tangier gold
field is being rapidly developed, and promises
to be one of the richest in the province. A
few days since a son of Mr. Timothy Archi-
bald, who owns and runs the line of stage-

coaches that runs to the eastward, discover-

ed a lead near Salmon River, in the Tangier
district, which is thirty-three inches in

width, and from the indications given by
boulders on the surface, and by quartz taken
just below, will prove of unusual richness.

A cojnpany has been formercd to work the
new mine, and operations will be vigorously
pushed. Anoth r lead, thirty-six inches
wide, has also been recently discovered in

the same district. Surface samples that
have been taken out, crushed, and assayed
show an average yield of ten pennyweights
to the ton. A handsome brick of gold,
valued at $1, 100, was shown us to-day. It

was taken from the mine at Moose river,

owned by Messrs. J. R. Johnson and W. G.
Cole. Tin's mine is yielding very fair returns,

and this last cru-hing is the result of thirty

days' work for five men.
From Pictou six thousand and twenty tons

of coalwereshippcdlastwcek.makingthe total

shipments to date 231,708, Following are the
figures:— Halifax, 171

;
Acadia, 1,106; In-

tercolonial, 2.259; Vale Co., 2,482; total

0,020. Total to date— Halifax, 86,202 ; Aca-
dia Co., 46,791 ; Intercolonial Co., 49,627 ;

Vale Co., 40,082 ; total 231, 70S.

Word comes that the Lake George, N. B.,

Antimony Mining and Smelting Co. have
struck a large vein of silver ore, the speci-

mens shown being very rich. This mine is

employing from 25 to 50 persons, and has
made two shipments of very pure ore to Great
Britain lately ; and that Mr. Hibbard's mine
has been sold to the Hibbard Antimony Min-
ing Company for $200,000, one half paid in

cash and the other half in the stock of the
company.
A largo mineral belt has been discovered in

Cape Breton, between Marble Mountain and
Malawatch, in which gold, silver and copper
are found.

In the Province of Quebec, the discovery
of a gold nugget weighing six ounces is re-
ported from the Delery concession, River
Gilbert. Mr. Delery has formed a new com-
pany to work the precious metal, under the
name of the East Branch Gold Mining Com-
pany. Copper mining is also profitably car-
ried on in the Province.
A glance at the Ottawa Valley shows, ac-

cording to a sketch recently furnished by Mr.
Garret, a trust-worthy geologist residing at
Ottawa, that a very large number of econo-
mic minerals are found in that val'ey. He
first refers to Apatite (phosphate of lime)
which is found in abundance in that region,
and as an economic fertilizer has developed
itself to such an extent as to claim the rank
of a staple and indispensable mineral. Year
by year it continues to be developed, and the
promise for the future is bright and substan-
tial.

Felspar is abundant. Mr. Garret thinks,
that as the grey variety which is important in
the manufacture of porcelain cbinaware,
manufactures might be established with pro-
fit, for the production of ceramic materials.
Plumbago, in large deposits has been

discovered and worked. The ores are rich in
pure and " dissimated " quality. Liberal
capital, labour and patience have been ex-
pended to carry forward this valuable enter-
prise, to perfect the manufacture, and it is

acknowledged, in pencil work particularly,
equal, if not sn penor to the best European
stock.

Molybdenum—a new species of graphite
was recently discovered in the County of

Renfrew and is now being brought into a com-
mercial position for export. The mar-
ket is limited and only for exportation,

at $1, 000 per ton. Its proclivities for

location is mostly confined to the neighbour-
hood of iron and plumbago.

Mr.Garret,aLso mentions as products of the
Ottawa Valley, nickel, (oxide), manganese,
baryta, (sulphate of lime), asbestos, bog iron

ore, iron pyrites, antimony, celestine or ston-

tia, copper, iron ore. silver, gold, soap stone,

syenite, or granite, mica, marble, peat, and
marl. Mining in the Ottawa region gives
employment to a large number of men.

Iron mining is becoming a large industry
in Madoc, Marmora, and further westward in

the range of townships extending toward
Lake Superior.

Gold has been discovered near Perth, which
yields $128 to the ton. The mine is situated
on a lot of one hundred acres, about seven-
teen miles from the town, and is the property
of W. Hicks, who, with several other gen-
tlemen, are arranging to develops it.

The lake Superior region is well known to

be rich in silver, gold and copper.
From the region near the Lake of the

Woods, it is reported that Mr. E, Faye, an
engineer lately in the employ of the Pacific

Railway has found specimens of rich gold
bearing quartz. Some of the nuggets were
as large as peas, while in much of the quartz
the "flower gold" showed the glittering

particles profusely all through. Mr. Faye
reports the discovery of silver, copper and
asbestos. The mineral is found chiefly on
the rocky islands, which are interspersed
throughout the lake.

Those discoveries were made near Rat
Portage. Mr. Faye has obtained 25 cents'

worth of gold from three- fourths of a pound
of ore, which is equal to $666 per ton, and
there is every reason to believe that the cold
mines in the that section will pan out fully

as well as its discoverers are led to believe.

In the North-west Territories coal is found
in abundance ; and towards the Rocky
Mountains, gold in sufficient paying quanti-
ties has been already obtained. Passing on
to British Columbia—that Province is rich
in gold, silver and other valuable minerals.
When to this is added our salt and petrol-

eum springs, it is evident that the Dominion
of Canada has, within itself, enough mineral
wealth which only needs development, to

add immensely to the producing industries

of the country.

NOTES FROM GEORGIAN BAY.

Lust week we intended visiting the saw

mills at Midland and vicinity before they

closed down for the season, but found that

time did not permit the trip to be extended

farther than the Waubaushene and Severn

mills. The latter mills closed on Thursday,

the 21st inst., to allow the men to go to

camp for winter operations. The past sea-

son's work at the Severn mills has been sat-

isfactory. There is yet on hand in the mill

yard about 6 million feet of lumber. Pro-

bably about S million fiet of this will be

transferred to Waubaushene docks before

the close of navigation. The Waubaushene

mills were in full operation, and likely to

continue at work for two weeks yet or long-

er, as a fuither supply of logs is expected.

The mills are situate at the mouth of Mat-

chedash Bay, on the Midland Railway,

which has six tiacks running through the

mill yard, and a leadiug track extending

along the dock, where barges unload lumber

intended to be conveyed by railway from

the Severn mills, about four miles distant.

This extensive and complete establishment,

which gives employment to over 150 men,

during the summer season, is a pattern of

neatness and convenience. A church and

schoolhouse have been erected by the Com-

pany (Hon. W. Hodge & Co., New York,)

for the accommodation of the workmen.

Similar accommodation is provided by the

Company at. the S-vetn mills, which also

gives employment to over 150 men. The

Company have also erected a large building,

with 26 bedrooms, for the use of parties

having business to transact at the mills, as

well as fer transient travellers. This is

named "The Duukiu House," which, as its

name indicates, is a temperance hotel. The

temperance principle extends over the whole

Company's works, it being a stipulation with

employees, when engaged, that they shall

abstain from intoxicating drinks while in the

Company's service. The present landlord of

" the Dunkin House," is Mr Perkins,

measurer and culler. He keeps an excellent

house, at the ordinary charge of $ 1.00 per

day.

It may be noticed here that the Waubau-
shene establishment is head quarters of

several extensive saw mills on the East

coast of the Georgian Bay, incorporated about

ten years ago, at the instance of the Hon.

Mr. Dodge, of New York, and others, under

the names of the Collingwood Lumber

Co. (at present under the management of

Mr. D. G. Cooper ;) the Georgian Bay

Lumber Co., (including the Waubaushene

and Severn Mills, under the management of

Mr. T. W. Buck ;) the Parry Sound Lumber

Co. (mills at Parry Sound, since sold to J.

C. Miller, Esq.,) and the M&ganetawan

Lumber Co., under the management of Mr.

J. H. Buck. The general supervision of

the whole concern is vested in Mr. T. W.
Buck, Waubaushene, who has proved himself

a very capable manager. We had not the

pleasure of seeing Mr. Buck on this trip.

Besides the powerful propeller Maganet-

awan and the tug Hayes, the Company bave

a handsome steam yacht, which when in

port is protected from the weather by an

enclosed shed built alongside the dock.

Preparations are being made to have another

st' am tug, 90 feet keel, built this winter.

Erich establishment belonging to the Com-
pany is provided with a well-appointed ma-

chine shop, so that everything is kept in the

very best repair. The manager's residence

—a handsome mansion—is built on a rising

ground, a short distance sooth, commarding
a complete view of the bay and mills. The

office and general store are near by the mills,

and together with the workmen's residences,

make quite a village, Every branch of the

work is thoroughly systematized, so that,

for instance, if a sale of lumber is made, the

manager can tell, from the reports sent in to

him, where a certain pile stands, its quality,

etc., without leaving his office.

To give some idea of the extent of the

business done at this place, it may be stated

that one day lately there were one hundred

and six cars of lumber and cquare timber in

the yard consigned to points over the Mid-

land Railway, principally for eastern mar-

kets.

Wages during the summer range from $25

to $35 per month—paid, the workmen say,

promptly and regularly. In the woods at

present, wages range from $15 to $18, so

that the rate during winter, with board, is

equal to the summer rate, without board.

Towards Midland, along the railway, are

Tanner s mills and Christie's mills, each of a

capacity of turning out 25,000 to 30,000 feet

per day, and Power's mills,—capacity 75,-

000 feet per day.

On the Midland Railway, towards Onllia,

is Mr. Ross's mill, at Fesserton, about two

miles east of Waubaushene. This mill has

a capacity of about 25,000 feet per day.

At Coldwater is the shingle mill of Mr.

Lovering, and [that of Messrs. Hall 4 Co.

They turn out a large quantity of shingles

each year.

At the Alma station, another mill ha

just been put up by Messrs. Wyley k Tait

When it is completed, which it will be in a

month or six weeks, its capacity will be

25,000 feet daily, besides two shingle ma-

chines, capable of cutting 40,000 ptr ikm.

There is also a lath machine attached. Mr.

Wylcy will have the management of the

working of the establishment, and as there

is a co. d supply of timber convenient, will

be likely to make the concern pay well.

A little farther east is Mr. Haddin's mill,

and at Utoff station, another mill, run by
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Mr. Overend, both are doing a good busi-

ness. Although the woods in the neighbor-

hood were worked over by lumbermen ten

years ago, there will be found enough tim"

ber to keep these mills running for eight or

ten years yet. Reaching Orillia, we come

to Andrew Tait's mills, with a capacity of

25,000, and two shingle machines of a capa.

city of 40,000 per diem. A local paper, re-

cently referring to this mill, saya :

—

Mr. Tait came here some fourteen or fif-

teen years ago, and started a little shingle

mill on the premises still occupied by him,

and by industry, perseverance, and business

tact he has succeeded in bringing up his

trade to its present dimensions. Visiting

the establishment a few days ago, we found

a large number of workmen employed in the

various departments of bringing up timber

to the saws, to be cut into boards, shingles,

and square timber, measuring, piling, ship-

ping, etc., the machinery used enabling the

men to do their work with great despatch.

But though Mr. Tait does an extensive lum-

ber business in his own mills (for he has

several), yet he passes, possibly, as much
through his hands as an agent, and thereby

considerably increases his income. It is in

this way of turning over large quantities of

stuff, rather than by large profits that Mr.
Tait makes money, for, after all, the large

profits talked of in the lumbering trade, are

more imaginary than real.

OUR QUEBEC LETTER.

THE LUMBER TRADE—THE GREAT SALE OF

CROWN LANDS—ENGAGING MEN FOR THE

SHANTIES—NEXT YEAR'S SUPPLY—PRICES

CURRENT.

Quebec, 25th Oct.—The most important

event in the timber trade since the date of

my last letter, is undoubtedly the recent

great sale of timber limits by the Crown

Lands of the Local Government. It is an

encouraging sign to those engaged in lumber,

that the prices obtained were much higher

than have been paid for many years past.

Nor can these prices be attributed in my
estimation to any sudden excitement in the

minds of buyers from the competition of the

auction, or even from extravagant and spec-

ulative anticipations of further improvement

in trade. The attendance at the sale in-

cluded all the best known lumbermen

from the districts of the Ottawa, Three

Rivers, Quebec, and St. John N. B. The

purchasers were principally found to be of

the most cautious, conservative, and ex-

perienced operators of the country. Most of

them had either personally investigated the

limits upon which they bid, or possessed

confidential information from explorers em-

ployed by them. Close observers at the sale

noticed that some of the lots sold were

knocked down to parties, who were un-

doubtedly buying for leading capitalists sit-

ting near them. Several of such were pre-

sent ; — well-known business men, who
though not actually engaged in lumbering

operations themselves, have been in the

habit of advancing large amounts to

those actually engaged in the trade.

Larger prices than would have been

otherwise realized, were doubtless in

some degree obtained by the prevalence of

the impression that the pine limits offered at

this auction were amongst the iast really

first class wooded lands remaining in the
hands of the Government of Quebec. Three
hundred and forty-five dollars a mile is un-
doubtedly a big price, but there are in the
trade very few who would care to insinuate

that the money paid for the lands in block
"A" of the Upper Ottawa Agency is too
high. If the reports of the railway survey-

ing party which explored this portion of the
forest some ten years ago are to be credited,

moot of the purchasers of these lots will

realize fortunes out of them. For some few
years to come they can of course look for no
return, their lumber being in the main,
quite inaccessible. The Federal Government
will have to be looked to, for improvements
in the streams ; but as the pine becomes more
scarce, these improvements will have to be
made as a matter of course. It is too, by no

means improbable, that some of these lands

will be partially opened up by the contem-
plated extensions of the various lines of rail-

ways in the district of Ottawa. Speaking of

railways reminds me of the fact that several

operators in the Ottawa district are seeking
to make terms with
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for the conveyance of their lumber to Quebec
next season, by this line, instead of by water.

I do not think it necessary to give here

the prices obtained and the names of the

purchasers at the Local Government sale of

timber limits, since they have all been pub-

lished In the daily papers. The Provincial

Treasury has been swelled by the sale

to the extent of some $262,000. Whether
or not the Honorable Commissioner of Crown
Lands has served the interests of Quebec's

future by throwing all these valuable lots

into the market together, will be judged of

better hereafter than now. The trade has

certainly no ground of complaint in the

matter, sinoe no one apprehends another

glut in the market.

SHANTYMEN.

The local timber brokers and agents of

western lumbermen are busy engaging

shantymen. This is a much less easy matter
this fall than it has been for some years

past. Fortunately for themselves, and con-

sequently for general business, the number
of unemployed workmen is now much
less than it has ever been since the com-
mencement of the late financial depres-

sion. Some hundreds of men have
been already sent to the bush from this

city and ninety more leave to-night. Of
these, the greatest number are bound for the

oak forests of Ohio and Michigan. Wages
run from $24 per month for hewers to $45
and $46 for broad axe men. Almost all of

this batch are French Canadians. After

this date it will be difficult to engage many
many more shantymen here this winter.

SALES AND PRICES CURRENT.

Within the past week or ten days a great

many sales have been made for future

delivery. Something like 500,000 feet of

oak have been sold in various lots at the

undermentioned prices :

—

Oak, Ohio, 70 feet, average 50 cents.
" Michigan, 60 ft. " 48 cents.
" Canada, 60 ft. " 45 cents,

Nothing has been done here in pipe staves

since the date of m3' last letter. Quotations
remain as before. For West India, white
oak—$80 can be had on contract.

West India, red oak, could be sold

thick, for $74.

Board pine, 20 inch string, 33 cents. A
quantity has been contracted for ai this

price.

In elm and birch there is nothing doing.

Hickory, 45 feet average, commands 32
cents per cubic foot.

Black walnut is scarce and in demand.

Western ash, 14 inches and upwards, 32
cents.

MINING NOTES.

Mining intelligence just now is almost nil.

The rights of the Canada Gold Mining Co.
in Beauce have been bought up by Mr. De
Lery and others, who are forming themselves
into a new Co. A large development is looked
for nextyear in the phosphateindustry.owing
to Canada's wealth in that direction having
attracted the favourable attention of French
capitalists.

THE CREDIT FONCIER.

The capital stock of this institution has all

been subscribed in France, and Mr. Thors,
Assistant Manager of the Bank of Paris has
arrived here to enquire into the resources of

the country and report upon the advisability

of increasing the capital to 50,000,000 francs.

Money is certainly cheap enough here at

present, but this influx of foreign capital

will doubtless cause a further reduction of

one to two per cent.

THE SEASON OF NAVIGATION.

will be closed here in about a fortnight

Already the ship labourers are leaving to

seek employment for the winter in the
southern ports.

Stadacona.

The Brockville lumber shippers have pre-

sented a beautiful epergne to Mr. J. A,
McKinnon.

Mr. Milne, of the township of Scarboro',

whose saw mill was destroyed by fire last

week, estimates his loss at $22,000, on which
the insurance is only $2,000. He will com-
mence re-building at once.

OUR PARRY SOUND LETTER.

active OPERATIONS—BHIPfUra—STKAM BAR'

OES—LUMBER CAMPS.

Parry Sound, Oct. 23, 1880.

The season's operations, as far as sawing

is concerned, arc diawing to a close, but yet

considerable remains to be done. To expe-

dite shipping, J. C. Miller, Kyq., M. P. P.,

has purchased a steam barge and schooner

rigged consort. They will carry about

700,000 feet of lumber, each trip, and left

this week with a full cargo for Tonawanda.

Men are at work in the woods getting out

next season's stock.

The Ontario Bank is estimated to takeout

seven million feet direct, this ensuing

winter, and three millions under contract by

Messrs. S. & J. Armstrong, of McKellar,

lumber jobbers.

J. C. Miller, Parry Sound Lumber Co.,

will take out with his own men about ten

million feet, and per Messrs. Armstrong,

three millions, which is about the same quan-

tity he took out last winter.

The Maganetewan Lumber Co., Byng In-

let, (J. H. Buck, Manager), will, with their

own men, take out about eight million, and

by Messrs. Armstrong, in the Townships of

McKenzie, Hagerman, Ferrie and Croft,

about six millions. Mr. Isaac Coekburn

will take out about five million feet for the

same company, via Doc Like, and Magan-

etawan River.

Mr. Wm. Beattie, Parry Sound, will take

out with his own men about three million,

in the Township of MoDougall, and by

Messrs. Armstrong, in the Township of

McKellar, about one million.

Mr. O. F. Wright, of Barrie, is operat-

ing in the Townships of McKellar, Mc-

Dougall and Smith taking out piue. He
also has a gang of men at work
taking out oak. The oak after being drawn
to Parry Sound on sleighs, will be shipped
thence by water without transhipment to

Quebec.
Mr. Wright has two gangs of men at work

taking down board timber by the Shawanaga
river.

Mr. Lewis Stiller, is also taking out three

million feet, by the same river, for Mr.
Beck, of Penetang.

Operations are also progressing in Moon
river.

Mr. Neagle is taking out board timber on
South river emptying into Lake Nipissing,

this will come by French river, the first raft

by that route came down last season.

Messrs. McDougall & Smith are operating

on the north shore of Lake Nipissing where
there is some fine timber.

Messrs. Armstrong have five camps, with
about 120 men at work.
Wages range at from $12 to $18 per month,

hewers from $35 to $40.
Seguin.

FROM MIRAMICHI.

Our Chatham, Miramichi, correspondent

states that shipping continues brisk from

the different stations on the Miramichi river.

Notwithstanding the large number of logs

" hung up" but very few ships have been

delayed in loading.

The stocks of deals at the different mills

are much less than they have been for many
years, and there are yet expected to arrive,

some 15 or 20 vessels, which will still fur-

ther reduce the winter stock. Had all last

winter's logs been brought to the mills and

been sawed up, the stock remaining to be

held over would fall far short of what it has

been ior many seasons pasb. Tne lumber

trade has never been better than at present

here.

Large numbers of lodging parties have
been in the uoods for s. me time, and many
are jutt preparing to go (Oct. 22nd.) Log-
ging will be carried on more extensively this

winter than last, but our merchants will

have to act with great caution iu making
contracts owing to the uncertainty of getting

logs to market thesame season they are cut.

This arises from the fact that the greater

portion of the logs are now cut on a suaall

stream far from the main water* of the Mira-
michi, and in spring especially, when there

is not much snow, mt was the emse last

winter, the water is so fccirce that thousand*
have to remain until the fall rains.

About 10,000,000 feet of last month's logs

are expected at the rafting ground this weet,
some of which may be down to the mills

next week, but few of them will likely be

cut this fall, if not absolutely required to

make up cargoes.

The recent rains have caused St. John river

to rise five feet, and the gain of lozs at Grand
Falls has been in consequence broken. A
considerable quantity of timber has also been
set free on the Miramichi river.

A young Mecklenburg noble went recent-

ly to Monaco with an old family servant, and
won at a sitt ng $60,000. Judge his amaze-
ment when on the next morning the old and
trussed servant was nowhere to be found,

having fled and taken the money with him.

The man, it was presently discovered, had
taken the money to thejyoung noble's home,
that it might be safely out of harm'B way.

REID & CO., WHOLESALE LUM-
BER DEALERS. Lumber, lath, shingles.

Car lots to suit customers. Best culls in the mar-
ket for from $6 to 87 per M.
Office on Dock—Esplanade, foot of Sherbourne

Street, Toronto. 2in

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

fTHE PARTNERSHIP HERETO-
J FORE existing between Gf.o. Bksooiqh and Wm.
Dingman, as Machinery Brokers, has this day been
dissolved bv mutual consent. All accounts will be
settled, and the business carried on by Geo. Ben-
gough under the name and style of Wm. Dingman ft

Co.
Geo Bkdgocob,
WM. DlKGMAS,

Witness : Ed. E. King.

LAUDER & THORNTON MFC CO
MANUFACTURERS OF

Steam&auges,Vacuum Gauges
ENGINEERS* & PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS, &C.

98 Adelaide Street Kast, Toronto.

Steam Gauges correctly tested and repiired.

2-5in

Ontario Agricultural College.

TENDER FOR COAL.

Scaled Tenders wiil be received by the under-

signed until the evening of Friday, the 5tfi of No-
vember for the following supplies for the Ontario

Agricultural Coll ;ge, Guelph :

—

200 TONS SOFT COAL.
50 TONS HARD COAL,

The Stove coal to be Scranton or Pittston. The
tenderer to uame varieties an 1 prices of Soft coals.

Coal to be well screened, and free from slack, and to

be delivered satisfactorily at the Institution as re-

quired during the month of November. For forms
and conditions of tender apply to

JAMES MILLS,
President.

Guelph, Oct. 23rd, 1SS0. 1.

Andrew Mercer Ontario Reforma-
tory for Females.

Tender for Labour of Inmates

Offers addressed to the undersigned will be re-

ceived up to noon of

WEDNESDAY, lOtn NOVEMBER,
for leasing for a term of five years the labour of

fifty or more of the adult female prisoners committed
to 'the REFORMATORY FOR FEMALES, TORON-
TO, together with the reqaisite amount i f shop
space, properly heated and lighted, which is all the
Government will furnish.

Tenderers will require to state the number of

prisoners required, the exact nature of the iudustry
it is proposed to carry on, and the amount of shop-
room required. The "highest or any tender not ne-

cessarily accepted.
The shops and premises may be seen anv day, be-

tween the hours of two and five p.ni., and any fur-

ther information may be obtained from the under-

J. W. LANGMCIR,
Inspector of Prisons anJ Public Charities.

Parliament Buildings, ?

Toronto, 26th Oct., 1SS0. J 2
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King of the Cannibal Islands.

A TALK WITH THE GOVERNOR OF THE ISLANDS

OF FIJI.

The newly-appointed governor of the Fiji

islands, George W. Des Vceaux, and staff

rrrived from England a few days since. He
left this city yesterday en route for the Fiji

island. A reporter for the Graphic called

upon Gov. Vceaux at the Fifth avenue hotel

and obtained much interesting information

concerning that almost unknown and great-

ly misrepresented group of islands. Of the

present condition of the Fijis and their com-
mercial relations with other countries the

governor said he could speak from person-

al knowledge, having spent many months
there.

"To begin with," he said, "I will say

that the natives are no longer cannibals, but
all of them are civilized and Christians. The
islands since 1874 have been under British

rule, the ex-King Cakoban having ceded his

domains to Queen Victoria, only asking in

return that England take future control of

them. Since that time great prosperity has

been the result. Our farmers received the

gold medal at the Centennial exhibition, the

Paris exhibition, and at the Sydney exhibi-

tion for Sea Island cotton. They also took

the gold medal for coffee at the late Sydney
exhibition. The growth of cotton has only
been recently introduced on the islands, but
is making great strides. In the production
of sugar much progress has been made, and
in the next few years large crops will be ex-

ported. A Sydney corporation has recently

invested £1-50,000 in sugar plantations, and
it is expected that other companies will fol-

low, the climate being excellent for the

growth of sugar cane. There are many
thousands of acres of land on the larger is-

lands set apart for the production of cocoa-

nuts, and quite a trade has been established

with the Sidney and Australian colonies.

The copra, which is really the meat of the

cooanut, is valuable and turned into oil.

The coffee yield in the third year after plan-

tation is excellent and has, in many in-

stances, flowered in the second year. The
labour market is all that is needed. The
government does not encourage the employ-
ment of native labour at a distanco

from their homes, as it tends to decrease

the population of the Islands. Abun-
dant labour can be obtained through the

government from the Solomon islands and
New Hebrides at a very cheap rate. The
cost to the planter with food is less than Is.

per day. Emigration has lately been started

with the Indian colonies, so as to provide
for any demand that may be made by reason
of the extra cultivation of land. These la-

bourers are generally engaged for three

years, and receive their pay at one time, at

the end of the contract, which cannot exceed
that period. Then they are sent home, and
if they choose to return they can do so after

a limited time. They are paid through the
government, and the only cost to the planter
in the three years is the price of the importa-
tion and return of the men.

"Trade, in various commercial produc-
tions, is growing rapidly, and in the next
year or two it is expected to be still more
enlarged. The revenue returns, before the
Islands were ceded to the English govern-
ment, amounted to about £13,000. In 1878,
after four years of the present administra-
tion, the returns footed up £70,000, and
last year £90,000. The white population
now numbers a little over 2,000, and the
native 100,000. Last year the births ex-

ceeded the deaths to a large degree. The
area of the Islands is about 80,000 acres, and
the inhabited part is greater than the whole
of the West Indies. The largest and repre-

sentative island is Fiti Levu, about the size

of Jamaica, and the second of importance,
Suva, similar to that of Porto Rico. The
climate is wonderfully good for that of a

• tropical country, and there is an utter ab-

sence of malarial fever, the only disease be-

ing dysentery, occasioned by poor living,

and drinking to excess. The natives are by
no means of an indolent disposition as one
would imagine. A large number of them
employ themselves in cultivating cotton or
cocoanuts on their own account, and as a
whole, are a peaceable race. There are no
European soldiers on the islands outside of

those attached to the government depart-

ment. The Islands are dividod into ten pro-

vinces, and each is governed by a sub-gover-
nor, or roka, as they are termed. These arc
assisted by the advice of a European magis-
trate. They make a return of about £20,000
to the government yearly on account of

expenses. The colony is self-supporting,

and pays for a mail between Sydney and
Viti Levu,

" Cannibalism is a thing of the past. No
more of it is seen or ever will be heard of

again. The natives have become Christians

through the agency of the Wesleyan
churches and the Roman Catholic mission-

aries. In 1876 there were some ten thou-

sand cannibals, who chiefly resided in the

mountainous interior of the Viti Levu.

They committed serious outrages upon the

coast natives, and to-day all of them are as

peacable and as loyal as one could wish them
to be.

Bathing.

It is important to recognize that the only

virtues of water as used by the bather are

two—namely, its value as a cleansing agent,

and as a surface stimulant. In this last ca-

pacity it simply acts as a medium affecting

the temperature of the part to which it is

applied, or which is immersed in it. Right
views of the fact in reference to this matter
are important, as there can be no question

that some persons overrate the uses of cold

water, and run considerable risks in their

pursuit of them. Every beneficial action

that can be exerted by a bath is secured by
simply dipping in the sea, or a very moder-
ate affusion of cold water I Except in cases

of high fever, when it is desired to reduce
the heat of the body by prolonged contact
with cold, a bath of any considerable dura-
tion is likely to be injurious. Then, again,

it is necessary to recognize the risk of sud-
denly driving the blood from the surface in

upon the organs. The " plunge," or "dip,"
or "shower," or "douche," is intended to

produce a momentary depression of the tem-
perature of the surface in the hope of occa-

sioning a reaction which will bring the
blood back to the surface with increased vi-

gour, and almost instantly. If this return

does not take place ; if, in a word, redness
of the skin is not a very rapid consequence
of the immersion, it is impossible that the
bath can have been useful, and in nine cases

out of ten, when the surface is left white or

cold, it does harm. The measure of value is

the redness which ensues promptly after the
bath, and this reaction should be produced
without the need of much friction, or the
bath is not worth taking.

Water Telescopes for Watching the

Movements of Fish.

I have read somewhere a good account of

water telescopes. I think it is in Galton's
"Art of Travelling," which is full of infor-

mation. I also, when a student, read of

there being used on some engineering work.
I think it was during the improvement of

the Thannon over thirty years ago. The
principle is that you can see plainly to a great

depth in water, especially if the bottom of

the sea or river is of a light colour, if the sur-

face is perfectly smooth. On a perfectly calm
day, when the surface of the sea was like a
mirror, 1 have seen scallops netted at Port
Magee, Valencia, in from three to four fa-

thoms of water, and on other occasions, on the

west coast I have plainly studied the bottom
of the sea to a fdr greater depth, while fisher-

men have told kne that on such calm days
they have seen the bottom in over forty or

fifty fathoms. Such calm days are of rare

occurrence, and if there is the least ripple on
the surface you cannot see into the water.

The use of the telescope, therefore, is to get
below the disturbed surface into solid water.

I made a water-telescope that 1 found very
effective. It was a tin map case, about three
inches in diameter, and about three and a half
feet long. I took off the top and knocked out
the bottom, and looked through the tube
when the end was about a foot, or a foot and
a half below the surface. I had no glass in it,

but a glass might be an advantage, as it

would keep a column of air in the tube, and
thus prevent the water oscillating in it. I

would like to know to what depth the Nor-
wegian fishermen can see. The water in their

fiords is very clear, like the water off the
west coast of Ireland, into which you can see,

for much greater depths than into the water
off the east coast. In fact, when the tide is

on " flow" in the Irish Sea it is rarely possi-

ble that you can see down into it anywhere
within half a mile of the coast, as the "tidal
current" and the usual " ground swell" keep
it dirty. On this account I am afraid the
telescope might not be as effective as it ought
to be in the localities mentioned by Dr.
Buckland.

The French Government has cut off the
usual allowance of 8,000 f. or 10,000f. to the
Reformed Chureh of France for the forma-
tion of new parishes. The Chambers will

be asked to renew the grant.

The Sound of Thunder.

The next remarkable feature of the storm
is the thunder, corresponding, of course, on
the large scale, to the snap of an electric

spark. Here we are on comparatively sure
ground, for sound is much more thoroughly
understood than is electricity. We speak
habitually and without exaggeratiou of the
crash of thunder, the rolliny of thunder, and
of a peal of thunder ; and various other terms
will suggest themselves to you as being aptly

employed in different cases. All of the ;e

are easily explained by known properties of

sound. The origin of the sound is, in all

cases, to be be looked for in the instantane-

ous and violent dilatation of the air along
the track of the lightning-flash, partly, no
doubt, due to the disruptive effects of elec-

tricity of which I have already spoken, but
mainly due to the excessive rise of tempera-
ture which renders the air for a moment so

brilliantly incandescent. There is thus an
extremely sudden compression of the air all

round the track of the spark, and a less sud-
den, but still rapid, rush of the air into the
partial vacuum which it produces. Thus
the sound-wave produced must at first be of

the nature of a bore or breaker. But as
such a state of motion is unstable, after pro-

ceeding a moderate distance the sound be-

comes analogous to other loud but less violent

sounds, such as those of the discharge of

guns. Were there few clouds, were the air

of nearly universal density, and the flash a

short one, this would completely describe

the phenomenon, and we should have a
thunder crash or thunder . / according to

the greater or less proximity of the seat of

discharge. But, as has long been well

known, not merely clouds but surfaces of

separation of masses of air of different densi-

ty, such as constantly occur in thunder
storms, reflect vibrations in the air ; and thus
we may have many successive echoes, pro-

longing the original sound. But there is

another cause, often more efficient than
these. When the flash is a long one, all its

parts being nearly equidistant from the

observer, he hears the sound from all these

parts simultaneously ; but if its parts be at

very different distances from him, he hears

successively the sounds from portions fur-

ther and further distant from him. If the
flash bo much zig-zagged, long portions of

its course may run at one and the same dis-

tance from him, and the sonnds from these

arrive simultaneously at his ear. Thus we
have no difficulty in accounting for the roll-

ing and pealing of thunder. It is, in fact, a

mere consequence, sometimes of the reflec-

tion of sound, sometimes of the finite veloci-

ty with which it is promulgated. The usual

rough estimate of five seconds to a mile is

near enough to the truth for all ordinary
calculation of the distance of a flash from
the observer. The extreme distance at

which thunder is heard is not great, when
we consider the frequent great intensity of

the sound. No trustworthy observation

gives in general more than about 9 or 10

miles, though there are cases in which it is

possible that it may have been heard 14

miles off. But the discharge of a single

cannon is often heard at 50 mile, and the
noise of a siege or naval engagement has

certainly been heard at a distance of much
more than a hundred miles. There are two
reasons for this : the first depends upon the

extreme suddenness of the production of

thunder; the second, and perhaps the most
effective, on the excessive variations of

density in the atmosphere, which are invari-

ably associated with a thunder-storm. In
certain cases thunder has been propagated,
for moderate distances from its apparent
source, with a velocity far exceeding that of

ordinary sounds. This used to be attributed

to the extreme suddenness of its production ;

but it is not easy, if we adopt this hypothe-
sis, to see why it should not occur in all

cases. Sir W. Thomson has supplied a very
different explanation, which requires no un-

usual velocity of sound, because it asserts

the production of the sound simultaneously
at all parts of the air between the ground
and the cloud from which the lightning is

discharged.

Mk, Mackay, the Bonanza millionaire, is

said to have become morose and suspicious,

so many adventurers and impostors having
practiced on him that he has lost faith in

human nature.

It makes a mother's heart revert to her
younger days when she comes into the par-

lour next morning after her daughter's beau
has been round, and iinds only one chair in

front of the fireplace and the others sitting

along the wall as if they hadn't been touched
for three years.

Big Farms on the Pacific Coast-

The " Mammoth Farm," of the Blacklock
Wheat Growing Company of Washington
Territory, comprises 60,000 acres of wheat
land, of which 25,000 acres are fenced.

Ground has been broken for a crop which is

expected to foot up between 300,000 and
400,000 bushels.

Another large farm is that of Dr. Hugh-J.
Glenn, of California. It is in the Sacra-

mento Valley, and comprises 65,000 acres,

of which 45,000 acres were in wheat this

year. The owner had provided 350,00Q_

sacks, each holding 140 pounds, but at hut
reports they promised to be unequal to the
task of holding the crop. Dr. Glenn has his

own machine shops, blacksmith shop, saw
and planing mills, etc. He manufactures
his own waggons, separators, headers, har-

rows, and nearly all the machinery and im-
plements used. He has employed 50 men in

seeding and 150 in harvest, 200 head of

horses and mules, 55 grain headers and other
waggons, 150 sets of harness, 12 twelve-
foot headers, 5 sulky hay rakes, 12 eight-

mule cultivators, 4 Gem seed sowers, 8
Buckeye drills, 8 mowers, 1 forty-eight inch
separator, 36 feet long and 134 feet high,

with a capacity of 10 bushels per minute ; 1

forty-inch separator, 36 feet long ; 2 forty-

feet elevators for self-feeder, 1 steam barley
or feed mill, and 2 twenty horse power
engines. The forty-eight inch separator

thrashed, on the 8th of August, 1879, 5,779
bushels of wheat.

Hysteria.

Hysteria is by no means confined to wo-
men, for one of the worst attacks which I

have witnessed occurred in a man. This
gentleman one day found he had lost his all,

and on returning home, he became the

victim of laughing and crying, until sheer
exhaustion brought an end to the attack.

This was quite involuntary. But it might
be remarked that even in hysteria such a
thing as fashion prevails, snowing that a
certain power of restraint may be used.
When I was a boy, hysteria was the fashion ;

and if during conversation any remark was
made to touch a lady's sensibilities, she
would clinch her hands, make a wry face,

her eyelids would undergo a rapid vibration,

she would give a sob or two, and sink from
her chair. The cure was accomplished by
throwing cold water over her face ; and if

this encroached on her neck or wetted her
dress, the cure was very sudden and com-
plete. During church service, it was the

usual practice to have a young lady carried

out ; but I think as a rule she belonged to

an inferior class, whose kind of work during
the week did not allow them to play dress-

making tricks with themselves on a Sun-
day ; for if I remember rightly the cure was
effected in their case by the call for a pen-

knife. This was used to loosen the body-
armor, when a loud explosion took place,

followed by a deep sign and a speedy re-

covery of the patient. So fashionable was
fainting or hysterics in church, that I have
a lively remembrance of a young lady who
had a weekly attack, and was often carried

out by a gentleman in the next pew. As
these two were afterward married, I appre-
hend that this was one mode of courtship. I

am only too thankful to think, for the peace
of other people, that this method of forcing

matrimony has gone out.

Disappearance of a Railway Train.

For a railway train to be lost, to entirely

disappear, would seem to be almost impos-
sible, yet this curious casualty has actually

happened in the United States to the Kan-
sas Pacific Railway, which has spent $2500
in searching for the runaway, and has at last

given it up in despair. About 100 miles

west of Kansas city, the line runs through a
place called Monatony, which was visited

some time ago by a terrible storm and water-

spout, over 600 feet of track having been
washed away. The adjacent neighbour-

hood, which consisted of huge roiling prai-

rie, was eight feet under water, and it is

conjectured that the locomotive waggons (it

luckily not being a passenger train) were
carried away and buried under a landslip.

This is the second time of such an occur-

rence, an engine having been lost in a quick-

sand at Kiown Creek in ISIS.

"How musically his hoof-beats sound 1"

exclaimed an enthusiastic lover of the turf,

as St. Julien speeded around the course at

Brighton last week. "Yes," replied his

matter-of-fact companion; "he is beating

time,'
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A New Oil Monopoly.

A very powerfnl combination of western

capitalists has obtained control of the oil

producing country of California discovered

up to the present time, which consists of a

section of ths Coast Range mountains, five

hundred and fifty miles in length, stretching

from Santa Cruz to Santa Barbara and two

hundred thousand acres. For four years the

work of examining the region by experts

has been going on and is now completed,

and every spot giving indication of oil has

been secured. Part of the region was gov-

ernment lands and part of it has been leased

for twenty years from farmers and ranch own-

ers who had obtained possession. During
the last twelve years three parts of the oil-

bearing region have been partly developed by
various men, and the present monopoly is

the result of successful combination of the

original owners, who finally sold their inter-

ests to the three leading men : C. N. Felton,

ex-Assistant United States Treasurer, and
one of California's large capitalists

;
Lloyd

Tevis the president of Wells, Fargo & Co.

Express and Bank, and D. G. ScoSeld.

They have formed the Pacific Coast Oil Com-
pany, and under its control the California

oil country promises to be one of the great

important oilproducing regions of the world.

Daring the last sixmonths rapid strides have

been made in developing the region. Wells
have been sunk which show excellent re-

solts, machinery bought, works and refineries

constructed, pipe lines laid, barrel and cask

factories built, and with unlimited capital

enormous negotiations are effected for the

equipment in every respect ofa gigantic busi-

ness enterprise, which is probably deslined

to exert a strong influence upon the Penn-
sylvania district, and upon all existing oil

markets.
A short time ago Messrs. Felton, Tevis,

and Scofield bought the entire stock of the

company, and now have sole control of the

business. About twenty one " rigs
:

' for

drilling are now in process of construction,

and the development of the country will be

pushed as quickly as money can push it. The
last well which has been drilled was a fifty

barrel pumping wellin the SantaCruz district,

which was struck last week. The company
now has sixteen wells down in the region

which yield three hundred barrels daily, and
new wells are begun nearly every day. The
average per centum of lubricating oil gained

from the crude is seventy-five per centum,
which is a large average. The home market
at the present time absorbs all the oil that

the country can produce, but the amount
produced will soon run beyond the capacity

of the home market, which includes Califor-

nia, Nevada, and Oregon.
Touching the markets which the Pacific

Company claims for their oil, a few facts will

suggest the condition under which these men
enter into competition, with eastern oil pro"

ducers in the United States. California, Ore-

gon, and Nevada together consume 3,500,000

gallons yearly. Japan, which is from five

to six months sail " around the horn " from
New York, and thirty-five days' sail from
San Francisco, consumes 15,000,000 gallons

a year, China, which is fifty days' sail from
San Francisco,and Japan consumes 5,000,000

gallons a year
;
Jaya, sixty days from San

Francisco, and five or six months from New
York, consumes 5,000,000 gallons a year, and
Mexico, Australia, and the Sandwich Islands,

each large consumers, are also advantageous-

ly situated for the California trade.

Last year the production of the Pennysl-

vania region was nearly 20,000,000 barrels.

Nearly all the oil sent to China, and Japan
from this part of the United States, is carried

by ship around the Horn and the Cape of

Good Hope. The shorter voyage from Cali-

fornia is an immense advantage to the new
monopoly.

Fasting Horses.

To determine the capacity of horses to

undergo the privations incident to a state of

siege, a series of experiments were made
with these animals in Paris, some years ago.

The experiments proved (1) that a horse can

hold out for twenty-five days without any
solid nourishment, provided it is supplied

with sufficient and good drinking water. (2)

A horse can barely hold out for five days
without water. (3) If a horse is well fed

for ten days, but insufficiently provided
with water throughout the same period, it

will not outlive the eleventh day. One
horse, from which water had been entirely

withheld for three days, drank on the fourth

day sixty litres of water within three min-
utes. A horse which received no solid

nourishment for twelve days was neverthe-

less in a condition, on the twelfth day of its

Mt, to draw a load of 279 kilos.

USEFUL RECEIPTS.

The skin of a boiled egg is the most effi

cacious remedy that can be applied to a boil.

Peel it carefully, wet and apply it to th'

part affected. It will draw off the matter

and relieve the soreness in a few hours.

To Clarify Fat.—Cut into small pieces,

fat of either beef or mutton. Put into a

saucepan and cover the pieces with cold wa-
ter. Still nntil the water boils, skim care-

fully and allow to boil until the water has

all been discharged in vapour—the fat will

then be of the colour of salad oil—strain and
it will keep any length of time.

Apple Batter Pudding.—Four beaten

eggs, one pint of rich milk, two cups of

flour, one teaspoonful of salt, two even tex-

spoonfuls of baking powder. Peel and cor.'

eight ripe, tart apples ; put into a deep,

baking-dish ; fill the centre of each wi.h
sugar and pour the beaten batter over them.

Bake an hour and eat with cream and sugar,

flavoured with nutmeg or melon.

Good Apple Butter,—Boil a kettleful of

new cider until reduced two-thirds. Have
a quantity of tart, juicy apples pared, cored

and sliced, and put as many into the kettle

as the cider will cover. Cook slowly until

tender, skim out and put in a second supply

of apples. When tender turn all out and let

stand over-night. In the morning return to

the kettle and boil down until quite thick.

Add whatever spice you please. It requires

almost constant stirring,

Quince Preserves.—Pare, quarter, End
core, saving the skins and core. Just cover

the quarters of quince with cold water and
simmer until tender. Take out the pieoes

carefully, and lay on flat plptes. Add tin

parings, etc., to the watet cover tighily

and stew an hour. Strain through a jelly-

bag and to each pint of the juice add a

pound of granulated sugar. Boil, skim, add
the pieces of quince and boil gently 10 mi.i-

utes. Turn out and let stand over-nig t.

In the morning skim out the pieces, bod
up the syrup, put in tbe pieces, simmer
10 minutes, take out on to flat dishes :md

set in the sun, Let the syrup boil un'i! i

begins to jelly, then fill the glass cans Wo-
thirds full of the fruit and cover with the

syrup.

To Roast a Turkey.—Make a stuffin , of

bread crumbs, pepper, salt, and a little

piece of butter ; mix it lightly with an e.g.

Stuff the craw, Split it, and lay it down a

good distance from the fire, which shou'd

be clear and brisk. Dust it with flour, and

baste it with cold lard several times. When
done, serve it with its own gravy. Be sure

to skim the oil from the top of the gravy be-

fore serving it in the boat proper for its ap
pearance at table. If it be of a middle s'ze,

that is to say, seven or eight pounds in

weight, an hour and a quarter should be

allowed for roasting. The same directions

answer fcr baking in a stove, only the pro

cess is slower, and will require from two t

three hours, according to the tenderness < !

the flesh. If by any accident a turkey h is

been allowed to get stale or in the le;st

tainted, wash it thoroughly in vinegar and
water, in which a tablespoonful of bic u-

bonate of soda has been dissolved. It wi 1

remove all unpleasant taste and odour, and
render the flesh more tender.

A Singular Privilege,

Lord Kingsale and Lord Forster both en-

joy the singular privilege of standing cover-

ed in the presence of royalty. Lord Forster

obtained this concession from Henry VIII.,

but the right belonging to Lord Kings.de
dates from the reign of King John. It orig-

inated thus :—His aucestor, the Earl of Uls-

ter had a very stroeg arm, and one day, at

the desire of the King, he chopped a mas-
sive helmet in twain in presence of the

French Sovereign, King John was so

pleased at the feat that he desired him to

ask at his hands any favour that he pleased,

and the Earl replied that, as he had estates

and wealth enough, he wouid only ask for

himself the singular privilege referred to.

It is related that on one occasion at a

drawing-room George III. rather nettled at

the length of time the hat was kept on, re-

marked, that although he had no wish to

call in question Lord Kingsale's right to

wear it in his presence, still his lordship

might have remembered that there was a

lady (the Queen) in the room.

A Farmer's Creed.

At a recent farmer's convention held in

Providence, the following creed was adopt-

ed :

" Wo believe in small farms and through

ultivation ; we believe that the soil lives

10 eat, as well as the owner, and ought,

therefore, to be well manured ; we believe

in going to the bottom of this, and there-

fore deep ploughing, and enough of it ; all

the better if it be a subsoil plough ; we believe

in large crops, which leaves the land better

ihan they found it, making both the farm

and farmer rich at once ; we believe that

every farm should have a good farmer ; we
believe the fertilizer of any soil is a spirit

(J industry, enterprise, and intelligence

;

without these, lime, gypsum, and guano
would be of little use ; we believe in good
fences, good farmhouses, good orchards, and
good children enough to gather the fruit

;

we believe in a clean kitchen, a neat wife in

it, a clean cupboard, a clean dairy, and a

clean conscience ; we believe that to ask a

man's advice is not stooping, but of much
benefit ; we believe that to keep a place for

everything and everything in its place, saves

many a step, and is pretty sure to lead to

good tools and to keepin them inggood order ;

we believe that kindness to stock, like good

shelter, is saving of fodder ; we believe that

it is a good thing to keep an eye on experi-

ments and note all, good and bad ; we
believe that it is a good rule to sell grain

when it is ready ; we believe in producing

the best butter and cheese, and marketing it

when it is "ready."

Salt for Sheep.—It is said that in Spain

whenever sheep are kept in the neighbour-

hood of rock salt hills or sea salt and have

access to it, they thrive better than in other

•ituations, and in France the same thing is

found to exist in the neighbourhood of the

sea coasts and the salt works of the north,

sheep give more and better wool, and the

mutton is more highly esteemed than that

from other localities. Where it is given to

them when at pasture, the amount should

be from half an ounce to an ounce each,

daily ; and it is a well-known fact that sheep

never stray from an enclosure in which salt

and water are provided for them.

A telephone operator, when asked to say
grace at a dinner, the other day, horrified

party.inafitof absent-mindedness, by bowing
his head and shouting, "Hello! hello?"

Force of habit,

Saddle Horses.

At the presentmoment there is a great mar-

ket in England for almost every variety of

agricultural produce, but prices for the gen-

eral run of such animals as are exported,

though satisfactory to the common graziers

and stock farmers, are not high enough to

tempt men of capital to breed, raise and pre-

pare them for market.

Raising trotting and other horses does not

remunerate very highly, because so few be-

come fast enough to sell for the best prices,

and as trotting is an unnatural pace to race

in, a great deal of expense is necessary to

keep and pay trotting men to handle the

colts. Breeding race horses is no better, on

account of the tendency among thoroughbreds

to grow light and weedy, so that, shovddthey

fail in being fleeter than the average, there is

no demand for them.

Now, as the best saddle horses in England
are always in demand, and those of extra

merit sell for very large sums, any gentleman

who woidd go intelligently to work in select-

ing dams of powerful frames,and using a stal-

lion of the most fashionable blood, might se-

cure an income of many thousands -per annum
by such management as would bring out from

10 to 20 young horses just fit for riding in

the chase, and the thousands might be tens of

thousands if with proper breeding and man-
agement, these young horses were large and

strong enough to carry gentlemen of heavy

weight up to the hounds.

The art of successful stock farming consists

in producing such animals as will sell for

great prices, without being obliged to expend
heavily in preparing them, and these animals

can be brought out fit for sale without any

expensive training.

Saddle horses commanding prices equal to

those of the best trotters here, will require no

breaking to harness, for it would be a serious

drawback to a valuable hunter to have been

used in any way in harness.

" Who are these Pan-Presbyterians that

have been having a convention ?" asked Mr,

Slogoer of his friend Jolliboy. "That's

what I want to know myself," said Jolliboy.

"I never heard of them till now. I suspect,

though, it's only another name for the ortho-

dox fellows who stick to the belief in eter-

nal punishment. They probably call them-

selves Pan-Presbyterians because whoever

leaves them jumps out of the frying-pan into

the fire."

Cider Vinegar.

The enormous supply of applets all over

the country suggests the idea that a good

part of them may be turned into cider vine-

gar with profit. Vinegar may be made di-

rectly from the apples, but it is much prefera-

ble to first extract the cider.

When cider is intended for vinegar it

should be made with the same cleanliness as

if intended for drinking or keeping, and the

casks into which it is put tut fermentation,

should be equally sweet, and if old whisky
casks are used, it improves the cider as well

for vinegar as for drink.

There should be nothing added to the

juice, a<s pure juice is best ; the muBtard
seed, sulphite of lime, and other such in-

gredients used for stopping fermentation,

injure the vinegar. The better the apples,

the better the vinegar, and cider made late

in the autumn from fruit rich in juices, is

much better than that fro.n windfalls and
early-gathered fruit, as cider is better for

the same reasons.

Vinegar may be made from crushed ap-

ples, or from the pomace after the cider is

pressed out, as is often done from the pom-
ace of grapes and of other fruits. The ap-

ples are ground and put into shallow holders

where they are left to ferment for a couple

of days, then pressed and the juice put di-

rectly into old vinegar casks containing

mother of vinegar. If the weather is cool

the casks are placed where they will be kept
warm, and in a few months the vinegar may
be drawn off into clean vessels. The chief

auxiliary to producing vinegar quickly is

exposing the fluid to the air at a mild tem-

perature, but for tbe best cider vinegar,

where haste is not necessary, it is better to

extract and barrel the cider, allowing it to

ferment as in the best process of cider mak-
ing, and then using the cider as desired.

Most cider vinegar, and perhaps the best, is

made by leaving the bung open and allow-

ing the change to take place gradually, which
will be in a longer or shorter time as the

temperature is warmer or cooler.

Numerous methods are in practice by
large manufacturers who purchase large

quantities of cider and expose it to the air in

large vats in various ways. One process is

to allow the cider to run slowly over beech

shavings ; another allows it to trickle down
over boards or shelves, while still another

process is to force bubbles of air through the

liquor continuously.

A French method consists in scalding the

barrels with water and then pouring boiling

vinegar into them and rolling them until the

barrels are thoroughly saturated, when the

barrels are filled about one-third full of cider

vinegar,and some two gallons of cider pour-

ed in each seventh or eight day until the

casks are two-thirds full. In two weeks
from the time of adding the last two gallons,

one-half is drawn off and the process repeat-

ed. The casks are kept as near a tempera-

ture of 80 degrees as possible.

This last process gives farmers a hint for

producing cider as may be desired, by keep-

ing the barrel in a warm place and adding

cider to the vinegar barrel, or by putting a

quantity of sharp vinegar into the cider.

The cores and parings left from drying

apples may be used as above described, or

they may be placed in jars or tubs.and warm
water poured over them, and set in the sun

or other warm place for a week or ten days

and the juice added to the vinegar barrel, or

used with the addition of cider. The prin-

ciple of vinegar making is fermentation, and
this comes from the presence of sugar, and
may bs hastened by yeast or similar aids,

bat the best agent to produce fermentation

is strong old vinegar. The richer the juice

in saccharine matter the stronger the vine-

gar, and the warmer the temperature! and
the more the vinegar is exposed to the air

the more rapid the process.

The Roman Catholic bishop of B is a

most energetic cleric. He performs as much
parish duty, I believe, as most priests. He
received the other day the confession of a

little boy. At the close said his right rever-

ence : "Well, have you anything more to

tell me!'' "No," said the lad, deprecat-

ingly, " but I'll have more next time !"

The other day a census-taker presents

himself at a house where all is in confusion

and several women are running to and fro

with pieces of red flannel, camphor, and the

like. " Have you any children," says the

employee to the agitated head of the house-

hold. "I have two," replies the latter,

"and—as it will save you the trouble of

calling round again—if you will have the

goodness to take a seat for a moment, I will

have three—at least three,"
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MARKET REPORTS
Canada Lumberman Office,
Toronto, 28th Oct., 1880.

The stook of lumber on hand is small, and

the demand for export continues in advance

of the transport facilities afforded by the

Northern Railway, which is practically the

only route which feeds this market. Large

quantities are on hand along the railway

line waiting shipment. There is a brisk de-

mand for vessels for United States ports.

Rates to Oswego, stiff at $1.50; but within

ten days or two weeks the stock for that

market will be about all shipped. There

will probably then be a lull in the trade as

local market is dull and will likely continue

so. The docks in Oswego are full of lumber

The demand there is good, and while

no great advance of price is looked for, the

business is expected to continue healthy un-

til spring, when if the anticipated large sup-

plies are tiken out this winter a decline will

likely take place in prices. Building opera-

tions are brisk, and a good many buildings

are expected to be put up next spring. Car-

penters wages range from $1.25 per day.

WHOLESALE RATES.

Mill culls, $ 5 50 @ 7 00
Shipping cull stocks 10 00 @ 11 00
Shipping culls, (in box,).... 8 50 @ 10 00
Dressing inch 11 50 @ 13 00
Flooring, J & £ in, 12 00 @ 13 00
Joisting and scantling, 9 50 @ 10 50
Mill run sidings 12 00 @ 14 00

Pickings 17 00 @ 20 00

Clear and pickings 25 00 @ 28 00
Lath 1 25 @ 1 40

Shingles, No. 1 2 10 @ 2 20
No. 2 1 40 @ 1 60

LONDON, ONT.

Common Lumber $10 00 @ 12 00

Stock boards 13 00 (5) 15 00

Clear in. and 1 J to 2 in 25 00 @ 30 00
Bill stuff, up to 16 feet @ 13 00

over 16 13 00 ® 14 00

Lath, per 1000 feet @ 4 00
Shingles No, 2, per M @ 2 65

per square @ 1 90

OTTAWA.
The following are quotations in the Otta-

wa market :

—

12 in. stocks, cood $18 00 @ 20 00
12 " S. culls 10 00 @ 10 50
10 " good 16 00 @ 18 00
10 " S. culls 9 50 (cb 10 50
Strips, good 17 00 ® 20 00

" culls 6 50 @ 7 50
Sidings, 1J, \\. and 2 in.,

good 23 90 @ 26 00
" " culls 9 00 @ 10 00

Lath (# 1,000 pes.) 0 00 @ 1 00
Deals {$ Quebec standard)

1st 0 00 @ 110 00
Deals (Iff Quebec standard)

2nd 0 00 @ 65 00
Deals Quebec standard)

3rd 0 00 @ 8 50
Cull deals ($ M. ft.) 6 50 @ 8 59

FREIGHT.
To Montreal, $1.15; Quebec, $2; Bur-

lington, $2; Whitehall, $1.25; Albany,

$3.50 ; New York, $4.

DETROIT.
Yard rates, continue as follows :

Uppers, all thicknesses. . . .$40 00 @
Selects 35 00 @
Fine common, thick @
No. 1 common stock, 1x12.. 16 00 @
Common shippers, 1x12.... 13 00 @
Flooring, select @
common @

Roofing, matched @
Siding, clear @
A select @
B common @

Ceiling, select @
common @

Shipping rulls @
Mill cull boards @
Dimension or bill stuff to 16

feet @
18 to 24 feet @
longer than 24 feet 16 00 @

Shingles, e'ear, 18 inch. ... @
6 inch clear, 18 inch @

Lath @

45 09
38 00
30 00
18 00
14 00
25 00
22 00
16 00
24 00
20 00
16 00
30 00
25 00
12 00
10 00

14 00
15 00
20 00
3 75
2 75
2 25

BUFFALO.
We quote cargo lots :

Uppers $35 00 @ 40 00
Common 16 00 @ 19 00
Culls 11 00 @ 12 00
Aborted lumber in car lots or boat loads :

3 uppers 1 inch $ @ 40 00
Do. 1£ and lj in 40 00 @ 42 00
Do. 2 in 45 00 @ 47 00
Do. 2\ 3 and 4 in. special.

.

Pickings 1 inch 28 00 @ 30 00
" li and H 'n 33 00 @ 35 00
" 2, 3, and 4 in.,

special ,. . 22 00 © 00 00
Shelving 22 00 @ 00 00
Cutting up 22 00 @ 24 00
Sidings, com., 1 in 16 50 @ 17 00

" 1J in. and over 17 00 @ 20 00
Common, stocks 16 50 @ 17 00
Box, all thicknesses 13 00 @ 14 00
18 in XXX shingles 3 40 @ 3 50
18 inch clear butts 2 40 @ 2 50
Lath 1 75 @ 1 80
We quote wholesale prices of hardwood

lumber, delivered on cars or boat :

Walnut J inch clear $65 00

§ inch, lsts and 2nds 70 00

$ inch, lsts and 2nds, 14 feet coffin

stock 73 00
1 inch lsts and2nds 73 00

1J, 1J, 12, and 2 inch 74 00
2£ inch and thicker 75 00
counters 130 00
newels 7x5 to 10x10 90 00
common in. & thicker 50 00
culls, inch 35 00
culls, \l inch 35 00
White ash, Ohio 1st and fine 2nds.. . . 28 00
Whitewood, inch 30 00
g inch 28 00
| in coffin stock, 14 ft 30 00
square, 4x4 to 10x10 33 00

Chestnuts, lsts and fine 2nds, 30 00
Maple 25 00
White oak, Ohio 30 00
Cherry, inch and thicker 42 00
Butternut 45 00
Hickory, best Ohio 35 00

CHICAGO.
The Chicago market was exceedingly

dull—week ending Oct 23, but slightly re-

vived on account of the non-arrival of some
20 or 25 cargoes of lumber, wrecked in the
storms which raged recently on the Upper
Lakes.

YARD RATES.
First and second clear, l@ \\ in $43 00
First and 2d clear, 2 in 45 00
Third clear, 1J @ 2 in 3S 00
Third clear, 1 inch 38 00
1st and 2d clear dressed siding 20 00
1st com. dressed siding 19 90
Second common 17 50
Flooring, 1st com. dressed 34 00
Flooring, 2d com. dressed 32 00
Flooring, 3d coin, dressed 24 00
Box bds, A, 13 in. and up 43 00
Box bds, B, 14 in. and up 37 00
Box boards, C 25 00
A stock boards, 12 @ 16 in., rough.... 37 00
B stock bds, 10 @ 12 in 33 00
C stock bds, 10 ® 12 in 27 00
Common stook boards 17 00
Cull boards $10 00 @ 11 00
Fencing, No. 1 13 50
Fencing, No. 2 11 50
Common boards 12 00 @ 15 00
Dimension stuff 11 00
Dimension stuff, 20 @ 30 ft. . 12 50 @ 20 00
Small timber, 6 x 6 to 8 x S 12 00
Round posts, cedar 15 00
Pickets, dressed and headed, flat. ... 15 00
Pickets, do., square 20 00
Pickets, rough, 14 00
Clear shingles 3 25
Extra "A" shingles 2 65
Standard " A" dry shingles 2 40
Shaded "A "shingles 1 10
No. 1 shingles 1 00
Cedar shingles 2 25
Lath, dry 2 25

OSWEGO. N. Y.

Three uppers $38 00 @ 40 00
Pickings 28 00 @ 30 00
Pine, common 20 00 @ 22 00
Common 14 00 @ 16 00
Culls 12 00 @ 14 00
Mill run lots 16 00 @ 20 00
Sidings, selected, 1 inch 28 00 @ 32 00

lj inch 28 00 @ 35 00
Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 1C feet 16 00 @ 20 00

Selected 20 00 @ 25 00
shippers 15 00 @ 16 00

Mill run, 1 and 1^ in. strips 15 00 @ 18 00
Culls, selected 20 00 @ 24 00
1x6 selected, for clapboards 24 00 @ 35 00
Shingles, XXX, 18-in. piue 3 00 @ 3 50

XXX, 18 in. cedar 3 00 @ 3 10
Lath 1 50 @ 1 75

ALBANY
FREIGHTS.

To New York *f? M. feet $ 1 00
To Bridgeport 1 25
To New Haven 1 25
To Providence 2 00
To Pawtucket 2 25
To Norwalk. .•• 1 25
To Hartford 2 00
To Middletown 1 75
To New L mdon 1 75
To Philadelphia 2 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

Pine, clear, # M 48@60
Pine, fourths 43(©55
Pine, selects 38@45
Pine, good box 17(s28
Pine, common box 14^17
Pine, 10 in. plank, each 38@42
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls 21@23
Pine boards, 10-in 25©28
Pine, 10 in boards, culls, each 17(2>18
Pine, 10 in. boards, 16 ft. # M 28 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 tt 28 00
Pine 12-in. boards, 13 ft 28 00
Pine, 1J in., siding, select 42 00
Pine, lj-in. siding common 18 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, selected, 40 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, common 16 00
Spruce boaids, each 16
Spruce, plank, lj-in., each 20
Spruce, plank, 2 in., each 30
Spruce, wall strips, each 11(5,114
Hemlook, boards, each 13
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 30
Hemlock, wall Btrips, 2x4
B ack walnut, good, |?M 85 00
Black walnut, fj-in 78 00
Black walnut, J-in 78 00
Sycamore, 1-in 28 00
Sycamore, g-in 22 00
White wood, 1 inch and thicker. ... 40 00
White wood, g inch 30 00
Ash, good 43 00
Ash, second quality 30 00
Cherry, good -60 00
Cherry, common. ... \ 35 00
Oak, good 42 00
Oak, second quality 25 00
B isswood 25 00
Hickory 40 00
Maple, Canada 30 00
Maple, American 28 00
Chestnut. 40 00
Shingles, shaved, pine..m 6 00

" " 2d quality 4 50
Shingles, extra, sawed, pine 4 25
Shingles, clear, sawed, pine 3 26
Shingles, cedar, mixed 2 75
Shingles, hemlock 2 00
Lath, hemlock 1 50
Lath, spruce 2 00

CLEVELAND.

ROUGH LUMBER.

Uppers, thick.. $45 00
inch 42 00

Box, thick 36 00
inch 32 00

2h, 3 and 4 in clears special

Flooring strips, 6 in, No. 1 34 00
2 24 00

Fencing strips, 6-in, No. 1 16 00
No. 2 14 00

Select common, thick 28 00
inch 24 00

Common 15 00
Culls 12 00
B. bds No. 1 12 in 25 00

No 2 16 00.

No 14,

No 1 18 ft

No 2 18 ft

No. 3 18 ft I

Bill stuff to IS ft 13

Bill stuff over 18 ft. adds
75c to $1 per ft. per M.

Shingles, XXX 3 60
clear butts 2 60

Lath 2 25
Surfaoing one side adds to the price of

rough lumber... 1 00
2 sides 1 00
Norway bds and strips 18 00

common 13 00

DRESSED LUMBER.

Flooring and drop siding clear $40 00
box 30 00
select com 2S 00
commom 20 00

Siding, ^ in. bevel clear 00
box 20 00
select common 15 00

Working lumber matching flooring and
drop siding, $2 ; working J in. aiding, $4.

BUY ONLY THE BESTII
P X TVE * S

ROYAL PRINJOGRAPH
THE KING COPYING TABLET.

Always lakes the lead.

Over 400 copies have been printed from one writing.

PRIZES AWARDED FOR SUPERIOR MERIT
The only Diploma (riven by the Industrial Exhibi-
tion Association of Toronto, for *' Copying Tablet*,"
wag awarded to us for our " Improved Copying

Tablets," with black and coloured inks.

We also received a Special Prize at the Provincial
Exhibition at Hamilton, and also an Extra Prize for
our very " Superior Copying Inks," for use on the
Printograph qr other Copying Tablets.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS,
NEW FEATURES

BLACK AND COLOURED INKS,
AND A

SPECIAL PENCIL.
Also a Special Copying Ink for use on Robber-

Stamps.

EVERY PRINTOGRAPH IS WARRANTED.

r*HICE8 REDUCED
Printographs. $100 and upwards, according to

size. Inks, 25 cents per bottle. Copying Pencrt, 20
cents each. Our manufactures can be sent to any
address on receipt of price.

PIM & CO,,
Manufacturers, 61 King Street East, Toronto.

Cactiox—As there are worthless imitations being
sold under different names the public are cautioned
against buying any but " Pirn's Royal Printograph,"
as none but those bearing our name are genuine.

GLASS BALL CASTORS
For FURNITURE, PIANOS,

ORGANS, etc., the beat and moat
ornamental Castors In the market
They greatly improve the tone of
mimical instruments.

RHEUMATISM, NERVOUS-
NESS. SLEEPLESSNESS cured
by insulating beds with them.
Sold by hardware dealers.
Agents wanted.

ADDRESS FOE CIRCCLARS ;

'GLASS BAIL CASTOR MIT?,
64 , 66 * 63 REBECCA ST.,

IAMILTON ONT
l-8m

IS PRRS8—To BR PlRLISHRD I* JANCART, 1881.

LOVELL'S
Gazetteer of British North America.

Containing the latest and most authentic descrip-
t

:oD8of over 7,500 Cities, Towns and Villages in the
Provinces of Ontario. Quebec, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island.
Manitoba, British Columbia and the North-West
Territories, and other general information, drawn
from official sources, as to the names, looliiy. ex.
tent, ect., of over 1.SO0 Lakes and Rivers ; a Tails
of Roi'TRS, showing the proximity of the Railroad
Stations, and Sea Lake and River Porta, to the
Cities, Towns, Villages, etc, in the several Provinces,
(i his Table will be found invaluable); and a neat
Coloured Map of the Dominion of Canada. Edited
by P. A. Crossby. assisted by a corps of Writers.
Subscr.bers' names respectfully solicited. Agents
wanted. £J"Pricr $3—Payable on Delivery.

JOHN LOVELL * SON, Publishers.

Montreal, August, 1880.

PUBLIC NOTICE.
ALL PERSONS NOW SQUATTEDA upon any Public Lands within the Nipissins
Crown Land Agency are hereby requested to apply
without delay to John S. Searlett, Esquire, Crown
La-:.! Agent at Nipissing. and have their locations
carried "out in due form, failing which their claims
cannot be recognized by the Dapartment.

THOS. H. JOHNSON,
Assistant Commissioner.

Departni't of Crown Lands, >

Toronto, 13th Oct, 1*S0. }

MACHINERY!
STEARN'S No. 3 SAW MILL

Log Turner, 6S h.t>. Engine. 8 Boilers, dome and
heater. This Is first class mill outfit, held for a

bank and will be so'd cheap. We have also 2 Iron

Lathes and other Machinery. S end for Price Lis t.

WM. DINGMAN & CO.,
66 Front Street East, Toronto.
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ALLANDALE JUNCTION HOTEL.
Travellers by Northern Railway have 15 to 20 min-

utes by all trains, for refreshments. Solid meals.

Tea and coffee at counter. Fine brands of liquors and
choice cigars.

E. S. MEEKING Proprietor

ST. LAWRENCE HALL.
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well

kept table, equalling the best Hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground floor. Walton Street, Port Hope.

Wm. MACKIE, Proprietor.

QUEEN'S HOTEL.
BRACEBRIDGE.

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor

(late of Georgetown,) having lately purchased
the above hotel, will endeavor to make it one of

the best houses in the District of Muskoka. Tourists

and hunting parties will receive every possible attent-

ion. Free 'bus to and fromthj steamboat wharf.
Terms, one dollar per day.

FRASER'S HOTEL.
GRAVENHURST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER. proprietor (successor to Doug-
land Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thor-

oughly renovated and reflii ted that old established

hotel, so long and popularly kept and owned by
Dougald Brown, in the village of Gravenhurst, is

now i n a position to attend to the wants of t he ti avel-

ling and general public. Parties en route to the
Muskoka District, wiil find " Kraser's" a comfortable
stopping place. The Bar and Larder are well furn-

ished. Convenient Sample Rooms for Commercial
Men. Good Stabling and attentive hostler. Free

'bus to and from trains and steamboats.

ST, LOUIS HOTEL.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

Tnis hotel, which is unrivalled for siz?,

style and locality in Quebec, is open through-

out the year for pleasure and business travel.

HOTEL OTTAWA,
No. 21 North Side King Square.

st. jonisr> nsr b.

J. NEILL & SONS,
IRON FOUNDERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

E. COSMAN, - Proprietor.

Terms, $1.00 to $1.50 per day.

THE RUSSELL HOUSE,
OTTAWA,

JAS. A. GOUIN, - - Proprietor.

Favourite Resort ofthe Leading Public

men of the Dominion attending
the annual Sessions of

Parliament-

Ministers of the Crown, Senators, Members of Par-
liament, Public Officials, as well as those having
busit.ess with the various Departments of the Gov-
ernment. Itisalso the head-quarters of thoachaving
dealings with the princely Lumber Manufacturers in

the great Pine Valley, of which Ottawa is the acknow-
ledged centre.

The Kussell House being central, almost abutting
on the magnificent Parliament ana Departmental
Buildings—the pride < f the Country—is thus con-
veniently situated for those visiting the City on pub-
lic business. But the location is also everything
that could be desired alike for the man of business
and the man of pleasure. A few minutes walk brings
the guest of the Hotel within reach, not only of all

the principal business resorts, but also of the most
splendid Mount-tin and Valley Scenery that can be
seen anywhere, as also of the two almost unrivalled
Waterfalls—the Chaudiere and Rideau- and of the
extci sive Manufacturing Establishments and Depots
of the leading Lumbermen. But, besides the beauti-
ful scenery, which, it may be mentioned, includes
the magnificent Ottawi and two of its grand tributar-
ies—the Rideau aud the Gatineau—there are in the
IliilindlrtB neighborhood, beautiful Lakes and appar-
ently never-ending wood?, which afford opportunities
for the finest Fishing and Shooting that can be ob-
tained rn the Continent'
The Russell Holse affords excellent accomodation

for 300 guesU ; its table is abundantly supplied with
Viands of the choicest description, in reason, and no-
thing is left undone to maku every visitor feel com-
fort ably " at home.,'

1p3T~ Omnlbussea meet the Arrival of
every Train and Boat.

FOR SALE, IN THE BEAUTIFUL
town of Orillia, a very commodious brick house

with out buildings and garden. T^rms moderate.
Apply to Editor of Lumberman. Toronto.

JJACKENZ1E BROTHERS,

Broken, and general Produce-Provision Commis-
sion Merchants, 24 Water Street, Saint John, N. B.
Highest References provided. Consignments solici-
ted. Corresp</riderice respectfully requested. Returns
promptly made.

W. R. MACKENZIE. D. 0. MACKENZIE.

MACHINERY
Front and Esplanade Streets, Opposite the Queen's Hotel,

T O 3E& O »J T O .

MIDLAND RAILWAY OF CANADA

Wliitloy, Port Perry & Liu isay

NOTICE TO SHIPPERS.

SWORN STATEMENTS .HADE ItV LIFE INSURANCE COM-
PANIES TO THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT.

A I fre^ht tVr points on the above roads

shtu'd h-" shipped via the Grand Trunk
Railway, when it will be forwarded by the

sh i^e ti. ute without transhipment and at

th. cheapest rates.

Fast Freight Trains Run Through To

Pet r" oiough, Fenelon Falls, Kin-

in.mn . Minden, Orillia, Lindsay, H ili-

burtuii MidLind, and Waubaushene,

e iu:ic iug with fast steamers for

P try Sound and Byng Inlet.

o*, etc., apply to local agents, or to

:, General Traffic Agent, Peter-

bo

For •

Win
it.;:

Ma

GEO. A. COX,
Managing Director, M. R. of C.

JAS. HOLDEN,
pir^ Director W., P. P., and L. Ry.

Great Western Railway
T1CKFTS to San Francisco and all Points on the

Pacific Coast, both Overland and by Pacific Mail

Steamships from New York. Winnipeg and the

f-ort.i West by all Routes. London, Detroit, SnE-

posin Br dgo, and ail the principal points in the

Umtkd States, both cast and west, with the fullest

informa ion of Routes, with Guides, Time Tables,

M i; s, &c, Fiiee.

SOLE AGENCY FOR THE

WHITE STAR XjUKTE,
To Liverpool, Londonderry, Quoenstown, Bel-

fast and Glasgow.

T. W. JONES, Agent,

23 York Street, Toronto, near Queen's Hotel.

NAMES
Total Business New Business Policies

I

Deposit
in Canada. Obtained in '79. become

OP at

COMPANIES. Total
Prem. re.

Total
Ins. in

No.
;poi.

Anount
of PoL

Claims
Ottawa.

in 1879. Force. issu'd Issued,
in 1879.

Canadian. $ § $ $
Canada, Hamilton 536,293 18,945,715 1,402 2,633,100 157,821 54,000
Confederation 154,898 5,928,323 1,012 1,545,650 31,494 77,660
Son, of Montreal... 101,844 3,620,783 524 818,000 18,000 50,400
Ontario Mutual ... 62,537 2,151,413 427 490,000 11,500 50,541
Mutual, Hamilton 30,805 1,262,855 156 201,500 7,300 81,075
Citizens', Montreal 28,292 1,171,845 183 406,2*0 11,000 50,400

4,674 163,609 19 17,006 1,000 29,160

British.*
Standard 152,237 5,437,066 309 697,600 57,836 153,900
Lon.& Lancashire. 53,456 1,783,188 225 400,600 20,070 110,000
Brit. & Mercantile 26,989 1,019,224 6 38,000 39,057 Fire d; L.
Boyal 27,725 1,012,568 20 65,575 20,554 Fire & L.
Commercial Union 22,996 674,569 16 51,373 24,516 Fire & L.
Btar 17,546 681,429 38 107,067 21,982 100,343
Idv., Lon., & Globe 10,136 286,004 7 15,433 1,117 Fire & L.

16,642 394,581 14 77,750 6,000 Fire & L.
4,094 106,910 6 10,500 2,000 54,993

American.*
iETNA LIFE 307,847 9,289,325 935 1,386,600 131,883 195.000
Equitable, of N.Y. 180,327 5,266,992 475 1,285,500 88,785 105,000
Union Mutual, Me 91,691 2,732,914 167 277,850 43,704 115,000

89,691 3,072,782
i

215 336,150
|

10.830 120,100

*tn examining the table it must be borne in mind that it relates only to
business done in Canada. This comprises the whole of the business done by
the local companies, but only the Canadian business of the British and Ameri-
can Companies. The Etna's total income was $4,350,§9?.30 in 1879.
IS* Of the $131,883 of "Policies become claims" in the case of the .ETNA

LIFE, $53,764 was by the maturity of Endowment Policies— i.e., policies
payable at death or the end of 10, 15 or 20 years if living. In the other 19 com-
panies, all combined, only a totnl of $24,943 of this excellent kind of insurance
was paid in 1879.

$36,000 was added by the .ETNA LIFE, the past year, to its Govern-
ment Deposit, making it the largest of any Company, and nearly 4 times that
of most Canadian Companies.

13- The superior standing of the iETNA LIFE is shewn by its total in-
come being $4,350,S97.30, and by its Canada Branch income being nearly
equal to the combined premium income of the whole 9 British Companies, or
that of the 3 lesser American Companies, or that of all the Canadian Com-
panies but one. This one has been 32 years getting $536,293, while the -Etna's
$307,847 has grown from less than $1000 in the past 14 years.

Head Office for Canada—Boustead's Block. Toronto.
WII.I.IA.'I H. ORR. -lauugri.

ORILLIA HOUSE.
ORILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Build injr ; best north
of Toronto

;
splendid sample rooms : centrally locat-

ed ; free 'bus.

JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

DOMINION HOUSE.

BRACEBRIDGE.

A good house in every respect. Free 'bus to and
from the wharf. Terms, $1 per day.

R. GILCHRIST, Proprietor.
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Interesting Trial of the 100-Ton Gun.

On Monday afternoon the 100-tun gun and
the model emplacement in which it is mount
ed at the proof butts in the Government
marshes adjoining the Royal Arsenal, Wool-
wich, where the objects of experiment, and
the novelty as well as the importance of the
occasion created considerable interest, as
was manifested by the large number of offi-

cers and other visitors present. It was ex-

plained that the four 100-ton guns purchased
of Sir William Armstrong some two years
since are to be mounted on the defences of

Malta and Gibralter, and that as it has been
considered desirable to load them by hy-
draulic machinary, this experiment had been
proposed in the hope of gaining some exper-
ience before proceeding extensively in per-

manent preparations. Elevated as the gun
was, and pointed over the glacis of the par-

apet, it presented a most commanding as-

pect, and has probably never appeared to

such advantage. More than 34 teet long,

with the diameter at the breech of 6 feet 6
inches, tapering gradually off to 2 feet 6
inches at the muzzle, it had a more slender
and less sturdy outline than that of the na-

tural system of heavy ordnance, but its ad
mirers praised it as the combination of

strength and elegance, and claimed for it

the advantages due to the saving of weight
and met 1. Size and weight appeared of no
consideration at all when a lever was touch-
ed, and the bulky breach rose and fell as the
muzzle was elevated or depressed with no
more apparent effort than a 9-pounder re-

quires at the hand of a gunner j and the
admirable adjustment of the machinery
when the whole mass swept grandly round
to the opposite point of the compass was
unanimously confessed. Then the order was
given to load. A small elongated carriage
or cradle stood on a miniature railway close

at hand, and upon this were placed two car-

tridges and the shot. The charge was 425
lbs. of pebble powder, and it was made up
into two cartridges for convenience of car-

riage ; but a tube ran through both and just
at the point of communication a small
primer ot small grain powder had been in-

serted for the purpose of igniting the charge
in the centre. The projectile was a huge
bolt 17£ inches ic diameter, and nearly 3
feet long, its weight being, with the gas
check attached, 2,020 lbs., or nearly a ton.
The cradle witb its burden ran along the
rails, and entered an iron turret about 12
feet in breadth. One side was an open fort,

to which the muzzle of the gun on the out-
side descended. On a turn table in the
centre of the apartment the cradle revolved
bringing the charge close up to the muzzle
of the gun, when out from the other side
rose the head of the rammer and drove car-

tridges and shot into the mouth, and ram-
med them well home. The rammer, which
was a 6-iuch piston 54 feet in length, is

moved by hydraulic rams with a 4-feet stroke
and multiplying gear,andit descends through
a tube into the earth. The monster gun, as
soon as it was loaded, was elevated clear of
the parapet, and was trained about 15 de-
grees to the left, which brought it exactly
opposite to one of the sand bags at the butts,
the act of moving the gun at the same time
automatically closing the iron door of the
loading port, which is in like manner opened
by the return motion. The gun is to be
fired through the axial vent, and the electric

wire is passed through an arrangement of
copper discs which have been contrived with
the long desired object of effectually closing
the vent and saving the evil consequences
which arise from the escape of powder gases.

The spectators withdraw to a safe distance,
and after an interval of suspense an appall-
ing roar, which makes the earth vibrate, is

heard and deadens the senses for a time, and
the enormous gun is observed calmly sliding

down from the recoil amid a cloud of
smoke, dirt, and debris. The first anxiety
was to examine the structure, and the in-

spection was perfectly satisfactory, for no-
thing whatever had suffered from the dis-

charge, and the durability of concrete even
for real fortifications had become a subject
for consideration. In this work upwards of

3000 tons of concrete has been used, about
half of which is below and half above the
ground, the lower half being compounded of

cement and Thames ballast, and the upper
half of cement and furnace slag. The latter

was prepared with great labour, owing to
the difficulty of crushing the refuse metal,
and it is believed that it would stand a fair

cannonading as well as the famous Oozocor-
aline with which the Malteze works are
constructed. The hydraulic lever at the
Mediterranean ports will be furnished with
an arrangement similar to that used in Mon-
day's experiments an accumulation weight-

ed up to 67 tons, with a 16-inch ram and an
8-feet stroke. This can be raised by asteam
sapper, of traction engine, in one minute, or
forty men can pump it up by hand in seven
minutes. The one round fired on Monday,
is but the first in a series of experiments of
a similar character, and it will be some time
before the gun leaves Woolwieh for its final

destination in one of the Mediterranean for
tresses.

—

Tomes.

The Cabul Mint.

HOW AFGHAN MONEY IS MADE—ENGLISH

RUPEES RECOINED.

[Cabul Letter to the London Times. 1

Let me now describe the process through
which the English rupees at present pass to
bring them out from the Cabul mint in the
shape of Cabulee rupees. In one of the rude
sheds which I have described as, running
round the court-yard, are two rows of small,
round clay hearths, elevated an inch or two
above the floor, and depressed, like a plate,
in the middle. A pile of rupees—generally
300 is added to the furnace. The
lead, in combination with the bone ashes,
separates, as is well known, the alloy. This
first protess converts the rupees into a dull,

unsightly mass of silver, free, or nearly so,

from alloy. The pure silver thus extracted
is then carried to another shed, carefully
weighed, and an amount of English rupees
equal to its weight added to it. Rupees and
silver are then melted together in a clay
crucible, and the melted mixture is then
ladled by hand into molds, which give it the
shape of flattened bars about twelve inches
long. These bars are then taken to a third
shed, to be annealed by hammering, and
given the form of slender, round rods. The
next process is that of drawing these rods
through a plate of iron, perforated with
round holes, to give them a uniform circum-
ference. This is done by means of a rude
hand-wheel, after which the rods are cut by
hammer and chisel into the lengths re-

quisite to form the future rupee, each of
which lengths is carefully weighed in a pair
of scales. Any that are too heavy are hand-
ed to a workman whose business it is to slice

off a fragment with his chisel
; any that, on

the contrary, are too light are handed to
another workman, who notches the little

cylinder by a blow on his chisel, and inserts
the required fragment into the notch. The
cylinders are next carried to a fifth shed, and,
aftergently heating, are hammoredintosmall,
round disks, which have a yellowish-white
colour. To remove this colour and give them
brightness they are next plunged into a cal-

dron of boiling water, in which they are boiled
forsome time along with apricot fruit and salt.

This process imparts brightness to the dull
disks of silver, and they are then ready for the
last process they have to go through, that of
stamping. This is, perhaps, the most inter-

esting part of the operation. Two operators
sit facing one another, half naked, on the
ground, with a little iron anvil between
them. Into the face of the anvil is inserted
a steel stamp, destined to give the impres-
sion which the under side of the rupee will

bear. One operator places the little silver

disks with great quickness and accuracy
upon the stamp, and the other, who is arm-
ed with a heavy hammer in his right hand,
and a steel stamp bearing the inscription
destined for the upper side of the rupee in
his left, with one heavy, well-delivered
blow, impresses the device on the soft lump
of silver. Lastly, each rupee thus stamped
is again weighed, and deficiencies in weight
made up by the same rude process.

Settling in England.

(From the Parisian.)

It is announced that the ex-Empress Eu.
genie has just bought the Farnborough Hill
estate, in Hampshire, close to the borders of

the county of Surrey, for £50,000. The es-

tate was the property of the late Mr. Long-
man, the well-known publisher, and consists

of about 257 acres, with a charmingly pictu-

rssque mansion, erected, by the late owner
eighteen years ago. The ex-Empress will

not go into possession of it until January, as

Mrs. Longman, the widow, is very anxious
to spend another Christmas there. A me-
morial chapel will be built to receive the
bodies of the Emperor and the Prince Impe-
rial. The lease of Camden Place expires in
March next

An Oregon ranchman threw a lasso clum-
sily, and the noose fell around his own neck.
Just then the horse unseated him, and, one
end of the rope being fast to the saddle, he
was choked to death.

You Have no Excuse.

Have you any excuse for suffering with
Dyspepsia or Liver Complaint? Is there
any reason why you should go on from day
to day complaining with Sour Stomach, Sick
Headache, Habitual Costiveness, palpitation
of the Heart, Heart burn, Water-brash,
Gnawing and burning pains at the pit of the
Stomach, Yellow Skin, Coated tongue, and
disagreeable taste in the mouth, Coming tip

of food after eating, Low Spirits, &c. No I

It is positively your own fault if you do.
Go to your Druggist and get a bottle
of Green's August Flower for 75 cents
your cure is certain, but if you doubt this,

get a Sample Bottle for 10 cents and try it.

Two doses will reUeve vou.

" They all do it. "—For beautifying the
teeth and preserving, for sweetening and
giving fragrance to the Breath use " Tea-
berry" the new Toilet gem delightfully
cooling and refreshing.

Ask for Castorine machine oil, for sale by
dealers generally.

The Great Triumph of the 19th century
is the great medical climax Burdock Blood
Bitters, cures all diseases of the blood, liver,

and kidneys, nervous and general debility,
and is the purest and best tonic in the
world.

For reapers, mowers and threshing ma
chines use Castorine machine oil.

Try Burdock Blood Bitters, the great
system renovator, blood and liver syrup,
acts on the bowels, liver and kidneys, and
is a superb tonic.

Castorine machine oil wears longer than
other oils, and is entirely free from gum.
Have you neara of the wonderful cures

effected and benefits derived from the use
•f Edison's Electric Belts. If not, call on
your druggist for pamphlet with testimonials.
They are as food to the hungry, as water to
growing plants, and as sunlight to nature.

Castorine machine oil is not affected by
the heat, thus making it a very economical
oil to use on farm implements.

Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawber-
ry cures canker of the stomach and bowels,
dysentery, cholera morbus and all summer
complaints.

The Toronto Oil Co. are sole manufac-
turers of Castorine. Infringements will be
prosecuted.

Have Courage.—You may suffer from
scrofula or some foul humour, your liver
may be congested, your lungs diseased, your
kidneys deranged, your joints distorted with
rheumatism, you may be almost a walking
skeleton, yet despair not, Burdock Blood
Bitters has cured others—it may cure you.

Collars and Cuffs, new styles, Kid
Gloves, new shades, one and two-buttoned,
Silk Handkerchiefs, new patterns, Silk
Umbrellas, new and cheap, at Cooper's,
109 Yonge street, Toronto.

It Never Fails.—Dr. Fowler's Extract
of Wild Strawberry is an unfailing remedy
for all kinds of bowel complaint.

It is the testimony of all men who have
tried it that, " Myrtle Navy" tobacco has
the most delioious flavour of any tobacco in
the market, and that it leaves none of the
unpleasant effects in the mouth which most
tobaccos do. The reason for this is the high
and pure quality of the leaf, which is the
finest known in Virginia, and the absence of
all deleterious matter in the manufacture.

Reaper and mower manufacturers say
Castorine is the best oil in the market.
The Greatest Popularity of Dr. Fowler's

Extract of Wild Strawberry is where it has
been longest known. Time cannot detract
from its merits. It if the old reliable reme-
dy for all bowel complaints incident to the
summer season.

FURNITURE.
OSHAWA CABINEE CO.,
97 Yonge Street, Toronto,
Ontario.

BOB SALE OE EXCHANGE— A CARRIAGE
SHOP—in Fisherville—steam-power connected.

Apply to C. OTTERMAN. FUherville P. P., Ont.

AGENTS
choice.

WANTED! FOR AN OLD ES-
TABLISHED business. Write at

once . Early applicants have first

L. C. BENTEN. St. Thomas, Ont.

AGENTS—MAKE MONEY BY SELLING THE
best Pictorial Family Bible ; contains 2,500 illus

trations, 63 full page, 40 steel, and 23 Dore. For
terms address OBERHOLTZER & CO., Berlin.

Supplied by H. M.
Yolso ti Co.. 13 Wel-
lington St. E.,TorontoSHEEP MARKS

AGENTS WANTED FOB TOELLER'S "DIS-
EASES of Live Stock"—the best farmer's book

published; secure territory at once. OBEBHOLT-
ZEB St CO., Berlin.

Star Auger for well| boring

—

best in

the uorld for quicksand, hard pan
clay, etc. Never was beat ; try it.

Send for circular to manf., 68 Mary St., Hamilton.
WATER.

f
Us i tic s & Mi

TORONTO.
Barrister <& Attorney,

Geo, g. Watson, SO Adelaide fast.

Rossin House.
Palace Hotel of Canada. Mark: H. Irish, Prov.

FRAMES
Picture Moulding, Mirrors, etc.
Send for wholoale list. H. J.
Matthews & Bros. . Toronto.

$9000 WILL BUY
-
GOOD

-
FARM

—

<\P&\J\J\J f>0 acres cleared- -36 hardwood, 15 ce-
dar. Dwelling and bam thereon. D. T. SM\LL
Arthur, Ont.

TNVENTOKS DESIROUS OF OB-
X taining patents shoukl write to HENRY GRIST
Patent Solicitor, Ottawa, Canada : twenty years''
practice ; no patent, no pay.

pHRONIC LINGERING DISEASES'
\J treated specially by Da. Platter ; author o
Elementary Hygiene, and editor of Canada Jlealth

Journal. Booms, with board, baths, &c, for a few
resident patients. 1 Beacongfleld Ave.

, Toronto,

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS Durable, Light, Elastic, and
Cheap. First Prize at Provincial Exhibitieu, Lon-
don. Testimonials on application. Satisfaction gua-
ranteed. Address,

J. DOAN £ SON. Drayton. Ont

TRADE MAKES, COPYRIGHTS
and Designs secured in Canada,
United States and Foreign

countries. RIDOUT, AIRD & CO., Engineers,
Mechanics' Institute, Toronto.

PATENTS

FARM FOR SALE—LOTS 61 and
62. River Range, Township Oneida, Co. Haldi-

mand, Ont.; 235 acres, 190 acres cleired ; free from
stumps and stones ; balance pine and haidwood ;

clay loam and black soil ; good for grain or stock
farm; no waste land; abundance of water; two
dwelling houses, three large barns, two sheds and
drive-house ;

buildings cost $5,000 ; all in good or-

der ; large orchard, choice fruit; convenient to

church, school, store, post office, mills and mar-
kets ; seven railway stations within a radius of

eight miles. TDis property is beautifully situated
on the Orand river, four miles from the county town.
Price, $40 per acre ; half cash ; terms easy for bal-

lance. Immediate possession. Address A. W.
THOMPSOM, Mount Healy P. O.Co, Haldimaod.

The untold miseries which result

from indiscretion in early life may be
alleviated and cured. Exhausted vi-

tality, Nervous and Phyrical Debility,

will become a dream of the past, and
vigorous manhood may be restored and
regained. Indubitable evidence Is af-

forded of the truth of these statements,

Pampniet in sealed wrappers post free. Address N,
D. Institute, King-sL, Toronto.

W. MILLICRAMP & CO.,

Show Case Manufacturers,
GOLD, SILVER AND HI0KLE FLATERS,

29 to 35 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, ONT

LUXURIANT WHISKEBS
and Mnnstache8 infallibly

produced by tbe well-known
and celebrated moustache pro-
ducer, Atbji's Formula, in six
weeks. An agreeable and pow-

erful stimulative Emollient Sent to any address
n Canada on receipt of the price, 25 cts. EARNEST
DERRINGER, Chemist, 396 King street, Toronto.

Valuable Discovery

!

BY MRS. JULYE MYERS.

Drawing and Healing Salve,

The Drawing and Healing Salve cures Car-
buncles, Abscesses, Felons, without the aid of a
knife.

Tne Drawing and Healing Salve cures Ery-
sipelas and Ringworms.

Tbe Drawing and Realms: Salve cures Piles
and all Poisoned Flesh.

Tbe Drawing and Healing Salve cures
Corns, Inflamed Joints, Chilblains, and Frost-
bites.
Price, 25 and 50 cents a bos.

Mrs.Julye Myers
f

Rheumatic Cure

A Positive Cure for Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Weak Backs, Sprains, Stiffness of Joints, Sever*
Aches, Cramps, &c
Price Si per bottle : trial bottle, 10c.
For sale by all druggists. General agents for

Canada, J. COOMBE. 154 King St. East, Toronto.

B uviock B L00D Bitters
<:0LP BY ALL DRUGglSTSS. PEALERS

Bnrdocn Hraltnr Ointment, rartx*-

ated, should be used in connection with Bur*
•lock Blood Bitters forouring ulcera, acn*—

,

'ever, sores, etc.
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A Roman Holiday.

(Rom; Cor. N, Y. Sun,)

The tenth anniversary of the capture of

Rome was celebrated here on the 20th of

September with more than ordinary rejoic-

ings by the ministry and municipality.

When the Italian Government decided to

seize Rome in 1870, after the recall of the

French troops, Signor Giovanni Lanza was

the prime minister. In parliamentary de-

bate it has leaked out that he vvas then

fearful of taking such a step, but that, his

judgment having been overruled by sundry

influential advisers of the crown, he at

length consented to order Gens. Cadorna

and Sixio to advance on the city of the

popes. The bombardment of one of the

gates, Porta Pia, having placed the defense-

less city at their mercy. Signor Lanza at

once put in a claim to all the glory of taking

Rome, and he has steadily and sturdily

maintained this claim. Since that memora-
ble year of 1870, Italy has been immersed

in a constant political turmoil, one clique of

governing politicians giving place to another

in quick succession. There have been no

less than half a dozen ministries, Lanza,

Minghetti, Depretis (twice premier), and
Cairoli (now in his second administration)

in turn held sway. The most statesmanlike

quality these ministers exhibited was to

keep themselves and their favourites in

power by a series of hand-to-mouth expedi-

ents. Lanza and Minghetti, belonging to

the party of the right, claimed to rule from

a conservative point of view ;
Depretis and

Cairoli, at the head of the party of the left,

put themselves forward as the champions of

the people. Although supported by popu-

lar opinion and indorsed by Garibaldi, the

two last premiers proved, in some re-

spects, to be more royalist than the king

himself, especially in court matters. Their

deference to the royal prerogative and eti-

quette, and their failure to institute any
popular reforms, notably that of the enlarge-

ment of the suffrage, were abundantly satir-

ized by both the right and the left. In re-

ality, they followed in the footsteps of their

predecessors in religious, military, and
financial affairs. While these four men
claimed to be carrying out Cavour's policy

of unification and consolidation, Ratazzi and
La Marmora, the two leaders, who, in con-

junction with the famous Piedmontese
statesman, did most to found the new king-

dom, were thrust aside, and died, as is gen-

erally believed, broken hearted.

The transfer of the government to Rome
in 1871 was disastrous to Florence, which,

during seven years, had been put to great

expense in preparing to become a capital.

Its trade and society dwindled until the au-

thorities had to suspend payment because

the municipality was bankrupt. Only two
years ago it was even contemplated to place

the "City of Flowers" in the hands of a re-

ceiver ; and though this was not done, be-

cause the national government promised a

help which has been only partially afforded,

the financial plight of Florence remains de-

plorable,—its debts unpaid, and its paper
dishonoured. Turin, the original capital,

had been somewhat similarly damaged when
it ceased to be the seat of government ; but
then Turin readily recuperated, because it

was a wealthy commercial centre, which
Florence never was.

Upon the instalment of the royal court in

the Quirinal, and of the parliament in the
wooden structure hastily erected at Monte
Citorio, the celebrated guarantees to the
pope which had been voted at Florence were
promulgated officially. In substance these

guarantees, while declaring the government
supreme over the newly-captured city, left

the pope in possession of the palace of the
Vatican, as a great personage entitled to

privileges, and allotted him a salary of

$65,000 a year. This salary has never yet
been paid, because neither Pius IX- nor Leo
XIIL would take it, and the amount has
only nominally figured in the national bud.
get ; if called on to pay its accrued total the
government would be sorely pressed. The
law of guarantees, with the exception of pay-
ing this (salary—and the series ot laws pass-

ed in 1873, confiscating a portion of the
church property and abolishing the religious

orders and fraternities in Rome, have been
rigorously executed. Much of the confiscat-

ed property was sold at auction at merely
nominal figures to government favourites

and intriguing speculators.

The ten years' interval 8 ;nce 1880 has
wrought changes in the new capital. At first

the Romans were disposed to be jubilant, as

unusual privileges were showered upon
them at a stroke of the pen, and as, under
the settlement in the Corso and Via Con-

dotti of a host of bustling merchants' trade

had a brisk send-off. The population was

dazzled, aud looked for wonders. But the

tinsel of first appearances soon wore off

when it was found that the promised pros-

perity had feeble foundation. What had

been the support of the city suddenly ceased.

The wealthy foreign visitors, who had been

accustomed to spend their winters between

the Coliseum and the Vatican, failed to put

in an appearance or to furnish the "ways
and means." There has consequently been

no little misery and grumbling among the

citizens, reduced to live off the driblets

vouchsafed by government employees and

cheap tourists, travelling for the most part

with small satchels instead of big trunks.

Owing to the influx of settlers in the wake
of government and court, the population

amounted, according to the census taken on

Dec. 31 of last year, to 301,680, showing an

increase of 75.000 in the last decade. From
the very commencement of the new era,

rent, provisions, and clothes, and living in

general grew dearer. Gold and silver van-

ished early, and are never seen now as in the

days when the foreign world distributed so

lavishly the precious metals. Trade and
manufactures have not, so far, been built

up extensively, except among a small minor-

ity of the citizens. The ruins have been ex-

cavated, restored, repaired ; new houses

built ; entire quarters put up by a syndicate

of speculating capitalists, old ones demolish-

ed or freshly washed, and new streets run,

until the city's old picturesqueness has been

seriously curtailed. From a modern point

of view, of course, numerous improvements
have been made. At the same time, as Rome
was not built in one day, neither can it be

pulled down in a day, and the modernizing

process has not gone so far but that an abun-

dance of the antique is left to maintain the

city's reputation as the richest of curiosity

shops. The municipality has been chiefly

at the expense of constructing new streets

—

foremost among which is the Via Naziona's

—and in establishing public free schools,

which are now more numerous and better

managed than those of any other Italian

city. The pupils learn with a remarkable

aptness, and the younger generation of Ro-
mans, unlike their fathers and mothers, will

start in life with a fair amount of elementary

knowledge. The children of the nobility

and upper classes of Roman society are still

invariably educated in the Roman Catholic

schools.

A decade with Rome as capital has ren-

dered a change very perceptible in Italian so-

ciety at large. It has, above all, become far

more practical and less impressionable

than in the ante-revolutionary war. Uni-

formity of aims and methods has already

levelled those individualisms which were
formerly established landmarks in town and
country. Even the peasantry have joined

in the modern chase after comfort, and, no
longer content to vegetate in their poverty-

stricken districts, are emigrating in swarms
to both Americas in search of fortunes. Not
so much to the density of population in the

kingdom, numbering now twenty-seven mil-

lions of inhabitants, is this emigration due,

as to the awakening of a new spirit which
has rendered the old starvation unpalatable.

But the completion of Italy's long-coveted

unity has within the last ten years doubled

its debt. Its currency of paper money is at

a discount of 15 per cent. ; taxes and deficits

are yearly on the increase. The ^finances

have been wretchedly mismanaged since

Cavour's death, the expenses being many
times over what they should have been.

The excuse has been wars, great armies, and
works of internal improvement, such as the

Mont Cenis and Gothard tunnels, docks,

ports, ships, and railroads. In constructing

them the Italian legislators and financiers

acted as if several Californians were under
their thumb, and, indeed, as if no bills were
ultimately to be presented for payment. An
army and navy, increased out of all propor-

tion to the requirements of the nation, con-

tinue to drain the national exchequer, and
no prospect of stopping this drain is seen to

glimmer even faintly on the horizon. With-
al it is amusing to see with what levity the

ministerial organs at Rome touch upon the

national indebtedness. "Baron Roths
child, of Paris," said one of them, lately,

"spoke very encouragingly of our finances."

He must have spoken, then, with a view to

his own pocket, or to get possession of a

portion of the country as collateral for the

money the rulers borrowed from him and
dissipated.

The London, Sevenoaks, Tunbridge

Wells and Brighton coach horses, eighty in

number, were sold by Messrs. Tattersall, on

Sept. 20, and realized |18,500.

STANDARD CHOPPINC M ILLS,
U8IHO BIST FRENCH DUBR MILL-

8TONt8. SIMPLC. irfCCIENT PRACTI-

CAL. CAM Dl HON 0/ ANV INTELLIO-

tllT MAM, NO BENCWIMO PLATES A» IN IRON

12 INCH CAPACITY MILLS. ORIND-
' BUSIIEIS PLRKOUR cn8 WILL LAST

A LIE! TIMf

PORTABLE

SAW MILLS
GRIST MILLS, and

FARM ENGINES
OUR SPECIALTIES.

See our exhibit of above Machinery

in operation at Toronto Exhibition

provincial Ehibition, Hamilton, and

rtwESZinSoee. Dominion Exhibition, Montreal.
WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO., BRANTF0RD. CANADA.

.

COME AND INVESTIGATE. We test a farm engine every day and a portable

grist mill every week. Plenty of references. Satisfaction guaranteed.

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO,
Brantford, Ontario. Can.

Guaranteed to ^rind any kind of gTain. fine

PUBLISHERS_OFJIEWSPAFERS

We supply " outsides " and " insides,"

on first-class paper, with or without

news matter, at a very low rate. Our

prices are so low that no publisher can

afford to print his "first side" at

home. Samples and* prices on applica-

tion.
S. FRANK WILSON,

Office of )
Manager.

Auiliary Publishing Co., >
Toronto. Canada. J

THE MASSASOIT

CRADLE CARRIAGE,
Weighs from 7 toi 9 pounds.

Comfortable and Convenient.

For sick children it is invaluable. Medical men
recommend it. Prices within the reach of all. Send

for circular. Just patented

.

E. WlbBY, Manufacturer, Toronto

ALL GENUINE

HAS A

STAR

THE BEST
LEATHER BELTING!

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
AND

On head of rivets PEICE LIST..

(TRADE MARK.)

IN THE MARKET.
F. E. DIXON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS,

81 COLBORNE jSTREET, TORONTO.

Lyon & Alexander,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Goods, Mouldings,

Frames, Ohromos, Mottoes,

Picture Matts, &c

128 Say Street,
TORONTO

DIAMONDS
WITiTj cut,

AND THE

ImprovedDiamond and the Hanlan
Cross-cut Saws will cut faster and stay in order long-

er than any other saw in the world. They are manu-
factured only by

R. H. SMITH & Co., St. Catharines.
and Sold by tne Hardware Trade every-
where. Take no other. We also make the Lance
Tooth, Lightning, Improved Champion, Eclipse, In

short, all kinds and patterns, including the New
Improved Champion.

"St, Catharines Saw forks,"

|)UBDOGK-
|CloodK
Fitters?

National Pills, superior to all oth<rr purea-
gatlves in strength and virtue, in taiety and
lauiufei j of action.

O -A. XJ T I O TV

EACH PLUG OF THE

MYRTLE NAVY
IS MARKED

T. & B.
IN BRONSE LETTERS.

NONE OTHER GENUINE-

OF WILD STRAWBERRY
DIASRHCSA, DYSENTERY, and all

SUMMER COMPLAINTS.
I

on ...

ii,1 '

A u ...1

can bt relied

DOBYN'S SURE CURE
Has never failed to cure

CATARRH, NEURALGIA,
and Nervous Headache.

Cold in the Head, Stoppage of the Nasal Passages,

Deafness, Dizziness, Dimuess of Sight, and all kin-

dred complaints arising from neglected colds and
Exposure.

(Patented in Canada, Febuary 14, 1SS0.

Sold rxDER the Firm Name of Dobvx & Mitchell

J83TCURE GUARANTEED.-!*
If our "Sure Cure" be regularly and persistently

used as directed by labehTon each box, we guaran-

tee relief in every" case, and an absolute cure in all

cases where the patient is free from constitutiona 1

ailments.

Sioss of Catarrh.—Sickening and .disgusting mu-
cus from the nostrils, or upon the tonsils ;

watery

eyes, snuffles, buzzing in the ears, deafness, crackl-

ing sensations in the head, intermittent pains over

the eyes, fetid breath, nasal twang, scabs in the

nostrils, and tickling in the throat, are sure signs of

this dread disease.

Our Terms :—We express or mail " Dobyn's

Sure Cure to any part of the Dominion for OXE
DOLLAR PER SIXGLE BOX, or THREE BOXES
FOR TWO DOLLARS. In ordering, please write

your Name, Post Office and County plainly, and

send money by Post Office Money Order, or by
Registered Letter. Address all orders to the Cana-
dian Agents and Manufacturers.

C POMEROY & CO..
85 King Street West, Toronto.
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BRYOE BROTHERS,
J5» T- IjAWRENCE

LUMBER YA_1M)

!

CORNER BERKELEY AND FRONT STS.

Planing Mill, No. 57 Ontario St. - ...
, Mills at Elmvale.

WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL DEALERS IN

LUMBER, SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, &e.

Largest and Best Stock of Lumber in the City at Lowest Prices

WE HAVE CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE STOCK OF

SASH, DOORS AND BLINDS, ETC., ETC
Which wo sell at Lower Rates than fiey can be had anywhere else in the City,

SPECIAL ATTENTION given to FILLING OF BILLS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Houses built on easy terms of payment. Houses to rent or for sale in any part of tho city.

43rBest price paid for|Lumber of all kinds, cedar posts, &CtSa

The Queens Hotel, Toronto, Canada.
MeGAW & WINNETT, Proprietor,

tST Patronized by Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated according to rooms

the economist I JOHN M cCREC0R & SONS,
Financial, Railway and Mining Journal.

BOSTON. PUBLISHED WEEKLY- NEW YORK.

S3. 00 a Year. 10 Conta a Copy.

THE ECONOMIST IS DEVOTED
exclusively to the Financial, Railway, and Mining

Interests of the United States. It is the representa-
tive journal of its clafsin New England, and has, by
its conservative and independent policy, established
a reputation and circulation which give it a com-
manding influence in its section. It aims to advance
and prorect the legitimate mining industry, and to
guard investors from imposition and consequent
losses.

Tub Economist presents special inducements to ad-
vertisers through whichjto reach the wealthy classes
of New England. Its circulation among the Mining
States and Territories is large and rapidly increas-
ing.

Specimen copies free.

R. F. STRAINE, Business Manager.
31 Milk stree', Boston.

New York Office : 116 Broadway.

FOR AUGAIMS
Pine I atches and Jewellery,

CALL AT

RYRIE'S, the Jeweller,
113 Yonge-st., Toronto.

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

STATIONARY,
MARINE, and

LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS,
and SHEET IRON WORK

Portable Pollers for Threshing Machines, Shingli
Mills, etc,, furnished on short notice. All Boilers

tested by cold water pressure to 160 lbs. to the
square inch before leaving tho shop.

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY
nought, sold, or taken in exchange for

new work.

REPAIRS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

183 Atwater St., Detroit. Michigan.

BRANCH SHOP

—

Cor. Glengarry Ave. & Stuart st.,

WINDSOR, ONTARIO.

FOR SALE, AT A GREAT BAR-
gain, 320 acres of excellent farming land, heavily

timbered, and well watered by a branch of the Pigeon
River, in Cheboygan Co. Michigan. Apply to the

Editor of the Canaj>a Lumiermah. i-tf.

MACHINERY OILS!
To Dealers and Consumrrs.
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It will give the subscriber much pleasure to forward, post free, to any aJdrtss, on application, a
pamphlet, containing instructions and information that have been found of the greatest practical use to
dealers and consumers of machinery oil in Canada. It contains the fullest information a* to the differ-

ent kinds of oils, their qualities and uses, thus enabling the consumer to make choice of the very oil

best adapted to his wants, and also enables the merchant to select the kinds most likely to be in

demand in his neighborhood. This pamphlet shows conclusively that oils properly manufactured from
petroleum, are vastly superior to any animal or vegetable oil. 1 am now making the same qualities of

"Extra" and "XX" oils I manufactured from 1870 to 1873. They are guaranteed not to thicken urilA

extreme cold, and warranted to give satisfaction io every particular. Beware of Agents soliciting your or-

ders without my trade-marked order-book. Address

GEO. B. STOCK,
P. 0. Box 1146, Toronto.

DOMINION BELT & HOSE COMP'Y
JAMES D. McARTHUR,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Manager.

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

Fire Engine Hose, Lace, Leather,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC- ETC-
Stitched and Ribbed Belting Made to Order.

Double always in Stock - Send for Samples and Prices

73 COLBORNtTST., TORONTO.

Nothing Like It Yet Seen
Hig-liest Awards at

TORONTO, 1860. - 1st Prize and Diploma.

HAMILTON, 1880, -

LONDON,

THE PEARL DRYsHOP YEAST
Ready in a moment, and unaffected by time or weather.

S3T Ask your grocer for it or send direct to the factory,

PEARL YEAST CO,
box im, p. o, 39 Front Street East, Toronto
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PROSPECTUS.

The Canada Lumberman is now intro-

duced to its patrons, and so far has met
with a favourable reception.

Before its publication a large number of

lumber and timber merchants and mill

owners in the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec
New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, and

manufacturers whose line is to supply ma-

chinery for mills, saws, axes, files, oil, belt-

ing, sleighs, &c, were consulted in refer-

ence to the advisability of publishing such a

journal.

Their opinion was that such a publication

could be made highly useful to parties en-

gaged in the various branches of trade above

alluded to, as well as to those more directly

interested in the mines and minerals of

Canada.

Acting on their suggestions, The Canada
Lumberman has entered ou this extensive

and important field, with an adequate sense

of the responsibility of the undertaking
;

and whilst craving leniency until fairly

under way, we may repeat a portion of our

introductory, viz : nothing shall be wanting

on our part to make this journal a full and
complete record of the lumber business, and
all that relates to the trade in Canada. To
this end the latest market reports, the con-

tributions of trustworthy correspondents,

trade circulars, etc., will be freely used, to

give our readers the best, the earliest, and
moBt reliable information that can be ascer-

tained, concerning the important branch of

business to which the journal will be especi-

ally devoted ; while the mining, the milling,

and the manufacturing interests will receive

attention proportionate to their great claims

on the public.

In short, it will be our endeavor to make
The Lumberman worthy of its title in every

respect
; and, while giving special attention

to the great staple industry to which it is

devoted, it will also furnish a carefully se-

lected amount of general reading that will

make it a welcome visitor in every family.

Advertisers, especially those dealing in

mill, mining, and lumberiDg supplies and
-machinery, will find The Lumberman a very
favourable medium of reaching their custodi-
ers, as it will circulate among these classes,
and receive more attention from them than
they have the time or inclination to bestow
on a general newspaper.
The success of the Lumberman must de-

pend on the support it will receive from the
classes above referred to ; we trust, there-
fore, that they will overlook shortcomings at
the commencement, and accord to the enter-
prise their generous and hearty support.

MORE TREES.

Scribner's Monthly says :—We do not re-

member any article in this department of

the Monthly which has proved so prolific of

beneficent results as one which was publish-

ed four years ago, on " Village Improve-

ment Societies." It was responded to from

Maine to Texas, gave rise to a great deal of

enquiry, and resulted in the establishment

of a large number of associations for the

beautifying and improvement of village

property and life. One of the most import-

ant of all the improvements inaugurated was

the setting out of trees for shade and beauty

and profit ; and this is so important a mat-

ter, from an economical point of view, that

it deserves a special article. The appear-

ance of Mr. B. G. Northrop's papers on

" Tree-planting" and " Forestry in Europe"

makes the writing of the article both easy

and pleasant. Mr. Northrop has done a

great service to the country in collecting

and disseminating information upon these

subjects, and we know of no man who has

done, or is doing, so much as he to beautify

and enrich the State which honours him

with the charge of her educational interests.

Such a man is a treasure to Connecticut, at

any price, and he will not fail to be remem-

bered, when the results of his foresight and

enthusiasm shall become apparent and es-

tablished, as a great public benefactor.

More than fifty village improvement socie-

ties have been established in Connecticut,

mostly through his agency, and he has gone

up and down the State, making public ad-

dresses on the topic, until the public mind

is fully awakened. We can do our readers

no better service than in turning over the

pages of information and statistics he has

furnished, and quoting freely from them.

In illustration of the great interest attached

to forestry abroad, it is stated that, previous

to 1842 there had appeared in Germany

1,815 volumes on the subject of forestry,and

that an average of one hundred volumes on

that subject are published iu that country

every year. There are more than 1,100

volumes on forestry in the Spanish language.

In America, the great question has related

to the best and quickest methods of getting

our forests out of the way. We have done

nothing but cut and burn our wood. De-

struction has been the end aimed at, and the

end has been only too well achieved. In

the Old World, the effect of the destruction

of forests has been very carefully and in-

telligently traced, and this effect should

give America pause at once in her sui-

cidal policy. To strip a vast realm of

its trees is to change its climate from a soft

and moist one to a dry and harsh one, to

dry up its streams, with all their capacities

for irrigation and navigation, and to trans-

form a fertile soil into a barren waste. It

is declared that Tunis and Algiers were once
fertile regions, supporting a dense popula-

tion. Their decadence is largely traceable

to the destruction of the forests. Rentzsch
ascribes the political decay of Spain to the

same cause. Hon. George P. Marsh says :

" There are parts of Asia Minor, of Northern
Africa, of Greece, and even of Alpine Europe,
where causes set in action by man have
brought the face of the earth to a desolation

as complete as that of the moon, and yet

they are known to have been once covered

with luxuriant woods, verdant pastures and
fertile meadows." Mr. Marsh is trying to

impress upon America the importance of ar-

resting the work of destruction going on
within her borders, and the facts which he
adduces from Persia and the farther East
may well excite our profound alarm. Re-
gions larger than all Europe are now with-

drawn from human use, though they once
flowed with milk and honey.

In the discussion of this matter of the de-

struction of forests, we have never noticed

any competent allusion to the agency of

railways. Mr. Northrop tells us how many
ties must be produced to furnish our 85,000
miles of railway, viz., 34,000,000 sleepers per

annum. These are astonishing figures, but
nobody talks of the consumption of wood for

the production of steam-power in locomo-
tives. Nearly all the railways of the coun-

try, passing through wooded districts, use

wood for steaming just as long as the line

will produce it. The consequence has been
that a railway is a scourge to all the forests

within five miles of it. The hills and val-

leys are stripped bare. A tornado ten miles

wide, destroying everything in its path for

the entire distance, would not be more dis-

astrous to the forests than a railway through-

out its length. Hundreds of thousands of

acres of beautiful woodlands, that were the

nursing homes of streams and the mothers of

climatic salubrity and balm, have been burn-

ed up in the locomotive furnace, and the

hills and valleys where the forests stood are

baking in the sun.

A world of mischief has been done already

in America, and now, of course, the ques-

tion is, "What is the remedy?" The first

answer is, " Stop destroying." Wood must
be cut—-that is true ; but it is not necessary

to cut it clean, unless the land is needed for

cultivation. Timber must be felled for build-

ing and manufactnring purposes ; but it is

not necessary to denude the land and burn it

over, Large tracts of undisturbed forests

should be left, and then, when the work of

destruction has been perfected, we must be-

gin and plant forests and let them grow.

The American is not a patient man. He is

particularly desirous to see the result of

his toils and his expenditures in his life-

time. To plant a forest, which it will take

fifty or sixty years to mature, seems like

that so good an investment for one's family
cannot be made as an investment in the
growth of a forest. Mr. Northrop quotes
Dr. James Brown as saying that he has seen
crops of larch, of sixty-five years' standing,

sold for from §700 to §2,000 per acre, from
land that was only worth originally from $2
to §4 an acre. It has been calculated by a

competent authority that a plantation of ten

acn s of European larch, to last fifty years,

will produce a profit of thirteen per cent, per
annum, aud give a net profit of §62,282,75 I

Mr. Sargent, director of the Botanic Garden
and Arboretum of Harvard College, calcu-

lates that there are 200,000 acres of unim-
proved land in Massachusetts, which could
at once be covered with larch plantations

with advantage, and that, if so planted,

their net yield in fifty years would be con-

siderably more than a billion of dollars. Mr.
Northrop advises the Connecticut farmers to

plant white ash ; but Grigor says :
" No tree

is so valuable as the larch in its fertilizing

effects, arising from the richness of its foli-

age, which it sheds annually. The yearly

deposit is very great, the leaves remain and
are consumed upon the spot where they
fall."

Farmers who want information for prac-

tical use should send to Mr. Northrop for his

book. Lands are various, and have their

special adaptations of certain kinds of trees.

All trees, however, are trees of life, whose
leaves are for the healing of the acres. If a

farmer have a sterile pasture, let him re-

member that the way to make it fruitful at

the least expense is to plant it with trees.

Trees have a chem stry of their own for

dissolving the elements of the rock in the

crevices of which they will grow. Spread a

throwing away life ; but it is demonstrable

sterile pasture with shade and strew it with

leaves every year, and a good piece of land

will be made of it for those who succeed the

planter, while the crop of trees will pay all

expenses and leave a handsome profit.

When we remember what a wonderfully

beautiful object a tree is, how important a

part it plays in all our landscapes, how use-

ful it is in the arts and economies of life, and
how beneficial it is in its climatic influences,

we do not wonder at the enthusiasm with

which specialists regard it, and. the zeal with

which such a man as Mr. Northrop pushes

its claims upon the popular attention. If all

communities would give themselves up to

his leading, and share in his devotion, they

would do a good thing for themselves and for

the country. As for him we hope he will

not become weary with popular indifference,

and that, if necessary, he will be willing to

wait as long as it takes a tree to grow for

the reward which is sure to come to his

memory.

Th<? light at the entrance to Byng Inlet,

Georgian Biy, Muskoka District, Oatario,

has been removed to a new building erected

upon Gereaux Island, about half a mile N.E.

^ N. from its old position. The light is a

fixed white catoptric, elevated 47 feet above

water mark, and should be visible 12 miles

from all points seaward.
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A Benevolent " Old Salt."

On a certain winter's day, not many yearn

since, an uncommonly cold northwestern

blistered the Atlantic coast. Over toward
the sand-dunes which protect a particular

bay from the sea a man is fighting his way
across the frozen surface in the face of the

bitter gale. His objective is a house on the

midland near the shore. The contrast be-

tween the luxurious warmth and coziness of

the interior of this house and the cold deso-

lation which prevails without would furnish

ample material for themodern artistic "sym-
phony " in color. After a hard struggle the

man reaches the shore ; under his arm flut-

ters a paper parcel.

He enters the kitchen of this particular

house, and with merely a nod to the cook

seats himself in silence by the fire. He is

perhaps sixty years of age—an ancient mari-

ner whom many battles with the elements

have rendered uncommonly reticent and un-

communicative. His head is bald, but an

enormous tuft upon the chin makes amends
for this deficiency, and adds to the grim so-

lemnity of his appearance. At a recent re-

vival, after fifty years' practical contempla-

tion of life in various portions of the globe,

he experienced religion. Friends and his

dead wife's mother had hoped that under

this soothing influence he might develop

more genial methods of expression ; but he

was a man, as we have said, in whom exper-

ience had confirmed a Datural reticence.

When the moment arrived in which by some
sign or word of mouth he was, before the

assembled multitude, to show his ripeness

for grace, a great silence fell on the congre-

gation. With no change of countenance he

arose in his place, faced to the northeast, the

point from which he had always encounter-

ed the hardest gales, and roared out, as if

addressing a man at the mast-head, " Look
a here ! I want religion, and I'm bound to

have it 1" This said, he dropped back into

seat, silent, and grim. No change was ob-

served in his deportment ; he had satisfied

the exigencies of the conventional village

life. Under no influence could he be induced

to alter or soften the angles of his brief but
emphatic vocabulary. On the particularly

cold day which I have mentioned he was
moved by another sentiment, for snugly

tucked in blankets on the upper floor of the

house in which he was then seated, a newly
born infant lay sleeping. From the mother,

surrounded by every attainable luxury and
comfort, this ancient mariner had once ac-

cepted a signal service, for which, up to this

time, he had never given any sign of appre-

ciative recognition. On this occasion for

twenty minutes or more he sat by the fire

grimly ruminating. Finally he started up,

and taking from under his arm the package
which he had thus jealously guarded during
the entire session, he advanced and placed it

on the table.

" Look a here," he said to the cook, "I
understand Y 's woman" (Ang ice wife)
" is hove to with a baby "—here he paused,

and nodded assent to his own statement, in

the direction of the northeast. " Look a
here" (confidentially), "wimminis mighty
onsartain at them times, so I fetched this 'ere

off the beach, a-thinkin' she might like

suthin' sorter tasty. " This said, he reseated

himself in solemn silence by the fire. An
examination of the "suthin' sorter tasty,"

which was enveloped in a thoroughly thumb,
ed copy of the county paper, revealed a well-

sanded salt mackerel—a waif washed on th^

beach from a recent wreck off the coast.

A Gambler's Method of Winning-

A German baron, who had been playing
heavily at " makao, " at the Pesth National
Casino, and had, during a few months, won
$40,000, was discovered cheating recently
in a very curious way. He always appear-
ed anxious to " take the bank," by which
means he of course always dealt. He kept
down the pile of bank-notes in front of him
with a polished silver tobacco-box. He
dealt over this, and could thus see the cards
he dealt his players reflected in the lid of

the box 1 A certain general of the staff ob-
served this, and begged for the loan of the
box to roll a cigarette. This lequest he fre-

quently repeated, and observed that when
the box was away the baron had variable
luck like the others. The lucky gambler, a
well-known racing man and of excellent
family, is to be prosecuted as a common
swindler.

Last week a professional man addressed
an Irish artisan, who was waiting in his hall,

rather brusquely. "Halloa, you fellow, do
you want me 1" The answer was neat : "No,
your honor, I am waiting for a gentleman."

ABOUT EMINENT PEOPLE.

Nina Boucicault, the youngest daughter

of Agnes Robertson, is said to be predestined

for an irresistible soubrette actress. She is

receiving her education to that end in France
and Germany, is small in stature, small-

featured, has a nez retrousse, and fine hazel

eyes.

The present voyage of the Prince of

Wales's sons includes Madeira, Brazil, the

Falklands, San Francisco, Vancouver's Is-

land, the Sandwich Islands, China, and
Japan. Their great-great-grandfather,

George III., never even saw the sea until he
was 50.

King Ltowig of Bavaria, who in council

sits and makes his ministers stand, often

wakes his old chamberlain at three o'clock

in the morning to play billiards, and if he
dares to yawn he is soon made to feel the
weight of the royal displeasure.

Miss Minnie Hauk has been spending her

vacation in the south of France, Switzerland,

and the Black Forest. She is now to sing

through the principal Continental cities,

after which she contemplates a season of

concerts in London and the Provinces, as

other English towns are styled.

Mb. Longman, the well known publisher

of London has sold his estate at Farnborough
Hill to the ex-Empress Eugenie for $250,-

000. It consists of 257 acres and a pictures-

que mansion. The ex- Empress intends to

build on the property a memorial chapel to

receive the bodies of the ex-Emperorand the
late Prince Imperial.

It is related as characterizing the parties

given by Lady Borthwick that at one of

them there were present the Duke of Cam-
bridge, the Princess Mary and the Duke of

Teck, the Grand Duchess of Mecklenburg,
the Crown Prince of Austria, Prince Ibrahim
of Egypt, Midhat Pasha, Stanley and Cam-
eron, the African travellers, and that at the

same one Lady Waldegrave became acquaint-

ed with the Prinoe Imperial aud Count
Schouvaloff.

Mr. Childers, First Lord of the Admir-
alty in England, has been making hi3 holi-

day tour in Ireland, accompanied by his

family. There have been spontaneous de-

monstrations in all the towns through which
he has passed in the west and south of Ire-

land, and innumerable addresses have been
presented. Personally unknown in Ireland,

Mr. Childers has received these compliments
as the representative of Mr. Gladstone's
Government

Lord Vernon, the father of Archbishop
Vernon Harcourt, and great grandfather of

Sir William Harcourt, was walking one day
with a little boy, the son of his parkkeeptr,
in his park at SudLury in Derbyshire, when
a stag ran out from a herd of red deer, and
desperately attacked him. Lord Vernon
caught his assailant by the horns, and held

hirn with great difficulty while the little

boy, aged seven years, groped in his master's

pocket for a penknife, with which, following

Lord Vernon's instructions, he cut the stag's

throat, dividing the jugular vein.

Mr. Huskin will soon find himself unable
to visit Venice, as well as America, for

aesthetic reasons, as they propose to put
steam-launches on the canals there. But he
may be well content to stay at his beautiful

home ; it is called Brantwood, and is situat-

ed among the waters and mountains of the
English lake country. His house is full of

treasures, valuable manuscripts, among them
that of Scott's Peveril of the Peak, ancient
missals exquisitely ornamented, paintings
by Titian and by Meissonier, Sir Joshua
.Reynold's Portrait of Angelica Kauflman,
and a unique collection of Turners.

Offenbach had a taste for magnificence,
and liked truth in the material order of

tilings. It was his cherished ambition to

found a theatre in which there would be no
shams. After the war he realized his wish,
and was ruined by it. La Gaite was his

Abbotsford. Stage accessories in Gounod's
"Jeanne d'Arc," "La Haine" of Sardou,
and " Genevieve de Brabant" were what
they professed to be. In a short time the
manager had to liquidate and to sell his

stage accessories at a loss of 87 per cent.

He with difficulty met the demands of his

creditors, and he would have been obliged
to pass through the Bankruptcy Court if his
wife had not placed in his hands a treasure
she had hoarded unknown to any one. A
very Urge number of persons believed he
had the evil eye, the terrible Jettattura of
the south of Italy. The well-known poet
and critic, Theodore de Banuville, is said to
have always carefully avoided mentioning
i lie name of M. Ofi'eiib'ch in any of his arti-

cles for fear of evil consequences.

Pecuniary Independence.

We talk agreat deal about|our political, in-

tellectual, moral, and social independence :

all the world has heard us talk about them.
We do not enjoy them as much, perhaps as we
think. How much independence of thought
has the journalist, for instance, who must
bid for an audience, the author whose first

thought must be never todispleasea readerthe
orator who must repeat the stock notions of

his hearers, the professor who hasto reconcile
evolution with theology ; how much bberty
of action has the voter who depends upon a
government salary, or who is in a politician's

employ ? We can not very seriously blame
these people, to whom independence often
means starvation. What I want to set in

clear light is this : that independence in life

and thought depends, more than we like to

believe, upon pecuniary independence ; it is

not to be had by wishing merely. Individ-'

uals there are, and always will be, who will

suffer for their moral or intellectual inde-

pendence ; but communities will be what
circumstances make them. This again, I

want to set in clear light : that we are as a
community, deficient, in spite of all our
national wealth, and unnecessarily deficient,

in the best part of independence—the power
to enjoy our lives. In this respect we are
behind our friends in France, with their two
millions of people living upon their incomes.
These two millions of people are not, for

the most part, either idle, or frivolous, or

wealthy people. Many of them live in the
cities, but more of them are quiet people
living on their modest properties in the
country, and enjoying their competence in a

rational way—enjoying friendships, social

pleasures, family affections, and all the
kindly observances of home life in a way
that we have little idea of— in away that the
tourist of Paris sees nothing of. We have
much to learn from the French, and among
the things that we have to learn are some
that may surprise us. One of these things
is the comfort, the unity, and the perman-
ence of French homes. The French home
and family, their happiness, their unity,

their permanence, these have been developed
by the combined industry, thrift, and do-

mestic sentiment of the most intelligent

people in Europe, and especially by its great
middle class. We have the significant

testimony of Prince Bismark "that the
French nation has a solidity such as no other
nation of Europe enjoys." and Mr- Matthew
Arnold, from whose Mixed E»tay$ I quote,

adds : "This can only come from the broad
basis of well-being, and of cause for

satisfaction with life, which in France,
more than in other countries, exists." If we
had two millions of people, or one million,

who were enjoying a competence, earned or

inherited, can it be doubted that we should
be a happier people, and a. better one, than
we are ! France and the United States have
this important feature in common—in each
country nearly one-half of the people live

directly by agriculture ; but our country
homes and families have not attained the
comfort or the permanence of these—T. M.
Coan, in Harper s Magazine for November.

Milk Poisoned by Sewage Water.

(From the Liverpool Post.)

What appears to be a terrible case of milk
poisoning is reported from Kochdale. There
has been an alarming outbreak of typhoid
fever in the town lately, upward of twenty
persons being infected, of whom eight are

known to have died. From investigations

made it seems that the families in which the
deaths occurred were all supplied with milk
from a particular farm. An examination of

the farm premises in question led to the dis-

covery that there was a well under the
kitchen in which sewage water was found,
while in front of the farm buildings was a
cesspool in a filthy state. The borough medi-
cal officer of health, at an inquest of one of

the victims of the poisoned milk, said no
doubt the milk from the farm in question,

polluted by the sewage water, had caused
the outbreak of typhoid fever which proved
so fatal.

The apparent cause of the downfall of

John A. Woodward, who has absconded
with $S2,000 from the Boston city treasury,

was an actress known as Imogene. Her
maiden name was Amy Louise Knowlton.
He fell in love with her, married her, main-
tained her in a costly home when she stayed
in Boston, and paid the heavy losses of her
unsuccessful tour as a star. The Boston
Herald says, that some of the bills which
Woodward had to meet were for breakage
in hotels when his wife got <Lunk.

GENERAL

"I am satisfied with my lot," said a real

estate owner who held a piece of city ground
worth $5,000 a foot.

The Earl of Cawdor and party, numbering
six guns, recently succeeded in bagging the

extraordinary number of 566 hares in one
day. Gamekeepers and gillies were, of

course, unable to carry them, and they were
conveyed to the castle in carts.

Dead Lake, in California, is peculiar in

having no visible outlet, though a large

stream runs into it. The Indians believe

that it is bottomless and marks the spot

where a wicked tribe once sank into the

ground. No Indian can be induced to go
near it.

An important piece of patronage is likely

to fall this year into the hands of the Em-
peror of China. The Grand Lama of Thibet,

the personified god of the country, is dan-
gerously ill, and the priests have addressed
a memorial to the Emperor of China praying
him to elect a successor to whom the dying
Lama can impart his divine attributes, or

rather his soul, which is supposed to be that

of Tzon Jappas, the founder of this branch
of Buddhism. The nomination of a success-

or remains with the Emperor of China as

suzerain of Thibet, and the appointment, If

it may be so called, is a valuable one, the

income of the Lama been over $2,000,000.

The Lama lives in a magnifient palace, the

roof of which is covered with gold, and in

it there are several hundred idols of the

same metal.

London has a police force of 10,911 men,
and furnishes a large field for their work.
During the past ten years 190 persons have
been killed by light wagons, and 7,962
wounded; 474 killed and 4,144 injured by
heavy carts ; and omnibuses and street cars

have killed 151 and injured 1,655. Each
year there are nearly 10,000 children and
more than 3,000 adults reported to the po-

lice as lost or missing. Last year about two-
thirds of the children and one-fifth of the

adults we:e found and restored to their

friends by the police ; the remainder return-

ed home, or were found, dead or alive, with
the exception of 141 adults and 25 children,

of whose whereabouts no intelligence has

ever been received. Last year 259 persona

committed suicide, and 404 others attempt-

ed self-destruction, but were prevented from
so doing.

The last survivor of the Medusa has just

died at Bordeaux. Caesar Alphonse Henry
was born at Paris in 1813, and three years

afterward his father embarked in the Medu-
sa with his whole family of eight persons.

Every one knows the fate of the Medusa.
Of its living freight of 450 souls, 175 were
put on the raft which Gericault has render-

ed memorable in his picture, 16 remained on

board, and 260 took to the boats and gained

the African coast, nearly 100 miles from the

French settlement at St. Louis . The Henry
family were among these last. The three-

year-old child walked part of the way acros

the burning, waterless sands ; part of the

way he was^carried by the sailors. The lit-

tle caravan strewed its route with corpses,

but the survivors arrived safely at St. Louis,

and among them was the Henry family, safe

and well from the eldest to the youngest—

a

result mainly due to the remarkable energy

of the father.

A lion tamer in a menagerie at San Fran
cisco gave a C hronie reporter some cruel

facts about the training of beasts. He said

there was real danger in the business. He
had seen two men killed, and was badly bit-

ten once himself ; but he charged these mis-

haps to carelessness and too much mercy.

"You learn to tell," he explained, "what
kind of a temper the beasts are in. and con-

duct yourself accordingly. It ain't hard to

dodge them. If they spring straight at you

all you've got to do is to jump a little on

one side, and if they dive high for your

throat you dive under 'em. There's never

more than one goes tor you at a time, and

that don't occur often. The wild onee are

better and safer. This is because a lion used

to a cage and to being poked and teased is

less afraid of you. I'd sooner handle ten

lions just from the jungles than one that's

used to the public. When I first got into a

cage of untamed ones I'd have a fire near by,

with three or four iron rods in it, red hot.

If the beasts go for me, the men stand ready

to jab the iron s into their mouths and make
'em let go." He scouted the idea that lions

could be governed except by fear, excited by
inhuman treatment He tried never to-err

on the side of gentleness, and had recently

killed a lion by striking it a little too bard

on the bead.



Sea Music.

The tide rises, the tide falls,

The twilight darkens, the curfew calls
;

Along the sea sands damp and brown
The traveller hastens toward the town,

And the tide rises, the tide falls.

Darkness settles on roofs and walls,

But the sea In the darkness calls and calls
;

The little waves with their soft white bands

Efface the footprints in the sands,

And the tide rises, the tide falls.

The morning breaks: the steeds in their

stalls

Stamp and neigh as the hostler calls ;

The day returns, but nevermore
Returns the traveller to the shore,

And the tide rises, the tide falls.

The Birthday.

OF THE BABY MADE FAMOUS IN DICKEN'S

AMERICAN NOTES.

The Gentleman who, while a baby, was un-

consciously immortalized in Charles Dick-

ens' " Notes " of his trip to St. Louis was

met yesterday by a Republican reporter. It

was the gentleman's birthday, and that cir-

cumstance led to the disclosure of facts com-

paratively littleknown regarding the identity

of characters described in the "American
Notes " of the great novelist.

The pretty little scene on board the boat

between St. Louis, as printed in the "Notes,"

was of the most charming and soul-felt pic-

tures of character and emotion that ever

warmed the heart in fact or fiction, and
Forster said that o f all the writings of Dickens,

it was Lord Jeffreys' favourite passage.

In a letter to Forster, dated on board the

boat, April, 1842, Dickens gives the story,

which for freshness excels the printed account

in the " Notes," and its publication will be

new to many. It runs as follows :

THE LITTLE WOMAN.

" There was a little woman on board with
a little baby ; and both little woman and
child were cheerful, good-looking, bright-

eyed, and fair to see. The little woman had
been passing a long time with a sick mother
in New York. The baby had been born in

her mother's house, and she had not seen her

husband (to whom she was now returning)

for twelve months. Well, to be sure, there

never was a little woman so full of hope, and
tenderness, ard love, and anxiety, as the

little woman was ; and there she was, all the

live long day, wondering whether he would
be at the wharf, and whether he had got her

letter, and whether, if she sent the baby on
shore by somebody else, he would know it,

meeting it in the street ; which, seeing that

he had never set eyes upoii it in his life, was
not very likely in the abstract, but was prob-

able enough to the young mother. She was
such an artless little creature,and wasinsuch
a sunny, beaming, hopeful state, and let out

all this matter clinging close about her heart

so freely, that all the other lady passengers

entered into the spirit of it as much as she

did ; the captain (who heard all about it from
his wife) was wondrous sly, I promise you

—

inquiring every time we met at table whether
she expected anybody to meet her at St.

Louis, and supposing

SHE WOULDN'T WANT TO GO

ashore the night we reached it, and cutting

many other dryjokes which convulsed all the
hearers, but especially the ladies. There
was one little, weazen, dried-apple old wo-
man among them who took occasion to doubt
the constancy of husbands under such cir-

cumstances of bereavement and there was
another lady (with a lap dog) old enough to

moralize on the lightness of human affec-

tions, and yet not so old that she could help
nursing the baby now and then, or laughing
with the rest when the little woman called

it by the father's name, andasked it all man-
ner of fantastic questions concerning him in

the joy of her heart. It was something of

a blow to the little woman that when we
were within twenty miles of our destination

it became clearly necessary to put the
baby to bed, but she got over that with the
same good humour, tied a little handkerchief
over her little head and then came out into

the gallery with the rest. Then, such an
oracle as she became in reference to the lo-

calities, and such facetiousness as was dis-

played by the married ladies, and such sym-
pathy as was shown by the single ones ; and
such peals of laughter as the little woman
herself (who would just as soon have cried)

greeted every jest with. At last there were
the light* of St. Louis, and there was the
wharf7 and there were the steps; and the lit-

THE CANADA

tie woman, covering her face with her hands

and laughing or seeming to laugh

MOKE THAN EVER.

ran into her cabin and shut herself up tight.

I have no doubt that in the charming incon-

sistency of such excitement she stopped her

ears least she would hear him ask for her ;

but I didn't see her to do it. Then a great

crowd of people rushed on board, though the

boat was not yet made fast, and was stag-

gering about among the other boats to find a

landing place ; everybody looked for the

husband and nobody saw him, when all of a

sudden, right in the midst of them—God
knows how she ever got there—there was
the little woman hugging with both arms
round the neck of a fine, good-looking,

sturdy fellow. And in a moment afterwards,

there she was again dragging him through
the small door of her small cabin, to look at

the baby as he lay asleep. What a good
thing it is to know that so many of us would
have been quite down-hearted and sorry if

that husband had failed to come."

THE BABY

It will be a surprise to many in St. Louis

to know who were the parties so feelingly

touched by the pen of Dickens. The baby
alluded to, which has since grown up to man-
hood, is Mr. Charles R. Garrison, the eldest

son of a well-known citizen, D. R. Garrison,

Esq. The " little woman," the mother of

Chas. R Garrison, died about six years ago.

Her name was Annie Noye Garrison, and
her father, Richard Noye, was a native of

Plymouth, England. He was a local Meth-
odist preacher, and resided many years in

Buffalo, New. York., where his son, JohnT.
Noye, still resides, the proprietor of the

largest burrmilling establishment in the

United States. Mr. Dharles R. Garrison,

aforesaid "baby, " was 39 years old

yesterday, having been born in Brooklyn,

N. Y., October 12, 1841. His mother brought

him by way of Pittsburg, and, taking a Ohio
river steamer for St. Louis, they had una-

wares fallen iD with and had their little his-

tory embalmed by the pen of Dickens.

Mr. Garrison has no memory of the event

described by Dickens, but as he grew up
his mother frequently rallied him on the fig-

ure he cut in the " Notes."

About Wine.

The five principal brands of Bordeaux
wine are the Chateau d'Yquem, the Chateau
Laffitte, the Chateau Margaux, the Chateau -

Latour, and the Haut Brion. The Chateau
and the domain of Yquem belong to the fam-

ily of Sur-Saluces, who bought it in 1785
from the Seigneur Sauvage d'Yquem. The
domain covers 360 acres, about two-thirds of

which are flanked with the vines which yield

the wine. The average yield of the best

quality is 120 barrels of 200 gallons each,

and the prices realized vary very much ; for

while the vintages of 1859 and 1861 were
sold for $1,200 per barrel, those of 1858 and
1867 fetched little more than half the sum.
Chateau Laffitte belongs to the Rothschilds,

to whom it was bequeathed by the lat

Baron James de Rothschild, who purchased

it in 1867 for $828,000 the average annual
yield of Chateau-Laffitte is 180 barrels of

200 gallons each, and of this 140 barrels are

first-class wine, fetching as a rule 1,800 per

barrel. Chateau-Margaux is of verv ancient

origin, the site of the present bouse being

that of a fortress belonging to the family of

Montferrand. Vines were not planted on
the domain till 1750, and in 1802 the prop-

erty was purchased, by the Marquis de Lac-
onilla, who pulled down the old castle and
built a very handsome chateau, which was
bought by Count Aguado in 1830. He sold

it for $1,000,000 toa Paris banker, M. Pillet-

Will, three or four years ago, the Margaux
domain yields upon an average 155 barrels of

wine, each being worth from year to year

SI,600. Chateau Latour, the joint property
of MM. de Flers, de Beaumont, de Graville,

and de Courtevron, the descendants of

the Segur family, belonged in the seventeenth
century to a secretary of Louis XIV. ; and
this vineyard, the produce of which is nearly
all exported to England, yields about 90 bar-

rels of first-class wine. The vineyard of the
Chateau-Brion, which belongs to M. Amedee
Larrien, covers about 120 acres, and now
grows about 100 barrels of first-class wine.
The price of the Haut-Brion and the Cha-

teau-Latour may be put a trifle lower than
the Chateau-Margaux ; so that, taking these

five vineyards, one will not be far wrong in

estimating that they yield 645 barrels for

129,000 gallons), worth, when purchased im-
mediately after the vintage, a million of

dollars.

LUMBERMAN.

MIRTHFUL MORSELS.

To live long—grow tall.

The mule understands the arc of heeling.

Sono of the mouse : " Hear me gnaw
ma.

A Two-foot rule—making "rights" and
"lefts."

A beggar set up business the other day
with a small sign reading, " help wanted."

"There is no place like home," repeated

Mr. Henpeck, looking at a rnotto, and he

heartily added : I'm glad thereisn't."

When girls are young they like half a

dozen birthdays a year ; but as they grow
old they don't care to have even one.

The difference between a goat and a

Scotch-man is this : The one delights in cold

oat meal and the other delights in old coat

meal.

Taken together, all the beauties of art

and nature do not interest the inquisitive

female so much as the view she gets through
a keyhole.

Autumn gilds the leaf. Of course she does.

That's her business. If she didb't we'd
get some sort of a machine to do it for her

and dock the old gal's wages.

Recitation room— Professor : "X., do
you know the meaning of that word ?" X.
hesitates. A whisper. Professor: "your
friend is right."

Isn't it kind o' curious that no woman
goes to the telephone to answer a ring with-

out wondering if her hair is all right and
her train in proper shape ?

A country girl visited a music shop, and
asked for "The heart boiled down with
grease and care," and " When I swallowed
home-made pies." The attendant at once

recognized what she desired.

During his recent visit to Hamilton the

Marquis of Lome was treated to a fifteen-

minute address in ancient Gaelic. He is

now prepared for a visit from his mother-in-

law.

Some tasteful individual very correctly

remarks that the best lip-salve in creation is

a kiss ; the remedy should be used with
great care, however, as it is apt to bring on
an affection of the heart.

Country schoolmaster :
" How many

hens have you ?" Boy :
" Well, one died,

and the other didn't live." Schoolmaster :

"Then you have none?" "Oh, yes, we
have got six that ain't hatched yet.

"

Chemistry recitation : Professor—"what
is water f Student, "water is an article used

as drink." Professor, interrupting—"Can
you name any of its properties ?" Student—" Well it occasionally rots boots" Exeunt

omnes.

When a Yankee is struck by a thunder-

bolt and knocked endways clear across a ten

acre lot. the only great regret he feels, upon
recovering corsciousness, is the dishearten-

ing fact that he can't capture the bolt and
exhibit it for money.

'"Pears to me your mill goes awful slow,"

said an impatient farmer boy to a miller. " I

could eat that meal faster 'n you grind it."

" how long do you think you could do it,

my lad ?" quoth the miller. " Till I starved

to death," replied the boy.

Charles Fox and his friend Mr. Hare,

both much incommoded by duns, were to

gether in a house, when, seeing some shabby
men about the door, they were afraid they

were bailiffs in search of one of them. Not
knowing which one of them was in danger,

Fox opened the window, and, calling to

them, said :
" Pray, gentlemen, are you

Fox-hunting or Hare-hunting ?"

Prof. Oldberg, of Washington, recom-

mends various changes in the pharmaceutical

nomenclature, which are vigorously opposed
by the druggists, who don't propose being

swindled oat of their godlike prerogative

of charging extra for their Latin, and put-

ting down five cents worth of potash as ten

cents worth of potassa pura, misc, cum nihil,

id est omnes, dissolved in aqua, fifteen

cents extra.

"An acute observer," said Dr. Borum,
"can easily detect the nationality of a man.

Now, one could easily tell that yonder fellow

unloading the cart was Hibernian." Here
the horse twisted his head around and threw

off some of his harness, and the unloader

shouted : "Make pehave yourself mit your

head dere, you tuyftll, vill you ?" which
rather shook the doctor's reputation as a

physiognomist.

Pat—" Och, Bridget, did ye niver hear

uv my great spache afore the Hibernian

3

society?" Bridget—"No, Pat, how should

I ? for ahure I was not on the ground. " Pat—" Well, Bridget, yt- tw. ! wu called upon
by the Hibernian society for a spache ; and,

be jabbers, I rose with the enthusiastic

cheers of thousands, with me heart over-

flowing with gratitude, and me eyes rilled

with tears, and the divil a word did I

spake."
" Auk seeds of the future lying under the

leaves of the past ?" is the very pertinent

inquiry of the knowledge aeeker. There may
be ; or it's barely possible that the seeds of

the past are lying under the leaves of the

future or theleaves of the future may be lying

under the seeds of the past ; or the seeds of

the leaves maybe lying under the future of

the past—at any rate, something is lying,

and if you expect to get through a heated

political campaign like this without it,

there's where you dispose of yourself.

A gentleman who has a bill against

Gilhooly has been bothering that distin-

guished Galvestonjan for weeks for a settle-

ment. The other day he called on him and
said :

" Now, Mr. Gilhooly, I want you to

tell me when you will pay that bill." "didn't

I tell you I was going to pay it ultimately f
" Yes but I want to set some day, so I can
make my calculations." "I'll pay it ultim-

ately." " Can't you be more definite ? When
will you pay it ultimately ?" " Well, I

will pay it d—d ultimately. Now, I hope
you are satisfied."

Lord Redesdale, somewhat shabbily

dressed ,as is bis wont, recently went to see

the foreign minister on business. Knocking
at the door, he was received by the footman,

who, without knowing who Lord Redesdale
was, informed him curtly that Lord Gran-
ville was not at home. "But look 'ere,"

continued the flunky, "just run and get me
a pint of 'arf and 'arf, will you, "—-producing
a jug. " Certainly." replied Lord Redesdale,

and, taking the jug, away he toddled for the

beer. Bringing it back he handed it to the

footman, who first of all took a regular

quencher, and then Lord Redesdale, politely

declining the offer of a drink, quietly re-

marked : "Oh, by the by, when your
master comes in tell him that the earl of

Redesdale called to see him !" You may
imagine how the footman felt at that sub-

lime moment, and how Lord Granville con-

veyed his displeasure to him when, after

hearing the anecdote told amid roars of

laughter in every club he went into, he
arrived at home and had an opportunity of

hearing the flunky's explanation.

Bare Elephants.

There are now on exhibition in New York
two peculiar elephants brought from the

mountains of the Malay peninsula, about

800 miles from Singapore. They are remark-

able for their small size, being respectively 28

and 36 inches tall ; and for being covered

with a thick coat of bristly hair or wool.

They are supposed to be from five to seven

years old. In size they resemble the extinct

elephants of Malta, and in covering, those of

Siberia. Their woolly coat is attributed to

the circumstance that they live high upon
the mountains where the climate is cold. The
species appears to be all but unknown to

naturalists, this pair being the firsk that have
survived the passage through the heated

low country to the coast and the subsequent

journey by sea. The sailors on the steamer

which brought them—the Oxfordshire, Cap-

tain C. P. Jones—named them Prin;e and
Sidney. They are described as playful and
harmless, and they keep their little trunks

stretched out to strangers to be petted.

They love to be scratched on the underside
of the trunk close to the mouth, aad they

hold their trunks curled back over their

head as long as any one scratches them.

Like elephants of larger growth, they keepup
a swaying motion, either sidewise or for-

ward and backward. When a visitor lets one

of the little fellows take his hand he deli-

cately curls his proboscis around it and car-

ries it gently to his mouth. Then he tram-

pets his satisfaction.

John Butler, a tramp, had seen better

days. Finding himself hungry and desti-

tute in St. Clair County, Ohio, he resolved

to revenge himself upon those prosperous

farmers who had since morning refused to

feed him. Stealing a horse from a stable,

and some matches from a barroom, he rode

away to perform his strange task. During
a ride of two miles he set fire to seven barns

all of which were destroyed. The line of

incendiarism would doubtless hare been ex-

tended much further, had he not been
promptly pursued. He was caught while

kindling the eighth fire.
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The Gatineau River.

This important river joins the Ottawa

river from the north, a short distance below

the city of Ottawa, and nearly opposite to

where the Bideau river joins the Ottawa
from the South. It has for many years been

the outlet of a vast timber trade, and still

operations are carried on towards its head
waters very extensively. The principal

firms now oarrying on the lumber business

"up the Gatineau," are Hamilton Bros.,

Gilmour & Co., and G. B. Hall & Co. The
latter firm has a branch depot and farm on
the Desert river. The farm comprises 800
acres, of which 250 are under cultivation,

employing 14 permanent farm labourers,

under charge of Mr. A. Mooney. The saw
mills belonging to the firm of G. B. Hall &
Co. are complete and extensive, and are

situated at Montmorenci Falls, below Que-
bec ; the logs therefore have to be brought
down the Gatineau, and rafted on reaching
the Ottawa river—thence floated down the

Ottawa and St. Lawrence to the mills at

Montmorenci. Only the choicest logs are

thus rafted, those of an inferior quality are

sold for local consumption. About twenty-
six million feet of logs are annually sent on
to the Montmorenci mills.

Messrs. Gilmour have extensive mills down
the water at Chelsea, about 8 miles from
the city of Ottawa and 9 miles from the
confluence of the Gatineau with the Ottawa
river, and also an extensive and complete
team saw mill on the west bank of the Ga-
tineau river, at its mouth. This latter

establishment is driven by a 250 horse-pow-
er engine, and has 3 slabbing, and 3 stock
gates and one large circular saw for dimen-
sion timber, together with lath, picket and
shingle machines. The capacity of the mill

is about 130,000 feet per day. About 20
million feet of lumber are turned out during
the season. A portion of the supply of logs

are obtained up the Ottawa river and the
balance come from the Gatineau. Most
complete arrangements are made to prevent
fire. A large Selby fire engine works in

connection with a cistern, which is placed
on a tower 50 feet high, and which supplies
pipes laid through the lumber yard, with
hydrants at convenient points. The docks
are large and built on piles. About 10 mil
lion feet of lumber will be held over this

winter. Of the Chelsea mills we shall have
more to say at a future time. We shall al-

80 refer to the mills of Messrs. Hamilton
Bros, at Hawkesbury,

New Brunswick.

We have pleasure in acknowledging re-

ceipt of the nineteenth report of the Sur-

veyor-General (Hon. M. Adams) of New
Brunswick, for the year 1879. It is full or
information—important and interescing to

the people of the Province. The readers of

the Lumberman will be pleased to know
that although, on account of the continued
depression of the lumber trade during 1878
and 1879, which caused a large deficiency in

the local revenue, a change for the better, as

predicted by the Surveyor-General, in his

report, had taken place and a great revival

in this industry has produced the most
gratifying results amongst the people. The
renewals for licenses for cutting timber and
the annual general sales for the year were
small—the total number of square miles sold

being only 107, at the rate of $8 per mile.

The amount paid in to the Government to

renew licenses is given at $15,016, being f >r

1877 square miles at the rate of $8 per mile.

The principal lumbermen, in New Bruns
wick, according to the official statement are

as follows. The subjoined table s^owa the
the superficial contents of the spruce and
pine logs cut by each of the largest operators

—over 175, in all, as given in the official

list:

Pieces. Feet.

Adams & Co 47,268 4 203,876
Cushing & Clank, 11,690 1,169,582
J. & S.Farley, 19,164 2,079,458
A Gibson 12,169 1,098,616
G.G.King 26,017 2,473,328
Alex. Morton 13,694 1,554,415
Wm. Muirhead 51,456 5,008,287
Alex. Morrison 15,070 1,746,001
Geo. McLood 71,634 7,421,899
John McLaggan 19,075 1,514,549
Hugh McLean 17,482 1,762,146
J.'D. Ritchie & Co. . . . 43,264 4 132,606
J. B. Snowball 158,123 17,980,680
Stephenson & McGib-
bin 36,595 3,108,600

P. R. Whitney 20,890 2.593,000
John Young 28,923 3,180,555

Total taken out.... 854,247 88,856,803

Also pine timber, 1,010 pieces, equal to 868
tons ; besides hemlock logs, 810 pieces,

equal to 92,750 feet, and cedar logs, 38,323
pieces. The statement is certified to by
J. A. McCallum and Edward Jack, Official

Lumber Agents. It will be interesting to

compare the statement of 1880 with the

former year.

Winnipeg.

The Winnipeg Times gives an extended

list of the building operations in the City of

Winnipeg during the current year. The

number of houses erected is stated to be 261 ;

the cost of which amounts to nearly one

million dollars. If counted by tenements

the number would reach 400 dwellings and

stores. The city covers a site of about 2,000

acres or nearly three square miles. The

assessment in 1874 was a little over $2,000,-

000, last year it reached the sum of $4,600,'

160. The taxation rate is given at 15 mills

on the dollar, After the Bed River troubles

had been suppressed, more than ordinary

attention was directed to the Morth West,

and a tide of immigration set in, which gave

Winnipeg its first impetus as a rising city.

Manitoba was constituted a Province, with

Winnipeg as the Provincial capital. This

gave a metropolitan character to its place.

In November 1873 the city was incorporated,

at which time the population did not exceed

2,000—now it numbers about ten thousand

souls. In 1870 the place was known as

Fort Garry, the chief trading post of the

Hudson's Bay Company, and a population of

about 300, the majority of whom were half-

breeds and Indians, employed by the Hud-
son's Bay Company. The carrying trade of

the country has increased immensely, con
sisting of general merchandise, agricultural

implements, stock, furs, coal, wood, lumber,
immigrants' effects, and farm products of all

kinds. A large amount of lumber has been
towed in barges from the saw mills on a
number of rivers that flow into Lake Winni-
peg. Three brick yards have been established
during the year, which with one previously
in operation, must have manufactured 3,000,-

000 bricks this season. There are two grist

mills, one foundry and machine shop, six

steam saw mills and lumber establishments,
two breweries, two malt houses, one distillery,

two cigar manufactories, a soap factory, a
biscuit factory, and thirty-four hotels. The
principal contractors and builders in this,

city were Hugh Sutherland & Brothers.

Belleville.

The latest from Belleville is, that lumber-

ing operations on the River Moira, are going

on vigorously. The principal operators on

the river are, H. B. Rathbun & Son, Mill-

point ; Gilmour & Co., Trenton ; also Suther-

land, Caniffton, and William Sutherland,

of the Steam Mills, on the bay, two miles

east of Bellleville. Messrs. Rathbun and

Gilmour are also operating on the River

Trent, and their cut of lo^s this season

will make about twenty million feet of
lumber for each. Messrs. Sutherland will
each take out about three million leet.

The following quantities are reported as
being shipped under the Customs' supervision
this season, from the port of Belleville, up
to 1st Nov., viz. : Lath, 8854 M, $2498 ;

Hop Poles, $264 ; Heading, $1404 ; K. R,
Ties, 6500 pes, $1815 ; Lumber, 11,393,000,
$110,828.

Mr. A. Waters, harbour master, reports
that the barley shipped this season from
Belleville will overrun 600,000 bushels,
whilst only 465,000 bushels were shipped in
1879.

Trenton.

The Customs report shipped from the

Port of Trenton, up to 18th Nov. 1880, as

follows
;

Lath, 3,563 M $3 494
Lumber, 23,190,000 feet 292 669
Staves, 1,171 M 3 809
Stave Bolts, 150 cords 450
Pickets, 31 M 230
Other woods 3 170

$303 822

Montreal.

At the port of Montreal last week the

season for lumber export was reported as

about closing, yet a large quantity of lumber

remained on the wharves at Hochelaga.

There were four more ships to be loaded to

complete the season's shipments. Two were

loading at Hochelaga, and the other two
are expected there daily. It is necessary,
however, it is stated, that the balance of the
lumber should be sent away to some more
sheltered place than the Hochelaga wharves
offer before the setting in of winter. The
New York Lumber Company, to whom it

chiefly belongs, are at present employing
barges and like craft to convey it to New
York. It was expected the lumber will be
removed during the next two weeks.

Napanee.

Up to 1st Nov. 1880, the Customs report

shipped from the Port of Napanee, which

includes Mill Point, as follows :

—

Lath, 23,189 M $9 728
Plank, &e., 19.607,000 feet 163 708
Shingles. 3,420 M 6 060
Staves, 352 M 720
Stave Bolts, 390 cords 701
R. R. Ties, 75,913 pes 15 723
Other woods 4 959

The Chaudiere.

From Ottawa we learn that the last lum-

ber barges for the season were loading on

Monday, 8th inst. The Chaudiere saw mills

are yet ruuning, and will not close as long

as the present soft weather continues. The
stock of lumber on hand for wintering ii

comparatively small, and is principally sold

Next week we intend to give a short sketch

of the extensive saw mills at the Chaudi re,

Rice and Cheese.

We all know that rice is very nourishing
and wholesome ; indeed, it is said to consti-

tute the chief food of one-third of the human
race. Rice and cheese cooked together are

excellent. For this we take any quantity of

rice—say half a pound. Wash it well, for

if rice is well washed in the first instance it

is not so likely to burn afterward. Put it

in a saucepan with cold water to cover it,

and bring it to a boil, then drain it and re-

turn it to the saucepan with a pint and a

half of milk, a little pepper aud salt, and a
piece of bread and butter about the size of a

fourpenny piece. Let it simmer gently till

it is tender, and if necessary add a little

more milk, but it ought not to b? moist.

While it is boiling prepare a quarter of a
pound of grated cheese. Grease a dish with
bacon fat

;
spread the rice and cheese upon

it in alternate layers, the cheese forming the
uppermost layer. Put a little more bacon
fat over all, aud put the rice in the oven to

brown. Serve as hot as possible.

The North Western Lumberman.—We
have pleasure in referring to this excellent

jiurnal, and propose to make it a model for

the Canada Lkmberman. Of course it will

take some time to come up to this stan lard,

but it is best to "aim high." Our big bro-

ther says, that for 1SS0-1 it will more than

ever merit the title of " the first trade jour-

nal in the world. " So mote it be. "The
Lumberman's Directory " is the title of a

useful hook, compiled and publish d by W .

B. Judson Esq., editor of the " North
We-tern Lumberman." It locates every
saw and shingle mill, of any account, rH the
great white pine districts of the North
West, and South of the Ohio river. This
work must prove of great value to all con-

nected with the lumber trade in those re-

gions. A similar work is much needed in

Canada.

MINING NEWS.

THE HIBBABD ANTIMONY CO.

A company bearing the above title has
recently been organized in New Brunswick,
with a capital of $650,000 divided into 130,-

000 shares of $5 each, and $100,000 in the
treasury.

Among the shareholders of this company,
says an exchange, may be found some of the
most influential capitalists of Boston. Hon.
W. B. Fowle is President, Hon Francis Hib-
bard of New Brunswick, Lewis Coleman,
Stephen N. Stockwell and Thomas F. Tem-
ple of Boston, Directors, and J. W. Kimball,
of Newton, Secretary and Treasurer.

The company ha-, completed the purchase
of the valuable mining property formerly
owned by the Lake George Antimony Com-
pany, situated in the parish of Pnnce Wil-
liam, York County, N. B., and the title

deeds have been passed and placed on record.

The President and Directors have just re-

turned to Boston from a visit to the mine
and express themselves as greatly pleased
with the developments and prospects of the
company.
The property of the company consists of

900 acres of land, on which there are e.xten-

sive deposits of antimony ore. The build-

ings, machinery and other improvements
have cost over $70,000. Although this pro-
perty is fully equipped with all necessary
machinery for doing a large mining busi-

ness, the new company is removing every-
$201 599 thing which falls below the present standard,

and are replacing the same by the latest and
most improved inventions, among which is

one of Bradford's celebrated concentration
works, which will be in operation in a few
weeks, and is guaranteed to concentrate 30
tons of ore in 10 hours.

No less than six shafts, or slopes, have
been sunk on the property, ranging in depth
from 40 to 130 feet, all of which develop
very rich ore in great quantities. The veins

are true fissure veins, dipping to the north at
an angle of about 45 degrees. At the sur-

face they are from three to four inches thick,

and increase in thickness and purity as they
descend, till, at a depth of 130 feet, the vein

or lode is 36 inches thick and of remarkable
purity, assaying 75 per cent, pare metallic
antimony.
Two of these veins have been opened about

75 feet apart, and have been traced on the
company s property for considerably more
than a mile in length. Four gangs of men
are now at work in the shafts, taking oat
very rich ore, and, after some further prepa-
ration, the company expect to employ over
100 men.
The property is situated in the mid.-t of a

large farming district, where supplies of

every kind are abundant and cheap ; hard
wood can be bought, laid down at the mine
lor SI. 25 per cord, and the usual price of

labor is $1 to $1.25 per day.

The mine is three miles from navigable
water on the St. John River, and only six

miles from railway communication by a leve

road, now in course of construction. The
ores or smelted metal can be shipped from
the port of St. John, N. B , to any port of

the United States or England at a trifling

cost. The supply of antimony for the past

50 years has been derived almost entirely

from the Llaud of Borneo, but this supply
is now running short, while the demands and
uses for the article are increasing on every
hand, so much so that this company has re-

ceived no less than three inquiries from large

dealers in Eugland, wanting to know if they
could obtain anything like a large supply of

antimony in this country. A written effrr

has been rcctived from one of these parties,

the largest smelter and dealer in the article

in the world, offering to enter into a contract

for 500 tons of antimony ore per month for

a period of three years, on a basis of about
$110 per ton for such ore as this mine will

will produce, payable in cash on delivery
;

ami, when it is remembered that this ore can
be mined and laid down at the port of

delivery at less than $30 per ton some idea

can be formed as to the immense profits that

will accrue to the stockholders of this com-
pany. Another very important feature in

this enterprise is that it has passed through
all the experimental stages of uncertainty

and doubt, and has now become an assured

fact, a reality that can hardly fail to produce
the most gratifying results.

The four best shots in Eugland.outside of

professionals, are the Earl De Grey, Lord
Walsingham, Lord Huntingfield, and the
Maharajah Duleep Singh. Lord Dacre, Lord
Leicester, Lord Heaniker, Lord Ripou, and
Lord Hartington are also regarded as good
shots.

CAPE BRETON OIL REGIONS.

The Cape Breton Oil and Mining Co., is

thus referred to by the Port Hawkesbury
Beacon man, whohas been visiting this location.

He says : the " Cape Breton Oil and Min-
ing Company "—of which Major Smith it
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manager—have up a splendid rig on the

land just across the road from the widow
McDonald farm, and we were permitted to

see the drill in operation, and also witnessed

the performance of "drawing the tools,"

pumping, etc. When we were there the

drill had gone down about three hundred

feet—the result of a few days' work, and it

is calculated that the well will be completed

in about three weeks. Mr. Thomson, the

operator, considers the indications good, and

hopes to obtain a show of oil very soon. The
derrick is 25 feet in height ; the drill cuts

an eight inch hole, and is worked with a cable

—a system of drilling, which, although new in

Cape Breton, is the favorite in the great

Pennsylvania oil fields, and is said to be the

most effective mode of sinking wells. The
well-house contains all the necessary equip-

ments for saving labor, and the great ma-

chinery is worked by operators Thomson
and Murray, with a few assistants, in an

astonishingly smooth manner. The writer

further says—" The Bay View House,"

Whycocoraagh, thirteen miles distant from

the oil location, presents the appearance of a

veritable Mining Exchange just now. While

we were there on Friday and Saturday last

the following gentlemen directly interested

in the Cape Breton oil and mineral fields

made the " Bay View " their headquarters :

Dr. .Rae, Mineralogist, of New York ; Mr.

Roberts, of Boston, owner of the Bay of

Fundy stone quarries ; Mr. Fowle, of Fowle

& Carroll, Boston, who is largely interested

in the Oil Company of which Mr. Loughead
is manager ; Mr. Theodore Hale, a mining

expert, recently from Colorado, and who has

explored the mining districts of Nevada and
California ; Capt. Nelson, of Halifax, who
anticipates operating upon territory held by

him in the vicinity of the Lake. J. S. Loug-
head and Major Smith, are the resident

managers of the oil wells at the Lake.

A syndicate of Boston capitalists has been
formed for the purchase of a valuable min-

ing property on Chaudiere River, in the Pro-

vince of Quebec. This new corporation is

to be capitalized at 50,000 shares, and will

be known as the Boston and Chaudiere Gold
Mining Company. Work on the property

is to be commenced immediately.

Mr. Munson is shipping thirty cars of iron

ore per week from the Sexsmith mine at

Madoc, and Messrs Coe & Mitchell make a

weekly shipment of twenty-five cars from
the Hematite mine, and will increase this

shortly to fifty cars weekly. The Seymour
mine is also being worked extensively.

OTTAWA VALLEY.

Mr. Garrett, geologist, Otbawa, states

that a mine of red jasper, banded with beau-

tiful yellow tints, has lately been developed
in the township of Hull, and the jasper

being a silicate is capable of receiving a fine

polished surface. This mineral is used
chiefly for urns and jewellery.

Mr. Garrett also reports the discovery of

a galena mine, in the Township of Fitzroy,

bearing pure ore at 80 per cent. The de-

posit is said to be large and not many miles

from the city of Ottawa.
A very extensive deposit of iron pyrites is

also reported, at Le Faivre village, from
which ten thousand tons could be supplied
forthwith, at a very moderate cost, as the

mine is said to be within one mile of the
Ottawa Eiver. This is very opportune, as,

should the French capitalists now in the
Ottawa Valley region buying up large

quantities of Phosphate of Lime, as well as

phosphate mining locations, for the purpose
of manufacturing superphosphates, com-
mence work on the large scale proposed, the
iron pyrites will come in just at the right
time and place.

The Rains and the Lumbermen—We
(St. John Sun. Nov. 2) understand that the
great rains have had the effect of bringing

to the ponds of the Bay mills, from St. John
to Albert County, all the logs which had
been hung up awaiting a freshet. Those
mills will accordingly have a good Fall's

sawing.
We also learn that the Grand Falls jam

of logs started again yesterday at 3 p.m.,

and the logs were running all the rest of

the afternoon. A telegram to the Sun states

that the Arostook Falls jam had broken and
the logs were running past Andover at 9 yes-

terday morning.

Dom Pelro, Emperor of Brazil, wished
to test a certain railroad brake. He had one
ad justed to a car, and started off for a
trial trip. The engineer soon saw v hat
seemed to be a big rock on the track ahead,
and applied the brake, stopping the train

within a few feet of the obstacle, which
proved to be of pasteboard.

The Greatest Steamships of the

World.

[N. Y. Journal of Commerce]

The Great Eastern, 18,910 tons, 2,600
horse power, was built at London, begun in

1854 and finished in 1858, by J. Scott, Rus-
sell & Co. Length 670 feet G inches, breadth
of beam 82 feet 8 inches, depth of hold 45
feet 2 inches; owned by Great Eastern
Steamship Company, London and Liverpool.

It is difficult to state her precise cost, since

the company engaged in her construction
failed soon after she was launched and before
she was fitted up and sold the hull (if we
remember rightly) for £160,000, much less

than it had cost. We once saw a statement
that she had cost, when ready for sea, $3,-

880,000, but we have no means of verifying

the figures. The total loss of money on this

steamer up to 1875 was estimated at one
million pounds sterling.

Arizona, 5,147 tons, 1,200 horse power,
built on the Clyde in 1879, by J. Helder &
Co. Length 450 feet 2 inches, breadth of

beam 45 feet 4 inches,depth of hold 35 feet 7
inches.

City of Peking, 5,079 tons, 1,000 nominal
horse power (effective 4,500), built by Dela-
ware Shipbuilding Company, of Chester,Pa.,
in 1874. Length 450 feet, breadth of beam
48 feet, depth of hold 38 feet 5 inches. Own-
ed by Pacific Mail Steamship Company,
New York.

City of Tokio, 5,079 tons, 1,000 nominal
horse power (effective 4,500), built by J.
Roach & Son, Chester, Pa., in 1874. Length
402 feet 8 inches, breadth of beam 46 feet 9
inches, depth of hold 36 feet 6 inches. Own-
ed by Pacific Mail Steamship Company,
New York.

•' Germanic, 5,008 tons, 760 nominal horse
power (effective 3,500), built by Harland &
Wolf, at Belfast, in 1874. Length 455 feet,

breadth of beam 45 feet 2 inches, depth of
hold 33 foet 7 inches. White Star Line.
Hooper, 4,935 tons, 400 nominal horse

power ; built on the Tyne in 1873 by C.
Mitchell & Co. Length 338 feet 2 inches,
breadth of beam 55 feet, depth of hold 34
feet 6 inches. Owned by Hooper Telegraph
Works, London.

Faraday, 4,908 tons, 500 nominal horse
per ; built on the Tyne in 1874 by C. Mit-
chell & Co. Length 360 feet 4 inches,
breadth of beam 52 feet 3 inches, depth of

hold 34 feet 7 inches. Owned by Liemens
& Co., London.
There are also between 40 and 50 other

ocean steamers ranging between 4,000 and
5,000 tons. The Hooper and Faraday were
both built for cable laying, but are now em-
ployed in general freighting business. The
Furnessia, lannched at Barrow 20 inst., is

the largest steamer now afloat next to the
Great Eastern, but the cable telegram an-
nouncing her launch does not give her
dimensions. She is an Anchor line boat.
The steamer Alaska, now building on the
Clyde for Guion line, is to be 6,500 tons.

Her owners say that " her dimensions will

be ; Extreme length, 500 feet ; breadth of

beam, 50 feet, and depth of hold from main
deck, 38. There will be 150 state-rooms in
the first cabin, and the saloon will accom-
modate 350 passengers. The second cabin
will contain berths for 50 persons and on the
after end of the main deck will be be quarters
for 120 steerage passengers. The Alaska
will have a capacity for carrying 2,000 steer-

age passengers if necessary. Her engines
will have a greater power than those of any
vessel now sailing the Atlantic. She will
be a great improvement on the Arizona, of

the same line, which is now the fastest

ocean steamship afloat. Her boilers will be
heated by 54 different furnaces. The Alaska
will, in good weather, be able to cross the
Atlantic in six and one-half days. No ex-
pense will be spared in trying to make her
the finest as well as the swiftest, steamship
plying between Europe and New York. She
will carry four masts and will be provided
with two smoke funnels."

Besides the above there are now building
the City of Rome, for the Inman line, to be
8,500 tons ; the Servia, fer the Cunard Line,
to be 7,500 tons, and the Catalonia for the
same line, to be the same tonnage. The
White Star Line have also a new steamer
building to be named the Majestic, to be
larger than any of their ships now afloat.

The London Telegraph says that in con-

sequence of the advance in value of many
securities held by the Glasgow Bank, the
liquidation is likely to show much better re-

sults than were at one time anticipated, and
those shareholders who have met their calls

in full will be handsomely remunerated.

Wood Pulp.

There is an extensive demand growing up
in England just now for wood pulp, and
Mr. James I. Fellows, the inventor of the

hypophosphiteg tonic, sends from the city of

London to the St. John Sun, several items

regarding the enterprise. We have no
doubt but that the business might be made
profitable in Canada, and Mr. Fellows's

hints, if adopted may prove useful in time.

Wood pulp being cheaper than rags for the

manufacture of paper, its superior advan-

tages in the material point of economy must
be at once apparent. Indeed so great are

these advantages that we are told, no wood
country should ignore them. Pure water
and good water power are essential, Mr.
Fellows says, for the manufacture of this

article, which is now revolutionizing, in a
measure, a particular branch of industry

and trade, The ordinary " soft " woods,
such as poplar, basswood, white wood,
spruce, fir, cedar, pine, as well as birch

maple and hemlock, may all be used with
the greatest economy and advantage. Nor-
way, Germany and Sweden, have for several

years enjoyed this trade, and have found
ready markets in England and in France.

There seems no good reason why Quebecers
should not embark in an enterprise which
promises steady business and large returns,

particularly as it is an undertaking for

which we are particularly well fitted in every

way. The French purchase pulp with only

8 per cent of moisture, while in England
no objection is made to buying an article

which is composed of 50 per cent of mois-

ture.

In the manufacture of pulp a power equal

to one hundred horse is required ; a drying

house and steam rooms are also necessary.

Mr. Fellows believes that saw-mill power
could be better and more profitably employ-

ed in this new work, than in making deals

or boards. "The immense banks of saw
dust annually now burnt or set afloat in the

streams," he adds, " could be worked into

this industry."

The Printer and Stationer of London says

with regard to the mode of manufacture of

this article :

—

"The wood in the forest is cut in lengths

of 5 feet. The bark is taken off by hand, in

order to be done most carefully. In this

state the wood is sent to the mill, where it

is once more examined, so that no dirt or

bark may follow it into the machines.
" The first operation in the mill is the me-

chanical cutting procedure, performed in a

strong and extremely powerful cutting ma-

chine. The wood is cut in lengths of ^ to

| inches, and then crushed in a large bast

mill,
" The boiling of the wood is done in three

horizontal cylindrical rotary boilers, of 5

feet in dia. , 32 feet long, holding about one

ton of dry pulp each, revolving on six rollers,

making one revolution in about three

minutes. The pressure used is about 110 to

130 lb. per square inch.

"When the pulp is boiled the unboiled

knots are taken away by rotary knotters.

The washing of the pulp is done in rag en-

gines, the knives of which only beat, but do

not cut the fibre.

.'
' When the pulp is washed, it once more

passes through some very fine knotters, of

the usual model ; then it comes to the sand

traps, pulp presses, drying cylinders, and
pulp cutters, andthenitis ready for packing.
• " The black liquor is evaporated by the

company's own system. About 75 or 80 per

cent of the caustic soda used is, by this sys-

tem, recovered.
'
' The fuel for the mill is peat, and some

wood. The peat is taken from their own peat

bogs. The peat making, in summer time,

occupies four steam engines and one water

wheel, representing about 60 horse-power,

fourteen peat machines, and about 160 work-

men. The pulp mill occupies about 100

people, and the power used is about 100

horse-power. The pulp is packed with iron

ropes and hessiau, into bales of l-10th of a

ton gross weight. The production is about

100 to 105 tons per month.
" The price in the English market ranges

from £10 to £12 10s. per ton, and prices are

advancing.

"

From all we can learn on this subject, the

more are we satisfied, that it presents a

most attractive side to the capitalist. Even
coarse saw dust may, with advantage, be

utilized in the manufacture of the pulp. We
hope our readers will look into this question,

and see if a new industry cannot be started

that will provide work for many opera-

tives, and at the same time, open up a

new channel of trade with England and
France. The matter will bear close in-

vestigation.

'Hew to tne Line
"

a lcmbeukaa'm mokg.

Going through the woods my lads

The ringing axe we swing.

And as we ply our merry toil

This cheery stave we sing :

" Let true eye guide each sturdy stroke

True heart and hand combine
And " wheresoe'er the chips may fall,

Hew to the line V

Life's a bush of varied woods
And cross is oft their grain,

But axe and wedge will cleave the knots

And part the log in twain.

The line of duty, fairly traced

By Nature's own design,

Will keep us straight, my lads if we
Hew to the line.

Hard our lot as lot may be,

Spare our fare at best is,

Yet our slumber's sounder far

Than his, who wears a crest is.

This one honest rule we seek,

In shadow or in shine,

"Aye, wheresoe'er the chips may fall

Hew to the line."

He who wields the trusty steel,

To hew a path through life,

Must bear a single heart to guide

His action in the strife.

Then let us pray that, come what may,
This law be yours and mine,

['Tis His, who bosses all the gang],
" Hew to the line."

Chorus, Hew to the line, my lads

Hew to the line !

Wheresoe'er the chips may fall

Hew to the line !

Captain Eads Ship Railway.

The Scientific American of this week con-

tains two full page illustrations of Captain
Eads' proposed railway for transporting

ships with their cargo across continents.

Captain Eads claims by his plan to be able

to take loaded ships of the largest tonnage
from one ocean to another across the Isthmus
of Pannmr, as readily as can be done by a

canal after the Lesseps plan, and at a much
less cost for engineering construction.

The project is certainly bold end ingeni-

ous, and the projector anticipates no serious

difficulties in carrying forward his enter-

prise. The engravings referred to in the

Scientific American show the proposed con-

struction of not only the railroad, but the

appliance for transferring the ships from the

water to the rail.

In addition to the largenumber of engrav.

ings, illustrative of engineering works, in-

ventions and new discoveries which appear

weekly, the Scientific American has, buring

the past year, devoted considerable space to

illustrating and describing leading estab-

lishments devoted to different manufactur-

ing industries.

This feature has added very much to the

attractiveness and usefulness of the paper.

More than fifty of the most important indus-

trial establishments of our country have

been illustrated, and the processes of the

different manufactures described in its col-

umns. The Scientific American has been

published for more than thirty-four years by

Munn & Co., 37 Park Row, N. Y., and has

attained a larger weekly circulation than all

similar papers published in the country.

The publishers assure the public that they

have not printed less than 5S,000 copies a

week for several months.

Shooting at Baloons.

English papers report some experiments,

lately made at Dungeness, which show re-

markable success in reducing the efficiency

of military ballons. An ordinary service

baloon was used, and after it had risen to a

height of 800 feet was fired at with an S inch

howitzer at a distance of 2,000 yards. The
gunners were not instructed as to the precise

range, but were required to find it for them-

selves. An 8 inch shell was accordingly

fired into the air as a trial shot, and this, de-

spite the novely of the target, sufficed to

supply the gunners with the necessaay in-

formation. The next shot brought down the

baloon. The projectile was a sharpnell

shell, and the fuse had been so well timed

that the shell burst just in front of the ba-

loon, projecting something like 300 bullets

through the fabric, and causing its im*

mediated descent.
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WOMAN GOSSIP.

Perennial.

She was but a little girl

When I first began to woo,
The completest little girl

Ever doting poet knew.

Still she seemed a little girl

When to maidenhood she grew,

And evermore a little girl

I evermore must woo.

Though her hair may turn to silver,

And her red cheeks lose their hue,

She yet will be the little girl

My love-charmed fancy drew.

And though death's decay should pierce

Ber sweet body through and through,

She will remain a little girl

To my enraptured view.

Fashion Notes.

Shell pink is a fashionable color. The
husband of the lady who wears the pink

usually does the shelling.

It is the fashion to cover the shoulders,

back and bosom, with hoods, fichus, and
pelerines of various styles and dimensions.

Cashmere designs are more in vogue than
any others in the new brocades and damas-
ses, though both large and small flower pat-

terns appear in them.

Large gilded hooks and eyes fasten bonnet
strings under the chin, and are used largely

also on cloaks and wraps of all kinds that

require to be fastened.

Some of the- handsomest skirts of the
season are made of plush, entirely plain, save

that a balayeuse plaiting of doubled satin

appears below the edge.

Pointed waists are the leading styles for

full dress, while round waists, plaited waists,

and blouse designs continue to be employed
for plain house dresses.

The new brocaded satins and velvets differ

from those of last season's manufacture in

presenting large detached figures rather than
the small matelasse effects.

The morning-gown is generally made long.

It is mostly composed of a deep jacket, loose

in front, semi-fitting behind, called a matinee,
and can be worn with any skirt.

Plush is the favorite material for open
wraps. It is imported in three colors—pink
and blue in medium shades, and white.
Satin is also used for this purpose, with plush
as trimming.

Large sleeves are the universal feature of

new wraps. Dolmans are called visites, and
for the fall months are of light goods, lined

with satins of some rich color and trimmed
elaborately.

The new shoe-buckles are beautifully
chased and encrusted. One of the favoiite
designs is a star, and another is the pretty
hook and eye, now so fashionable for dresses,

in cut steal.

Fancy feathers which have been so much
worn will be superseded this fall by ostrich
tips and feathers on the most elegant hats
and bonnets. Plush will be as much used
as velvet.

Buckles are in fashion again, and are used
in many forms. Large ones of cut jet are
placed midway of the ends of a Turkish sash,

and they are seen on hats, cloaks, and dress
waists.

Among the novelties this season for even-
ing dresses are satin-faced grenadines with
raised designs. They come in every variety
of design and tint. They are usually made
up over satin or silk.

Very pretty indoor jackets are made in

the casaquin style, moulding the waist, and
coming down low over the hips. The front
is trimmed from the neck down to the waist
line with a lace quilling.

A new felt skirt tor the winter is as soft

as ladies' cloth, yet thick and warm. It is

seamless, and measures two yards around.
The material is Austrian wool, manufactured
in England, and it is called the Princess
Alice.

A dress that will be popular with young
ladies this season in a combination of cloths
of camel's hair with plain surah, such as
plum-colored cloth with surah that has a
plum ground and many gay bars of pale blue,

red, and orange.

Wide collars are used universally upon
girls' dresses this season, and sashes are seen
everywhere. The latter are often embroid-
ered in a loose and sketchy manner across
the ends, and ribbons are also decorated with
a little odd stitching.

THE CAN A DA

The most costly bonnet made this autumn
was fashioned for a wealthy lady in New
York recently. It was a model of quiet

taste, being of dark rich maroon plush, with

diamonds set in the head of pins, which

were fastened tastefully over it. The jewels

made the bonnet cost $6,000.

The ends of all tabs and trimmings that

depend from the waist or skirt are gathered

and finished with a tassel or other ornament.

The ends of ribbon* and bonnet-strings are

either gathered at the end or shirred a few
inches above and the ends fringed, produc-

ing the same effect.

Combination undergarments of different

kinds are destined to revolutionize the old

and painstaking modes of making. The
prevalence of close-fitting cuirass waists re-

quires the nicest adjustment of all that is

worn beneath them, and hence these gar-

ments are more than ever in demand.

Waifs.

Said he :
" Let us be one." And she was

won.

Multum in parvo. The little finger carries

the biggest ring.

"Oh, dear! I wish I was deadl" exclaim-

ed a neglected maiden. She had heard that

matches are made in heaven.

Hint foe Mammas.—An old lady who has
several unmarried daughters feeds them on
fish diet, because it is rich in phosphorus,
and phosphorus is the essential thing in

making matches.

"If I have ever used any unkind words,
Hannah, " said Mr, Smiley to Mrs. Smiley,
reflectively, "I take them all back." "Yes,
I suppose you want to use them over again,"

was the not very soothing reply.

The girls who were to be converted re-

cently in St. John's Roman Catholic Church,
Concord, were officially informed beforehand
by the Bishop that he would not lay his

hands on any head that bore banged or friz-

zed hair.

At a printers' festival, lately, the follow

ins toast was offered :
" Woman 1 Second

only to the press in the dissemination of

news." The ladies are yet undecided
whether to regard this as a compliment or
otherwise.

Phonetic.—Maiden aunt to tall young
nephew: "As I stood by you in church,
Percy, I could not help being struck by your
size." Percy: " Very sorry, aunt, but there
was such an awfully pretty girl the other
side of the aisle, I couldn't help sighing."

"What! that coffee all gone?" "Yis,
mam. There isn't a blessed drawin' left in

box." "What ! four pounds of coffee used
up in our small family in one week?"
"Small family? Musha, thin, mam, there's

two of yez an' the maid, and thcr's me an'

me foive admirers, who has aich a night to

hisself, and how ye can make a small family
out of tin o' us is beyant me iutirely. I don't

know what ye'll do whin I come to fill in th'

other two nights o' the week wid young men
who wants a sup o' hot coffee for to keep the
chills away !

"

A number of French ladies recently had
an amicable contest as to who could arrange
the most distinguished toilette from the
cheapest and commonest materia!. The
prize was awarded, at a breakfast in the
country, to a lady whose dress was of toile

d'emballage, or packing cloth, lined with red,

and trimmed with lace, and with wild flowers

embroidered on a gold ground, parasol and
shoes to match, and twelve button gloves.

The embroidery cost eight hundred francs,

the lace fifteen hundred, the handle of the
parasol six hundred, but the material of the
dress cost only seventy-five francs. Nothing
is said of the dressmaker's bill.

They were sitting together in the horse
car. "I do hate people who are forever
talking about their neighbors," said the
woman with the peaked hat. "So do I,"

coincided her companion in the cashmere
shawl. "There's Mis' Green," continued
Peaked Hat, " continually a carryin' things
back and forth. Think she'd better look to
home. Goodness knows she and her hus-
band live a reg'lar cat-and-dog life. " "Yes,
indeed," said Cashmere; "and her daughter
Sarah is'nt half cared for. I was tellin' Mis'
Jones only yesterday that the way Mis'
Green neglected that girl was a cryin' shame.
Oh ! by the way, did you hear that story
about Tilda Smith?" "No! what is it?"
exclaimed Peaked Hat, turning half round
in her seat in her eagerness, her eyes spark-
ling in anticipation of the coming treat. But
gentle reader, never mind what it was

LUMBERMAN.

Neither you or I care anything about it. We
hate tattling just as bad as Peaked Hat and
Cashmere.

A North Carolina Marriage.

Soon after the close of the last war Cap-

tain X was appointed a justice of the peace

in a country place not far from Raleigh,

North Carolina.

His father had been a planter in a rather

small way, and his son the captain had ac-

quired considerable experience in the busi-

ness of managing real estate, drawing up
deeds, etc., during the father's lifetime, and
then in settling the estate after his decease.

Further than this he had no legal know-
ledge, and, indeed, his entire stock of "book-
learning" was small and poorly selected, but
any lack in general information was fully

made up, for his uses, by self-assertion.

Late one afternoon, as he was riding home
from Raleigh, he met a young woman and
two men, who hailed him and inquired if he

was Captain X. The young woman and one
of the men wished to be married at once.

The other had come as a witness, They had
procured the necessary license, bnt an irate

father was on their path, and swore that

they should never be married. It was con-

sidered on all accounts safest to have the

ceremony performed without delay, and try

pacification afterward.

Now the captain had never witnessed a

marriage, and naturally had no very clear

idea of what was usual in such cases. He
remembered having seen a book about the

house years before with a form for marriage
in it, but what the book was and where it

was he could not remember.
"Why," said he, when he told the story

afterward, "I knew the 'Postles' Creed and
Commandments, and at first I thought I'd

use 'em to begin on, but then I reckoned, on
the whole, they was too durned solemn."
He asked the couple to come to his house,

secretly hoping that he could find that book;
but they declined, for the reason that the

matter admitted of no delay.

A less assured man would have been sorely

perplexed, but not he. He lost no time in

removing his hat, and remarked, " Hats off

in the presence of the court." All being un-
covered, he said, "I'll swear you in fust off.

Hold up yer right hands."
" Me too ?" asked the friend of the groom.
"Of course," said the captain, "all wit-

ness must be sworn. You and each of you
solemnly swear that the evidence you shall

give in this case shall be the truth, th' 'ole

truth, an' nothin' but the truth, s'elf you
God. You, John Marvin, do solemnly sweai
that to the best of your knowledge an' belief

you take this yer woman ter have an' ter

hold for yerself, yer heirs, exekyerters, ad-

ministrators, and assigns, for your an' their

use an' behoof forever?"
" I do," answered the groom.
" You, Alice Ewer, take this yer man for

yer husband, ter hev an' ter hold forever ;

and you do further swear that vou are law-

fully seized in fee-simple, are free from all

incumbrance, and hev good right to sell,

bargain, and convey to the said grantee
yerself, yer heirs, administrators, and as-

signs ?
"

" I do," said the bride, rather doubtfully.

"Well, John," said the captain, "that'll

be about a dollar 'n' fifty cents.''

" Are we married? " asked the other.

"Not by a durned sight ye aint," quoth
the captain, with emphasis; "but the fee

comes in here." After some fumbling it was
produced and handed to the "Court," who
examined it to make sure that it was all

right, and then pocketed it, and continued :

" Know all men by these presents, that I,

Captain X, of Raleigh, North Carolina, being
in good health and of sound and disposin

mind, in consideration of a dollar 'n fifty

cents to me in hand paid, the receipt whereof
is hereby acknowledged, do and by these
presents have declared you man and wife

during good behavior, and until otherwise
ordered by the court.

"

The men put on their hats again, the
3'oung couple, after shaking their beuefactor's

hand, went on to meet their destiny and the

irate father, while the captain rode home
richer in experience.

The present potentate of Turkey, Abdul
Hamid, is described by the Constantinople
correspondent of the London Times as a

nervous, timid man, who is afraid of his own
shadow, and who does not venture to ride or

drive beyond the limits of his well-guarded
private pleasure-grounds. Yet he defies

Europe. Though physically a coward, he
has something of that peculiar oourage which
produced the ceup d'etat of 1S61, and when
his cowardice and obstinacy are at issue, the
latter generally carries off the victory.

The Czar's Bride.

The Emperor Alexander had been in love

with the princess Dolgorouki for more than
twelve years. He first met her at the resi-

dence of her sister-in-law, the princess Dol-

gorouki-Vulcano, a most honorable Neapoli-

tan. Struck with the grace of the princess

Catharine, a blonde of charming simplicity

and great beauty, the emperor declared his

love, and the affair soon became the talk of

St. Petersburg. He established her in

apartments on the English quay, and here

be has visited almost daily for the past ten

years to seek solace in her society from the

cares and worries of state affairs. The prin-

cess Dolgorouki has given birth to several

children, all of them being authorized by im-

perial ukase to bear the titles of Count and
Countess de Gourine, the name of the extinct

branch of the Romanoffs. The princess fol-

lowed the emperor to the banks of the Dan-
ube under the name of Mme. Rilejer daring

the late war with Turkey. Of course the

empress knew all about it, but her malady
and the coldness of her nature caused her to

shut her eyes to the real state of the case.

But when the czar desired to legitimatize the

princess' children, the empress, the czars-

witch, and the grand duke declined to ac-

cede. The Czarina determined to leave Rus-
sia and find at Cannes a refuge from the in-

sult offered her. The czarewitch avoided

the winter palace as much as possible. The
influence of the Princess Dolgorouki grew
daily stronger in the czar's household. The
emperor yielded so completely to its fascin-

nations, that he even showed anxiety to ob-

tain a divorce from the empress and to marry
the princess. Now that the marriage is ac-

complished, it is almost certainly of the kind
known as" morganatic," in which the bride

stipulates that she and her children will

neither assume the rank nor inherit the pos-

sessions of the husband. These alliances are

not over frequent, but the Surop* Diploma-

tique occasionally furnishes us with a list of

such marriages entered into by the princes

of the royal house of Europe. Besides Vic-

tor Emmanuel, Leopold I., of Belgium, and
Frederick VII., of Denmark, the latest list

embraces some fifteen prinses' names, a large

majority of whom belong to the reigning

house of Germany and Austria.

The Grotto Under Mount Rossi, Sicily.

The eruption of Mount Etna in 1669, says

La Nature, was the most formidable of his-

toric times. The side of the mountain open-

ed for a length of about four miles, and
there issued from it a torrent of lava four

miles broad, which, after destroying several

villages, and half of the city of Catane,

flowed into the sea and formed a promontory
two miles long by half a mile wide and sixty

feet high. At the same time the scoria and
sand thrown out by the craters formed a

mountain with a double crest, that was at

first called Monti della Rovina, and later

Monti Rossi, on account of the reddish color

that the scoria from the two crests assumed
through the oxidation of the iron contained

in it. The higher of the two crests is about

800 feet above Etna, and about 8,000 feet

above the sea. In the interior of the cone

of Mount Rossi there are two immense ex-

tinct craters, exhibiting the characteristic

funnel-shape, and the sides of which are

formed of scoria in a decomposing state. Up
to 1823 no one had had the curiosity to de-

scend to the bottom of these craters ; but at

this period the intelligent observer, Mario
Gemellaro, undertook their exploration. He
saw with some surprise a horizontal aperture

at the bottom of one of the cavities, and en-

tering it with a torch, he found, after traver-

sing a suite of corridors (resembling the gal-

leries of a mine, a large well, into which he

caused himself to be lowered by means of

ropes. At some feet from the bottom of this

well he found a vast rectangular room, at the

further end of which there was a passage

which grew smaller and smaller, and at last

became impassable. This remarkable grotto,

which was named Grotto della Palombe, is

situated exactly in the centre of Monti Rossi

It has now been open to travellers, the de-

cent being facilitated bj\a stairway, and the

cavern being illuminated by magnesium light

instead of the former resinous torches.

Lewis Irwin displeased his parents, at

Gallipolis, Ohio, and while his mother
pounded him with a club, his lather shot

him with a pistol.

Bread made from whole wheat soaked be-

fore been coarsely ground is used in the

French army. Sea water used in the knead-

ing is said to add flavour.



A Bride's Mausoleum.

A new church edifice, a princely gift, says

The New York Sun, at Lebanon, Pa., was
consecrated in this back-country borough to-

day. There is quite a romantic story of

love and sorrow connected with it. The new
edifice cost a very large sum of money, and
it is generally known that every dollar was
paid by Mr. Robert Coleman, one of the

leading members of the " house of Corn-

wall," founded upon three mountains of iron

ore here in Lebanon county, about one hun-
dred and forty miles west of New York. The
church is the borough proper. Cornwall, a

a few miles distant, is the home of the

Colemans, the richest iron family in the

state. Monday being the festival of St. Luke,
was chosen for the consecration of the mag-
nificont edifice, and it was dedicated with
all the rites and ceremonies of the Episcopal
chnroh.

Several years ago Mr. Robert Coleman met
a young lady of very preposessing appearance
in a tour he made of New England. She
was the daughter of a respectable family of

Connecticut in moderate circumstances. A
mutual attachment followed, and not long

after the couple were maried. A short time
after the marriage the young bride was sud-

denly taken ill, and a trip on the continent

was arranged by her husband. It was
thought that the climate of the south of

France, Italy, or Spainwould be best for her.

All that love and boundless wealth could
give was furnished with a most liberal hand
The husband was compelled to remain at

home on business engagements. It was con-

fidently believed that the bride would soon
be restored'to good health, and very soon
after her departure the husband set about
preparing a surprise for her. He supposed
that she would be about a year, and he de-

termined to erect one of the most costly re.

sidences she had ever seen and have it all

finished and furnished in time for her arrival

home. She was to know nothing about it

until the carriage should drive her to the

door from the railway station. Mr. Powell,

a Philadelphia architect, was instructed to

prepare the plans. The structure was to be
in the Scottish baronial style, and Mr. Cole-

man cared very little about the cost. A fine

sight was chosen, broad and level and ele-

vated with a commanding view of a long

stretch of the beautiful Lebanon valey.

The Coleman estate comprises about five

th ousand acres. In one part of it is a brown
stable containing some thirty thoroughbred
horses. The most valuable animals are
quartered in rooms having mirrors on the
walls and Brussels carpets on portions of the
floor. Five monstrous furnaces are smelting
ore night and day on the estate. Three hills

contain an inexhaustable suply of ore. These
furnaces have made millionaires of a dozen
families or more. Robert Coleman is the
youngest son of the iron kings of the present
line or owners. Interested parties and heirs

are scattered in many climes, but Mr. Cole-
man remains in complete charge of the vast
estate. Every thing is conducted in princely
style. Every employee lives on the place, rent
free. The cottages are models of neatness,
cleanliness, and convenience. A church,
store, Sunday school, and other necessary
wants are fully supplied. The great farm
supplies employses with wheat, corn, pota-
toes, and vegetables at far below market
price. Splendid family mansions occupy
prominent places. Tally-ho coaches, drawn
by four-in-hands, eonvey the members of the
Coleman family and their many visitors to

the neighboring towns and railway stations.

Hence to the new mansion that was to be
erected by Mr. Robert Coleman as a surprise
to his bride, it can readily be imagined, was
to be something exceedingly grand. The
foundations were massive, and built of

granite and limestone. The underground
divisions were commodious and finished in
the most modern style, a hard cement floor

was laid. The frames of the large bay win-
dows for the first floor weighed several tons
apiece . The superstructure was to have been
of marble, iron, and granite. The interior
was to be finished in hard wood. The work
was proceeding splendidly, and some fifty

men were steadily employed. Car load after
car load of material was arriving and being
put in place. All efforts were made to rapid-
ly push on the work of completion of the
work. Every detail of furniture and uphols-
tery had been decided upon. The gardener
had received his special instructions. In fact,

everything had been fully arranged looking
to the rapid completion of the mansion when
a tellegram came over the sea that the
young bride was ill in Paris. Quickly follow-
ed another dispatch that she was dead.
Every tool in the new house was dropped.
The young husband, stricken with grief, was
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or a time not to be consoled. He ordered
the workmen onthe new mansion to go to the
office and draw their pay, and then to remove
their tools and other property, In a few days
orders were given to tear down what had
been put up; to throw in the excavations,
and plough the place over. All that
remained of what was to be a palace was or-

dered to be obliterated.

The construction of a beautiful church de-

dictated here to-day concludes the story.

The remains of the dead bride were embalm-
ed and brought back to America, and were
then placed in a vault until the construc-
tion of the church walls had been sufficient-

ly advanced to receive them. The new
edifice is cruciform, 96x75 feet, the floor

is of Spanish tile from Valencia. The wood-
work is of oiled oak. A massive tower
twenty-four feet square rises one hundred
feet in the air. The structure is of grey
stone, even to the window sills. A hydraulic
engine in the basement supplies air for the
organ. The style of finish is old English,
with massive granite colums. The leading
Episcopal clergymen of the eastern section

of the state were present at the consecra-
tion, including M. A. De Wolf Howe, bishop
®f this diocese, who was the consecrator ;

the Rt, Rev. Dr. Hare, bishop of Niobrara,
Indian Terrtory ; the Rev. Dr. Oliver, of

Nebraska ; the Rt. Rev, B. Wister Morris,
missionary bishop of Episcopal convention
in session last week in New York.
The Rev. Chandler Hare is the rector of

the parish. The new church has a seating
capacity of about five hundred. It was
tilled to overflowing to-day by the leading
citizens of this section of the state.

Messages from the Sea.

A few instances of messages from the sea,

reported from time to time to have been
found, like Poe's manuscript, in a bottle, may
perhaps be taken for what they are worth.

A girl picked up in the sea near Barrow a se-

curely corked bottle containing a scrap of

old newspaper, on which was indistinctly

written :

'

' Gone down off the coast of Ire-

land, the Steamer Combat, with all hands.

Capt. Yates." There was no mention of date

on which the ship sank, but the writing ap-

peared to have been hurriedly done. On the

shore of the Bay of Luce a bottle was report-

ed to have been found containing the follow-

ing message, written in pencil on a piece of

paper, the writing being much faded :
" On

the 29th of April, 1876, the ship Herclades
was wrecked on the extremity of Patagonia.

Crew in the hands of savages. Bring us

assistance." During a fearful winter storm,

it was conjectured, from the large quantity
of wreckage floating about, that many vessels

had been lost at the mouth of the Tay in

addition to those reported at the time. Some
particulars reached the press—whether veri-

fied or not the writer is unable to say—that

a letter inclosed in a bottle was cast ashore

on the Fifeshire coast giving a clue to one of

these ships. The letter, blotted and other-

wise damaged by sea-water, was written in

bold Norwegian characters, and was thus
translated: "Schooner Bay, Tonsberg, 25th
December, eight morning. We are now in

a sinking condition, within sight of the Bell

Rock, outside the River Tay. We have had
both boats smashed and carried away, and
cannot therefore make an attempt to come
ashore, We have experienced great hard-

ships during the heavy gales in the North
Sea. Greater part of rails, stanchions, and
bulwarks are away. We have been laboring

constantly at the pumps for three days, and
the forecastle and cabin are full of water.

Everything is destroyed, and we have but
little to eat. We now put our trust in a

merciful God, and if it is our fate to die, we
hope to arrive at a heavenly throne. The
crew is otherwise all well, and asked to be
remembered to their dear ones at home

—

(Signed) H. Mathison, captain of the

schooner Bay." The letter bore the address

:

" To Tonsburg, Norway." The name of the

Bay was on the Norwegian shipping-lists,

and she would have a crew of seven or eight

hands, and is supposed to have been bound,
coal-laden, from the Tyne to Norway, This
sad message from the sea was reported to the

owners. Considering what has resulted

from mariners' experiments with bott'es

afloat, and how often, after disasters at sea,

these have been the means of communication
between the living and dead, too much can-

not be said in condemnation of thoughtless

persons who perpetrate hoaxes of this de-

scription.

—

Chamber's Journal.

Ole Bull begged that Mozart's Requiem
might be played while he was dying, and it

was the last music that he heard.

LUMBERMAN.

American Incomes.

There is no table of the average duration
of fortunes ; but the statistics of business

failures in the country since 1866 show that

the average yearly failures ranged from 1 in

163 in the year 1871, to 1 in 75 in 1870. How
many business men in a thousand fail, once
or more, during their business lifetime, I

cannot learn. The proportion used to be
estimated, for New England, at 99 per cent.

That is probably too high a figure for the
business of to-day, conducted as it is upon
much shorter credits than formerly. But
the proportion of traders who fail is probably
not lower than 75 per cent, of the whole
number.
How many of our people live upon their

invested means? In 1866 our income-tax
returns showed 771,000 incomes of .$500 per

year and over, and six million incomes of

less than $500. But these were not incomes
from capital ; they were mostly earnings or

wages. Probably not one in a hundred of

these smaller incomes, and not over 10 per

cent, of the incomes over 8500, represented

the interest upon investments. In France,

ten years later, the census returned no less

than two millions of people, rentiers, who
live entirely upon their invested means. In
1877 seven and a half millions of the people

—one- fifth of the population—were enrolled

as rentes-holders or savings-banks depositors

;

but it must be added that the savings-banks
do not often fail in France, and that sooner

or later they are apt to fail with us. Most
of these deposits are small ones. But no less

than two millions of the French can say
with Petrarch, Parva sed apta mihi "It is

little enough, but it will do for me."

Thus, in spite of the resources of the coun-

try, in spite of the almost universal search

for wealth, and in spite of the fact that we
have a great many rich men at any given
time, we still do not have a large class of

permanently rich men ; we do not even have,

like the French, a large class of persons who
have a permanent though small competence.
The rich American's wealth is extremely
volatile ; in nine cases out of ten it is "fairy

gold. The old land-owners form the chief

exception to the rule ; especially in our large

cities, where the increase of values has been
great.

But if our class of permanently wealthy
people is small, so also in our class of desti-

tute people. We are fortunate in having
few of the very rich or the very poor, in

having no such immense and harmful in-

equality of fortunes as we see in modern
England. Our ill fortune is this, that our
class of moderate competences is also small,

that so few of us, in spite of our opportuni.

ties and our labours, have seized the good of

even a small assured competence. The
land is full of people who have not, on the
other hand, and who are not likely to have,

any assured competence, however moderate,
but who have nothing to expect but labour

to the end. That is, indeed, the appointed
human lot for the majority in any com-
munity ; but need it be, in a country of

resources like this, so nearly the universal

lot ? Might not many of us avoid it by a

greater care for a moderate competence, a
a lessened ambition for fortunes ?

Big Harbour Scheme tor Montreal.

(From the Montreal Witness.

)

A gigantic scheme was presented to the

Board of Trade recently by Mr. Shearer.

It is stated that the Harbour Engineer sees

no practical difficulty in carrying it out,

while several of our most prominent and
enterprising citizens have declared it to be
feasible. Mr. Shearer's plan is to divert the

current of the St. Lawrence opposite the city

into the channel beneath St. Helen's Island

and the southern shore by having various

obstructions removed and running a dam, or
" peninsula," as he calls it, from Point St.

Charles to St. Helen's Island, thus stopping

the current from running through the pres-

ent main channel between the city and St.

Helen's Island. Mr. Shearer claims, in the

first place, that the dam will prevent the

shoving of ice opposite the city and the con-

sequent flooding of buildings in the Griffin-

town district, and will make of this a still-

water harbour where vessels may lie during

the Winter. It is estimated that the con-

struction of the dam would raise the water
two feet in the river and lower it two feet in

the harbor. This would give a head of four

feet for mills, elevators and factories, and
the transportation of freight. Last, but not

least, the dam would afford a roadway across

the river upon the construction of a bridge

from St. Helen's Island to St. Lambert, thus

7

removing the necessity for a tunnel. Tkis
would form not only a highway, but a road

for carriages and foot passengers. No esti-

mate of the cost of construction has yet been
made, although Mr. Shearer says this scheme
will cost no more than a tunnel.

The Coming Revision of the Bible.

It needs to be modified by sound reason.

Were the English Bible chiefly a work of

art, or a monument of the English olden
time, the Ptthotffl feeling should rightly

dominate and a iealous conservatism should
watch against modern innovations, by tb«

hand of whatever scholar tbey might be
wrought. We do not deny the literary skill

of KiDg James's translators. Their work is

artistic in the highest sense. They were
men of broad and cultivated minds, and
they gave the English people a model of

literary beauty and sublimity in their trans-

lation (or revision) which compares most
favourably with the versions of all other

tongues. We may add that in this artistic

character of their work they themselves
borrowed the phrases and words of Tyndale,
which had already become antiquated, and
so gave the majesty of hoariuess to the other

virtues of their style. In looking at their

work, therefore, we are beholding a phase
of the English language really older than
their own time. But we must bear in mind
that beauty and antiquity of style are not

the paramount considerations in the question

of Bible translation. The truth—the truth

is what we desire. All other objects sink

into insignificance in comparison with this.

We seek a perfect translation of the Hebrew
and Greek. The idea is of first importance,

and the clothing of the idea is secondary. A
perfect translation is indeed impossible. A
grand sentence must loose something in

passing into another language. If it keep
its main thought, it must loose its grandeur,

it must work some change in the thought.

We must, therefore, give up the idea of

reaching a perfect translation, although we
make it our goal. Which, then, shall we
throw out of our car as we advance—the

sense or the style ? Undoubtedly the latter

The only fatal embarrassment in this is at

those crisis where the very style enters into

the sense, and you cannot tear them apart

without destroying both. In such cases we
must bow to the necessity and give a bad
translation, leaving it to the scholar to ex-

plain the difficulty and the real meaning in

whatever circumlocutory way he may.
Generally speaking, then, we must sacrifice

style to sense, and, in doing this at the pres-

ent time, we may subject ourselves to the

charge of iconoclasm. If a rich, round sen-

tence that we have loved to mouth is trim-

med to angularity in order to express the

truth, the crowd of critics will be apt to

overlook the constraining necessity and be-

stow on us a consentaneous groan. Let us

give an illustration. In Acts, xxvi. : 24, the

words of Festus to Paul are musical and
terse: "Paul, thou art beside thyself;

much learning doth make thee mad. " It is

a strong English sentence ; each clause is

well balanced. You may compare them to

two equal shafts striking the centre. As
you read them you are Festus, and you
speak with conscious force. Now, shall we
dare alter such a rare specimen of telling

English ? All the beautiful in us rises up
in indignation at the thought. And yet we
must humble ourselves and our pride of

taste for the relentless cause of truth.

What is the Greek here ? What did Festus
really say ? * * * The truth is, Festus

did not say half as fine a thing as our Eng-
lish sentence, Moreover, he did not mean
what our English sentence means, Festus

first, in the impetuosity of his feelings, told

Paul he was mad ; then, correcting himself,

with true Roman politeness, he modifies his

expression, and says that Paul's learning

was gradually bringing him to a condition of

madness. The English of what he said is

:

" Thou art mad, Paul ; much learning is

turning thee to madness." Our received

version makes the two clauses of equal

strength, the latter clause merely adding

the cause of madness. Moreover, the re-

ceived version does not recognize the simi-

larity and relation of maine and manian. If

we translate as above we lose a remarkably
strong sentence, beautiful in its strength ;

but, if we leave the beauty and strength

undisturbed, we do not have what Festus

really said. Now, ye critics, take this in-

stance as a sample, and tell us what we are

to do. Are we to cling to principle faithful-

ly, or shall we hold on to principle only until

we see a pretty face ? What will you have,

that w hich the sacred writers say, or that

which King James's translators say?—The
Rev. Dr. Howasd Crosby, in North Ameri-

can Review.
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BARYTES OR SULPHATE OF
BARYTA.

This mineral is of considerable economic

value, being used for many purposes, but

principally for mixing with white lead and

for enamelling. It is scarce in the whole of

North America, and consequently very large

quantities are annually imported into the

United States from England and Germany,

but chiefly from the latter country. We
understand that there are but two places in

the United States where the raw ore is pul-

verized and prepared for use—the one, New
Haven, Conn,, and the other St. Louis, Mo.

At the former there is, or rather there was, a

mine—for we believe it is nigh exhausted

—

owned and worked by Mr. Sandford, Presi-

dent of the Stamford Manufacturing Co.,

New York, and who, it is said, has amassed

great wealth from his ownership of this

mine, although the article which he produces

is by no means of first-rate quality. At St.

Louis, we understand there is uo actual de-

posit or mine, but the mineral is fouud in

boulders, and the farmers, on whose farms

it turns up bring it to the mill, and are well

paid for it, as it is of a very fine quality, and

when manufactured, brings the highest

prices. In Nova Scotia considerable Byrata

is found, but owing to its colours, it can be

used only for mixing with coloured

paints, and consequently is not in

much demand. In the Ottawa Val-

ley, however, nine miles from the city,

and within three or four miles of the steam-

boat landing on the Gatinean, it is said the

largest and purest deposit of Baryta, yet

discovered on this continent is to be found.

Its location is in the township of Hull and

is referred to in an official report of SirWm
Logan, made to the Government some years

ago. From enquiries made, we learn that

some 250 tons of ore from this mina have

already been manufactured into white paint,

equal to any lead, by the late Alex. Ramsay,

of Montreal, and that he obtained first prize

for it at the Centennial Exhibition at Phila

delphia. It appears that, by means of a

recent discovery in Scotland, patented there

by the discoverer, and patented in Canada
and the United States by Mr. Ramsay,
Baryta is turned into excellent white paint,

without a mixture of any lead whatever.

We are informed that all the Admiralty

ships are now painted with this material,

and that it was for this mixture that Mr.

Ramsay got the chief prize at Philadelphia

If this be so, and we do not doubt it, Byrata

is destined to become an article of much use

fulness and value, as, if found in the Ottawa
Valley in sufficient quantity, it can be

cheaply mined and manufactured, and
the great expense of lead will be saved

to the consumer. For this wimple

grinding of the article, we are told

that Mr. Bonuyn, Hospital street, Mon-

treal, has mills capable of grindiDg two tons

an hour, and it might be well for such as

have any of the " raw material " to commu-

nicate with that gentleman. It would be

well, also, for such as may find traces of this

mineral in their lands, to look closely after

it; for though valuable enough now, to pay

well for mining, there can be no doubt that

in a short time it must become of much
greater importance and value. Sulphate of

Baryta is usually fouud in thin veins, from

half an inch to two inches in width at the
j

surface, and widening as it goes down
;

though to this rule there are exceptions, as

in the case of the Hull mine, to which we
have referred, a surface width of two to

three feet is shown, widening rapidly as it

descends. It is also found in pockets, and
it is from such, that the Novia Scotia Ba-

rytes is taken, consequently the quantity is

more uncertain and smaller, than when
j

found in regular and well defined veins. It

is invariably found with galena, but not in

quantity to pay for working. The demand
for Baryta is at present limited to about 1,200

to 1,400 tons per annum in Canada, but over

the bordor,the demand is nearly unlimited, al-

though the import duty almost prohibitory,

viz :—half a cent apound or ten dollars a ton.

This is what has enabled the mine owners

and grinders of it in the United States to

make such large profits. The price in Bos-

ton and New York varies according to quali-

ty, some going as high as $50 a ton—but if

Canada can produce an article of the highest

grade, of which there is not the slightest

doubt, it is evident, we can, even with the

enormous duty exacted, still successfully

compete with the English and Gorman im.

porters. We earnestly hope some of our

enterprising capitalists will take this Baryta

matter in hand ; for besides the great general

advantage of developing the latent and un-

productive mineral wealth of the country,

we are satisfied "there's millions in it" to

those who are willing to invest a moderate

amount of money, with a speedy return.

We propose returning to this subject

—

meanwhile we will be glad to hear from any
of our correspondents regarding Baryta.

MUSKOKA IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

A company has recently been organized

amongst the lumbermen of Muskoka aud
Georgian Bay, for the purpose of regulating

the driving and sorting of saw logs, con-

structing slides, booms, piers, dams, &c,
on the Muskoka Rivers, the Severn, Mus-
quash, &c. At a meeting which was held

at Gravenhurst, the company was formed,

and $50,000 capital subscribed. Messrs. H.
H. Cook. Richard Power, A. P. Cockburn,

M.P. ; G. W. Taylor and Hon. Alexander
Mackenzie were elected directors. The
directors at a subsequent meeting, after

electing Hon. Alex, Mackenzie president,

prepared estimates of the proposed works
and made arrangements for immediately
commencing work upon the most urgent of

these. A similar company, namely, " the
Upper Ottawa, Improvement Co," has been
in existence for some years, with a capital of

$150,000. The directors are Mes rs. Bron-
son, Perley, Eddy, Gordon and H. Robinson,
H. Robinson, president, J. R. Booth
secretary, G. B. Greeu, acting secretary!

The operations of this company extend from
the Des Joachim to the foot of Hull Slide
The organization has been found of great
service to all parties engaged in lumbering
on the Ottawa. The Muskoka Company
will doubtless prove equally serviceable.

The sale of " gold " bricks, made princi-
pally of brass, is brisk in the West. One
corner is pure gold, and from it is clipped the
sample to be essayed.

COAL OIL FIRE TEST,

The testing of coal oil has hitherto been a

source of great annoyance to producers and

consumers, owing to the uncertain results of

the instruments used for making the tests.

A very simple and complete instrument has

jvst been perfected by Mr. M. Battle, Col-

lector of Inland Rovenue, Ottawa, which

defines the flash test in a uniform manner

on the automatic principle. Mr. Battle has

paid great attention to the matter of testing

oil, indeed the greater number of samples

sent to the Department at Ottawa were sub-

mitted for his test and report. Yet he was

frequently at a loss to obtain a uniform re-

sult, although he had the best instruments

manufactured in the United States, Great

Britain or the continent of Europe. His

Improved Automatic Pyrometer however,

combines uniformity of action, correctness of

results, and simplicity of using. Nothing is

required to be done by the testing officer or

merchant, but to place a small quantity of oil

in a cup, light a small lamp and watch two

thermometers—one immersed in water, in a

chamber underneath the oil and the other

in the sample of oil to be tested. As the

mercury rises to the testing point a double

valve is opened by the party in charge, and

if no gas or vapour is generated the light

will continue to burn, and the oil is safe
;

but will be extinguished as sooa as gas is

evolved up to the number of degrees indicat-

ed, making the oil dangerous at that tem-

perature. It is likely that that Mr. Battle's

Pyrometer will be made the standard for the

Dominion, and if so, it should supersede all

others now in use, whether operated by elec-

tricity or otherwise.

THANKSGIVING.

It was our lot to be in the City of Belle_

ville on Wednesday the 3rd inst., and con.

sidering that lumbermen and their repre-

sentative connected with this journal had

much to be thankful for, in common with

the rest of the community, we went to hear

the Rev. Mr. McLean, (Presbyterian) on

that occasion. The rev. gentleman founded

his remarks on Psalm 103, verse 2, "Bless

the Lord, O my sou), and forget not all his

benefits."

After referring to our deep obligations and

many privileges, he said : It was cheering to

think that the day had > e set apart by the

Government of our laud for the observance

of this sacred duty of thanks to God for his

goodness to us as individuals and as a nation

—cheering to thiuk that our fellow subjects

gather together to-day to acknowledge our

common Father by the united recognition of

his greatness and goodness throughout the

land. The future of a land that thus recog-

nizes its duty and privileges cannot be other

than a great one.

It might be asked what are the reasons for

thankfulness on our part. Are not the times

dull ? Do not many to-day feel that with the

will to work, the opportunity is not afforded ?

Is it not a fact that our city is in a worse con-

dition commercially, than it was in days gone

by? While there is apparent ground for the

spirit that is manifest inthesequestions, there

maybe, after all, reason for thankfulness in

the very things complained of. Allow thai)

our city has been in a bad condition in

a business point of view for some time back ;

whose is the fault ? To the best of my belief it

lies at our own door. We have been going on

too fast in one way and too slow in ano-

ther. We have been overcrowding our dif-

ferent branches of commerce. For example,

there have been too many young men, who,

under the delusion that they were heaven-

born merchants—have forsaken the sure, if

slow, returns of farming life, for the swift

but uncertain gains of merchandise. The
result has beeu, as might be anticipated

—

many of these have come to ruin, and have

been taught by a bitter experience, that it

really does need, at least, a modicum of

training to succeed in any business or pro-

fession, in those days.

Again, merchants have been speculating

too strongly on the likelihood of large sales,

and, disappointed in their expectations,
have been unable to meet their liabilities.

Retrenchment has become the order of the
day, of necessity. If these opinions are
correct, then one great cause of present de-

pression has been in overdoing things, and
one result of the reaction will probably be
a healthier commercial life in the future.

The same remarks as to extravagance may
apply to general living in the past of the
people themselves. The love of display
among all classes of the community, has
doubtless had much to do in lessening ability

to meet engagements. The only cure for

such a course is to live within one's income.
Here again is one benefit that may accrue
from the general stagnation that is com-
plained of.

We certainly have to thank God for all

the benefits He has conferred upon us. The
common blessings of the earth such aa air,

sunshine, water, and harvests ; each is need-
ful for our well-being, and each given in all

fulness. The preservation of our bodies, in

all their senses, organs and faculties, so as

not merely to enjoy life, but also to be ser-

viceable—health and strength todo work and
provide for families. All these are bestowed
on us.

Living in a land of freedom, with wise
laws honorably upheld, with property and
life properly protected ; with fair prospects
for all who are willing to work ; with a law-
abiding, moral-living community,where law-
lessness and crime are swiftly punished, and
justice meted out to all—surely one ought
to thank God for those benefits in these re-

gards. Our harvest is plentiful, God has
blessed the labours of the husbandman. No
heavy floods " have disappointed his hopes,

and sent dismay through the land." No
bitter frosts have killed the ripening grain.

For one grain sown, many are given hack.
He on whom we are dependent for rain and
sunshine snd fruitful^easons has again open-
ed his hand and filled our barns with plenty.

And do we not see indications throughout
the land of the return of cheerier times in

the apparent growing briskness of business

—of times when he who desires it may have
work at home in plenty. Is it not a matter
of thankfulness that in this Dominion of

ours there is room and scope for all. That
whosoever is able and willing to labour may
find in it the place and the opportunity.

The Rev. gentleman concluded his excel-

lent discourse with many practical and suit-

able lessons, bearing on "the life that now
is, and the life that is to come."

A New Brunswick journalist displays a

thankful spirit as follows :—It is very grati-

fying to know that there has been a vast

increase of Inter-Colonial trade, as evidenced

by the remarkable increase of traffic on the

Government railways this year. Our ex-

ports, too, have been in great demand—our

lumber (both in the United States and
Britain), our grains, our cattle, the produce

of the dairy and the orchard. We have to

be thankful, too, for the remarkably favour-

able weather which has distinguished the

season of 1S80, weather so favourable for the

full pursuit of the occupations of the indus-

trial classes that we can scarcely hope to see

it duplicated in 1SS1. We should also give

thanks for freedom from epidemics and

pestilences and tidal waves of crime and

violence. We have to be thankful for the

steady progress of education and temperance,

the increa z it! of the people in support

of churches and Sunday schools. Among
other causes for thankfulness may be' cited

the fact that Canada is regaining its old

prosperity under the political leadership of

the first Canadian of his generation. Sir

John A. Macionsld : that the negotiations

for reducing the public burthens by turning

the building of the Pacific Railway over to a

private company have been successful ; and

that the people of Canada have almost uni-

versally accepted the Naional Policy|as the

Tariff policy of the country. In our imme-

diate neighbourhood there is cause for thank-

fulness in tha increased trade which has

sprung up ; the hopeful spirit which has

succeeded the feeling of desprir which had

taken possession of too many of our citizens ;

and in the evidences of " the good time com-

ing " which are apparent to many amongst

us. We may indeed be thankful with our

lot when contrasted with the circumstances

of the people of most other countries ; and

while crateful to an all wise Providence for

the many blessings vouchsafed to us, let us

resolve "to do the very best for ourselves

that lies within our power.
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LETTER FROM QUEBEC.

THE END OF THE SEASON—LOADING THE LAST

SHIP — LARGE TRANSACTIONS— PRICES,

ETC.—THE PRINCIPAL OPERATORS IN OAK

—LOGS — COMPARATIVE STATEMENT —
MINING NOTES.

Quebec, Nov. 8th.

Before my next letter is addressed to the

Lumberman, it is probable that this port

will be completely closed for the season to

navigation. Ten days hence, and sea-going

ships remaining here, will find it hard

enough to reach the ocean. There are seven

or eight timber vessels loading here, but all

hope to be away within a week from this

date.

It must be gratifying to producers and

their friends to know that so small a stock

of lumber will be locked up here for the

winter. On a carefully prepared calcula-

tion, I find that there is now next to noth-

ing held here in first hands.

During the present season, some twelve to

fifteen cargoes of deals have been purchased

and shipped home by Messrs. Bryant, Powis

& Bryant, of London. Mr. H. W. Powis, a

member of this firm, and a gentleman well

known in Quebec, has spent the greater

portion of the summer on this side the At-

lantic, making purchases and shipping home

his stock.

Very little business was done in Lower

Town last week, the time being cut up by a

couple of holidays.

WHITE PINE.

With the exception of small lots sold for

locsl consumption, at 14 and 17 cents, no

white pine has changed hands since my last

letter. A small raft or two now remaining

axe held firmly at high prices. There is a

good deal of inquiry for Waney Board, but

no lots are at present offering.

There is but little change since my last

letter to report, either in pine or spruce
deals. Prices remain about the same with a
tendency to a slight increase, owing to un-
supplied demands.

OAK.

In previous letters, details have been given
of several contracts for oak made this autumn
for future delivery. Quantities and prices

have been furnished. The contracting pro-

ducers are principally Calvin & Co., King-
ston, Neilon & Co., D. B. Charleson,
Sarnia, D. C. Thompson, Quebec, and Mr.
McCrea.

PRICES.

Oak, Ohio, 65 feet average as been sold as
under within the last fortnight : By Calvin

& Co., 50,000 feet at 50 cents ; by Neilon &
Co., 100,000 feet at 47 cents.

A raft of the same quality and average
as the above, now in Montreal and to arrive,

containing 30,000 feet, together with 15,000
to winter at Garden Island, have been sold

by Calvin & Co. at 52 cents. This is believ-

ed to be the highest figure obtained. Of 63
feet average, 50,000 feet have been sold at
49 cents.

Michigan oak, 65 feet average. One lot

has been sold by Mr. D. C. Thompson at 49
cents.

Canada oak remains unchanged.
Ohio and Michigan are still sought for

next year's delivery.

Staves are scarce and in demand.
Elm and ash are in demand, particularly

the latter.

In birch there is little doing, and the
quantity on hand is not much reduced by
late shipments.

FOR THE SHANTIES.

More shantymen have been dispatched to
the woods since the date of my last letter.

Nearly forty Jeave fortheWestby G.T.R.R.
this evening, mostly for Toledo. Men are
now very scarce here, and wages have again
been reduced. It is not probable that more
than one other batch will be made up in
Quebec this fall.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT.

In reviewing the business of the year and
comparing it with that done in 1878-79, the

following cemparative statement of timber,

masts, bowsprits, spars, staves, &c, mea-
sured and culled to date, by cullers attached

to the pupervisor's office, lj should prove of

interest to readers of the Lumberman :

—

1878 1879 1880

Waney White Pine.... 1,846,640 1,599,273 2,193,307

White Pine 7,917.750 2 507,729 4,216,203

Red Pine 1,359,750 741,499 7,020,364

Oak 1,516,223 835,993 1,567,644

Elm 177,653 336,461 932,950

Ash 36,597 47,161 238.461

Basswood 923 280 363
Butternut 39 70 645
Tamarac 29,306 6,691 30,889
Birch and Maple 180,416 121,224 575,464
Masts and Bowsprits . . 93 pes 50 pes 4 pes
Spars 42 pes 26 pes 23 pes

Std. Staves 299.3.1.8 178.5 3.7 195.7.1.1

W. I. Staves 564.1.3.9 169.2.2.26 487.7.0.8

Brl: Staves 10.8.2.10

WM, QUINN,
Supervisor.

Quebec, 5th Nov., 1880.

LOGS.

Messrs. King Bros, have given the con-

tract for the cutting of 4,000 logs during
the winter at St. Jean Deschaillons in this

Province. Forty men with ten teams of

horses, have also left for Pabos, Bail des
Chaleurs, to cut 70,000 logs for the Messrs.

King. Messrs. G. B. Hall & Co. lost a large

quantity of logs a few days ago, by the

breaking of their booms at the Chaudiere.

MINING NOTES.

It has been frequently asserted, and almost
as frequently denied, that there are distinct

indications to be seen of the existence of

beds ot coal in various parts of this Pro-

vince. This week I have been shown a spe-

cimen from Lake St. John of what certain-

ly looks very much like soft coal. Speci-

mens of the article known in England as

Cannel coal.or of something very akin to it,

have frequently been brought to this city

from parts of Montenaquy. I wonder that

the Dominion Geological Survey has not ere

this undertaken to prove the character of the
supposed mineral,

From all that can be gathered, unusual
activity will be the order of the day next
Spring in the coal regions of Beauce. Here-
tofore miners have been content with the al-

luvial workings, and the large yields of the
precious metal already reported from the
Chaudiere Valley, have all been obtained by
the washing of the sand. Preparations are
now being made for the erection of mills to
crush the quartz, and quantities of the most
expensive and improved machinery appli-

cable for the purpose are now being shipped
to the diggings by Levis & Kennebec R. R.

Stadacona.

Special Telegram per Montreal Line :

—

Quebec, Nov. 10.

Since mading letter, it is reported E. H.
Richer, St. Hyacinthe, has been authorized
by French manufacturers to purchase for
shipment as much white birch (Bonleau) as
possible. No particulars as to size or for

what required. Bonleau is very common
in the province and much used for fire-

wood.
Messrs. Allan, Gilmour & Co. of this city

have sold the bright pine deals to be sawn
at their mills next season. Prices were $112
to $115—$76 and $40 free on board for first,

second, and third qualities.

The Eureka Consolidated mine yielded
last year, according to the official returns,

$2 358,518 in refined bullion and lead,

$380,000 was paid in dividends during the
year, and the amount of cash on hand, Oc-
tober 9th 1880, was $24,521.

Hardwood Timber Land for Sale.

FOR SALE, 1200 ACRES HARDWOOD
timber land near Nipissing Railway, Coboconk.

Easy terms: OSHAWA CABINET CO., Oshawa.

Timber Limits for Sale.

SEVERAL MOST VALUABLE TIMBER
limits on North Shore of Lake Huron.

For particulars apply to

THOS. SHORTIES,
Imperial Bank Building, Toronto.

TjlOB, SALE, AT A GREAT BAR-
J. gain, 320 acres of excellent farming land, heavily

timbered, and well watered by a branch of the Pigeon
River, in Cheboygan Co. Michigan. Apply to the

Editor of the Canada Lumberman. 1-tf.

DEIDtfc CO., WHOLESALE LUM-
£V BER DEALERS. Lumber, lath, shingles, &c.
Car lots to suit customers. Best culls in the mar-
ket for from $6 to $7 per M.
Office on Dock—E splanade, foot of Sherbourne

Street, Toronto, 2in

MACHINERY!
S
TEARN'S No. 3 SAW MILL
Log Turner, 68 b.p. Engine. 3 Boilers, dome %oi

heater. This is first clans mill outfit, field for a

bank and will lie so'd cheap. We have also 2 Iron

Lathes and other Machinery. Send for Price List-

WM. DINGMAN & CO.,
56 Front Street East. Toronto.

LAUDER & THORNTON MFC CO
mamjkact i.'kkkb or

SteamGauges,Vacuum Gauges
KNOINBBR8' & PLUMBERS' HRASS OOODS, &C .

98 Adelaide Street East, Toronto.

Steam Gauges correctly tested and repaired.

2-5in

FILES J3E-OUT!
THOMAS GRAHAM,

File Works, 35 Sherbourne Street, Toronto, Ont.

Old Files reground and re-cut equal to new for

use. During the past year I have re-cut nearly

3,000 dozen of old files for mill owneis and others

in Ontario and Quebec. Prices—per doz;n for Mill

Files, 8 in. $1.50; 10 in. $2; 12 in. $2 75 ; 14 in.

3.75. Other kinds pro rata. Quotations from these

rates to large consumers.

Intercolonial Coal lining Do.,

offer their fresh mineral bituminous Coal from
their

DRUMMOND COLLIERY.

F.O.B cars, deliverable at stations of the Inter-

colonial and Grand Trunk Railway.

Apply to

Intercolonial Coal Mining Co.,

26 St. Francois Xavier Street,

MONTREAL.
The coal is now being received at Toronto by several

of the dealers—W. J. Keith, C. J. Smith and others:

Notice to Contractors,

OEALED TENDERS, ADDRESSED TO
O the undersigned, and endorsed " Tender for
Owen Sound Works," will be received until Friday
the 19th November, for the execution of Works for

the improvement of the Harbour of Owen Sound,
according to a plan and specification to be seen on
application at the office of the River and Harbour
Commissioners, Owen Sound, and at the Public
Works Department, Ottawa, where Forms of Tender
can be obtained

.

Persons tendering are notified that ten ters will

not be considered unless made on the printed forms
supplied and signed with their actual signatures.
Each tender mast be accompanied by an accepted

bank cheque, equal to five per cent, of the amount
of the tender, which will be forfeited if the party
declines to enter into a contract when called on to
do so, or if he fails to complete the work contracted
for. If the tender is not accepted, the cheque will

be returned.
The Department does not bind itself to accept

the lowest or any tender.

By order,
S. CHAPLEAU,

Secretary.
Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, Oct. 28th, 1880.

JOHN M cGREG0R & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

STATIONARY,
MARINE, and

LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS,
and SHEET IRON WORK.

THE ECONOMIST
Flnanrlal, Uallvat and 'limn/ Journal

BOSTON- PUBLISHED WEEKLY- NEW YORK.

Portable Boilers for Threshing Machines, Shingle
Mills, etc,, furnished on short notice. All Boilers
tested by cold water pressure to 150 lbs. to the
square inch before leaving the shop.

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY
bought, sold, or taken in exchange for

new work.

REPAIRS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

183 Atwater St., Detroit. Michigan.

BRANCH SHOP

—

Cor. Glengarry Ave. & Stuart st.,

WINDSOR, ONTARIO.

13.00 a Year. 10 CenU a Cofiy.

THE ECONOMIST IS DEVOTED
exclusively to the Financial, Kailwuy, and Minify

Interest * of the United Bta.Ua. It i* the representa-

tive Journal of it* cla>* in New Eon land, and baa, »jr

it* conservative and independent policy, ettai/Unbed

a reputation and circulation which (five it a com-
manding influence in it* ae.iion- It alma to adranae
and proiect the legitimate mining indoatry, and \t>

guard investor* from iinnotltion ar,d ooiaequent
losses.

Tub Economist present* special inducement* to ad-

vertisers through whichlto reach the wealthy elasaea

of New England. Its circulation amonv the Mininjr

States and Territories is large and rapidly incre**-

ing.

Specimen copies free.

R. F. STRAINE, Busioeei Manager.
31 Mi'k atree', Boatnn.

New York Office : 115 Broadway.

ST. LAWRENCE HALL.
PORT HOPE.

Is noted foritssuperior home-like cornfvrt*—a welf

kept table, equalling the best Hotel* in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample room* on
ground floor. Walton Street, P<«rt Hope.

Wm. MACKIE, Proprietor.

ALLANDALE JUNCTION HOTEL.
Travellers by Northern Railway nave 15 to 20 min-

utes by all trains, for refreshments. Solid meals.

Tea and coffee at counter. Fine brands of liqu irs and
choice cigars.

E. 8. MEEK IN"G ProprieVjr

FRASER'S HOTEL.
GRAVENHURST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER. proprietor (successor to Doug-
land Brown.) Mr. Eraser having purchased and thor-

oughly renova'.ed and refii ted that old established

hotel, so long and popularly kept and owned by
Douirald Brown, in the village of Gravenhurst, is

now in a position toattend fo the wants d 'he travel-

ling and ceneral public. Parties en route to the

Muskoka District, wiil find " '"raaerV a comfortable

stoppi place. The Bar and Larder ire well furu-

iahed. Convenient Sample Rooms for Commercial
Men. Good Stabling and attentive hostler. Free

'bus to and from trains and steamboats.

ST, LOUIS HOTEL,
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

Tnis hotel, which is unrivalled for e'-z",

style and locality in Quebec, is open through-

out the year for pleasure and business travel.

HOTEL OTTAWA,
No. 21 North Side King Square.

ST- JO EC 1ST. 1ST- B.

E. COSMAN, Proprietor.

T erms, $1.00 to $1.50 perday.

THERUSSELL HOUSE,
OTTAWA,

JAS. A. GOUIN, Proprietor.

Favourite Resort ofthe Leading Public

men of the Dominion attending

the annual Sessions of

Parliament.

Ministers of the Crown, Senators, Members of Par-

liament, Public Officials, as well as those having
business with the various Departments of the Gov-
ernment. Itisalso the head-quarters of those having
dealings with the princely Lumber Manufacturers in

the great Pine Valley, of which Ottawa is the acknow-
ledged centre.

The Russell House being central, almost abutting

on the magnificent Parliament and Departme.'ctal

Buildings—the pride i f the Country—is thus con-

veniently situated for those visiting the City on pub-
lic bnsiness. But the location is also everything

that could be desired alike for the man of business

and the man of pleasure. A fewmiuutes walk brings

the guest of the Hotel within reach, not only of all

the principal business resorts, but also of the most
splendid Mountain and Valley Scenery that can be
seen anywhere, as also of the two almost unrivalled

Waterfalls—the Chaudiere and Rideau- and of the

extensive Manufacturing Establishments and Depots
of the leading Lumbermen. But. besides the beauti-

ful sceuery," wbicb, it may be mentioned, includes

the magnificent Ottawa and two of its grand tributar-

ies—the Rideau and the Gatineau—there are in the

immediate neighborhood, beautiful Lakes and appar-

ently never-ending woods, which afford opportunities

for the finest Fishing and Shooting that can be ob-

tained rn the Continent-
The Ri ssell Hot'SE affords excellent accomoc'ation

for 300 guests ; its table is abundantly supplied with
Viands of the choicest description, in season, and no-

thing is left undone to make every visitor feel com-
fortably " at home.,'

fesf Omnibusses meet the Arrival of

eyery Train and Boat.
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A Pointed Reminder.

A party of adventurous lads, myself

among the number, were out for a glorious

holiday. Each had his canvas bag across

his shoulder, and we stole along the stone

wall yonder, and entered the woods beneath

that group of chestnuts. Two of us acted as

outposts on picket guard, and another,

young Teddy Shoopegg by name, the best

climber in the village, did the shaking.

There were five busy pairs of hands beneath

these trees, I can tell you, for each one of

us fully realized the necessity of making the

most of his time, not knowing how soon the

warning cry from our outposts might put us

all to headlong flight, for the alarm, " Tur-

ner's coming I was enough to lift the hair

of any boy in town.

But luck seemed to favour us on that day.

We " cleaned out" six big chestnut-trees,

and then turned our attention to the hick-

ories. There was a splendid tall shagbark

close by, with branches fairly loaded with

the white nuts in their open shucks. They
were all ready to drop, and when the shak-

ing once commenced, the nuts came down
like a shower of hail, bounding from the

rocks, rattling among the dry leaves, and
keeping up a clatter all around. We scram-

bled on all fours, and gathered them by
qua-ts and quarts. There was no need of

poking over the leaves for them, the ground
was covered with their bleached shells, all

in plain sight. While busily engaged, we
noticed an ominous lull among the branches

overhead.
" 'Sst ! 'sst 1" whispered Shoopegg up

above ;
" I see old Turner on his white horse

daown the road yender."

" Coming this way ?" also in a whisper,

from below.

" I dunno yit, but I jest guess you'd bet-

ter be gittin' reddy to leg it, fer he's hitchin'

his old nag't the side o' the road. Tis, sir,

I bleeve he's a-cummin'. Shoopegg, you'd
better be gittin' aout o' this," and he com-
menced to drop hap-hazard from his lofty

perch. In a moment, however, he seemed
to change his mind, and paused, once more
upon the watch. " Say, fellers," he again

broke in, as we were preparing for a retreat,
" he's gone off to'rd the cedars ; he ain't

cummin' this way at all." So he again as-

cended into the tree-top, and finished his

shaking in peace, and we our picking also.

There was still another tree, with elegant

large nuts, that we had all concluded to

"finish up on." It would not do to leave

it. They were the largest and thinnest-

shelled nuts in town, and there were over a

bushel in sight on the braneh tips. Shoo-

pegg was up among them in two minutes,
and they were showered down in torrents as

before. And what splendid, perfect nuts
they were 1 We bagged them with eager

hands, picked the ground all clean, and with
jolly chuckles at our luck were just about
thinking of starting for home with our well-

rounded sacks when a change came o'er the
spirit of our dreams. There was a suspici-

ous noise in the shrubbery near by, and in

a moment more we heard our doom.
" Jest yeu look eeah, yeu boys," exclaim-

ed a high-pitched voice from the neighbour-
ing shrubbery, accompanied by the form of

Deacon Turner, approaching at a brisk pace,

hardly thirty feet away. " Don't yeu
think yeu've got jest abaout cnuf o' them
nuts ?"

Of course a wild panic ensued, in which
we made for the bags and dear life, but Tur-
ner was prepared and ready for the emer-
gency, and raising a huge old shot-gun, he
leveled it, and yelled, "Don't any on ye stir

ner move, or by Christopher I'll blow the
heads clean off'n the hull pile on ye. I'd

shoot ye quicker'n lightnin'."

And we believed him, for his aim was
true, and his whole expression was not that

of a man who was trifling. I never shall

forget the uncomfortable sensation that I

experienced as I looked into the muzzle of

that double-barrelled shot-gun, aud saw both
hammers fully raised too, And I can see

now the squint and the glaring eye that

glanced along those barrels. There was a

wonderful persuasive power lurking in those
horizontal tubes ; so I hastened to inform
the deacon that we were "not going to

run
"

" Wa'al," he drawled, " it looked a leetle

thet way, I thort, a spell ago ;" and he still

kept us in the field of his weapon, till at

length I exclaimed, in desperation.

"Point that gun in some other way, will

you ?"

"Wa'al, no! I'm not fer pintin' it enny
whar else jest yit—not until you've sot them
»r bags daown ag; u, jist whar ye got 'em,

every one on ye." The bags were speedily

replaced, and he slowly lowered his gun.
" Wa'al, naow," he continued, as he came

up in our midst, " this is putty bizniss, ain't

it ? Bin havin' a putty lively sort o' time
teu, I sh'd jedge from the looks o' these 'ere

bags. One—two

—

six on 'em ; an I vaow
they must be nigh on teu two an' a half

bushel in every pleggy one on 'em. Wa'al,

naow"—with his peculiar drawl — " look

eeah : you're a putty ondustriows lot o'

thieves, I'm blest if ye ain't." But the dea-

con did all the talking, for his manoeuvres
were such as to render us speechless. " Put-
ty likely place teu cum a-nuttin', ain't it ?"

Pause. "Putty nice mess o' shellbarks ye
got thar, I tell ye. Quite a sight o' chestnuts

in yourn, ain't they ?"

There was only one spoken side to this

dialogue, but the pauses were eloquent on
both sides, and we boys kept up a deal of

tall thinking as we watched the deacon al-

ternate his glib remarks by the gradual re-

moval of the bags to the foot of a neighbour-

ing tree: This done, he seated himself upon
a rock beside them.

" Thar," he exclaimed, removing his tall

hat and wiping his white-fringed forehead
with a red bandana handkerchief. " I'm
much obleeged. I've been a-watchin' on ye
gittin' these 'ere nuts the hull arternoon. I

thort ez haow yeu might like to know it."

And then, as though a happy thought had
struck him, what should he do but deliber-

ately spit on his hands and grasp his gun.
"Look eeah"- -a pause, in which he cocked
both barrels—"yeu boys wuz paowerful
anxyis teu git away from eeah a spell ago.

Naow yeu kin git ez lively ez yeu please. I

hain't got nothin' more fer ye teu deu to-

day. " And bang ! went one of the gun-bar-
rels directly over our heads.

We got, and when once out of gun range
we paid the deacon a wealth of those rare

compliments for both eye and ear that always
swell the boy's vocabulary.—From "An
Autumn Pastoral," by William H. Gibhon,
in Harper's Magazinefor November.

Midnight Oil.

To the student, night reading is tho met
congenial, the most satisfying—and, we are

bound to add, the most injurious- By tradi-

tion, your true bookworm burrows! deepest at

night. Perhaps the essayist was right when
he exclaimed, " There is absolutely no such
thing ax reading but by a candle." Had he
tried tho perusal of a book at noon-day, and
found it labour thrown away ?

"Whence is thy learning? Hath thy toil

O'er books consumed tho midnight oil ?"

There is at least a grain of logic in tho tra-

dition, for, supposing the author to have
given his thoughts expression by the light of

tho taper, it is no more than consistent to

believe that we ought to approach their per-

usal by the same light, "if we would catch

the flame, the odour." Moore, enraptured

of the young May moon, gave it out that the

best of all ways to lengthen our days is to

steal a few hours from the night. But pil-

fering of this kind is, as we have said, in-

jurious to health. Leigh Hunt was right

when he said that sleep is best before mid-
night. He who burns the midnight oil is

rarely one who rises with the lark, and lying

late m the morning is never found in com-
pany with longevity. Besides it tends to

create corpulence. Weak eyes and weary
heads likewise follow nocturnal indulgences

such as are the delight of a student. But re-

monstrances, forsooth, avail little. There is

a fascination about midnight study and mid-
night composition more potent than the

alarmist's notes of warning, and authors and
students will probably continue to yield to

its spell until authors and students are no
more.

It is probable that the scheme which was
proposed first by Mr. Shaw Lefevre, and
which has been advocated by Mr. Bright,

will form the basis of the contemplated set-

tlement of the Irish land question by the
present English Government. All landown-
ers ready to sell will be given debentures
bearing three per cent, for their property.
There tenants will be charged four per cent,

during a term of years—three per cent, be-

ing to pay interest on the debentures, and
one per cent, to act as a sinking fund, so

that at the end of the term the land will be-
come the property of the ocoupier. In addi-
tion to this, large tracts of waste lands will

be bought and let in lots of thirty or forty

taces to peasants, and these lots will beoome
hur property of the peasants after a certain

nember of payments.

Under an Umbrella.

One day the due de Berri happened to be
taking a walk in Paris with his wife, and
they were returning toward the Elysee when
a heavy rain-shower came on. The two
promenaders, being unprovided with um-
brellas, took refuge under a parte cache rc al-

ready tenanted by a young man with the
appearance of a clerk, who had an umbrella.
When the storm had somewhat abated, the
due de Berri stepped up to the young fellow
and asked whether he would mind lending
the umbrella to enable him—the due—to
take his wife home. The other was suspici-

ous and decidedly objected to parting with
his property on any conditions. The due
persisted, but finding that there were no
hopes of obtaining a loan of the coveted ob-
ject, he asked its owner whether, though not
having sufficient confidence in him to lend
it, he would mind offering the lady his arm
as far as her residence. The gallant young
clerk willingly agreed to do so, and off the
duchess and her escort accordingly started.

The latter individual, very garrulous by na-
ture, soon opened a conversation by the
query as to whether his companion lived in

the quarter they were then in. "Quite
close to here," replied the duchess. " It is

a splendid quarter, madame, plenty of luxury
and very eomme il faut. In fact, it is the
grandes dames' quarter, with nothing but
duchesses and marquises in it, with their
dresses all worked in gold." "Quite so.'
" I don't knew whether madame has noticed
the fact, but generally the less elevated a
person's grade of nobility the higher the floor

he or she occupies." " There is some truth
in that," gravely responded the duchess.
"For instance," pursued the theorizer,

"you will usually find viscountesses and
baronessess on the fourth floor, and if mad-
ame happened to be r viscountess I would
wager that I know the floor on which she
lives—the fourth, that is"— " Not low
enough, sir I" said the lady. " Oh, well,

then, madame is very likely a comtesse ?"

"Lower still," observed his companion.
" Indeed 1" madame must be a marquise,
then?" "My floor is lower yet," replied the
duchess, who had found it very difficult to

avoid laughing outright. Just at this mo-
ment they arrived at the Elysee, the guard,
of course, presenting arms in due form. The
proprietor of the umbrella felt inclined to

shrink into himself, and was beginning to

stammer out some excuse when the duchess
cut him short by thanking him very heartily

for the services he had done her, and stating

that she would not forget it. The young
fellow returned to his employer, a wealthy
man of business, and recounted his adven-
ture, not quite recovering from the, to him,
unaccustomed effect of the society of a
duchess for the remainder of the day. Be-
fore the expiration of a week he received
from his quondam acquaintance of the Elysee
an umbrella richly adorned with silver.

Less Anxious to Fight a Duel.

(From the New Yor* Times.

The lie passed between Wolf von Scheir-

brand, one of the reporters, and Gallus
Toman, the assistant editor of tho -/"Vie

Prctse, of Brooklyn, and the former sent the

latter a challenge to mortal combat. Von
Scheirbrand was once in Kaiser Wilhelm's
army, and is said to be of noble lineage.

Toman is a Greek ; he speaks five languages
with ease, saw service in the unioi army
during the rebellion, and is said to be au
adept with pistols. Tho law reporter of the
same journal, Sigismund Kander, was- called

to be second to Mr. Toman, and he conveyed
to the German hk principal's acceptance of

the challenge. The terms of the match, as

fixed upon by the challenged party, were
pistols, three shots, the firat at fifteen paces,

the second at ten, and the third at five, the
man who retreated before the programme was
carried out to be posted as a coward. Von
Scheirbrand jumped at these terms and want-
ted to fight forthwith. He purchased a pis-

tol, sent his wife to Pennsylvania, and settled

his affairs. A hitch occurred. Mr. Toman's
second insisted on delaying the duel until

some convenient spot might be found where
the principals might have their fun without
interference. The German swore Toman was
a coward, and refused te-delay an hour. Thus
the matter stands. Scheirbrand's pistol is

loaded, primed, and read", like its owner, for

immediate action. Toman has not yet found
the convenient spot, disinterested persons say
he has not yet neglected his editorial duties

in the search. Chief of Police Campbell does
not place so much confidence in the determina-
tion of either of the gentlemen to fight to con-

sult council as to whether lie is empowered to

act in the matter.

Lost Explorers.

COMMANDER CHETNB ON THE TBCE CADRE OF

THE ANNIHILATION OF FRANKLIN S EX-

PEDITION.

Commander Cheyne has written the fol-

lowing to the New York Herald

:

Franklin's companies were starved to
death by the contractor who supplied pre-
served meats—or, rather, preservecf filth—to

the Erebus and Terror. This statement I

make upon clear and undeniable ground*, as
follows : The contractor who supplied Sir
John Franklin's expedition also supplied the
first searching expedition under Sir James
Clarke Ross with preserved meats. What
was our experience ? In very many instances
eight-pound tins labeled "roast beef sad
" roast mutton" were found to contain noth-
ing b t bones. Meat tins contained rotten
vegetables, but never the reverse. The
public will hardly credit the statement when
I Bay that the whole of the anim«J« were pre-

served in tins excepting the horns, hoofs and
hides ; the very entrails and contents were
preserved for our subsistence daring an arctic

voyage, when no other provisions could be
procur ble. Often were we, in the midship-
men's mess of her majesty's ship Enterprise,

compelled to hold our noses while we ate oar
dinners, so great was the stench, and often
also, when the daily rations served oat were
taken on the qaarter-deck for survey and
condemnation, Sir James Ross' answer would
be, "If I condemn those I might condemn
half the provisions in the ship and then we
should simply starve."

As one of the victims of that contractor's

greed for money I feel the necessity of making
these facts public. Now, what happened on
board her majesty's ship Plover, another arc-

tic ship sent in search of Franklin ? On one
day, in the arctic regions, 10,570 pounds
weight of preserved meats from the same con-

tractor were found to be in a pulpy, putrid

state, and were condemned and thrown over-

board as unfit for food. What happened at

Malta and Deptford ? Let others supplement
this letter by details of the surrey held upon
his abominable meats at those places. What
large quantities of his provisions were thrown
overboard from her majesty's ship Herald in

the arctic regions, doubtless Capt. Bedford
Prim can and will disclose. Sufficient for me
to say that, when serving in her majesty's

ship Resolute on Capt. Austin's expedition,

my eyes lighted upon this contractor's name
on the empty tins lying about the beach at

Beechy island, the first winter quarters of

Franklin. I knew at once that starvation

must have done its work and that Franklin's

party fell victims, not to the severity of an
arctic climate, bat to this man's cupidity.

Thank God the remains of Lieut. Irving, one
of Franklin's officers, as known by a Royal
Naval college medal found in his open grave,

have been brought away by Lieut. Schwatka,
commanding the American searching expedi-

tion, so that I trust a thorough investigation

of all the circumstances will be demanded by
the public, if only in common gratitude to

those brave men who fell, one by one, in the

service of their country.

Kind Heartedneea.

It is a great blessing to be kind hearted

and to be actuated b> a desire to be of ser-

vice to your fellow creatures. If you have

the will to confer a favour or to make some
one happy the opportunity will not long be

wanting. The changes of fortune in this

lower world are so frequent that the time is

sure to come when you can accommodate
your neighbour, and all this without serious

inconvenience to yoarself. For instance :

—

A German gentleman with slender means
said to his neighbour, the Herr Baron, who
lived in a fine house on the other side of the

avenue, " My dear Baron, my daughter is to

be married next week and I have come to

ask if you will kindly lend us your equip-

age to take us to the church." The Herr
Baron was not only kind hearted, but also

very discriminating in his favours, so he re-

plied,
'

' My good friend I shall always be

delighted when I can be of any service to

you. My horses, however, are very large

and stately, and I have noticed that people

always drive very fast to and from a wed-
ding. You will therefore excuse me if I re-

fuse. But," and here he became very con-

fidential, " if it should so happen at any
time in the future that yon need my horses

to attend the funeral of any member of your

family I shall lend to you with the greatest

of pleasure,"
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The Irish Troubles.

It is sad to think of the misery endured
by the Irish people for many generations,

and sadder still to think that, after all that

has been done to mitigate or remove the
evil under which they labour, they are, to-

day, in as deplorable a state as they ever
were. Of course, we know it is the fashion

of the time to lay the responsibility of all

this on the land system of the country. It

is not Parnell and his co-agitators alone who
charge the sin of all this suffering on the
landlords. Ever and anon we find the same
sentiment cropping up in leading articles

and paragraphs, in both American and
Canadian newspapers. But the land sys-
tem in Ireland, whatever may be its faults,

is substantially the same as that which
exists both in England and Scotland ; and
yet, neither of these have been kept in the
chronic state of discontent and rebellion

which has, unhappily, so long existed in the
Island of the Saints. There is not so much
dissimilarity in these countries, that we
should not expect the same causes to pro-
duce the same effects in them all. But, while
England and Scotland have enjoyed a large
measure of prosperity and contentment, Ire-

land has had neither. Her people, as a rule,

have been miserably poor; in fact, so much so
asto be frequently on the verge of actual star-

vation, from which they have only been
kept by the charity of others.
We are told, however, that the landlords

in Ireland are not Irishmen ; that they were
not the original owners of the soil ; that
they got the land into their possession by
confiscation and spoliation ; and that they
were placed over the Irish people for the
purpose of alienating them from the Catho-
lic faith and making Protestants of them.
All this may be substantially true ; and
there may be a great deal in these facts to
mske the blood of the patriotic Irish student
of history boil in his veins ; but, after all,

the events of three centuries ago can
scarcely account for the misery of to-day.
The landlords of England are not English-
men. The followers of William the Con-
queror who divided the country among
them, and made slaves of the people,
did not prevent England from rising. The
Norman is the owner of the land to-day, but
the Saxon and the Celt, whom he reduced to
serfdom, eight hundred years ago, shows
more largely than he does to-day both in
wealth and political power. It is true that
in England we do occasionally hear some-
thing about the tenure of land ; but it is

generally discussed in a calm and philoso-
phical spirit ; and, though there are political
and social philosophers who believe the
English land system ought to be reformed,
nobody clamours for the summary ejectment
of the landlords as a means of curing either
the real or imaginary ills of the country.
The question with which we are brought

face to face in this agitation which is going
on in Ireland at the present time is, whether
there is any such thing as property in land ?

And, if so, has the owner of the land a right
to deal with it just as with any other sort of
property ; does the doctrine of Free Trade,
which is, that every man has a right to buy
in the cheapest market and to sell in the
dearest, apply to this as well as to every-
thing else I These are questions, however,
which we do not propose at present to dis-
cuss. Assuming that the gigantic act of
spoliation which, apparently, the IrishLand
League is seeking to bring about, jhad be-
come an accomplished fact ; and that every
landlord in Ireland was sent packing, would
that make the Irish a prosperous, contented,
and happy people ? Could the little farmer,
with his miserable patch of ground—often
not more than an acre or two—even though
he owned it, in fee simple, ever be anything
but miserably poor ? After all the nonsense
which has been talked and written about
the eviction of tenants, the fact is, that in
nine cases out of ten, we suspect their for-
cible removal from the overburdened soil,

which is no longer able to sustain them,
would be the very best thing that could be
done for them. One of two things
is essential to the prosperity of Ireland,
either that it be relieved of its surplus
population, or that industries be started on
a sufficient scale to give employment to the
millions who cannot find it in the cultiva-
tion of the land. No country can ever be
prosperous that depends upon the cultiva-
tion of the land alone. If manufactures had
been fostered in Ireland as they have been
in England and Scotland the probability
IS that it would have been in a very different
position from what it is to-day.
As to the land agitation with all its re-

rolting attendants of murder and arson, and
every other form of outrage, whatever

may be its immediate result, wo are satisfied

it will afford no considerable measure of

permanent relief. Poor Ireland has suffered

much from many physicians already, and we
fear there is now suffering in store for her
under the unskilful and blundering treat-

ment of Parnell, Dillon and Co. Every lover

of humanity will hope and pray that the
evils with which she is threatened may be
avoided, but it must be confessed the out-

look at present is gloomy and distressing.

USEFUL. RECEIPTS.

If brooms are wet in boiling suds once a
week they will become very tough, will not
cut a carpet, will last much longer, and al-

ways sweep like a new broom.

Cocoanut Pound Cake.—One pound of

cocoanut grated ; one pound of white sugar,

one-fourth pound butter, six eggs, six table-

spoonfuls of sifted flour, and one glass of

brandy.

Yeast.—Boil a handful of hops, tied in a
thin cloth, in a gallon of water for half

an hour ; then take them out and add to the
water in which they were boiled, four grated
potatoes, two large spoonfuls of salt and the
same quantity of sugar stirred together in

about a pint of cold water. Boil ten or fif

teen minutes, or until the potatoes are done
When partly cold add some yeast to start it

Cocoanut Pudding.—Take half a pound
dessicated cocoanuts and two thick slices of

bread ; put them to soak in a quart of milk
for two or three hours ; then add an ounce
of butter, two ounces of sugar, the yolks of

four eggs, and a saltspoonful of salt ; beat
the whites to a stiff froth ; add them to your
pudding, and bake in a hot oven for three
quarters of an hour. Serve hot.

Angel's Food.—Take half a box of gela
tine and one pint of milk, and put it on the
fire, and, when the gelatine is entirely dis

solved, add the yolks of three eggs, well
beaten, and four tablespoonfuls of white
sugar ; let it boil a few minutes, then re-

move from the fire and stir in lightly the
whites, beaten to a stiff froth. Flavor with
vanilla, and pour into molds to cool.

Sponge-cake. --Twelveeggs, their weight in

granulated sugar, and the same of flour. Beat
the yolks of the eggs and the sugar well
together ; beat the whites to a stiff froth

;

sift the flour very lightly ; add a teaspoonful
of the beaten white of egg and one of the
flour alternately till all is used ; then add
the grated rind and juice of a lemon. Put a
well-greased paper in a tin baking-pan and
bake the cake in it in a very hot oven ; if it

is getting too brown on top, cover with a
piece of letter paper.

Tea Rolls.—Half a cake of compressed
yeast in three half-pints of lukewarm water

;

add a quart of sifted flour, and mix well to a
thick batter. Let it stand six or seven
hours in a moderately warm place till well
risen. Then add two eggs, an ounce of

butter, four ounces of sugar, and a table
spoonful of salt ; add flour, (about a pint,,

and work well with hands till it is a soft

dough. Make into rolls ; put them in the
pans they are to be baked in, and set near
the stove to rise ; as soon as they rise, bake
in a quick oven

The Opium Habit.

According to reports made at the recen
meeting of the American Missionary Associa-
tion, . the labors of American missionaries
have of late been reasonably successful. The
mission in Burmah is a novelty, being self-

supporting. In China the opium habit has
proved the greatest foe to Christianity, and is

met at e?ery turn. As to the vast field of

India, it is "yielding a glorious harvest. The
years spent in patient preparation of the soil

and in seed sowing have not been spent in

vain. The results of many years seemed
small., but it is well to remember that the
seed of the Gospel, when faithfully scattered,
will surely germinate sooner or later." In
Turkey " a few of the Moslems are diligent
readers of the Bible, but the day has not yet
come when the Gospel can be preached to
them openly. New Churches have been or-

ganized the past year, new schools opened,
native pastors ordained, and many converts
received." In Japan "results have appeared
promptly in response to effort, and many
societies have been attracted to this on ac-

count of its great promise. Several new
missions have been established within two or
three years, and stations are being opened in

various parts of the empire." The African
field is being occupied as rapidly as possible,
and there is declared to be no reason for dis-

couragement in that quarter.

A Woman Farmer.

One of the most enthusiastic admirers of

Gen. Hancock in Ulster county, New York,
is Miss Libbie Schoonmaker, whose career af.

a farmer, stock raiser, and school teacher ha>>

made her notorious in that part of the state.

Miss Schoonmaker, who is a woman about

38 years of age, is a striking example of

what a woman with a will of her own can

do toward getting along in the world. Four-

teen years ago, at the death of her father,

Johannes Schoonmaker, she inherited a large

estate, consisting principally of farming pro-

perty, heavily encumbered with debt. It

was the old homestead, and Miss Schoonmak-
er could not bear the idea of seeing it pass

into the hands of strangers, and was deter-

mined that it should not. Although then
only 24 years old, and with no more practical

knowledge of life than an ordinary country

lass, she assumed sole charge of the estate,

determined to clear of debt. Having an old

mother 62 years of age, a half sister, also

helpless from old age, the two orphan chil-

dren of a beceased brother, and a brother in

the last stages of consumption, to provide

for, this made her task doubly hard. A little

experience taught Miss Schoonmaker that it

was impossible to support her large family

and keep up the interest arising from the

heavy indebtedness of the estate from the re

sources of the farm. She accordingly began
to devise some method of increasing her in-

come, and decided upon school teaching.

She was engaged to teach in her own neigh-

bourhood at the modest sum of $8 per month.
In this, as in everything else, she showed re-

markable tact, and her salary in a short time
was raised to $40 per month. She has con
tinued school teaching ever since, overseeing
and directing the work of her farm, night
and morning, and during summer vacations

going into the harvest held with the farm
hands to pitch the hay, rake, bind, etc . She
has earned from teaching school over $3, 500,

paid off the debt of the old homestead, and
besider greatly improved the property. Be-
sides teaching and raising corn and grain, she

has been an extensive stock-raiser. As a
farmer she has no superior in this section.

Her wheat crop averaged this year forty-two

bushels to the acre, the largest yield in the

county.
In personal appearance Miss Schoonmaker

is tall, with a robust, butcomingly form,and
and a pleasing, intelligent countenance. She
is exceedingly kindhearted and generous, and
and will spend her last cent for the benefit of

a needy friend or acquaintance. A short

time ago she learned that a brother-in-law

living in Pennyslvania was in destitute cir-

cumstances. She went to him and found him
helpless from an incurable disease, with a
family depending upon him. "Ben," she
said, "what can I do for you?" "Nothing
Libbie," was the reply. "You have your
hands full already. We will have to go to

the county house, I suppose." "Never, Ben,
as long as I live. Come and enjoy the com-
forts of the old homestead with me. I will

keep you and your family as long as you
live."

Miss Schoonmaker has had many suitors

for her hand, but, although naturally inclin-

ed to matrimony, she steadily refuses to

marry, on the ground that her husband
might in time object to be burdened with the

support of the old people and her helpless

brother-in-law and his family, which might
cause domestic troubles. Besides, she says

she has enough to do now without having to

support a husband, too, which she might
have to if she were to marry.

Mr. Bartlett and the Baroness.

(From the London World.,)

It is now generally understood among the
Baroness Burdett-Coutts's friends and near re-

lations that she has quite resolved to carry
out her intention of marrying Mr. Ashmead
Bartlett, but with the proviso that the settle-

ments shall be all on her own side, and her
money (such as remains to her) safely tied up.

It is also believed that the marriage will not
take place till all legal difficulties with regard
to the Duchess of St Alban's will are cleared
UP-

t

The number of yearling thoroughbreds
from the great breeding establishments of
England sold during the past year aggregat-
ed 451, the progeny of 112 sires. They
realized 89,996 guineas—a decrease in the
amount paid to breeders of 41,773 guineas
as compared with 1877, when 486 yearlings
brought 131.666 guineas.

A London tailor has invented " the unit-

ed suit," which consists of a man's complete
attire in one garment.

SMILES.

Oleomargarine isn't dairy maid.

Chkhtnuth don't have wings, but are sort

of burred-like.

What do " eating apples " eat and how do
they do it ?

Flowing locks—Those of a eanel—when
they're opened.

You will regret to learn that the Mahara-
jah of Jeypore died last month.

Tiik infanta of Spain has begun to Uke
notice, and the King has ordered a bull-

fight. The child's education will begin at

once. »

" Do you get any holidays in you office F
asked a returned divine of a cheery -looking

worker in secular walks. " Oh, yes, we get

a day to get buried on."

" Never borrow trouble," said a hmband
to his wife. " Oh, let her borrow it if she

can," exclaimed the next door neighbour ;

"she never returns anything you kn->w."'

The boundary line between infancy and
childhood has been passed when mamma s

darling can no longer take cat tor oil without
making a face like pickled tripe.

Beaconsfield'b new novel is to be called
" Endymion." We give the old gentleman
this free notice as we hope his book will sell

well and help him out, financially.

At a London bszaar recently a lady handed
round her baby to be kissed atsixpenoe each.

If it were a girl baby we would have paid
the price and taken a due bill due in six-

teen years.

A Brooklyn man sued a dentist for $500
damage?, on account of pulling the wrong
tooth, and recovered $30. The dentist, as

he handed over the money, said it came out
of him " like pulling teeth."

" Neter marry a woman," remarked an

old observer, " until you have dined her at

a public restaurant. If the calls for such
dishes as pork aud beans, or corn beef and
cabbage, your future happiness will be se-

cure in her keeping."

A rural chap who witnessed the unload-
ing of Cleopatra's Needle says he don't won-
der that the dusky Queen committed suicide

by taking a viper to her bosom, if she had
to sew buttons on Mark Antony's panta-
loons with a needle'nearly seventy feet long,

or make shirts for the Jew dealers of Egypt
at five cents a shirt.

The British Census.

(From the London Times.)

Three acts were passed in the recent session

for taking the census of the population of the
United Kingdom. The first relates to Ireland

(43 and 44 Vic, cap. 28). Lhder the direc-

tion of the lord lieutenant houses are to bg
visited on Monday, the 4th of April and
other days, as appointed, and the population
on the premises on Sunday night, the 3rd of
April, to be ascertained, and among the
particulars to be gathered is the "religious
profession " of each inmate. There are

penalties for withholding or giving false in-

formation, with a proviso that no person shall

be subject to such forfeiture for refusing to
state his religious profession. The provision
is omitted in the other statutes. The next
act (cap. 37, ) relates to England, and the
local government board is to superintend the
taking of the census. There are householder
schedules to be left iu the course of the week
ending Saturday, April 2, and to be collected

on Monday, April 4, with particulars as to all

persons who were on the premises on Sunday
night, April 3, with penalties for neglect or

false answers. The act as to Scotland is chap.

38, and the secretary of state is to superintend
the census, and penalties are to be imposed
for disobedience of the directions given as to

householders' schedules. In the United
Kingdom the census is to be as to persons on
Sunday, the 3d of April next.

Eugenie's once lovely auburn hair is now
nearly white, and her beautifully shaped
face has become wan and thin.

" Change cars for New York," cried the
brakeman of the Great Western Railroad ex-
press at Clifton, Ont. An old man had
just changed routes, but not for New York.
He expired alone and uncared for. He was
over 70, had come from Council Bluffs.

Thirty-three dollars in gold were found on
him, together with $245 in bills tied in an
old handkerchief around his neck.
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MARKET REPORTS
Canada Lumberman Office,

Toronto, 15th Nov., 1880.

There is no change to note in reference to

stocks of lumber on hand in this city.

Local trade is good. Building continues

ibriak. Carpenters)' wages may be quoted

-at $1.50 per day. The Northern Railway

•made great efforts to bring in outstanding

sawn stuff from Gravenhurst, tec, and has

succeeded in clearing the yards there. The

storm of the past week, which proved so

disastrous on Lake Ontario, has disorganized

shipping to the United States, for the time

being, but as soon as vessels can come up, to

the balance of the season's trade will

be completed. Vessels for Oswego are still in

demand at $1.50. Prices are keeping up

in New York and Boston for hardwood.

In the former city the supply of walnut is

limited, and the better grades of wood are

arriving slowly. The Lumberman's Gazette,

Nov. 8, states unsettled weather has had a

damaging effect on the lumber trade. Prices

firm. Freights on lumber rising. Recent

sales shipped by rail.

WHOLESALE RATES.

Mill culls, $ 5 50 @ 7 00
Shipping cull stocks 10 00 @ 11 00
Shipping culls, (in box,).... 8 50 @ 10 00
Dressing inch, 11 50 @ 13 00

Flooring, 1J & 1| in, 12 00 @ 13 00
Joisting and scantling 9 50 @ 10 50

Mill run sidings 12 00 @ 14 00

Pickings 17 00 @ 20 00

Clear and pickings 25 00 @ 28 00

Lath 1 25 @ 1 40

Shingles, No. 1 2 10 @ 2 20

No. 2 1 40 @ 1 60

LONDON, ONT.

Common Lumber $10 00 @ 12 Ofll

Stock boards 13 00 @ 15 0Q
Clear in. and 1J to 2 in 25 00 @ 30 00
Bill stuff, up to 16 feet @ 13 00

over 16 13 00 @ 14 00!

Lath, per 1000 feet @ 4 00
Shingles No, 2, per M @ 2 6*5

per square @ 1 90.

OTTAWA.
The following are quotations in the Otta-

wa market :

—

12 in. stocks, good $18 00 @ 20 00
12 " S. culls 10 00 @ 10 50
10 " good 16 00 @ 18 00
10 " S. culls 9 50 i© 10 50
Strips, good 17 00 @ 20 00

" culls 6 50 @ 7 50
Sidings, 1J, 1J, and 2 in.,

good 23 90 @ 26 00
" " culls 9 00 @ 10 00

Lath ($1,000 pes.) 0 00 ® 100
Deals ($? Quebec standard)

1st 0 00 @ 110 00
Deals (# Quebec standard)

2nd 0 00 @ 65 00
Deals ($? Quebec standard)

3rd 0 00 @ 8 50
Cull deals M. ft.) 6 50 @ 8 59

FREIGHT.
To Montreal, $1.15; Quebec, $2; Bur-

lington, $2; Whitehall, $1.25; Albany,

$3.50 ; New York, $4.

DETROIT.
Yard rates, continue as follows :

Uppers, all thicknesses. . . .$40 00
Selects 35 00
Fine common, thick

No. 1 common stock, 1x12.. 16 00
Common shippers, 1x12 13 00
Flooring, select

common
Roofing, matched
Siding, clear

A select

B common
Ceiling, select

common
Shipping mils
Mill cull boards
Dimension or bill stuff to 16

feet

18 to 24 feet

longer than 24 feet 16 00
Shingles, clear, 18 inch ....

6 inch clear, 18 inch

Lath -

@ 45 09
@ 38 00
@ 30 00

@ 18 00
@ 14 00
@ 25 00
@ 22 00
@ 16 00
@ 24 00
@ 20 00

@ 16 00
@ 30 00
@ 25 00
@ 12 00
@ 10 00

@ 14 00
@ 15 00
@ 20 00
@ 4 00

@ 2 75

@ 2 25

BUFFALO.
We quote cargo lots :

Uppers $35 00 <& 40 00

Common 16 00 @ 19 00
Culls 11 00 @ 12 00

Assorted lumber in car lots or boat loads :

3 uppers 1 inch $ @ 40 00
Do. \\ and 1J in 40 00 © 42 00
Do. 2 in 45 00 @ 47 00
Do. 2J 3 and 4 in. special.

.

Pickings 1 inch 28 00 @ 30 00
" 1£ and 1£ in 33 00 @ 35 00
" 2, 3, and 4 in.,

special 22 00 @ 00 00
Shelving 22 00 @ 00 00
Cutting up 22 00 @ 24 00
Sidings, com., 1 in 16 50 @ 17 00

" 1J in. and over 17 00 @ 20 00
Common, stocks 16 50 @ 17 00
Box, all thicknesses 13 00 @ 14 00
18 in XXX shingles 3 40 @ 3 50
18 inch clear butts 2 40 @ 2 50
Lath 1 75 @ 1 80
We quote wholesale prices of hardwood

lumber, delivered on cars or boat :

Walnut \ inch clear $65 00

f inch, lsts and 2nds 70 00

| inch, lsts and 2uds, 14 feet coffin

stock 73 00
1 inch lsts and2nds 73 00

1|, 1£, If, and 2 inch 74 00

2J inch and thicker 75 00
counters 130 00
newels 7x5 to 10x10 90 00
common in. & thicker 50 00
culls, inch 35 00
culls, 1| inch 35 00
White ash, Ohio 1st and fine 2nds.. . . 28 00
Whitewood, inch 30 00
| inch 28 00
| in. coffin stock, 14 ft 30 00
square, 4x4 to 10x10 33 00

Chestnuts, lsts and fine 2nds, 30 00
Maple 25 00
White oak, Ohio 30 00
Cherry, inch and thicker 42 00
Butternut 45 00
Hickory.V est Ohio 35 00

CHICAGO.
Report up to Nov. 5, states weather plea-

sant and receipts heavy. Piece stuff holds
at $8.50 the total receipts of the year up to

Nov. 2, has been 1,387,057,000 feet of lum-
ber, and 571,029,000 shingles, which, com-
pared with last year, is an excess of 120
million feet, but less than 100,000 shingles.

YARD RATES.
First and second clear, 1@ l\ in $43 00
First and 2d clear, 2 in 45 00
Third clear, 1£ @ 2 in 3S 00
Third dear, 1 iuoh 38 00
1st and 2d clear dressed siding 20 00
1st com. dressed siding 19 50
Second common 17 50
Flooring, 1st com. dressed 34 00
Flooring, 2d com. dressed 32 00
Flooring, 3d com. dressed 24 00
Box bds, A, 13 in. and up 43 00
Box bds, B, 14 in. and up 37 00
Box boards, C 25 00
A stock boards, 12 @ 16 in., rough.... 37 00
B stock bds, 10 @ 12 in 33 00
C stock bds, 10 @ 12 in 27 00
Common stock boards 17 00
Cull boards $10 00 @ 11 00
Fencing, No. 1 13 50
Fencing, No. 2 11 50
Common boards 12 00 @ 15 00
Dimeusion stuff 11 00
Dimension stuff, 20 @ 30 ft. .12 50 @ 20 00
Small timber, 6 x 6 to 8 x S 12 00
Round posts, cedar 15 00
Pickets, dressed and headed, flat. ... 15 00
Pickets, do., square 20 00
Pickets, rough, 14 00
Clear shingles 3 25
Extra "A " shingles 2 65
Standard " A" dry shingles 2 40
Shaded "A "shingles 1 10
No. 1 shingles 1 00
Cedar shingles 2 25
Lath, dry 2 25

OSWEGO. N. Y.
Three uppers $38
Pickings 28
Pine, common 20
Common 14
Culls 12
Mill ruu lots 16
Sidings, selected, 1 inch 28

1 j inch 28
Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 16 feet 16

Selected 20
shippers 15

Mill run, 1 and 1J in. strips 15
Culls, selected 20
1x6 selected, for clapboards 24
Shingles. XXX, 18-in. pine 3

XXX, 18-in. cedar 3
Lath 1

00 @
00 @
00 ®
00 @
00 @
00 @
00 @
00 (<?

00 @
00 ®
00 @
00 (.?

00 @
00 @
00 @
00 (</'

50 @

40 00
30 00
22 00
16 00
14 00
20 00
32 00
35 00
20 00
25 00
16 00
18 00
24 00
35 00
3 50
3 10

1 75

ALBANY.

FREIGHTS.

To New York # M. feet $ 1 00
To Bridgeport 1 25
To New Haven 1 25
To Providence 2 00
To Pawtucket 2 25
To Norwalk. .

• • 1 25
To Hartford 2 00
To Middletown 1 75
To New London 1 75
To Philadelphia 2 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

Pine, clear, $ M 48@60
Pine, fourths 43@55
Pine, selects 38@45
Pine, good box 17@28
Pine, common box 14@17
Pine, 10 in. plank, each 38(S»42

Pine, 10-in. plank, culls 21@23
Pine boards, 10-in 25@28
Pine, 10-in boards, culls, each 17@18
Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft. # M 28 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft 28 00
Pine 12-in. boards, 13 ft 28 00
Pine, l|-in., siding, select 42 00
Pine, l|-in. siding common 18 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, selected, 40 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, common 16 00
Spruce boards, each 16
Spruce, plank, lj-in., each 20
Spruce, plank, 2 iD., each 30
Spruce, wall strips, each ll(gfll£

Hemlock, boards, each 13
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 30
Hemlock, wall strips, 2x4 9£
Black walnut, good, $ M 85 00
Black walnut, g-in 78 00
Black walnut, f-in 78 00
Sycamore, 1-in 28 00
Sycamore, jj-in 22 00
White wood, 1 inch and thicker 40 00
White wood, § inch 30 00
Ash, good 43 00
Ash, second quality 30 00
Cherry, good 60 00
Cherry, common .... : 35 00
Oak, good 42 00
Oak, second quality 25 00
Bisswood 25 00
Hickory 40 00
Maple, Canada 30 00
Maple, American 28 00
Chestnut 40 00
Shingles, shaved, pine..m 6 00

'* " 2d quality 4 50
Shingles, extra, sawed, pine 4 25
Shingles, clear, sawed, pine 3 25
Shingles, cedar, mixed 2 75
Shingles, hemlock 2 00
Lath, hemlock 1 50
Lath, spruce 2 00

CLEVELAND.

ROUGH LUMBER.

Uppers, thick $45 00
inch 42 00

Box, thick 36 00
inch 32 00

A, 3 and 4 in e'ears special

Flooring strips, 6 in, No. 1 34 00
2 24 00

Fencing strips, 6-in, No. 1 16 00
No. 2 14 00

Select common, thick 28 00
inch 24 00

Common 15 00
Culls 12 00
B. bds No. 1 12in 25 00

No 2 16 00
No 14 00
No 1 18 ft 20 00
No 2 18 ft. . . .*. IS 00
No. 3 18 ft 15 00

Bill stuff to IS ft 13 00

Bill stuff over 18 ft. adds
75c to $1 per ft. per M.

Shingles, XXX 3 60
clear butts 2 60

Lath 2 25
Surfacing one side adds to the price of

rough lumber... 1 00
2 sides 1 00
Norway bds and strips IS 00

common 13 00

. DRESSED LUMBER.

Flooring and drop siding clear $40 00
box 30 00
select com 28 00
common) 20 00

Siding, i in. bevel clear 00
box 20 00
select common 15 00

Working lumber matching flooring and
drop siding, $2 ; working J in. siding, $4.

BUY ONLY THE BEST I

ROYAL PRINTOGRAPH
THE KING COPYING TABLET.

Always takes the lead.

Over 400 copies have been printed from one writing.

PRIZES AWARDED FOB SUPERIOR MERIT
The only Diploma given by the Industrial Exhibi-
tion Association of Toronto, for " Copying Tablets,"
was awarded to us for our "Improved Copying

Tablets,'' with black and coloured inks.

We also received a Special Prize at the Provincial
Exhibition at Hamilton, and alsj an Extra Prize for
our very " Superior Copying Inks," for use on the
Printograph or other Copying Tablets.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS,
NEW FEATURES

BLACK AND COLOURED INKS,
AND A

SPECIAL PENCIL.
Also a Special Copying Ink for use on Rubber-

stamps.

EVEI'.Y PRINTOGRAPH IS WARRANTED.

FRIOE8 EDUCED
Printographs. $1.00 and upwards, according to

size. Inks, 25 cents per bottle. Copying Pencil, 20
cents each. Our manufactures can be sent to any
address on receipt of price.

PIM & CO,,
Manufacturers, 61 King Street East, Toronto.

Caution—As there are worthless imitations being
sold under different names the public are cautioned
againct buying any but " Pirn's Royal Printograph,'
as none but those bearing our name are genuine.

GLASS BALL CASTORS
For FURNITURE, PIANOS,

ORGANS, etc., the best and most
ornamental Castors in the market.
They greatly improve the tone of
musical instruments.

RHEUMATISM, NERVOUS-
NESS, SLEEPLESSNESS cured
by insulating beds with them.
Sold by hardware dealers.
Agents wanted.

ADDRESS FOR CIRCULARS ;

GLASS BAIL CASTOR COlP'f,

64, 66 4 63 rebecca st.,

MIIjTON, ot>jt
l-8ro

In PRitas—To bb Published in Jajttart, 1881.

LOVELL'S
Gazetteer of British North America

Containing the latest and most authentic descrip-

tions of over 7.500 Cities, Towns and Villages in the
Provinces of Ontario. Quebec, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island.

Manitoba, British Columbia and the North-West
Territories, and other general information, drawn
from official sources, as to the names, locilitT, ex.

tent, ect., of over 1,800 Lakes and Rivers ; a Table
op Routes, showing the proximity of the Railroad

Stations, and Sea Lake and River Ports, to the

Cities, Towns, Villages, etc, in the several Provinces,

(this Table will be found invaluable) ; and a neat

Coloured Map of the Dominion of Canada. Edited

by P. A. Crossby, assisted by a corps of Writers.

Subscribers' names respectfully solicited. Agents
wanted. £J*Pricb $3—Payable on Delivery.

JOHN LOVELL 4 SON. Publishers-

Montreal, August, 1S80.

PUBLIC NOTICE,
ALL PERSONS NOW SQUATTED

upon any Public Lands within the Nipissing

Crown Land "Agency are hereby requested to apply

without delay to John S. Scarlett, Esquire, Crown
L»"d Agent at Nipissing. and have their locations

carried out in due form, failing which their claims

cannot be recognized by the Department.

THOS. H. JOHNSON,
Assistant Commissioner.

Departm't of Crown Lands, )

Toronto, 13th Oct., 1SS0. {

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP

rpHE PARTNERSHIP HERETO-
J FORE existing between Gro. BRNGOtaH and Wm.
DdKeUX, as Machinery Brokers, has this day been

dissolved bv mutual consent. All accounts will be

settled, and the business carried on by Geo. Ben-

gough under the name and style of Wm. Dingman «
Co.

Geo Banoouen,
Wm. Dixohas,

Witness : Ed. E. Kino.
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MIDLAND RAILWAY OF CANADA
AND

NOTICE TO SHIPPERS.

All freight for points on the above roads

should be shipped via the Grand Trunk
Railway, when it will be forwarded by the

shortest route without transhipment and at

the cheapest rates.

Fast Freight Trains Run Through To
Peterborough, Fenelon Falls, Kin-

mount, Minden, Orillia, Lindsay, Hali-

burton, Midland, and Waubaushene,
connecting with fast steamers for

Parry Sound and Byng Inlet.

For rates, etc., apply to local agents, or to

A. White, General Traffic Agent, Peter-

borough.
GEO. A. COX,

Managing Director, M. R. of C.

JAS. HOLDEN,
Managing Director W., P. P., and L. Ry.

Great Western Railway
T1CKFTS to San Francisco and all Points on the

Pacific Coast, both Overland and by Pacific Mail

Steamships from New York. Winnipeg and the

North West by all Routes. London, Detroit, Sus-

pension Bridge, and ail the principal points in the

Ukitkd States, both east and west, with the fullest

information of Routes, with Guides, Time Tables,

Maps, &c, Free.

SOLE AGENCY FOR THE

WHITE TAR XjIj>TE,
To Liverpool, Londonderry, Queenstown, Bel-

fast and Glasgow.

J. NEILL & SON S

,

IRON FOUNDERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

T. W. JONES, Agent,
23 York Street, Toronto, near Queen's Hotel,

TiOR SALE, IN THE BEAUTIFUL
JJ town of Orillia, a very commodious brick house

with out buildings and garden. Terms moderate.

Apply to Editor of Lumberman, Toronto.

jy-ACKENZIE BROTHERS,

Brokers, and general Produce-Provision Commis-
sion Merchants, 24 Water Street, Saint John, N. B.

Highest References provided. Consignments solici-

ted. Correspondence respeetfully requested. Returns

promptly made.

-&«AC KE NZIE. D. G. MACKENZIE.

MACH1NER

Net Assets, Jan. 1, 1879 /ETNA LIFE
Bate feb Gent., 7.81

That the above is a most satisfactory and profitable rate of interest 'will

be conceded by all. But the careful attention paid to this, as to every other
department, by the Directors of the JEVNA. LIFE INSURANCE 'COM-
PANY, will be more apparent when viewed in the light of the following
figures, found in the latest published reports of 3 American, 8 British, and 3
Canadian Life Lnsuranoe Companies:—

Front and Esplanade Streets, Opposite the Queen's Hotel,

T O EC ON T O -

EtionauviaPa CO.
202J SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA.

Irt*est beoeived, 1879
9i,sse,7io.

NAME. ASSETS.
Bquitable, New York $34,195,306
Union Mutual 6,874,2*9
New York Life 35,630,557
London and Lancashire 851,720
Reliance, of London 2,379 410

25,939,635

3,070,988

319,178
88,068

Standard, of Edinburgh

.

Canada Life
Sun Mutual, Montreal
Mutual. Hamilton

INTEREST. BATS.
$1,950,680 5.70

344,591
9 121,887

37,325
109,720

1,120,255

199,504

21,774
4,684

6.01
6.67
4.38
461
iSO.
6.49

6.83
5.S6

Average $12,149,797 $644,436 5.85
fiTKA LIFE, $23,761,342 $1,856,710 7.81

5 35 per cent, upon 823,761,342 is only $1,271,131
Upwards of $385,000 was therefore realized in 1879 by the ETNA'S

management from its 923,761,342 over and above the average of the nine
Companies. This is a point of great importance to persons desiring to insure
their lives on the "WITH PROFITS" plan. IS* All the profits in the
AETNA'S Mutual Department belong to the Policyholders.

Receiving, as above shewn, a more profitable rate of interest on its funds,
and also transacting its large business at a great saving in general expenses,
compared with others, this Company is able to offer the public more favorable
rates, as may be seen from the following examples. The three endowment
oolnmns enow the premiums at 40 years of age

:

Qlrtftft Endowments, with Profitt, Death only,oluul'' at Death, or the end of without Profit*.
NAMES OF COMPANIES.

Canada Life 8110.40
Citizens', Montreal 103.70
Confederation 104.65
Mutual, Hamilton 104.50
Sun, of Montreal 106.90
Equitable of New York 106.90
Union Mutual 106.90
London & Lancashire 106.85
Btar
Standard

10 T'BS. 15 Y'BS. 20 Y'BB.
$68.80
69.60
68.70

68.70
69 40
69.49
69.49
69.92

70.e4

350.30
53.40
60.06
60.00
51.70
61.78
51.78
61.66
62.60
51.97

AGE 30. AOS 40. AOB 60
$18.30 $25.90 $64.30
19.20 26.20 63.60

19.08 26 04 6Z.76

16.90 24.60 63.90

1S.39
32.92
20.87

35.05
80.49
28.16

63.58
67.91
65.96

Average Premium 106.35 69.41 6X50 W.51 26.68 64.58

iETNA LIFE 97.43 64.46 48.77 17.20 24.37 61.98
ANNUAL DIFFERENCE... 8.92 4.95 3.78 2.81 2.26 2.60

Besides this important difference in the rates (which is of itself a large
dividend—" a bird in the hand ") the iETNA makes a liberal cash dividend
every year in redaction of the above profit rates, making in most cases a very
msch larger difference than here shewn. WM. H. ORR, Manager.

OKILLIA HOUSE.
ORILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building ; beat north
of Toronto

; splendid sample rooms : centrally locat-

ed ; fre« tus.
JOHN KELLY, ProprieU-r.

DOMINION HOUSE.

BRACEBRIDGE.

A good house in every respect. Free 'bus to and

from the whaTf. Terms, SI per day.

R. GILCHRIST, Proprietor.

Manufacturers of tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp meetings, Photographe s. Lawn and Mih-

ta. v encampments, with or without extra extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped, mildew

proof or plain. Prices frein $5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes) made of the best
v r

silk-finish bunting. CAUl* BEDS (Bradleys pa-
tent) the best bed ever invented ; size when foliled,

2 x 6 in . ; 3 feet Ion?, weighing only 11 pounds, but
strong enough to bear the weight of any man.
Waterproof waggon and horse covers, tarpaulins,

sheets, coats and leggings of every -description,

made to order on the premises. :-pecial rates

to Lumbermen. Send for catalogue and price list to

Closed

National Manufacturing Co.,

202 Sparks Street. Ottawa.

QUEENS HOTEL.

BRACEBRIDGE.

JuIIN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor

(late of Georgetown,) having lately purchased

the above hotel, will endeavor to make it one of

tha best houses in the District of Muskoka. Tourists

and hunting parties will receive every possible attent-

ion. Free 'bus to and from the steamboat wharf.

Terms, one dollar per day.

ARGAIjns
Pine w atclies and Jewellery,

CALL AT

RYRIE'S, the Jeweller,
113 Yonge-st., Toronto.
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A Story of Chopin.

At the little town of Zullichau, Chopin

and his friend, finding that they had an hour

to wait for horses, Professor Jarocki propos-

ed a walk through the place. This did not

take long, and as the horses were not ready

when they returned, the Professor sat down
to a meal—the post-house being also a res-

taurant. But Frederic, as if drawn by a

magnet, went into the next room, and saw

—oh, wonder of wonders ! —a grand piano.

Professor Jarocki, who could see through

the open door, laughed to himself when his

young friend opened the instrument, which

had a very unpromising exterior. Chopin

also looked at it with some misgivings ; but

when he had struck a few chords hs exclaim-

ed, in joyful surprise, " O Santa Caecilia,

the piano is in tune. " Only the impassioned

musician knows what it is, after sitting for

several days in a diligence, suddenly and

quite unexpectedly to have an opportunity

of playing on a good instrument. Regard-

less of his surroundings our artist began to

huprovise con amore. Attracted by the

music, one of the travellers got up and stood

behind the player's chair. Chopin called out

to Professor Sarocki, in Polish, "Now we
shall see whether my listener be a connois-

seur or not." Frederic began his Fantasia

on Polish songs (op. 13) : the traveller, a

German, stood like one petrified, captivated

by this music, so new and bewitching ; his

eyes mechanically followed every movement
of the pianist's delicate hand ; he had for-

gotten everything, even his beloved pipe,

which went out unheeded. The other tra-

vellers stepped in softly, and at the same
time the tall postmaster and his buxom wife

appeared at the side door, with their two
pretty daughters behind tham. Frederic,

unmindful of his audience, and absorbed in

converse with his muse, had lost all thought

of where he was, aad that he must soon be

on his way. More and more tender and
graceful became his playing ; the fairies

seemed to be singing their moonlight melo-

dies
;
everyone was listening in rapt atten-

tion to the elegant arabesques sparkling from

his finger.s, when a stentorian voice, which
made the windows rattle, called out, "The
horses are ready, gentlemen."—"Con-
founded disturber," roaied the postmaster,

while the triplet of ladies cast angry glances

at the p stilion. Chopin sprang from his

seat, but was immediately surrounded by
his audiei.ee, who exclaimed with one voice :

" Go on, dear Sir, finish that glorious piece,

which we should have heard through but

for that tiresome man."—"But," replied

Chopin, consulting his watch, "we have al-

ready been here some hours, and are due in

Posin shoitly."—"Stay and play, noble

young artist," cried the postmaster, "I
will give you courrier*' horses if you will

only remain a little longer."—"Do be per-

suaded," began the postmaster's wife, al*

most threatening him with an embrace.
What could Frederick do but sit down again

to the instrument 1 When he paused the
servant appeared with wine and glasses ; the
daughters of the host served the artist first,

then the other travellers, while the post-

master gave a cheer tor the "darling Poly-
hymnias," as he expressed it, in which all

united. Oue of the company (probably the
town cantor) went close up to Chopin and
said, in a voice trembling with emotion,
'

' Sir, I am an old and thoroughly trained
musician ; I, too, play the piano, and so

know how to appreciate your masterly per-

formance ; if Mozart had heard it he would
have grasped your hand and cried " Bravo."
An insignificant old man like myself cannot
dare to do so." The women, in their grati-

tude, filled the pockets of the carriage with
the best eatables that the house contained,
not forgetting some good wine. The post-

master exclaimed, with tears of joy, "As
long as I live I shall think with enthusiasm of

Frederic Chopin." When, after playing one
more mazurka Frederic prepared to go, his

gigantic host seized him in his arras, aud
carried him to the carriage."

Surely music has a strange power and
fascination, when even a tobacco-loving
German could allow his pipe to go out ; and
so indeed thought Chopin, when relating the
incident to his friends in after years.

Among the royal people Forbes met were
four kings up an opponent's sleeve at a card
table.

An extravaganza company advertised in

Pittsburg that they would pay a reward to
anybody who could find the shadow of a plot
in "The Flock of Geese," the play which
they performed. So few persons went to
the theatre to search that the company dis-

banded, and the manager pawned a diamond
pin to pay their fares to this city.

Garibaldi at Genoa.

(London News.)

Garibaldi's formal request for permission

to visit his son-in-law was promptly and
courteously answered. The arrangements

were left entirely to his own convenience, and

he choose to go down shortly after 11 o'clock

this morning. As soon as the open carriage

in which he reclined appeared in the streets

a crowd, momentarily growing in numbers,

and increasing in enthusiasm, surrounded it.

The people, even in moments of wildest ex-

citement seem full of tender pity for the

maimed hero, and no desire to touch the hem
of his garment will induce them to run the

slightest risk of injuring him in a crush.

This morning about a score of volunteers

from the crowd linked arms and marched at

the back and by the sides of the carriage to

keep off the pressure. Within this corden

walked one of the Garibaldians, an old griz-

zled soldier, who had supplied himself with

an undersized alpaca umbrella- When the

carriage, occasionally passing out of the shad-

ow of the high houses, came into the sun-

light up went the alpaca umbrella trembling

in every rib from an undue expenditure of

strength in the effort of opening it, and Gar-

ibaldi's head was sheltered from the sun's

rays. As yesterday, all the house fronts were
thronged, and once, as the carriage passed

along the Via Roma, a shower of bright flow-

ers rained from an upper window half filling

the carriage, and casting undesigned largesse

among the crowd.
The return journey was markedby similiar

manifestations of enthusiasm, always, as it

seems to me, tempered by tenderest pity.

There is, perhaps, no parallel in the world to

the peculiar regard of a people for a man
such as is displayed in Genoa to-day, toward

Garibaldi. He has been so strong iu their

behalf and is now so weak in his own, that

tears start in the eyes of strong men, as they

look upon him carried helplessly through
their streets, bent, to-day, as ever, upon do-

ing what he holds to be right, though the

heavens fall. As the carriage neared the

prison to-day I saw a well-dressed middle-age

man force his way through the crowd till he
was as close to Garibaldi as the girations of

the alpaca umbrella made it safe to be. He
uncovered his h^ad, and with passionate ges*

tures kissed his hand to the old man, who did

not even observe his approach. This done,

he quietly walked back to his shop and re-

sumed business. if the people could only

take up Garibaldi in their strong arms and
nurse him back to health and strength, they
would abandon all other occupations to per-

form this task of love and duty. They will

do anything for him except work themselves

up into a condition of dangerous excitement,

because a not very wise man who chances to

be his son-in-law has done a silly thing, and
the civil authorities, inoculated with the pre-

valent folly, have thought it worth while to

take him au serieux.

You Have no Excuse.

Have you any excuse for suffering with
Dyspepsia or Liver Complaint? Is there

any reason why you should go on from day
to day complaining with Sour Stomach, .Sick

Headache, Habitual Costiveness, palpitation

of the Heart, Heart burn, Water- brash,

Gnawing and burning pains at the pit of the
Stomach, Yellow Skin, Coated tongue, and
disagreeable taste in the mouth, Coming up
of food after eating, Low Spirits, &c. No !

It is positively your own fault if you do.

Go to your Druggist aud get a bottle

of Green's August Flower for 75 cents

your cure is certain, but if you doubt this,

get a Sample Bottle for 10 cents and try it.

Two doses will relieve vou.

A Stubborn fact.

Dr. Fowler'a Extractor Wild Stawber rv
is, without a doubt, the safest and most re-

liable remedy in existence, for diarrhoea,

dysentery, cholera morbus, sour stomach,
sea-sickness, and all summer complaints. It

acts like a charm. Its effects are marvelous
—relief instantaneous, cure speedy, Physi
cians and all who use it recommend it. It

should be kept in every home at this season,

for use in cases of emergency. For sale by
all dealers.

Several noblemen in England are in the
habit of giving special orders to makers in

Virginia for their supply of smoking tobacco,

There is no doubt that by that means they
j^et the very best tobacco to be had, but it

costs them about $2 a pound. The working
man of Canada are smoking the very same
quality of tobacco at 60 cents a pound, and
it is known to them by the name of " Myrtle
Navy."

Summer Complaints, or Cholera In-

fantum, which is carrying off the infants and
the children by the the thousand at this

season of the year, cm always surely be

checked and cured by Dr. Fowler's Extract
of Wild Strawberry. It has never failed to

give immediate relief in the most severe

case?. It is a boon within the reach of every
mother. Do not fad to give it fa trial

; you
will be pleased with its charming effects.

For sale by all dealers.—T. MILBURN &
CO., Toronto.

Cure ot Kidney Complaint.

344 Parliament Street,

Toronto, April 17, 1880.

T. Milburn & Co.

Gentlemen,—I have been for over a year
subject to serious disorder of the Kidneys,
often being unable to attend to business.

Your Burdock Blood Bitters was recommend-
ed as a good remedy. 1 obtained a bottle,

and£am happy to say that I was relieved be-

fore the bottle was half used. I intend to

continue, as I have confidence that it will

entirely cure me.
Yours truly,

BRUCE TURNER.
Have you neara of the wonderful cures

effected and benefits derived from the use

of Edison's Electric Belts. If not, call on
your druggist for pamphlet with testimonials.

They are as food to the hungry, as water to

growing plants, and as sunlight to nature.

" 1 havs no hesitancy in recommending
Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry."
—G. W. Searl, St. Catharines. I would
advise any one suffering from summer com-
plaints to give Dr. Fowler's Extract of W ild

Strawberry a fair triaL"

—

Carman M.
Gould, M.D., Castledon. "Dr. Fowler's

Extract of Wild Strawbeny gives perfect

satisfaction."

—

Tuomas Douglas, Cambray.
" Can recommend Dr. Fowler's Extract of

Wild Strawbeiry with confidenoe. "

—

Judge
S. S. Peck, Minden. "My customers bear

high testimony of the virtues of Dr. Fowler's

Extract of Wild Strawberry."—T. Steven-
son, Orangeville.

Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Straw-
berry is the most successful medicine
known for all summer complaints, diarrhoea,

dysentery, cholera morbus, etc. Its effects

are marvellous. It acts like a charm ; relief

is almost instantaneous. In sea-sickness

and vomiting it is a specific worth ten times

its cost. Equally good for the young, the

old, aud the middle-aged. For sale by all

dealeis. T. MILBURN & CO., Toronto.

Collars and Cuffs, new styles, Kid
Gloves, new shades, one and two-buttoned,
Silk Handkerchiefs, new patterns, Silk

Umbrellas, new and cheap, at Cooper's,

109 Yonge street, Toronto.

Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Straw-
berry. This preparation stands peerless as

a remedy for all summer complaiuts. Have
you diarrhoea ? It will positively cure you.

Are you going on a sea voyage ? Be sure

and take a bottle of the Strawberry in your
haversack, for use in sea-sickness, vomiting,

and other irritations of the stomach and
bowels ; it will positively cure you. Every
one speaks highly of it.

"They all doit."—For beautifying the

teeth aud preserving, for sweetening and
giving fragrance to the Breath use " Tea-

berry the new Toilet gem delightfully

cooling and refreshing.

SHEEP MARKS

TORONTO.

Barrister & Attorney,
Geo. H. Watson, SO Adelaide Bast

Rossin House.
Palace Hotel of Canada. Mark. H. Irish, Prop.

FRAMES
Picture Mouldings, Mirrors, etc.

Semi for wholesale list. H. J.

MArrnEws & Bros. , Toronto.

FARMS FOR SALE AT GREAT BAR-
GAINS on route of Ontario and Pacific Railway.

List sent on receipt of 3 cents. U. S. HALLEN,
Solicitor, Huntsville. Ont.

FURNITURE.
OSHAWA CABINEE CO.,
97 Yonge Street, Toronto,
Ontario.

TNVENTOBS DESIROUS OF OB-
JL taming patents shouM write to HENRY GRIST,
Patent Solicitor, Ottawa, Caiada ; twenty years'

practice ; no patent, no pay.

AGENTS
WANTED ! FOR AN OLD ES-
TABLISHED business. Write at

_ once. Earlv applicants have first

choice, "l". C. BENTEN. St. "Thomas. Out.

GENTS—MAKE MONEY BY SELLING THE
best Pictorial Family Bible ; contains 2,500 lllus

trations, 63 full page, 40 steel, and 23 Dore. For

terms address OBERHOLTZER & CO,, Berlin.

Supplied by H. M.
Yol'KO It Co., 13 Wel-
lington St E.,Toronto

GENTS WANTED FOE T'OELLER'S " DI8-
EASES of Live Stock"—the beet farmer's book

published; secure territory at once. GBERHOLT-
ZER & CO., Berlin.

I If A TP w% Star Auger for weli|boniig

—

bent in

WA I n the uor"i foT quicksand, hard pan
clay, etc

Send for circular to manf.,
Never was beat ; try it

Mary St., Hamilton.

ARTinPIAI I IMfK' OF PREPARED LEATHER
HnilrlUHL. LlMDO Durable, Light, Elastic, and
Cheap. First Prize at Provincial Exhibition, Lon-
don. Testimonials on application. Satisfaction gua-
ranteed. Address,

J. DOAN &SON, Dravton. Ont

niTriim TRADEMARKS, COPYRIGHTS
UA I r N I ^ and Designs secured in Canada,

In I Lll I U United States and Foreign
countries. RIDOUT, AIRD 4 CO., Engineers,
Mechanics' Institute, Toronto.

NISHISHENE
LYON & ALEXANDER,

The Choicest Lines ever Imported.

128 BA.~V STREET, TORONTO

The untold miseries which remit
from indiscretion in early life may be
alleviated and cured. Exhausted vi-

tality, Nervous and Physical Debility,

will "become a dream of the past, and
vigorous manhood may be restored aud
regained. Indubitable evidence is af-

forded of the truth of these statement*,

Pampinci in sealed wrappers post free. Address N,
D. Institute, King-st, Toronto.

UXURIANT WHISKERS
I and Mwistachea infallibly

produced by the well-known
and celebrated moustache pro-

ducer, Atbi's Formula, In six

weeks. An agreeable and pow-
erful stimulative Emollient Sent to any address

ir. Canada on receipt of the price, 25 cts. EARNEST
DERRINGER, Chemist, 396 King street, Toronto.

W. MILLICHAMP & CO,

Show Case Manufacturers,
Q0LD, SILVER AST) NICKLE FLATEES,

29 to 35 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO. ONT

Bnrdorb Hrnlinjr Ointment, rarbo-
ftted, should he used in connection with Bur
lock Blood Titters for curing u loses,

~w
ever, sores, etc

PUBLISHERS Of NEWSPAPERS

We supply " outsides" and " insides,"

on first-class paper, with or without

news matter, at a very low rate. Our

prices are so low that no publisher can

afford to print his
r

"first side" at

home. Samples and prices on applica-

tion.
S. FRANK WILSON,

Office of )
Manager.

Auiliary Publishing Co., >
Toronto, Canada. i

THE MASSASOIT

CRADLE CARRIAGE.
Weighs [from 7 toi 9 pounds.

Comfortable and Convenient
Foifsick children it is invaluable. Medical men

recommend it Prices within the reach of all. Send
for circular. Just patented.

E. WIIjBY, Manufacturer, Toronto
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Killed by a Mustang.

A Tale Told In a Texas Cow Boy's Camp-

(From the Cincinnati Enquirer.)

It was a clear moonlight when, after a

hard day's " drive," and the herd of wild

horses had been penned, the cow boys strip-

ped their tired ponies of saddles and bridles,

and stalked them out to graze on the thick

mesquir grass which fringed the bank of the

San Bernardo.

After this duty had been attended to, the

cooking utensils were brought forth, and

soon the coffee pot was singing a musical lit-

tle song, and a leg of fresh calf ribs splut-

tering before the fire. The rapast, though

rough, was made enjoyable by an appetite

which only violent exercise and pure air can

give, and after the boys, had eaten until it

became necessary to unbuckle their six-ihoot-

er belts, blankets were spread under the

branches of a live oak, which seemed to

stand guard over the broad expanse of prair-

ie, and they settled down for a quiet smoke."

"I tell you what, boys," said Ned Curtis,

who was one of the hardest riders and best

poker players west of the Brazos, as he lit a

cigarette, ' 1 we are going to handle some
pretty rough mustangs to-morrow, and if any
of you fellows want to show your fancy rid-

ing you had better be fixing your flank girts

and rolls, because there are some unbranded
four-year olds in that bunch, who are going

to make you hum like a churn-dasher, and
you'll have to fork 'em deep to stay in the

saddle. There is one in the pen thar is a

perfect picture of the mustang mare that sent

Bill Hall to the angels."
" Wasn't he some galoot from the old

States ?" inquired one of the boys, turning

over on his blanket.

"Yes." replied Ned, " hewas a long tow
headed chay, greener than an August per
simmon, with legs shaped like a pair of

hames."
" How did he happen to get killed, Ned ?

Did the mare flirt him a little too strong ?"

"Yes, that was the wa, of it. You see,

he had just come from Georgy, and had nev-

er been on the back of a wild horse before in

his life, but he was spunky with all of that,

and wasn't scared of anything. One day,

while driving out in Nueces County, we
made 'round up' of all the horses in the

range, and after 'cutting out' all that were

in the ' diamond P ' brand, the boys began
throwing come down and riding 'em, just to

see the wild devils ' buck.'

"Well, Bill Hall took a darn fool notion to

ride one himself and he picked out a little

Roman-nosed mustang mare, pure Spanish,

and wilder than a cayotte, and got some of

the boys to help him throw her down, be
cause he didn't know any more about hand
ling a lariat than he did about running a
prayer meeting.
" When the saddle had been strapped on

her and Bill forked it, she was turned. aloose,

and the crowd stood back to see the fun.

"Well, sir, that plug raised her head, looked
back, bellowed a couple of times, and then
she lit into thefprettiest'bocking I ever look
edat. 'Stick to her, BUI !' I yelled, but
the only thing he could say was, ' Whoa 1

Stop her, boys ; darn her old hide. '

"

" While he had his knees gripped to her
sides like a vice, and his hair standing like a
brush heap, the mustang stretched herself out
like a step-ladder, put her head between her
front legs, and then, bringing herselftogether
like a rat-trap, she slammed Bill Hall again-
st the ground harder than I ever heard a fel-

low hit b^ore. When we picked him up one
ear was pHnned around to the back of his

neck, and from the look on his face, we knew
that he wasn't long for this world. He lin-

gered for a day or two, and we did all we
could to ease his pain, but one morning he
motioned for us to come to him, and as I

kneeled beside his couch and took his hand
in mine he said :

' Boys, I'm going to pass in
my checks, but I ain't going to shiver about
it, even if I do die out on a prairie, with no
one but a few friends around me. I'll have
a big broad bed to rest in, and if some day
you ride by my grave won't you get down
and think of me awhile ?'

" Well, sir, the boys—the ornary cusses-
were crying like women, and I felt terribly
shaken myself, but we all promised that we
would, and then he raised himself a little,

and in a faint voice said :
' Ned I want you

to write to my mother and tell her that I

wasn't a very dutiful son, but I loved her
just the same.'

' Ned.' he mattered so faint I could hard-
ly hear him, ' don't tell my folks when you
write that I was slid into Heaven by a d—

d

mustang," and with that his head fell back,
hM grasp on my hold relaxed, and Bill Hall

was on this earth no more, and when I

thought how hia mother would grieve it made
me feel weak in the knees.
"We buried him, and Jack Jones, who is

something of a scholar because he had a
chance to go to school down in Bay Prairie,

wrote on the headboard of tha grave

:

" WILLIAM II A 1,1,

GOT A FALL,
Killed dead as a Slug

Bv a Texas Plug.
BORN IN GEORGY,

"It always makes me feel bad when I

think of that poor fellow, and how to-day
he sleeps on the bank of the Santa Gertrudes
with nothing but a big live oak to mark his

last resting place in the bosom of the prairie.

Do any of you fellows want a little draw-
poker to-night ?"

From the Talmud.

"Who is strong? He who subdues his

passion. Who is rich ? He who is .satisfied

with his lot." "He whe sacrifices a whole
offering shall be rewarded for a whole offer-

ing ; he who offers a burnt-offering shall have
the reward of a burnt-offering ; but he who
offers humility to God and man shall be re-

warded with a reward as if he had offered all

the sacrifices in the word." "There are

four characters in scholars : Quick to hear

and quick to forget, his gain is canceled by
his loss ; slow to hear and slow to forget, his

loss is canceled by his gain : quick to hear
and slow to forget is wise ; slow to hear and
quick to forget, this is an evil lot." " There
are four characters in those who sit under the

wise ; a sponge, a funnel, a strainer, and a
bolt-sieve. A sponge, which sucks up all ; a
funnel, which lets in here and lets out there ;

a strainer, which lets out the wine and keeps
back the dregs ; a bolt sieve, which lets out
the pollard and keeps back the flour.'' " He
who has more learning than good works is

like a tree with many branches but few
roots, which the first wind throws on its

face ; while he whose works are greater than
his knowledge is like a tree with many roots

and fewer branches, but which all the winds
of heaven cannot uproot." "If thy wife is

small, bend down to her and whisper in her
ear. He who forsakes the love of his youth,

God's altar weeps for him. He who sees his

wife die before him, has, as it were, been
present at the destruction of the sanctuary it-

self—around him the world grows dark."
'
' He who marries for money, his children

shall be a curse to him." "Rabbi Jose said,

I never call my wife ' wife, ' but ' home, ' for

she indeed makes my home." " Underneath
the wings of the seraphim are stretched the
arms of the divine mercy, ever ready to re

ceive sinners."

A Neat Reply.

Dr. Mountain, chaplain to King James I.,

waiting upon his majesty when he was walk-
ing in St. James' park, the king said to him
that he was more troubled how to dispose of

bishopric of London, which was -then vacant,

than ever he was in his life. "For," said he,
" there are many who apply with so strong

an interest that I know not to whom to give

it." " How?" said thechaplain. "Ifyour Maj-

esty had as much faith as a grain of mustard
seed, you might say to this mountain :

' Be
thou removed and be thou cast into the sea.'

"

It is said tlpt the king rewarded this piece of

ready wit by the immediate bestowal of the

mitre.

The late President Thiers was again

honoured in Paris, a few days since, by the

unveiling of a statue, with the inscription,
" First President of the Republic." He
holds the map of France in his hands, with
the word " Belfort " standing out in large

gilt letters, indicating the fortress which he
successfully expended his every effort to

wrest from the Germans.

ESTABLISHED

1874
ESTABLISHED

1874

Normans Electro Curative Appliances
Relieve and cure Spinal Complaints, General and Nervous Debility, KheumMUm, Qoat. Nervousn«, L ver,

Kidney, Lung, Throat and Chest Complaints, Neuralgia, Bronchitis, Incipient PuraJjsie, Asthma, ftdatica,

Sprains, Consumption, Sleeplessness, Colds, Indigestion.
Ask for Norman's Electric Belts and you will be safe against Imposition, for they will.do their work

well and arc cheap at any price.

TESTIMONIALS
A. NORMAN, Esq. Watsbvills. V K.

Dear Sir,—Please send me a waisa belt. Enclosed find price. Head band got for my wife hM almost

cured her of neuralgia. Yours truly, C. L. TILLEY.

MR. NORMAN. DAUHJTH, 0«T.
Dear Sir,—lam pleased with the belt I got/rom you, and wish you would send circulars to the

lowing addresses. Yours truly, N. M.

MR. A. NORMAN, I^i/itA-. B,

Dear Sir,—The belt I got from you last September did me lots of good. I was not ab.e to work then,

but I am now. Please send me another and a pair of kneecaps arid two paire of insoles. Enclosed . am 'Unt

21. Please send them by mail. Yours truly. JAMES PEAHEN
Numbers of such testimonials can be seen at my office, proving that they are dolus; a good work and

worthy the attention of all sufferers. 43T Circulcrs free. No charge for consultation.

BATHS
I have entirely refitted my establishment with marble and other baths, which are now the best In the

city. Electric, sulphur and vapor baths and hot and cold baths always ready. Ladie* and gentlemen,

whether invalids or not, will find these ba'.lu toning, strengthening, cleansing, enlivening, cheering and

comforting. Come and try them.

A. NORMAN,
4 Queeen Street East, Toronto

N.B—Tru es for rupture, b^st in America, and Electric Batteries always on hand at reasonable prices.

To Tailors and Cutters
3 ' A CUTTER of twenty years first-class experience in

3jk.merica and Britain, has invented Instrumonts for

jicasuring Coats and Pants, which will produce Per-
fect Pitting Garments without trie need
of trying ou. For particulars address, enclosing

3 cent stamp, to R. G. McLELLAN, P. O. Box 118,

GuelpTi, Ont.

THE "PEARL,"

THE BEST
LEATHER BELTING!
ILL GENUINE

HAS A

STAR
On head of rivets

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
AND

PEICE LIST.,

(TRADE MARK.)

IN THE MARKET.
F. E. DIXON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS,

81 COLBORNE iSTREET, TORONTO.

DRY HOP YEAST
No Family should be without It. Ready In a mo-

ment, and unaffected by tune or weather.
Ask your Grocer for it, or send direct to

PEARL YEAST COMPANY,
ste Front Street East, Toronto.

Box 1,264 P. 0.

DIAMONDSWILL CUT,
AND THE

ImprovedDiamond andthe Hanlan
Cross-cut Saws will cut fasW> and stay in order long-

er than any other saw in the world. They are manu-
factured only by

R. H. SMITH & Co., St. Catharines.
and Sold by the Hardware "lrade every-
where. Take no other. We also make the Lance
Tooth, Lightning, Improved Champion, Eclipse, in

short, all kinds and patterns, including the New
Improved Champion.

St, Catharines Saw Works,"
ii

CAUTION
EACH PLUG OF THE

MYRTLE NAVY
IS MARKED

T. & B.
IN BRONsE LETTERS.

NONE OTHER GENUINE-

UBDOCK^
%LOODK
Fitters:

National Pills, superior to ill other turea-
uatives in strength and Tirtus, in safety tad
mildness of action.

VALUABLE DISCOVERY
BY MRS. JULYE MYERS.

Drawing and_Healing Salve,

The Drawing and Healing Salve cures Car-
buncles, Abscesses, Felons, without the aid of a
knife.

Toe Drawing and Healing Salve cures Ery-
sipelas and Ringworms.

The Drawing and Healing Salve cures Piles
and all Poisoned Flesh.

The Drawing and Healing Salve cures
Corns, Inflamed Joints, Chilblaine, and Frost-
bites.
Price, 25 and 50 cents a box.

Mrs. Julyc flyers' Rheumatic Cnre.

A Positive Cure for Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Weak Backs, Sprains, Stiffness of Joints, Severe
Aches, Cramps, &c.
Price $1 per bottle ; trial fcottle, 10c.
For sale by all drusrgists. General agents for

Canada, J. COOMBE, 154 King st. Ea-t, Toronto.

DOBYN'S

Has never failed to cure

CATAREH, NEURALGIA,
and Nervous Headache.

Cold in the Head, Stoppage of the Nasal Passages,
Deafness, Dizziness, Dimness of Sight, and all kin-
dred complaints arising from neglected colds and

Exposure.
(Patented in Canada, Febuary 14, 1SS0.

SOLD UNBEr TUB FIRM NAME OF DoETS & MlTOHKLL

SECURE GUARANTEED.-^
If our "Sure Cure" be regularly and persistently
used as directed by labels on each box, we guaran-
tee relief in every case, and an absolute cure in all

cases where the patient is free from constitutional
ailments.

Signs of Catarrh.—Sickening and disgusting mu-
cus from the nostrils, or upon the tonsils ; watery
eyes, snuffles, buzzing in the ears, deafness, crackl-
ing sensations in the head, intermittent pains over
the eyes, fetid breath, nasal twang, scabs in the
nostrils, and tickling in the throat, are sure signs of
this dread disease.

Our Terms :—We express or mail " Dobyn's
Sure Cure to any part of the Dominion for OXE
LOLLASPER SIXQLE BOX, or THREE BOXES
FOR TWO DOLLARS. In ordering, please write
your Name, Post Office and County platnly, and
send money by Post Office Money" Order, or by
Registered Letter. Address ail orders to the Cana-
dian Agents and Manufacturers.

C POMZROY & CO-
86 King Street West, Toronto.
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BRYCE BROTHERS,

LUMBER YAJbiD

!

CORNER BERKELEY AND FRONT STS.

Planing Mill, No. 57 Ontario St. . Mills at Elmvale.

WHOLESALE A^ND RETAIL DEALERS IN

LUMBER, SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, &e.

Largest and Best Stock of Lumber in the City at Lowest Prices.

WE HAVE CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE STOCK OF

SASH, DOORS AND BLINDS, ETC., ETC-
Which wo sell nt Lower Rates than they can be had anywhere else in the City,

SPECIAL ATTENTION given to FILLING OF BILLS OF|EVERY DESCRIPTION

Houses built on easy terms of payment. Houses to rent or for sale in any part of the cit j

aS*Best price paid for Lumber of all kinds, cedar posts, &C.TES

JiLrJL-atllt), U.'UO>

The Queen's Hotel, Toronto, Canada.

MeGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors

-as" Pateoaized by Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated according to rooms.

STANDARD CHOPPING MILLS,
USING BEST FRENCH BURR MILL-

STONES. SIMPLE, EFFICIENT, PRACTI-

CAL. CAN BE RUN BY ANY INTELLIG-

ENT MAN, NO RENEWING PLATES AS IN IRON

12 INCH CAPACITY MILLS. GRIND-
oli-BUSHELS PER HOUR ERS WILL LAST

A LIFETIME.
""DRIVEN Br
2io8 H.P.

MILLSTONE

CHOPPING
MILLS

FOR LUMBERMEN.

Wil grind as Line as any four-foot stone.

Lumbermen, giind your own Horse Feed.

" —^\ 1 " iMMffflfSi

Guaranteed to grind any kind of grain, fine
or coarse, equally as well, as a four foot millstone.

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO., BRANTFORD. CANADA.

Make your own Flour with our Portable Grist Mill.

PRICE, Griat Mill complete, $600. Capacity, Our and a half
barrels of good flour per hour.

Send tor particulars, address

Waterous Engine Works Co-,

Brantford, Ontario, Canada.

MACHINERY OILS!
To Dealers and Consumers,

It will jjivc tbc subscriber much pleasure to forward, poet free, to any address, on application,
pamphlet, containing instructions and information that have been found of the greatest practical use to

dealers and ennsnmere of machinery oil in Canada. It contains the fullest information at to the differ-

ent kinds of oils, their qualities and uses, thus enabling the consumer to make choice of the very oil

best adapted to his wants, and also enables the merchant to select the kinds most likely to be in

demand in his nciL'hborhood. This pamphlet shows conclusively that oils properly manufactured from
petroleum, arc vastly superior to any animal or vegetable oil. I am now making the same qualities of

"Extra" and "XX" oils I manufactured from 1870 to 1873. They are guaranteed not to thicken wit
extreme cold, and warranted to give satisfaction in every pirticul w. Beware of Agents soliciting your or-

ders without my trado-marked order-book. Address

GEO. B. STOCK,
P. 0. Box 1146, Toronto.

DOMINION BELT & HOSE GOMP'Y
JAMES D. McARTHUR,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Manager.

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

Fire Engine Hose, Lace, Leather,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER. ETC, ETC-
Stitched and Ribbed Belting Made to Order.

Double always hi Stock - S ml for Samples arid Priced

73 OOLBORNE ST., TORONTO.

othing Like It Yet Seen
Highest Awards ax

TOROI\TO, I860. - 1st Prize and Diploma.

HAMILTON, 1880, -

LONDON,

THE PEARL DRY.HOP YEAST
Ready in a moment, and unaffected by time or weather-

S3T Ask your grocer for it or send direct to the factory.

PEARL YEAST CO,
iiox 1164, P. 0. 39 Front Street East, Toronto-
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MIRAMIGSI.

The Timber Trade Journal commenting on

the trade at Miramichi says :

—

Miramichi (conversationally pronounced

Merrimatkee) has always stood next to Que-

• bee for the quality of its yellow pine pro-

duce, and some years ago its hewn timber

sent here was esteemed by many, who were

good judges, to be better on the whole even

than that of Quebec, more free from small

knots, and kinder to work (to use an expres-

sive term in joinery) ; but it stood second to

it usually at market, because it was not so

well squared, nor turned out of hand so

evenly. But, as that district has not so

great a choice of interior forests to draw its

supplies from as Quebec (which intercepts

all the rafts coming down the mighty St.

Lawrence, between it and Montreal), its

timber gradually became of smaller average

siz3 than that of Quebec, arid eventually it

was found more profitable to convert it into

deals, boards, and scantlings, and its hewn
timber has therefore almost disappeared

from our markets, as may be proved by the

fact that, out of over 150,000 loads shipped

there this season, 824 only were hewn pine

timber and 883 birch.

Miramichi was one of the ports that were

late in opening this year, or rather that

Vessels could not reach till some time after

the port itself was free from obstruction on

account of the drift of ice between

Cape Kae and the Magdalen Islands,

and from subsequent information as to

drought all along that coast, and the stopp-

age of mills for want of water—which was

dwelt on by correspondents in August last

m serious impediments to our further

supplies from the lower ports—a diminished

export was strongly insisted on from those

regions. Even if supplies, contrary to ex-

pectation, should be up to the average there

for shipment to this country, another diffi-

culty was exhibited to us—there would not

be enough ships to fetch it away. Late

arrivals out, and long passages home, had

thrown the bulk of the spring fleet into the

month of August, and not many of them, it

Was argued, would be able to accomplish a

Second voyage. At all events few, if any o

them, have completed their second voyage

yet { but, despite these obstacles, we cannot

accuse Miramichi of being any party to such

deficiency, as may eventually appear, when
the Board of Trade returns come to be made
up at the year's end, as will be seen by re-

ferring to the statement issued to the 2nd

of Siipt. last and compared with the export8

of the two previous years. In 1878 the

United Kingdom imported a great deal more

timber than it had any need to have done

of which Miramichi furnished us with the

principal part of 78.321,890 M. feet, or 130,-

536 loads. But having large stocks in this

country when the next season began, and

trade going from bad to worse, in 1879 the

export trade of Miramichi fell off in like pro-

portion, and in that year the shipments only

reached 69,586,919 M. feet, or 115,979

loads. But this last year of 1880, always

reckoning each year from September to

September 2nd, reached the total of 89,-

274,856 M. feet, or 148,791 loads, 14 per

cent, more than 1878, and 25 per cent, more

than 1879. So much for the anticipated

shortage in the colonial timber, as far as

Miramichi is concerned. The proportion of

Miramichi exports to this country may be

reckoned as four- fifths of its whole produc-

tion, if not something more ; but we shall

probably get more exact returns later in the

year.

OTTAWA VALLEY LUMBER
TRADE.

A despatch from Ottawa dated, Nov. 20th,

states, that the total value of products of

the forest sent from the port of Ottawa in

1879 was §1,199,844, as against $1,518,623

for the first three-quarters of the current

year. This was largely represented by lum-

ber, the quantity being as follows : Last

year 117,002 000 feet were exported and for

the first nine months of the current year

139,056,000 feet. The total cut of lumber

by the mills of this immediate locality this

current year is about 235,000,000 feet, re-

presenting a value of nearly three million

dollars. The following is the estimate ; E. B.

Eddy. 40 000,000 feet ; Bronson li^Weston,

37,000,000 ; Perky & Pattee, 30,000,000 ; J.

R. Booth, 30,000 000 ; Gilmour k Co.'smil^

30,000,000 ; Sherman, Lord & Co., 25,000,-

000;Capt. Young, 13,000.000 ; McLaren &
Co., 15,000,000; McClemont & Co., 10,000,-

000. The price of stocks during last season

ranged at from $12 to $15 per thousand and

this year from $12 to $18. A leading lum-

berman says the prospects are that the mar-

ket wiil rule about the eame next year as it

has this. No contracts have been made yet

by any of the Chaudiere or Hull firms to his

knowledge. The production of lumber will

cost more the coming season than it has

j

this owing to the advance in wages which

will about cover the difference in price of

stocks this year over last. Ther^ were

sixteen hundred thousand logs received this

summer as against nine hundred and seventy

thousand last year, being the second largest

quantity ever brought down to the Chaudi-

ere. In the history of the Ottawa Valley,

1873 was the best year, 1,750,000 logs having

comedown. It is estimated that 1,700,000 or

1,800,000 logs will be taken out this winter.

The outlook regarding the lumber busines8

and timber trade is most encouraging. Thir-

ty-five rafts of square timber were brought

down the past summer, as against thirty in

1879. Next year it is thought that ninety

rafts will come down.

DESTRUCTION OF FORESTS IN

NEW ZEALAND.

Notwithstanding the fact that total the

area of forest Crown lands in New Zealand

amounts to no less than 10,158,870 acres,

fears are being officially expressed that the

destruction of trees is carried on so rapidly

as to endanger the future supply of timber

in the Colony. The report of the Crown

Lands Department for the year ending

June 30 last, states that the stock of some

of the most valuable timber trees is being

exhausted more quickly than it can be re-

placed by the natural growth of young

trees, and in a wasteful manner which is, in

the future interest of the Colony, much to

be regretted. It is estimated, ftr instance,

that, although the noble and valuable Kauri

forests cover an area of 230,000 acres, and,

reckoning only two trees to the acre, and

5,000 feet of timber to each tree, contain al-

together about 2 300,000 000 feet of timber,

the whole existing supplv will be exhausted

within twenty-one years at the present rate

of destruction. These Kauri forests are

very susceptible to fire, and, when once

started, will burn with great fury. Be-

sides this source of danger, the yonng

plants are liable to destruction by cattle,

and their growth is thwarted in various

other ways. The relative proportions of

the various other timber trees in New Zea-

land are only impeifectly known ; but re-

cent examination has shown that, besides

the Kauri, several of the more highly prized

kinds are being rapidly exterminated. Such

an event would be deplorable from many

points of view ; for, not only would the re-

sources of the Colony be seriously crippled,

but its climate must suffer from the denuda-

tion of its forest lands.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

This Western Province cf the Dominion

of Canada, including Vancouver and other

islands, has an area of 330,000 square miles.

It has a seaboard, and an air line, of 550

miles. Throughout the whole extent of the

Province there is an abundance of forest

land, the timber on which is ot the most

valuable description ; one kind especially,

says the Standard Atlas, the Douglas pine,

yields spars from ninety to one hundred feet

in length, without knots or branches.

The diameter varies from six to ten feet, and

in quality is about twice as strong as Cana-

dian red pine, aod being more gummy, is

more durable. At Burrard Inlet, nine

miles from New Westminister there

are pine trees twenty-seven to thirty feet in

diameter. The yearly exports of timber

amount to about $500,000, but the vast for-

ests have hardly been touched.

The mineral resources of British Columbia

are very great. Gold is found in great

abundance in the Cariboo distiict, and aiong

the Fraser and Thompson rivers. In 1870,

the yield from the Cariboo district exceeded

one million dollars, while the yield for the

entire province for the past ten years has

excesded twenty-two million dollars. Silver

and copper are also to be had in abundance,

but the mines have not as yet been

very largely worked. The .true wealth

of the province, however, is its coal fields,

which are inexhaustible, easy of access, and

easily worked. Bituminous coal is found on

Vancouver Island. THe latter has been

sold in San Francisco at $20 per ton. The

annual exportations of coal exceed ?200,000.

COMPLIMENTARY.

We have to thank Messrs. Wa'erous, of

Brantford, for the complimentary terms in

which they have referred to the Lumberman,

We are glad to notice from the Monetary

Times of the 19th inst. that Mr. Peter Log-

gie's mill, Chatham, N.B., can saw 34,000

feet of lumber in ten hours, and that it has

turned out 4,000,000 superficial feet in six

months, between lSth May and 15h Nov.

this year. The machinery of this 35 horse

power steam mill was bout about four years

ago by the Messrs Waterous, and has worked

satisfactori y ever since.
.— mmm »

—Estimated quantity of 6qnare pine

timber to be taken out on the Upper Ottawa

and tributaries this winter received, and

will appear in next issue.
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The Epizootic.

A sick horse is not a nice object to cbromo ;

Good health is essential to horse as to homo ;

But you won't cure the creature by giving

him bromo

And if you are prudent, possessing acumen,
You won't employ sulphur, or pills, or bitu-

men

—

And just the same way if the patient is hu-

man.

Not any ! My friend, I'll reveal to you
what'U

Restore him. Just rest him and poultice his

throttle

—

Don't dose him with anything out of a

bottle.

Ventilate. Fumigate. Feed him on gruel.

Wrap him up. Coax and caress him, for

you will

Save a sick horse by observing this ru-el.

Swab his nostrils with tepid like water or

brandy,
For he can't wipe his nose with his hoof, you

see, and he
Is so rigged he oan't use a handkerchief

handy.

If a chap comes along with " a sure panacea,"

Go lead him right out of the barn by the

ea'

;

He's the fellow that is spreading the hiprhi-

norhea.

S. Cunard & Company.

A SKETCH OF " THE MODEL MERCHANT AND
BUSINESS MAN."

Sir Samuel Cunard, who was the son of

Abraham Cunard, was born in Halifax to-

wards the close of the last century, and for

some time was a clerk in the lumber yard.

Soon after the termination of the war of

1812, we And him establishing himself in busi-

ness, engaging largely in the West India

trade, in a general importing business, in

shipbuilding and exportation of lumber—in

short, in almost every kind of mercantile

undertaking that promised advantage to

himself, or extended the commerce of the

Province. He was a man of little educa-

tion, but possessed natural business talents,

quick perceptions, shrewd judgment, and an
excellent address, which easily made friends

for himself. He became well acquainted
with the military and the navy, particularly

the latter, who were stationed in the colonies

longer then than now, and by this means
gained great influence with people in high
position in England, even with the nobility.

THE ORIGINAL PARTNERS.

of the firm consisted of himself and his bro-

ther Edward. Joseph, another brother, was
afterwards associated with them, but spent

most of his time superintending the lumber
trade in New Brunswick. Chatham, Mna-
miohi, owes its present advanced position

chiefly to his enterprise. To Mr. Cunard is

due the brisk trade with the East India

Company in the article of tea. By his in-

strumentality the large ships of this Com-
pany visited us periodically, laden with the

commodity pure and genuine, direct from
China, until the East India Company mon-
opoly was abolished. To meet the business

that resulted from this trade,

THE CAPACIOUS WAREHOUSE ON WATER
STREET.

was built, one half of it was devoted exclu-

sively to storing tea, and the whaif premises

were greatly extended. When steam came
to be used as a motive power, steam vessels

began to be looked upon as possessing great-

er advantages than the old sailing crafts, and
the question ws.s freely disousted, was itpos-

sible to cross the Atlantic by their means.

The majority of people at ouce deolared it

an impossibility. They could not contain

sufficient fuel for so lengthy a voyage, and
winds and currents would prove too strong

for paddle wheels driven by such an agency.

These and many other reasons were asserted

by Lardner, a celebrated scientist of the

time, in the most positive manner, as prov-

ing the utter futility of the attempt. Some
Spirits braver than the rest determinod to

give the matter a trial and the Sirius was
well fitted up as

A PIONEER STEAMER,

•nd with the additional aid of sails, per-

formed the trip to New York rapidly and
successfully . She was followed by the Great
Weitern, built in Bristol in 1837 or 1838.

Her Majesty's mails had heretofore been
conveyed across the ocean in sailing packets,

or gun brigs, as they were called, and a

voyage of twenty days was looked upon as a

marvel. It is well known that the Hon.
William Crane, speaker of the New Bruns-
wick Assembly, had the honour of first sug-

gesting to Lord Glenelg, then Colonial Sec-

retary, the idea of subsidizing a line of

steamers, but the t.uggestion was not carried

out. Mr. Cunard, who was in England at

the time, and whose mind was ever on the

alert for any new enterprise, made represen-

tations to the British Government, who
thereupon entered iDto a contract with him
for the conveyance of the mails

FROM ENGLAND TO HALIFAX

and Boston by monthly steamships. He
then formed a company, consisting of Mc-
Iver & Co., of Liverpool, Burns & Co., and
Napier & Co., of Glasgow, together with
himself. These firms took portions of the

contracts. The steamers, four in number,
were constructed in the Clyde, and were pro-

pelled by paddle-wheels, the more modern
screw propellor being then unknown. They
were named the Britannia, Acadia, Caledonia

and Columbia, were built of wood, presented
quite a fine appearance, and from their nov-

elty were looked upon somewhat with rever-

ence, though they would look ridiculous

now-a-days when placed beside the magnifi-

cent iron-plated ocean-going palaces of the

same line, that unfortunately have been
withdrawn from Halifax, but may be seen

any day in the harbors of Boston or New
York.

THE 'OLDEST INHABITANT'

would be glad to narrate to an opeii-mouthed
gathering of listeners what an excitement
the arrival of the Britannia in the port of

Halifax created, how the wharves were
lined with eager spectators to watch the

monster of the deep as it moved up the

harbour and how the delighted citizens en-

tertained Mr. Cunard to a banquet. These
steamers continued their voyages for some
years until the Columbia was lost on Seal

Island, off Cape Sable, on her way from
Boston to Halifax. Passengers, mails and
cargo were all saved. Hon. Abbott Law-
rence, who had recently been appointed
United States Minister to England, was
among the passengers. Meanwhile the

Hibernia had been built and was sent out in

her place.

ABOUT THE YEAR 1842

in consequence ot the over-speculation of

Joseph Cunard in Miramichi, and the general

panic that seemed to have taken hold of

commercial affairs, the firm was brought to

the verge of bankruptcy. Mr. Cunard came
out from England aud with the assistance of

the Bank of Nova Scotia and his friends,

Stephen DeBloisand John Duffus, who made
le>ans to him on large estates which he owned
in P. E. Island, the firm were able to float

off the quicksands. He then w ent bacie to

England and never returned to reside per-

manently. In course of time all liabilities

were settled and the firm embarked iu new
ventures, mcnased the number of their

steamships, and extenel their navigation to

Bermuda and St. Thoma?. They also estab-

lished a line to New Yoik and Mr. Cunard's
eldest son, Edward—afterwards Sir Edward
—was sent there to take control of that part

of the buainess. Among the undertakings
engaged in by the firm was

THE AGENCY OF THE GENERAL MINING ASSO-

CIATION

which, up to the year 1859, had a monopoly
of the mining business of this Province. It

originated in this way. The Duke of York
was desperately in debt, and in order to sa-

tisfy his 01 editors, his brother, George IV.,

made a grant o[ ah the mines in Nova Sc >-

tia—coal, golel, silver, iron,—which bt long-

ed to the Crown—to Rundel, Bridges & Co.,

jewellers, iu London, who disposed of them
to this company formed for the purpose.

This took place about the year 1835, and, as

a result the Albion Mines in Pictou, anel

Sydney, and Ling;.n mines iu Cape Bre-
ton were largely devoloped. Mr. Cunard
became very wealthy, acquired landed es-

tates in England and was made a Baronet,
an honour he livid many years to enjoy.

He married a sister of the late John Duffus,
and had several children. E lward, the eld-

est, married a graud daughter of one of the
brothers Emmet,

FAMOUS DURING THE IRISH REBELLION,

and succeeded to the baronetcy, but died a
short time after. His son, Sir Bache Cun-
ard, is the present possessor of the titlo.

William, the next, is still living, and is now
on a visit to Halifax. Two of his daughters

have been well known in the Maritime Pro-
vinces ; the one as the lady of Judge Peters,

of Charlottetown, P.E.I., and the other as

the lady of Colonel Francklin. who, with
her husband, resided for several years in

Halifax, and whose son is a partner in the
present concern. The firm still goes by the
old name, and now owns one of the largest

fleets of steamships in the world. When
Sir Samuel went to England in 1849,

WILLIAM CUNARD,

and Henry Boggs—the latter of whom was
a nephew ot Stephen DeBlois, and had been
brought up in the office—carried on the busi-

ness, and continued to do so until about the
year 1852, when they, too, went to England,
Mr. Boggs retiring from the firm. The late

lamented James B. Morrow became a partner
about that time. It has always been a pro-

blem whether the circumstances of the time
combine to produce a man who from his con-
nection with them, succeeds in winning a
name for himself, or whether an original

mind, by foresight and penetration, makes
its own surroundings and becomes great of

itself. We more readily incline to the latter

view, but certain it is, in the history we
have been endeavouring to trace, one name
stands forth boldly as entitled, himself alone,

to all the honour that can be given, for, by
his own energy and skill, building up the
trade of Halifax

/
for establishing a steamship

company that has benefited the world, and
for making hinuelf

THE MODEL MERCHANT AND BUSINESS MAN

for our young men to follow for all time

to come, and that name is Sir Samuel Cunard.
—Halifax Exchange.

A Tramp to the 15 Mile Stream Gold
Diggings.

These gold diggings are situated half way
between the South Shore and Guysborough
road, and eleven miles from Trafalgar Inn,

managed by John Nelson, a place where

travellers have to stop, and good accommo-
dation for man and beast are provided. Al-

though Mr. Nelson's vision has failed, yet he

appears to be able to see as far into a granite

rock as those whose eyes are sound. About
a mile from Nelson's, you leave the Guys-
borough road, and with your guide make for

the land of gold. When you travel seven

miles, you reach a nica little lake that

abounds with trout, known as " Dayspring'

Lake, after the mission ship Daytpring. It

was on the bank of this lake that the masts

were taken for the mission ship. In 1867

claims were taken up, and quite a large sum
has since been paid either for claims or roy-

alty, and yet very little has been spent by
the Government in opening up the road.

The Government must consider the road fa-

vourably, and assist the owners of claims so

that they may be able to get out machinery
suitable for carrying on their operations suc-

cessfully ; the present road being s mply a

path through swamps over rocks and brush

wood. Provisions cost one dollar per hun-

dred from Nelson's to the Diggings. Hall

Brothers have been crushing for a week, and
after cleaning up the battery they realized

the nice little sum of 80 oz. of gold. The
amount of quartz still to be crushed we wculd

suppose will ^ive twenty thousand dollars,

what is already crushed can scarcely be miss-

ed from the lar^e pile. Twenty-five men arc

engaged in the work. The owners had a

handsome offer from an American Company,
but by some mishap they did not succeed in

selling, which I believe is a lucky event for

Ha 1 Brothers. They (Hall Brothers) are

very quiet and unassuming men, and re-

markably kind to strangers visiting their

works, as all who are acquainted know.
There are five houses. One 1$ storey build-

ing, two crushers, comprise the amount of

buildings at these diggings at present. Quite

a number are engaged prospecting. Claims

taken up, besides Hall B others, are of great

value, such as Morrison's tree claim, Shanel's,

Grant's, Hudson's, Doran's, the Eagle Non-

pareil, Holiday's, and Jackson's. These

olaims have all been prospected, and show-

richly. Hall Brothers have paid over one

hundred dollars royalty in the spring, and a

very much larger sum must be paid when
they go to Halifax, and all is cleaned up.

Many tine sights can be obtained from boul-

ders on the surface. So rich are these boul-

ders that one can make wages breaking them

up.

While Mr. Vanderbilt was in Amsterdam
recently he purchased, one afternoon, thirteen

thousand deillars' worth of blue ware for his

new residence in New York.

War—Supporting the Guns

(From the Detroit Free Press.

)

Did you ever see a battery take position ?

It hasn't the thrill of a cavalry charge, nor
the grimness of a line of bayonets moving
slowly and determinedly on ; but there is a

peculiar excitement about it that makes old
veterans rise in their saddles and cheer.

We have been fighting at the edge of the
woods. Every cartridge box has been emptied
once and more, and one-fourth of the brigade
has melted away in dead and wounded and
missing. Not a cheer is heard in the whole
brigade. We know that we are being driven
foot by foot, aud that when we break back
once more the line will go to pieces and the
enemy will pour through the gap.

Here comes help

!

Down the crowded highway gallops a
•attery, withdrawn from some other position

to save ours. The field fence is scattered

while you could count thirty, and the guns
rush for the hill behind us. Six horses to a
piece—three riders to each gun. Over dry
ditches where a farmer would not drive a
wapgon, through clumps of bushes, aver logs

a foot thick, every horse on the gallop, every
rider lashing his team and yelling—the sight

behind us makes us forget the toe in front.

The guns jump two feet high as the heavy
wheels strike reck or log, out not a horse

slackens his pace, not a cannoneer loses his

seat. Six guns, six caissons, sixty horses,

eighty men, race for the brow of the hill as if

he who reached it first would be knighted.

A moment ago the battery was a confused
mob. We look again, and the six guns are

in position, the detached horses hurrying
away, the ammunition chests open, and along
our line runs the command, "Give them one
more volley, and fell back to support the

guns." We have scarcely obeyed, when
boom ! boom ! opens the battery, and jets of

fire jump down and scorch the green trees

under which we fought and despaired.

The shattered old brigade has a chance to

breathe for the first time in three hours as we
form a line and lie down. What grim, cool

fellows those cannoneers are I Every man is

a perfect machine. Bullets splash dust into

their faces, but they do not wince. Bullets

sing over and around, they do not dodge.

There goes one to the earth, shot through the

head as he sponged his gun. That machinery
loses just one beat, misses just one cog in the

wheel, and then works away again as before.

Every gun is using short-fuse shelL The
ground shakes and trembles, the roar shuts

out all sounds from a battle line three miles

long, and the shells go shrieking into the

swamp to cut trees short off, to mow great

gaps in the boshes, to hunt out and shatter

and mangle men nntil their corpses cannot

be recotrnized as human. You would think

a tornado was howling through the forest,

followed by billows of fire, and yet men live

through it—aye, press forward to capture the

battery. We can hear their shouts as they
form for the rush.

Now the shells are changed for grape and
canister, and the guns are fired so fast that

all reports blend into one mighty roar. The
shriek of a shell is the wickedest sound in

war, but nothing makes the flesh crawl like

the demoniac singing, purring, whistling

grapeshot, and the serpent-like hiss of canis-

ter. Men's legs and heads are torn from
bodies, and bodies cut in two. A ound shot

or shell takes two men out of the rank as it

crashes through. Grape aud canister mow a

swath and pile the dead on top of each other.

Through the smoke we see a swarm of

men. It is not a battle line, but a mob of

men desperate enough to bathe their bayo-

nets in the flame of the guns. The guns leap

from the ground, almost, as they are depress-

ed on the foe, and shrieks and screams and
shouts blend into one a « ful and steady cry.

Twenty men ont on the battery are down,
and the tiring is interrupted. The foe accept

it as a sign of wavering and come rushing on.

They are not ten feet away when the guns
give them a last shot. That discharge pioks

living men off their feet and thro * s them in-

to a s*amp, a blackened, bloody mass.

Historians write of the glory of war.

Burial parties saw murder where historians

saw glory.

The London Telegraph says that in con-

sequence of the advance in value of many
securities held by the Glasgow B.r.k. the

liquidation is likely to show much better re-

sults than were at one time anticipated, and

those shareholders who have met their oalla

n full will be handsomely remunerated.

Mr. William B. Astor lately paid one

hundred and ninety thousand dollars for the

beautiful Parish estate in Newport,



Sentiment in the Sex.

" Women is the weaker vessel." This is

an adage which has been ratified by almost
universal acceptance and been practically

acted upon in all ages and all countries. Paul,

when he wrote it, not only gave utterance to

an inspired thought but also to a principle

that seemed taught and enforced by the very
nature of things and the design of the
Creator. There have been, however, many
of the sex who have loudly protested against

the statement and denounced Paul as next
door to a misogynist, and an ungallant and
ungenerous detractor of womankind, and
the question is now more than at any former
time the basis of agitation and outcry among
the must civilized nations. What then is

the true inwardness of the case ? In woman
really to hold a divided sway with the so-

called Lords of Creation ? And if not, why
not ?

We confess to having a wholesome dread
of offending our fair readers if we state fully

our convictions on this matter. We shall

be* stigmatized doubtless by girls of the
Boston type as "a horrid creachur, utterly

devoid of culchur," and from the very
mildest and gentlest of our lady friends we
expect at least a remonstrance ; but, all the
same, truth—or, at least, our convictions on
his matter, compel us ui hesitatingly to say
" woman is not the equal of man nor intend-
ed to share his sphere of work, still less to

rule with him a "divided empire."
We do not propose to repeat the stale

arguments that have been so often used in

support of this position, but simply to show
that there is one special characteristic of the
female mind which conclusively, and once
for all, decides the question against the so-

called " rights of women ;" and this peculi-

arity is the sentimentality of the sex.

A woman is utterly under the domination
of this feeling from her earliest years. She
takes naturally to dandling and nursing her
doll, as soon as she can walk, and her senti-

mental fancy endows it with all the char-
acteristic*, the wants and habits of a real

living child. She pours out the wealth of

her childish affection upon it, and in this

way indicates with irrestistible truth the
true sphere for which God intended woman.
Nor is her sentimentality less vividly
seen in her riper years. The doll may be
thrown aside indeed (though, ten to one, it

is carefully treasured in some secret reposi-

tory to be looked at with tender memories
now and again), but she soon finds other
treasures to be fondled and prized in its

stead. We wonder whether there is a single
lady, of our or any other person's acquaint-
ance, that has not treasured up in some care-

fully concealed cacht, some lock of hair,

some package of letters, some copy of verses
that are the merest rubbish in themselves
but which are nevertheless in her eyes more
precious than silver or gold. The stronger
nature of man laughs at the idea of such
sentimentality but in woman it asserts itself

as an essential element in her nature, and
refuses to be expelled either by reason or
ridicule. In short, the heart of woman is

more susceptible, and therefore her nature
is to that extent weaker than that of man,
thus indicating her being fitted for another
sphere. At the same time we do not call

that sphere a lower one. On the contrary it

is one of great—if not the greatest power and
influence in shaping men's characters and
ultimately, the history of nations. It would
be an interesting matter of research and
historical value to reckon up aud recount
the amount of influence that has been exert-
ed on the world's, great changes and events
by those women who did not exert that in-

fluence beyond their legitimate sphere,
whose sobs owed the high and noble
qualities by which they won their way to
success to the careful instruction and wise
training of their mothers, whose husbands
had to own that more than half their success
in life was due to the wise counsel and cheer-
ing influence of their wives.
But for the rougher, harder work of life

it absolutely unfits them. It is but too apt
to warp judgment and set reason to one side.

In the political arena it is a most undesirable
factor, and in other departments of man's
work (such as law for instance) it is some-
thing most likely to interfere with justice
for the sake of mercy, and to render "the
hand that should strike unable to do more
than stroke."
And to this, if it be answered that there

have been women who have shown the most
eminent qualifications for success in the
work usually done by man, let us reply that
those who did so must have either got rid
of their sentimentality, or else been born
without it, In either case they are not the
sort of women we should care to have around
as.

T H E CANADA

This sentimentality, then, though it be
regarded as a sign of weakness by some, we
call a sign of strength, the truest strength
with which a woman can be endowed to

enable her to fulfil worthily her noble mis-

sion, a mission which, be it noted, man could
never fully discharge. The caie of the home
circle, the training and care of the young,
are eminently the work of woman, and this

need not, indeed should not, exclude the
cultivation of intellectual pleasures. She
need not be a mere drudge—indeed she must
not be if she be desirous of being a real

help-meet to her husband—and, in the well-

regulated exercise of true sentiment, she will

find at the same time her purest pleasures

and her best safeguard.

Hunting for Submarine Treasure.

A schooner, owned by a Conneticut "Sub-
marine Company," is being used in exploring

a sunken wreck off Round Island, near Peek-

skill, on the Hudson. The wreck has been

there many years, and is reputed to have

been the ship of the famous pirate Capt.

Kidd. A visitor found among the appli-

ances of the schooner a great variety of

machines, chains, pumps, rubber tubes, and
other contrivances, for bringing treasure out

of deep water. Chief among these was a

large diving bell, of boiler iron, with little

round windows on every side, so that the

man inside can see out in every direction

—

up, down, and across. It is kept in a well in

the hold, aud when it is to be us ;d, bolts at

the top are unfastened, the top being put on
so tight that the affair is both air and water

proof. The sensation of being bolted into

this nanow iron prison for the first time is

said to be terrfble, though the experienced

divers do not mind it. There are two rubber

tubes attached to the top, one to carry off

the exhausted air, the other to supply tresh

air. When the man is fastened in, the

pump is started, and the bell is hoisted out

with an immense derrick aud lowered over

the side. This bell can operate in three

hundred feet of water, and is. of course,

raised or lowered by steam. When all is

ready it is lowered to the bottom. The man
inside looks through his windows, and de-

termines what must be done first. He has

wires to pull to signal the men above. He
can tell them to hoist, lower, give him more
or less air, or any other sigiia's that may
have been agreed upon. Attached to the

side of the diving bell, and operated by
steam, from above, is what is called "the
arm "—a heavy attachment, provided with
so many joints and swivels that it is capable

of making all the many motions of the human
arm, with much greater strength than any
human arm ever had. This arm has a hand,

with fingers, that hold a saw, an axe, a
crowbar, or any instrument desired. If the

man in the bell desires to saw, he is drawn
up, a saw is put in the steam hand, and he
goes back and begins work. When he
wants an axe or a hammer he is drawn up
again, and the tool is changed. The iron

bell is almost human in its capacity for

work, and, with the brains of a man inside,

it is a valuable labourer. When the work
is in very deep or dark water, or at night,

an electric light is attached to the bell, and
the bottom for many yards around is made
as bright as if the sun shone upon it. The
effect upon the surface of the water of this

bright light underneath is said to be dazzliug

and beautiful, and some of the Rip Van
Winklites who live up yonder on the hills

may well begin to wonder when they see the
bottom of the Hudson bright with electric

light and a steam man digging for a pirate's

treasures.

It is said of Darmstadt that it is the
healthiest spot on the globe. Nearly all the
inhabitants die of old age, or when they get

tired of life move to Munich, where they are

sure to drop off in a very short time. " But
it is all a mistake," said a poor and tearful

peasant to his doctor :
" Darmstadt has not

a healthy climate, for I bad a cousin who
resided there, and he suddenly took sick and
died." "And what was his disease, my
friend ?" asked the astonished doctor, look-

ing over his gold bowed spectacles. The
peasant thought he proved his assertion that

the climate was unhealthy by replying.

"Why, he died ot delirium tremens.'

It occasionally happens that a man tells

the truth when his real object is to tell a lie.

An Italian, unfamiliar with the English lan-

guage, used to sell fish on the streets, using

the usual call
—" Freshee fishee, all alive 1"

After a while he retired from the fish busi-

ness and took to selling eggs, using however,
the words—"Freshieggs, all alive," densely

unconscious that he is not telling the lie he
thinks he is.

L U M BERMAN.

Fiendish Fury.

HORRIBLE BUTCHERY OF A VIRGINIA WOMAN BY

HKR BROTHER IN-LAW—THE WRETCH'S

ATTEMPT TO TAKE HIS OWN LIFE ABLY HEO-

ONDED BY HIK WIFE.

At Richmond, Va.
,
intelligence has been re-

ceived here of one of the most desperate and
bloody crimes known in the history of mur-
ders, and one which shows how strongly hat-

red animates a human being even in the hour
of death. The tragedy took place yesterday,

near the village of Green Springs, in London
county. It seems that Merrill Nott yesterday
morning early had a quarrel with his wife's

sister, who lived in the house with him.
Thoroughly infuriated, he went out and got
a large knife used for cutting corn, and, com-
ing back, assaulted her with the murderous
weapon. He pursued the unfortunate woman
into the yard and stabbed and hacked her until

he thought she was dead. After this he went
into the house, and, taking his gnu, dischar-

ged it into the air. He then reloaded the
weapon, and, proceeding to within a few feet

of where his victim lay weltering in blood,

placed the muzzle of the gun under his own
chin and fired, the load passing through his

mouth, tearing of the tongue and lodging in

the upper part of the jaw. He fell in his

own|gore, and while struggling on the ground
gasping for breath he noticed signs of return-

turning life in his dying sister-in-law. Sum-
moning the full streng'h of every muscle and
concentrating I he whole of his vital forces in

one almost superhuman effort, and even then
struggling in the throes of dissolution, he
crawled about on the ground until he reached
a large stone, which he caught in his clammy
hands, and then, wriggling his distorted body
over the ground with almost worm-like mo-
tion, he dragged it to the side of the dying
woman, and, lifting himself, he raised the
stone as high as he could and let it fall on the
woman's face. It crushed in the skull and
nose of the woman, but she. still struggled.

The dying scoundrel, with a determination
which did not leave him in his last mo-
ments, reached out again for the rock, with
the design of dealing another blow. At this

stage of the tragedy his wife appeared in the
yard, and, seeing him reaching for the stone,

seized another, and, standing over his body,
dealt him a death blow, but too late to save
her sister, who died in a few minutes after

her murderer. It is not known what caused
the quarrel between Nott and his sister in-

law, but it is understood that he and his

wife had also been quarreling, and that his

sister-in law simply took his wife's part.

At the Mercy of the Waves.

MEN LEFT IN MID-OCEAN CLINGING TO A SINK-

ING SHIP'S MASTS—THE FRUITLESS AT-

TEMPT OF THE CALIFORNIA'S MEN TO RES-

CUE THEM—DISAPPEARING IN THE NIGHT

—A POSSIBILITY THAT THEY HAVE BEEN

SAVED.

The three hundred sixty-five cabin and
steerage passengers which arrived in New
York yesterday on the Anchor line steamship
California saw a thrilling spectacle in mid-
ocean. When four days out from London a
bark was seen in an apparently sinking con-

dition. The sea was boisterous, and the
crew, clinging to her shrouds, waved their

hands in appeal for help.

Capt. Donaldson of the California brought
his ship up into the wind.

"Hardie," he said, calling to the first

officer, "lower the big cutter and try and
get to her."

Hardie, a veteran mariner, lost no time in

clearing away his boat, which, manned by a
hardy crew, was soon in the huge seas that

had been generated by a tierce northeaster.

Officer Hardie says that, with great exer-

tion, he succeeded in getting to leeward of

the bark, which was tossing about helplessly

in the trough of the sea. After many at-

tempts his crew got the end of the line whioh
had been made fast to a broken spar and
thrown overboard by the bark's crew. His
boat was pitched up and down on the
seas as though it had been in the surf, and
before he could approach nearer the line

parted. Many of the crew in the rigging

seemed to have their dunnage strapped in

the rigging, and they did not respond to his

appeals to them to jump overboard. By
their signalling he learned that the bark was
the Macedonia, from Pensacola, Fla., for

Berwick, England. She had ten feet of

water in her hold, and was leaking badly.

The day was waning, and a thick haze was
setting in. So much difficulty had Haxdie
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and bis crew experienced in reaching the
sinking bark, and such a tax upon the
strength of his crew had it proved to keep
their boat head to the sea, that be finally

decided it would be fatal to all hands to re-

main longer away from the stsauiship, which
was fast becoming indistinct- Before re-

turning, however, he made a final effort to

get the men in tbe shrouds to jump over-
board. This they seemud loth to do. Their
ship wan lunging about in the seaway, tt.e

waves making a clear breach over her. It
would have been fatal, he says, to have ap-
proached her. Had he touched her rearing
Hides his boat would have been crushed.
This was the reason, he says, that he was
finally compelled to sheer off and make for

the steamship. His men were so exhausted
when they reached their ship that they had
to be lifted aboard by a fall and tackle.

Capt. Donaldson decided to stay as close
as possible to tbe sinking ship and make
another attempt at rescue in tbe morning.
When darkness set in a white signal light

was seen on the bark, and a red light was
shown aboard the steamship in response.
The gale continued all night, and in the
morning the sinking bark was not in sight.

After describing a great circle with lookouts
in the tops, without seeing anything of the
bark, the California proceeded on her way
hither.

The officers of the California are of the
opinion that the bark was settling very
slowly into the sea. They say Bhe was, when
last seen, disectly in the track of passing
vessels, and they think the crew may have
been rescued. The bark was last seen in

latitude 48° 47' north, longitude 21 0 57'

west.

The bark Macedonia was commanded by
Capt. Parker. She was built at Bath. Me.,
in 1845. She was 125 feet in length, 27 feet

beam, 19 feet depth of hold, and of 476 tons
register; Her owner is M. Thompson, of

Newcastle, England.

How to Have Ice Next Summer.

A great many people do without ice in the
summer—though the ponds and strea-ns at

their doors furnish an abundant supply
every wiuter—simply because they imagine
that an expensive icehouse is needed to hold
the ice. A gentleman who once laboured
under the same delusion, describes in the
Tribune the experience by which he was led

to store his summer supply of ice success-

fully, without an ice house, after paying
dearly in disappointment, loss of ice, and
loss of money, through having "too much
icehouse." He was convinced of his error

by the circumstance that the more pains he
took with his icehouse the more rapidly his

ice melted, while a neighbour who had no
icehouse at all always had plenty of ice.

The practice of the latter was simply to
pile his ice in a square body under a cow-
shed having a northern exposure, the first

layer of ice being raised above the ground so
as to secure good drainage, and the whole
covered thickly with sawdust. Boards set

on end around the ice pile served to keep
the sawdust in place. The gentleman re-

ferred to savs •

A pile of ice six feet high, and eight feet

long will make three hundred and eighty-

four cubic feet. And this is enough for the

use of an ordinary family for the table and
to cool the cream etc. Six team loads fill an
icehouse which contains about four hundred
cubic feet. The blocks should be cut as smooth
as possible and square, so they will fit closely,

and then ice must be chopped up fine and
crowded in between the pieces so as to make
a solid mass. The closer the ice is packed,
and the more solid the mass is united toge-

ther, the better it will keep. When an ice-

house is too close, there is a great deal of

condensation, which makes the whole con-

tents wet and dripping, and causes the ice

to melt rapidly. The air must be kept as

dry as possible, one secret of keeping ice

being plenty of ventilation. The more ice

there is in a pile the better it will keep. A
small quantity must be covered deeper and
thicker than a large mass. A large mass
will almost keep itself, It does not require

the protection of sawdust, but straw or a

double wall of boards will be ample. Every
person who makes butter ought to have ice.

It will more than pay for use in the dairy,

and then for the family it is a luxury every
provident man should supply.

Dr. Graham of Louisville, in his 97th
year, has gone on his regular annual hunt in

the mountains. He says that every autumn
since 1830 he has eaten venison of his own
killing and cooking.
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The Gatineau.

We continue the description of the mills

on the Gatineau River. The principal are

the Gatineau Mills, belonging to Messrs.

Gilmour & Co., situated at the village of

Chelsea, about eight miles from the city of

Ottawa and nine miles from the junction of

the Gatineau with the Ottawa river. The

scenery above and below the mills is ex-

ceedingly romantic and beautiful—four or

five rapids and cascades, and sloping banks

to the water's edge, covered with trees and

foliage, render this portion of the river most

picturesque and charming. The mills are

situated on the south bank of the Gatineau,

above the high falls, and are surrounded by

a series of booms andjworks of great magni-

tude upon which immense sums have been

expended. The whole of the saw-logs which

descend the G-atineau are caught in these

booms, and a very faint idea can be convey-

ed to a stranger of the immense amount of

skill required to separate those belonging to

the Gatineau mills from those belonging to

different manufacturers below.
During the summer this point of the river

presents a scene of bustle and animation of

the most extraordinary kind, and as the

firm employs literally an army of workmen,
the scene can be better imagined than de-

scribed.

Below the booms, the worst] point of the
river has to be encountered by the logs de-

scending the stream, and it is frequently en-

livened by the appearance of perfect islands

of stranded timber, technically called jams,
and the efforts of the owners to set them
afloat exhibit scenes of daring and endur-
ance seldom witnessed elsewhere.

The mills were commenced about forty

years ago. They now consist of two large,

substantial buildings, and a smaller mill for

preparing lumber for the United States
market. The water power used is equal to

about five hundred horse power. There are

13 saw gates containing about 220 saws ; and
twenty edging, buttoning, and re-sawing cir-

cular saws. These mills will manufacture
230,000 feet, board measure, in eleven hours,
or about 35 million of feet per season. About
two thirds of this lumber is cut for the Que-
beo market, and the balance for the United
States. Attached to the mills there are
about three miles of wooden canal for con-
veying thcsawn lumber to the piling grounds.
Messrs. Gilmour & Co. possess timber limits

to the extent of 1,700 square miles, whence
they obtain the requisite number of saw-logs
to supply these extensive works, and 1,000
men receive employment from them during
winter and 500 in summer, including lum-
bermen, farmers, surveyors, &c.,&c. They
alsq employ 250 spans of horses ; and during
each season they consume 40 000 bushels of

oats, 600 tons of hay, 1,500 barrels of pork,
and 3,0C0 barrels of flour, besides large
quantities of clothing, boots, shoe?, tea, to-

bacco, blankets, &c, &c, &e. These mills
are amongst the most celebrated in the
country, not only for the romantic beauty of

the surrounding scenery but for the perfec-
tion of the machinery employed and the or-

der and good management exhibited through-
out them.
On their limits this firm has nine farms,

comprising in all about 1,500 acres. The
whole of the produce of these farms is con-
sumed by the employees of the firm. On
the banks of the river Gatineau they have
four principal depots, from which supplies
are sent to lumbermen at work in the woods.
One of these is distant upwards of 200 miles
from Ottawa. This firm pays from $275,000
to $300,000 in wages annually.

Pickanock Village.

This village is situated in a valley at the

mouth of the Pickanock river, distant from

Ottawa sixty miles. It is one of the many

romantic spots on the Gatineau. The found-

er of the village, Mr. J. Ellard, is proprietor
of the grist mill and saw mills, which were
built by him in 1862. The country around
Pickanock abounds in minerals, such as
phosphate, iron, lead, &c, with indications

of gold and silver.

—Coal in Winnipeg is quoted at $18.50 te
$1-9 per ton.

—It is semi-officially announced that the
Ontario Legislature will meet on the 13th
January.

THE CANADA

The Victoria Farm.

About a mile above Pickanock viltage is

Victoria Farm, the principal depot of

Messrs. G. B. Hall & Co., whose mills are

at Montmorenci, near Quebec. The farm,

according to a correspondent, comprises 700

acres, 400 of which are under the most per-

fect cultivation, under the charge of Mr. R.

Bowden, who also looks after the stock,

which is unsurpassed on the Gatineau, and

comprises 35 horses, 26 head of cattle, 55

sheep, 16 pigs, &c. ;
among these fine ani-

mals, is a magnificent bull, which though

only 3 years old, weighs 2,030 lbs., and a
handsome stud. The farm is also provided
with a large vegetable garden, in which are

to be seen grapes and other fruits and a

variety of flowers. The products of this

farm last year amounted to over 200 tons of

hay, 5,000 bushels oats, 6,000 bushels tur-

nips and 3,000 of potatoes. The buildings

are perfect and all the most improved agri-

cultural implements, are in use; 12 labour-

ers are employed who reside on the farm.

Attached is a general store, and the offices

which are connected with Ottawa by wire ;

3 clerks are ennaged attending to the direc-

tions of Mr. Fisher, the general agent and
the foreman of the other farms, or depots,

which are five in number, and are situated

at various points north on the tributaries of

the Gatineau. From six to seven hundred
men are employed directly and indirectly

by this large lumbering house.

The Desert.

This village, so called from the River

Desert emptying, in to the Gatineau, where itis

built, is also called Maniwaki. It comprises

a mixed population of nine hundred inhabit-

ants, viz : about 500 English and French

speaking, and 400 Indians. It is situated

ninety miles north of Ottawa city. In the

neighbourhood are four depots belonging to

Messrs. Gilmour & Co., G. B. Hall & Co.,

Hamilton Bros., and Mr. Chas. Logue.

Hawkesbury Mills.

This extensive establishment owned by

Messrs. Hamilton Bros., has been establish,

ed for over three quarters of a century. The
first firm was Hamilton & Low, who com-

menced work cutting logs on the Gatineau

in 1S05. They first began about 20 miles up

the river, they have year by year pushed

their business northward until they now
operate 110 miles above the Desert—own

920 square miles of limits in the Gatineau

district and have five large depots connect-

ed therewith 30 miles apart. The number

ot men employed there varies in the aggregate

from 150 to 300 ; this is but a small portic n

of the business of the tributaries of the

Ottawa, among which we may mention the

Rouge, Desert, Oatintau, Jean-Deterre,
Ignace, Crow and DuMoine Rivers ; in the
latter district they own 850 square miles of

limits aud employ 400 men, and on the
Rouge over 100. The total number of men
employed in the woods to get out saw logs

—the only timber made for the firm's

mills—which are situated at Hawkes-
bury, will average about from 600 to 1,000
annually.

The Mills are situated about sixty miles
from Ottawa city, on the south shore of the
liver, near the head of the Grenville Rapids.
They contain 101 vertical saws and 44circu
lar saws, driven by 72 water-wheels, and
turn out from 35,000,000 to 42,000,000 feet

of lumber per annum. About five hundred
men and boys are in summer employed
constantly by the firm at Hawkesbury alone.

Some conception of the immense extent of

the operations of this firm may be formed
when we say that more than 3,000 tons of

agricultural produce are consumed an-
nually.

The establishment includes four saw-mills,

together with a grist-mill, with four runs of

stone, for the production of flour for the use
of the raftsmen, shantymen and other em-
ployees, as well as for the neighbouring
farmer?.

The present firm is composed of Hon. John
Hamilton, Robert Hamilton, and John
Hamilton, Jr. The ctr'ef business office is at
Ottawa, under charge of Mr. Hiram Robin-
son.

LUMBERMAN.

MINING NEWS.

The Brockville Recorder says, a mineral
spring has been discovered near Morris-
town.

An offer by an American gentleman of

$3.75 per ton for 40,000 tons of iron ore de.

livered in Ottawa has been refused by Col-
Robbins.

Moore & Cutler's timber limits on the Mat-
tawa, 133 square miles, were sold recently
at Ottawa, by J. Brewer, auctioneer, to J.

R. Booth, for $30,100.

A party of miners returning from the in-

terior of Alaska and the head waters of the
Yukon river, report finding numerous gold
deposits and indications of rich placers.

The Renfrew Mercury says : Two men are
hunting up minerals in the mountain ranges
of Litchfield. One of them carries the bag
and specimens. Among the specimens is a
beautiful pie^e of marble got in the neigh-
bourhood of Renfrew. Equally as good can
be found in large quantities on this side of

the river.

The Price of Phosphate.—The price of
phosphate on the canal is now about $12 a
ton, and the demand, we are informed, is

more than equal to the supply. This is a
good paying hgure, and the output should be
large this .'season.

—

R. Mercury.

The discovery of a gold nugget weighing
six ounces is n-ported from the Delery cou-
cession. River Gilbert. Mr. Delery has
formed a new company to work the precious
metal under the name of the East Branch
Gold Mining Company.

During the past year over one thousand
immigrants have bee-n registered at Ottawa,
all of whom have obtained work in the
Ottawa valley. Since the 1st of January
120 settlers, with effects valued at $10,513
have moved into Ottawa. For the previous
year the value was $5,878.

A citizen of Ottawa has gone to New York
with samples of sand found up the Ottawa,
anel supposed to contain a very large percen-
tage of gold. The object of his vibit is said
to be to negotiate for either the sale of the
propeity ou which the sample was found,
or to organize a company for its develop-
ment.

A French paper says, that Mr. J. Ains-
worth, proprietor of lot No. 13 Concession
DeLerv, in Beauce, has realized something
like $200 a day for some time past. He em-
ploys constantly some 35 men. A day
or two ago one of the workmen on this
lot found a nugget valued at eighty dol-
lars.

The gold mining property owned by the
estate of the late Alexander Heatherington,
aud situated at Cariboo, East Halitnx, was
sold by the sheriff re cent'y and iiucbased
by S. R. Jenkins for $4,000. The property
includes sixty-seven gold mining are i-. one
hundred acres of laud, and buildings and
machinery.

The following interesting news comes
from Ottawa :

—

Hon. R. W. Scott and Mr. W. H. Walk-
er, Ottawa, have been in New York city for

'some time past negotiating for the sale of

the Canada Plumbago Company's mines and
works near this city, on the Quebec side of

the river. After many false alarms, success
appears ultimately to have attended their
mission. Mr. Walker, who has returned
from New York, states that a new company
with $300,000 capital has been formed in

New York to manufacture a new economic
material of which plumbago is the principal

ingredient—in fact to the extent of 76 per
cent. Patemts have been obtained for it in

the principal civibzed countries. The com-
pany consists of prominent financial meD,and
the paid-up capital amounts to $93,jOO. At
a meeting of this company held in Cooper's
Institute, the terms of the sale of the mines
were agreed upon, subject to the Treasurer's
approval, who was then in Frauce negotati-
ing the sale of the patent for the new ma-
terial. He expects to realize $300,000 for

patent. The terms of the sale appear to be
that Mr. Walker retains one-half interest,

while the American company takes the
other ha'f. The company are to take the
plumbago at ruling market prices. About
$S00 per ton will be paid tor the refined
plumbago. Fifty men will be employed on
the works at Buckingham, and will work in

night and day gangs. The new material ap-
pears to be lubricating in its character, as it

does away with the use of oil on machinery.
As to the other proprieties secrecy is main-
tained at present.

From Oxford County, township of Blen-
heim, Ontario, a Drum bo correspondent of

the Paris Star writes that a large bed of

iron ore has been uncovered on the farm of

John BurgesB, within a quarter of a mile of

the village. There is only about a foot of

soil covering it. The soil was taken off by
shovels, nncovering quite a large spot, and.

the ore lies there in a bed and seems to ran
downwards from the point and over to Henry
Muma's farm. There had beem seme per-

sona acquainted with the fact for some time,

but only now and then picked up email
specimens ; but now the actual bed has been
found, it will not be any trouble to trace the
vein. A gentleman who examined it says
it very much resembles the ore taken from
the Londonderry mines in Nova Scotia.

Here is a chance for capitalists to take hold
of, as it is within a quarter of a mile of the
Grand Trunk and Credit Valley railway
stations, and there are excellent advantages
for shipping.

600,000 Barrels of Petroleum Wasted.

Since midsummer there has run to wast*
in the Bradford oil region something like

600,000 barrels of petroleum. A recent dis-

patch from that region says that there are in

round numbers nearly 8,000 oil producing
wells in the Bradford district. Their daily

yield is 70,000 barrels. Trie lower or old oil

fields are producing 12,000 barrels a day.

The daily demand for petroleum is 55 000
barrels. This is the amount now run by the
pipe lines. The accumulition of oil for

winch there is no present demand long ago
exhausted the storage capacity. For three

months 6,000 barrels of oil have been running
to waste every day. There are 2,000,000
barrels of petroleum in wooden tanks at the

wells. It is estimated that there are at

least 8,000,000 barrels of accjmulated stocks

in the utorage tanks of the pipe lines. The
oil that is running to waste is ran upon the
groumd and into creeks. Enterprising in-

dividuals build dams along theoe streams and
collect the floating "grease." Hundreds of

barrels are pumped eff and stored in im-
provised tanks to await a market. Indi-

vi ual producers are building private tanks
to store the overproduction. Taere are now
400,000 barrels ot this tankage in this region.

The number of wells steadily increase every
month, in spite of the situation.

The Bradford wells are all flowing weL's.

This fact is what caused the abandoning of

so many of the wells in the lower field, they
being all pumpers. Until recently the
" sucker rod " and pumping engine were
almost unknown in the Bradford held. Now
they are in demand. Many of the old wells

have fallen off greatly in their yield. The
supply companies cannot furnish enough
sucker reds and engines to meet the call for

them. Second-hand ones from the lower
field find a ready market at good prices.

This resort to toe pump is creating no little

uneasiness in the fieid. It ind.cttes.that the

gas is failing. A flowing well on being
pumped increases its yield largely ; but the

continuance of a full yield becomes uncertain.

The positively defined area of the Bradford
oil producing field includes over 66,000 acres.

There is a well to every 5 acres of land that

has been developed, which leaves about 30,-

000 acres yet to drill. Wells on this ter-

ritory will not be put down with such reck-

less haste as has characterized past opera-

tions, because it is controlled by large com-
panies of capitalists.

That exquisite monument of ancient Irish

art, the Tara brooch, more delicate than the
finest Etruscan work, was sold by the finder

to a Drogheda goldsmith for $1.25.

The London journals continue their com-
mendations of the improved arrangement
recently devised for starting cars and as-

sisting the driver to brake up. This plan,

which differs from others brought forward
for a similar purpose, consists of a system of

coiled springs, levers and gearing, placed at

the end of each car under the framing, the
springs bting connected by means of a cross-

head and chain, with a loose dram and
clutch gearing working on the axle on which
the car wheels are fixed. When the signal

is given to the driver to stop thecar, he re-

leases a lever, which throws a fixed clutch
into geariDg with the loose dram, to which
the chain is attached : the drum then re-

volves with the axlecf the car and winds up
the chain, thus causing a retarding force to

be exerted on the wheels by reaeon of th«
springs being compressed. On receiving the
signal to go on the driver releases the clutch
from the drum, and the springs, having thus
free play, unwind the chain from ufl the
drum ; in so doing, the drum, and with it

the axle of the car, is revolved in a forward
direction,which gives an impetus to the cars,
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Armed Peace in Europe.

Plots and Counterplots of the Powers
—Greece Preparing to Claim her
Provinces—Germany Desirous

of more Allies—The Forti-

fications of Paris—The
Russian and Chi-

nese Armies.

Paris, Nov. 12.—Those who are behind
the curtain assert that February will not
pass without bloodshed on an extensive scale

in Epirus and Thessaly. There was every
reason to anticipate this bloodshed six months
ago, and yet there was none, because dip-
lomacy hoped to frighten the Sultan by
threats which diplomats assured him private-

ly should not be executed, and I would be
inclined to think that nothing more serious
need be feared for 1881 if it were not for

two circumstances : First—The Greeks have
managed to raise a loan of sixty millions,

which they are spending entirely upon the
armament and mobilization of their national
forces. Second—Although the Sublime
Porte pays none of its creditors either at
home or abroad.

" THE PALACE FLOATS IN GOLD,"

to quote literally the expression of an
Oriental banker to me last evening. That
this money should have been furnished to
the Greek and Turkish Governments, both
notoriously insolvent, is a symptom of

trouble ahead, and, if my information be
correct, the subsidies can be traced to Berlin
on theone hand and to L ;ndon andSt. Peters-
burg on the other. The catastrophe is cer-
tain ; when it will ccme depends entirely
upon the good pleasure of Prince von Bis-
mark, which in its turn depends upon the
success of his present intrigues to draw
France into the Austro-German orbit.
Monstrous as this alliance would be, it is

not at all an impossible eventuality. Just
now such a compact would overthrow any
Government by which it might be proposed,
but the mere circumstance that some very
respectable men have begun to discuss its
possibility, to estimate the nature and extent
of the quid pro quo to be demanded, is evid-
ence of a wish to feel the public pulse.
That the maintenance of quasi-cordial rela-
tions between

RUSSIA AND GERMANY

depends entirely upon the existence oi their
sovereigns is generally admitted, and the
news concerning the Czar's health is of a na-
ture to cause legitimate apprehensions. The
official reports, of course, represent it to be
blooming, but private letters speak quite in
another way, and it is certain that the most
eminent physicians of St. Petersburg were
telegraphed for last week to consult with
his majesty's ordinary medical attendants
at Livadia. The report is that dynamite
and revolvers having proved of no avail, ar-
senic has now been resorted to, the utmost
secrecy is prescribed to the press, but the
correspondents of foreign journals tell queer
stories of perquisitions made in the imperial
kitchens and of the arrests of several of the
imperial cooks. Something of the sort must
have been the cause of the precipitation
with which the morganatic marriage with

PRINCESSS DOLGOROTJKI

was celebrated. I have already noticed this
affair, and, I think, stated how there was
even question, at one moment, of having a
right-handed instead of a left handed cere-
mony, for which there was a precedent in
the case of Peter the Great. Mme. Dolgor-
ouki had quite enough influence over her au-
gust lover to obtain this had she elected to
wait awhile, but, being a clever woman, she
appreciated that delays may be dangerous,
and so preferred the lesser honor by'which
her children are legitimated and her own
very equivocal position as favorite rendered
respectable. Although I wrote about this
marriage more than a month ago, the French
newspapers have only just publishad it as a
fact, and have only just begun to make their
commentaries, while but three days ago did
even the Cologne Gazette obtain full details.
The ceremony was performed on the 1st of
last August in a chapel of the Palace, in the
presence of a very few witnesses, among
whom where the Grand Duke Nicholas, who
will now, as a reward for bis condescension,
be probably restored to favor, and the Min-
ister of War, Gen. Miljutine. All the im-
perial family except Nicholas tesnfied their
duapprov„l by tl eir absence. Trie Czire-
witch uent away to Hapsal, the Grand
Uukes Constantine and Vladimir came to
Pans, the latter accompanied by the Grand

Duchess, the former with the mission to

bring home the yacht Livadia.

Now, being posted better than even the

Russians themselves on these

IMPERIAL FAMILY JARS,

knowing the intense hatred of the .Russian

Crown Prince for everything German, whe-
ther on the right or the left I ank of Vistula,

and feeling that the precarious state of the
Emperor's health offers little assurance of

any long duration to the Statu quo, Prince
von Bismarck casts about him for another al-

liance. He has no great confidence in the
value of the Austrian Army, and he is very
much afraid of the French Army, which, if

very deficient in many respects, has immen-
sely improved in quality since 1871. He
does not propose any compensation as the
price of a French alliance, he has no intent-

ion ever to propose any compromise, but fol-

lows up his old game which was so success-

ful with that imbecile, Napoleon 111., in

1866. Meanwhile, he hints to the German
people that the French clamor for reprisals

is understood—this in order to make a war
with France, if needs be, popular in Father
land—and he lets the French know that he is

in possession of all the details of their offen-

sive resources.

An article, published some months ago,

anonymously, and which I then translated
told the French and the Germans what both
might expect in the matter of field opera-
tions. An article in a recent number of the
Berliner TagUatt shows the opinion of Ger-
man strategists concerning those fortifica-

tions which our people fondly hoped would
render Paris impregnable. The fortified

enceinte embraces an extent of about 116
•quare miles ; this is judged to be too great

to allow reciprocal support between the de-

tached forts, and to organize a solid defence
of the intermediate ground where there must
be necessarily a great many sectors with-

out fire, through which attacking col-

umns may penetrate and take the positions

n rear.

THESE VULNERABLE POINTS

have an average breadth of about five miles,

and being in covered ground, they are espec-

ially favourable to the assailant. Such, for

example, is the ground between the railway
lines of Lille and the Soissons, and on the
south, between Paloiseau and Villeneuve.

As to the guarantees offered by the new
works against the investment of the capital,

I must agree with the Tagblatt that they are

totally insufficient. The last siege proved
that to isolate the capital entirely was im-
possible

;
by means of carrier pigeons and

balloons communication could always be kept
up with the Provinces, but the alimentation
ot the town is no easier now with the new
system than it was in 1870-71. A zone of

116 miles can only be provisioned by means
of railways, and the first operation of an
enemy must naturally be the destruction of

this means of communication. In 1870-71
neither the French nor the German Armies,
with very rare exceptions, destroyed either

the tunne's or the viaducts ; in the next war
both will act differen fly, and if, from time to

time, a few wagon-loads of flour and a few
droves ot ox-n can be introduced, neither
wil be in sufficient quantities to relieve the
wants of the garrison and the population of

the beleaugered city. Besides these objec-

tions, on which the German newspaper lays

great stress, there is another, equally impor-
tant, but of which, strangely enough, it

makes no mention ; the great development
of the line of defense will subtract a consid-

erable proportion from the troops, which
otherwise might be employed in offensive

operations. I do not believe that

ANOTHER SIEGE OF PARIS

is probable in our time, but if it should come
off, and France rely for her salvation upon
the assistance of her capital, the finale will

be the same as nine years ago. The only
difference will be a prolongation of her agony.
Mot that I believe France to be foredoomed
to defeat in ber next struggle with Germany.
The French Army is second to none in the
military education of its rank and file. Up
to the grade of General of Division its offi-

cers are excellent ; but I cannot see where
the country is to look for a chief capable of

of directing the ensemble of operations. The
manoeuvres have formed the soldiers, but
the absence of all initiation from the opera-
tions of brigade and division commanders
which is enforced by the programmes of

these mei ceuvres leaves everything, as it

used to be, in the hands of the Commander-
in-Chief, who may be another Bonaparte, but
wno may be a fool. Rsd tape is the curse
of the French Army just as much now as it

was ten years ago, and if red tape, routine,

and tradition be not demolished when this

Army next takes the field, the results will

be as disastrous as they were when it was
last called upon. If they be swept away,
the capture of Berlin and not the capture of

Par's will be the crowning glory of the war.

Which of the two courses may be followed

no living man can foretell.

Meanwhile

RUSSIA IS ARMED QUIETLY,

and although her pretended object is the

subjection of the Turcomans and the defense
of her Kuldja frontier against the Chinese,

it is not possible to admit that either of these

enemies can cause her any grave anxiety.

The late Russo-Turkish war was an admirable
school for her officers ; they made grievous
mistakes there, but they learned tome very
wholesome lessons, and when we look at the

development of her Army during the last

quarter of a century, we must admit that

those who affect to despise her military

strength are woefully blind. On the 1st of

January, 1853, the Russian Army was co-

posed of 27,716 officers, 968,382 men inclu-

sive of the reserve, the Militia, and the
auxiliary troops, and 78,144 Cossacks. Dur-
ing the Crimean war these forces were con-

siderably increased, and according to official

data, amounted, on the 1st of January,

1856, to 41,817 officers and 2,275,454 rank
and file. This strength was, however, only
nominal ; on paper, the effective was : Ac-
tive Army, 24,654 officers and 1,170,184
soldiers; reserve, 7,876 officers and 572,158
soldi> rs

;
irregular troops 3,640 officers and

168 691 soldiers ; Militia, 5,647 officers and
364,421 soldiers

; Cossacks, 3,441 officers and
156,726 soldiers; for service, subtraction

must be made of about one-half of these
figures, as in 1863, for example, according to

the Ministerial report, the Russian Army
oialy counted 858,997 regular troops, and a

conscientious examination of the muster rolls

a few months later showed that the genuine
effective of the Army did not exceed the ap-

proximate figure of 385,000. Since then,

however, the military administration of the

Empire has been thoroughly reformed, the

ARMY APPROPRIATIONS

have been increased, and there is every rea-

son to suppose that the estimates made on
the 25th of November, 1879, are not very
far from being accurate. These estimates

give, as ready for immediate mobilization,

908 Generals, 31,414 officers, and 865,425
men of the regular Army, 742, 144 reserve,

1,972 officers and 51,359 men belonging to

the Cossacks, 105,946 irregulars. That
Russia can keep up such an establishment as

this for any length of time is not to be ex-

pected, as it is not to be expected that she

destines its employment solely in Central
and Eastern Asia, where 30,000 men are

spoken of as; the maximum of both armies of

operations, of which about one-third are

thought sufficient for the first operation

against the Celestials. Possibly Russia may
make a mistake in that quarter, where a

declaration of war will immediately follow

the completion of the Trans-Siberian Rail-

way.
It is hard for any one to think of

JOHN CHINAMAN AS A FORMIDABLE ENEMY.

What warriors could be thought formidable

if dressed in petticoats? Yet the heathen
are extraordinarily brave, or rather, they
have a contempt of d ath ancWanger which,

as they can readily bring a million of men
into the field, might make them exceedingly

dangerous if they were disciplined and com-
manded by intelligent officers. Fortunately

for Russia, they are not, but, unfortunately

for that power, they have been deserted by
that " big medicine man," Gordon, who, on
leaving the flowery land, has bequeathed
them a series of military precepts, vide his

book, which would insure the discomfiture

of any army and the conquest of any nation

with whose military direction he may ever

be connected. From this warlike mission-

ary's exit from China, I presume that he and
the Mandarins did not pull together, where-

fore they will probably be deaf to his ser-

mons, all the more that a goodly number of

German officers have gone to take his place.

If they had a year or two in which to work,

these gentlemen would doubtless accomplish

something ; but they have barely time to

overcome the two great defects of the Chi-

nese Army, the absence of all unity and cen-

tralization. With the exception of the Guard,

which is under the command of the Minister

of War, all the troops depend upon the Pro-

vincial Governors, by whom they are organ-

ized, armed, equipped, and drilled according

to the instructions of a special Ministry.

This is the cause of the first of these two de-

fects ; the second is the result of their orga-

nization, which is local. Each soldier must
provide for his personal wants and for those

of his family, and consequently hires birruelf

out as a day laborer.

HE Vi DRILLED OCCABIOKALLr,

but so rarely that bis military education

never gets beyond the most elementary rudi-

ments. As to his armament it is heteroc!it«;

bows and arrows in some place, matchlocks

in others, and nowhere dangerous for Euro-

pean troops. Their officers have no idea of

the art of war, and are ignorant even of the

disposal of their troops for an engagement ;

the examination which they pass must de-

monstrate only their ability to use the bow
on horseback and to play like jugglers with
weighing 50 pounds each. 1878 China at-

tempted the introduction of European re-

forms into her Army. She purchased 275
heayy guns and 250field pieces from Krupp's
foundry, but no teams were procured eitbor

then or since, and her artillery corps not

yet been organizsd. Perhaps it was .not

on this account that CoL Gordon advised

his friends " Not to bother themselves with

cannon which make more noise than they do

harm, but to put their faith in rockets." (?)

In short, the Chinese Army can scarcely be

said even to exist on paper. It is a horde of

individuals, cruel and sanguinary bandits,

who w ill burn and massacre, but are incap-

able of opposing any serious resistance to the

Russian forces. I need not tell of the worth-

lessness of the Celestial Navy, which is only

worthy of a place by the side of the Celestial

land forces, and yet if China should ever re-

solutely undertake the military organizition

of her immense population what a redoubt-

able enemy she might become. Luckily for

Russia and her neighbors, such is not the sit-

uation.

GENERAL.

Translations of Mill, Spencer, and Dar-

win are common in Japan, where the "Ori-

gin of Species " has a large sale.

Moody and Sankey spent eighteen days

in Salt Lake City, on their way to San
Francisco, holding crowded meetings daily.

A brother and sister have become hus-

band and wife, at Youngstown, Ohio.

Learning that they were to be prosecuted,

they have fled together.

So many persons havecommitted suicide by
jumping off the three bridges across the

Tiber at Rome that a philanthropical society

keeps boatmen at each bridge in order to

rescue the unfortunate.

The people ot Chicago handled and packed

2,875,000 bogs during the summer salting

season, from the 1st of last March to the 1st

of this month, and yet found leisure for lit-

erature and arts. Now they are immersed
in their winter packiag, and still easily com-

bine pork with politics and poetry.

In France many professors of the art of

cooking feed a family for so much a day and

an additional sum for each guest. They
bring the provisions, submit a menu, whioh
may be changed, and send a cook to live in

the house. At a dinner party they or their

aids superintend. They are answerable for

the cook.

Japanese paper air cushions are said to

have some advantage over those made of

rubber. They may be rolled into a package

of smaller dimension?, when not in use ; they

will not stick together as rubber does after

it is wet, and for pillows they are better be-

cause they have no odor. Their strength is

marvellous ; a man weighing 160 pounds

may stand upon one without bursting it.

They are said to be waterproof, and to make
excellent life preservers.

The Earl and Countess of Fitzwilliam are

passing the winter in Ireland at their beau-

tiful seat Coolatin, in the romantic county

of Wicklow, among a tenantry by whom he

is much beloved. His tenants are in a most
prosperous condition, and the maxim that

property has its duties as well as rights is

fully carried out. Mr. Parnell's property is

close by, and though not at all illiberally

managed, his tenants are not all in the same
prosperous condttion.

When Napoleon formed the Legion of

Honor there was much discussion as to the

colour of the riband. Napoleon was for

white, probably because on state occasions

he loved to dress in scarlet, and saw how
happy the colour contrast would be. It was
represented that white was preeminently the

colour of the exiled house. He then sug-

gested red, and was met with the objection

that red was the revolutionary colour. But
remembering that blue was the colour of

most of thu uniforms in the army, and that

red would answer as a contrast, he said,

" Let it be red."
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The Guitar.

The guitar is but little used now in Eng-

land, though at one time it was very fashion-

able. Other nations who still employ it,

call it by several names, most of whioh will

be described hereafter. The guitar, is rare-

ly, if ever, employed as an orchestral in-

strument, but is very valuable as a portable

means of accompaniment.
The existence of frets upon the guitar

limits the number of modulations capable

of being performed in the normal tuning.

When it is desired to make a complete

change of key the cado tasto screwed over

the finger-board alters the tuning at any de-

sired point, or a temporary change is made
by the grandebarre, that is by laying the fore-

finger of the left hand completely over the

strings, the remaining fingers being engaged

in stopping a chord. In the classification of

musical instruments it is convenient to speak

of three general sorts, wind, string, and
pulsatile. The guitar belongs to the second

kind, and may be said to represent a very

large family universally distributed,bearing a

variety of names according to the tongue of

the nation by which it is used. All instru-

ments may be considered as belonging to the

guitar family which poseess a resonance

body or sound box, together with a finger-

board, against which the strings with which

they are furnished may be pressed or stop-

ped.
Following the course of history, we find

that instruments of the guitar kind are of

great antiquity, as well as of general use by

people of all nations.

The kinner and nebel, mentioned in the

Bible, were stringed instruments, of the

guitar or harp family, but of their exact na-

ture it must be confessed little is known,
though much is conjectured.

The Egyptian frescoes and other paintings,

valuable as showing the frequent use of

musical instruments, include several speci-

mens of the harp and guitar family. The
Nefer, one of the latter class, had a neck,

sometimes with a carved head, and was fur-

nished with three strings, and had a reso-

nance box. Upon the neck, or finger-board,

frets were tied or fastened, as in the modern
guitar. Each string is said to have been able

to produce two octaves.

The three strings were supposed to corres-

pond with the seasons of the Egyptian year.

Grecian writers, describing Egyptian in-

struments, do not afford much real infor-

mation concerning them, and all attempts
to reconcile their statements only lead to

confusion ; for conjecture is nst conviction

Too moch trust has been placed in the ac-

curacy of sculptured and painted images,

and various theories have been founded up-

on the character of musical instruments as

deduced from their represented forms. As
with ancient, so with modern musical in-

struments of far-away countries ; travellers'

tales have too often been trusted, and their

statements reoeived as conclusive, when in

the mojority of instances they are confess-

edly iguorant of the subject upon which they
give " authoritative judgment."

Philology does not, alter all, furnish the

best assistance towards determining selation-

ships in this matter, and, as a rule, the pic-

ture of an instrument offers but a little help

or guide in the matter. Refrences of musi-
cal instruments by the poets of several ages

offer no aid whatever, but on the contrary,

often tend to mislead. If they were trust-

worthy, it might reasonably sssumed that no
other instruments but the lyre and harp
were ever employed to " assist the muse."
But colloquial terms—often despised by
classical poets—are of most value to the his-

torian, and it is therefore found that the
common names applied to a stringed instru

meut with a finger-board, kissar, cittern,

zither, kitra, kithara, geytarah, guitar, poiut

to the common origin.

There is no question but that the guitar

was introduced into Europe after the Cru-
sades. The name, purely Eistern, has been
adopted with only a variation in sp 11 tig as

European use demands. The modern
Egyptians call it "gytarah barbaryeh," the
guitar of the Berbers, the people who arc

the direct descendants of the ancient race of

the country ; and as names and words in the
East vary in the course of ages less than
those in the West, it is likely that the word
is of high antiquity.

When Hans Christian Andersen, one of

whose dearest hopes in going to Sweden had
been to meet Fredrika Bremer, was presented

to her ou the deck of a steamer, she had never
heard of him, and was quite si iff. He pro-

duced one of his books, however, as s e left

him ; and after an hour or so she hurried back.

"I know you m<w,"said she; and thus be-

gan a lifelong friendship.
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RELIGIOUS MATTERS.

lTisstated|that, since disestablishment, the

Irish Church has raised $20,000,000 for the

cause of religion and charity. Nearly $1,500,-

000 per annum has been secured for the

stipends of the clergy. Upward of 1,200

incumbents receive an average of $1,050, and

211 receive an average of $600 per annum.

The Sixth Triennial Conference of the

German Baptists of America was held recent-

ly at St. Louis. Delegates were present from

14 States and from Ontario. Prof. H. M.
Schaffer was elected Moderator. Consider-

able attention was given to educational and
publishing interests, and a new hymn-book
was ordered.

In the discussion recently in the Glasgow
Presbytery of the Kirk of the volume of

"Scotch Sermons," Dr. Gorman Macleod
ascribed the origin of the agitation against

the sermons to a member of the Free Church,

and asserted that more than one distinguish-

ed writer in the volume was in total ignor-

ance of the other sermons with which theirs

were to be combined.

The commotion in the Church of Scotland

growing out of the publication of the volume
of "Scotch Sermons," is increasing rather

than subsiding. The Glasgow Presbytery

has ordered a committee of inquiry in regard

to two sermons regarded as heretical con-

tributed by one of its members, and more
recently strong objections was made to Dr.

Story, of Roseneath, becoming Moderator
of the Synod of Glasgow and Ayr, because

he was one of the contributots to " Scotch

Sermons."

Recently the Duchess of Edinburgh, ac-

companied by two ladies and a gentleman,
visited Canterbury Cathedral. The verger

who conducted the Duchess and party over

the building had not the remotest idea who
he was guiding until after they had gone the

round. Indeed, the Duchess and her suite

were asked to withdraw from the north

aisle on the plea that no one was allowed to

remain in that part during divine service,

a request which was immediately complied
with.

In his charge recently the Archbishop of

Armagh said, concerning the Disestablished

Church, that, during the last 10 years, nearly

one-half the clergy who occupied benefice-

at the time of disestablishment bad disap-

peared from among them—some retiring

frjm age and infirmity, some removing to

other dioceses, and others having gone to

England. Of course, those who went away
had carried their commutation capital with
them. Owing to these causes, it would be-

come necessary to fall back upon the practice

of former times, and place more than one
parish under the care of one minister. The
candidates now presenting themselves for

ordination were generally below the required

standard of education. Even the qualifica-

tion of a collegiate degree had sometimes to

be dispensed with. There was such a dead
level of uniformity in the value of their

benefices that there was little prospect of

promotion, and nothing to attract the rising

talent of the country.

Carolina's Sweet Sixteen.

A curious petition was that addressed in

1733 to the governor of South Carolina by
sixteen maidens of Charleston. It ran thus :

''The humble petition of all the maids
whose names are underwritten. Whereas,
we, the humble petitioners, are at present

in a very melancholy disposition of mind,
considering how all the bachelors are blindly

captivated by widows, and our own youth-
ful charms thereby neglt cted ; in conse-

quence of this, our request is that your excell-

ency will, for the future, order that no
widows presume to marry any young man
till the maids are provided for ; or else to

pay each of them a fine for satisfaction for

invading our liberties, and likewise a fine to

be levied ou all such bachelors as shall be
married to widows. The great disadvantage
it is to us maids is that the widows, by their

forward carriage, do snap up the young men,
and have the vanity to think their merit
beyond ours, which is a great imposition on
us, who ought to have the preference. This
is humbly recommended to your excellency's

consideration, and hope you will permit no
further insults. And we poor maids, in

duty bound, will ever pray." The forlorn

sixteen would have approved the edict of the
Portuguese king, which forbade widows more
than fifty years old from remarrying, on the
ground that experience taught that widows
of that age commonly wedded young men of

no property, who dissipated the fortunes

such marriages brought them, to the pre-

judice of children and other relatives.

LUMBERMAN.

French Orders.

The badges of the inferior orders of the Le-

gion of Honor have been pretty eagerly sou^h
for by foreigners, even oy Englishmen. It

is related of an English merchant who had
rendered some service to Napoleon III. that

he was invited by that prince to spend a few
days at Fontainbleau. When the merchant
took his leave, the Emperor asked him whe-
ther he could be of service to him in any way.
"May it please your Majesty," stammered
the guest. "I should like—the Legion of

Honor." Repressing the national habit of

shrugging his shoulders—ever so slightly

—

Caesar replied that he should be most happy to

give him the cross. " I fancied," he added,
" that your gov rnment did not allow you to

wear foreign decorations. However, if you
can make it right with the English adminis-
tration, you are heartily welcome. Mean
while you must permit me to give you a cross

of the Legion worn by my uncle the King of

Westphalia." So saying, the Emperor went
to a drawer, and took out a diamond that

had once glittered on the marshal s uniform
of Jerome. It was handsomely done : grave
as were his faults, Napoleon III. always
showed himself a gentleman.
The Legion of Honor has this agreeable pe-

culiarity, that it is accompanied by pensions
—in the case of military knights. A plain

chevalier receives 250 francs a year, a Grand
Cross 5000. The chancellorship of the order
is a very snug berth indeed. Besides a fine

income, the Chancellor has handsome apart-

ments rent free and " perquisites." Of course

the post is generally bestowed on an old sol-

dier
;
though on the restoration of the Bour-

bons in 1814 it was given to an eminent
clergyman whom it bad been found difficnltto

put in any other place. The porter of the
palace caused some amusement by addressing
the abbe, on his official entry, in the set phrase
which he had used toward successive captains

of great fame :
" You have only to command,

marshal ; it will be my business to obey."
There is one other French order of impor-

tance : the military medal. It is of gold, en-

circled in silver, and suspended by a short

ribbon ofgreen and yellow. Coveted almost as

much as the Victoria Cross, its numbers have
been extended so as to include civilians, the

proportion being one of the latter to every
two soldiers or sailors. When Bazaine had
been for some time a Marshal of France and
Grand Cross of the Legion of Honor, he re-

ceived the military medal—a graceful compli-

ment, which was meant to indicate that the
cup of his honors was full, and that there was
nothing left for his imperial master but to

give him the remainder of the lesser decor-

ations.

FixlDgt Her Hair.

When a girl concludes to put up her hair

and make herself look sweet, the best policy
is to let her have her own way. She can't

be drawn away from her mirror by any of

the ordinary things of this life. A tire will

sometimes do it, but it has been shown that
even a fire may fail to excite some girls. Tue
other night a New York lodging-house took
fire, and at a most uucomfortable hour, when
most girls probably have their back hair

down. One of the young ladies heard that
ihe place was burniug down, but she didn't

feel like miking her appearance before the
crowd that had gathered in the street look-

ing like a perfect flight. She shut the door
leading into the hall to keep out the flames
and went to her mirror to fix her hair. Any-
body who has waited for a girl to fix her hair

knows that it takes time and a great deal of

it. This girl wasn't any quicker than the
average, and she was very particular about
having her hair done up exactly as it should
be. The tire had cut off her chances of

escape by the stairs, and her lover, after

appealing to her for some time, finally lost

his patience and got a«vay without her. A
fireman got up to the room on a ladder and
she made him sit on the edge of the window
and wait until she had arranged her hair-

pins and ribbons for a right sort of public ap-

pearance, then she threw herself into his

arms—it was so romantic—and slid down
the ladder with him, looking just sweet.

The whole thing was a tremendous success,

but when the careful young girl was safely

lauded on the pavement she found that she
had forgotten her stockings.

The Osservatore Romano tells its readers
that, notwithstanding the terrible trials un-
der which the Irish are now suffering, the
faithful of Cashel, mindful of the needs of

the Holy See, have contributed a sum of

money equivalent to 60,000 francs for their

Archbishop's present to the Pope.

INTERESTING ITEMS.

Belgium had no gold coin until 1847.

A gentleman writes to the London Stand-

ard that cats can be trained to retrieve game
as well as dogs do. When he takes his gun in

his hand his three cats are in ecstasies in an-

ticipation of sport.

Prof. Levi, in lecturing at King's College,

London, on the value of a good harvest to

trade and manufactures, said that every day
of sunshine during forty or fifty days after

July 15, St. Swithin 8 day, was worth about
$5,000,000 to the country.

An insane woman at Cleveland laid a little

boy down with his head between two stones,

and placed a heavy timber across his neck in

such a way that he was held fast without
being choked. She left him to die, and he

had almost done so when discovered.

A soap-eating match was a diversion at

Springfield, Ohio. The quickest devours*

of a bar of yellow soap got a prize of $5.

The winner performed the feat in less than

an hour, but was much longer in the hands
of the physician, because the lye poisoned

him.

That gigantic floating palace, theLivadia,

made, in passing from Cork to Gibraltar,

upward of seventeen miles an hour, while

there was a total absence of any disagree-

able motion, her "pitch" being bnt one de-

gree. This may lead to a great change in

ship building.

The subcutaneous injection of sulphuric

ether, in three-drop doses, at intervals of 12

hours, is recommended by Dr. Comegys for

the successful treatment of sciatica ; and he
also thinks that the substitution of ether for

ergotine in dealing with tic doloreux would
give good results.

Ozark furnishes another tough Arkansas
story—that White Oak Mountain is fling-

iug out,stone8 of all sizes up to two pounds
in weight, which fall like hail into the fields

and disperse the inhabitants. Were the

stones hot, or were smoke and flames seen,

a volcano might be surmised ; but the affair

is spoken of like one of simple stone throw-

ing.

Few persons outside of England, where
coursing is one of the national sports, have
any idea of the value of greyhounds. At a

recent sale ten dogs brought 711 guineas,

the highest being sold for 400 guineas and
the lowest 10 guineas. This is not in excess

of former sales, Bedlamite and Peasant Boy,
two well-known hounds, each having brought

500 guineas, and for master McGrath, pro-

bably the most famous dog ever bred in

England, his owner, Lord Lurgan, was
offdred the sum of £4,000.

Ship)) that will not sink are to be desired

in these times, and an Englishman named
Lamb thinks he has one in a steel steam
launch, which has seven flat air-tight cylin-

ders on each aide. There are some minor
novelties in construction, but there seems to

be no difference in essential principles be-

tween Mr. Lamb's and the ordinary com-
partment system. This latter might do
better were it rigidly kept free, io practice,

from improper use in the stowing of cargo

and surplus material.

The bridegroom of a Waukegan wedding
wa> a Baptist and the Bride a Methodist.

They had agreed that, immediately after the

ceremony, they would decide by chance

which should embrace the other's religion.

The officiating clergyman declined to toss

up a cent, partly because he would not

countenance such a proceeding, and partly

because, being a Methodist, he might be ac-

cused of fraud if the bride won. Tne bride

herself finally threw the coin, and lost.

When she went to join the Baptists, how-

ever, they rejected her because she did not

believe in close communion. That displeas-

ed the husband, and he went over with her

to the Methodists.

The other day an Englishman went over

to Ireland to see a friend of his, who is an

Irish landlord. He said that he should like

to meet one of the most ardent opponents of

landlords, and his friend referred him to the

village blacksmith, who, he said, was a good

enough fellow, but who, he believed, con-

templated shooting him shortly. To the

forge he betook himself, and the blacksmith

explained the wrongs of Ireland. "Are we
not," he said, "suffering from absentees

taking from Ireland all the money that we
earn, and do you suppose that we mean to

continue to pay this tribute to the Saxon ?"

" But," replied the Englshman, " here there

are many resident landlords." " You are

mistaken," answered the blacksmith. "I
know the country, and I tell you that it is

full of absentees.



Monstrous Hides.

HOW THE SKINS OF THE RHINOCEROS AND BOA-

CONSTRICTOR ARE UTILIZED.

The hides of the bull, bear, cow, calf,

sheep, goat, kid, and even the alligator, for

years past, have been sold in the leather

markets, and are considered the most desir-

able for the manufacture of boots, shoes,

saddlery, harness and other articles for the

general use and wear of both men and beast.

But the ingenuity of this latter day Ameri-
can seems to have no limit. Forests and
jungles of the sunny Eastern hemisphere
have been penetrated in order to satisfy the

wants of fashion and of trade. The hides of

the ponderous, clumsy and ugly rhinoceros

and the treacherous, venomous boa-con-

strictor are now being turned into profitable

account by manufacturers.
The hide of the rhinoceros, being of the

heaviest and thickest description, would ap-

pear to many to be more serviceable for the
manufacture of saddlery and harness, but
this is not the case. Manufacturers and deal-

ers in these articles have discovered this

most endurable leather to be of little use in

their trade, because, owing to its solidity

and thickness, a needle of any power or

sharpness can hardly be made to penetrate

it. Some two months ago a manufacturing
firm tested the durability and usefulness of

rhinoceros hide in the manufacture of a

carriage spring. It was patented, but
rhinoceros leather was in too great demand
to satisfy the supply of these springs, and
only by slow work could orders be furnished ;

then the result of this innovation developed
itself, and the hide of the mighty beast, it

was discovered, could not withstand as

much of wear and tear as the delicate kid, if

made in the same thickness and applied to

the same uses.

The skin was tanned and imported here

by foreign concerns, and when placed on sale,

brought very high prices. Its general utility

was not known to a very great extent until

lately. At present the hide of the rhinoceros

is chiefly adapted to the manufacture of jew-
ellers' buffing wheels, which are required in

making a polish on gold jewellery, like that

brought out in burnishing brass. In Ger-
many and England there are about a dozen
tanneries where the skin of the rhinoceros, is

prepared for the market.
The skins are sent to the tanneries direct

from Africa, in some cases by regular hunt-
ing expedition parties. It requires from two
to three years' time to prepare the hides of

these huge moDsters for the leather market.
When the time and cost required are taken
into consideration, the cost of rhinoceros
leather after importation is considerable.

From one whole rhinoceros skin it is esti-

mated that at least 260 pounds can be easily

secured for utilization from the tannery, and
when assorted will, when sold, bring from
$300 to $400. Although it takes nearly three
years to prepare one of these hides for the
market, at least 100 could be run through
the process at the same time.

The skins of the boa-constrictors are sup-

plied through the European market, but are
directly brought from the deep forests of

both Asia and Africa. The serpents are
trapped and secured by the slaves of Orien-
tal, Turkish and Egyptian tradespeople, who
have long been supplying the demands of

srake charmer, showmen and stylish dames
and damsels of foreign countries. The
snakes are often worn around the necks and
arms of these people while alive. They
are made harmless by the skill of the
necromaneer or serpent-doctor, who is

honoured for his wonderful powers in

successfully tearing out the fangs and
drawing the deadly poison from these ser-

pents.

Ladies, waist belts and chatelaines are

worn made of the serpents' skins upon the
streets daily. Such appliances create curio*

sity wherever seen, looking so wild and bar-
barous in their design as to cauf e doubt as

to their genuineness. They bring good prices.

Card, cigarette and cigar cases and porte-
monoaies are made to order from the same
material, as well as small satchels and shop-
ping bags. In securing these king serpents
of the forest and jungle, the greatest of

dangers are encountered.
The manner of preparing the skins for the

tannery is of a delicate nature. After the
serpent has been put to death by a means
that will preserve the skin from any injury,

the body is passed over to a taxidermist,
who strips the hide as he would the skin
from an eeL The tanner doctors the frail

hide so that it becomes perfectly pliable, and
retains all its natural appearance and colour
aa in life. Boa-constrictors, though a very
ferocious and dangerous species of serpent,
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are also of a very costly order to obtain. In
this country they have heretofore been con-
sidered only in the light of an attractive
feature among many curiosities attached to
a circus, side show, or private or public
museum.

GENERAL.

A man committed suicide at Columbia,
Ky., by tying a handkerchief around his
neck and tightening it with a cane.

The New-Zealanders are destroying their
forests in a manner so reckless that there is

a fear not only of a scarcity of timber, but
that the climate will soon be changed for the
worse.

Some one has said, what thousands have
observed, there is nothing that keeps longer
than a middling fortune, and nothing melts
away sooner than a great one. Poverty
treads upon the heels of great and unexpect-
ed riches.

Two Texas desperadoes agreed to fight
with knives in a closed room at Fort Worth.
They put up their watches as forfeit, and,
as both had shown reckless dariog iu former
affrays, it was believed they fully intended a
deadly duel. They were preventel by
arrest.

A mechanic at Beaufort, S. C, intent
upon suicide by drowning, but desirous
that his body should be recovered, fastened
lead to his head and life preservers to his

feet before leaping into the water. So he
was quickly drowned, while his legs
floated.

The recent earthquake at Lisbon, Portu-
gal, seems to have caused little damage ; but
it recalls the disastrous one of 1765, by
which that city and about 60,000 people were
destroyed. Severe shocks have also been
experienced lately in other Spanish towns
and in sections of France.

So the Prince of Wales is 39 years of age.

He may be as much again before the Queen
takes it into her head either to die or to re-

sign. Really this longevity trick leaves a
young fellow no show wha'ever, He is used
up and gouty before he has the slightest op-
portunity of showing what he can do. Well,
well. There is no help for it but patience.

All things come to him who can wait.

Recently Prof. Huxley said that ninety-
nine men out of every hundred became sim-

ply obstructed after sixty years old, and
were not flexible enough to yield to the ad-
vance of new ideas. The world, he thought,
would be benefitted by any man who had
taken part in science being strangled after

sixty. This may be meant for Brother Rus-
kin, who lately wrote to Glasgow students
that he loathed liberalism.

Justice Smith said, on opening his court
at Connorsville, Tenn. :

" Well Heniy
Smith is arraigned for assaulting his father."
The magistrate had on the previous day
knocked his father down with a club, and it

was himself that he was now arraigning.
He continued :

" The evidence is conclusive,
and I'm not sure but I ought to send myself
to jail for ten days. But, as this is my first

offence, and I certainly,had a good deal of

provocation, I will simply impose a fine cf
ten dollars."

The Londonderry Sentinel says :
' ' At all

events, so far as Ulster is concerned, she will

not shirk her duty ; and it will be well for

our rulers to remember, ere too late, that if

they leave the loyal and well-disposed people
of Ireland much longer to the mercy of
demagogues and assassins, and the present
reign of terror is allowed to continue, the
men of the north may again t e compelled to
seek stronger remedies tor the protection of
their lives, property, and liberties-" The
rebellion of 1798 began among the Presby-
terians of Ulster, a circumstance of which
few are aware.

That the hardest steel is not the most
durable for railroads appears from an exam-
ination of the wear of some of the steel rails

on the Great Northern line, England. Seven
of the rails, which

.
lay side by side on this

road, were taken up and tested, and it was
found in one instance, that a hard rail had
been worn away one-sixteenth of an inch
by traffic amounting to 5,251,000 tons,
while soft rails for the same amount of wear
had withstood 8,402,000 tons for the hard
rail and 31,061,000 tons for the soft rail, the
wear being the same—one-sixteenth of an
inch. Analysis showed this last rail to con-
sist of 99,475 per cent of iron, and minute
quantities of carbon, phosphorus, silicon,

manganese, sulphur, and copper.

LUMBERMAN.

A Rebel Telegrapher.

experience related by ex-gov. bullock
of georgia.

Many times, and in various ways through
life, my practical experience as a telegrapher
has been of valuable service to me. It is,

perhaps, not entirely forgotten that, a few
years ago, there was a " misunderstanding "

among the politicians, and that ultimately
the able-bodied men on either side made a
good deal of noise about it. Well, I was on
the south side of that noise, anil, being patri-

otic but not belligerent, I gave my uniform
to a chap who thought he had an enemy, and
devoted my energies to finding some to serve
the confederacy efficiently that did not at the

same time involve the risk of a stray bullet

depriving the government of my usefulness.

There was quite a number of other patriots

in the express company's management who
harmonized in my idea ; and, as a natural con-
sequence, we were soon impressed with the
great necessity that existed for the express
company to build and operate telegraph wires

over routes not covered by existing lines.

Several of us were also stockholders in the
American Telegraph company, and when the
noise hitherto spoken of interfered with
'

' sound reading " between Washington and
Richmond, we felt it to be our duty to take
charge of the lines this side, and we became
the " Southern Telegraph company." You
will see that, with all this array of useful-

ness, it would, indeed, be an unwise and
thoughtless, not to say hard-hearted, con-
script officer who would believe it his duty to

send us to the front as musket bearers 1 If

he could see, as many of them did, the tire-

less industry with which express men devot-
ed themselves to the study of dots and dash-
es—beating a tattoo for freedom on office

desks, car safes, eating-house-tables, in fact

anywhere that would echo the evidence that
they were telegraphers and entitled to exemp-
tion—the certificate of "detail on telegraph
duty" would be sure to come.
To pass the inspection of the conscript offi-

cers it was necessary for the traveler to have
"duty orders," " furlough," " exemption pa-

pers," or a black skin; you can therefore im-
agine the satisfaction a patriot would feel

when he exhibited his detail as a telegraph
operator and knew that he was more likely to

serve his country to the end of the war than
the poor fellow with but one arm or one leg,

traveling home on furlough.

Many of the inconveniences of the early

telegraph days were repeated here during the
war. Insulators were ma le of clay with a

glazing. For wire we depended on the uncer-

tainties of blockade-running and the Morris
wire-mill, at Richmond, which turned out only
short lengths, and few of those. Old mag-
nets were rewound and old instruments re-

built. Nitric acid was harelly obtainable, and
substitutes hard to be discovered and used

;

but the wires were kept working and new
lines were rebuilt.

When Gen. Sherman started on his excur-

sion from Atlanta to Richmond, via Savan-
nah, active industries on that route were in-

augurated for telegraphers as well as fighters.

The coast lines were generally abandoned, and
nearly all the business was transmitted over
the express wires.

On the morning of the evacuation of Colum-
bia, I left our office and affairs there in charge
of Mr. Soule, our telegraph operator, and
that night I, being at Gen. Beauregard's
headquarters, held telegraphic communica-
tions with Soule, he being in Columbia and
within Gen. Sherman's command. This, I

presume, was the only peaceful communication
ever held by telegraph between the contend-
ing parties during the war, and might, per-

haps, have been less peaceful for Soule and
myself if it had been known to either com-
mander.
Probably the most useful service ever ren-

dered by our telegraph was in transmitting
information of the surrender, and orders from
Gen. Sherman, at Raleigh, to Gen. Wilson, at

Macon, to cease operations, thereby saving
Macon, Augusta, and other places from hos-
tile occupation. The express wires through
the int erior part of the country were the only
ones in operation at that time.

In boring for water in the Wimmera dis-

trict, Victoria, recently, a tree was passed
through for 6 feet at a depth of 250 feet, and
the cup brought up several fruit-stones simi-
lar to the nuts of plums ; some were smashed,
but the kernels were recognizable. It seem-
ed evident that there was a grove of trees
there.

Money is being so freely contributed for

the purpose of clothing and civilizing be-
nighted Africans that it is becoming profit-

able to go to Africa and be a heathen.

7

SCIENTIFIC GOSSIP.

Prof. Tasmania attributes the immediate
cause ot death by haugiug to the closing of

the respiratory organs.

Thohe who will emoke cigars would do
well to use a mouthpiece of some kind or
other. It has been ascertained that some of

the ways in which cigars are made are apt to
cause sore mouth of a dangerous and per-

sistent kind by transmitting the poison
which is said to be so prevalent in China as

to be the bane of that country.

The lighting of the reading-room of the
British Museum by the Siemens electric

lamp has been resumed for the winter. The
apparatus of the lamps are now fitted above
the arcs ; brown japanned reflectors send
the light to the floor, and topaz-colored glass
screens are placed beneath the arc to inter-

cept the blue rays which interfere with the
purity of the light.

The electric lamp can prove quite as fatal

as the kerosene lamp, each in its own way,
of course, if people do not take care. Re-
cently one of the men on board the Czar's
new yacht, the Livadia, was asked to sup-
port an electric lamp for a short time before
it was hoisted into position. In some way
or other he managed to divert the current
from the candle and sent it through his
body, and he died instantly.

Excellent work will no doubt be done in

the near future at the Warner Astronomical
Observatory at Rochester. The telescope

—

the third largest in the United States—will

be 23 feet long, and will have a lens 16
inches in diameter. Prof. Swift will have,
with this telescope, a wider field for his
powers of observation that have proved to
be so fertile under less advantageous cir-

cumstances.

As a simple lecture-room experiment illus-

trating the appearance of ozone when liquids

are evaporated, Dr. R. Boetiger recommends
the following : A piece of paper is evenly
moistened with starch containing iodide of

cadmium. A few drops of alcohol or ether
is ignited. When the flame is extinguished
the paper will be of a decidedly blue color,

from the action of the ozone formed during
the evaporation.

A commission of 27 members will carry
out the revision of the German " Pharmaco-
poeia " at Berlin. Sixteen professors from
various universities, five apothecaries, and
six physicians and surgeons of high standing
in their vocations, make up the commission.
Besides these, the forthcoming work will

have the benefit of the experience of two
military physicians and a military surgeon,
who have been specially selected by the
Prussian War Office. The labors of these
men were commenced fully a fortnight ago,
and the result is expected to be of a very
high quality.

In a recently published paper by Mr. W.
O. Crosby and Mr. G. H. Barton on the
'

' Extension of the Carboniferous Formation
in Massachusetts," the authors infer that al-

though the Norfolk County basin contains
only beds of the carboniferous age, yet it is

improbable that coal will ever be discovered
in its limits, this narrow trough having be-
come filled with sediments, and converted
into dry land before the deposition of the
true coal measures began, and this later

formed series having been always apparent-
ly restricted to a comparatively small part
of the main or Narragansett basin.

The people of Sheffield, Engiand, have the
privilegs of using an equatorially mounted
telescope in the Public Museum under the
direction of the curator. Many an ambitious
student in this, City would be most thankful
to the man who would provide a like aid here
for the verification of known and the dis-

covi ry of new facts. Our intelligent citizens

also would find in it a means of elevating
au.l stimulating mental pleasure. We should
not long be without even a better instru-

ment if some of our rich and thoughtful men
would give the matter their attention.

A paper by M. Poirot was read before the
French Academy of Sciences, recently, in
which he alleged that be had never seen
flies, ants, worms, or even scorpions, taran-

tulas, or rattlesnakes in those places in

North America where absinthe plants pre-
vail. He urges the cultivation of the plant
as an insecticide, and especially as a pre-
ventative against the ravages of the phyll-

oxera. There might probably be safety to

the vines, he thinks, if the land were man-
ured with absinthe, as such a course would
tend to interrupt, or prove absolutely fatal

to, the metamorphoses of the phylloxera.
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PROSPECTUS.

The Canada Lumberman is now intro-

duced to its patrons, and so far has met

with a favourable reception.

Before its publication a large number of

lumber and timber merchsnts and mill

owners in the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec

New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, and

manufacturers whose line is to supply ma-

chinery for mills, saws, axes, files, oil, belt-

ing, sleighs, &c, were consulted in refer-

ence to the advisability of publishing such a

journal.

Their opinion was that such a publication

oould be made highly useful to parties en-

gaged in the various branches of trade above

alluded to, as well as to those more directly

interested in the mines and minerals of

Canada.

Acting on their suggestions, The Canada
Lumberman has entered ou this extensive

and important field, with an adequate sense

of the responsibility of the undertaking
;

and whilst craving leniency until fairly

under way, we may repeat a portion of our

introductory, viz : nothing shall be wanting

on our part to make this journal a full auil

oomplete record of the lumber business, and

all that relates to the trade in Canada. To
this end the li.test market reports, the con-

tributions of trustworthy correspondents,

trade circulars, etc., will be freely used, to

give our readers the best, the earliest, and
most reliable information that can be ascer-

tained, concerning the important branch of

business to which the journal will be especi-

ally devoted ; while the mining, the milling,

and the manufacturing interests will receive

attention proportionate to their great claims

on the public.

In short, it will be our endeavor to make
The Lumberman worthy of its title in every
respect ;

and, while giving special attention

to the great staple industry to which it is

devoted, it will also furnish a carefully se-

lected amount of general reading that wi 1

make it a welcome visitor in every family.

Advertisers, especially those dealing in

mill, mining, ami lumbeiiug supplies and
machinery, will finel The Lumberman a very
favourable medium of reaching theii custom-
ers, as it will ciiculate among these classes,

and receive more attentiou from tin m than
they have the time or inclination to bestow
on a general newspaper.
Thesucc.ssof the Lumberman must de-

pend on the support it will receive Irom the
classes above referred to ; we trust, there-

fore, that they will overlook shortcomings at

the commencement, and accord tothe ent er.

prise their generous and hearty support.

SAD MINING DISASTER IN
NOVA SCOTIA.

0;i the 12th of the present month, one of

those terrible disasters, incident to coal

mining operations, took place at Stellarton,

near New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, by the ex-

plosion of the Foord mine, resulting in the

death of some fifty workmen, and wide-

spread misery among the survivors. One

hundred and fen children have been made

fatherless by the sad catastrophe, and

thirty-eight widows are left to mourn the

loss of their husbands. Never before has

such a calamity befallen the mining industry

of our sister Province, and it is earnestly to

be hoped that the searching investigation

now being held, will result in the discovery

of precautionary measures that will reLder

like calamities impossible in the future. It

is hard, however, to guard against the care-

lessness of individuals. Men become fool-

hardy by familiarity with danger, and the

rub s that are devised for their own personal

safety are sometimes disregarded as if they

were tyrannical exactions that ou«ht not to

be borne. For this deplorable state of feel-

ing there is no cure, unless workmen can be

per.-uaded that their own personal interest

,s involved in the due observance of every

rule laid down for the safe working of the

mine, and, perhaps, it would not be inistik-

ed policy on the part of mine owners, to give

their workmen some share in the prolits of

the business. In too many instances, the

workman has no interest beyond that of

putting in his day's labour, and drawing his

weekly pay. That he should, under such

oircunibtances, be a careless worker, goes

beyond saying—Why should he care ? He
goes down the shaft in the morning; he

conies again at niyht, and except for those

who are waiting for him at home, he has

no thought beyond getting through his al-

lotted drudgery.

Judging from the names recorded in the

sad list of the dead, the workmen at the

Stellarton mine were largely recruited from

the descendants of the brave sens of Old

Scotia, who settled in such numbers in

our sister Province by the sea. And they

perished with no less heroic bravery thau

did many of their ancestors on the gory

Lattle field. But the touch of glory in this

case was warning. The stern struggle with

the outraged forces of nature did, indeed,

give every opportunity for the display of

heroism. But no eye was there to witness

it; no pen to emb.ilm it in impeii'hable

language. Nevertheless, incidents are re-

corded of a deeply touching character. One
man went down and stumbled upon two
bodies—that of a man and a boy. Bravely

he shouldered them—the man first and the

boy afterwards—and brought them to the

top. What was his unspeakable joy when
he found that he had rescued his own father

and his own son?—for they were both alive!

But suddenly his joy burst into grief as he

bethought him, and cried out in anguish,

"my brother Robert is still below, and my
poor mother will break her heart!" Is it

asking too much, that men engaged in such

hazardous enterprises should be made par-

takers, to a moderate exteut, in the profits

of their labour, as distinct from their pitt ince

of weekly wages? We are sure that the in

traduction of such a system woulel vastly

improve the moral tone of the working

miners, and in the end add tothe profits of the

niiue owners. Sympathy has been awakened

throughout the Dominion and in the neigh-

bour ng republic for the bereaved families,

aud contributions are liberally pouring in.

T..e Foord mine took fire after the explo-

sion aud had to be fi >oded. The water was

admitted at a rate, per day, which will take

months to pump out ; so that much time

aud loss of capital will be involved before

getting the mine into working order. It

has been ascertained that there are twenty-

five widows, nine old persons, and ninety -six

children, below the age of thirteen, making

in all one hundred and thirty people thrown

upon the charity of the world by this terri-

ble catastrophe. The rest of the bereaved

have means to support themselves, but for

those who are in want, it is to be hoped that

a generous public will make no niggard pro-

vision.

THE CALEBON STONE QUAR-
RIES.

Our attention was incidentally called to

what has long been felt to be a want in the

city of Toronto, viz : a supply of good build-

ing stone ; that i«, stone of good quality,

handsome in appearance, not too hard to

work, and moderate in price. The opening

of the Credit Valley Railway has made ac-

cessible the excellent freestone ejuarries of

Caledon, at a comparative'y short distance

from To: onto, and capable of supplying any

quantity of either red or white stone, at

about one halt the price of Oliio stone. The
quarries are owned—one by K. Chisholm,

E q., local member for the county, and the

other by Mr. Joseph Pattullo, of Orange-

ville, and Dr. Pattullo and Judge Scott of

Biampton. Those three Latter named en-

terprising gen tb men have formed them-

selves into a company, called the Credit

Forks Stone Co., with Mr. J. A. Mcintosh,

as manager, for the purpose of developing

their quarry. Several orders are now being

filled, and it is expected that a large trade

will be carried on by the Stone Company
and by Mr. Chisholm, in this superior build-

ing material. It would be a great canveni-

ence were a depot established near the City

of Ton nto, where supplies could be obtained

as required, by builders. Sj far, sales have

beeu male at the quarries, f. o. b. the price

ranging from $C to §54, per car load—two

corels of 128 feet of rubble, or 160 cubic feet

of dimension stone making a car load. Those

eiuarries will prove a source of great revenue

to the Credit Valley R cilroad as the trade

increases, ns it undoubtedly will, when the

superior quality of the stone becomes better

know n. Shipments have already been

midc to London, Woodstock, Fergns,

Orangeville, aud Hamilton ; and in Toionto

the new Baptist College, on Bloor street,

is to be built of the Caledon stone. In

Brampton, the Presbyterian Church just

tiuished, is built of this stone, and

the blending of the red and white lay-

ers gives the stately edifice a lively and

handsome appearance. Blocks varying from

three feet thick, by six feet square, have

beeu taken out for engine beds, and larger

blocks might be got if required.

The locality is well supplied with water

power. Mr. Chisholm, who owns several

hundred acres in that section, has erected a

woollen factory anel a saw mill near the

"Credit Forks, "aud it is said that this is

one of the few points where a paper manu-

factory could be profitably established, as

any quantity of wood suitable for miking

paper, could ba obtained in the vicinity,

within easy transit by rail of any part of the

Dominion. This is oue of the most healthy

sections in Outario, being the highest point

of laud in the Province, between Lakes Hu-

ron and Ontario. The River is well sup-

plied with speckled trout, anel we understand

it is contemplated by the enterprising and in-

defatigable mauagerof the Credit Valley Rail-

way, to make this romantic neighbourhood

oue of the most attractive places of summer
resort for tourists and pleasure aud health

seekers to be found in the Dominion.
Mr. Church, of Cataract, is the owner of a

tract of land not far from the quarries above

i eferred to, but we have tot learned the

particulars as yet respecting those quarries

ou his laud.

OUR QUEBEC LETTER.

NAVIGATION CLOSED—TIMBER IN THE COVES

—

A LULL IN THE TRA.DE—NO CHANGE IN

PRICES—MILLING NOTES—MINING INTEL-

LIGENCE—NEWS FROM THE GOLD MINE*

OF BEAUCE.

Quebec, Nov. 22.—The season of naviga-

tion may now be said to be closed, and the

Allan Mail Steamship which sails from this

port on Saturday next, will leave behind it a

deserted harbour. But one solitary timber

vessel now remains, and with her it is not a

matter of choice to be still here, but of ne-

cessity. The " Bridgewater," with a cargo

of lumber on board, has been detained by a

number of suits in the Vice-Admiralty

Couit, an- in.- from quarrels between the

captain, the owner and the crew. To add to

the troubles of the owner, the captain and

crew have left hisBervice at the last moment,

and in the westerly gale of yesterday morn-

ing, the vessel went ashore at Buretail's

Booms. If the " Bridgewater " gets to sea

at all this Fall, her owner may consider him-

self a lucky man.

timber in the coves.

After all that has been said and anticipat-

ed about the small stocks that would win-

ter at this port, it appears that the amount

in the Coves is considerably more than had

been calculated. This is to be accounted

for mainly by the fact that the Fall fleet

was much smaller than was expected. The

principal portion of the stocks now winter-

ing here, would have been shipped ere this,

had vessels offered. Three rafts of square

white pine are all that are held in the Quebec

Coves in first hands this winter.

A LULL.

There is necessarily just now quite a lnl

in the timber trade. Nothing is offering,

and there is no demand in the local market.

Merchants are closing their accounts for the

season, and taking stock in their Coves. It

is impossible, at present writing, to form

any calculation of the stocks wintering in

the varioas Coves. Estimates will shortly

be made however, and the readers of the

" Lumberman " will be kept posted. As
there are no transactions, there are in conse-

quejee no changes to report in the prices.

These may be set down as similar to those

reported in my last letter.

operations in the woods.

It is impossible just now to form an accur-
ate idea of operations in the woods. By
about Christmas, however, merchants, brok-
ers and cullers will have some estimate of

the probable make of the season. Our mer-
chants at home, or the correspondents of

such as remain on this side, will also by that
time be in a position to judge of next year's
prospects, and we may expect to hear of

further large sales for future delivery.

MILLING NOTES.

The Montmorenci anl other mills in this

district, have as much as they can possibly
do, and will work full time all winter. It is

said of the Montmorenci mills in particular

that their entire winter's cut has been al-

ready sold.

Quite a local demand for lumber has arisen

in the old mining district of Beauce. In
order to supply the requirements of this part

of the country, Mr. L mis Gendreao, who is

himself largely iuterested in mining lands,

is erecting at Jersey Point, St. George, on
the Chaudiere river, a very extensive steam
saw mill, the necessary machinery for which
has been recently purchased in Montreal.

! The mill will be in working order before the
winter is over, and Mr. Cendreau is do*
getting out 25,000 to 30,000 p.ne and spruce
logs for next summer's cutting.

MINING INTELLIGENCE.

The Mr. Gendreau above allud< d to has
just conc'u 'ed the sale to a New York capi-

talist for §6,000, of some 51 acres of gold
laueis forming the principal part of Lot No.
15 of the De Lery Concession on the Gilbert
river, Beauce.

The Beauce Gold Mining and M Uin^ Co.
is working the adjoining Lot, No. 14, De



Lery Range, on a large scale, the Superin-

tendent being Mr. Walter J. Smart. The
differences which have existed for some time
past between this company and Mr. Lvon-
ais, who sold them the rights upon which
they are now working, have been amicabiy
arranged

.

Lot No. 13 De Lery Concession is worked
by Mr. J. Ainsworth. The last few wash-
ings on the works of this property are said

to have shown an average yield of $200 a

day,—being the produce of the work of 35
men. One of the men found a nugget a few
days ago, weighing four ounces, and worth
somewhere about $80.

The preparations in that part of the
county give promise of very large operations
for next year. It is believed that in the
spring, over 1,000 miners will find employ-
ment in Beauce. A few days ago, informa-
tion was received here that a new company,
to be called the Boston & Chaudiere Mining
Co., had been established in Boston, with a
capital of half a million dollars, the whole
of which was subscribed in the space of a few
honrs. Some of the English companies
operating in the diggings profess to suffer in

their work from the severity of the restric-

tions imposed by the recent Provincial Act
relating to mines, and one of their represen-
tatives is actually at Ottawa, for the purpose
of inducing the Federal Government, if

possible, to declare the whole of the legisla-

tion in question, ultra vires.

Great inconvenience is also experienced in

the lack of telegraphic communication be
tween St. Joseph and Jersey Point. The
enterprise necessary to construct this short
line would be richly rewarded. The princi-

pal miners of the district have even offered
to supply the necessary poles. Which of

the Canadian telegraph companies will take
the matter in hand ?

Stadacona.

New Brunswick.

Canada is so extensive that the inhabi-

tants of one portion of itmay not have much
acquaintance with other portions. The
following extracts from a pamphlet recently

published by the Hod. Mr. Adams, Survey-
or-General of New Brunswick, will convey

much information respecting that Province.

Mr. Adams says :

—

The Province of New Brunswick, one of
the eight Provinces of the Dominion of
Canada, is bounded on the North bv the
Province of Quebec, the Restigouche River
and Baie des Chaleurs ; on the East by the
Gulf of St. Lawrence and Northumberland
Strait, which divides it from Prince Edward
Island ; on the South by a small portion of
the Province of Nova Scotia, Chignecto
Bay and the Biyof Fundy ; on the West
by the River St. Croix and the State of
Maine in the United States of America.
The area of New Brunswick as given by

the Census of 1870 1 is 17,393.410 acres, or
about 27,177 square miles. The greatest
length of New Brunswick is from North to
South, a distance of about 230 miles, and
the greatest width is about 190 miles, with
a sea-board of some 545 miles.
The population in 1861 was 252,047, and

in 1871 it reached 285,777, showing an in-
crease in ten years of 33,730. At the pres-
ent time (1879) it would probably reach
something over 310,000.
The quantity of land already granted or

located by the Crown is given at 9 753,804
acres, and vacant lands at 7,639,606, up to
31st Oct., 1878.

PRINCIPAL TOWNS.
Saint John, situated on the mouth of the

River Saint John. It is the Commercial
Capital of New Brunswick, and has a popu-
lation of about 45,000, including the town ot
Portland. It does an immense shipping
business with foreign and local markets, and
is largely engaged in manufactures of many
kinds. Its harbour may be reckoned among
the finest on the Continent, and is open dur-
ing all seasons of the year. As a shipping
port Saint John ranks fourth in the British
Empire.
Fredericton, theJCapital of New Brunswick

is situated on the south-west bank of the
River Saint John, about ninety miles above
the City of Saint John. Its streets run at
right angles, and are adorned with tree?,
which add greatly to its appearance during
the summer and autumn months. The
House of Assembly, Government House, and
the different Departmental < ffices, the Uni-
versity of New Brunswick (formerly King's
College), and the Provincial Normal School
Me located here. Considerable trade in
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lumber is done here, principally in deals'

shingles, clap-boards, railway sleepers, etc.

The population may be estimated at about
7,000.
Among the other towns of the Province

may be mentioned the following, varying in

population from 1,000 to 3,000 or more:—
In Restigouche County, Dalhousie and

Campbellton ; Gloucester County, Bathurot
and Caraquet ; Northumberland County,
Newcastle, Chatham, Douglastown, Nelson,
Blackville, Boiestown and Doaktown ; Kent
County, Richibucto, Buctouche, Kingston;
Westmorland County, Moucton, Shediac,
Sackville and Dorchester ; Albert County,
Hopewell and Hillsborough ; Charlotte

County, St. Stephen and St. Andrews ;

Carleton County, Woodstock ; Victoria

County, Grand Falls and Andover ; Mada-
waska County, Edmuudston ; King's County,
Hampton, Kingston, Sussex, Rothsay

;

Queen's County, Gagetowu ; Sunbury Coun-
ty, Oromocto.

PRINCIPAL EIVEES.

The Saint John, Miramichi, Restigouche,
Saint Croix, Petitcodiac, Richibucto and
Nepisiguit are the principal Rivers, but the
whole face of the Province is intersected
with Rivers of different magnitude.
The River Saint John takes i's rise in the

State of Maine, between 450 and 500 miles
from the sea. For some distance it forms
the boundary between Maine and New Bruns-
wick, and after running through the Coun-
ties of Madawaska, Victoria Carleton, York,
Sun bury, Queen's, King's and Saint John, N.
B., it discbarges itself into the Bay of Fun-
dy. it is navigable for large vessels from
Saint John to Fredericton, a distance of

ninety miles, but shallow bottom steamers
ply as far as Woodstock, and boats run to

Grand Falls during raiuy seasons. It is a
highway of trade during the summer months
for crafts of many kinds, which on the down
trips bring deals, shingles, clap-boards, etc.,

to market, and on the up trips articles for

the use of farmers on the river sides. Large
quantities of fish, including salmon, shad
bass and sturgeon, are caught all along the
river.

Scenery, etc. Wide intervals lie along
this river, the soil of which is very fertile.

The scenery is of the most magnificent de-

scription, ever varying in freshness and
beauty. Large quantities of lumber, cut on
the river and its tribntaries, are driven in

rafts, in spring, down the river to Saint
John.
The Miramichi takes its rise in the Coun-

ty of Carleton and runs easterly to and
through York and Northumberland Coun-
ties, and empties into the Gulf of Saint Law-
rence. Immense quantities of lumber are

driven down this river to supply the many
milling establishments along its hauks, some
of which are the finest in the Province. Its

lumber exports are only exceeded in New
Brunswick by that of Saint John. It is navi-
gable for vessels of the largest class from its

mouth to Nelson, a distance of forty-six miles.

Its natural manufacturing facilities are excel-

lent, and their value is greatly increased by
having at Newcastle a deep water terminus
of the Intercolonial Railway, and the Chat-
ham Branch Railway, intersecting the In-
tercolonial Railway at Nelson, affording in-

ter communication and connection with the
outside world. During the spring and fall

freshets steamers ply with little difficulty on
the South West Branch, a distance of fifty

miles above Newcastle, and on the North
West Branch to Red Bank, as also to the
mouth of the River at all seasons of the year.

The branches of the Miramichi extend over
and drain fully one quarter of the Province.
It is noted for its fisheries : Salmon, Lobster,
Trout, Bass, Smelt, etc., are exported iti

enormous quantities to Great Britain, Unit-
ed States and elsewhere during the whole
year.

The Restigouche for a considerable dis-

tance forms the northern boundary of the
Province (which it divides from Quebec) and
discharges into Baie des Chaleurs. Much
lumber is also cut and driven on this river.

The harbor affords security to all vessels, for
its depth of water and safety of anchorage.
The Saint Croix divides the State of

Maine from the Province of New Brunswick
at its south westeru part. Its sources is a
chain of large lakes called the Cheputnecti-
cook Likes. A small steamer runs for twen-
ty-four miles on these lakes up to Prince-
town. Considerable lumber is still cut in

the vicinity of the river, but the largest part
has been culled some time since.

The Petitcodiac discharges into the She-
pody Bay, at the head of the Bay of Fundy,
after running through the fertile and grass-

growing Counties cf Westmorland and Al-
bert.

The Richibucto is the largest river, ex-
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cepting the Miramichi, emptying into the
Gulf of Saint Lawrence.
The Nepisiguit takes its rise on North-

umberland County, near th<: hea<' wafers of

the Tobique River, a branch of the R.ver
Siint John. It runs easterly and northerly
and discharges into Biie des Chaleurs. It

is not navigable for large vessels. Tourist*
visit its waters every summer to fish with
the fly for salmon. The Pabineau Falls,

nine miles from its mouth, and the Grand
Falls, twelve miles farther up the river, are
noted for their rugged beauty and pictures-

que surroundings.
The B.ie des Chaleurs abounds in Mack-

erel, Salmon, Cod and Lobsters. There are

a number of factories for packing Lobsters
along its shores.

FORESTS.

The forests abound with a large variety of

trees. Among the principal prowths may
mentioned the Sprue, Pine, B rch. Beech,
Manle, Tamarac, Hemlock and C dar.

The Spruce tree is now the most valuable

of all the varieties, being the most plentiful,

and most extensively used in ship building.

It is also from this tree that the prin;ipal

part of the sawn lumber exported from the

Province is manufactured.
The Pine tree, of which there are several

varieties, was in former years very plenti-

ful, but is now comparatively scarce. It is

a much finer wood than the Spruce, and the
lumber manufactured from it is much sought
after, from the ease with which it can be
worked and from the beautifully smooth
finish it takes. It is used to a great extent

tor the trimmings of buildings and some-
times for furnitnre.

The Birch is largely used in s-bip building,

but when exported is generally in the form
of what is called square or ton timber.
Tamarac is used in the numerous ship

yards for knees, frame work, plank, tree

nails, etc. It is a comparatively scarce

wood.
Hemlock is principally cut for its bark,

which is used in the many tanneries

throughout the Province in the manufacture
of leather. At present there is a great de-

mand for this bark, and unless more strin-

gent measures be used for the preservation

of this valuable tree, before many years the

supply will be exhausted. The lumber cut

from this tree is now coming into more
general use than formerly, beiDg used for

the imner covering of buildings. It lasts

well under water and is therefore used for

wharves, etc. It is also much used for

stable floors.

Beech, Maple, Cedar and other varieties

of trees grow in the forests, but are not of

sufficient commercial value to be noticed.

RAILWAYS.

There are a number of Railway lines in

the Province. Beginning at S iint John, the
railway centre, and going .North and East,

we have the Intercolonial Railway running
to Moncton and thence to Halifax, in Nova
Scotia. From Moncton a branch line ruus
to Shediac, while the main Intercolonial

Railway runs North from Moncton through
the Counties of Westmoreland, Kent, North-
umberland, Gloucester and Restigouche,
crossing the Restieouche R.ver, the northern
boundary of the Province, at Metapedia and
thence to the City of Qutbec.
The Chatham Branch line connects Chat-

ham with the Intercolonial Railway at

Chatham Junction, six miles from Newcastle.
Another Branch line connects Salisbury, in

Westmoreland County, with Hopewell, in

Albert County ; another runs from Petti-

codiac Station to Eljdu, Albert County, both
feeders of the Intercolonial Railway.
Returning to Saint John, and aoing west-

ward, is the Saint John and Maine Railway,
connecting Saint John and Bangor, State of

Maine, crossing the Western boundary of

the Province at Vanceborough.
Another line called the New Brunswick

and Canada Railway runs from Woodcock,
Carleton Connty, to St. Andrews and St.

Stephen, in Charlotte County, and crosses

the Saint John and Maine Railway at Mc-
Adam Junction.
The New Brunswick Railway starts at

Gibson, on the North-east side of the River
Saint John, opposite Fredericton, and runs

to Eilmundston in Madawaska County. It

has a branch running into Woodstock from
Woodstock Junction, and another running
from the mouth of the Tobique River to

Ciribou, in the State of Maine.
The St. Martins' and Uphnm Railway

runs from Hampton Station, Intercolonial

Railway, to Quaco, on the shore of the Bay
of Fundy, in Saint John County.

Other lines are in course (f construction,

but not yet completed.

An idea of the Railway facilities of the
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Province may be thus summarized :—

A

traveller m-iy leave EdatBoston, in the
North- Weft'-rn i>ort :on of the Province,

travel South and East to Fredericton, South
and Eist to .Saint John, East, North and
Went to Campbellton or JJalLoufcie, in Resti-

gouche County, that making an almost en-

tire circuit of the Province, and within

about foity hours of the time of starting.

AOBIOULTUBAL PRODUCT*.

The soil of New Brunswick is capable of

producing great quantities of grain »nd
fruits, as well as root crop*. Hay is grown
in abundance on the "intervales" or low
lands, and the yield on the high lands is

from ore to three tons per acre. Wheat,
oats, buckwheat, rye, barley and flax grow
well in the country. Potatoes, turnips,

beets, carrots, parsnips, celery, lettuce, cab-

bage, cucumbers, pumpkins, fquashes, etc.,

thrive in all Darts. Apples, plums, cher-

ries, goose-berries ard currants are the

common fruit crops, but strawberries, and
raspberries are also common.

Hamilton.

Basiness ontinues brisk in the city. The
cold wave of last week interfered consider-

ably with contractors who had not quite

finished their outside work, which, howev-

er, is generally about complete 1. Some fine

buildings have been erected this season—one

of the best—the Hamilton Provilent aal

Loan, has b:en bailt by Mr. Robert Chis-

holro, who, has maiatiined in the s'yle and

finish of this building, his former reputation

as a reliable contractor. The building is

faced with Ohio freeestone, and the sculpture

and mouldings are of the best workman-

ship. Two columns of polished Canadian

red granite, 13 feet high and twenty inches
in diameter ornament the main entrance,

and supp >rt the " royal arms," which are

beait'fu.ly sculptured. Tne woxl w>rk is

of the be3t description and expensive, as the
walnut used c ist from $100 t > $110 per M,
and the butternut from $25 t" $30 per M.
Machine shops and foundries have plenty
of work in hand as may be seen from tha
following, which is ordered andunler c in-

struction in the works of J. H. Killey & Co. :

.Steam road rolle>-, 18 tons, for Brockville,

Ont. ; stone breaker, 8 tons, for same
place; 40 horse -po^er engine, boiler

and machinery for the new cotton factory,

Hamilton; also finishing engine, boiler,

machinery and elevator for the s me ; one 30
horse power engine, boiler and machinery for

Winnipeg, Manitoba; one 40 horse power
engine, Stephen*, Turner & Burns, Lon Ion ;

one 65 horse power engine for Mr. Fenwick's
Mills, Exeter ; one large new steam mach ne
for the extensi m of Messrs. Campbell's sew-
er pipe factory, the machine will weigh five

tons ; new mill machinery for Bow Park
farm ; four steam blast apparatus for burn-
ing inferior fuel ; one 25 horse power boiler

for Law & Co.'s tannery, Port Dover
;
engine

and shafting for Mr. Feai man's new factory,

Hamilton.

Muskoka.

On the 1st inst., Wm. Robinson, employed

in Djllar's lumber camp, Brunei, met with

an accident which resulted fatally. A fall

ing pine struck a dry hemlock, which latter

fell at right angles to the pine, striking Rob-

inson, who had believed himself to have
been at a safe distance. The thigh bone near
the hip was crushed, and internal injuries

sustained, from which he d^ed a few hours
after.

Considerable interest has been taken in

the case of Isaac Cockburn vs. M. Brennan,
tried recently at the Barrie Assizes. Peter
Cockburn obtained from dtfendant by deed
all the pine timber on lot 1, con. 6, Brunei
Township, Muskoka, that would make saw
logs and merchantable dressed timber, and
it was covenanted that he should have access
to the land to cut the timber, for four years
from 1S76. Peter Cockburn conveyed the
same to John Donaldson who transferred h :

s

interest to the plaintiff. Defendant, how-
ever, resold the timVer to ajthiid peron, by
whom the same was removed. The plain-

tiff accordingly sued for $500. The Judge
assessed the damages at $318.

—Up to 24th Nov. Halifax had subscribed
$3,200 and Montreal $4,000 for the relief of

the Stellarton mine sufferers.
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HON. WM. M CMASTER.

Honourable in More Than the

Mere Name.

A PRINCE AMONG MERCHANTS.

The Result of Industry, Energy, and

Uprightness.

SUCCESSFUL IN BUSINESS.

A Farsighted Financier and Good Citi-

zen—A Life Crowned with Good
Works.

(From the Toronto Truth.)

Among the merchant princes of Canada,

the Hon. William McMaster occupies a

foremost place, and the simple record of his

life may well read a lesson to all young

men and encourage them in a course of

well-doing. There has been nothing very

extraordinary in Mr. McMaster's history,

just as there is nothing overshadowingly great

in his original powers of mind, or anything

out of the common in his very successful

and honourable career. No young man need

say that the circumstances of Mr. Mc-

Master's lot were so exceptionally favour-

able, or that his abilities were so entirely

above the ordinary that few could hope to

follow in his steps, or to look for anything

like his splendid commercial success. On

the contrary, there is nothing about the

Honourable Senator's character, acquire-

ments and prosperity which might discourage

the young and aspiring ; but something very

much the reverse. Mr. MoMaster

HAD TO PUSH HIS WAY
with few advantages. No extraordinary

help and no exceptionally lucky turns of

fortune. It could not be said that he owed

anything to what some would call a mere

fortunate chance, or that he took advantage

of some special opportunity which, if onoe

neglected would never again have presented

itself. The secret of his success has been in

steady, energetic work, prudent management

and skilful attention to all the minute

details of business. He has left nothing to

chance, has never depended on something

turning up, or reckoned upon others going

out of their way to help him when he knew

that he could help himself. Prudence, tact,

energy and skilful management account for

all that he has accomplished.

NOT FORGETTING THE BLESSING OF GOD,

which he would himself be the first to ac-

knowledge, and to which he would be the

readiest to ascribe all he is and all he has

achieved.

A native of Ireland, where he was born in

1811, Mr. McMaster came to Canada when

twenty-two years of age, and immediately

set himself to the work which he has ever

since so successfully prosecuted. His edu-

cational advantages had not been very many

or very great, but he had made the best and

most of them, and, full of youthful energy

and hopefulness he entered upon commercial

work,
RESOLVED TO SUCCEED,

but only by legitimate means, and in regu-

lar honourable undertakings. He was at

first engaged as clerk in a dry goods store

on King, nearly opposite Toronto street
)

but he could not long remain in that position.

Within a year after his settling in Toronto

he had become

A PARTNER IN THE CONCERN,

and very shortly after, had started as a

wholesnle merchant on his own account. At

first, of course, he had very considerable

difficulties to contend with. Montreal was

the great distributing centre for Canada, and

continued to be so for many years after.

The merchants there had all the advantage

arising from an established trade and settled

business facilities, and it is not saying too

much to add that they looked with no

favourable eye upon any such attempts as

that of Mr. McMaster which aimed at mak-

ing Toronto, not Montreal, the great whole-

sale centre for the West of Canada. The

covert jealousy and keen competition of

Montreal, however, only stimulated a man
like Mr. McMaster to greater exertion and

made him the more

DETERMINED TO SUCCEED AT ALL HAZARDS.

He turned the peculiar advantages of Toronto

to the best account ; made it worth while for

the merchants of the West to deal with him,

and soon established a large and even grow-

ing connection, which for many years, first

under himself and thereafter under his

nephews, whom he had taken into partner-

ship and who have carried on the business

since he retired, has been among the largest

and best known in all the Province of

Ontario if not in the whole of Canada.

Very homely yet not so very common in-

strumentalities have been employed to build

up and maintain the large and lucrative

business. They may be all summued up in

fair dealing, prudent management, untiring

energy, courteous conductand watchful atten-

tion to the smallest details. Mr. McMaster

has never had any faith in sharp practice,

questionable pretences or more than ques-

tionable make-believes. He established a

character for fair, honourable dealing, kept

the best of goods, gave the best terms which

were prudently possible, and watched every

opportunity for honourably pushing his busi-

ness and profiting by the changing chances of

the market. His customers learned to rely

upon him. His name rose for

UPRIGHT AND H0N0SABLE DEALING,

and, within a comparatively short time his

transactions extended over the whole coun-

try, and were, as such transactions ought

always to be, mutually advantageous to all

concerned. What the firm was, in the

days when Mr. McMaster was at its head,

it still continues to be, occupying to this

day a foremost place among the many es-

tablishments of this kind now to be found

in Toronto, and is, we believe doing if not the

very largest business in its particular de-

partment, one of the safest and most lucra-

tive.

A man of Mr. McMaster's energy could

not remain idle, even after he had no special

call to exertion. It is now many years since

he entirely retired from the Dry Goods bust

ness and found himself so far, a gentleman at

large. Instead, however, of his business life

closing when a respectable competency had

been secured, it may be said that it only

then really commenced. He has since made

himself a still greater name and power in

the realm of Finance ,than ever he was in

that of Commerce. ' As director of various

banks and other monetary institutions he

has shown

THE SAME SOUNDNESS OF JUDGMENT

and caution, combined with enterprise,

which gave him success in his original occu

pation. No undertaking with which he has

been connected, has failed to retp large and

satisfactory benefits from his wise and care-

ful administration. But it has been in con-

nection with the Bank of Commerce that

his peculiar abilities have had chief scope,

and have achieved their greatest success

That large and flourishing enterprise, mrvy

be said to owe almost all its prosperity to

ihe untiring attention, admirable busiuess

habits, enlarged experience, and keen dis

oernment of its President. It has been his

favourite work, and he has reaped special

jelebrity and profit from his connection with

it from the beginning. Indeed, there is no

institution in Canada,—we had almost said

—or on the Continent, whose history and

success are so intimately connected with

one man's name, and which are known so

generally as having [become what they are

through the skilful management and un-

domitable energy of a solitary individual.

The Bank of Commerce will not go down
when Mr. McMaster dies, but it is safe to

say, that, but for him, it would never have

occupied the position of prominence and

power which it holds at present.

But it is not merely—we had almost said

not chiefly—upon his success as a business

man, that Mr. McMaster's wide spread re

putation throughout the Dominion, rests.

He has never been a very ardent or promi-

nent politician, though, in the course he has

followed as such, he has always displayed

the same sound judgment, and unimpeach-

able integrity. As a public spirited citizen,

however, an ardent christian, and an en-

lightened philanthropist, Mr. McMaster is

most widely and most favourably known.

He has in many different ways sought the

good of the land in which he lives, and in

which he has achieved his great success.

Toronto has benefited in many respects from

his labours, and the religions denomination

of which he is a member has long received

from him munificent and and sustained as-

sistance in all its varied enterprises for the

advancement of the cause of Christ. What
he did in connection with the building of

JARTIS STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
is well known. We should suppose that

forty or fifty thousand dollars would not

fully represent all he gave in money alone,

besides the trouble and personal effort he

cheerfully expended in the course of the

work. His efforts for the upbuilding of the

Literary Institute at Woodstock have been

on a similar scale of enlightened munificence,

while his last undertaking in erecting the

splendid buildings in the Queen's Park fo r

the Baptist Theological Seminary, and, in

so far endowing it, also will likely throw all

his previous efforts into the shade. It is

well that Canada has such men,—men who

have abundance of means and at the same

time hearts to use them for

HIGH AND PERMANENTLY USEFUL PURPOSES,

men who do not hold on to their gold with

death-like tenacity till the great king of

terrors makes them unloose their grasp, but

who take pleasure in so far being their own
executors and in having the joy of seeing in

their life time the blessed fruits of their wise

arrangements and unstinted liberality, 'ihe

amount of happiness which Mr. McMaster

must derive from such undertakings cannot

but be very great, and such as, if that were

allowable in any case, onlookers might well

regard with something like envy. What a

contrast in every respect his career and his

reward, even in mere persoaal pleasure,

compared with what those can have who give

themselves up to mere selfish accumulation,

and whogive way to that kind of pride, which

onehassaid, "raises the loudest laugh in hell,'

the pride of dying rich. Mr. McMaster is a

modest as well as a wealthy man, and can

ill stand to have his good deeds blazoaed

before the public. He is one, however,

whom his fellow citizens delight to honour,

and whom young men may safely copy. He
is not a man of genius, and cannot even be

said to be a man of any very distinguished

abilities. But he has great gooa sense,

large practical wisdom, indomitable perse-

verance, shrewd discernment of character,

unswerving integrity and genuine,

UNOSTENTATIOUS PIETY.

No one envies him his success for he bears

himself with modesty and uses his wealth

for high and honourable purposes. That he

may be long spared in a green old age to en-

joy the fruit of his labours, to devise liberal

things for the good of the race, and to still

further help forward the cause of truth and

righteousness on the earth, is the cordial

wish not only of Truth, but of all to whom
the interests of the truth are dear. The ac-

cumulation of a very large amount of pro-

perty in the hands of single individuals is

not at all a desirable thing, though it is not

easy to see how it is to be prevented so long

as some are industrious and shrewd, and

others are improvident and wasteful, as well

as idle and foolish. But if there were more

of those generally spoken of as successful,

who would follow a course somewhat similar

to that of Mr. McMaster, their prosperity

would be less envied, and their meaner char-

acteristics less remarked upon. We have in

this new country not many who could, if

they were willing, expend their means on

such a scale of princely munificence as Mr.

McMaster has done, and is doing. We have

still fewer who are willing to do this, even

though they could. That the number of

such will increase we sincerely hope, and

that all of them will receive as much honour

and derive as much unalloyed pleasure aa

Mr. McMaster has done we most fully be-

lieve. The great heart of the people is after

all not very far from being just. It is true

now, as it always has been, that if a man
will only persist in doing what is right and

fair and true, right will continually be done

to him in return.

Kings in Exile.

The Due d'Aoste, the whilom King of

Spain, is staying at Venice, where he de-

lights the boatmen and fishermen of the Lido
by his wondrous performances as a swim-
mer. They say he is the most accomplished
master of the art in Europe, excelling most
particularly as a diver. He now and then
astonishes the gondoliers by throwing into a

gondola the broad straw hat he always wears
to shield his face from the sun, as be lies up-
on the surface of the water

;
then, diving be-

low, cnnies out on the other side, snatches
the hat, places it on his head again, and re-

mains stiff and motionless as before. The
ex-King and Queen of Naples are staying at

Benzeval, in Normandy, living the most
quiet and unobtrusive life possible. The
Queen, who possesses the same love of riding

on horseback as her sister, may been seen in

the early morning cantering along the sands
on one of the ponies belonging to the place,

without any other attendance than that of a

lady friend who has accompanied her majes-

ty throughout all her troubles and misfor-

tunes. The Queen still preserves her youth-
ful appearance, and the beauty which once
formed the theme of many a Neapolitan ts>-

provisatore'i spontaneous effusions as she

passed through the streets of Naples. The
King, on the contrary, has grown stout and
heavy, moves with difficulty, and remains all

day seated on the plage, content to breathe

the sea air, and evidently enjoying the quiet

of the place ; sometimes he strolls along the

public walk, leaning heavily on his cane, and
supported on the arm of his friend, the Count
de la Torre, but he seldom takes a drive be-

yond the limits of Benezeval, and never rides

on horseback.

The crisis in Ireland may issue, at any mo-
ment, in bloodshed. It is nonsense to say

that it will end in civil war. It will do no-

thing of the kind. It is terrible to think

how unreasonable and absurd some people

can be. What possible claim can the tenant

farmers of Ireland have, to be made owners
in fee simple of their different holdings, and
that at the expense either of the present

landlords, or of the general public of the

three Kingdoms ; while the first thing to be

done by the new race of land owners, is to

cut Ireland adrift from those who have paid

the heavy end of the purchase money, and
allow them not even consideration for the

liberality they have shown ? It seems
funnily absurd. And what right has a man
that ploughs to be made a freeholder, any
more than a man that smites the anvil, or a

woman that spins ? And then to think that

when they have got a Government that is

pledged to, and eager for legislative amelior-

ation all round these pig-headed fellows,

should by the grand rows t hoy are kicking

up, making it impossible for that very Gov-
ernment to look at measures of reform as

long as it has to strain every nerve in the

first place for the maintainance of the peace.

If it were not to be thought offensive,

Truth would say that it was immensely
Irish all over.



QUEER HAPPENINGS.

COWS AS A STORM GUAGE—SPIDERS FOR COM-

PANIONS—A MIGHTY QUEER WATER-

MELON.

There is a young mother in Portland,

Oregon, whose age is but 12, weight 85, yet

her infant son weighed nine pounds at its

birth.

A large bird at Keokuk, Iowa, darted

swiftly downward in its flight, and striking

a lightning rod, the iron run through its

body, and it remained impaled, fluttering

and struggling until death came.

A woman in Marshall County, Kansas,
who is enjowng her fifth husband, lost her
first two by hanging through vigilance com-
mittees, a third was sent to the penitentiary,

and the fourth committed suicide.

As Jared Dingman was shaking; $1,500 in

gold under the nose of a steam tug owner in

the Detroit river, endeavouring to tempt him
to take that amount for his boat, the tug
struck a steamer and the glittering gold was
the property of the fishes.

A Wisconsin cow with a persistent cough
that baffled the skill of a veterinary surgeon
to cure, died, and upon opening her wind-
pipe to discover the cause of the irritation

there was found in the upper part of the
lung a live striped frog of ordinary size.

Eleven children at four births was the
feat of Mrs. Scannel Hickson of Shamrock,
Mo. First birth, three ; second and third,

two each, and at the last interesting occasion

there were four, all the latter being alive

and doing well. Ten out of the eleven are
alive.

In Richmond, Va., an old coloured wo-
man has been going to the depot daily for

many years to meet the incoming trains,

looking for a letter containing $25. After
the war she did the washing for a soldier,

and when he went away he declared that he
would return and bring the money or send
it in a letter.

An event probably without precedent in

railway annals has just happened at Provins.
A passenger train leaving Paris at 8:20 p.m.,
arrived safely at its destination, but on get-

ting down to let the passengers out of the
cars, the guard was astonished to find nei-

ther passengers nor passenger cars on at

Paris.

While riding horseback, John Eller of

Alden,Iowa, saw coming from the sky a ball

of fire, apparently about the size of a flour

barrel. He was paralyzed with fear, and
saw the globe strike the head of the animal
he rode, when he fainted. Upon coming to
his senses he found that the horse was dead,
the head of the animal being seared as if by
a red-hot iron.

The queerest companions for a man are
those of an old man in New Orleans. He
has a mania for spiders and in his rooms are
more than 500 of every shap9 and colour.

The ceilings are hidden by the webs that
they have spun. Occasionally the old man
throws a handful of flies into the webs, and
is greatly delighted at seeing the spiders
seize tbeir struggling victims.

An aged and wealthy Milwaukee widower
found a wife by a queer method. In a
coffee-grinding mill in Chicago a female
packer placed in several bundles of coffee a
card saying that any gentleman matrimoni-
ally inclined might address her. This wid-
ower found the card while preparing his

lonely breakfast after a quarrel with his

housekeeper, and now the Chicago girl is

Mrs. .

An Italian fisherman recently discovered
a petrified woman at Cascad Lake, Nevada.
He was going out to fish, and when pushing
off his boat, struck his oar against some-
thing which attracted his attention. Upon
investigation a petrified hand protruded
from the sand on the beach. In a short
tim ; he had unearthed a woman in a com-
plete state of petrification. It was small in
size, brown in colour, scrawny and emaciat-
ed.

Near the camp of the workmen on the
new toll road, near Yankee Forks, Nevada,
quite a curiosity was recently found. It
was a mountain ram's head deeply imbedded
in a pine tree, and about six feet from the
ground. The right horn is outside, and
curls partly around the tree, while the front
of the skull and most of the left horn is

covered with the growth of wood. The
tree is a thrifty pine, frte?n inches through.
Howthat ram's head came there will always
be a mystery to scientists.

About midnight, just after the accident in
the Consolidated Imperial Mine, Nevada,
the wife ef Matthew Winnie was found ob
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her way to the works. She said she had
been awakened just before by her husband,
who came all mangled to her and told her
that he had been killed in the mine. She
got up, dressed herself, and started to ascer-

tain the truth of what she was only too well

convinced was true. There had in reality

been a fearful accident ; Mr. Winnie was
indeed killed, and the trembling woman
went back to her children and her desolate

home.
As John B. Coyner, a farmer residing

near Palestine, Ind., was watering nine

cows at a pump trough, recently, they made
a stampede down the lane as fast as their

legs would carry them. The cause of this

sudden freak was a mystery to the hired

man, but it was not long before he was let

into what appeared to be the secret of the

stampede. Suddenly, although the sky was
clear and the atmosphere still, a young cyc-

lone, not over twenty feet in breadth, dart-

ed down the sky, and, striking the earth

near the pump, twisted off five large beech
trees as though they were weeds.

In Lincoln Jounty, Nev., there is a spring

of ice-cold water that bubbles up over a rock
and disappears on the other side, and no one
has been able to find where the water goes.

At another point in the same county is a
large spring, about twenty feet square, that
is apparently only some eighteen inches

deep, with a sandy botcom. The sand can
be plainly seen, but on looking closer it is

perceived that this sand is in a perpetual
state of unrest, and no bottom has ever been
found. It is said that a teamster, on reach-
ing this spring one day, deceived by its ap-
parent shallowness, concluded to soak one
of his wagon wheels to cure the looseness of

its tire. He took it off and rolled it into

the, as he thought, shallow water. He
never laid his eyes on that wagon wheel
again.

The Rights of an Organist.

The question as to the exact status of the
organist, of his rights and wrongs, and of

his privileges and duties, has often given
rise to discussions, says a writer in the
London Opinion. What with clergymen who
know nothing of music, but who unfortun-
ately think that they do, and members of

the congregation eager to give advice which
they have not tested, the seat in front of the
keyboard is not always too comfortable.

As a case in point, and as further illustrating

our remarks, we are informed that at a dis-

senting place of worship not a hundred miles

from Liverpool, the other Sunday evening,

a member of the congregation—himself a
professor of music and an organist—was in-

vited to fill the position of the regular

organist, who was absent. All seemed to go
most satiafactorily until the last hymn,
before the reading of which the minister
publicly expressed a wish that the hymn
might be sung softly, and "with but little

strength of organ." The organist, exhibit-

ing the courtesy of a gentleman, bent to

the request of the worthy clergyman ; but
after toe service this ill-advised and inju-

dicious publicj remark was severely com-
mented upon by the congregation. As a
rule, the clergy know very little about
organ-playing, although they not unfrequent-
ly assume a knowledge which is not war-
ranted by facts. We shall next hear of

the selection of stops being taken out of

the organist's hands.

Mining Operations in Great Britain

The report of the Inspector General of

Mines in Great Britain for 1879 has just been
published. The number of persons engaged
in mining operations in the United Kingdom
was 523,870. The total number of serious

accidents amounted to 843, and the total of

deaths resulting 1,037, a diminution as com-
pared with 1878 of 39 in the number of acci-

dents and 453 in the number of deaths.
The: e was an average of one accident for every
621 persons employed, and a death for every
505 persons.

In the twelve districts under the Regula-
tion Act of 1872, for the coal mines 476,810
persons were employed in or about the mines
of whom 385,178 were below the surface, and
91,631 above ; of those above 4,842 were
women.
The products of the mines for the year

were: 133, 720,393 tons of coal
; 9,387,766

tons of iron ore
; 1,455,003 tons of potter's

clay ; and 803, 207 tons of mica. The amount
of coal produced was 1,108,330 tons more
than in 1878, while the other items were less

by the following amounts: iron ore 1,359,-

461 tons ; potter's clay, 170,583 tons ; and
mica, 10,056 tons.

L IT M B E RM A N

Some Homoeopathy.

[Appleton'a Journal.]

In the discussion between a "skeptic"
and a " believer" in infinitesimal doses, it

was discovered that a drop of mother-tinc-

ture put through thirty decimal dilutions

would require lor the purpose the contents

of nearly 16 quadrillion reservoirs of the

capacity of that in Central Park. Inasmuch
as it is simply impossible for the human
mind to grasp a number so large as this, it

would have been well had an eff ort been
made to express the amount of liquid re-

quired in larger bulks with fewer numerals.

One of the speakers asks^if there can " be

so much fresh water on the continent,"

which is proof of the little idea he enter-

tained of the amount of water that such a

number of reservoirs would contain. Let us

see wbat can be done to make more obvious
what those figures really mean. We do not

know the area of the Central Park reservoir,

but by consulting the map we find that it is

half a mile in extent in one direction, a
little less in the other, and that it tapers

somewhat toward one end. If we estimate,

therefore, that a tqaare mile would contain

five such reservoirs, we are pretty close to

the facts—sufficiently so for our present

purpose. The geographers estimate the en-

tire surface of the world to be about two
hundred millions of square miles. The sur-

face of the world i3 then capable of contain-

ing one billion of our reservoirs. But we
want space f )r 15,873 015,873,015,873 reser-

voirs, and to hold this number it will be

found that we should absolutely require

15,873,015 worlds and a fraction. The Cro-
ton Reservoir, however, is comparatively
shallow, perhaps not more than 50 or 60 feet

deep—let us say fifty feet. Now, if we
deepen our billioD reservoirs, standing on
the surface of the globe, until they extend
downward to the centre, becoming, say,

4,000 miles deep, which is about one-half

the diameter of the earth at the equator, we
shall increase their capacity some four hun-
dred and twenty two thousand times (that

is, we should do so if their area were uni
formly maintained,) so that, if the world
were composed wholly of water, it would
require, at the very least, roughly calculat-

ed, more thaa forty such worlds in order to

obtain one nonillion drops of water ; that is,

to put the mother-tincture through 30 deci-

mal dilutions. If the world were a cube
in3tead of a sphere, a tolerably exact calcu

lation could be given ; it would then require

nearly 38 worlds of water ; as it is, if we say
45 we shall understate the number, but a

few worlds of water more or less are of no
moment. Now, it must be remembered
th?t for every dilution we must multiply the
preceding number by ten. It would thus
require 450 worlds of water for the thirty-

first dilution
; 4,500 for the thirty-second,

and so on, the fortieth dilution needing
450,000,000,000 worlds of water 1 If the
20,000,000 stars which the great telescopes

reveal in the heavens were all composed of

liquid, they would not nearly supply water
enough, unless averaging 22,500 times larger

than our world, to put one drop of tincture

through 40 dilutions—and yet people are

constantly cured by doses of the one-hun-
dredth dilution.

Preserving Timber in Ground

In speaking of the well known methods of

preserving posts and wood which are partly

embedded in the earth, by charring and coat-

ing with tar, it is said these methods are

o^y effective when both are applied. Should
the poles only be charred without the sub-

sequent treatment with tar, the charcoal
formation on the surface would only act as

an absorber of the moisture, and, if any-
thing, only hasten the decay. By applying
a coating of tar without previously charring,

the tar would only form a casing about the
wood, nor would it penetrate to the depths
which the absorb ng properties of the char-
coal surf ice would insure. Wood that is ex-

posed to the action of water or let into the
grouud should fir^t be charred, and then,

before it has entirely cooled, be treated with
tar till tv e wood is thoroughly impregnated.
The acetic ac d and oils contained in the tar

are evapnated by the heat, and only the resin
left behind, which penetrates the pores of

the wood and forms an air-tight and water-
pi oof envelope. It is important to impreg-
nate the poles a little above the line of ex-

posure, for here it is that the action of decay
effects the wood first, and where the break
always occurs when removed from the eirth
or strained in testing.

A light affair—a lamp.

11

GRINS.

A good thing to re-collect, if you can

—

debts.

It don't take a very fast home to catch

epizootic.

A pock rider always has an eye on the

mane chance.

Tap. writing-master usually doe* a flourish-

ing business.

A friend anks us wbat a whale eaye when
he spouts. He tell* some kind of a fish

story, probably.

Why is the discovery of the north pole

like illicit whisky manufacture ? Because
it's a secret still.

There is romance in figures. A young
man met a girl, ler, married her, and took
her on a wedding 2er.

A wag suggests that a suitable opening for

many choirs would be : "O, Lord, hive mercy
on us miserable singers."

People who take moonlight strolls on
railroad tracks shouldn't be offended if the

coroner doesn't recognize them.

When a dog gets his head fastened in •
fence it is unsafe to extricate him unless you
enjoy the pleasure of his acquaintance.

" Circumstances alter cases," said an un-
successful lawyer, " and 1 wish I could get

hold of some cases that would alter my cir-

cumstances."

An instance of Dr. McCosh's shrewdness
is given in The Princetonian : Student after

class. " Did you mark me absent, doctor f
"I did, sir ; and what's your name ?*'

Vagaries of fashion :

When lovely woman is not jolly

But hides some secret grief within,

What art can cure her melancholy ?

Seal's kin.

"Mv son," said an American father,

"how could you marry au Irish girl?" "Why,
father," said the son, " I'm not able to keep
two women, and if I'd marry a Yankee girl

I'd have to hire an Irish girl to take care of

her."

The Detroit Free Prets man thinks kissing

pretty girls must be frowned down. He'll

find that it takes a pretty powerful frown
to stop it., aid we doubt if he won't have to

sail in with a club besides, to successfully

interrupt the fun.

An English doctor says that people trou-

bled with heart disease are more likely to

die at midnight than any other time, especi-

ally if they are sound sleepers. Get up and
shake down the coal stove at 11:45 and
you'll be all right.

The New York Graphic says the Bern-
hardt went to the Italian opera and entered
quietly, which won her many friends. Did
the Graphic expect she would go to the
theatre headed by a brass band and a torch-
light procession ?

Apropos to the discussion of sense- percep-

tion :

The pharynx now goes up
The larynx with a slam
Ejects a note
From out the throat
Pushed by the Diaphragm.

" How are you Brown ? Haven't seea
you for an age." "No, we haven't met for

months. By-the-way you've lost your wife
since I saw you last. Very sorry. Terrible
blow for you !'; "Yes ; very sad, wasn't
it ? I can scarcely realize at times that I'm
married again !"

Dom Pedro, Emperor of Brazil, wished
to test a certain railroid brake. He had one
adjusted to a car, and started off for a
trial trip. The engineer soon saw what
seemed to be a big rock on the track ahead,
and applied the brake, stopping the train
within a few feet of the obstacle, which
proved to be of pasteboard.

A Jersey, like a coat of mail,

The shapely form incases,

And to a daints waist can't fail

To add developed graces
;

To draw it on requires a knack
Quite easy to attain,

But what a business 'tis, good lack,

To get it off again !

" Disturbance !
" — Country banker to

shakey customer: "Are you aware, Mr.
Soolivan, that your account is overdrawn a
hundred or so ? " Soolivan :

" Certainly I
am, sir. Don't bother me about such thri-

fles I I don't go howling abent the country
when you've a hundred or so of mine ! Your
information is superfluous either way I Good
morning, sir 1'



MARKET REPORTS
Canada Lumberman Office,

Toronto, 27th Nov. , 1880.

Owing to the continued cold and stormy

weather but little progress has been made

in exporting lumber for the past two weeks.

There are some three or four cargoes yet to

ship, which must remain over until spring,

unless a favourable change of weather should

set in. The Toronto Bay is partly frozen

over, and tugs find it hard to force their way

through. Lakes Couchiching aud Scugog

have been frozen over a week ago. The

Muskoka Likes, although farther north, are

open, but the steamers have now ceased

running. The Grand Trunk have advanced

freight rates to all j,arts of the Dominion.

The Lumberman's Gazette, Bay Hity, of Nov.

22, says :
—" Mills have all shut down.

Winter took a snap judgment on nearly

everybody, and nearly all have suffered more

or less. There is quite an amount of lumber

left on the docks. Trade for a time will re-

main at a standstill. Business is expected

to be quite brisk by rail and dealers are

looking forward to a good trade." Our home

market prices remain unchanged, and Hamil-

ton and Toronto prices range about a' ike.

At Quebec there is little change, as will be

seen on reference to our correspondent's

letter. From Chatham, New Brunswick,

our correspondent writes, " Our fleet of ;ea

going vessels is now reduced to 6 and as

there is no likelihood of more arrivals this

fall our several mill wharv< s will soon

assume their winter inactivity.

WHOLESALE RATES.

Mill culls $ 5 50 @ 7 00
Shipping cull stocks 10 00 @ 11 00
Shipping culls, (in. box,).... 8 50 @ 10 00
Dressing inch, 11 50 @ 13 00

Flooring, 1J & H in, 12 00 @ 13 00
Joising and scantling,.. .. 9 50 @ 10 50

Mill run sidings 12 00 O, 14 00

Pickings 17 00 @ 20 00
Clear and pickings 25 00 @ 28 00

Lath 1 25 @ 1 40

Shingles, No. 1 2 10 @ 2 20

No. 2 1 40 @ 1 60

LONDON, ONT.

Common Lumber $10 00 @ 12 00

Stock boards 13 00 @
Clear in. and U to 2 in 25 00 @
Bill stuff, up to 16 feet @

over 16 '. 13 00 @
Lath, per 1000 feet @
Shingles No, 2, per M @

per square @

15 00
30 00
13 00
14 00
4 00
2 65

1 90

OTTAWA.
The following are quotations in the Otta-

wa market :

—

12 in. stocks, good $18 00 @ 20 00
12 " S. culls 10 00 @ 10 50
10 " good 16 00 @ 18 00
10 " S. culls 9 50 (d) 10 50
Strips, good 17 00 @ 20 00

culls 6 50 @ 7 50
Sidings, \\, \\, and 2 in.,

good 23 90 @ 26 00
" " culls 9 00 @ 10 00

Lath ($1,000 pes.) 0 00 @ 1 00
Deals ($ Quebec str.ndaid)

1st 0 00 @ 110 00
Deals ($ Quebec standard)

2nd 0 00 (ift 65 00
Deals ($ Quebec standard)

3rd 0 00 @, 58 50
Cull deals (f M. ft.) 6 50 @ 8 59

FREIGHT.
To Montreal, $1.15; Quebec, $2; Bur-

lington, $2; Whitehall, $1.25; Albany,

$3.50 ; New York, $4.

OSWEGO. N. Y.
Three uppers $38
Pickings 28
Pine, common 20
Common 14
Culls 12

Mill run lots 16

Sidings, selected, 1 inch. ... 28
ljinch 28

Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 16 feet 16

Selected 20
shippers 15

Mill run. 1 and \\ in. strips 15

Culls, selected 20
1x6 selected for clapboards 24
Shines. XXX, 18-in. pine 3

XXX, 18 in. cedar 3

Lath 1

00 @
00 @
00 @
00 @
00 @
00 @
00 @
00 @
00 @
00 @
00 @
00 ©
00 @
00 @
00 @
00 @
50 @

40 00
30 00
22 00
16 00
14 00
20 00
32 00
35 00
20 00
25 00
16 00
18 00
24 00
35 00
3 50
3 10

1 75

BUFFALO.
We quote cargo lots :

Uppers $35 00 (w, 40 00
Common 16 00 ® 19 00
Culls 11 00 © 12 00

Assorted lumber in car lots or boat loads :

3 uppers 1 inch $ @ 40 00

Do. ]£ and 14 in 40 00 @ 42 00

Do. 2 in 45 00 @ 47 00
Do. 2£, 3 and 4 in. special:.

Pickings 1 inch 28 00 @ 30 00

1J and H in 33 00 @ 35 00
" 2, 3, and 4 in.,

special ,.. 22 00 @ 00 00
Shelving 22 00 @ 24 00
Cutting up A 22 00 @ 24 00
Sidings, com., 1 in 16 50 @ 17 00

" \\ in. and over 17 00 @ 20 00
Common, storks 16 50 @ 17 00
Box, all thicknesses 13 00 @ 14 00
18 n XXX ehingles 3 60 @ 3 70
18 inch clear butts 2 60 @ 2 70
Lith 1 75 @ 1 80
We quote wholesale prices of hardwood

lumber, delivered on cars or boat :

Walnut \ inch clear $65 00

| inch, lsts and 2nds 70 00
-2 inch, lsts and 2.ids, 14 feet coffin

stock 73 00
1 inch lsts and 2nds 75 00

1J. 1J. If, and 2 inch 77 00
2| inch and thicker 80 00
counters 150 00
newels 5x5 to 10x10 95 00
common in. & thicker 55 00
culls, inch 35 00
culls, 1£ inch 35 00
White ash, Ohio 1st and fine 2nd«.. . . 35 00
Whitewood, inch 30 00

g inch 28 00

2 m coffin stock, 14 ft 30 00
square, 4x4 to 10x10 33 00

Chestnuts, lsts and fine 2nds, :>'-' 00
Maple 25 00
White oak, Ohio 35 00
Cherry, inch and thicker 55 00
Butternut 50 00
Hickory, best Ohio 35 00

CHICAGO.
YARD RATES.

First and second clear, 1(3< 1} in $43 00
First and 2d ckar, 2 io 45 00
Third clear, 1J © 2 in 38 00
Third clear, 1 iuch 38 00
1st and 2d clear dressed siding 20 00
1st com. dressed siding 19 50
Second common 17 50
Flooring, 1st com. dressed 34 00
Flooring, 2d com. dressed 32 00
Flooring, 3d com. dressed 24 00
Box bds, A, 13 in. and up 43 00
Box bds, B, 14 in. and up 37 00
Box boards, C 25 00
A stock boards, 10 @ 12 in., rough;.., 37 00
B stock bds, 10 @ 12 in 3.5 00
C stock bds, 10 @ 12 in 27 00
Common stock boar.ls 17 00
Cull boards $10 00© 11 00
Fencing, No. 1 13 50
Fencing, No. 2 11 50
Common board < 11 50© 12 50
Dimension stuff 11 00
Dimension stuff. 20 © 30 ft. .12 50© 20 00
Small timber, 4 x 4 to S x 8 12 00
Round posts, cedar 15 00
Pickets, dressed and headed, flat . ... 15 00
Pickets, do., square 20 00
Pickets, rough, 14 00
Clear shingles 3 25
Extra " A " shingles 2 65
Standard " A" dry shingles 2 40
Shaded "A"shingles 1 10
No. 1 shingles 1 00
Cedar shingles 2 25
Lath, dry 2 50

DETROIT.
Yard rates, continue as follows :

Uppers, all thicknesses $40 00 © 45 09
Selects 35 00 © 38 00
Fine common, thick @ 30 00
No. 1 common stock, 1x12.. 16 00 © 18 00
Common shippers, 1x12.... 13 00 © 14 00
Flooring, select @ 25 00
common © 22 00

Roofing, matched @ 16 00
Siding, clear @ 24 00
A select © 20 00
B common @ 16 00

Ceiling, select © 30 00
common @ 25 00

Shipping culls @ 12 00
Mill cull boards © 10 00
Dimension^or' bill stuff to 16

feet @ 14 00
18'to 244feet @ 15 00
longer than 24 feet 16 00 © 20 00

Shingles, clear, 18 inch.... @ 4 00
6 inch clear, 18 iuch @ 2 75

Lath © 2 25

ALBANY.

FREIGHTS.

To New York $ M. feet $ 1 00
To Bridgeport 1 25
To New Haven 1 25
To Providence 2 00
To Pawtucket 2 25
To Norwalk..-- 1 25
To Hartford 2 00
To Middletown 1 75
To New London 1 75
To Philadelphia 2 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

Pine, clear, M 48@60
Pine, fourths 43©55
Pine, selects 38@45
Piue, good b 'X 17©28
Pine, emmon box 14© 17

Pine, 10 in. plank, each 38@42
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls 21©23
Pine boards, 10- ;n 25@28
Pine, 10-in board*, culls, each 17© 18

Fine, 10-in. boards, 10 ft. # M 28 00
Pine, 12m. boards, 16 tt 28 00
Pine 12 in. boards, 13 ft 28 00
P'ne, 1J in., siding, select 42 00
Pine, l|-in. siding common 18 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, selected, 40 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, common 16 00
Spiuee boaids, each 10

Spruce, plank, lj-in., each 20
Spruce, plank, 2 in., each 30
Spruce, wall strips, ea;h 11©11J
Hemlo'k, board*, each...' ?3
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 30
Hi mleck, wall fetrips. 2x4 9A
B aok walnut, pood, $ M 85 00
Black wa'nut, g in 78 00
Bla k walnut, J-in 78 00
Sycamore, 1-in 28 00
S\camore, g -in 22 00
White wood, 1 inch and thicker. ... 40 00
White wo d, f iLch 30 00
Ash, goo I 43 00
Ash, second quality 30 00
Cherry, got d 60 00
Cherry, common. ... : 35 00
Oak, g o 1 42 00
Oak, si cond quality 25 00
B isswood 25 00
Hickory 40 00
Maple, Cnada 30 00
Maple American 28 00
Chestnut 40 00
Shingles, shaved, pir.c.m 6 00

" " 2d quality 4 50
Shingles, extra, sawed, pine 4 25
Shingles, clear, sawed, pine 3 25
Shingles, cedar, mixed 2 75
Shingles, heml. ck 2 00
Lath, hemlock 1 50
Lath, spruce 2 00

CLEVELAND.

KOUHH LUMBER.

Uppeis, thick $45 00

inch 42 00
Box. thick 36 00

inch 32 00

24, 3 and 4 in e'ears special

Flooring stiips, 6 iu, No. 1 34 00

2 24 00

Fencing strp', 6-in, No. 1 16 00
No. 2 14 00

Select common, thick 28 00

inch 24 00

Common 15 00
Culls 12 00

B. bds No. 1 12 in 25 00

No 2 16 00

No 14 00

No 1 18 ft 20 00

No 2 18 ft IS 00

No. 3 IS ft 15 00

Bill stuff to IS ft 13 00

Bill stuff over IS ft. adds
75c to $1 per ft. per M.

Shingles, XXX 3 60

clear butts 2 60

Lath
;

2 25

Surfacing one side adds to the price of

rough, lumber 1 00

2 sides 1 00

Norway bds and strips IS 00

common 13 00

DRESSED LUMBER.

Flooring and drop siding clear $40 00

box 30 00

select com , 2S 00

commom 20 00

Siding. 4 in. bevel clear 00

boxT ,
"... 20 00

stLut common 15 00

Working lumber matching flooring and

drop siding, §2 ;
working J in. siding, $4.

In a cave near Silver Cliff, Col., two bars

of gold, worth $900, were found. Two
human skeletons were there, too, and it is

supposed they are the remains of very early

miners.

QUEEN CITY OIL WORKS!

ALL KINDS OF

MACHINE
BURNING OIL!

**"Send for Samples.

Saml. Rogers & Co.,

33 ADELAIDE ST. EAST,

TO RONTO

TIMBERWANTED
GREY OAK. BLACK ASH AND PINE.

Standing timber waited ; also Oak Railroad

Tts A'ulress, with full particulars,

S. S. MUTTON 4 CO.,
Toronto.

P. S.—A 35 H. P. Entrlneand Boiler for sale, low.

ESTABLISHED 1874

Electro Curative Appliances
Relieve and cure Spinal Complaints, General and

Nervous D bilitv, Rheumatism, Gout, Nervous-

iii ss. Liver, Kidney, Lung, Throat and Cheat

C.mplainis, Neuralgia, Bronchitis, In-—

cipu-M Paralysis, Asthma, Sciatica,

.u! r . C .nsumplion. Sleep-

lessness, Colds, Indigestion.

A-k for Norman's Electric Bells and you will be

sa'e against imposition, for they will do their woik
well and are cheap at any price.

A. NORMAN, 4 Qaeea Stmt East, To onti.

N u.—Trusses for Rup'ure, best in America, and

Electric B tteries always on hand at reasonable

prices.

Hardwood Timber Land for Sale.

TTOR SALE, 1200 ACRES HARDWOOD
Jl timber la d near Nip ssing Railway, Ooboconk.

Ea*y tcrmi: OSHA A A CABINET CO., Oshawa.

Timber Limits for Sale.

QKVERAL MOST VALUABLE TIMBER
O limits on North Shore of Lake Huron.

For particulars apply to

THOS. SHORTIES,
Imperial Bank Building, Toronto.

.

pOR SALE, AT A GREAT BAR-
V eni'i 320 acre9 of excellent fa-mine land, heavily

timbered and well watered by a branch of the Pigeon

River, in Chebo\gan Co. Michigan. Apply to the

Editor of t!ie Canada Limbsrmas. 1-tf.

LAUDER & THORNTON MFC CO ,

MAXCFACTfRKRS or

Steam Gauges,Vacuum Gauges
ESOISKSRS' A PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS, &C.

98 Adelaide Street East, Toronto.

Steam Giuges correctly tested and repaired.

2-6in

FILES J3E-CUT!
THOMAS GRAHAM,

File Works, S5 Slnrbourne Street, Toronto, Ont.

O d Files regrouiid and re-cut equal to new for

u-c Dur'ngtr.e past vear I have re-cut .. nearly
« QOO dozen at old files for mill owneis and rthers

ni Oi.Urio and Quebec. Prices—per dna in fo Mill

File?, Sin. $1.50; 10 i» $2; 12 iu. Tt\ 14 m.

3.75. Other kinds pro rata . Quotations from thase

rates to large consumers.
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BUY ONLY THE BEST
PIM ' JS

ROYAL PRINTOGRAPH
THE KING COPYING TABLET.

Always takes the lead.

Over 400 copies have been printed from one writing.

PRIZES AWARDED FOR SUPERIOR MERIT

The only Diploma given by the Industrial Exhibi-

tion Association of Toronto, for " Copying Tablets,"

was awarded to U3 for our " Improved Copying
Tablets," with black and coloured inks.

We a'so received a Special Prize at the Provincial
Exhibition at Hamilton, and als u an Extra Prize for

our very "Superior Copying Inks," for use on the
Printograph or other Copying Tablets.

RElDtfc CO., WHOLESALE LL'-M
BER DEALERS. Lumber, lath, Sbingh

( ar lots to suit customers. Best culls in the mar-
ket f< r from $6 to $7 per M.
Office on Dock—Espla nade, foot of Sherborune

Street, Toronto. 2in

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS,
NEW FEATURES

BLACK AND COLOURED INKS,
AND A

SPECIAL PENCIL.
Also a Special Copying; Ink for use on Rtibber-

Stamps.

EVERY PRINTOGRAPH IS WARRANTED.

MACHINERY!
qTEARN'S No. 3 SAW MILL
O Log Turner, 68 h.p. Engine, 3 Boilers, dome and
heater. This is first claHS mill ouifit, held for a

bank and will be so'd cheap. We have also 2 Iron

Lathes and other Machinery. Send for Price List:

WM. DINGMAN & CO.,
66 Front Street East, Toronto.

Intercolonial Coal lining Co,,

offer their fresh mineral bituminous Coal from
their

DRUMMOND COLLIERY.

PRICES REDUCED
Pantographs. SI. 00 and upwards, according to

size. Inks,- 25 cents per bottie. Copying Pencil, 20
cents each. Our manufactures can be sent to any
address on receipt of price.

PIM & CO,,
Manufacturers, 61 King Street East, Toronto.

Caution— * s there are worthless imitations being
sold under different names the public are cautioned
againft buying any but " Pirn's Royal Printograph,'
as none but those bearing our name are genuine.

GLASS BALL CASTORS
For FURNITURE, PIANOS,

ORGANS, etc., the best and most
ornamental Castors in the market.
They greatly improve th e tone of
musical ins'ruments.

RHEUMATISM, NERVOUS-
NESS, SLEEPLESSNESS cured
by insulating beds with them.

Sold by hardware dealers.
Agents wanted.

ADDRESS FOR CIRCULARS
;

! GLASS BAEL CASOB COMP'F,

64, 66 & 68 REBECCA ST.,

II A. 1VE X X.!T Os 1ST OTVT
l-3m

Is Press—To be Published in January, 1881.

LOVBLL'S
Gazetteer of British North America

Containing the latest and most authentic descrip-

tions of over 7,500 Cities, Towns and Villages in the
Provinces of Ontario. Quebec, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island,
Mani'oba, British Columbia and the North-West
Territories, and other general information, drawn
from official sources, as to the names, locality, ex.
tent, ect. , of over 1 800 Lakes and Rivers ; a Table
of Routes, showing the proximity of the Railroad
Stations, and Sea Lake and River Ports, to the
Citic, Towns, Villages, etc., in the several Provinces,
(this Table will be found invaluable) ; and a neat
Coloured Map of the Dominion of Canada. Edited
by P. A. Crossby, assisted by a corps of Writers.
Subscr.bers' names respectfully solicited. Agents
wanted. JC^Price S3—Payable on Delivery.

JOHN LOVELL & SON, Publishers.

Montreal, August, 1880.

PUBLIC NOTICE.
ALL PERSONS NOW SQUATTED

upon any Public Lands within the Nipissing
Crown Land Agency are hereby reque-ted to apply
without delay to John S. Searlett, Esquire, Crown
La-d Agent at Nipissing. and have their locations
carried out in due form, failing which their claims
cannot be recognized by the Dapartment.

THOS. H. JOHNSON,
Assistant Commissioner.

Dtpartm't of Crown Lands,
\

Toronto, 13lh Oct., 1880. $

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

J K
'HE PARTNERSHIP HERETO-
POKE existing between Geo. BBHOOUOB and Wm.

DISOMA3C, as Machinery Brokers, has this dsy been
di solved by mutual consent. All accounts will be
settled, and the business carried on by Geo. Ben-
gough under the name and style of Wm. Dingman &
Co.

SaO BlrDOODBB,
Wm. Dinoma.v,

Witness : Ek, E. Kjno.

F.O.B cars, deliverable at stations of the Inter-

colonial and Grand Trunk Railway.

Apply to

Intercolonial Coal Mining Co.,

26 St. Francois Xavier Street,

MONTREAL,
The coal is now being received at Toronto by several

of the dealers—W. J. Keith, C. J. Smith and othirs:

JOHN KEGOR & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

STATIONARY,
MARINE, and

LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS,
and SHEET IRON WORK.

Portable Roilers for Threshing Machines, Shingle
Mills, e'c„ furnished on short notice. All Boilers

tested by cold water pressure to 150 lbs. to the
square inch before leaving the shop.

SECOJND-HAND MACHINERY
bought, sold, or taken in exchange for

new work.

REPAIRS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

183 Atwatsr St., Detroit. Michigan.
BRANCH SHOP

—

Cor. Glengarry Ave. & Stuart st,

WINDSOR, ONTARIO.

ST, LOUIS HOTEL,
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

This hotel, which is unrivalled for s'z^,

style and locality in Quebec, is open through-

out the year for pleasure and business travel.

THE RUSSELL HOUSE,
OTTAWA,

JAS. A. GOUIN, - - Proprietor.

Favourite Resort ofthe Leading Public

men of the Dominion attending

the annual Sessions of

Parliament.

Ministers of the Crown, Senators, Members of Par-

liament, Public Officials, as well as those having
business with the various Departments of the Gov-
ernment. Itisalso the head-quarters of those having
dealings with the princely Lumber Manufacturers in

the great. Pine Valley, of which Ottawa is the acknow-
ledged centre.

The Russell House being central, almost abutting
on the magnificent Parliament and Departmental
Buildinos—the pride < f the Country—is thus con-

veniently situated for those visiting the City on pub-
lic business. But the location is also everything
that could be desired alike for the man of business

and the man of pleasure. A fewminutes walk brings
the guest of the Hotel within reach, not only of all

the principal business resorts, but also of the most
splendid Mountain and Valley Scenery that can be
seen anywhere, as also of the two almost unrivalled
Waterfalls—the Chaudiere and Rideau— and of tbe
extensive Manufacturing Establishments and Depols
of the leading Lumbermen. But. besides the beauti-

ful scenery, which, it may be mentioned, includes

the magnificent Ottawa and two of its grand tributar-

ies—the Rideau aud the Gatineau—there are in the
immediate neighborhood, beautiful Lakes and appar-
ently never-ending woods, which afford opportunities
fi r the fine3t Fishing and Shooting that can be ob-

tained cn the Continent"
The Russell House affords excellent accomodation

for 300 guests ; its table is abundantly supplied with
Viands of the choicest description, in season, and no-
thing is left undone to make every visitor feel com-
fortably " at home.,'

%®r- Omnibusses meet the Arrival of

eyery Train and Boat.

hEWITT & CAPELL,
GENERAL WOOD WORKERS,

18 Sheppard St. - - Toronto.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Stair Newels, Balusters, Hand Rails,

Ramps, Mouldings. Brackets, Fence-pickets,

and everything requisite for the finishing of Houses, etc.

Gig Sawing, Band Sawing, Shaping, Sticking, Wood Turning, &c &c,

DONE BY THE HOUR.

#5* Patterns furnished and desigus drawn for Scrolls and other work. Ail orders

promptly attended to.

ELLIOTT'S " 1880 " LACE CUTTER
Is the first absolutely perfect tool ever made for cutting all kinds of lace leather either

thick or thin. Lacings of arjy length or width may be cut and pointed by the most inex-

perienced. The price paid tor cutting one side of leather wi',1 buy a Cutter with which

you can cut just the siz. a lacings needed for each particular belt.

Price 60 Cents. S nt by mail on receipt of pi ice. Address

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO,
Brantford, Ontario, Canada-

SOLE AGENTS IN THE DOMINION" FOR

EWART'S PATENT DRIVE CHAIN!
No Friction, Tension, Stretching ; runs Fast, Slow, Perpendicular, Horizonta or Half Twist.

POSITIVE transmission, stands exposure.

Best Sawdust Carrier. Best Lumberman's Chain. Best Chain for

Live Rolls. Address

Waterous Engine Works Go-, Brantford, Ont., Canada.

ALLANDALE JUNCTION HOTEL.
Travellers by Northern Railway have 15 to 20 min-

utes by all trains, for refreshments. Solid meals.

Tea and coffee at counter. Fine brands of liquors and

choice cigars.

E. S. MEEKING Proprietor

FRASER'S HOTEL.
GRAVENHURST , ONT.

HENRY FRASER. proprietor (successor to Doug-
land Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thor-

oughly renovated and refii' ted that old established

hotel, so long and popularly kept and owned by
Dougald Brown, in the village of Gravenhurst, is

now in a position to attend to the wants of the travel-

ling and sreneral public. Parties en route to the

Muskoka District, wiil find " Fraser's" a comfortable

stoppi place. The Bvr and Larder are well furn-

ished. Convenient Sample Rooms for Commercial
Men. Good Stabling and attentive hostler. Free
'bus to and from trains and s'.eamboats.

HOTEL OTTAWA,
No. 21 North Side King £<j.uare.

ST- JOHN, 1ST B.

B. COSMAN, - Proprietor.

Terms, $1.00 to $1.50 perday.

THE ECONOMIST
Financial, Railway and mining Journal.

BOSTON. PUBLISHED WEEKLY. NEW T0EK.

$3.00 a Tear. 10 Cents a Copy.

rpHE ECONOMIST IS DEVOTED
JL exclusively to the Financial, Railway, and Mining

1 nteres s of the Wted States. It is the representa-
tive journal of its cla-s in New Eng and, and has, by
its conservative and independent policy, established
a reputation and c rculation which give it a com-
manding influence in its section. It aims to advance
and pro - ect the legitimate mining industry, and to
guard investors from imposition and consequent
losses.

The Economist presents special inducements to ad-
vertisers through which to reach the wealthy classes
of New England. Its circulation among the Mining
States and Territories is large and rapidly increas
ing.

Specimen copies free.

R. F. STRAINE. Business Manager.
31 JKi'k street, Boston.

New York Office : 115 Broadwav.

ST. LAWRENCE HALL.
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well

kept table, equalling the best Hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground floor. Walton Street, Port Hope.

Wm. MACEJE, Proprietor.
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The Book Agent.

A SCHOOL FOB THE INSTRUCTION OP WILY
CANVASSERS.

From the Cincinnati Gazette.)

Prince—" What is the book for which you
canvass ?"

Pupil—" The History of the Bible."

Prince—"What does it cost?"

Pupil—" Seven dollars and ."

Prince—"Naw 1"

Pupil—" Two cents a day."
Prinoe—"Yes. How many numbers !''

Pupil—"Twenty-nine. Delivered every

two weeks.

"

Prince—" How many numbers are ready
for delivery, and when do you mention the

fact ?"

Pupil—" Four. After the subscription is

taken."
Prince—"Good ! Now, how will you

carry your prospectus ?"

Pupil—" I'll wrap it up in paper and keep
it nice and clean."

Prince—"Naw! Clean! They ain't old

enough looking. You start out, you see my
friend, with a good subscription list already

taken. You show it—you needn't say they

were taken in Cincinnati—we are ladies and
gentlemen—we never lie. Naw ! You don't

carry it rolled up in a paper or in a sack.

You don't carry it in your hand or under
your arm—you carry it here."

The Prince slipped it dexterously beneath
the breast of his coat, snugly buttoned it in.

"Naw ! we are gentlemen and ladies on the

street. I don't have any one else work for

me, and you, miss, will put yours under
your cloak. I had one lady who used to

slip hers right under her bustle. Now you
are going to call. How do you know Mrs.
Rose is the lady of the house ?"

Pupil—"Oh, I could firid that out in the

last house."
Prince

—

" Of course you could, and how
many children she has, and what her hus-

band does for a living, and you may get an
inkling of what church she belongs to ; but
cautious, you know cautious. When you
ring the bell and the servant comes to the
door what would you say T"

First Pupil—"I would ask, is the lady ol

the house in ?"

Prince—" Naw. What would you say ?"

Second Pupil— " Is Mrs. Rose in ?"

Psince—"Naw! She would tell you
that Mrs. Rose is not in, and Mrs. Rose
would hear her say so. They teach their

servants to lie. Ladies and gentlemen, they
all do it. What would you say, Miss ?"

Third Pupil—" Be kind enough to tell

Mrs. Rose that a lady wishes to see her,"
Prince—" Naw ! That would be true,but

not politic. The servant would tell you to
call again when Mrs. Rose was in. You
never would find Mrs. Rose. You would,
sir, step into the hall, place your hat on the
rack, say very coolly to the servant, ' Tell
Mrs. Rose Mr. N. J. Hall wishes to speak
with her;' then walk into the parlor and
take a seat. The servant will be sure you
are a gentleman and an old acquaintance.
She will say, 'Yes, sir,' with a simper and
a smile, and trot off up stairs without a
word. Then if you listen you will hear
them above :

" « Why, who in the world is N. J. Hall ?

I'm sure 1 don't remember hiin. Has he got
anything with him ?'

"

"Now, if you had your book in your
hand, eh ?"

" No, mum ; he hasn't got anything."
" She doesn't come and say :

' Mrs. Rose
is indisposed to-day, sir,' or, 'Mrs. Rose is

engaged.' A lie, you know, but it settles

your hash. Naw ! She doesn't, but if she is

very suspicious the servant will come down
and ask the nature of your business upon
which you wish to see Mrs. Rose. Now,
what would you telljher ?"

Pupil—"1 would tell her— tell her—

I

don't know what 1 should tell her, but I

shouldn't tell my business."

Second pupil—"I should tell her that I

would rather not mention my business to

any one except Mrs. Rose."
Prince—"And she would send the servant

down once more to tell you to call again.

Naw 1 You would tell her that you had
called upon a matter concerning the welfare

of her children. Don't yen see, they are at

school ; she doesn't know but that something
very serious has happened or is about to

happen—that will bring her every time,

She 11 come down stairs, if she happens to be
a little nervous, with her heart in her mouth,
She'll run to meet you. Now what would
you say when she comes ?"

Pupil—"Why, I should take out my pros-
pectus and begin talking the book."

Prince—Naw 1 You wouldn't frighten her

away ; you wouldn't shove the book under
her nose the first thing. You would engage
her in conversation. You are a gentleman ;

she is a lady. You would bow politely.

'Mrs. Rose, I presume.' 'Yes, sir, I am
Mrs. Rose. '

" 'I have called on behalf of

the children (mark you, the children, not

your children, now). The country, madam,
is flooded with dime novels, sensational

stories, an unlimited amount of trash '

—

'Yes, sir ; but my children are not permit-

ted to read such things.'
" 'Very true, madam. Pardon me, I can

readily see that you are a lady of too excel-

lent judgment to permit it, if you know it

;

but the temptation ia before them always.

This literature perverts their emotions, ruins

their morality, and sows the seed of religious

skepticism,' etc. Then you can take out

your book and show the beautiful pictures.

'Only two cents a day, madam; thiuk of

that. Purely nonsectarian, a graud effort to

interest the children in the history of the

Bible,' etc., etc. If there happens to be a

young child in the rocmyou can turn to this

magnificent picture by Gustave Dore of

Moses in the bulliushes, and remark uood
the resemblance of the child to the youthful

Moses, and then go on talking the pictures

and the stories. Never ask her to subscribe

;

she'll do it when you've talked long enough.

'

Attitude of the Clergy in Ireland.

Too much praise cannot be given to the

Roman Catholic Clergy in unhappy Ireland

for the bold stand they (or the majority of

them) have taken against the suicidal action

of the Lind Lea< uers. Archbish< p McCabt
in a recent pastoral strongly condemned the

use of violence in obtaining redress of the

grievances under which, beyond question, the

people are labourii g, and quoted the great

O'Oonnell in support of his posit on. The
great agitator—of whom (as was wittily said

by Labouchere) Parnell is but a papier maehe
imitation—lost no opportunity ot counselling

the use of legal means to obtain what the peo-

pleof Ireland craved, and hedenounced in the

most unsparing manner the use of the very

means that Parnell is advocating with all

his might. There is the truest wisdom in

the policy adopted by the R. C. Clergy in

this matter, for in a country where the ha-

tred of the creeds runs so high, the most
terrible results would inevitably follow if

the movement became identified with Ro
man Catholicism. It would certainly re

suit in a general uprising, both of Protes
tants and Catholics, and a repetition of the

wholesale massacres that have already stain-

ed Ireland's history. In strong contrast to

this jio!icy on the part of Archbishop McCabe
was theimprudt nee of Archbishop McClosky,
of New York, who identified himself, to a

certain extent, at least, with the Irish

agitators who visited America, and was said

thus to have incurred the anger of the

supreme Pontiff. It remains to be seen how
the prosecutions of the Parnell party will

eventuate, but there is every indication on

the part of the government of adopting the

most vigorous repressive measures, and, when
they are driven to that course, there can be
but one issue—the quenching in the blood
of poor misguided peasants of the flime that

Parnell has so rashly kindled.

A Wonderful Blind Man.—A very re

markable blind man, named John Metc.df,

a native of Mn chestt r, was living at th

beginning of this century ; and, strange t

say, his occnp ition w as no other than th it

of a guide, bis living being gained by bis

conducting strangers through intricate routes

during the night or when the roads were
covered with snow. Stranger still however
was the cillinn which he subsequently

followed, and this we are told was that of a
" projector and surveyor of highways in

difficult and mountainous parts." With the

aid solely of a staff which he carried, he
was often to be seen traversing roads,

mountain hills, and exploring valleys. It

was under the direction of Metcalf that

many of the roads over the Peak in Derby-
shire were altered ; and he also designed and
superintended the construction of a new road
in the same neighbourhood, formed with a

view to open a communication with the

great London road without the necessity of

passing over the mountains.

A lady remained too long on a train to

kiss a friend, and, trying to get off after it

was started, was thrown violently on her

face. " If ever I kiss anybody a . am 1" said

she vengefully, as she arose—"any woman,
at least," the thoughtfully added.

A Bucks County, Pennsylvania, man has

just ended a lawsuit of forty-two years'

standing, and recovered six cents damages.

PROMINENT PEOPLE

The Czar has asthma, and it continues to

get worse. He will not likely live long.

The Prince of Wales has just gained

$25,000 on the turf. It's turf on the other

fellows.

Ex-King Amadeus is now on a tour in

England, bujing up hones for the royal sta-

ples of Italy.

While a Leadville lawyer was cross-ex-

amining a woman who was in the witness-

stand, she exclaimed :
" I'm a lady, an I, by

thunder, don't you forget it."

Snow has not been so deep in the far west
at this early date for years before, and old

settlers are arrangiug to put their whis-

ky-jugs where they won't freeae.

Count Taaffe, the piesent leader of the

Austrian Ministry, is by descent an Irish-

man, not a Welshman, as his name and the

old nuisery ballad might suggest.

The ballad-singer sighs because "there
are no birds in last year's nests." It is a

great pity. The p< et will next cry because

there are no clams in last year's shells, no
wooJchucks in the old-time holes.

Patti di esn't like Wales be cause thepoach-

ers kill labbits on her estate aud then have
the audacity to sell them to her own ser-

vants. It only indieates a popular prefer-

ence for Welsh rabbit over an Italian Patie.

In Russia, all the sons and daughters of

princes inherit their title. They are conse-

quently, as numerous as sparrows. It is

sjid that there is a village where every inha-

bitant is a Piinceor Piii.cjssi Gallitz n. The
tille of Prince in Russia is about equivalent
to that of Esquire in England.

It is wonderful how short-lived is Pailia-

mentary fame in Eng'and when the promi-
nence it gives at the time is considered.

Thirty years ago Col. Sibtkorpe and Joseph
Hume were names as familiar in the United
Kingdom as Gladstone or Disraeli. To day
uot one man in a hundred knows who they
were.

The Czar of Russia, like many of his sub-

jects, has suffered greatly from a nervous af-

fection of the eye, which threatens to be-

come very serious. By the use of a simple

remedy prescribed by his oculist some relief

has been obtained. The remedy consists in

throwing into the eye or upon the lids a tiny

jet of water by means of the eye-fountain

or douche. The delicate spray is hoth iest-

ful and invigorating to weak or weary e^er.

Young King Alfonso is no sluggard. Up
with dawn in winter and before Siven in

summer, he reads, and wot ks, ad holds bis

councils before noon. He reads foreign as

well as Spanish papers, and receives daily
the London Thmet, Independance B'lge, Lts
Dtbats, and other journals1 . He likes to

read English history, and sajs very bluntly

that he would fain seek bis models in coun-
tries like England, Italy and Belgium.

It is reported that Lord Dufferin will

shortly be appointed Ambassador at Con-
stantinople. Mr. Goscheu's health, never
very robust, has been much impaired by the
worries and anxieties inseparable from con-
tact with Ottoman intrigue, and nothing but
loyalty to duty prevented his return to Eng-
land long ago. Lord Dufferin is uot enamoured
of St. Peiersburg, though diplomatics ly a
success trure, and his nomination to tbo
Pera appointment will give great satisfaction.

The Prince of Wales and his duns sre to
become again the subject of British inquiry
ind legislation. One of the reigning sensa-
tions of London is the report that Mr. Glad-
tone has been requested by the queen to

usk parliament for agrant of $200,000, to help
the prince pay all such of his debts as are
. onsidered pressing, and for an addition of

•^50,000 a year to his royal highness' allow-

nee, which would give him §200,000 a year,
irrespective of the net revenues of the duchy

i
if Cornwall, which amount to $350,000 an-
lually, and the allowance of the princess, his

j

vife, which is $50,000.

There is joy in Burmah, just now, for

me of King Theebaw's consorts has quite
ecently presented that monarch with a son.

j
Mother and child are doing well. The
liappy father is so elated by the achieve-
ment of his spouse, Su Huayah Lut, that he
has announced his intention to wed her
younger sister forthwith. As he has put to
death nearly all his relatives having any
claim to the succession, his Majesty cannot
be too fervently congratulated upon the ac-

quisition of an heir, from cutting whose
throat he will probably be deterred by the

feelings of a father and the interests of a

dynasty.

Prince Alexander, the present ruler of

Bulgaria, haviug recently come into a legacy
of a million and a half dollars left to him by
the late Empress of Russia, his aunt by
marriage, is about to build a splendid pal-

ace in the new quarter of Sofia, at the east

end of that city, where several large and
handsome houses are in course of erection for

the future accommodation of Bulgarian rank
and fashion. The youthful Hespodar isjust

now in a lucky vein. Only the other day
Bishop Gligor presented him with a tasteful-

ly laid-out park, about half an hour's drive

from Rustchuk, eminently suitable for a
summer retreat ; and the Prince, while
gratefully accepting this munificent gift

sagaciously seized the opportunity of adding
to his popularity by forthwith issuing a de-

cree in virtue of which the park in question
is to be thrown open to the Bulgarian public
during three hours of every day for all time
to come.

PIANOS!
On Easy Instalment Terms.

Illustrated Catalogues and Price List on application.

NEWCOMBE'S ,

Corner Chuich and Richmond Streets, Tcront

The Climax

$6.50

Breech-Loading Shot Gun,
including Wads, Caps, Rtloadable Shells, and 8et

of Reloading Tools—Barrel Decarbonized Steel—

M

safe and accurate as a gun coating fire time* the

fllioe. Send 6 cents for >6 page Illustrated Catal-

ogue for 1881, now ready.

C IIA8~ST -A. n "BL ,

it Church Street, Toronto.

The Best is the Cheapest !

Patented

1878

Use nothing but

NEWTON'S PATENT

Carriage Shaft

A9D

POLE COUPLING.

A sample sett will be sent
:xpre«8 paid, on receipt of $1.

J. P JOHNSON,
(Sole Agent for Canada,)

_ 77 Richmond «t„ W. Toronto.

send tor price Hit and circular.

DIAMONDS
WILIi OUT,

AND THE

ImprovedDiamond and the Hanlan
Cross-cut Saws *ill cm faster and stayin order long-

er than any other saw in the world. They are manu-
factured only by

R. H. SMITH & Co., St- Catharines.

and Sold by the Hardware Irade every-
where Tike no other. We also make the Lii.ce

Tooih, Lightning, Improved Champion, Eclipse, In

short, all kinds and patterns, including the New
Improved Champion.

"St. Catharines Saw Works."

CAUTION!
EACH PLUG OF THE

MYRTLE NAVY
IS MARKED

T. & B.
IN BRONE LETTERS.

NONE OTHER .GENUINE-
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MIDLAND RAILWAY OF CANADA

Whittoy, Port Perry & LindsayRAILWAY
NOTICE TO SHIPPERS.

All freight for points on the above roads

should be shipped via the Grand Trunk
Raii/way, when it will be forwarded by tht

shortest route without transhipment and a1

the cheapest rates.

Fast Freight Trains Run Through To
Peterboiough, Fenelon Falls, Kin-
mount, Midden, Orillia, Lindsay, Hali-

burton, Midland, and Waubaushene,
connecting with fast steamers for

Parry Sound and Byog Inlet.

For rates, etc., apply to local agents, or to

A. White, General Traffic Agent, Peter-

borough.
GEO. A. OOX,

Managing Direccor, M. R. of C.

JAS. HOLDEN,
Managing Director W., P. P., and L. Ry.

Great Western Railway
T1CKFTS to San Francisco and all Points on the

Pacific Coast, both Overland and by Pacific Mail
Steamships from New York. Winnipeg and the

North West by all Routes. London, Detrcit, Sns-
pension Bridge, and ail the principal points in the
United States, both east and west, with the fullest

information of Routes, with Guides, Time Tables,

Maps, (fee, Free.

SOLE AGENCY FOR THE
WHITE S=TAR LIiSTE,
To Liverpool, Londonderry, Queenstown, Bel-

fast and Glasgow.

T. W. JONES, Agent,
23 York Street, Toronto, near Queen's Hotel.

FOR SALE, IN THE BEAUTIFUL
town of Orillia, a very commodious brick house

with out buildings and garden. Terms moderate.

Apply to Editor of Lumberman, Toronto.

JJACKENZIE BROTHERS,

Brokers, and general Produce-Provision Commis-
sion Merchants, 24 Water Street, Saint John, N. B.
Highest References provided. Consignments solici-

ted. Correspondence respectfully requested. Returns
promptly made.

¥ MACKE NZIE. D. G. MACKENZIE.

J. N E ILL & SONS,
IRON FOUNDERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

SWORN STATEMENTS MADE BY LIFE INS

t

:BANC
PANIE8 TO THE CANADIAN OOVERN.TJJ: i 1'

Total Business NewBusiness TOLlCIEo
NAMES Deposit

in Canada. Obtained in '79. BECOME
OP AT

COMPANIES. Total
Prem. re.

Total
Ins. in

No.
Pol.

Amount
of Pol.

Claims
Ottawa.

in 1879. Force. issu'd Issued.
in 1679.

Canadian, $ S $ $ *
OumU, Hamilton 536,293 18,945,715 1,402 2,633,100 157,821 54,000

164,898 6,928,323 1,012 1,545,650 31,494 77,650

Bun, of Montreal... 101,844 3,620,783 524 818,600 18,000 50,400

Ontario Mutual ... 62,637 2,151,413 427 90,000 11,500 50.541

Mutual, Hamilton 30,805 1,262,855 156 201,500 7.H00 81,075

Citizens', Montreal 28,292 1,171,845 183 406,250 11,000 50,400

4,674 163,609 19 17,606 1,000 20.160

Bbittsh.*
Standard 152,237 5,437,066 309 697,600 57,836 153,: 0)
Lon.A Lancashire. 58,456 1,783,188 225 400,000 20, 70 110,1 uQ

Brit. A Mercantile 26,989 1,019,224 6 38,000 39,057 Fire & L.
Royal 27,725 1,012,568 20 65,575 20,554 Fire & L.
Commercial Union 22,996 674,569 16 51,373 24,516 Fire * L.
Star 17,546 681,429 38 107,007 21,982 100,343
Liv., Lon., * Globe 10,136 286,004 7 15 433 1,117 Five S L.

Briton Lire
16,642 394,581 14 77 750 6,000 fir & L.
4,094 106,910 6 10,500 2,000 54,993

American.'
BTNALlFE 307,847 9,289,325 935 1,386 600 181,883 195,000
Equitable, of N.Y. 180,327 5,266,992 475 1 285,500 38,785 105,000
Union Mutual, Me 91,691 2,732.914 167 277,850 43,704 115,000

89,691 3,072,782 215 336,150 10.830 126,100

Front and Esplanade Streets, Opposite the Queen's Hotel,

T OR O 2*T TO.
NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

202J SPARKS ^STREET, OTTAWA.

•In examining the table it must be borne in mind that it relates only to
business done in Canada. This comprises the whole of the business done by
the local companies, but only the Canadian business of the British and Ameri-
can Companies. The iEtna's total income was $4,350,897.30 in 1679.
CB* Of the $131383 of "Policies become claims" in the case of the iETNA

LIFE, 933,7«4 was by the maturity of Endowment Policies— i.e., policies
payable at death or the end of 10, 15 or 20 years if living. In the other 19 com-
panies, all combined, only a total of $24,943 of this excellent kind of insurance
waa paid in 1879.

f36,000 waa added by the .35TNA LIFE, the past year, to its Govern-
ment Deposit, making it the largest of any Company, and nearly 4 times that
of most Canadian Companies.

S" The superior standing of the J3TNA LIFE is shewn by its total in-
come being 84,350,897.30, and bv its Canada Branch income being nearly
equal to the combined premium income of the whole 9 British Companies, or
that of the 3 lesser American Companies, or that of all the Canadian Com-
ranies but one. This one has been 32 years getting $536,293, while the iEtna'B
307^47 has grown from less than SslOOO in the past 14 years.

Head Office for Canada—Boustead's Block, Toronto.
W'T[,!,IAM II. ORR. Managtei.

ORILLIA HOUSE.
ORILLIA.

5e« »nd Commodious Brick Building;; nest north
of Toronto

; splendid sample rooms : centrally locat-
ed ; free 'bus.

JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

DOMINION HOUSE.

BRACEBRIDGE.

A good house i i every respect. Free 'bus to and

rom the wharf. Terms, $1 per day.

K. GILCHRIST, Proprietor.

Manufacturers of tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp meetings, Photographe s. Lawn and Mili-

ary encampments, with or without extra extra roofs, all su.es and styles, white or fancy striped, mildew

rroof or plain. Prices from *5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes) made of the best
silk-finish bunting. CAMP BEDS (Bradley's pa-

tent) the best bed ever invented ; size when fohled,
2 x 6 in. ; 3 feet long, weighing only 11 pouuds, but
strong enough to bear the weight of any man.
Waterproof waggon and horse covers, tarpaulins,
sheets, coats and leggings of every description,
made to order on the premises. f3?~ Special rates

to Lumbermen. Send for catalogue and price list to

National Manufacturing Co.,

202 Sparks Street, Ottawa.

QUEEN S HOTEL.

BRACEBKIDGE.

JOHN HIGG1NS, Proprietor. The proprietor

(late of Georgetown,) having lately purchased
the above hotel, will endeavor to make it one of

tha best houses in the District of Muskoka. Tourists
and hunting parties will receive every p. bsible atttu.-

ion. Free 'bus to and from the steamboat wharf.

Terms, one dollar per day.

PO n. AROAXKS
Pine Watches and Jewellery,

CALL AT

RYRIE'S, the Jeweller,
113 Yonge-st., Toronto.



*6 THE CANADA LUMBERMAN.

BRYCE BROTHER SJDOMINION BELT & HOSE COMP'Y
JSS T. LA.WR.EKTCE

LUMBER YA.JEiD !

Corner Berkeley and Front Streets, Toronto.

Planing Mill, No. 57 Ontario St. , Mills at. Elmval.

JAMS D. McARTHUR
,

MANUFACTURERS OF

WHOLESALE AND EETAIL DEALERS IN

LUMBER, SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, &e.

Largest and Best Stock of Lumber in the City at Lowest Prices.

WE HAVE CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LA11GK STOCK OF

SASH, DOORS AND BLINDS, ETC., ETC-,
Which we sell at Lower Rates than they can be had anywhera else in the City,

SPECIAL ATTENTION given to FILLING OF BILLS OF|EVERY DESCRIPTION

Manager.

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

Fire Engine Hose, Lace, Leather,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC ETC
Stitched and Ribbed Belting Made to Order.

Double always in Stock. - Srnd for Samples ardPric es

73 COLBORNETST., TORONTO.

Houses built on easy terms of payment. Houses to rent or for sale in any part of the city.

ffSTkst price paid for Lumber of all kind?, cedar post?, &C^j

The Queen's Hotel, Toronto, Canada.

McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors
«®" Patronized by Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated according to rooms.

STANDARD CHOPPING MILLS,
U8INQ BEST FRENCH BURR MILL'

STONES. SIMPLE, EFFICIENT, PRACTI-

CAL. CAN BE RUN BY ANY INTELLIG-

ENT MAN, NO RENEWING PLATES AS IN IRON

12 INCH CAPACITY MILLS. QRIND-
6 "IS BUSHELS PbKHOUa ERS W , LL LAST

A LIFE TIME.
"DRIVEN GY
2to8 H.P.

MILLSTONE

CHOPPING
MILLS

FOR LUMBERMEN.

Wil grind as fine as any foui-foot stone.

Guaranteed to grind any kind of trrain, fine 1 „ • i ,
or coarse, equally as -well, as a four Sot millstone. I

•L,un'Dcrmerj, gunu your own Horse rocd.
WATER0U8 ENGINE WORKS CO., BRANTFORD. CANADA. —

Make your own Flour with our Portable Grist Mill.

PRICE, GrUt Mill complete, $600. Capacity, One and a half
barrels of good flour per hour.

Send for particulars, address

Waterous Engine Works Co-,

Brantford, Ontario, Canada.

MACHINERY OILS!
To Dealers Find Consumers.

It will give the subscriber much pleasure to forward, post free, to any address, on »Pj>"»«i»°.

pamphlet, containing instructions and information that have been fouud of the greatest practical use i»

dealers and consumers of machinery oil in Canada. It contains the fullest information as to »oe amer

ent kinds of oils, their qualities and uses, thus enabling the consumer to make choice of ine »erj oil

best adapted to his wants, and also enables the merchant to select the kinds most likely to oe in

demand in his neighborhood. This pamphlet shows conclusively that oils properly manufactures rrom

petroleum, are va«tly superior to any animal or vegetable oil. I am now making the same qualities 01

"Extra" and "XX" oils 1 mnuufact'ured from 1870 to 1873. They are guaranteed nof to tkxcktn tr.t

extreme cold, and warranted to give satisfaction in every p irtkular. Bewire of Agents soliciting your er-

ders without By trade-marked order-book. Address

GEO. B. STOCK,
P. 0. Box 1146, Toronto.

Nothing Like It Yet Seen
Hig-liest Awards at

TORONTO, 1880. - 1st Prize and Diploma.

HAMILTON, 1880, -

LONDON, - " "

THE PEARL DRY HOP YEAST
Ready in a moment, and unaffected by time or weather.

t3T Ask your grocer for it or send direct to the factory.

BPEAEL YEAST CO,
Jiox 1164, P. Oi 39 Front Street East, Toronto-
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TEE KEEWATIN TERRITORY.

The following interesting particulars have

been furLished by Mr. John Mather, Mana-
ger of the Keewatin Lumber Company's

Mills, at Keewatin, Lake of the Woods.

Mr. Mather, who was for a numb;r of years

manager of Messrs. Gilmour's mills at the

Gaticeau, is well qualified to form a correct

opinion of the country and its resources.

He arrived at Ottawa recently, where he

remained on business for a short time.

ITS RAPID DEVELOPMENT.

Keewatin the site of the Keewatin Luni-

beiiug and Manufacturing Company is

situite the western outlet of the Like of

the Wood*, and about t' «ee miles distant

from Rat Portage. It is about 125 miles

east o! Winnipeg, 100 miles east of Selkirk,

and 300 miles west of Thunder Bay. This

new village is a rival to the older sett'ement

of R-it Portage, which has gained its princi-

pal importance, according to Mr. Mather's

statement, from having been made the dis-

trict headquarters of the P<;c fic railroad

construction staff. There is a station of the

Pacific railway at Keewatin, and aheady it

has tec me an important shipping point.

Here, Mr. Mather says, is the greatest

water-power along the whole line of the

Pacific Railroad in the North-west Terti-

torier. The head cf water is, on the aver-

age, twenty-cne feet, and the quantity

which passes is possib'y slightly in excess of

the volume which dashes over the Chaudiere

Falls at Ottawa. There are large and im-

portant water-powers in the North-west

Territories, but they are all remote from the

Pacific Railroad.

WHPAT FOR THE WORLDS MARKETS.

Tens is the point where a large portion of

the wheat grown in the North-West will be

ground before shipment to the Canadian and

European markets, just as American wheat
is ground at Minneapolis. Already negotia-

tions have been opened with the Hudson
Riy Company for the put chase of a site and
water-jower at the (astern outlet of the

Like of the Woods for the erection of alarge

gri»t mil), not to carry on a mere local trade,

but to grind for the world's marketp, as soon

*s the Thunder Bay branch is open for

through traffic. Keewatin has already become
the centre of lumber manufacturing, and eoon

will obtain a more than local celebrity. The
Keewatin Lumbering Company's mills have
been in operation all the summer, and the

Company have cut and built five large per-

manent trestle bridges for the Conad :an

Pacific Railroad. Messrs. Brandenbuig &
Co., who have large lumber mills at Kuife

Falls, on the St. Louis River, near Duluth,

on the American sie'e of the boundaiy line,

and have entered into partnership wit h Mr. W.
J. M-caulaj', of Winnipeg, for the purpose

of erecting and operating a lumber mill on

the site of the old Rat Portage. The capac.

ity cf this mill, which is now in course of

erection, will be five million feet per season.

The capacity of the mill at Keewatin is

about twenty million feet. It is rumoured

that the Pacific Railway Syndicate will es"

tablish district workshops at Keewatin for

the Pacific Rain ad

MANUFACTURING AND MINING.

The development of the territory around

the Lake of the woods promises to be veiy

rapid as soon as through trains are munnifi

over the Thunder B iy Branch Railroad.

Already the rai.road construction has given

an impetus to Rjt Portage, where fifteen or

twenty houses are teirg erected at the pres-

ent time ; aid a similar number at Keewatin

village, needed for the workpeople congrega-

ting around the mills. Theie is no agricul-

tural land of an extent throughout the dis-

trict—it lesembles very much the township

of Wakefield on the Gatineau River. What
land there is is fertile, but the maximum ex-

tent of each patch is two or three acres. It

can never sustain an agricultural population.

The future cf the territory depends upon its

supporting a large manufacturing and min-

ing population.

TIMBER AND RAILROAD TIES.

A few questions relative to the rumr ured

want of economic timber in the territory ltd

Mr. Mather's conversation to a tubject with

which he is faniliar. "Whcever says that

the timber in the Keewatin Territory posses-

ses no economic value," he replied, "speaks

without warrant. The supply oftimber will

last for a period much longer than I should

l.ke to say. The red pine is much finer than

any I have ever seen on tlieO.tawa; the

white pine is similar to that on the Coulonge

and Black River tributaries of the Ottawa.

There is no maple or beei h in the territory,

but thero is a large quantity cf very fine

cedar and tamarac, and what is called jack

pine. These last three woods are all suit-

able for railroad ties, which will be so much

equired in the North-West Teiritories. In

act, in a few years, this will be the only

district for eight hundred miles along the

Pacific Railroad where ties can le obtained.

This section of the road will require two

milhon ties at fi st building, and an average

annual supply of four hundred thousand ties

for repairs thereafter. The dis rict pro-

ducing this wo'^d suitable for ties is ail trib-

utary to the Lake of the Woods, and the

timber can easily be floated to the crossing

ot the railroad.

ABUNDANCE OF ECONOMICAL MINERALS,

The abundance of the ec >com c minerals

found in this district has already been ma le

the subject of considerable observation by

the Globes special correspondent, who re-

cently traversed that district, and Mr. Ma-
ther had little to add on the subject. Tne

g dd excitement still continues, anddiscover-

ies of gold in quartz rock are daily l ecordi d.

Capital at the present moment is the great

de-ideratum for the development of th.s in-

dustry. It is not forthcom u^ so far. Be-

sides gold, tilve r t nd cop, er are found in

large quantities. A soap stoi e of o sider

able economic value is also abundant.

Ltrge dep sits of thi3 stone are fon n>
l at a

lace on th L ke of th • W > > Is c died P \>-

St ine P. ii.t, be anse the Indians from Mib
uesota and oolier Western States in the pa^t

r sorted hen- to obtain stone for making

p pes. Anot er stone, an excellent substi-

ute for the oil stones used by caipenters to

sharpen edge t ols, is abundant, and will

command ieady s-ile. Lignite, tbf>, has been

found, but generally in biul eis Wrought

from a dista' c ; lis glac a act'on. The indi-

cations are that the true bed of li_u te will

be found on ti e Minnesota side of the boun-

dary or water shed of the Lake of the

Woods.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE RAILROAD.

Alarge body of men are still at woik up-
on the Section 15. an I work is being prose-

cuted as fast as possible.

The approach of winter has necessitated

the discontinuance of work in the gravel

pits, ami c msequently ibe discharge of a

large body of men. The rails on the road

are laid, and tra ns will be able to run with-

out an}7 difficulty till ni xt spr ng. Th. re is

already one "l.ft ' ot bidastonthe roa

from Cross Lke t i Ke.-watin, 36 niihs. On
a portion ot this distance tiie line is entirely

finished, as also it is from Selkirk to Cross

Lake.
ERECTION OF STEEL BRIDGES.

The Toronto Br d.e Company hive their

foreman, Mr. Dansizir at the Lake of the

Woods waiting to superintend the erectii n

of two steel bri Iges across the two outlets of

the lake. It was, by some unaccountable
means,delayed in Duluth f. r six Weeks. Toe
masonry has already been built, and is

waiting for the supe stn cture.

SALE OF FORT FRANCES STORES.

Recently the G vernnit ut stores at F. rt

Frances L ck were taken to Kie\v?tin and
sold by auction. Ti e stean.ei Lady cf the

Lake 3
, used oa the wirks, was also sold,and

purchased by Mr. W. J. M cauLy, lumbtr-

man, for $1,500 ; she origin illy co^t consid-

erably over one hundred thousand dollars,

and was purchased by the Maedonald-Car-

tier Govarnment to ply in connection with

the Dawson route, She ha", since the sale,

met with an acc den"-, but wi 1 be at work
again nt xt summer, t.>wing It gs, &c. The
Keewattn Lumbering Company have also

built a S'nall steamer tor similar purposes.

I HE BOUNDARY DLSPUTE.

Much inconvenience is caused to settlers

in this district by the non settlement of the
boundary quest'on ; aud they are as much
isolated irom the exeicise ef their civil

rights and the protection of the law as if

tin y Were residing in the heart of the

"Daik" Continent. There is no Court
where a man can sue or be sued, or whe.-e he
can collect a debt or seek restitution for loss-

es sustained. The only persons who obtain

the benefits of the law are the whiskey
•niug^lers, who, if captureo, are introduced
to the Stipendiary Mat isti ate appointed un-

der tne Act for the better pre ervation of

oroer in the vicinity of pu n c wotks. No
school system can be estab.iehed until this

unfortunate d spute has been settled. The
education cf the childr. n—?n,t there are

miny in the settleunnt— s provide ! by pri-

vate c^-
'i
eration. TneKeewain Lumber-

ing Ccmpang are about erecting a school-

house at Keewatin for the convenience of

t. eir employees' children. T.n-re is no sys-

tem, ana there cin be none until the matter
is definitely settled.

" WET GROCERIES," WHICH PAY NO DUTY.

An enterprising Yankee has cut a road

through the bush from Hailock's Station en
Lhe St. Paul and Manitoba Rai.road, to a

p >iut near tne boundary line at tne Lake of

the Woods. At this place he has establish,

ed a store or "whiskey shanty,"' where all

kinds cf " w. t groceries '' are dispensed to

v s t rs from Rat Portage, in Cjnada. All

kinds of t,o. ds are smuggled into Canada
troui this man's shanty, and a considerable

loss iiifl cted upon the revenue of the Do-
minion. During the past season he is said to

have carted along this road, from Hallock's

to his store, ovtr e
;ghty -thousand dollars

worth of goods. An iffott shou'd be ma e

to stop this illicit traffic.

A WET SEASON.

In ill's district as throughout the North-
ffe-t Territories, the season has been an un-
usually wet one. The earliest sett'er does
not rtrnember the Lke.

AN UNFAVOURABLE VIEW OF MINNESOTA.

Mr. Mather, idvertingto thealsurd stcr-

ies published of the floods in Manitoba a: d
the swampy character of the countiy, char-
acterised them as much exaggerated.
" Why," he sa d, '"about Dominion i ay last

I had occasion to go from Winnipeg to
Minneapolis. Oa leaving Man.t. ba the
weather was fine, and the whole country
along the raihoadhijih and dry. The crops
could be every wheie seen growing and thriv-

ing. But a considerable distan.e along the
St. Paul and Manitoba Ra-.lroad in M nnesc-
ta 1 noticed that long stretches of country
were covered completely over with water as

if there were Jakt s there. The wheat was
completely under water, f ni all farm field

work suspended. This was the very terri-

tory a few montLs previous I ha 1 admired,
because it was so dry and high."



2 THE C A N A V A T, U M U E H MAN.

A MESMERIC EXPERI-
MENT.

Thirty Christmas nights have come and
gone since that one, so memorable in my
1 fe, and yet sitting here in my solitary

room, a gray-haired, lonely woman, the

whole scene rises a? vividly before me as

though it had occurred but yesterday. I can

see the comfortably but plainly furnished,

]ow-ceiled, old-fashioned room, with its

dark wainscoted walls, and its dim corners,

that the feeble light of a couple of composite
candles could scarcely reach ; I can see the

half circle of faces gathered round the

hearth, looking glowiug and pleasant in the

ruddy glare of the firelight—all ex.ept one,

that of a man who sat in the corner opposite

to me.
I could not keep my eyes off that face,

which had for me the fascination of ugli-

ness ; as the ligh's and shadows made by
the flickering flame touched the shock of

bristly hair that half concealed the low,

narrow forehead, the cavernous eyes, sunk-
en cheeks, aud huge mouth, half open with
a cynical smile, that showed the tusk-like

teeth, I could compare it only with a shift-

ing series of gargoyles from some old monk-
sh ruin.

We were all numbers of the company of

the theatre Royal X ,
and, it being a

non-play night, we were assembled at the
lodgings of one of. our members, a lady, to

do honour to her birthday. Our usual
theme, the affairs of the theatre, past, pres-

ent, and future, being exhausted, the c n-

versation, I can not remember how, had
turned upon mesmerism and clai: voyance,
and I was stoutly declaring my utter disbe-

lief in either, my scepticism being greatly

intensified by the circumstance that Tony
Arnold—the man I have just described, and
who was one of the low comedians of our
company—took the opposite side. There
had always been an antagonism between us,

and, although I had no actual cause for

such a feeling, a positive dislike upon my
part, which I believe was pretty strongly

reciprocated upon his.

Although I was scarcely 29 at the time, I

was what people would have called r ther a

strong minded girl, with opinions of my own
that I never shrank from asserting, with an
obstinacy that no argument could overcame;
and on this night, excited by a spirit of de-

fiance to my vis-a-vis, I expressed them
with a bigotry and contempt that were any-
thing but polite to those who differed with
me.

'•By your positiveness, Miss Gr •
sneered Arnold, *' 1 presume you have had
a very large experience of the trickeries of

mesmerists."
'Oh, indeed I have not," I replied sharp-

ly, "I was never at any exhibition of the
kind in my life, and never intend to be. I

should not have pat^nce even to witness
such a transparent imposture."

"Suppose," he said, and there was a

gleam in his eyes which indicated rising

temper, "suppose I cou d give you ocular
demonstration that you are wrung, by

| la

ing someone in this loom under mesmeuc
influence; I have done the thing often. It

I did this before your own eyes, when you
would be quite assured there could not be
trick or collusion, Would you believe it

then ?"

" I don't know that I should," I answered
doggedly. "If you have such a power," 1

added with a contemptuous smile, why don't

you try it upon me?"
Arnold was evidently taken aback. I do

not think he dreamed of my taking up hi

challenge. He regarded me some seconds
with a doubtful, wavering glance, which I

met defiantly and mockingly.
"I would prefer auy one else in tie

room, he answered hesi.atingly.

" Of course you would," I replied wi h a

malicious laugh. " I am not a good sub-

ject ; the mystic influence is powerless over
disbelievers. Oh, I know all the jargon !"

And I cist a triumphant glance round the

company, who were exceedingly amused at

our discussion.

Arnold turned alternately white aud red
with rage and mortification.

"It is not that," he answered qu'ckly,

then paused, but, evidently stung by my
contemptuous laugh, he added instantly :

—

" Very well, be it so, since you desire it."

The prospect of h iving the discussion so

summarily tested and adjudgtd created au

intense excitement, and I could feel my own
cheeks burning and my pulse galloping at

fever heat as Arnold procetded to make pre-

parations for the experiment.

I anticipated the usual passes and hand

wariegs of which I had read, but I soon

perceived that his method was going to be

entirely different. He began by placing

two chairs exactly opposite to one another,

in one of which he requested me to be seat-

ed ; then he draped a large black cloak

around me, so that only my face rose above
it ; then a lamp, borrowed from the landlady
of the house, was set in such a position that

the light should focus upon my face, after

which he trok the chair opposite to mine
and desm d me to fix my ej es firmly upon
his, and not remove them for a second.

I foil wid his instructions, and the next
moment I was staring intently into a pair

of greenish-brown orbs that I could feel did

not rmet mine with equal steadiness. There
was profound silence, broken only by a
little suppres-ed giggle from the females,

and an oecash nal low whisper from the

men.
We had been thus only a few seconds

when Arnold sprang up, exclaiming :
" Its

no use, I can not do it."

A shout of laughter haihd this confession
i f defeat, and, throwing off my drapery, I

jumped up and jo ned heartily in the chorus.
Arnold was white as ^eath, and extremely

agitated. He made no r> ply to tl e volley

of '* chaff'' that assailed him on all sides, but
again turning to me, said in a tone ot intense

earnestness: "I can not mesmeiiz: you,
but you can me ; those strong, steel gray
eyes of yours, with their metallic lustre, are

far more potent than mine. Cou.e, will you
try ?

'

I d'd not need the incitement of hand-
clapping and the chotus of ' Oh, do !' that
jjrtetid the proposition, to piomptly con-

sent. I b'gan to be de' ply interested in

the experiment, and now that I was myself
accredit* d with possessing this occult pow-
er, my scepticism began to wavir.

" But before we go any further," he said,
" I must make one eonditiou—and that is,

that should I fall into a comatose s ate, you
will not pat to me any question ot a private
nature—as I s hall be compelb d to answer
truthfully, literally, whatever i'. ma> be."

1 promised faithfully not to do so,

The previous disposition was now reves-
ed, the lamp was set so that the li^ht should
sl.iue upon my face, and Arno'd Was envel-
oped in a cloak, as I hael becu.

And now, with all the nerve power I pos-

sessed, I fastened my i yes upon Arno el's.

White aud ghastly look' d his f.ice rising out
of the blackness of th drapery, which gave-

it almost the appe-aia'ioe of being elieide

from the b d\ aud bUBpended in sp^ce. The
lips were wi.e apart, and the gieenish eyes
were d lat' el to thi ir utmost extent, with a

strained faseinateel look, >uch as they might
have worn under th<- influence of a rattl -

suake. I could sc<rcil\ suppress a shiv. r

at this unc muy-looking picture ; but a wild
spirit took possesfiono me that night which
sex n swept away all such "compnLctious
visitings of nature. " Everybody seemed t-

bethoioughly impressed by the weirduess
of the situation ; there was uo giggling, no
whisper ng, all w .s silent as deats. Afte
about a ui nute my e>es grew ric id in theii

iutius stare, uutil i." set med to me that 1

no longer had the [over to move or clo^e

them, or < Vv u wink a I d; gradually I ould
feel the pupils eh a e. tut I they seemed to

be ome two huge di.-cs glow ng with a lam-
bent aud metallic fire. I coul l see that
every nei ve of the « hi e f .c was qu.vering,
the breathing was short and labored, and a
dull, stony f<laie came into the starting eye
bails, a far away, trance-like look, that tolel

me consciousness was gone, aod that the very
soul of the man had pa-seel Over to my keep
ing. And I felt a col 1, cruel, hard triumph
in this, a desire to strain mastery to the ut-

most. I rose from my Seat, slowly moveel
backward, ami imperil us)y b.ckoied him,
never relaxing my fixed stare, which seemeel

lo scintilate aniflisl). As 1 rose, he rose,

clutching the edge of the tab e to guide his

trembling steps. Slowly 1 moved, he fol-

lowing, seemingly impelled bv an involun-
tary but resistless impulse. I s'.oppeel sud-
denly ; he stopped.

" What is your name?" I a ked impera-
tively.

In a forced, hollow voice he gave one that
I afterwarei discoveied was his tamily name,
Arnold being only a the tiieal sobiiquet.

At this one of the gentlemen broke in,

protesting :

' N , i ><> ; that is againgt the bargain—no
questions.

"

'• It is time to put au end to it ; I don't
like it," said another.

"Oh ! yes," added a lady, ' te-o hor-
rible."

The interruption seemed to exercise the

fiend that possesseei ine, and call me back to

myself ; with au effort I wrenched my gaze

from that ghastly fac<\ As I did so, Ar-
nold, as though he had been only upheld by
my eyes, fell upen the floor in strong con-
vulsions.

Our experiment in mesmeiism spoiled the
rest of the evening ; for afthoagh a r

ter a
copious outward application of cold water,
and a judicious inward one of neat brandy
he soon recovered and triee to laugh off his
illness, it left a creepy, disagreeable de, res-

sion upon all, which no amount of hot spirits

and water and forced jollity could succeed in

dispelling.

As it may be supposed, the effect was
strongest upon me, and it chiefly took the
form of inteuse annoyance at the part I had
played ; I would have given anything to
have realized the past few minute". After
Arnold's recovery, by a tacit understanding,
no one made any reference to his strange
illness, indeed all seemed desirous for a
time of putting it out of their thoughts

—

and none so much as the principal actor in

it, who laughed and jestid in a feverish
manner and never allowed the conversation
to flag for a single mom< nt, as though he
feared tl e subj ct might crop out again.
Everybody, however, was eagerly discuss-

ing the singular i vent the next morning at
rehearsal. I avoided the gos.-iping gioups,
for the remembrance of the scene was a hor-
ror to me ; so did Arnold, whom I studious-
ly attempted to avoid, but he took an exact
opposite course, followed me wherever I

went, trying to engage me in Conversation
and to catch my eye, as though some of the
fascination of the previous eight stil sur-
rounded me.

After a rather late dinner, for the rehear-
sal was very long, I was dozing in my chair
when there came a soft tap at the door, and
to my sleepy ' come in' there appeared upon
the threshold the tall, gaunt figure of the
man whom of all others I last desired to see.

It gave me quite a sh ck. It was the first

time he had ever called at my lodgings.
In common courtesy I was obliged to ask

him to take a seat and draw near the fire, as
the weather was cold. In a vague, listless

manner he placed a chair iu such a position
that it exactly faceel mine, dropped into it

without a word, and tried to fix my eye.
I immediately shifted them and gazed into
the fire.

Hi- made no attempt to account for this
visit ; he talked rery little, and in an absent
manner—that betrayed that his thoughts
were not on his tongue—about the business
of the theatre. I felt very embarrassed by
his presence, an J presently rose and rang for

ea. What could I do but ask him to re
main and take it with me ? He said ' thank
you,' and kept his seat. I felt quite terrified
oy the change that had come over him

—

f om a noisy, jesting, roll eking kiud of fel-

low, who had always a j be for me, to this

silent, subdued man, with those dieadful
eyes ever yearningly seeking mine.
At length he went away, and never in my

life dnl 1 feel so thankful for auy body's de-
parture.

But he came the next day ab mt the same
time, anil acted in just the same manner,
until tne lights were f>rought in ; then all at
once he r< se from h's eh ir, cro-se i over to
where I was sifting, anil, hying his hand
epon my Una, said, in a hoarse whisper :

' Mesmi rize me !'

1 started back a d answered, shuddering-
ly : " Not for woilds !"

" Y'-u must," he answered
|
assion ite'y.

Aud somehow or other, I cannot tell how,
a few minutes afte: ward wj were sitting

Ws-a-yjs >t; rln_' into each o.he r's eye*, li

less than a in nute thcie was iu his u.e dull
stony va^ueue.-s of instusibi it v.

I covered my fac i with my hands, 1 ut
withiliew them, as I heard something fall

heaeily upon the floor, to see him huddled
at my leet n Ci nvu'sior.s, and fre>th bu! bling
upon his lips.

When he recoveri d I marly fainted my-
self ; but rallying by an effort, I told him
very positively that he must not c< me any
more.

.

"I cannot stay away j I must con.e,"
was his answer. And aga n the dilated
eyes begin to wander cravingly in search of

uiine,

1 connot describe the horror I felt at these
visits, and at length I begte.l a lady friend
I had in the theatre to come and st y with
me. The follow ing tfterno n he strolled in
as usual, but finding I had a companion he
looked very annoyej), aud remaineel on'y a

few minutes.
Several days passed, aud I met Lim ouly

iu business. His manner wastullen, almost
rude to me, at which I was much rel.eve.l,

for I now began to entertain lu>pes that he
would persecute me no more. The change
that had come over him was a constant sub-

ject of green-room comment ; he had always
been extremely th'n, now le seemed to

waste day by day, like a man consomed by
an inward tire ; his cheeks were sunk in

deeper hollows, and there we.e black rings

around his eyes.

After a few days my friend returned to her
own lodgings. The next afterno. n, at the
usual hour, Arnold came as before.

As soon as the lights were brought in he
again besought me to meimeriz; him. I

firmly refused ; but I cou'd not rest my eyes

upon him for a moment without his face be-

ginning to quiver aid his pupi's to dilate,

and the very feeliug th it I must now look at

him made the desire almost unconauerahle.
Matters went on thus for up ward < i a week.
But suiely, it will be said, you c aid b: ve

devised some mens of keeping him away
;

you might have requested your landlady to

refuse him admittance. Truly, I could have
done s'<, but—well, I must confess it e v n in

my own defense—Arnold bail bgun to throw
a stiange g'amour over me. I dreaded his

coming, yet I experienced a vagve yearning
when he was absent. I had fallen m\ self

within the meshes of the spell I bad unco.i-

ciously ci-.i upon him.
One afternoon he arrived ratLer eaili r

than usual ; there was certainly some occult

sympathy between ns, for the moment he
entered the rcom I felt that a crisis was
come.
He was in very weak health, and be sank

i low u in a chair looking pale aod exhausted,
and wiped the damps from his forehead,

while his breathiud was very labored ; and
there was a feverish glitter in the restless

e^es and a red spot in each hollow cheek.
"How very ill you look," I said pitying-

ly ;
" let me give you a glass of wine."

" No, I w ant nothing," he said in a gasp-

ing tone, " there's quite a tire bum ng with-

in me dow ; I am being slowly burnt d np."
"Have you seen a doctor?" I asked,

growing very nervous.
" A doctor," he echo ed with a mocking

laugh. "Oh, yes, I have seen a doctor, but
he can do me no gcod. It is you who are

killing me."
" I !

" I answered faintly.

"Yes," he answered; "since the night
you tore the heart and soul oat of my body
I C'nnot live without you, i nd I won't."

I was very much tei rifled by his wild,

excited looks, but replied with a great show
of firmness : "You talk nonsense, Arnold ;

why, you are married already."

1 did not know at the moment whether it

was really so, but there was a vague im-
press on among the con pany that tuch was
the case, aad it was upon that autherity only
that 1 spoke.
"How did yon know that—you quest'on-

ed me when I u as ULder your uflii.ee Vie
retorted sharply.

"I did not, but I find it is t.ue. And
under such circumstances, how dare >ou
address me in such terms?" I eiclaimed,
growing very indignant, perhaps mote in

seeming than in reality.

"Yes," he replied, dejectedly, "I am
married to a woman I hate ; to a w man I

left at the church door. I was foic d into

it by my friends—never mind why; that

would not interest you."
He paust d for a moment, then laving Irs

trembling fingers upon my arm, l.e added :

"Alice," he had come to call me by my
Christian name, "if an\toing wire to hap-

pen to he —if she were to d e—would you
bt- my wde ?"

I stared away from h ni, exeLiming :

"Don't talk like that, it is too horrible !
"

But he ollowed, and again grasped my
a- li', p nd sa ; d :

" Alic •, I told ) ou ju»t i ow
that I cannot live with' ut you, aud that I

w ill not, and I swear before Gixl that if y« u
do not give me this promise, when I leave

this hi use I will throw myself over the

bridge, mto the river— I swear ii !

'

Men—and women, too,—say these thiDgs

in moments of strong passion witLout keep-

ing their words ; but 1 knew that he would
keep his, the mysttriou- s\ ni . ath\ that ba4
been created be. ween us told me so. told me
that if he left me with that thought in his

hearr, he would not be a living in n withia

the next hour.

It was nearly dark, just 1 etween tl e

lights, and his face gleamed out of the shad-

ows white and terrib'e, and th< u I thought
how it would look when it was drawn out i f

the water w.th the long dark hair eliugiug

about it.

"It is not too much to ask of you," he
went ou, pleadingly. " Why, she may out-

live us both ; more than iikely ; there is

no hing shocking in it—she is nothing to

me, never hi a been, only the mockery of a

ceremony links us."
" But what is the use of a pledge, what
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sati-fac io < can it be to you ? " I said, stil

with my face cjvered, for I dreaded to mei t

bis eyes.

"I don't know," be answered ; "I" would
give a soiti f hope that I can't live without,

that I won't live without."
"Weil, I gave him the piomise. I dare

say you will consider it was very wicker I of

me to do so. I tliiiik so myself. But 1

thought it was almost impossible that I

should be ever called upon to fulfill it, and
how could I hesitate when a man's life

seemed at stake ?

The following morning-, as I was sea fed al

breakfast, I caught fight of Arnold's dark
figure pa- sing my parlor window, and the

next moment I heard his now weli-kno »u
knock at the str- et door. I put down the

cup of coffee that I had raised haf way t<

my bp?, while an unacceptable dread stolt

over me.
One glance at his countenance as he enter-

ed the room told me that something had
happet-ed. He did not look at me, not even
exchange a grtetiug, as he laid down his hat

aud took a chair.
" I have stiange n?ws to tell you, Alice,

'

he said in a voice thick aud indistinct with
agitation.

'' For God's sake don't tell me that—"
I could not complete the utterancj of m^

fears, my voice died away in my throat, and
with parted lips and rigid eyes I could only
await the explaia:ion.

Meantime he had taken from his breast-

pocket a letter, which he rose and offered

me. It had a deep black border.

I shrank back ; I would not touch it ; I

knew its contents.

"You knew what was going to happen

—

you have cruelly entrapped me," I exclaimed
bitterly.

He threw himself uron his knees at my
feet. " I did not. It was very sud len, the
letter will tell you so; heart d sease—her
frieud8 had scarcely a moment's warning."
There was that in his toi;e I c -u'd not dis-

believe, and when, after a while, 1 brought
myself to read the fatal letter. I found hit.

assertions were there fully confirmed.
"This makes it all the more horrible," I

ciied, "fori now f<.el as though I were in

some way the cause of Ler death."
"I implored him to release me from my

promise, as nothing could c me of a marriage
contracted under such ausp ces. But h
oul\ repeated the old words : I cann t live

with in y u, and I won't !

"

" Mj friend who could peiceive how ill-as-

sorted were, did all in her power to per-

suade me to break with him. ' L :ave the
company,' she said, 'give ni notice of your
intention, and go home, or tike another en-

gagem- n under nnotber name.'
" But I f It that I could not break a vow

so solemnly made, and which fate, whether
for good or evil, had so suddenly called upon
me to fu til.

"N >, I am wrong ; I did not love him. it

was only a glamor—whether the result of

supernatural influence or mere superstitioi

1 c moot preten 1 to say

—

t was a m xture • f

dr ad, r pul io , and a cimtiot .

" That day two nii n'hs was i ur wedding-
day. I ha s ri' e ha d to postp ne it 'o a

much la'ei date, but he wou.d cot g ve m
a n omtnt's peace until I cousented. ' Stie

was on :y my wile in name,' he k-p; urging,
'so what need is there of delay ?

'

"Although the strange manner <f OU'
w o m was unknown to evtryb >dy save ti e

friend I have before mentioned, it was ,m-
po-si le for th.-; comp ny no', to see how
matters st od between us. But homeho \

we had d > if d «wa. from th- rest, an I n< w
kept alo f fn m ti.em, and only au occasion
al hiut, or innuendo, or 8 y look told ua o
their obsei vation. I kn-.w we were th
constant theme of conversation ani wonder-
ment, but I do not think any one evei
dreamed it w-.uld hi a match.

''And we were both < qually desirous of

keeping mr approaching marriage a pro-
found teeret. My friend, and one of tin

actors whom Arnold had a most sworn to

secrecy, w ere to be the ouly witnesses, 8..

that when on that bright March morning we
entered the quit t suburban church, only a

few strange loiterers were there. We weie
dressed in our ordinary costume, and no one
who bad met us won d have suspected our
purpose.

"When he pa sed the ring over my fingei

his hand was like ice, s > were his lips t ai

just touched mine at the end of the cere-
mony, and I haw no joy in the livid face,

that was expre-siouless as though carved in

stone.
" We wa'ked bick from the church to my

bailing-, where we were to be domiciled for
the prevent. He scarcely spoke the whole
way. He left me at the door, saying that

he was obliged to go somewhere, but that he
would retnJn in time for dinner, which was
ananged for three o'clock.

" I ran u,>st i is om bed ioom, my heart

ready to burst with mort ricatiou, and h .d a

good cry. My friend did all she could to

console me ami to put achieiful face upon
matters, and after a while I rallied a little,

and went downstairs aud sat down to the
piano, and played and sang to pa s away the
time.

"Three o'clock came and passed, and still

he did not return. Then his friend, who
had rem lined with us, said he would go in

search of him.
"In about half an hour he came back,

bringing Arnold with him. He afterward
told me that he had f unci him pl>yi"g cuds,
and recklessly treating everybody who eu
tered the room at a tavern used by the
actors. I always possessed a great deal ol

sell-control, and I kept myself qu te tran-

quil.

"It had been arranged that we thould
sup at my friend's lodgings, aud thither,

fter the perf iimance, for we played that

. i_ht, we went. There w ere i nly four us

—

the four present at the ceremony. Arnold
was dull ani sullen, and at times seemed
scarcely conscious of where he was, for,

when addressed, he would start aud look

v cantly about him, like oue suddeuly arous-

ed fiom a dozj.
" It was two o'clock iu the morning before

we turned our faces homeward. Silently he
pursued hi< way ; and I was too proud to

speik. But, oh, the agony, the shame, the
humihat on I endu ed that night ! When we
rrived at our lodgings the fire was put, It

wa- a veiy chilly ni,h r
, and he cd nplaine i

of being cold, aud said he should rekindle it.

While he went away seeking some wood iu

the kitchen I ran away up stairs to my room
and went to bed.

"At la-t my aching, swollen eyes closed,

aud I i eel asleep.
" When I awoke the cold gray dawn of

the spiing mom ng was just stealing across

the darkiiiss of my room. 1 awoke Willi a
start, aud s it bolt u;r,ght, with a sense ot

int ffable horror. Had I been dreaming ? I

could not remember. Yet there was upon
me all the terror which is left by some
ghastly nghtmare.
" I leap- d out o f bed, huddled on a drcss-

ing-gown, and with hare feet bur, ied down
he stairs. It was impulse, nothu g more,

for I had no th ug t iu what I was doing. I

opened the parlor door and looked in. All

was dark aud sil nt.
" 'He has g ne to sleep upon the sofa,'

was my reflection. My woman's pride

prompted me to return to my chamber, but
some other feeling hel l me rooted to the

spot. The chinks of toe shutters were pen-

cilled with faint lines of light. I crossed

the room, unbarred ai d threw them open,

and looked up at the sky. Tne waning
moon was high in the heavens, over which a

faint roseate flush was just stt aling, and a
wild chorus of birds iu tne trees close by
alone broke the ueep stillness of the early

morning.
"I stood gazing upon he p cture for some

-econds in t because 1 elt its beauty, but
oecause I dared n .t, turn my head.

'' When, after a time, I summoned up
resolution to do so, it was slowly ani by
d-giees. First my fell upon the sofa ; that
was empty ; then they traveled toward the

hearth. Toe tire had burnt d into a great

hollow, gray and b own within, black above.
1 could see on y a portion of the gr<te, as au
asy-chair was drawn iu front of it. There
>as something in the ch.ir, something loll-

i ig sideways ; and there was a coat-siecve

with a haud dan,.ling across one arm. I

could feel my hair bristle and my heart
stand still as I crept up to it, and saw a

huddled heap of clothing, in which was half

ouried a livid, hair-strewn face.

"It was my hushand—drad."

Note.—This story is not only fouuded
upon tacts, but the events happeued almost
exictly as they are related here. — Temple
Bar.

As John Miller, toll gate keeper in Adams
county, Pa., went out to collect toll of an
old man who was passing through the gate,

a bystander remarked that the two men
i okeii enough alike to b; twin«. Invest ga-

i n prov. d that th y we:e twin brottn rs

oorn iu 1816 wh> had not set n each other

lor sixty } ears. When they were four years

of age their mother, a poor womau, sent

them into separate counties to live among
friends. This was the last they saw of

each other until th ; s adventure. Danul
Miller had lived within twenty miles of his

mother, bat had no knowledge of the lat-

ters' existence.

How Long will the Sun Last ?

J*KOf . BOOR C. A. YOUNG GIVES II XH VISITS OM
I UK ircTGRK OK THE UNlVfciiHK.

(Krom the Popular tfcience M ai.thly).

How is the heat of the sun maint lined ?

How loog as it lasted already ? How long

will it coniinue? After affirming that, in

the piesent .state of tcience, only somewhat
vague and unsatisfactoiy replies are possi-

ble. Prof. Young holds that, so far as ob
seivation goes, we can only say that the out-

p uring ' f ti c so'ar heat, amazing as it in,

appears to have gone on ui changed through
all the < nutui ies of human history. '1 he au-

thor thinks that tnere is 80ine truth in each

of the two theones whi«'i ha- e been pro-

posed to account for the sun s fire.

As to the fast, the impact ot meteoric mat-

t r, it is quite certain that solar heat is thus
produced ; hut the question is whether the

supply of meteoric matter is sufficient to ac-

count lor any ureat proportion ot the whole.

After giving Sir Willi im Tuompsou's cal-

culation of the amount of heat which would
he produced by e;.ch of the planets failipg

into the sun from its piesent orbit, by wh.ch
it appears that J u pi' er would maintai i toe

sun's present expenditure of energy for 32 -

254 years, and Mercuiy for 8 x years aud 219
days, and that the collapse of all the planets

upon t e sun would generate sufficient heat

to maintain its supoly for nearly 46,000

j ears) and after estimating that matter equal
to only about oue-hundreth part of the mass
of the earth, falling annually u on the sol %
sur ace, w. uld maintain its radia ion indefi-

nitely, Prof. Y ung thinks it improbable,

from astronomical reasoi s, that any tuch
quantity of matter can he supposed to re^ch

tne sun. So large a quan ity of matter
would necessitate a vastly greater quantity

cii culating around the sun, between it and

the planet Mercury. But if there were Lear

the sun meteoric matter equalling, for exam-
ple, the mass i f ;he earth, it ought to pro-

duce an observable effect on the motions of

Meicury, aud no such ( ffeci has yet been de-

tected.

Astronomers, therefore, failing to find a

full explanation of the cause of so'ar energy

in this hypothes s, have adopted a second

one, which is, that the sun's di; meter is

s owly contracting, and that the gaseous mass

i> gradual y 1 queiyiug and becoming sodd.

The oi nclu ion is drawn that, if t ois theory

re correct, there must c >uie a time when
there will be no solar 1 ea , as there has also

b^en a time when it began. How far for-

waid is the end, how far backward the be-

ginning t Newcomb is authority for the

statement that, with its present radiation,

the sun will shrink to half its present di <m-

etei 'n about five million years. Reduced to

this im, and eight times as dense as now, it

vi ouid cea-.e to be mainly gaseous, and its

temperature would begin to fa'l. Hence
N.-.w comb assigns as the term during which
the sun can supply heat enough to support

life on the earih, as w e know life, a period of

ten million years.

The writer somewhat more canfidently

cas s his eye backward, and concludes that

the s uu canuot have been emitt ng heat at

the pr sent rate for more than eighteen mil-

lion y> are if its heat has been generated in

the manner described. If the sun has con-

tracted from a diameter even many times

larger that that of Neptune's orbit, to its

prestnt dimensions, as if probably true in the

main, "we are inexorably shut up to tne

co. c usiou that 'he total life of the solar sj s-

teui, from its birth to its death, is included

in some such space ot tune as thirty mdlions

of yeais ; uo reasonable adowai ce for the fall

of meteoric matter." its., " could raise it to

sixty milli' ns." The possibility of collision

with wandering stais, aud the suggestion of

ways as yet unconc' ived of for restoiiug

wasted energy, are fol owed by the state-

ment that "the piesent order of things ap-

pears to be limited in rither el rectiou by
terminal citastropbes w hich are veiled iu

clouds as yet impenetrable."

A STRANGE kitten was given a home, on

the steams-hip Illinois, which was then in her

dock iu Philadelphia. When the steamer

left Liverpool recently for home, it was
found that the kitten bad been left behind.

The captain an 1 sailors were much grieved,

i ecnuse the\ never expected to see her again.

When the British Crown, the next steamer

of the American line to sail from Liverpool,

arr.ved in Philadelphia, the first passenger

to creep ashore w as pussy. With tail and
mate erected she flow oa board the Illinois,

and began to rac j about the decks, showing

in every way her dumb nature would allow

the joy that was in her heart at getting back

to her old home.

PERSONAL

Mb. IJitGHi-H "-ays t .at Dean Stan'ey wait

the O'igiua i f I rn Brown.

Sia Edwabl> Thokvio:« and hi* family
r..turu to VVaj lingf'D thu in nth.

Mr. Mii.lals returns h s income to the
C ;mmi->.ioner at seven thousand pounds.

Tub D :an of Windsor is the confidential

sdrirer of the Queen in all matters belonging
to Cnurch patronage.

<w.j'. mk, the artist, is now not far from
sixty years old, and is said to be one of the
handsomest men in Prance.

Lord Houohtoh's tenant--, lately presented
1 1 his new daughter-in-law, Mrr. Mdne«, a
fine brao-let of pearls, dianou lr., and rubies

as a wedding gilt.

Tue Empnss Eugenie telegraphed to a
gentleman on the staff of Figaro who recent-

ly lost his daughur, a message begging leave

to associate heiself with his grief.

John Bright, despite all of his Quaker
antecedent, was beheld a fortnight ago
rnovi d to t ar» by M djexka's impersonation
of Mary Stuait at the Court theatre, Lon-
don.

The marriage of Prince William of Prus-
sia will take piace in Berlin on the 28th of

February. The prince and princess of

Wales will represent Qicen Victoria on the
occasion.

Mks. Charles Crockett, the wife of the
president of the S ^uthtrn PaeitL- R alway,
has expended three thousand dollars in

bringing the young ac'ress Mi-s Calhoun be-

foie the public.

Mr. Tennyson has spent the autumn at

his place on the Hampshire Downs, but be
passea the coming winter in Lor.don, and
does not leave for the Isle of Wi^ht until

summer.

Bjshop Colexso is a man nearly Eeven

feet tall, and of a massive frame. He is

sixty-six years old, and is regarded by the

natives with awe and reverence, and they
salute him as a great chief.

Mr. Gladstone having been asked, some
little time ago, if he did not consider Ten-
nyson the greatest genius of the age. replied

in the negative, and add that without a

doubt Disraeli merited that title.

In spite of the fact that Prince Edward of

Saxe Weimar is a German, and so not prop-

el iy in command at alt in the British aim_\,

be is idolized throughout his military dis-

trict, and the object of universal respect in

the army.

The widower of the Princess Alice, the

Grand Duke of Hesse-Darmstadt, is describ-

ed as looking every inch a prince ; he is tall

aud ruddy, has a pleasant aud intelligent

expression, with keen eyes, and a fiank and
courtly manner.

Prince Jerome Bonaparte is a remark-
ably fine talker, but when he wearies of his

interlocutor he stands erect directly before

him, and yawns in the middle of one of his

sentences—which answers for Bonapartes, if

not for princes.

When the Crown Prince visited Nurem-
berg, the burghers presented him with a

costly album, and at the same time declared

their loyalty to be as firm as the walls of

th- ir city—the walls, however, are presently

to be entirely demolished.

The Saltan seems to have more diamonds
than ducats. A cigarette that he offered

some one at a supper which he gave being

declined, he produced a snuff box set with

superb brilliauts, and bade the person use

that instead, and keep it.

Carted on an old stone in a little Mary-
laud grave-yard, after the name of the dead
and the customary formula, may be read the

words, "He held the pall at the funeral of

Shakspeare." The late Fred Loring wrote
some fine verses on the discovery.

Olive Logan has a friend who lived in

Cuba, aud used to observe some grand ladies

driving out every afternoon with flowers in

their hair, diamonds on their necks, and the

volante full of the flounces of their gay silks.

One day the carriage uj.set and spilled out
the high-mightinesses, and it was seen that

they had on neither shoes nor stockings.

One of the L >ndou papers recently re-

maiked that Lord DufFerin's life at St.

Petersburg was made insupportable by h s

ignorance of French. The fact is, however,
that Lord Dufferin is one of the- most ac-

complished French linguists living, and
presiding once at a banquet to the Comedie
Frar.caise, was eulogized by M. Got on the
fluency and felicity of his French.
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Chaudiere Mills.

Those establshments are chiefly engaged

in the export trade. They are in full work

usually about six months of the year, viz :

from the 15th of May to the 15fh of Novem-

ber. In this number cf the Lumberman
we have only r< om to give a short descrip-

tion of the following :

—

PERLEY ANDPATTEE'S MILLS.

The firm of Perley and Pattee was estab-

lished in the year 1857, and has very exten-

sive mills at the head cf the Chaudiere Falls,

with large piling grounds, through a port on

of which are laid lines of rails for distribut-

ing the piling and shipping the timber.

They get out annually, from 150,000 to

250,000 Standards logs, producing from 30

to 50 million feet of pine lumber, of which

a considerable amount is kept always on

hand. They employ a large number of men

through the year ; on an averageabout 1000,

and 250 teams of horses.

Their mids are furnished with two slab-

bing gangs of twenty saws each ; two stock

gangs of forty taws each ; two Yankee gates

of thirty-two saws each ; one single gate and

one re-sawiug gang, with the usual compli-

ment of circular saws for butting and edg-

ing. The wheels ( mploycd, are Rose's im-

proved, and the Lamb wheel ; one pair bo

each gate.

J. R. BOOTH.

This gentleman first established business

at the Cuaudiere in the year 1858, by the
manutactuie of laths, and now carries on
extensive operations in tawing pine lumber.

His mills are situated on the south shore of

the Ottawa, just below the falls, and
manufacture annually from 26 to 30 million

feet of pine lumber, of which 12 to 15 million

feet are always on hand on his pnmg
grounds, which cover a space of about 10

acres of land.

These mills are fitted with gang and c'r-

cular saws as follows ;

—

Three gangs oonta ning 40 saws ; 3 s'ab-

ber gangs, containing from 18 to 20 .-aws ; 1

Yankee gate containing 36 saws ; 1 large
circular saw for dimension timber ; and a

large number of circular saws for butting
and edging.

Tne power employed is derived from th«
waters of the Chaudiere, assisted by 14
Rose's improved waterwheels, 2 for each
gate, and upright and central discharge
wheels.

Tnis establishment gives employment, in

the winter time, in the woods, to about 850
men and„300 teams, aud in the summer
time, at the mills, to 400 men, aud 40
teams.
Mr. Eooth gets out 3 or 4 rafts of square

timber in the season.

LEVI YOUNG.

F.rst established his business at the
Chau.iiere in 1S54, and owns one saw mill,

getting out and sawiug about 100 000 in the
year, producing abnit 20 000,000 feet of

pine timber. He employs one slabbing gate
ot 40 saws ; one stock g ite ot 40 saws ; one
Yankee gate of 32 saws, and the necessary

edging and butting saws. Tne wheels em-
ployed are Rose's improved, 1 pair to each
gate. Iu addition to this, Captain Young
gets out annually about 3 rails of square tim-

ber, employing through the year from four to

five hundred men,

BRONSOKS & WESTON.

This firm was established in 1853, and wa3
the first to tske up laud at the Cuaudiere
for the purpase of establishing a saw-mill on
a large scale.

They are now proprietors of two large

saw-mills, and a grist-mill, lath and splitting

mills, and own a large tract of land used as

a piling ground—the whole premises extend-

ing from near the wooden blidge to the point

of the island. They get out aunu illy about
100,000 logs, producing between 30 and 40
feet of lumber, of which from 5 to 10 million

feet are always kept ou hand,

The large mill coutains 2 stock gangs, of

30 to 40 saws ; 2 slabber gangs, 14 to 16

saws ; 2 Yaukee gates, 32 saws ; 1 single

saw ; with the necessary butting and edgn g
saws, The smaller mill coutaius 1 slabber

eght. 1 stock gate, and butting and edging

saws.
The wheels employed ate Rjso's improv-

ed and the Lamb wheel.

The lath mill contains two gangs for saw-
ing laths, 5 or 6 saws each ; a butting ap-

paratus and picket saw ; and a splitting mill

for slabs; and produces 10 millions of

lathe.

They employ for six months of the year,

in shipping the productionsof these mills, 26
barges with 5 men each, 4 steamboats, 9 men
each, in all 222 men.

It requires $3,000 to pay the weekly
wages of the employees of this establish-

ment.
THE BUCKINGHAM MILLS.

These mills are situated on the River Du
Lievre, about four miles back from the Ot
tawa, and in conjunction with the mills

belonging to Messr... JasMaclaien & Co.,

on the opposite side of the river, have con-

trol of one of the finest water powers in Can-
ada ;the talis are 70 feet in height, and the
river Lievre being very deep and supplied
by many large lakes in the north, there nev
er is any scarcity of wa f er, even iu the driest

summers.
The mills having recently been rebuilt,

are of large size, and fitted with every mod
ern improvement, to tave labour and to do
good sawing. The business done is about
800,000 lo^s a year, which are sawn almo-t
entirely into 3-inch deals for the Quebec
market. A tl de over two miles in length
conveys the timber from the mills to the
li nn, where the thin lumber is taken out
and piled, and the deals areiun into the
water aud rafted up into crib?.

All the logs sawed at these mills are made
on the tributaries of the lliver du Lievre
which diains an immense extent of countay.
The two firms that work on this river have,
at their own expense, built very extensive
slides to paes their logs over different falls,

aud also constructed many booms, piers, &".,

at different points, the Government never
having expended anything on the River du
Lievre lor improvements of any kind, though
the public have for very many years derived
a large revenue from it.

New Brunswick.

NEW SAW-MILL.

Our Chatham (N. B.) correspondent

writes :—The Hon. Mr. Muirhead has com-

menced to build a two gang mill, on the site

of the three gang one* burned last spring

The new mill, it is said, if not superior, #H1

be equal to the best in the Province. Th
{.eople geueraby hail with delight this enter

prise of the Senator, and he.pe it wi.l pr-.Ve

a ii: ancial success to him, and trust that i

will be equally as beneficial to Chatham at

the burned one was under his management
aud that of his predecessors.

ST. JOHN LUMBER EXPORTS.

The lumber exports across the Atlantic

from St. John, N. B., from January 1st to

October 31st aro shown by the following

table, with the naimsof shippe s, and tht

amount shipped by each :

Timber.
Deals

and ends
Fee-.

Alex. Gibson 70 433,000
R A & J Stewart. .39 351 000
Guy, Bevan A Uo ..29 198,000
Carviile,McK.&Co.29, 990,000
W M McKay 12. 322, 000
S Schorield 6 191,000
McLich an&Wilsou 547,000

Pine.

Tons.

20
855

291

1,174
31

3

Birch.

To s.

5,252
'-\060

893
3 831
242

2 S99

Total. 1S6 032,000 2 374 15,177

MIRAMICHI LUMBER SHIPMENTS.

The Miiamichi Advance publishes a table

which shows the quantity of lunib, r shipped
from Miiamichi during the season just clos-

ed, by i ach cf the sh ppors. The number
and tonnage of the ships are as follows :

SHIPPERS. VESSELS. TONS.

R. A. A J. Stewart 74 3S 8S4

J. B. Snowball 74 3S 1(14

Cuy Bevan & Co 66 33 747
' W. Muirhead 32 16 816
D. A J. Ritchie A Co 32 14 527

A. Morrison 27 12 619

Geo. McL od 21 10 635
G lmour, R inkiu A C. 11 7 298
Geo. Burchill 12 6 522

C. e. Todd 1 617

350 179 799

The total shipment of deals is 154,694,312

superficial feet for the season, and it exceeds

theshipment of 1877—the big lumber year on
i he M ra-nichi. The figures for that year
w.re 149 938.593 s. f. dea's ; 5,409 166 p eces

pa'in^, and 1827 tons tim er. Toe quant ties

shipped each year rince 1877 stand a*
follows :

R F DEALS. PS PAL. TONS TIM.

1877...- 149 338 563... 5 409 166.... 1827
1878.... 104 729 702.... 3 055 071.... 66
1879.... 114 618 000.... 2 784 500.... 500
I860.... 154 694 312.... 4 651 703.... 3225

Mr. Snowball shipped ten toLS juuiper

this year in addition to the woods stated

above.

The qnantity of logs and deals left on the

Miramichi tb is sea-on is much smaller than
f«»r rmny years. But for the fact that the

30,000,000 drive of logs which has hung up
so Ion.', has nearly all reached the boom,
the manufactured stock left over this season

would have only been a few thousands.

Seven mills were sawing yesterday but they

will have to cease in a day or two. Late as

the de'ayed logs were in coming ddwr,
several millions of teet have been convert-d

into deals fr m them and shipped, and the

present tawing will enable tome of eiur

shippers to have a few cargoes < n hand for

. any deliveiy. The tra^.e here appears t

think tl at the msrket in Great B ita;n is

not in the most promising condition, and
operations for the next year's business

therefore, should be c -utiously undeitiken

APPROXIMATE ESTIMATES FOR 1880 81.

A correspondent o? the Monetary Times

writing fr. m St. John, N. B., says :— IYe

estimate made here by some well-info -med

persons is that probably 400,000 000 super-

ficial feet may be got out iu New Brunsw ick

this season. This is only an approxim ttioa ;

but as the experts of this province f >r the

this season now closed say 387,000 000 linea

feet, it is not likely to be far astiay. These

400,000 feet w ill likely be apportioned some-

what a-> follows ;

—

The M ramichi 120,000 000 feet.

Other North Shot e ports.. 15 000,000 "

The St. John 220,000 000 "

Other pla' es. . . .
• • 45 000 000 "

Tota' 400,000,000 fee*.

To these "guesses " I may add some fac f,

viz : that the shipments this year from Ne a -

cistle, ma le in 129 vessels of 68,626 ton?,

were 54,808 000 r. et of deals and ends as

against, ou.iy 15.S09 000 ! a»t sear. The ship-

ments of sc intra. e, bttteua, b iards aui
...In g ,

wero more th.iu doublrd. 0; .-quare

imber, 616 tons birch ami 143 fc»na pine

were shipped,,** compared with 158 toi s

birch and 31 t n- p.ne in 1879. made in 36

ships of 19,406 tons.

The Reult in Bayham.

In elavs gone by tie fownsh p of Bayham

was known as "'saw-log Bay! am," for the

reason that from 1S40 to 1S55 lumbering

was the industry of the municipality. Dur-

ing the early part of that period oak trees

were put uudercontribution and the bus ness

was ttaving. The shipments to the Qu. bee

nv-rket were about 100,000 ppe and 400,000

t ii 600,000 West India staves per year ; the

ex ct number in 1845 was 109 65S pipe and

624,707 West India. The pine, however,

reatly lutnuinbered the oak, and although

an extensive raid was o gauiz ;d against them>

they furnished much employment until about

the year 1872. In 1S49 there were twenty -

n ne i»w mills in the township, and in 1S51

the. first steam whistle sou -de i in Port Bur
we'l. Many of the mills would cut 40.000

fee* per day. There is uot now a sing e s i w
mill at the Pott, nor six in thetowushp
doing any considerab'e business but thur
teeth of steel did in their time cat untold

millions of feet of excellent lumber, that

found its way over the waters of Lake E'te

to the busy marts of the world. From tuo
to four hundred vessel loads were tent per

year. Much also was sent unc.it in rafts

;om;iimes two miles long.

St. John River.

A late New BruDSwiok paper says :—Dur-

ing the past two months a large number of

men and t ams have gone to lumber at Burnt

Hill, Clear Water and other tributaries of

the Southwest Miramichi, on the lands

owned by the New Brunswick Railway

Company. The operations will be continued

until the 15th of April next—this Leing tLe

specified t.me when the rafting of the logs

will be comrrenced. It is expected that

about 10,000,000 teet will be got out during
the winter ai d then rafted and deft-atcLed

to Indiantown during the summer i.y the
towhoatf . The lumber it is said is being cut
to the order of Guy, Bevan A C'.>. Mr. G.
Tapley tnd one of his brjthers are to pro-

ceed to Burnt Hill, when they are to com-
mence scaling what has been chopped.
Me-srs. Isaac St^vem and Guy Keswick are

to accompany the Messrs. Tapley on the

jourr.ey. The !a ter have secured a sirrilar

job on the Char Water district.

At M .dawaska the axe cf the lumberman
will re« uu'l tlir.ngh the foretts more vigor-

"usly than it did for m my seax-ns p evious.

It is estimated that between 8,000,000 tnd
9 000 000 feet will be cut during theB<a-
-on's operations. Tne lumber is intetded

for consumption a • • n.* the various sawm lis

at lintiantown, S rai.ht S 'Oie, I' tland,

and Carleton. Mestr . G. 4 Otty Ba^na 1

huve been awarded the comract for the scal-

ing of the lumber. R por s from other

p iuts show that business in the woods t rs

win e-r will be corned on with as large

extent as possibl?.

Muskoka.

The Medora correspondent of the Mus-

koka II' -aid si\ s : — Lumbering is very

brisk, bjth on islands and on mainland

How is it that people who buy islands can

take ofi the pine free e.f s'.nmpage duer.

One island iu this township was bought for

*b ut $270, and the pine alone on it sold

for $3,500, or something like that ;— not a

bad speculation. The beauty of the lake

will 8i oa be a thing of tie pa t. if this

stripping of islands goei on much longer.

Last- werk's Star eont .ins the f Rowing :

—••Tne Parry Souni Lum .er C mpiny'a

Mill «ai shut down for the s as n last Sat-

ur . y, OAiug to the weather. I was the

iu en ion of the Comtau} to I. a' e kept ti e

m:l running lor ttiufi tiu.e yet. Tne s-e-a-

: on's cut has been very lar.e, reaching close

to sixteen milliou f<er. Taken alt i.ether

this has been the best seosou for the lumber
irade for many ye.:rs. How the n>-xt srasou

will turn out it is baid to bay. Wages and

sup l'-es are higher a nel, from prese .t indi-

c.tiou-, the weather threatens to be very

severe and the snow unusually deep. Th a

w ill, of course, increase tne cost of produc-

tion i f timber, and the piic s will have to

remain at a goo.1 figure iu order to mike it

pay."

Trenton.

Me sis. Gilmonr & Co's cut of lumber

here is 32,000,000 ft., for this season. Ti e

firm are emp oying a number of men en-

larging both mills and intenei putting in

more machinery to m:.ke the capacity 45,-

000. 000 ft., f..r next season, which wi.l give

einijl .jment to 400 men, making this one of

the largest nulls iu Ontario.

The Upper Ottawa

A reliable correspondent senda us the

following estimate of the quantity of tquaie

pine being got out on the upp:r Ottawa and

tributaries this winter :

Cubic Ftet

Alexander Fraser 800 000

British Canaia Lumber Cj 600 000

David Moore 550 000

P. McLaren 450 000

B Caldwell 450 000

McL iohl n Bro - 400 000

A A P. White 300 000

J. R. B -oth 30J 000

L Barque Natioi a'e 25<> CK'O

Tnistle, Frai ci< & C 250 000

Allan Grant 250 0( 0

Wm.Mackey 250 000

A.. Bvnet 250 0t 0

Ja« MacLaren A Co 200 CM 0

O L-.tour 200 000

J & G Brys..u 200 1 00

Gillies B os 150 000

Hilliard A D.ckson 150 000

L. White 150 000

R A J. K lo,k 100 000

Beli A Hiekey 100 000

Ja... Bond Id 100 000

R. Campbell B* 000

Jos. Findlay 100 900

J. T. Brown 100 000

Other turns, say 600 000

Total 7 350 000
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MINING NOTES.

Extensive operations will be carried on

in the Missssippi mine this winter. Four
steam dril s were taken out to the work 5 on
Saturday, which wdl b placed in position

at ( noe.— Smith's FA s News.

Mr. Hall, trom the Fiteen Mile Str. ain

gold dstrict, is in town, having brought
with him three bricks of go d. Each brick

weighs over one hand' el ounces, and the
whole is the lesult of the lab >ur of s'eyeu

mi-n for three moH.hs.

—

nap/ax Ezchmge,
Bee. 3.

Important disc iveries of gold and silver

quartz ledges have been made ia Nasse river

in the vic.nity of Alaska. Specimens which
have been shown in town are very rich. The
iriners think that the ledges are located in

British tenitoiy, but they are very near the
boundary line.

Three men were seriously injured 1 st

week at the Hull iron mines, in the emp o>
of Col. Bobbins. When about having for

the day a large piecs of ore fell from thi

shaft, some e ghty feet, Angus McMillan and
Michael were so seriously injured that their

recovery is doubtful.

A private letter received at Ottawa from
New York c ty announces the arrival of an-

other party of French c apitalists, who visit

this continent to seek a fi d for investment
in mines. Eff >rts are being trade by gentle-

men here to induce them to vi-it the valu-

able mining properties in cl fLrent parts of

the Dominion before returning to France.

Railway land has lately taken a jump, and
is held at stiff price*. B: 1 .

" E " Jand now
brings §2 above the G .vernuiei.t price, or
$2.90 per aore. Good sdas are frequently
mane ; M'\ J. I. J- hnston, last week, sold

480 acres in the Pembina Mountain district

to an 0' taiio genikinan for $1,600.

—

Emer-
son International.

M--. Antoine Gaudaur has returned to

Cob conk, from themrth where hi- has been
for the past six w.eks making an estim -te ol

the timber late.y come into the ' ands of the
Toronto bank. We understand the report

is faV' urable for the b.nk an i that ih.re is

no doubt but we shall have another mill

mnning here next summer.

Sitka ( Va.) a lvic;s state that tha town
wa.- visit' d by a sivere eye .he ; i d a heavy
shuck of earthquake on Oc. 25 h. The
wharf w: s wrecked, and many roofs and
fenced demolished. A party- lit mi it rs re-

turned f oai the interi r of Alaska and the
he*d wa ers of the Yukon Bi*'. r report fiud-

ii g nnmer. us gold deposits and in 1 ic.tions of

ricti placers. A.other expeditiou will go out
next season.

The Smith's Fads New», corresi.ondeu-

sajs :—Mr. M. Norris, foreman or a smelt
ing w. r-i- C 'ini any at Port Leyden, J ff rt

son uonn'y, N. Y., h>s been hen- looking
for men to i iie. He 1 ffers sixty-five cents
for cl oppii g lieml>ck intoctrdwool to be
converted into charcoal for sm' J ing pur-
poses—this is W'thout board. This i, u

good eh nee for the number of un m doyed
yout.g m u to be seen alino t ev.aywhere.

Tie Per" Expositor unerst.nds that
Mr. B d CaldW' II has received all offer c
forty th u- Ld dollais for his in n mine in
Lavant. It is u doubtedly a fined "-it,

and when ti e Kngson * Pembroke R 1:

way i- ext. nd. d t B nfrew, it will >. w th-

in a conv- nient d stance for ehipp ng. The
Kingston 4; P. mbrok. Bailway «i I rteV lop"

a. ex eliei t n i i. g aim lumbering rfia'ric ',

*nd we h. pe .-< cn to fee it extend, d to B n
frew.

Mr. A. A. M..La ch'in, Coboc nk. h is

s<nt son e san.pl.-s . f s one to Toronto to be
tested tb«r< as to i s t usability for

rouud.-
tions for the new p r an ent banding-. 1

am told that t ey are ' 1 e sttongest o: wen-
ty-two variet es leceved. The same ,.»n-

tlercan is abo on. ing a syndicate f.-r tie
working « f a- ir«>n mine near Gull Lai e. I

am t .hJ lit o r pi 1c st tie is t • be q airi d
in the spring and ilui pho-phate m nin_;wi 1

be one of om next year's inau-drief-. If all

tho e expectations are realized Ciboconk
wid leap ffum its present lethargic state to
a posit i. n < f provincia prominence.

A Kuiggt.i n paper sa>s:—Aarrangemen'

s

are marly coni|l. ted for the estal lishm. nt
of a new lndnstty—tl,emai.uf*c , u'eof char-
coal and iroT-. It in not definitely known
where it « i.l be oc«ted, but it is likely that
a posit. on convenient to the Mississippi
mines will be choun. The com pa y has
been organized, an is emu. fed of tome of
the wealthiest ci z n-. It is intended to
c -mmence op. r tio • with a capital of $40,
000, nn rely nnutf ctur jug charcotl booms
at firat, but if the undertaking proves a suc-

cess, the capital w 11 be la gely increase 1,

and Operations ext. i d d to the manufacture
of bar iron, Canada pinte, and boiler

plate.

The Scntine'-Star says ihat on Monday
afiernoon Mr. B ibert E 1 ot, who I a-> b en

WO' king in Madoc all summer, li ft at this

offica r\> ciinena of tho fossilize 1 wood now
being mined at thut place. The specimen
he procured for Dr. II ianel, scieoca mas-
ter is at Victoria colleje, but ihe curious
can see th. m at this . Ific : for a day or

two. Mr. Eliot state, that the material

in the mine has the apt e n ance as it a

torest ones stood there ai d thit ihe trees

had been prostrated by a huincme, which
is probably the way the deposit occurred.

This woo. 1, which has been " turned to

stone," is mined in large quantities, and is

sent to the other side where it is ground
and m.de into a fir. -p'-oof paint, a o.culi r-

ity tf it bding that fire has no effect upon
it.

Mr. Church, who recently returned from
the new gold fields north of Like Superior,

repoits to the North Shore Miner that he

tr«cvd the course of the vein for six m es,

and it had an average breadth of from 35 o

40 et. A recent assay showed a yiel.i of

$24 16 of gold and silver to the ton of

qu.itz Mr. Church, the discoverer, has

spe. t over ten years in Ca' foinia, and fe^ls

warranted in saying that this newly discov

ered mineral country bids lair to rival any
gold region he has ever seen. The topogra-
phy of the district is briefly described as

rocky and undulating, well timheted with
white and piich pine, birch, balsam, ano
tamarac Soil mostly of sandy loam. The
scenery is also very tine. Several rapiit

str. ams traverse the location, and near the

vein is a wa*;er-fallof great force, that will a
no distant day be msde to combine the use-

ful with the beautiful.

A writer in the Pictnn (N. S.) Stundurd
calls attention to the advant g s .ffeied b\

that locality for the iron mdusiry. The
qualiti. s of tne d ff rent ores, the nean e s

0/ c .al a d lime, and the faciliti s of transit,

m ke the future ot mining and manufactur-
ing operati ns very promising in Hopewell
ami neighbou ho d, a few miles from Pictou,

where the writer th nks there is the loa'. iug

of a Carron, or a Mer hyr Tydoil. In view
of the tact tha r s ee rails are bein^ larg i>

imported into th U .ited Sta'es, j is be
cause th demand exceeds the su;ipl\,ano
the enomoas requirements of ihe P c. ti-

Bailway, it is c aimed that the abti ty o

the P ctou's ir n region should not be over-

looked): An outlaj of two nijliious in the
home mauufac ure 01 he rails requ r d 101

the Canadian P ..ciric would eventual y b«

the saving of fi.e. I is urged t' at a rjspr*

sentation slioul be made to the C.ua i

Syndica e of N va Sc tia's prospects, a

auinspcmn u.vit d, w th a view to he
appiOjria' ion.

Clcsed for the reason.

T e Lumb rman O z tte. Bay C iy, r -

marl- i g on th su .1. n change to winter
weather, s.js :— N t it list, ndmgthepr -

mature clo-mg of the s wing Season, by
vine . t'ie the cut 1 as 01 en cur ailed 80m
20,000,000 f-et, the umbe pr dm t of th-

SiymaA va ley for th. 1-e s f 1880 will

be fou d ex. ee ting > 1 r e. T e estimates
made by s >m • f toe mil s w.. c . h ive shut
down ah. w jy at ther- has t>. eu a l.rue in-

1 re ise ..vet 1879 The pioducc . f 1880. in

this is 1 ct.wi I nqt 1> f r tr m 775 000,000
e t, an incr a-e. v. r ia t ye r 50 000 000

f it. I r seems ptobab e tnat no w.tnst.n •-

iigih lar r;es ip i ents • f tn • s. a-ou ihere
-.ill be! ft over unso d a lager amount of

"mber than a f h- close of the season of

1879. It will be 01 the coar er grades which
have 1 een w of sa e. Should it be as

much of a drug next ^ ear a- ib a the accum-
ulation may have a depr s ing eff ct ou the
market. Tiie pr -per w y to p ev nt such
*ii outcome is .0 ex. c be tr- a e cai e in the
s. lect on of timber this wim. r, to the end
that a b tterqualiry of stock may be secur-

ed for next sea so 1 '8 cut mg. Taken all in

all, hi* eve, the season of 1860 will be re-

gar. I. d b> tee m nufactuie s of lumber as

one of unvarying success. The avenge
p. ic realized h s been nearly two d d'a'8

p r thousand feet greater than that of last

y ar, while the addition 1 c st of mauufac
1 as not heen to exceed fi ty cents. Of cours.

th': in"reasing value ot stumpag.- mu-t b
considered when profits ar.- being eouu e.l.

Tne 8<-a on closes prematurely, but not
muc f ult will be found therewith, a< the

r<si,lt will be to mere.y trausttr operajjns
in the w jods.

LUMBER N0T£,S

The shipment! of lumber from Minoea
po is Torn Jan. 1st, and including Nov. 6 h,

1880 was 144 290 000 fe -X ; torn • WliM last

y a 129,050, feet; same time in 1878, 108,-

730 000.

Tne Alpena pi'>ne sr says : T ie late storm
made the lumbermen look blue. Many O'

them had th- ir yards full of lumber to ship,

and their booms full of lo^s to cut, and it

looked as if th lusands of do'lars ue>-d< d in

their win', rs work would lie in the booms
and on the piles.

A black ash tree with beautifully figured

grain, cut in Weste n O iiario, wh. n '.ut up
sold in New York f r $3 000. The stump
sold for another $100. Tae product was
used for ve leering.

The N. Lu dngton company's mill at Mar-
inette, Wis., h s run 195 days this sea-on,

cutting 25 000.000 leetof lumber, 6 250,000
shlngbs, 4.500,000 lath and 1,000,000 pick

ets. The comp iny his se^en camps, em
ploying 175 men, in the woods.

During the past season the - TiM abas see

boom c mi a y has rafted 3,994 997 p eces

against 3 217 640 pieces for 1879. It is es-

timate that the number of taet will reach

575,000,000. The lootings ar • not c >mp et-

e l. For the season of '79, 445,000,000 le-t

weie rafted.

Business in the district (siys the A'banv
Argus) has closed for the season of 1880.

Many of the trade have already left the
District and taken uo their winter quar-

teis in their city . ffices. It is estimated

that of pine lumber ti ere is at least 15,000,-

000 feet sold which will be wintered over

nere, of which about 5,000,000 i- afl at. 0;
hard wood from 300 000 to 350,000 feet have
been sold, but n >t ueliveretl ; some of it

will go forward during the winter. It is

estimated that between Albany and White-
hall there are thirt) -five b .at loads of coarse

lu.nber fr. zen in on the Champlain Canal
ound to A b ny. Shipments are bung
made by rail to New York and South.

The Northwestern Lumberman fays :

—

" We are not alo..e m our suprise at the

u come of <h° Fog cr >p of Michigan for the

winter of 1879 80, which was legitimately

upposed to have been much curt died in

c u^equei ce of the unfav. urable character

of the winter for he ging purposes. A less

favourable winter f r getting in logs than
was the last could scarcely have been im
a i ueci by the lumberman who were enga.-
ed in the busn ess. L gs cut as long ego as

t. n years h .ve be ;n lece ved in quia-tites.

w ile tuose cut six or ei he years a_o. a :d

nth marks lon^ sine - out of record, have
• o ae 1 qually fre.- in qua t ty. The am un

1 r iu which 1 as fai I n imi .g the sumum
has kept the rivers of Micnig n duriu
nc rlj the en'ite season at a driving st.^e

of wa er, and the Oj poi tunity h is b^-en 1m-

pi.'Ve.l to sack the shores of the rivers of

the ogi which year after year have acci-

mul t d.

Th K unebec, (M .) lu nl erin. na e v ry

tiv w in p e,< 'i. g for tj eir winter op-

r tion . Some have alnady -ent in smal
c w-, S. A. Nye naviu. a c ew on No. 3

ou h ee weeks. M ssrs. N. Torman &
5 .us, E. Totmau & Co., and A. H. & C. E.

Du en, wnl st.rt a poiuon of their ciews
t .is weel>, the remainder to fo.low later in

tae s aso . The to al amount of cuts will

be about 14,000,000 feet, d vided among the
1 1 i ff ->- e . fi his about as f Hows : E. Totn.an
6 Co 4,000,000 : N. Totmau & Sons, 4,-

500 000 ; S. A. Nje fr mi 25,00,000 to 3 -

000 000 ; H. & C. E. Daren, 2,000 000. A
a g.- number of men a .d teams wiu be em-
ployed. A large number of firms h id a
luge p .rtion of their last gear's cut left in

the river, tie Witer being so low that the\

were un ihe to drive them. These, togt -

ther w itli their present oper tious, will

make bu-iness lively m xt seas. n.

The En ;i-h papers tell of a prieso near
Tra.e , lie iti d who made 1 is congiegation,

at two ma ses, promise on their kn e.s not to

imbrue their li nds in the bl 01 of one of his

parishioners—a large laud agent.

Ohio, now the second coal Sta e in the

country, w il n in" over 7,000 000 'ons this

year, agai st 6 427,379 in toe y ar en ling

the 31st of last May. F air new fields have
1 een op. n d this jear—C alton in Jackson
county, Corniiitr, in wmca G' vernor Fost. r

is interested, in the Sunday creek valley,

Del Boy in Cat roll couuty, and Wheeling
B.nk, along the extension of the C.eveland,

Tu8c»roras Valley, and Wheeling road.

MILLING NOTES.

Last week a shipment of 1200 barrels, of

flour was tent from Guelpb to Mr. Gibson
i".- extensive lumber im rchant on t.

John li ver, New Biunnwick.

There were received at Collinswood dur-
ing the sea-.on of navi(ration 3,80,455 bus.h-

blt of com and 633 410 l'U«heiM of wheit,
makinu a total of 5,601,8*4 bushels.

A new mill has been op. ned at Wood,
bridge, Out., by Mr. Willi, m Mackie, which
is kn. wn as a ''wollen extract mill." He
purposes Utilizing old carpets, old oats or
dr. s-es, or any articles '.ain ng wool, by
.. process w hich separateH the woolen fr<rn

the othe. fibre in mixed go >ds. The wool so
obtained ia to be used in making a variety
of fabrics.

The receipts of gr?in and fiSur, reduced to
bushels, at Buffalo, from the opening of ne-
gation to Nov< m"er 1st, accor ling to the
B ff do Commercial Advertiser, rnouute l to
100,000,000 bushels, or 50 p^r cent, more
thau for the corresponding period a t year,
aud 37 per cent, more than the largest
amount leceived in a'iy preceding year.
The larger part of the grain was forwarded
ea t by canal, the amounts so rhipped being
63,289.404 bush-Is, aaa net 46 845 194 bush-
. Is in 1879 and 53,238,725 ba.hela in 1878.
More giain was received during Oc oi-*r

than in anv other month, the quantity being
16,186,000 barrels of flour. 25, 100,000 bushels
of wheat, and 35,250,000 bushels of earn,
against 3,863 barrels ot fl ur. 25,100 000
bushels of wheat, and 10 000 000 bushels of
corn last year. The Advertiter adds that,
" to have transported the 73,350,000 bushels
of grain and 18,000 barrels of flour by rail,

would have taken 35 trains of 20 cars each
per day for six months, including Sundays.''—Bradslreet.

HALIFAX AND THE GRAIX TRADE.

Sir Charles Tupper, in reply to a letter of

Mr. D .u 1, President of the Halifax Cham-
ber of Commerce, states that if an experi-
ment now beng made should succeed, the
Governnv nt wil submit to Parliament a
proposal to erect an elevator in that city.

Two cargoes are to be sent over the Inter-
colonial Bailway to test the practicability

of 8> ndmg prodi.ee by this route. In pro-
posing to ereci. an elevator, the government
g. es very far; and the only justification for

the step, is that the shipping of grain by
this rou e :s y. t in the experimental stage.

In most ci'ies, el. Vators are pmvi ie.i by
private enterprise ; but capitalists are hire
not willing to risk anything on the success
of a business which has yet to be e-tablish-

ed. It is only in rhe exeut of the experi-
ment now be ng tiied proving successful

that the government is to build n elevator.

Will two cargoes tnrnish sufflcie t ex; e-i-

en. e to draw a c ncl s ou fi om ? If H ilif

ca i- lists had 1 o douot on this p int, it

would be s- ratine it they threw away the
cfiance of the profits which an elcv.tor

mi.ht be expect, d to make. There is pro-

bably a more brilliant future in s: re f r

Ha i ax than its tit zens b.lieve. I' >«•-

comes them, we thi k, t > be more s. f- e i-

a t ml eute. pris nc. Tae Winter term us
ot the Pacific Ra lwiy on th-- At'an ic must
ecome a city of great im; o>tance.

THE UNITED STATES' WHEAT CROP.

Braostreet's find sun may >f the wheat
yiel 1 for 1880 for the en 1 e wheit trowing
re^ ou- o the United St t s is as follows :—
Western S ate«, 323 675 0C0 imshels ; Paci-

fic coast, including Wa- an. ton Territory,

39 300 000 bushels ; Sout ern States. 41.-

929,000 : Middle S at~s 36 595,000 : Col ra

and T nitories, 12 S5O.000 ; New E g-

laod, 1,100 000; grand total, 455 649 000.

Tin- meds ..f ti e c im tr. f r fo >d, se- d.etc,
is placed at 265,000 000 I u^hels. Oa this

ba-is tntre will be left a mar_in of 190.724,-

000 bus els for export to supp y tie detici-

e ces—Switzerland, Spain n I Portugal,
6 000,000 bushels ; Italy. 5,000,000 : Gr-at
Bn in, 120,000,000; Fane. 42,000 000;
H0IL1 d .-nd Belgium, 14,500 000 ; G nnany,
20,000,000 ; West and Ea-t Indie- and Cen-
tral ai d South America, 2,000,000.; total,

327.500 000 bushels. Apparent suiplus pro-
duction, 27 250,000 bush. Is. The wheat
crop of 18S0, as estimated by the D-part-
meuttif Agriculture, amounrs to 4S0.S49,723
bushels, against 448,755, 1 IS bushels last

y. ar.

They have a new way of curing women's
hysterics iu India. They tie the pati nts
hands and feet together and then thru-t cot-

ton wicks sLeeped iu oil up th.it- n.s'ri's

and into hi r ears. A worn .n who has had
hysterical dumbness will recover her speech
in a very short time under this treatment.
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AN ENGLISH WAR COR-

RESPONDENT.

" Archibald Forbes once a private s ildier ?

Then his origin must have been very humble
and his education self-acquired." Not so

fast, good readers. There are those who
have poverty thrust upon them, and others

who thrust poverty upon themselve°. I am
afraid Archibald Forbes belonged to the

latter class. His father, Loais Forbes, was
a Presbyterian Doctor of Divinity, while his

mother belonged to the old family of Leslie.

Living in the north of Scotland, Forbes
studied first at school, then with a tutor,

and finally at the Aberdeen university.

Though excelling in classics, he had such an
aversion to mathematics that when the sen-

atus academicus recently proposed to confer

upon him the degree of LL. D., an irate pro-

fessor exc aimed :

" I can never consent to such a mockery.
As a student Mr. Forbes was 'ploughed' in

mathematics. I shall never consent that a

man should receive an honorary degree from
this university who has failed to psss his ex-

aminations."
Fortunately for Forbes, success on the

battle-field does not depend upon the ap-

pendix of LL. D.
During Forbes' second collegiate year, his

father dropped dead in his pulpit. There
being nine children,a:id little fortune, Archi-
bald left Aberdeen for Edinburgh, with de-

signs fir&t upon the law, and secondly upon
the church. While endeavouring to decide

upon a career, he spent all his money, and
fell in love with a young lady, with whom
he arranged to tlope in a gig on a certain

Sunday when the obdurate father was to be
at church. Alas, " the best-laid schemes o'

mice and men gang aft a-gley? ' The obdur-
ate father waylaid our hero, remonstrated
with practical determination, and turned
the love-lorn youth into a ditch, whence he
arose sadder and wetter.

Attaining his majority in 1850, Forbes
became possessed of $2,500, and determined
to joiu a cousin in Canaaa who owned a large

tract of land near Lake Huron. Oa leach-
ing Quebec, he lingered in the old town,
held by the beaming eyes of his landlord's

daughter. Attheendof three months, the
wild Scotchman had exhausted his resources,

confessed his poverty to the landlord's
daughter, and abandoned the idea of joining

his cousin. With eight shillings in his

pocket, he shipped for home as a sailor, and
steered twelve hours a day fir weeks, when
his vessel became water-lodged. No timber-
ship can sink, otherwise Foibes would have
gone to the bottom. There was no cooking
for a week, life being maintained on biscuits

and salt meat. After several sai:ors had
been washed overboard, the crew took to
the boat, which was picked up by the cotton
ship Moses Taylor, from New Orleans.
Finding that the crew were sadly diseased,

Forbes.who hadstudied me Heine en amateur,
got out the medicitie-ehest.kiliedone patient
and cured the rest. Of course brs suscep-
tible heart fell a prey to the captain's daugh-
ter, upon whom, when bidding her fare well
in Liverpool, after three month's tas'.e of salt

water, he squandered his last eight shillings
in grapes.

What was to be done? Never without
resource, Forbes sold a tine field-glass, a. id,

with the money, went to London, where he
was recruited in the Royal Dragoons, De-
spite his tendency to "larks," he made rapid
headway. In addition to his appointment
as school-teacher to his company, Forbes was
made actiug-quartermaster-sergiant,wi hout
the rank of sergeant, is he happened to be
th • only man ot his compai.y who could
solve the following stupendous problem in

mental arithmetic,—" If one man is allowed
the thirty-seventh part of an ouuee of pep-
per per day, what is the amount to be
drawn for two hundred men per week."
Having compassed this, Foibes was let off

from punishment drills, and became an ob-
ject of admiration to his companions. Al-
ready articles by him had been accep'ed for

"Household Words" and the "Cornhill
Magazine." Shortly after, Le competed
for a prize essay of fifteen guineas, to be
written by a working-man, ' On the advan-
tages the mother-ci untry derives from her
colonies." He was then ttat :oued at Wee-
don, where libraries are conspicuously ab-ent,
and as he knew nothing about the colonies,

how could he obtain dates ? Discovering
an old encyelopaadia, he colltcted his mater-
ial from it, wiote his essay, and secured the
prize !

Owinjto literary earnings, Forbes had
more money than his fellows, and conse-

THE CANADA

uently got into frequent trouble. His
colonel—now General Ward law—was a strict

disciplinarian, and meted out punishment
ui flinchingly. Toward the end of his mili-

tary career, which lasted five years, Foibes
bore a very good character—a happy ch inge,

which would probably hive led to promotion
had not his health given way and caused
him to be invalided. After enduring ignor-

ant army-hospital treatment for eighteen
months, he went to London, got well in six

weeks, and was then sent to Aldershot to

show the military surgeons how easy had
been his cure.

In losing an obstreperous soldier, England
gained a new species of c >rrespondeuce.

Forbes's first cont ibution to journalism
was pub ished in ls6#, in the "Evening
Star." He became a casual writer ou the
" Moruing Advertiser," an I onca received
eighteen pence for a p iragraph accepted by
the " D lily News." On this promising in-

come he married ; afterpublishiug an article

in the "Cornhill " on " Army Reform," and
another in "St. Paul," entitled "Soldiers'
Wives," both of which were we 1 received,

Forbes started a paper called tha " London
Scotsman," intended like every other news-
paper, to fill an aching void. It provided
Scotchmen with • mdeused news from their

own country, but as they either failed to see

its necessity, or expected to get it for noth-
ing, the editor did not amass a fortune.

He eked out a precarious exi-tence by
occisional dramatic and musical criti-

cism contributed to the " Morning Adver-
tiser."

Unfortunately for art, Forbes is not the
only ex imple of the wroDg man in the wrong
place. When seut to pronouuee upon the
merits of a performer on the pedal piano-

forte, the ex-soldier regarded the artist from
a gymnastic point of view and praised him
as an acrobat !

Ou the breaking-out of the Franco-Ger-
man war, F rbes was engaged in writ ng
a novel for his paper, while cherishing
the idea that nature had designed him
for war correspondence, an idea he com-
municated to James Grant, editor of the
" Morning Advertiser," who toon after said

to him ;

" I've concluded to offer you a position as

war correspondent. Choose whichever side

you prefer,"

Having studied G rman tactics, .'cquired

a slight knowledge of the Qenmu language,
and feeling sure that the G.rmau eagle

would win, the ex soldier-editor went
direct to Siarbruck, and wi'ne-sed the
"baptism by lire," on August 2, 1870. It

is strange that he should have beheld the
defeat at Sedan, seen Louis Nap leon
dead at Chiselhurst, and his son dead in

Africa.

At Saarbruck, F 'rbes helped to save the
life of M-i j ir Batt\e, who belonged to the
celebrated Iudiau Guides.and has siucj been
ki led in Afghanistan. Following the Ger-
mans as a spectator, M:.jor Battye lost his

temper on seeing a si ldier killed beside him.
Seizing the dead man's needle-gun, he opened
upoa the French, and promptly received a
chassepot bullet in the ribs. Forbes p'eked
up the impetuous major, carried him to a

place of sefety, and temporal ily repaired him
by tn3a*ing him in brown paper plaster-

ed over with paste.

Present at the bittl s of Coureelles,
Viouville, <»nd Grave'.otte, Forbes advanc. d
with the Germans to P.iris. He and his

companions weie so far forward as to be ig-

i.oraut of the flank movement to the right

which ended in the battle of Sedan, a> d
held on their way aloue through Chalons
until actually warned by the French iu th<

street to Le careful or they would f ill into

the hands of the G rm ins, who had heen
seen in the n igh i©ni-l ood. Recover n
touch of the Germans, Forbes was under fire

the entire day, and the n> xt morning wit-

nessed Napoleon's stnrender to Bsmaick.
He and his young Du ch companion, De
Lieide, were the ooiy civi.iuns who witutss-
ed the historic event.

On the night of the day Napoleon left for

Wilhelmshoho, Forbes and D Tiefde, being
unable to find quarters e sew ere, asked lor

lodging iu ihe Chateau B . lievue. which h;.d

been the ex emperor's temporary resilience.

Tneir request was grant* d but without fo d.

While F rbes was writing his despatch on
the table on which the c .pi ulation had be. n
signed, De Lief.le sai. gnaw in a ham-hone
taken from their own stores. Failing by
this means to appease a ravenous appetite,

he thiew the bone in disgust up n the
table, ami up et Foibes's ink. On returning
to the Chateau, three months later, Forbes
was gravely shown the stain of his own ink
as a souvenir of the capitulati >n ! The
French commander had upset the bottle in

lumBekman.

his rage at Moltke's exorbitant demands !

It was then that Da Liefdeaud Forbts tossed

for the right to sleep in the ex-Emperor's
bed. Toe ever lucky Forbes won. Ou a

i tie table by the b.-d, with leaf turnel
•Oik, was the book which Napoleon had
re d before going to sleep,—Bulwer's " Last
of he B irons !"

Forbes was the first non-combatant to ride

round Paris beiore the city was entirely in-

vested, and while waiting at Meaux for the

progress of the environmsut, he received

orders to return home. The " Morning Ad-
vertiser" no longer required his serv ces, for

the quaint reason that this j urnal alreoly

nad a correspondent inside of a city which
was a' out to be beseiged ! F. rb. s reached

L uidon in three days, sole possessor ot in-

f irmation concerning French plane. As his

essay in war correspondence had abruptly
ended in rrcall, he concluded to return to

his miserable " L iodon Scotsman." How-
ever, he determined, if possible, to sell his

knowledge. As "The T m-s" turnel a

deaf ear to his application, Forbes stood in

Feetfctrett, and t< ssed " o. d m.n out,"

iowhi'h of three papers— "Daily New.,"
"Sian lard," and " Telegraph "—he should

go with his copy. Toe "Daily News'
won the toss. II found favour at l.»-t, and
was told to write three columns. On return-

ing to the ' ili e to state that the sub
jeet was not yet exhausted, the editor re-

p.ied :

" Write on, then, until it i-. WeM
take as much as jou like of thit kind «.f

copy."
Forbes wrote six columns and arranged fo>

another artie'e to appear the day after, but
when he presented his second manuscript
the manager said i

"I don't think we want it."

The tone gr< atly irritated the already
jaundiced Forbes, who politely rt quested
Mr. R >bin-ou " to go to the devil," aud i he .

proceeded to e.o elsewhere himself. Cuas-
iug ihe conespon Itnt up the street, the

manager fi .all} oveitook and calmed him by
the magic announcement :

"I want you to go to Mete to-night for

us."

It was four o'clock in th*5 afternoon :

Forbes lefl three hours lat.-r. This was hn-

tirst engagement upon a j mrnal with which
he ha* bet n <onn>c ed ev. r since."

At M tz Forbes b -).an to revolutionize war
correspon >ence by living on foreposts, wit

nessing every tigh', knd 8U'8titu:ing for curt

telegrams of ba^e ta.-t-, long d. scriptive let-

ters telegraphed in full. According to Forbes,
successful w.ircoi respond nee depen Is upon
three attii utes :—faeu ty of organization,

capacity of physicil endurauce, and the gilt

of luc:d writing, resulting Iroin studiously

acquired military knowle Ige. From a jour

nalistic as well as fiom a m.iitary po n
of view, the ba?e of a cimpaign must be te-

cure | open communication and presence iu

the right place are iudispen*&ble. Forb<s
seems to sniff a battle afar off, aud is readv

to live in squalor, as h« oi.l tor six week
within easy range of French c.mnon bt fore

Metz capitulated. It was the wettest au-

tumn on r«c >rd, and typhoid lever and dy
seutery w<re his const nt com anion*. Dur-
ing a sortie, Fobs rec ive.1 a flesh wound
in the leg which con iuued open for months,
but which did not lo'ce him to have the

front. For these six weeks he did not sh ep
iu a bed exci pt on ocean nal visit! to t' e

telegraphic ba-e at Saarbiuck. Befoe the
capitulation was effected, he was the fiist to

• iterMetx, aud infoi m:.by joining the tani-

tary volunteers, be devoted himself to the

removal of sck and wound d, 2000 of whom
were iu a state of s. mi-putreiac i >n. As
ihe most infectious disorders reigned, in-

cluding the rare type of fl ury tvphus,
Fori es s Lg was at t eked with gangjene.
wh ch had to be burned out w ith ntnc (Cid.

By constant smoking, newr r* moving his

bo ts. aud carrying in his mi uth a sponge
sa urated with vinegar, he maiMged t<> keep
ou h s legs, but w..s dually ordered to Eng-
land, lest, by a longer stay in so foul an at-

mosphere, amputation should bee me ne-

ce-sary.

O i reaching London, Forbes showed hi*

d s.ibled leg to Mr. Robinson, who remarked
with a shudder

:

"As a fellow-man, I say you ought to lay

up for six mouths ; ana newspaper manager,
I wish you would start fortne sri^e of Par s

to-nght. " »
Forbes started immedia e'y, and his leg

got Well, probably owing partly to his rn.e

of being a tcetot iler seven days out of tweia-

tv ne. Attach- d to the hesd-q>iar»ers of

the army commauded by the Crown Prince
of Saxony, Forbes witnessed the h.vdest
fighting of in.* siege. After the fi ial b ni-

bardment of St. Deni?, he contriveii to get

inside the walls, which had been reduced to

a moit dilapidated condition, and was offer-

ed food by a Protestant pastor. Tne meat
consisted of parf of a young gray horse that

had been killed by a shell.

Daring tie s;ege, Forbes wro'e lot'ers in

full, which were sent tj an agent on the
fion'ier, who telegraphed them to London.
'1 his feat excited great surprise among the

Germans, who kuevv that Forbes had per-

mission from the Crown Prince t<> telegraph

only short messages from the ottces within
i. is army. One day a Forbes telegram ap-

peared dat> d at a place where there was no
telegraph offl :e. It was reported to Priooe
George of Saxony's staff by a jealous corres-

pondent.

That same night, Forbes dined with this

staff, and was asked to explain the incom-
prehensible.

"Why," he replied, jestingly, "I hive
my own private wire, and shall telegraph
rum here directly."

Knowing that orders had been given
at Prince George's office to receive no tele-

gram that nignt fr m hi.n, Forbes qnietly
wrote a letter diiected to his frontier

t^ent, and put it in the p St. The next
day, it was telegraphed to London, and
copies of the " D*ily News" were tent to

Prince George with Mr. Forbes' compli-
ments.

P« nding the capitulation of Pans in Feb-
ruary, 1871, some fitty journalists waite 1

hungrily to enter on the side of Versailles.

Forbes artan^ed to enter by the north,
through St. Denis, and accomplished his

purpose on horseback, dressed as a Prussian,

and was, in sonseq ieace, very cearly killed

by a drunken National Guard. Having little

Knowledge of French and no knowledge
whatever of Parit-, be had great difficulty in

fi iding Mr. Washburne's 'ui.au, where rat

Colonel Hoffman, who gaz<d with snrprue
n,. n the first man he na l seen trom the ex-

terior world. He sent the stranger to Uu-
thank's English Hotel, in the Faabourg St.

Hoiiore, the only hotel open during the siege.

Forbes brought forth from his w 1 et five

pounds of sliced ham, which Cuban* s

people put on a large covered plate aud
exhibited in the Faubourg at ten centimes a

peep, as the first outside marketing to enter
P.ns.
After walking about dark streets all night,

Forbis, who had stabled his horse witnout
leave, ro.ie to Viocennes. where he passed
the Prussian lines. He then galloped fif-

teen miles to Lagny, the terminus of the
Gei man r ulroad system, which he reached
n time to catch the train for Germany, but
kill d his poor horse in the tffort. On
wi nt th war correspondent for tienty-two
hours, w ithout stopping. Re ching Ctrle-

mue at two o'clock in the morning, he made
he way to the telegraph -office, wh^re the
two g rls in charge remsed to take a long
tt-leuiam until day set iu. Coaxing and
bribery, however, accomplished their pur-
. o-e. At eight o'clock the despatch was
finished which gave the first details of the
ulterior of Pans that had reached Eniland
for a week. Taking the next tram to P ris.

Fori es entered the Hotel Cha ham on the
.iiorning of the third day after his departure,

tod was roundly chaffed for his deity by
two jourualists who had just got in. F >ncy

their feelings on reading the "Ddly Xe*s" 1

Couriers were so untrustworthy that it

was not unusual fir Forbes to carry news
to England twice a week. He was often the
only passenger, and nearly died from fa-

tigue.

After w itnessing the great parade at Long-
champs, Forbes on the same day accompani-
ed the German troops iuto Paris L- aving
the German cordon an 1 entering th it part

of the town sti 1 in French h .nds, he was
assailed by the mob as a German spy. A
fight ensued, in which Forbes's ol< thes were
torn off. " Let us drown him !" shouted the

mob, «ho threw him on the ground aud
procieded to drig him over the stone

streets. Rttcued by a National Guard
picket, the supposed spy was taktn to a
police st Ui >n, and brought before a magis-
tral w hose sis'er spoke English, and who
testified her belief iu Foibes's representa-

tions. Ou being rel> ased, Forbes borrowed
apparel from the br-ther of his benefactor,

who accompanied him to his hotel. " How
c:.n I r pay you for a 1 that you have done
for me?" asked the correspondent. " M> re

easily th-n y u think," rep ied the Frinch-
woman. "My Irorher aud I are literaly

starving. He has reciived no salary for six

month*, and, as gentbfolk, we cannot stTjd
in the queue w tb the populace to receive

alms. Doubtless you ki ow persons connect-

ed with the distribution of England's ^ift.

Any food will be a godsend." As one of the
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English Almoners happened to be staying

at Forbes' hotel, a hamper was dispatched
to the Frenchwoman, who went away sob

bing like a child. That same night, Forbes
started for England, and wrote his account
of the entrance into Paris before he had
washed the blood-stains from his head and
hands. This account appeared in a special

edition of the " Daily News," and the nut
morning Mr. Robinson found bis correspon-

dent asleep on the floor with the London
Directory for a pillow.

On returning to Paris, just as the Com-
mune was collapsing, Forbes entered by
La Chappslle gate, and the same afternoon
reached Dombrowski in Chateau La Muette.
While dining, the report came that the
Versaillists had forced the Porte de la

Muette. Desperate righting ensued, during
which Dombrowski, who had mounted a
wall, was wounded, and fell into Forbes's
arm°. All then ran away. The next
morning, Forbes was " requisitioned " by
the Communists to aid in erecting a barri-

cade across the Rue Rivoli, and again, later

in the day, to defend an indefensible posi-

tion, the defenders of which promptly di-ap-
peared. Same hours after, Forbes stcod be-

hind shelter in Rue LiFayette and
watched the Versaillists take the Grand
Opera House. There followed a p indem >n-

ium of indiscriminate slaughter. Unable to

communicate with England, Forbss got out
of Paris with great difficulty, and brought
to London the news that Paris was in flames.
He returned to the distracted city jn time
to witness the final down'allof the Commun-
ards in the slums of Bellevue and in Pere la

Chaise.

On the abdication of King Amadeus,
Forbes visited Spain to watch the new re-

public, the difficulty of directing which was
materially enhanced by the purity of its

leidrr>. They would neither bribe nor be
bribed, and without bribery no government
can live in Spain. Castelar is a dreamer
whose aspirations are too good for this work-
a-day world. Figueras resigned because,
by his own confession, he had not iron
enough in his system to be a leader of men.
Finding the republic a myth, Forbes, in 1872,
went in search of the civil war in Cital mia,
and found Contrerasin command of the Re-
publican troops at Barcelona. This fat

scoundrel, who in a carriage looked as broad
as he was long, afterward conduced the
communistic insurrection in Carthagena,
when a penny post-man and a shoe-maker
were joint presidents. Forbes tried to induce
Contreras to march against the C irlists, and
finally the fat commander succeeded in get-
ting his army one day's march out of B .rce-

lona, on the conclusion ef which fea h
, the

army triumphantly mutinied,and were glori-

ously marched back. Diigus'.ei with Con-
treras, Forbes underwent four months of
bushwhacking with the Carlists, whom he
found personally pleasanter than the royal-
ists. They had little righting capacity, but
died like gentlemen.

Re'urning to England, Forbes suggested
the Ashantee war in a letter to the " Daily
News," hia propositions being carried out
immediately, and their utility being un-
officially acknowledged by military map,-
nates. Bad health prevented the inventor
of this war from reporting it.

In the beginning of 1874, a famine deso-
lated Tirboot, a densely populated district
'f B;ngal, where the people swarm like flies.

Forbes pissed the summer among these mis-
erable people, numbers of whom died,though
$15,000,000 were expended in mitigating
the horrors of the situation. One great
difficulty in preventing starvation arose
from the existence of caste. No food cooked
by one cast; could be catrn by another.
Forbe3 saw a woman come to a trough for
food who, on observing that the people
handling th's food were of inf< rior caste to
herse'f, lay down and died with her infant
in her arms I

After receiving a sunstroke fiom which he
lay insensible for two clays, Forbes returned
home after eight months' abse ce. He be-
came cognizant of the -ntrigue for the restor-
at on of Prince Alfonso of Spain, who was
then a boy s 1 fellow, and a fine rider, with
a certain dignity, and a c rfain amount of
ready hraioe. Acc mranying Alfonso to
Madrid, Forbes assist, d at the coronation
and followed the kin^ to Na/arre in pursuit
of Carlitts, who were finally paid to give up
a lost cause.

Gladly leaving the land of hidalgos, in
August, 1875, Forbes went with the Prince
of Wales thiough India,whe e life was Diadt:
up tf pageants that unrolhd themselves
like gor&eous panoramas, and displayed the
jealousies of native prince* who qmrrelled
about precedence, i cowled, sulked, and even
went away altogether. But, though these

princes hated each other, they learned to e

teem the Prince of Wales, whoso manners
toward them were irreproachable. He com
bined tact with dignity, and always did the
right thing at the right time. According to

Foibe3, Eng'and's hold on India would not
be worth a month's purchase but for military

rule. All save traders, detest the English,
and they are only friendly through interest.

British military rule is a semi-depotism, not
always wisely directed

April, 1876, found Foibes aga'n in Eog
land, but the breaking out of the Servian
war caused him to join Genera! Tchernayeff,
a Eussan Schlavophil who undertook to or-

ganize the Servian militia, and accomplished
wonders. By presenting a bold front and
throwing up earth-woiks, he so impressed
the Turks with a belief m Servian strength
that a war which should have ended in a

fortnight was prolonged four months. Moie
than oue narrow escape from capture and
death served to keep Foibes on the alert,

while life ia camp was curious enough. On
the approach of winter, officers and men
were quartered in holes excavated in the
ground and covered over with sod. Piled
up in the centre of each subterranean camp
was a huge fire round wh ;ch all slept. M as

that nibbled hairand whiskers were frequent
companions,—not to mention less agreeable
vermin. Forbes brought to Belgrade the
tidings of the Servian oollapse, having on
this occasion seen a battle that lasted nine
hours, travelled by post 150 mies, and tele-

graphed four columns to the "Daily News'
in thirty-four hours.

In the spring of 1877, F. rbes j >ined the
Russian army in the cimpa'gn against tl e

Turks, and, owing to Russian secretiven°ss,

was torely puzzled to learn where the Dan-
ube would be crossed. Thanks to Prince
Mirski, who gave him a hint.he was the only
English correspondent who solved the prob-
lem, and hurrying to BucnTest with the
neas, again did his journal great credit.

Sole Euglish correspondent present at the
murderous and disastrous Russian assaulton
Plevna, in July, 1877, Foibes was decorated
with the order of Stanislaus for personal
intrepidity in rescuing the Russian wound-
ed. By desperately riding his horse to
death, Forbes reached Bucharest—a dis-

tance of 100 miies—the diy after the
battle, acd telegraphed eight columns of

description, which appeared in the "Daily
News" of the following morning. For
sixty hours he underwent continuous physi-
cal and mental'exertion, almost without food
and entirely without sleep. The nairative
telegraphed to London bore so hard on the
Russians, that all anticipated the writer's

expulsion from the Muscovite army. Rec-
ognizing the truth, however, of the Eut-
l:sh account, the Russiau military leader*
instructed the r press to accept it as ac-

curate.

Again, having witnessed the fight at
Shipka Pass, and being convinced that the
Russians could hold their position, Forbes
quitted the scene of combat at six o'clock in

the evening,on the return journey to Buchar-
est, and riding all night reached the imperial
head-quarters the next morning, having
outstripped the Russian couriers. Taken
before the Emperor, who was anxious and
careworn, and very shabbily dressed, Forbes
gave him all the information at his com-
mand, and was warmly thanked for hi

promptitude. Radetsky had exclaimed at

Shipka Pass: "I've got this place, and,
please God, I'll keep it as long ss I'm alive."

Forbe3 assund the Emperor that the Pass
would be held ; but as reports ef a differcn;

nature reached head-quarters dining the
day, Foibes passed n:o e than one mauvais
quart (Theure, the German military attache

of the imperial staff assuring the Empen r

that F roes had led them astray. At last

news came that corroborated his statements,
whereupi n the Emperor turned upou Major
Lignitz, exclaiming :

" You were wrong. I believe Ignatieff s

Englishman is the only man among you who
knows anything about war."
Forbes and MacGahan shared between

them the descriptions of the September
attacks on Plevoa, which lasttd fi\e days'.

At their conclus on, Forbi s, shattered by
exposure, latigue, and fever, abandoned the
field aud nearly died at Bucharest. He left

the interc st of the " Daily News" in charge
of those two masters of war c. rre. pondt nee,

H. A. M icGahan and F. D. Mi. let, both
Am«r'c ns and both peeis of their Fngjlish

confrere, MacGahan died at l is post, be'ov-
ed by Bulgaria, whose wrongs he published
to the world, and thereby righted ; his death
was deploied by finds and employers, as

an irrepar^b'e loss to journalism. Millet
accomplished wonderful feats, and lives to

tell the ta'e in lr's American studio, wr.ere

historic painting claims time once giv< n to

picturesque writing.

In the summer of 1878, Forbes went with
Sir Garnet Wolsley to take possession of

that pestiferous island, Cyprus, and, like

everybody else, fell a victim to fever. Nev-
ertheless, he contrived to be at Simla, in the
Himalayas, shortly before the outbreak of

the Afghan war, and at his own peril carried

the first dispatches announcing success.

The short telegram sent to tho " Daily
News " bore the date of ten o'clock, a.m.

Ten minutes before ten, papers containing
his dispatch were sold in Fleet street. The
curious fact was due, of course, to the five

hours' difference in the time between Asi
aud England.
Having eaten his Christmas dinner at

Jelalabad, Forbes departed for Burmah
inteuding to interview young Thebaw, the
noKle Lord of the White Elephant, Monarch
of the Golden Umbrella, etc., etc., who had
then just attained the throne. Heaccnn-
p'ished his mission one week before the young
monarch massacred all his relatives. Aoccrd-
ngly, Forbc-s was accused by the Ca'cutta
press of hav.ng gone to M indalay for the pur-

poseof bringing about this Christian c itastro

phe, and thus scoring a sensation ! On his

way down the Irrawaddy, Foibes read the
telegram which recounted the disaster of Ie

andula, and in in an hour later received the
eurt order, "Go and do the Zulu war " He
had a vague notion that the Zu us lived in

South Africa, and a geographical friend in

Rangoon told him that Durbau was the sea-

port to make for. So for Durban he headed
away across India, from Calcutta to La-

hore, from Lihore down the Indus to Kur-
rachee, from Kurrachee by steam to AdeD,
from Aden by steam to Zmzibar, and from
ZaDzi bar again by sttam down the south-
eastern coast to Port Durban. Discovering
at Ulanoi that Lord Chelmsf ird was dis-

patching no immediate courier, the war cor-

respondent started at sundown from the
frontier, rode alone through a trackless
country swarming with Zulus, and reached
the telegraph- wire, a distance of 110 miles,
in fifteen hours, whence he sent the earliest

acc >unt of the victory to England, as well as
to Sir Gamet Wols ey and Sir Baitle Frere.
His report in the " Dail, News " was read
aloud in both Houses of Parliament, amid
clamourous applause. Anxious to give
details to Sir Garnet. Wolsley, Forbes con-
tinued his ride to Petermaritzburg, 170
miles farther on, which he accomplished in

thirty hours. The entire ride occupied
ninety-six hours, three of which were given
to s eep. All this was done by a man with

contusion on his leg, caused by a spent
bullet received at Ulaudi, which afterwatd
suppurated, and compelled his return to
England.
During his enforced vacations, Forbes has

lectured on the Franco-German war and the
Zulu campaign, and has by special invitation
addressed the United Service Club, the
nghest military institution in England, on
" Russian military operations in Bulgaria."
On this occason the Duke of Cambridge
paid him the compliment of off ring to take
the chair. While thanking the commander-

-chief, Forbes sa d that he would oemore
appropriate if his old colonel, no* General
Wardlaw, should preside. The General did
o, and when the lecturer stated that he was
pr..ud to see in the chair a gallant officer

who, in times long pa t, had more than once
ssued the stern edict, " Let that man have
ten days' pack drill," the coufes ion was
greeted with shouts of laughter, in which
General Wardlaw heartily joined, declaring,

on rising to propose a vote of thanks, that
he had no r;cjllection of tho little occur-
ences referi ed to, bus if evt r he did give
Mr. Forbes punishment drill, is was doubt-
ess most lienly deserved.
Such is the the outiiue of Archibald For-

es's caret r —-a true war correspondent,
who thinks a fight the most exqn-she de-
light m the world, and coi side.rs a cotnpl -

cated tejlin'cil battle the most elevated
enjoyment of which the human mind is

capable

A little boy, named Johnny, from the
iiitmior oi the S:ate, who had been raised on
a stock rauche, and had htard a go* d deal

about the consequences of strckmen killing

yearlings that did not belong to then', came
to Galv> ston to live. The other day
Johnny's Sunday scho, 1 teacher askid bim :

"Why did not A-rah.m effjr up Isaac?"
"Pci haps Isiac didn't l eloug to the o'd
man's mark aud brand."

Tiirc advance sheets of Lird Beaconstields
new novel Endymion wtre recentlv laid be-
fore the Queen by his private secretary,

L rd Rowton, for her opinion in lelation to
its treatment of political matters.

ITEMS OF INTEEEST.

Cvkch W. Field, with his wife, bod, and
daughter-in-law, are going around the world.
They will not go in eighty daye—but in a
steam boat.

Astkon&mically speaking, the orbits of
the lordly turkey and crauberry Nance soon
cross each other, an 1 these two will then be
in conjunction.

Thk daughters of the Djke of Richmond
are persistent and suc.eosful fieherwomen,
and as catchers of ealmcn are said to be rival-

ing their countrymen.

Thk estate < f an English miser named
Rhodes was lately wound up. It real a d
§390,000. The tale of h a effects in his resi-

dence resulted in $28.75.

Vera Sassllitcii, the accomplished as-
sassin tf the Nihilists, should come to this
country and lecture on "Kings I Have Tried
to Shoot." We believe such a lecture would
go off well.

An Englishwoman who wrote to the Lon-
d<n Queen to know what wonld be a suit-
a> le outfit for Nile trave ling, was bidden to
get a small riding whip, as the natives are
sometimes very importunate, and nothing
else would keep them off.

Malta must be a paradise for habitual
topers. In V.letta, the capital of the lelaLd,
there is now a grog shop for every seventy-
five inhabitants, including women and
children. In addition to these there are, of
course, the soldiers and sailors, w ho are the
principal frequenters of many of these estab-
lishments.

Lord Henrv Gordon, brother tf the Mar-
quis of Huntly, and formerly of the firm of
Newton, Gordon k Co., tobacco and graeral
brokers, is a bankrupt. Lord Henry's
grandfather, Lord Huntly, had the same
sad fate, and the sheriffs occupied his house.
The present p< er, an able man of high char-
acter, repaired the fortunes of his family by
marryiDg a Manchester millionaire's daugh-
ter.

Two sisters at LackawaxeD, P., were
engage 1 to marry two brothers, and the
d mble wedding was to take place about the
holidays. Just before the election, one of
the girls a<-ked her lover to take her to a
Re^nbicau meeting, but he, being a Demo-
crat, refused. She appealed to his brother,
a Republican, and he accompanied her. The
sister who remained at home and the Demo-
crat brother, rinding their political sympa-
thies in accord, agreed to break up the
previous arrangement and become man and
wife. Tte idea met with favour all round,
and the wedd ng will take place accordingly,
each of the four taking a different mate.

Solomon Jones of B oomburg, Ml., was
70 when, after many years of poverty, he
received $2,000 in pension money. He had
no relatives to leave it to when he died, and
therefore made up his mind to spend it all

himself. In view of the probab'y short
time lemaining to him in this world, he felt

that he must be fast and furious in his

pleasures, if he would spend the whole $2,-
000. He married a young wife, and gratifi-

ed her love and dress ; he got in a large

stock of leverages, and drank them reck-
less y ; he bought a fast horse, and bet on
hw. At the end of three mouths the last

dollar was gone, his w ife deserted him, his

horse died, and he is still without any im-
mediate prospect of dying.

Mechanical Invention.

It l as been predicted that if mechanical
invention should proceed during the next
fifty years as it has in the last ha f century,
ma hinery will supersede all physical and
much men al labour. The evil pare which it

plays in our day is equivalent to the part

wi ich the slave labour and the sp ils of con-
quest played in Borne. It is multiplyirg the
ind lent employm nts. Its automacy trains

the man into a corresponding automacy
which cuts down to a minimum the need of
• ffort for subsistence. Its effectiveness has
reduced the hours of labour from eighteen to

ten «i h a rise of wages, and the labour is

intermittent because gluts, strikes, and lock-

outs alternately intervene. The terms of the
struggle for exis ence are changing. Hard
wo k is less reqnireil ; Biddy decines service

where there are no modern improvements,
and Pat will soon follow by refusing to carry

a hod w ithout a lift. The upshot is that

ha'd work which underlies atiiction is com-
ing into disrepute, aud raises tie question
whether w^ are becoming tte victims of our
iugenu ty.
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FOREST TREE CULTURE.

The Domin'on Government his made wise

provision for the planting in the prairies of

the North-We&t Territories. Tbe Deputy

Minister of Interior, Col. Dennis, formerly

Surveyor General, ha3 devoted considerable

attention to the subj»ct, and lias incorpo-

rated a c ide of regulations in the D 'minion

Linds' Act of 1879 of which the following is

a synopsis :—Any person, male or female,

being a subject of ixer Majesty by birth or

naturaliz ition, aud having attaine I the age

of eighteen years, shall be entitled to be e»-

tered for one legal sub division, not in any

case, however, exceeding one hundred and

sixty acres, of unippr >priat^d Dominion

lands as a claim for forest tree planting

On application for such entry the npplicxnt

shall pay an office .fee of ten dollars for a

sub-divi-ion of 160 acres ; five dollars, if tbe

sub-division be 80 acres ; or $2.50 if 40

acres, which entitles tin party to enter into

possession of the laud. The patent may
issue on the expiration of eisdit years; but

the land cannot be assigned during that

time unless by the permission of the D part

ment of the Interior. At the expiration of

eight years, or at any time within five v ars

after the expiration of the said term, 1he

person who obtained the entrv, or legal re-

presentation, shall receive a pa'ent for the

land so entered on proof to the satisfaction

of the Loc 1 Agent :— 1st.—That fi-e acres

of the land so entered, in case the s- me >'< n

sists of a legal f-ubdivision of one hundreo

and sixty acres, shall ba broken or plou.de 1

the first year after entiy, and an equal

quantity during the second yearafler entry;

2. That the five asres of the land entered

which have been broken or ploughed during

the first year, shall be cultivated to crop

during ths second year, and the five acres

broken or ploughid during the second year
shall be cultivated to crop during tbe third

year; 3.—That the five acres broken or

ploughed during the first year, and culti-

vated to crop duiing the second year as

above provided, shall be planted in trees,

tree-seeds or cuttincs during the third year,

and the five acres bioki n or ploughed during
the second year, and cultivated to crop dur-
ing the third year as abeve provided, shall

be planted in trees, tree seeds or cuttings
dutiug the fourth year : Provided that in

cases wheie the land entered "misists o' a

legal sub-div sion less than one hundred ai d
sixty acres, then the respeciive areas rcquir

ing to be bioken or ploughed, cultivated to

crop and planted, under this sub-section and
the the two siib-stc!ions next preceding,
shall be proportionately less in extent : Pro-
vided aho, that the Minister of the Interior,

in his discretion, and on his beiug satisfied

that any trees, tree-seeds, or cuttings, m \

have been destroyed from any cause no'
within the control of the person holding H c

tree-claim, may grant an extension of time
for carrying out the provisions of the three

THE CANADA

«nb st ctions ne.x prec 'ding : Provided a'so,

t ! at at the expiration of the sail term n'

ei lit <e»r<, or at any time wi'hin five years
thereafter, the person obtaining such tree-

d im, < n proving to the ta i -fiction of the
Minister of the Interior that h« or she has
planted not less than two thousand seven
liuncjrel t ees on each acre of the portion

brok n or ploughel ar.d cult'vate 1 t,.> crop as
In r inbefoie prov ded, and fat at t^e tim-

of ajip'y'iigfir a patent for the treec'aim,
'here are then giowing thereon at least six

hundred and seventy-five living and thrifty

trees to each acre, the claimant s' a'l receive

a patent for the legal sub-division entered.
If at any time the claimant fails to do the
'r- aking uo or p'anting or e th'-r as rcqu r

•^'1 by this Act, or any part thereof, or fails

to cultivate, protect and keep in goo 1 condi-
tion, su h timber,then and upon i-uch event,
the laud entered shall be liable to forfeiture

in the discretion of the Minister of the In-

terior, and may be dealt with in the same
manner as homesteads which may have been
cancelled for non-compliance with tbe law as
set forth in sub-section sixteen of section

thirty-three of this Act. Provided that no
person who may have obtained pre-emption
'•iitiy of a q lai ter-section of land in addition
lo his homestead entry under the provisions
of suh. section one, of section thirty-four of

this Act, shall have the right to enter a third

quarter-section as a tr< e-planting claim ; but
such person, if les'dent upon his homestead,
may have the option of- changing the pre-

empti n entry of the quarter section, or of a
less quantity of such quarter-section, for one
under the foregoing provisions, and oa ful-

filling the preliminary c mditions as to affi-

davit and fee, may receive a certificate for

snch quarter-section, or for such quantity
thereof as may have b en embraced in the
applicati- n ; and thereupon the land includ-
ed in such change of enti y s'all become sub-
ject in all resp. cts to the provisions of this

Act relating to tree planting. Any person
who may have been entered for a tree
planting claim under th^ foregoing provi-
sions, and whose right may not have been
forfeited for non-compliance with the con li-

tii ns thereo r

, shall hnv the same tights of

nossessi >u, and 'o ej ct tr> spassers from
'he land entered bv h m, as an- given to per-
sons on homeste "Is und r sub-section seven-
teen of section thirty-four oi this Act, and
he title to land entered for a tree planting
la ;m shall remain in the Government until

he i-sue of a patent therefor, and such land
sh'dl not be liable to be taken in execution
Before the issue of the patent.

DOES A b VERTISTKG INA CLASS
PAPER PAY?

The question, "dies advertising in a

olass paper pay ?" is frequently asked by
merchants, and sometimes it is difficult to

convince them that, as i rub-, it d ><-s. O ir

able contemporary, the North Western
Lumberman, answers th- que-tion to dearly

that we transcribe hi* remarks in fz'enso

He sa\ s it is a mistaken n.<t on oil the part

of some, otherwise well i - formed and enter-

prisi g merchants, that adveiti ing eloe- not

pay in class journals. Gtojcs, d>y goods

merchants, hardware dea'ers,
j welers, deal-

ers iu hats and caps or boots and shoes, in

wall paper or books and stationery, and in

various other branches of ivmmeiee and

manufacture are apt to say on being ap-

proached by a representative of a class jour-

nal. ' Oh, that may do very well for men
dealing in the goods, recognized as having a

connection with that branch of business, but

it would not pay m?." The fallacy of this

line of argument is daily exposed in the ex-

p rience of the editor of the Lumbcrmin, to

whom it is a matter of almost daily txp-. li-

enor to have tha question asked of him,

"Where can I buy a icr.ain liue of goods to

the best advantage ?" A jeweler might

think a lumber journal a strange vehicle for

co nmunicating a knowledge of his business

to a profitable line of costomers, but would
have cii ii ed 1 i-i views on hearing the en-

tjui i w.iic'u was made of us a few days ago

by a lumberman, " Where oan I get a go >d

gold watch? I've had a rather satisfactory
s ason's business, and 1 and revef.il . { my
f.i nds equally prospering, lr i;te over ; en
co umns o see win) \ on \wuid leci.uiUiUld

j

us to purcuuse from." There is no class of
j

LUMUEKM AN.

men who, when prosperoj j
, will more readi-

ly and freely patron z • a jewe'er, than the
members of the fraternity of lumbermen.
Crpetsare notlnmbr, and it might ap-

pear fruitless to cxpett bemfi s to a carpet
business from advertising in a lumber jour-
nal, but o.ie of the leading cirpet b' u»es in

this city, trying the experiment two years
ago, will yet he found am >ng our regular
advertisers, and Ihe hous* of J.idson & Co.
« now well known 'o the lumbermen of the
We.-^tas among the firms whom they delight
10 patronize.

Tobaco is a staple in lumber c-mps and
store* supplying goods to loggers and mill
hands, and the Durham, which has been
constantly kept before the minds of the
lumbermen through persistent ad verging in
thi se co'umns, is the favourite brard among
the 50,000 shanty men of the North weat.
We might mention a dozen similar experi-

ences, all tending to prove that no class of
merchants can afford to overlook the bene-
fits to be derived from a'vertising in a lum-
b r journal. There are 70 000 men engaged
in var ous departments of tbe lumber busi-
ness between Buffili and the Misdssippi
river. This is a vast army, ea h individual
min cf wh ;ch must needs wear clothes,
bo >t« or shoes and head covering

;
they must

consume the food which every well c induct-
ed grocery is prepared to supplv, and no in-

considerable numhor of thy patrons r.f this
jonrnil would gladly open acquaintance
with wholesale grocers dow unknown to
them, who will tupp'y their own extensive
retail establishments with the msny thou-
sand dollars' worth of sto.k which enters
into the trade with their employes and the
general public. No store-keeping lumber-
man confines his stock to any one branch of
trade. His purchases include groceries,
dry good-, clothing, crockery, hardware,
agricultural implements, boots and shoes,
hats and caps, paints aud oils, cou'ecti .ne' y
and tobacco. Whatever his einpb yes or
their families require, his shelves areexpect
ed to supp'y. No better class of custom* re,

no betcer paying patrons, no more reliable
and trustworthy men can Vie found in trad
than are the lumbcrm n, and none whom it

w H l etter pay to seek custom from. This
journal is a weekly visitor to many thou-
sands of this c ass, men whose custom might
well be sought by dealers in all the com-
modities which enter into the daily cm-
sumption and comfort of man, whether in

th' Hue of eating, drinking, wearing or orna-
ment. A recent elitonal notic;: in this
journal of an exte' sive iron manufacturing
establishment in West Virginia elicited n.

1 s* than 70 responses within three weeks,
from lumbi rmen who were desirous of ob-
taining ireu goods. In the woods, sleighs
and wagons are u«ed, and no better vehicle
tl r iuc.li which the builders of th<se can
make known the peculiar advantages of

their individual manufacture is open to their
choice than is pros' nted in this' journal.
There is no class of men more liberal in

personal adornment or in the furnishing of
their dwellings than the manufacturers and
dealers in lumber. When blessed with a
prosperous season like the past, it is not in
vain that their famil es suggest the pleasure
it would give thi-m to r. furnish the oi l

home, to create or ie >\ -nish a library, to
refurnish the patloiirs and sleeping apart-
ments, to add a heating or improved kitchen
range to the departmen' of comfort or con-
venience, or to array themselves in the beau-
tiful fabrics of the haberdasher or the milli-
ner.

It would be impossible to enumerate the
variou-i c!as- of dealers who ilesire and would
be profited by such trade as this j urnal is

well calculate I to assist them in obtaining.
We would then ask the serious attention of
all who deal in goods of any kind, to the
proposition that an sdvertis-^ment in the
Lumberman is uo'thy of their test. It is

an acknowledg. d authority among all who
have to do with logs, lumber and timber.
It circulates in the city and in the country

;

aim ng the loggers iu the woods and the men
in the saw-m Us. It is found upon the desk
of a majority of the lumber dealers of the
North, the Wesjt and the South, while no
cji s derable section of the couutiy can be
found where its presence is not welcomed
each week. An advertisement in its column.-
will, one week with another, attract the at*
t lifon of at least 30,000, vast numbers of
whom, while they may not at the moment
be in need of the goods advertised, will not
ful to have an impression fa?teued upon the
mind, wh eh in due tune wid bear legitimate
ftuit to the advantage of the advertiser.

—Tbe 'at.-st disoovery o f gold has been
made tigtit in Ha i'ax ci.y, in the vicinity of
Cornwallis street,

To Correspondents.

St^dacona.— Oar Quebec corr-s pond< nt,

says the lull in the trade continu *. Prices

ate without chauge. No further cal*-« will

like'y be nude until after rece'pt o : English

statements and circulars at the end of tbe

year. The new regulations of tl e local

government respecting the cutt ng of timbar

are very obnoxious to the trade. The feeling

represent- d by the Ottawa lumbermen in

their calling a meeting on the 16'h lost., is

pretty strong'y impressed also by the repre-

sentations of tbe trade in Quebec city.

Mes«rs. J. Bell Forsyth & Co's annual tim-

ber c'rcular, which is regarded »a an
authority is eagerly looked for. It is ex pec ed

to mike its appeara ice a few days before

Coristmas.

Chatham. Oxt.—The cost of production

of steam is estimated at about five pounds of

coal per hour, for each horse powe-. S)ma

improved cut-ofi engines have been run on

two and a half to three per hoar. Mr. Doty,
of Toroa'o, has manufactured an imptoved
gas engine, waich runs two horse yoeer,
without, boiler, engineer or fatl, with 400
feet of gas, or about 40 cents per day.

Elfrida.—M-. R. Q lance, has an engine

built by Me-srs Killey A Co., Hamilton,

which rans a 3 run grist mill, with saw duet

as fuel. Mr. Qiance expects to have saw
dusteno tgh left after cuuiog up the lo^s in

the neighbourhood to ran his grist mil! for

eight years louger.

Electric Light.—The cost is about $1

—

equal 1,000 f»-et of gas. No patent in Cana-

da. B -st co isult the Brush El -ctric Light
Compai.y, Cleveland. O uo.

Foolhardiness-

Oue of the conductors says th t this fall

stanJs forth in unprecedented prominence in

the history of tbe Can via Central for tbe

number of men who have return, d from the

shanties in a wind broken, wrecked condi.

tioa of health. Scatcely a train come* which

does not bring oue or more of these ruined

fellows. The source of the destructip lies

entirely within the men themselves. After

the day's work they gather in the shanty

and discuss the day's doings. Same gang

I.oasts loudly of manufacturing e-ghty logs

per day, some seventy, some sixty, but the

mo-t fifty—a fnir day's work. The fifty lota

determine to equal thesixtiet, and seventiea

the e ghties ; and so, day after day, "the
fight goes bravely oa," until the weaker go

to the wall, and are forced to leave. When
'eally ill, shantymen are kindly tended, but

when self-spavined the foremen have no

mercy or medicine for tbem, and they are

obliged to reach Mattawa or Pmsbroke as

best they can on foot It is a known fact

that some have arrived in Pembroke poverty-

struck both as to pocket and as to health,

and have been compelled to walk on the rail-

wa\ t • O f taw/», begging as they marched.

—

Central Canadian.

Lumbermen s Supplies.

To supply the different mills at *be Chan-

diere on the Ot fawa, which get out an aver-

age of 150.000 logs each season, the following

supplies are estimated as required during the

winter:—825 bble. pork, 960 bbls. flour,

525 bush, beans, 37.00J Lush oite, 3CO tons

h»y, 3,650 gala, syrup. 7,500 lbs. tea, 1,875

ibs. soap. 1 000 lbs. grindstones, 6 000 lbs.

tobacco, 75 boxes axes, 1 dor each, 60

cross-cut saws, 225 sleighs, 3,750 lbs. rope,

1.600 bcoin chains, 7 feet each, 45 boats,900

pairs blankets. 15 cookeries. 375 cant dogs,

costing, at a moderate est mate, about $54,-

367-00.
Tuis service requires in the woo 's, 450

men g ttini out 'he logs, 300 m»n pi! n _< anil

toi wardi' g, and 3 X) men teaming, us'> g 300

teams. Toe average number of men c p'oy-

td by each est»b ishment •hnug^oi.t the

year is 637, le-eiving for pay $306,000.

From this it wi 1 be seen that the lumber

merchants of the Chaudiere alone emi loy

ahout 4.000 mm, paying annually $1 836,-

000, which is all spent in and arouud tne

neighbourhood to the benefit of the trade of

the country generally.
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Lumbermen's Shanty.

A writer referring to the lumber trade on

the Ottawa describes the winter dwelling of

hardy lumbermen as follows:—"Hiving

selected a depirable, convenient spot, with a

good supply of water, a shanty is construct,

ed of the simplest description, being gener-

ally built of rough logs with a rai-ed hearth

in the centre for a a fireplace, and an open-

ing in the roof for a chimney. A double

row of berths all round serves for s'eeping

accommodation, while from a wooden cran3

over the perpetual fire swings the huge

kettle which, with the accompinying pot,

serves all the purposes of cookery. Trie

domestic economy is conducted upon strict

temperance principles ; tea is the constant

beverage of the lumbermen, and they con-

sume it in quantities, and 6f a strength

which would effectually destroy their nerves

if they po3sessed those delicate organs, lu

point of fact the l everage of the woodman
ought to be called tei soup it being an infu-

sion entirely different from that of our city

drawing rooms. They place a couple of

ha dfu 3 of tea in a kectle of cold water and
haug it over the fire till it b uls and attain*

a strength and fulness of flavour only palat-

ab e to throats which admire body in the

fluids they imbibe. Many of these hardy
men driuk a pouud cf tea per week, and
s >me of them double that quantity of the
Cnine e shrub, and without feeling any ill

effects either from that or the salt pork
which is the other staple article ,pf diet.

Perhips the strong tea counteracts the fat

pork, and vic> versa. The stoves of the
luml e men are usually c trried up to the^r

fo est shanty late i.i the autumn, and all

prep iratioDS are ma 'e to commence the work
of felling the giants of the forest."

Timber Regulations in Q ebec

The morning Chronicle says :—The Official

Oazelle publishes the new regulations and

amended schedule of dues t ) be pa'd by lum

bennen working on the Crown Lands of the

Province of Quebec. One deoded improve-

ment in these amended regulations consists

in the reduotion of the fee charged by the

Govrrnment on each transfer of timber
limits from four rlc liars per mile to one
dollar per mile. Tne increased stumpage
charged on pine saw lo^s, from 15 cents the
former rate to 26 en's under the new regul-

ations, is complained of by the lumbermen
as an excessive advance, amounting to an
additional tax of about 75 p r cent over and
above the rate formerly charged. There
certainly does seem to be gome reason for

d. satisfaction on this head.

Hardwood Timber Land for Sale.

FOR SALE, 1200 ACRES HARDWOOD
timber la-'d ncir Nip ssincr Railway, Coboconlt,

Kasy ternu; 03IIA VA OA 131NET CO., Oshawa.

Timber Limits for Sale.

CEVERAL MOST V ALUABLE TIMBER
O limits on North Shore of Lake Huron.
For particulars apply to

THOS SHORT1SS,
Imperial Bank Building-, Toronto.

.

TIMBERWANTED
GREY OAK, BLACK ASH AND PINE

Standinr timber wa ted ; also Oak Railroad

T.es. Address with full particulars,

S. S. MUTTON & CO.,
Toronto.

p. S.—A 35 H. P. Engine and Boiler for sale, low,

LAUDER & THORNTON MFC CO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Steam Gauges,Vacuum Gauges
ENGINEERS' <& PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS, &C.

98 Adelaide Street East, Toronto.

Steam Gauges correctly tested and repaired.

2-5in

GLASS BALL CASTO S

Hamilton Exports.

For the mon'h of November, the exports

of lunber from- Hamilton ti the United

8 ate3, as verified by the U. S. Consul, are

valued at $4,516. Fi>r the same mouth,

scrap iron exooitis given at §1 806. It is

worthy of remark that scrap iron brings $8

per ton more in Hamilton than in Buffalo
;

yet the price of bar iron and nails is higher
in Buft ilo than in Hamilton. The trade in

c*r axles and in wrought iron generally is

increasing largely in Canada, and there is no
reason why the increase should not continue.

Export of barley fo>- November, $10,955 ;

malt, |7 319; egg*, ?4.516; wrol, $22,550.

Fort Eddy.

The P. m'orcke Obstrv. r says :—On Tues-

day of last week E. B. Eddy's store at Fort

Eddy, on the Upper Ottawa, above Mafta

wa, was burned to the ground. Hardly any
of the contents of the store, we believe,

were saved. They cons'sted of the usua'
stock of (applies and general mtrchandi.^ .

The origin of the fire is not known.

ROBERT STEWART,

Wholes Xe and H;t.il I) aler yi Lumber, Lath,
boon, 8a*b, Kt/U'ding*, &c„ &<;., OUELPII, ONT.

5 3m.

FOR SALE, AT A GREAT BAR-
*»ln, 820 acres of excellent fa min'< land, heavili

limbered, and wrll watered by a branch of the Pigeon
Kiver, in Cheboygan Co. Michigan. Apply to the
Editor of the Cavaba Lumbskjcax . 1-tL

FILES J?E-CUT

!

THOMAS GRAHAM,
File Wo ks, 35 Sh' rbourne Street, Toronto, Ont.

O d Files rcground and re-cut equal ,to new for

use. Dunn* the past year I have le-cut nearly

3,000 dozen of old files for millowneis and "thers

in Ontario and Quebec. Prices—per doz mi for Mi:l

Files, 8 ii. $1.60; 10 hi $2; 12 in. »2 75 ; 14 in.

3.75. Other kinds pro rata. Quotations from these

raresto latye consumers.

G. T. PENDRI
GENERAL

MACHINIST.

39 Adelaide Street West,

TORONTO-

tS- PIANO SCREWS A SPECIALTY.

Central Prison Industries,

The undersigned will receive tenders up to noon of

Friday. 17th December inst.,

For the delivery in the ya'd of the Central Prison at

Toronto, the following quantises
of lumber, v z.

:

150 000 to 200,000 feet of basswoul lumber in boards
'

12feet long and lginches thic'i, to be fret; from

knots, shakes, anu inperfi-otlons.

150 000 to 200.000 foet of maple, beech, white birch,
' and white a-li lumber, pi the same dimensions

and deicription.

15,000, feet 1-inch cle\r p n', 15,000 1-inch 2nds pine.

15 000 feet 1-inch white wood, 3,000 3x3 inch maple

1,000 feet 2-inch wl He oak, 1,000 2-iuch maple.

5 000 f.:e' 1' i c'i r ap'c 8 inches wide, 20,000 1-inch

I, f
::'

The lH-i ,ch bass w d and hardwor d lumber to be

de'iveredat the ra,te of 50,000 fe -t per month, com-

mend 1st January next. The other lumber to be

delivered on or before 1st FebruTv next. The whole

is to he examined and culled at Central Pris <n at

he Hm". ol delivery

Offers n.ay be made for the whole or a portion of

the lumbf r, at.d the lowest or any tender not nec.e-

sarily accepted.

Sureties will be required for tl c due fu'fi mentof

he contract.
J. \V. LANGMU1R,

Insp -ctor of Psiso s, etc.

Parliament Buildings,

Toronto, 4th bee. 1880.

For FUaWl ' ORE, PI M K,

ORGANS, etc ,tl.e Ik,k' and mo»l

E P.RENNEN,
U AXUfACTi'sea un riJOLetALK ItKALEB ta

ir^gSSsSSaS Lumtep, Latli and Shingles,

63, 65 and 67 King Wiiliam-st.,

H AM I LTON, ONT.

HA
l-im

muni<a i< k rmnc is

RHi;UM K\ l-M. NERVOU
NK.'S. .-I.KM'I.K-FNKS'i cured

by 11.811'ati. g beill utth thcui.

8/)ld by I a dwarc dialers.

Agents . ... t .

ADDRKSB FOR CIltcrLARH ;

Mass Ball Cast r OompanTj

Ci, 66 & 6i RKBECCA ST.,

MILTON, ONT

Mills a d Timber Limits at Sil er Creek,

Tiago P. O., Oat.

Bill Stuff cut fiorn 10 to HO f&:
>

Posts on Laud.
Cedar

Orders -ent to M. Breunen, Tiago P. O.

will receive prompt attention.

TO LUMBER MERCHANTS

WM- MONTEITH,

Produce 4 Commission Merchant

25 Churcli-street, Toronto,

Can supply L^mbirmen and other buye s with

MESS PORK,

C. C. &L. C. BACON,

WHITE LEANS,
DRIED APPLES,

CHEESE,
&c, &c, &c.

at lowest markot pri.es.

The UNIVERSAL SUSPBHDflS.

gOMB REASONS why they are the beat: —
1st.—No Elastic requied.
2nd.—Is slack when stonpinfr.
3rd.—It never slips off the shoulders.
4th.—Sold at prices of common suspenders.

Manufactured by C. E. EAMAQB k OC.

90 BAY STREET. TORONTO.

Intercolonial Ooal lining Co.,

offar their fresh mineral hifu ninous Coal from
their

DRUMM0ND COLLIERY.

F.O.B cars, de'ivfr-ibie at st-itions of ih- Inter-
colonial and G and Trunk Kailway.

Apply t3

Intercolonial Doal Mining Co.,

2G ^t. Francois Xavier Street,

MONTREAL
The coal ;

s now bei,i*r r'pceivfeaot Toronto by several
of :he d.a'ers—W. J. Keith, C. J. Smith and th rs.

JOHN MCGREGOR & SONS,
MAN UFACTC REUS OF ALL KINDS OF

STATIONARY,
MARINE, and

LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS,
and SHEET IRON WORK

Portable PoilrrB Ior Thrteshimr. Machines, Shincl,
Mil s, s c,j furnished on thort notice. All Boilers
tcs-ted by cold watir pressure to 150 lbs. to the
square inch b f re leaving the sh. p.

SECOMD-HAND MACHINHJRY
houffht, sold, or taken in exchange for

r.e.v work.

RETAIRS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

183 Atwater St., Detroit. Michigan.
BRANCH SHOF

—

Cor. Gien?arry Ave. & Stuart gt.,

WINDSOR, ONTARIO.

QUEEN CITY OIL WORKS I

ALL KIHD3 OF

M A. C H I M E

BURNING OIL!

63" Send for Samples.

Saml. Rogers & Co.,

33 ADELAIDE ST. EAST,

TO RONTO
THE GENUINE

ilver-Stesl, Lance-T ooth

Cress-Cut Saw!

It s'tanuB v. i:h ,r.t a t iva!. aud is the fast-

est cutting saw u the * orid. It rtas be..t?u

the best. Canadian au = A'nricaii-ru;.de

Bawa 33J ]Jcr ceut. iu ev.ry content . Its

superiority c aisisti of its ix *U*u* ttin^-er.

It is tempore i under fie Se ret C erui'-al

1*recess, which tong , rn an 1 refisiea the
s • el. It s;iv.s a (itir-r and ke ner cu*tin?
rd%^, and will hold i: t*ic^ a~ 1 I s any
other pioce^s. We h v tesl- tight fir

thi* p'ocess for the Domiaioa o' CaDad*.
N, ne genuire that wre u"t li'.e tl.e f-bo^e

cut v.it'i reiistctvd tr de mark with the

word "Tbe L=uc ."'and ila, 1 L if wit'i

our r.sme. Rr c j §1 per foc.r.

Caution. — Be»-a:e <f Counttj feits.

Th'reaie iafelioi couule.ifeits o,i the mar-
kef, which a e ii,teL < ed to b-- so d at ;t h sh
pr ce upou the >e; utat on ot this ea-^. We
will sen>i to any add less a saw ex icfly like

at y counrerfeir, wairar.t ,i <q • 1 'n qua 1'y

or no sa'e, at (iOc.
-

t
er foot Ti.eref. re do

rot he humbugged iuto payisp .) hr-t c'.a-s

t r.c." for a !rf c n ! c'a=s saw, • A fa t k> ! ear
iu mind s that if the material and temper are
not of the very best quality t- e fh .pt of the
teeth amounts to nothing. A taw, Ik - a

kn.fe, will u<t cut. fait without it will h-.hta

kee.t, cutting edge. We have cut ff ? 14-

irch fouLcl lassw. oi !o- iu ti6hc sicoiids

with thi- s^w."""-

M ,i uf ctured only by

SHUSLY & DIE" RICH,
Ma 'iif. ctiiiets of S.^w.-s, P aster 114 Tro.vtls,

Straw Knives, &c.

6ALT, ONTAE10.
Dec uil er 10, 1SS0.
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A Night in the Sun Office.

THE SYSTEM THAT STRUCK AN OUTSIDE NEWS-

PAPER MAN AS VERY INTERESTING.

(From the Louisville Post.)

The Sun newspaper is a small affair in

square inches, but every inch is an institu-

tion. The sheet is not as large as the Louis-

ville Post, but a comparison of the paper on

any day with either of its great New York
contemporaries will prove that it contains

every item of valuable current news, local,

national, or foreign, and hardly a line of

trash. Notwithstanding the condensation

necessary to secure such results, the paper is

written with singular clearness and is de-

servedly noted for literary grace. And fur-

ther, along with all the news, it finds room
tor pointed editorials—pebbles of hard Eng-
lish well flung—and as much of miscellane-

ous and interesting matter as any reasonable

reader would care to have. In shore, the

Sun is the most complete newspaper in

America, supplying everything in such a

shape that everything can be read.

With such characteristics it is no wonder
that it is the most widely read paper in

New York, where nearly everybody is busy
;

and so long as it is conducted with the pres-

ent liberality, energy, and care, its continu-

ed growth is assured ; 127,000 copies are now
sold daily, which is ohm paper to every ten

people in New York c ty, a proportion that

is likely to hold in the future, if, indeed, it

is not improved with the increase of the pro-

portion of busy peop'e.

A majority of the newspaper men who aie

familiar with the Sun as an exchange, and
who know of its gr< at prosperity, have long

ago re olved that, if they ever start a paper

of their own, the Sun shall be their model.

Many such attempts have been made and
have failed. The C ncinnati Sun, a me-
chanical imitation, a perfect counterfeit,

when too far off to read, was the most nota-

ble instance. The trouble with all such

attempt! was that the projectors d:d not

know the New York Sun and its system.

They imagined that by imititn? its size

and outward appeirauce they would save

white paper and type setting and sti.l make
a bright and successful journal, wh-.n in

fact the size of the Sun is fixed, not to save

whiti paper and type setting,though it does

this incidentally, I ub because it is the

smallest size into which all the news can be

put and still preserve a char and pleasant

shape. The Sun is really run on very ex-

pensive princip'e". The cost of i s news,

comiog through men who are able to con-

dense, is as great as that of any of the mon-
ster papers which emp oy diffuse, ill-paid

fellows, and moet thoir heaviest expeuse in

telegraph bills, popar b lis, and the wage, of

their able-bodied compositors. The Sun
pays as much for editors to cut out words
and leave tangible facts and ideas as the

blunderbuss papers pay for writers to coin

sentences.

It is only after some study that ona can

realizj what an enoimous amount of news a

great metropolitan paper mast handle before

it can be said to " have it all," and it is a

matter of real wonder that a little paper like

the Sun contrives to hold so much. It is a

case of the h avned man's small head; it is

the result of a complete system carried out

daily under able management, by the hard
work of many bright ninda. Just think of

the materials that come to the office every

day. Though the hundreds of men who
gather the news know that their positions

depend on their being as brief as is consist-

ent with completeness, they still furnish, at

a small estimate, more than teu times as

much copy as can p issibly bj printed. The
issue daily of reading matter averages aVout
twenty-two columns ; it contaius all of value

in two hundred columns of copy sent iu,

from which it has to be extracted and set

ud within the short spac; of eleven hours,

the greater portion within half that time.

I spent yesterday and last night in the Sun
office to observe the process.

Outside of the eeiitoral A'oikof condensa-

tion, the capacity of the paper is enhanced
by several mechanical devices. For inst-

ance : The type, while clear, is compact and
small, being mos'ly nonpareil and agate ;

then the headlines, while nicely guaged to

suggest the importance of the matter to

follow, will be found on mea'urement, in any
case, to occupy ve ry small room. There aie

other ways in which the types are compress-

ed, but I will proceed now to give an out-

line sketch of what I saw of the work of the

editors and reporters.

Mr. Dana maintains the closest personal

supervision of the whose establishment. In

the editorial department, which comes per

fected from his hands, he is assisted by
seven writers. When he goes home, Mr.
John Swinton is lei't in charge.

The city editor has immediate command
of forty-two reporters, and his territory em-
braces New York and the surrounding cities,

and a half day's journey into the country in

any direction. All the reporters aad many
of the other writers come to the editoral

rooms (a small suite for Mr. Dana and a

large hall for all the rest) at 11 o'clock in the

morning. M'. Dana learns the plans of the

others for the day, and makes his suggest :ons

or gives his orders, writes a leader and a

paragraph or two and assigns spec.fiid sub-

jects to be discussed by members of his staff.

Before he leaves he reads a revised proof of

all the ohief editorials.

Distant correspondents are at liberty to

send at first only a short message by tele-

graph, stating the character of the news they

have and asking instructions, which are

promptly returned to them by telegraph,

unless the news comes late at night and is of

great importa' ce, when the matter if left to

their discretion. The selection and control

of correspondents is a vital matter in the

Sun system.
.The city editor and his four ass'stants keep

a very complete assignment book, in which
are entered memoranda of every point that

oug'it to be worked on each diy, entries

being frequently made three months in ad-

vance. Besides this bo >k, reporters are kept
• >n duty const.ait y at the police headquarters
in New York, Brook'yn, Jersey City, and
neighbouring towns, vnd immediately on
the receiptor a piece of uews from a >y police

station it is telephoned to the city editor.

Using the book of assignments, the papers

of the day, and any hints he may have had
from other sources, the city editor directs

e.ich repot ter as to what he must do, exercib-

ing his best care in selecting the men with
retcretice to their peculiar tale its for the

particular style or kind of work he desires.

About 5 o'clock Mr. Dana steps from his

rooms to go home, fi st stopping to consult

with Mr. Swinton and to have with him a

schedule ef the editorial matter he wishes

to have appear. A calculation is now made
to determine how much space Mr. Dana has

left, and then the managing and city editors

make up their schedules. On a comparison
of the e i* is generally found that each has

been too liberal w.th himself, and both sche-

dules have to be cut to leave a sufficient

margin fur the certain and ptobable news,
local and telegraphic, that is to come. When
the schedule matter is finally made up, it is

given to the compositors, who are i ow all at

work. Ouce on tha printers' ho ks the

schedules, in their outline of spac*, not in

their contents, are absolute. They represent
what the paper will hold, anil on the receipt

of any unexpected matter, either the articles

enibractel in the schedules, or the later news,
or both, must suffer cotielensation or slaught-

er. It happens occasionally that, piece by
piece, the whole of the sch :eln le 1 sis is set

aside to make loom for more important
news, and sometimes a hundred columns of

copy ve y late is reduced to two columns be-

fore it i eaches the printers. A few weeks
ago fifty columns of Washington matter was
boileel down to OLe, and not an important
fact was lost.

Before the conferei.ee as to the schelulcs,

the city editor has received returns from
most ot the morning assignments, and has
starteel many ( f the reporlers on new
errand?. At 0 o'clock the night city editor

arrives, who, ass ; steel by the three other
ciiy editors, from this time forward directs

the reporters and edits their copy, the manag-
ing editor keeping him informed as to the
necessary condensation.

It matters not how great the rush of

matter and the const epieut conelensation may
have been, nor how much of type may have
been sot sside. The Sun forms are locked
up at the stroke of a certain hour every
morning, and at 3 o'clock the piper may be
brought anywhere in New York city. This
is one hour ahead of any oth->r New York
morning daily, auel a second eeliton ujrarely
neeeled to maiutain the Sun's reputation for

printing all the news.
It will be seer, I think, that while the

Sun is extremely economical of space, and
therefore of the time of its busy readers,

aud though it pays as seldom as possible for

redundant words, it is exceedingly liberal in

gett ng the absolute news. Ambitious news-
paper men with small capital shoulel not

undertake to run a paper on the Sun's

system, but such a paper is needeel in all

of our large, busy cities, and the day is not
far distant, probably, when the Sun will no
longer staoel unique anel alone,

A jrLACE for everything—B.iby's mouth.

Celebrated Book Stealers.

THE PRIEST WHO COMMITTED MANY MURDERS

BECAUSE OF HIS PASSION FOR BOOKS.

(From the London Spectator.)

Many eminent characters have been bibli-

okleps. When Innocent X. was still Mon-
signor Pamphilio he stole a book—so says

Taileman des Roux—from Du Monstier, th<»

painter. The amusing thing is that Du
Monstier himself was a book thief. He used

to tell how he prigged a book, of which he

had long been in search, from a stall

on the Pont Neuf ;
"but," says Talk-

man ( whom Janin does not seem to have

consulted), "there are many people who
don't think it stealing to steal a book, un-

less you sell it afterward."

ButDu Monstier ircline 1 to a less liberal

view where h ; 8 own books were concerned. The
Ctrdinal Barberini came to Paris as Legate,

and brought in his suite Monsignor Pam-
philio, who afterward became Innocent X.

The Cardinal paid a visit to Du Monstier in

his studio, where Monsignor Pamphilio

spied, on a table, " L'Historie au Concile

de Trento"—the good edition, the London
one. " What a pity," thought the young
ecclesiastic, "that such a man should be,

by some accident, the possessor of so valu-

able a book." With these sentiments Mon-
signor Pamphilio slipped the work under his

soutine. But little Da Monstier observed

him, and said furiously to the Cardinal that

a holy man should not bring thieves end rob-

bers in his company. With these words,

and with others of a vieilent and libe'lous

character, he recovered the History of the

Council of Trent, and kicked out the future

Pope. Amelot de la Houssaie traces t > this

incident the hatred borne by Iunocent X.
to France.

Another Pope while only a Cardinal,

stole a book from Monage—so M. Janin

reports—but we have not been ab'e to dis-

cover Monage's own account of the larceny.

Ttie auecelotist is not so truthful that Car-

dinal need flush a deeper scarlet, like the

roses in Biods "Lament for Adonis," on
account of a scandal resting on th; authority

of Menage. Among royal persons, Cather-

ine de Medici, accordiug to Brantome, was a

bibli oklept. "The Marshal Strozzi had a

very fine library, and after his death the

Queen-Mother seiz-d it, promising some day
to pay the value to his s D, « ho never got a

farthing of the money." The Ptolemies,

too, were thieves on a large scale. A de-

partment e f the Alexandrian Library was
called "The Books from the Ships," aud
was filled with rare volume i stolen from
passeugeis in vessels that touched that port.

True, the owners were civen cooies of their

ancient MSS.,but the exchange, as Atistotle

says, was an "involuntary" one, and not

distinct from robbery.

The great pattern of hiblioklepts, a man
who carried his passion to the most regret-

table excesses, was a .Spanish priest, Don
Vincente of the Convent of Pobla iu Arra-

gon. When the Spanish revolution de-

apoiled the convent libraries, Dou Vincente

established himself at Barcelona, under the

pillars of Los Encantea, where are the stalls

of the merchants of bric-a-brac and the

seats of them that sell books. In a g'oomy
deu the Dou stored up treasures that he

hated to sell. Once he was present at an

auction where he was outbid in the compe-
tition for a rare, perhaps a unique, volume.

Three nights after that the people of Barce-

lona were awakened by cries of "Fire!"
The house and shop of tho man who had
bought "Ordinacions per los Gloriosos Reys
de Ara^o," were blazing. When the fire

was extinguished the body of the owner of

the house was fouud with a pipe in his

blackeneei hand aud some money beside

him. Every one said: "He must have

set the house on fire with a spark from his

pipe." Time went on, and week by week
the police fouud the bodies of sla :n men,now
in the street, now in a ditch, now in the

river. There were young men snet old, all

had been harmless aud inoffensive citizens

ia the r lives, and— all had been bibliophiles.

A dagger in an invisible hand had reached

their hearts ; but the assassin had spared

their purses, money, anel rings. An or-

ganiz d aearch was made in the city, and
the shop of Don Vincente was examined.

There, in a recess, the police discovered the

copy of "Ordinacions por lis Gloriosos Reys
de Arago," whioh ought by rights to have

been burned with the Louse of its purchaser.

Don Vincente was asked how he got the

book. He replied in a quiet voice, demand-
ed that his collection should be made over

to the Barcelona Library, and then confessed

people who had bought from him books
which be really could not bear to part with.

At his trial his counsel tried to prove that

his conies ion was false, and that he might
have got his books by honest means. It

was ohjectel tL at there was in the world
only one book printed by Lambert Palmart
in 1482, and that the prisoner mast have
stolen this, the only copy from the librar)

where it was treasured. The defendant's

counsel proved that there was another copy,
in the Louvre ; that, therefore, there might
be more, and that the defendant's might
have been honestly procured. Here Don
Vincente, previously callous, uttered a;i

hysterical cry. Said the Alcalde :
" At

last, Vincente, you begin to understand the
enormity of your offence?' "Ah, Sigoor
Alcalde, my error was clumsy, indeed. If

you only knew how miserab'e I a n I" " If

human justice prove inflexible, there ia ano-

ther justice whose pity is inexhaustible.

Repentance is never too late." "Ah, Sig-

nor Alcalde, my copy was not unique !"

With the story of this impenitent thief, we
may closo the roll of biblioklepts.

Marrying a Tenor.

The following is an extract from a letter

from the wife of a te nor to her friend !

Yes, Jenny, we have 30,000 dollars a
year ; the praises of my husband are sounded
every day in the newspapeis ; he is applaud-

ed every night ; he -:n_- and is a very king
in his art. But you don't know what it ia

to be the vtffe of a tenor. Those who flatter

my husband, and they are numerous, are

incessantly telling himself :
" M. Michael,

you have a mine of diamonds in yonr thread
That may be true ; I don't say it is not, bat
if you could understand what consequences
it entails—a mine of diamonds in a man's
throat ! Michael is always as cross as a bear
because of the state of the temperature

. A
barometer is lets variable. He is cont no-

ally opening and shutting the windows;
when they are open he wants them shot ;

when they are shut he says he stifles. Yoo
have no idea of the troub'e we have at hotels

to prevent his taking cold. Even the style

of carpet becomes a study. And the cart-

loads of furs we earry about with us ! And
the difficulty we have with the tires ! There
is also a long chapter as to what be may and
may not eat ; this is too strong sod that is

too weak. And the night he stags there is a
-y up which he must drink five times daring
an act and a wash of brandy and camphor
with which to rub his throat. From morn-
ing till in. lit a tenor thinks of nothing bat
himself ; he listens to himself sing ; he
studies poses before a looking-glass ; he calls

after the servants, "Jean, muffle the door-

bell, its noise affects my nerves. Brgette,
don't pass btfore me again ; you make m
draught." He interrelates his throat every
ten n. mutes, " la, la, lo." Never a sensible

word, always "la, la, la; at table be dexs
not talk for fear ef des roying his " la, la,

la." If I ask him to take me oat on a floe

day, he runs to the piano-forte and exercises

his " la, la, la 1"

It was on'y natural that the States should
subside into quietness when their great

struggle was over. They liavt accordingly

subsided for the time bring into speculations,

betting over boat races and making them-
selves comfortable for the winter. The
people over there are at present being busy
and very prosperous, and when that it the

case, they have neither time nor inclination

for much else, but to look after the coppers

and enj >y themselves.

The Queen of Wurtemberg's life is regu-

lated with conventual exactness. She is the

Colonel of a Russian regimen*-, and fre-

quently appears at review in her unit nr..

Her Majesty inherits her father the late

Czir's mania for drill and pipeclay. The
fat, beer-drinking, pipe-smoking King Cole
to whom she is mateei used to dispute with
her ab >ut it, but at length gave in and al-

lowed her to have her head. All he now
asks is to be left undisturbed in dens in his

palace?, in whieh he can erjoy a little un-

tidiness.

The Intercolonial Literary and Anthropo-
logical societies, which number among their

members such men »s Henri Marts.-. Capel-

lioi, De'gado, and Mr. John Evans, of the

British Museum, opened their congresses at

Lisbon last month ; the King, Dom Lui«,

anel the ex-King, Dom Fernando, with the

Ministry and all the notables of Portogal,

were present. The savants were the guests

of the city and of the ex-King, and the King
and 0\u en gave a ball iu their honour.
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The Montenegrin High Court.

PRINCE NIKITA HEARING THE COMPLAINTS OF

HIS SUBJECTS iy PATRIARCHAL FASHION.

There are a few customs and spectaehs
still lingering in this age to remind us that

the world was notalways prosaic, utilitarian,

and unbelieving—a few survivals of the time
when the superstition of the loy lty of all

classes found uncnticised expression in

magnificent ceremonies. They are dying
fast. The simplest, but abo the mo^t in-

teresting, of such quaint shows is a seance

of the Supe fur C >urt of Appeal in Montene-
gro. To the left cf the palace gate stands a

lime tree of very moderate size, surrounded
by a bank of turf neatly edged wiih boulders
Hither, towards 8 in the morniug, strolls

the Prince, followed by his officers and
guard. At a certain distance from it they
ha't and uncover, which his Hghness s'eps
briskly forward and seats himself at a square
nook left hollow in the wall to accommodate
his leas. If personages of dist nctiou are
pres nt they receive an invitation to take

p ace on either hand, and the court is op«n
without more ceremony. Sometimes the
whole space in front is crowded with peas-

antry iu sileDt rauks, eager to behold their

chief and hear his wisdom ; but in this time
of war, which makes such heavy demtnds on
the labour ot the few who stay at home, the
audience is small. I have se.dombheld a
finer subject for the painter. At a distance

of tweuty yards or so, on the right front of

his highness, stand the veterans of his body-
guards ranged in line, ta 1 fellows mostly,
grim of aspect, wearing crosses and decora-
tions, heavily armed. The long fringe of

their plaids sweep the ground, or one end of

it is thrown across the shou!ders in S 'anish

fashion. Oa the other side, at a like distance,
stand a group of peasantry, cap in baud,
waitiug to explain such complicated griev-

ances as neitner the village elders' court,

nor the district tribunal can arrange to their

satisfaction. To the left rear of the priute
aides de-camp and attendants ot the Way-
wodes present take up station ; they wear
th'ircaps, fce'ng "out of court," by legal

fiction, though nearer to the sovereign than
the rest. Everyone being p aced, in two
minutes proceedings begin. The first com-
plaint, wtioh his highness explained to me
on one cccosion, was that of a weaz-ned
veteran, very ragged and dirty, but weaiing
two silver mounted pistols and a yat <ghau.

In a sing-soDg voice, w thout hesitat ng for

an instant, h 8 petit oa was made. Re had
answe ei the lawful summons of his chief,

and repaired in arms to the camp at Sutor-
mans, whence Geu. B >zo Petrovich hid dis-

missed him as too old and war-worn for

service. "I am not old, Gospodar," he
lamented, "for I am strong. And if I have
bullets in my body is that a reasou that I

should be in-nlted ? 1 pray you Gospodar,
to write to B zo Petrovich and order hm to

let me fijbt." The anxiety of the p or man
was painful to watch as he turned his caj
ceaselessly, awaiting reply, which was not
given in my prBseuce.

Of another suitor his highness told me
that in some tight he lost his comrades, and
was attacked, all alone, by five Turks.
Four he killed and wounltd the fifth, but
he fell himself in the struggle. Snow lay on
the groun i, and the evening chill restored
him to consciousness. When his eyes opened
he Eaw the Tuik p infully crawling to
gather wood, and he proceeded to assist the
infidel. When ler ain comrades airived at
dawn they found these two sharing their
last ration across the fire, and the Monte-
negrin would not be removed until he had
seen his late foe placid in a liiter. Together
they were carrit d to the hospnal at Cettinje.

A I rawny little man of th- body-guard was
pointed out to ra-: as the hero who brought
in a dozen and a half of heads after one
batt'e. The czar pre-ent"d him with all

the dec 'rations possible—I saw them—and
the K'isuaa ladies subscribed a pretty
souvenir in the form of a head-chopping
knife, eocrmted wit a precious stone?, at
the expense of .$1,200. Tnis I did cot see,

for the owner leaves it with his parents, an
eximple to the youth of that vicinity, In
regard to this head-cutting, Gen. Bozo
Petrovitch told me that he would not cry to
•top it, in the hostilities daily expected wfen
I was in his camp. He declared it a modern
prac'..ce, taught within this century by the
in- a ling armies of the portc. Nose-slicing
is Mill more recent, lor until late year
prsn.rs was never made. In the last
peiiod of tie war, however, when whole
bat al ions turrendere-l, the prac ice was
dropped of necessity, and we may even hope
that it will never be revived. The prince

himself told mo that he made 11,600
prisoners, whom he could not keep for want
of means. The Turkish government had
none to exchange, and forseveralgood reasons

;

it would not ransom them ; anil he was
obliged to send them back unconditionally.

One officer was captured th oj times.

Music in Old English Churches.

In country churches the loft was, and
even is, usually known as " the singing-

gallery," the musical instruments being the
clariouet, violin, violoncello, flute, &o. Mr.
N>>ake, iu his Ramb es in Worcestershire,
says that in Teubury Cnurch, iu the year

1771, they were not only horns and clario-

nets, but also a drum, whose sound was
heard in divine service for some forty years
after that date, in some country churches
the number of the psalm that was to be sung
was chalked on a slate, and suspended from
the front of the singing-gallery. It is said

of the parish clerk of Isle Brewers, Somer-
setshire, th*t in giving out the hymn, and
suddenly fiud ng that the slate was not hung
up, his anuoun ement took the following
shape :

" Let us sing to the praise and glory
— I say, why doan't 'ee hang out the
slate? ' During the singing the congregation
in ihe nave turned their backs upon the
clergyman, and looked toward the singing

galley, where the parish clerk and his

tellow-perfoimers weie ensconced. In a
Yorkshire village church early iu this cen-

tury the instruments in the singing-gallery

were the violin, violoncel o, clarionet, ser-

pent, and bassoon, and when the old clergy-

man wished for the "Old Hundred" to be
sung, he called out to his clerk, "Straack
up a bit. Jock ! straack up a bit !" Of this

same Yorkshire pair it is related that on the
occasion of the first missionary meeting,
when the congregation were waiting in the
church-yard, the old Vicar said to his clerk,

"Jock, ye mauut let 'em into th' church ;

the dippitation a'nt't coom 1" but, on the
arrival of the two clergymen wao formed
the deputation, the clerk called out to the
people, "Ye maunt gang hoame, t' deppita-

tion's coom?'' The old Vicar introduce.! tne
two clergymen in addresses that were
models of brevity: " T' furst deppitation
will speak!' " T" second deppitation will

speak !" after which the clerk lighted some
caudles in the singing gallery, and gave out
for an appropria e hymn, "Vital spark of

heavenly flame !
' The parish clerks who

give out the hymns and lead the congrega-
tional singing are probably at the present
day only to be found iu a few remote places,

and in parishes where there is a second
church, at som ; mdes' distance from the
mother church, with its one Sunday service.

Here, very likely, the man is still to be
found who unites in his own person both
cierk and choir. A friend of mine had such
a c erk, and the hymus were those of Tate
<<nd Brady. First of all the clerk sounded
the note on a pitch-pipe, and after this

musicial prelude he wound up his nose, as it

were, and, with a strong nasal snarl, pitch-

ed the key-note and began the psalm. A
great favourite with him was what he called

"The Hippy Man," the psa m beginning
with the line, "Happy the man whose
tender care"—wh'ch word he pronounced
"car"—and the last line of the verse,

"The Loard sh 11 give him rest," was re-

peated twice and shouted with great fervor.

The rustic audience were charmed with his

execution of this psalm, and are greatly

pleased when a Boanerges out of their own
tanks can thus display the pjwer cf his

lungs.
»- • • . < ——

—

"By Jove !"' exclaimed Harry ; "look at

that girl I What colour 1 She s the picture
of health." Sad D.ck, who has learned to

discriminate between nature and ait :
" A

picture of health ! A painting, you mean."

Yor/Nt* lady—" Very changeable weather,
M 8. Wiggins, isn't it?" Mrs. Wiggins

—

" 'Ees, miss, it be. Fust 'ot, yer see ; then
co'd, then 'ot ag in ; but it's a blessin', 'cos

if the weather was n't a little wariable there
would n't be no wariety in some folk's con-
versation."

A Da.nbury man has a Boston lady visit-

ing him. Sunday evening, on coming out of

church with her, he extended his arm, and,
with a delicate deference to her prejudices,

said !
'' Will you accept my upper limb ?"

With a gratefui look from her glassy eyes
she accepted.

A youno lady artist married a young
gentleman artist. The uncle of the bride

made a call upon them and found them sit-

ting in opposite corners of their joint studio,

in the sulks, the husband saying that his

wife's waist was out of proportion, and the

Curious Idol Worship in China.

THE PECULIAR CKRKMOSIAI. I!V WHICH KVII.

SPIRITS ARE CAST OUT.

Hangchow, China.—A curious display of

idoi worship is being nightly enacted not far

irom this city. It is not easy to de'ermine
to what sect it belongs, for, though held in

a Taoist temple, no priest of either that or

any other takes part in the ceremony. It is

entiiely carried out by the peop'e them-
selves, and being in the seventh moon, when
the names of the departed receive to much
attention from their living relations, it may
lie correct to consider it a pirt ot aucestrai

worship. At the beginning of the moon pro-

clamations were posted all over ti e city an-

nouncing the commencement of this strange

ci remony, and calling on the pe p e to come
up and pay the r taxes or duties to Yuh-
whang Snungti, "lord of the world ami
savior of men, ' as they do to their earthly

E I'peror. Eich night, from the 1st to th<

15tu of the seventh moon, this pauody on
oyalty is carried out, and delegates from
various districts bring strings of piper
sycee, which is weighed with the greate.t

care as if it were real silver, entered into

the account books of an official, and at the
proper time in the ceremony is sent up to

the spiiits, through fire. An idea of the
quantity of pap r money consumed may b
formed from the prue received for the ast.es,

which realizes a total for this ha f month at

16 cash an oz. or not less than $30.
The real business of the evenin^eommences

after dusk : The procession, which goes out
of the village in Older to return escorting

the spirit of the Emperor, begins to form
Each mm cariies a lantern, with the name
ot his district or society painted on it. Toe
main temple and all the lesser ouei are

brilliant y lighted up w.th rows of lantern
of red cloth, and some place large reflectors

behind caudles, the effect of which is very
pleasing. Theatrical dresses of tie most
gorgeous colours, and heavy with gold lace,

pass along in groups ; boys dressed in red

c otu and gold tinsel hats, men bearing

swords, and battle axe--, and bands of musi
ciaus go to make up this ui ique procession.

The cen re of all is the E nperor's chair,

carried by twelve bearers, containing his

tablet ; a man ou each side, carrying lar^e

white feather fan?, shield it from the public

gaze, but waving to and fro as if fanning a
living person.

After a long interval, the big chair gave
forth a b >ommg sound, and the great id

Yuh- whangShung-ti, wearinga mi stgorgeous
dres", appeared and was placed on a raised

platform under a rich cinopy. A'l immedi
ate y tell pr. ssrate on the ground, and, for a
w hile, silence reigned supreme

;
pi esently the

master ot Ctremonies t. ok his place, and tne
bearers of cards of those gods who, by then
rank, are allowed to pay their respects to

his Majesty (as officials are with the rea

Emi eior) beg .n to arrive. A few feet from
the throue they knelt aud respectfully pre-

sented their caid, whieh was received by an
official, who announced, iu a loud voice, the
name and rank of the sender, the court
musicians playing on their instruments on
the arrival of each fresh card, of which, that

night, there were forty-eight.

A few devout worshippers were allowed to

prostrate themselves in the royal presence,

and toward midnight his Majesty proceeded
to ju ige the evil spirits.

The Chinese consider all mad persons pos
sessed by a demou, and their friends, in the
hoj 6 tna * this will be cast out by the ordeal

through which they have to pass at this

court, gladly send them there, each patient
paying $55. These unfortunates are locked
up in the hed lefore mentioned as they
ariiye—suffi.ient in itself to almost upset
the balance of a sound mind. An official

approaches and reverently tsks for the
keys. The request is granted, and runners
ordered to bring one of the evil spirits to be
judged. They rush off with a yell to obey
this order, and presently they are to be seen

at the far end hurrying along one of these

untortunate people. In the midst of fright

ml yells, the flames of the immense pile of

paper money making the whole court as

light as day, this poor wretch is brought
into his Majesty's presence. He was a tail,

powerful man, his face pale throu.b. passive
;

but if his acts gave any clue to the state of

his mind he was the only sensible person

there, for he refused to kneel ! The excite-

ment became intense. The runners threw
themselves upon him with tierce energy to

force h m to kneeJ, but he was strong enough
to resist them til, aud after a iruit ess

struggle he was hustled out of this bri.lian

scene, and ag in thrust into the dark infernal

region?. Another was brought forth with

the same demoniacal yell*. He quietly
Une't, and was at length prononuced guilty,

and sentenced to be b ateu on th* ankles
with the light bamboo. A straw figure » «i

brought forth to represent him, and be »it
oblig d to look on whde it received the
punishmen t.

Spanish Murders and Brigandage.

(Satuidsy Review.

j

In Spain there is not much actual murder,
but there is a rampant brigandage, which
only stops short of murder provided it can
rob without it. Even in Madrid iU«lf, in

one of the finest an 1 most frequented ktreeU,
a member of the Senate wai, only two years
ago, kept a pns iner in his own bedroom and
threatened with death until be paid the
ransom demanded of him. Bands of robber*,
«8 is only too well known, haunt the moun-
tain districts even in the neighbourhood of

the capital. The brigands are said to have
friends in very high places. They exercise a
t-rror which prevents quiet pe >p!e from
d • ring to give evidence against them

; they
walk out of prison if they are put into it;

and when they hold land they pay to the
Government just the amount of taxes that
they think convenient. Justice again is slow
in most countries, but in Spain it scarcely

moves at all. Every process is secret, and
everything is carried on in writing. The
pile of papers V>ea, ed up in reftrence to the
murder of Gen. Prim ten years ago mounts
up and up ; but it is cot even yet thought
tii.h enough, and a trial seems as far off as

ever. The Goverment is as unable as any
one else to insure a speedy conviction, and if

it ready wants to get r;d of notorious crimi-

nals, it shoots them on the pretext that they
are trying to escape. In miner matters there

i the same inevitable delay, and iu 1879 the
offici d Giz ;tie announced that a witness was
wan;ed in reference to a railway acc.d-nt
that had occuired iu 1864. Every Adminis-
tration, too, invents new ru.es, aud wants
things to be done in its own sty le, aud, when-
ever p oceedings have been pushed forw ard
a st >ge, compliance with some new regulation

is exacted, and the matter is, and always
remains, just where it was. As a last re-

source foigery is called in, on the chance
that it may expedite the course of bus'ness
when nothing else will. Next to robbery
with violence, forgery appears to be the
favorite failing of the nation. Even bnginds
forge, so that they may show themselves as

good and c.vilized as their neighbors. Not
long ago in one of the principal ports of the
Mediterranean a cargo was got through the
Custom-house duty fneby means of a whole
set of documents forged iu the Custom-house
itself. And so notorious and so general is

the practice, that when it appeared that for-

geries ot coupons of the State debt had been
made actually in the efface where the debt is

supposed to be aantrolled, the Minister of

Finance mi 'illy replied to questioners in the
Cuamber, that iu a country where coin,

bank-notes, ai d every kind of private docu-
ment were habitually imitate!, no oDe could
wonder that the same ingenuity should be
employed in forging state coupons.

Necessity is the mother of mventioj, and
a newly-married Fni.adelphia man is experi-

menting wiih an electrical apparatus by
which a party on an upper floor can light the
fire is the kitchen without coining down
stairs or getting out of bed.

A frisky olel widow, by the name of
Butle-, who had been married several times,

usually with disastrous results to her hus-
bands, having obtained a divorce from her
last husband, who was a Republican, imme-
diately married a new husband, who was a
rising young man aud a Democrat. The
friends of the widow congratulated herupen
the acquisition of a new husband. The
widow blushed violently, and, chewing the
seam of her apron, replied :

" Why, Le is

not a new husband at all. He is the same
one I used to have betoie the war.''

It is absolutely necessary to look cirefully
after the education of your boys. They are
apt to get wrong notions into their heads,
and uu'ess watched to make use of them to
their detriment. A Sunday school teacher
was examining her class ou the parable of
the wheat and tares. " And what is a tare?''

she asked impressively. " I know," said a
little fellow, who had watched his parent's
course to some purpose, " it is a high old
time; that's what it is." When asked by^

the astonished teacher to explain himself he
said, " Last week father was gone three
days, and I know just where he went and
what he did, and the mother told me that
the guv'nor was off on an old-fashioned
tear."
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MARKET REPORTS
Canada Lumberman Officb,

Toronto, I3tti Dec. 1880.

There is no changd of consequence to note

in ieg;ird to the lccil prices of lumber ; the

tendency however, is firmer. Navigation

finally closed for the season on Monday, the

6th iaat., by Messrs Christie, Kerr & Co.,

clearing the Mary Qrover, with a mixed car-

go of shingles, boards, and timber, for

Charlottee, wh-re the vessel arrived safely

on Tuesday, and will remain moored

during the winter. The high win Is during

the early part of last week broke the ice on

Toronto Bay, but it closed towards the end

of the week. The sudden closing of navi

gation leaves on the Toronto dock and aloni;

the line of the Northern Kailway, nearly two

million feet of lumber and a 1 irge quan-

tity of shingles, which would have been

shipped before this time ;
however, much

of them will be moved by rail westwards

and south before spring. Several ear loads

of hard wood arrived from tb.3 Stites by

rail last week. Reports from lnmbermi n'a

camps are that work is going on brisklv will)

plenty of snow. L >cal prices of lumber in

the western cities and towns of Canada
also show signs of greater firmness, and the

demand keeps good. M nufa turers of all

classes have orders on hand which will keep
them busy to complete until the sprit]

opeDS. There is a tendency amongst dealers

work less on the credit system i han
move in the rght

to

formerly, which
direction.

WHOLESALE RATES.

Mill culls $ 5 50 @ 7 00
Shipp'rg cu'l stock- 10 00 @ 11 00
Shipi in« culls, (in. box,).... 8 50 @ 10 00
Dressing inch, * 11 50 @ 13 00
Flooring, \\ & 1\ iri, 12 00 @ 13 00
Jois ing and scantling...... 9 50 @ 10 50
Mill run sidings 12 00 @ 14 00
Pickings 17 00 @ 20 00
Clear and

j
iekiugs 25 00 @ 28 00

Lath... 1 25 @ 1 40
Shingles, No. 1 2 10 @ 2 20

No. 2 1 40 @ 1 60

LONDON, ONT.
Common Lumber $10 00 @ 12 00
Stock boards 13 00 @ 15 00
Clear in. and 1J to 2 in 25 00 @ 30 00

@ 13 00

@ 14 00

@ 4 00
@ 2 f>5

@ 1 90

Bill stuff, up to 16 feet

over 16 13 00
Lath, per 1000 feet

Shingles No, 2, per M
per square

OTTAWA.
The following are quotations in the Otta-

wa market :

—

12 in. stockp, r/cod

12 " S. culls. ..

.

10 " good
10 " S. culm
Strips, good

" culls

Sidings, 1}, 1J. and 2 in.

" culls

Lath 1.000 pes.)

Deals Quebec standard)

l*t

D.als Quebec standard)

Deals (J? Q.irbtc stardud)

3ull deals {}§> M. ft.)

FREIGHT,
To Monfieal $1.15 ; Q "bee,

inston, $2; Whitehall, $1.25;
53.50 ; New York, $4.

$18 00 @ 20 00
10 00 @ 10 50
16 00 (5i 18 00
9 50 i® H I 50

17 00 @ 20 00
6 50 @ 7 50

23 90 @ 26 00
9 00 @ 10 00
0 00 @ 1 00

0 00 @ 110 00

0 00 @ 65 00

0 00 @ 58 50
6 50 @ 8 59

&2 ; Bnr-
Albaiiy,

OSWEOO. N. Y.

fbroe uppers $38 00
'ickints 28 00
'•ne, common 20 00
) 'inm >n 14 00
)ulls 12 00
.lill run lotf 16 00
Siding*, selected, 1 inch 28 00

1J i« ch 28 00
Jill run, 1x10, 13 t- 16 f. et 16 00

Selected 20 CO
shipp -rs 15 00

Till run. 1 mid 1£ in. strips 15 00
fulls, selected 20 00
k6 selected for clapboards 24 00
hin de«. XXX, 18 in. pine 3 00
XXX 18 in. cedar 3 00

.ath 1 50

40 00
30 00
22 0'>

16 oo
14 00
20 00
32 00
35 00
20 00
25 00
16 00
18 00
24 00
35 00
3 50
3 10

1*75

BUFFALO.
We quote cargo lots :

U p r.s $35 00 @ 40 00

0 mmio 16 00 @ 19 00
Culls 11 00 @ 12 00
A t-oited lumber in car Jo s ur i.oat, loads :

3 uppers 1 ii ch $ @ 40 00

D.. 1£ and 1$ in 40 00 @ 42 00

Do. 2 m 45 00 @ 47 00
Do. 24, 3 and 4 in. special..

Pickings 1 inch 28 00 @ 30 00
and l£in.. ...... 33 00 @ 35 00

" 2, 3, and 4 in
,

sp cial 22 00 @ 00 00
Shelv.ng 22 00 @ 24 00
Cutting up 22 00 @ 24 00
Sidings, com., 1 in 16 50 @ 17 00

" 1| in. and over 17 00 @ 20 00
C mmon, sto ks 16 50 @ 17 00
Bi x. A< t> icknesses 13 00 @ 14 00
18 n XXX .-hinglis 3 60 @ 3 70
18 i ch cear bat s 2 60 @ 2 70
L th 1 75 @ 1 80
We quote wh olesale prices of hardwood

lumber, ilehvered on cars or lio.t :

Wa nut ^ inch clear $65 00

f nc i, l^ts and 2q'1s 70 00

j inch, lsts and 2 ds, 14 fett coffin

stock 73 00
Finch' l-'sand2nds 75 00

11, 1£ If and 2 inch 77 00
2£ inch an 1 thicker 80 00
counters 150 00
i.ewels 5x5 'o 10x10 95 00
common in. & thicker 55 00
culls, inch 35 00
culls, 1% inch 35 00
White ash,, Ohio 1st and fine 2uds.. . . 35 00
White wood, inch 30 00
§ inch 28 00
| n c« ffiu st. ck, 14 ft 30 00
square, 4x4 to 10x10 33 00

Chestnuts, 1-.U and fiue 2nds, 32 i0
Mapk- 25 00
Wliite oak, Ohio 35 00
Cherry, inch mid thicker 55 00
Butternut 50 00
Hickory, best O io 35 00

CHICACO.
YARD RATES.

First and second c>. ar, 1© 1$ in $-13 00
First and 2d cl ar, 2 in 45 00
Third e'ear, 1£ @ 2 in 38 00
Third e'e ar, 1 i ch 38 00
1 t and 2d eh ar dre sed siding 20 00
1st com. dressed s ding 19 50
Second common 17 50
Fl oring, I t com. dreseed 34 00
Flooring, 2d c^m. diessed 32 0o
F oo'i' g, 3d c m. dressed 24 00
P?ox bds, A 13 in. nd up 43 00
Box bds, B, 14 in. and u;< 37 00
Box bo uds, C. .

." 25 00
A stock boards, 10® 12 n., r. ugh. ... 37 00
B stock bds, 10 @ 12 i 3.; 00
C Btock 1 ds, 10 (5, 12 in 27 00
Common sto k bear >s 17 00
Cull board* $10 00 @ 11 Oo
Fenc ng No. 1 13 5)
Fencn., N >. 2 11 50
Common board) 11 5J @ 12 50
Dime si n stuff 11 00
Dimension stuff 20 @ 30 ..12 50 @ 20 00
Small timber, 4x4 o 8 x 8 12 00
Round posts, cedar 15 00
P.eUet--, dressed ami heade I, flV . ... 15 00
1' ck ts do., square 20 00
P cke»s, r. iuh, 14 00
Clear shinnies 3 25
Extra "A" shingles 2 65
S andard " A" .In shi ghs 2 40
shaded " A " fhinglea 1 10
N >. 1 shingles 1 00
Ce lar shi .tilt s 2 25
La h, dry 2 50

DETRO T.

Y .rd rates, continue as follows :

Uppers, all thicknesses. .. .$10 00
Selects 35 00
Fine oniniou, thick
No. 1 emmon st ck, 1\T2. 16 00
C mmon shippers, 1x12 13 00
Flooring, select

common
K fing, m itched
Sid nir, clear

A select

B common
C Hint', select

common
Shipping . nils

Mil cull boa>ds
Dime si.m or 1 Ul stuff to 16

fWt ,.

1 8 t 24 feet

longer th m 24 f. et 16 00
S ing e<, e'ear, 18 inch ....

6 in. hgdear, lS'iixh

La

45 09
38 00
30 (!()

18 00
14 00
25 00
22 00
16 00
24 00
20 (0
16 00
30 00
25 00
12 00
10 00

14 00
15 00
20 00
4 00
2 75
2 25

ALBANY.

FREIGHTS.

N w York M. feet...

B idaei ort

New H ven
Pr"Videnc o

P.wtucket
N .rwalk. .

-
•

llartf >rd

Mi idb town
New L nd m

1 00
1 25
1 25
2 00
2 25
1 25
2 00
1 75
1 75

Phila e phi i 2 00

Q rotations at the yards are as fi.ll.ws
\

Pme, clear, H> M 48@60
Pine, fourths 43@5.5
Pine, selects 38(5:45

Piue, good b x 17@28
Pine, c mmon box 14(5)17

Pine, 10 in. p' nk, each 38@42
Pine, 10 n plank, culls 2l(ai23

Pine board*, 10- n 25@.'8
Pine, 10 in board ,

culls, ea h 17@l8
Fine, 10 n. b arrl-., 16 it. # M 28 00
Pin-, 1? in. boards, 16 tt 28 00
Pine 12 in. boards, 13 ft 28 00
Pine, 1J in., sidii g, select 42 OO
Pine, H in. sii i g cm moo 18 00
Pine, 1-in. si linu, selected, 40 00
Pine, l-i>. sidio/, common 16 00
Spiuee bflfti dsj .ach 10

Spruce, p'ank, l^-in., eich 20
Spruce, piauk, 2 in., each • 30
Spruce, W..I1 strips, ea ;h 1 [<§ 1 P
Hemlo' k, boardi*, each '3

Hemlock, joint, 4x6 each 30
Hemlock, wall i-t ips 2x4 9|
B aok walnur, toon, M 85 OO
Black wa'nut, |-in 78 00
Bla k walnut, f-tu 78 00
Svcamore, 1 in 28 00
Si camore, g-n 22 00
White woo.i 1 incl . nd thicker. ... 40 00
White wo. d, § inch 30 00
Ash, good 43 00
Ash, becond qu»lity 30 00
Cherry, go. d 60 00
OheWy, comm n. . . . : 35 00
Oak, g o 1 42 0o
Oak, si cond qua'ity 25 00
B isswoo 1 25 00
Hickory 40 00
Maple. Cna-'a 30 00
Maple. American 28 00
Chestnut 40 00
Shingles, shave', pi. e..m 6 OX)

" 2dqmlit> 4 50
S ingles, extra, sane I, pine 4 25
S m.gles, clear, saa'ed, pine
S .ii g'es, c -dar, mixt d
S uncles, hemb.ck ?,

La'h, heinl'.ck

L th, spruce

CLEVELAND.

Rornii LUMB. lt

Uppe'S, thick

inch

Box think
nch

_ I 3 and 4 in c ears S' e. ial

F.o r oy sti ips, 6 in, No. 1

2
Fenonjgafertps, 6-in, No. 1

N . 2...'

^elec common, thick

>n:h

C"mm n

Cu I*

B Id N>\ 1 12 in....:

K 2
N
N> 1 18 ft,

No 2 18 ft

N . 3 18 ft

Bil s i ff o IS ! t

Bill -t ff ." ii. 18 ft. adds
75c to $1 per ft. per M.

Shingles, XXX
clear butts....

Lath
Surfac'in; one side adds to the price of

r. ugh lumber
2 tides

Norway bds and strip?

common

3 28
2 7."-

2 00
1 50
2 OO

$-15 00
42 00
36 00
32 (10

34 00
24 00
10 00
14 00
25 (Ml

U I o

15 00
12 00
25 OO
16 00
14 00
20 00
18 00
15 00
13 00

3 60
2 60
2 25

1 00
1 00

IS 00
13 00

PRESSED LUMBER.

Fioonnsr ai d drop siding clear S40 00
box 30 00
select com 2S 00
con mom 20 00

Siding, \ u. level char 00
bo\ 20 00
select o .111.1 on 15 00

Working b nib r matching flooiin an.
drop siding, $2 ; working \ in. siding, $4.

Mondav, -be t». nt.\-f.( ir Ii . f J» i.i»-y n w'U
be the last day tor receiving pjutiuiu' fur Private
Bil 8.

Mund .y, the ihirtj-firgt of J inuary next, will be
Hie l^t day for introducing I'ruate bill* U> the
House.

Friday, the eleventh of February r.sxt, will be the
la.tda.v lor pr.ee ling R.porta ol Ciumiitees le a-
t:ve to Private bil.g.

CIIAKLES T.QILMOUS,
Clerk of Uic L gialative assembly.

T ron o, December 6ib, 1S80.

TELEPHONES.
$5 to $20 per pair

Wire 3J 'o 5c. per
rod Bemi by mi on
receipt < f price.

Kir-t I'r ze nt Ir.-

du6 rial Exh biti< n,
Tnri.nto, 11-79 an I

V I860 Work- two
mile'. Spiale load

a- d clear. SimpV. .> • i.a'iery or call b- H to get
o .t of order. U<e. '"-e 'lirpct »- und wive, and ; s

eoei'y ercc ed. So infringement on other > ate.it;
y.i royal iv nr rent t>. p y. Ju t the thine for

..IhV-*, aid f.rbu»ine-» ".en to . onne t th ir re-i-

< e ce and Btr.re. Kakmkbs ' p it up line to ynnr
r, •icrhbeur'a f..r »int<r evniee*. AGENTS
it' A \"I t V. Ex. u-ive 'erritorv gi ven to live me i.

EOLT TELEPHONliJ CO.,
Toronto, Ont-

E3T ABL.ISH ED 1874

Electro Guralve Appliances
R. lieve and cure Spin -I I', m' I .l"t', General aid
N. rvous D billtv, Ri nniUiam, G at, V,r»ou»-

IH88, Liver, Ki<ln»v. Lu %, I l.r.nt » d Che*:
Corapl- in s. Neur lgia, llrun hitis. In-

clpi ir t'ara'vsi', Asthma, Sciatica,
jSp'ai'.s. C n»nni'rtion, 8le6)V-

i-B-neg*. Cnlda, I A c;*ti

A»k for Norman's ELctriu B In oil v >u will be
eafe against iinpo itiun. fur the. wil' do their wo;k

w^ll a- d are c ie ir> at any price.

A rVOolAH, i Queti Btrrtt East, To ont >.

N.B —Tni6s s 'or Rup nre. bestln America, aid
Electric U Merles a *i » on Land at reasonab's
pric s.

SA YOUR COAL
•J. W. ELLIOT'S

PATENT SAVER.
Tht First Object— \i to proauce the gi eatest amount •

heat from a given amount of fuel, and is gained by an
arrangement ol the three »ay draft passage and some twelve
feet of flue pipe, which is bent down and around the base,
and the heat is absorbed by the atmosphere through direct
raJntion from every part of the stove. Ano" her object •
the invention is to secure for heating purposes the greatest
possible benefit of the fire contained in the store, and a
accomplished by placing around the body of the store if

series of internally projecting pockets overlapping the fire

pot, and so formed that the air of the room is admitted into
the lower end of the pockets, and. after passing through
them, re-enters the room, having become intensely heated
through contact with the inner sides of the said pockets,
which ate mmediately over the hottest part of the fire,

thereby producing far greater results from a given amount
of fuel than any other stove. Second Object—An evapora-
tor which is a part of the stove. The corer becomes a
water tank, and is an effective evaporator ; the pivot oo
which it turns is an iron tube screwed into the base of
the tank, while the lower end is closed and rests in a pocket
inside the dome, thereby producing a greater or less amount
of vapoi*in proportion to the intensity ofthe heat. TJura
Object—There is a double heater, by means of which heat
can be conveyed to an apartment above, and supplied w ith

sufficient vaporfrom the tank. Fourth Object—A combined
hot air and steam bath can be obtained by closing tht

damper in the water tank, and causing all the vapor (.

mingle with the ascending hc.it- Fifth Object—

The Stove becomes Simplified and easyto Co&tro

All hinged doois and objectionable fittings are abandoned.
i nd are replaced by mica lights with metal tips attach
ed, by means of which the mica may be sprung u.to place,

or removed and cleaned with a dry cloth, or replaced when
the stove is red hot, without burning one's fingers At tht

base of the mica lights eyelets are placed, through which a

constant flow of air causes all the gas or smoke to be con-
sumed or to pass off. Sixth Object—A base plate of cast

iron in the pl.^e of zinc or other perishable material. The
base plate is n><sed sufficient for the cold air on the floor u
pass up through its raised and hollow cone-shape to the
stove, and is rarihed, and by this means a constant circu-

lation is continued until an even summer heat is obtained.
The circulation above described causes the floor to remain
:ool underneath the stove. The stoves are altogether cast

.von ; and the slow consumption of fuel, the direct radiation

i oin all its heated surface, ensures them to last any number
f years and to produce no clinkers or waste.
There are two grates, similar in form to the base of a

ircular basket ; the centre grate is rotated ?othe right or

eft by the lever a short distance, and by moving the lever

-till lurther to the right or left both grates are worked, t*
To light a fire close all the drafts m the base of the store

'pen a direct draft in the smoke flue ; fill up to the base a
;he feeder with fine coal, leaving sufficient space for

Iraft, on the coal place tne lightwood, leave the tank
\ cr crT slightly for draft, until the fire has taken, close the

.nk cover and open the draft in front.

For further information apply to

J. W. ELLIOT,
«? and 45 KING STREET WEST.

P .-» U L»." a.. T.-^...« »V..
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DOMINION BELT & HOSE COMP'Y
JAMS D. McARTHUR, - Manager.

MANUKAC'l URFRS OF

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

Fire Engine Hose, Lace, Leather,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC, ETC-

Stitched arid Ribbed Belting Made to Order.

Double always in Stock - S nd for Snm.pl s avd Prices.

73 COLBORNE ST., TORONTO.

ELLIOTT'S " 1880 " LACE CUTTER
Is the fir.-t ab:olntely perfcot tool ever made for cu'tiDg all kinds of Ii-cj leath-r either

thick oi' thiD. Lacings of a y 1 ngth o'r width may be cut and pointed by the must inex-

per eaced. The pr ce paid i( r cu ting one side of leather will Luy a Cutter wi h which
j ou can cut just the s-iz a lacings needi d for each (articular belt.

Frice 75 Cents. S n f by mail on receipt of pi ice. Address

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO,
Brantford, Ontario, Canada

SOLE AGENTS IN THE DOMINION FOR

EWART'S PATENT DRIVE CHAIN!
No Friction, Tension, Stretching ; ru '.s Fast, Slow, Perpendku'ar, Ho izonti or Ha'f Twist.

POSITIVE TR.'..VBMl£BIOX. STANDS IXKglEE.

Best Sawdust Carrier. Best Lumberman's Chain. Best Chain for
Live Rolls. Audress

Waterous Engine Works Co-, Brantford, Gnt„ Canada.

PIANOS AND ORGANS

!

AND COVER?

!

WM. NORRIS & SON,
8 Adelaide Street East, Toronto.

HEWITT & CAPELL,
GENERAL WOOD WORKERS,

18 Sheppard St. - - Toronto.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Stair Newels, Balusters, Hand Rails,

Ramps, Mouldings, Brackets, Fence-pickets,

and everything requisite for the finishing of Houses, etc.

Gig Sawing, Band Sawing, Shaping. S lcking, Wood Turning, &c &c

,

DONE BY TnE HOUR.

JS3T Patterns furnished aud designs drawn f r Scioils and other work. All crdeia

romptly attended t >.

E* T- Ij^.WHENCE
11 YARD!

Corner Berkeley and Front Streets, Toronto.

Planing Mil?, No. 57 Ontario St. - - -
. Mil's at Elmvale.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

LUMBER, SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, &c.

Largest and Best Stock of Lumber in the City at Lowest Frices.

JMO KTT IITC"V

FOR * SALE * BY * ALL * BOOKSELLERS
AND 'MXILFD fFr'E E vON> R^CEIPTW • PrICEYBV^Ve ; PuBL ISHE'fiW • W j± JR. IfrV I C

TORONTO , O NT.
touohto rue r.o

WE HAVE CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE STOCK OF

SASH, DOORS AND BLINDS, ETC., ETC-,
Which we sill at Lower Rates than t':ey can bo 1 ad am wher- else in the C.ty,

SPECIAL ATTENTION given to FILLING: OF BILLS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Houses built on ea'y terms of payment. Houses to rent or for sale in any part of tte city

g&Bist price paid for Lumber of all kinds, cedar poits, fccgj
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A Turkish Wedding.

THE ELABORATE CELEBRATION C STOMARY
WHEN YOUNG PEOPLE OF QUALITY ARE
UNITED IN THE LAND OF THE CRES-

CENT.

A very pre'ty and more than pretty picture

of a Turkish wedding comes to us from a

gentleman living in the village of Selonik.the

ancient Salonica, where Jews, Wallachs,

Turks, Greeks, and Albanians now dwell

to ether in amity. Aside from tl e Balram
which follows the Eamadan, or month c
fasting, and the Kurban -Balram, the Tur
knows but one great festival—that of hi*

marriage. For the rest, his life is occupied

with his business and family affairs, and even

on Friday he lias but to go through i is de-

votions in t e mosque after which he returns

again to worldly things. Even the two great

festivals mentioned have, for the most part,

lost their interest in the larger cities, and is

is only in the provinces that the old manners
and cus oms still prevail, and how pleasant

and patriarchial in some of its phases the old

marriage festival is told in the account of

t is correspondent.

He was invited to t'e wedding of Ali Nisa

Bey, the son of his friend Mahmud Bey, a

man of the highest consideration and respect,

and known through all the neighbouring dis-

tricts, and consequently the festival was tu

be more brilliant than usual, and was look d

upon as a matter beside which all other

events were bu as he light dust of the bal

ance. No less than threescore g tests hud

been invited to the house of Ma.hmud Be\ at

Kawada>, the seat of the aristocracy of Kik
wesch. Having at length arrived at this

place, all, iu company wi'h Mahmud Bey,

be'ook themselves to the house of Feta Key,

the father of the chosen bride, where t ey

met about fifty other quests, among whom
vas the Chief imau • of the city. After salu

ta ions had been exchanged and they had
partaken of coffee, there entered t o persons,

each accompanied by iwo wi nesses ; the firs

announced himself as the representative of

tho bridegroom, and the second as t e repre

s nta'ive of the bride, and, presenting their

witnesses expressed th'- desire of their princi-

pals to be united in mania. e.

T en the Imaun inquired of hiui w! o repre-

sented the bride, " Hast thou given Hairije

Hanuin, the daugh er of Feta Bey, to wife

unto Ali Nisa Be , the son of Manmud Buy ?"

and thrice was made answer, " I have given

her ;' and so also was it with him who repre-

sented the bridegroom. Tien imau n arose

and said :
" By the virtue of my office in the

pre ence of all these witnesses, I declare the

marriage of Ali Nisa Bey, and Hairije Han
um. ' He then prayed and the marriage was
finished. The guests then left the room, and
as each p ssed the door he invoked good for-

tune upon the house. On the following da\ the

feast began which was to last hrough two
weeks. A donvet teskeressl (note of invita-

tion) was sent abroad to many people saying

that on cer ain days they were welcome to

share the hospitality of the great family of

Mahmud Bey. These in vita ions were each
soon followed by a present to t e invi cd

gues s of a sheep, an ox, or a cow. The last

two days of the festival were reserved exclus-

ively for the trusted friends and relatives of

the family. There were wrestling matches
be ween herculean athletes dressed as to heir

lie' her parts in tight fitting leather breeches,

but with t eir upper
|
arts hired and oiled.

Each smote his hands, slapped his knees, and
the two sprang round each other ever watch-
ful for a favourable opportunity to grapple.

Round and round they went ill at last one
suddenly sprang upon his opponent and a

lively str ggle ensued, neither succeeding in

throwing the other. They separated and rap-

pled again, trying every trick save tripping
;

they fell on their knees and on theit breasts,

but it was only when one had thro n the

other and held his shoulders on he ground
that it was considered a good fall, the victor

receiving a universal '" afferim or bravo
from the spectators. In the second round
thean agonists clapped their hands and sprang
round each other for a full hour before they
came to close quarters, and one, ca ching the
other by the right leg, lifted him off his feet,

and 'his also as looked upon as a winning
of th^bo it and was greeted with the afferim.

The defeated athlete then made a low iever-

ence to his conque er, who extended to him
his hand and then embraced him. The prize

v as an ox, and afte it had been awarded,
the two voestlers passed through the
crowd ami received gratuities which were
afterwards equally divided betwt en them
In the evening the i arty returned to the
house, where Mahmud Bey entertained them,
and ti.ey made themse \es comfortable on
couches, smok'iig chibouks and drinking

raki, a liquor made > ith anise wh ch the

Turks drink before artakmgof t e evening
meal. The entertainment was varied with

music, he orchestra consisting of two violins,

a clarionet, a tambourine,a Miiall dr m, and,

above all, a "canun —au instrument resem-

bling the zither, only larger. I honour of

the Frankish guest, Italian a d French music
w as at first played, but after a most unearth-

ly fashion, out of all time and tune. At the

request of the Frank, some Scharki and
Makam? (Persian and Arabian) pieces were
per formed which, in spite f their seeming
monotony, were still intoned with a peculiar-

ly charming melody, and were played much
b tter than the French and Italian music
Then < ame the time to see an Arab dance.

T o Gypsy girls dre sed in s ort, bright

coloured garments entered the room and be-

gan to move, slowly at first and gently, and
then iu a tempo staccato, till 'his became
quicker and qu cker and ended in a bewil-

dering whirl. The steps were a compa ied

with all possib'e graceful moveme ts of t> e

body and the music wa< marked with the

striking together of thimb cs, one on the
thumb and one on the middle finger and
used as castanet . As t eda ce grew w lder

and wild r and the girls gr- w int Maenads,

many a " Mashallah I" and many an "Affer

im was breathe 1 out by the enraptured

company. As it die v near midnight t o

s rvants appeared with silvered yataghans
and richly mounted pistols in their girdle

one b aring na kins shot through with gold

and silvi r threads, and th ) other a ewer a d
basin, both of solid silv r, and pou ed water

on the hands of the gu sts. Then a low t i-

pod was placed in the cen re of he room and
on i a large copp r salver, on the rim of

which wer bi'sof of bread and del C I e y
carved wooden spoons, v> hile in the centre a

dish containing tsehorda (soup), into whic
had been poured, after the Turki h fashion,

eggs beaten with vinega . Around thi board
the guests sa cross-legged, the host courte-

ously bade hem "bujurun"—to command
him—and then they fell to, dipping the
bread n the soup. A t r the soup came a

baked lamb, s tiffed, a pudding, a potpourri

of meats, ba ed meat again, several ragouts
with hashed meat, boiled pulse, the whole
emling with a l ice pudding. Then all arose,

washed heir hands—t is lime with soap

—

an partook of coffee, ollowedby >ome pleas-

ant e at, and then to be . In the morning
they were awakened bv mu ic beneath their

windows, and two hours.-.ft rwar i hey wen
to see the out t of the bride. The linen

clothes, in) other household stuff of the 1 ride

had come, borne by twelve h avy-laden
I orses. Six men car ied the copper and il-

ver vess Is of the b ide on trays, some of sil

v r and some of copper. The proce sion

—

and how this reminds one ofAland n !—bear-

ing the marriage portion, left the bride s

hou e, pa-S'd up the two pr ncipal streets

and then reached t e house of tne i ride

groom. The portion itself might have been
taken for an oriental bazaar in petto. May
thi marriage be blessed. Inschallah !

The Natural Hstiory of Dress

The p'casure derived fiom w< aring a -

tractive gainn nt- i a not he • i n tied by tl c

titie of a purely aj >ihetic. c-nj lyineut. It it

die monopoly of tho indvulu.l who thu-
idor s himself ; and the pleasures of an,
properly so called, are above all uiouopo y.

The impulse must, one suppose , from the

day when primitive mau be^ n o paint his

hody or adorn his he id wi h feu hers, have
led to a constant variation ill his .-tyle of ap
paiel. It is of the i atuie of t e p ssion t

1> iuatialile in i s c aving tor change ami
novelty. We loo fori n elemeu< of uovel y
v. n in a work of ptiiely unpeisonal art,

and iu the persona' a t <f se If anorununi
this demand is omnipoten . Hence what
answers o spontaneous variation in the re-

gion of dress, would commonly be the out-

o >me of t is i estless i'e-irt to look finer than
one's neighbor's. In this way the teeimgfor
the ornamental side of di ess has subserved
the devel ipmeut of it as a utility. Changes
ii tr. duced bv individual fancy and the love

of the novel and stnkb g, would be perma-
nently adopted when found to brii g some
advantage, as, for example, increase of

warmth. It may, indeed, be said that the

growth of dress in meie vo ume and number
o< distinct p-irts has been gi e itly prmn t d
in th fiist ins'ance by this impulse of self

a ornmtnt. The rude love of beauty shows
itself in au admiration of meie quantity;
and the men and wo nen who managed to

amplify their garments would c early by so

doing attain a licher decorative effect.

Were the Centaures any immediate kin
to the half tribe of Manss-eh ?

REIDtfc CO., WHOLESALE LUM-
Bl K DEALEKS Limber lath. ehlnghs, &

< tu lntu to suit customers. Best culls in the iu; r-

ktt f r f om $6 lo $7 per M.
office on Iiock —Esplanade, dot <fShei bonnie-

st' eet, r raito. 2n

Jn Pbsss—To be Pi'HMBUKD is January, 1881.

L.OVELL'8
Gazetteer of British North America

Containing the Into t an I most authentic descrip
tio sof over 7.500 Cities, towns and Villages in tbe
' rovinces Ot Ontario (Quebec, N .va Scotia, New
Bi'unsuick, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island,
Muni obi, BritiRh Co umbia- and be North-West
Te.ritnries. and other general information, drawn
from official sources, a-i 'o the names, locality. <x-
tent, eet. , of over 1 800 L ke< and It vers ; a Table
of Routes, showing the pr ximi'y of the Railroad
-tatio s, anil Sea Like an i R ver Po'-t", to the
Citio-.T wns, \ illa.-e-, etc., in the several Provim es,

( big Tall will be found inva nable) ; and am a
Coloured Hap of he Dominion of dnada. Edited
by P. A. Cro shy. assl-ted by a corps of Writer .

Subs rber-' nanus respectfully s ilie ted Agents
wanted. JC^Prick $3—Payable on Delivery.

JOHN LOVELL & SON, Publishers.

Montr, at, August 1880.

BUYONLYJTHE BEST!

ROYAl PRINTOGr APH
THE KING COPYING TABLET.

Always takes th I 1 ad

Over 400 copiel have been pr! iteJ from one writing.

1 IilZiS AWARDED FOR SUPERIOR MERIT

The only Diploma given by th- Industr al Exhibi-
tion Association of Toronto, for '• Copy! g Table e,"
i as awar ied io u< for our *' Imp oved Copying

Table s," with bla.k and co ou ed inks

We a SO received aS icial Prize at ihe Provincial
Exhibition at Hamilton, and als an hxti a Priie for
our very " Superior Copying I ks," for use oa the
Printograph or other • opting Tabl ts.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS,
NEW FEATURES

BLACK AND COLOURED INKS,
AMD A

SPECIAL PENCIL.
Also a Special C pyii.fr Ii k for use in K bbtr

Stamps.

EVEHY PRINTOGRAPH IS WARRANTED

PniCES REDUCED
Print gmpl s #1(0 mid upwards, according o

size. Inks, 25 Cent* per bottle. Cop. lug Pc c I, 20
cei ls each Our inanufuciurcs can be sent lo any
address on receipt ol priic.

PIM & CO.,
Manufacturers, 61 King Street East, Toronto

Caution— s there ure worthless in itati e.s ben g
Bold u uler differs t names the public are c utionr
gain-t buying any but " Pirn's Royal I'rmiog a|h,'

as none but tie M bearing our name are genuine

1881.

HARPER'S MAGAZINE
ILLUSTRATED.

"Studying t'e si bject ol>J ctivcly an Iron
t e ed cations] point of view—Me in to pr
vi> e that wlvch, tai en i.ltrgctht r, win be o the
most service to ihe largest number— I long mc n
ended t at, ii I could have but one work tor a pub-
lb' lr rary. I wo Id -ehe a CO • plete set of liarptr'i.

Monthly.*'—Ch&UoFI Francis Auasis, Jr.

lis c nten s are c i tribal d bv tlitf mo-it em net
au:h . 8 and ar is<s of En op: and Amnio*, wnile
tne 'o expe ience of it- publis ie s ha- nt do tn m
hem thoiou .lily co verso t with iheile ires of tit

pub Ic, tthich the; will spare no iff iits to gratify.

HARPER'S PERIODICALS.
Haki'Ek's Maoazink, One Year $ 4 00

Haki-er's Wekkiv. One Yiar 1 00

HabVBS'8 Bazar, One Year 4 00

The Threb above public t ons, One Year .. . 10 00

Any Two a' ove named, Oac Yea'' 7 00

Harper's Yoi no Peoi'LE, One Yea-.. 168

Postage Free to all tttbseribeis in lie United States
or Can da.

The volumes i f tbe Magariiie begin with tho Num-
bers for June and Di.cen ber ol each year. When n<

tin e is -pecifle.l, it will be uniicrst. od that the eub-
scriberw sb. s to begin with the c rrent Number.
A C mpl ic Set of EiARPBR'8 Maoazink, compris

ing 61 Vo times, in noa' c] th binding, will be sent
by exp ss, freight at expen e i»f purcha-er, on re-

ceipt of Si 25 a volume. Single vo'.umes, by mail,

post-paid, S3 00. Cloth cases, f. r bindn g, SS cenis.
by mail, po-t-paid.

Remittances should be made by Post-Office Money
Or^er i r Draft, io avoid chance of loss.

Newspapers are not to eopg this adve tisement
without the express order of Hari'ER & Rrotiiers.

Address HARPER & BROTHERS, New Yerk.

1881.

HARPER'S WEEELY.
Illustrated-

T is periodic il, by i s able and scholarly discus-

ic s of the questions of h day. as well ai by its

i lus rations—which a-e |,iepar d by ' b" bi-st artists

—h <s always exerted a most powerful and beneficial

influence up <n <he public miud.

The weight' f its influence will always b" f inn d
no the tide of morality, enli^htenni nt, aud refill;-

men'.

HARPER'S PER OD!CALS.
Harper's Weekly t 4 00

Harpeii'b Maoazink, One Year 4 00

Harper's Bazar 4 00

The Three above p iblicitlons, One Year 10

Any Two above nnmcd. One Year 7 00

Harper's Yoino People 1 60

Postage Fr> e to all subsc ibcrs in the Hoi ed
St; t.s or Canada

Tbe volume* of Ih; Weekly b'gin w'th the first

Number for Jinut'jr of e c • yeir. When <i time
i« mc- lioned. it will be i n en>to d th t the sub-crl-

ber wl lies to comm. i ce w th the Numb r mxt after

L ie re uel 1 1 of ..rder.

The last Eleve . Animal Vo uri'S of HAftrsa's
Weekly, n neat cloth bl di g «H b: sent by ni*il,

p ist 'ge paid or byexpr ss, fr- e of <xp us (pio-
vid d th. frei."t io n rot i xceed one d il ar per
volume) for t7 00 each
Cloth Cast s for • ah vo'ume sui able for bind rig.

wi b.* Sv-ii bv mai
,
post . •:. receipt • f 81.00

a b.
Ken itta- c s sh u'i! b made by Post (MBoc Mo. »y

'iide or Or ft to avo d ch»uee of Loss.
Seir, ape./* are not to c- py thii < drertiMvnent

without the order of liaRPrR & Bkotiieks

Address HARPER Jt BROTHERS, New Y. rk.

1881.

HARPER'S BAZAR.
Illustrated.

T is populir periodica! is pre-eminen tly a journal
for the h< u>w hold.
Every number furnishes tha latest information in

r- g r I to P.ish ons in drc<s and •.rnuu -nt. tbe i ew-
en and most approved p»t erns, with descriptive ar-
ticles derived from nut' emic and origina' sources:
wbl e its St rhs, Poems, and Essays <>n S>ial and
Domestic fo| is,; v. variety to its e lu.nt ».

HARPER'S PERIODICALS,
Harper's Bazar, One Year t 4 00

Harper sMao.oiink, One year 4 00

Harper's weekly, One Year 4 00

The Three ah ive pub irations. One Year 10 00

Any Two above uumid, One Year 7 00

Harper's Yot ng People, One Year 1 50

Postage Frie to all subscribers iu the United States
uT Canada.

The Volumes of the Bazar begin w)th th" first

N'umber for.lanoar > feac year. When no time is

m ntioned, it » i 1 be understoi>d t at the subscriber
w s es o commcne with ihe Number next af ir the
rec ipt of order.

T e lasi Blrven Annual V .lumes f Haxper's Pa-
zar, iu n at c otb b udi i , will be sa i by mail, pos-
a e i aid. or i>y ex r >s f ee • f expense (pr>>n 'ed

Ihi freight does not exceed one collai p r volumel,
fu $7 00 each.

Co h Ca-es for < ach volume, su tabt- for b n 'ing.

wi'l b sent by mail, postpaid, i n rec Ipt of #1 10
uich.

Remittances shonld be made by Post-, ffice Money
Order or Diaf', to av. i 1 c^a'ic o' 'n?s

Xeirsiapers are n t to copy th » ad re HbfSMRf
without the eipreis ortter of Hahter ft Brotiie s

Address HARI'ER Jt I R'lTHER.New Yoik

he Climax

oreech-Loading
$6.50

Shot Gun,
including Waits, Caps, Rslo dable Si ells, ai.d Stt
of Reloading Tools—Barre Decarbonized Steel—as
-afeanU accurate as a gun costing five times the
pr.ee. Bend 6 cents for 96 jiage Illustrated C ..ta-

logne for 1S31, now ready.

OHAS STARK
52 Church Street. Toronto

MACHINERY!
OTEARN'S No. 3 SAW MILL
O Log Turner, OS b.n. Engine. S Boilers, d-me and
hea'cr. 1 his is first class mill outfit, he d for a
hank and wi'l be tod cheap. We have sis • 2 Iron
L-ithes and other Machinery. Send for Price List-

WM DINQMAN & CO.,
56 Front Street Eist, Torxnto.
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MIDLAND RAILWAY OF CANADA

Whitl)y,Port Perryft Lindsay

NOTICE TO SHIPPERS.

All freight frr points on the above roads

should bj shipped via the Grand Trunk
Raij.way, when it will be forwarded by the

shortest route without transhipment and at

the cheapest ; ates.

Fast Freight Trains Run Through To
Peterboiough, Fenel n FaUs. Kin-
mount.Miiidfn.Oiillia, L inlfay, H li-

burton, Midland, and Waubaushene,
connecting with fast steamers for

P^rry Sound tnd Byng Inlet.

For rates, etc., apply to local agents* or to

A. White, General Traffic Agent, Petei-

boroueh.
GEO. A. COX,

Managing Direcu>r, M. R. of C.

JAS. HOLDEN,
Managing Director \\

r
., P. P., and L. Ry.

Great Western Railway
T1CKPTS to San Franc ; PC" and all Points on the

Pacific Coast, both Overland and by Pacific M<il

Steamships from New York. Winnipeg and the

forth West by all Routes. London, Detroit, Sni-

penslon Brdge. and ail the principal points In the

Umthd Statks, both east and west, with the fullest

Information of Routes, with Guides, Time Table',

Maps, &c, Fkee.

SOLE AGENCY FOR THE

WHITE £5 TA.'R XjIjSTE,
To Liverpool, Londonderry, Queenstown, Bel-

fast and Glasgow.

T. W. JONES, Agent,
3 York Street, Toronto, near Queen's Hotel.

FOR SALE, IN THE BEAUTIFUL
town of Orillia, a very commodious brick houee

with outbuildings and garrleD. Terms nioderae.

Apply to Editor of Lumberman, Toronto.

JJACKENZ1E BROTHERS,

Brokers, and general Produce-Provision Cotnmis-

sioo Merchants, 24 Water Street, Saint Jo/iD N B.

Highest References provided. Coreianmeats solici-

ted. Correspondence respectfully requested. Returns

promptly made.

W. R. MACKENZIE. D.G.MACKENZIE.

J. NEILL & SONS
IRON FOUNDERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

"JV[ A.OH INERY
Front and Esplanade Streets, Opposite the Queen's Hotel,

T O
Het Abbetb, Jan. 1, 1879 /c "T" Kl A I I IT IT Lnt'bst received, 1879

923,761,342. /t I INA LITE. $1,836,710.
Rate peb Cent., 7.81

That the above is a most satisfactory and profitable rate of interest will
be conceded by all. Bat the careful attention paid to this, as to every other
department, by the Directors of the /ETNA LIFE INSURANCE COM-
PANY, will be more apparent when viewed in the light of the following
figures, found in the latest published reports of 3 American, 3 British, and 3
Canadian Life Insurance Companies:—

NAME. ASSETS.
Equitable, New York $84,195,3
Union Mutual
New York Life
London and Lancashire .

Reliance, of London
Standard, of Edinburgh

.

Canada Life
Bun Mutual, Montreal ....

Mutual, Hamilton

6,874,249

35,630,567
851,720

2,379 410
25,939,635
3,070,988

319,178
88,068

INTEREST. BATH.
91,950,680 6.70

344,591
9021,887

»7,325
109,720

1,120,255
199,504
21,774
4,684

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,
202 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA-

6.01
5.67
4.38
4 61
4.31
649
6.82
5.26

Average $12,149,797 $644,436 5.85
UTJiA LIFE, $23,761,342 $1,856,710 7.81

6 8o per cent, upon 823,761,342- is only $1,271,131
Upwards of 9585,000 was therefore realized in 1879 by the ETNA'S

management from its $23,761,342 over and above the average of the nine
Companies. This is a point of great importance to persons desiring to insure
their lives on the "WITH PROFITS" plan. 13- All the profits in the
AETNA'S Mutual Department belong to the Policyholders.

Receiving, as above shewn, a more profitable rate of interest on its funds,
and also transacting its large business at a great saving in general expenses,
compared with others, this Company is able to offer the public more favorable
rates, as may be seen from the following examples. The three endowment
columns show the premiums at 40 years of age

:

Endowments, with Profits,
at Death, or the end of

$1000.
NAMES OF COMPANIES.

Death only,
without Profit*.

103.70
Canada Life......

Citizens', Montreal .

.

Confederation 104.65

Mutual, Hamilton 104.50

Sun, of Montreal 106 90
Equitable of New York 106.90
Union Mutual 106.90

London & Lancashire 106.85
Star
Standard

10 y'bs. 15 v'bs. 20 Y'BB,
$110.40 $68.80 $50 30

69.60
68.70
68.70
69 40
69.49
69.49
69.92
70.e4

53.40
50.05
50.00
51.70
61.78

61.78
51.56
62.60
51.97

AGE 30. AGE 40. AGE 60
$18.20 $25.90 $64.30
19.20 26.20 63.60

19.08 26 04 62.76

i.0.90 24.60 (03.90

18.89
22.92
20.87

25.05
80.49
28.15

63.58
67.91
65.96

Average Premium 106.35 09.41 51.50 19.51 26.63 64.58

iETNA LIFE 97.43 61.46 48.77 17.20 24.37 61.98
ANNUAL DIFFERENCE... 8.92 4.95 2.73 2.81 2.20 2.60

Besides this important difference in the rates (which is of itself a large
dividend—" a bird in the hand") the JET'SA makes a liberal cash dividend
every year in reduction of the above profit rates. m^akingjr^most_case3 a very
much larger differer.ee than here shewn. WM. H. ORR, Manager.

ORILLIA HOUSE.

: Commodious Brick Building ; be-tt north
of Toronto ; splendid sample rooms : centrally locat-
ed ; fre« 'bus.

JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

DOMINION HOUSE.

BRACEBRIDGE.

Ma u'acturers of t- nt= f r Lunibemv
ta -y encanip-:nent<, wl'h or wi'> o it extra extr

pruof ur plain. Prices fre n $5, uowarJ

CLOSED

-p .rtsmen. C*mp meetings, Photographe s Liwi; and Wllj

r.,o<- all sizas a. id styles white or fancy striped, mildew

Fin<«5 *f aJl description*, (regulation Bines) marie of the be*t

si.k-flnish bunting. CVU." BEUs (B ad'ty's ]»

j^..;, tent) the b' st b d ever invei ted ; s z - wh. n fol.ie.1,

%f~ 2 x 6 in. ; 3 feet long, wci.h.ng only 11 pounds, but

stio'ig enough to bear the weight of a y nun.
Waterproof waggon ar.d hore: covers, tarpiu ii s,

she ts, coat* atd legginca <>: eve-y description.

ii a-le io order on the premise?. 5peciai rates

to Lumbermen. Send for catsl. gue and price list t.

National Manufacturing Co.,

£0*2 Spa;k* Stree'. Ottawa.

:

A good house ineveiy respect. Free lutlcand

from the wharf . Terms, $1 per d

R. GILCHRIST, Proprietor.

QUEEN S HOTEL.

BRACEBRIDGE.

Jv.UN IIIGGINS, Pnp ie'.or. The proprietor

(late of Georm town,) having la'ely purc'.ased

the above hote', will endeavor to make it one of

th: best houses in the Dis'nct of Muskoka. Tourist-

and hunting pirties will receive every p bs ble atUn.-

ion. Free 'bus to and frouith; suamboat wharf
Terms, one dollar pt r day.

FOR BAHG AliVS

Fine 1 atclies and Jewellery,

CALL AT

RYRIE'S, the Jeweller,
113 Yonge-s f

,, Tor.nto.
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I 111 TRIUMPH OF THE BELL ORGAN !

Hie Bell Organs have just rectivee the HIGHEST AWARD and SPEC I VL PRZE (Gold Medal), f»
l

he International Exhibition, >ydney, Australia, tins year, for their Organs over nil the English unci

Amcr can make a. Xhis along wijtl the unlimited swlrds, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
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The B.li Opjan Miwufactorj is the Largest and Oldest in the Bri jsh Empire, and the fact

have sold ne,:rly 15,000 proves that ihey are the be t in the maikot. We guarantee all our Organs
years.

Correspondence invited. Il'u5tratcd catalogue mailed free.

that « e

for five

BELL & CO.,
41 to 47 East Maiket Square, GUELPH, ONT.

The Queen's Hotel, Toronto, Canada.
McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

Patronized by Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated according to rooms.

STANDARD CHOPPING MILLS,
t.'jlNQ BEST FRENCH BURR MILL- 4
6TONE3. SIMPLE, EFFICIENT, PRACTI-
CAL. CAN BE RUN BY ANY INTELLIG-

ENT MAN, NO RENEWING PLATES AS IN IRON

12 INCH CAPACITY MILLS. GRIN
\ BUSHELS FbRK3UR

Guaranteed to grind any kind of grain, fine
or coarse, equally as well, as ;i four toot mill stone.

VYATER0US ENGINE WOilKS CO., BRANTF0RD. CANADA.

MILLSTONE

EOPPING
M ILLS

FOR LUMBERMEN.

Wil grin J as Cne rs any fcu-foot stone.

Lumbermen, grind your own Horse Foed.

Make your own Flour with our Portablo Grist Mill.

B\ m DIXON & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING!
First Prizo, Provincial Exhibition,

Industrial Exhibiti'ii,

Ottawa, 1875.

Hamilton, 1876.

London, 1877
Toronto, 187'J.

Toronto, 1880.

International Medal, Centennial Ex., Philade puia, 187C

None genuine unlejs wi h a 8TiRo:i the held of rivet? 3>nl l.rP.ioo Lists and Discounts.

PRICE, Grii' Mdl compl t \ $600. Capacity, Oin and a half
barrels of <,ocd flour par hour.

S.'i.d for particulars, addic s

Waterous Engine Works Co-,

Brantford, Ontario, Canada

81 Colborne St, Toronto.
MACHINERY OILS!
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It will give tho subscriber much pleasure to forward, post free, to any addrt«»,

pamnhlct. cmtai iinir i.istruci ions and inf inuation that have been found of ihe g-.tate

on »i pi. •»»!»-.

catest p-actical u»e t«

dealers and c .nsnmcV of marhi.icry oil in Cmada. It c .nUius the fullest inform.tion M to the liter

cut kinds <f oi's, Ihcir n.nilines and uses, thus enabling the consumer to make chol* of the rery oil

best adapted 'o his wains, and also on»l.les the merchint to select ihe kln.il most lUely to be In

deman.l in his neighborhood. This pamphlet show! conclusively ihat oils properly BiMufaetnree" from

pitroluni aic v»«lTv superior to an) animal or titrable i>. I am now making the same qualities »f

''Kxtra" an I 'XX' oils I min.ifa lured from 1870 to 137S. They are guarantied nt U tAtattn teif

ez reme cohl, an l warranted t > give atisfaclioi la every pirllcuUr. Bewire of AfreuU solicilimr yomr or-

deis without tfjf tra Ic-marked order-book. Address

GEO. B. STOCK,
P. 0. Box 1146, Toronto.

Nothing Like It Yet Seen
Xlig-liest Awards at

TORONTO, 1880. - 1st Prize and Diploma.

HAMILTON, 1880, -

LONDON,

THE PEARL DRY HOP YEAST
Ready in a moment, and unaffected by time or weather.

42T Ask your grocer for it or send direot to the factory.

PEARL YEAST CO,
JtJcx 1164, P. 0. 39 Front Street East, Toronto,
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SAVE THE TREES.

Whatever opinion may be held by the

owners of the timber lands regarding the

nearness of the exhaustion of the supply of

pine and other available building timber, it

cannot be a question says the Lumberman's

Gautte with any intellectual person that it

would be well if the woodsman's vandal axe

were stayed against every fromi'sing Ncr-

way, hemlock or -whitewood tree which may
now be regarded as of no merchantable val

ue. It may be said, these trees are of no u; e

for the manufacture of lumber, and ths

may be true when compared with our more

desirable pine. But it is nevertheless tru;

that they may be made available for many
of the purposes for which white pice is now
used. Norway is ootring into use to a

great extent for bridge timber and bill stuff,

but not to the extent which it might be

made available. While it is uot so easily

worked as white "pine it is quite as enduring

and in moist situations probably more so,

being highly impreegmted with pitch. For

timbers, joist and scantling, there can be no

objection to it, while its use for these pur-

poses would conserve so much pine which is

more available for other uses. Norway
has teen used for finishing lumber and pre-

sents a pleasing effect when finished in oil,

the grain making it quite ornamental. Hem-
lock may be used for the same put poses as

Norway pine, except it cannot be so freely

exposed to moisture. Indeed it requires to

be kept dry in order to secure its greatest

durability. While not useful as a finishing

lumber or available in so many situations as

pine, there are many uses to which hemlock
can be put wh( re i^ wonM answer the same
purpose. Jfor b»ams, joists and sills, rcof-

ing bo-rds, »he i h n . :ds, rough fencing,

and the like, it u be found an admirable

substitute, -in;e i li aited adaptability

wonld r.ecessor 1 ni ,. it htaper than pine.

It is a strong dmab-. • od, and we have
seen it made ii. to v iy g od lumber. There
ia a vast d. al of a..i c< in Michigan, but it

ia going the way of ' hu pioe, only in a more
vardalish way. The timber is being sacri-

ficed for th>: ba k, which is stripped from

the tree for tanning purposes and the trunk

left to rot upon the ground. Whitewood is

quite a desirable timber, but it is not very

plentiful in the northwest* In the south it

ia abandant and known—in some parts, at

least—aa poplar, and is as highly esteemed.

There ia tome of it in Michigan. If the

lugubrious prognostications regarding the

near approach of the total destruction of

"our" forests be well founded, even the
apparently worthless-for-any-purpose-c-xcept-
to-swindle-wood-buyers basswood may some
day have a value as a lumber yielding woold
—providing any of it is left standing after

the pine has disappeared. If the present
generation cannot be brought down to the

use of any of the woods we have referred to,

but must have the very finest grades of tim-

ber now growing in the forests, regardless

of posterity, it would be only just to the

future generations that the conservative

poboy be adopted towards the coarser pro-

ducts of the forest, to the end that our chil-

dren's children may have a ohance to shin

around among them and put them where
they will do more good than being added to

the soil by rotting, or the atmosphere by
burning. At the present rate of demolition

it is certain the woods will not always be
with us, and it were better to treat them so

that we shall not be quite consumed by re-

morse when they shall disappear. It will

be a sufficient source of grief that we can

coin their stalwart trunks into ducats no
more.

To the above, the Northwestern Lumberman
replies, and states that while the article

contains many suggestions which in their

elementary character are useful and truthful,

is yet laden with so many errors and mis-

statements as to be deserving of severe

criticism, coming as it does from
a journal which is publicly supposed to speak
intelligently upon subjects pertaining to the

timber supply of the country. Its assertion

thatNorway, hemlock and whitewood have do
merchantable value and are of no use for the
the manufacture of lumber, will strike the
average lumberman wifeh surprise, especially

those east and west of the Saginaw Valley.

Of the 1,608,000 feet of lumber constituting

the receipts of the past season at Chicago,

we believe we underestimate when we assert

that fully one. fifth, or 300,000,000 feet -was

Npiway, which while uot a prime favourite

like white pine is still recognized as a prom-
inent and indispensable article in the lumber
trade, bearing a price but a tnfle below that

of white pine. Again the Gazette is in error

in asserting that Norway is quite as endur-

ing as white pine in moist situations. Ex-
actly the reverse of this proposition is the.

truth. Norway is of little or no value

except when perfectly dry, or else perfectly

submerged. Moisture is a deadlier enemy
to Norway than to white pine. For joist it

is excellent and durable because in this

position it is kept dry, but a Norway sill is

avoided by every builder when any other
material can be obtained, except when it is

to be placed in a position where it has a
perfect circulation of air around it. As
bridge timber it i3 avoided, and is seldom
used where a thickness of over six inches is

desired, from its liability to dry rot when
used as timber. Hemlock will stand more
moisture than Norway pine which is the
most liable to decay of any of the coniferous

varieties of timber. The assertion that
hemlock has no merchantable value will pro-

bably be read with surprise by the lumber
dealers and manufacturers of Maine, Massa-

chusetts and Pennsylvania, the former of

whom manufacture in the ratio of 17 per

cent, of hemlock to 80 per cent, of spruce
and three per cent of pine. Hemlock is

among the standard quotations of the Boston
market at from $11 to $13 50, with spruce at

$13 to $17, and coarse grades of pine at $12
to $18. Hemlock has to but a small extent
as yet been utilized in the West, but this is

simply because of a prejudice, induced by
the greater plentifuluess of white pine and
its low value, combined with its quality of

being graded and thus yielding a larger

measure of profit, while hemlock costing

equally as much to manufacture, presents no
chance fat "pickings" or speculative grades,

If in this sense the Gazette refers to it as

having do merchantable value it is measur-
ably correct. Whitewood, in some sections

termed poplar, is one of the most plentiful

in the supply of timber woods of the South-
western and Middle States, and one of the

most valuable woods of local commerce. It

is true that but little is found in the North,
but it is held at a value equal to the best

pine. The Gazette has but to scan its own
pages of pine quotations to learn that in Al-
bany, Philadelphia and Boston, whitewood
or poplar ranks in value with ash, oak,

maple and hickory.

The most astounding statement which the
Gaeette makes however, is in its allusions to-

"even the apparently worthless-for-any-pur-

posc - except - to-swindle - wood-buyers bass

wcod" which it asserts "may some day have
a value as a lumber yielding wood." The
demand throughout the United States to-

day for this "worthless for any purpose"
timber, sn far exceeds the supply, that deal-

ers are hunting for it in every direction.

The wants columns of the Lumberman have
oarried an advertisement of one Chicago firm

for the past six weeks or more, soliciting

parties who can supply it to make themselves
known. In the city of Chicago alone pro-

bably 10,000,000 feet per year would be
taken if it could be had. It is exteusively

used by t'ie furniture manufacturers, it is an
indispensable wood in carriage making and
sleigh manufacture, and the sewing machine
case manufacturers of this couniry would be
glad to.day to contract for 100,000,000 feet

of this " worthless for any purpose" timber,

and would not need much urging to double
the order. The market value of this

"worthless fur any purpose" timber is to-

day in Chicago from $20 to $30. Boston
quota* it at 25 to 27, with f at $20 to $22.

Albany $20 to $25. Milwaukee $20 to $30,
in t'ue light of which figures the assertion of

"worthlessness" seems anomalous.
The Qaaette is in error in characterizing

either of the woods named as worthless or

possessing no marketable value. Fortunes
are quietly being worked out of all of them
and the aggregate trade in each, even in the

Northwest is something enormous. Even
(he despised black ash, formerly considered

•f value only when the straight grain of a
central section of the trunk enabled it to be
split into hoops, has of late years take n a
high position as an ornamental wood, and
we are aware of at least one veneer mill

now being erected in the Northwest whioh

will make a business of supplying black aah
veneers. The libraries of the Cornell Uni-
veraity are fitted up with black ash, a goodly
portion of which was cut in the swamps of

Bay county, Michigan, for the late John
MoCraw, whose liberality has done so much
for the University.

HOW TO BE A SUCCESSFUL SAWYER.

The aim of every workman should be to-

ward superiority in his particular employ-

ment. To reach this point experience is of

course of the greatest value and absolutely

the best teacher. Nevertheless certain rules

may be stated, the following of which will

greatly assist the aspirant after success in

his calling. Other things being equal, a

sawyer may reasonably hope to attain to

superiority by observing the following di-

rections : 1. Acquire sufficient knowledge

of machinery to keep a mill in good repair.

Remember that if a knowledge of machinery

is a good acquirement one cannot have too

much of it. 2. See that both the machinery

and saws are in good order. A man cannot

do the best work when he is in ill-health,

neither can machinery do the best work
whon it is in ill-repair. 3. Bear in mind it

does not follow because one saw will work
well that another will do the same on the
same mandrel, or that even two saws will
hang alike on the same mandrel. On the
principle that no two clocks can be made tint
wiJl tick alike, no two saws can be made
that will run alike. 4. It is not well to file

all the teeth of circular saws from the same
side of the saw, especially if each alterna e

tooth is bent for the set, but file one-h?lf
the teeth from one side of the saw, and of

the teeth that are bent from you, so as to
leave them on a slight bevel and the outer
corner a little the longest. 6, Never file a
saw to too sharp or acute angles under the
teeth, but on circular lines, as all saws e

liable to crack from sharp corners. 6. See

J

that each tooth will do a proportional part
i of the work, or if a reciprocating saw, ket p
the ontting points pointed on a straight edge.

' 7. Keep the teeth of your saws so that tbey
r will be widest at the very points of the teeth

,

otherwise the saws will not work satisfac-

torily, the tendency of all saws being to wear
narrowest at the extreme points. 8. The
teeth of all saws should be kept as near a
uniform shape and distance apart as possible,
in order to keep a circular saw in balarc*
and in condition for cutting.

La Banqub National*.—In the Lumber-
man of the 15th inst. the name of LaBanque
Nationale appears in the list of timber n s' «

utaclurers. We are informed that the Bank
is not manufacturing timber on its own ao-

count, although like similar institutions it

has advanced funds to a few lumbermen.
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OUR HERO IN BLACK.

We always spoke of ourselves as a " gar-

rison town," we good folks of Donjonville.

And why should we not ? Had we not

barracks and a company of Foot, and, more
than all, a Government chapel and a Govern-
ment chaplain ? What more woul I you have
to constitute a garrison town ? We had no
fortifications, it is true—nothing, in fact,

that, strictly speaking, could b? garrisoned

—but then we had our noble and massive
old castle, with its walls nine feet thick,

which had stood a siege of six months by
Robert Bruce, and a bombardment of six

minutes (two shells did the business) by one
of Cromwell's generals. We swore by that

castle, we swelled with conscious pnde as

we spoke of it ; and a cynical tourist, who
was overheard to describe it as "a gray squat
building," narrowly escaped being lynched
upon the spot. This ancient fortress had,

indeed, degenerated into a common gaol, a

fact which somewhat detracted from the
romance of its associations ; but, despite the
painful penitentiary cleaniness and order of

its interior, there was still a fine old feudal

look about portions of its exterior, and we
Donjonvillites could, at any rate, b ;ast that

there was not in the three kiugd jms any
castle of its age in such perfect preserva-

tion.

We were a trifle dull, perhaps, at Donjon-
ville—prejudiced persons from neighbouring
towns, envious of our historical prestige,

sometimes pronounced us stagnant ; indeed,

a distinguished novelist, who once honoured
us with a flying visit, afterwards described
Donjonville as "probably the dullest spot on
the habitable globe." But, then, how could
he possibly be able to judge from seeing

Donjonville for a few hours on a miserably

wet day ; and what weight, after all, does
ally sensible person attach to the flippant

utterances of a shallow scribbler? Not,
mind you, that we were not sometimes con-

scions ourselves of being dull, and at such
times we were wont to execrate the d nines-

of Donjonville with singular unanimity and
foroibleness of expression. But then it was
one thing to paS3 unfavourable criticisms

upon 1 Jonjonville ourselves, and quite an
other to tolerate such strictures from
strangers. On tne whole, a pretty wide
experience of English provincial towns in-

clines me to think that Donjonville was,

after all, not so dull as many places which
make far greater pretensions to liveliness.

We rejoiced of course in a plethora of

goflsip, for you will generally find that the
smaller the town the bigger the gossip ; and
we had an admirabie assortment of gossip-

mongers of both sexes, the male element,
however, being, I am bound to say, the pre-

ponderating oW We had an American
"colonel," a retired sea-captain, and a

militia major, whom I would have backed
both as retailers and inventors of scandal
against any three in the world. But rich as

we were in aoc )mplished gad ibonts, we were
even richer in original "characters," whose
eccentricities kept us constantly provided
with euteivainmeot. Foremost among these,

by right c.f his' individuality not less than
by right of his social position, stood Our
Government chaplain, who was also practic-

ally the vicar of Donjonville, their being no
other " Established " place of worship w.th
in a mile of the town. Tne Rev. Joseph
Stickler—"the last of the Sticklers," as he
used, half-proud ly, half-pathetioally, to

style himself, for he was a widower, and his

only son had been killed at sea—was a re-

markable man in many ways. In height he
was not more than five feet three inches, but
in girth his proportions were gigantic. 1

have never seen so short a man carry the
middle button of his waiscoat in anything
like suoh an advanced position as Joseph
Stickler oarried his. His knees ha i been
hidden from his sight for yea:-.-. He had a
leg—or I should say two legs, for he possess-

ed the normal complement- -of pe' fect shape.
If Mr. Stickler had any mundane vanity,
and even the b;$\ of men are not without it,

his legs were the object of that vanity. It
was because he was just a little vain of them,
I suspect, that he clung to tne. good old
fashion of knee-breeches, b'ack-silk stock-
ings, and buckled shoes long after the rest

of the civiliz :d world had discarded thosi
integuments, though probably, if all the
leaders of fashion had possessed such ele-

gant extremities as our Government chap
lain, the modern trouser would have baei,

unknown. In deportment the Rev. Joseph
Stickler ould have given Mr. Turveydrop
a lesson. He carried himself with such
dignity, that when he stood talking on th
parade with "Cunnle" Hiram B. Fultou, a
lanky " Down-Easter " of six feet three, the
parson struok you as being by far the bigger
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man of the two. His florid clean .shaven

;ace would have been handsome had it beeii

a trifle less fleshy ; and, at any rate, no
one could deny that it was a good resolute

English face, full of courage, and sense.

So much for the Rev. Joseph Stickler's

physique. But his manners were even more
remarkable than his figure. He had a blunt
forcible way of calling a spade a s-iade, both
in the pulpit and in private life, which often

shocked persons burdened,with a particularly

squeamish sense of propriety. 1 heard him
once put an extinguisher upou an affected

and foolish lady, who was expatiating oa
the virtues of the son whem she had just
sent to school, by blurting out gruffly and
brusquely.

"Humbug, madam, humbug! There
never was a boy yet who wasn't a thief ana
a liar. A good boy is a monstrosity, madam
a lusus naturae, sure to come to the gallows
or some equally bad end. There's some hope
of a bad boy : flog the vice out of him at

school, and it's tea to one he'll turn out a
decent man when he grows up."
So far you will say that there was no',

much that was heroic about Joseph Stickler ;

and possibly, had you " sat under him " and
listened to his pulpit utterances, the sound
common sense of which was constantly
marred by his grotesque habit of stopping
in the full flood of his discourse to remonst-
rate, in the homeliest fashion imaginable,
with the drowsy or heedless members of his

congregation, you would have probably
found it still harder to see anything heroic
in our eccentric parson. But for all that he
was a hero, and this fact I am sure you will

admit readily enough before you reaoh the
end of my story. For, whatever Ouida and
"Guy Livingstone" may try to persuade
you to the contrary, a hero need not by any
means be a giant in height and a Hercules
in strength, with Norman brow and Grecian
nose ; indeed, I take it that there have been
far more heroes under five feet six inohes
than over that standard, and far more snub-
noses among them than even Roman ones.

However, to come back to our muttons, you
shall hear why and how Joseph Stickler
came to be considered a hero. It was with
the younger male portion of the community
that he first established his claim to that
title, and the manner of it was remarkable.

I have already mentionod our parson's
propensity to administer homely, but at th.

same time fearfully impressive, rebukes to

those of his congregation whose conduc
seemed to him indecorous during divine)

service. The most frequent recipients of

this verbal chastisement were the uuhappy
Sunday-school children, whose horribly uu
comfortable pens—I cannot call them seat

—were immediately facing the pulpit. But
the punishment of these unfortunates wa>
not confined to words. The Rev. Joseph
Stickler had a sturdy henchman who was as
vigorous a disciplinarian as his master, and
a scarcely less original and eccentric
character. Billy Marks—for such was the
somewhat undignified name of this repre-
sentative of Donjonville Bumbledom—filled

a rather nondescript ecclesiastical position :

before service he acted as verger, during
prayers he acted as clerk, when the sermo.i
commenced he vacated his desk and went
aloft to the gallery, where, armed with a

long cane, he stationed himself immediately
behind the school-children. Heaven help
the hapless boy or girl who dared to doze or
exhibit the slightest symptoms of inatten
tion during the preacher's discourse ! Softly
wouldj the artful and lynx-eyed William
creep aloug the cocovnut mattiug until hi

was within striking distauce of Irs prey, and
then the cane was cautiously raised, to des-
cend upon the head or shoulders of the luck-
loss victim with a thwack that souuded all

over the building. And if the watchful
Billy, whose attention to his master's homily
must have been of a rather divided sort, fail-

ed to detect a delinquent, the stern voic i

from the pulpit, which he knew too well,

would at once call his attention to the omis-
sion. It was on one of these occasions,
when Billy was guilty of a dereliction of

duty, that the first memorable exploit of our
hero in black was achieved. The circum-
stances were these :

The offices of the ' garrison," four in

number, occupied a pew in the gallery not
far from the enjants terribles who were Billy

Marks's special charge during sermon-time.
It was a warm day in summer, and, what
with the heat and the sonorous eloquence oi

the preacher, there was a general disposi-

tion to drowsiness among the congregation
which nothing but a strong sense of duty and
the exercise of considerable self-control

could overcome. Even the vigilant cusiodia
of juvenile morals nodded at his post, and
forgot that there was an eagle eye upon him.
Suddenly the preacher paused, and, in a
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voice that had more of sorrow than of anger
in it, called " Billy Marks !"

Up to his feet in an instant sprang Billy,

conscious of his own backsliding, touched
with remorse by the reproachful accents of

his master, burning to atone for his fault by
some extraordinary display of zeal. The
first object which met the zealous and re-

pentant William's eyes, as, confused and
only half awake, he glared around him for a
victim, was the head of a very young ensign
who was peacefully slumbering in the cor-

ner of the officers' pew. Without pausing
to think of the consequences, Billy brought
his cane down, thwack ! right upon the
scone of the sleeping warrior. That gallant

youth sprang instantly upright at the touch
of this rude Ithuriel's spear, aud gazed
round him with a wild bewildered stare.

On all ;ddes he saw grinning faces— i.n audi-

ble titt-.r ran tlinugh the schoolchildren

—

sounds suggestive of suppressed ejehinnation
came , rom behind pocket-handkerchiefs
applied ostensibly to the normal use ; the
cheeks of his fellow officers were undistin-

guishablo in colour from their uniforms, and
their heads were bent in an attitude which
could scaicely be accepted as devotional.

A ghastly and horrible suspicion stole into

the mind of the young ensigD that he was
the object of all ttj i -. unseemly mirth, and
that he hail somehow, though he had no*,

the faintest idea how, made himself sup-
remely ridiculous. Witn crimson and per-

spiring countenance he sat as rigid as the
tinted Venu3 for the remainder of the ser-

mon, suffering all the agonies of a martyr at
Smitlifield. Whether the Rev. Joseph
Stickler had pereeived Billy Mark's mistake
or not, no one could tell ; he went on imper-
turbably with his uermou as if nothing had
happened ; but if he had thoroughly realized

all that had happened, and I am inclined to

suspect that he had, the control whicli he
exercised over his nerves was of itself heroic,

aud worthy of an ancient Stoic or an Indian
brave. Be this as it may, however, the
sequel was a scene which none who witness-

ed it would ever forget.

The barracks were but a short distance

from the chapel, both being situated in the
imposing and spacious square which Donjon-
villites spoke of proudly as "the parade,"
and which was pronounced by a Doujonville
cabinet-maker, who had once visited Lon-
don, to be far superior to even the world-
famed Trafalgar-square. The officers had
marched the "garrison" back to barracks,

and had retired to their own quartern, before
one half of the congregation had emerged
from St. Mary's. In the privacy of their

own apartments they at ouce began to
" roast " their juveuile and verdant comrade.
Tne senior captain, Spofforth, a portly
florid man, who belied his appearance by
being really " the coolest hand going,'' hav-

iug closed the door, addressed the yount
ensign with great seriousuess.

" You know, Sparke?," he said, " this is

not the first time the regiment has been
grossly lusullei by the chaplain. This
abominable outrage is simply the culminat-
ing poi it of a long series of delib rate in

suits. But now the thing must be prouipth
stopped. 1 must insist upou your demand-
ing a public apology at once from Mr.
Stickler."

"Ye-es," stammered S arks, who wai
exceeding. y sngry still, and veiy red lu tin

face, but oi<in\ quite see how his senu r'.

injunction, pert to l>e carried out.

"You will onlige ma and your brother
officers, Sparkes, by un etiug Mr. S'ickler as

he crosses the parade from the c'.iapel to his

house, and immediately demand i g an ample-

apology ou behalf of the regimen:, which
has been outraged in your persou."

The recollectiou of that sounding thwacV
from Billy Mark's cane rnsned into Ensign
Sparkes's mind ; his blood tingled at the
thought of that monstrous indignity, and In

answered firmly.

"You may trust me, C u t >i i Spofforth.

The dignity of t>-e region nt li 1 not suffer

in my hauds. I wilt go at once and coo
front Mr. Stickle , and extr.-ct an apology
from him on the spit."

B g with self-importance as the accredited
champion of the regiment, Ensigu Spirkes
clapped on his shako fiercely, and strode
out into the square to exact

[
ronipt repara-

tion from the msuher.
Meau whi.e, unconscious of all these

machinations, the Rev. Joseph Stickler

quietly disrobed himself in the vestry, and
then proceeded to cross the parade to hi

housi . Just as he was opposite the barrac!;-

gates andiofr.nt of the barrack-windows,
he becam i a*\are of a tall figuie, in scarlet,

approaching him with rapid steps. In
another irstant the Rev. Joseph found him-
self confronted by the insulted subaltern,

who, with glaring eyes and flaming cheeks,
addressed him thus ;

"Sir, I have been most grossly insulted

and assaulted by your orders. The whole
regiment, sir, has been affronted in my per-

son. I demand an apology !"

" A what I" exclaimed the chaplain, fall-

ing back, and surveying his interrogator

with a look of supreme amazement.
"An apology, sir ; an ample apology !" re-

peated young Sparks hotly.

"Young man," said the Rev. Joseph
Stickler severely, " I don't know what tnis

buffoonery means. If it were not so early

in the day I should say that you were drunk,
sir."

"What, sir!" exclaimed the e araged en-

sign; " you refuse to apologise—you dare to

add to the insult by insinuating that I am
not sober ! Let me tell you, sir," assuming
an air of bellicosity that might have awed
even a bubbly-jock, "that if it were not for

your cloth, sir, I would give you the d—dest
thrashing you ever had in your life !"

The face of the "last of the Sti- klera"

grew black as thunder ; lightning blazed
trom his eye ; his whole body heaved with
the volcano of indiguation that raged within
him. Fur an instant he seemed petrified,

but only for an instant
; then, with an

agility quite extsaordinary in a man of his

obesity, he divested himself of his coat,

planted his feet firmly and defiantly, and
said, with trim irony.

"0, dou't let my cloth for a moment in-

terfere with your desire to inflict corporal
chastisement. Proceed, sir ; you are quite
at liberty to thrash me, sir—if you can."
A peal of laughter bursts like a volley of

. musketry from the vicinity of the barracks.
Sparkes glanced hurriedly around ; there was
the whole " garrison" crowded atthebarrack-
gates, convulsed with meriment, mad there,

in the windows of the officers' quarters, was
—no, he must be mistaken—yes, a fact !

—

there was Spofforth himself, holding his

sides while the tears ran down his purple
face. Too late it flashed upon the unhappy
Sparkes that he was both making a fool of

himself, and being made a fool of. Sharply
turning on his heel with a smothered ana-
thema, which, like the parish-clerk's sweep-
ing curse, seemed to include " all persons
that on earth do dwell," Ensign Sparkes
hurried back, a piteous spectacle of mingled
shame, rage, and discomfiture. Whilst the
Rev. Joseph Stickler, as he struggled back
into his coat, was distinctly heard to ej -

culate.

"Preposterous young puppy ! Talk of
thrashing me, indeed !"

And so, amid the ill-suppressed applause
of the lookers-on, the parson strode, fumiu.,'

and furious, to his house.

Fr 'm that in inent the Rev. Jo<i ph Sti k-
ler was a heio in the eyes of the " _arr *? • .

'

and the youth of Donjonville. Staid and
respecta'de middle-aged society shook its

head, and declared that the captain had
behaved in a ino-t undignified tn:.nuer, and
ha t quit-* forgotten what was due to his

cloth. I » iiji) .os these douce people were
right, and tnat it wuuld have exhausted
eun tl.e resources of Turveydr piau deport-
ment to lave carried off such a scene with
dignity. But that was the only time that
Joseph Stickler was ever known to alio *

his eccentricity to imperii his dignity ; as a
rale, the latter was invariably the accom-
paniment and collection of the former.
Middle-aged propriety, then, might be

excused for failing to MS anything heroc
in conduct which had only won the irreverent

admiration of persons aodicted to tatting a

spirting view of eve.i the gravest matters,
out not the less among that class had the
Rev. Joseph Stickier establisht d himself as

a hero. It was not long, however, be lore

even tne " unco cud ' if D ^njonville were
compelled to admit tha: tieir respected aud
esteemed, though ecc--ntric, pfrrson wsa
veritably and ui mi-.t k.ibly a hero—o' the
sort which a d dighted and sympathetic
Sovereign is proud to decorate with the Yic-
toria Cross or the Albert M 'da!. Aud this

was tne stnrtliug incident which suddenly
revealed to Donjonville the fact that the
black co it and knee-breeches of Joseph
Stickler incased as b-ave a man as ever facc-

ed a bitterV or eh irged a square in »U the

; lory and glitter ot scarlet and gold.

On Christmas .- furnoou as the chaplain
was passiug the barrack-gates, he noticed
that there was something ungual L.king
nlace in the couraard. Tee soldiers were
gathered in excited groups, and there was
that indescribable a r of agitation ..'.. ut

them which is always r. t: cable iu a crowd
when something tragic is astir. The Rev.
Joseph Stickler walked in and inquired the
cause of the commotion. He was told that
one of the men, a wild fellow named Hen-
nessy, had gone mad with the libations which
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ht had imbibed at the feastive season, had

locked himself in the guard-room,armed him-

self with a loaded musket, and was threaten-

ing to shoot any one who approached him.
" Have you informed the officer on duty 1"

asked the chaplain.
" The officers, sir, are all away at a

dinner-party."

" And where's the sergeant.of the guard ?"

"Here, sir."

"Well, sergeant, why don't you arrest

this man at once and put him in irons ?"

The sergeant looked sheepish as he re-

plied,

"Why, you see, sir, it's not as it he was
only drunk, but he's reg'lar ravin' mad with

delirium tremens; he's got every musket in

the rack loaded, and he's that desperate he'd

pick three or four of us off before we could

lay hands upon him. I dursn't chance it,

sir."

The chaplain's face grew dour and black
;

there was a ringing resolute tone of corn-

man 3 in his voice as Tie said,

"Fetch me a blacksmith at once. Tom
Baynes is the best man ; and tell him to

bring his forehammer with him."

A messenger was despatched for the black-

smith. In the interval the chaplain calmly
reconnoitred the guard-room, and the

soldiers stood looking at him, their voices

hushed into whispers, wondering what would
come next and what the parson was about

to do. They were not long kept in suspense.

The messenger returned, bringing with him
Tom Baynes the blacksmith, a big, gaunt,

powerful man, black with the grime of the

forge, girt with his leathern apron, his fore-

hammer on his shoulder. Touching his

forelock to the parson, Tom looked at him
in some bewilderment. Motioning to the

guard-room door, the chaplain moved for-

wards, saying?,

"This way, Baynes."
When the door was reached the voice of

the madman was heard within blaspheming
horribly, and yelling threats of vengeance
against every mother's son of them. The
blacksmith paused, and his face lengthened.

Here was a queer job ; he didn't half like it.

He scratched his head and began to reflect,

but " his reflections were cut short by the

chaplain,
" Tom, I want you to break-in that door ;

a couple of blows will do it."

Tom Baynes hesitated. Then you should
have seen our parson. Tom used to say
afterwards that he never saw a man "grow
so big all on a sudden like." Pointing to

the door with a gesture and a tone which
there was no disobeying, the chaplain said

sternly,

"Baynes, smash-in that guard-room door
this instant ; and you, sergeant, have you
picket ready to rush in and secure the man
at once."
" Sergeant, do your duty ; arrest that man

at once I"

The barrel of Hennessy's musket was
directed steadily at the sergeant's head ;

the sergeant felt uncomfortable, his cheek
blanched, and he made a further strategic

movement to the rear. The madman gave
a fierce derisive yell that might have made
any man's blood run cold to hear it.

" Now, yon black-coated old devil-

dodger, out of the way there, and let me
have a clear shot at that sergeant ! Oat o'

the way, I tell ye, or else I'il blow your
head to pieces I"

" Sergeant," cried the chaplain, in a voice

of thunder, "arrest that man at once I"

" Ha, ha I roared Hennessy, "he knows
better. The first man that passes that door
I'll send to hell in quick time."

And in extenuation of the sergeant's back-
wardness it must be admitted that the
fellow looked as if he meant to keep his

word. He was a desperate, determined,
and ferocious man at any time ; but now
that he was literally and uncontrollably mad
with drink, he was capable of any crime.

'
' Am I to arrest this man myself, ser-

geant ?'' asked the chaplain, in a quiet firm
vaice, very different from the angry tone of

command he had used a moment before.

"Arrest me, parson 1 I'd like to see ye
try it ! If ye put a foot or a hand beyond
that doorway, I'll shoot ye down like a dog !

If ye don't clear out from where ye are be-

fore I count three, so help me, I'll fire 1"

The parson paid no heed to the raving
maniac, but with ineffable dugust and scorn
and said to the sergeant,

"What I are you afraid, man? Why,
then I suppose a black coat must show you
red coaU the way, that's all 1"

"Clear out o' that 1" yelled Henness.y "I
give ye fair warning. One I"
" Come away, sir ; come back. He's a

desperate chap, hell Are ; he's mad, sir
;

there's murder in his eye ("cried half-a-doz-

en soldiers at once.
" Two !" shouted Hennessy.

Without another word the chaplain

marched straight up to the madman, who
who covered him with his musket as he ad-

vanced, and swearing he would shoot the

parson dead, pressed the trigger with his

finger as he roared, "Three I" Every one of

the petrified and horror-stricken spectators

expected to hear the report, and see the par-

son's skull shattered. But the keen, reso-

lute, unflinching gray eyes of the brave man,
who slowly advanced upon him, fascinated

the furious lunatic ; there was an aspect of

command as well as of dauntless courage in

the face and bearing of our hero in black,

which must have rresistibly roused the

man's instinct of discipline, and paralysed

his murderous aim, for he allowed the par-

son to walk right up till the muzzle of the

musket was not a foot from his head.

Quietly grasping the weapon in one hand,
Joseph Stickler raised the barrel above his

head, and that instant the deafening report

rang out, and the ball went crashing through
the ceiling. So have dropped the discharg-

ed musket and seized another from the row
that lay all cocked and loaded before him
need have been, for Hennessy, only the work
of a second. But the chaplain never took
his eye of the madman's face, and the fellow

was fairly cowed by that cairn steady look,

which seemed to pierce him throrgh and
through. Slowly the parson's hnnd slipped

down the barrel till it rested with a firm

grasp upon the man's wrist. Then, without
turning, he said coolly, with a ring of with-

ering contempt in his tone,
" Here, sergeant, perhaps now you'll not

be afraid to put this man under arrest 1"

The sergeat summoned a couple sf file to

assist him ; but the madman, whose eyes

were still rivetted on the parson's, made no
effort at resistance, allowing himself to be
seized and led away with a dazed look on his

face, as ihough he had been gazing on some-
thing that had dazzled and blinded him.
Then, amid the ringing cheers of the sol-

diers,the Rev. Joseph Stickler walked quiet-

ly out of the barracks.

Before next morning every man, woman
and child in Donjonville had heard of the

parson's heroism. Before the next Sunday
the fame of it had* spread all ronnd the
country-side, and curious folks came in from
far and near on Sunday evening to stare at

the real live hero, who stood there in nn-
heroic gown and bands, and delivered his

homely homily ss though wholly unconscious
of the admiring eyes that were fixed upon
him. I suppose no quality of head or heart

so entirely wins the admiration of English-

men as that of cool presence of mind under
danger. We like to think and pride our-

selves on the fact that it is preeminently a

characteristic of the English race. But from
the way in which we worship and adore the
men who display it, a foreigner might be
justified in cherishing the suspicion that we
are conscious of its extreme rarity among
us, and value it accordingly. I don't think
that we Donjonville folks were one whit le-s

plucky than our neighbours ; but we must
have been secretly conscious that under such
circumstances we should hardly have borne
ourselves so well as ou- parson, otherwise we
should not have elevated him as we
did with one consent, into the posi-

tion of a hero. We were too proud of

possessing a hero to be critical. His enemies
and his detractors, and even he was not
without these inevitable accompaniments of

fame, said he was a glutton. It was a harsh
term to use of one whose exquisite taste in

gastronomy was to some of us one of the
pleasantest features of his characters. He
was a genial soul, was Joseph Stickler, when
he unbent over those "little suppers,"
which were veritable Nodes Ambrosianot to
those who were permitted to partake of

them ; for our hero was not only witty him-
self, but the cause of wit in others. Happy
mortals those who were privileged to be
guests at these symposia ! They could for-

get that they were in dreary Donjonville,
and imagine themselves transported to some
gastronomic Paradise, some culinary Elysium,
No man is a hero to his valet, if we are to
believe Madame Cornuel ; but, I take it, a
man may be a hero to his cook when that
functionary is but the executant of ideas
which emanate from the master-mind.
Joseph Stickler had an excellent cook, and
I am sure that in her eyes he was not one
whit less a hero than he was in ours. Nor
did the aureola of his heroism lose any of

its radiance when he sat at the head of his
own supper-table, keenly enjoying our en-

joyment of the dainty dishes which had cost

him more time and thought, perhaps, than
any but an epicure could excuse. Had he

bad the ordering of the calendar 1 m »u

that both Brill at Savarin and Abbe D icfa. » e

would speedily have bfeen canonized a-

saints ; and I am inclined to think they de-

serve the honour as much a-t some who
figure on the saintly heaii-roll. Howevei,
it was impossible that the profo.num vu/gus,

which feeds, but knows not wtiat it is to eat

intelligently, should sympathize with this

trait in the character of our heroin b'ack.

Nor will I insist upon claiming for that trait

the right to be connidered as on attribute of

heroism, or even in itself to be pronounced
heroic. But in the case o] Joseph Stickler

it had a posthumous reflec ion of the hemic
thrown upon it, which is my excuse for in-

troducing it here.

Our hero was smitten do/vn with sick-

ness ; the weeks rolled on, and still we
missed his portly figure and familiar face,

which for five-and-thirty years had been an

constant to Donjonville as the dial of the old

Elizabethan clock, which from the castle-

tyrret looked down upon the parade. Then
at length came the sad news that we should

ever again see the "last of the Sticklers
'

in the flesh . He was dying of atrophy, we
were told ; he could retain no nourishing
food ; the daintiest dishes in the world were
but a mockery to him now. Humorist as

he was, he saw keenly the grim irony of

Fate ; and the last words he was heard to

utter were these, spoken impressively, as

he laid his wasted hand upon the arm of his

oldest and dearest friend,
" They'll say it was a judgment, and

they're right. Tell your friends, when I

am gone, that you knew a parson who died

of starvation because he had ' made a god of

his belly.'"

Such was the hard measure he meted out

to himself. But we judged him more
leniently. We all, high and low, remember-
ed only his virtues ; we felt that We had lost

a rare man in our hero in black, the like of

whom we should never see again.

A Great Many Snakes.

RETAINING THEIR REPUTATIONS FOR LIVELY

DOINGS TO THE CLOSE OF THE SEASON.

While workmen were opening a spring at

Ralph's Station, Pa., they found fifty-one

snakes secreted therein, where they were
hid for the winter. The largest was four

feet long.

A colored man at Parson's, Kansas, saved
his life by his quick motion of his gun. A
snake, 8 feet in length and 12 inches in

diameter, was about to attack him, when a

charge of shot silenced him.

Jacob Francisco, with some friends, un-

earthed fourteen copperhead snakes near
Carrollton, Ky., and was bitten by one of

them. His body swelled to an enormous
size, and, although kept dosed with medi-
cines, he suffered much until his death.

Jacob Terwillinger, a farmer in the moun-
tains near K'.ngston, tells a rattlesnake yum
that is exhilarating. While gathering apples
he fell into a bed of rattlesnakes. More
than one of the snakes attacked him before

he regained his feet, and one was fastened

in his clothing. His 12 year old son, who
was near, was ot little help, but Terwillinger

got a rough stick and attacked the snakes.

In less than an hour he killed eight rattle-

snakes, the largest measuring five feet, and
having seventeen rattles. He was bit twice,

but says whiskey saved him, and that it

isn't bad for any kind of illness.

When Hans Wiger, a German butcher of

Harrison, Ark., awoke from his little nap
by the roadside, he was terrified to find a

rattlesnake of the diamond species coiled

about each leg, and both looking him hung
rily in the face. He dropped back and la\

as one dead, and went into a swoon. How
long he remained in that pre ucaaient is h

to tell, but sometime after dark both snake
uncoiled themselves, and, after crawliu.

under his neck and around his head several

times, moved quietly away. Wiger made
tracks for the nearest ho. se and fell faint

ing. After some trouble he was revived,

but it was found that during his lying still

blood had oozed from his eyes and mouth,
and his hair, which he said was before

raven black, had almost an iron-gray cast.

They have a new way of cur ng womensj
hysterics in India. They tie the patients

hands and feet together and then thrust cot-

ton wicks steeped in oil up their nostrils

and into her ears. A woman who has had
hysterical dumbness will recover her speech

n a very short time under this treatment.

PERSONAL.

General Garfield's youngest son, Abe,

is quite an artist. One of his favorite draw-
ings is a train of cars, in which everything is

so faithfully represented that even an expert

would find no part omitted.

Tn* house of Rothschild lias recently been
reorganize/! wit'i a capital of *)0,00o,000.

The financial head of the Loose, ami director

in its large operations, is Baron Alphoiise

Rothschild, who i-. also head of the house in

Paris. He is a man of indefatigable industry,

simple in habits, and proverbial as a pedes-

trian, one of his chief pleasures being a walk
through the streets of Paris both before and
after dinner. Baton Alphonse and Gustave
and E. Rothschild each furnish a third of the
capital. The registration of the deed of par-

nership cost $12,400.

Colonel Forney, in the lastnumber of Prog-

ress, has this paragraph : "I have just heard
a good piece of news about my dear friend

Jay Gooke, the philosopher, who, while w a
marvellous leader as a Danker, had to yield

temporarily to misfortune, and to postpone
the payment of his obligations. He is now
on his financial feet again, and will soon be
able to pay all his bebts. Considering that
he went down in the crash of 1873, this is

quick and honorable redemption."

" Why are we brokers ?" may be answer-
ed by the fact that the business is so remun-
erative that last week Mr. Metcalf, a partner
of Mr. Ives, the president of the Stock Ex-
change, bought the seat of Mr. George Chap-
in for §20,500, and paid $1,000 admission
fee to the Exchange in addition. The value
of seats has of late appreciated more rapidly
even than the price of stocks, for it is only a
year or so since Mr. James Gordon Bennett
paid out §10,000 for a seat, which he present-

ed to his friend Mr. Lawrence R. Jerome. At
the rate paid by Mr . Metcalf, the 1 1 00 seats

of the Exchange are worth about §22,000/00.
One of its advantages is that at the death of
a member his family or estate is entitled to

§10,C00.

Ti e new hotel of Baron Rothschild in Par
is was formerly the property of the Marquis
of Pontalba, who had repaired the fortunes of

his family by marriage with a very rich Creole

of New Orleans. A capricious passionate wo-
man, she led him a life which he patiently en-

dured until she one da}7
, in a pet, sneered at

his poverty, and reminded him that the splen-

did mansion they occupied was hers. The
Marquis said little, but presently with his

children withdrew to a modest lodging, where
they lived in the simplest manner on his own
small means, in spite of the lady's entreaties

for his return. The hotel was brought, stone
by stone, from the Faubourg St Honore to its

1 resent site. It is a beautiful edifice. All

the Rothschilds are invited to the house
warming.

The Princess of Wales, having visited

Kensington Palace to advise on the fitting

up of the apartments allotted to Princess
Fiederica of Hanover, was fascinated by
Greuze's charming portrait of the Pompa-
dour, who is depicted in a flowered silk

dress, with lace fichu gathered up at the top
of the bodice by a bow of ribboD, striped
carmelite and white ; upon her head is care-

lessly thrown a fanchon of lace, loosely fas-

tened under the chin with a bow of the same
striped ribbon. The whole toilet is as simple
as possible, and in the most elegant taste.

The Princess was immediately struck with
the ease and grace of the coiffure, which,
instead of depriving the countenance of all

shadow, as is the case with the mob cap
which has been the fashion so long, throws

a shade becoming to every complexion over
he face. The fanchon is consequently to

become the fashion.

•A Stalwart View of Art

Scene—A room in a Highland mansion-
Associate of the Royal Academy, a rived to

paint portrait of a lady, encounters but-

ler.

A. R. A. to butler—"Perhaps you will

kindly give her ladyship my card, and ask
her what hour will suit for sitting?''

Butler—" Sittin' ! Good gracious ! Her
leddyship'll not set and watch you pentin'!"

A. R. A.—" My good man, I am going to
paint a portrait.

"

Butler, pointing to a portrait—"What!
Like these things on the wa'?"

A. R. A.—"Yes, just so."

Butler—" Weel, weel, that bates a'! I'm
thinkin' a big strong man like you would be
far better pentin' hooses."

The British Geographical society is pre-

paring for au Arctic expedition by way of
Franz Josef land,
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QUEBEC TIMBER TRADE.

Theannnal trade circular, by Messrs. J.Be I

Forsyth ft Co., has iust been issued at Qu:

bee. It says : We have again the pleasui

of laying before the Trade our annual re-

turns of Supply, Export and Stock wintei

ing at this Port with the usual comoarativ

statements, prices current, arrivals, Ac.,

Ac, all of which have been most carefully

compiled.

Owing to the quantity of ice in the Gul 1

of St. Lawrence this spring vessels were d( •

tained in a most unusual manner, and fev.

made their appearance before the end oi

May, when they commenced to arrive veiy

freely ; and notwithstanding the large nun -

her in port at the same time, they were as a

rule loaded with dispatch. The arrivals of

steamships exceeds those of previous years,

and are more than double of what they were

five years ago, being 261 steamers 492,670

tons this year, against 215 steamers 827,647

tons in 1879 ; in 1875 we find thsm to be 117

steamers 171,649 tons, and 89 steamers 113

287 tons in 1870. While this large increa: c

in the carrying trade is done by steam, ther

is no diminution in sailing ships, 895 vesse-.

706,346 tons being entered against 666 ve:

sels 492,670 tons last year. It will also 1

observed that 634 sailing vessels 553,45 i

tons cleared at this Port (lumber laden) tin

season.

When we penned our remarks just a ye:

ago, we were able to state that a decided im

provement had taken place in the Timb i

trade, and "with increased consumption aii'

prices tending upwards in the British rnan

ets, we may look forward hopefully to t i

future." Happily for all interested the ex-

pectations of the most sanguine have bte

fully realized ; the manufacturers after con-

tending with three years of great depression

during which time they were often compi 1

led to sell at less than the cost of produo
tion, have this year felt the benefit of priori,

which must have left very handsome rl -

turns, and were in many cases unprecedenti

)

high. *

The trade of this port is in a sounder and
more satisfactory state than it has been I r

years ; the short supply of all woods this

season, as will be noticed by glauoiug at the

supply returns, as well as the full average,

export leaving us with exceedingly light

stocks, the greater portion of which are held

by the Shippers and which must suffice not
only for the spring shipments, but also for

part of the summer requirements.

White Pine—Square.—The market ope; -

ed last spring with prices in advance of wha
they had closed at the autumn previous,
considerable number of old rafts changii
hands at satisfactory rates; hut with the
arrival of fresh timber came a more decid . i

improvement, and high figures were demand-
ed and obtained during the remainder of t!

season. The maximum having been reach' 1

when some of the last transactions in choi e
wood took place. In examining the supp'y
returns a discrepancy occuis which shoul.:
be accounted for, the figures showing 4,24-!

285 fuet measured, against 2,510,762 in 187!>
yet we know the manufacture last wint
was little over 2£ million feet. The fac\-
are these, many rafts were laid up on the i

way to market in 1879, consequently wer
measured this season, while some lots of
square and waney wintered over in tb.
Coves unmeasured. The export is greath
in excess of that of either 1878 or 1879, anil
equal to the average of the past ten years«C'
wliile the stock wintering is one-half of what,
it has usually been for the last twenty-th e
years.

In looking at the old circulars we cauno!
rind any returns showing such a small quan-
tity of white pine uutil we come to the year
1854 when square and waney in port measur-
ed 7,537,104 feet.

This stock on hand also contains about the
usual proportion of common and inferior
wood, suitable only for local requirements,
for v\ Inch there has been a steady demand
all season, owing to harbour, railway and
other works at present in course of construc-
tion, which demand is likely to increase if

other contemplated improvements are car-

ried out.

Concerning the manufacture this winter,
it is impossible to write with any great cer-

tainty about it. On the Of "wa the "cut"
will, it is stated, not exceed niDe million feet

of square and waney, even if it is all driven
out of the small streams ; while on the St.

Lawrence and in Michigan, so much depends
on the quantity of snow and its duration,
that unless the hauling is favorable, a large
proportion is

1

liable to remain in the woods.
In any oase, the supply is not likely to ex-
ceed the average, and it must be borne in

mind that the whole of last year's production
has come to market, and apart from the
small quantity wintering, we have to rely

solely upon tlie new supply (always liable to
be curtailed ny a dry spring) for the ship-

ments, not only of next summer and autumn,
but also for the spring of 1882. We must
; lso remind those of our readers who are not
manufaotui ers, that the cost of producing
this winter will be greater than last, owing
to the enchanced rate of wages, Ac.

Waney has been in good request all sea-

son, the old lots rinding purchasers at high
rates. The stock now wintering is exceed-
ingly light, barely sufficient for spring wants,
and is chiefly held by the Shipping Houses.
Lots to arrive early next season if not con-

tracted for, must meet with ready sale. The
great demand and high prices now paid for

saw logs in Michigan and the West, may in-

ter ere materially with the production of

Waney, and a[ art from the moderately small
quantity making on the Ottawa, it is esti-

mated that about 1J to 1J millions may
come from elsewhere.

Supply.
Square 4.244,285
Waney 2,235,500
Square 2,510,762
Waney 1,599,635

Stock.Export.

11,552,560

5 300,440

1880

1879

6,197,318 Square.

797,346 Waney.
12 139,523 Square.

2,217.888 Wauey,

Red Pine.— Choice and good wood has
been soarce and in request all season, the
supply of this quality being limited as Lum-
bermen find difficulty in procuring it. The
returns from the cullers' office show a good
deal more thau the manufacture of last

winter from the same causes as those refer-

red to in our rematks about white pine. The
shipment has been nearly double that of

1879, and the stock wintering which com-
prises a large quantity of old and inferior

vood is below the average of the past five

years. The manufacture this spring will be
light, and oannot arrive in time for spring

requirements

Supply. Export. Stock.

1880.... 1,056.167.. 1,433,200.. 1,372 572
1879.... 741,499.. 813,800.. 1,669,395

Oak.—This wood has felt the advance in

prices as much as any and has been in

lequest in season, especially good parcels.

The production was moderate 1 ist winter,

.ind notwithstanding that considerable re-

mained behind at the rafting grounds from
the previous years the receipts amiunt only

to 1,790,230 feet. The export has run up to

•2,316,840, leaving a stock on hand of 656,-

026 with which to commence shipment next
. essoin, a little over one-half of the quantity
wintering last year and about one-third of

the average of the past teD. This is the

. mallest stock we find recorded since 1863
when it was as low as 651,145 feet, and both
scarce and dear the following spring.

Supply. Export. Stock.

1S80.... 1,790,236... 2.316.S40... 656,026

|1879.... 835,993.. 1,681,000... 1,149 208

Elm.—The supply exceeds last year by
I
aln ost 600,000 leet. the export has been

|

very large and the stock wintering unusually

light. Most of this has been "rock" of

j

choice quality and has met with a ready

s ile, it is a difficult wood to procure, and
the cost of standing timber is very high.

I he production for next season will be about
an, average one.

Supply. Export. Stock.

18S0 937,283.. 1,041,800... 237,610

1879 336,461.. 544,040.. 331,536

Ash.—The receipts show an improvement,
and Uie demand for fresh wood being active,

it has been in good request all season. Many
old lots have been moved off, and tiie stock

wintering is unusually light.

Supply. Export. Stock,

18S0 245,480... 293,5*0.. 136,319

1S79 17,161... 172,480... 265.S40

Birch.—This is about the only wood which
was too heavily produced last winter and

1880

1879

206
271

405
770

which has been difficult of sale all season.
Owing to the very light stock in 1879, and
high prices then ruling, many were iuduced
to go iuto manufacturing this wood, but in
the face of a heavy stock wintering and
slight demand, operations will be greatly
curtailed this winter.

Supply. Export. Stock.

1880 574,314.. 558,840.. 176 693
1879.... 121,095.. 196,480... 31,629

Tamarac.—This wood enters so little into
consumption, that we must recommend our
friends to discontinue the manufacture of it

at present. Altho' very valuable for ship-
building purposes, it has never been largely
exported, and with the decline in ship-
building its requirements cease. Should the
ship-building trade with France revive, and
which is much to be desired, this wood will
again come iuto request.

Supply. Export. Stock.

1880.... 30,889... Nil. ... 112,901
1879 6,691.. " .. 85,727

Staves.- -Both Standard and Puneheon
have bc;en in good demaud, and very scarce
during the latter part of the season. Our
stave trade has dwindled down from a once
large and prosperous business, which it was
some twenty years ago, and has passed to a
great extent into ti e hands of the Americans.
In 1863, 2,211 M. of Pipe, and 3,564 M. of
Puncheon, were shipped from this Port.
Prices are exceedingly high as will be seen
by referring to our prices current, the stock
wintering the lightest on record.

Supply. Export. Stock

Pipk 196. . 392.
W. 1 488. . 921.
Pipe .... 180 ... 660
W.I 169.. 843..

Deals.— Pint.—The supply and export
show a wonderful iucrease in this branch of
the Lumber trade, and when we take into
consideration the fact that Deals shipped
from the District of Montreal are not in-

eluded in these returns, we have to admit
that this branch of the lumber business is

considerably on the increase. It is estimated
that only about 45,000 to 50,000 Dr-als, in-
cluded in our so .ply came from Michigan,
the remainder being of Canadian manufac-
ture. Deals have been in. good demand all

season, the heavy shipments in June and
July causing them to be at one time very
soarce. Prices have been good, and the
large sales made to London firms some
weeks ago stiffened the market, notwith-
standing the rather unfavourable accounts
from Great Britain. We do not believe the
supply next year can much exceed that of
1880, while the cost of proenriug logs will
be greater, especially in the Province of
Quebec, owing to the higher Government
dues to be exacted. ,

The stock wintering in this market is un-
usually light, and has not been as low since
1872.

Supply. Export. Stock.

1880.... 5,320,000 .. 5,823,263.. 1.626,158
1879 3,007,573... 4,202,219.. 2,223,406

Spruce.—Have also been in good demaud
and shipped in large quantities. The dry
spring and summer keeping back the logs',

and causing exceptionally high prices to be
paid. The stock wiutering is light.

Supply. Export. Stock.

1880 3,500,000.. 3 200,130.. 516.110
1879 2,474,865. 2,852,500... 682 634

FBEiOHTsiopened at 26s. Timber and 67s.
6d. Deals to'Liverpool, 67s. 6d. Deals, and
27s. Timber to London, 25s. Timber and
65s. Deals to Clyde, closing at 30*. Timber,
75s. Deals to Liverpool, 70-\ Deals to Lon-
dou, and 28s. Timber and 72s. 6d. Deals to
Clyde.

LIST OF "COVES" AKD OWNERS.

The following is a list of the various
" Coves " where the stock on hand men-
tioned above is wintered. The names of the
owners are also given, viz :

—

Jacques Cartier Mills—E. L Sewell.
Alexandria—J. Bell Forsyth * Co.
Cap Rouge—P. ft. W. Corny.
Dalhousie— Forsyth & Dalkin.
Victoria—M. Rockett.
Ring's Eud— E. H. Jackson.
New London—O'Couneli & Co.
Union—M. Steveuson & Co.
Sillery—R. R. Dobell A Co.
Do Safety A Bridgewater.
Do Sharpies, Bros. A Co.
Do James Bowen.

Pointe a Pizeau—R. R. Dobell A Co.
St. Michael's—Cook Bros. A Co.
Wood field Harbour—S. Connolly.
Spencer—Knight Bros, ft Co.
Wolfe's—John Roche.

Cape and L'Ance des Mere*—George Rob-
inson.

J. H. Clint's.

Stadacona—J. ft W. D. Brown.
St. Charles—John Home.
New Waterford—A. F. A. Knight ft Co.
Montmorency Mills—G. B. Hall ft ''o.

St. Nicholas Mills—W. G. Bo-s ft Son.
Chaudiere Basin—J. Bre»key.
North Liverpool—Ritchie Bros.

Do Benson Bros.

Do Hamilton Bros.
Etchemin—H. Atkinson ft Co.
Hadlow West—G. B. Symes Young.
Mill Cove—S. J. Bennett.
Hadlow—Price Bres. ft. Co.
St. Lawrence—W. Dock ft W. Co.
Windsor—G. B. Symes Young.
South Quebec—Warehouse Co.
Indian Cove—A. Gilmonr ft Co.

Do James Patton ft Co.
Do J. MacLaren ft (Jo.

Crooked Lake.

The Port Hope Outik't correspondent,

writing from Crooked Lake says :
—" Since

my last, everything has being going on as

usual ; trees falling before the woodman's

axe and teams continuing to haul them to

the brink of the lake.

LUMBERING.

With regard to lumbering, yon will please

allow me to say a few words to lumbermen

in general. There are two points in which

they make a great mistake ; first in setting

wages equal, notwithstanding the difference

in men. Now, from former experience, I

contend that they lose thereby. Plane three

choppers in a gang, two are excellent chop-

pers, the third an indifferent or worthless

one . those two soon become weary ot aiding

him to complete a day's work, and will na-

turally conclude that they will do no more
than he, as they receive no more wages.

St condly ,
stinting men to ascertain the num-

ber of logs per day ; by so doing they lose

in this wise—men will cull and leave tim-

ber behind in order to fill their counts. Mm
should have a foreman competent to judge of

a day's work for a gang, let the timber be

what it will. Such foreman ought to be one
of experience, who has filled the place of

chopper, sawyer, skidder, loader and team-

ster. From suoh experience, if a small

oonnt is given at night, he next day, by go-

ing over the ground, could judge whether
work was done or not. Men should be paid

according to theii work. I have seen buth

methods tried, and must say my plan proved
the best it the lumberer. It any one can

prove to the contrary, I am ready to hear

him.

The Chicago Lumber Trade.

Chicago lumber traffic shows lees increase

over IS79 than might have been expected,

considenng the general activity in business

in tbe North-West and the large immigra-
tion. The receipts are nearly all by water,

so that they are now nearly complete for tbe

year. There have been 1,518,863 thousand
feet, against 1,408,739 last year, an increase

of 109,624 thousand, r 7 j percent. The
receipts in 1879 showed a large increase ov-

er several previous years, however, and this

year's receipts are the largest ever known.
The shipments down to the end of November
were reported at 752.054 thousand this year,

against 691,767—an increase of 8.7 per cent.

The shipments are nearly all by rail, and
the? e will continue till the end of the year,

though not at a very rapid rate, as the lum-

ber cannot very well be used this season. At
Albany, the great lumber market of the

East, the receipts for the season are report-

ed at 361,598 thousand, less than one-fourth

of the Chicago receipts. The shipments
from the Saginaw lumber district (which

mostly go south and east were 769,573
thousand, and 90,000 or 18 per cent more
than last year. One reason why the Chica-

go shipmeuts have not grown more probably
is that an unusually large part of the immi-
gration this year, and of the demand for

lumber, has been in Western Minnesota and
Dakota, which Ret comparatively little lum-
ber from Chicago, but bare nearer sources

of supply at the mills above St. Paul and m
Wisconsin east and north-east of St. Paal.

Laroe Tintsee Operations. —The Hamil-
ton Timet says that Mr. M. F. Vansickle, of

the township of Ancaster. has now three

gangs of men making timber, and intends

taking out 60,000 cubic feet this winter for

tbe Quebec market.
'
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Miramlchi Lumber Trade.

J. B. Snowball, Esq. of Chatham, Mira

michi, has issued his annual wood trade

circular, dated, Chatham, Dec. 1st. 1880, in

which hi says, the Reason just closed, has

been an exceptional one. The winter wa"s

fine for lumbering operations, but having

less snow than usual and light spring rains,

nearly a quarter of the season's drive was

tuck in the brooks. Great efforts were

made through the season to get these logs

out, but the greater portion of them were

only got to market about 1st November, arid

the cost of driving at that time had reached

fully two dollars per thousand superficial

feet.

Our river was clear of ice on the 26th
April, but as- the Gulf was blocked with
drift ice, we had but one arrival from s«a

before 21st May. On that day eight vessels

arrived ; on the following day 28 arrived,

and by the 3rd of June 125 lumber-carrying

vessels were in port. This number was
rather beyond our wharfage capacity and
caused considerable inconvenience and an-

noyance to shippers.

The stock of sawn woods on hand at this

time last year was heavy, but the improve-
ment in the European as well . as our own
markets during the year stimulated ship-

ments and the yards here are now almost
bare.

The season of 1881 must commence with
an entirely new stock, the volume of whioh
will depend largely on the character of the

winter for lumbering operations.

A lower rate of freight prevailed during the
year than ship-owners at first expected, the
early chartering from 65/ to 67/6, the sum-
mer rates from 60/ to 62/6 and the fall again
advancing to 65/. These rates average
about 5/ higher than those of the year
previous.

The total stock, round and sawn, winter-
ed last year on the Miramichi was 70,000,-

000 superficial feet. The stocks held oyer
this season are as follows :

9,000,000 superficial feet of Merchantable
Spruce Deals.

2,000,000 " " " c

Pine Deals.

5,000,000 Scantling 4ths and Euds.

16,000,000

and 9,800,000 s. f. of saw logs, one half of

which are yet in the brooks or sorting

booms.
The. shipments of the last four years were

as follows :

1877—150 Million superficial feet.

1878—106
1879—114
1880—155

The shippers from the Port of Miramichi
are

—

No. of veg- Tons,
se) s.

J. B. Snowball- 74 38.104
E. A. & J.'8tew*rt.. 74 38,785
Guy, Bevan & Co 66 33,747
W.Muirhead ...31 15,675
D * J. Ritchie & Co.. 33 15,496
A Morrison .27 12,649
Geo. McLeod 21 10,635
GeoBurchill 12 6,522
B. Hutchison. 10 6,670
C. F. Todd 1 617

Totals .349 178,871

Deals, etc.,

s. ft.

32,607,972
33,172,260
27,578,133
13,843.910
14,630,576
11,208,912

9,596,894
5,791,000
6,049,192
525,710

155,004.559

To this should be added 4,651,703 palings ;

211,500 laths; 20,500 tonsjbirch and 12,56
tons pinf. i

A well informed correspondent calculates
that 150 million superficial feet of saw logs
this winter on the Miramichi and its numer-
ous tributaries.

Mr. Snowball's circular gives shipments
from St. Sohn :—vessels 338 ; tonnage 259,-
944 ; deals, _&c. 8 . f. 215,485,000 ; Birch,
16 035 tor. -, and pine 2441 tons.

The shipment? from Dalhousie are given:

—

vessel", 43; tonnage, 21,639; DeaU, &c.
15,262,845; palings, 39.305 ; birch, 3,661
tons ; pine, 910 tons ; Spruce, 1,364 tons ;

birch planu, 191.892 s. f.

From Bathurst the shipments for 1880
were:—yetnelf, 33 ; tonnage, 15,230 : deals,
scantling, fcc, 12,125,946 ; paii.^s, 81Z..302
pieces

;
pine. 80 tons.

From Richibncto (including Buetouohe
and Cocatin*-) :—vessels 56 ; tonnage, 23 -

217; deals, fcc, 21,372,346 ; palings, 41,-
200 pieces ; birch, 355 tons.
From Caraquet :—27 ves-els

; tonnage,
12,199; deals fee., 10.917,080.
From Sackville :— 10 vessels; tonnage,

3,925; deals 4,037009, s. ft. and 53,500
pieces palings.

St. John (N. B.) Lumber Exports.

The St. John Olqbe a&ya, on Dec. 1st. last

year we pointed out that as the result of the

stagnation in the lumber trade in Europe the

exports had fallen off 44,000,000 feet as

compared with the same period in 1878,

—

that is the -first eleven months of the year.

To day, we are able to show that in con-

sequence of the improved conditiou of the

wood trade, which showed itself early in the

year, the shipments have largely increased

over the exports of the last few years, and

rumour credits the shipper s, f specially those

who held over stocks, with having made a

great deal of money. The total shipments

so far this year amount to 205,831,000 feet,

ootnpared with 142,694,000 feet in the first

eleven months 1$79, and 186,073,794 in the

eleven months of 1878.

Mr. Gibson, as usual, leads the list of the

shippers, furnishing more than one-third of

the exports. The statement for 1880 is as

follows :

—

Shippers. No. of Tons. Deals.

Vessels.

A Gibson 94
Carvill, McKean & Co. 55
B A & J Stewart 74

Guy, Bevan & Co ... . 49
W M Mack 20

S Schofield 13
McLachlin & Wilson. 3
gnndry Shippers 18

Total 326

For 1879 the figures are

Shippers. No. of

Vessels.

A Gibson 28
Carvill, McKean & Co. 44
R A & J Stewart ... 37
Guy, Bevan, &Co.... 27
Wm M McKay 28

S Schofield 13
McLachlan & Wilson. 4

Sundry Shippers 14

S. ft.

86,303 75,355,000

33,623 29,358,000
52.683 49,778,000

33,976 30,418,000
21,955 14,648,000

7,308 6,163,000
2,248 1,058,000
9,711 8,053 000

249,702 205,831,000

Tons.

31,614
27,887
41,056
16,298
31,728
5,837
3,165

9,080

Deals,

s. ft.

29,233,461
39,919,056
35,986,999
14,931.419
33,460,318

5,175,707
1,283,324
7,703,900

Total 215 160,655 142,694,179

The exports of timber largely increased

this year. In 1878 the birch sent forward
amounted to 8,354 tons, and the pine 2,021 ;

1879, 10,682 tons of birch and 2,616 tons of

pine were sent forward ; this year birch

exports amounted to 16,035 tons and pine

2,441 tons.

At the present time, the wood market is

in a favourable state. The shipments for

the remainder of the year will be light. A
season of great activity is expected next
year, and very extensive preparations are

being made for it. An immense quantity of

lumber will be got out on the St. John and
its tributaries, and in other parts of the

Province as well, and we can only hope the

operators and speculators will not overdo

the business.

Montreal Lumber Shipping.

During the past season tbiity-seven car-

goes of lumber, amounting to 19,784,855

feet, has been cleared through the Montreal

Custom House to ports in the United King-

dom. The Montreal Export Lumber Co.

publish a statement of lumber shipped from

the St. Lawrence to the River Plate this

season, which shows a total of 10,286,184

feet, of which they were the principal

shippers.

PREVIOUS SHIPMENTS.

1879 12,476,150 feet.

1878 10,855,246 "

1877 8,787,928 "

1876 3,437,000 "

1874 16,262,293 "

1873 36,073 919 "

1872 28 234,908 "

1871 16,005,935 "

1870 25,145,183 "

Correction. — In the description of

Messrs. Bronson and Weston's mills at the

Chaudiere. the average amount cut annually

should have read :— " Aboui 200,000 logs,

prodneiog between 35 and 40 million feet, of

timber, of whieh from 10 fch 15 million feet

are alwa\s kept, on hand.'' The eagle eye
of the proof reader and the "bodkin" of the

intelligent compositor permitted a number
of glaring typographical errors to appear in

last number ot the Lumbkkman,

New Saw Guide.

The following illustration of G. W. Rode-

baugh's patent ready adjusting, self oiling

saw guide, which has lately been introduced

amongst saw mill men will expliin its

proper form.

day. There vwll also ok a lath mill. Thia
mill is also built fro no designs furn shed by
Mr. Jatnieson, and -will be complete in

jvery appointment."
Mr. Jamieson is an old QueSecer, being

i native of the adjoining c<mnty ol Quebec.

New Steam Elaat.

The Steam Blast, illustrated by the nub'

joined engraving, is known as " K'lley's

latent Steam Apparatus," and is a very ef-

/ective aid to st-arn p jwerfor burning, hard

I
rod s >ft coal screening*, hard coal, inferior

1 Joal of every description, inferior and wet

|

*ood, tan bark, pine and oak sawdust, in

i fact any kind of inferior fuel.

It has given excellent satisfaction where
used. The guide arms are hollow, and as
shown in the cue, are provided with two oi

chambers, into which the guide pins are
inserted, made of leather firmly fastened to
gether, 1£ inches thick, (square), and are

perforated to enable a wick which is inserted
to feed the oil gradually. This is a positive

self-oiler by capillary attraction ; cannot
waste a drop of oil, for there is nothing to

draw the oil out of the chamber when the
saw .stops, or when the saw is oiled on the
pin friotion-surface. Thone guides a:e

strong and durably bui t from experience,
and warranted in every particular.

They can be readily adjusted when desir-

ed by the sawyer when the saw is in the loy,

without endangering hand er limb, and will

stay where you leave them.
These saw guides will be furbished to re-

sponsible mill owners on 10 or 15 days' trial

free of charge, and if not satisfactory after

trial, can be returned free of charge. Manu-
factured by Kerr Brothers, Walkervill, Ont.
(see advt.

)

The Michigan Lumber Trade.

THE ENORMOUS CUT IN MANISTEE. — NEW
MILLS.

From the Manistee Independent, we learn
that the increase in the lumbering and mill-

ing industry in that important section of tho
Michigan lumbering district during the cur-

rent year has been somewhat enormous. The
new shingle-mills of Davis & Blacker, R. G.
Peters, John F. Brown & Co., and the addi-
tion to Mr. Canfield's shingle mill will cut a
total next year of 165,000,000 shingles,
which, added to this year's cut of 435,000,-
000, will make a total of about 600,000,000,
as the shingle cut for Manistee. The new
saw-mills of John F. Brown & Co. and R. G.
Peters wid make a total season's cut of near-
ly 30,000,000 feet of lumber, which, added
to this season's cut of 215,000,000 feel, will
make about 245,000,000 feet as the total cut
of lumber for next season.
Of thj six or eight large new mills now in

course of erection at Manistee, the Independ-
ent furnishes the following dimensions and
interesting details of the two largest :

—

" The new mill of John F. Brown & Co.,
occupies one of the very finest sites imag-
inable. The main of the mill is 30x160 feet,
with a west wing for a shingle-mill of 30x-
50 feet and an east wing for boiler and en-
gine house, 40x52 feet. In the saw- mill
there will be one ciicular saw, and edgerand
a bolting -saw for blocks. The carriages and
circular rigs will be of the latest improved
Alliance patterns. The ciparity will be
about 65,000 feet of lumber per day. The
shingle-mill will . have one double-block
Challoner and one hand-machine, which will
give it a capacity of 150,000 shingles per
day. The steam will bd furnished by four
large boilers, and the power by a 22x28 en-
gine. Everything about the mill will be of
tiie late^ improved machinery, and it will
be one of the most complete mills in the
city. The mill is built from designs by Mr.
John A. Jamieson, who gives his personal
supervision to the work. Mr. Jamieson is

one of the proprietors as well.

"R. G. Peters' new mill is rapidly ap-
proaching completion. Th. main is 40x123
feet, with a west wing of 30\75 'e< t for a
shim le-n.ill, and an east wiug of 42x50 feet
f.>r the engine and boiler houte. There will
be one ci

• cular-sew, edgerand trimmer, and
rnd a riding-machine in th'' saw -mill. The
capaciiy will be about 80,000 feet of lumber
per day. The shingle mill wiil have three
double-block Challoner machines and a steal-
er,_givinga capacity of 300,000 shingles per

This apparatus is attached to the boiler,

and feeds the draft through the grating un-

derneath the furnace, The heat of the gases

of combustion is fully utilized, while the

smoke is completely consumed. No driving

machinery is required, and no attention is

needed except to regulate the quantity of

steam, of which very little is used. A sav-

ing of 60 per ceut of fuel is claimed, and

the tire bars last much longer than with the

ordinary draft. The apparatus is manufac-

tured by J. H. Killey & Co., Hamilton,

Ont., who will supply circulars &c, on ap-

plication.

Three sizes are manufactured, and either

can be attached to any boiler.

The Coming Stock of Logs.

The Mississippi Lumberman says of the
coming stock of logs :

—" It is a low esti-

mate to say that the prospective cut is 25
per cent larger than that oi 1S79-S0. The
rivers cannot increase their output very
much, because the driving capacity of most
of the smaller streams have been taxed for

some years past, as weU as the handling
capicity of the booms, but the chief increase

w ill be from the railway mills, which are
multiplying wonderfully in the States of

Wineonsin and Minnesota. We venture to

piedict that there will be over 200,000,000
fte- li. ore produced by the railway7 mills in

these States in 1SS1 than during the past
year. The bulk of this will come down
from new mills."
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"The Neighbour's Bairn."

(By Henry Irving, in "the Green Room.")

When, a year ago, we produced at the
Lyceum, as a first piece, the old Scotoh
drama of " Oramond Brig," the various mem
bers of the company playing in the piece

had full choice of wherewithal to wash down
their "heed and harrigles "—(of which, by
the-way, over a hundred were consumed
during the run)—and the miller's supper be-

came a nightly jollity, except, perhaps, to

the Scotch nobility and the king's huntsmen,
who, with watery mouths and eager eyes,

crowded the wings, forbidden by the irony
of dramatic fate to enter upon the scene
until the supper had been cleared away
This piece had reminded me of an incident

which came under my notice a good many
years ago. In the off season of a large pro-

vincial theatre, in which I was a stock actor,

I took an engagement at a small town, then
known as one of the most thriving seaports
of the North. The salary was little ; the
parts were long, and there was not much op-

portunity for gaining renown. However, it

was better than remaining idle, as, at the
worst, the amount of debt to be accumulated
was minimised. The manager was not a bad
fellow, and having been a good actor in his

time, was only too glad to be surrounded by
a class of actors whose services he could only
obtain by the opportunity afforded by the
bright summer—in those palmy days the
darkest and wintriest season to the airy
comedian or the thoroughly legitimate traged-
ian. Our opening bill consisted of " Cra-
mond Brig," " Lord Darnley, " "Wallace,
the hero of Scotland," and "Gilderoy, the
Bonnie Boy," in all of which I played, be-
sides contributing my share in the National
Anthem, which was right loyally and loudly
sung by the entire strength of the company.
After the rehearsal of " Cramond Brig," our
jolly manager said, "Now, boys, I shall

stand a real supper to-night ; no pasteboard
and parsley, but a real sheep's head, and a
little drop of real Scotch." A tumult of ap-
plause.

The manager was as good as his word, for

at night there was a real head well equipped
with turnips and carrots, and the " drop ot

real Scotch." The " neighbour's bairn, ' an
important character in the scene, came in

and took her seat as usual beside the miller's

chair. She was a pretty, sad-eyed, intelli-

gent child of some nine years old. In the
course of the meal, when Jack Howison was
freely passing the whisky, she leaned over
to him and said, " Please, will you give me
a little ? " He looked surprised. She was
so earnest in her request that I whispered to
her, "To-morrow, perhaps, if you want it

very much, you shall have a thimbleful.

"

To-morrow night came, and, to my amutc-
ment, she produced from the pocket of her
little plaid frock a bright piece of brass, ai d
held it out to me.

I said, " What's this ?
"

" A thimble, sir."
" But what am I to do with it?

"

"You said that you would give me a

thimbleful of whisky if I wanted it, and I d(

want it."

This was said so naturally that the audi
ence laughed and applauded. I looked ov, i

to the miller, and found him with the butl
end of his knife and fork on the table, and
his eyes wide open, gazing at us in astonish-
ment. However, we were both experienced
enough to pass off this unrehearsed effect as
a part of the piece. I filled the thimble,
and the child took it back oarefully to hei
little " creepy " stool beside the miller. 1

watched her, and presently saw her turn hei
back to the audience and pour it into a littli

halfpenny tin snuff-box. She covered the
box with a bit of paper, and screwed on tiie

lid, thus mrking the box pretty water-tight,
and put it into her pocket.
When the curtain fell, our manager came

forward and patted the child's head. "Why
my little girl," said he, "you are quite i

genius. Your gag is the best thing in thi
piece. We must have it in every night.
But, my child, you mustn't drink the whis-
ky ! No, no ! that would never do.

"

"Oh, sir, indeed I won't ; I give you my
word I won't 1 " she said, quite earnestly,
and ran to her dressing-room.
"Cramond Brig" had an unprecedented

run of six nights, and the little lady always
got her thimbleful of whisky, and her round
of applause. And each time I noticed that
she corked up the lormer safely in the snuff-
box. I was curious as to what she could
possibly want with the spirit, and who she
was, and where she came from. I asked her
but she seemed so unwilling to tell, and
turned so red, that I did not press her ; but
I found out that it was the old story no
mother, and a drunken father.

Still, it was strange ; what could she want
with the whisky—a child like her ? It could
not be for the drunken father. I was com-
pletely at fault. I took a fancy to the little

thing, and wished to fathom her secret, for

a secret I felt sure there was. After the
performance, I saw my little lady come out.

Poor little child ! there was no mother or
brother to see her to her home. She hurried
up the street, and turning into the poorest
quarter cf the town, entered the common
stair of a tumble-down old house. I follow-
ed, feeling my way as best I could. She went
up and up, till in the very top flat she en
tered a little room. A handful of fire glim-
mering in the grate revealed a sickly boy,
some two years her junior, who crawled to-

wards her from where he was lying before
the fire.

" Cissy, I'm glad you're home," he said.
" I thought you'd never come."
She put her arms round him, laid the pool

little head on her thin shoulder, and tool

him over to the fire again, trying to comfort
him as she went.
"Is the pain very bad to-night, Willie 1

"

"Yes." A sadder "yes" I never heard
" Willie, I wish I could bear the pain for

you."
" It's cruel of father to send me out in the

wet ; he knows how bad I am."
"Hush! Willie, hush! he might hear

you."
"I don't care! I don't care! I wish he

would kill me at once."
The reckless abandon of the child's despair

was dreadful.

"Hush ! hush ! he is our father, and v. e

must'nt say such things 1 " This through her
fast-falling tears. Then she said, "Lett
try and make the pain better."
The boy took off his shirt.

The girl leaned over and put her arm
round him, and kissed the shoulder; s!i

then put her hand into her pocket and took
out the snuft-box.
" Oh, Willie, I wish we had more, so tl u

it might cure the pain."
Having lighted a dip candle, she rubb d

the child's rheumatic shoulder with the fc »

drops of spirit, and then covered up the lit-

tle thin body, and, sitting before the fi

took the boy's head on her knee, and beg o
to sing him to sleep.

I took another look into the room, throu
the half-open door; my foot creaked; the
frightened eyes met mine. J put my fing v

on my lips aud crept away.
But, as I began to descend the stair, I ni"

a drunken man ascending—slipping m
tumbling as he cime. He slipped and
stumbled by me, and entered the room. I

followed to the lauding unnoticed, and sti i d
in the dark shadow of the half-open door
A hoarse, brutal voice growled, "Wh.it

are you doing there ?—get up !

"
'

'
I can't, father ; Willie's head is on my

knees."
'

"Get up I

"

She gently laid the boy's head on t ! e
floor, pillowed it in her little shawl, and
stood up.

Father, Willie is very sick ! you ough'
to try and get him cured."

Shut up. If I hear another word, I'll

make you and him too keep yourselves quiet.

"

And the brute flung himself on his bed,
muttering to himself in his drunken semi-
oblivion, " Cure him, indeed ! Not if I know
it. That's not the way to get the money ;

his cough is worth a lot alone. Cure him,
indeed ! Not likely !

"

The blaok hearted scoundrel

!

The gin bowed her head lower and lower.
I could not bear it. I entered the room.

The brute was on the bed already in his be-
sotted sleep. The child stole up to me, and
in a half-frightened whisper said, "Oh, sir,

oughtn't people to keep secrets if they know
hem ? I think they ought, if they are
ither people's." This with the dignity of a
queen.

I could not gainsay her ; so I said, as
gravely as I could, to the little woman,
' The secret shall be kept, but you must
sk me if you want anything." She bent
ver, suddenly kissed my hand, and I went

i'own the stair.

The next night she was shy in coming for
lie whisky, and I toek care that she had
,ood measure.
The last night of our long run of six nights

!ie looked more happy than I had ever seen
iior. When she came for the whisky she
I: aid out the thimble, and whispered to me,
vith her poor, pale lips trembling, "You
eed only pretend to-night."
'

' Why ? " I whispered.
" Because he doesn't want it now. He's

lead !

"

Died Like a Gentleman.

A KENTUCKY (LAWYER'S IDEA OF SELF-MUR
DER WITH PROPRIETY, AND HOW HE
REALIZED IT.

Hayden H. Shouse recently said, while
talking with a friend about a man who had
blown his brains out, " It was a dirty thing
to do. Nobody has a right to make a mess
of himself in that manner. There are 600
rlifferent ways of committing suicide in a
gentlemanly way. Shooting and cutting are
disgusting, and no man of sensibility and
taste wonld disfigure hmself. Opium offers
the best means of suicide, and if ever I con-
clude to go, I'll take it. A man can go to
slick like a gentleman and wake up at his
'lestination. There is no blood, no horror."
Mr. Shouse was noted for being singularly
handsome. His face, when he was younger,
had been described as Raphael-like, and a
maturity of heavy eating and drinking had
not robbed him of his beauty. He was a
1 iwyer residing at Henderson, but his repu-
tation and practice extended all over Ken-
tucky. He was a candidate for the Con-
gressional nomination in the Second district
last fall.

Recently Mr. Shouse turned from a table
on which he was writing in a public room of
'.he Louisville Hotel and read to a perfect
sci anger in the room a letter that he had
written. It was a request that the person
0 whom it was addressed would receive his
body and bury it, and it enjoined a quick
transportation, so that the remains might
n .t suffer injury on the way. The lawyer's
oauner was distraught, aud the listener,
'eeming him a lunatic, walked away, with-
out regarding the matter as of any import-
1 ice.

Some of the most timid girls are
j
frightened by a loud bang.

not

The matter was soon afterward related to
t';e hotel clerk, who knew that Mr. Shouse
<d been drinking heavily, and feared that

lie letter had been written in earnes f
. He

nil a physician went to the lawyer's room
a ,d found him dying neatly in bed from
o,iium. Everything possible was done to
ave his life, though he protested against the

i ude'treatment, and he died.
Just after his death came this despatch

torn his father-in-law :

Etansvtlle, Ind., Dec. 1.

Phil. Judge, Louisvilu Hotel -.

Hayden Shouse is a noble soul. If he is

not dead, tell him to live for Vancie and
Mollie. A thousand friends will sustain
Kim. If he is dead, comply with his re-

quest, and send bill to me.
S. B. Vanck.

"Vancie" is Mr. Shouse's baby and
" Mollie" his widow.
Mr. Shouse made his mortuary prepara-

tions with a degree of tranquil forethought
which seems somewhat remarkable. Two
w eeks ago he left his home at Henderson,
s|ient a night at Evansville, and came to
Louisville. He had been drinking, and con-
inued until he made himself sick, when he

li.id a doctor and got better. He gambled
r. cklessly for several days, and appears to
hive lost about §3,000. The day before his
leath he paid up insurance policies on his
life to the amount of $8,000. Later he went
to an express office, put about §60 in money,
•ome private papers, and his watch in a
s nail box, directed it to his wife, paid the
charges and took a receipt. Then it seems
he went to his hotel and wrote and read
ahud the letter before alluded to. This
rowdiiig of a personal matter upon the at-

t ntion ot an utter stranger showed a lack
of gentlemanlike reserve so foreign to Mr.
Shouse's character as to seem to his friends
t vidence of insanity. When he had finished
the letter, it appears that he went to his

room, took a bath, put on fresh linen, and,
having fixed himself as nicely as he could for

the trip he had in prospect, he took the lau-

danum and got into bed.
It is said that he was delicate in appear-

ance, but of an iron will ; that he was ad-
dicted at times to the intemperate use of

liquor ; that he had a remarkable sense of

humour, and could be sarcastic when he
ohose.

On the night he died one of his friends

said: "If Shouse could see these people!
trying to resuscitate him, he would be the
maddest man in the State."

When he was first found in bed an emetic
was brought to him, and he was asked to

take it, but he said, " No, 1 won't ; I didn't

take poison for that purpose."
No satisfactory reason is given for Mr.

Shouse's action. " Self-Help," by Samuel
Smiles, was not found among his effects. I >

is said that his gambling losses were no

aess. But hie health wan shattered and he
feared consumption

; and, although he had a
wife and child, it seemed advisable t« him
not to live, and he got away as narrated.

How to Act in Case of Fire.

American Builder.)

Better than all the elaborate and costly

apparatus for extinguishing fires are con-

stant care and watchfulness, and quick and
intelligent action on the part of those who
first discover a fire in progress. The fire

which at its beginning could be smothered
with a poeket-handuerchief, or dashed ont
with a backet of water, neglected a few
hours, lays in waste millions of dollars

worth of property. If there is any time in

which a person should be cool and calm, in

perfect command of himself, it is when he
discevers a fire that threatens the destruc-
tion of life and property. The first thing
to do is to learn precisely where it is ; thi
second, to consider the chances of extin-

guishing it. Of
k
course, in cities, an alarm

should at once be sent ont, bnt at the same
time a vigorous eflort should be made to pat
out the tire with the means at hand ; for

sometimes what the fire engine is unable to

accomplish when it reaches the scene, can be
done by one or two persons who act prompt-
ly before the flames have had time to gain
headway.

First, then, do not be alarmed on account
of smoke. Frequently there is a great deal

of smoke before the fire has made mueh pro-

gress. Remember that one can pass through
smoke by keeping his head near the floor, or

by enveloping it in a wet woollen cloth. On
entering a room to fight down a fire sinleg

handed, keep the door closed behind, 2
possible. A pail of water and a tin dipper,

in the hand of a resolute person, can be
made to work a miracle at the beginning.

If the fire has progressed too fsx to admit
of this course, and it is necessary to depend
entirely on outside help, then see to it that

every door and window is closed. By so

doing, where there is a fire engine in the
neighbourhood, it will often be possible to

confine the fire to one room.
Every person who stops at a hotel should

take special pains before retiring to note the
location of tho stairways, so that in case of

an alarm he can find his way oat, even
though the halls are filled with smoke.
Never leave a room when there is an alarm
of tire without first securing a wet towel, or,

if possible, a wet sponge or piece of woollen
clo ih, through which to breathe. If escape
by the stairs is cut off, seek an outside

window and stay there till help comes.

Alove all things be cool and have your wits

about you. \\ hen a lady's dress takes tire,

let her fall on the floor at once and call for

he lp, in the meantime reaching for some rug
or woollen cloth, with which to smother the

flames. There is nothing new in this ad-

vice. It has been repeated in one form or

another hundreds of times ; bat it will bear
repeating thousands of times.

The Coming Y*ar-

There are a number of curious things with

regard to the figures and their relations in

the year 1881. From right to left and from
left to right it reads the same. This will

not happen again for a long time to come

—

just how long we will leave for the reader to

determine. The first two figures of 1881,

divided by 2, give 9, and the last two fig-

ures, divided by 9, give 9 also. If the fig-

ures of the year be divided by 9, the quotient

will contain a 9, and if multiplied by 9, the

product will contain two 9's. II the first

".ii; figures be added together, the product

ia 9, and if the last two figures be added,

the sum is 9 also. If the first two figures be

placed under the last two, and added, the

sum will be 99, and IS is 2-9 of 81. By
adding, dividing, and multiplying, nine-

teen 9's are produced, or one 9 for each year

required to complete the 19th century. The
year that is before us is certainly peculiar in

a figurative sense. What else this com-

ing year, that will soon be upon us. may
bring can be better told upon the morning
of Jan. 1, 1882, when it will give place to

its successor.

Capt. O. A. Home's construction party at

Arlington, Ga., went into their tent at night

and were greeted by the rattling of a dozen

or more snakes. The cook found one in his

bed waiting company. Capt. Horn* had
Ids men fall into line, each one armed with

i a stout fence rail, and marched to a more

large enough to have caused fatal uneasi-
J

agreeable place for the balance of the term.
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India Rubber and VBiere it Conies

From.

The following description of the India

rubber tree, and of the manufacture of India

rubber was written by Col. A. R. Perria

Labra, an enterprising merchant of the Rio
Purua and also a member of the house of

deputies of the province of Amazones, who
has published it in pamphlet form and was
condensed by a correspondent of the Boston
Journal, from which paper we copy it :

The " Seringneria is a tall, perpendicu-
lar tree with little foliage, growing and
thriving on low land ,in a dense forest of

perpetual verdure. It attains a height of

from 20 to 40 metres and a diameter of about
one metre, but generally less. The leaf at

a distance looks like that of the " Moniva "

on account of its length, division and colour.

It falls during the month of September, the
summer season, but after 15 days the tree is

clothed with new foliage. The seed is very
similar to that of the "Mamona," but is

smaller and contains oil of the same nature.

The sap of the tree is as white as, and of

about the consistency of, very rich milk or

very poor cream, and from this is prepared
(by and of the smoke of burning "dococo'
kdried palm nut an elastic substance well

"nown throughout Europe and America as

in India rubber," but called here "Borrac-
ha" (a leathern bottle) on account of the
form it takes as prepared for market. ) An
infinity of uses and application for this ma-
terial and the products of its manufacture
gives a rich and valuable return to the pro-

ducer, aud a constantly increasing demand
and to sustain these high prices ruling in the
principal markets ot Europe and America at

well as at Para. Its extraction and prepara-
tion may be considered even to-day a new
industry, as well as an inexhaustible source
of wealth. The rivers Madeira, Juvua,
Xingna and Purus, as well as other affluents

of the Amazon, have been already explored
and worked to advantage. The Purus, to

the distance of 800 leagues, with its many
lakes and tributaries, products this tree

abundantly, and its forests have already
been explored for the distance of 900 miles.

Each labourer, man or woman, no matter
which, can collect daily from 11 to 13
pounds of fine rubber, worth 62 cents per
pound, and there are some who extract from
17 to 22 pounds. The average production is

about 100 pounds to each person, but there
are men who have made double that amount
during the season. The danger of destruc-

tion to this fountain of wealth exists in the
ignorance and recklessness of the workmen,
who often kill the tree by eareless and
neglectful tapping. Their employers take
no pains to prevent this, as they pay noth-
ing for the land or the trees.

At the beginning of the summer the la-

bourers commence to locate themselves
among the seringas. Here on the Purus this

period is from the last of April until Janu-
ary, but the best time is from May until

September, when the tree sheds its leaves.

After the new foliage starts, the milk con-
tains much water, and the rubber, in rela-

tion to the quantity of milk, is diminished
two-fehirds of its ordinary weight. In pre-

paration for, and to facilitate, the collection

of the milk the labourers make through the
woods a path called "estrada," or a street,

to the foot of each seringa tree, until they
reach 80 to 120 trees, clearing away all

bushes and other obstructions around each.

This ia done with a large American knife,

but a bush scythe would he better. Having
completed this work the laborer places at the
foot of each tree the little cups for collecting

the milk called " tigelinkas " distributing
usually from three to eight to each tree, ac-

cording to its size, until 500 to 700 " tige-

linkas ' have been disposed of. He then
makes six or more slashes in the bark with
a large knife so that the sap will flow.

Some waste several days in this preparation,
which being completed on the following
morning very early they commence the ex-

traction and collection of the milk. Be-
tween the hours of five and six the- work-
man goes out on his path with a machiduha,
(a very large knife) a mass of damp and
plastic clay of the consistency of putty, and
a vessel or bucket in which to collect and
convey the milk to the smoker. Passing
ronnd the tree he makes with his knife ob-
lique and downward slashed from the cor-
ners of the horizontal ones made before, like

the letter V, to load the sap into the cup,
which he fixes at the point of junction with
a little of his wet clay, continuing the same
operations with each tree on hia path until

he reaches the last. He then immediately
and very quickly returns to the first, where,
with bin bucket on hia arm he proceeds to

empty into it the " tigelinkas which are

filled with milk, leaving them at the foot of

the tree or hanging to a neighbouring one,

until he has collected the milk from all the
trees, having done this he conveys it in

haste to the smoker, who converts it into

rubber and then empties his bucket into a
large zinc or earthern basin.

In a large earthern pot without a bottom
is kindled with the nut of the palm tree a

tire, which makes a dense smoke that as-

cends through the neck of the pot. The
smoker has a wooden mo^d with a long
handle, shaped like a paddle, over which he
pours with a gourd a quantity of milk and
then passes it over the smoke, which it ra-

pidly hardens, leaving on the mold a fila-

ment the thickness of a sheet of paper. He
continues to repeat this process until he has

used up all the milk in the basin, which
takes about two hours, more or less, accord-
ing to the quantity. The next day he makes
a cut round the blade of the paddle by
which he withdraws it, putting the rubber
rn the sun to dry. When it is well smoked
it is of a dull yellow color, and when badly
smoked a dirty white. Neverthele-s, in the
course of time both become black. Through
remaining too long in the smoke, or through
the negligence sr want of activity in the
smoker, the milk coagulates before it is

thoroughly smoked, and this causes the dif-

ference in the quality in the rubber as clasi-

sified, "fina, entre fin, and sernamby."
The "fina" is made from the milk in per-

fect condition, the " entre fina " when it is

saturated and begins to coagulate, and the
" sernamby" when the milk coagulates na-

turally, or there has fallen into it some ex-

traneous substances, such as water, bark
and pieces of rubber, or on account of the
uncleanness of the vessels in which it is

collected. All the milk that remains in the
cups after emptying, or that nuns down the
sides of the trees, coagulates and makes
" sernamby " only two-thirds the value of

''fina." This work is repeated day after

day, the gashes that are made in the trees

at the distance of one decimetre from the

ground are repeated one over the other, as
high as a man can reach, and the cups are

raised successively round the trees and each

change is called by the_ workmen, " reacao."
This is usually the work of oue week. The
patus or estrados, will not last over three
months of steady working ; therefore it is

necessary for the rubber gatherer to prepare
two for the season. Some make four. Here
on the Purus, of which I have been specially

speaking, they always use two or more.

A Horse's Revenge.

Horses are not usually vindictive or re-

vengeful, but leave their wrongs to be re-

dressed by the Society for the Protection of

Animals. Occasionally, however, they take
upon themselves to punish those v/ho ill-treat

them, as is shown by the following incident,

*hieh was witnessed lately in the streets of

Paris : A carter driving a heavily-laden ve-

hicle through a narrow street contrived,

through his own awkwardness, to entangle
the animal's legs in the shafts of the cart.

Instead of endeavouring to liberate his

liorse he commeuecd striking it brutally on
thenose andhead, and continued doing so dur-

ing during some minutes, notwithstanding
the indignant remonstrances of the lookers-

on. At first the poor beast bore patiently

these unmerited blows, but after a while,

maddened by the pain it suffered it retaliat-

ed by seizing the man's right arm between
its teeth, lacerating the flesh and breaking
the bone in three different places. The
spectators who interfered at this juncture
and tried to force the animal to let go its

hold were not touched by the horse, but
it resolutely refused for some time to relax

its grip upon the carter's arm, and when at

length the man was removed to a little dis-

tance it endeavoured peiseveringly to get at

him again. The injuries received were so

serious as to necessitate the immediate am-
putation of the lacerated limb, and the

patient lies at the hospital in a critical con-
dition. Wanton ill-usage of animals is, how-
ever, so cowardly an offense that one oan
hardly feel much sympathy for the sufferer.

Sawdust as Bedding.

Gajribaldi left his peaceful home, not-

withstanding his severe prostration, and
went to Milan, receiving an extraordinary
ovation there, in order to gratify his wife,

who was determined to have him appear
with her in the town where she was former-
ly a humble peasant woman.

A woman accidently went to church
with two bonnets on her head—one stuck
inside the other—aud the other women in

I the congregation almost died of envy They

I

thought it was a new kind of bonnet, and
I too sweet for anything.

A correspondent of tho American AfHout
turitt writes : We have tried for two yea'K

dry sawdust in the cow's r-.table, and on the

whole like it better than any bedding we
have ever tried. It makes a more comfort
able beJ, completely absorbs the urine, and
the cow is kept clean with less labour than

when any other is used. Tue objection to

salt-marsh sods, dried, or to headlands and
dry muck is, that they soil the cow aud
make it necessary to wash the bag before

milking. Straw, of all f-orts, soon becomes
foul, and without more care than the aver-

age hired man is likely to bestow, soils the

cow's bag also. Dry Hawdust is clean, and
makes a soft, spongy bed, and is an excel-

lent absorbent. The bag is kept cl>-an with
the aid of a coarte brush without wabhing.

A charge of 15 bushels in a common box-
stall, or cow stable will last a month, if the

manure, droppe 1 upon the surface is remov-
ed daily. The porous nature of the material

admits of perfect drainage, and of rapid

evaporation of the liquid part of the manure.
The sawdust is not so perfect an absorbent

of ammonia as muck, but it is a much better

one than straw, that needs to be dried daily

in the sun and wind to keep it in comfortable
condition foi the animals. In the vicinity

of saw and shingle mills, and of the ship

yards, the sawdust accumulates rapidly, and
it is a troublesome waste that mill owners
are glad to get rid of. It can be had for the

carting. But even where it is sold at one or

two cents a bushel, a common price, it

makes a very cheap and substantial bedding.

The saturated sawdust makes an excellent

manure, and is so fine that it can be used
to advantage in drills. It is valuable to

loosen compact clay soils, and will help to

maintain moisture on thiu sandy and gravel-

ly soils. There is a choice in the variety of

sawdust for manure, but not much for bed-

ding. The hardwoods make a much better

fertilizer than the resiuous timber. To keep
a milch cow in clean, comfortable condition,

we have not found its equal.

A Profitable Traffic.

(Prom the Loiidon Telegraph.)

An entirely new branch of industrial busi

nests in connection with the still thriving

trade in relics of cannonized ecclesiastical no
iabilities has recently been developed by

the monks of Mount Athos, who annually

dispatch a large number of reverend travel-

lers in this particular class of commodity to

the Russian Government of Orenburg. A
lively ^nd chronic demand for relics appears

to obtain among the inhabitants of this pro

vince, and the latest expedient for keeping

up the necessary supply adopted by th<

priestly purveyors does infinite credit t<

their ingenuity. Having provided them
selvas before starting on their rounds with a

few good solid bones of departed saints, duly
authenticated by some exalted episcopal or

monastic authority, they proceed to saw up
this stock into extremely thin .<!i:es. Each
slice is then framed and glazed, in the man
tter of a miniature portrait, and either ex-

hibited to the credulous peasantry for ;

moderate fee, or parted with altogether a1

a heavy figure to some devout capitalis

whose means permit him to beeome the ab-

solute possesser of so precious an object.

About six weeks ago a party of these saga-

cious Sawbones set up a booth in the porti

co of Orsk Cathedral, and have since dont
uncommonly well, according to the Cologne
Gazette, in framed fragments of wonder-
working tibia and femora, once doubtless,

used for locomotive purposes by saints and
martrys of indisputable merit. But the as-

tute relic-retailers, in view of the hardness
of the times just now in Russia, have sup-

plemented their special trade by large deal-

ings in blessed balsams, sanctified salves,

and miraculous mixtures, which are eagerly

bought up at top prices by infirm aud sickly

believers. Tt is estimated that within th.

last six years the monks of Mount Atho^
have realized % 000,000 roubles—about £300
000—clear profit, by their sales in Russia

alone.

A lady in the New Haven Hospital, who
had been taking morphia in order to get

sleep, for many nights was given a bottle

labelled "sleeping drops," but filled only

with water. She complained that the med-
icine was rather strong and braoed her head,

and after the dose was reduced slept com-
fortably every night for a month.

Pkince Rudolf of Austria, after an old

family custom, has sent flowers to the Prin-

cess Stephanie every morning since their

bjCtrpthal, no matter where she may have
been staying or travelling.

FACTS AND INCIDENTS-

1 1 was calculated in England some time
ago that not one book in 1,840 goes through
a second edition, and not one in raaay thou-

sands a third.

The Government of Italy pays only $12,-

000,000 yearly for pension/', despite two or

ttuee wars and revolutions and the pemaoi..

lLg of civil officials.

Mk8. Yoakam, of Coos River, Oregon,
carries on a farm with the help of one hired

man, and she and her daughter last season
aid down sixteen hundred pounds of but-

ter.

The three Roman Ca'holic churches of To-
ronto have gone into tte risky business of

conducting savings banks. These are small

institutions, however, and are intended to en-

courage little hoards. The banks are open
only on Saturday evenings, and fe.e total

amount on deposit is about $15,000.

A uekma.v named Rubner has been mak-
ii.g some interesting experiments to deter-

mine what proportions of the several ingre-

dients of various foods are absorbed in the
body. It was found that with ear rots and
potatoes no less than 39 per cent, passed
through the body, leaving 61 per cent, to

be retained. It was preved that far more
of flebh is retained than of any other food.

The public receipts of the Japanese em-
pire for the year ending June 30, 1880, were
about $55,000,000. The expenditure was
equal to the income. The public debt is

$250,000,000, but very nearly four-fifths of

it partakes ot the character of terminable
annuities. The interest and the debt aver-

age 6 per cent., whereas the ordinary rates

of interest in Japan range from 4 per cent,

to 9 per cent., and the Chinese government
had to pay 8 per cent, on its last loan.

Sir E. I. Reed, Naval Constructor,
writes that the Livadia, 335 by 153, at

her veiy first trials, and under some tem-
poral y disadvantages, attained a speed of

nearly sixteen knots an hour. On her way
to Spain the weather showed signs of becom-
ing veiy rough toon after they left Brest,

but the Grand Duke Constantine, Lord
High Admiral of Russia, refused to put back
considering the opportunity an excellent one
for testing the vessel. " We consequently
steamed away into the very teeth of the
Bay of Biscay gale, which gradually grew
angrier, and the following morning blew at

its wildest. Her steadiness was most re-

markable. The confidence of the Duke, in

refusing to turn back, was justified, and
both Admiral Sir Houston Stewart, the
Ce mptroiler of the Navy, who was on board
and myself are indebted to his Royal High-
ness for a most instructive sea experience.

"

The damage done to her was by wreckage.

Ireland is still Ireland, and the social

storm still pipes higher and higher. In
spite of all that is said, those who live will

see that the union will not be repealed, and
that landlords will not be abolished. Peace
will be brought back, if force is necessary,

with, the strong hand, and there will be very
thorough changes in the land laws, and
something like equity and reasonableness

brought to hold sway in the relations of

landlord and tenant. And whether or not

the House of Lords throw out such remedial

measures they are bound to pass, and the

more they are opposed the more thorough

and far-reaching they will eventually be

made. Aye, and the changes won't be con-

fined to Ireland. The land question booms
largely up in England and Scotland also,

aud before all the play is played out there

will be changes effected which will fill some
with horror, but a great many more with
gladness and gratitude. A man that lets out

the use of a certain raw material called land,

has a right to his rent and to the land back

again, but not to all the improvements the

tenant has made on it by his skill and
oapital. These in. justice belong to the man
who put them there, and the way landlords

have for generations coolly taken possession

of them, as if it were all right, is just as

disgustirjg as it is monstrous. In fact, the

relations between landlord and tenant even

in Canada, need a good deal of straightening

up, for they are generally of a very jug-

handled description—all being in favour of

the stronger party. What sense is there in

all that power of summarily seizing all that

may be on the premises for rent ? Why
should the landlord have precedence over

every other ci editor ? Iudeed a good many
other " why's " might be put in this connec-

tion not easily answered, except that the

landlords have had the greatest say in

making the law, and have generally taken

good care of themselves and their alaaa

interests,
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New Year—1881.—To the reader* of the
Lumberman, one and all, we wish a Happy
New Year, with many returns of the
season.

The Census.—The Census for the Do-
minion is to be taken on the 4th of April.

Parliament.—The Dominion Parliament,

which adjourned over the Christmas holi-

days, will meet on the 4th of January.

Deferred Notes.—During the latter part

of this month we have made several jour-

neys amongst our patrons, and have taken
copious notes, which will be extended for

next issue.

The Snow.—At Bracebridge the depth of

snow is about twenty inches. Towards Ros-
seau it increases to two feet. Nearer Parry
Sound the depth decreases to about 18
inches. Around by McKellar, Spence, and
Ryerson, the depth is two feet, but at Lake
Nipissing there is only about one foot deep.

Very litttle frost in the swamps.

Muskoka and Parky Sound.—Logging
operations and the getting out of square
timber in the Muskoka and Parry Sound
Districts are progressing vigorously. The
men are in excellent spirits. Few accidents

have occurred so far, this season. The epi-

zootic, which broke out among the horses at

the shanties, is decreasing, and teams are

able to do their full work. Cutting is about
over in some of the camps. The cut of the
season will be given as fully as possible next
issue.

Important Decision.—The case of Mc-
Laren vi. Caldwell came to a close at Perth
on the 15th inst., after occupying 11 days.

The question to be decided was whether the
Mississippi river and two of its tribu taries,

viz., Buckshot Creek and Louise Creek, were
floatable in a state of nat.ire, and if not, whe-
ther the defendant had any right to float logs

or timber down the stream without the con-

sent of the plaintiff, who had gone to a veiy
large expense in erecting dams and slides.

Judgement for Mr. McLaren, on the ground
that before the improvements were made the
stream was not floatable.

OTTAWA SQUARE TIMBER,

The names of Messrs. G. & A. Grier, of

Kippewa, should have been inserted in the
list published on the 15th inst., of square
pine to be got out this winter on the Upper
Ottawa, for 120,000 feet ; also Capt. Young,
of Temiscamanque, for 150,000 feet. Mr.
Letour is likely to get out 600,000 feet,

which with other additions, on account of

favourable weather, will bring up the whole
quantity of square timber on the Ottawa
and tributaries to at least 10,000,000 cubic

feet this season.

OUR QUEBEC LETTER.

the stocks wintering! in yueukc—messrs.

forsyth's annual trade circular—
spruce logs—mining news.

Quebec, December 24th.

The various lumbermen doing business

here have male up the annual returns of

timber actually wintering in their coves.

The details will be found in the annual trade

circular of Messrs. J. Bell Forsyth & Co.,

which has already been sent to the Lumber-
man. The oircular has jubt made its appear-

ance, and as usual has been in large demand.

Its statistics of the year s business, and

comparative statements must have been pre-

pared at a large expense of time and labor,

and are very valuable. The estimates which

it forms of next year's business, and of the

probable cut of the present winter, agree

precisely with the calculations contained in

some of my previous letters.

Great activity is reigning this season in

the shanties of Beauce, where very large

quantities of spruce logs are being taken ouf

for next year's cutting.

the gold mines of beauce.

Public attention having been directed

very much of lake to the gold regions of the

Chaudiere valley, a hasty resume of what
has been done towards developing the re-

sources of the district may not be uninter-

esting. Fur many years past it has been

known that rich veins of gold existed on the

rivers Gilbert, Des Piantes, Du Loup, La
Famine and State Creek. Important works
wore undertaken on most of tliese locations

in 1864, 1865, 1866 and 1867- Amongst
others, Messrs. Bertraud, Poulin, Doug a,s,

McRoe, Nash and Lockwood on the Gilbert,

aad Mr. Ol«y on the Du Loup, retired with

large profits. Mr. MoRae, it is reportod

having realized $13,000 in six months. Since

the difficulties between the miners and the

De Lary Co. set in with reference to mining
rights, but little has been done on th

Chaudiere. In 1876, however, a company
of mine. «, the Meosrs. St. Ougo, made ami-

oable arrangements with the De Lory people

and with Mr. L;ckwood, and commenced to

work the diggings on the River Gilbert.

The books of the company show that up to

this year they have taken out gold to the

value of #705,540, but that out of this large

amount they have obtained a net revenue of

$18,682 only. The profits realized would,
of oourse, have been very much larger, but
for the unscientific method in whicn its

works have been conducted. The manage-
ment of the industry hue been excessively
extravagant, and the manner of the washing
for gold very defective. Since the St.

Ouge Company reopened the works on the
Gilbeit, several other individuals and com-
panies have followed in the steps, amongst
whom is an English OJinpany of capitalists,

known its the Canada Gold Mining Co., and
having at its head a gentleman of experience
in Mr. J. N. Gordon. It is impossible to
ascertain exactly the results of this oora-

pauy's operations. The President is not
very ready to give information on this head,
but is very much interested in the effort now
being made at Ottawa, to have the M.n:ng
Act adopted at the last session of tlu Que-
bec Legislature, declared ultra viret. Mr.
Gordon's pretension is that the legislation in

question throws open to the public the
rights which legally belong to his c jinpany,
and whioh were purchased by them fr.mi the
De Lery Co, to whom they were granted by
patent from the Crown. The company em-
ploys about 100 men, and there are not
wanting those who allege that its average
find of gold is 10 ounces daily. Tnis may
be an exaggerated estimate, but it emanates
from a practical miner. The Dinsworlh Co.
of New York employs 60 men an.l takes out
an average of seven ounces per day. Mr.
Bread employs 30 men and takes out about
four ounces a day. Some distance to the
right of where these companies operate,
there is another stream called La Blanche,
a tributary of the Gilbert, upon which new
works have been opened up, the principal

parties interested in them being Messrs. De

Lery, Chapman, Augers, Mathieu, Berube
and Rodrigue. Thes works promise well.
S ) do others, opened on the Du Loup river
by Mr. Humphreys, representing lion. Mr.
Moreton, of the staff of His Excellency the
Governor Guneral. On the river Harbottle,
Messrs. Beemer and Richards have discov-
• ed a vein which jus-tin" .> very high expec-
• ations. On the Dee Plautes, Mr. Macken-
zie has commenced the washing of the bed

•i the river by hydraulic power, and the
n suits obtained hav« been very satisfactory.
O i the same river, very good results are
1'eiug obtained by another company, at the
'nsad of which are Messrs. Matthieu, G n-
reau and B=rube.

It appearj that all is not gold that glit-

ers. I have already reported seemiug'y
very largo finds of the precious m ;tal on Mr.
Vinsworth's lot, No. 13, Gilbert River,
lieauce. It appears, however, that the cosv
f working this land is unusually heavy, and

to this may perhaps be due the institution
if ac.ions at law for labor on the works dur
ing the past summer.

Stadacona.

proper

PRESERVATION OF OUR FORESTS.

To the Editor of the Lumberman.

Sir—I have just, for the first time, had a
look through a number of the Lumbebmak,
nd I must congratulate you on its appear
ince, and in the manner, in general, in

which it is got up. The object it has in

view is a very good one, and there is not the
: >:ast doubt but those iu whose interest it is

published will value it for the information
a, contains. The want of such a journal has
long been felt by the lumber trade and those
connected with it, now since you have made
such a very creditable commencement, I

Must the enterprise will be liberally eneour-
ged and your expectations fully realized.

I notice an article ou the necessity oi pre-

orving shade trees—another on tree plant-
ing and tree culture—inference to shanty-
uien's wages, the markets, and a general
view of the trade. One of the most impor-
tant of the above is the giving of correct
uarket prices in the places mentioned, so
that the trade in Canada can with confidence
poiut to the Lumberman as the
authority.

How to preserve our forests, aud how to
renew them is certaiuly a most important
subject for us in Canada. The renewing of

the forests is a question that should occupy
the attention of our local legislature at an
early day. I see that the Kansas State
legislature has taken st.ps in that direction.
Au Act has been passed enacting that auy
p rsou who is the hca.1 of a family or who
all ill have arrived at the age of 21 years
ai d is a citizen of the United States, or who
si all have filled his declaration of intention
t«i become such, who shall plant, protect and
luep in a healthy, growing condition for
eight years, forty aces of timber, the trees
tuereon not being more th in twelve feet
; part each way on any quarter section of
Luidic lauds of the State, shall at the expi, -

ation of eight years,, be en'itled to said
lands, free from a 1 State charges. If a pri-
son makes a purchase of 40 acres and plants
Un acres, he will be entitled to the numbjr
of acres so planted—iree.

Now, Mr. E litor, you will see the advisa-
bility of some such step being taken to st rt
a system of keeping up our forests, when we
have so much waste laud, that some day
should prove a mine of wealth to the coun-
try. In looking over the report of the pro-
gress of the Statu of Mirnesota, 1 notice
that in 1878 the S ate Lcgisiatuie allowed
for trees plauto I on the highways, $30,000 ;and I also fiud that in France alone in 1S77*
uo less than 37 million feet of lumber was
converted into toys. Under such immense
consumption of timber in one country of
the old world, how much greater the neces-
sity for us to protect and renew our valuable
butripid y decreasing forests. 1 have ex-
tended this article rather larger than I in-
tended, but if you consider it of sufficient
importance, in my next I will give you my
views ou how to preserve our forests fiom
fire, in the Free Grant Lands of Ontario aud
Quebec. Wishing you much succe-s, I re-
main &c,

A Watchman on the Tower
Deo. 19th, 1880.

The Lion's Tongue.

(Land and Water.)

The very peculiar formation of the lion's

tongue did not escape the notice of our an-
atomist, but he does not Bay much about it.

I have now in my hand the dried tongue of

a lion ; it is covered with sharp-pointed
horny pip ill*, set very thickly upojr its

surface. The papillae on the front portion
of the tongue arc much larger than those in

the rear part of the tongue, but the smaller
ones are set much closer together than thoee
in front. Each papilla- consists of a horny
spine, the poiut of which is curved and set
directly backward, reminding me much of
the spines on the tail of the thornback ray.

On applying this lion's tounge to the cheek,
I find that the rou^bi ess is so great that
with a little pie-sure a wound might easily
be made in the skin. The use of this is to
scra|>e off the meat from the bones of the
animals, for the lion is not a great bone-
eater—he leaves the bones for the hyenas to
crack, these animals having teeth especially

constructed for the cracking of bones. This
ppculiar roughness of the tongue is aho pres-

ent, but in a less degree, in the common cat,

and it can be seen when the cat is lapping
milk, b it still better if the tongue of a de*
in net specimen be taken out, put for a while
in spirit , and then pinned out tight on a
boird. This rough tongue is of great im-
portance to the health of the lion.

Timber Limits for Sale.

SEVERAL MOST VALUABLE TIMBER
limits on North Shore of Lake Huron.

For particulars apply to

THOS SHORT1SS,
Imperial Bank Building, Toronto.

.

LAUDER A THORNTON MFC CO
SUJ'.ri r ph> or

SteamBauges, Vacuum Granges
Heuraua' A pli mbiirs' brass oojds, 4c

98 Adelaide Street East, Toronto.

Steam Gauges correctly tested and rep tired.

Mia
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OBERT STEWART,

Wholesale and Katiil Dealer in Lumber, Lath.

Doors, Sash, Mouldings, &c„ &c, GUELPH, ONT.

5-3m.

TIMBERWANTED
GREY OAK, BLACK ASH AND PINE.

Standing timber wanted ; also Oak Railroad

T'.eB Address, with full particulars,

8; S. MUTTON & CO.,
Toronto.

P. S.—A 35 H. P. Engiue and Boiler for sale, low.

RUPTURE CUHEP, AND D.

.... FORM1TIES StraiK M

sned by Mech»nic»l Treatment -CH Alil.K

OLUTHX'8 Patented Spiral Trust. 1S.000
i

in

ue the »Menc« of Mechanical Science l"r

Cure of Rupture. Pad only ono ounce, an"

, cutset K«t out of order. 8pinal Inatrurariii -.

I DOW itng" ! wrr light, &e« motion. Club

I toot warrantod to.ittre in ono year new In-

strument: no fail*- We. what P"«pM.»«
F whose children wet* cured Noculine liu

pain. Bond for Illustrated Circular

CHA^CIiCXHE, Surgical

.•n«-hfn5«l.lW KING ST. WEST, TOROKTO, ONTARIO

TELEPHONES.
$5 to $20 per pair

Wire 3£ to 5c. per
rod. Sent by mail on
receipt of price.

First Prize at In*
dusirial Exhibition,
Toronto, 1879 and
1880. Works two
miles. Speaks loud

and clear. Simple. No battery or call bell to get
out of order. Uses the direct sound wave, and is

easily eree'ed. No infringement on other patents.
No royalty or rent to piy. Ju t the thing for

offices, and for business men to connect their resi-

dence and store. Fabmsrs ! put up . line to your
neighbour's for winter evenings. AGJBMTS
WA.Hl Et). Exclusive territory given to live me i.

HOLT TELEPHONE CO.,
Toronto, Ont.

GoldFlake

GOLD FLAKE
Cut Plug is the best pipe smoking tobacco ever
introduced into Canada. It is made from the best

selected fine old Bright Virginia Leaf. ( The raw
leaffrom which this tobacco is made costs more
than any other tobacco manufactured in Canada
after it is readyfor thepipe.)

It is made absolutely pure and neatly packed in
handy tin-foil packages.

It is sold by all respectable dealers in all parts
of the Dominion.

Manufactured by

THS GLOBE TOBACCO CO., Windsor, Our.

SAW GUIDE!
Self Oiling—Ready Adjusting-

G W: B"debaugh's patent Saw Guid.; » ill oacotn-
rneod it»;lf t-> every practical sawer. All ilia: U re-
quired is a trial.

No heatin ; of Saws. No (Linger in set! ng Trial
free of charge. The whole coinp eu; only $25.
Manufactured in Canada by

KERR BROS Walkerville, Ont.,
w:io may be applied ft tor further particulars ; or

address :

O. W. RODEBAUOH & CO.,
WLNDSOK, ONT.

NOTICE
Monday, ihe twenty-fourth of January next, will

be the last day for receiving Petitions for Private
Bills.'

Monday, the thirty-first of January next, will

the last day for introducing Private Bills to the
House.

Friday, the eleventh of February next, will be the
last day for presenting Reports of Committees rela-

tive to Private Pills.

CHARLES T. GILMOUR,
Clerk of the L 'gislative Assembly.

Toronto, December Gth, 1880.

GLASS BALL CASTORS
For FURNirUHE, PI*N>,S,

ORGANS, etc ,the best and most
ornament 'il Castors in the market.
They greatly improve the tone of

musica' ins ruments
RHEUMATISM, NERVOUS-

NESS, SLEEPLESSNESS cured
by insulating beds with them.
Sold by hardware dealei s.

Agents wanted.

ADDRESS FOR CIRCULARS
;

'Glass Ball Oastur Oompany^

64, 06 & 03 REBECCA ST.,

CAMIIiTOKT, ONT.

The UEIYERSAL SUSPMDER.
gOMB REASONS why they are the best: -
1st.—No Elastic reqoied.
2nd.—Is slack when stoopinsr.

iu"
-
a

r
l
eTer s ' iP8 °ff th e shoulders. •

4th.—Sold at prices of common suspenders.
Manufactured by C. E. RAMAGE * OC.

90 BAY STREET, TORONTO.

TO LUMBER MERCHANTS

WM MONTEITH,

Produce& Commission Merchant

25 Church-street, Toronto,

Can supply L imbprmen and other buye s with

MESS FORK,

C. C. &L. C. BACON,

WHITE BEANS,
DRIED APPLES,

CHEESE,
ic, &c, &c

at loweU markot price*.

QUEEN CITY OIL WORKS!

ALL KINDS OF

M C H I IV E

BURNING OIL!

*»" Send for Samples.

Saml. Rogers & Co.,

33 ADELAIDE ST. EAST,

TORONTO

FOR HALE, AT A GREAT BAR-
Kain, 320 acres of excellent 'a in i in? land, heavil>

limbered, and wi-ll wati-rcd by a branch of the Pigeon
River, in Cheboygan Co. Michigan. Apply to the
Editor of the Canada I.i.mbkkmas 1 • I

Hardwood Timber Land for Sale

17011 SALK. 1200 ACRES HARDWOOD
timber la d noir Nip'Sfing' Railway, CobooonV,

Fasy ternn. Oj»HA .'A CAISINKT CO'., Oshawa.

G. T. PENDRITH,
GENERAL

MACHINIST.

59 Adelaide Street 7/est,

TORONTO

*S" Piano-stool a lews a specialty.

ESTABLISHED 1874

Electro Curative Appliances
Relieve and cure Spiuiil CompKints, Geuer 1 a id

N.rvous D bilitv, Rheumatism, G >ut, Nervous-
ness, Liver, Kidney, Luig, Throat and Chest
Compbhrs, Neuralgia, Bronchitis, In-

cipient Paralysis, Asthma, Sciatica,

(Sprains, C •nsumntton, Sleep-

lessness, Colds, I "digestion.

Ask for Norman's Electric B.lis an! you will be
safe against impoiition, for the, will do thsii woik

well and are cheap at ;;ny price.

A. NOEfflAN, 4 Qaee.i Strret East, To onto.

N.B.—Trusses for Rup ure, best in America, a-'d

Electric B.tteries a' ways on band at reasonable
prioi s.

JOHN MCGREGOR & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

STATIONARY,

MARINE, and

LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS,

nd SHEET IRON WORK

Portable Toil, rs for Threshing Machines, Shingle
Mills, e c,, furnished on short notice. All Boilers
tested by old wat. r pt\s-ure to 150 lbs. *>> tie
square inch b f-<re le&Ving the shop.

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY
nought, sold, or tvken in exchange for

i e * v. or .

REPAIRS 1-kOiiiri.Y Al TENDED TO

183 Atwat'er St., Detroit. Michigan.
UliANC'l! SHOP— •

Cor. <fki>*n>it Aic. & tuari gt.,

Wi.NDSO:;, ONTARIO.

GILLIES & BEYER
FOUNDERS k M ACH I NI8TB,

Carleton Place, Ontario-

WE BUILD

3TEA*r ENGINES
Of various iiz working excellently.

TURBINES AND COMMON WAT KK

WHEELS, GRIST AND SAW
MILL MACHINERY Olf

ALL KINDS.

We have just furni-hed to th<- "Ke-wat'.i Lum
bering and Manufacturing Co., Keewatiu. W. r.,

t -uperior Stock-gang.—bindi ig rollers in two, and
'ip r.tel by belt— fate with •olid rteel ^irU. AJao
the most perfec. twin circu ^r »labber« y«t taMd-, Ui
which the attention of Lum'er manui».cturem is

specially Invited. These with the nmcMMt pre-
viously made for them ar* re^>ird«d th b -*t spe-
cimens of a wooden saw mill. Reference may be
made to the manager, JOHN MATHER, E»q , 'jntii

1st Feb. ai Ottawa, af er*.irds at Keewatiu.

Shingle Machines,
ETC., BT<:

,

Custom Cardinj Machir.es k Pic :

e
,

Hard Wj.ste Pickers, etc.,

Rot iry Putnps, Pr.;s«<jB,

Trip a id D-op H immers for F .r^in -,

S iafting, Gearing, Pu!!ita, e'e,

For which w have a lar.e and first class st<xk of
Vew Pattkass.
Our facilitie- for doing good work are unsurpassed

in Canada, and we are confident Of be iur able to fill

orders in any of the above brinches satisfactori Jy.

A 1 k u Is of Castings and F irgings made to onler.

REPAIRS
Of MACHINERY promptly atttniid to.

tS" Plans and estimates will bi furnished, if re-

quired for Mills, etc.

We have lately purchased and nm-redto our
premises the entire stock of PATTERN'S formerly
owned by the " Almonte Foundry," and will there-
fore he ab eiu future to duplicate or repjir an/ ma-
el.inery made "ff them.
\Vealw;us keep on ha'id n sm ;!1 stock of Saws

Belting, Tubi g, B; ss Fittiti.'a, etc., and can sup-
ply auy thin_j not on han 1 at short noti c.

Carleton PI. ce, Dec , 1880.

KERR BROS.
PR \.CTICAL

FOUNDERS, MACHINISTS,
AND MILLWRIGHTS.

Manufacturers of

MARINE HORIZONTAL AND
PORTABLE ENGINES,

BO LERS.

GRAIN ELEVATORS,

and STEAM HOISTS.

SAW & FLOUR MILL MACHINERY
with lat st improvements a s.'eMal jr.

t'he Abel Ela' .r i's C nleanial Tu-'i

Water Wi eel.

R .deba igh's S.»w Frame, Mill Dj^s and

and S »w Guides.

Water-AVjrks the latest aad most improved
mid-? to order.

Light and Heavy Brass and Ir.>» Castings.

Plir-; a .-.'i specifications on application.

The Walkerville Foundry,

>f Jicliinc Works,
Walkerville, Ont., Dec, 18S0.
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Tlie Largest Oak in Great Britain.

In spite of a rival claim put forward in

behalf of an oak in Newland in Gloucester-

shire, I believe that the largest oak iu Brit-

ain—aDd our island home can boast of not a

few giant oaks, many of them famous, too,

for their historical associations—stands in

the parish of Cowthorpe, three miles from
Wetherby, in the west riding of the county
of York. The Cowthorpe oak, whose age

has been computed to exceed 1,500 years,

has, as may be supposed from its extraordi-

nary size, been noted in numerous works de-

voted to natural history and forestry. The
circumference of its trunk close to the

ground was, at the close of the last century,

according to Evelyn's " Sylvia," 78 feet.

Shortly after the publication of this work,
earth was placed around the base of the

trunk with a view to the preservatien of the

trees, which by covering over some very con-

siderable projections, reduced the girth of

the stem at the ground line to 60 feet. In

1829, the Rev. Dr. Jessop measured the tree

and communicated its dimensions to Strutt's
" Sylvia Britapica." We transcribe the

reverend doctor's details, which, he assures

us, may be relied upon :

Circumference at the ground, 60 feet ; cir-

cumference at the height of one yard, 45
feet ; height of the tree in 1829, 45 feet

;

extent of the principal remaining limb, 40
feet

;
greatest circumference of ditto, eight

feet.

Dr. Jessop adds: "The tree is hollow
throughout to the top, and the groundplot
inside (the amount of which has been much
exaggerated) may possibly afford standing

room for forty men." In Loudon's " Arbor-
etum " the diameter of the hollow within

the tree, close to the ground, is given as

nine feet, ten inches. " The circle occupied
by the Cowthorpe oak, " says Professor Burn-
net, "where the bottom of its trunk meets
the earth, exceeds the ground-plot of that

majestic column of which an oak is confess-

ed to have been the prototype, namely,
Smeaton's Eddystone Lighthouse." In Bur-
nett's " Outlines of Botany" we also read:

"So capacious is the hollow of the Cow-
thorpe oak that upwards of seventy persons

have been, as the villagers affirm, at oue time
assembled in it. " In the 12th volume of Lou-
don's Gardener's Magazine, the Cowthorpe
oak is said to be undoubtedly the largest

tree, at present in England. Shaw, in his
" Nature Displayed," says : "Many sup
pose the Cowthorpe oak to be the father ol

the forest;" and in Kent's "Sylvan Sketch-
es " (1825) mention is made of this oak as

surpassing all others.

Tradition asserts that at one time the
branches of this tree overshadowed half an
acre of ground. A large branch which fell

about the commencement of last century is

said to have extended to a wall 90 feet from
the trunk of the oak. On this wall, which
still remains, the villagers, so the story runs,

used to mount ta pick the acorns from the

overhanging branches. The leading or top
branch fell before the date of any record
concerning the tree. The manner in which
it is said to have fallen is, however, remark-
able. The main trunk having become
hollow, the perpendicular shaft dropped
down into the trunk and could never be re-

moved. There it remained wedged iu,

doubtless tending to strengthen the hollow
cylinder and prevent compression from the
pressure of its enormous branches. In 1772
one of the side branches was thrown down
in a violent gale of wind, and on being accur-
ately measured was found to contain up-
wards of five tons of wood. The largest of

the living branches at present extends over
40 feet north northeast from the crunk.
This giant limb is supported by a substantial
prop of timber.

A century ago Yorkshire children used to
amuse themselves with a game called the
"Dusty Milier." The Cowthorpe oak was
a meeting place for this diversion. Through
the rents in the shell of the trunk, then only*

large enough to admit them, troi ps of merry
village lads and lasses crept into the in-

terior, and, provided with a spout, which
was balanced in a hole in the wall of their

living playhouse, they gathered the dry,
crumbling dust and fragments of wood and
shot them down the spout to their compan-
ions outside. It has been reported that for

some time the cavity within the tree was
used as stabling for cattle, but this, we
think, is fiction. The openings in the trunk,
though evidently enlarging constantly, are
even now scarcely wide enough to give color

to this assertion.

In connection with this tree, an anecdote
is related of that notable Yorkshireman,
John Metcalfe, the blind highway contractor
and surveyor, better known as "Blind

Jack" of Knaresborough. Blind Jack was
a frequent visitor to the tree, and would
measure its girth correctly at any height

within his reach, going round it with his

long arms extended. He used to point out,

too, with accuracy, by putting up his staff,

to the exact spot from which the great

branch had fallen. Whenever he came, an
old bloodhound which was kept near the

tree, whose wont was to snarl at every
sti anger, fondled him and licked his hand.

Blind Jack now lies at rest in Spofforth

churchyard, almost within the sight of the

old oak.

So great was the fame of the Cowthorpe
oak that formerly small saplings raised from
its acorns were sold in pots to visitors by
the villagers for as much as a guinea each.

As the old oak now stands, it is a very pic-

turesque object. It is situated in the centre

of a small green paddock ; hard by is the

little village church, a very ancient struc

ture, and the clear waters of the winding
Nidd glide noiselessly past. The battered

trunk, annually crowned with green foliage,

is grand in its venerable decay. The old

tree has been termed " the glory of England
and the pride of Yorkshire ;" and its enor-

mous size, the growth of many centuries,

entitles it to all the fame it has acquired.

Paper from Grass.

It has been discovered that any of th

common grasses make a superior article, and
a patent lias been issued to the discoverer.

The following is the process :

" The manufacture of paper pulp and pa-

per from paper grass is one of the novelties

for which a patent has been obtained. Any
of the common grasses found in the Held,

lawn, or meadows, may be used, and it is

said that the green grass pulp produced from
t hem make a paper of great strength and
length of fibre, and possesses tenacity, soft-

ness and flexibility ; and further, that this

paper is even softer and more transparent
than that made of linen. An advantage not
to be overlooked is the one of economy,
since one square foot gives in the whoh
year, 0 9 to 1.0 of a pound of green grass",

making from 30,492 to 66,340 pounds to an
acre. One pound of green grass makes one-

fourth to one-sixth of a pound of Hue,

bleached, finished paper, or 3,711 pounds of

finisheel paper to the acre.

" So long as the sap is iu circulation and
the chlorophyl, silica, and other inorganic

matters are not dried iu, in which event the
fibre is seriously impaired for the purpose of

paper, either old or young grass may be
used, but to avoid danger, it is best to have
the grass cut or mown before it begins to

bloom.
" The first process of manufacture is to

pass the grass between the rollers of the
press, which crushes or loosens the fibre and
squeezes out most of the sap. It is then
freed from dirt by being thoroughly agitated

or washed by other means in a large tank ot

water, in tempery tare either warm or cold.

A perforated false bottom in the tank con-

tains the grats anel allows the dirt to fall in

to the compartment below, where a pipe

gives egress to the dirt and wash water.

After sufficient washing the crushed grass is

boiled iu an open kettle, or in a steam kettle

with lye, in a proportion of a pound of

caustic soda, or two tenths of a pound of

caustic potash, or six-tenths of lime, to 100
pounds of giass. With an open kettle the

boiling is contiuueei from four tofive hours
;

with a steam kettle two hours will suffice.

" From the kettle the material goes into

a filtering trough of magnesia for about
thirty minutes, then is placed a second time
in the solution of sulphuric acid. These
operations may be repeated more or less, till

the pulp is as fine and white as required, af-

ter which it is washed in clear water."

Another method is to filter the crushed
oulp with water glass, and bleach it with a

solution of chloride of lime or chloride ol

soda, Still another is to bleach the crude
pulp in chlorine gas, anel finish with water-
glass, after which the pulp is washed with
clean water.

As we were talking one day about church-
es and their curious ceremonies, a little boy
remarked that he had seen a christening, a

funeral, and a wedeling, but he had never
seen a divorce.

Mr. Longfellow can take a worthless
shoet of paper and by writing a poem on it

make it worth $50. That's genuis. Mr.
Vanderbilt can write fewer words on a similar

a sheet and make it worth $50,000,000.
That's capital.

A Great Invention.

A man living near Bloomfield, N. J., has
oontrived an arrangement, says the New
York tSun, by the use of which he is enabled
to get an hour or more of extra sleep in the
morning, and in other ways he finds it of

great benefit. In many ways it takes the
place of a domestic servant. The gentle-

man has thought out and put into practical

working an idea that occurred to him a year
ago. He is awakened in the morning by a
shrill whistle. He at once gets out of bed,
for he knows what that whistle means. It

tells him that all is ready for him to get
breakfast. He dresses and goes into the
kitchen, and there he finds a bright, fresh

lire, a tea kettle full of boiling water, and
otheu conveniences for preparing his morn-
ing meal. All this is accomplished by means
of an alarm-clock with weights, a piece oa

wire, a sheet of sandpaper, and somef
matches. Paper, wood, and coal are put
into the grate of his cooking-stove, and a
tea kettle filled with water, and having a

tiny whistle fitted into the nozzle of the
kettle, is placed on the stove. By setting

the alarm in the clock he can have a fire at

any time he wishes. When the alarm in

the clock goes off, a weight falls and bits

the wire ; the wire moves and scrapes the
matches fastened to it on the sandpaper ; the
matches light the paper in the stove, the
paper fire3 the wood and coal, and soon a fire

is under way. In a little while the water
in the teakettle boils, and then the tiny
whistle gives the note of warning that every-
thing is ready and it is time to get up.

" Simple thing, and yet what a comfort it

is," the inventor says. "There is no get-

ting up for me now an hour before break-
fast, losing that amount of sleep, and then
waiting around for breakfast. The arrange-
ment costs next to nothing, and it is as

trustworthy as anything in this world. I

bave not had it patented yet. Some per-

sons advise me to, and perhaps I may. I

haven't any for sale ; get it up entirely for

my own comfort and convenience, and it has
more than repai 1 me already. But just
think, if it were in general use it would save
many hard words and do away with con-
uderab! o domestic unhappinefs among poor
people. Doubtless it might have a tenden-
cy to make a better feeling between some
men and their wivej, by settling the vexing
question as to who should get up in the
morning and build the fire. Out of this

question alone many divorce suits grow, and
tbis arrangement would prevent them."

One Hundred Bushels ol Shelled 'Corn
to the Acre.

Mr. Nathan G. Pierce tells the American
Cultivator how he raised 100 bushels of

shelled corn to the acre, having accomplish-
ed that feat for the second time this year.

He uses for seed an eight-rowed corn which
he has improved by careful selection, and be-

lieves it to be a good variety to raise in that

locality, or, in fact, anywhere between Vir-

ginia and the Canada line, or east of the Al-
leghany Mountains.
The grounel selected for planting w as a

good piece of gravelly loam. It was well

ploughed last spring, about the first of May,
harrowed, treated to a broadcast application

of 900 pounds fertilizer to the acre ;
again

harrowed faithfully, rendering the land fine

and mellow ; rows marked three feet apart,

a small amount of fertilizer scattered to

each row. May 10th, three kernels of corn
planted in eaeh hill, two feet apart in the

rows ; cultivated and hoed four times, al-

lowing no weeds to grow ; passed through
the entire piece, cutting each hill down to

two stalks ;
every sucker in each hill

cut throughout the field.

During the entire period of growth
through the season the tk-ld was closely

watched, every weed pulled and every ear

of smut cut out. At the proper time, aftei

the corn has become hard, it was cut, boun 1

in bundles, and stooked. When dry it was
drawn into the barn, where, with the as-

sistance of a hireel man, the corn was husk-
ed, weighed as husked, and found to yield

100 bushels to the acre, allowiug seventy-
five pounds of ears to equal one bushel of

shelled corn.

Goldwin Smith, in the five years of his

Oxford University course, won the Hertford,
the Ireland, a first in "Greats," the Latin
verse, the Latin essay, the English essay, and
to crown all, a fellowship of the University.

He remained an Oxford man for twenty years,
and in 1858 was made by Earl Derby Regius
Professor of ModemHistory, with a salary of

£650 a year.

Some Strangely Fulfilled Dreams.

Dickens once had a dream which was ful-

filled, at least to his own satisfcation.

"Here," te w ote on May 30, 1863, " is a
curious case at first hand. On TiiursdJlj

night last week, being at' trie office- here," iu

London, " I dreamed that I saw a lady in a
reel shawl with her back toward me, whom I

snp, osed to be E. On her turning round 1

found that 1 dieln't know h< r, and the said,

'I am Miss Napier.' All ti e time I was
dressing next morning I thought, ' What a
preposterous thing to bave so rery distinct a

dream about nothing? And why Miss Na-
pier? for I n<:ver heard of any Miss Napier.
That same Friday night I read. Aft<-r the
reading came into my retiring-room Mary
Boyle and l.er I rother, and the Isdy in 'hie

red s ; awl, whom tin y presented as 'Miss Na-
pier" These are all tue circumstances exact-
ly told." This was probably a case of uncon-
scious cerebration. Dickens I ad no doubt
really seen the lady, and been told that she
was Miss Napier, when his attention was oc-

cupied with other matters. There would be
nothing unusual in his dreaming about a per-
son wh'-m he had thus seen without noticing.

Of course it was an old coincidence that t*:-e

lady of whom be had thus dreamed should be
introduced to him soon after—possibly the
very day after. But such coincidences are

not infrequent. To suppose that Dickens had
been specially warned in a dream about so Un-
important a matter as bis introduction to

Miss Napier would be absurd
; for, fulfilled or

unfulfilled, the dream was, as Dickens I im-
self described it, a very distinc dream about
nothing. Far different in this respect was
the stran.e dream which President Lincoln
had the night before he was shot. If the
story was truly told by Mr. Stanton to Dick-
ens, the case is one of the most curious on re-

oord. Dickens t?Id it thus in a letter to John
Foster : "On the afternoon of the day on
which i he President was shot there was a

Cabinet council, at whicn he presided. Mr.
Stanton, being at tee time Commander-in-
Chief < f the Northern troops that -were con-
centrated about here, arrived rather late. In-

deed, they were waiting for bim, and on his

enteiing the room the President broke off in

something he was saying, and lemarked. *Le'

us proceed to business, gentlemen.' Mr.
Stanton ihen noticed with surprise that the
President sat with an air of dignity in his

chair, instead of lolling about intbemost un-

gainly at' itudes, as his invariable custom w.i-.

and that instead of telling irrelevant and
qaestionabl* stories, 1 e was grave and calm,
and quite a different man. Mr. Stanton, on
leaving the council with the Attorney-Gener-
al, said to I im, "That is tie most satisfac-

tory Cabinet meet ng I have attended for

many a long day. What an extraordinary
e

l ange in Mr. Lincoln !" The Attorney-Gen-
eral replied, ' We all saw it before you came
iu . While we were waitingfor you, be said,

with his chin down on his breast, " Gentle-
men, something very extraordinary is going
to happen, . nd that very soon." ' To which
the Attorney-General had observed, ' some-
thing good, Sir, I hope ?' when the President
answered very gravely, 'I don't know—1 don't
know. But it will ha; pen, and shortly, too.'

As they were all impressed by his manner,
the Attorney-General took him up again.
' Have you received any information, Sir,

not yet disclosed to us ?' ' No, ' answered
the President, ' But I have had a dream. And
I have now had the same dream three times.

Ouce on the night preceediag the battle of

Bull's Ruu. Once on the night preceding
such another," (naming a battle also not fav-

orable to the North. ) His chin sank on his

breast again, and he sat reflecting. ' Might
one ask the nature of this dream, Sir T* said

the Attorney-General ' Well,' replied the
President w ithout lifting his head or chang-
ing his attitude, ' I am on a great broad roll-

ing river—and I am in a boat—and I drift !

and I drift !—but this is not business,'—sud-
denly raising his face and looking round the
table as Mr. Stanton entered

—

1
le^ us proceed

to business, gentlemen.' Mr. Stanton and
the Attorney-General said, as they walked on
together, it would be curious to notice whe-
ther anything ensued on this, and they agreed
to notice. He was shot that night.

Wh< n John Skeil of Hickory township,
Pa., met a snake in the woods that was eight
feet in length, he became charmed, and
found it impossible to remove his eyes from
the dazzl.ng orbs uf the mouitv.r. Fiually
he becalm- unconscious and fill to the
ground. The snake immediately coi e l h in-

self about the body, but the arrival of Mr.
Skeil's son saved his file. The reptile w»>
shot, but Skeil lies at h«me iu a very critical

condition.
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Irish Woes.

A MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT 3 ACCOUNTS—THE

STORY OF NORAH GOLDEN.

Mr, Charles Russel, M. P. for Dundalk, if

writing, in letters to the London Telegraph,

his observations in portions of southern Ire

land. In county Kerry there has been less

suffering than elsewhere, and until recently

the Land League had not made it the seem
of active operations. Yet Mr. Russel paints

a dismal picture of its condition. Poor land,

high rents, and gaunt, half-naked peopL
were the rule everywhere. But perhaps p

more vivid idea of the actual state of thing.-:

will be gathered from the following story o

a sufferer which he reports. He writes a

follows :

—

Several stories of hard treatment weretoh
us. I will give one with name and address,

as the poor woman having been evicted froni

her holding it is beyond the power of my nar
rative to injure her further. Apparently sh<

was aged about sixty-five years, and if ever
a woman spoke with a sense of wrong upon
her, Norah Golden did. It would seem that
the land had been transferred from her name
to that of her son. " I have held a farm at

Eoads for forty-two years. I have been
twenty-two years a widow. I had the grass

of four cows under Morrough Bernard. Th<
rent, eighteen years ago, was £6 15s. It was
then raised to xll 4s. Three years ago it

was raised to £12 13s. 4d. Griffith's valua-
tion is £5 14s. We owed a year 's rent on
the 1st of May, 1879, and a decree was got

against us last November. We were turned
out on March 25th last, the day of the an-
nunciation. While I was at mass they broke
in my door. It was locked, and they put
my furniture on th& side of the road. Las
November fair my son John offered half a
year's rent, and was refused unless I paid
£2 10s. for costs, My son went in again to
see if he would take it, but he was refused.
My son, out of heart, went to America, and
the rent we offered, and £3 10s., which 1

borrower', went to pay his passage to Ameri-
ca. His wife and six children are in Cahis-
eiyeen with me. The eldest of his children
is only nine years, and the youngest two
months. My son has sent me over sincp he
went £6 from America. I saw the landlord
myself. It was in his new married time. I

laid £10 before his honour, but

HE REFUSED,

saying I was ejected, and he could not maki
a tenant ofme for six months. I went to him
the next day and he gave me the same an-
swer. I followed him into the street, and I

had a mind to curse him, as he would not
give me the land for my son and large fam-
ily. I made up the £10 by selling a young
springer, and I borrowed 30s. from a shop
keeper in this town, John Dennehy, and I
sold a new milch cow for £7 10s. The sher-
iff's expenses, with £12 13s. 4d. for the rent,
made-

up the meney to £15 7s, To-day (18th
September) three weeks I sent a bank draft
for £15 7s. to Morrough Bernard, at Killar-
ney, and it came back to me by bis driver,
Morris Collins, the next Wednesday. When
I opened the letter the draft was in it.

Charley Clifford read the letter for me, and
said that it told me to go to Downing, Tra-
lee (Morrough Bernard's solicitor), and if I

settled with him I would get possession
again, I walked the next day to Tralee,
every step of the way, forty miles, until I
made out Downing's office. I reached him
my letter, and he said it was of no value to
him. He asked me had I money, and I said
I had the redeeming of the land with me.
He said, ' I can do nothing for you, my poor
woman." I did not get a letter from Mor-
rongh Bernard this length of time. I began
to cry to think they would make an ape of

me, sending me so far. I went again last

Thursday fortnight to Tralee, and remained
there five days. I went then to Mr. Brpd-
eriek, an attorney who bears the best name
of doing good to the poor in the country. I

told him that when my son got married I

got his name put down for the reut. Mr.
Broderick said he had no other case but
mine in Killaroey, and that he could not go
down for my case unless I paid him £3 10s.,

but I had only £1. I do not think Mr. Ber-
nard will

fCT ME BACK ON THE LAND.

My son drained and fenced the land, and
put a road on it. He made more improve-
ments on it than his father did before him,
My son said to Morrough Bernard, when he
brought him the rent, that he improved
•vary inch of the laud himself. There was
a field on it eighty spades long and fifty

spades in breadth (a spade is 5£ feet) that

j
man never worked till my son drained it,

and now it is covered with oats. In the old

time water would have got in on it over a

man's knee boots. There is another field

thirty-two spades long, and my son drained
it, and now it is in tillage. The oats taken
out of my garden now is worth Is. 4d, a
barth (a barth means twenty sheaves). My
potato seed was long in the ground when we
were put out. The landlord was here on
the eighth of August last, and he took a for-

eign road so that he might not meet me, the
way I could not redeem my land. He knew
[ was in town. He said when I offered him
the £10 I was not the tenant at all ; that

the land was in my son's name. He never
gave a lease on the property, nor his father

before him. Nearly all his tenants got re-

lief from the parish priest during the last

winter. The rent, I believe, was raised on
all the other tenants, same as when it was
raised on me." I leave the story to speak
for itself.

THE HOUSEKEEPER.

Sister Mag's Cake.—Two and a half

cups of powdered sugar, three-fourths cup
of butter, one cup sweet milk, three cups
flour, four eggs, one lemon, juice and rind,

one small tablespoon ful soda; bake in a
square or oblong tin, and frost with whites
of two eggs beaten stiff with powdered
sugar.

Fricassee of Haricot Beans.—One pint

of beans, three oSnces of butter, the juice of

one lemon, and one ounce of parsley. Steep
the beans two hours in cold soft water, ad-
ding a. saltspoonful of salt and one ounce of

butter. When they boil, simmer them
shortly two hours or more ; put them into a
stewpan with a little pepper, salt, chopped
parsley, two ounces of butter and the lemon
juice. Sit them on the fire a few minutes
and stir them well.

Lentil Soup,—One quart of lentils, two
pounds and a half of parsnips, two pounds
of celery, two ounces of eschalots or leeks,

one ounce of chopped parsley, and two
ounces of butter. Wash and pick the len-

tils, steep them twenty-four hours in soft

water, set them on the fire in four quarts of

spring water, add the vegetables and some
salt, boil till quite soft, rub through a fine

colander or coarse sieve, adding boiling wa-
ter as required ; return it to the pan, season
with pepper and salt, stir in the butter and
boil a few minutes.

Eggs of the Rising Sun.—Boil six eggs
ten minutes, remove the shells and cut each
egg in halves lengthways ; take the yolks out
and pass them through a wire sieve on a
dish ; shred the whites into fine strips, and
put these in white sauoe, made as follows :

one pint of milk thickened with flour in the
same way as for butter sauce, add two tea-

spoonfuls of chopped parsley, a little cayen-
ne, nutmeg, and salt, and a small piece of

fresh butter ; mix well together, and dish
up, with the yolks on top ; brush over with
a little clarified butter ; to be put in a mod-
erate oven until slightly browned.

Cheese and Macaroni.—Quarter of a
pound of cheese, two ounces of macaroni,
and half a teacupful of cream. Wash the
macaroni, and let it steep half an hour in

cold spring water ; cover with a plate an d
set in a moderate oven, or on a stove, till

the macaroni is tender but not soft ; drain
in a colander, and put it on a dish with a
little butter, salt, and white pepper, adding
the cream ; cover it with good toasting
cheese, cut in thin slices, without crust ; sit

it in the oven, and if notjlightly browned in

ten minutes, set it in a Dutch oven before
che fire for one or two minutes.

Mince-Meat for Pies.—Shred and chop
very fine two pounds of beef suet ; by dred-
ging the suet occasionally with flour it chops
more easily and does not clog ; boil slowly,

out thoroughly two pounds of lean round
of beef and chop fine, (mix all the ingredi-

ents as they are prepared ;) stone and cut
fine two pounds of rasins; wash and pick
r/wo pounds of currants ; cut fine half a

pound of citron ; chop two pounds of apples,

weighing them after they have been peeled
and cored ; a tablespoonful of salt, a tea-

spoonful of ground cinnamon, a grated nut-
meg, a saltspoonful of allspice, half as much
cloves, two ounces of rose-water, half an
>unce of essence of almonds, half a pint of

brandy, and a quart of cider. This may be
kept in a cool place all Winter. If too dry
add more cider.

The death was lately announced of Gen.
Low, son of Sir Hudson, Napoleon's custo-

dian at St. Helena, whose wile was one of the
New York -De Laacys.

Suggestions About Saws.

The cause of Haws heating at the centre is

almost invariably the heating of the mandrel,
or the collars not being properly turned

;

and sometimes the saw may not be in proper
line, with the carriage, or the track out of

order. Saws heating at the rim and not in

the centre is generally the result of the saw
leading too much into the log, causing it to

bear too hard against the outside guide.

Often the machinist in putting in the log

pins of a mandrel will turn them too large,

then drive them into the collar with a ham-
mer and swell the metal around the pins

without noticing the defect. In such a case

the saw will only have a bearing at a small
surface around the pins and never tit or hang
true until the metal is chipped or filed off

level with the face of the collar. Often the

collars will not run true ; this defect shoul"
be corrected at once.

Where very thin saws are used solid tooth-

ed saws arerecommended by Emerson fortwo
important reasons. A thin saw require?

more teeth, in order to do a given amount
of work, because the teeth are not so stiff as

those of a thicker saw and therefore more
liable to spring sideways and follow the
grain of the timber. Another reason is that
sawyers generally have had more experience
with solid saws than with inserted toothed
saws and consequently, and having more
confidence will persevere and make them go
under ordinary difficulties, when they might
condemn an inserted tooth under similar

circumstances.
In the use of the emery wheel proper care

should be exercised, for there is more danger
fpom their use than either the file or a burr
gummer. If the condition of the saw is

such that a considerable depth is required to
be cut in the plate, the operation should be
performed by going over the saw several

times, only allowing the wheel to grind awaj
as much as can be done without heating the
saw to a. blue. There is no excuse whatever
for crowding the emery wheel so as to heat
the saw red hot, as this is sure to injure the
saw, often glazing it, where the wheel comes
in contact so hard that a file will make no
impression whatever. From these hard
spots on the outer surface small cracks com-
mence, invisible at first to the eye, but
gradually enlarging until they become dan-
gerous fractures. Hacking the face of the
wheel with a cold chisel, or the corners of

an old file, will often prevent its glazing so

that it is not as liable to heat the saw.
After a few times gumming, however, the
saw will enlarge on the rim so that the
slightest warmth will cause it to buckle,
and there is no remedy left but to send it to

a saw maker and have it re-hammered.
Some, however, entertain the erroneous im-
pression that a saw re-hammered will never
run as well as when new. On the contrary,

a saw re-hammered will generally run better
than when new, because all the elasticity

(or nearly all) is worked out of the saw by
using, and it generally works stiffer than
when new.

Civilian Combatants.

Sir Donald Stewart (a correspondent writes

to us) is reported to have expressed his

surprise at a meeting held recently at Si-

mla at finding a Roman Catholic chaplain

in the fighting line of a British regiment du
ring anengegement ; and to have mentioned
how he had also on another occasion seen a

chaplain with voice and walking-stick rally

some scattered cavalry. Snch things have
been known before in our military history

;

and indeed some of the early bishops, clad in

mail and armed with the mace which drew
little or no blood, did considerable execution
in the hostile ranks. Civilian or ecclesias-

tical combatants, however,[are rarely suffered

upon a modern battle-field ;
though, even so

late as the Russo-Turkish war, a ehiniuey-

pot has been detected in the midstof the fray.

At Waterloo, as .the Enniskillen dragoous
prepared to charge the French columns, an
excited rider in "mufti," posted on their

left, accompanied by a pale lad with ban-
daged face, and one arm in a sling, shouted
to them, " Now's your time!" This was
Wellington's friend, Charles, fourth duke of

Richmond, who, with his son, Lord
William Lennox, was for a long time in

the thickest of the fight on that great day.

At the Berlin manoeuvres last month one of

her majesty's chaplains was a conspicuous
figure at every one of the mimic encounters,

his clerical garb being relieved by a pair of

servicable brown shooting- gaiters.

" Missionary teas " are very popular.

The gossip is confined exclusively to people

in foreign parts, and is harmless.

ROYAL AND NOTABLE PEOPLE

The Prince of Wales rides about a gie&t
deal in a private hansom cab, which has
many comfortable improvements. Among
these is a travelling clock with a luminous
dial-face set in the centre of the splash-
board.

When the Duke and Duchess of 'Jon-

naught were viuting Hampstesd, their plain
carriage passed unobserved through the
crowds that had assembled to greet tb^rn ;

but when the gay turnout of the sheriff ap-
peared, the air was rent with cheers, much
to the amusement of all in the secret, who
then saw what the populace expect of royal-

ty.

Miss Edmonia Lewis, the sculptor, who is

of mixed African and Indian parentage, has
had a more than common measure of success
in her profession. The Pope long since visit-

ed her studio, and blessed her work ; the Mar-
quis of Bute bought one of her groups for an
altarpiece ; and another, the " Old Arrow-
maker and his daughter, " was bought by
Lady Ashburton.

In Sir Robert Peel's strong Government of

1841 there were three Scotchmen. At one
time Scotland 6ent Macanlay, Campbell,
Hume, and Fox Maule to the House of

Commons. Now, except Mr. Gladstone, the
only contingent of political iotoiligence
which Scotland, with its dominant liberalism,

contributed at the last election was Mr.
irevelyan, Grant Duff, and Dr. Playfair.

While riding out on iprseback at Milan,
recently, King Humbert passed a peasant
driver who, at the moment, fell from his seat
between his horses' heels and the wheels of

his wagon. The King leaped from his horse,
snatched the peasant frem his perilous posi-

tion, but not before the wheels had crushed
him fatally. His family will be hereafter
taken care of by the King.

When the court of Victor Emmanuel was
transported from Turin to Florence, in 1664,
the Marquis de Breme was master of cere-
monies, and a very severe one. To Prime
Minister Ricasoli he prescribed a court dress
before he could be received by the King.
Ricasoli replied: "Either I must be re-

ceived in a plain frock-coat or not at all.

The Ricasolis have never worn livery of any
kind."

One of General Garfield's closest friends is

Major Swaim, who is spoken of as likely to
be his private secretary. He is a compactly
built man, about fifty, square-shouldered
and deep-chested. At first he appears brus-
que, but this disappears on acquaintance,
and he becomes very companionable. He is

an Ohio man, has seen much of the world,
and is a very good judge of men. General
G. is said to rely greatly upon his judg-
ment.

The Carthusian Fathers, who have re-

cently established themselves in Sussex,
England, on a large scale, are in treaty with
the Duke of Norfolk for his estate near
Horsham, which is at a short distance from
thefe1 enormous monastery at Cowfold. The
price offered is said to be considerably under
§150,000, although the property is worth a
good deal more ; but it is supposed that the
Duke is willing to make a sacrifice in favour
os those whom he considers martyr 6.

Prince Roland Bonaparte, son of Pierre
^Napoleon, and Mile, Maria Blanc, daughter
cf the late ontreprenew of the Monaco gam-
ing-house, have decided to leave Ermenon-
ville, the little village near Senlis, where
they were to spend their honeymoon, and are
thinking of visiting the Florentine palace of

San Donato, with which the bride was pre-
sented on her wedding day. They will

stay for a short time at Nice, where the
fashionable world is now begiunirg to as-

semble. There is much curiosity to see the
heiress in the vicinity of Monte Carlo.

One of the Empress of Austria's brothers,
Charles Theodor, Duke in Bavaria, has suc-
cessfully passed the examinations qualifying
him to practise as an oculist. His first

operation for cataract, performed upon a
citizen of Dresden shortly after he had ob-
tained his diploma, resulted in the complete
restoration of sight to his patient ; and he
has agam operated with entire success upon
a sufferer from cataract in the Munich Hos-
pital. The Prince is a regular attendant at
Prof. Arit's lectures on diseases of the eye,
and has in no respect relaxed the arduous-
ness of his studies since he became a regular-
ly licensed member of the faculty. If report
speak truly, Dr. Charles Theodor is fairly

on the way to attain high rank among the
more eminent practical oculists of southern
Germany.
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(MARKET REPORTS

Canada Lumberman Office, )

Toronto, 29th Dec. 1880. {

During the holidays there has been a lull

in lumber yards. Builders ate clearing up
old stocks to commence the business of the
new year, of which the prospect is good.
Stocks generally are Jight throughout
Western Canada. The towu of St. Thomas
has probably the best supply on hand of any
of our Western towns. At the mills stocks
-are moderate and nearly all fold. Shippers
are getting supplies in according to demand.
The Northern Railway has made liberal con-

cessions to parties holding stock along the
line, increasing the local car load to 12 ton
and through to 13 tons, the standird on the
Midland ''s 10 and 12 tons respectively. At
Albany, New York, and other cities across

the lines a fair business is going on, with a
prospect of greatly reduced stocks by spring.

In our logging camps all is bustle and
activity, and so far the progress is all that
could be desired.

TORONTO.
WHOLESALE KATES.

Mill culls, $ 5 50 @ 7 00
Shipping cull stocks....... 10 00 @ 11 00
Shipping culls, (in. box,).... 8 50 @ 10 00
Dressing inch 11 50 @ 13 00
Flooring, 1J & 1£ in, 12 00 @ 13 00
Joisting and scantling,.. .. 9 50 @ 10 50
Mill run sidings 12 00 @ 14 00
Pickings 17 00 @ 20 00
Clear and pickings 25 00 @ 30 00
Lath 1 25 @ 1 40
Shingles, No. 1 2 10 @ 2 20

No. 2 1 40 @ 1 60

LONDON, ONT.
RETAIL RATES.

'Common Lumber $12 00
Stock boards 14 00
Clear in. and 1£ to 2 in 25 00
Bill stuff, up to 16 feet

do. over 16 feet $1
for every two feet extia.

Flooring and vessel lumber.
Dressing lumber rough 17 00
Lath, per 1000 feet

Shingles No, 1, per M
do. per square

13 00

15 00
30 00
14 00

20 00
18 00
4 25
2 75
2 00

OTTAWA.
The following are quotations in the Otta-

wa market :—
12 in. stock?, good $18 00 @ 20 00
12 " S. culls 10 00 @ 10 50
10 " good 16 00 @ 18 00
10 " S. culls 9 50 f& 10 50
Strips, good 17 00 @ 20 00

culls 6 50 @ 7 50
Sidings, 1), 1£. and 2 in,,,

good 23 90 @ 26 00
" culls 9 00 @ 10 00

Lxth (tf 1,000 ]c-.) 0 00 @ 1 00
Deals (# Quebec standard)

1st 0 00 @ 110 00
Deals Quebec standard)

2nd 0 00 @ 65 00
Deals Quebec standard)

3rd 0 00 @ 58 50
Cull deals M. ft.) 6 50 @ 6 59

CHICAGO.
YARD RATES.

First and second clear, 1@ 1J in

First and 2d clear, 2 in

Third clear, @ 2 in

Third clear, 1 inch

1st and 2d clear dressed siding

1st com. dressed siding

Second common
Flooring, 1st com. dressed

Flooring, 2d com. diessed
Flooiing, 3d c m. dressed

Hox bd?, A, 13 in. i'nd up
Box bds, B, 14 in. and up
Box boards, C
A stock boards, 10 (gj 12 ;n., rough....

B stock bds, 10 @ 12 in

C stock bds, 10 @ 12 in
.

'.

Common slock boards
CulLboards $10 00 @
Fencing, No. 1

Fencing, No. l.2

Common boards 11 50 @
Dimension stuff

Dimension stuff, 20 @ 30 ft . . 12 50 @
Small timber, 4 x 4 to 8 x 8
Round posts, cedar
Pickets, dressed and headed, flat. . .

.

Pickets, do., square
Pickets, rough,

Clear shingles

Extra " A " shingles

Standard " A" dry shingles

Shaded " A " shingles

No. 1 shingles

Cedar shingles

Lath, dry

$43 00
45 00
38 00
35 00
20 00
18 50
17 50
34 00
32 00
24 00
43 00
37 00
26 00
37 00
3J 00
28 00
17 00
11 00
13 5)
11 50
12 50
11 50
•jo 00
12 00
15 00
21 00
21 00
15 00
3 25
2 90
2 65
1 10
1 00
2 50
2 50

BUFFALO.
We quote cargo lots :

Uppars $35 00 @ 40 00
Common 16 00 <5> 19 00
Culls 11 00 @ 12 00

Assorted lumber in car lots or boat loads :

3 uppers 1 inch $ @ 40 00
Do. 1 1 and H in 40 00 @ 42 00
Do. 2 in 45 00 <s 47 00
Do. 2^, 3 and 4 in. special..

Pickings 1 inch 28 00 @ 30 00
11 and li in 33 00 @ 35 00

" 2, 3, and 4 in.,

special 22 00 <s 00 00
Shelving 22 00 (© 24 00
Cutting up. . 22 00 @ 24 00
Sidings, com., 1 in 16 50 @ 17 00

" 1| in. and over 17 00 @ 20 00
Common, stocks 16 50 @ 17 00
Box, all thicknesses 13 00 @ 14 00
18 in XXX shin-its 3 60 ® 3 70

18 inch clear butts 2 60 @ 2 70
Lath 1 75 @ 1 80
We quote wholesale prices of hardwood

lumber, delivered on car.s or boat :

Walnut i inch clear $65 00

§ inch, lsts and 2ads 70 00

j inch, lsts aud 2nds, 14 feet coffin

stock 73 00
1 inch l*ts and2nds 75 00

1£, 1£, If, and 2 inch 77 00
2£ inch and thicker 80 00
counters 150 00
newels 5x5 to 10x10 95 00
common in. 4 thicker 55 00
culls, inch 35 00
culls, lj inch 35 00
White ash, Ohio 1st and fine 2nd*.. . . 35 00
Whitewood, inch 30 00

$ inch 28 00

| in coffin stock, 14 ft 30 00
square, 4x4 to 10x10 33 00

Chestnuts, lsts and fine 2nds, 32 00
Maple 25 00
White oak, Ohio 35 00
Cherry, inch and thicker 55 00
Butternut 50 00
Hickory, best Ohio 35 00

CLEVELAND.
UOUfiH LUMBER.

Uppers, thick $45 00
inch 42 00

Box, thick 36 00
inch 32 00

2J, 3 and 4 in c'ears aoecial

Flooring strips, 6 in, No. 1 34 00

2 24 00
Fencing str pi, 6-iu, No. 1 16 00

No. 2 14 00
Select common, thick 28 00

inch 24 00
Common 15 00

Culls 12 00

B. bd« No. 1 12 in 25 00
No 2 16 00
No 14 00
No 1 18 ft 20 00

No 2 18 ft 18 00

No. 3 18 ft 15 00

Bill Btuff to 18 ft 13 00

Bill stuff over 18 ft. adds
75c to $1 per ft. per M.

Shingles, XXX 3 60

clear butts 2 60
Lath 2 25
Surfacing one side adds to the price of

rough lumber..

2 sides

Norway bds and strips 18

01)

50
00

common 13 00

DRESSED LUMBER.

Flooring and drop siding clear $40 00
box 30 00
select com ... 28 00
common 20 00

Siding, J in. bevel clear 00
box 20 00
select common 15 00

Working lumber matching floo' in'_r and
drop siding, $2 ;

working ^ in. siding. $4.

OSWEGO. N. Y.

Three uppers $40 00 @
Pickings 30 00 @
Pine, common 20 00 (<f

Common 14 00 @
Culls 12 00 @
Mill run lots 16 00 @
Sidings, selected, 1 inch .... 30 00 @

1J inch 30 00 @
Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 16 feet 16 00 (?

Selected 20 00 @
shippers 15 00 @

Mill run. 1 and 1$ in. strips 15 00 @
Culls, selected 20 00 @
1x6 selected, for clapboards 24 00 (a1

Shin-Is. XXX, 18-in. pine 3 00?®
XXX, 18 in. cedar J3 00 @

Lath 150®

43 00
32 00
22 00
16 00
14 00
20 00
33 00
3S 00
20 00
25 00
16 00
18 00
24 00
35 00
3 75
3 50
1 75

ALBANY.

To New York M. feet

To Bridgeport 1

.$ 1 00
25
25
00
2;">

25
00
75

75

To New Haven
To Providence .

.

To Pawtucket . .

To Norwalk
To Hartford ....

To Middletown.
To New L mdon
To Philadelphia 2 00

j

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

Pine, clear, $ M 48@60
Pine, fourths 43®5.»
Pine, selects 38@5<<
Pine, good box 17@2fS
Pine, common box 14@17
Pine, 10 in. plank, each 38@42
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls 21@2:i
Pine boards, 10-in 25@2S
Pine, 10-in board?, culls, each...... 17© 1

8

Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft. *» M 28 0<>

Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 it 28 00
Pine 12-in. boards, 13 ft 28 00
Pine, lj-in., siding, select 42 00
Pine, lj-in. siding common 18 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, selected, 40 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, common 16 00
Spruce boaids, each , 16
Spruce, plank, lj-in., each 20
Spruce, plank, 2 in., each 30
Spruce, wall strips, each 11@H4
Hemlock, boards, each
Hemlock, joiBt, 4x6, each
Hemlock, wall strips, 2x4
Black walnut, good, i? M 85 00
Black walnut, |-in 78 00
Black walnut, J-in 78 00
Sycamore, 1-in I 28 00
Sycamore, |}-in 22 00
White wood, 1 inch and thicker. ... 40 00
White wood, £ inch 30 00
Asb, good 43 00
Ash, second quality 30 00
Cherry, good 60 00
Cherrv, common .... : 35 00
Oak, good 42 00
Oak, second quality,

Basswood 25
Hickory 40
Maple, Canada 30
Maple, American 28
Chestnut 40
Shingles, shaved, pme.ni 6

" 2d quality 4 50
Shingles, extra, sawed, pine 4 25
Shingles, clear, sawed, pine
Shingles, cedar, mixed
Shingles, hemlock
Lath, hemlock

13
30
94.

25 00
00
00
00
00
(Ml

00

FILES ^E-CUT!
THOMAS GRAHAM,

File Works, 36 Sherbourne 8treet, Toronto, Ont.

Old Files regrouod Mid re-out equal *to new for
•we. Daring the past vear I h*ve re-cut nearly
;,000 dozen of old flle-i for mill ownets aud others
in Ontario and Quebec. Prices—per dozan for Mi 11

Files, 8 in. »1.50; 10 in. H ; 12 iu. tl 76 ; It it,.

i.76. Other kinds pro rata (quotations from these
rates to large consumers.

BUY onlyThe BEST I

ROYAL PRINTOGRAPH
THE KING COPYING TABLET.

Always takes the lead.

Over 400 conies have been printed from on* writing.

PRIZES AWARDED FOR SUPERIOR MERIT

The only Diploma given by the Industrial Exhibi-
tion Association of Toronto, for " Copying Tablets,"
was awarded to us for our "Improved Copying

Tablets," with black and coloured inks.

We also received a Special Prize al the Provincial
Exhibition at Hamilton, and als<. an Ext ra Prize for
our very "Superior Copying Inks," for use on,the
Printograph or other t/opying Tablets.

Lath, spruce 2

DETROIT.
Yard rates, continue as follows :

Uppers, all thicknesses. . . .$40 00 (a 45 09
Selects 35 00 (ft 38 00
Fine common, thick @ 30 (10

No. 1 common stock, 1x12.. 16 00 (a 18 00
Common shippers, 1x12 13 00 (& 14 00
Flooring, select @ 25 00
common (a 22 00

Roofing, matched (a It) 00
Siding, clear f| 24 00
A select @ 20 HO
B common @ 16 00

Ceiling, select @ 30 00
common @ 25 00

Shipping culls @ 12 00
Mill cull boaids (a 10 00
Dimeusion or bill stuff to 16

feet @ 14 00
18 to 24 feet @ 15 00
longer than 24 feet 16 00 @ 20 00

Shingles, clear, 18 inch @ 4 00
inch clear, 18 inch @ 2 75

Lath @ 2 25

REIDcfc CO., WHOLESALE LUM-
BER DEALERS. Lumber, lath, shin-les, 4c

Car l"ts to suit customcs. Best culls in the uiar-

k. t for fr. m *i t > $7 per M.
Ofkioe on Dock— Esplanade, fool of Sherbourne

Street, 'loronto.

Intercolonial Coal MiningCo.,
offer their fresh mineral bituminous Coal from

their

DRUMMOND COLLIERY.
F.O.B cars, deliverable at stations of th Inter-

col mial anil Grand Trunk Railway.

Apply to

Intercolonial Coal Mining Co.,

2ti St. Francois Xavier Street,

MONTREAL.
The coal is now beuig received at Toronto by several

of the dealers-W. J. Keith, C. J. Smith and others;

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS,
NEW FEATURES

BLACK AND COLOURED INKS,
AND A

SPECIAL PENCIL.
Also a Special C.pying Ink for use on Rubber-

Stamps.

EVERY PRINTOGRAPH IS WARRANTBD.

Prices Reduced.

Printographs. II. 00 and apwards, according '"

size. Inks, 2b cents per bottle. Copying Pencil, 30
cents each. Our manufactures can be tent to any
address on receipt of price.

PIM & CO.,
Manufacturers, 61 King Street East, Toronto.

Cautios— As there are worthless imitations being
sold under different names the public are csutionsyf,
again-a buying any but " Pirn's Royal Printograph,'
as none hut Uioee bearinr our name are genuine.

SA VE YOUR COAL
J. W. ELLIOT'S

PATENT_SAVER.
TAt Pint Okjtci—It ia sroauce the greatest amount e

heat from a given amount of ftsei, and is garacid by an
arrangement of the three way draft passage and some twelve
feet of flue pipe, which is beat down and around the base,

and. the heat is absorbed by the atmosphere through direct

i acSation from every part ef the stove. Ano ** her object e
the invention is to secure for hearing purposes the greatest

possible benefit of the firs contained in the store, and a
accomplished by placing around the body of the store if

series of internally projecting pockets overlapping the fire

put, and se ionaee that the air of the room is admitted into

the lower eski of the pockets, and. after passing through
them, re-enters the room, having become intensely heatea

through contact with the inner sides of the said pockets,

which are mmediately over the hottest part of the fire,

thereby producing far greater results from a given amount
of fuel than any other stove. Stcond Ohjtct—Kn erapora-

tor which is a part of the store. The cover becomes a

water tank, ana is an effective evaporator ; the pivot on
which it turns is an iron tube suewed into the base ef

the tank, while the lower end is dosed and rets in a pocket
inside the dome, thereby producing a greater or less amount
of vapoi'in proportion to the intensity ofthe beat. Tkira
Object—There is a double heater, by means of which heat

can be conveyed to an apartment above, and supplied w iiK

Himcient vapor from the tank. Fturtk Oijtct—A combined
hot air and steam bath can be obtained by closing tht

damper m the water tank, and causing all the vapor t<

mingle with the ascending heat. Fifth Okjtct— .

The Store becomes Simplified sad easy to Caniro

A il hinged dooi sand objectionable fittings are abandonee
end are replaced »y mica lights with metal tips attach

ed, by means of which the mica may be sprang iuo place,

or removed and cleaned with a dry cloth, or replaced when
the stove is red hot, without burning oae's ameers At tht

base of the mica lights eyelets arc placed, through which a

constant flow of air causes all the gas or smoke lo be con-

sumed or to pass off. Sixth Oijtct—A ba«e plate of cast

iron in the place of sine or other perishable material. The
base plate is saised sufficient for the cold air en the floor tr

pass up through iu raised and hollow cone-chape to the

stove, and is rarihed. and by this means a consta nt circu-

lation is continued until an even summer heat is obtained
The circulation above described csntes the floor to remain

:ool underneath the store. The stores arc altogether cast

iron ; and the slow consumption of fuel, die direct radiatioa

from all its heated surface, ensures them to last any nam ber

f years and to produce po clinkers or waste.
*

There are two grates, similar in form to the base of a

ircular basket ; the centre grate is rotated So the right or

eft by the lever a sheet distance, and by moving the lever

,tiU further to the right or left both grates are worked, tgi

To licat a tire close all the drafts in she base of the store

pen a direct draft in the smoke flue ; fill up to the base a

the feeder with fine coal, leering suflsoent space for

draft, on the coal place the lightwood, leave the tank

ver off slightly for draft, until the fire has taken, close tht

.ink cover and open the draft in front.

For further information apply to

J. W. ELLIOT,
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Muskoka District.

LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES.

To meet the demands of the LUMBERMEN IN THIS DISTRICT
I have opened out a

WHOLESALE SUPPLY DEPOT
At BRACEBRIDGE, where everything in the shape of Lumbermen's supplies

or Furnishings, can be obtained in large or small quantities, at wholesale

rates.

Outside quotations or correspondence solicited.

F. W. JEFFERY.

STANDARD CHOPPING MI LLS,
BIINO BEST FRENCH BURR MILL-

VTOKCS. SIMPLE, EFFICIENT, PRAOTI-

OAL. CAN BE RUN BY ANY INTELLIG-

ENT MAN, NO RENEWING PLATES AS IN IRON

12 IHCR CAPACITY MILLS. GRIND-
°jS BUSHELS PER HOUR ERS WILL LAST

|

A LIFETIME.
""DRIVEN BIT

I to 8 H.P

MILLSTONE

CHOPPING
MILLS

FOR LUMBERMEN.

Wil grind as fine as any four-foot stone.

Guaranteed to grind any kind of grain, fine
or coarse, equally as well, as a four foot mill stone.

WATER0U8 ENGINE WORKS CO., BRANTFORD. CANADA.
Lumbermen, grind your own Horse Foed.

Make your own Flour with our Portable Grist Mill.

PRICE, €h-i& Mill complete, $600. Cctpaeity, One and a half

barrels of good flour per hour.

Send for particulars, address

Waterous Engine Works Co-.

Brantford, Ontario, Canada

BRYCE BROTHERS
JS» T L A. -TOTnENCE

LUMBER YAIU) !

Corner Berkeley and Front Streets, Toronto.

Planing Mill, No. 57 Ontario St. .... Mills at Elmvtde.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

LUMBER, SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, &e.

Largest and Best Stock of Lumber in the City at Lowest Prices.

WE HAVE CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE STOCK OF

SASH, DOORS AND BLINDS, ETC., ETC.,
Which we sell at Lower Rates than they can be had anywhere else in the City,

SPECIAL ATTENTION given to FILLING OF BILLS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Bm*M 1 uilt on easy terms of payment. Houses to rent or for sale in any part of the citj

*»"Be«t price paid for Lumber of all kinds, c«d*r posts, fcc.^j

G. B. MEADOWS
Manufacturer of and Dealer in

Lumbermen's Supplies,
Hotel & General House Furnishing Goods, Cooking Range* k Store*.

HOT AIR FURNACES, &c,
Wholesale dealers in Tinware ; Sheet Copper and Brass Goods, Coal Oil and

Lamp Goods. ^gfContractor for Builders' Job work.

DUNLOP STREET, Corner Railway Square,

Barrie, Ontario.

M. BRENNEN,
MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

(.mater, Lath and Shingles,

63, 65 and 67 King William-st-

,

HAMILTON, ONT.
Mills and Timber Limits at Silver Creek,

Tiago P. O., Ont.

Hill Stuff cut from 10 to 60 feet. Cedar
Posts on hand.

Orders sent to M. Brennen, Tiago, P. 0.,

will receive prompt attention.

THE GENUINE

Silver-Steel, Lance-Tooth

Cross-Out Saw

!

It stands without a rival, and is the fast-

est} cutting saw in the world. It has beaten
the best Canadian and American-made
saws 33$ per cent, in every contest. Its

superiority consists of its excellent temper.

It is tempered under the Secret Chemical
Piooess, which toughens and refines the

steel. It gives a finer and keener cutting

ed(?e, and will hold it twice as long as any
other process. We have the sole right for

this process for the Dominion of Canada.
None genuine that are not like the above

cut. with registered trade mark with the

word '"The Lanc>-," and Maple Leaf with
our name. Price $1 per foot.

Caution. — Beware of Countei feits.

There are inferior counterfeits on the mar-
ket, which are intended to be sold at a high

price upon the >eputation of this saw. We
will send to aDy address a saw exactly like-

any counterfeit, warranted equal in quality

or no sale, at 60c. per foot. Therefore do
not be. humbuggtd into payiug a first-class

price for a sec^nd-o'a's saw. A fa< t to bear

in mind is that if the insterial apd temper are

not of the very best quality the sh*pe of the
teeth amounts to nothing. A saw, like a

knife, will not cut fast without it will hold a

keen, cutting edge. We have cut off a 14-

inch sound basswcod log in eight seconds
with this saw.
Manufactured only by

SHURLY &. DIETRICH.
Manufacturers of Saws, Plastering Trowels,
Straw Knives, &c, &c.

GALT, ONTARIO.
December 10, 1880.

ALLANDALE JUNCTION HOTEL.
Travellers bv Northern Railway nave 15 to SO min-

utes bv all I rains, for reire*hioen>s. Solid meals.
Tea and coffee at counter. Fine brands of liquor* and
choice cigars.

E. S. MEEK (NO Propriet/.r

ST, LOUIS^ HOTEL.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietor*.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec

Tins hotel, which is unrivalled for s'ze,

style and locality in Q-iebec,is open through-
out the year for pleasure and business tiavel.

ST. LAWRENCE HALL.
PORT HOPE

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best Hotels in Toronto, an,j
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms o =
grxund floor. Wtltou Street, Port Hope

Wm. MACKIE, Proprietor.

PHASER'S HOTEL.
GRAVENHURST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER. proprietor (successor to Doujr-
land Brown.) Mr. Fra9er having purchased and thor-
oughly renova'ed and refii'ted that old established
hotel, so long ano popululy kept and owned by
Dougald Brown, in Ihe village of Gravenhurst, >
now iu a position toattendto the wants of the navel-
ling and general public. Parties en route to the
Muskoka District, wiil find " I laser's" a comfortable
stoppi place. The Bar and Larder are well furn-
ished. Convenient Sample Rooms for Commercial
Men. Good Stabling and attentive hostler. Fre*-.

'bus to and from trains and steamboats.

HOTEL OTTAWA,
No. 21 North Side King Square.

ST- JOHN-
B. COSMAN, Proprietor.

Terms, $1.00 to $1.50 per da if.

THERUSSEUHOUSE,
OTTAWA,

JAS. A. GOULN, Proprietor.

Favourite Resort ofthe Leading Public
men of the Dominion attending

the annual Sessions of

Parliament.
Ministers of the Crown, Senators, Members of Par-
liament, Public Officials, as well as those havi .g

business with the various Departments of the gov-
ernment. Itisalso ihe head-quarters of thosehav.ug
dealings with the princely Lumber Manufacture) in
the great Pine Valley, of which Ottawa is the ackn rm-
1 edged centre.
The UrssELL HonSE being central, almost abutf ng

on the magnificent Parliament ana Departmental
Buildings—the pride >f the Country—is thus con-
veniently situated for those visiting the City on pub-
lic business. But the 1 ocation is also everythi g
that could be desired a'ike for the man of bus n<"ss

and the man of pleasure. A fewmimtrs walk UuutiH
the guest < f the Hotel witnin reach, not only of . II

the principal business resorts, but also of the un>si
splendid Mountain and Valley Scenery fhat can be
seen anywhere, as also of the two almost unrivalled
Waterfalls—the Chaudiere and Rideau-andof t.e
extensive Manufacturing Establishments and Depors
of the leading Lumbermen. But. besides the beauti-
ful scenerv, which, it may be mentioned, includes
the magnificent Ottawa and two of its grand tribut&r-
ies—the Rideau and the Gatineau—there are ia the
immediate neighborhood, beautiful Lakes »sa appar-
ently never-ending woods, which afford opportunities
for the finest Fishing and Shooting that can he ob-
tained on the Coutinent
The Russell House affords excellent accomodation

for 300 guests ; its table is abundantly supplied with
Viands of the choicest description, in season, and no-
thing is left undone to make every visitor feel com-
fortably " at home.,'

Qmnibusses meet the Arrival o{
every Train and Boat.
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DOMINION BELT & HOSE COMP'Y
JAMS , D. McARTHUR, - - - Manager.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

Fire Engine Hose, Lace, Leather,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC, ETC-
Stitched and Ribbed Belting Made to Order.

Double always in Stock - Send for Samples and Prices.

73 COLBORNE ST., TORONTO.

ELLIOTT'S " 1880 " LACE CUTTER
Is the first absolutely perfect tool ever made for cutting all kinds of lac* leather eithei

thick or thin. Lacings of any length or width may be cut and pointed by the most inex-
perienced. The price paid for cutting one side of leather wi J buy a Cutter with which
you oan cut just the sized lacings needed for each particular belt.

Price 75 Cents. Ssnt by mail on receipt of pi ice. Address

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO.,
Brantford, Ontario, Oa nada

SOLE AGENTS IN THE DOMINION FOR

EWART'S PATENT DRIVE CHAIN!
No Friction, Tension, Stretching"; runs Fast, Slow, Perpendicu'ar, Horizonti or Half Twist.

rOSl'i'lYK TRANSMISSION . STANDS KXl'OStUtK.

Best Sawdust Carrier. Best Lumberman's Chain. Best Chain for
Live Rolls. Address

Waterous Engine Works Co-, Brantford, Ont., Canada.

JMO IVT II
.50 pqt^ tcnnuoo i" 15c pai^ Nume€<F\

FOR * SALE * BY * ALL * BOOKSELLERS
/\ND-MaILED • pRE E-ON-RECEIPT'OF-PRICE • BV'THE • PUBLISHERW . "W JR. I

TORONTO , ONT. rwmro tuczo.

HEWITT & CAPELL,
GENERAL WOOD * WORKERS,

18 Sheppard St. - - Toronto.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Stair Newels, Balusters, Hand Rails,

Ramps, Mouldings, Brackets, Fence-pickets,

and everything requisite for the finishing of Houses, etc.

Gig Sawing, Band Sawing, Shaping, Sticking, Wood Turning, 4c &c.,

DONE BY THE HOUR.

O" Patterns furnished and designs drawn for Scrolls and other work. All orders
>romptly attended to.

MACHINERY OILS !

To 1 )ealpr» and Consumers.
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It will give the subscriber much pleasure to forward, post free, to any address, on appUeealea, a

pamphlet, containing instructions and lnfonuation that have been found of the greatest pnieVeal use te

dealers and consnmers of machinery oil in Oanada. It contains the ftillest information as to She slfler

ent kinds of oi's, their quantise and usee, thue enabling the consumer to make choice of tke very oil

best adapted <o his wants, and also enables the merchant to select the kinds most likely to be In

demand in his ncivhborhooJ. This pamphlut shows conclusively that oils properly maaafaetured froea

pf-truhum, are v» Uy superior to any anwnal or r«i(«i> ['. I am now snaking tbe same quailtlaa ef

'Extra" an 1
' XX" oils I manufactured from 1870 to 1871 They are guaranteed net te : Meter. «K

xclreme etld, nitvl warrant! d U give atlsfaclien i i every particular. Beware of Agents soliciting yonr er

lers without r.'y tnwle-marked order-book. .Vddrees

GEO. B. STOCK,
P 0. Box 1146, Toronto.

Nothing Like It Yet Seen
llig-hest Awards lit

i OROI\TO, 18b0 - 1st Prize and Diploma.

HAMILTON, 1880, -

LONDON,

THE PEARL DRY HOP YEAST
Ready in a moment, and unaffected by time or weather

*aT Ask your grocer lor it or send direel t<> the factory.

PEARL YEAST CO-,
Box 1164, P. O. 39 Front Street East, Toronto-
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MIDLAND RAILWAY OF CANADA
AMD

Wlitty, Port Perry & LindsayRAILWAY
NOTICE TO SHIPPERS.

All freight for points on the abore road*

should be shipped via the Grand Trunk
Railway, when it will be forwarded by th<

shortest route without transhipment and at

ths cheapest rates.

Fast Freight Trains Bun Through To
Pet«rboiough, Penelon Falls, Kin-
mount, Minden. Orillia, Lindsay, Hali-

burton,tMidland, and Waubaushene,
connecting with fast steamers for

Parry Sound and Byng Inlet.

J. NEILL & SONS,
IRON FOUNDERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

For rates, etc., apply to local agents, or tc

A. White, General Traffic Agent, Peter-

borough.
GEO. A. COX,

Managing Director, M. R. of C.

JAS. HOLDEN,
Managing Director W., P. P., and L. Ry

Great Western Railway
T1CKFTS to San Francisco and all Points on ttw

Pacific Coait, both Overland and by Pacific Wtei;

Steamships from New York. Winnipeg and the

North Weit by all Routes. London, Detroit, Snf'

Bension Bridge, and ail the principal points in the

ITSD States, both east and west, with the fullest

information of Routes, with Guides, Time Tables,

Haps, &e., Free.

SOLE AGENCY FOR THE
WHITE -TAR LliJTE,
To Liverpool, Londonderry, Queenstown, Bel-

fast and Glasgow.

T. W. JONES, Agent,
t York Street, Toronto, near Queen's Hotel.

FOR SALE, IN THE BEAUTIFUL
town of Orillia, a very commodious brick house

wits, out buildings and garden. Terms moderate.

Apply to Editor of Lumberman, Toronto.

JJACKENZIE BROTHERS,

Brokers, and general Produce-Provision Comrais-

sioa Merchants, 24 Water Street, Saint JoaD V B.

Highest References provided. Consignments solici-

ted. Correspondence respeetfully requested. Returns
promptly made.

w. R. MACKENZIE. D. G. vACKENZlE.

HVEAOH INHH

Front and Esplanade Streets, Opposite the Queen's Hotel,

WORN STATEMENTS MADE BY LIFE INSCK A rvt'F COM-
PAMEN TO THE CANADIAN OOVEIttVMIorv B .

NAMB8

or

OOMPANHS.

Total Busotss

in OakAsa.

NewBtjsiness

Obtained in '79.

Policies

become

Claims

IN 1879.

Deposit

AT

Ottawa.
Total

Prein. re.

in 1870.

Total
Ins. in
Fore*.

Ho.
;Poi.
tasu'd

Amount
of PoL
Issued.

Canadian. • • $ 8 $
Canada, Hamilton 536,208 18,945,716 1,402 2,633,100 157,821 54,000

iM,ee8 5,928,328 1,013 1,545,650 31,494 77,650

Bun, of Montreal ... 101344 8,628,788 624 818,600 18,000 50,400

Ontario Mutual ... 62,587 2,151,413 427 490,000 11,500 50,541

Mutual, Hamilton 80,805 1,262,856 156 201,500 7,300 81,075

OMsons', MoEtrsal 26,291 1,171,845 188 406,250 11,000 50,400

4,674 163,606 10 17,606 1,000 29,160

British.*
•Undard 152,237 6,487,066 809 697,600 67,836 153,000

Lon.& Lanoashire. 68,456 1,788,188 226 400,600 20,070 nc.uoo
Brit. * Mercantile 26,986 1,019,234 6 38,000 39,057 Fire&U
Boyai 97,786 1,012,568 ao 66,576 20,554 Fire &L.
Commercial Union 22,996 674,609 16 51,373 24,516 Fire & L.
Btu 17,546 681,439 38 107,067 21,982 100,343
L4r., Lon., ft Globe 10,186 286,004 7 15,438 1,117 Fire & L.

16,649 894,681 14 77,760 6,000 Five &L.
4,094 106,910 6 10,600 2,000 54,993

AjtnioAjr.*
JtTNAIiTFE , .,,

Equitable, of NT.
Union Mutual, Me
Travellers

807347
180,327
91,691
89,691

9,289,326
5,266.993

2,732,914
3,072,782

936
475
167
216

1,386,600
1,285,500

277,850
336,150

131,883
38,785
43,704
10,830

195,000
105,000
115,000
126,100

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,
202 SPARKS STREET. OTTAWA

*In examining the table it must be borne in mind that it relates only to
business done in Canada. This comprises the whole of the business done by
the local companies, but only the Canadian business of the British and Ameri-
can Companies. The Etna's total income was $4,350,897.30 in 1879.
B»* Of the 8181383 of "Policies become claims" in the case of the .33TNA

LIFE, 933,7434 was by the maturity of Endowment Policies—i.e., policies
payable at death or the end of 10, 15 or 20 years if living. In the other 19 com-
panies, all combined, only a total of $24,948 of this excellent kind of insurance
was paid in 1879.

$36,000 was added by the J3TNA LIFE, the past year, to its Govern-
ment Deposit, making It the largest of any Company, and nearly 4 times that
of most Canadian Companies.»" The superior winding of the ^ETNA LIFE is shewn by its total in-
eome being 8)4,350,897.30, and by its Canada Branch income being nearly
•qual to the combined premium income of the whole 9 British Companies, or
that of the 8 lesser American Companies, or that of all the Canadian Com-
panies but one. This one has been 32 years getting $536,293, while the .Etna's
8807347 has grown from less than $1000 in the past 14 years.

Head Office for Canada—Bouatead's Block, Toronto.
WILLIAM H. OKK. Unuagei.

ta-y e

proof or plain Prices frem 85, upward-*. Flag

Manufacturers of tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen Camp meetings. Photographs s. Lawr. and Mili-

ncampments, with or without extra extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped, mildew
•f all desji lptions, (regulation sizes) made of the beat

silk-finish bunting. CAMP BEDS (Bradrv's pa-

tent) the best bed ever invented ; size when folded,

2 x 6 in. ; 3 feet long, weighing only 11 pouuds, but
stro'ig enough to bear the weight of any man.
Waterproof waggon and horse covers, tarpau'ius,

shotts, coats and leggings of every description,
trade to order on the premises. t?S~ Special rates

to Lumbermen. Send for catalogue and price list to

L0SED

National Manufacturing Co.,

202 Sparks Stree'. Ottawa.

ORILLIA HOUSE.
ORILI.IA.

New aoi Commolious Brxk Hall Ibig ; bett north

DOMINION HOUSE.

BracEbri dge.

of Toronto jsplendH sample rooms : centrally local- I .
A ^?',d h

2
u
"5

in
„
eve y r
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":ct

%
Free lm9 to a ',d

ed • free 'Iran. from the whirf. Tstms, *1 p r day.

JOHN KELLY, Proprietor. I R. GILCHRIST, Proprietor.

QUEEN'S HOTEL.

BRACEBRIDGE.

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor
(late of Georgetown,) having lately purchased
t ie above hotel, will endeavor to make it one of
the best houses in the District of Muskoka. Tourists
and hunting parties will receive every possible attent-
ion. Free 'bus to and from th^ steamboat wharf.
Terms, one dollar per day.

FOR BARGAIi^S
Fine Watclies and Jewellery,

CALL AT

RYRIE'S, the Jeweller,
113j(Yonge-st., Toronto.



B\ M DIXON". & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING!
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition, - Ottawa, 1875.

" " Hamilton, 1876.
" " London, 1877.
" Industrial Exhibition, - Toronto, 1879.

Toronto, 1880.

International Medal, Centennial Ex., Philade phia, 1876.

None geuuine unless with a STAR on the ho id of rivets. Stud f,.r Prioe Lists ami Discun ».

81 Colborne St , Toronto.

PIANOS

!

ORGANS

!

To Engineers, Saw Millers, *c.

STOOLS

!

COVERS

!

WM. NORRIS & SON,
8 Adelaide Street East, Toronto.

THE CROWNING TRIUMPH OF THE BELL ORGAN i

The Bell Organs have just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold "Medal), a 1

the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year, for their Organs over all the English ai:d

American makers. This along with the unlimited wards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
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The Bell Organ Manufactory is the Largest and Oldest in the British Empire, and the fact that we

have sold nearly 10,000 pi ores that they are the beet in the mat kit. We guarnitce all cur Orgai s for five

years

.

Correspondence invited. Illustrated catalogue mailed free.

W. BELL & CO.,
41 to 47 Eaat Market Square, GUELPH, ONT.

THE HANCOCK

INSPIRATOR
Is undeniably the best Boiler Feeder

in the world. Can be operated while

the engine is at rest. All sizes will

lift water 25 fcet at comparatively high

and low temperature.

1,700 OF THEM NOW IN USE

Manufactured under license by

STEVENS.

TURNER,

& BURNS
LONDON, ONTARIO.

riT Send for circular and Priee LUt.

WINDSOR HOTEL
CORNER KING & YORK STREETS, TORONTO.

SI 50 AND $2 OO PER DAY
GEORGE BROWN, Proprietor.

The Queen's Hotel, Toronto, Canada.

McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.
Patrooiaed by Royalty and the Inst families. Prices graduated according to noma.
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THE CARE OF STEAM BOILERS.

The following is from a sheet of instruc-

tions to boiler attendants recently issued by
the Manchester Steam Users' Association :

Getting Up Steam.—Warm the boiler

grr dually. Do not get up steam from cold

water in less than six hours. If possible,

light the fires overnight. Nothing turns a

new boiler into an old one sooner than get-

ting up steam too quickly. It hogs the fur-

nace tubes, leads to grooving, strains the

end plates, and sometimes rips the ring

seams of rivets at the bottom of the shell.

Firing.— Fire regularly.—After firing

open the ventilating grid in the door for a

minute or so. Keep the bars covered right

up to the bridge. Keep as thick, a fire as

the quality of the coal will allow. Do not
rouse the fires with a rake. Should the coal

cake together, run a slicer ia on top of the

bars and gently break up the burning mass.

It has been found by repeated trials that

under ordinarily fair cord tions no smoke
need be made with careful hand firing.

Cleaning Fires and Slacking Ashes.—
Clean the tires as often as the clinker renders

it necessaiy. Do not slack the clinkers and
ashes on the flooring plates in front of the

boiler, but draw them directly into an iron

barrow and wheel them away.

Feed Water Supply.—Set the feed valve

so as to give a constant supply, and keep the
water up to the height indicated by the wa-
ter level pointer. There is no economy in

keeping a great depth of water over the fur-

nace crowns, while the steam space is

reduced thereby, and thus the boiler render-
ed more liable to prime. Nor is there any
ceonomy in keeping a very little water over
the furnace crowns, while the furnaces are

thereby rendered more liable to be laid

bare.

Glass Water Gauges and Floats.—
Blow through the test tap at the bottom of

the gruge hourly, as well as through the
tap in the bottom neck, and the tap in the
top net k twice daily. These taps should
be blown through more frequently when the
water is sedimentary, and whenever the
rnovcmeLt of ti e water in the glass is at all

sluggish. Should either of thoroughfares
become ch( ked, clean them out with a wire.
Work the floats up and down by hand three
or four times a day to see that they are quite
free. Always test the glass water gauges
and the floats thoroughly the first thing in
the morning before tiring up.

Blow Olt Taps and Scum Taps.— Open
the blow-out tap in the morning before the
engine is started, and at dinner time when
the engine is at rest. Open the scum tap
when the engine is running, before break-
fast, before dinner, and after dinner. If the
water be sedimentary, run down half an
inch of water at each blowing. If nots edi-

mentary, merely turn the taps round. See
that the water if iX the height indicated by
the water level pointer at the time of open-
ing the scum tap. Do not neglect blowing
out for a single day, even thongh anti •in-

crustation compositions are put into the
boiler.

Safety Valves.—Lift each safety valve 1

by hand in the morning before setting to

work and see that it is tree. If there is a 1

low water safety valve, test it occa-

sionally by lowering the water level to

see that the valve begins to blow at the

right point, When the boiler is laid off,

examine the float andkvel to see that they
are free, and that they give the valve the full

rise. If safety valves are allowed to go to

sleep, they may get set fast.

Shortness of Water —In case the boiler

should be found to be short of water, draw
the fives if practicable, and draw them
quickly, beginning at the front. In some
cases it may be more couvenient to smother
the fires with ashes or with anything else

ready to hand. If the fires are not drawn
leave the furnace doors open, turn on the

feed, lower t'.ie dampers, shut down the stop

valve if the boiler be one of a series, and re-

lieve the weight on the safety valves so as

to blow off the steam. Warn passers-by

from the front of the boiler.

Use of Anti-incrustation Composi-
tions.—Do not use any of these without a

thorough knowledge of their effects. It

used never introduce them in heavy charges

at the man hole, or safety valve, but in

small daily quantites along with the feed

water.

Emptying the Boiler.—Do not empty
the boiler under steam pressure, but cool it

down with the water in ; then open the

blow-out tap and let the water pour out. To
quicken the cooling the damper may be left

open, and the steam blown oft through the

safety valves. Do not on any account dash
cold water on to the hot plates. But in

cases of emergency, pour cold water in be-

fore the hot water is let out, and mix the

two together so as to cool the boiler down
gradually and generally, and not suddenly
and locally.

Cleaning Out the Boiler.—Clean out

the boiler at least every two months, and
oftener if the water be sedimentary. Re-
move all the scale and sediment as well as

the flue dust and soot. Show the scale and
sediment to the manager. Pass through the

flues, and see not only that all the soot and
flue dust have been removed, but that the

plates have been well brushed. Also see

whftherthe flues are damp or dry, and if

damp rind out the cause. Further, see that

the thoroughfares in the glass water gauges

and in the blow-out elbow pipes, as well as

the thoroughfares and the perforations in the

internal feed dispersi< n pipe and the scum
pipes are free. Take the teed pipe and scum
troughs out of the boiler if necessary to

clean them thoroughly. Take the taps and
the feed valves to pieces ;

examine, clean,

and grease them, and if necessary grind

them in with a little fine sand. Examine
the fusible plugs. Do not put any blocks

under the pipes in tha hearth pit.

Preparation for Inspection.—Have the

boiler cooled and carefuily cleaned out as

explained above. Show both scale and sedi-

ment to the inspector, as well as the old cap

of the fusible plug, and tell him of any de-

fects that may have manifested themselves

in working, or of any repairs or alterations

that may have been made since the last ex-

amination.

Fusible Plugs.— Keep these free from

soot on the fire side, and from incrustation

on the water side. Change the fusible met-

al once every year, at the time for preparing

for annual examination.

General Keeping of Boiler.—Polish

up the brass arid other bright work in the

fittings. Sweep up the flooring plate fre-

quently. Keep water out of the hearth pit

below the flooring plates. Keep the tpace

on the top of the boiler free, and brush it

down once or twice a week. Take a pleasure

in keeping the toiler and the boiler house
clean and bright, and iu preventing smoke.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC LIGHT.

The aucitnt saw auent the share of milk
obtained by the still suckling seems to b
pretty well borne out in the progress of the

brush system of electiic lighting. A dozen
systems; so-called, have made more no;se

and have attracted more newspaper atten-

tion ; but while they are for the most part

still "promising," the Brush system has
been quietly taking possession of the field.

How tar this is due to the superior business

management of the company controlling the

Brush patent it is impossible to say ; the in-

dications are, however, that the rema -kable

sue ess of the brush system is mainly due
to the practical genius of Mr. Brush ia meet-
ing the recruirements of outdoor or large

room lighting with an efficient generator,

and a lamp which is so simple in construction

so automatically regular in action, and so

easy to keep in order, that practical busi-

ness men can afford to use it. It is perhaps
the least ornamental in appearance of all

lamps, but it gives the light requited, and
calls for comparatively little case. On the

score of economy the users of the lamp pro-

fess to be well satisfied ; and the rapid and
aigely extended adoption of the system,

abroad as well as at home, would seem to

justify the favourab'e judg ment which those

who have tried the lamp have freely express-

ed with regard to its practical value.

Tlis latest list of prominent users of the

Brush light embraces twenty five rolling

mills, iron and steel works, machine shops,

car works, and the like
;
twenty saw mills,

j

paper mills, oil works, printing houses, anti
'

other factories and manufacturing establ sh-

ments ;
twenty woollen, cotton, linen, and

silk factories, several of them employiug

over a hundrsd lights each ; a dozen ni nes,

smelting works, etc., more than a dozen
wholesale and retail stores, using from six

to sixty-four lights : a dozen public parks,

docks, summer resorts, and the like includ-

ing a mile and a half of river front and docks

at Montreal ;
circuses, colleges, hotels

steamers ; and large numbers of city lights

iu San Francisco, St. Louis, Chicago, Cleve-

land, Detroit, Grand Rapids, and other

cities besides New York and Brooklyn,

where a hundred or more lights are already

in use. The contracts of the company in

San Francisco called for the erection of about

a thousand Jamps by the beginning of the

current year— Wabash, Indiana, claims the

credit of being the first large town to adopt
the el:ctric lamp for general illumination,

four Brush lights, of 3,000 candle power
each, on the court house dome, sufficing for

the outdoor n^eds of the entire town of 10-

000 inhabitants.

The company formed in London to intro-

duce tbo Brush light there have already

placed two hundred lights in various parts

of tin city, and have ordered from Cleve-

land nearly as many more, contracts having
been signed for the lighting of the Houses
of Par iament, Charing Cross Station, Lud-
gate Hill Station, Blackfriare' Bridge, St.

Paul's Churchyard, and other conspicuous

places. Even the extremely conservative

British Admiralty has taken kindly to the

Yankee invention, 432 lights have been pur-

chased for the use of the Royal Navy. Mr.
Brush is now making a 40-light machine (80-

000 candles) designed to throw the entire,

current into one huge lamp, which has been
ordered for the Biitish torpedo service. The'
carbons for this artificial sun will be as large

as a man's arm, and the light, when direct-

ed by a projector of corresponding size, will

of itself be a formidable.weapon of defense.

With a proper system of curtains it will be
possible to flash upon an approaching ene-

my a sudden glare of light that will be little

less than blinding.

A less imposing but more admirable appli-

cation to this light, and ODe that is being

rapidly adopted, is in connection with loco-

motive headlights. The generator is oper-

ated by a small engine taking steam from
the boiler and placed opposite the air com-
pressors of the Westinghouse breaks. By
attaching the reflector to the forward truck

the light may be thrown so as to illuminate

the track ahead even when rounding curves.

It is obvious that the same machine which
supplies the headlight will also furnish a

cu rent for illuminating the cars.

Wherever the electric light has been
brought into competition with gas for light-

ing large rooms or open spaces, "it has given

a ;.ood account of itself in comparisons of

cost. In very many cases, however, any
comparison with gas is out of the question.

With gas it is simply impossible to do cer-

tain kinds of work at night, or to do it as

rapidly and well as by daylight. With the

electric light night production is brought up
to the level of day production. The gain of

one night's increased production will often

pay the cost of electric lighting for months.
Practical business men are not slow to ap-

precia e advantages of this sort. The ques-

tion with them is how much will the electric

light cost, but can the light be depended on

for steady, uniform, certain operation, with-

out n quiring too ranch expert attention *

The .-.bility of the Brush lamp to meet snch

practical requirements would seem to be

the secret of its substantial progress,

—

Scitntific American.

A sale of over 100,000 feet of lumber was
rece it'y made at Ottawa to be shipped by
way of Brockville.
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Under Fire.

a soldier's sensations when engaged in

BATTLE.

Detroil Free Press.)

Whenever you can find a soldier who, un-

der fire, aims low and shoots to make every

bullet wound or kill, you will find fifty who
are nervously throwing away ammunition,

seeming to reason that the reports of their

muskets will check or drive the enemy. And
yet this nervousness need not be wondered
at, for they are playing a game of life and

death.

At Malvern Hill, seventeen soldiers, be-

longing to an Ohio regiment, took cover in a

dry ditch, which answered admirably for a

rifle pit. A Georgia regiment charged this

little band three times, and were three times

driven back. The fire was low and rapid,

and the loss in front of their guns was more
than one hundred killed in ten minutes.

Regiments have been engaged for an hour
without losing over half that number. The
fire of those seventeen was so continuous

that McClellan forwarded a brigade to their

support, believing that an entire regiment

had been cut off.

At Mine Run the writer was just ia the

rear of a New York regiment which was
suddenly attacked. A single company of

confedrates, cut off from the regiment and
dodging about to rejoin it, suddenly de-

bouched into a field anl found itself face to

face with the union regiments. Fighting

commenced at once. A regiment fought a

company, both lying down from cover. I

ay so near a third sergeant that 1 could

touch his heels, and 1 watched his fire.

Every time he pulled the trigger he elevated

the muzzle of his gun at an angle of forty-

five degrees instead of depressing it for the

enemy lying down. I saw him repeat this

operation fourteen different times. The man
next to him fired as many bullets plump in-

to a stump in his front, and the man on the

othersi de shot into the ground about ten

feet away. Others must have been wasting

bullets about the same way ; but that little

company was shooting to kill. In that ten

minutes of fighting the New Yorkers suffer-

ed a loss of thirty-six killed and wounded,
and then a bayonet charge doubled them
back and opened a gap for the little baud's

escape. I walked over the ground and
found one dead and one wounded confeder-

ate. Not a gun, blanket, knapsack or can-

teen had been left behind.

Any soldier will no doubt tight better un-

der cover than he will iu the open field, but
cover does not always insure good fighting.

At Pittsburgh Landing live thousand union
soldiers skulked under the river bank, safe

from the enemy's tire, and many of them
threw their guns into the river rather than
tire a shot. Again, at Yellow tavern, five

of Custer's men, dismounted and lying be-

hind a fence, held five companies of cavalry

at bay for twelve miuutes, and killed twen-
ty-four meu, and this without getting a
scratch iu return.

At Mine Run a union regiment wtnt into

the light with sixty rounds of ammunition
per man, making a total of perhaps four

thousand bullets. This regiment was placed

to act as a check to any advance of the me-
my in a certain direction. They did not see

thirty confederates during the whole day,

and yet it was twice more supplied with am-
munition. It fired away at least twelve
thousand bullets, and yet only killed two
rebel skirmishers.

One cool man will do more execution with
his musketthan thirty men tiring at raudom.
One must have a will strong enough to

crowd down all emotions, and oblige his

hands to cease trembling at the word. Out
of every regiment, not more than one hun-
dred men were fighters. These shot to knJ.

The others shot at random, and killed only

by accident. Thirty cartridges would last

a good tighter for an all day's fight. The
ordinary soldier would fire out his sixty in

an hour and a half, and like enough have
his eyes shut half the time wtieu he pulled

the trigger. A member of the 2d. Michigan
infantry hit the case pretty well at Black-
burn Ford. When the skirmishing began
he counted his cartridges, and said :

" Just sixty of 'em, and I'll fire three a

minute, and have these fellers licked in just

twenty minutes to a tick 1"

There was a fight emminent between two
boys. One of them darkly hinted that he
was bigger than the other. The smaller,

who is the son of a deacon, defiantly re-

torted : "I don't care if you are as big as

a church debt
;
you can't scare me.

Sparrows in a Winter Bath.

Yesterday, during the sunny hour of noon,

says the Hartford "Times," a fbek of about

a hundred English sparrows gathered upon
and near a painted tin roof having a pro-

tected southern exposure, where a good deal

of water had collected in the broad flat gut-

ter. The temperature of the surrounding

air was abont six degrees below the freezing

point, and water was evidently a scarce

article, for the eager little birds rushed for

it almost furiously. They dashed in by the

dozen, fluttering their wings and tails, and
sending the shower of water in a spray

round. A dozjn new-comers woul 1 be ac-

tually fighting for precedence. As fast as

they finished their bath the birds went to

t le upper slope of the roof, noxt the shelter-

ing brick wall of a higher part of the build-

ing, and there spread themselves out in the

sun, like hens shuffling in a warm sand-bath,
spreading out their feathers and turning

themselves first on one and then on the

other side. One sparrow evidently had his

misgivings about taking a plunge into a win-

ter bath ; he stood shivering at the edge of

the pool, like an undressed boy on the

river's bank' when he hesitates to take the

first plunge of the season. Some of his more
venturesome c jmpa"ions tried to push the

bird in. One seized him by the tail and
pulled ; another fluttered his wings against

him and tried to crowd him in ; and a third

tried to operate on his head. It was in

vain ; that paaticular bird, though seeming-
ly desirous of a bath, evidently mistrusted

the temperature of the water—or his own
sanitary powers of resistance iu these ma-
larial times, and he wouldn't budge. His
companions, to the number of about sixty,

then gave it up and crowded together iu

their selected position of shelter, as closely,

seemingly, as swarming bees, making a

pretty sight. The social and gregarious

characteristics of these sparrows are strong-

ly marked. But they fail to find, in this

country, the thatched cottage roofs, and tin-

wheat and barley ricks, in which they
are so naturally prone to burrow in English

rural districts.

Lord Beaconsfleld and Thaclceray.

Much bitterness, says a London paper, has

been excited iu some quarters by Lord Bea-

constield's caraciture of Thackeray, whom
the great satirist's admiiers profess to iden-

tify beneath the traits of St. Barbe, the

journalist in "Endymion." The uncompli-
mentary sketch is thought to be intended as

the ex-premier's revenge for Thackeray's
burlesque novel of " Oollingsby." The
likeness in the case as in all other eases, has

been purposely distorted so as to leave room
for a denial by the noble author that any
portrait was intended ; but everybody re-

cognizes the original. Gushy, the rival of

whom St. Barbe is always talking despair-

ingly, is taken to be Dickens. Lord Beacou-
slield has undertaken to throw people off the

scent by amalgamating theiroharacters—thus

Vigo is made to be a combination of Poole,

the tailor, and of Geo. Hudson, the Sunder-
and railway king, once omnipotent iu Eug-
lish society, but who died in comparative
obscurity some years ago. This artifice

however, will not save him from severe at-

tacks by the wrathful friends of Thaokeiay
and Dickens.

Tne Cost to France of the War with Ger-
many.

Au astounding statement as to the cost ol

the war between France and Germany, and
ot the devastation caused by the Commune,
has appeared iu the Eeonomiste Francais.

The writer, M. de Foville, whose official

position yives him every opportunity of

testing the accuracy of the statement, con-
siders it as being on the whole rather below
than above the truth, and that £600,000,000
sterling would be near the mark. Of this

the indemnity to Germany absorbs £212,-
000,000. If there is anything more wonder-
ful than the statement itself, it is the rapi-

dity with which Frauce has recovered from
this terrible infliction.

At a negro prayer meeting, one of the
bietheren earnestly prayed that they might
be preserved from what he oalled their
" upsettiu' sins." "Brudder," said one of
the eldeis, " yer hain't 'zactly got de hang
oh dat ar word. It's besettin'—not upset-
tin'." "Brudder,'' replied the corrected,
" ef dat's so, it's so ; but I was prayiu' de
Lawd ter sabe us from de sin of 'toxication,

an' ef dat ain't a upsettin' sin, 1 dunno.

"

Remarkable Remedies.

(From Chambers's Journal.)

Sir Walter Scott's piper, John Bruce,
spent a whole Sunday selecting 12 stones

from 12 south- running streams, with the
purpose that his sick master might sleep

upon them and become whole. Scott was
not the man to hurt the honest fellow's feel-

ings by ridiculing the notion of such a reme-
dy proving of avail ; so he caused Bruce to

be told that the receipt was infallible ; but
that it was absolutely necessary to success

that the stones should be wrapped in the

pettic jat of a widow who had never wished
to marry again

;
upon learning which the

Highlander renounced all hope of complet-
ing the charm. Lady Duff Gordon once eave
an old Egyptian woman a powder wrapped
in a fragment of the Saturday Review. She
came again to assure her benefactress the
charm was a wonderfully powerful one ; for

although she had not been able to wash off

all the fine writing from the paper, even
that little had done her a great deal of good.

She would have made an excellent subject

for a Llama doctor, who, if he does not hap-

pen to have auy medicine handy, writes the

name of the remedy he would administer on
a scrap of paper, moistens it with his mouth,
rolls it up in the form of a pill, which the

patient tosses down his throat. In default

of paper, the name of the drug is chalked on
a board, and washed off again with water,

which serves as a healing draught. These
!asy-going practitioners in _ni probably cite

plenty of instances of the efficiency of their

method. Dr. John Brown, of Edinburgh,
once gave a labourer a prescription, saying :

"Take that, and come back in a fortnight,

when you will be well." Obedient to the

injunction, the patient presented himself at

the fortnight's end, with a olean tongue and
a happy face. Proud of the fulfilment of

his promise, Dr. Brown said :
" Let me see

what I gave you." "Ob," answered the

man, " I took it, Doctor." "Yes. I know
jou did ; but where is the prescription!"
" 1 swallowed it," was the reply. The pa-

tient had made a pill of the paper, and faith

in his physician's skill had done the rest.

Faith is a rare wonder-worker. Strong in

the belief that every Frank is a doctor, au
old Arab, who had been partially blind from
birth, pestered an English traveler into giv-

ing him a seidlitz po'wder and some poma-
tum. Next day the chief declared that he
could see better than he had done for 20

) ears.

Prince Gortschakofi.

" Among the celebrities in Baden-Baden,"
says a correspondent, " that I see promen-
ading nearly every hour in the day, perhaps

there is none more noted or that has a more
world-wide reputation than Prince Gorts-

chakoff, who was so long the Imperial

Chancellor of Russia, and who for many
years controlled a greater influence on Eur-
opean politics than any other man living.

He also is passing into the sere and yellow

leaf. He is upward of 80, and his silver

locks and tottering step give evidence that

he is nearly ready for the great harvesti r of

all. Old age has unfitted him for fuither

use or iutluence iu the Russian Cabinet, and

he is like an old war horse that has been
discarded from active duty after years of

hard work iu his country's service. He
speuds tlie summer months in Ba leu-Baden

and the winters in Southern FranceJ or

Italy, having ignored Russia as a place of

residence. Report says that his mind has

become weak and childish, and that he con-

stantly mourns over the ingratitude of his

country iu not reinstating him in power as

in days gone by."

Some Reasons for Drinking.—An illus-

tration of fertility of resource is recouuted,

we think by Dean Ramsay, in the story of

.he dying rustic who "speered" at the

( arish minister if there would be any whisky
in heaven. On being rebuked for this mun-
dane anxiety and irreverent curiosity,

Saudy replied in self-excuse: "That it

vvasna because he wad tak any if it were
offered him, but jist iu respeck that it wad
look weel on the table." We have not for-

gotten that Highland teetotaler who was
fouud drinking the mountain-dew at his

breakfast in some wayside inn where he
thought he would uot be known. "Och,
Donald, and we thocht ye were au abstainer!"

exclaimed a Deacou who happened to look

in quite unexpectedly. "And so I am,"
replied the detected culprit, who scorned to

suggest that his beverage was only toast-

ancl-water—"so I am; but ye ken, my
frien', I am no a bigoted ane."

Irish Titles.

The intelligent foreigner may surely be
excused if he owns himself fairly bewilder-

ed and perplexed to find a key to the full

meaning of half the abbreviations of titles

and dignities he comes across in the news-
paper any one morning in the week. But in

Ireland the problem is still more vexed and
involved than it is here. The habit of pub-
lishing a man's titles to distinction or re-

spectability is carried to far greater lengths

there than it is on this side of St. George's
Channel ; and there must be many cabalistic

'etters crowded in close succession after an
Irishman's name which must be wholly un-
intelligible to the ordinary Englishman. He
an understand the meaning of J. P. and D.

L.
,
although the social position of a magis-

irate or a Deputy Lieutenant is not habitu-

ally advertise 1 with us an all occasions ; bat
he may not that know P. L. G. stands for

Poor Lady Guardian—an official of some
importance in the present day in Ireland

—

or that T. C. is a handle that may be equal-

ly worn by a member of Trinity College,

Dublin, and a Town councillor. The latter,

however, would consider himslf seriously

ill-used if it were not given him on all occa-

-ions ; and so wonld a member of the Royal
Irish Academy if the letters " M. R. L A."
were not always appended to his name. At
a very early period Catholic clergymen
alopted the letters " C. C." (Catholic Cu-
rate), and " P. P." (Parish Priest, in order

to distinguish themselves from the heretical

ministers of the once Established Church ;

while " R. M. " in Ireland does not stand for

Royal Marines, but is used to separate the

resident magistrate—answering to the sti-

pendiary magistrate of our great towns

—

from the army of the "great unpaid." The
curious depreciation of things Irish which
characterizes even the " National" Irishman
contributes to swell the number of these

verbal puzzles, a member of the Royal College
of Veterinary Surgeons of England being anx-

ious to let every one know that he did not get

his diploma in Dublin. And so this rage

for some letter after the surname bites men
of all ranks and all ages, and the humblest
Irishman who has not been be- lettered while

liviDg may safely count on " R. I. P." being

penciled on his tombstone.

Married in Defiance of the Court.

(From the London Telegraph.)

Indulgent public opinion might have re-

corded a unanimous verdict of acquittal in

the case of the audacious young man who
took upon himself to run away with and
marry a ward in Chancery, had it not been

for the very reprehensible course he thought

fit to adopt iu misrepresenting the young
lady's age to the clergyman who sealed the

nuptial bond. She was 22, he averred,

whereas she turned out to be only 19 ; and,

to add to the enormity of his offense, he

further represented himself to have slept for

three weeks in a parish which he had, as a

fact, only honoured by a perfunctory sojourn

of a single night As Vice-Chaucellor Mal-

ms pointed out, there is a lamentable laxity

about a system which enables two roman-

tic young people, neither of them past

legal iufaucy, to get married by making
false declarations of age, with no further

questions asked. In the case of Mr. Metz-

gar, who perpetrated this particular fraud

upon the cleric, he had been previously pro-

hibited by the Court of Chancery from hold-

ing any communication whatever with the

object of his affections ; so when he delibe* •

ately carried her ofl and married her, his

conduct may have had a touch of romance

about it, but it was quite certain to receive

punishment. The marriage is now valid,

but the uufortunate bridegroom is in prison,

a victim to theoffeuded dignity of the Court

of Chancery and only alter a period of j il

discipline and the humblest apologies is

there any cbance of his being Liberated. It

is quite right that the Chancery Judges
should keep a very sharp eye on the doin.s

of infants, as they are the official guardians

of all minors in the country, as well as those

who, by virtue of their fortunes, are in the

peculiar condition ot " Wards of Court ;"

but it may be hoped that the amorours des-

peration which has landed the unfortunate

bridegroom in a jail will carry him cheer-

fully through his confinement, and restore

him afterward—a wiser, if a sadder man

—

to the society of his ill-won bride.

It is the confession of a widower who has

been thrice married that the first wife cnies

a man's romance . the second teaches him
humility ; the third makes him a philoso-

pher.



The Knight of Ravenscrag.

The " The Celebrity at Home" Shetch

of Sir Hugh Allan.

James street, Liverpool, the broad

i
thoroughfare leading from St. George's

I Church to tbe docks, is a street among
streets. From earliest dawn lorries laden

J

with huge bales of cotton or larger hogs-

i
heads of sugar, light carts with their Irish

drivers indispensable to the seaport but the

terror of its inhabitants, and the four-wheeler

with Jack ashore, and "his cousins and his

aunts " toil up, or rather down, it. On the

one side are grim and many-storied ware-

houses ; on the other less impressive host-

leries much affected by master mariners.

Of the former, the central and principal

building presents the facade of an Italian

palace pierced with five windows on either

side of the granite pillared entrance. This
is the counting house of the " Allan Line,"
a name - s familiar in Liverpool as the land-

ing stage or the Town Hal], and to the

Canadian more than a household word, since

it represents the link that binds the Domin-
ion to the Mother Country. And it is some-
thing more than name. Modest in its

origin, starting with two vessels only, and
at one time threatened with extinction

through unparallelled misfortune. The Allan
Line of steamships rivals in importance the

Cunard or the Peninsuiar and Oriental, and
differs from these companies in being the
largest and finest fleet that is rttained in

private hands. It belongs entirely to the
firm of Allan Brothers & Co., and has feed-

ers in its completement of sailing clippers,

and in the connecting lines of railways and
of lake navigaiton, the control of which
centres in the same hands. It possesses, too,

a reputation for comfort and safety which
induces many travellers to give it the pre-

ference as a route to the States. Its aim,

however, is to benefit the Dominion, and
thus it comes about that the names of Canada
and the Allan Line are inseparable.

This vast carrying trade, like all other
successful enterprises, has one directing

genius. A man who does not obtrude him-
self on the public, yet unmistakably a man
in a thousand and a man of the times, is

Sir Hugh Allan, the founder of the line, and
the head of the firm. He is at once the
richest and most influential citizens of his

adopted country, for Sir Hugh is, of course,

a Scotchman, typically sagacious and in-

domitable. Within a year of the allotted

span there is about him the unmistakable
air of power. Age has scarcely impaired the
elasticity and vigour of the massive frame

;

it has but emphasized the resolution express-

ed in the lines of the face. Physical power
and mental capacity—this is the combina-
tion, rare as it is admirable.
Like all men who have seen the world,

Sir Huge is a practical cosmopolitan, as much
at his ease in the Grand Hotel at Charing
Cross, or in the Liverpool offices, as in the
streets of Montreal, and thinking as little

of a run across the Atlantic as a Londoner
does of a trip to Brighton. Nevertheless
there is something in the tone of the greet-

ing which meets you on the broad terrace
overlooking the mighty St. Lawrence that
says unmistakably, " Here I am at home."

" Ravenscrag," a massive pile of roughly
hewn granite, rises boldly from the side of
the Royal Mountain which gives the city its

name. The walls are of enormous thick-

ness, and well calculated to withstand the
extremes of temperature incidental to the
climate. Its twelve acres of garden and
•hrubbery are surrounded by the celebrated
Park of Montreal. The view from the
terrace can scarcely be surpassed. At your
feet lies the city, with its trees, shaded
avennes, and streets, its handsome public
buildings and innumerable Spiies. Beyond
it flows the great river, here two miles wide,
crowded with shipping of all nationalities,

and spanned by the world-renowned Victoria
bridge ; whilst the fertile plains of Ver-
mont stretch away to the distant horizon.
Within tbe house a suite of drawing-rooms
leads through a noble ball room to extensive
conservatories in which it is easy even in

the depth of a Canadian winter to imagine
oneselt in tbe tropics. The great central
chamber with its parquet floor of native
woods is often the scene of triumphs in
dress, beauty, and flirtation. It is the
boast of the colony that the " Blue noses,"
as some would call thern, or the Dominion
bel.es as they are properly named—for the
former term is rather local than generic—are
the best looking women in the world.

Bat the library, with its dark, solid fur-

niture, large open fireplace, and prevading
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air of quiet comfort, is the room of the

house. Here, after the day's toil, S:r Hugh
spends a couple of hours in relaxation, a

game of whist with some of the members of

his family—his children number a round
dozen— or with the chance visitor. It is,

too, the scene of work as well as play, for it

has been for years Sir Hugh's invariably

custom to return to his sanctum when the

household has retired for some hours of

steady, hard work, writing repoits for some
of the numerous companies over which he
presides, scrutinizing the statements of man-
agers, or sketching the possibilities of some
new enterprise. To a man of his calibre,

who is the motive power in everything with
which he is connected, such labour is enjoy-

ment only to be eclipsed by his delight in

exploring some unknown bay, or in speeding

on his yacht through the blue waves of Lake
Magog.

" Belmere," the couutry house used by the

family during the hot summer mouths, is on

the eilge of this sheet of water—one of the

prettiest on the continent—the mountains
rising around it to the height of four thou-

sand feet, its surface lively with minature

flotillas of steam and sailing yachts, canoes

and boats in constant demand for acquafcic

diversions. It was here that Sir Hut(h

received the Duke of Conuaught when His
Royal Highness was with his regiment in

Canada. Tne lake, which is thirty miles in

length, is neutral ground, lying partly in the

Dominion and partly in the States, the

bouudary line running across its centre.

As a host Sir Hugh is cordial without el-

lusion. He has his peculiarities which,

however, are not allowed to interfere with
the comfort of his guests. He has never

smoked, he has wisely eschewed spirits al-

together until quite recently, when he has

been obliged to take a little for his health's

sake. Fond of cards, he has never risked

more than a shilling on any game of chance

in his life. Yet he spends his money with

an open hand, and is generous and discreet

in gifts. He possesses in a remarkable de-

gree the faculty of throwing off all business

cares when his work is done, and avows that

even in the most harrassing times he has

never allowed mental worry to rob him of

an hour's sleep. His conversation aims at

being sensible rather than brilliant. One
who has seen and done much cannot speak
without speaking well. There is a charm,
too, in his manly accents which only reach

enthusiasm when, Colonist to the backbone
as he is, he ttlks of "the land of browu
heath and shaggy wood."

When on the first of May, fifty-four years

ago, the self-possessed Ayshiie lad stood

on the deck of the vesssel which was towed
to the bank—in those days Montreal did not

possess a wharf— by a small tug aided by a

team of oxen, he had no prevision that he

was to be the chief agent in making the spot

prosperous aud busy. He had no thought
of the great warehouses and steamships, the

crowded wharves, all his own, which have
grown up as if by enchantment. The lad's

ambition rose no higher than to own a ship

and command it, as his father had done be-

fore him. Ytt his caroer was fixed. He
was destined to create, and to maintain

what he created. D. faculty could not deter

him. He accepted what work he could get,

and stayed in the new country until he was
of age ; then he came home and arranged

with his brothers a plan of concerted opera-

tions. With this end in view he returned

to his adopted home, became a clerk in a

shipping-house, rose to be a partner, and
then started for himself as a ship-owner and
ship-builder. After several unsuccessful

attempts to interest the Government on the

project, Mr. Allan's firm at length obtained

the contract for a line of steamers between
Great Britain and Canada, and the " Allan
Line " spraug into existgnce. At one time
it appeared as though fate were against

them. Ship after ship was wrecked. His
brothers lost heart, but not so Sir Hugh
himself. " Providence," he affirmed, "has
not a special grudge against any honest en-

terprise, nor does it show it by bringiug des-

truction upon innocent people. The fault

is in ourselves in some disregard of nature's

law. It is we who must find out what's
amiss, and set it right." And he set to

work. He traced the cause to the naviga-

tion at a high rate of speed of a dangerous
gulf only partially surveyed and badly
lighted. He induced the Government to

grant an extension of the time for the per-

formance of the voyage, an I the danger dis-

appeared, the "Allan Line" being today
as celebrated for its safety as for its regu-

larity.

But Sir Hugh Allan has not been content
with success in the home sphere of business.

Enterprises of all kinds connected with the
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colony receive his support, uilwn oiiecled

by his experience. Beni ies owning the
principal share in his trans-Atlantic fleet, he
is the President and chief shareholder of the
Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Company,
and practically the sole pioprietor of the
Halifax and Cape Breton Railway, con-
structed at a cost of nearly a million ster-

ling, and of the greater part of the coal

fields of Nova Scotia. He is founder and
president of the Montreel Telegraph Co.,

and founder and a director of the Merchants'
Bank of Canada ; one of the largest share-

holders in the Pullman Palace Car Company,
and director of any number of other com-
panies, including insurance, cotton, w oolen,

and rolling mills, India rubber and tobacco
manufactories, and the owner of gold, silver,

and copper mines.

But though he might rightly be called the
greatest all-round merchant in the world,

Sir Hugh's chief claim to public Confidence
is his absolute indentification of his own in-

terest with those of the Dominion. The one
passport necessary to abtain a hearing from
him is the statement that the proposal in-

tends to benefit his adopted countiy. He
has provid. d Montreal with a theatre, a

magnificent concert hall, and assembly
rooms. He has done more for the material
progress of Canada than any other ten men.
There is not an industry in the couuutry to

which he has n<>t at one time or another lent

both brains and capital, often when the
prospects cf a return have been remote, and
of all his immense fortune not a penny is

invested outside the Dominion except in

enterprises intimately connected with it.

Throughout his long career, far from abus-
ing ihe enormous trusts imposed upon him,
he has rigidly set his face against wire-pull-

ing or speculation on the part of his fellow-

directors. He has never let any petty or
personal desire interfere with what he con-
siders his duty. He marks out his course
and follows it with little, perhaps too little,

regard for the opinion of the public—for an
attitude of the kind is not conciliatory, and
in putting down incipient commercial
wrong-doing with a strong hand he has not
failed to make enemies, ever afterwards
anxious to spy a crevice in the proof armour
of his honesty.
But it is not necessary, for the just-

n< ss of his action is now universally recog-
nized. His massive intellect, his massive
business capanity, and his iron will have
ever been at the service of his fellow-citizens,

and they know it. In his success he invites

comparison with the great millionaires of

the neighbouring States, but with this differ-

ence, it has been gradual and steady, aud
independent of lucky hits or ingenious con-
cerning. He is in this way an admirable
representative British colonist of whom the
Yankees themselves would say, "If any
man living can beat his record send him
along."

Snow Bound on the Plains.

TRAVELLERS CAUGHT IN THE FIERCEST OC-

TOBER STORM EVER KNOWN IN NEBRAS-

KA.

(From the Worcester Spy).

We pitched our tents carelessly, intending
to take an early start the next morning.
But, alas, for our expectations ! During the
night a strong wind set in from the north-
west, aud about 4 A.M. it began to snow.
None of us could judge weil of weather indi-

cations in Nebraska, and our guide did not
suspect anything serious, for the oldest in-

habitant could not expect a blizzard in Oc-
tober, and it was now only the 15th of the
month. The guide thought, and the drivers
believed, that the storm would cease at 12
M., and we, of course, trusted to their judg-
ment. But, instead, the storm grew fiercer,

the snow fell more aapidly, and the north-
west gale increased in fury. Before night
so much snow had fallen that if it had lain

as it fell it would have been at least one foot

eleep, but now it had been piled into drifts

so that our mules stood with their feet

nearly as high as the wagon tops, and the
stove aud furniture in our cook's tent were
completely hidden from view.

The night shut in upon us gloomy and aw-
ful. We had two light canvas tents, in

each of which slept four men, with just
blankets enough to keep them comfortable
in ordinary weather. But now we must
provide for the guide, two drivers, and a
porter, who had usually slept in the wagons,
and, as they were slimly provided with
clothing, we must share our stock with
them. There was but little sleep in the
tent that night, the cold was intense, and

3

the wind wan so terrible in ita iff ctt that
we feared every moment the la ger tent
would fail, though we had strengthened it

by cords in every conceivable way. With
the morning light it teemed as if all tbe
pint of the air were let loose, and all

day long the storm roared with ever-in-

creasing lury. The snow had bo beaten
in that when we awoke we found our-

selves buried beneath it, and now we were
obliged to gather all our bedding into the
middle of the tent to keep it from being
wet through. No man could long endure
the storm outside, and we stood huddled
together from morning till night, stamping
our feet to keep from suffering. Even then
we could not keep comfortable. For hours
together we stood with our backs braoed
up against the tent to keep it from giving
way under the great weight of the snow and
the terrific force of the gale. I know of no
langutge which can be used to convey to
auy person lutxperienced in such a lime any
aatquate conception of the fury of the storm.
During the second day we succeeded in
digging our little stove out of the snow-
di if t, and, setting it at the entrance of our
tent, we managed to keep a little fire

through the rest of the day and night. But
our store of wood was very small, and there
was no more to be had within we knew not
how many miles. The other tent's company
had no stove and no fire. During the second
night of the storm it was impossible that all

should sleep at once, even if they could
sleep despite the cold, for what with the
stove on one side and all our provisions
brought in from the wagons on the other,
there was not room for all to lie down. Be-
sides, it was necessary to keep the fire going
lest we might all perish together. So we
stood bending over the stove all night, two
at a time, while the others tried to sleep.

It was an awful night. To add to our anx-
iety, the guide and drivers declared that
the horses and mules were likely to perish.
They were a pitiful sight, indeed. Two of

them had no biankets, and the others were
little better off. At times it was difficult to
conceive that the creatures before us were
horses, so literally covered were they with a
coating of ice. After two days and two
nights the storm ceased.

It was now Sunday morning. We knew
not where we were, and we doubted if the
guide had more definite knowledge than we.
Every man was desperate. Some declared
it dangeious to attempt to move through
the snow, and that our only safe course was
to remain, and in case of necessity, use the
wagons for fuel and the horses for food.
Others declared their purpose to move at all

hazards, and without delay. Finally we
determined to move. We threw away all

luggage that could be dispensed with, and
n grim silence started in the direction which
we thought would bring us to the nearest
hut. It was difficult travelling through the
drifted snow, and it was bitterly cold. But
all day long we pushed on, never stopping
to feed a hcrse, breaking through the drifts

with our ponies so that the teams could
low, till about 5 p. m., when we came in
sight of haystacks, in the vicinity of which
we knew there must be a ranchman's hut.

I never saw a happier set of men than were
these when it became certain that what
they saw were haystacks, and not the terri-

ble sand hills which had so often deceived
us during the day. Grave men, merchants
of Worcester, swung their hats aloft and
shouted for joy. It had been a march for

life.

The Utilising of the Tides.

A Philadelphia engineer has invented, it

is claimed, a machine by which the power
of the tides can be utilized. Numerous
plans have been proposed for the accom-
plishment of this most desirable end, but
only under exceptional conditions have they
been practical or economical. If the new
device can harness the tide in an open chan-
nel, so as to convert any considerable por-

tion of the vast power into working force,

the inventor will rank among the great bene-
factors of humanity. Emerson says some-
where : Hitch your wagon to a star. A de-

vice for utilizing mechanically the free tides,

as they sweep along our shores, would come
next to that, since it would enable us,

through converters and carriers of electrici-

ty, to hitch our wagons to the sun and
moon.

An exchange says :
" Streams all over the

country are running dry." This a a canard.
When a stream is dry it can't run."

A Hamilton man with an ingrowing nail,

chopped his toe off. This remedy never
fails. For sale at all hardware stores. Be-
ware of imitations.
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MICHIGAN SAW MILLS.

The following items will show what our

neighbors in Michigan have been doing last

season :

—

William Buckley, Chase, has cut 1,000,000

feet.

C. R. Twichell, Maple Hili, made 17,822

shingles.

J. E. White, Pentwater, reports 3,000,000

shingles.

J. & J. Ratz, Reed City, report a cut of

800,000 feet.

Closson & Gilbert, Manton, have cut 3,-

800,000 feet.

John Beardon, Midland, has made 6,000,-

000 shingles.

J. M. Weatherwax, Stanton, reports 4,-

750,000 feet.

Henry Stephens k Co., St. Helens, have
out 7,000,000 feet.

M. S. Lockerly, Sand Lake, has made
8,000,000 shingles.

J. R. Borst's mill, Cedar Springs, has out

13,500,000 shingles.

E. A. Foster & Co., Ludington, turned out

20,864,000 shingles.

Morris k Richards, Breckenridge, have
cut 800,000 shingles,

R. Peacock, Bay de Noquette, has cut

5,000,000 feet of lumber.

E. S. Briggs & Brother, Vicksburg, report

185,000 feet of hardwood.

E. Shay, Haring, reports 5,000,000 feet

cut, and all of it on hand.

J. H. Nyman, Bangor, who does custom
work, has cut 100,000 feet.

J. Miller Raub's mill, Chase, has turned
out 2,000,000 feet of lumber.

Taber k Hopkins, Rockford, cut 1,700,000
feet of lumber, 300,000 pickets.

Ramsay k Jones' mill, Menominee, his
cut 9,000,000 feet, 1,800,000 lath.

J. E. Nelson, Cedar Springs, has cut 1,-

000,000 feet, 14,500,000 shingles.

C. Pelton, Cedar Springs, cut 9,000,000
shingles, and has 300,000 on hand.

A. B. Wiser, Birch Bun, has cut 840,000
shingles, and has 18,000 on hand.

J. &. P. L. Post's mill, built the past fall

at Clare, has out 500,000 shingles,

F. W. Gilchrist, Alpena, has cut 15,000,-
000 feet of lumber, 3,594,000 lath.

Baker & Murray, Big Rapids, have cut 4,-

000,000 feet, and 8,000,000 shingles.

A. K. Moyer k Co., Cadillac, report 10,-

000,000 feet, with 7,000,000 on haud.

Dewy & Stewart, Owassa, cut 7,500 feet
of pine and 31,000 feet of hardwood.

William Steinberg, Twin Lake, 1,400,000
feet of pine and 50,000 feet of hardwood.

Bond & Keysor, Bond's Mills, have cut
9,500,000 feet of lumber and 380,000 lath.

W. Young & Co., Cheboygan, have cut
1,500,000 feet, and have 1,000,000 on hand.

P. & E. Haertel, Centralia, have cut 100,-
000 feet of hardwood and 3,000,000 shingle?.

Cobbs & Mitchell, Cadillac, report 14,-

718,836 feet of lumber and 500,000 bed slats.

C. W. Dunning k Co., Twin Lake, have
cut 700,000 feet of lumber and 80,000 shing-
les.

Oliver, Belknap & Green, Greenville, re-

port 3,000,000 feet of lumber and 200,000
lath.

William Broadwell, Bangor, has cut 1,200,-

000 feet of hardwood, and has 200,000 on
hand.

J. W. Young, Farewell, has cut 7,000,000
feet of pine and has 2,000,000 foet on
hand.

Morris k Stebbin?, Mears, have cut
6,000,000 shingles and have 250,000 on
hand.

C. H. Forman, Forman, has cut 3,-

000,000 feet of lumber, 500,000 feet on
hand.

Getrish & Diggins, Hersey, hav^made 21,-

360,000 shingles, 2,000,000 of which are on
hand.

A Gilbert, Stanton, has cut 680,000
feet of fumber and has 250,000 feet of it on
hand.

C. N. Storrs, Muskegon, has cut 9,000,-
000 feet of pine and 1,000,000 feet of hard-
wood.

F. S. Farr, Muskegon, cut 28,000,000 feet
of lumber, 4,300,000 lath aud 1,022,000
pickets.

D. W, Lewi3 & Co., Manistee, have cut

100,000 feet, 20,000 on hand, and 35,000,000
shingles.

A. B. Long & Sou, Grand Rapids, have
cut 11,000,000 feet of lumber, 4,500,000
shingles.

C. H. Hackley & Co., Muskegon, report

30,173,962 feet cut, 8,000,000 lath, 35,000
pickets.

James Gibson, Fremont Center, has cut

125,000 sets of heading and 5,000,000
shingles.

L. H. Withey k Co., Grand Rip ; ds, have
cut 4,000,000 feet, and have 2,700,000 feet

on hand.

Smith & Field, Suring Lake, have cut

3,000,000 feet of pine and 100,000 feet of

hardwood.

F. N. Wright & Co., Greenville, have cut

3,000,000 feet of lumber, 3,000,000 shingles,

l,500,0Ui).

George J. Quimby, Grand Ripids, has cut

1,500,000 feet of lumber, and has on hand
600,000 feet.

C. C. Comstock, Grand Rapids, has cut

7,500,000 feet of lumber, and has 3,000,000
feet on hand,

C. A. Hawley, Shelby, has cut 1,200,000
feet oi hardwood, and has 100,000 feet of it

on ha id.

Geo. N. Lee, Delta, manufacturer of

handles and oars, has cut 600,000 feet of

hardwood.

McCoy & Ayer, Cadillac, cut 10,000,000
feet, 4,500,000 on hand ; 926,550 lath, 450,-

000 on band.

Charles Beaudry k Co., Muskegon, cut
13,000.000 feet of lumber, 1,600,000 lath and
400,000 pickets.

W. H. Biglow & Co., Muskegon, have cut
14 702,000 feet of lumber, 15,000,000 lath,

160,000 picket?.

Swan, White k Smith, Muskegcn, cut
21,000 OfO feet of lumber, 3,250,000 lath and
116,000 pickets.

R. Whitman, James Redmond, agent,
Stanton, has cut 3,000,000 feet of lumber,
all of it on hand.

Herbert, Thomas k Co., Chase, have
cut 2,500,000 feet of lumber, nearly all of
which is on hand.

Freed Rrothers, Stanton, report 100,000
feet cut, 20,000 on nan I ; 5,000,000 shingles
400,000 on hand.

W. Bishop, Shiloh, has cut 1,000,000 feet

of pine, 300,000 of hardwood, aud ha3 100,-

000 feet on hand.

G. A. Wagnar, Mears, reports 2,500,000
feet of pine, 500,000 feet of hardwood and
4,000,000 shingles.

W. H. & E. K. Potter, Alpena, report
10,000,000 feet of lumber, 10,000,000 shing-
le?, 2,000,000 lath.

D. D. Davie Trufant, has cut 300,000
feet of pine, 100,000 feet of hardwood and
3,500,000 shingles.

A. C. Fisher & Son, Coral, report 1,000,-
000 feet of pine, 50,000 feet of hardwood
and 50,000 shingles.

N. A. Cobb, Ashton, has cut 600,000 feet
of p nr. 100,000 feet of hardwood, and has
150,000 feet on hand.

Higbee & Hugh, Morley, have cut 2,500,-
000 foet of pine, 200,000 feet of hardwood,
and 150,000 shingles.

W. H. Thompson, Kalkaska, has cut 4,-

500 000 feet of lumber, 1,500,000 on haud,
and 500,000 shingles.

F. G. Kendiic, Birch Run, has cut 902,-
786 leet of pine, 104,742 feet of hardwood
and ,300,000 shingles.

The Pere Marquette Lumber Company,
Ludington, report 9,056,664 feet cut, and
4,000,000 feet on hand.

Wilson Brothers k Miller, Evart, report
200,000 feet of pine, 25,000 feet of hardwood
aud 200,000 shingles.

White Brothers « Co., Colby, report 1,-

200,000 feet of pine, 50,000 feet of hardwood
and 1,400,000 shingles.

Sawytr, Goodman & Co., Menominee, re-
port 4,200,000 feet of lumber, 4,800,000
shingles and 402,000 lath.

Bennett k Barnard, Colwell, have cut
8,000,000 feet of pine, 50,000 feet of hard-
wood and 3,000,000 lath.

A. V. Mann k Co., Muskegon, has cut 23,

-

372,185 feet, 3,627,600 on hand; 6,221,000
pickets, 880,400 on hand.

Charles Mears, Whitehall, has cut 800,000
feet of pine, 500,000 feet of hardwood, and
has 800,000 feet on hand.

J. S. Minor, Aloena, have cut 12,500,000
feet of lumber, 1,250,000 on hand ; 2 200 -

000 lath, 350,000 on hand '
,

H. D. Churchill, Alpena, has cut 12 755,-

675 feet of lumber, 3,550,000 on hand ; 4,045,-

550 lath, 425,000 on hand.

E. P. Hayes, Woodville, has cut 5,000,-

000 feet, 2,000,000 on hand
; 9,000,000

shinglts, 250,000 on hand.

G. L. Dean, Sheridan, has cut 500,000
feet of pine, 100,000 feet of hardwood, and
has 150,000 feet on hand.

Hannah, Lay & Co.'s mill, Traverse City,

has made a cut of 18,183,400 f<;et, of which
7,000,000 are in the yard.

James Gowen, Gowen, has cut 3,000,000
feet of lumber, 3,500,000 on hand, 725,000
shingles, 250 000 on hand.

Smith Brothers, Cheboygan, have cut 6,-

673,653 feet of lumber, 1,250,375 shingles,

2,070,950 lath, 940 pickets.

Henry Stephens' milk, at Stephens, have
cut 25,000,000 feet of lumber, 5,000,000
shingles and 5,000 000 lath.

George E. Dewey, Shelby, has cut 80,000
feet of pine and 338,000 feet of hardwood.
He has 50,000 feet on hand.

The Stronach, Lumber Company have cut

11,300,000 feet of pine, 75,000 feet of hard-
wood and 268,000 shingles.

George W. Roby k Co., Ludington, have
cut 17,586,832 feet of pine, 50,000 feet of

hardwood and 2,693,050 lath.

W. Batcheler, Grand Haven, has cut at

his mill, at Spring lake, 7,000,000 feet,

5,000,000 of which is on hand.

Bellows Brothers' mill, Frankfort, closed

down with a cut of 1,300,000 ftet of pine
and 200,000 feet of hardwood.

Sands k Maxwell, Pentwater, have cut

5,000 000 feet of pine, 2 000,000 feet of hard-
wood, and 15,000.000 shingles.

R. W. Bellamy k Co., Hersey, cut 1,000,-

000 feet of pine, 500,000 feet of hardwood,
and have 100,000 feet on hand.

Raymond k Duming's mill, Evart, cut

500,000 shingles. The mill burned Sept. 7,

and will not be rebuilt at that point.

George N. Stray, trustee, Ludington, in-

forms us that his mill has cut 19,183,801
feet, aud he has 500,000 feet on hand.

Covell, Ocobock & Co.'s shingle-mill,

Whitehall, Mich., has cut 28,245,000 shing-

les, and there are 3,000,000 ou hand.

Johnson & Link, Cedar Springs, have cut

3,000,000 feet of pine, 2C0.000 feet of hard-
wood, 1,000,000 lath and 5,000 pickets.

Hartt. Ware k Horning, Woodviile, have
cut 8,000,000 feet, 3,500,000 on hand. They
have also at their mill 1,000,000 lath.

James Campbell, Westwood, reports 1,-

200,000 feet of pine, 250,000 feet of hard-

wood, 300,000 shingles and 250,000 lath.

The Deer Lake Company, Ishpeming,
have cut 2.780,976 feet of lumber, 524,000
shingles, 199,000 lath and 30,000 pickets.

Thomas R. Lyon, agent, Ludington, has
cut at one of his mills 22,000,000 feet of

lumber, 6,850,000 shingles and 155,000 lath.

Ruddock, Palmeter & Co., Manistee, have
cut 17,650,133 feet of lumber, 9,033 000
shingles, 4,590,650 lath and 44 519 pickets.

The Beidler Manufacturing Company,
Muskegon, have a record of 22,S00,000 feet

of lumber, 7,164,000 lath, 35,000,000 pick-

ets.

George Hannahs, South Haven, has cut

3,000,000 ftet of pine, 245,000 feet of hard-

wood, 1,000,000 shingles aud 300,000 pack-

ets.

Henry Stowe, Orooo, cut 500,000 feet of

lumber aud 5, 000. 000 shingles. Qo hand,

150 000 feet of lumber and 2,000,000 shin-

gles.

William Bakker & Son, Grand Haven, re-

port 6,000,000 feet cut, and 2,000,000 on
hand. Also, 100,000 pickets, and 50,000 on
hand.
The Chicago Lumbering Company, Manis-

tique, have cut 17,000,000 feet of lumber,

1,500,000 shingles, 3,000,000 lath and 225,-

000 pickets.

Cartier k Filer, Ludington, have cut 14,-

000,000 feet of lumber and and have 500,000
feet on hand. They have also cut 1,500,000
shingles.

Parmelee k Tieinaiu, Lodi, report 400,-

000 feet, 60,000 on hand, and 50,000
shingles. The capacity of the mill will be

increased.

The Wagar Lumber Company, Colby, have
cut 2,000,000 feet of lumber and 6,000,000
lath. On haud, 500,000, feet ( f lumber aud
1,000,000 lath.

Blodgett k Byrne, Holtou, have cut 4,-

000,000 feet of pine, 300,000 feet of hard-
wood and 3,000,000 shingles. On hand, 2,-

500,000 feet.

Butterfield k Crable, Alpena, report II,-

000,000 feet, 2,000,000 on hand ; 4,500,000
laMi, 700,000 on hand

; 85,000 pickets, 60,-

000 on hand.

E. T. Merrill, Ashton, cut 200,000 feet of

lumb r, all on hand. One clapboard ma-
chine will be added to the machinery the
corning season.

Judsou D. Smith, Cheboygan, has cut 11,-

000 000 feet of lumber, 500,000 lath. At
Rogers City, Mr. Smith has cut 2,400,000

feet of lumber.

. L. Van Winkle, Farwell, haa cut 4,000,000
feet of lumi er aud 3,000,000 shingles. He
has 1,500,000 feet of lumber and 400,000
shingles on hand.

Hileman, Hesser k Co., Trufant, have cut

7,500 000 feet. 4 000,000 on hand ; 9,000,000
shingles. 2,500,000 on hand ; 2,500,000 lath,

1,000,000 on hand.

S. H. Gray &Co
,
Big Rapids, have made

12,000,000 shingles and hive 1,000,000 on

hand. The capacity of the mill will be

doubled this winter.

E. W. Bond k Son, Fife Like, have cut

7,000,000 feet of lumber and 400,000 lath.

Thev have 4,000,000 feet of lumber and
200,000 lath on hand.

A J. Suminerville k Co., Chase, have cut

3,000,000 feet of lumber, 200,000 shingles

and 150,000 lath. They have on handl,-

500,000 feet of lumber.

Begole,|Fox k Co., Flint, report 6,500,

-

000 feet of lumber, 1,200,000 Bhinglea and

900,000 lath. On hand, 6,000,000 feet of

lumber and 500,000 lath.

The Stanton Lumber Company, Colby,

have cut 10,000,000 feet of lumber |and 7,-

000.0(H) latb. On hand, 7,000,000 feet of

lumbsr and 1,000,000 lath.

James W. Willett, Stanton, reports 3,-

000,000 feet of pine and 30,000 feet of hard-

wood. He has on hand 5,000,000 feet of

lumber and 10,000 pickets.

Nicker^on k C olleeter, Pentwater, have

cut 800,000 feet ot pioe, 2,500,000 of hard-

wood ami 2 500,000 shingles. They have

100,000 feet of lumber on hand.

William Rutherford k Co., Muskegon,
report 20,287,122 feet of lumber, 900,000 feet

on hand ;' 5,776,000 latb, 510,000 on hand ;

208,250 picket*, 1,350 on hand.

A. G. Butler's mill, Frankfort, has cut

12,593,090 leet in a run of 152 days. He
has another mill with a capacity of 6,000,000

feet, which has cut 4,760,480 feet.

The N. Ludington Company's mill at

Escanaba, has cut 6,198,000 feet, and have

1,000,000 feet ou hand. The mill has also

cut 1,000,000 lath, and 125,000 pickets.

Charles L. Gray * Co., Evart, have cut

2,000 000 feet of pine, 200,000 feet of hard-

wood and 6,000,000 sbindes. On hand,

200 000 feet of lumber and 200,000, shin-

gles.

Munree, Boyce & Co., Grand Haven, have

cut 7,000,000 feet of lumber, 4,500,000 on

hand ; 800,000 lath, one-half of them on
hand

; 320,000 pickets, all of them on

hand.

G F Case's mi 1, Stanton, has cut 3,000,-

000 feet, 1,000,000 ou band ; 13,000,000

shingles, 400,000 on hand ; 500,000 lath,

100,000 ou haud ; 50,000 pickets, 10,000 on

haud.

F. W. Read & iCo., Eagle Mills, report

3,000,000 feet, 200,000 en hand; 945,000

shingles, 107,000 on hand ; l59,000 lath,

37,000 ou hand ; 29,257 pickets, 63,000 on

hand.

A. J. k C. E. Covell, V\ hiteball, have cut

10,900,000 feet of lumber, 2,200,000 lath

and 100 000 pickets. Ou hand, 1,765,000

feet of lumber, 100,000 lath and 40,000

pickets.

W. C. Culbertson, Menominee, has cut

9 000 000 feet of lumber, 1,500,000 lath and

100 000 pickets. He has 5,000,000 feet of

lumber on hand, 500,000 lath and 10,000

pickets.

Staples & Covell, Whitehall, have cut 11,-

S00.000 feet of pine, 2C0.000 feet of hard-

wood and 2,500,000 lath. They have in

their yard 1,000,000 feet of lumber and

200,000 lath.

The KJrby-Carpenter Company, Meno-

miuee, have sawed 50,570,169 feet of lum-

ber 5 049,00 lath, 377.997 pickets, and have

now on hand 1.808 039 feet of lumber, SS6,.

000 lath and 215. 0S0 pickets.

The Sextus N. Wilcox company, White

Cloud, have cut 16,000,000 feet of pine.

•'0 000 feet of hardwood, 2,400,000 lath and

68,000 pickets. On haud 9,700,000 feet of

lumber, 600,000 lath and 68,000, pickets.



Walworth & Reed, Cedar Springs, have

cut 9,000 000, 3,000,000 feet on hand
;
5,000,-

000 shingles, 1,500,000 lath, 350,000 on

hand; 150,000 pichets, 30 000 on hand
The Mill has beeu removed to Mon-
tague.

Rich Brothers, [Ontonagon, cut 4,000,000

feet of lumber, 1,500 000 feet on hand
;

6,000,000 shingles, 250,000 on hand, and

10,000 pickets. The mill was burned Oc-

tober 4, and it now being replaced by one

of double its capacfty.

O. R. Johnson & Co., Douglass, have cut

1,200,000 feet of pine, 70.000 feet of hard-

wood and 881,000 shingles. The same firm's

mill, at Saugatuck, has cut 4,850,000 feet of

pine, 1,350,000 feet of hardwood, 2,500,000
shingles and 17,000 lath.

C. Mears & Co.'s Duck Lake, mill cut

320,700 feet of pine and 399,162 feet of hard-

wood. Their Silver Lake mill cut 1,905,951
feet of pine and 61,377 feet of hardwood,
and their Lincoln mill, 1,046,871 feet of

pine, 140,501 feet of hardwood, 268,000
shingles and 155,400 lath.

The Nipissing District.

Some time since we referred to the devel-

opment of the Nipissing district by the

building of a propeller by A. P. Cockburn,

Esq., M. P., to run on Lake Nipissing next

season. The proposed steamer, the " Inter-

Oceau," is expected to be ready to make a

trial trip by the end of June next. The
workmen to be eDgaged in constructing the

steamer left Muskoka, by way of Rosseau,

about the middle of last December. A cor-

respondent, recently writing, says :
—"Ow-

ing to the difficulties of communication all

the settlers in the Nipissing District so far

have settled on the south side of the lake
;

and there is actually only one man, with his

wife and child, living in all the vast ex-

panse of territory north of its waters. The
establishment of short colonization roads
running north and south from the lake ; the
navigation of the Stugeon river and other
tributaries of the Nipissing by? the ' Inter-

Ocean ' ; the daily arrival of trains at Cal-

lender, and the construction of the Sault
Branch Railroad, will give a wonderful im-
petus to the settlement of the country. As
demonstrating that the winters in the Ni-
pissing District are not of necessity more
severe than those in Muskoka, the fact is

communicated that although last week there
were about two feet of snow at Bracebridge,
there were only three inches at Lake Nipis-
sing. The most recent surveys confirm
every statement as to the fertility and suit-

ableness of a large proportion of that coun-
try for settlement by agriculturists. A map
carefully corrected by field notes, and
issued within tbe past few weeks by the
Crown Lands Department at Toronto, shows
that in the townships south of the lake and
French River 95 per cent of the land is ara-

ble, and well wooded with birch, white oak,
hemlock and balsam. It may be mentioned
that the want of a steamer has been much
felt by lumbermen in this district during
the past year. It is not expected that the
enterprise will be immediately successful

from a pecuniary point of view, but there is

such confidence in the future of that Dis-

trict that a Lake Nipissing Navigation Com-
pany will before long be formed."

Einmount News.

Mr. Jabez Thurston, of Lindsay, had a

practical engineer here a few days ago trying

to purchase three acres of land of Mr. J. W.
Gilmour, for a large steam mill here.

Several American gentlemen are now ne-

gotiating with Mr. J. Crego, to purchase

sites here for steam mills. We expect to

have over eight or nine steam mills here
soon.

Mr. M. Chase, who is a partner with John
Dovey here at our new mill, is engaged iu

moving a 75 horse-power-boiler to the mill.

The boiler contains 179 Hues. It is the
largest boiler which ever came to this

locality. The mill is now enclosed and there

are over 20 men to work at it daily. The
mill is expected to start work in 14 days,

—

cutting boards and shingles for the American
market.

Messrs. Paxtou and Jonei are now gettin

out square timber and saw logs to build a
large frame boarding house, 40 by 80. This
house will be under the care of Thos. Baker,
—who keep* the other boarding house at

(he iron mines.

TRI? CANADA

New Processes in Milling.

All the Minnesota millers are now fight-

ing the old-fashioned flour barrels. They

say it is a relic of barbarism. They desire

to substitute the cotton sack in its place.

Cotton sacks holding a half-barrel of flour

are worth ten cents apiece. Flour barrels

are worth forty-five cents each. All the

flour shipped to Glasgow and Rotterdam

goes in cotton sacks. These sacks are worth

as much there as here. The millers main-

tain that flour does not sift through a good

cotton bag as much as it sifts through a

barrel. Ten bags of flour were shipped to

Glasgow, returned to Minneapolis, and sent

again to Glasgow. When weighed they

had actually gained in weight. Six hundred

barrels of flour put up in bags and shipped to

Glasgow will gain in weight one thousand

eight hundred pounds. When New York

flour dealers begin to handle flour in half

barrel sacks, the people will save twenty-
five cents on a barrel and have their good
saCks left.

The old millstones are all being taken out

and new steel rollers are substituted in their

places. The wheat passes through five sets

of rollers, each set closer than the former.

These rollers are thirty inches long and ten

inches in diameter. After passing between
each set of rollers it is "bolted" or sifted

through the cloth. The last rollers are

hardly anything but wheat hulls and the

wax}7 germs which do not crack up
f
but

smash together. So flour is now cracked

and disintegrated without grinding. The
first rollers crack the kernels of wheat into

say six pieces. The starchy substance

which rattles out drops through the cloth

sieves or bolting cloth. These six pieces

are broken between the next rollers in

thirty-six pieces. Then the white starch

crumbs are sifted out again, and the thirty-

six pieces are passed between still tighter

rollers, which crack them into 216 pieces
;

another set of rollers multiply each of these

particles into six more, making them aggre-

gate 1296. Another set of rollers screwed
together with tremendous pressure makes
7776 pieces. The scientific miller says a

grain of wheat is finally cracked into 7776
pieces without being ground at all. This is

the Hungarian process. The germ of a

kernel of wheat is a waxy substance not fit

to eat. Between stones this germ grinds

into the flour and damages it. By this new
process of the Hungarian rollers this germ
is flattened out, and it is bolted out. How-
ever, it is finally ground up with the debris

on stones to make the low grade flour,

which we sell in Rotterdam for $2.50 per

barrel.

St. Lawrence Lumber Trade.—The

figures relating to the lumber trade of the

St. Lawrence with South American ports,

for the season just closed, have been publish-

ed. They show that the total shipments of

sawn lumber were 10,286,184 feet, four-fifths

of which quantity was sent from Montreal.
It was expected that a heavier business

would have been done during the season,

but the trouble between Chili and Peru has
had a depressing effect upon trade ; and
though the above figures are on a par with
those of recent years, they do not compare
in amount with the operations of the ear ier

years of the decade just closing. In 1872
and 1873 the shipments were twenty-eight
million, and thirty-six million respectively.

Aenprior Lumber Trade.—The Arnprior

Chronicle says that Messrs. McLichlin Bros.,

of Arnprior, are making extensive arrange-

ments to meet the wants of the lumber trade

next season. They are rebuilding the water"

ways leading to their mills, and putting

everything in order to insure an early start

in the Spring. They contemplate the erec-

tion of a large steam mill here next summer,
which they expect to have in running order

early in the Fall. About 700 men are em-
ployed by this firm in getting out logs and
square timber on the Madawaska and Con-
longo this Winter. The firm recently pur-

chased a new limit of 100 miles on Opeongo
Lake. They have now four large limits,

situated on the Madawaska, Bonnecherre,
Coulonge and Petawawa streams, and we
learn that it is their intention to carry on
lumbering operations on a most extensive

scale.

LUMBER W A N

MINING NOTES.

Wheeling, W. V., Jan; 5.—The strike of

coal miners in this vicinity hai caused iron

mills and glass factories to suspend, throw-
ing 5,000 men out of employment.

Whekmno, West Va., Jan 5.—A strike

of coal miners in this vicinity has caused
the iron mills and glass factories to 'uspend,
throwing 5,000 workmen out of employ-
ment.

Takon Rtver.—Marvellous stori'-s of the
richness of quartz from the Takon RiveY dig-

gings are told. The specimens are very rich.

The mines are believed to be in Jnnadian
territory.

The Brock ville Recorder says, Mr. Cald-
well, of the firm of Boyd & Caldwel', open-
ed a new mine on the 1st inst. in the town-
ship of Lavant. The ore taken from it is of

the very best quality.

There is good authority for stati.ig that
such is the rush to secure and develop min-
ing properties of one description or another
in Nova Scotia, the Provincial Government
will realize about $100,000 a year from min-
ing licenses, royalties, &c.

The Beauce Mines.—The Canada Gold
Mining Company of the Gilbert River,
Beauce County, are employing fifty men.
The operations of this Company are con-

ducted, it is said, in keeping with their pre-

tensions, which are solid and substantial.

A Sensitive Mule. —Employees of the
Streator Coal Company attempted to lower
a fresh mule into the mines. When the
cage started down the animal was overcome
with terror, and when they went to take
him from the cage they found he had died of

fright while descending.

Ottawa Mining.—The phosphate interest

is looking up. Some fifty men are constant-
ly employed in mining operations in the Du
Lievre district. There are 3,000 tons ready
to bank on the river, and hauling to Buck-
ingham station has begun. It is estimated
that some $75,000 will be paid for teaming
alone this winter.

Silver Islet.- -A gentleman well ac-

quainted with Silver Islet, states that, from
the silver ore now within view, aud from the
general results of drilling operations, he is

of opinion that there is still between $50,-
000,000 and $60,000,000 worth of silver in

the mine. He thinks that there is little

doubt but the Pie, Victoria and Duncan
mines are almost equally rich. A very valu-

able gold mine has recently been discovered
some distance from Prince Arthur, and the
vein traced a distance of six miles. The
mining interests of the Thunder Biy region
certainly never appeared more promising
than they do now.

Thunder Bay.—The North Shore Miner
says Mr. Amos Bowerman came up from the
Thunder Bay Iron Mine last evening, ac-

companied by one of the miners. He brings
with him several specimens of the ore taken
from the vein. He informs us that the
prospects are looking brighter and brighter
every day, as the work advances. The men
are still at work uncovering the vein, no ore
of any amount being taken out. Everything
is being got in readiness for the extensive
development to be carried on next seasoa.
Mr. B. returns again iu a day or two.

The St. Ouge Company have sold out to a
Mr. McArthur, of Toronto, who is working
his mine with quite a force of men. Lot 13,
owned by Messrs. J. Ainsworth As Co., of

New York, employs a few men, and the re-

salts have not been very favorable. Under
a sworn statement before the Mining In-
spector, of this District, ending 31st October,
the yield was but ninety-one ounces. At
$17.50 per oz. this would be in round num-
bers $1,592.50. The time taken to get this

amount of gold will date from the month of

August until 31st October, about two and
one-half mouths. This last-named Com-
pany's pay rolls amounted to $2,000 and up-
ward per month, showing a serious loss to

the Company. The property of this Com-
pany is now under seizure for debt due labor
and goods furnished. This is the second New
York Company which beginning under fair

a'ispices have fallen short.

Eagle Head Mine, C. B.^A correspon-
dent describing the mine says :—The pro-
perty consists of one square mile—is situated
on the North Shore of Gabarus Bay ^con-
tains three lodes of ore, measuring, respect,

ively, 90, 45, and 36 feet. Other lodes are
known to exist on the property, but have
not yet been prospected. The analysis show
a good per centage of Copper and Bismuth,
and a small percentage of Silver and Lead,
with a trace of Gold, and some other
minerals in small quantities Ore can be

taken out nearly as fast as it can be shipped.
The facilit ei for shipping are excellent, as

vei-sels cm load within 100 yards oi the
mine. Should the ore give satisfactory re-

turns, the prospect of a UBlt mining estab-

lishment at Eagle Head is very certain.

The property has just changed hands

—

Messrs. McKinnon and McKenzie were the
former owners, and McLellan and Kearn, of

Halifax have recently bought the property,

and are now operating it with good pros-

pects of success. Mr. Mclxsllan is Manager.

A Touching Story.—One ra-ely meets »

bit of more touching romance than is found
in the following story tha' com*-, from Wales:
" Years ago some Welsh miners, in explor-

ing an old pit tiat had Ion;; been closed,

found the body of a young man dressed in a
fashion long out of date. The peculiar ac-

tion of the air of the mine had been such as

to preserve the body so perfectly that it ap-

peared asleep rather than dead. The miners
were puzz'ea at this circumstance ; no one
in the district had b en missed within their

remembrance, and at last it was resolved to
bring the oldest inhabitant—an old lady
Ion 4 past her eightieth year, who lived single

in the village the whole of her life. On be-
ing brought in'o the presence of the body a
strange scene occurred ; the old lad)' fell on
the corpse, ki<ved an 1 addressed it by every
term of e idi-arment, couched in the language
of a by^o-je generation. He was her only
love ; she had waited fo r him during her
long .ife ; she knew that he had not forsaken
her. The old woman and the young man
had been betrothed sixty yearj before. Tue
lover had disappeared mysteriously, and
she ha 1 ke it faithful during that long inter-

val. Time had stood sti 1 with the dead
man, but had left its mark on the living

woman. The miners who were present were
a rough se:, but very gently ani with teir-

ful eyes removed the old lady to her house,

and the same night her faithful spirit rejoiu-

ed that of her long-lost lover."

A Mountain' of Silver.—The captain of

a wha ing vessel just returned from tbe Arc-
tic Ocean says that, while the vessei was
l>ing in a smill bay at the mmth of one of

the rivers which empty into the ocean on
the coast of Alaska, he, one of the ma'es
and four men, went up the river to catch

salmon. At the foot of a hill, bordering on
the riv r, they comm -nee 1 ti-hiog. While
the sa'lor 4 were engaged in this work, the
captain and mate ascended the moun'ain,
which appeared to be about 400 or 50U feet

high. Arriving at the top, they found what
seem 3d to b; the crater of an extinct volca-

no, and a round were evilences that at one

time there had b-en a terrible eruption. Iu
the crater itself the captain noticed tiat the

rocks resembled congealed iron after it had
been melted, and undertook to knock off

a piece, but could not do it, as it bent and
did not bre ik with his repeated blows with
the head of a boa'.-axe. fie then struck it

with the blade of an axe, and aetially chop-

ped it off. He saw that the substance was
as soft as lead, but it did not shine. He de-

termined to bring it to San Francisco and
have it assayed. One of the natives also

brought a piece of rock about 12 inches long

by 6 inches thick, which weighed 48 pounds
and sparkled with gold, stiting that he had
found it near another hill further up the riv-

er and that such rock was plenty there.

When the Vcs-el arrived at this port, the

captain told his stiry to a gentlemen living

in Oakland, and the specimens were handed
over to him for the purpose of having preper

assay 8 made. This was done, and the piece

which the captain chopped off the top of the

hill with the axe went $6,000 per ton in

silver, and the ioose rocks picked up oa the

side of ttie hi 1 went as high as $275 of silver

per ton. It seems, then, that this hill is a

mountain of silver, and that it is only the

beginning of vast discoveries which will soon

be made in Alaska, which may yet become
the El Dorado to which thousands will rash.

Tne O ikland gentleman spoken of immedi-
ately formed a part v or Company, which has

chartered the whaler to take atdpto the

scene of the remarkable find as soon as the

season opens.

—

San Francisco Chronicle.

New Bridge.—The new iron railway

b'idge across the Ottawa above the Chau-
diete Falls, just completed, is a fine struc-

ture, 2,160 teetin length. The first passen-

ger train ran over it on Thursday last It

has been severely tested and the greatest

deflection of any of the spans was but half

an inch. The bridge is calculated to bear

six times the pressure ordinarily to be put

upon it. It will be used by the Q. M. O. &
O. Railway, which will have a uuion station

on the Octawa side of the river with the

Canada Central,
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Schliemann.

A GLANCE AT THE EARLY DAYS OF THE GREAT

DIGGER GIVEN IN HIS NEW BOOK.

Before plunging into the record of his

discoveries Dr. Schliemann stops to tell the
story of his life. It is such a one as we
might expect from such a man, and shows
how the work of his later life has been the
natural consequence of the impressions he
received in his earliest years, "The pick-
axe and spade for the excavation of Troy
and the royal tomb of Mycenae," he writes,
" were both forged and sharpened in the
little German village in which I passed the
first eight years of my childhood." Dr.
Schliemann also thinks it necessary to relate

how he obtained the means which enabled
him in the autumn of his life to realize the
great projects formed when he was a little

boy. With a scholar's simple mindedness
he flatters himself "that the manner in
which I have employed my time as well as
the use I have made of my wealth will
meet with general approbation." Dr.
Schliemann need feel no doubts on that
point. There may be a few to cavil, but
their idle tongues are drowned in the ap-
plause of the multitude. This distiuguish-
ed explorer was born on the 6th of January,
1822, in the little town of Neu Buckow, in

Mecklenberg-Schwerin, where his father
was Protestant clergyman, and from whence
he moved in 1823 to the village (if Anker-
shagen, in the same duchy. In Ankersha-
gen the young Schliemann spent the first

eight years of his life. The neighbourhood
was as full of tradition as it was of ruined
castles, and the imagination of the boy had
full sway. Near the Schliemann cottage was
a tomb in which the body of an infaut and
countless treasures were said by the village

gossips to be buried. Nothing but the
stern command of his father prevented the
child from beginning his excavations then
and there and proving the truth or falsity

of the village tongues. Though the elder
Schliemann was neither a scholar nor an
archaeologist, he had a passion for ancient
history, and the first stories he told to the
child at his knee were of the Homeric
heroes. When nearly eight years old the
reverend Schliemann presented his son with
a volume of Dr. Jerrer's " Universal His-
tory," containing an engraving represent-
ing Troy in flames, with its huge Walls and
Scaaean gate, from which the nood ^Eneas
was escaping with his father on his back.
This picture convinced the bey that Troy
could not be utterly destroyed. " Father,"
he cried, with a precocity that must
have carried conviction " if such walls once
existed they can not possibly have been
completely destroyed ; vast ruins of

them must still remain, hut they arc hidden
away beneath the dust of ages." They ar-

gued the question awhile.and the son climb-
ed down from his father's knee, vowing that

he should one day excavate Troy. This idea

so filled his mind that he could not enter
with spirit upon his dancing lessons, and his

teacher complained that his heels vveie as

heavy as his head. At the age of 14, the af-

fairs of the family made it necessary for him
to leave his studies and go to work. He be-

came a grocer's clerk, but his heart lay buri-

ed in Troy. With the coffee bags on his

back he was JEueas rescuing his old father

from the flames ; dealing out molasses to

petty-maids, he was Pans offering bumpers
of wine to Helen. Fve years of this drud-
gery did not ohange his determination. Af-
ter various mishaps he got a situation in the
country house of an indigo merchant in

Amsterdam. Here he saw an opportunity
to rise. The lever he used was hard work.
At first he took writing lessons to improve
his unclerical penmanship. Afterward he
began the study of languages. His salary

at this time was $160 per annum, half of

which- was spent on his studies. On the
other half he lived "miserably enough."
His lodging, which cost eight francs a
month, was a wretched garret without a lire,

where he "shivered with cold in winter and
was scorched with heat in summer." His
breakfast oonsisted of "rye-meal porridge,"
and his dinner never cost him "more than
two pence." But nothing, he exclaims,
" spurs one on to study more than misery
and the certain prospects of being able to

release one's self fiom it by unremitting
woik." HeXstudied English and French,
and mastered both in a year's time. Dutch,
Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, and Russian
followed, and later Latin and Greek. Such
a man could not fail to attract the attention
of his employers, for he delved as hard at

learning the indigo business as at Greek roots.

He rose step by step. He was sent to St.

Petersburg in 1846 as agent for his Amster
dam employers, but gradually becoming
richer he set up for himself. In 1850 h<

went to California to look for a brother,

whom he found dead ; but the newly annex
ed country was made a state on July 4 of

that year,and as, says Dr. Schliemann, " all

those then resident in the c mntry became
by that fact naturalized Americans, I joy
fully embraced the opportunity of becoming
a citizen of the Uuited States." In 1858 he
thought he had money euough to retire, and
traveled over northern Europe, Italy, Egypt
and Palestine. A lawsuit brought him ba
to business to St. Petersburg, where he
made more money. In 1863 he again found
himself rich enough to retire, so he gradual-
ly liquidated his business, and as a prelimi
nary holiday to his life work began in 1864
a tour of the eastern world, crossing back
by way of San Francisco, and writing his

first book, '' China and Japan," on the voy
age. He came by way of Nicaragua to the
eastern States, visited Havana and Mexico,
"and in the spring of 1866, settled down to

the study of archaeology henceforth, with no
other interruption than short trips to Amer-
ica."

Another Cliff Town Discovered.

The occurrence of ancient cliff towns,built
upon or rather in almost inaccessible places
along the precipitous sides of river canons in

Colorado and New Mexico, was made known
several years ago. Another very important
dis over y of this nature was made a short
time since by Mr. James Stephenson, of the
U. S, Geological Survey, in New Mexico
The city lies in a canon thirty miies long,
never before visited by white men, and is

about foity miles fiom Santa Fe and ten
miles from the Rio Grande. It o insists of a
succession ef excavations in the solid rock
throughout the length of the canon, making,
perhaps, the largest cliff town yet discover
ed.

The houses are dugout of the r.ick side to
a depth of from fifteen to twenty feet. Ap-
part»tly they were exchavated with stone
impliments. They are almost inaccessible
from the plains. Mr. Stephenson, however,
managed to clamber up the rocky precipice,
and entered and examined a number of arti-

cles that he thought remaind of their first

possessors. A scientist who had traveled in
that region and visited other caves and eX
chavations of a similar kind says he is di8
posed to believe that they have been tenant-
ed within modem times by Indians at war
with other tribes, seeking s ifety and advan-
tage over their enemies. He thinks the re
mains found thi re are the remains of the
tilings these belligerents have used, eaten,
or worn, and not the reLcs of the first own-
ers of the rock houses

Exhausting the Wheat Lands-

(From the Pall Mall Gazette )

There is one point in American compitition
with England which, though it has now aud
'hen been touched upon, has never been
thoroughly worked out. America is un
• Oubtedly reducing the rent of land in
England by the amount of food which she
ii enabled to send over here at a cheap rate.
In this way, too, laud of inferior quality in
England is going out of cultivation. But all

this grain which is sent represents really so
,.iuch valuable manure. Instead of using it

we silt up our rivers with the sewage of our
large towns, and millions' worth of fertiliz-

ing agents are year after year swept into the
sea. This is bad enough by itself. What
i< worse, however, is that each successive
wheat centre in the United States is more
r..pidly exhausted than the one before, ow-
ing to the excessive over-cropping and the
want of manure. Thus, the soil in the
United States is undergoing deterioration to
supply us with the necessaries of life, while
we w ho receive the food allow our soil to go
out of cultivation when the very substances
we receive would if properly used enrich
and feitiiize it. Posterity, perhaps will
think we had very cuiious ways of dialing
with their plauet.

A FAMILY never becomes extinct in Japan.
If there are no male descendents, a young
son of auother family is adopted, and takes
the family name.

A lecturer once prefaced his discourse upon
the rhinoceros with, " I must beg you to
give me your undivided attention. Indeed,
it is absolutely ini^ ossible that you can form
a true idea of the hideous animal of which
we are about to speak unless you keep your
eyes fixed on me 1"

How they get India Rubber in
Africa.

(From the Rubber Era.)

Having passed fully three years on the
southwest coast of Africa, as trader for an
English firm, 1 will endeavor to describe the
manner in which India rubber is procured in
that country, as India rubber formed the sta-
ple produce of the district were I was locat-
ed.

The natives are in a very rude, uncivilized
condition. They have no currency, and do
all business by battering the native products
fur manufactured stuffs, Their wealth con-
sists chiefly in the number of slaves they pos-
s 88, who fish, hunt, and keep their planta-
tions iu good order.

When rubber has been collected, from four
to ten slaves get their flint muskets in order,
each carrying, in addition, a long sword-
shaped knife called a machete, a number of
calabashes or jars to collect the juice of the
rubber vine, and a little food that as beeii
cured in smoke, as they can find plenty of
sustenance in the busn without carrying it

about with them from place to place.
The vine are in some cases near to the to w us,

but generally the natives have to go several
day's journey into the bush before they can
sit down aud commeuce business. The vine
itself is of rough, knotty nature, about as
t .iok as a man's arm, and grows to a length
of fully two hundred feet. Its leaves are
are glossy, like those of the South Arneri a
trubber tiee, and a large fruit much liked by
the natives, is gathered from it. I have
tasted it, and found it very palatable, being
slightly acid. Tnis vine (what its scientific
name is I don't pretend to know) yields tev
eral grades of rubber, each of different com-
mercial value, the best quality being taken
from the highest part, aud the poorest from
the bottom.
With their knives, or machetes, the natives

slash the vine in several places, and put
broad leaves directly underneath the wounds
for the juice to drop on, and which, being o
a strong, adhesive nature, none of it may drop
on the branches of the tree, and so get I at

;

but it is not often they troub.e themselves
climbing, unless the viues happen to be
scarce in the vicinity. The entire day they
devote to cutting ; next day they gather what
was cut the day previous, and so on. Each
evening, after collecting, they put all the
juice they have into several iron pots, or
ear t hern vessels of native manufacture, and
boil it ; at the same time they c m greatly im
piove ihe lowest quality by adding a little

salt, and the more they boil the juice the bet
ter it becomes. When sufficiently boiled the
water is poured off and the juice is allowed
to cool, when it is fashioned according to the
grade—ball, flake, mixed, or tongue—aud is

ready for the market. In this way about
twenty or thiny pounds a day is generally col
lected. It is tnen taken to the factory, and
there exchanged for guns, cloth, rum, Jcc.

When it is received at the factory it is care-
fully marked, c.assed, weighed, and put into
casks for shipment. It contains so much
Wat< r that twenty per cent, is deducted from
the weight of each cask, as that is about the
amount of shrinkage on the voyage. This is,

however, a loss to the native, as it is deduct-
ed from him w hen selling.

Tliis vine, from my personal observation,
is to be found from Sierra Leone in the north
to Vunsembo in the south, but along the
coast line it is rapidly beooming extinct, as
the natives are so careless or repacious that
in many cases they completely sever the
vine, thus killing it, instead of simply bleed-
ing it.

An Ice Cave in Monta.

Two explorers named Lambert and Caru-
thers discovered, last summer, a large cave
on the Dry Fork or Arrow Creek, iu the Bell
Mountains, in which was half an acre of solid
ice of unknown depth. At the time of the
liscoyei y, about August 1, the ice was cover-
ed with ten inches of water, which prevent-
ed, a thorough exploration of the Cave. The
Fort Benton Press says that the ice gives
every indication of being in a great body, and
it is believed, from its appearance, aud the
fact that in the hottest season only a few in-

ches of it was melted, that it is perpetual.
The cave is described as being a groat resort
for game, as all kinds were killed close to
its entrance.

Uncompromising.—The doctor's daugh-
ter—"I declare you're a dreadful fanatic,
Mrs. McCizzom. I do believe you think
nobody will be saved but you and your
minister !' Old lady— " Aweel, my dear,
ah whiles I hae my doobts aboot the nieenis-
ter 1"

SCIENTIFIC GOSSIP.

Dr. Maclaren, of Edinburgh, Scotland,
states that the types of insanity have chang-
ed within modern times. For instance,
acute delirous mania is now comparatively
rare, but mental enfeeblement attended
with paralysis is becoming more and more
common, and is the result of the overwork
and worry of the struggle for existence at
the present day.

The .Russian Government is well pleased
with the new torpedo boat called the Batoum,
which has been thoroughly tested in the
Black Sea. This vessel is 100 feet long, and
carries two torpedo gntis, built into her hull
forward, for discharging Whitehead torpe-
does. In the boats of the same class now
building there will be three torpedo guns
forward instead of two. The Batoum be-

1 haves excellently at sea, and makes 22 knots
an hour.

A very powerful electric light of the
Brush system was exhibited on Nov. 29 at
the London works of the Anglo-American
Electric Light Company. The lamp, of the
ordinary Brusn type, carried carbons 1.25
inches in diameter, and the energy of the
current was so strong that the carbons were
raised to a white heat two inches from the
arc. The photometric power of the light is

said to be 47,000 standard candles.

Neither the cool walks of science nor the
deep shades of the descent of the hill of life

seem capable of subduing the hot blood or
tempering the fiery language of some men.
The Medical Press and Circular saya : " A
most painful teene has occurred at a session
of the Paris Academy of Medicine. During
a warm discussion on the cholera of fowls,

M. Guerin addressed M. Pasteur in the fol-

lowing words :
" You are a liar, Sir ; I will

send you my seconds." Yet M. Gaerin ia

an octogenarian and M. Pasteur hopelessly
paralyzed on the left side.

M. A. Colson thus describes the manufac-
ture of phosphoric acid in the Bulletin of

the Chemical Society of Paris: "Natural
phosphates, underground, are dissolved in

dilute hydrochloric acid. When the acid
has ceased to act the clear solution is run
off from the insoluble matter and mixed with
sulphuric acid enough to saturate all the
dissolved lime, leaving a mixture of hydro-
chloric acid, diluted phosphoric acid, and
calicium sulphate. This mixture is sub-
mitted to pressure to separate the sulphate
from the free acids, which are then concen-
trated, and the hydrochloric acid is condens-
ed and collected for use by means of ordinary
columns.

From a comparison of the result of recent
deep sea soundings, it appears that the fol-

lowing are just generalizations : 1. The wa-
ter of the North Pacific is in its whole mass
cooler than that of the Atlantic. 2. The wa-
ter of the South Pacific is, down to 4,225
feet, somewhat warmer than that of the
Atlantic, but below that depth colder. 3.

The bottom temperatures are generally
lower in the Pacific than in the Atlantic at
the same depths and in the same degree of

latitude ; but nowhere in the Pacific are

found such low bottom temperatures as in

the Antarctic portion of the South Atlantic,

where temperatures of—0.3° Centigrade to
—0.6° have been measured. 4. In the
western parts of the Pacific and the adjoin-

ing parts of the East Indian Archipelago
the temperature of the water reaches its

minimum at depths between 1,787 and 8,937
feet, remaining the same from this depth to

the bottom. In the whole of the Atlantic
the temperature from 8,937 feet to the
bottom gradually, though slowly, increases.

A very interesting lecture was recently

delivered before the Anthropological Insti-

tute, London, by Mr. J. F. Rowboeham, on
the different stages in the development of

the art of music in prehistoric times. Al-
though, he said, the varieties of musical in-

struments may be counted by hundreds, yet
they are all reducible under three distinct

types : 1. The drum type. 2. The pipe

type. 3. The lyre type. These three types
are representative of three distinct stages

of development through which prehistoric

music had passed, and in the order just

stated. The first period in the development
of music was the drum stage, in which drums
and drums alone were used by man. The
second was the pipe stage, in which pipes as

w ell as drums were used. The third was
the lyre stage, in which stringed instru.

nients wrere added to the stock. There three
stages answer respectively to rythem,
melody, and harmony. In the musical history

of mankind the lyre stage is never found to

precede the pipe stage, nor the pipe stage to

preeede the drum stage.
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The Sultans Levee.

POMP AND CEREMONY AROUND THE REPRE-

SENTATIVE OF THE BANKRUPT OTTOMAN

EMPIRE.

We assisted at the grand Bairam ceremo-
nies at Dolma Baghiche palace yesterday.
The Sultan holds a levee, and receives all

the ministers, officials, and officers, who
congratulate his majesty and wish him a

prosperous Bairam or festival. The diplo-

matic body was ushered through a number
of lofty passages, through countless salons

blazing with gilt, Damascus silks and mar-
queterie, into what is considered the mcst
magnificent throne-room in the world. It

is a gigantic oval, with glittering wood floor

and whose roof is upheld at an immense
height by splendid Corinthian colums of

fluted marble, of that fine pink-veined
quality only quarried at Lesbos. Every inch
of the roof is covered with a fresco painting
of such artistic style that it can hardly be
distinguished from groups of flowers, ara-

besques, etc., in bold relief. Great windows
let in the glorious light of day at either

end, and near one of those windows was the
throne, at that moment unoccupied. It is a
low, wide sofa, about five feet long, whose
back, legs, and sides, are covered with plates

of gold, and covered with a red silk cushion
studded with stars.

When we entered the Salle du Trone it

was filling with the throng of government
officials, some of whom had come from long
distances to pay their court to their sove-
reign. One venerable snowy-bearded pasha
was pointed out to me as the governor of

Hedjaz, the most distant Turkish vilayet,

and who had spent nearly three months en
route. This glittering array of uniforms
was slowly placing itself in a double line all

around the hall, and more were pouring in

constantly and taking their places. The
cabinet ministers, prominent among whom
was Behram Agha ,the chief eunuch, an
attentuated old " darkey " in a gold-bespat-
tered dress coat, placed themselves in a line

standing, behmd the gold divan. Without
an exception, they all wore the grand cordon
of the Osmanie with the "Cracket" in

brilliants. Pretty soon about 2,000 persons
were in, all in full uniftrm, officers in epau-
lettes and swords, muftis in flowing rot: 63 of

green, purple, cream-white, and blen tendre
with tight, black coats showing off well with
their splendid figures, with the double range
of silyer cartridges on each breast, and their
Astrachan caps half concealing the classic

features of descendants of the oldest race in
Asia.

Presently a sort of thrill runs through the
line of patient officials, each man steps
well into line, adjusts his gold collar, tilts

the fez a fraction of an inch further back,
gives a last tug at his new gloves, the fold-
ing doors at one side near the throne are
Hung open ; and welcomed by a pealing
crash from the Imperial Band in the gallery,
the autocrat of Turkey slowly steps into
view and takes his place on the throne. A
concealed chorus then sang, or rather shout-
ed, a species of short song of praise, and
every Turk present bowed in an humble
salaam. This is done, I may explain, by
scooping up an imaginary handful of dust,
and rapidly placing it on the lips and fore-
head, the depth of the '

' scoop " being in
direct proportion to the rank of the talutee.

The ceremony of the Rikiab, or ' submis-
sion," which consists of kissing an embroid-
ered scarf held by the grand master of cere-
monies, in lieu of the Sultan's hand, then
began. The cabinet ministers fell in line,

followed by ex-grand vizers, generals, ad-
mirals, murtis, and so on down to the small
fry. Each one salaamed when within three
yards of the Sultan, did so aeain just before
kissing the scarf, did so immediately after,
then backed off a few paces and made ano-
ther salaam. This being done very solemn-
ly and very methodically, two or three
hours elapsed ere the last fez had bowed
before the sovereign. The band had at
intervals played in excellent style several
pieces among which the Turkish national
air, " The Hamidie," a spirited march was
prominent.
The sultan then rose, made a slight but

comprehensive bow, returned by a low sa-
laam from the two thousand courtiers, and
disappeared from behind the folding doors,
at each side of which a splendid Circassian
then placed himself, in a martial attitude.
We were about to wrap up and leave,

when a stout aide-de-camp appeared among
the little knot of visitors, and informed us
that, as a great exception, the sultan would
be graciously pleased to receive us all per-

sonally. We numbered about fifteen. Then;
were Count Hatzefeldt, the Germin ambas-
sador ; Mrs. Tyrell his sister; Mrs. Gos-
chen, Mme. de Novikoff, wife of the Russian
ambassador ; the Spanish minister's wife in

a gorgeous dinner dress (I), a small party of

Englishmen from the Pandora, Hon. W. 11.

Smith's yacht, and the American party con-

sisting of Gen. Longstreet, our minister,

who arrived the day before, Mr. Robert
Hooper, jr., and your correspondent. We
passed into a small blue-satiu room, and
found the sultan standing near the thres-

hold, with two officers behind, him and
Munir Bey. his interpreter, at his side. We
were all presented, and bowed and shook
hands silently with his majesty. Abdul
Hamid wore a Jong b!ue coat of very anti-

quated cut, black trousers with a broad re d
stripe, the single star of the Osmanie, and a

broad green-and-red ribbon crosswise on his

chest. He is a little under the average
height, with a sallow, anxious face and a

thin black beard, and with deep erowsfeet
and forehead wrinkles. His smile, however,
was remarkably pleasant, and his voice low
and musical.

As we left the presence, he invited us to

come another day and visit the palace—

a

rather unusual piece of courtesy.

The Stormy Petrel.

Thestcrmy petrel, known to sailors as

the Mother Carey's children, is hated by
them after a most illogical manner because
it foretells an approacning storm, and there-

fore by a curious process of reasoning is tak-

en for its cause.

This bird has long been celebrated for the
manner in which it passes over the waves,
pattering with its webbed feet and flapping

its wings s> as to keep itself just above the
surface. It thus traverses tne ocean with
wonderful ease, the billows rolling beneath
its feet and passing away under the bird

without in the least disturbing it. It is

mostly on the move in windy weather, be
cause the marine creatures are flung to the-

surface by the chopping waves and can easi-

ly be picked up as the bird pursues its

course. It feeds on the little fish, crusta-

ceans, and mollusks which are found In

abundance on the surface of the sea, especi-

ally on the floating masses of algss, and will

for days keep pace with a ship for the pur-
pose of picking up the refuse fcod thrown
overboard. Indeed, to throw the garbage
into the sea is a tolerably certain methoel of

attracting these birds, who are sharp-sighted
and seldom fail to perceive anything eat-

able. It is believed that the petrel does not
dive. The word petrel is given to the bird

on account of its powers of walking on the
water, as is related of St. Peter.

It does not frequent land except during
the breeding season, and can repose on the
surface of the ocean, settling itself just at

the mean level of the waves, and rising and
falling quietly with the swell. The petrel

breeds on the northern coasts of England,
laying a white egg in some convenient re-

cess, a rabbit burrow being often employed
for the purpose.

This bird possesses a singular amount of

oil, and has the power of throwing it from
the mouth when terrified. It is said that
this oil which is very pure, is collected larg-

ely in St. Kilda by catching the bird on its

egg, where it sits very closely, and making
it disgorge the oil into a vessel. The bird

is then released and another taken. The
inhabitants of the Faroe islands make a cur-

ious use of this bird when voung and veiy
fat, by simply drawing a wick thiough the
body and lighting it at the end which pro-

jects, from the beak. This un que lamp will

burn for a considerable period. Sometimes
the petrel appears in flocks, and has been
driven southward by violent storms, some
having been shot on the Thames, others in

Oxfordshire, and seme near Birmingham.
The general colour of this bird is sooty
black, and the outer edge of the tertialsand
the upper tail coverts are white. Its length
is barely six inches.

Mary Stover took a dose of strychnine.

A pet poodle licked her face while she was
in her agony, and the poison on her lips

killed the dog. The w oman will recover.

Not even the physician can know every-
thing. When a doctor told a young man
that he must go to the river side every
morning for a bath the youth replied that
the water at this time of year is too cold.

"Well, you must have the bath," said the
doctor, as he finished writing the prescrip-

tion, "and if the water is too cold you must
put your overcoat on,"

Sanitary Reform.

The London Society of Arts recently dis-

cussed the feabibilty of keeping a unitary
record of every house, so that the H ,u.

Board of a town should be able to give an
intending purchaser or tenant a certilicate

of its health woithiness. The debate made
it apparent that, in the case of old houses
especially, sufficient pertinent facis coul 1

not lie obtained to justify such certilicates.

It is easy to sec how greatly they might
alii ct the value of piopeity ; and therefore

they would prove exceedingly mischievous
and outrageous if they were l.ot scientifi-

cally accurate. And tnat it is not possible

to make them in every case, nor even in the
majority of eases. Sanitary inquiry has
certainly not yet reached a stage where it

can point out with confidence the exact and
immediate causes of disease, and fix toe
blame lor them with absolute precision.

We call it a science, just as we call political

sconomy a science ; bat strictly, the term is

of course misused. It may become a sci-

ence, but the day is yet tar off.

When municipal authorities assume to

pass judgment on the healthfulness, and
consequently the value, of the premises
owned by individuals, tney should bo very
sure of their facts, and that they have
enough of them to form an opinion on. They
can now point out remediable nuisances, and
palpable defects in sanitary engineering

;

buD if they undertook to give meuical cer-

tificates as to the comparative healthful-

ness of the different houses throughout a
town, they would be certifying to matters
about which they are plainly Incompetent
to form an opinion of value. No dozen phy-
sicians would agree on the subject.

But, in his recent address before the
American Public Health Association, Dr. J
S. Billings, its President, advocated modifi
cation ot the plan suggested in London. He
would have the health officer of a place
obtain and keep a brief description of all its

houses from a sanitary point of view. This
would be merely a record of facts, to which
individuals proposing to buy or rent houses
could have access on the payment of a fee.

The Health Board would express no opinion,

but simply give a sanitary history of the
property, its connection with sewers, the
number and the causes of the deaths which
had occurred in it, or in the square in which
it was situated, and other information of

that sort. It would be a sanitary supple-
ment to the record of title, and of couree
might have a decided effect on the value t f

the property.

But Dr. Billing s's plan, pretty as it is in

theory, would involve so much minute de-

tail that it would not be feasible in any mu-
nicipal government on a large scale. To
carry it out there would need to be a great
multiplication of sanitary inspectors, and
their official visits would become odious
to the people. Moreover, the number of

deaths occurring in a house may afford no
certain indication of its condition as to
healthfulness. People may take there the
diseases of which they die, and an evil

name be given a dwelling which it does not
deserve. Property owners would justly cry
out against a system of registration which
put the value i f their buildings in peril by
following theories of the origin ot disease
which are not yet firmly established.

What is called sanitary science promises
to become ot" the greatest benefit, to com-
munities. It has already demonstrated its

value both here and abroad, for its tendency
is obviously in the right direction—that ot

the prevention of disease, It has undoubt-
edly helped essentially to bring about the
increase in the average of life which this cen-
tury is si owing ; and it is not too mu;h to

expect that it will in the future obtain a
pretty complete mastery over epidemics,
though yellow fever and even typhoid fever

now b; trie its efforts to ducover and remove
their causes. But there is a growing num-
ber ot men, laymen rather than physicians,

for the most part, who make a hobby of

sanitary inquiry, and treat it as if it was a
fully fledged science against «hich there
could be no reasonable rebellion. Dr. Bil-

lings has too high ai-d justly deserved a
reputation to lend himself to the support ot

the crotel ets of these fana'ics ; but such a

proposition as his is likely to be run into the
ground by them.

There is, however, a sensible > ffort now
making to effect in part the end he would
attain. It is to secure the passage of a law
by the Legislature requiring that when
specifications for building are filed, there

shall go with them specifications of the

plumbing and house drainage. These would
enable an export to form an opinion as to a

house's protection against sewer ga*, and
show him its sewer connections.

GENERAL

The town of Hull, England, is to bave its

streets lighted by the Siemens system el

electric illumination.

Thk resumption of specie payments in

Itdy is opposed by capitalists and specula-

tor» in gold
; yet a forced currency is t o

longer needed, as the country is peaceful

and advancing in manufactures, and last

year there was an excess of $42,294,000 in

receipts ever expenses in the budget. Par-

liament has voted to adopt a resumption
policy.

The famine in Russia, it is predicted, will
assume proportions altogether beyond pre-

vious estimates, and no steps are taken to

meet it. Tbe Russian \ easant cannot afford

at the best of times to eat wheat, and this

grain has been Bold long ahead to the Jew*
and other middlemen. What is needed is

an immediate importation of cheaper grain,

if eucti can be obtained.

A bug has turned up in Asia Minor which
fee Is uponthe eggs of the locust. Where a
cluster of locust eggs is examined tbe de-
stroying insect appears in the midst of them.
Locusts from time immemorial have made
themselves disliked in Asia, and the new
bug, which is believed deposits its eggs in

the live locust's body, has general sympathy
and encouragement.

A scheme is under consideration for a
caualacross the Malayan Peninsula, by which
it isbeiieved that English mails may be de-
livered in Hong Kong in twenty- nir e days and
a half, a saving of nearly seven days by the
present route. The line would be from
Bombay to Madras by mail, thence acrots
the Bay of Bengal, and by the canal over
the peninsula into the Gulf of Siam. aod
thence direct to Hong Kong.

Although Brazilian c< ffee makes up about
rne-half of the quantity produced in the
entire world, it seems to be held of so little

account in the markets that, to insure a sale,

it has to be labelled as Java, Porto Rico,
Ceplcn, cr Mocha praduce. In the country
there are no fewer than 350,000.000 plants,
covering 1,500 000 acres, and yielding a crop
of 260.000 tons of which 50,000 are retained
for home consumption.

According to the imperial budget, the
German army en a peace footing, as supple-
ments d by the accession of strength recent-
ly voted, now consists of 18,128 officers,

427,274 men, and 81,629 horses, the addi-
tion including 901 officers, 25,615 men, and
1,736 horses. Of these Prussia receives
eight new infantry regiment and one batta-
lion with one field artillery regiment, twen-
ty-four rield batteries, and one fortress

artillery regiment, the rest being distributed
in small proportions between Saxony, Wur-
teoburg, and Bavaria. The greater part of

this new force will be garrisoned in towns
rearer the Russian frontiers, an arrange-
ment which is perhaps due to the existence
of better barrack accomodation in the east

than in the west.

According to the St. Petersburg corres-

pondent to the Cologne Gazette, a Supreme
Council of State is to come into existence in

Russia at the Russian new year. This coun-
cil is to carry on all tbe business of the
empire independently ot the Czar, the latter

retaining the decis-on only of questions of

war and peace. His union with Princess
Dolgorouki will be proclaimed as a legal

marriage, without her becoming, however,
Empress. She is to receive the title oi

Duchess of Hoi tein-Gottorp, and her chil-

dren will be piinces and princesses of the
s.ime name. Henceforth the Cz-ar is expect-
ed to live with his family in retirement at

Livadia, r. ma ning Emperor in name, but,
so far »s Russian circumstances permit,
transfei ting the cares of business to his son.

In clearing away tbe remains ef one of
tbe ruined Bas ions of Yedi-koule, near
Constantinople, the agents of the Prefecture
discovered a large quantity of gunpowder,
the existence of which was not befoie
suspected. Infoimation was at once sent to

the Ordinance Department, whence an ex-

pert was despatched to examine the powder.
Powder, stiickly speaking, it was not, for

the grains was as large as filberts ; but a
grain thrown into the fire showed that the
composition was of a highly explosive char-
acter, but the expert could not precisely

dote: mine what the quality was without
submitting it to analysis. The powder
is believeit to have been deposited where it

was found prior to the coLquest of Constan-
tinople by Mi hammed the Second.
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HEMLOCK TREES AND BARK.

In view of the fact that the pine is being

rapidly stripped from the districts of Mus-

koka and Parry Sound, a Bracebridge cor-

respondent thoroughly familiar with the

subj iot, calls our attention to the great dis-

traction of hemlock, which is taking place

in those districts to supply tan bark. He
estimates that there are about 10,000 cords

of hemlock bark peeled annually in that

region, and assuming that seven trees of

an average diameter of 13 in., and 36 feet

in length will furnish a cord of bark—would

equal 3 saw logs of 13 inches diameter, which

by Seribner's rule gives 219 feet of lumber '•

or 10,000 trees would make 15,320,000 feet.

This has been going on for the past four

years, so there must have been 61,320,000

feet of lumbar felled during that time, but

not more tiian one million feet of this large

amount has been manufactured into lumber.

The balance has been ljft to rot in the

woods, or which is far worse, to make kindl-

ing'wood for the first bush fire which may hap-

pen to break out near by, and which migh t

destroy the greater part of the valuable pine

or hemlook left standing. As long as piue

stumpage is cheap, and as long as pine can

b3 obtained, no one cares to go into manu-

facturing hemlock lumbar ; aud as tanners

must have bark the waste will go on and the

wood left useless. A portion of this bark is

peeled on patented lands, but the greater

portion, our correspondent says, is cut on

Crown Ltnds without leave or license, aud

it is about time the government took some

steps to stop this waste, as the day is not

far distant when hemlock will be of more

value than the piue now is. In some places,

the bush is so slashed down that the refuse
seriously interieres with getting out the
pine.

We trust the local member for Muskoka
will give the matter his attention. Hem-
lock may yet be required to form a plauk of

the Commercial Union with the Un.tsu
States, advocated by that honorable gentle-

man.

Generous.—Messrs. Rathbun last sum
mer, when the men in their employ at the

Eagle Mill, Ferry Point, threatened to strike

for higher wages, promised if they would

not do so, to divide $500 among them at the
close of tlie season Tue promise was k< p
and the money divided among the men at
Christmas,

THE CANADA

DTES FROM SAW DUST.

Mr. John Blair, of Ardlrea, near Orillia,

writes to tho Time), and says he noticed in

a late issue of that paper, an articie devoted

to the description of a new process whereby

certain waste products, such as sawdust and

decayed wood are converted into dyes of

various shades. Some three years ago, he

continues, I discovered and perfected a pro-

cess for the manufacture of dyes from saw-

dust, wool, hair and horn. At that time I

furnished several leading chemises with

samples of the new substance, which on ac-

count of its close resemblance to certain

products formed from indigo is of consider-

able interest. This compound (which I

have termed xanthogen) can be manufactur-

ed in large quantities from cawdust, or from

almost any organic material. One ton of

sawdust when transformed into xantho-en

would be worth at least $500 ; and the same

weight of old woollen rags when subjected

to the same process would be worth more

than .$2 000. The above estimate would

seem incredible were it not that I am in a

position to verify its truth. It will be seen

from these figures that there is a mine of

wealth in sawdust and old rags for the en-

terpi wug capitalist. There are many other
ways in which sawdust can he util zed, as

for instance in the formation of Prussian
blue. A mixture of sawdust, iron filings

and a small perc-ntaj;e of potash if heated
in an iron retort till all the volatile pro-

ducts pass off, and then if the retort be
closed so as to exclude the air and the heat
raised so as to fuse the contents, aud then
if a current of pure nitrogen gas be passed
through it the iron will at once be convei te 1

into Prussian blue. The nitrogen gas can

be easily obtained from the atmosphere by
passing a current of air through ignite I

charcoal and afterwards through a column
of iron ore which is to be kept heated to a
temperature of 2,200 Faht. After the
heated gas passes through the ore the car-

bonic oxide is converted iato carbonic acid
and the ore is reduced to a spongy metallic

state, anil we have now a mixture of C. 02
and nitiogen, which when stored in a gas

meter through which lime water is circulat-

ing, removes the carbonic acid and pure
nitrogen gas remains. This gas can be used
as above stated, aud tho spongy iron, after

it ceases to act on the carbonic oxide is then
in a tit state to be converted into Prussian

blue.
-« .

DEFERRED NOTES.

Before the C iristmas holidays we had oc-

casion to make a trip westward as far as

Windsor, and being so near that great and

beautiful frontier city

—

DETROIT,

we crossed to see how our cousins were

getting along. Business was lively in al-

most every branch,—manufacturing, build-

ing, buying and selling. Uncle Sim was

gay and happy. Immense quantities of

provisions and lumbermen's supplies were

being sent north. Toe train for Bay City

was loaded with shauty-inen. The local

prices of lumber had not changed much

from former quotations, but were firm. Re-

rossing to

WINDSOR,

the people there, too, were full of busi-

ness. The ferry boats are doing a large

business, transporting teams loaded with

cordwood and other produce from Canada

for the Detroit market. A few manufactur-

ing firms from Detroit, as will be seen by

reference to our advertising columns, have

established brauches of their business in

Windsor. This is to save the import duty,

which with the improved and increased

manufacturing facilities iu the Dominion

enables our manufacturers to compete on

iqual terms with those in the United States.

About a mile up the river is

WALKERVI LLE,

founded, and in a great measure sus-

tained by H. Walker, Esq., the extensive

LUMBERMAN.

distiller there. His establishment is only

second in Ontario, to that of Messrs. Good-

erham A Woits, of Toronto. Every depart-

ment of the distillery is in the best of order

and condition. The machinery for grind-

ing, ma hing, pumping, Ac., and a magnifi-

cent engine of 200 horse-p^wer with a fly

wheel weighing nearly eleven tons—crank

shaft 12 inches in diameter, a 20 inch

cylinder of 42 inches stroke were manufac-

tured and put in by the Kerr Brothers of

Walkerville, who have a foundry near by.

The water works of the distillery, worked
by a 100 h. p. engine, has three large pumps,

said to he capable of drawing from the rivtr

900 gallons of water per minute. The
establishm ent has eight run of millstones in

operation, and pays about $350,000 per

annum duty into the Dominion treasury!

There is considerable traffic in this neigh-

bourhood in stave timber, and some oak is

brought in.

CHATHAM

was our next stopping place. This town

has grown rapidly within the past few

years. The large lumber yards are well

stocked with lumber and shingles. The
largest is kept by Messrs. H. A. Patterson,

A Co., who also manufacture sash, doors,

Ac. There are several manufacturers of en-

gines, boilers, brass castings, Ac. Mr. D.

Park has invented a machine for making

barrels, including the heading. We ex-

pect to be able to explain this machine

mere thoroughly with the aid of a cat or

drawings, shortly. Mr. K. Parkinson's

establishment, the Reliance Engine Works,

is also worthy of notice. Chatham can

boast of some excellent flouring mills, which

supply " the staff of life " to the population,

whether white or coloured.

Again aboard the comfortable but some-

what crowded cars of the G. W. Railway,

and

THE CITY OF LONDON

is soon reached. Here again all is bustle

and activity. Building to a considerable

extent is going on. The lumber yards are

tolerably well stocked. Prices are keeping

well up. A visit to the lumber dealers and

some of the manufacturers filled up all the

time at our disposal. The people seemed

contented and prosperous. We met Mr
McRae, of Glencoe, who is getting out a

large quantity of oak timber this season. He
reports the season's work well advanced. A
short run on the branch line brings us to

ST. THOMAS,

a thriving town, the proposed terminus of

the Credit Valley Railway. The town is

growing rapidly, and will continue increase

in importance. It has a large number of

planing mills and manufacturing estab!ish-

ments. The Dexter Manufacturing Co. of

bent carriage and sleigh work are enlarg ng

their premises ; C. Norsworthy & Co. have

constructed a tramway engine, to draw logs

aud timber on pole roads. It is to work in

E?8ex Centre, wheie 14 miles of track has

been laid. We have no doubt the flange

driving wheels carrying the locomotive will

woik well. They are constructed to slide on

small steel rollers along the axle to accom-

modate irregularities in the width of the

track, but at the same time are stationary

on the axle as far as revolving with it is

concerned. The stock of lumber on hand

in St. Thamas is large, but as the demand is

good both in town and country, it will be

all required before next year's stock comes

in. The farmers iu the neighborhood gene-

rally are wealthy. We had a pleasant visit

with one of them, whom we had not seeu

since we crossed the Atlantic with him from

Aberdeeu, over 34 years ago. Resuming

our journey by way of Harr.sburg, we stop

at

THE CITY OF BRANTFORD,

when limited time only enabled us to visit

the works of the enterprising firm of Water-

ous A Co., whos ! steam engines, saw mills

and other numerous and excellent manufac-

tures are known all over the Dominion.

Next we call at

DU5DAS,

which presents a beautiful view from the

railway station. With the exception of the

cotton fac'ory, Messrs. MoKechnie A Bert-

ram's c >tabl shment, which turns out all

sorts of machinery, and has just been en-

larged ; an axe factory and planing mill,

there does net seem to be much going on in

that town. Its proximity to

THE CITY OF HAMILTON

has perhaps something to do with this.

Business is good in Hamilton. Manufactur-

ers say they have orders on hand to keep

them employed until spring. Building has

been continued during the winter. Mer-

chants are iu good spirits. Workmen have

plenty of work, an 1 some new manufactur-

ing industries are about to be established.

A run by the Northern Railway brings

us to

GRAYEMIUBST.

This is a lively village and prosperous. Its

prosperity is chiefly owing to the number of

saw and shingle mills in the vicinity, and

to its being the terminus of the Northern

and Northwestern Railway, where, during

the winter season, all freight for the north-

ern region is reloaded, and drawn by teams.

The summer trade is mostly cirr.cd past, by
the steamers, to Bracebridge and Rosseau.

Several lumbering establishments hive

branch offi ;es here. S >me idea of the quan-

tity of supplies required may be formed

from the following list of lumber to be got

out this winter in the Muskoka and Parry

Sound Districts :

—

Lojrs. Squire. Shingles.
Georgian Bav
Co lO.OOO.OOO

British Cana-
dim Lum-
ber * Tim-
ber Co 26.000,000

T. Smith 4
Son 15.000.000

Rich Power 12,000.000
MU'kok* Mill

ana Lumber -
Co 12 000 000

J. C Miller. . 16,000,100

Ontario Bank
late Ouelph
Co WOOOOOO

J. Thompou 12,000,000

D..m. Bank,
late Sille-

m»n 6,000,000

TorontoLum-
ber Co 7,000 000

Wm. Tmit.... 6,000.000
T. Meikle ... 4 000,000
J M. Dollar. . 4,000,000 200,000
Messrs. Cock-
buru _ 4,000,000

Woods took
Lumber Co. 6.000.000

O. W. Tax lor 11,000 000
Wm. Heatty.. 3 000 000
S. S. Cook... 1,000,000 900,000
Barton Bros... 60,000
F. H. Hull. 2 00\000
Abel Marshall 1,000.000 8,000,000
Boyd Cald-

well 3,1.00,000 100,000
O F. Wright
oak & pine 100,000

O.Chasc-ACo 1.500,000
Thompson &
Baker 6,000.000

Hsath & Tait 1,500,000
W. Strath-
earn 2,000.000

R Robinson 2.000,000
P Bartholo-
mew 4,000.00

Other manu-
facturers.. 10,000.000 10.000,000

23S.500.000 660,000 82,500.00

Messrs. Thompson, Smith A Son are also

getting out 25 million feet at their Duncan

City mills, Mich. Lsst season they cut 15

million feet at their Bradford mills ; 2 mill-

ion at the Barrie mills, and 22 million at-

Duucan City mills. Their stock on hand is

Bradford mill?, 6 million ; at Duncan City

mill, 10 million
;
Birrie, all shipped. They

employ about 600 men and 150 teims. The

Muskoka Mill & Lumber Co.. last season

cut 15 million and have on hand 4,500,000

in lumber and 6.000,000 in logs.

BRACEBRIDGE.

This is the winter head quarters of the

British Canadian Lumber A Timber Co.'
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formerly H. H. Cook A Co. Mr. Robt.

Dollar is in charge, and has every thi ig in

good working order. We learned that the

work is well advanced in the 9 camps ti'ey

are running. The earlv sleighing and steady

cold weather have favoured the work in the

whole district. In some of the camps chop-

ping is completed and the logs wjll be

hauled before the first of February. Mr. Dollar

has ice sprinklers in operation for hardening

the roads.

PARRY SOUND.

This important village seems rather du|l

in winter, but it will have a large share of

the advantages of the lumber trade when

spring opens. Mr. Miller is constructing a

new iron furnica to consume saw dust, slabs,

&c. The other mills are refitting. Mr. \V.

Biatty intends to increase the capacity

his mill ; last year he cut 3 million. The

leading men of Parry Sound are anxious to

have
A BRANCH RAILWAY

to connect with the Ontario & Pacific Juno,

tion. This would place their fine harbour

in direct communication with the North

West, and would place them within an easy

distance of Ottawa should they wish to go

there in preference to Toronto.

m'kellar's falls.

The Messrs. Armstrong are doing a largfe

business here, in this lumbering centra.

They have larga c infracts getting out logs,

keeping about 150 men at work, and report

the season very favourable for every branch

of saw-logging.

Other " deferred notes " must be left over

to another issue.

Toronto and Nippising Railway.

This convenient line of railway has been

doing a good business during the past year.

The lumber carried over the line is as fol-

lows :

—

Jany. 574,000 feet. Feb. 286,000. Mar.

802,000. April. 588 000. May 477.500.

J=m3 505,000, July 658,000. Aug. 766,-

500. Sip- 890 000. Oot. 673,500. Nov.
530,000. Dec. 305.000. Total 6,856,000.

The shipments were from Coboconsk,

Victoria Road, Kirkfield, Uxbri Ige, Good-

wood, Stouffville, Billantrae, Vivian and

Sutton. Should the new mills, contemplated

be put up in connection with Gull River, a

large trade will be done from Coboconck

this year.

Lumber Driving.—In New Brunswick,

lumber merchants are alive to the import-

ance of organization in boom accommodation

and river-driving. A company similar to

the Muskoka Boom and Slide Company is

about to be formed to conduct operations on

the Miramichi River. The Miramichi Ad-

vance referring to the subject says :
— "If

logs are beyond certain points up-river the

complications which may arise in driving,

seriously affect market values, for the time

when delivery can be made, through the

booms at the mills, is a very important con-

sideration. Up to the present time it has
been in the power of any operator—large or

small—to impede the progress of logs to

market by not attending promptly to his

own drive when it became mixed with those

of others. Only last season, 20,000,000 feet

of loiB were kept out of the maiket for

months in this way and as the business be-

comes more divided up or new operators

come in the danger of interference with the
regular log-supplies coming down to the
mills will increase. The main river being
the common highway which all operators
must use, it is obvious that the common
interest can best be served by one corpora
tion. A company can drive all the lumber
more cheaply and expeditiously than any
temporary combination of drivers. No one
will be in a position to hold back, in order
that he may delay another, while a great
deal of anxiety an'l watcufulness on the part
of the owners will be obviated. Let us,

then, have the Lumber Driving Company,
by all means.

Shipments from St. John.

A late St. John's Qlobt ways, the shipments

of deals from St. John to Europe and Aus-

tralia during the year just ended were v< ry

large, exceeding by a large amount the ship-

ments in the two past years, and not being

far behind the shipments in 1877. For the

sake of comparison we give the last five

years :

Superficial feet.

1876 192,975 772
1877 215,173,920
1878 197,002.364

1879 152,349 000
1880 210,012,009

The improvement in the Euglish wood
market early in the year gave an immense

impetus to the shipment of deals the past

season, and, as is seen above, nearly sixty

million more feet were sent forward than in

the previous year with the result that the

market was overstocked, and prices, in con-

sequence, fell.

The stock of deals on hand now is com-
paratively small,—being in the vicinity of

twenty million feet, and as there is no imme-
diate demand the shipments for some time
will be very light. A very busy season is ex-

pected nextyear, however. Lumberingopera-
tions are being carried on on an unprece-

dentedly large scale all over the Province, and
should the present depression in the home
market prove to be only temporary the year
1881 should prove a memorable one in the

deal trade

Leather Manufactures.—The Amherst

Gazette says :—The manufacture of various

kinds of leathers and their products form an

important part of the business of our town.

Mr. C isey now employs fourteen hands in

hie tannery, and the leather on hand, in

various stages of manufacture, represents a

large value. He has 1,000 sheep-skins,

which he is ommencing to make into col-

oured roans. His sales of leather to one

concern in the last three months amounted

to $3,300. Mr. R. Lusby also has 1,000

sheep-skins for his coloured roin factory.

The Amherst B iot and Shoe Company has
its usual number .of hands, and is rapidly

converting the leather into boots and shoes.

Mr. J. J. Leonard has begun an industry
which is new in the Maritime Provinces

—

the manufacture of kid mitts. They are

made of finely finished stock, prepared by
himself, and the stitching is neatly done by
Miss Sibley. They compare favourably
with goods of the kind made elsewhere, in

all respects, and we hope buyers will 'give

them the preference to imported ones. Mr.
L. is turning out 78 pair a week. The har-

ness shops of Messrs. Read, Fraser, and
Sharp also use considerable quantities of

harness leather. Among the establishments
in the county, outside of Amherst, devoted
to the leather bu iiness, the principil one is

the steam tannery of Messrs, Upham
& McCale, Parrsboro, which has lately

opened with facilities for a large busi-

ness.

WoolenMan ufactures.—Th e value of the

annual product of the woolen mills in the

Dominion of Canada is estimated at $7,000,-

000. The Monetary Times has received esti-

mates from 79 mills whose products amount

to $4,250,000. The other mills on this

Ontario list will turn out perhaps $700,000

worth of goods. The Quebec mills named
turn out annually close upon $200,000

worth. This is exclusive of custom mills

and small factories, many of which turn ou*
coarse cloths. The A moute Gazette in re-

viewing the list of Ontario mills, says :—The
total product- of Almonte in this line,

is $530,000 per year. Sherbrooke stands
at the head, with a product of $640,-
000 a year, Almonte being the next highest.
The position to which our town has attained
as second in the Dominion in this important
branoh of industry, is one of which we should
all be proud. When the new worsted
factory and Sheard & Thoburu's flannel

factory are in operation—and that will be in
a month or two—we will be ready to change
positions with Sherbrooke, and take the same
place for quantity that we now hold for the
quality of our woolen products. .

A Nkw Article of Export.—Several car
loa Is of sawdu-t have b"en shipped lately

over the St. John and Maine Railway. It

8"emn that some one in Boston is building a

very large refrigerator and he tin Is it to oil

ad vantage to bring the sawdust from Nev
Hrunswick.

Impoktant Statistics.—The following is

a statement of exports from Canada into
Chicago by lake during the seaso is o 1879
and 1880 :

1879. 1880.
Lumber 491,000 T>'< 000
Ties none 409 588
P-sts 21,375 76,234
Telegraph poles '3,174 15,458
Tan bark 9£1 .''.,8'i.o

Wood none 495

Statement of exports from Colliagwood
to Chicago by lake during the season of

1880 :

1880.

Lumber none
Ties : 103,663
Posts 27,533
Telegraph poles 1,204
Tan bark 934
Wood none •

By a comparison of the above figures it

will be seen that Collingwood shipped to

Chicago during the season of 1880, one-
quarter of all the ties ; over one-third of all

the posts, one-thirteenth of all the telegraph
poles, and nearly O'le-quarttr of all the tan
bark received at that port by lake during
the season.

Shipping at St. John. —The St. John
Globe gives the following statement of ship-

ping on the registry books, St. John, at the
close of each year during the last quarter of

a century :

—

Year. No. of Vessels. Tons.

1856 585 135,713
1857

543

138,669
1858 497 114,457
1859 489 112,420
i860... : 492 123,425
1861 486 137,873
1862 475 135 247
1863 ......521 174.135
1864 570 185 700
1865 628 203,783
1866 612 19.3 199
1867 640 186 300
1868

682

196 01S
1869 703 203,660
1870 734 214.814
1871 767 226,727
1872 814 246 485
1873 806 247 228
1S74 808 263 410
1875 802 263 204
1876 805 280 073
1877 776 279 6M6
1878 753 276 272
1879 738 281.101
1880 700 275,879

SITUATION WANTED.
Scotchman, capable of running a saw

Mill any capacity, 18 yea-s experience ; best of re-

ferences. Address, Editor Lumberman.

AUCTION SALE
OF

Saw Mill, Wood and Iron Working
Machinery.

JOHN McFARLANE & CO. HAVE RE
U CE1VED instructions from Wm Dingman & Co
to sell at their Wareroonis, 55 Front tst. E st,

On Tue-day. the 18th of January,
the whole ol their stock, consists g of Steam's No.
3 Circular Mill, Log Canter, 68 h.p~ Engine Planers,
Drills, sa>v8, &:., &c. Citi ogue 011 appli afon.^ HAYTER STREET

Wojd Turning & Sawing Factory

33 Hayter Street, Toronto.

JAS. F. HAINES,
WOOD TURNING,

BAND & SCROLL SAWING,

SHAPING, &c, &c.

Piano and Organ Fret Sawing
a specialty.

All orders executed 011 the shortest notice.

Central Prison Must™.
Offer* will be received by Uie undersigned at/ to

noon of

Thursday, the 20th January, instant,

1500 Cords of Pure Hemlock

MIXED SOFT WOOD,
in equa' quantities, (500 cord* to be dry.) to be
d-livered in the CENTRAL PR BON BRICK VARD.
TORONTO, on or before the 15th of May next.

J W. LANGMUIR,
inspector.

Office of
)

Inspector of Prison* Sc P'jblic Channel, r

Pur iunent liui'dings, Toronto.

MUSKOKA

Slide, Dam & Boom Company

Tenders for the folio »in/ w /rks on th'; Mu>koka
waters will be received until 1st. of February- next:

1 Side Pier at Mathai-c Falls

2. Two Dam- at Cathuie- Falls.

3. Blas'insr rocks at D ick Chute.
4. Sli eand Booms at Wilson's Fa'ls.

5. Slid : and Pi«-r at Bracebridgc.
6. Dam and Slide on Buck River.

7. Slide at Hood^town.
8. slide at Gray's Cbutfl.

9 Booms and Piers at Mary Like.

10. Booms at High Falls.

11. Piers, Booms, and Cribs at Muskoka Lake.

12. 400 pieces of boom timber to be delivered on
Muskoka Lake.
Works to be completed before the opening of navi-

gation, 1831. Tenderers must give securitw The
lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted
Plans and -<pecifi';atioriB can be seen after 15th. of

January at the office of

R. DOLLAR, Manager.
BR^CEBRIDCE

CIIA.S IVE. TjAnSEKT
Manufacturer of all kin Is of Licqeured and

Enamelled Wood*v. r t Turning and
Carving in

WOOD, HORN, AND IVORY.

BILLIARD, BALLS
Turned and co!ourt <ft» -pe ialty.

S3T Meerihaum and Amber Goods repaired in

firs class style.

77i King St. West, Toronto, Ont

GLASS BALL CASTO RS
For FURNl TURE, PUN IS,

OKG ANS, etc .t'ie best and most
ornament 1 Castors in the market.
They greatfv improve the tone of
musica i' s ruments

RHEUMATISM. NERVOUS-
NESS, SLEEPLESSNESS cured
by rnsnlati. g be is wit'- them.

Sold by hardware dealers.

Agents wanted.

ADDRESS FOR CIRCULARS
J

Class Ball Cast r Oompany^

64. 66 & 6^ REBECCA ST.,

HAMILTON", ONT

The UNIVERSAL SUSPENDER,
gOME REASONS why they are the beet:—
1st.—No Elastic requied.
2nd.—Is slack when stoopinj.
Srd.—It never slips off the shonlders.
4th.—Sold at prices of common suspenders.

Manufactured by 0. E. RAHAGB * OC.

90 BAY STREET, TORONTO.
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Learning to ^ikate.

It is a mistaken idea that skating is siml

lar to dancing, and as readily acquired. The
surface <>f the ice is dissimdiar to that of a

waxed dancing floor, and the inch or two

height of the skate—the difference between

the runner of the skate aud the sole of the

shoe in bearing surface ; the fine balance of

the body required to preserve the equili-

brium ; the know-edge of the right swing

and place of the uubearing leg; the posi ion

of the head aud shoulders, and the direction

of the eyes—all relating to the centre of

gravity and governing the direction of the

skater, are natters to be studied. Know-
ledge to be acquired, and to be carefully ob-

servid in all movements in skating, which
j

is mathmetical to a vast extent upon the ice

skate, and perfectly so upon the Plimpton

roller skates, which cannot be forced out of

a true curve or straight line, while the ice

skate can. Therefore it becomes every one

who anticipates the acquirement of the art

of skating to enter upon it not only as a

pastime, but with the certain knowledge

that the acquirements of the various move-

ments demand close study and application.

"Practice makes perfect," particularly in

skating.

We do not wish to discourage those who
wouid learn to skate. On the contrary, a

knowledge of the obstacles to be surmount-

ed communicated at the outset will prevent

discouragement later on.

Remembering that the pos-essions that

most erdeavour are most dearly appreciat-

ed, you will realize that the skating move-
ments that demand the most labor are prized

most highly when acquired. Go at skating

with an inquiring turn of mind. Ask why
the unemyloyed leg should be behind in ex-

ecuting the outside edge roll forward and
why in front in the inside edge backward,
and the many other curious questions aris-

ing in the mind of the learner, and solve

the riddles, or ask others to do so, until

the law is explained, and the proper position

will be involuntary.

Whatever you do, do it well, and learn

but one movement at a time, taking the

simplest first. This would seem to be fool-

ish auvice, but look into it. There are

skaters who cannot skate the inside edge
roll forward or backward who pretend to do
the Bishop 8, Meicury, flying scud, grape
vines, one foot 8 ; nd loops, in each of which
the inside ed^e must be introduced to lender

the mo\emeiit complete. There are many
who have educated the right foot to the
execution of certain movements, aud kept
the left in ignoiance. These are not good
skaters. Make your skating perfect by
commencing on the Hist round ol the lad-

der, get firm hold of that before starting for

the next, so tLat when the top is reached
you can retrace your steps when necessary.

The simplest movement, the plain forward,

as well as the edges, enter into every com-
plicated combination. You might as well

attempt to read without the knowledge of

the alphabet, as to skate any movement
without proficiency in the rudiments. There-
fore perlect yourself in the plain forward,
then both the inside and outside edges for-

ward and backward, then the threes and
you have the elements of all the movements
that can be formed upon skates. In respect

to

PRACTICE.

we would recommend its commencement in

the house, in order that you may accustom
yourself to the " feel " of the skate and get
some idea of " balance."

" Having properly adjusted your skates
stand with your heels together and feet at
right angles to each other, body erect, lean-

ing slightly forward, arms hanging loosely

at the side, eyes gazing at some object twen-
ty leet or more in advance, legs touching
each Jother, shoulders thrown back and
breast expanded full forward.
Never look down at your skates, or you

will throw yourself out of position and bal-

ance. Study this rule and accustom your-
self to observe it.

2. In skating, the propelling power gener-
ally comes from the uu-bearing leg or the
leg which does not bear upon the ice ; there
fore place the heel of the right into the
hollow of the left foot, take one short step
forward upon the right, at the same time
swinging the body well forward upon the
right loot, making that foot bear the weight
of the body.

3. Bring the heel of the left to the hol-

low of the light ; advance one step with the
left foot, throwing the body forward upon
the left.

These movements constitute "plain for-

ward" skating. Practise thoroughly until

it can be done with ease, and without lia- J

bility of the body swinging to either side so

as to lose the perfect balance. If your left

is weaker or more disinclined to work than

your right foot, use it until it is taught to

perform Its work and become ai perfect a?

the right.

After practising this movement until you

have reached a run, keeping the body well

over the skate, the toes well turned out, and

not allowing the off foot to touch the floor,

take the next movement.
4. Place the heel of the left opposite the

hollow of the right with the weight of the

bo ly upon the left. Raise the right care-

fully aid carry it over the left to the oppo-

site side, throwing the weight of the body
upon the right foot. Raise the left and
carry it to the-rirst position. Repeat this,

moving in a circle, going from right to left.

Reverse the direction by placing the left

over the right and walking in a cire'e.

This rrovement is called the "lap-foot"
forward, and is a material aid to the move
ment which follows. Practise it thoroughly

before attemptirg the next, and don't be

afra'd to lift your feet well up and bend the

knees as in a walk around.

5. Stand with your toes turned in and
your feet at a right angle to each other.

Raise the left foot about five inches from
the floor, slightly bending the knee, carry-

ing the left well over and in front of the

righ% and placing it upon the floor in this

position throw the weight of the body upon
the left foot. Raise the right aud carry it

well over and in front of the left. Continue
this movement until perfect and you will

have accomplished the " cross-roll " for-

ward.
This movement needs thorough | ractic

to accustom the ankle to the turning in of

the foot.

6. A backward movement, necessitating :i

different position of the body. Stand with

the shoulders thrown backward, the body
leaning slightly backward. Be very careful

to observe the position, and if you desire to

spoil the movement and lose your balance,

lean forward. Place the heel of the left

opposite the hollow of the right, the weight
of the body upon the ri ght. Raise the (i f

and carry it behind and well ;> cross the

right, letting the weight of the body come
upon the left foot. Rase the right and
carry it to riist position. This w it] take you
to the left, continuing which will form a

circle. Perform the movement in the oppo-
site direction by placing the right behiud
the li ft, insti ad of the U ft behind the right.

Above all, b an backward, because it will

preseive your equilibrium and is the piopei

position of the body. This movement is the
" lap- foot " backward and needs much prac-

tice.

7. Heels together, feet at right angh s

and weight of the body upon the right foot.

Carry the left back of and well over to tl e

opposite side of the right, throwing tl e

w< ight of the body upon the left. Raise the

right foot aud carry it arounl, back of, Weil

over and to the opposite side of the left.

Lean backward and practise this thoroughly!

uutil it is as easy as walking, and you will

have accomplished the "cross roll" back-
ward, one of the most beautiful movements
upon skates, when properly executed.
Other niovemtnts can be practised in the

same 'way in the house, but if the learnei

will perfect himself in these, he will find

the practice of the utmost value to him, ana
the performance of the movements on ice a

simple matter. Let body and limbs be elas-

tic, knees readtly bent, ankle loose, arms at

the side, hands not clutching at vacancy,

but open with the palms facing the body,
knee of the pei forming leg always slightly

bent, every movement lightly and eracefully

executed, without apparent effort; and
above all, never look dovn at your ikates.

A four-year-old child, saying her pray -

ers at her mother's knee, having concluded
as usual, with "God bless papa and mam-
ma, grandpapas and grandmammas, uncles

and aunts," etc,, gave a great sigh, and
said :

" 0 mammy dear, I do wish these

people would pray for themselves, for I am
so tired of praying for them."

The 3-year-olds belonging to Lord Fal-

mouth dul so badly in all the great n.ces of

the season that one is hardly prepared to

rind him standing for the fifth or sixth time-

in the last ten years at the head of the win-
ning owners in England. But thauks.in the

main to the eight victories of his 2-y ear-old

filly, Bal Gal, who has won more money than
any animal of her ago ever did before, the

occupies this position with a total of £1(5,-

0G1 won in twenty-one races. Of this total

Bal Gal has secured more than half.

Further from Mauna Loa-

CONTINUANCE OF THE GREAT VOLCANIC ERUP-

TION IN HAWAII.

The Chinese merchant steamer Ho Chang,
which arrived at San Francisco on the 16.h

ult., brought the Hanolulu (Hawaii) Gazette

containing further details of tne great erup-

tion of Mauna Loa and other volcanoes near

by. Clouds of deuse smoke had hidden the

mountain the greater part of the time, but

those who had visited the scene described it

as grand and awful beyond the power of

words to express. The eruptio l has now
continued for about six weeks, and the lava

stream had reached the woods near Hilo.

From Kileua it is reported that the stream

has changed its direction, and the Kapela
sugar plantations, for a long time regarded

as in danger, are now considered safe. Re-
ports are up to the 6th of December, and
show the most active flow now is that run-

ning from near the summit of Mauna Loa in

a northerly direction towards Mauna Loa.

Clouds of smoke envelop the mountain, but
at times they lift, showing the red river of

lava moving down the mountain. On Nov.
20, which was a very clear day, the eruptions

were plainly seen from their craters. Those
watching the mountain irom Hilo on that

day about dusk saw a sudden explosion from
one of these craters. A vast column of

material was suddenly thrown several hun-

dred feet in the air ; several days after, an-

other clear day showed that the summit of

the mountain has undergone much change.

Three craters, each separated by about a

mile, were seen, and each seemed intensely

active. A correspondent who went up on
the mountain near the base of the flow says :

" The lava has flowed about 25 miles to-

wards Hilo, and is now in the neighbourhood
of 20 miles away. It is from a quarter to

half a mile on the upper part of its course,

and lower from three-quarters to a mile

wide. It has entered the woods on one
side, and as it risis high above ' '55 flow,'

which is spicially high at this point, its

motion looks threatening enough. I did not

»ee any portion of it in motion at the lower
end, but concluded that the motion was at

the centre and of a rotary nature, rolling

masses of clingstone to either side and form-

ing great piles as it rushed along. I saw no
rees burning, though the stream had ad-

vanced into the upper road. My theory is

that tbe head of the stream is not molten,

i he liquid lava being underneath, aud that

progress is made now, although not open,
lunningdnwn the mountain, thereby throw-

ing congealed and .•cn.n mg masse* ahead
like puppet bills, pressing down trees and
immediately burying them as the river of

stones moves on. While all this is going
on old Kdau Mountain maintains its ancient

ieputatiou, and its three l ikes are in most
intense activity, each vieing to surpass in

brilliancy and beauty former displays.

Streams Irequently flow from them, but

with no regularity." Parties are visiting

the new eruption every day, and from this

side can approach the stream and ri lc along

almost its entire length of 18 or "20 miles

withiu a few feet of it. Th ombined
length of the two streams, the I crthern and
the eastern, cannot be less t ' an 40 miles.

One party has even venture 1 to sleep on a

spur of the new stream; enjoying its wramth
and a good nap.

Inaction.

Gieat evils result from physicial inaction.

It is well known that through the whole hu-

man system, strength and development come
only by exercise. Every unused muscle
shrinks in size and loses its force, and the

man or woman who lives chiefly a life ot

passive repose will gradually lose the power
as well as the de.ire for activity. This,

however, is by no means the whole of the

evil involved. The conuection between the

mind and the body is very intimate, and the

mental faculties cannot obtain their fuil

power, nor the character attain it highest

excellence, unless the body be kept in

healthful condition by salutary exercise.

Pure air and regular physical exert on are

uecessary iu order to think clearly, to de-

cide wisely, to reason acutely, to plan with
discretion, and to execute with vigour.

Strength of will depeuds largely upon
strength of muscie, and he who is weak and
flabby in the latter will in all probability

be feeble and irresolute in the former.

The Di el i ss ot Westminister died of

Friday evening at her residence at Bourna
mouth.

Cold-Footed Woman.

Says Dr. J. H. Handford in the " Law* of

Life:" " The question is sometime asked
' Who ever knew a wo nan to have warm
•.eet ?' " The Dr. think i tiia is a so ne vhat

extreme view of the matter, but still he di-

cid-.dly takes the ground that wj:nen, M a

class, are victims of cold extretneties. VVit i

the gallantry that impels every true man to

defend womankind, I at once th jugat whii
I read the Dr. 's opinion that it must be ex-

plained on the principle toat cold hands aud
a warm heart go together. Prooably the

feet obey the same law of contrariety. But
alas ! this pleasant theory is run out. The
Dr. ascribes the cold feet of womaakin 1 t

»

the foolish habit of wearing tain and tight

boots. For this folly man is chiefly res jon-

sible. Almost uoiversal'y, human being*

of the male persuasion adore small fe;t in

women. It is an absurd thing to do, but
mankind are ab-urd in many respects. I

never could see the special caarm of a small

foot, but I never was, technically speaking,
" a lady's man." A pretty face never in-

spired me with rapture, unless there were

intellectual and moral qualites to match.

If a woman has a good mind and a good
heart ; she may wear a No. 10 boot for all

that I care. I would look at the eye*

beaming with intelligence and goodnea-, and
never think of her bi,' feet. But it is differ-

ent with the majority of men. And woman,
with that readiness to sacrifice herself to

please the other sex, which is characteristic

of her. will endure untold tortures to secure

the winning charm of "dear little feet."

Dr. Handford very ungallantly says : "The
false idea of the necessity of a small hand
and foot may depend on the corresponding

smallness of the brain." I would rather

a- en be- it to the largeness and softness of

the heart. But, be that as it may, the pre-

vailing custom results iu cramped, crippled,

deformed, cold feet, and the sooner it is

abandoned the better it will be for female

health and comfort.

The Irish Secretary-

The face of Foster, the Irish secretary, is

not, says Pan, an exact index cf his mind.

He looks unbending, even moro«e. It is as

if he put on the grimace of what he would
wish to appear. There is an air of faded

ruggedness about his large and irregular fea-

tures. His bridgeless nose is thick and
round in the region of the nostrils, his

cheeks are wide aud full, his anxious eyes

are deep-eet beneath a maasive forward

brow seamed with thought aud half covered

with pale patches of hair, combed down
carelessly from right to left. He wears a

ragged red and gray beard and a mustache
—which gives the chief point of character to

his face—cut close to the top of the a; per

lip, straight across from corner to corner of

a wide mouth. Tall and somewhat fleshy,

with large feet and bands, and long legs that

are loose from koee to ankle, he walks with

quick, uncertain strides, and sits with his

body forward, toward the edge of the seat,

his chin on his breast, his eyes cast down,
and his hands clasped across toe region be-

low the bottom of his waistcoat.

For a man 62 years of age, Mr. foster

displays extraordinary physical vigor. In

the execution of his office he seems inmffer-

tnt to fatigue and impervious to its effects

—

unless, indeed, an occasional nap on the

treasury bench can be counted against him.

His manner of answering questions is short,

to the point, and in extreme cases, some-

weat imperious, His ordinary voice, how-
ever, falls pleasantly upon the ear ; it is that

of a scholar and a gentleman ; and when
n used to an effort of oratory, few men in the

douse are more impressive than the rough

but accomplished Yorkshireinau and worst-

ed manufacturer. Five years ago he was at

the zenith of his fame, and muht have been

prime minister of England but for his in-

veterate habit of shilly-shallying. He could

not make up his mind that the party would
follow him.

Lord Bkaconsfield sent a presentation

copy of "Endymion" to the Queen, to

which she devoted immediately ber first

mornings after her return from the Scottish

Highlands. The only other ladies who re-

ceived this distinction were Lady Chester-

field, who is a special friend of Lord Bea-

constield, and whose late husband was an

associate of his in his youth, and Lady-

Bradford, who is her sister. Lord Beacons-

field visits their country seats every season.

The wife and sous of the Russian grand

duke Nicholas are guests of King Geoige at

Athens,
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Muskoka District. G. B. MEADOWS
Manufacturer of and Doa'er in

LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES. Lumbermen's Supplies,

To meet the demands of the LUMBERMEN IN THIS DISTRICT
I have opened out a

WHOLESALE SUPPLY DEPOT
At BRACEBRIDGE, where everything in the shape of Lumbermen's supplies

or Furnishings, can be obtained in large or small quantities, at wholesale

rates.

Outside quotations or correspondence solicited.

F. W. JEFFERY.

STANDARD CHOPPING MILLS,
USING BEST FRENCH BURR MILL*
STONES. SIMPLE, EFFtOIENT, PRAOTI-

OAL OAN BE RUN BY ANY INTELLIG-

ENT MAN. NO RENEWING PLATE3 AS IN IRON

12 INCH CAPACITY MILLS. QRINO-
t mlS-BUgHlS PER HOUB ERS W , LL LA8T

|

A LIFETIME.
"DRIVEN Br
l-»8 H.f

MILLSTONE

CHOPPING
MILLS

FOR LUMBERMEN.

Wil grind as fine as any four-foot stone.

Guaranteed to gTind any kind of grain, flno
or coarse, equally as well, as a four foot mill stone.

WATER0U8 ENGINE WORKS CO., BRANTFORD. CANADA.
Lumbermen, grind your own Horse Feed.

Make your own Flour witJi our Portable Grist Mill.

PRICE, Grist Mill complete, $600. Capacity, One and a half

barrels of good flour per hour.

Send for particulars, address

Waterons Engine Works Co-,

Brantford, Ontario, Canada

BRYOE BROTHERS,
JS*T J_i \JVRENOB

LUMBER YARD !

Corner Berkeley and Front Streets, Toronto.

Planing Mill, No. 57 Ontario St. - Mills at Elmvale,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

LUMBER, SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, &e.

Largest and Best Stock of Lumber in the City at Lowest Prices.

Hotel & General House Furnishing Goods, Cooking Ranges ft Stoves.

HOT AIR "FURNACES, &C.
f

Wholesale dealers in Tinware ;
Sheet Copper and Brass Goods, Coal Oil and

Lamp Goods. ^^fContractor for Builders' Job work.

"WE HAVE CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE STOCK OF

SASH, DOORS AND BLINDS, ETC., ETC-,
Which we sell at Lower Rates than they can be had anywhere else in the City,

SPECIAL ATTENTION given to FILLING OF BILLS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Hou»e» built on easy terms of payment. Houses to rent or for sale in aDy part of the city

BTHtti price paid for Lumber of all kinds, cedar posts, &CKD

DUNLOP STREET, Corner Railway Square

Barrie. Ontario.

M. BREMEN,
MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IS

Lumber, Lath and Shingles,

63, 65 and 67 King William-st.,

HAMILTON, ONT.
Mills ai d Timber Limits at Silver Creek,

Tiago P. 0., Ont.

Bill Stuff' cut from 10 to 60 feet. Cedar

Posts on hand.

Orders sent to M. Brennen, Tiago, P. 0.,

will receive prompt attention.

THE GENUINE

Silver-Steel, Lance-Tooth

Cross-Out Saw

!

It stands without a rival, and is the fast-

est cutting saw in the world. It has beaten

the best Canadian and American-made
saws 33£ per cent, in every contest. Its

superiority consists of its excellent temper.

It is tempered under the Secret Chemical
Prooess, which toughens and refines the

steel. It gives a finer and keener cutting

edge, and will hold it twice as long as any
other process. We have the sole right for

this process for the Dominion of Canada.
None genuine that are not bke the above

out, with registered trade mark with the

word '"The Lance," and Maple Lsaf with

our name. Price $1 per foot.

Caution. — Beware of Counterfeits.

There are inferior counterfeits on the mar-

ket, which are intended to be sold at a high

price upon the leputation of this saw. We
will send to any address a saw exactly like

any counterfeit, warranted equal in quality

or no sale, at 60c. per foot. Therefore do
not be humbugged into paying a first- olass

price for a second-cla3a saw. A fa< t to bear

in mind is that if the material and temper are

not of the very best quality the shape of the

teeth amounts to nothing. A saw, like a

knife, will not cut fast without it will hold a

keen, cutting edge. We have cut eff a 14-

inch sound basswcod log in eight seconds

with this saw.
Manufactured only by

S HURL Y & DIETRICH,
Manufacturers of Saws, Plastering Trowels,

Straw Knives, &c, &c.

GALT, ONTARIO.
December 10, 1880.

ALLANDALE JUNCTION HOTEL.
Travellers by Northern Railway otre li to 80 min-

utes bv all trains, for refreshments. Solid seals
Tea and coffee at counter. Fine brands of liquors and
choice cigars.

E. 8. MEEKING Proprietor

ST. LOUIS^ HOTEL.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

This hotel, which is unrivalled for «ise,

style and locality in Quebec, is open through-
out the year for pleasure and business travel.

ST. LAWRENCE HALL.
poet hope.

Is noted for its superior home-like comfjrts—a »e!i
kept table, equalling the best Hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground floor. Walton Street, Port Hope.

Win. MACKIE, Proprietor.

PHASER'S HOTEL.
GRAVENHTRST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER. proprietor (successor to Doug-
land Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thor-
oughly renovated and refitted that old established
hotel, so long and populaily kept and owned by
Dougald Brown, in the village of Gravenhurst, is

now in a position to attend to the wants of the travel-

ling and general public Parties en route to the
Muskoka District, wiil find " Eraser's" a comfortabls
stoppi place. The Bar and Larder are well furn-
i shed. Convenient Sample Rooms for Commercial
Men. Good Stabling and attentive hostler. Free
'bus to and from trains and steamboats.

HOTEL OTTAWA,
No. 21 North Side King Square.

ST- JOHN. 1ST B.

E. COSMAN, - - Proprietor.

Terms, $1.00 to $1.50 per day.

THE RUSSELL HOUSE
OTTAWA,

JAS. A. GOUIN, - - Proprietor.

Favourite Resort ofthe Leading Public

men of the Dominion attending

the annual Sessions of

Parliament.
Ministers ef the Crown, Senators, Members of Par-
liament, Public Officials, as well as those having
business with the various Departments of the Gov-
ernment . It is also the head-quarters of I hose having
dealings with the princely Lumber Manufacturers in

the great Pine Valley, of which Ottawa is the acknow-
ledged centre.

Tee Etssell House being central, almost abutting
on the magnificent Parliament ana Departmental
Buildings—the pride , f the Country—is thus con-
veniently situated for those visiting the City on pub-
lic business. But ths location is also everything
that could be desired a ike for the man of business
and the man of pleasure. A few minutes walk brings
the guest of the Hotel within reach, not only of all

the principal business resorts, but also of the most
splendid Mountain and Valley Scenery that can be
seen anywhere, as also of the two almost unrivalled
Waterfalls—the Chaudiere and Rideau— and of tte
extensive Manufacturing Establishments and Depots
of the leading Lumbermen. But, besides the beauti-

ful scenery, which, it may be mentioned, include'
the magnificent Ottawa and two of its erand tributar-

ies—the Rideau aud the Gatineau—there are in the
immediate neighborhood, beautiful Lakes and appar-
ently never-ending woods, which afford opportunities
for the finest Fishing and Shooting that can be ob-

tained ni the Continent-
Thk Russell Hoi sk affords excellent accomodation

for 300 guests ; its table is abundantly supplied with
Viands of the choicest description, in season, and no-
thing is left undone to make every visitor feel com-
fortably " at home.,'

Omnibusses meet the Arrival of

eyery Train and Boat.
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BUFFALO.
We quote cargo lots :

Uppers , $35 00 @ 40 00

Common 16 00 @ 19 00

Culls 11 00 @ 12 00

Assorted lumber in car lots or boat loads :

3 uppers 1 inch $ @ 40 00

Do. li and H in 40 00 @ 42 00

Do. 2 in 45 00 @ 47 00
Do. 2^, 3 and 4 in. special..

Pickings 1 inch 28 00 @ 30 00
"

1J and lj in 33 00 @ 35 00
" 2, 3, and 4 in.,

special 22 00 (5} 00 00
Shelving 22 00 ® 24 00

Cutting up 22 00 @ 24 00
Sidings, com., 1 in 16 50 @ 17 00

" 1± in. and over 17 00 @ 20 00
Common, stocks 16 50 @ 17 00
Box, all thickness 13 00 ® 14 00

18 in XXX shingles 3 60 ® 3 70

18 inch clear butts 2 60 (a; 2 70
Lath 1 75 @ 1 80

We quote wholesale prices of hardwood
lumber, delivered on cars or boat :

Walnut i inch clear $65 00

| inch, lsts and 2nds 70 00

3 inch, lsts and 2 ids, 14 feet coffin

stock 73 00
1 inch lsts and2nds 75 00

\\, \\, If, and 2 inch 77 00

2J inch :.nd thicker 80 00

counters 150 00

i.ewels 5x5 to 10x10 '. 95 00
common in. & thicker 55 00
culls, inch 35 00
culls, 14 inch 35 00
White ash, Ohio 1st and line 2ndi.. . . 35 00
Whitewood, inch 30 00

§ inch 28 00

I in coffin stock, 14 ft 30 00
square, 4x4 to 10x10 33 00

Chestnut*, lsts and line 2uds, 32 d0

Maple 25 00
White oak, Ohio 35 00
Cherry, inch and thicker 55 00
Butternut 50 00
Hickory, best Ohio 35 00

CLEVELAND.
KOUHH LUMBER.

Uppers, thick $45 00
inch

42

00

Box, thick

86

00
inch

32

00

, 3 and 4 in clears snecial

Flooring strips, 6 in, No. 1 34 00

2

24

00
Fencing strip 6-in, No. 1 16 00

No. 2

14

00

Select common, thick 28 00
inch

24

00

Common ? 15 00

Culls

12

00

B. bds No. 1 12 in 25 00
No 2

16

00

No

14

00

No 1 18 ft

20

00

No 2 IS ft

18

00

No. 3 18 ft

15

0(1

Bill stuff to 18 ft 13 00

Bill stuff over 18 ft. adds
75c to $1 per ft. per M.

Shingles, XXX 3 60

clear butts 2 60

Lath

2

25

Surfacing one side adds to the price of

rough lumber 1 00

8 sides 1 50
Norway bds and strips 18 00

common

13

00

PRESSBC LUMBER.

Flooring and drop siding clear $40 00

box 30 00

select com 28 00
common 20 00

SidiiiL', J> in. bevel clear 00
box 20 00
sc h ut common 15 00

Working lumber matching flooiinu' and
drop siding, $2 ;

working $ in. siding, $4.

OSWEGO. N. Y.

Three uppers $40 00 @ 43 00
Pickings 30 00 @ 32 00

P ne, common 20 00 © 22 00

Common 14 00 @ 16 00
Culls 12 00 @ 14 00
Mill run lots 16 00 © 20 00
Sidings, selected, 1 inch . . . . 30 00 © 33 00

1J i. eh 30 00 (a 38 00
Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 16 feet 16 00 (a 20 00

Selected 20 00 © 25 00
shipp-rs 15 00 @ 16 00

Mill run. 1 and \.\ in. strips 15 00 @ 18 00
Cul's. selected 20 00 @ 24 00
1x6 select d. for clapboards 24 00 © 35 00
Shin 1 s. XXX, 18-in. pine 3 00 @ 3 75

XXX, 18 in. cedar ^3 00 ® 3 50
Lath 1 50 @ 1 75

ALBANY.
FREIGHTS.

To New York M. feet f 1 00
To Bridgeport 1 25
To New Haven 1 25
To Providence 2 00
To Pawtucket 2 25
To Norwalk . .

•
' ' 1 25

To Hartford 2 00
To Middletown 1 75
To New L mdon 1 75
To Philadelphia 2 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

Pine, clear, M 48@60
fine, fourths 43®55
Pine, selects 38@50
Pine, good b >x 17@28
Pine, common box 14@17
Pine, 10 in. plank, each 38@42
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls 21@23
Pine boards, 10-in 25@28
Pine, 10-iu boards, culls, ea>-h 17® 18

Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft. # M 28 00
Pine, 12-jn. boards, 16 tt 28 00
Pine I2 in. boards, 13 ft 28 00
Pine, 1J in., siding, select 42 00
Pine,

1
J -in. siding common........ 18 00

Pine, 1-in. siding, selected, 40 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, common 16 00
Spruce boards, each 16
Spruce, plank, lj-in., each 20
•Spruce, plank, 2 in., each 30
Spruce, wall strips, each ll(w\H
Hemlock, boards, each 13
Hemlock, joist, 4x6. each 30
Hemlock, wall strips. 2x4 9J
B ack walnut, good, M 85 00
Black walnut, |-in 78 00
Bla k walnut, f in 78 00
Sycamore, 1-in 28 00
S\camore, jj-in 22 00
White wood. 1 inch and thicker. ... 40 00
White wo >d, g inch. 30 00
Ash, good 43 00
Ash, second quality 30 00
Cherry, good 60 00
Cherry, common. ... ; 35 00
O ik, good 42 0«i

Oak, sicond quality 25 00
Basswood 25 00
Hickory 40 00
Maple, Canada 30 00
Maple, American 28 00
Chestnut 40 00
Shingles, shave!, pine, .m 6 00

" " 2d quality 4 60
Shingles, extra, saw ed, pine 4 .25

Shingles, clear, sawed, pine 3 25
Shingles, cedar, mixed 2 75
S uncles, hemlock 2 00
Lath, hemlock 1 50
Lath, spruce 2 00

DETROIT.
Yard rates, continue as follows :

Uppers, all thicknesses. . . .$40 00 © 45 09
Selects 35 00 @ 38 00
Fine common, thick @ 30 00
No. 1 common st ick. 1x12.. 16 00 @ 18 00
C mmon shippers, 1x12.... 13 00 @ 14 00
Flooring, select @ 25 00
common © 22 00

Roofing, m itched @ 16 00
Sidmg, clear @ 24 00
A select @ 20 t'O

B commou @ 16 00
Ceiling, select @ 30 00
common @ 25 00

Shipping culls @ 12 00
Mill cull boards @ 10 00
Dimension or bill stuff to 16

fe<t @ 14 00
IS to 24 feet @ 15 00
longer thin 24 fVet 16 00 @ 20 00

Shingles, clear, 18 inch @ 4 00
clear, 18 inch @ 2 75

Lath @ 2 25

REID& CO., WHOLESALE LUM
BKR DEALERS. Lumber, lath, shingles, Ac

rarl.itsto suit ctntome>s. Best cu Us in the niar"
k t for fr m $6 t 97 per M.

Offick on Dock—Esplanade, foot of Sherbournc
Street, loron o

Intercolonial Coal JfiningCo,,
oftVr their fresh minernl hituminous Coal from

drummond" colliery
F.O.B cars, deliverable at stations of th- Inter-

colonial and Grand Trunk Railway.

Apply to

Intercolonial Coal Mining Co.,
2(5 St. Francois Xa\ ier Street,

MONTREAL.
The coal is now betas received at Toronto by several

of the dealers—W. J. Keith, C. J. Smith and ota n

JOHN DOTY,
Esplanade Street, Toronto.

MANUFACTURER OF

MARINE ENGINES,
MARINE BOILERS,

Propeller Wheels St steam Yachts

Send for Illustrated Circular.

G. T. PENDRITH,
GENERAL

MACHINIST.

59 Adelaide Street West,

TORONTO

B3T Piano -stool .s Tews a specialty.

Chatham, Dee 2, lggo.

F. Crouton
Dear bl ,- Ti e watch which 1

Sflerted lrr<m \our Catalogue wi
received ve teidat, and I must
sat that I was greally pleased
with it ; in fact, if I had jxt»ch-
ally si lected fr, 1 ooakf not have
Miit< d my ta.-te better. It is just
what I wanted. If I want any-
thing in futuie 1 shall know
»l ere to procure it at a itasou-

' abiC figure
Yours n r\ truly.
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FOR READY-MADE CLOTHING
this House stands at the head, having manufactured clothing iu Toronto

FOR OVER FORTY YEARS aud always gave

satisfaction to customers.

THEY IMPORT THEIR OWN WOOLENS FROM EUROPE,
and manufacture the Clothing on the premises.

GENTS" ALL-WOOL SUITS, $7.50, $9.00 and $12.00.

GENTS' FINE WORSTED SUITS, $11.75,-$15.00, and $18.00.

GENTS, SHIRTS, UNDERCLOTHING, TIES, GLOVES.

R. WALKER & SONS,
GOLDEN LION, KING STREET, TORONTO.

iUPTURE A(Treij. an i) r>i

_ FORHITIES strn

"Vnedby Mechanir j! Tr aiment—CHAR! .1

CLOTHES P»t<-M«i spiral Tnm. 16,0*0

ue.tbe waenc* of Mx-h.imeal Science foi

Core of Ruptaxe. Part only one ounce, ami

caanotget outof order. Suinal InitrimiiM'i

| n<rw deeigns
;
T«ry light, free notion, i lliri

I foot warranted toinre in one vear, new In-

Jitnment: no faiti Bee whr* parer.ln
' whose children were enrwl. no cutting : u

pain. 8end for Illustrated Circular

CHAS.Ct.UTHE, Siirgica

. ai kiatot.ua king st. west. Toronto, Ontario

TO LUMBER MERCHANTS

WM MONTEITH,

Produce& Commission Merchant

25 Church-street, Toronto,

Can supply Lumbermen and uthcr buyers with

MESS PORK,

C. O. &L. C. BACON,

WHITE BEANS,
DRIED AI'PLES,

CHEESE,
Ate., 4c, &c.

at lowest rnarkot price*.

T^OR SALE, AT A (J REAT BAR-
X! gain, 320 acres of cxcelk" 41 miny land, heavily

timbered, and well watered bj a branch i f the Pigeon
Iiiver, in Cheboygan Co. Mich ,.m. Apply to the
Editor of the Canada LrjkBBRH u 1-tf.

QUEEN CITY OIL WORKS i

ALL KINDS OF

MACHINE

BURNING OIL!

«r Send for Samplet,.

Saml. Rogers & Co.,

33 ADELAIDE ST. EAST,

TO RONTO

ROBERT STEWART,

Whole-mi e and detail Dealer in Lumber, Lath,
Doors, Sash, Mouldings, Ac,, &c, UL'KLI'II, OUT.

5 3m.

Hardwood Timber Land for Sale-

f'Oll SALE. iM) ACMES II A RDWOoD
timber la "1 near Nipssiii? Itailwiy, Coboconk.

fcasy tcniM. OSHA '.'A CABINBT CO.. Oshawa.

Timber Limits for Sale.

OEVERAL MOST V SUABLE TJ M BBB
O limits on North Sho1 of Lake Huron.
For particulars apply to

THOS. SHORT! SS,
Imperial Lank Building, Toronto.

TIMBER/WANTED
GREY OAK, BLACK ASH AND PINE,

Standing timber wa ited ; also Oak Railroad

Ties. Audres*, with full particulars,

S. S. MUTTON & CO.,
ToftoKTO.

P. S.—A 35 H. P. Engine and Boiler for Bale, low,

LAUDER5& THORNTON MFC CO
MANUFACTURERS Oh'

Steam Gauges,Vacuum Gauges
engineers' & PM'MBERS' BRASS 8000S, &c.

98 Adelaide Street East, Toronto.

Steam Gauges correctlv tested and repaired.

2-5in

ai;d clear. Simple

TELEPHONES,
$5 to $30 per pair

Wire 34 to 5c. per
rod. Sent by mail on
receipt of price.
Fh>t Prize at In-

Sja dus'rial Exhibition,
SB/, Toronto, 1879 and

1880. Works two
^* miles. Speaks loud
hattery or call bell to get

out of order. Uses the direct sound wave, and is
easily erected. No infringement on other patents.
No royally or rent to pay. Ju t the thing tor
offices, and for business men to connect their resi
derce and store. Farmers ! put up > line to rour
neighbour's for winter evenings. A&JBNTS
WA .V I i;D. Exclusive lerritorv given to live men.

HOLT TELEPHONE CO.,
Toronto, Ont.

SAW ^UTrJE !

Self Oiling—Ready Adjusting.

Q. W. Rodebaugh's patent Saw Guide will recom-
mend itself ti> every practical sawer. All that is re-
quired is a trial.

IttEM!!

No heating of Saws. No danger in setting. Trial
free of charge. The whole complete onlv"$25.
Manufactured in Canada by

KERR BROS., Walkerville, Ont.,
who may he applied to for further particulars ; or
address

:

G. W. RODEBAUGH & CO.,
WINDSOR, ONT.

GILLIES & BEYER
fo (jnders k m aomen sts,

Carleton rlace, Ontario

WE BUILD

STEAM ENGINES
Of various size*, working excellently.

TURBINES AND I OMMON WATER
WHEELS, GRIST AND SAW

MILL MACHINERY OF
ALL KINDS.

We hate just furni'hed to the " l&eewal<n Lum-
bering and Manufacturing Co., Keewatin, N W. r..

a i-uperior Stock-gang.—binding rollers In two, and
operated by belt—gate with »'<lil Ptoel - rts. Also
the most furled twin circu ar elabbjr- ye; mad*-, to
which the attention of Lumpier mtu-jL \ jrere it
specially invited. These with the machines pre-
viously made for them are regarded the b-et spe-
cimens of a wooden saw mill. Reference mav be
made to the manager, JOHN MATHER, Esq., until
1st Feb. at Ottawa, afterwards at Keewatin.

Shingle Machines,
ETC., ETC.,

Custom Carding Machines k Pickers,

Hard- Waste Pickers, etc.,

Rotary Pumps, Presses,

Trip anrl Dro;j Himmers for Pouring,

Shafting, Gearing, Pullies, etc.,

For which we have a large and first class stork of
New Patterns.
Our facilities for doing good work are u > surpassed

in Canada, and we are confident of being able to fill

orders in any of the above branches satisfactorily.

All k.nds of Castings and Furgiifgs made to order.

EEPAIKS
Of MACHINERY promptly attended to.

IS" Plans and estimates will be furnished, if re-
quired for Mills, etc.

We have lately purchased and r. mo fed to our
premises the entire stock of PATTERN'S formerly
owned by the "Almonte Foundry," aad will there-
fore be able in future to duplicate or repair any ma-
chinery made iff them.
Wc always keep on hand a small stock of Saws,

Belting, Tubing Bn« Pitting*, e c. and cm sup:
ply any i bin; not on han I at short notice.

Carleton Place, Dec , 1880.

KERR 'BROS.
PRACTICAL

FOUNDERS, MACHINISTS,
AND MILLWRIGHTS.

Manufacturers of

MARINE HORIZONTAL AND
PORTABLE ENGINES,

BOILERS.

GRAIN ELEVATORS,

and STEAM HOISTS.

SAW & FLOUR MILL MACHINERY
with latest improvements a specially.

The Abel Edward's Centennial Tnroine

Water Wheel.

Rodebaugh's Saw Frame, Mill Dogs and
and Saw Guides.

Water-works, the latest and most improved

made to order.

-

Light and Heavy Brass and Iron Casting?

Plans and specifications on applioatiou.

The Walkerville Foundry,
—AND

Machine Works,
Walkerville, Ont., Dec., 18S0.
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DOMINION BELT & HOSE COMP'Y
JAMS D. McARTHUR, Manager.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

Fire Engine Hose, Lace, Leather,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC, ETC-

Stitched and Ribbed Belting Made to Order.

Double always in Stock - Send for Samplrs and Prices.

73 COLBORNE~Sf, TORONTO.

ELLIOTT'S " 1880" LACE CUTTER
Is the first absolutely perfect tool ever made for cutting all kinds of lace leather eithe

thick or thi". Lacings of any 1-ngth or width may be cut and pointed by the most inex-

perienced. The price paid tor cutting one side of leather will buy a Cutter with which
you can cat just the siznl lacings needed for each | articular bult.

Price 75 Cents. S nt. by mail on receipt of piice. Address

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO.,
Brantford, Ontario, Canada.

SOLE AGENTS IN THE DOMINION FOR

EWART'S PATENT DRIVE CHAIN!
No Friction, Tension, Stretching ; runs Fast, Slow, Perpendicular, Horizonta or Half Twist.

POSITIVE TRANSMISSION. STANDS KNl'OSl'RK.

Best Sawdust Carrier. Best Lumberman's Chain. Best Chain for

Live Rolls. Address

Waterous Engine Works Go-, Brantford, Ont., Canada.

JMONTHEY
1.50 PSR^ j^NNUCD 15c PQF^ NUfnB<3f\

FOR * SALE * BY * ALL * BOOKSELLERS
And-M^'Led • Pre e 'On- reccipT'OF-price-BY'The- Publisher

r- TORONTO , ONT.
TORONTO £NG W.

HEWITT & CAPELL,
GENERAL WOOD WORKERS,

8 Sheppard St. - - Toronto.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Stair Newels,Balusters, Hand Rails,

Ramps, Mouldings, Brackets, Fence-pickets,

and everything requisite for the finishing of Houses, etc.

Gig Sawing, Band Sawing, Shaping, Sticking, Wood Turning, &c. &c,

DONE BY THE HOUK.

«9" Patterns furnished and designs drawn for Scrolls and other work. All orders
promptly attended to.

MACHINERY OILS !

To Dealers and Consumirs.
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It will give the subscriber much pleasure to forward, post free, to »ny address, on applies,*!**, a

pamphlet, •attaining instructions and information that have been found of the greatest practical nts U
dealers and c onsumers <>f machinery oil in Oanada. It contains ths fullest information ai to the abler

ent kinds of oi's, their qualities and uses, thus enabling the consumer to make ohoice of the Tery oil

best adapted to his wants, and also snahles the merchant to select the kinds most llksly to bs in

demand in his neighborhood. This pamphlet show? cmiclusiTely that oils pmp-rly maaufaetnr«d from

petroleum, are va-tly nuperior to any animal or ttgttable i I am now staking the same qnalitles *f

"Kxtra" and "XX'' oils 1 manufactured from 1870 to 187S. They are fuarantfd n»t to (k%4k*n wit

extremt cold, and warranted to give -atisfactisn in erery p»rticular. Beware of Afente soliciting your er-

ders without my trade-marked order-book. Address

GEO. B. STOCK,
P 0. Box 1146, Toronto.

Nothing Like It Yet Seen
H.ig-liest^-A^w«r<is at

TORONTO, 1880. - 1st Prize and Diploma,

HAMILTON, 1880, -

LONDON, «<

THE PEARL DRY HOP YEAST
Ready in a momen', and unaffected by time or weather.

S&" Ask your grocer for it or send direot to the factor)-.

PEARL "Y EAST CO.
Box 1164, P. O. 39 Front Street East, Toronto.
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FILES J3E-CUT!
THOMAS GRAHAM,

File Wo.ks, 35 Sherbourne Street, Toronto, Out.

Old Files reground and re-cut equal to new for

use. During the past year I have re-cut nearly

3,000 dozen of old flies for mill owneis and others

in Ontario and Quebec. Prices— per doz^n for Mill

File*, 8 in. tl.50 ; 10 i i *2 ; 12 in. $2 75 ; 14 in.

S.T5. Other kinds pro rata. Quotations from these

rates to lar.'e consumers.

MIDLAND RAILWAY OF CANADA

Wliitty. Port Perry & LindsayRAILWAY
NOTICE TO SHIPPERS.

All freight for points on the nb >ve roads
should be shipped via the Grand Trunk
Railway, when it will be f rwarded by the
shortest rout.; without transhipment anil at

th« oheapeft :atea.

Fast FreisHt Trains Run Through To
Peterboiough, F .^nel in Fa'ls. Kin-
mount, Minden, Orillia, L ; udsay, H-ili-

burton, MidUnd, and Waubaushene,
oonnecring with fast steamers for

Parry Sound and Byng Inlet.

For rates, etc., apply to local agents, or to

A. White, General Traffic Agent, Peter-
borough.

GEO. A. COX,
Managing Director, M. R. of C.

J AS. HOLDEN,
Managing Director W., P. P., and L. Ry.

Great Western Railway
T1CXFTS to 8an Francisco aud all Points on the

Pacific Coast, both Overland and by Pacific Mail
Steamships from New York. Winnipeg and the
f'Orth West by all Routes. London. Detroit, Sus-
pension Bridge, and ail the principal points in the
TJ«Til» States . both east and west, with the fullest
information of Routes, with Guides, Time Table*,
Haps, <fce., Fan.

SOLE AGEJTCY FOR THEWHITE T A.R. ZLIiXTE,
To Liverpool, Lo' donderry, Queenstown, Bel-

fust and Glasgow.

T. W. JONES, Agent,
t York Street, Toronto, near Queen's Hotel.

JOHN MCGREGOR & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF.

STATIONARY,

MARINE, and

LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS,

and SHEET IRON WORK

Piriable <>il n» f.,r Ton sV. ie Machines, Bbillgle
Mils.cc,, fcs» Ht»lu«l on hor< noti e. 'II b. i lei s
ie»t«l by odd wat r pr-s-uie t.. 150 lbs. t>> tie
fiuaie inch b I re e.vi.i the »h<p.

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY
nought, sold, or taken in exchange for

i.e* wor .

REPAIRS PROMPTLY At rENDED TO

183 Atwater 8t., Detroit. Michigan.
BRANCH 3HOF

—

tt. Weifarrjr if«, 4. tuart it.,

WINDdOK, ONTARIO.

J. NEILL & SONS,
IRON FOUNDERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

1S/L A. Om INBRY

Front and Esplanade Streets, Opposite the Queen's Hotel,

TOROIMTO.
"pOK SALE, IN THE BEAUTIFUL
E town of Orillia, a very commodious brick home
with out buildings and garden. Terms moderate.

Apply to Editor of Lumberman, Toronto.

DOMINION HOUSE.

BRACEBRIDGE.

A good house in every respect. Free bus to and
from the wharf. Terms, $1 per day.

R. GILCHRIST, Proprietor.

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,
202 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA.

ORILLIA HOUSE.
ORILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building: ; best north
of Toronto

;
splendid sample rooms : centrally locat-

ed ; free 'bus.
JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

JJACKENZIE BROTHERS,

Brokers, and general Produce-Provision Commis-
sion Merchants, 24 Water Street, Saint Jonn N B.
Highest References provided. Consignments solici-

ted. Correspondence respectfully requested. Returns
promptly made.

W. R. MACKENZIE. D. G. ^'ACKKNZIE.

ESTABLISHED 1874

Electro Curative Appliances
Relieve and cure Spinal Complaints, General and
Nervous Debility, Rheumatism, Gout, Nervous-

ness, Liver, Kidney, Lung, Throat and Chest
Complaints, Neuralgia, Bronchitis, In-

cipient Paralysis, Asthma, Sciatica,

.Sprains, Consumption, Sleep-
lessness, Colds, Indigestion.

At>k for Norman's Electric Belts and you will be
safe against imposition, for they will do their work

well ai d are cheap at any price.

A. NORMAN, 4 Queen Street East, Toronto.

N.B.—Trusses for Rupture, best in America, and
Electric Batteries always on hand at reasonable
prices.

Manufacturers of tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp meetings, Phouographe. s. Lawn and
I

Mili-

um encampment., with or without extra extra roofs, atl sizes and styles, white or fancy striped, mildew

proof or plain. Prices frem *5, upwards. Flags * all descriptions, ("gulatiou ««») made oJ
tb« °«"

silk-finish bunting. CAMP BEDS (Bradley pa-

tent) the best bed ever invented; s^ra when folded

2 x 6 in. ; 3 feet long, weighing only 11 pounds, but
strong enough to bear the weight o an>- mail.

Waterproof waggon and horse covers tarpaulins,

sheets, coats and leggings of ever}-
• description,

made to order on the premises. pecial rates

to Lumbermen. Send for catalogue an price list to

National Manufacturing Co.,

202 Sparks Street, Ottawa.

QUEEN'S HOTEL.

BRAC1BRIDGE.

JOHN HIGG1NS, Propiietor. The proprietor
(l»t» of Georgetown,) having lately purchased
the above hotel, will endeavor to make it one of
tha best houses ID the District of JIuskoka. Tourists
and hunting parties will receive every p ssible atttn.-

lon. Free 'bus to and from tlu steamboat wharf.
Terms, one dollar per day.

1*0 AHG AIMS
Fine latches and Jewellery,

CALL AT

RYRIE'S, the Jeweller,
113jYouge-st., Toronto.
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JET. E. DIXON & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING!
Ottawa, 1875.

Hamilton, 1870.

London, 1877.

Toronto, 1879.

Toronto, 1880.

Internntional Modal, Centennial Ex., Philadc phia, 1870.

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition,

" Industrial Exhibition,

None •ciiuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send f. r lYice LisH and Discounts.

81 Colborne St , Toronto.

PIANOS ! ORGANS t

To Engineers, Saw Millers, *c,

THE HANCOCK

INSPIRATOR
Is undeniably the best Boiler Feeder

in the world. Can be operated while

the engine is at rest. All sia-s will

lift water 25 feet at comparatively high

and low temperature.

STOOLS

!

COVERS

!

WM. NORRIS & SON,
8 Adelaide Street East, Toronto.

| THE CROWNING TRIUMPH OF THE BELL OMAN

the
lhe Hell Organs have just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PBJZB (Oou. Meiui,), aj

b International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year, for their Organs over till the English and

American makers. This along with the unlimited ; wards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
9 K S

,
17,000 OF TU KM NOW IN USE

Manufactured under license by

STEVENS-

TURNER,

&. BURNS
LONDON, ONTARIO.

KST Send for circular and 1'nce List.

WINDSOR HOTEL
CORNER KING & YORK STREETS, TORONTO.
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SI 50 AND $2 00 PER DAY
GEORGE BROWN, Proprietor.

The Bell Or^an Manufactory is the Largest aid Oldest in the Britith Empire, and the fact that we

have sold nearly 16,000 proves that rhej are the hctt in the maikit. We guar) ntec all our Cigars f< r five

years

.

CorrcBpondcnce invited. Illustrated catalogue mailed free.

W. BELL & CO.,
41 to 47 East Market Square, GUELPH, ONT.

The Queen's Hotel, Toronto, Canada.

MeGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

*»" Patronized by Royalty aud the best families. Prices graduated according to room*.
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THE RIVER, STREAM AND CREEK ACT.

Whatever view the reader may take of the

bill now before the Ontario Legislature for the

purpose of " Protecting the Public Interest in

Rivers, Streams and Creeks," everyone will

concede that it affects interests of vital import-

ance to those engaged in lumbering operations

and deserves the fullest consideration and dis-

cussion at their hands. The following are the

provisions of the bill as introduced by the Com-
missioner of Crown Lands,—the Hon. Mr.
Pardee :

—

1. So far as the Legislature of Ontario has

aathority so to enact, all persons shall, subject

to the provisions in this Act contained, have,

and are hereby declared always to have had,

during the spring, summer and autumn freshets,

the right to, and may float and transmit saw-

logs and all other timber of every kind, and all

rafts and crafts, down all rivers, creeks and

streams in respect of which the Legislature of

Ontario has authority to give this power ; and

in case it may be necessary to remove any

obstruction from such river, creek or stream, or

construct any apron, dam, slide, gate-lock,

boom, or other work therein or thereon, neces-

sary to facilitate the floating and transmitting

such saw-logs and other timber, rafts or crafts,

down the same, then it shall be lawful for the

person requiring so to float and transmit such

saw-logs and other timber, rafts and crafts, and

it is hereby declared always to have been lawful,

to remove such obstructions, and to construct

such apron, dam, slide, gate-lock, boom, or

other work necessary for the purposes aforesaid,

doing no unnecessary damage to the said river,

creek or stream, or to the banks thereof.

2. In case any person shall construct in or

upon such river, creek or stream, any apron,

dam, slide, gate-lock, boom or other work,

necessary to facilitate the floating or trans-

mission of saw-logs or other timber, rafts or

crafts, down any such river, creek or stream,

which was not navigable or floatable before such

improvements were made, or shall blast rocks,

or remove shoals or other im|>ediment.s, or other-

wise improve the floatability of such river,

creek, or stream, such person shall not have the

exclusive right to the use or control of such

river, creek or stream, or to such constructions

and improvements ; but all persons shall have,

during the spring, summer and autumn freshets,

the right to float and transmit saw-logs and

other timber, rafts and crafts, down all such

rivers, creeks or streams, and through and over

Kuch constructions and improvements, doing no

unnecessary damage to the said constructions

and improvements, or to the banks of the said

rivers, creeks or streams, subject to the pay-

ment to the person who has made such con-

structions and improvements, of reasonable

toll*.

8. The foregoing sections, and all the rights

therein given, and all the provisions therein

made and contained, shall extend and apply to

all rivers, creeks and streams, mentioned in the

first section of this Act, and to all constructions

and improvements made therein or thereon,

whether the bed of such river, creek or stream,

or the land through ' which the same runs, has

been granted by the Crown or not, and if

granted by the Crown, shall be binding upon
such grantees, their executors and assigns.

4. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may
fix the amounts which any person entitled to

tolls under this Act shall be at liberty to charge

on the saw-logs and different kinds of timber,

rafts or crafts, and may from time to time vary

the same ; and the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council, in fixing such tolls shall have regard to,

and take into consideration, the original cost of

such constructions and improvements, as well

as the amount required to maintain the same,

and to cover interest upon the original cost.

5. The foregoing provisions of this Act shall

apply to all such constructions and improve-

ments as may hitherto have been made, as well

as to such as may be in course of construction,

or shall hereafter be constructed.

6. All persons driving saw-logs, or other tim-

ber, rafts or crafts, down any such river, creek

or stream, shall have the right to go along the

banks of any such river, creek or stream, and to

assist the passage of the timber over the same
by all means usual amongst lumbermen, doing

no unnecessry damage to the banks of the said

river, creek or stream.

7. If any suit is now pending, the result of

which will be changed by the passage of this

Act, the court or any judge of such court,

having authority over such suit, or over the

costs, may order the costs of the suit, or any
part thereof, to be paid by the party who would
have been required to pay such costs if this Act
had not been passed.

Mr. Pardee subsequently moved the House
into Committee of the Whole and moved that

the following clause be added to the bill :

—

" That every person owning such improvements

may make rules and regulations governing the

transmission of logs and timber, but no such

regulations shall have any force until approved

of by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, who
may cancel such regulations and from time to

time approve of new ones."

The motion was carried.

Mr. Pardee, still later, added another new
clause, providing that the tolls imposed should

be a lien on the lumber, recoverable before a

magistrate, who, in default of payment, could

order the sale of the lumber to secure the tolls.

The period during which the lumber is liable to

seizure was limited to one month.

The bill was read a third time and passed.

Not less than 7o,000,000 feet of Canadian

lumber was imported in Burlington, Vt., last

season—a great gain over 1879,

TIMBER ON ROAD ALLOWANCES.
Toronto, Feb. 24.—In the Legislative As-

sembly on the motion of Mr. PARDEE, the

House went into committee on the following

resolutions :— 1. In case the Council of any

township organized as a separate municipality,

or the Council of any united townships, have

passed or hereafter pass any by-law for preserv-

ing or selling the timber or trees on the Govern-

ment road allowances within such township or

united townships, and included in any such

license, the corporation of such township or

united townships shall be entitled to be paid,

out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of this

province, a sum equal to two per centum of the

dues received by Her Majesty for or in respect

of the timber or saw logs which, during the ex-

istence of such a by-law, were cut within the

said township or united townships, under the

authority of such license ; but no corporation

shall be entitled to such percentage of the dues

received for timber or saw logs cut during the

times or seasons when any timber or trees on

any such road allowances were cut or removed,

for which cutting or removal such corporation

had, before the fifteenth day of February, one

thousand eight hundred and seventy-one, ob-

tained a verdict against any such license or

nominee. All money to be paid, as aforesaid,

to any municipal corporation shall be expended

in the improvement of the highways situate

within the township or within the senior or

junior township in respect of which such moneys

were paid. 2. The percentage to which the

junior township or townships of such united

townships may be entitled shall only Vie in res-

pect of the dues received upon timber or trees

which shall be cut after the thirteenth day of

April, 1881.

The resolutions were carried without amend-

ments.

PINE CULTURE ON WASTE LANDS.

Hitherto the abundance of natural timber in

this country has made it easy to dispense with

timber culture, and for the most part our land

owners have taken little interest in such slow

growing crops. This state of things, however, is

rapidly passing away. The demand for special

woods for manufacturing purposes is steadily

and rapidly increasing, while the natural supply

is diminishing and must ultimately become

quite inadequate. Meanwhile there are mil-

lions of acres of land suitable for timber culture

and for nothing else, except poor pasturage, that

our land owners are allowing to lie waste and

idle for lack of a little forethought, and too fre-

quently our would-be thrifty farmers will risk

their surplus means in wild-cat speculations,

promising but never yielding large and speedy

returns, when the same money spent in planting

timber would convert their worthless swamps I

and stony places into very valuable properties.
[

A correspondent tells of a piece of laud that
|

was planted with walnut 23 years ago. Thi-

land was flooded every spring and summer, and

was unfit for ordinary cultivation. The trees are

now from 10 to 20 inches through, and L . -

been sold for 827,000. No particulars are given

as to the cost of planting the grove or the amount

of attention it has had during the years of

growth. There can be little doubt, however,

that the investment was small in comparison

with the return, and the land would otherwise

have remained entirely unproductive ; to the

contrary, the timber crop was so much clear

gain. It is clear that our national resources

might be enormously increased by a similar
utilization by timber culture of lands which are

now unused and unproductive ; and the planters

will find their groves a surer investment for the

security of their family possessions than any

savings bank deposit.

—

Scientific American.

LUMBER ON HAND.
The Lumberman's Gazette of the 23rd Feb.,

estimates the amount of lumber on hand in the

Mississippi River and tributaries, the Lake
Michigan, and the Eastern Michigan and Lake
Erie districts, and at miscellaneous points in

the same neighborhood as follows :

—

1881. 1880. 1879.

Miss. Valley.. 873,367,528 704,807,256 585,001.797

Lake Michigan S21,440,673 727,267,181 694,576.721

E Mich, L Erie 698,646,768 548,749,000 518,745,000

Mis'c'ls points 116,500,000 7S,5O0,00O 89,500,000

Total.. .2,509,954,969 2,059,323,437 1,887,823.5*18

The Gazette thinks these figures are probablv
accurate enough for purposes of computation, if

due allowance is made for what has been sold

since the reports were made and for that which

is not available for immediate use. So far as its

being green or dry, that can only be of con-

sequence at points where rail shipments are to

be made, for lumber cut last fall will be con-

sidered fit to go on the market as dry by the

time navigation is open.

MIDLAND TIMBER SUPPLY.

The following is the estimate of the timber

tributary to the Midland Railway for 1881 :

—

Smith & Macdougal 150,000

Maxwell 100,000

H. H. Cook 100,000

Burton Bros 200.000

Nagle 150,000

Stennett 25,000

B. C. L. & T. Co 100,000

Coulson 50,000

Irwin & Boyd 250,000

Strickland Bros .'..130,000

M. Boyd 20,000

Thompson 40,000

1,375.000

It is estimated that two-thirds of this amount
will consist of board timber.

Toronto is estimated to have consumed 40,-

000,000 feet of lumber, 15,000,000 of laths and

10,000,000 shingles during 1880.

4
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NOTICE.
The undersigned having transferred the

Canada Lumberman to Messrs. Toker & Co.,

Peterborough, it will in future be published by

them. The facilities possessed by this extensive

and old established house, and the high reputa-

tion of the publishers, should be a guarantee

that the Lumberman will command a prominent

position amongst the leading journals of the

day. Those who should patronize it are a

wealthy and influential class. The field is

ample, and as the undersigned made the transfer

above referred to with a view of improving the

Lumberman, he feels assured that it only

requires the combined support of those in whose

interest it is published to ensure it that success

which was anticipated when he first established it.

All sums due for subscriptions must be paid

to Toker & Co., or their duly authorized agent.

ALEXANDER BEGG.

February 24, 1881.
/

The Canada Lumberman
DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER & Co. PETERBOROUGH.

Terms of Subscription :

One copy, one year, in advance $2 00

One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Kates

:

Per line, for one year SO 90

Per line, for six months 'Sd,.

Per line, for three months 30

Per line, for first insertion 10

Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's. 05

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months ,
6 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines per annum 6 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines, for 6 mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti-

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

least three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to Toker & Co., Peter-

borough, Out.

Communications intended for Insertion in the Canada

Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in-

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

Travelling Agent.

MR. A. L. W. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub-

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con-

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

the markets, with which the trade have to do,

be carefully reported, but the most trustworthy

information possible will be obtained from each

locality of the production of timber and lumber,

and of the stock in hand. In this respect,

however, we feel that we need the co-operation

of the trade, and no information could be so

satisfactory as what might be supplied by a

local secretary or some other recognised repre-

sentative of the trade for his particular section.

We will aim not only at advocating any

measure that may be for the advantage of the

lumbermen, but at affording a means by which

they may express their wants and wishes, or

exchange ideas on subjects of interest to them.

By this means also we hope that their mutual

action may be facilitated. With this view we

will gladly receive communications from those

interested in this great industry.

. We also trust that The Canada Lumberman

may be a medium through which improvements

in machinery, and other matters intimately con-

nected with the production of lumber or timber,

may be brought under the notice of the

operators, who may thus readily find in our

advertising columns information which would

be found with difficulty amid the varied

announcements of other journals. The value of

such a medium will be readily appreciated by

the lumbermen, and by all those having dealings

with them.

All information of value to the trade at large

will be diligently collected, and matters of

interest to them will be discussed and advo-

cated.

' The Lumberman will advocate the establish

mont of a Bureau of "Woods and Forests" in

connection with tho Provincial Government.

It is generally admitted that the interests of the

Provincial treasury are identical with those of

the limit holders, and there is room for legisla-

tion to protect the public revenue, while at the

same time guarding the vested rights of the

timber licenses. We would call attention to

the following statistics of the receipts from

forests and Crown Lands in Ontario alone since

Confederation :

—

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. MARCH 15, 1881

v ^—=====================

INTRODUCTORY. \
In undertaking from henceforth the publica-

tion of The Canada Lumberman, we feel that

it is due to our readers to lay before them the

principles on which the management of the

paper will be conducted, which we trust, will be

such as to benefit the trade and to secure its

support. Peterborough is not without its

advantages as the location of the organ of the

lumbering interest. The operations for which

it is the base are of considerable importance

and it is situated centrally between the great

sites of lumbering activity of the Ottawa, the

Bay of Quinte and Georgian Bay. Thus it will

have no sectional preferences or prejudices, but

fairly represent the trade at large.

The Canada Lumberman will be purely

trade organ, and will be absolutely non

political. It will contain those accurate

statistics which are necessary to the trade as a

basis for intelligent operations. Not only will

Year. Woods and Forests.

1807 (6 months). $ 107,648;61

1868 234,209 85

1869 436,630 78

1870 425,901 07

1871 216,973 28

1872 903,962 19

1873 643,637 56

1874 342,943 97

1876 449,364,76

1876 437,998 77

1877 426,556 67

1878 284,816 62

1879 332,014 47

1880 501,442 17

Total..

Crown Lands.

8 69,090 49

134,983 67

211,163 95

121,036 49

463,403 20

193,168 98

189,665 36

162,154 43

80,014 41

82,254 49

86,760 29

62,452 7

45,670 22

SS.867 90

a leading object of this paper to uphold that

purely timber areas should not be left open to

settlement until the tfrnber has been exhausted.

To determine and locate these timber areas, is a

matter that should be dealt with at once by the

purposed Bureau of Woods and Forests. It

may be asserted that the present Crown Lands

Department is a Bureau of Woods and Forests,

but a very slight acquaintance with its workings

and a retrospect of its management would show

the correctness of the ground we arc determined

to maintain that a department which has to deal

both with our timber areas and with the sale

and settlement of our Crown Lands has a

double responsibility upon its shoulders that

cannot be carried out satisfactorily to the

public. The process might be, that in the first

place all the wild land should come under the

supervision of the Bureau of Woods and Forests

Their dictum being obtained as to what portions

should be reserved for lumbering operations,

those lands excluded by them as not strictly

fulfilling the conditions of a timber area, should

then be dealt with by the Crown Lands Depart-

ment and exposed for sale from time to time as

might be deemed advisable. Unfortunately in

the past succeeding Ontario Administrations

have thrown into the market large areas of

timber limits purely and simply for the purpose

of creating surpluses, which have given them a

great deal of trouble to dispose of to the general

satisfaction of the different parts of the Pro-

vince, Had the evil stopped here, however, it

ould not have been so bad, but as the public

'are aware, there is a sort of fictitions settlement

that invariably follows the track of the lumber

man, and will continue to do so if the lands are

open for sale. It is generally this fictitious

settlement that has originated those large fires

which have destroyed, as it is claimed, almost a

third part of the pine timber of Ontario. The

course we suggest for dealing with this question

would reduce this fire risk to a minimum.

The plantation of new forests would also pro-

perly come under the jurisdiction of the Bureau

of Woods and Forests. These and other im-

portant questions as they arise will be dealt

with by The Canada Lumberman in the

interest of this most inq>ortant industry, and

we trust so to advocate their views as to be

looked upon as their representative and to

secure their sup[>ort.

7'
/ar

.$5,742,080 76 $1,920,676 55

$142,339 30Average receipts $425,339 30

It requires no great effort of the imagination

to perceive, that with a continuance of the

present system, the period is approaching when

the sources of the yearly revenue and of the

past surpluses of Ontario, derived from the

bonuses accruing from timber lands and the

Crown dues on logs and timber, will no longer

exist, and when the means for the public

expenditure of the Province, to this extent,

will have to be derived from some other channel

Although it is now late, practical and judicious

legislation may postpone this evil day. The

Lumberman will, from time to time, with the

aid of the collective information and suggestions

of the operators in tho lumber trade, suggest

how this may be done. Unfortunately, in the

past, legislation has brought the settler and the

lumberman into antagonism. Without discuss

ing how this has been brought about, it will be

TO OUR READERS
The publishers of the Canada Lumbkkmax

regret that in the first issue under their manage-

ment they are compelled to ask the kindly

forbearance and consideration of its subscriber*

and readers for the short comings connect**!

with the present issue. Ab moat of them will

easily understand it is no easy matter to increase

both the " out put " and " variety " of a " mill'*

run " on a moment's notice, and yet that is just

what the present publishers have been called

upon to do, both in the editorial and mechanical

departments of their printing mill.

The reader will, no doubt, observe that the

publishers turn out the Lumberman in an

entirely new dress, which, independent of the

change of place of publication, involved con-

siderable extra labor and loss of time in procur-

ing the material therefor, and that instead of

filling its columns largely with general reading

matter taken second-hand from their other

publications, they have filled it throughout with

matter pertaining specially to or having a bear-

ing upon the trade in whose interest it is

published, even though the selection may not

be all that could be desired, and certainly not

such as they hope to make it as soon as the

various parts of the machinery connected with

its publication have been completed, and got

into projjer working order.

Bearing these things in mind and remember-

ing that it was only on the 25th ult.—one week

before the present number should have appeared

—that the present publishers came into upases-

sion, they trust that the late apjiearance of this

number will not only be held excusable, but

that the decision to date it ahead to the 15th

and thus omit the one which should have appear-

ed on the 1st of March, in order to give them a

fair start, will meet with approval, and that

the evidences contained in the present number

of the publishers' desire to render the Canada

Lumberman what its name implies, will obtain

for them that sympathy and support through

which alone they can hope to attain success in

their present undertaking.

WANTED.
The Publishers of the Canada Lumberman

desire to obtain a reliable and well informed

correspondent in every lumbering centre in the

Dominion of Canada, and to that#nd would

ask those disposed to act as such, to communi-
cate with them at once, stating the facilities they

possess for obtaining reliable, early and full in-

formation as to the lumber trade in their

respective districts, and the renumeration which

they will expect for their services as such

correspondents.

Chlrngo's Lumber Trade.

In the attempt to give an idea of the extent

of the Chicago lumbar trade at the present time,

figures delude and dissatisfy. It is easy to say

that the city handled, in 1852, 14$,000,000 feet

;

iu 1872, 1,184,000,000 feet ; in 1S79, 1,500.000,-

000 feet—the last figures representing one-third

of the entire manufacture of the North-West

:

but " millions " convey no startling idea to the

layman's mind. It may help a little, however,

to mention that to bring this lumber into the

city would require average arrivals of thirty

cargoes per day for two hundred days, each

containing a quarter of a million feet ; or that

if a number of canal boats, each containing

one-eighth of a million feet, were loaded with

the importation of 1870, and placed in a line in

the Erie canal, they would reach, touching end

to end, from Albany to Rochester—three hun
dred miles.

—

Harper's JfiogOOMK,

CANADIAN LOO OPERATIONS.

The North-uxsttrn Lumberman in referring

recently to this winter's oj^rations in Canada,

under the above caption, concluded with the

following paragraph :

—

" The Government of the Dominion of

Canada not long since issued an Order in

Council increasing the taxes upon timber from

10 cents per log, for logs 10 feet and under, and

15 cents for all over that length, to 12h cents on

the shorter, and 20 cents on the longer. Against

this the lumbermen have made a most

vigorous protest, the new rates being considered

outrageously high. The Premier urges the

great need of teh Government for a higher

revenue, but while holding out no encouragement

that a reduction can be hoped for, will lay the

matter before the Cabinet."

Our excellent contemporary is astray in the

above statement. The Dominion Government

imposes no taxes either on timber or logs except

for the use of slides and boonis, constructed and

maintained by the general Government and for

culling ; in respect of which no increase—nor

indeed change of any kind has taken place for

some years. Each Province of the Confedera-

tion of Canada has control of its own timber,

which was so arranged at the time of Confedera-

tion. The only timber owned bv the Govern-

ment of the Dominion is iu the Province of

Manitoba and the Xorth-west territories in

charge of the Department of the Interior, and

no increase such as that referred to by our

Chicago contemporary has taken place and fees

or dues imposed on the products of limits for

which licenses have been granted them. It is

probable that the Noi-th-icesUm Lumberman has

reference to an Order in Council i^assed in

November last by the authorities of the Pro-

vince of Quebec, increasing the dues on saw-

logs in that Province, in opposition to which

the lumbermen interested held a meeting at

Ottawa in December last, and i>assed resolutions

asking the Local Government to modify the

Order.

Mr. David Moork has sold his limits west of

Pembroke to Mr. J. R. Booth for the sum of

$133,000.
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THE LIVERPOOL BROKERS' ANNUAL
CIRCULARS.

The Liverpool brokers are in the habit of

making up their yearly returns to January 31st,

so that we have only just now received the

following annual circulars—many of them very

ably compiled—from which we take the follow-

j

ing extracts :

—

Messrs. Farnworth & Jardine state that the

! past year commenced with improving prospects,

' and the trade looked forward to a more active

(

and profitable business ; stocks generally were

low, prices moderate, and advices from abroad

;
all indicated a moderate production for the year;

buyers were thus encouraged to operate rather

freely early in the season, which unfortunately

had the effect of unduly forcing the production

abroad, especially of deals, and so to^some

extent nullifying these favorable expectations ;

however, there has been an improving trade,

and, with a few exception, the results have been

fairly satisfactory.

In the aggregate the import has been 53 per

cent, in excess of 1879, and 8 per cent, beyond

the average of the last seven years. The con-

sumption has also increased, but not in the

same ratio as the import, having been only 25

per cent, in excess of 1879 ; but still it does not

reach the average of the last seven years by 1

per cent. The stock is much in excess of last

year, which was unusually light, but it is also 13

per cent, more than the average of the last seven

years, and is somewhat unequally distributed.

It may, however, be noted that the stocks at

the American shipping ports are unusually

small, therefore the imports during the next

few months are likely to be on a much reduced

scale.

Prospects are fairly promising for a moderate

and steady trade, but last year's supplies were

too large, and, as we commence the year with

full stocks, we must strongly urge upon ship-

pers to use a little more judgment and discre-

tion, and not press on the market every foot of

wood they can possibly produce, otherwise^all

calculations will be upset, and both shipper and

receiver must suffer.

Messrs. Duncan, Ewing & Co. state that the

year just ended cannot be said to have been an

unsatisfactory one, though it has been shorn of

much of the brightness it showed in its earlier

months, by the excessive imports which were

poured into the market during the latter por-

tion of the import season. Prices have given

way recently under the continued pressure to

sell, and, as the stocks on hand are quite ample

to meet the probable wants of the market until

the opening of next import season, there is

little chance of any improvement taking place.

Looking at the state of matter as it exists at

present, the fact that speculative building has

been carried to an excess in nearly every part

of the north-west of England, and the stocks on

hand in Liverpool and other adjacent ports are

apparently, more than will suffice for the next

six months, it is evident that the utmost caution

should be used by exporters in sending supplies

of timber, deals, etc., to this part of the

country. At the same time, the brighter side

must not be lost sight of ; business throughout

the country has slowly but steadily increased,

and a feeling of confidence in the future im

provement of the general trade of the country is

making itself felt. So far as regards the timber

trade, much of the effects of this revival will bo

discountad by the heavy stocks now on hand,

which are ready to meet any increased con

sumption as soon as it sets in.

DEFERRED N0TE8.

BBANTFOED CITY.

When in Brantford recently, we wen: nhown.

in the works of the Waterous Engine Company,

a portable flour-mill, complete in itself. It

only occupied a floor space 12x20 feet and stood

12 feet high. The wheat was first elevated into

the smut mill ; thence into the hopper over the

stones ; thence through the 20-inch standard

mill-stones, conveyor and elevator to a portable

bolting chest, from which the flour in different

grades is discharged. The mill, which was

ready to be shipped, has a capacity of turning

from 6 fo 7 bushels of wheat into good flour per

hour. These mills being well adapted to the

wants of large lumbermen, are being added to

saw-mills in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and

Manitoba. Whilst visiting the Waterous Works

we noticed a ship-yard carriage, capable of cut-

ting stuff CO feet long. It was complete and

about to be shipped to Messrs. W. & R. Wallace,

of Gardner's Creek, New Brunswick, to be run

by one of the Waterous Co's 30 H.P. portable

direct action saw-mill engines. It has in the

front part of the carriage a special arrangement

for taking ship-knees, and facing them with the

large saw on each side. This is a most important

addition to carriages for ship-yards, and one

that lumbermen should look into. We were

informed that this firm are working on portable

saw-mill orders from Chili, S.A., Australia and

Germany, as well as on the ordinary orders for

the Provinces of the Dominion, from Nova

Scotia to British Columbia. They complain of

having to suffer loss in the matter of rebate on

materials used in the manufacture of engines,

etc., exported to foreign countries, as it is found

impracticable to separate the particular items

from invoices in which the materials used for

other work were included at the time of

purchase.
TOWN OF BEAMPTON.

This thriving place is making rapid progress.

A number of buildings are to be erected this

spring. Here we met Mr. Mcintosh, manager

of the Caledon Quarries. Those quarries have

sent out during the winter, by the Credit Valley

Railway, about 260 car loads of stone—both red

and grey freestone. There will be a large trade

done in this splendid stone next summer ; and

there should be, when it becomes known that it

is free from iron, and works almost as easy as

the Ohio sandstone, whilst the latter costs about

SI per foot more than the former, laid down in

Toronto. Mr. Mcintosh has had about forty

men working during the winter, and will have

twice the number in the spring, when a switch

will be completed from the railway to the

quarry bed, and even under the level of the bed,

as the quarry is on the side of a mountain of

freestone, having beds of all thicknesses up to

five feet, which improve in quality as the

strata are followed up. Judging from speci-

mens of the stone in the yard of the Ontario

Legislative buildings, it is admirably adopted

for monument bases. Any quantity of the best

limestone for building railway bridges can also

be furnished from these quarries.

HEATING R00M8
In some new styles of open fire-places recent-

ly introduced in France, use is made of a hot-

water circulation to warm one or more chambei>

from waste heat of an open fire in a room below.

Seventy percent of the heat of an open fire,

whether of wood, coal, or gas, is spent in heat-

ing the chimney fiue,or is thrown away out of the

top of the chimney. Attempts to save this

waste heat have been often made, and there are

base-burning stoves in this market that heat

two rooms, the one below by a stove and the

one above by a hot air flue in the chimney

These stoves work well, but are still somewhat
wasteful and are generally vicious, because the

air heated in the flues is often taken from the

room below, instead of from out-of-doors. The
Frenoh stoves made on this plan appear to be of

much better design, as they have more heating

surface. The water circulation stoves consist

simply of a cast-iron water-back placed in the

chimney above the open fire, and connected with a

system of flow and return hot-water pipes in the

rooms above. A cheap and unpatented method

of economizing the heat of an open fire would

be to give the fire a rather large flue, and in this

flue, extending downward from the room above

and reaching nearly to the fire-place, to hang

two pieces of wrought-iron pipe (an inch in dia-

meter), joined at the lower end by a common
coupling, or "return bend." One of these

pipes must be a few inches longer than the other

and must be connected with the flow-pipe of a

hot-water system, the shorter pipe connecting

with the return pipe. Every housekeeper is

aware that a few feet of brass pipe bent around

the inside of a cook-stove will supply a family

with abundance of hot water, without apparent

effect on the fire. The stove cooks as well with

the pipe as without it, and the heat in the hot

water is a direct saving of heat that would

otherwise go up the chimney. In like manner,

a length of pipe hung in a chimney will save

heat that otherwise would be lost, and by a well

designed water system the heat may be used to

warm a room on the second floor. Where strong

coal fires are maintained in open grates, a second

pipe reaching down from the third story might

also be added, and another room might be warm
ed by the same fire.

—

Scribner's Monthly.

NORTH-WEST TIMEfcR LIMITS

Statement of timber limits granted in the

North-west and Keewatin up t/i 2nd of Feb.,

1881, are as follows : Richard Fuller & Co.,

timber limit on the Lake of the Wood*, 38,400

acres ; Macauley, Ginty & Sprague, timber

limit in the vicinity of Roseau Riw-r, .'52,000

acres ;
Macaulay &. Ginty, 32,000 a/_-re» on the

\Vinriii>eg River; W. J. MacAulay, 01,000

acres between the Lake of the Wo<xl» and
Rainy Lake; Capt. H. S. Moore, limit of 32,-

000 acres on the North Saskatchewan
; Stephen

H. Fowler, 04,000 a/ re- on Rainy La...

Seine River ; Dick & Banning, 12,800 acres on
Sandy Bar Creek, Lake Winni|*:g

; Joseph

Whitehead, 61,440 acres on the White-
mouth River, Keewatin; Hugh Sutherland,

Patrick Kelly, Pratt & Smith, Joseph White-

head and Peter MacArthur, 477,700 acres on

Lakes Wlnnipegosis and Water Hen ; annual

licenses to D. W. Cummings, Stratford, 30,-

720 acres
;
Joseph Sherman and John Pratt,

Stratford, 51,200 acres ; Donald Gunn, Sboal
Lake, 20,480 acres ; Alexander Cameron, Hall*-

ford, N.W.T., 12,800 acres; R. Mcintosh,
Rapid City, 40,900 acres ; J. S. Armitage,
Hallsford, 20,480 acres ; Edward Roberts, Win-
nipeg, 28,100 acres ; Albert Hudson & Co.,

Portage la Prairie, 840 acres ; Wm. Hardie,

Winnipeg, 0,400 acres; R. Z. Rogers. Grafton,

Ont., 4,480 acres. Timber limits of 40,400

acres on the Winnipeg River were granted to

Wm. Stubbs, Ottawa, of 64,000 acres on the
Fairford and Shell Rivers to Messrs. Shields,

Haggart, McLaren and Nichol
; 40,900 acres in

the Little Saskatchewan to Messrs. Armitage
and McCulloch ; 7,200 acres in the Turtle

Mountain district to Messrs. Williams and
Harrison

; 2,304 acres on the Bird Tail Creek to

John McBeth
; 4,080 acres in the Little Sas-

katchewan to David McFadden, and 13,440 and
4,480 acres respectively in Manitoba to A.
Watts and R. Z. Rogers.

Fifteen Hundred Miles a A Minute.

The cable message to Australia respecting the

Hanlan-Trickett match was an ordinary achiev-

ment in telegraphy—in fact, it has never been

excelled. The total extent of lines—namely,

12,000 miles—was travelled in one hour and

twenty minutes. The greater portion of thi8

time was occupied in transmitting the message

through India. From Singapore to Sydney,

5,070 miles, the message occupied only thirty-

five seconds in transmission. This message was

repeated fourteen times, from station to station,

between London and Sydney.

—

Sydney Mail.

Messrs. Bronson & Weston have taken out

about 100,000 logs on the Schyan and Black

River*, this winter, of fine white pine, cut on

the limits bonj/ht from the Egan Estate.

Salicylic Acid in Foot-nnd-Moutli [Diseases

of Cattle.

The Duke of Brunswick has of late successful-

ly combated the ravages of this much dreaded

enemy on his estate at Stampen, near Oels, in

Prussian Silesia, by treatment with salicylic

acid, the well-known antiseptic. Instead of

several weeks required to effect a cure with the

remedies hitherto employed, truly surprising re

suits have been brought about within a few

days by this new treatment. A solution of the

acid is prepared by pouring some hot water on

about three tablespoonfuls of salicylic acid in ai

earthen vessel, and adding lukewarm water to

make up a gallon. The mouth and feet of the

diseased animal should be carefully washed three

times a day with the liquid, and the tops of the

hoofs well powdered with the dry acid after

each ablution. The effect will, moreover, be

greatly increased by salicylating the drinking

water of the beasts by the addition of two

tablespoonfuls of the acid dissolved in hot

water. During the above treatment great at-

tention must be paid to the perfect cleanliness

of the stables or sheds. The dung must be

saturated with salicylic acid solution to prevent

further infection, but it is chiefly in the dung

that the germs of the disease are to be found.

Failure of Another Railway V induct.

Following the destruction of the Tay bridge

now comes intelligence of the destruction, on

Feb. 6, by ice, of a section of the Solway Via
duct, the most important part of the Solway

Junction Railway, and until this week, a con-

necting link between England and Scotland.

In former years the thaw has been accompanied

by high winds, breaking up the ice and saving

viaduct ; but this season no wind has arisen,

and the packs have been carried down in un-

broken masses, hurling themselves against the

piers, carrying everything before them. The

accident has been unattended by any loss of

life, owing to the vigilence of the railway au-

thorities, who had watchmen stationed, who
gave timely warning.

The structure is very similar to the Tay bridge

in construction and size. The viaduct is about

a mile and a quarter in length, and about 40 ft.

in height ; the spans are in groups of seventeen

of 30 ft. , each group being connected by a span

of 5 ft.

Some idea of the force of the floating ice may
be formed from the narrative of the fishermen,

that for some days the channel was covered

with fields of ice acres in extent from 6 ft. to 12

ft. in thickness. The crashing of the ice as it

swept along, borne by the current at the rate of

twelve knots an hour, was heard two or three

miles off, they said, and even half a mile away
from the viaduct the noise was audible, although

the wind was blowing in the opposite direction.

A Sew Insect Pest.

According to the Banger, Me., Commercial,

the primeval forests of this continent are now
attacked by a small but exceedingly destructive

insect that insidiously cuts into and kills the
monarchs of the woods. It is noticeable that on
forest lands where cutting has been prosecuted

and the sunlight has been let into the tangled
wild woods, the trees are not attacked, and the

sun appears to be the natural annihilator of the
pests. They, as yet, attack only spruce trees.

It is the testimony of Mr. Jack, the Crown
Land Agent of the Province of New Brunswick,
that the destroyer attacks the forest primeval.

It is nature's design that the old trees should be
cut down to make room for new generations. The
operation of the insect is as follows :—In Jury or

August a gay little beetle settles upon the bark of

the noblest trees, and lays a few tiny eggs; after a
short time a small worm similar to a maggot
hatched, and then the busy work of the destroy

er begins. The worm eats his way to the very

heart of the tree, until at last it falls a wreck.

So insidious is the operation that many trees

which are bored through and through, are green

at the top and apparently sound, but a blow of

the axe or the force of a gale causes them to fall,

and their worthlessness is revealed. At present.^

the trouble from these pests is confined to the

timber country watered by the Upper Kenne-
bec, and that in parts of Aroostook and the

Provinces. In consequence of the forests of

New Brunswick having been attacked, Mr.
Alexander Gibson, will cause 50,000,000 feet of

spruce to be cut this winter on the Nashwaak,
for if left standing longer the worms would
render the lumber worthless.

Erie Canal Tolls.

Albany, N. Y., March 8.—The Canal Board
to-day adopted a resolution abolishing tolls on

western-bound freight, and placing on the free

list salt manufactured in the State and under

the supervision of State officers, all voting affirm-

ative except Dutcher. On motion of Ward the

Albemarle fertilizer was placed on the free list.

Last year's toll sheet on the Black River Canal

was adopted. Seymour's resolution prohibiting

the passage of rafts on the canals after Septem-

ber was reconsidered and amended so as to apply

only to the Black River Canal.

Extensive Enterprise.

A paper manufacturing firm purposes convert-

ing twenty thousand acres of timber-land in

Somerset County, Pennsylvannia, ' into paper.

A large gang of workmen has been sent to the

tract to begin improvements. There will be

erected a shanty 50 ft. in length, 12 ft. in width

and 8ft. high. The shanty once completed,

work will be begun on a large store building

thirty dwelling-houses, and an enormous digester

for the cooking and steaming of wood in the

manufacture of pulp, and a huge building to be

used in the manufacture of paper sacks and

wrapping paper, All these preparations are

preliminary to reducing 20,000 acres of forest to

news, book and fine writing pai>ers.
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VARIETIES OF THE PINE.

A recent correspondent of the Timber Trade*

Journal, of London, expressed a sentiment of

bewilderment which is probably not confined to

England, but exists as well among many well-

informed 'people in this country, and asks an

explanation of the terms, "white pine," "yellow

pine," "red pine," "Norway pine," etc. He
truly remarks that white pine and yellow pine

seem to hp, much alike, and but for the different

designations given in different localities would

not be distinguishable. The Trades Journal, as

we remember its reply, asserted that the white

and yellow were identical as the terms were

used in the English trade, and that the red pine

of commerce was what was known as Norway
in North America. The fact is that the botani-

cal classification of the timber growth of the

American continent recognises no less than

twenty-nine distinct species of the Pinus

family, including distinctive white, red, yellow,

and pitch pine designations. Of the white pine

family, Pinus strobus, sometimes known as

Weymouth pine, occupies the foremost place as

a commercial wood, and is found from New-
foundland west to the Saskatchewan river, in-

eluding Canada, Michigan, Wisconsin, and

Minnesota, extending south, through the New
Kngland States, New York, Pennsylvania, and

along the Alleghany mountains to Georgia. It

is a white, soft-grained wood, easily worked, a

favorite in house-building, and forms the princi-

pal wood of the lumber traffic and manufacture

of the north and north-west, to which localities

its production is now mostly confined. It grows

from 80 to 150 ft. in height, and attains a size as

great as G ft. in diameter in individual cases,

the majority of that having a commercial value,

however, being from 12 to 48 in. in diameter at

the stump. This variety is known locally by
designations varying in different localities, and
includes the cork, bullsap, grove, sap, buck-

wheat, sugar, and other designations, applied to

different stages of growth and development, or

characteristics derived from peculiarity of soil.

The white pine, Pinus Jlexilis, of the Rocky
mountain range, from Montana to New Mexico,

on the high mountain ranges of Nevada and
Arizona, on the Inyo mountains and Mount
Silliman in California, is of a. similar nature to

that before described, being soft in wood, white,

and cf fair quality. It grows, however, only

from 50 to CO ft. in height, as a rule has a trunk
from 24 to 48 in. diameter, and is a good tree for

lumber. Its quality is intermediate between

the eastern pine and the sugar pine proper.

The sugar pine, Pinus Lambertiana, is a dis-

tinct species from what is frequently spoken of

in the north as sugar pine. It is a wood resemb-

ling the eastern pine, but is of a coarser grain,

heavier, and stronger, grows to a height of from

150 to 300 ft., and its trunk reaches from 10 to

20 ft. in diameter. It is found on the west coast

ranges, from the Santa Lucia mountains, along

the Sierra Nevadas—especially on the western

Hank, at an elevation of from 4,000 to 8,000 ft.—

and in Oregon, north to the Columbia river.

The above oonstitute the principal varieties of

the white pine family, as classified by Professor

Sargent, of the United States census commis-

sion, although there are several other varieties

of an obscure and less valuable character, enter-

ing but little, if at all, into commercial uses.

Yellow pine, Pinus ponderosa, is a product of

the Pacific coast. It is found in California and

Oregon, principally on the western slope of the

Sierra Nevadas, and is the most valuable of the

western pines. Its wood is yellow, hard, heavy,

strong, and durable. It is a large tree of a

height of from 200 to 300 ft., with a trunk from

12 to 15 ft. in diameter. It is found extensively

along the eastern slopes of the Sierra Nevadas,

where it attains a lesser height, being from 100

to 200 ft. above the elevation of 5,000 ft., and

having a diameter of from 10 to 15 ft. ; it is often

found in most arid situations. It is also found

throughout the Rocky Mountains, from British

Columbia to New Mexico and Arizona, where it

grows to but from 80 to 100 ft. in height.

In the family of yellow, we have also a

variety, Pinus mitis, known as yellow pine,

short-leaved pine, and spruce pine. It lias a

wood yellow in color, hard and compact, and

quite durable, growing to a height of from 40 to

70 ft., rarely exceeding 24 in. in diameter. It

lias been seen as far north as Staten Island but

in few cases, and is found as far south as

Florida and Alabama, on the Ozark Mountains

of Missouri, where it is the only pine, and in

Arkansas. Its wood is used for similar pur-

poses as the yellow pine of the south, to which

it is inferior.

The yellow pine, long-leaved pine, southern

pine, Georgia pine, brown pine, hard pine, by

which designations is known the one variety of

Pinus Australis, or Pinus palustris, is found

from southern Virginia to Florida, and Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, the valley of the Red River of

the South and eastern Texas, extending seldom

into the interior more than 100 miles from tin;

coast. It is strong, compact, straight in grain,

has light sap, is very durable, and is the true

pitch pine, although differing from Pinus riffida,

to which the term pitch has been given. It is

from Pinus Australis that the bulk of the tur-

pentine, tar, pitch, and resin produced in the

United States is derived. Its growth is from

00 to 100 ft. in height, with a trunk of from 24

to 48 in. in diameter, affects a dry, sandy soil,

and is found rarely in low swamps. It is the

commercial yellow pine of the south, par

excellence.

The pitch pine, Pinus rigida, is found in

Maine and Vermont, and extends to the upper

districts of Georgia, and is but little found west

of the Alleghanies. Its wood is heavy and

resinous, and when grown in low ground is soft

and largely sapwood. It grows to a height of

from 40 to 80 ft., reaching sometimes 30 in. in

diameter, and affects a dry, barren, sandy soil,

or a deep swamp. It is included in the cheapest

grades of lumber.

Norway pine, sometimes called red pine,

Pinus resinosa, or Pinus rubra, is a growth of

the north-west, being found in Canada and the

New England States, south to the mountains of

Pennsylvania and west to Minnesota. Its wood

is light-coloured, resinous, hard, heavy and

durable in dry situations, used somewhat for

ship-buildingi and in the west for joist and

other building timber. It is usually from (iO to 80

ft. in height, although in the forests of Michigan,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the British Pro-

vinces it attains from 100 to 150 ft., with a

trunk from 15 to 48 in. It affects a high, sandy

soil, and in favourable locations resembles the

wood of the spruce, being equally white. As a

rule it borders more closely on the yellow pine

of the south, and we are at a loss to understand,

from the general character of the two, why it

should ever be classed among the reds rather

than the yellows.

Redwood proper, Seipioia sempervirens, is ex-

clusively a California tree, resembling the white

pine in grain and texture. Its colour is a decided

red; it is light, close-grained, compact, easily

split and worked, is susceptible of a fine polish,

is very durable, and in California is sawed into

boards and shingles, furnishing the cheapest

lumber, fencing, posts and ties of the Pacific

coast, and being quite accessible to tide water,

is likely to be soon exterminated. It reaches a

height of 200 to 300 ft., with a straight, cylindri-

cal trunk of 8 to 12 ft. in diameter, free from

limbs to a height of 80 or 100 ft. Unlike the

Pinus group, the stumps and roots throw up

great numbers of vigorous suckers, which would

indicate a capacity for cultivation. This wood

is seldom seen in the east, except in the shape

of packing-boxes, in which goods have been

brought from the Pacific ooast. California has

also a red wood, Ceanothus spinosus, found in

the coast ranges, but it is a small and insignifi-

cant tree, of little or no commercial value.

The varieties of pine which our English

cousins come in contact with from this continent

are the white pine, strobus, in its different sub-

divisions, some of which are sufficiently rich in

color to lead to no surprise that they should

sometimes class it as yellow, although in fact

wo doubt if a true yellow pine stick is ever

seen by them except as it comes from the south,

and is known as Pensacola, Fernandina,

Georgia, etc.

They also receive of the Norway Pinus re-

sinosa, which no doubt has been recognised by

them as a red pine, through its botanical des-

cription rather than classification as resinosa,

and this description is measurably warranted by

the reddish cast of the thin bark of the growing

tree, although the wood partakes more of the

pitchy character of the yellow pine of the south.

From southern ports they obtain what is known

in this country as yellow pine, the variety

Australis or palustris, or that of mitis, which,

while more properly called pitch pine, has by

common consent and custom become known as

yellow pine, but should not be confounded with

the true yellow, or ponderosa, of the Pacific

coast, the timber of which is free from the

resinous character of the Australis, or the mitis,

or yet of the resinosa. —North-western Lumber-

man.

SUBSTITUTES FOR LUMBER.

We are in receipt, from Mr. S. W. Hamilton,

of Lawrence, Kansas, of a sample of lumber

made from straw, manufactured after a process

patented by himself, the particulars of which he

does not explain. He informs us, however, that

he can manufacture lumber like the sample sent,

in any desired length, from 12 feet upward, and

to 32 inches in width, at a cost competing with

the better or finishing grades of pine, although

he does not inform us whether this competition

will apply equally to sections where lumber is

comparatively cheap, as at Chicago, and at

Western grain producing points, as at Kansas.

We imagine, however, that the expense will

vary but little at any point where straw is

obtainable in large quantities.

The manufacture is, of course, confined to a

grade which will compete with the better class

of lumber, as there would be no object in filling

the new product with knots, and shakes would

scarcely be obtainable even if desired, while sap

and decayed wood must be impossibilities. The

sample sent to us will hold a nail as well as

wood, is equally susceptible to a high painting

finish, and can be j>olished to as high a degree

as is at all desirable. Being made waterproof,

we can discover no possible reason why it should

not be as durable, or even more so, than pine or

even oak, while its adaptability is evidently as

great for roofing purj>oses, as for the fine work

of a dwelling.

The question of cost appears to us to be the

most important element yet to be practically

solved. We can see no reason why it is not

susceptible of being worked under the plane or

other ordinary tools of the car)>enter, and when

once fitted to its place, we can readily believe

that it will be free from shrinkage or swelling.

In appearanoe, the sample before us resembles

hardwood, being about as dark as oak and more

dense in texture, with a specific gravity one-

fifth greater than thoroughly seasoned black

walnut. For finishing purjMises, it will not, as

a rule, be necessarily as thick as ordinary lum-

ber, its tensile strength being apparently double

that of wood of the same thickness. On the

whole, we are favorably impressed with the

appearance of the new artificial lumber.—N. W.

Lumberman.

low to Use oil Stones.

Instead of oil, which thickens and makes the

stones dirty, a mixture of glycerine and alcohol

is used by many. The projiortions of the mix-

ture vary according to the instrument operated

upon. An article with a large surface, a razor,

for instance, sharpen best with a limpid liquid,

as three parts of glycerine to one of alcohol.

For a graving tool, the cutting surface of which

is very small, as is also the pressure exercised on

the stone in sharpening, it is necessary to employ

glycerine almost pure, with but two or tliree

drops of alcohol.

Cement tor Leather.

One who has tried everything, says that after

an experience of fifteen years he has found

nothing to equal the following as a cement for

leather belting : Common glue and isinglass,

equal parts, soaked for ten hours in just enough

water to cover them. Bring gradually to a boil-

ing heat and add pure tannin until the whole

becomes ropy or appears like the white of eggs.

Buff of the surface to be joined, apply this

cement, and clamp firmly.

Thk Northwestern Lumberman says that the

cedar post and telegraph pole business, which

languished during 1S80 for want of adequate

supplies, seems likely to be overcome during the

coining season, and that unless trouble is ex-

perienced in obtaining transportation, there is

ittle probability of cedar being in short supply

at the distributing points on the chain of lakes

during 1881,

CEDAR PENCIL-MAKING
From the forests of Florida the timljer is re-

ceived in roughly -squared logs about fifteen feet

in length and eighteen inches square. After

being opened—that is, sawn into two pieces by

an ordinary double-handed saw—in the saw-pit,

the timber is allowed to season. This period of

probation being passed, the logs enter the wood-

cutting room. Here the timber is cut up into

the required lengths and thicknesses by circular

saws, but as they cannot l>e relied upon to pro-

duce absolutely true surfaces, the "leaves," aa

they are termed, are passed under a thicknesa-

ing or planing machine, which reduces them to

a perfectly uniform size. From this room the

" leaves " pass to a second wood-cutting room,

wher#, following their progress, we find them

again sawn up into sliiwsor scantlings, and which

are technically termed "tops "and "bottoms."

The latter is the portion into which, after U-ing

grooved, the lead is inserted, while the former

the covering that protects it, the one Blip being

just half the thickness of the other. The opera-

tions of cutting the " tops " and " bottoms '" and

grooving are performed by little machines run-

ning at the almost inconceivable speed of 7,000

revolutions \ier minute. The groove cut corres-

ponds exactly to the size of the stick of lead to

be inserted. From this department the cedar

sli|« are passed on to the " filling in " room,

where, while one oj.erator inserts the lead,

another glues the "tops" on. The "glueing

up " operation being performed, the |«ncils are

placed in a frame and tightly screwed into posi-

tion. When firm and dry they are placed in a

clump a gross at a time, and the ends cut off by

means of a circular saw, in order to make the

pencils one uniform length. The next o[>eration

is the rounding of each pencil, and the marvel-

lous ease, precision, and regularity with which

this is performed renders it one of the most

beautiful in the entire manufacture. The

square pencil is inserted in a small machine con-j

taming a rounding chuck running at a high rata

of speed. Before the eye can seize all tha

details of the process the pencil has come out at

the other end of the machine rounded to a

nicety, without flaw or blemish. One such

piece of machinery will tum out twenty grosa

per diem.

Wall! and Brani«.

One precaution that is very seldom taken with

high buildings is so supporting the timbers of

the floor that, in case they break or fall, they

shall not pry the wall over inward, and in case

they expand they will not push it over outward.

As ordinarily constructed, holes are left in the

walls, into which the ends of the joists are set,

the holes being about the size of the ends of the

joists, so that in case the floor falls the timbera

are apt to tumble the walls inward on the con-

tents of the building. The Paper Trade Jour-

nal suggests two ways of getting around this.

One is to set the end of the joist upon a corbel

or projection from the face of the wall, so that

the joists clears the face of the wall entirely,

and in case it falls it exerts no influence upon

the wall. The other method has the same ob-

ject in view, and accomplishes it in a simpler

way. The holes made to receive the joists are

made about twice as high as the joists, so that in

falling the joist has no prying effect upon the

wall. These remarks apply to iron as well as

wooden beams ; but for iron beams there should

be observed the additional precaution to leave a

greater space between the end of the beam and

the wall, so that the inevitable expansion of the

beam from fire shall cause no thrust outward,

tending to overthrow the walls. It would per-

hai>s be as well if all external walls were held

together by anchor bolts with external plates,

which, although not very slightly, yet often

tend to hold the wall up when otherwise it would

topple and fall outwards. Of course, if the

beams are properly cased below with some fire-

proof material or by some heatproof method,

their expansion will be very much less than if

they are left naked to the action of the heat.

Thkkk were received in Boston during the

year 1880. 351.744.000 feet of lumber in all. Of

this quantity about 209,400,000 feet was received

by rail, 41.000.000 by sailing vessels from the

south, 1,500,000 by southern steamers, about

100.000.000 by water from Maine and the British

provinces.
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TIMBEE SLIDE COMPANIES.

The following Bill has been introduced in

the Ontario Legislature by Attorney-General

Mowat :—

1. This Act. may be cited as "The Timber

Slide Companies Act of 1881."

2. In case the Lieutenant-Governor in Council

thinks fit, he may confer upon any company

which has heretofore been, or shall be hereafter

incorporated, under the Ontario Joint Stock

Companies Letters Patent Act, for the purpose

of acquiring or constructing and maintaining

any dam, slide, pier, boom, or other work, nec-

essary to facilitate the transmission of timber

down any river or stream in this Province, or

for the purpose of blasting rocks or dredging, or

removing shoals or other impediments, or of

otherwise improving the navigation of any such

I river or stream for the said purpose, the powers

|

authorized by the Revised Statute respecting

Joint Stock Companies, for the construction of

works to facilitate the transmission of Timber

down Rivers and Streams, being chapter one

hundred and fifty three of the Revised Statutes.

3. Every company shall thereupon become

i subject to all the provisions of the said Revised

: Statute as amended by this Act, and to the pro-

!
visions of this Act.

4. The letters patent conferring the powers

authorized by this Act shall not be issued to

I

any company until proof has been furnished that

one-half of the proposed capital has been sub-

scribed in good faith, and that at least ten per

centum thereof (or five per centum of the whole

capital) has been paid in to the credit of trustees

for the company, and remains at their credit in

some one or more of the chartered banks of this

Province.

5. The applicants for a charter shall, with their

application, transmit to the Provincial Secretary

a report to be laid before the Commissioner of

Public Works, in case the Provincial Secretary

or other officer charged by the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor in Council with the duty of reporting

thereon shall deem that the other requirements

preliminary to the issue of the charter have

been duly complied with, and shall also cause a

copy of such report to be laid before the munici-

pal council of the county in which such works

are proposed to be situated ; or if the works are

situate in more than one county, then before the

municipal councils of the counties in or on the

boundaries of which such works are proposed to

be situated ; or if such proposed works are in

unsurveyed lands not contained within the

bounds of any incorporated county, then before

the Commissioner of Public Works alone.

6. The Lieutenant-Governor may, in the

Letters Patent, state a rate of dividend, not ex-

ceeding fifteen per centum, which the directors

shall be at liberty to pay to the shareholders, if

the revenues of the Company otherwise justify

such payment, and in such case the Commis-

sioner of Public Works, shall, in considering

the tolls to be allowed, have regard to such rate,

but no such rate shall be so fixed for a longer

period than ten years.

7. The existence of any company incorporated

under this Act may be limited to such a term of

years as is fixed by the Letters Patent.

8. The notice of application in the Gazette

need not state the objects of the company with

the same detail as is required in the report, but

shall give such a description thereof as will

reasonably inform the public of the works to be

undertaken.

9. The report shall contain :—

(1) A detailed description of the works to be

undertaken, and an estimate of their cost

;

(2) An estimate from the best available sources

of the quantity of different kinds of timber ex-

pected to come down the river or stream yearly

after the works have been completed ; and

(3) A schedule of the tolls proposed to be

collected.

1 0. Thirtydays afterthe said report has been laid

before the municipal council, or councils, as the

case may be, the Commissioner of Public Works

shall consider the said report, and in case he

approves of the proposed work, he shall report

such approval to the Lieutenant-Governor who

may thereuTjon direct the issue of a charter.

1L Every such company may make by-laws,

and from time to time alter and amend the same,

for the purpose of regulating the safe and order-

ly transmission of timber over or through the

works of the company, and the navigation there-

with connected.

12. Copies of the proposed by-laws shall be

annexed to the reports required to be made by

the company by the fifth section of this Act,

and such proposed by-laws with such variations

as are made therein by the Commissioner of

Public Works at any time before the issue of

the Letters Patent, shall, upon issue of such

Letters Patent, become the by-laws of the com-

pany without further action or adoption by the

company, and copies of all new by-laws, and of

all amended by-laws, with reference to the said

subjects, shall be annexed to the annual report

required by the twenty-seventh section of the

said Revised Statute.

13. No such new by-law, or amended by-

law, shall have any force until one month after

it has been included in such report ; but if at

the end of one month such by-law has not been

disallowed as it may be by the Commissioner of

Public Works, it shall have full force and be

binding upon the oompany, and upon all per-

sons using the works, unless the Commissioner

in the meantime shall have under his hand en

larged the time for considering the same.

14. No such by-law shall impose any penalties,

or shall contain anything contrary to the true

meaning and intention of the said Revised

Statute, chapter one hundred and fifty-three, of

this Act.
15. No such company shall construct any such

works over or upon or otherwise interfere with

or injure any private property, or the property

of the Crown, without first having obtained the

consent of the owner, or occupier thereof, or of

the Crown, except as hereinafter provided.

16. No such company shall be formed under

the provisions of this Act to improve any river

or stream, for the improvement of which any

other company has been formed either under

this Act, or any other Act of the Legislature,

or upon which there is constructed any pro

vincial work, without the consent of such other

company or of the Lieutenant-Governor

Council respectively, which consent shall be

formally expressed in writing, and shall be filed

in the office of the Provincial Secretary

17. In all cases where a shareholder has not

paid ten per centum on the share or shares held

by him, but some other party pays the same on

his behalf, the party so paying may recover the

amount as a debt, in any competent court, al-

though not previously authorized to pay the

money on behalf of such shareholder.

18. Upon the expiration of the period limited

for the existence of the company, if any such

period is limited by the Letters Patent, all the

dams, slides, piers, booms and other works con-

structed by the company, for the transmission

of timber down any river or stream, or for the

improvement of the navigation of such river or

stream, shall become the property of Her

Majesty for the public uses of the Province, and

the said company, or the shareholders thereof

shall have no right to receive any compensation

therefor.

19. Notwithstanding the expiration of the

said period, the said company shall continue to

exist for the purpose of taking such proceedings

as may be requisite for getting in its assets,

winding up and settling its affairs, and distribut-

ing amongst its shareholders the capital stock or

accumulated sinking fund of the said company,

and the said company may, for the purposes

aforesaid, sue and be sued as if the period of its

corporate existence had not expired ; but after

such period the words "in liquidation" shall be

added to the name of the company, and shall be

a part of such name.

20. No distribution of capital shall be made

under the next preceding section until three

years after the expiration of the said period

limited as aforesaid for the existence of the said

company, but this shall not prevent the distri-

bution amongst the shareholders of the annual

profits received from investments, and*fter the

said period the fifty-seventh section of the said

Joint Stock Companies' Letters Patent Act

shall not apply to the company.

21. The fifty -seventh section of the said Re-

vised Statute, chapter one hundred and fifty-

three, is hereby amended by inserting after the

word "works," in the eleventh line thereof, the

following words:—"and running, driving,

booming, towing, sorting, and rafting logs and

other timber, and providing an equal annual

sinking fund, which, invested at six percentum,

hall be sufficient to r
.ay back to the ibawbold-

ers the amount of their paid-up stock at the end

of the time limited for the existence of the com-

pany," and by substituting "fifteen dollars" for

ten dollars" where these words occur in the

thirteenth, seventeenth, and nineteen lines of

the said section.

22 The seventy-second section of , the sai-i

Revised Statute is hereby amended by **#taa%

after the words " undertaken by them ' the

following words :-" and mentioned in the re-

port required prior to the incorporation of the

company j" and by inserting after the word

situate," in the ninth line thereof, the follow-

ing words:—"or by the Commissioner of Public

Works."
.

23. The seventy -third section of the said Re-

vised Statute is hereby amended by inserting

after the word "damage," in the thirteenth line

thereof, the following words :-" incurred after

the time limited for the existence of the com-

pany has expired, or."

24. The seventy-fifth section of the said Re-

vised Statute is amended by adding at the end

thereof the following words :—" and in settling

the amount to be paid to the company for such

works, the amount of the sinking fund accumu-

lated at the time of such valuation towards the

payment of the capital stock shall be deducted

therefrom."

25. Where a company heretofore incorporated

under the said Revised Statute, chapter one

hundred and fifty-three, or under the Consoli-

dated Statute of Canada, chapter sixty -eight,

applies for the issue of letters patent under

section sixty-five or section sixty-six of the On-

tario Joint Stock Companies' Letters Patent

Act, the Lieutenant-Governor may, by the let-

ters patent, confer upon the said company any

of the powers authorized by this Act, and may

by such letters patent limit the term of exist-

ence of the said company, and every such com-

pany obtaining letters patent as aforesaid, shall

be subject to the provisions of the said Revised

Statute, chapter one hundred and fifty-three, as

amended by this Act, and to the provisions of

this Act.

20. The Lieutenant-Governor may by Sup-

plementary Letters Patent extend the term of

existence of any company incorporated for a

limited period under this Act, for such a num-

ber of years, as by order in Council made pre-

vious to the expiry of such period he may direct,

and the provisions of this Act having regard to

the expiration of the term of existence of a

company shall thereupon apply to such term as

so extended.

27. Sections—and—of this Act, shall not apply

to any company heretofore incorporated, unless

and until such company becomes re-incorporat-

ed under the said sbcty-fifth section of the On-

tario Joint Stock Companies' Letters Patent

Act.

28. The first twenty-six sections, and also

sections numbered from twenty-nine to forty

inclusive, of the said Revised Statute respect-

ing Joint Stock Companies for the construction

of works to facilitate the transmission of timber

down rivers and streams, are hereby repealed,

heretofore incorporated
except a*.t/< companies

under the said Act.

OAK.

exchan»'«'.

TAMAKACK
Experience has shown, *a\> an

that in breaking up old steam boat*, the w.fter

tamarack wood will cling to the iron fastenim'

with more tenacity than will the harder oak. If

we endeavor to separate the two, we find it

easier to drift the iron from the oaken frame

than the tamarack knees. When a bolt w

driven into hard timber, like oak, the ela*ti'.

compression of the wood is not nearly M great

as in more spongy timber, and where the latter

endeavoring to assume it« normal condition,

hugs the iron more closely, the former retain*

its compression, and it is no extraordinary

occurrence that for a time the lx.lt is compara-

tively lose in the hole. With oxidization of the

iron, however, the bolt becomes cemented in the -

wood and is firm, the acid juices of the oak

often eating away the iron, when it requires BO

great strain from the wrenching which a ship

will get in a seaway to cause the rust shell to

give way and the bolt to draw. When a bolt i*

driven through a tamarack knee into a ship '•

frame of oak, we expect the bolt to draw first

from the oak, and if we desire to use the knee

again, would consider ourselves fortunate if

we could draw the bolt from it. If we did

succeed, we should expect to find the bolt in the

knee comparatively sound, while that in the oak

was badly corroded. The same principle is seen

in the driving of piles, which will hold better in

quicksand than in clay, the loose soil accommo-

dating itself to an easy driving, but cWint:

about the stick with a suction

wholly prevents its withdrawal.

which almost

NEW USE FOR SAWDUST.

The Lumberman says : We have been sh'.wn

a model of a car wheel consisting of an iron inn

of seven inches outward diameter by one-half

inch thick, fitted with a well-proportioned hub,

the space between the hub and rim filled with

pine sawdust, pressed in so solidly that we arc

ready to believe the assertion that resting the

iron rim upon bearings, a pressure equal to 23

tons applied to the hub failed to develop as-

signs of weakness. We hesitate in these day-

of progress to assert that anything is impossible,

and we begin to think that even sawdust

possesses elements of value hitherto unsusjxsct-

ed, and that the day may come when the filled

grounds adjacent to all sawmills may be seen to

have a great value in the mechanical develop-

ment and utilization of the now useless debri*

placed upon them to get it out of the way.

Sawdust car wheels, sawdust brick, sawdust,

fence posts, railroad ties, and even sawdust

window and door frames, wainscoting and

mouldings, begin to appear among the possibili-

ties of the immediate future.

MIDLAND LUMBER SUPPLY.

The following is the stock on hand of lumber

and the estimated cut of 1881 in the district

served by the Midland Railway :—

Manufacturer. Place. Stockonhand. Cut of 1881. Total.

British Canadian Lumbering & Timber Co.Midland

Chew Brothers Midland

Powers Victoria Harbor.

McDermott Victoria Harbor

Christie Sturgeon Bay ..

.

Tanner Sturgeon Bay...

Georgian Bay Lumber Co Waubaushene. .

.

Small mills at > Fesserton

Small mills at Coldwater

Small mills at Alma

Small mills at Satterthwaite.

.

Small mills at Uthoff

Small mills at Orillia

Small mills at Brechin

Small mills, at Lindsay

R. C. Smith Fenelon Falls..

Green & Ellis Fenelon Falls.

.

M. Boyd Bobcaygeon....

Billiard
Peterborough .

Hazlitt Peterborough .

Sherin Peterborough .

Irwin & Boyd Peterborough .

J. Z. Rogers Peterborough .

Ross & Co Lakefield

Bigelow & Trounce Port PerT

fi.750,000

7,000,000

753,000

5,000,000

21,250,000 28,000,000

5,000,000, 5,000,000

12,000,000 19,000,000

,
1,000,000 1,000,000

. 3,000,000 3,750,000

. 1,000,000 1,000,000

. 26,000,000 31,000,000

. 2,500,0001 2,500,000

. 1,000,000 1,000,000

. 1,500,000 1,500,006

. 1,750,000, 1,750,000

750,000 1
750,000

. 4,000,000 4,000,000

500,000j 500,000

. 3,000,000 3,000,000

10,000,000

. 3,500,000

1,000,000

500,000

5,000,000] 10,000,000

1,000,000 4,000,000

4,500,000

S,500,000

300,000

11,000,000

4,000,000

, 15,000,000

, 5,000,000

10.000,000

, 3,000,000

2,600,000:,

5,500,000

3,000,000

ll,500,00ol 20,000,000

1,600,000 1,800,000

6,000,0001 6,000,000

6,000,000 8,600,000

42,900,000 145,250,000| 185,150,000
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ALBANY INSPECTION.

This was originally divided into five qualities,

viz. : Clear, Fourths, Box or Selects, Common
and Culls, Clear, or Three Uppers, was sub-

divided into three grades : First, Second, and
Third.

First Grade.—A First Clear board shall be

perfect in all respects, free from wane, knot,

rot, shake or check, not less than twelve feet

long and eight inches wide, (in any case) unless

a very wide and thick piece, when a minimum
length of ten feet may be allowed.

Second Grade.—Not less than twelve feet in

length, unless very wide and thick with not

more than two defects, i. e., two sound knots

which could be covered by a York shilling

(dime), or sap equal to one inch on one side, or

one knot and one sap ; not less than ten inches

wide, well manufactured, and free from rot,

shake or check.

Third Grade.—Not less than twelve feet long,

unless very wide and thick, and ten inches

wide, free from rot, shake or check, when three

defects might be allowed ; either three knots

which a York shilling would cover, or two saps

an inch wide, with one small knot. If very

wide, the defects might be allowed slightly to

increase, but not so as to injure the general

character of the piece. These three grades are

included in one and designated Clear or Good.

Fourths.—Not less than twelve feet long and

twelve inches wide, with not exceeding four de-

fects at that width, viz. : if free from sap, four

sound knots on the heart side, not larger than a

dime ; if free from knots, two saps which must

not exceed two inches on each edge, and must

be bright. At the minimum width, one face

must be perfect ; with increasing width latitude

may be allowed to the extent of the sap.

Select Box*—Not less than twelve feet in

length and eight inches in width in any case.

Must, if narrow, have one perfect face, and may
have small knots, not exceeding five, in a width

of fourteen inches or more. Sap may meet on

one end for not more than one-fifth the length,

or two saps may be allowed on sap side, but

must have at least three inches of heartwood

between
;
sap must be bright ; must be free

from rot, shakes and checks.

Box or Common.—All sound lumber free from

loose knots, shaky hearts, rot, shake and worm
holes, which is below the grades before named

shall be classed as Box or Common.
Pickings.—A grade of common which in its

general character will dress one side clear, or

has no great number of small knots, but is suit-

able for finishing lumber. (A mighty good fine

common, but indifferent select.)

Culls.—Will not hold water, shaky, rotten,

coarse knots, black and mouldy sap. If very

rotten, embracing more than one-eighth of the

board, it becomes a scoot, refuse or mill cull.

Market culls must be good enough to make hog

pens, board fences or roof boards.

Scoots, Refuse or Mill Culls.—Lumber that is

not worth removing from the mill, and is fit

only to be burned.

*In the early days of the trade, the grade Select was

known as Box, while Sound Common was known as

Merchantable.

Remarkable Locomotive Explosion.

On the night of the 23rd of January 1881, a

freight engine on the Philadelphia and Reading

road was sent out from Palo Alto, Pa., to

bring in a train of loaded coal cars from a siding.

An hour later the engine was found a mile be-

yond the siding with all the crew—engineer,

conductor, and two brakemen—dead and ter-

ribly mutilated. The boiler had exploded, tear-

ing the engine to pieces and killing all the men

As the explosion occurred in a very lonely place

and all the men were killed, no details are

known.

—

Railway Gazette.

Wood Freights.

Tho London Shipping and Mercantile Gazette,

of February 24th, says : Threo Rivers to Liver-

pool, 65s.; Quebec to London, G2s. (id.; Shediac

or Miramichi to direct United Kingdom or

French Atlantic port, (10s.
;
Saguenay or Mills,

River St. Lawrence, to direct port United

Kingdom, 57s. 6d. ; Richibucto to direct port

W. C, 02s. 6d. ; Nova Scotia ports to direct

W. C. port, 57s. Cd. A sailing ship has been

chartered in the Mersey to load timber at

Quebec for Limerick at 2(!s.
,

LIVERPOOL.
Though our business has continued quiet,

there has been a visible increase in the quantity

of orders in the market, though they have been

more numerous than large. Of course there is

nothing doing in the mining districts, where all

trade is standing still, and is likely to continue

so until the disputes between tho miners and

the proprietors are settled. This, however,

does not appear near at hand, and the whole

district is in a more or less disturbed state ; and

so long as this condition lasts there is little

chance of any business being done in this

quarter. This will materially affect the Nor-

wegian pitwood trade, and should act as a

check upon the exporters, seeing that it is by no

means unlikely that the strike will extend far

beyond its present boundaries.

Producers of Norwegian goods are apparently

ready sellers, especially of flooring, which is

being pressed upon the market at lower prices

than those current last year, but buyers are

somewhat reticent in making purchases, after

the experience of last year, when contracts were

made early in the season at good prices, and

other cargoes were subsequently shipped upon
the open market, to find a purchaser at any

price. The season of import for New Bruns-

wick deals, etc., is now about over, and prices

have dropped until they cannot be expected to

go lower, as all the yarded stock of the port has

been imported at higher rates than those now
current. At the same time producers abroad

must be prepared to suffer a still further reduc-

tion if they persist, in the face of the large

stocks here and in other ports, in getting out

large quantities of logs for deal-cntting.

There is little doubt that at the present time

the stocks of deals in tho shipping ports of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia are moderate, but

that fact should have very little weight with

shippers when they fully appreciate the fact

that tho stocks are heavy here, and must be

worked down considerably before they can hope

to get paying prices again.

Freights will, in all probability, rule low for

the opening of the navigation, both for the deal-

producing ports and Quebec. For the latter we
hear that about 24s. is the prevailing idea, as

the rate offering to Liverpool ; this will leave

little, if any, margin of profit to the shipowner.

The common qualities of yellow pine timber,

say from good fair average and downwards, are

becoming year by year much less^valuable than

they were formerly, owing to the competition

they meet with in pitch pine, as the latter can

be obtained, not only of longer lengths and

better sizes, even in sawn timber, but, what is

now-a-days of greater importance, at a much
lower rate than is asked for the Canadian

production.

A largo proportion of the stock on hand con-

sists of this description, and it appears most

difficult to sell. We cannot help thinking that

tho Canadians are putting far too high a value

upon their productions, especially for the

medium and lower qualities of pine timber and

deals, and in fact of nearly all their timber,

when not of really first-class quality.

LIVERPOOL TIMBER SALES,

On the 11th Feb. Messrs. Alfred Dobell &
Co. offered a cargo of Norway spars, poles,

etc., which realized fair prices, viz.:

—

Masts, in. diameter, l'2d. per cubic foot.

Spars, 4 to 6 in. diameter, ljd. to l^d. per lineal ft.

Poles, 30 ft. long and upwards, l§d. per lineal ft.

" 2!) ft. and under, Id. per lineal ft.

On the same day Messrs Duncan, Fwing &
Co., sold a parcel of 724 logs St. John birch

timber, as undor :—
131 to 14J in., Hid. per ft.

14J " 15 " 14jd. "

15 " 15J " 14Jd.
"

16 " U>1 " 151d. "

174 " 18 " IGJd. to lSd. per ft.

18 " IS* " l".Jd. " ISM. "

19 " 20 " 19d " 23jd. "

Maple, plain, lfild. per ft.

Ash, " ISi'd.
"

The Advantages of Sawdust as a Filtering

Material.

On the 27th ult. Mr. Henry Chapman read a

paper before the Institution of Mechanical En-
gineers on the Farquhar Filtering Apparatus, in

the course of which he remarked that, in addi-

tion to water and sewage, this automatic self-

cleansing process may be expected to effect a

revolution in all kinds of filtration, and will

prove of great benefit to sugar-makers, distillers,

brewers, vinegar-makors, and others who require

pure, rapid, continuous, and economic filtration.

It entirely supersedes and dispenses with the

use of cloths or bags, which entail a considerable

annual outlay, and which do not produce an

average pure filtration. For brewers and distil-

lers it would be specially useful in filtering the

refuse, which at present contains a very large

amount of good liquid that is practically wasted

owing to the inability of any existing system to

filter it continuously.

Taking bulk for bulk it has been found that the

following great advantages are in favour of saw-

dust and against sand, &c. :

—

1. It is a cheaper commodity.

2. Its cost of conveyance is not a serious item

as it is with sand.

3. Much less manual labour is required in

washing sawdust, chiefly on account of its light-

ness and portability,

4. It produces far purer filtration, because the

grains of sawdust, when saturated, pack closely

together, and the greater the pressure employed

the tighter the grains become knit together,

which cannot take place with sand.

5. More than three times the volume of liquid

is filtered in a given time through sawdust than

through the same bulk of fine sand by this pro-

cess. The reason is that the solid impurities are

arrested immediately on the top surface of the

sawdust, and are therefore instantly removed by

the cutter, so that rapid and continuous filtra-

tion ensues ; whereas with sand the impurities

always penetrate some distance below the top

surface, owing to the impossibility of making
grains of sand pack close enough together, even

under great pressure. In fact, the grains of

sawdust tightly overclap each other under pres-

sure being thus equivalent to a number of press-

ed layers of fine cloths or blotting paper, and
the sawdust bed is thus impervious to anything

but pure liquid.

The question naturally arises whether sawdust

imparts any flavour to tho filtered liquid, which

with sugar, &c, might be a disadvantage. The
answer is that, after the liquid with which the

sawdust has been saturated previous to filtration

has been expelled, no flavour from the sawdust

can be detected in the filtered liquid. Thereason

is that the liquid with which the sawdust was

saturated is thoroughly absorbed into the loose

grains of the sawdust like a sj>onge, and that the

whole of this liquid is, under pressure, squeezed

out of the grains, carrying with it the greater

part of the flavour in the sawdust. The sawdust

being then in a compressed state, the filtered

liquid is prevented from entering into the inter-

ior of the grains, and in its rapid passage between

the grains it does not carry with it any flavour

therefrom.

In all cases the sawdust must be saturated

with some clear liquid prior to making the filter-

bed, in order to create capillary attraction equal-

ly in all directions, so that the filtered liquid

shall flow equally through the whole of the

bed.

Repeated tests have been made to ascertain if

tho liquid to be filtered drives before it the whole

of the liquid used in the saturation of the bed

prior to filtration. This has always been proved

to be the case, by the following test. The

amount of water used in saturating the bed has

been carefully measured. So soon as this quan-

tity had been extracted, and not till then, did

the filtered sewage, or sugar juice, &c, pass out

of the machine.

Experiment with tinte Tost*.

Fourteen years ago a Mr. Sterling, of Monroe,

Michigan, placed two gate posts of white oak in

front of his residence. When they were set he

bored into the top of each with an inch and a

half auger a hole three inches deep, filled it

with common salt, tightly plugged it, and cop-

pered tho posts. Having occasion recently to

change the location of the posts, he found them
as BOtUtdi from top to bottom as the day they

were planted.

Exhausting the Pine Forests.

The Chicago Lumbermen's Exchange held its

annual meeting in that city on Monday, March
7th. The President's address contains the

startling statement that it will take only twenty

years to exhaust the great pine forests of tho

country if the present rate of depletion con-

tinues. The receipts of lumber of all kinds at

this port.last year were l,5ti4,CK)0,000 feet

MIDWINTER MALARIA.
The last number of the Scientific American I

contains the following sensible sanitary advice
which should be read by all classes :

—

From some cause or combination of cau>*»

the present winter has been remarkable for a
widely extended and marked increase in di|A-

theria and scarlet fever, which have invaded
homes in which the highest attainable skill has
been exercised and the most approved appli-

ances have been employed to render them as

healthy as possible. In some cases the imme-
diate causes of these disorders are undiscover-

able, but in the light of sanitary science the
class of agents which either initiate or greatly

increase the virulence of the-'; complaints is no
longer problematical. Decaying organic mat-
ters, more particularly animal excretions, give

rise to a subtle blood poison, which, though it

yet evades chemical analysis, is now conceded
on all hands to be a positive deadly fact. When
this [joison invades a dwelling, no matter
whether from exterior or interior sources, in

sufficient quantity, the lives of the inmates are

jeopardized as positively as though they were
compelled to breathe a mephitic gas. The effect

may not be so prompt or fatal, but the danger is

a fact no longer disputed by any intelligent

physician.

It is, therefore, not sufficient to guard against

interior sources of diseases ; the peril may Ije in

a neighbor's house or outbuildings, in the eman-
ations of a compost heap or a filthy street or

hidden cess'iool, which if they find an avenue

may enter sleeping apartments, find a nidus in

clothing, carj>ets, and draper}*, and bring in

their train the swift destruction of all that is

most cherished.

A case in point has occurred in a neighboring

village. Five cases of diphtheria appeared in a
household where the utmost care had been taken
with the plumbing. The obvious inference wag
that the causes of the complaint were exterior

to the dwelling. It was found that the mouth
of the air-box through which exterior air enter-

ed to supply the heating furnaces was on a level

with the top of a cemented pit on the adjoining

premises, in which accumulations of kitchen re-

fuse, animal, vegetable and barn manure were
promiscuously stored and allowed to rot for

fertilizing purposes. The foul air from thisjiit

was drawn into the house through this one
avenue, and the poisoning of its unfortunate

inhabitants, four of whom died in quick succes-

sion, was the result. It seems that disease may
prevade a house with deadly result where the
cause is least suspected ; it therefore devolves
upon every housekeeper, whether resident of the

city, village, or on a farm, to be constantly

watchful, not only of his own, but also of his

neighbor's premises, that none of the obvious

causes of disease be permitted.

N< « u. iimd .,r bUaj in- \»<.od.

A new method of inlaying wood has been con-

trived by a furniture manufacturing house, the

process of which is as follows :—A veneer of the

same wood as that of which the design to be
inlaid consist*—say sycamore—is glued entirely

over the surface of any hard wood, such as

American walnut, and allowed to dry thorough-

ly. The design is then cut out of a zinc plate

about one-twentieth of an inch in thickness,

and placed upon the veneer. The whole is now
subjected to the action of steam, and made to

travel between two powerful cast-iron rollers of

8 inches in diameter, by 2 feet long, two above
and two below, which may be brought within

any distance of each other by screws. The
enormous pressure to which the zinc plate is

subjected forces it completely into the veneer,

and the veneer into the solid wood beneath it
while the zinc curls up out of the matrix it has

thus formed, and comes away easily. All that

now remains to be done is to plane down the

veneer left untouched by the zinc until a thin

shaving is taken off the portion forced into the

walnut, when, the surface being perfectly

smooth, the operation will be completed. It

might be supposed that the result of this forcible

compression of the two woods would leave a

ragged edge, but this is not the case, the joint

being so singularly perfect as to be inappreciable

to the touch : indeed, the inlaid wood fits more
accurately than by the process of fitting, match-

ing, and filling up with glue, as is practised in

the ordinary mode of inlaying.
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Canadian.

The outlook for building operations in Mont-

real during the coming summer is unusually

bright.

It is stated that thousands of tons of ore are

ready for shipment at Kingston as soon as navi-

gation opens.

On the 2nd inst., twenty-five men left Egan-

ville for up the Bonnechere, to work on Barnet

& Mackay's drive, when it commences.

The new mill about to be put in operation by

the Messrs. Gilmour, at Trenton, will give em-

ployment to aboirt 200 men, in addition to the

large force already employed by them.

The Augur shipping company of Montreal,

which already owns fifteen barges and two

steamers, suitable for the Ottawa lumber trade,

are negotiating for the purchase of two new

barges with a capacity of 250,000 feet each.

Mr. D. R. MacLeod, of Quebec, bought

recently the spruce deals to be cut at Mont-

morenci mills this year for Messrs. Bryant,

Powis & Bryant, who recently purchased the

pine deals referred to a few days since. Large

purchases have also been made by a Quebec

firm of spruce deals at Cap St. Ignace and river

Ouelle. The prices are not yet known, but are

understood to fully sustain recent quotations.

—

Industrial World.

Mr. W. J. Macaulay, formerly of Winnipeg,

is erecting a new saw-mill at Keewatin, near

that already erected by the Keewatin Lumber

Company. It will have a capacity of eight

million feet. By making a cut about 275 feet

in length from the Lake of the Woods across a

ridge to a pond, a head of 17 feet of water is

obtained. Mr. Macaulay had 75 men at work

in the woods this winter and will take out

about four million feet.

The Windsor Mail says :
—" We hear that a

stock company of about $200,000 capital is talk-

ed of in Windsor, for the purpose of manufac-

turing agricultural implements. As the sale of

these goods is large, and.always on the increase,

we have no doubt of the success of the under-

taking. We have heard it stated that at least

S150,000 worth of agricultural implements have

been sold in nova Scotia in one year, and there

is no reason why such a large amount of money

should not remain in the province. We look

anxiously for further developments."

The Perth Expositor says :—B. Caldwell &
Son will cut 100,000 feet of square timber in the

township of Canonto, Frontenac county, to be

sent down the Madawaska. They did not cut

last season. Hilliard & Dickson, of the same

locality, will take out about the same amount

B. Caldwell & Son will cut 400,000 feet of square

timber, to 150,000 last season. The yield of

sawn lumber on the Mississippi will be from

twenty to twenty-five million feet, about the

same quantity as last season. On the Clyde, in

Levant township, county of Lanark, B. Cald-

well & Son will cut about 200,000 square feet of

timber.

American.

Experienced lumbermen concede, says the

Lumberman's Gazette, that this winter's log cut

in Wisconsin will not exceed that of last season.

A steam mill, 40x128 feet, containing, besides

other machinery, a rotary, for long timber, and

eight shingle mills, is nearly completed at Van
Buren, Me.

Lumber rates from Stevens' Point are

follows : To Missouri river points, $78.20 ; to

East St. Louis, 801.20; to St. Paul and

Minneapolis, $36.00; to Milwaukee, $29.00.

This is per car load of 24,000 pounds.

The Stillwater (Minn.) Gazette says : It

claimed on good authority that the lumber orop

for the present year will not be as large in pro

l>ortion to the number of men employed as was

that of last season. The reason is said to be too

much dry snow, which makes hauling hard.

Five new glass works were started in Ohio

last year, and several more will be added this

year. The latest official statistics give 19 firms

engaged in glass manufacture, with 32 furnaces,

having 21*2 pots, and employing 2,032 men. In

the production of window glass there are em-

ployed seven furnaces with 66 pots ; flint glass,

19 furnaces with 199 pots
;
green glass, four fur-

nace* with 27 pots.

The Clearfield (Penn.) County Times is moved
to say : That there will be more timber put into

the river, and if possible ;;„t to market, this

season than for several years, is now disputed.

The indications now are that the demand will

be up to the supply, at least so far as the pro-

duct of this region goes. The present outlook has

ample time to change, however, during the next

60 days, and lumbermen who fail to get down
on the first floods may get caught in a reduction

of price caused by a glut in the lumber market.

The value of Erie canal tonnage last year was

$200,000,000. The wheat acreage of the west,

which principally made this business, was more

than 2,500,000 acres more than in 1879, and a

like increase of acreage is expected this year.

Although the paid tolls on the canal of $113,000

a year were abolished, the toll receipts have

leaped up to nearly $300,000. The cost of keep-

ing up the canal is nearly $900,000, and the

revenues last year were $1,200,000, making a

surplus of over $300,000. Before the State of

New York discriminated in favor of the canals

their business had run down 600,000 tons in

twelve months ; and since that liberalizing of

rates the canals do 2,000,000 tons more business,

and there has been a consequent lowering of tolls

on the railroads. The Erie canal is almost the

only corrective agency of high grain freights

from the west.

—

American Exchange.

The Bangor (Me.) Commercial gives place to

the following : Last fall, when lumber was

bringing a good price, it was thought that with

the coming winter there would be a general

•ush for the woods, and that every man who
could haul a log on the rollway would do so.

Others predicted that in consequence of the im-

mense cut, lumber would sell at ruinous prices

in the spring, and many of the operators would

suffer financially. This may be partially true

as regards the Penobscot, but on the Upper St

John it is wide of the mark, for it is estimated

that the amount of logs cut on the Aroostook

Tobique and the small streams in their vicinity

will not exceed 25,000,000 feet. Then, again, it

is a poor way to figure the supply at market

next year from the cut in the woods, for the

drives may be hung up, as they often have been

and possibly, leave a not over large supply

available.

British.

The deliveries at the Surrey Commercial

Docks were very heavy last week, consisting of

no less than 5,249 standards of sawn wood and

73,800 feet of timber, as against 4,165 standards

and 38,200 feet respectively during the corres

ponding week of last year. The total quantity

however, for the five weeks is still very much
below the figures of 1880.

The importation last year into the United

Kingdom, without taking into account staves or

mahogany, consisted of 310,338,900 cubic ft. of

hewn and sawn wood, or nearly 3,725,000,000

super ft. To form an idea of this stupendous

quantity, it may be mentioned that there would

be a sufficient number of blocks 1 ft. cube

placed end to end, to stretch a girdle twice

round the earth, and leave almost a sufficient

number over to extend through the centre of it

Liverpool seems to have been very much over

charged with imported wood towards the end of

last season. Messrs. Coltart & Co. placed the

excess at 45 per cent, over the previous year,

but Messrs. Farnworth & Co. reckon it to be 53

per cent, in their circular of 31st January

noticed in our last, and state that the stock on

hand is greater now by 13 per cent, than the

average of the last seven years.

The sum of the whole matter is that the pros

pects of trade are very good, but the timber

market is in that kind of sensitive state which

would be likely to render speculative importa

tion a very risky experiment. Things may go

down, but there is at present no indication of

rise.

Quotations are being made, it is said, for

Quebec yellow pine at £17 10s. for 1st, £11 10s,

for 2nd, and £6 for 3rd, per Petersburg standard

free on board. For spruce, St. John and

Miramichi shipment, £4 10s. is, we believe

asked ; while for Riga goods the figures are put

down at £7 for full 11 in. crown, although

little time back £7 5s. was asked, and for 3x9

and 3x10^ to 11 £6 10s. to£6.15s. free on board
—Timber Trades Journal.

BRITISH AND AMERICAN TRADE WITH
CANADA.

The trade and navigation returns for the

Dominion of Canada, which wen; made up for

the past fiscal year and laid on the table of the

House of Commons at Ottawa on the 27th of

anuary last, are quite as favorable as our own,

and show an increasing trade with the mother

country, in comparison of that with other

nations, which it is very pleasant to see.

Our friends out there are fond of exciting our

apprehensions by threatening to let the United

States have all their timber (more than half,

they generally tell us, is already set apart for

them), if we do not relax our purse-strings and

ay better prices than we are accustomed to do

for their staple articles of wood traffic, pine and

spruce, which have been getting very scarce (on

paper) for the past ten years, but in reality

louring into this country faster and at a

cheaper rate the last year or two than ever

before.

But in point of fact these returns reveal to us

by the test of figures that the United States, so

far from superseding the British demand by

their requirements from Canada, do not by any

means keep pace with us. It was easily proved

from the Custom House returns of the entries

and clearances at Quebec, Montreal, and the

aguenay, that the deliveries by sea to the

United States ports bore no sort of comparison

to those for the United Kingdom, but there was
always the traffic across the river and by the

lakes to fill the imagination of buyers on this

side of the Atlantic with untold millions of

loads making their exit from the Dominion by

routes of which the ports of entry on the St.

Lawrence took no note. But the trade returns

of a country grasp the statistics of the business

done at every outlet or inlet of the Dominion,

and by those now before us we are enabled to

compare the respective values of their American
and their British trade, as they really stand, to

the people of Canada.

The total value of the exports of the Dominion
last year was only twice exceeded since its Con-

federation, and that was in the wildly specula-

tive years 1873 and 1874, when everybody

thought they were on. the high road to prosperity

because, whatever price goods sold for during

the first of those years, the buyer was willing to

contract for similar goods at some advance for

the year following ; such at least was the case

with the timber trade, till 1875 came and dis-

pelled the illusion.4«»However, not only has the

trade again resumed the activity of its best

days, but the exports last year from the

Dominion, for the first time in its history,

exceeded the value of the imports, which means
just this, that in a national point of view it is

taking more money than it is spending, and
therefore doing its trade at a good profit.

The amount of the excess over the imports

was $1,421,711, and over the goods entered for

consumption $1,612,910. The total receipts from
import and export duties collected at the Cus-

tom Houses were $14,138,849, and the aggregate

trade of the Dominion shows an increase in

business done with the United Kingdom over

that of the previous year (1879) $13,018,438, and
a decrease in that with the United States of

America $8,207,863, than which we require no
better evidence of the increasing importance to

Canada of its British trade in comparison with

that of the United States, the difference being

in favor of this country by nearly four and a

quarter millions sterling. These statistics are

worth recording for future reference as often as

we are admonished that the United States are

going to buy up all our Canadian timber, as

they are earnestly entreated to do in self-

defence by those writers who, while preaching

an impending timber famine, are not indisposed

to do a lively business with what remains of the

depleted forests, whose extinction, while they

predict, they appear so feelingly to lament.

After this, we can look without blinking at the

forebodings of the coming year ; and there is a

paragraph in the circular of Messrs. Guy
Bevan & Co., of St. John, N.B., and Mirainichi,

which bears immediately on the question. After

letting us know that the stock of spruce at St.

John is only 27,000,000 ft. super, as compared
with 79,000,000 the year before, we have the

following warning :

—

" The large and increasing demand for these

in the United State* i* likely V< prevent several

mill*, which have lately been cutting for the

English market, from doing w, any longer.'

This would be rather alarming if we had not

heard the name kind of rej<ort with alight varia-

tions Ijefore, but we require to be told a little

more before attaching much imj/ortauce V> the

«tock on hand at any dejx»t on the ofjenittg of

the season. Sweden taught u* a serious lesson

on this particular point of the trade la*t year.

They proved to us, and Englishmen going over

there to see for themselves, admitted to a certain

extent the evidence of it, that the stock* on
hand were much shorter than usual to begin the

season with, and to remove any exjiectation

that these small stocks were likely ti> be re-

plenished during the season they remorselessly

dried up their rivers in every direction, a* far

as it was possible for pens and ink to do it.

Nevertheless, we never had such a plentiful

supply from that country, which began earlier

and lasted longer than usual, but not without
water floatage, as apiiears to have been done
last year in Sweden. Our Chicago correspondent
add the following :

—

" The amount already banked probably ap-

proximates pretty closely to 50 per cent, of the
entire crop, or at least that part of it which it is

customary to put in during the winter. Sum-
mer operations have become so common now
that they are relied upon by many mill-owners

to make up any deficiency in their stock, or to

increase it if the development of the season

makes it desirable to saw more lumber than
they intended."

By this lit;le piece of information the eyes of

the importers at home should be pretty con-

siderably oi>ened. The year's supply is not, it

seems, governed in any way by the quantity of

stock on hand at the opening of the season.

That may be large or small as it suits the con-
venience of shippers to lay it in. Last year
during the winter great expectations were enter-

tained by shippers, and they bought up all the
stock they could in anticipation of a rise in

price at the fountain-head ; this year they are
not quite so sanguine, after tilling up to the
brim most of their European channels of de-
mand, and they wisely refrain from encumber-
ing themselves with heavy stocks, as there is no
apprehension of any scarcity, or any increase of
price. We now can fully comprehend the
situation. The stocks abroad at the shipping
ports are evidently proportioned to the expected
demand. The heavy supply in the interior,

like the paste restante, must wait till called for.—Timber Trades Journal.

Responsibility of Employers.

While a boy of 16 was at work upon a print-

ing press in the press room of a New Y . .rk

paper the press was unexpectedly started. The
boy sprang back from his perilous position, and
in so doing tipped over the bench he was stand-

ing on, causing him to fall against another press,

which caught his arm and injured it so as to
make it forever useless. He sued the proprietor
in the superior court and obtained a verdict for

$3,000 damages. The defence was that the ac-

cident was caused either by the negligence of

the plaintiff or of a fellow workmen, for which
the proprietor was not responsible. In charging
the jury, Judge Speir said that if the plaintiff

or a skilled fellow workman were negligent the
plaintiff could not recover damages ; but that

if the defendant employed persons not skilled

in their work and the accident occured ttuoogh
the negligence of one of such persons, the de-

fendant was responsible. An appeal was taken
from the judgment on the grounds that Judge
Speir erred in thus charging, and in permitting
the plaintiff to exhibit his mutilated arm to the
view of the jury, thus arousing their sympathy.
The general term has affirmed the judgment in

a long opinion written by Judge Freedman and
concurred in by Chief Justice Sedgwick.

The Green Bay Advocate says there has pro-

bably never been so large an amount of products
of our northern forests gotten out and shipped
in any winter before as this, particularly cedar

posts, railroad ties, and telegraph poles, large

quantities of which have been put on the track.

Much timber killed by fire has been utilized in

this way. There has also been a large amount
of cordwood and tan bark gotten out.
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CARELESS SAWING AND PILING-

Tn tho report of the Agricultural Commission

just issued, we find the following with reference

to the proper manufacture and piling of hard-

wood lumber :

—

" One of the greatest drawbacks to the hard-

wood timber business is the difficulty experi-

enced in getting the lumber properly manufac-

tured. While there are many mills distributed

throughout the Province, very few of the saw-

mill men seem to know, or if they do, don't care,

how they cut their lumber. In most cases they

will cut the logs through and through, thus

leaving the heart in the lumber and often one or

more inches of bark on one side, besides making

the boards of uneven thickness. When they

measure such lumber they do so on the wide

side, and make no allowance for heart lumber.

This is the source of great trouble to the pur-

chasers, as when properly measured there is a

great difference, even in a few thousand feet.

All hardwood lumber should be cut free from

hearts and shakes, and, when cutting, the logs

should be turned so as to make the lumber as

clear as possible, as a piece of good lumber,

either inch or thicker, six or eight inches wide,

is worth far more than one twice the width with

a heart or shake in the centre or on one edge ;

further, it should all be cut uniform in thickness

and parallel width, and also square edged.

Then, again, a great loss is occasioned by im-

proper piling of the lumber, as often good

lumber is completely spoiled and rendered

worthless from the way in which it is piled.

The piles should be started on firm foundations

laid north and south, as lumber piled in these

directions prevents the hot summer sun from

splitting the ends. Each length and thickness

should be piled separately, and, except in long

lengths, should only have two cross pieces ; in

lumber twelve to fourteen feet long, these

should be about nine feet apart. The pile

should have a slope of about six inches. This

can be done by placing the back stringer six

inches lower than the front. This fall causes

the fain to run off. The front piling strip

should be put across at the very end, or even a
little past the end, and each board or plank

should come a little forward of the one below it.

The piling strips should be over each other, or

rather a little in front. For instance, a pile

twenty feet high should overhang say two feet,

and a straight-edge put up on the front of the

pile should touch all the front cross pieces, and
not touch the ends of the lnmber. The lumber
should not be allowed to remain uncovered, but

should, as soon as piled, be covered with culls

or cheap lumber. The ends of the covering-

boards should extend over the front and rear,

and be tied down or have heavy pieces of timber

thrown on the top to keep the wind from blow-

ing them away. The piles should be finished as

quickly as possible.

If sawmill men would only attend to the

above instructions they would get from one to

three dollars per thousand feet more for their

lumber.

BRITISH TIMBER TRADE, 1880.

An exhaustive review of the trade for 1880 is

made by the London Timber Trades Journal of

January 22nd, from which the following in-

teresting particulars are compiled, attention

being directed mainly to American stock sold in

the various marts of the kingdom :

The total supply of foreign timber to the

United Kingdom, exclusive of staves and furni-

ture woods, for two years past was as follows,

with the countries furnishing it, a "load" being

50 cubic feet

:

mo. 1880.

Loads. Loads.

Norway and Sweden, hewn 430,653 658,881

Norway and Sweden, sawn 1,406,630 1,608,210

Russia, hewn 174,898 336,649

" sawn 723,609 1,060,608

Germany, hewn 200,911 277,579

British North America, hewn 194,431 360,622

" sawn 904,589 1,147,040

Other countries, hewn 369,322 486,146

" " sawn 218,584 271,055

Total 4,731,527 6,206,778

The total supply of 1874 was 6,252,641 loads ;

1875, 4,985,709 loads ; in 1876, 6,260,913 loads ;

in 1877, 6,665, 361 loads ; in 1878, 5,299,901

loads. Reduced to inch boards the superficial

measurement of the supply of 1880, would be

about 3,103,389,000 feet.

The importation from Canada to London last

year was : Yellow pine deals, 1,805,000 pieces ;

spruce deals 2,977,000 pieces
;
yellow pine tim-

ber 4,357 loads ; red pine 992 loads ; elm 1,991

loads ; ash 2,719 loads
;
hickory 311 loads ; ash

3,738 loads ; birch 8,617 loads.

As compared with the importation of 1879,

there was a decrease last year of 289,000 pieces

of pine deals and 345,000 pieces of spruce deals ;

there was an increase in yellow pine timber of

1,(503 loads, of oak 1,137, and of birch 5,357

loads.

In 1878 ' the tonnage employed in bringing

cargoes of timber, deals, and other wood goods

into Liverpool and Birkenhead was 373,000 tons

in 1879, 326,000 tons, and in 1880 about 485,000

tons, or an increase of 28 per cent, over 1878,

and 37 per cent, over 1879. Of this 485,000

tons, about 122,000 tons have been vessels en-

gaged in the Quebec and Montreal trade, 102,-

000 tons from St. John, N.B., 110,000 tons from

Nova Scotian ports, 96,000 tons from the Baltic

and White Sea, and 55,000 tons from the pitch

[line ports, and if we add the tonnage; of the

vessels bringing teak, greenheart, and mahog-

any, which have not been taken into account in

the above, the total may Vie set down in round

numbers at 500,000 tons.

The imports from Canada of yellow pine tim-

ber in 1880 were 47,800 logs, against 25,200 in

1879, and 25,100 in 1878, and from St. John,

N.B., and the Lower Gulf ports, 6,100 in 1880,

against 3,100 in 1879, and 3,100 in 1878. Of

pine deals, 1,660,000 pieces in 1880, against 1,-

064,000 pieces in 1879, and 1,001,000 pieces in

1878, show a very large increase in this descrip-

tion of goods, which appear to bo growing more

in favor year by year. The increase in the

quantity of deals from New Brunswiok and

other ports, chiefly spruce, is shown as follows :

In 1860, 6,289,000 pieces, against 4,735,000

pieces in 1879, and 5,89(5,000 pieces in 1N80,

which may be estimated as being 87,500 Peters-

burg standards in 1880, 65,700 in 1879, and 81,-

800 in 1878.

Canadian goods have not varied much in

prices during the past season, save pine deals,

which gave way to the extent of 10s. to 15s. per

standard during the first part of tho import

season, owing to the consignment of parcels of

low qualities and generally poor specifications,

but regular sizes and good qualities have

throughout the year been very steady. This

has also been the case with prime timber, but

fair average and common qualities have been

sold at prices under cost of importation.

The import of pitch pine has been, like most

other woods, in excess of last year, being about

59,000 logs, against 40,000 logs in 1879. But as

there has been throughout a very lively con-

sumption of this favorite timber, our stocks, as

will be seen from the table, are moderate.

Prices during the year have been high, and,

although they have slightly receded here lately,

the rates asked abroad are very firm.

Stock/or }'ear end'g
Dec. SI, Dec. SI,

1880, ft. 1879. ft.

Quebec square pine 869,000 534,000

waney board 303,000 301,000

St. John pine

21,000

23,000

Other ports pine

43,000

18,000

Pitch pine, hewn 394,000 273,000

sawn 200,000 204 ,000

" planks

37,000

13,000

Red pine

63,000

22,000

Pantzic, etc., fir 219,000 59,000

Sweden and Norway fir 4,000 7,000

Oak, Canadian 524,000 "14,000

" Baltic

37,000

1,500

Elm

43,000

35,000

Ash..

13,000

9,000

Birch 276,000 86,000

Greenheart

38,000

117,000

East India teak

77,000

93,500

Staiid'ds. Stand'ds.

Quebec pine and spruce deals 11,095 6,706

B. B. & N. S. spruce deals 30,641 21,592

" pine deals 1,856 2,224

Baltic deals 6,948 3,468

" boards 790 1,002

" flooring boards 2,330 2,091

The total tonnage employed in the conveyance

of wood goods to Clyde ports during the year

1880 has amounted to 184,000 tons ; from

British North America alone 123,000 tons

;

showing 5,000 tons more than the average of

the last ten years. From United States (pitch

pine), tonnage employed during 1880, 28,400

tons; India (teak), 13,200 tons; Mexico (ma-

hogany), 3,200 tons ; Baltic ports and Norway,

5,000 tons, etc. For the conveyance of wood to

Grangemouth, through which port thin market

is supplied with Baltic and Norwegian goods,

the tonnage employed during the past year

amounted to 99,968 tons. Of this total a small

proportion represents imports from Quebec and

Pensacola to Grangemouth.

During the year 1877 Quebec square yellow

pine was imported to the amount of 77,472

pieces, while the total of 1880 only reaches 36,-

787 pieces, with a consumption of 43,899 pieoes,

and in 1879 import 13,231 pieces, and con-

sumption 34,500 pieces. These figures show

that much of the consumption of the past two

years has been drawn from the unusually heavy

import of 1877. The stock now on hand seems

to be moderate. Birch timber shows a very

heavy import during last year, 9,676 pieces; and

the consumption 7,921 pieces. The stock on

hand at 31st December last is about equal to

that of 1878. The probability of a sparing im-

port for the current year should have a tendency

to improve prices.

There has been a marked increase in the im-

port and consumption of pitch pine, a total of

96,694 logs being the import of 1880, and 71,-

465 logs the amount of consumption, as con-

trasted with an import of 43,506 logs, and con-

sumption 35,725 logs during 1879. This wood

appears to be improving in value and general

estimation.

Yellow Pine.—Quebec waney boardwood : the

stock at the beginning of the year was much

TIMBER SUPPLY.
There are few questions more important to

Western Ontario fanners than the question of
timber culture for future use. Forests have
been cut down with almost criminal waste and
no new ones planted, and even in the Orillia.

districts ten years will use all lumber fit for the
saw. While the futre lumber supply has been
much talked of, a few farmers in that neighbor-
hood, show the question not so hard of solution.

Having planted a few acres of poor land, they
found it does not require many years to grow
profitable timber, and that if its culture were
properly understood there is little occasion to
offer any inducement to plant beyond the self-

interest involved in itself, just as there is in any
other business pursuit. The man who plant* an
orchard does not expect to get any return until

it is ten or fifteen years old. He knows that if

he wants to sell his farm before the trees bear
fruit, the statement on the sale-bills that it con-
tains "an orchard of fruit trees just coming into

bearing/' will help the bidding wonderfully, and
it would be the same with the trees if the tim-

ber question were pro|)erly understood. These
parties state that a piece of woodland properly
planted will come into use as quickly as an
apple orchard will, and a farm of one hundred
acres that had a few acres of young forest would
bring far more than the additional cost of plant
ing, should the fanner be forcedj to sell before
the timber matured. All this implies that it be
properly located. It would neither be prudent
nor profitable to plant where a whole acre of

less than usual, and an advance in prices soon .

, , , , . , • .„ „ • . . , „ I
timber could be bought for a few do lars anv

took place, which is still well maintained. Re- , . ,A u • * .
" ,

y
more than it would be wise to plant apple trees

cent sales of prime 19 in. average square have L. , . . - , .
' 1

L,
, . „ . ' „ _ , » »

the trmt f u hich nobody would buy. There is,
been at 2s. 4d.f«2s. i<\. per foot. k«— „ . _. VTA .

J *

c . T, f f
n,,we%er

. n<» doubt that in fifteen or twenty
Deck plank wood.—Prices, 00 to ( 0 feet aver-

, , _
i 1<> ,j no ah wi *

years, o\er a large district of our Province, tim-
age per log at 2s. 3d.(«2s. 4M. per cubic foot

; , „ . ,. .... . ,
'

„ ,., "i t* tk wul be scarce and lumber high-priced, and that
90 ft. average at 2s. fkL per cubic foot. These

figures are much the same as were realized at

the beginning of the year, and for the spring

months a fair demand is anticipated, as ship-

building promises well.

Building timber.—The import has been judici-

ously curtailed, and the stock now on hand is

comparatively light, which is satisfactory in

view of the dull state of the house-building

trade ; 50 ft. average recently brought 14d.(g

Hid. per ft., showing an advance on prices cur-

rent at the beginning of 1880.

Red pine.—Parcels of 30 to 35 ft. average

have recently sold at 14d. to 16d., being much

the same prices as were obtained in the opening

of the year.

Pitch pine.—There has been a very heavy im-

port and large consumption during the year.

those who plant now will be well rewarded
though the trees be not large enough for saw-
logs then, yet the little plantation would come
well into use for fuel and other purpose*. Every
one who own a farm should look about him and
see how the timber pros]iect is, and, if he sees a
probable scarcity in the market or in his wood-
shed, plant a few acres t.. supply the deficiency.

Where tur >\ i i.o*--..

T" make -h"c |-.'^> rii..Ui.-h for American use
consumes annually 100,000 cords of timber, and
to make our lucifer matches 300,000 cubic feet

of the best pine are required every year. Lasts
and boot-trees take 500,000 cords of birch, beech,

and maple, and the handles of tools 500,000
more. The baking of our bricks consumes 2,-

000,000 cords of wood, or what would cover with

The stock on hand is not very heavy considering
|

forest about 55,000 .teres of land. Telegraph

the rate of consumption, and prices at present
j

poles already up represent 800,000 trees, and
current are very similar to what they were their annual repair consumes aU>ut 300,000 more,

about a year ago—hewn of 80 to 90 ft. average The ties of our railroads consume annually

20d. to 21d. ; and sawn, 35 to 40 ft. average, thirty years growth of 75,000 acres, and to

18Ad. to 19Jd.
j

fence all our railroads would cost €45,000,000,

'151m.—Present prices, 2d. Id. to 2s. 2d. per
j

with a yearly expenditure of $15,000,000 for

cubic ft. for 45 to 66 ft. average, and Is. lOd. repairs. These are some of the ways in which

per cubic ft. for 30 ft. average of good quality, i American forests are going. There are others ;

Ash.—Import and consumption during the
,

packing boxes, for instance, cost in 1874 $12,-

year show a marked increase, this wood coming 1 000,000, while the timber used each year in mak-
ing waggons and agricultural implements-

valued at more than $100,000,000.

The Thunder Bay North Star Miner urges

the establishment of rolling mills and blast fur-

naces at that place. It expresses the opinion

more into use by cabinet-makers ; prices 2s. to

2s. 3d. per cubic ft.

Birch.—Current prices Quebec of 16 in. aver-

age, Is. 7d. per cubic ft., lower port, 15 to 16

in. average, at Is. 4d. per cubic ft. Stock on

hand may be called moderate, considering the
j

tha(. Thuluior Bav 5s the one p^t most favor-
rate of consumption experienced during the past

|

abJe for the erection of n)llillg miUs Md blast

year-
j

furnaces, and capitalists can fiud no better site.

Deals.—Prices : 1st quality Quebec pine deals, and Uo better time than the present, for the

2s. 2d. to 3s. per cubic ft. ; 2nd quality, Is.
|

establishment of industries of this nature. There
7id. to Is. 10d.; 3rd quality, Is. 2Ad. to Is. 5d. ! is here the necessary deposit of ore in quality

Lower port pine deal*. 1st, 2nd and 3rd quality
j
and quantity, the opportunity of disposing of

mixed, at lid. to Is. Id. i>er cubic ft. Spruce I their manufacture at a large profit, and the mat-

deals at lOd. to Is. Id. per cubic ft. Last year s tor of labor is also favorable, for it is generally

total import of deals shows a very large increase

over that of 1879. The most marked increase is

in lower port deals, of which there were large

arrivals in the spring of 1880. There is at pre-

sent an ample stock of Quebec deals, but of

other descriptions the supply is quite moderate.

Prices have undergone very little change

during the year.

abundant at fair wages."

Twklvk months ago only ten furnaces were in

blast in Virginia. There are now 30 stacks for

charcoal pig iron, with ten in blast ; eight stacks

for coke iron, with eight in blast—24 staaks in

blast out of 38 furnaces in the State. There has

been an increase of five stacks this year (1880) in

Virginia. So far the accumulation of pig iron

The reports throughout the entire kingdom is merely nominal. Throughout the State and

show an increased imi>ortatioii for last year and ;
the bordering States of North and South Caro-

larger stocks on hand at the close, notwith- Una, Teuuessee and West Virginia, the iron

standing an improvement in trade and a larger \
industries are prospering, and the promise for

consumption. ' 1881 is most satisfactory.



THE CANADA LUMBERMAN.

Oak is stronger than iron, both pieces being

of equal weight.

Those who pretend to know predict a busy

|
and therefore prosperous season for the owners

of vessels during 1881.

Lumbermen in Pennsylvania have been com-

pelled to suspend work on acoount of too much

j

snow in the woods.

The number of boiler explosions in saw, plan-

;

ing and woodworking mills in l.SSO, was 47, and

I every explosion killed, on an average, one man

and a half.

Since national banks were founded in the

United States, the Government is the gainer by

the single item of the loss in circulation notes

of the banks to the extent of at least $3,500,-

000.

According to the Lumberman's Gazette St.

Louis is making rapid strides as a lumber mar-

ket, and says that its receipts and sales for 1880

entitles it to rank as the third if not second lum-

ber market in the United States.

The new mode of manufacturing flour is being

introduced into the Guelph, Ontario, mills, and

promises quite a revolution in the trade. Iron

rollers and middlings purifiers are the order of

the day, and a very superior flour is the result.

During the last ten years the tonnage of

Antwerp has increased 242 per cent, against an

increase of 110 per cent, at Hamburg, and 36

per cent, at Liverpool during the same time.

This does not look as if protection were killing

the trade of Antwerp.

It is doubtful if the iron foundries and ma-

chine shops in Montreal were ever so actively

employed as at present. They are all working

extra hours, yet unable to fill orders rapidly

enough. A great deal of the work is for Mani-

toba and the North-West.

E. Burns, of Hamilton, Ont., has been asked

by a British company to act as agent for the

purchase of timber lands either in Canada or

the States. The company is prepared to invest

$500,000 ; it is proposed to manufacture the

lumber, and ship it direct to England.

It is anticipated that the supply of peaches in

the Western and Southern markets next season

will be very scant. Not many peach buds are

likely to escape the frost at some points. At
some places even as far south as Arkansas it is

feared the trees are killed as well as the buds.

There are many kinds of popular possessing

qualities in some cases of no inconsiderable value

when properly employed. Flooring boards, for

instance, very tough and lasting, are made from

some of the kinds, and are said to be all but

fireproof, naturally, therefore, very unsatisfac-

tory firewood.

The lumber dealers of Chicago are agitated

by the provision of a pending city ordinance re-

quiring keepers of lumber yards to take out

special licenses annually. They not only object

to paying the fees but to being classed with dis-

tillers, brewers, billiard hall keepers and pawn-

brokers.

A deputation of lumbermen from the Upper

Ottawa waited on the Hon. Mr. Chapleau to

protest against the imposition of the additional

taxes which have lately been placed on the lum-

ber by the Quebec Government. Mr. Chapleau

promised to lay their grievances before his col-

leagues.

The state of Nevada has a remarkable timber,

known as mountain mohogany. The trees are

not large, averaging less than a foot in diameter.

The seasoned timber is said to be as hard as

boxwood, of a very fine grain, of a rich red

color, very heavy, and a fine material for the

wood carver.

Quite a lumbering business is springing up at

Rat Portage, at the head of Lake of the Woods,

a nurnljer of large saw milk are being oonstruct-

ed there. They are surrounded by considerable

forests of pine and more extensive tracts of

popular. The Canadian Pacific railroad crosses

the Winnij*eg river at Rat Portage, and a town
of some importance \-, likely to result.

James Smith <fc Co., of Liverpool, in their an-

imal circular say:—The year 1880, just closed,

has, with few exceptional circumstances, been

the first fairly satisfactory year the wood trade

has enjoyed for many years past, and there is a

strong opinion, expressed by many experienced

buyers, that it is the commencement of several

prosperous years.

The new departure in the mode Of bringing

square timber down the Ottawa Valley promises

to be successful and remunerative;. A special

train of twenty cars containg square; timber

from Mac-key's station on the Upper Ottawa ar-

rived at Ottawa the other day. The trip is now
done in about twelve hours with no loss of tim-

ber. It formerly consumed several weeks.

Mr. WATSON, in his Mechanical New*, says

that the best (jacking he ever used for faced

joints, either steam or water, is common draw-

ing paper soaked in oil. After a short time the

heat of steam converts it into a substance like

parchment, so that it is practically indestruc-

tible. It has the advantage of stripping readily

from surfaces when it is desired to break a

joint.

The Chicago lumbermen have instituted a

system of weekly lunches at the rooms of the

exchange, some member furnishing the spread

and presiding as host. After disposing of the

viands a business meeting is held and matters of

interest to the trade are discussed. The atten-

dance at the meetings of the exchange is said to

have increased since the new order has prevail-

ed. Lumbermen love to eat, no doubt.

The Guelph Herald says that Mr. James

Campbell, of East Williams, drew into Strath-

roy recently, with one team (one of which was

his champion plough horse and the other a horse

24 years old), a stick of square oak which the

culler scaled at 21(5 feet. He handled two other

sticks which measured respectively 1(58 and 140

feet, the three making 516 feet. It was pretty

generally supposed that the timber in this region

was about exhausted, but these sticks do not

point that way.

THE PROSPECT FOR BUSINESS.

If there is not to be a continuation of the

business activity throughout the present year,

and a large increase therein, the signs are very

misleading. The flow of specie to this country

continues, and the amount coming on account is

not the whole sum, by any means. The stream

of immigration is still pouring into this country,

and the thrifty Germans coming are bringing

with them no small amount of money, one train

load which passed over a Michigan railroad the

other day being reported as carrying westward

more than one hundred thousand dollars. There

has not been, at least since 1873, such an amount

of railroad building done as is proposed this

year, and never such gigantic enterprises on

foot. Railroads are projected in every direc-

tion, and the money for their construction is at

hand. Such grand enterprises as the world

never saw since Rome built the Appian way,

are under construction. The Canadian Pacific

railroad, to cost some $90,000,000, and traversing

the wilderness of the north to bind the British

possessions in a closer union. The Northern

Pacific, which is being pushed with remarkable

energy and will be finished in 1882, although it

was once considered a '

' dead duck. " The
Central and Union Pacific railways are spread-

ing themselves out northward to mineral regions,

coal lands and agricultural and grazing districts.

The Union will soon have 3,000 miles of roads

tributary to it, and the Central is destined to

become a part of a line under one management
extending entirely across the continent. The
Southern Pacific railroad only lacks a few miles

of completion, and will unite the Atlantic at

Norfolk with the Pacific at San Diego as well as

San Francisco. The new south-western system

planned by Jay Gould has the ancient city of

Mexico as an objective point and will probably

be extended to Guayumas on the Pacific. Then
there are the several schemes for crossing the

isthlhus of Central America, one of which will

probably break ground this year and go forward

until completed. There is no end of lesser rail-

road enterprises, which at other times would

have been great undertakings, but are now mere

bagatelle beside those above named. There is

money for all, and the dirt will fly in a lively

manner on all this year. Business is bound to

be good while it lasts. Labor will be in good

demand, money will be plenty and more building

and repairing will be done, making an addi-

tional demand for lumber. This is going to be a

good year for the trade, and no mistake.

—

Lumberman'x Gazette.

THE QUEBEC TIMBER DUES.

On Tuesday of last week an influential depu-

tation, representing the lumbering interests of

the Ottawa District, Quebec and Montreal,

waited on the Hon. Mr. Chapleau at his office

in this city in reference to the proposed increase

in the timber tariff in the Province of Quebec.

The deputation was composed of Me i

Alonzo Wright, M. P., John Rochester, Ml'.,

John Poupore, M.P., Peter White, M.P., Col.

Allan Gilmour, J. K. Ward, Mackey and several

others. The timber dues heretofore have been

levied upon each saw-log according to its

dimensions, and the tariff has been for ever}'

log 13J feet long and 16 inches in diameter and

under 10 cents, and for every log of L3J feet in

length and 17 inches and over in diameter, 15

cents. To this rate the lumber dealers never

objected, but by a recent order in council it ap-

pears that the Government propose to increase

the tariff very greatly. It is now proposed to

levy a tax of 12^ cents upon the smaller class of

logs and 26 cents on the larger. This rate the

lumbermen consider exorbitant, and ask that

the dues be levied in the same manner as in

Ontario, viz., that each log be taxed in propor-

tion to its contents, superficial or board measure.

In Ontario the tariff is 75 cents upon every

thousand feet, and this mode of levying duties

is found much more equitable for all conci >
>>< I

The lumbermen ask for a reduction in the pro-

posed duties, as they consider that to put such a

tariff in force as proposed would seriously ham-

per the whole lumbering business of the Pro-

vince, and result in a great waste of timber, am I

calculate that under the proposed tariff instead

of 75 cents per thousand as in Ontario the duty

in Quebec would amount to about $1.50 per

thousand. The Premier informed the deputa-

tion that the Province was sadly in need of an

increased revenue, and that other sources of

revenue being almost exhausted, it had been

decided to increase the timber dues, but he

would bring the matter before his colleagues in

the Government, with the recommendation that

the Ontario system of levying dues be adopted.

—Montreal Witness.

PUGET SOUND TIMBER.

A correspondent of the Chicago Times writes

as follows concerning the fir tree growths of

Puget Sound, W. T. :—He says the trees aver-

age 200 feet in height, and asserts that some

specimens have been cut down in his presence

that were 320 feet in length by 12 feet in diam-

eter at the base, having a straight and well pro-

portioned log length of 90 feet to the first limb,

and being 2 feet in diameter within 20 feet of

the top. The cedar trees are in like proportion,

and are most valuable for wooden wares of all

kinds, while the fir trees are the best for spar and

ship timber yet found in any country, and there

are but few maratime nations in the world that

do not use it in their ship building. One-fourth

of the wealth of San Francisco was culled from

the firs of Puget Sound while the Government

slept, and to-day all the principal large mill

owners who saw and prepare for the market

from 100,000 to 200,000 feet per day to each mill

—and there are 30 or more mills—are all resi-

dents of San Francisco, where they invest their

profits to the perpetual hurt of Puget Sound

residents. A cedar and fir forest is, of itself, a

great curiosity ; so dense are the tree growths in

some places that the sunlight of heaven never

reaches the earth at their base. One monarch

after another will be found grouped together

like an immense barricade. When one of these

huge firs is felled by the woodsman, the crash,

bound and concussion that resounds over the

earth remind one of heavy peals of distant

thunder, or the explosion, miles away, of some

great powder magazine. There is, apparently,

no exhaustion of the timber, and 100 years w ill

possibly pass away before the Puget Sound for-

ests will be cleared of their immense resources

of various tree growths ; hence, that wealth

alone far exceeds that of the entire state of New
York.

<_
To Fix Pencil Marks.

To fix pencil marks so they will not rub out,

take well skimmed milk and dilute with an

equal bulk of water. Wash the pencil marks

(whether writing or drawing) with this liquid,

using a soft flat camel hair brush, and avoiding

all rubbing. Place upon a flat board to dry.

A FOREST MONARCH
Mayor Sleernan.of Guelph, having bought the

oak timber rights on the property of Mr. Be»l«-y,

near Kossuth, county of Waterloo, had brought

home the ten fe*rt. butt cut off a < . ru.i, ii-> V.

his brewry, where it was much admired by the

members of the Local Legislature during their

recent visit. Desirous of obtaining a section "I

what was evidently an uncommon »|«cuiieji of

tree growth, Professor Brown and w.iue -1. ,0' M .

of the Ontario Agricultural College, by kind

|>ermission of Mr. Kleeinan, went U> Kewuth

last Saturday. They found an ea*y A"]*-, of

free clay loam, having a south-eastern exposure,

and covered all over—some 200 acres—with iar>;

MmpleS of maple, beach, ach, birch, elm,

and oak, in all their glory of height, girth, arid

plenty ; a rare bush for the older towushi|*> of

Ontario, and well worth 8200 |<er acre.

About the year 1505, one of these oak* appear-

ed above ground—probably from the dropping

of an acorn by a previous monarch long deceas-

ed, and may now be growing fine wheat in the

immediate neighborhood. In 1881 the j/roceeds

of this acorn are being made uito beer barrels,

and part rescued to adorn a museum.

This tree is the Quercut Ruljrum, or Red

Champion Oak of America, and in the example

now felled stood 135 feet from top to toe ; girth

ed 17 feet 9 inches inside the bark, two inches

from the ground, the bark being four inches

thick ten feet up. The stem was straight and

branchless for 66 feet, and gave mea*ureable

timber fifty feet above that. Not a flaw, nor

rotten hole of any sort disfigured this inag?nri

cent specimen. It grew fresh wood all around

last year, as much as it did three hundred years

ago, and by careful calculation the students

made the age 375 years. The contents of the

stem proper are 530 cubic feet, and !»0 f"r top

timber—in all 620. We do not know what

Mayor Sleeman paid for this " stick,*' but laid

down at Liverpool it is worth $450. Weight 15

tons. Made into inch boards it would floi >r the

largest hall in Canada.

It was a flourishing seedling only fifty years

after the discovery of the American continent

by Columbus ; was seven inches in diameter

when England's Virgin Queen reigned. It

could tell of the time when the Niagara falls

were a quarter of a mile further down stream

than now, and at the declaration of American

Independence would have made a shed to oo\er

four hundred men.

Nevertheless, it may never have sheltered a

red man, as being out of the usual paths, though

hungry bears must often have been served w ith

acorn dinner.

What a pity somebody won't try to rouse our

national pride towards legislating something

to conserve even individual specimen* of our

forest wealth and beauty. Everybody appeals

to be so well off, and so busy, that a few strokes

of the axe wiping ont of existence a four century

monument calls for no lament, and certainly

calls to no action. When will Canada know

what a tree is in all its relationships '!—Guelph.

Mercury.

Two Thousand Dollars.

The easiest, cheapest and best way to secure

the above amount is to apply for membership

in the Mutual Benefit Association of Rochester,

N.Y. Pay Dr. S. B. Pollard, 56 Bay Street,

one dollar for four medical examinations, he

will send your application to the head office, if

you are accepted as a mamber they will issue a

certificate of membership, which, on payment

of eight dollars, entitles you to full benefits as a

member, should you die to-morrow, next day,

next week, next month, or any time within

three months, this Association will pay to yoiu-

heirs or assigns, the sum of two thousand

dollars. At the expiration of the three months

all you have to do is to pay your pro rata

amount, which is from 20 to 75 cents on the

death of some other member, who' has done

nothing worse than to die during the three

mouths just past. By paying your assessments

ou deaths, you keep your certificate alive, and

at the commencement of the second year you

are assessed two dollars per thousand to keep up

o.Hce expenses, etc., for the next year. No
easier, surer or better schemes to carry two

thousand dollars has ever been devised than the

Mutual Benefit Associates, of Rochester, N. Y.

b-10
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We have been unable to obtain any reliable

figures with regard to late transactions (if any)

in the Canadian markets, and therefore refrain

from giving those that would be necessarily

valueless. We trust, however, by our next

issue to have such arrangements completed as

will enable us to discharge our duty in this

respect.

Nov York Lumber IHnrkcl.

The report of the Real Estate Record shows

that the market is presenting fairly cheerful

features. The majority of the trade speak hope-

fully of the outlook and if all expectations and

predictions are realized there is a first-rate busi-

ness ahead. Accumulations commence to

dwindle and break up, and the additions cannot

amount to much for a considerable time ahead.

Spruce meets with some demand for both

prompt and distant delivery, but there is no ex-

citement or undue anxiety on the part of buyers,

and the market fails to receive a decided

stimulus. Quotations as named range from

$15.00 up to $17.50 for randoms, and thence up
to abovit $20.00 for specials, with extra difficult

held higher. Quite a number of cargoes of

random are said to be afloat for this market.

White pine remains in a pretty firm position,

and holders express much confidence over the

outlook. Available stocks have been greatly

reduced, additions cannot be made except at

much trouble and expense, and the demand, as

a whole, is promising. We quote $17@20 per

M. for West India shipping boards
; $23@,24 for

South America do.; $15.50@,10.50 for box board;

$17.00@17.50 for do. wide and sound do.

Yellow pine continues somewhat in eellers'

favor, but more particularly on specials. On
random, offering of either old accumulation or

current arrival,the tone is unsettled, but inclined

to a little weakness, especially on boards. We
quote random cargoes at about $23.50@25.00

per M.; ordered cargoes, $25@20 do.; green

flooring boards, $24@25 do. ; and dry do. do $25

©26.50. Cargoes at the South $14@17 per M.
for rough, and $19(ff'20 for dressed.

Saginaw \alley.

The Lumberman's Gazette of February 20th

says :—
The market this week presents no special

features to distinguish it from other points

where a firm feeling and confidence in the future

prevails. There is no especial activity notice-

able, but orders and enquiries are being received

daily. The sales made are generally satisfac-

tory ; in fact, they have to be satisfactory,

especially to the seller, or they are not made.

When we speak of sales, of course reference is

had to lumber to be delivered on the opening of

navigation. When this is remembered, the con-

fidence in the future stability of the general

market will be more fully realized. Not less

than 100,000,000 feet of stock will have been

bought before the opening of navigation at

prices averaging $7, $14 and $32. It must be

admitted that this is a pretty good indication of

a stable market. Sales have been made the past

week at $7, $14 and $32, $0.50, $13 and $30 and

$7.50, $15 and $35 for cargo lots.

The demand for shingles has increased, and

the stock on hand has been pretty much ex-

hausted. Clear butts command $1.90 @ $2.10,

and XXX $2.90 @ $3.10.

The expectation is that freights will rule

higher than last year. These expectations

seem justified by the facts that there will

he demands made upon the lake marine

in excess of the tonnage added since the

close of navigation last year. Some contracts

have been made for the entire season of 1881,

but the terms have not transpired.

The rates of freight by rail from the Saginaw
Valley, for 10 tons, to Albany is $00 ; to Bur-

lington, Vt., $76 ; to Buffalo, N. Y., $36 ; and

to New York city $66.

The AustroUIan Timber Trade.

In their monthly timber report, dated Mel-

bourne, Dec. 23rd, 1880, Messrs. Gemmell,

Tuckett & Co., state as follows :—Since our

issue of the 25th ultimo a large amount of busi-

ness in timber has been carried through, both at

auction ami privately, and prices on the whole

have been well sustained.

American Lumber.—We report sales ex

Willard Mudgett, Ladoga, B. Webster, and

Penobscot, realizing—for Canadian clear, £14
;

white pine shelving, £8. 12s. 0. to £10. 10s.

;

white pine, t. and g. ceiling, £9 per m. super.

We hear the clear pine ex J. A. Borland—49,-

238 ft.—has been placed privately at full rates

We note the arrival of W. H. Besse, with 204,-

083 ft. shelving, 50,246 ft. white pine, t. and g.

ceiling, 10,350 ft. Canada pine siding, 495

spruce deals, and 25 m. 4 J ft. sawn laths. Ship-

ments advised are very moderate, and we look

for higher rates being obtained for parcels here

and to arrive.

Canadian Timber.—The cargo ex R. B.

Fuller was sold at auction on the 17th inst.,

about three days after the vessel was berthed,

realizing—for 2 in. and 3 in. clear, £18 to £18

7s. 0. per m. super; 1 in. do., £15 10s. do.;

6 x g t. and g. spruce, 8s. per 100 ft. lineal ; 6 x g

t. and g. red pine, 8s. do.; 11x3 spruce deals,

id. to 3 ll-16d. per ft of 9x3; 9x3 do.; 3 7-16d.

to 3 5-16d. do. ; 8 x 3 do. ; 3 5-16d. do. ; 7 x 3 do.

;

215-16d. do.; 2 in., 3§d. to 2gd. do.; llxl, 10

xl, 9x1, 8x1, do.;3gd. to 34/1. do.; red pine

deals and boards, 4JcL do. Ex P. J. Carleton,

11x3 spruce, 3§d. do., 9x3 do., 4d. do.; 7x3
do., 3 9-10d. do.; llxl do., 3§d. do. As the

Republic is now the only vessel to arrive this

season from Canada, and will comprise our

whole stock in first hands, we expect prices will

ad vance.
COMPARATIVE IMPORTS.

1880. 1879. 1878.

Spruce deals 50,531 113,053. 60,952

Glasgow.

The imports of foreign timber to Clyde during

last week are three cargoes, consisting respec-

tively of mahogany, greenheart, and pitch pine.

The mahogany is the cargo per Ensign from

Belize, the arrival of which, off coast, was an-

nounced by the brokers, Messrs. W. Connal &
Co., in last issue of the Journal. The date of

sale is now fixed for the 25th current, at York-
hill Wharf, Glasgoow.

With regard to the public sales of American
timber and deals, reported below, prices are

steady
; but, owing to the presont inclement

weather, purchases have been light, various de-

partments of out-door work being hindered

from proceeding, and buyers consequently not

disposed to stock heavily.

AUCTION HALES.

On 10th inst., at (Ireenock, Messrs. Allison,

Cousland & Hamilton, brokers :

—

Quebec wane; boardwood, 50 c. ft. av. per log 2s. ljd.
per c. ft.

Do. 33 to 43 c. ft. av. per log Is. 8d. to Is. 11 Jd. per
c. ft.

Do. yellow pine, 50 c. ft. av. per log Is. Cd. per
c. ft.

Do. elm, 45 c. ft. av. per log Is. lOd. per c. ft.

Do. elm, 25 " " Is. 6d. "

Quebec 1st quality pine deals

—

15 ft. 11x3 2s. lOd. i"
Do. 12 " 11x3 2s. 8Jd.

"

Do. 9 " 11x3 2s. 4d.

Do. 12 " 7/10x3 2s. 6M. "

Do. 12 " 7/8x3 2s. ljd. "

Do. 2nd quality pine deals

—

12 ft. 10/15x3 Is. 5d. "

Do. 2nd quality pine deal ends—
8 ft. 7/25x3 Is. 7}d. "

Do. 3rd quality pine deals

—

'12/15 ft. 8/20+3 Is. 2Jd.
"

Pensacola pitch pine planks

—

1 lot 3 in. thick Is. OJd.
"

Do. 1 " 4/6 " Is. 2d. "

On lGtninst., at Glasgow, Messrs. Singleton,

Dunn & Co., brokers :

—

1st quality Quebec yellow pine deals— per c. ft

9 to 13 ft. 12/21x3 2s. 9d. "

1st do. planks 0" 8 " 7/10 x 2 Is. 5Jd.
"

2nd do. deals 9 " 14 " 7/15x3 Is. 6d. "
do. planks 9 " 14 " 7/16x2 Is. 2d. "

3rd do. deals 9 " 18 " 0/9x3 Is. 2d. and Is. 3d
Quebec red pine deal ends

—

6 to 8 ft. 6/11 x ij S.M. per c. ft.

1st quality Sault-au-Coehon yellow pine deals

—

9 to 15 ft! 11x3 2s. 5*d per c. ft
Do. do. 9 " 13 " 6/10x3 2s. 2*d.
2nd do. 9 " 14 " 11/25x3 Is. Hid. "
4th do. 10 " 12 *' 12/22x3 Is. 3*d.
1st and 2nd quality do. planks—

io to 14 ft. 6/12x2 Is. 2Jd.
"

2nd quality do. red pine deals—
9 to 19 ft. 6/8x3 10^d.

3rd do. 12 " 19 " 7/8x3 lOd. "
" do. 9 " 16 " 6/7x3 9d.
" do. ends 7 " S " 9x3 94d. "
" do. " 8 " 6/7x3 9d. M

do. " 5 " 7 " 6/9x3 Ski. "
4th quality deals 10 " 17 " 6/8x3 Sd".

"

Riohibucto spruce deals

—

9 to 11 ft. 7x3 lOd. *'

—Timber Trades Journal, 19th Feb.

Board of Trade lletanu.

An account of the wood imports into the

United Kingdom during the month ending

January 31st, 1881, compared with the corres-

ponding period of last year :

Month ended Hut January.
Quantity. Valve.

TIMBER (hewn.) ..

Russia
Sweden & Norwaj .

.

Germany
Brit. North America
Other Countries.

.

Total.

Timber (sawn or split

planed or dressed)
Russia
Sweden & Norway
Brit. North America
Other Countries

Total.

Staves (all sizes). -

Mahogany (tons). . .

*A " Load" equals 50 feet.

mo. ml. mo. mi.

1 Loads.
1 441

20,400
3,891
1,250

33,246

Loads.
4 931

27',969

9,860
2,009

28,672

£
4

48^895
11,338
4,453

62,302

£

35,196
9,030

42,113

69,228 73,441 131,613 147,612

5,761
19,298
14,347
11,400

14,577
20,440
6,502
8,935

12,179
45,018
32,249
36,784

33,267
52,587
19,093
30,425

50,806 50,454 126,230 135,372

1,407

1,763

4,389

2,472

8,714

14,581

27,774

22,136

Chicago.

YARD QUOTATIONS—CAR LOTS—DRY.

FINISHING LIMMKR— ROIOII.

1st, 2d clear, 1, 1{ and H in 843 00
1st and 2d clear, 2 in 45 00
1st and 2d clear, 3 in 50 00
3d clear, 1J, 14 and 2 in 38 00
7 and 8 inch clear 32 00
Select 1 in. A 32 00
Select B 22 CO

1 1, 2 in. B 26 00
7 and 8 in. B 26 00

Clear and Select 2x4 28 00
2x6 and 2x8 32 00

All one length $1 extra.

waooox-box HUFF.
3-in and up. A £43 00
4- in. and up. B 37 00
14-in. and up. C 28 00

D 17 00
All 14 feet *2 extra.

STOCK BOARDS.

12 in. A, 12 to 16 ft 887 00
12 in. B 33 00
12 in. C 28 03
12 in. I), 12, 14 and 16 ft 17 00
12 in. D, 18 ft 19 00
12 in., 20 ft 20 00'

10 in. A 35 00
10 in. B 30 00
10 in. C 24 00

COMMON BOARDS— KOI Oil.

Dry-
Common boards, 12 in $15 00
10 and 20 ft 14 00
12, 14, 16 and 18 ft 13 50
Culls, all lengths 11 50

H and 1J com 13 50

TIMIiKR AND DIM KNSIOX—DRY.

Small timber, 18 ft. and under $11 50

12, 14, 16 and 18 ft. joist 12 50
2x4, 10 and 20 ft 13 50
2x4, 18 ft • 811 00c*12 00
20 feet 13 00
22 feet 16 00
24 feet 17 00
26 feet 20 00
28 feet 20 00
30 feet 20 03
2 in. cull plank, all widths 9 00
2x4 culls, all lengths
2x(i culls, all lengths

SIIIXOLKS—16-INCH—DRV—CAR LOTS.

Clear S3 25
Extra A 2 90
Standard A 2 65
Cedar shingles $2 00(32 6J

Ends of cars and less than carload lots, five cents per

thousand extra. The shingles handled in the Chicago

niaakct are all 16-inch.

PICKETS—LATH.

Flat, select and clear, d. and h >21 00
Square, d. and p 21 00
Flat, rough, good 15 00
Flat, rough, common 11 00
Dry lath 2 25

CKDAR TOSTS AND POLKS.

Sawed k of Q} in., 7 ft §19 00

"i 6 " 7 ft 10 50

J 7 " 7 ft 12 00

i 8 " 7 ft 16 50

1 8 " 7 ft 9 00

i 9. 10, 11 and 12 in., 7 ft. long 12 0)
4 in., round, full length 12 00
5 " " " 16 00
6 " " " 20 00
7 " " " 22 00
8 " " " 30 00
10 feet, per inch 6 00
12 " " 9 00
14 " " 10 00
16 " " $11 00(313 50
20 " " 16 00

The circulation of the Canada Lumberman is

over 2,000 copies. Advertisers should note this.

Buffalo.

We quote cargo lots :

Uppers $35 OOiHO 00
Common 16 00018 00
Culls 11 00^12 00

Assorted lumber in car lots or boat loads

:

3 uppers 1 inch $ $40 00
Do. 11 and 1.1 inch 40 00\342 00
Do. 2 inch 45 00(347 00
Do. 2J, 3 and 4 inch, special.

Pickings, finch 2$ 00Q30 00
" U and li inch S3 CKV3S5 00
-" 2, 3 and 4 inch, special.

Shelving 22 00^24 DO

Cutting up 22 00*a 00
Sidings, common, 1 inch 16 50<317 00

" 14 inch and over 17 00(3ao at
Common, stocks 16 50(317 00
Box, all thicknesses 13 00@U 00
18 inch, XXX shingles 3 60(a 3 70
18 inch, clear butts 2 Ijlxa t 70
Lath 1 75«r 1 80

Toiimm audit.

CARGO LOTS—MICHIGAN INSPECTION.

Three up]*:rs s.'J- QQ«r40 00
Common 17 .VXtrlO 50
Culls 12 0O-215 00

omii'ku Ballwaj 1 n 1 -hi.

The Oswego Daily Timet quotes railway

freights on lumber from that jxiint as follows

:

To Albany 82 50 per ton
" New York 3 00 "
" Boston 3 50 "
" Philadelphia 4 00 "

^ikcvtiocmcnto.

For Sale.
OT 36, in the eleventh Concession of Anstruther.

i d58-lm GEORGE STETHEM.

Wanted.
A SECOND H AND DOUBLE EDGER ; also a LATH

MACHINE, both in good repair. Reply stating lowest
cash terms or particulars to Box 1002, Peterborough. LlO

For Sale.
A 40 INCH LEFKKLL WHEEL and COMPLETE

CIRCULAR RIG, all in good order, suitable for a fifteen

foot head. Apply to Box 1002, Peterborough. LlO

Reid & Co.,
WHOLESALE LUMBER DEALERS. Lumber, lath,

shingles, .v<\ Car lots to suit customers. Best Culls
in the market at from $6 to 87 per M.
Omen ox Dock.—Esplande, foot of Shelboume

Street, Toronto bl5

Hardwood Timber Land
FOE SALE.

FOR SALE, 1200 ACRES HARDWOOD TIMBER
LAND near Nipissing Railway, Coboconk. Easv terms.
OSHAWA CABINET CO., Oshawa. bU|

Timber Limits for Sale.
SEVERAL MOST VALUABLE TIMBER LIMITS on

North Shore of Lake Huron.
For particulars apply to THOS. SHORTISS, Imperial

Bank Building, Toronto. bl2

Situation Wanted.
A Book-keeper of first-class experience desires a situ-

ation with a lumber firm. An opportunity of acquiring
knowledge of the lumber trade more of an object than
the amount of salary. Unexceptional references both
as to character and ability.

bl5 Apply to the Editor of The Canada Li mberma.v.

The Stewart House,
Headquarters of Lumbermen in Peterborough, comer

of Hunter and Water Streets. Good accommodation.
Terms, $1 per day. Free 'bus at trains.

bl5 T. CAVANAGH, Proprietor.

Allandale Junction Hotel
Travellers by Northern Railway have 15 to 30 minutes

by all trains, for refreshments. Solid meals. Tea and
coffee at counter. Fine brand* of Liquors and choice

Cigars. bl7 E. S. MEEKIXG. Proprietor.

Orillia House,
OBIXLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building : best north of

Toronto ; splendid sample rooms ; centrally located ;

free 'bus. MO JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

The Queen's Hotel,
TOBONTO, CANADA.

McGAW .4 WINNETT, Proprietors. Patronized

Royalty and the best families. 1"rices graduated ac-

cording to room. b20

:
.-10-

St. Lawrence Hall,
POET HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well

kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
lame, well-mmishod rooms. G<xxi sample rooms on
•round rlour. Walton Street. Port Hope.

I

WM. MACK IE. Proprietor.

St. Louis Hotel.
THE KUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS KUSSELL. Pres., Quebec.

This hotel, which unri\ ailed for si.-e. «t\le and
locality in Quebec, is open throughout the year for

pleasure- and business travel. MS
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OTTON & BRO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES

SBZ-A-HSTTY STOVES,
Shingle Bands, Tinware & Household Furnishings

In Large or Small Quantities, at "Wholesale Rates. GiAt)

OTTON & BRO, Dunlop St., BARBIE, ONT.

Queen's Hotel,
BRACEBB.IDGE.

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor (late

of Georgetown,) having lately purchased the above
hotel,) will endeavor to make it one of the best houses

in the District of Muskoka. Tourists and hunting par-

ties will receive every possible attention. Free 'bus to

and from steamboat wharf. Terms, #1 per day. b'20

Hotel Ottawa,
No. 21 North Side King Square,

ST. JOHN, 3ST- IB
E. COSMAN, PROPRIETOR,

b Terms $1.00 to $1.50 per day. 1

• Fraser's Hotel,
GRAYENHTTEST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland

Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughly-

renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so

long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland

Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-

tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general

public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will

find " Fraser's " a comfortable stopping place. The

Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample

Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-

tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and

steamboats. "26

"V"OTICE is herebv given that the time for receiving

Jji tenders for the "supply of 100,000 gallons of Petro-

leum Oil, and also for Steam Vessel for Lighthouse

Service, has been extended from the 5th MARCH to

the 5th APRIL, next.

Full particulars as to quality of the Oil and the des-

cription of Vessel required can be obtained on applica-

tion to the undersigned.
WM. SMITH,

Deputy of the Minister of Marine & Fisheries.

Department of Marine and Fisheries, I

Ottawa, 21st February, 1881. ) 1l10

SEALED TENDERS, marked " For Mounted Police

Provisions, Forage and Light supplies," and addressed

to the Right Hon. the Minister of the Interior, Ottawa,

will be received up to noon on Saturday, 5th March.

Printed forms of Tender containing full information as

to the articles and quantities required, may be had on

application at the Department.
No-Tender will be received unless made on such

printed forms.

No pavrnent will be made to Newspapers inserting

this advertisement without authority having been first

obtained.
J. S. DENNIS,

FRED WHITE, Deputy Minister

Comptroller. of the Interior.

Ottawa, January 28, 1881. blO

N O TIOE.
SEALED TENDERS addressed to the Superintendent

General of Indian Affairs, and endorsed "Tender for

Indian Supplies," will be received at this office up to

noon of Saturday, 2«th February, 1881, for the delivery

of the usual Indian Supplies, dutv paid, at different

points in Manitoba and the North-West Territories for

the year 1881-82—consisting of Hour, Bacon, Groceries,

Ammunition, Twine, Oxen, Cows, Bulls, Agricultural

Implements, Tools, Harness, &c.

Form* of Tenders and full particulars relative to the

supplies required, can be had by applying to the under-

uigned or to the Indian Superintendent, Winnipeg.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

[No Newspaper to insert without special authority

from the Department through the (queen's Printer.]

L VANKOLOHNET,
Deputy of the Superintendent

General of Indian Affairs.

Department of the Indian Affairs,

Ottawa, 17th Jan., 1881.

The time for receiving tenders for Indian Supplies is

hereby extended to noon on Saturday, the oth of March,

1WS1.
'

L. VA.NKOUGfI.NET,
Depot? of the Superintendent

General of Indian Affairs.

Department of Indian Affairs, i

f
Ottawa, 14th February, 1881. f blO

White Oak and Ash
LUMBER WANTED.

ADDRESS

YATES AND STRATFORD,
BRANTFORD. 15

JAMES HADDEN,
MANUFACTURER OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b26

IRWIN

Commission
Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping«6eneralAgent8

PORT HOPE.

American Hotel, Corner Young & Front Sts.,

TOR/OITTO, OZN~T-

Newly and elegantly furnished throughout. Contains one hundred rooms, and under it the Dew
management is first-class in all its appointments, at moderate rates.

Free omnibuses to and from all trains.

O. T. ATWOOD, of New York, and W. R. BINGHAM, of Bradford, Ont, Proprietors 1,20

THE RUSSELL HOUSE,
OTTAWA.

JAS. A. GOUIN, - - PROPRIETOR,

Is the Favourite Resort of Leading- Public
men of the Dominion attending: the

annual Session of Parliament.

Ministers of the Crown, Senators, Members of Parlia
ment, Public Officials, as well as those having business
with the various Departments of the Government. It

is also the headquarters of those having dealings with
the princely Lumber Manufacturers in the Great Pine
Valley, of which Ottawa is the acknowledged centre.
The Russel House being central, almost abutting on

the magnificant PARLIAMENT and Departmental Build-
ing—the pride of the Country—is thus conveniently
situated for those visiting the City on public business.
But the location is also everything that could be desired
alike for the man of business and the man of pleasure.
A few minutes walk brings the guest of the Hotel with-
in reach, not only of all the principal business resorts,
but also of the most splendid Mountain and Valley
Scenery that can be seen anywhere, as also of the two
almost unrivalled Waterfalls—the Chaudiere and Rideau
—and of the extensive Manufacturing Establishments
and Depots of the leading Lumberman. But, besides
the beautiful scenery, which, it may be mentioned, in-

cludes the magnificant Ottawa and two of its grand
tributaries—the Rideau and Gatineau—there are in the
immediate neighborhood, beautiful Lakes and appar-
ently never-ending woods, which afford opportunities
for the finest Fishing and Shooting that can be obtained
on the Continent.
The Kcsski.i. House affords excellent accommodation

for 300 guests ; its table is abundantly supplied with
Viands of the choicest description, in season, and
nothing is leit. undone to make every visitor feel com-
fortably " at home."

Omnibusses meet the Arrival of
every Train and Boat. b26

MACHINERY OILS!
TO DEALEES &D CONSUMERS.

It will give the subscriber much pleasure to forward, post free, to any address, on application,
a pamphlet, containing instruction and information that have been found of the greatest practi-
cal use to dealers and consumers of machinery oil in Canada. It contains the fullest information
as to the different kinds of oils, their qualities and uees, thus enabling the consumer to make
choice of the very oil best adapted to his wants, and also enables the merchant to select the kinds
most likely to be in demand in his neighborhood. The pamphlet shows conclusively that oils
properly manufactured from petroleum, are vastly superior to any animal or vegetable oil. I am
now making the same qualities of "Extra" and ''XX " oils 1 manufactured from 1S70 to 1S73.

They are guaranteed not to thicken with extreme cold, and warranted to give satisfaction in every
particular. Beware of Agents soliciting your orders without my trade-marked order-book.

bl2 Address GEO. B. STOCK, P. 0. Box 1146, Toronto.

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING COMP'Y
202 SPARKS STREET. OTTAWA.

Manufacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
Military Encampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,

mildew proof or plaiu. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

nn made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP
u. tn < ur. —i « j- BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-

ed ; size when folded 2 x 6 in. ; 3 feet long, weighing
_^.only 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the

weight of anv man. Waterproof wagon and horse-

covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of

every description made to order on the premises.
^©"•Special rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-

logue and price list to

L0SED

b27

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

202 Sparks Street, Ottawa
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M. BRBNNBN,
MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Lumber, Lath and Shingles,
63, 65 and 67 King William Street,

MILLS AND TIMBER LIMITS AT SILVER
CREEK, TIAGO P. O., ONT.

Bill Stuff cut from 10 to 60 feet. Cedar
Posts on hand.

Orders sent to M. BRENNEN, Tiago, P. O., will

receive prompt attention b!5

W. H. STOREY & SON.,
ACTON, ONTARIO,

GLOVE MANUFACTURERS.
The best description of GLOVES and MITTS in every

variety of material and style manufactured by us. bl5

STOREY'S "EUREKA"

SPRING GLOVE FASTENER, PAT?

JO DOTY
Esplande Street, Toronto.

MAM I'ACTl'RKR OF

MARINE ENGINES,
bl4 MARINE BOILERS,
Propeller "Wheels and Steam Yachts

CHAS. LARSEN,
Manufacturer of all kinds of Lacquered and Enamelled

Woodwork, Turning and Carving in

WOOD, HORN AND IVORY.

BILLIARD BALLS
Turned and coloured a speciality.

fl^-MEERCHAUM and AMBER GOODS repaired in

first-class style. bl7

llh King St. West, Toronto, Ont.

The TJNIYBRSAL SUSPEHDER.
SOME REASONS why they are the bertt—
1st-—No Elastic requied.
2nd.—Is alack when stooping.
S™.—It never slips off" the shoulders.
4th.—Sold at prioes of common suspenders.
Manufactured by 0. E. RAMAGE * 00.

bu 20 Queen St; East, Toronto,

SAW GUIDE!
Self Oiling—Ready Adjusting.

We are Prepared to Supply

LUMBER

THE GENUINE SILVER-STEEL,

Lance Tooth

CROSS-CUT SAW!

G. W. Rodebaugh's patent Saw Guide will recommend
itself to every practical sawer. All that is required is

a trial.

No heating of Saws. No danger in setting. Trial

free of charge. tfi> The whole complete only $25.
Manufactured in Canada bv

KERR BROS., Walkerville, Ont.
who may be applied to for further particulars ; or
address

:

G. W. RODEBAUGH & CO.,
bl5 WINDSOR, <iNT.

This cut is fac-siniile of Package.

WITH

READY-MADE

CLOTHING

GrEZLSTT'S

FURNISHINGS

Blankets, &c.

In such Quantities as may be

required at CLOSE

Wholesale Prices

jTOIR, CASH.

lUfflSllliiilllilllll

The greatest tribute to its extraordinary merits is,

that it was awarded First Prize and Diploma at

Toronto Exhibition, 1880.

Hamilton " "

London " "

Montreal " "

over all other yeasts.

TRY IT, AND BE CONVINCED.
Ask your Grocer for it, or send direct to the factory.

PEARL YEAST COMPANY, 39 Front Street, To-
ronto, Box 1204, b!5

PETLEY & COT.

GOLDEN GRIFFIN,

128 to 132, King Street East,

bU TORONTO.

It stands without a rival, and is the fastest cutting saw
in the world. It ha- lie? ten the hc-t Canadian and
American made saws 33$ per cent in every contest. Its
superiority consists of its excellent temper. It U tem-
pered under the secretChemical Process. which toughens
and refines the steel. It gives a finer and keener cutting
edge, andVill hold it twice as long as any other process'.
We have the sole right for this process for the Dominion
of Canada.
None genuine that are not like the above cut, with

registered trade mark with the word "The Lance," and
Maple Leaf with our name. Price *1 per foot.
Caitiox.—Beware of Counterfeits. There are in-

ferior counterfeits on the market, which are intended
to be sold at a high price upon the reputation of this
saw. We will send to any address a 9aw exactly like
any counterfeit, warranted equal in quality or no sale,
at 60c. per foot. Therefore do not be humbugged into
paying a first-class price for a second-class saw. A
fact to bear in mind is that if the material and temper
are not of the very best quality the shape of the teeth
amounts nothing. A saw, like a knire, will not cut
fast without it will hold a keen, cutting edge. We have
cut off a 14-inch sound basswood log In eight seconds
with this saw. Manufactured onh h

SHURLY & DIETRICH,
Manufacturers of Saw?, Plastering Trowel;;, Straw

Knives, &e.

GALT, ONTARIO. ,15

READTHISI
Irish Canadian «>triec.

Toronto, Feb. 21st, 1881.

Mr. F. CRfMrrox,
Dear Sir.- The watch I purchas

ed from you some time ago, has
given perfect satisfaction, and I

am much pleased with it, and can
cordially reeittmnrnd any person
in need of a watch or anything in

the jewelry line, to deal at your
store. Yours verv tmh

,

PATR'lCK BOYLE,
Proprietor J n»* Canadian

Send for our new price list of

Watches, Diamonds. Silverware,
Jewellery, Ac. sent post prepaid
on application. Goods sent C. O.
D. to any part of Canada. We ha\ e
tu'/ci > ot testin.- :.iai> Minilar to

the above, plainly show-
ing that S3 Kine St. East
i> the place to bur your
goods.

F. CRUMITON,
King Street East,
TORONTO. b30
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Direct Action PortablelSaw Mills

Waterous Engine Works Co. Brantford, Canada
bl4

WHITE'S CANADA STANDARD
MANUFACTURED AT

The Canada Scale Works !

These Scales are Manufactured of the Very
Best Material, and warranted to give satisfac-

tion. Send for Prices and Testimonials.

bio

JAMES C. WHITE & CO.
102 Adelaide St. East, Toronto

WITH THE TOMLINSON
(PATENT)

BARREL MACHINE
One man and two boys can turn out

One Hundred and Fifty First-class
Flour Barrels in Ten Hours,

made from veneered wood of two thicknesses. The
inside is one solid sheet of veneer running around the
barrel, making in reality one hoop from top to bottom,
and in the outside thickness the grain is reversed, run-
ning up and down, finished with five hoops two inches
wide, reversed again, making the barrel almost three
thicknesses, which gives the package superior strength,
tightness and durability over the ordinary hand-made
flour barrels, yet with all its many advantages cost less
than the old style of package. My barrel machine is

arranged to make all sized packages from a large barrel
down to small nail kegs, butter packages and cheese
boxes. I am open to prove at any time the superior
strength of my barrel. That one will stand more hard-
ship by any actual test than one hundred of the old
ordinary flour barrels. County rights for sale, and all
information given by applying to

JAMES TOMLINSON, Patentee,
113 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.

KERR BROS.
PRACTICAL

FOUNDERS, MACHINISTS,

And MILLWRIGHTS.

S. R. WARREN & SON,
Church Organ Builders.

„..,n Ul ii;,iiiiiiiiKji:iiL
1

7
'

Specifications and all information promptly furnished
on application.

Factory and Warerooms :

Corner Ontario and Wellesley Streets

TORONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of Marine and Horizontal

and Portable Engines, Boilers, Grain
Elevators and Steam Hoists, Saw and

Flour Mill Machinery,
with latest improvements, a specialty.

The Abel Edward's Centennial Turbine
Water Wheel.

Rodebaugh's Saw Frame, Mill Dogs and
Saw Guides.

Water-works, the latest and most
improved, made to Order.

Light and Heavy Brass and Iron Castings

Plans and Specifications on application.

77?^ Walkeruille Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkerville, Ont., Dec, 1880.

4+ Yob are particula
mention tin; paper

requested, in ordering, to
|
deformities

M llfcj- King St. west, Toronto.

TRUSSES.
CLUTHE'S PATKNT SPIRAL TRUSS
all attachments improved. No more
buckles, all on solid brass casting.
Rook on rupture and human frame free.
Send address in full post card. Best
true information about rupture and

OIIAS. CLUTHE, Surgical Machinist,

IF1
. IE. DIXOIT &c CO.

MAN UKACTCKEIIK OK PUKE HARK 'J'ANNJ.Jj

LEATHER BELTING
Flnt Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, I87S

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, UM
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, Vfil

First Prize, Industilal Exhibition Tcront/., 187V

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, V9SU

International Medal, Centonninl Ex Philadelphia, l-,7o

None genuine unless with a 8TAK on the head of rivets. Kent! for Price List* and L>. .

hl(i

81 Colborne Street, Toronto

Saw Millers, &c.

'_L'H J±j

Is undeniably the BEST BOILER FEEDER

IN THE WORLD. Can be operated while

the Engine is at rest. All sizes will lift

water Twenty-five Feet, at comparatively

high and low Temperatnre.

17,000 of them Now in Use !

Manufactured under license by

Stevens, Turner & Burns

LONDON, ONTARIO.
^~Send for Circular and Price List. bl2

G. B. MEADOWS,
MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IN

Lumbermen's Supplies,
Hotel and General House Furnishing Goods, Cooking Ranges and Stoves.

HOT ^lIR FUENACES, efce.

Wholesale Dealer in Tinware, Sheet, Copper & Brass Goods, Coal Oil and Lamp Goods.

^CONTRACTOR FOR BUILDERS' JOB WORK.

DUNLOP STREET, Cor. Railway Square, BARRIE, 0NT.
i6

ATTHEW GUY,
MANUFACTURER OF

Carriages, Waggons, Buggies,

SLEIGHS, ETC.

PfMobbing and Repairing Punctually Attended to.

M0 bl.i 103 and 105 Queen Street East, Toronto,
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. (Ms Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener

!

Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW
STEAM FEED!

I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Kills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which are giving the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials :—

Gravbniiurst, August 20th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Esq., Peterborough.

Dear s*ir—I have used your Hteam Feed for near four
months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction in every
way; it is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented, since I put it iuto my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long in one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriage* in-
stantly. I am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. I consider I have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed sinco I got It

than I would have cut had I not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put in is working splen-
didly. Yours, &c,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

MILL MACHINERY!
I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for ail

sizes of Gang or Circular Mills, Span or Double Circulars

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the
Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Edgers, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, PowerGummers, and all Machinery used in a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; also, small Hand Gum-
mers for use in the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary
Pumps of different sizes, for P'lre Protection In Mills, Ac.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel Is the great consideration, along

with uniformity of speed, such as Is required in Grist and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. 1 feel

justified in saying that ourStyle, Workmanship and Finish

on this Engine will bo no discredit to its renown, and cer-

tainly is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel

I have them working at 2} pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. LlO

WILLIAM HAMILTON - - PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

CLOTHING
LUMBERMEN

Will Save Time and Money by going direct to the

GOLDEN GRIFFIN
WHEN IN THE CITY TO PUECHASE THEIR CLOTHING.

Men's Tweed Suits

Men's Worsted Suits

Men's Overcoats - -

$7 50 to $16 50

7 50 to 21 50

5 00 to 16 50

All our Clothing is Out and Made on the Premises, by first

class competent Workmen, and quite equal to Ordered Clothing

NOTE THE ADDRESS:

PETLEY & COMPANY

128, 130 and 132 King Street East, Toronto, Ont. m

Carriage & Waggon Works
No. 17, ALICE STREET, TORONTO.

0". IP. SULLIVA IN",
(Successor to the late JOHN WEBSTER)

MANUFACTURER ^ mm WAGGONS
OF FIRST-CLASS

CARRIAGES

AND

SLEIGHS.

In the latest style. Superior material used In all b ancbes. All work warrauted for one year.

V&'AH Orders Promptly attended to. Special Attention paid to Repairing.

PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES. bl3

MUSKOKA DISTRICT.

LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES.
To meet the demands of the Lumbermen In this District, 1 have opened out a

Wholesale Supply Depot at Brmebridgi ,

WHERE EVERYTHING IN THE SHAPE OF

lS®*Lumbermen's Supplies and Furnishings'*^*

CAN BE OBTAINED IN LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES, AT WHOLESALE RATES,
Outside quotations or Correspondence solicited

h\ W. JEFFERY. bli
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LUMBERMEN'S STATIONERY!

We will supply anything in the line of BLANKS or STATIONERY for Lumber

Shanties and Offices at City prices.

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Settlements

Orders

Receipts

Time Books

Log Books

Reports

Ledgers

Cash Books

Drive Books

Way Bills

Office]Letterheads

Office Noteheads

Office Envelopes

Office Cards

Office Notes

Office Drafts

Office Orders

Office Receipts

Office Blank Books

Office Ship Account Books

And everything necessary to a complete office outfit.

All Printing done in the Highest Style of the Art, and at Lowest Living Prices.

Book- Binding of every Description got up in a very Neat and Superior manner.

Account Books Ruled and Bound to any desired Pattern.

For Schedule of Prices address, describing the kind and quality of work desired,

TOKER & CO.,
"THE CANADA LUMBERMAN,"

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO.
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ISAAC ANDERSON'S
Specialties :

ANDERSON'S
x

X X
XXX

MACHINE

OILS.

Specialties :

YALYOLINE
For Lubricating1

Steam Cylinders

It leaves no

Deposit, and

Preserves

the Metal.

These Oils are justly pronounced by Competent Judges

The Best Value in the Market!
A LARGE STOCK OP ALL KINDS OK

MACHINE OILS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
CONSTANTLY ON" HAND.

john f.sken & co. acents,
, ISAAC ANDERSON.

23 Scott Street, Toronto. j W5

TORONTO SCALE WORKS!
C. WILSON & SON, Proprietors.

Oldest Scale Works in Canada. Established ouer Thirty Years.

Hay Scales. Dormant Scales. Cheese Factory Scales.

Coal Scales. Hopper Scales. Counter Scales.

Cattle Scales. Platform Scales. Grocer Scales.

Flour Packers. Dairy Scales. Butcher Scales.

iP^This Scales have received 29 FIRST PRIZES, MEDAL and

GOVERNOR GENERAL'S DIPLOMA.

45 ESPLANADE STREET, TORONTO
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. b!3

UlfM. SMITH 4C*CNft.

The QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO, CANADA
McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

JSTPatronlzed by Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated according to rooms. bl7

DOMINION BELT and HOSE COMPANY
JAMES D. McARTHUR - Manager.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

FIRE ENGINE HOSE, LACE, LEATHER,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC., ETC.
STITCHED AND RIBBED BELTING MADE TO ORBEB.

fi®~Double Always in Stock. Send for Samples and Prices-^t

bid 42 FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO.

T F. RED TRADE SIGN
-

FOR READY-MADE CLOTHING
This Mouse stands at the head, having manufactured Clothing In Toronto for over Fort v Yeira,
and always gave -at isl'urt ion 10 ru-loin. r- •Till I.Ml'UKT THKII1 OWN WOOLLENS

FROM EUROPE, and Manufacture the Clothing on the premise*.

GENTS' ALL WOOL SUITS, $7.50, $9.00 and $12.00

GENTS' FINE WORSTED SUITS, $11.75, $15 00 and $18.00

GENTS' SHIRTS, UNDERCLOTHING, TIES and GLOVES

R. WALKER & SONS,
GOLDEN LION, KING STREET, TORONTO. bl»

The Crowning Triumph ofcthe Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have Just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Cold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their < >icaus over all the English

and American makers. This along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD I
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The Bell Organ Manufactory Is the Largest and Oldest In the British Empire, and the fact that

we have sold nearlv 15,000 proves that they are the best In the market. -B*r-We guarantee all our

Organs for five years. Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.

blti

W. BELL &c CO.
41 to 47 East Market Square, GUELPH, ONT.
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FORESTRY AND ARBORICULTURE,
BEING THE FOURTH CHAPTER OF THE REPORT OF

THE ONTARIO AGRICULTURIAL COMMISSION.

In dealing with the large and very attractive

subj ect of fruit-growing, the Commissioners have

had occasion to use only the language of encour-

agement, but, in connection with the topic they

have now to discuss, they have to utter words

of warning, perhaps even to give expression to

some alarm, for, from the day that the first

pioneer settler entered Upper Canada until now,

a process destructive to our forest wealth has

been rashly, recklessly, wastefully, and it may
even be said wantonly, going on.

No one seems to have stopped to inquire into

the relations which, particularly in such a

climate, the trees of the forest bore to the opera-

tions of the husbandman, affected the rain and

snow fall, protected the crops, or served any

other purpose than to supply fence rails or

cordwood.

If the farmer who entered the country fifty

or sixty years ago were told he might have

secured for himself at this moment, in timber

alone, an amount equal to the value of his farm

at the highest given price, and that he could

have obtained this without sensibly diminishing

the area under cultivation, he might be incre-

dulous. But there are, nevertheless, many
districts where such an assertion would hold

good, where a fortune which might have been

saved has been split up into snake fences or sent

whirling in clouds through the stove pipe.

Meantime, while men have toiled early and

late to shelter themselves and their families

—

and let us hope their cattle too—in comfortable

buildings, and to provide the necessaries of life,

they have deprived the " staff of life " of its

natural and necessary shelter, and seen, time

and again, j>erish before their very eyes, the

wheat and clover on which have depended much
of their prosperity.

Small blame, it is true, attaches to the pioneer

in a wooded country if he does cut and slash at

all obstructions somewhat ruthlessly. The early

settlers in Upper Canada often found them-

selves in circumstances almost desperate. They
had neither roads, nor markets for timber if

they preserved it, and, surrounded by what
seemed to them an illimitable extent of forest,

they naturally took small account of what
might be the state of things in the days of their

grandchildren or their great-grandchildren. But
it is surprising to see that, even with the bare

facts staring them in the face, our farmers who
are practically to-day the owners of the remain-

ing timbered lands of the Provinces in all the

settled districts, are in a condition of profound

lethargy or innocent unconsciousness of the

dangers they invite or the losses they incur.

Still there is time even yet on many farms in

not a few of the counties, for waste to be pre-

vented, danger averted, and money saved, if

men will only shake off the apathy they have

hitherto exhibited, and see the true state of

affairs in the light of self-interest, not to say

self-preservation.

How little idea of providing against the con-

tinued depletion of the forests many of them
have, was well illustrated by an incident that

occurred during one of the early sittings of the

Commissioners. The witness before the Com-
missioners was a gentleman enjoying beyond

most the confidence of his brother agriculturists

—an admirable specimen of an intelligent and

substantial yeoman. To the question, whether

anything had been done in this district in the

direction of replanting forest trees, he replied

in an almost surprised manneJ :

—

" We do not think that we have reached the

miserable condition which requires us to face

that difficulty yet- We have more bush than

there is in many parts of the West."

But it happened that, just before, this same

gentleman had told the Commissioners, that his

crop of fall wheat had been saved from winter-

killing—by what ?

—

by the accidental shelter

afforded it, not by his own, but by his neighbor's

bush. But for this—the merest chance—one of

the best farmers in Ontario would not in all

probability have had enough fall wheat to pay

for the harvesting. And yet he almost scorn-

fully repudiated the idea of planting a tree.

Nor is this all. Not only have the farmers of

Ontario destroyed property of fabulous value,

in the clearing process ; not only have they

denuded their lands of necessary protection
;

not only have they dried up their streams, and

left dry ditches in many places to mark where

once existed a valuable water-power , but they

have been, and still are, going on very fast with

the destruction of their supply of fuel. Instances

have come within the observation of the Com-
missioners, where men who took up bush land

thirty years ago have so thriftlessly managed

their timber, that to-day they have used the

last stick and are actually buying cordwood.

But there is hope yet. Ontario is not the

only country that has had to face the situation

in this respect, and is to-day, thanks to her

prodigious forest wealth, better off than many.

If some choice woods are nearly exhausted,

many others of high marketable value still

remain. There are, in the settled counties of

Ontario, and altogether exclusive of free grant

territory, containing every variety of timber

used for economical purposes, forests as exten-

sive in area as some not unimportant European

principalities. The woods of Ontario consist

principally of the elm, oak, ash, hickory,

butternut, maple, beech, chestnut, poplar,

birch, cherry, basswood, hemlock, cedar, tama-

rack, cotton wood, ironwood, whitewood or

tulip tree, willow—where it has not been

wholly destroyed—the walnut ; and in addition

to this the pines, balsams and spruces, in great

variety. And all these have now a recognized

place in the markets of the world. It is not the
|

duty or purpose of the Commissioners to discuss

the relations of the Government to the lumber-

men, or of the latter to the settler. They look

at this question solely as it affects the interests

of the agriculturist, and through him the coun-

try, and while, as may be pointed out, the

cultivation of the pine and other coniferous

trees is to be encouraged on various grounds, it

is with the deciduous (generally known as hard-

wood) trees they are most largely concerned, so

far as relates to the question of timber supply or

cultivation.

It is proposed, therefore, now to notice :

—

1. The management on cleared farms of the

bush, usually from five to twenty acres in

extent.

2. The economic uses of the several varieties

of timber.

3. The market value of various woods.

4. The age of trees maturing, and conditions

in which they are merchantable.

5. Tree planting including choice of trees,

methods, and cost.

6. The construction of wind-breaks or shelter

belts in fields and orchards.

7. The planting of trees and shrubs for orna-

mental purposes.

Coppices.

The subject of coppices, or the cultivation of

young timber from the stumps of a former

growth, is discussed in Dr. F. B. Hough's very

able report of 1877 to the United States Bureau

of Agriculture. Some of the information given

by Dr. Hough under this head will be of practi-

cal interest in the present connection. Dr.

Hough says :

—

" The coppice is a growth of timber of various

deciduous kinds, from the stumps of a former

growth, and is usually cut before maturity, at

intervals of from ten to forty years, according

to circumstances and the uses to which the pro-

duct is to be applied.

"This mode of cultivation is in great favor

for the growth of firewood, and the smaller

wood used in various industries, and is the

means by which tanning materials are often

produced from the oak, where reliance is neces-

sarily had upon this means for supplies.

"The coppice of short period produces hop-

poles, and the stakes and vine-props so much

used in vine-growing countries, and in many
parts of this country may be able to supply,

with but little care beyond protection, the

fencing material and other woods required for

farm purposes. It is destined to be in future of

great importance in the growing of poplars for

paper-making.
" The trees that sprout best from the stock

are the ashes, elms, oaks, poplars, cottonwoods,

willows, chestnut, linden, mountain ash, maples,

sycamore, birches, alders, and hazel. The beech

will reproduce but slightly, except in very

favourable conditions, and the conifers not at

all, with the single exception of the California

redwood.

" Whatever may be the effect upon the dura-

bility of the timber by cutting at particular

seasons, we have, in case of coppice growth, no

alternative choice, and must cut in winter, and,

by preference, toward the approach of warm
weather but before the sap starts, as at this

time alone will the stumps be in best condition

for sending up a vigorous crop of young shoot*.

The months of February, March, and first part

of April are generally best for this labor.

" In cutting, with the new of reproduction,

the stumps should be left low, and the top-

sloping and smooth, so as not to admit water. It

is sometimes the practice to dress off the stump

in a convex form with an adze, taking especial

care not to separate the bark from the trunk.

It is along this line of union, between the wood

and the bark, that the young shoots start, and

if separated they will not sprout.

" In the cutting of coppice woods it is often

the practice to leave a certain number of choice

trees of the more valuable kinds to grow to full

maturity, and thus acquire a much greater

relative value than if cut small. These reserve-

may be kept through two or three periods or

'revolutions.' They influence the young growth

by their cover and shade, and when properly

distributed may be, on the whole, beneficial

rather than injurious to the future crop. They

should not cover more than a twentieth, or at

most a sixteenth, part of the whole surface. As

same stocks will be weakened by repeated cut-

ting, care should be taken to secure new roots

from time to time, and one means of doing this

is to bend down the tops of some of the sprout>

and bury them partly in the soil, by which

means new roots will in some species form, and

when fairly established they may be separated

from the stock. Such sprouts should be held

down by hooked stakes, and the tops kept in

position by a piece of sod."

It will be seen from the foregoing how im-

portant a source of wood supply, and of income

too in many cases, the gradual and judicious

removal of the larger trees, and the careful and

intelligent cultivation of a second growth may

become. If in clearing up land a strip or belt

of timber were left on the north and west sides

of every ten or twenty acre lot, and intelligently

handled in the way suggested, not only would a

very excellent wind-break be maintained, but

the farm would yield two crops annually in

place of one, with very little loss of space, and

with, probably, a gain rather than a loss in the

value of the grain crops.

Preservation of Standing Timber on Farm*.

The usual treatment of the standing timber

on a farm, unless cleared to be used as a grove,

or where it consists wholly of sugar maples, is

unscientific and wasteful to the last degree. It>

final disappearance is looked upon as inevitable,
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and the process of chopping and clearing mows
it down as surely and steadily if not quite so

rapidly as a reaper the field of grain. Now, in

most cases, by selection and good judgment,

the bush may be saved, and enough timber 'for

all useful purposes still obtained. In a very

interesting and comprehensive letter to the

Commissioners, the Hon. George W. Allan, of

Toronto, alludes to this particular matter.

He says :

—

'

' And here let me remark in passing, that, in

this country, where tree growth is so rapid, if

every farmer who has not been so recklessly im-

provident as to leave himself without a few

acres of bush on his farm, would only manage

his bit of woodland, be it twenty, fifteen, or

even ten acres only, carefully and systemati-

cally, it would keep him, and his children after

him, supplied with fuel, and to a great extent

with timber for fencing and repairs on the

farm.
" I have known instances of pieces of wood-

land of from twenty to twenty-five acres in

extent, which have been thus systematically cut

now for twenty years and upwards ; no tree

under a certain diameter was allowed to be

touched ; all the young growth of beech, oak,

maple, elm, etc., was carefully protected ; and

the resuft has been that these comparatively

small reserves have continued to furnish, under

the same management, sufficient firewood for

the wants of their owners, as well as much
useful material for repairing fence, gates, and

out-buildings.

" On many farms in Ontario, however, not an

acre of wood is now left, and on many more,

the small reserves are rapidly dwindling away,

so that planting would seem to be the only

means of providing—at least in country districts

—a supply of firewood for the future, unless our

farmers are to burn coal, and become dependent

in a great measure for their fuel on a foreign

country."

By selecting (1) such trees as are in demand
for mechanical purposes, and (2) those of an

inferior class, for fuel
;
carefully cleaning up all

mere rubbish, and encouraging the develop-

ment of seedlings and second growth by judici-

ous thinning, the timber crop will be literally

perennial. Where too, it is necessary to clear,

belts, or clumps of second growth, may be pro-

fitably left to form shelter belts in the first

instance, and timber-yielding plantations in due
course. In the course of his address to the

Commissioners, Prof Buckland mentioned a
little incident within his experience, bearing on

the last suggestion. He said :

—

" The question of raising trees from second

growth is a practical one, and I am aware of at

least one instance in which the plan was success-

ful. About thirty years ago I was staying a

few days with a farmer in Prince Edward
County, who was clearing up eight or ten acres

of bush and burning it. Three or four acres

were covered with second growth maple, and I

persuaded him to leave that for the purposes of

a sugar bush. He did so, and now it is one of

the most beautiful little sugar bushes you can

find in Ontario. This, of course, could only be
done where the maple is the predominant
wood."

'

I'uget Sound Fir-Trees.

The fir-tree growths of Puget Sound form one
of the wonders of the American world. They
average 200 feet in height, and some specimens

have been cut that measured 320 feet in length

and twelve feet in diameter at the base, with a

straight and well-proportioned log length of

ninety feet to the first limb. The cedar trees

are in like proportion and are most valuable for

wooden wares of all kinds, while the firs are the

best for spar and ship timber yet found in any
country. There are few nations that do not use

them in ship-building. One fourth the wealth

of San Francisco was culled from the firs of

Puget Sound while the Government slept, and
to-day all the principal steam mill owners who
saw and prepare for market from 100 to 200,000

feet a day to each mill—and there are thirty or

more mills—are residents of San Francisco,

where they invest their profits, to the great

injury of residents of the Sound. There is,

apparently, no exhaustion of the timber, and a

century will possibly elapse before Puget Sound
forests will be cleared of their immense resources

of varied tree growths.

ONTARIO WOODLANDS.

THE UNCLEARED L^NDS IN THE OLDER PARTS OP

ONTARIO.

Among other information placed before the

public for the first time by the report of the

Agricultural Commission is a mass of statistics

relating to the state of the land in every town-

ship in the Province. From these figures we

are able to learn exactly how far the work of

deforesting the country has actually gone, and

how much further it is likely to proceed before

a stable ratio between the cleared and forest

land is reached. We have compiled, from the

digest by counties of the township reports, a

table showing the total area of each country

and the area of cleared land therein, and have

calculated the percentage of land which is still

under forest. Bearing in mind the frequent

outcry about the destruction of our woodlands,

it may be anticipated that the first thing to

strike the reader will be the great number of

acres still uncleared, even in such old and

densely settled countries as those of York and

Middlesex.
.

ACREAGE OP ONTARIO COUNTILS, NUMBER OP CLEARED

ACRES, AND PERCENTAGE OP UNCLEARED LANDS.

Total Acreage Percent.
A creage. Cleared. Uncleared.

Brant 1.0,311 24
7IIO WW.
i UO,OOU 331,890 57

Oarlcton, not in-

cluding M a r 1-

605,815 pv
'tun hqa 248,153 32

Northumbcrland. 442,392 291 ,450 34
111 -in; 237 421 46

147 019 60
Vt\> Li , O 1 id 199 024 70

1,171,350 502^004 52
279,590 183,418 33

Halinurton not known 23,418
223,930 104,075 27
885,411 390,943 58
795,829 440,338 45

Kent, excluding
588,068 217.9G4 00

Lambton 005,902 210,944 66
Lanark, exclud-

ing Elmslie. . .

.

000,704 222,782 64
Leeds and Gren-

ville 741,451 443,790 40
Lennox 301,090 172,039 52
Addington. e in-

cluding Effing-

ham 321,030 10,305 97
191. 4f.it 188,046 31

Middlesex 758,692 478,479 37
389,418 203,709 48

Ontario 480,030 209,147 46
Oxford 470,370 315,587 33

289,294 232,887 20
Perth 518,007 278,152 47
Peterborough, ex-

Clud i n g 13 u r-

470,334 259.334 46
283,848 96,887 66

l'rince Edward.. 229 772 107,924 27
085,404 2O4.S30 79

Simcoe, including
part of Mus-

409,565 65
Dundas 237,498 120,731 49
Stonnont 261,909 115,474 65

287,445 133,030 53
Victoria, exclud-
ing Lax ton,
Digby, and
Longford 772,590 230,706 70

Waterloo 305,250 220,517 2S
228,940 141,418 38

Wellington, ex-
cluding Nichol
and East Gara-

773,250 439,894 43
Wentworth 272,190 197,580 27

540,271 392,513 23

It will be observed that in only two counties

—Peel and Brant— is there less than 2(i per cent

of the, land still in forest. Of counties still

possessing more than a quarter and less than

a third of bush land there are nine—Durham,
Haldimarid, Halton, Lincoln, Oxford, Prince

Edward, Waterloo, Wentworth, and York. In

twelve counties the bush land is more than one-

third ami less than one-half of the total area,

namely, in Northumberland, Elgin, Huron,
Leeds and Grenville, Middlesex, Norfolk,

Ontario, Perth; Peterborough, Dundas, Wet-
land, and Wellington. The following counties

have more than a half and less than three-

quarters of their lands still in forest:—Bruce,

Carleton. Essex, Frontenac, Grey, Hastings,

Kent, Lambton, Lanark, Lennox, Prescott,

Stonnont, Glengarry, Victoria. And the fol-

lowing have more than three-quarters of their

forests still standing :—Addington, Renfrew.
We have some recollection that a French

Commission on forestry reported, after a careful

investigation, that one-sixth of the whole face

of the country shall be clothed in forests in

order to secure favorable conditions for agricul-

ture. Bearing on the same point we may
mention the fact that any farmer of a hundred
acres of good land in Ontario who has ten acres

in bush considers that an ample allowance.

According to this, none of our counties have as

yet approached alarmingly near the point of

danger, and it is to be hoped that in those

counties which are nearest exhaustion,- the

reckless waste of the early days will not be

practised hereafter. The trouble with our

farmers is that the forests whicli are still stand-

ing are not by any means evenly distributed.

There are hundreds of farms so stripped of wood

that the owners have to purchase fuel. The

condition of these farms ought to be, and prob-

ably will be, a sufficiently impressive example

to deter the owners of woodlands from further

lavishing of their resources.

—

Globe.

THE INDUSTRIAL CONDITION OF CANADA.

A couple of years ago our Canadian neighbors,

tired of the industrial stagnation, adopted a pro-

tective tariff in the hope of developing home
industries. A return to a free policy is strenu-

ously insisted upon by many Canadians, whose

idea of national economy never rises above the

sophistry of " buying in the cheapest market."

In an argument for the policy now under

trial the Industrial World of Montreal detcrilies

a very hopeful state of things as its first fruits,

and points out the oovious conditions of the new
prosperity :

—

"Suppose, for instance, a factory is opened

in Montreal, giving employment to 1,000 hands,

what does this mean? One thousand factory

employees will represent a population of at least

2,500. What would the closing of this factory

and consequent expiration of these craftsmen

mean ? A loss of 1,000 to 2,500? Much more.

These artisans require boots, shoes hats, caps,

meat, bread, roots, vegetables, medicine, cloth-

ing, houses, wood, etc., almost ad infinitum, and

likewise each of the new or additional indus-

tries which they inaugurate to add to in all its

various forms, require the same things. So that

each thousand artisans probably" adds, in one

way or other, 5,000 additional to the population.

Have our free trade friends ever considered

this ? What emptied one-fifth of the houses of

Montreal under the late regime? The closing

of the factories. What studed the growth of

the city during that dark era? The impedi-

ments which the tariff raised to the establish-

ment of new industries and the development of

diversified labor. All the artisans employed in

the factories of the metropolis wanted homes.

It required carpenters, joiners, bricklayers,

painters, plasters, roffers, glaziers, workingmen
of all kinds to erect these houses. It required

vast quantities of agricultural produce to fill the

stomachs of the various craftsmen which the

tariff furnished with a purchasing {tower. And
although to-day the same clouds float over us,

the same sun, moon, and stars light the heavens

by day and night, in the language of Webster,

How altered ! and how changed ! Of 2,000 notes

falling due on the 3rd of February in the Bank
of Montreal, not one was protested ! ! Among
the thousands of vacant houses in Montreal in

>78j not an empty place is to be found, and the

demand is for hundreds more. The market is

flooded with money for investment. Canada

fours are worth more than Canada sixes were

formerly. Our alms houses, except for the old

and infirm, are empty, and the soup kitchen is

now a matter of history. The railways are un-

able to carry the freight offered to them, and

the demand for increased accommodation is met

by the employment of thousands of able hands,

working night and d*y to meet the public

wants ! Never was there an era promising

greater prosperity for Canada. Bank stocks

have appreciated 37i per cent, and all securities

have become correspondingly improved in value,

and the prospect of a £.">,000,000 surplus for the

financial year ending July 1st stares us in the

face to terrify us into a free trade policy ! If it

is a bad policy to swamp horses while crossing

the stream, we think it would be rather impru-

dent to risk a change from prosperity, under

protection, to one of promised increased (?) ag-

grandizement under free trade.'
-—Scientific Am-

erican.

Effects of Advertising.

Mr. Alsop, of the Steam Cabinet Works.

Broadmead, Bristol, has just executed a fur-

nishing order for South Africa. The sender

admitted that he had only heard of Mr. Alsop

through the columns, of an English newspaper.

SUPEEI0E QUALITY OF SAW LOGS.

A "Traveller" writes to the PembrooUe
Observer as follows :

—

"In passing round by the Schyan the other

day I could not help remarking the quantity

and quality of saw logs manufactured by the

Messrs. Bron.,un & Weston on that stream, and
never was I more surprised than when ob- .

ing those logs which are large and of the very

best quality, being of the finest yellow pine. As
a great many of them are taken out by jobbers

and culled on the river, it is a good sign to see

, so little red chalk, which indicates culls, and
deals out destruction to the jobbers. I opine it

did not cost the company much this year for

crayons. The reason my attention was more
particularly drawn to these logs was that the

limits from which they were taken belonged to

the late John Egan. After his death their

working was carried on by trustees, they were

pronounced by the agent to be of little value,

and were sold by public sale and knocked down
to the company for a mere trifle. Alas for

men's judgment in these days. I have been in-

formed that the Messrb. Bronson & Weston will

have about one hundred thousand logs taken

from their Schyan limits this winter, part of

which will go down by Black River. I did not

see all their logs but was told they were all . f

A 1 class. I can safely say the Schyan river

will produce more first-class logs in proporti n

to quantity than any tributary of the Ottawa.

I must not forget in passing, that Mr. Richard

Eraser, of Pembroke, has a few thousand logs

near the mouth of the Schyan which are well

worthy the attention of intending purchasers,

as I understand they are for sale, they are a

fair average and good quality. On my arriving

at the mouth of Schyan I could not help taking-

notice of the improvement being made on Capt.

|

Thibeaudeau's screw steamer, the Walter B. He

I

is getting her renovated and enlarging the first

and second deck. This will have ample room
to accommodate the travelling public the ensuing

summer and autumn. There is an apitearance

of pros|>erity over all parts of this section. I

see Wm. Leroy's wharf is well filled with wood,

I believe for the use of the Union Forwarding

Company's steamers ; it looks encouraging to

see all these prej>arations making for the next

summer's business. With a railroad running

along side, it is surprising to see all the teams

that are drawing up loading f. >r the Upper
Ottawa. I could not help thinking there must

be something wrong. Do they charge too much
for freight on the Canada Central? All the

better for the farmers and hotel-keepers along

the toad."

THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.

Luml>ering interests in the Eastern T un-

ships of Ouebec . are this winter very brisk.

Especially is this the case along the line of the

South Eastern R.R., which, with its several

branch lines, has done much to ojien up sections

of the country containing large quantiti t

spruce and hemlock standing timber, which

have heretofore been unavailable. A Montreal

correspondent who has just spent several days

in the township of Roxton, re]«>rts lumbering

operations in that vicinity as being very actively

prosecuted. There are large tracts of land there

covered with hemlock, which has heretofore

been cut solely for the sake of the bark for tan-

ning purposes. Thousands of trees lay rotting

in the bush, but since the completion of tbO

railway between Sutton Junction and S -.el.

which affords direct access to the American

market, all the available timber lands have been

bought up. Messrs. Prouty & Miller, a con-

siderable lumbering firm, of Newport, Vermont,

have built a fine mill at Roxton Falls ; Mcssdk.

Cosgrain & Lee. who hold some 4,000 acres of

timber land, expect to get their now steam mill

running in a week or so, and have already sold

all their cut hemlock to a North Troy, N.Y.,

concern. Three or four other mills are in course

of erection in the same neighborhood, and the

general business activity prevailing i> in marked

contrast with the state of affairs which exi-ted a

few years back, when railway facilities were

wanting.

—

Monetary Times.

A rrcOMiNENT lumberman in Burlington has

had his coat of anus painted on the panels of

his carriage with the Latin motto " Vidi,"

which by interpretation is " I saw."
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THE FUEL OF THE FUTURE.

THE DISCOVERY AGAIN CLAIMED—WHAT IS SAID

ABOUT ATOMIZED PETROLEUM AND SUPER-

HEATED STEAM.

Reports current among engineers and others

interested for some months past were only the

prelude to disclosures which must excite the

industrial world. The main fact is the produc-

tion of a new fuel, from the combination of

petroleum and steam, from w hich intense heat

is instantly generated, under perfect control,

and at an expense so insignificant, compared

with coal, as to promise results of an import:

ance not easily exaggerated. This is the con-

\ iction of all present to-day who witnessed its

practical operation at the smelting works of G.

D. Mackey, in Grand street, Jersey City, where

he has had liquid fuel in use for a considerable

time, but meanwhile avoiding observation. The

explanation of the methods and principles was

volunteered by Colonel John C. Rose, of the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company. But the

simplicity of the arrangement was not the least

remarkable of the whole. To produce combus-

tion, nothing more is necessary than

BY MEANS OF AN ATOMIZER

to unite dry steam and crude petroleum, only a

c >mmon inch pipe being used for this purpose,

one for steam, the other for oil, with cocks to

regulate the flow. The junction is made within

six inches of a perforated brick retort, which

the nozzle enters, and instantly, on a match

being applied, the whole interior of the furnace

(an ordinary reverberatory smelting furnace)

becomes intensely heated, so much so that all

the exposed surfaces may be easily fused. If

applied to a steam boiler, on a locomotive, or on

shipboard, it is only necessary to place the re-

torts, made of fire clay, on the grate bars, thus

protecting the boiler plates from injury. Said

Colonel Rose :
" We can now run a locomotive

from New York to Philadelphia for four dollars

instead of an expense of some S25, as at present,

with coal." More than this, the fuel creates no

gas, smoke, ashes or cinders—in corroboration

of which statement the spectators were asked to

observe the interior of the furnace and the open-

ing of the flue above the roof. Mr. Mackey re-

minded the spectators of what liquid fuel might

do for the elevated railways, and of the revolu-

tion to be affected in steam navigation. Said

he : "We have the system in perfect working

in a boiler at the Jersey City water-works in

Belleville, and have demonstrated more than

what we have said to be true." "Why," said he,

" we have only to make a retort full of holes,

where the gas is generated, and placing it on

the grate bars of any furnance nothing else is

required but to turn on the steam and oil, or as

for that matter, coal tar or the refuse of an oil

efinery will do just as well, and one fireman

can tend to a dozen furnaces just as easy as one,

for all he has to do is to keep up steam." He
affirmed that the new motive power could be

used at

ONE-EIGHTH THE COST OF COAL.

Indeed, the cost was so trifling for ordinary

purposes as to be too small for easy calculation.

The gentlemen present engaged in a general

conversation, expresssing themselves in refer-

ence to the great changes to take place in run-

ning engines and machinery, all seeming to be

firm in the faith that great results are in the

immediate future.

Mr. McCrae, superintendent of the motive

power on the Pennsylvania railroad, said im-

mediately : "This is just the thing we want and
have been long trying for." The only difficulty

heretofore has been in the combustion—in the

mode of applying the fuel. On the New Jersey

Midland railroad, not long ago, they thought

they had the right thing beyond a doubt, and
went so far as to organize a company, with S2,-

000,000, to apply it, but the plan did not work.

Be l eral of the steamship lines, too, have tried

it, with no better successs. The atomizing pro-

cess, however, with super-heated steam in com-

bination, is accepted as the true solution of the

difficulty. It is observed that the dryer the

strain the greater is the power, and so the pre-

sent purpo«e is to turn the pi[>es supplying

steam directly through the furnace, so that the

combination with the oil shall take place after

the steam has been heated to the highest degree

attainable. As yet the mechanic-ism employed

is of a very crude character, but is susceptible

of a perfection which shall set at rest all ques-

tions concerning the feasibility of a practical

application.

—

N.Y. Commercial Advertiser.

THE CHICAGO LUMBER TRADE.

At the recent meeting of the lumber dealers

of Chicago, B. L. Anderson gave the following

resume of the lumber trade of that city during

the past 20 years, with some sensible deductions

therefrom :

—

" Lumbermen of 1881, what is our duty at

this time? To rightly understand and appreci-

ate the true condition of our trade. To do this,

facts must be ascertained, and after we have

made the correct deductions therefrom, it is our

duty to outline and follow the policy that shall

most surely remunerate us for the investment of

our time and capital. Facts and figures, I am
aware, are rather dry food so soon after lunch

;

but it is for our present and prospective good to

look at a few of them. From 1861 to 1805 the

average receipts were 425,000,000 feet, and the

average stocks on hand Jan. 1, 80,000,000; from
'60 to 70, the average receipts were 931,000,000,

and the stocks 215,000,000 : from 71 to 75, the

receipts averaged 1,110,000,000, and the stocks

300,000,000, and from 1876 to 1880, the receipts

were 1,263,000,000, and the stocks 394,000,000.

In 1860, the total receipts were 262,000,000 feet,

and the stock on hand Jan. 1, 1861, 30| per

cent., or 94,000,000 feet ; in '65 the receipts

were 647,000,000, and the stock on hand Jan. 1,

'66, 137,000,000, or 21\ per cent.; in 1870, the

receipts were 1,018,000,000, and ths stock at the

end of the year, 298,000,000, being 34 per cent,

of the receipts ; in 1875 the receipts were 1,147,-

000,000, the stock 352,000,000, and the percent-

age 302 ; and in 1880, the receipts were 1,564,-

000,000, the stock at the close 497,000,000, and

the percentage 32. Prior to 1870, there were no

monthly accounts taken of the stock in the

yards, and I cannot, therefore, show the aver-

age percentage during the year, before that

time. In 1870, however, we find that, with

receipts aggregating 1,039,000,000 feet, the

average stocks, as shown by the inventories

taken on the first of each month, were 303,000,-

000, or 30 per cent., while the stock on hand

Jan. 1, was 352,000,000, or 33J per cent, of the

receipts ; in 77 the receipts were 1,005,000,000,

the average monthly stocks 305,000,000, or 30

per cent., and the stock Jan. 1, 309,000,000 or

34^ per cent.; in 78, the receipts were 1,180,-

000,000, the monthly stocks 333,000,000, or 28|

per cent., and the amount on hand Jan. 1, 385,-

000,000, or 32£ per cent, of the receipts ; in 79,

the receipts were 1,408,000,000, the average

stocks 407,000,000, or 27| per cent., and the 1st

of January stock 410,000,000, or 28 per cent.,

and in 1880, with receipts of 1,564,000,000, the

monthly average of stock was 404,000,000, or 25

per cent., and the amount on hand Jan. 1, 451,-

000,000, or 28^ per cent, of the total received.
'

' To appreciate correctly these figures, there

is one very important element to be borne in

mind ; namely, that previous to 1870 consider-

ably more than 50 per cent, of our receipts

were shipped green from our yards and railroad

docks, whilst now, 25 per cent, of green ship-

ments would be a very liberal amount to esti-

mate. My own opinion, however, is that from

15 to 20 per cent, of green shipments is more

nearly the correct amount, which fact, of itself,

necessitates a largely increased stock of dry

lumber, over and above what the yards have

carried hitherto. Hence, in view of the receipts

of 1880 being 1,504,000,000, I estimate that we
ought to have had on hand on Jan. 1, a stock of

not less than 000,000,000, taking into considera-

tion the largely increased demand of 1880 and

the prospective demand for 1881.; instead of

which, all we had on hand Jan. 1 was 497,000,-

000—fully 20 per cent, less than we ought to

have had. Hence arises the unwisdom of any
alarm about the stock on hand being excessive.

"The fact is, if we want to hold the trade we
have acquired, and increase it, we must of

necessity have a largely increased stock of dry

lumber all the time on hand for shipping to

points where we come into direct competition

for the trade of those points. Which of these

policies we shall pursue will determine whether

we are as wise in our day and generation as our

worthy predecessors were in theirs."

—

Lumber-

man's Gazette.

LOSSES BY FOREST FIRES.

We some time ago stated that the Suj<erin-

tendent of the Census had placed all thatrelate!

to Forestry, including lumbering, arid v. hat,. ••. • •;

concerns forestry as a source of national wealth,

in the hands of Prof. C. S. Sargent, of the Ar-

nold Arboertum of Harvard University. How
thorough his investigations would be, those who

know him need not be told. In a general way

we may say that his own journeys to the Rocky

Mountains and to the Pacific, as far as the

forests of Washington territory, his employing

of local agents, and the sending of ex|»erts to

important localities, have been but a part of bis

labors. To show how every ramification of

the subject is provided for, we may refer to

the circulars sent out to collect information as

to forest fires. We often see articles in the

journals lamenting the destruction of our forests

by the demand for railroad ties and fuel ; the

wanton waste in clearing for farms, and the

rapid destruction by lumbermen. It is believed,

by those best able to judge, that the destruction

of our forests by fires, is greater than from all

other causes together. It is also known that

such fires are annually increasing in number.

It is believed that these fires are mainly due

from avoidable causes, and that proper legisla-

tion is needed to prevent this useless waste of

national wealth. For proper measures of preven

tion to be taken, it is an important point to

know just the extent of the evil, and this it is

proposed to learn by means of the Tenth Census.

Prof. Sargent has prepared a circular to be ad-

dressed to the town officers in all parts of the

country where forest fires may occur. This

blank form, which can be readily filled, asks for

the number of acres, or square miles of forests

destroyed by fire in 1880, the value of the pro-

perty thus destroyed ; causes generally produ-

cing such fires, and any suggestions relating to

the general subject of forest fires and how they

may be prevented or diminished.

—

American

Agriculturist.

FOREST PRESERVATION.

The Brantford Telegram says that much has

been written lately in reference to the preserva-

tion of our forests, but still the reckless waste of

fire and axe goes on. Notwithstanding the

statutory laws for the prevention of forest fires,

there is no effectual check to prevent our valu-

able forests from being willfully or accidentally

swept away by fire during the dry summer
months. The Orillia Packet, referring to the

subject, calls attention to the scarcity of fire-

wood in some of the older settled townships,

which, heavily wooded a few years ago,

now, with the exception of their hilly condition

and line fences, look like prairiee. Farmers

within the radius of twenty miles from cities

and large towns are commencing to burn coal,

so that the question of fuel supply is a serious

one, and will have to be faced within a few

years. But apart from this the absence of

forests will produce a deleterious effect upon our

climate—creating, as the experience of other

countries shows, atmospheric changes, anything

but beneficial either to the crops or conducive

to the comforts of living. We should see to it

that at least our tracts of woodlands, which re-

present thousands of dollars, are not merci-

lessly left to the incendiary or criminally care-

less sportsman, but that Forest Rangers be

appointed to take charge of our back forests and

other non-resident wooded lands, and see to it

that in case of fire the flames will not be allow-

ed to devastate, without opposition, vast tracts

of country, leaving nothing but a ruined waste.

Probably the best plan would be for the Local

and Dominion Governments to appoint a joint

commission to investigate the subject, and sub-

mit proper regulations on Forestry in general.

Got Up in the Very Best Style of the Art.

We have to thank the publishers, Messrs.

Toker & Co., of the Peterborough Review, for

a specimen number of The Canada Lumber-

man, hitherto published at Toronto, by Mr.

Alex. Begg. It is got up in the very best style

of the art, and speaks most favorably for the

enterprise of its new proprietors. Published

semi-monthly, at S2 a year ; 10 pages. The only

work of its kind published in the Dominion. In

our next we purpose giving extracts from its

" Introductory " articles, which will more fully

explain its mission.

—

Millbrook Messenger,

TIMBER RESOURCES
The forestry division of the L>e;#artment of

Agriculture, national Government, hat been

engaged in attempting to ascertain the tunW
resource* of the country, in conneeti<»n with the

tenth L'nited State* census. The work in the

State* of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota.,

has been under the sujxsrvisiun of H. C. Put-

man, of Kau Claire, Wis., whose researches

have so far progressed that an approximate esti-

mate of the amount of standing pine in the three

State* has been reached. From what we learn

of the method pursued in obtaining the figures

it is judged that the result will be a nearer ap-

proach to a knowledge of the actual timber

resources of the country than has ew;r l,ef'»r<r

Ijeen obtained. To 1*3 sure, there has been a

reliance ujxm estimates, but they have been

more closely scanned and compared and have
gone more into particulars. The result* secured

in the three States named are these :

Minnesota will be credited in the census re-

ports with containing 0,150,000,000 feet of

standing pine, distributed as follows : Rainy
Lake and tributaries, 350,000,000 ; Red River

and tributaries, 000,000,000; St. Louis and
Cloquet rivers, 1,500,000,000; Mississippi and
tributaries, 2,900,000,000 ; North Shore of Lake
Superior, 800,000,000.

The State of Wisconsin is credited with 40,-

500,000,000 feet, distributed in districts as

follows : St. Croix river and south shore of

Lake Superior, 0,000,000,000; Chipjiewa and
tributaries, 12,500,000,000; Wisconsin river and

tributaries, 11,000,000,000 ; Lake Superior dis-

trict east of range 11, 2,000,000,000 ; east of the

Wisconsin river, 9,000,000,000.

Michigan is credited with having 35,000,000,-

000 feet of standing pine—6,000,000,000 in the

upper peninsula and 29,000,000,000 in the lower

peninsula.

The aggregate in the three States is 81,650,-

000,000 feet.

This is much less than the amount of pine

supposed to be standing in these States, but

there is no means of ascertaining whether the

figures given include only the bodies of pine

which in the present condition of lumbering

operations are regarded as profitable to lumber,

omitting lands which have been culled but

which still contain a considerable amount of

pine which will eventually be cut, when the

decadence of timber shall sufficiently advance

the price of lumber.

There is quite a probability that there will be

a goodly quantity of pine cut in the three States

after the reports show the 81,650,000,000 feet of

the census bureau's finding have been manufac-

tured, which will be in about 11 years at the

present rate of cutting.

At the present rate of cutting the pine in

Michigan will last 10 years, if the figures above

given are proper representatives of the amount

now standing.

—

Lumberman's Gazette.

Important Function to Fulfil.

The Canada Lumberman.—We have received

from Messrs. Toker & Co., Peterborough, a

copy of this send-monthly published by them.

It is a sixteen page quarto, and its typographica!

appearance and make-up are exceedingly neat,

such as one would expect the Review establish-

ment to turn out. The prospectus announce^

that the Lumberman will be a " purely trade

organ and entirely non-political." "All infor-

mation of value to the trade at large will be

diligently collected and matters of interest to

them will be discussed and advocated." And
judging by the number before us this promise

will be faithfully carried out. This journal as

the guardian of one of the most extensive in-

terests of the Dominion has a most important

function to fulfil and the promise of the initial

numbers is a good indication that this importa

duty will not suffer at the hands of The Ca>"ad

Lumberman. The single number before us a; -

pears for its varied and interesting contents to

be worth the price of subscription (82.00) for a

year to anyone to whose interests they appertain

We give it our best wishes for success.—

Ifapanec Standard.

There are now six European countries whic

refuse to allow the importation of pork from

the United States, viz.: Russia, Italy. Spain

Portugal, Greece and France.
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In Chicago 3,411 men find employment in the

lumber yards, and 2,701 men and 205 boys in

the planing-mills.

DCEING January and February, 9,597,043

feet of lumber were exported from New York,

the West Indies taking fully half of it.

A cord of second-growth, dry oak wood, by

actual test, weighs, 2,948 pounds, and a load of

green, of the same kind, 4,820 pounds.

It is said that it will crowd ?he mills of

Orange and Beaumont, Texas, to fully meet the

demands even of the railroads this year.

The Muskoka Herald says : The Muskoka
Slide, Dam and Boom Company will build a

new dam at the falls at Baysville during this

season. The company's engineer was taking

levels and making measurements for the work

last week.

Me. Arthur S. Pierson, of Harvard, N.Y.,

has patented a jointer for circular saws, so con-

structed that it can be readily adjusted to

operate on saws of different diameters, and

which will bring all the teeth to a uniform

1 ingth. It is an ingenious, simple, and effective

device.

The Flos Lumber Company have erected a

new saw and shingle mill of large capacity, not

far from the Midland Railway station at Orillia,

and already two boilers and machinery are for-

ward, the intention being to have the mill ready

for work at an early day on the large stock of

logs cut during the winter.

The official figures for 1880 show that the

exports of the United States have increased to

the enormous amount of $889,049,840, exceeding

1879 by $124,490,015. The imports have in-

creased largely, yet there still remains an excess

of exports over imports of $192,840.407—or

nearly two hundred million dollars for 1880.

A despatch announces that a Minneapolis

firm has secured a large order from the Syndi-

cate for lumber for the construction of the

Canadian Pacific Railway freight-sheds and
depots on the line. It is stated also that 000,-

000 ties, manufactured on the eastern ssection

of the C.P.R., have been bought at reasonable

figures.

The Muskoka Herald says Mr. T. Halliday

is at work with a gang of men improving the

navigation (logivation) at Mathiase Falls, by
building a pier opposite the one built by the

Government four years ago. The present im-

provement is being done by the Muskoka Slide,

Dam and Boom Company, and, if properly

carried out will be a great boom to river

drivers.

The Fredericton Reporter says the people of

Quebec are beginning to wake up to the great

waste of the hemlock trees, in procuring bark

for exportation. The hemlock tree will be a

thing of the past in New Brunswick before

long, unless some restriction is made. The sug-

gestion to increase the stumpage tax on bark

cut for other than local tanning or extract pur-

poses, is a good one.

The Tracadie Star says there has been, or

will have been by spring, nearly 8,000,000 feet

of logs cut on Tracadie this winter. It is princi-

pally for R. A. & J. Stewart, and will be sawed

at the Tracadie Mills, and thence conveyed to

Chatham in woodboats. Mr. J. A. McDonald
has now put out 3,500,000 feet on the South

Branch of Tracadie, has 13 teams and 90 men
in, and works for Stewart.

The Ottawa Free Press says that Capt. W.
O. McKay informs us that Dosithe Galipaux,

Joseph Galipaux, Orphir Philon, and Hermidas
Desmarchis, four men in the employ of Mr. A.
McLean, cut 155 pieces of square timber on the

Upper Ottawa in six days. The timber aver-

aged 54 feet. This is claimed to be the biggest

week's work ever performed by four men in the

Ottawa Valley.

The Quebec Chronicle says the Canada
Central Railroad is to blame for the failure of

timber merchants to ship timber through to

Quebec by rail. It says that line charges more
than double the rates of the Q.M.O. & O. Rail-

way, and that Mr. Chapleau has been endeavor-

ing at Ottawa to bring about such a reduction

in the rates of the Canada Central as will

enable the Q.M.O. & O. Railway to assist in

the development of this important traffic.

THE CANADA

The Bangor (Me.) Whig of the 2nd of March

says, that at the annual meeting of the Penob-

scot Lumbering Association, held yesterday,

the following officers were elected : President,

\V. B. Hayford ; Clerk and Treasurer, Abrarri

Moor. Directors, Charles G. Sterns ; Joab W.
Palmer, Eben Webster, John Morrison, John

P. Webber and Jos. M. Hodgkins. The raft-

ing of the logs at the Penobscot boom for the

coming season was bid off by Mr. John Ross at

the rate of thirty cents.

A scaler in a lumber camp in Gladwin

county was instructed to scale out both saps on

certain logs. One of the kind was banked

which the foreman thought ought to scale 500

feet. The scaler insisted, though, on following

directions and scaled out the saps. Later he

went around to the other end of the log and dis-

covered it was hollow, and when last heard

from he was sitting on a stump scratching his

head, for after taking out the hole he wanted

just 13 feet of having any log at all.

The Renfrew Mercury says that on the limits

lately sold by Messrs. Mackay & Smith, there

has been cut this season one tree, five lengths of

which (each 13 feet 0 inches long) measured one

hundred and fifteen standards, and said to con-

tain 23,000 feet of lumber. The smallest end of

the smallest log measured 35 inches in diameter.

From another tree, a piece of timber 44 feet

long by 3 feet square was manufactured. The
stump of this tree measured 18 feet in circum-

ference. This limit is within a day's drive of

Renfrew village.

The Pembroke Observer says that Mr. P.

Fitzpatrick, Mayor of Allumette Island, who
has the contract of drawing a raft of timber,

manufactured on the Coulonge by Bryson &
Murtagh, for J. R. Booth, has caught up to the

timber makers, and has now between one

thousand four hundred and one thousand five

hundred pieces conveyed from the bush and de-

posited on the ice. According to Mr. William

Clarke, forest ranger, of Pontiac, the timber

will average between sixty-five and seventy feet,

and he says it is the best he has seen this winter.

The distance which the timber had to be drawn

varied from six to eight miles. It is now lying

on the Coulonge river, some seven or eight

miles above its junction with the Ottawa, and
consequently about the same distance from

Coulonge village. If the season permits, about

seven hundred pieces will be manufactured and

added to the timber already drawn.

It is believed that the railroad tie of the

future will be cut from the beautiful catalpa

tree. The Fort Scott, Texas and Gulf Railroad

have planted 900 acres of young trees and the

Iron Mountain railroad 100 acres, near Charles-

ton, Mo. On the track bed of the latter com-

pany ties of this wood have lain in the muddy
silt of the Mississippi for twelve years, and are

still in a good state of preservation. They have

outlasted two sets of white oak ties, and bid

fair to survive the third. Fence posts in Indiana

and Illinois are now sound after having been in

service for forty, fifty and even seventy-five

years. In the muddy regions about Cairo,

where it is grown extensively, it is used as

"corner stones" for the most substantial build-

ings. It is of an elastic nature, but not so soft

and light as Cottonwood. Dr. John A. Warder,

President of the American Forestry Association,

claims for the catalpa a durablility and power

of resistance to the influences of the elements

possessed by no other wood. It is found in the

Mississippi valley and on the shores of the

tributaries of the great river. It bears a large

white, highly perfumed flower, and grows quite

rapidly.

Deserving of Liberal Support.

The Canada Lumberman.—This journal, the

first nine numbers of which were published in

Toronto, has been purchased by Messrs. Toker

& Co., proprietors of the Peterborough Review.

The Canada Lumberman is the only paper

published in Canada devoted to the interests of

the lumber and timber industries of the

Dominion, and being purely a trade publication,

is deserving of a liberal support from those

in whose interest it has been established. The
first number issued by the new proprietors is

before us, and is in every respect a credit to

them. Tt is published semi-monthly at $2 per

annum.

—

Dclhrillc Intelligencer.

LUMBERMAN.

THE DRY LUMBER QUESTION.

At the meeting of the Chicago lumber dealers

on Saturday of last week, in response to a resolu-

tion of thanks, extended to Mr. T. W. Harvey,

who officiated as the host, that gentleman made
some very sensible remarks upon the relation of

the Chicago lumber trade to that of the country

at large. "Chicago," said Mr. Harvey, "makes

prices for the entire western country, and the

markets of the East are influenced by the action

of the dealers of this city in fixing the value of

lumber. The question of carrying larger stocks

is one which must materially affect the prices of

the future. If this market fixes its prices upon

the basis of green or but partially seasoned

lumber, as must inevitably be the case if the

yards of the city do not carry stocks of sufficient

extent to at all times insure a full assortment of

dry, the markets at other points will be estab-

lished upon the same basis. The extent of the

trade which Chicago shall transact during the

coming year, hinges largely upon this question.

The total supply, of the year 1879, amounted to

1,850,000,000 feet, of which, in round numbers,

1,400,000,000 feet was disposed of, and the close

of the year found us with about 450,000,000 feet

on hand. The stock of 1880 aggregated 2,000,-

000,000 feet, of which 1,500,000,000 feet was

sold, and 500,000,000 feet remained on hand for

commencing the business of the present year.

" Every indication now points to an increase

of not less than 150,000,000 feet in the business

of 1881, and we should prepare ourselves for

handling not less than 2,250,000,000 feet, includ-

ing the stook now on hand. This will admit of

a disposition, during the season, of 1,050,000,000

feet, leaving on hand, at the close of the season,

<!00,000,000 feet. That this will not more thau

suffice for the wants of the trade, our present

condition fully assures us. Entering upon the

year with 500,000,000 feet, the first of July will

find our dry stocks so far depleted as seriously

to cripple our trade for the succeeding three

months. We should have closed the last season

with at least 100,000,000 feet more than we did,

in order to keep ourselves in j>osition to supply

the prospective demand which is now indicated.

" And the trade is rapidly increasing. The
rapid development of the western country ad-

monishes us that if we would keep pace with it,

we must enlarge ou stocks. If we are called

ui>on to receive such a vast amount as 1,750,-

000,000 feet during the coming season, and the

prospect of the winter's logging assures us that

we shall be, where shall we sent the 1,050,000,-

000 feet which I claim we shall be able to dis-

]H»se of? In answer to this, let me point you to

the 10,000 miles of railroad now in course of

construction, and call to mind the growth and
increase of the towns and villages which are

building up as a result of the wonderful era of

prosperity which has dawned upon us. And if

the country west of us will so largely increase

its demands for lumber, what shall we say for

Chicago? At no time in the past six years,

have so many plans been supplied by the

architects of this city for improvements as are

now in hand.

"And all this means a demand for dry lum-

ber. We cannot ship it green. The day when
10,000 feet could be loaded on a car and billed

as 5,000, has gone by. Everything is weighed,

and the lumber manufacturers and dealers of

the whole country are in the same boat ; all

must submit to the weighing process. There

may in the past have been a " buy " way, but

that is out of the way for us and for a majority

of dealers elsewhere. Pools have been formed;

all the railroads of the country have become
members of what is known as a weighing associ-

ation, and the pool association has agreed to

haul no lumber which has not passed over the

scales of the weighing association. This does

not apply simply to shipments from Chicago
;

it includes not only lumber, but everything else,

not only here, but everywhere throughout the

land.

" Let lis, then, see how we KM to be affected

by it. The average stock of lumber in Chicago

will weigh 3,200 pounds to the thousand feet

The average freight is 25 cents per 100 pounds.

Dry lumber will average not over 2.500 pounds.

1 f , then, we dry 700 pounds of water out of the

lumber, we reduce the freight 81.75 per thou-

sand feet. Lumber weighing but 2.500 pounds

is worth fully SI. 25 more in our yards than

lumber weighing 3,200. Ey carrying sufficient

stock to enable us to season it, we add, there-

fore, 83.00 per thousand to its value to u*. Will
not this pay? True, dock rents are high, but
the increased value of our lumber will pay the

.
difference of expense in this respect and r-till

leave us a handsome margin, beside enabling us
to fill the orders which reach us, with prompt-
ness. The manufacturers also must learn to

carry a supply at their mills, and thus to share

with us in the benefits of cheajier freight and a
better price. Dry lumber is what we want,
and dry lumber we must have, and we must
make up our minds this very season to place

ourselves in a position to at all times have it.

—

Northwestern Lumberman,

CANADIAN AND BRAZILIAN TRADE.
The ventilation of the proposed new trade

between Canada and the Brazils has so far been
in a dormant state as regards practical statistics

for the guidance of our commercial and trading

community. The data relative to this subject

has been coinpulsorily held in abeyance await-

ing the consummation of arrangements by Mr.
Wm. Darley Bentley (the Brazilian Consul-

General) who, since October last, has been
vigorously engaged in England and Rio Janeiro

conferring with financiers and shij>owner8 for

the bringing about of a company to conduct
direct service between the two countries. We
are enabled on good authority to state that that

gentleman's negotiations have been successful,

and a company lias been formed in London,
England, whereby a first-class line of steam-
ships will, almost immediately, come into ojiera-

tion, commencing probably between Halifax

and Rio, and performing a bi-monthly trade.

The company's capital is stated at $500,000,

which, together with the respective subsidies of

$50,000 voted by the Canadian and Brazilian

Governments, will enable the service to provide

such comfort to passengers and freights as, in

the i>ast, has not been provided. The prospects

of an increasing trade between the Dominion
and the Brazils is encouraging to all parties

interested ; and at once opens up a new channel
for shippers to consign marketable produce to

more distant ports, where, probably, the field

for requirements will enhance the value and
more than fully repay the consignor for his

speculation. On the other hand, we have ex-

ceptional transit offered for Brazilian produce
imported into Canada, giving Brazilian exporters

facilities for shipment of tropical goods such as

sugar, coffee, cocoa, hides, etc, and various

articles of farina indispensible in our markets.

The specialities of exports to the Brazils include

flour, furniture, coal, codfish, dry goods, all

descriptions of canned goods (meat and fish),

kerosene and petroleum oils, pine wood and
lumber in even- shape for building purposes.

In fact, the interchange of commodities are so
numerous that a glance at the import and
export trade during the past two years between
the United States and Brazil at once implies

that similar transactions are adapted to Cana-
dian and South American requirements. It is

the company's intention to make one of the

West India Islands (perhaps St. Thomas* a port

to call en route—whereby their interests and the

public convenience will be further develojied.

The rates proposed to be exercised by this

service will be of such quotations as to render

attractions to shippers, and provide opportunity
for consignments of saleable articles to receive

the attention of consignees at their destination.

The necessity of this service between Canada
and the Brazils has long been recognized, and,

now that it has arrived at the present satisfac-

tory point for practical work, there is every
reason to believe that its merits will be fully

entertained by the travelling and commercial

community, and ultimately establish such bene-

fits as its promoters and Government supporters

have so ably organized.

—

Industrial World.

Improvement on the Old Issue.

The Canada Lumberman has changed hands,

and is now published by Toker & Co.. of the

Peterborough Review. The first number pub-

lished by them, is before us and presents a very

neat appearance, being quite an improvement

on the old issue. It should receive the patron-

age of all interested in the lumber business.

Terms $2 per year.— West Z>urham Fetes,
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IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF WOOD.

We have received, from the secretary of the

treasury, a summary statement of the imports

and exports, to and from the United States, for

the year 1880, from which some general facts

regarding the trade with foreign countries may
be obtained. The value of imports of mer-

chandise for the year, free of duty, amounted to

8206,583,345, of which the item of unmanufac-

tured wood is stated at a valuation of $3,229,-

333—an increase in this class of imports of

§943,518 over those of 1879. Of dutiable goods,

the total imports of the year amounted to a

valuation of $490,222,522—an increase over

1879 of $151,302,883. Of this amount, the fol-

lowing table exhibits the value of wood products

on which duties were collected :

Articles. 1S80. 1870.
Furniture and manufactures

of wood $1,325,397 §1,010,162
Boards, plank, joist, etc 6,251,335 3,830,535
Shingles 158.4S5 90,303
Timber, sawed or hewed .... 14,435 3,043
Other timber 457,950 208,867

Total, dutiable timber imp't's 8,207,602 5,151,910
" non-dutiable 3,229,333 2,2Sf,815

Grand total 511,436,935 §7,437,725

From the above table it appears that imports

of the products of the forest increased in 1880,

over the preceding year, to the extent of $3,999,-

210, or but a fraction less than 54 per cent. But
while importing to the extent of $11,436,935 the

exports of wood and its manufactures for the

year amounted to $17,333,844, against $15,240,-

743 in 1879, or less than 14 per cent, increase.

The following is a detailed statement of the ex-

ports included in these figures

:

Articles. ISSO. 1879.

Boards, planks, joist, etc §4,306,429 §4,042,444
Lath, palings, pickets, etc. . . 12,368 13,048
Shingles 180,176 163,612
Box-shooks 193,805 127,562
Other shooks, staves and
headings 3,496,528 3,565,035

Hogsheads and b a r r els,

empty 263,485 257,845
All other lumber 1,053,370 643,336
Fire-wood 11,462 9,810
Telegraph and other poles. . . 298,966 442,128
Logs, masts and other whole
timber 671,948 637,179

Timber, sawed and hewed. . . 2,592,077 1,742,622
All other timber 123,940 97,337
Household furniture 1.872,589 1,604,279
Woodenware 312,447 298,430
Other manufactures of wood 1,944,274 1,596,076

Total §17,333,844 §15,240,743

The above includes only the exports of

domestic wood products, and to this should be
added the exports of foreign goods, imported

and again exported, which were as follows.

Duty was paid on everything except unmanu-
factured wood :

Articles. 1880. 1879.
Wood, unmanufactured, free

of duty g 79,420 § 59,610
Furniture and manufactures

of wood 65,883 52,430
Boards, plank, joist, etc 450,185 351,907
Shingles 3,438 1,998
Other lumber 5,270 513

Total of both classes. . .. 604,196 466,458
Exports of domestic goods... 17,333,844 15,240,743

Grand total §17,938,040 §15,707,201

At the end of the year, there remained in

bond, manufactures of wood, boards, plank,

joist, scantling, shingles, timber and other lum-
ber, of the value of $289,752, against a valuation

of $219,823 at the close of 1879. The lumber
represented in the values given above, in the

tables of domestic woods exported, comprising

the items of boards, clapboads, plank, joist,

scantling and deals, amounts to 279,931,000 feet;

lath, palings, broom handles, curtain sticks and
bed slats, 4,205,000 feet

;
shingles, 00,080,000

;

for box and other shooks, no details are given
;

sawed and hewed timber figures at 18,425,438

cubic feet, equal to 221,105,250 feet board

measure
; hogsheads and empty barrels are

stated at 151,337, and firewood at 4,323 cords.

The aggregate of the above items of lumber,

timber, lath, etc., is 505,301,250 feet board

measure, and adding to this the re-exports of

foreign manufacture stated at 40,494,000 feet,

we arrive at a grand total of exports for the

year, of 551,795,250 feet, although 100,000,000

feet more would not exaggerate the extent of

the articles of which the quantities are not

enumerate/1.—Worlli-western Lumberman.

An English company offers to invest £220,-

000 in the Jarrah timber business if the South

Australian Government will grant reasonable

concessions. It is not probable that any definite

answer will be given until after the next meet-
ing of the Legislature.

HOW TO DESTROY THE BORER.
James W. Robinson, Esq., of Fremont, 111.,

an ox-president of the Illinois State Horticul

tural Society, gives the following mode of deal-

ing with that destructive insect, the tree borer :

"The eggs are deposited in the bark of the

tree, the beetle puncturing or splitting the bark

of the tree upward or downward and a little

sidewise, the puncture looking very much as if

made with an ordinary pocket-knife. The eggs

are usually injected into this puncture so deep

as to be out of sight ; but not always. On young

and thin-barked trees the eggs will be pushed in

next to the wood ; but in older and thicker-

barked trees they will only be through the hard

outer bark and inner soft bark. As soon as the

eggs begin to hatch, which is in a few days

after being deposited, its enlargement causes

the puncture to open, and thereby it is much
easier detected. The young borer hatches out

in the inner side of the egg, and eats but a

circular piece the size of a half dime ; and then

starts off, boring upward at first, but sometimes

sidewise or downward. At this stage of develop-

ment it is easy to detect the young depredator

by a few drops of discolored juice of the tree

exuding from the puncture and sticking on the

bark. The larvae usually bore down below the

ground-surface in the winter, and up again in

summer, living in the larva state in the tree

nearly two years ; then boring out in the form

of the beetle, ready to repeat their round again.

The remedy I have successfully used is to keep

the ground around the trunk of the trees clean

arid mellow, so that there will be no cracks or

openings there for beetles to get in to lay their

eggs in the tree, and so that the puncture where

the eggs are laid or young beetles may be easily

seen, and eggs or insects destroyed, which can

be done while in the egg by merely pressing

firmly on the puncture with a knife-blade (the

cracking of the eggs can be heard distinctly),

and, if hatched, by cutting away the dead bark

over the cavity first eaten out and killing the

young worm. The borers do not get into the

wood much the first year and can be easily fol-

lowed by a knife
;
but, if not taken out soon

after hatching, they seriously injure, if not

entirely kill the tree, especially when they run

around just under the bark, as they sometimes

do. Or, when several borers are in a small tree,

they so injure it that it breaks over with the

wind. If the ground is well cleared and patted

down smooth around the tree about the last of

June, the destroying of the eggs and young
borers will be more certain. The trees should

be examined twice or perhaps three times a

year, if the borers are very numeerous, in order

that the first hatched may be killed before they

do serious injury to the trees. August, Septem-

ber, and October are the months in which to

destroy them. They seem to infest certain parts

of the orchard from year to year, while others

are comparatively exempt. Low grounds have

been more infested with me than higher parts of

the orchard. A man can usually examine and

kill all eggs and borers in five hundred or more

trees per day, if the ground has been properly

prepared, and no work in any orchard has been

so absolutely necessary."

—

Ohio Farmer.

A Store of I'scful Information.

Messrs. Toker &, Co., of the Peterborough

Review, have assumed the publication of The
Canada Lumberman. It is a sixteen-page

quarto, well and neatly printed, and will be

devoted to the interest of the great lumbering

industry of our country. The Lumberman will

advocate the establishment of a Bureau of

Woods and Forests in connection with the Pro-

vincial Government. There is a'store of useful

and interesting matter in the first copy issued

by Messrs. Toker & Co., and, judging from the

success which has attended other publications

with which these gentlemen have to do, we may
safely predict success to the Lumberman.—
Brampton Conservator.

The weather this month has been unfavorable

for trade about Philadelphia, Pa., but there

has been an activity of sales and inquiries very

gratifying under the circumstances. All agree

in predicting plenty of business in the near

future for both city and country dealers. Prices

are well maintained, and we do not think there

will be any changes unless on seasoned lumber.

OUR TIMBER SUPPLY.

The UoiUtary Times says:- The question of

the extent *f the timber supply is relatively a

more important one for Canada than for tlx:

States. What our remaining supply is, the

meaiiH of estimating are much less accurate, and

it would be well if in connection with the census

of this year, special preparation hail been made
for getting reliable information on the subject.

Alarmist stories are started, from time to time,

that our timber supply is getting low ; bush fires

doing more to denude our forests than the axe of

the lumberman. One writer tells us with horror

that in removing the forests which protect us

from the bleak winds of the Arctic Ocean, we
are in danger of letting in eternal winter upon

us. Precisely where fact ends and imagination

begins, there is no means of knowing. It is,

however, about time that an effort should l>e

made to find out the truth. But this is not

sufficient. It is essential that every available

means be used to put a stop to wanton waste

by means of fire. A beginning has been made
by the Ontario Government, but the effort is

mere tentative and the extent of the means made
use of is already known to be insufficient. The
forest literature of European countries, respe ct-

ing which but very little is known here, would

furnish many useful hints as to the best means

of forest preservation. The subject deserves at

the hands of the local governments which are

largely interested, more special attention than it

has hitherto received.

SHIPPING NOTES.

freight rates—insurance—sailors' TARNS-
NOTES FROM VARIOUS POINTS.

There is no movement yet among vessel men
in Toronto harbor in the way of making engage-

ments. It is a certainty that shippers have

offered $1.25 per 1,000 on lumber from here to

Oswego, but we have not heard of any vessel

men having accepted a charter at that rate. On
the contrary, they are asking 1.50. Both parties

are lying off easily so far, as there is no hurry

yet for two weeks or more. About grain rates

there is an uncertainty. Shippers say they have

been figuring and find that railway rates will

leave them about even if they should pay the

vessels 2c. from here to Kingston. This will be

no better than the rate last year. Nothing can

be done with vessel men on such a basis as that

with lumber offering at $1.25. Rates on Lake

Michigan ports have not been settled exactly,

but charters have been made which will give

some idea of what may yet be. A prominent

shipper in Chicago has determined not to pay

more than 6c. on corn to Buffalo, but some

agents say they will get 7c, and some vessel

men are holding off for Sc. One schooner has

been chartered at Milwaukee with corn to

Buffalo at 7oc-> and another with wheat at 8c.

Grain rates from Lake Michigan are expected

to be higher than they were last year, but that

circumstance will scarcely affect the rates out of

Toronto harbor.
INSURANCE.

There is nothing doing of any consequence vq>

to the present. The underwriters will not get

fairly into business till the new book is out, or

before April. All opinions point to the proba-

bility that rates will be higher this spring ; at

least that they will open higher. Negotiations

are said to have brought out the views that

premiums may be in cases one-half to one per

cent, higher than they were last year at the

opening of navigation. There is no.certainty

that rates will be sustained at a higher figure,

for it is pretty certain that insurance companies

will be found outside of any pool combination

who will offer better terms.

SAILORS' TALK.

There are no sailors in yet, but vessel captains

are gathering round their usual places of

rendezvous and exchanging views. These views

cover the range of subjects that come up at this

season. When the harbor will be open; whether

they shall all stand out for "better terms" from

shippers ; what sailors' wages will be ; and a

strong current of yams about how they did in

wild encounters with ice of fabulous thickness

in many past spring times. It is pretty safe to

say that the ice in Toronto harbor will not be

out of the way much before the first of April,

and it will not cause any repining among vessel

men if it should be so. The captains all feel

nta.erich. borne.

288,553 "206,617 253,609

I pretty sure about getting good paying rate;. „n
lumber, and there are said to I* plenty of

freights just as soon a» the ve.--. , ,-„,, ...

{ the vessel men are waiting their time with

I<atient assurance. The ratio/ of their \ easels

I in the underwriters' book for 1 881 wfU \*: looked

I for with interest Iiy many who do not feel quite

iwre alxmt the inspector's report. TL< -m- j- :

much said yet about the sailor*' wage*, and it is

not yet hinted wliat the demand will be. There
was a good deal of grumbling last year aljout

the rate paid to men before the mart, which wan
as much towards the close of the season as what
was paid to the masters of vesi»el«.

CANADIAN VEHSELH A»D AMERICAN FREIGHTS.

The Chicago Tribune has some observations

on the ftpfition of Clause 30 in the Wa^hiagtM
Treaty relating to the carrying of American
freights in Canadian bottoms. After reciting

the regulation that Canadian vessels may carry

freight from one American port destined to

another American port, provided that a jxjrtion

of such transit is overland in Canada and in

bond, similar regulations being applicable to

American vessels with British freights, the

Tribune says that this agreement is fair enough,

but the Canadian vessels get a large ad v antage

from its operation, and gives the following

figures in demonstration, showing the shipments

in transit through Canada to American ports

:

Colling. God- Port Col- Sar-
Article*. ut,(,>l.

Wheat, bush 75,385
Corn, bush 1,722,964
Flour, brls 4,502
Cornmeal, brls 3,100
Oatmeal, brls .... 385
Grass-seed, bags .. . 5,210
Flax-seed, bags 847
Pork, brls 740

Of this quantity American vessels carried

581,898 bushels of corn and 28,285 bushels of

wheat, the Canadian vessels getting the other

share. So Canadian vessels get over three-

fourths of the entire eastern bound freight,

which passes overland in Canada during its

transit.

—

Globe.

The new lock and canal at the Sault Ste.

Marie will be ready for use about July 1, 1881,

with a depth of water at the present stage of

sixteen feet. The river has been dredged to

sixteen feet for forty miles southward from its

head. Now that the final appropriation—8150,-

000—for the completion of these improvements

has been made by Congress, our shipping will

have the use of the increased depth of water

—

sixteen feet—throughout the entire channel be-

tween Lake Superior and Lake Huron, in 1881,

excepting at two points—Lake George and the

East Neebish rapids. The work in Lake George

is under contract for completion in 1882. The
improvement of the channel at the Ea>t Neebish

rapids has been in the hands of the Government

of the Dominion of Canada.

Steamboat masters, mates, and engineers in

the United States pay 810 every spring for their

certificates. There is a sum of 8000,000 to the

credit of the Steamboat Inspection Service now,

but fees are kept up.

The schooner Wanderer, lying at Toronto, has

been sold to Captain John Spence, of Saugeen,

for 83,000. She will go into small timber trade

on Lake Huron.

ttritisli Timber Trade.

Considering the spring trade indications, the

London Timber Trades Journal says :

With regard to the timber trade, which has

been a principal sufferer, it is not that we have

had an unusually long winter—on the contrary,

we had very fine weather in December—but

when winter really did come in January, it

came so much in earnest that for nearly a whole

fortnight it almost entirely shut up the timber

trade and brought it to a standstill, from which

it only rallied at intervals till last week, when it

seemed to resume its normal course and return

to its ancient habits. This interruption to the

trade was not limited to any locality ; it per-

vaded the whole kingdom, but it was chiefly

exceptional in the south, where we are unused

to such heavy snowfalls and to such biting frosts

as we had to contend with during all the latter

part of January, and the timber trade suffered

in proportion, insomuch that our reports from

the provinces were all of one kind for awhile.

The state of trade was even-where torpid, and

was easily summed up as no trade at all any-

where.
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OUR QUEBEC LETTER.

A QUIET SEASON—STOCKS WINTERING IN QUEBEC

—THE MONTMOEENCI MILLS—THE PROPOSED

SHIPMENT OF LUMBER BY RAIL—THE NEW
TIMBER DUES OF QUEBEC—CONFERENCE BE-

TWEEN THE LUMBERMEN AND THE GOVERN-

MENT.

Quebec, March 25th, 1881.

In lumbermen's offices in this city, the present

is the quietest season of the year. The accounts

o" last year's operations and shipments, and of

siocks on hand are for the most part completed

before the end of January. Contracts for next

season's delivery have mostly been made weeks
ago, and the chartering of vessels has hardly

commenced. The stocks wintering here, as ap-

pears from the annual trade circulars of Messrs.

J. Bell, Forsyth & Co., are unusually light,

particularly those remaining in first hands.

The Montmorenci mills are working on full

time night and day, the full yield for the season

having been long ago disposed of. The figure

paid for the season's cut of pine deals by Messrs.

Bryant, Powis & Bryant, of London, has not

yet transpired. It is believed in usually well

informed circles to fully sustain recent quota-

tions. The firm in question are opening an

office in this city, and will certainly load twenty
to thirty vessels here during the coming
summer.

The shipment of lumber from Ottawa to

Quebec, by rail instead of by water, has for

some weeks past been engaging public attention

here. The question has been opened by the

recent connection made between the Canada
Central, and Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and
Occidental Railways, and by the facilities offer-

ed in this port, where the terminus of the Q.M.
O. & O. R. has been extended to deep water.

The only difficulty in the scheme appears to be

in connection with the rates of freight charged

upon these two lines of railway. Lumber has

been actually brought for over 200 miles over

the Canada Central and its connections to Hull,

but it has not been found possible after paying

the freight thereon, to go to the expense of ship-

ping it by Q.M.O. & O. R. to this city. The
Local Government of Quebec and the manage-
ment of the Provincial line have attempted

patriotically enough to overcome the difficulty,

by offering exceptionally low rates for the

development of this trade, amounting to some-

thing like $17 to $20 per car from Hull to

Quebec, a distance of 280 miles. Those inter-

ested in this proposed route are not without

reasonable hopes that an arrangement will be

made between the Provincial or Q.M.O. & O.

Railway and the Canada Central, which w ill

allow of the shipment of lumber by rail direct

to deep water at Quebec, and avoid the danger
and delay of rafting.

The most important event in connection with
the lumber industry which has occurred here

for a long time past, is the conference had here
yesterday between the members of the Local

Government and a deputation of lumbermen,
concerning the new table of Crown timber dues
imposed by the Order-in-Council "of"November
last. It will afford a better understanding to

r:aders outside of Quebec, to explain that prior

to the passing of this Order, the dues imposed
wSre ten cents upon logs of 16 inches diameter
and under, and fifteen cents upon those of 17

inches and upwards. These dues have been in-

creased to twelve instead of ten cents, and
twenty-six cents in the latter case instead of

fifteen. Now, the lumbermen complain with
reason, not only that the rates, since the new
imposition, are exorbitantly high and more than
they can afford to pay, especially after so many
seasons of depression in the trade, but also that
the system of levying the dues is manifestly

unfair, and operates to the disadvantage of
those getting out a small class of logs. The
lumbermen ask therefore, not only that there
should be a reduction in the dues, which, by
the new Order-in-Council, have been increased

from 50 to 75 per cent, but also that the method
of levying them should be assimilated to that

which obtains in Ontario, where, instead of

levying upon the dimensions of the log, a

standard of the board measure contained in it

is adopted, based upon the tables in Scribner's

Doyle. These demands of the trade, decided

upon some weeks ago at a convention of lumber-

men held in Ottawa, were embodied in a

petition to the Provincial Government of

Quebec, and an interview was arranged which

took place in Montreal. The Commissioner of

Crown Lands, Hon. B. J. Flynn, was prevent-

ed by illness from participating in this meeting,

and consequently a second convention was
arranged, through the exertions of Hon. L.

Ruggles Church, and took place in this city

yesterday. All the Ministers of the Local

Government were present, and the following

lumbermen : Messrs. James McLaren, E. H.

Bronson, J. A. Cameron, J. R. Booth, and \V.

G. Perley, of Ottawa ; and Messrs. Robert

Hamilton, Andrew Thompson, and Mc-
Naughton, of Quebec. The grievances of the

trade, as already exposed, were fully explained,

and the demands of the lumbermen were urged

upon the Government. It was shown that the

dues imposed in Quebec amounted to something

like $1.22 per 1,000 feet if imposed as in Ontario

by Boyle's Scribner upon the board measure con-

tents of logs, while the dues in Ontario are but

75 cents per 1,000. By way of a compromise, it

was stated that the majority of those in the

trade, recognizing the necessity of the Pro-

vincial finances, would be willing to pay equi-

valent to $1.00 per 1,000. After a lengthy and
pleasant conference, tin; Hon. Commissioner of

Crown Lands informed the deputation that he
hoped to be able before long to promise the

lumbermen some slight concessions am I probably

a diminution in the tariff. It was also possible,

he said, that next year there might be a change
in the system of collection. This, however,

coidd not be attempted during the present

season, owing to other instructions having been

sent to agents and bush-rangers. The members
of the deputation left for home the same
evening. Stapacona.

Koai-ri of Trade Sti •turns.

Showing receipts of wood imports into the

United Kingdom for the last three years :

—

TIMKKK, IIKWN.

1878.
Russia 322,21!)
Sweden and Norway... 468,096
Germany 210,15s
British North America. 280,890
Other Countries 413,442

mo.
174,898
43(1,(153

200,011
l!l(i,431

300,322

1SSII,

33(i,(i40

668,881
277,579

860,622
480,143

THE VANISHING FORESTS.

The New York Shipping List says : The
American people boast of their quickness to

profit by the logic of events but in respect to

many things in the line of general duty to

society, they are as slow to learn as was the

ancient Egypt, who resisted a number of very

convincing arguments with which the Lord had

intrusted Moses. There can be no doubt, in

light of events, that the greed of man, and not

the unkindness of nature, must be held respon-

sible for the increasing frequency of droughts in

this country. By such an extensive denudation

of forest lands is now being practiced, we are

seriously disarranging Nature's economy and

interfering with the conditions that are essential

to her healty processes. It is a generally under-

stood fact, upon which scientific men have now

no monopoly, that the increase of draught is, in

the long run, in direct ratio to the destruction

of the forests and general tree supply. A
statistician, who claims to have made accurate

calculation, declares that the pine forests of

Michigan will be exhausted in thirteen years,

and those of Wisconsin and Minnesota in thirty

and forty years. Th ;re is little reason to doubt

the approximate accuracy of the estimate.

Twenty years ago this region had scarcely been

touched by the axe. The disappearance of

forests will make the economy of wood a matter

of duty, could a generation habitually thought-

less of its descendants be influenced by such a

remote evil.

APPREHENSIONS OF NORTH-WESTERN
LUMBERMEN.

The Mississippi Valley Lumberman and Manu-
facturer has the following concerning the log-

ging situation on the LTpper MiimiwMjipi

streams :

—

"The gravity of the situation comes not so

much from the fact that there is too much snow

for logging pur|«>ses as from the danger of a

sudden thaw, which would certainly create the

most disastrous floods ever known on the conti-

nent. This danger is so imminent that all stand

in fear at the probable events of the next sixty

days, which will almost certainly ruin scores if

not hundreds of lumbermen. There is now more
than double oh much water on the 150,000

square miles drained by the waters of the L'pper

Mississippi as there has been since its first

settlement at any one time. Last year the

floods did more than a million and a half of

dollars' damage to the lumbermen of this

valley, but from the situation now the losses of

1881 will render the damage of last year insigni-

ficant. Those who have logs secure in lakel-

and small streams will do well to keep them
there as long as possible."

FOREST FIRES.

We find the following editorial in the Mon-
treal Witneit:—
The loss caused by forest fires may be ]<arti-

ally seen by a statement made by Mr. M ack ay

.

We are a little too much inclined
|
the great Ottawa lumber merchant, that in four

to guard the claims of our descendants as did townships between the Mississippi ami Mada-

the miserly humorist, who, when asked to do
i

waska rivers, which fifteen years ago were ore

something which conduced to the good of after !
of the finest pine countries ever known, the

ages, asked why he should be called upon to do pine has almost all l>een destroyed by forest

1,080,805 1,378,215 2,119,874

TIMBER, SAWN OR Sl'MT, PLANED OR DRKSSKD.

Russia 914,807 723,000 1,000,608
Sweden and Norway... 1,453,477 1,400,730 1,608,201
British North America. 963,171 904,669 1,147,010
Other Countries 287,641 218,414 271,055

3,010,000 3,253,312 4,080,004

As it may be of interest to timber operators

to know the points in the United Kingdom
which received the bulk of the imports of hewn
timber, we annex the following statement :

—

IMPORTS.

2580.
Cardiff 210,220
Greenock 90,303
Hartlepool 108,800
Hull 80,329
Liverpool 128,336
London 241,424
Newport 125,711
Sunderland 122.S55
Tyne 112,978
All the above in loads of 50 cubic feet.

Value ol' Sawdust.
We should hardly credit so large a story from

aless reliable source than the N. W. Lumberman,
but we presume the editor has the statistics, at

hand to confirm his assertions :
—

" In New York there are about 500 venders

of sawdust, having a capital of $200,000 invest-

ed, and doing a business amounting to more
than $2,000,000 annually. Forty years ago the

mills were glad to have sawdust carted away :

twenty-five years ago it could be bought for

fifty cents a load, but the price has increased,

and now it brings $3.50 a load at the mills. It

is used at the hotels, eating houses, groceries,

and other business places. It is wet and spread

over floors in order to make the sweeping clean-

er work. Plumbers use a great deal about pipes

and buildings to deaden walls and floors. Soda
water men and packers of glass and small arti-

cles of every kind use it, and dolls and some
living creatures are more or less stuffed with it.

Yellow pine makes the best saw dust, as it is the

least dusty, and has a pungent, healthy smell.

But any white wood dust will do. Black wal-

nut sawdust will not sell and is burned."

anything for posterity since posterity had never

done anything for him. Wood must always

enter more or less into building enterprises. If

for no other pur)>ose, our forests should be

spared from wanton destruction. If we can

economize them by using the more substantial

building materials with which nature has so

lavishly Supplied us, and at the same time save

moisture for the parched country, and add

safety, beauty and durability t > our cities and

villages, it is certainly worth our while to make
the effort.

r.i.m lug oil Boilers.

A French scientific journal gives some useful

hints in regard to emptying and blowing off

steam boilers. It is injurious to empty a boiler

soon after stopping it, because, in the case of an

externally fired boiler, the masonry in which it

is placed bein

fires, started by malicious vagabonds. A serie.-

of interesting articles on forestry, by a specipl

corres|¥>ndent, appeared in the Witnext a couple

of years ago, in which it was made very plain

that if remedial legislation were not had and a

stern example made of the " malicious vaga-

bonds " and others who, though not malicious,

have no sense of responsibility when making

fires in the bush, our magnificent forests would

in a few years be a thing of the jiast. Every

patriotic man should consul er himself i>crsonally

a custodian of these immense sources of wealth

to the country, and do what is in his | owsr by

example, rebuke, advice, and, where necessaiy.

" legal persuasion," to make people, especially

wandering vagabonds, understand their value.

I'lirl llo|l<- I rciglil Kales.

\ meeting of the vessel-owners of Port Ho] ,

at a higher temperature than the
:
was held at the office of Mr. R. C. Smith, jr..

boiler it envelops, imparts to it some of its heat, to take into consideration the rates of freight.-

which, in the absence of the water, may do it
]

from this jiort. Mr. R. C. Smith, jr.. was in

some harm. It is well to admit a current of air
|

the chair. After a general discussion and care-

through the flues some hours after stopping the

generator, and not to empty it before the flues

become cooled to a temperature below 300°,

When the flues are not too hot, no serious in-

convenience is experienced in emptying the

boiler under pressure. We do not say at high

pressure, as for a boiler, the pressure of which

would be 10 pounds, the temperature of the

water being 304 , a great quantity of steam

would be generated during the process of

emptying ; we think at a pressure of two ]x>unds

the boiler could be emptied without danger or

inconvenience. We have sometimes seen owners

empty their boilers almost immediately after

the fires had been extinguished, clean them with

cold water as soon as they were empty, ami
keep up a current of water so that the workmen
might work there. Boilers of small dimensions

sometimes resist such treatment, but in large

boilers it will be seen that unequal contractions

must take place, causing the ri\ets to burst.

ful calculation of the expenses of vessels, at the

lowest rates, the following rates of freight weie

adopted, and the owners pledged themselves to

carry thein out in good faith. The resolutions

are based with equal fairness to owners and

shippers :—From Port Hope to Oswego, and

other American ports on Lake Ontario, lumber.

$1.20 i>er 1.000 ft.: shingles, 20c. per 1,000;

lath, pickets, &c, at a pro]x«rtionate rate: grain

2Ac. a bushel (Oswego to Kingston) : coal. 40c.

per ton (free in and out Oswego to Port Hope' :

hay, $2 per ton (on and off rail, with deck load i;

on all other articles of freight, the rates to 1 e

regulated by the expenses incurred for the trip

and the foregoing freights.

—

Times.

There are 215 penitentiary convicts employed
in logging camps m Texas.

Accurate Statistics, Ac
Thk Canada Lumberman.—This is the title

of a paper published in Peterborough, by Toker

& Co., devoted to the interests of the Lumber
and Timber Industries of the Dominion. The
Canada Lumberman will be purely a trade

organ, and will be absolutely non-political. It

will contain those accurate statistics which are

necessary to the trade as a basis for intelligent

operations. All information of value to the

trade at large will be diligently collected and
matters of interest to them will be discussed

and advocated. Subscription $2 per annum,
published semi-monthly.

—

Brant/onl Courier,

Toronto freight Kales.

The ice still remains firm in the bay, although

the recent fine weather has so honeycombed it

in places that crossing it is now considered

dangerous. Sj>ecial telegrams from various ports

tend to show a similar state of affairs existing

over the lakes, and point to a late opening. At
this point preparations are being actively made
for the opening of navigation, and Kith vessels

and docks are being thoroughly overhauled and

repaired. Rates promise to oj<en higher than

last spring, and charters hwe already been

made at $1.25 i>er thousand on lumber to

Oswego.

The difficulty experienced, in filling orders in

the Chicago market, on account of broken

stocks is on the increase in the American

markets, and it is said that on this account in

some markets the lumber being handled is not

far removed from given.
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Canadian.
Railway ties and cedar posts are being ship-

lied in great quantities from Kemptville to the

United States.

Medonte.—Twenty-nine years ago Mr. Geo.

Wright planted a spruce about six inches in

circumference. Last season, it measured five

feet nine inches in circumference.

The Halifax New Era says : Of inward freight

we note 41 cars deals and timber for the loading

ships at the depot, and 213 cars coal. Three

large ships of from GOO to 1,000 tons each, are at

present loading deals and timber at our rail-

way depot.

The Collingwood Messenger says : From Byng
Inlet we learn that lumbering operations are

over for the season, all the logs required being

in. It has been a very favorable winter for

lumbering purposes, and there are more logs cut

for Byng Inlet mills than in anv past year.

The value of buildings already projected in

Toronto, exclusive of the Parliament buildings

and Court House reaches to nearly half a million

dollars. On the whole the outlook for building

operations in Toronto during the present season,

and therefore for the local demand for lumber,

is brighter than in any preceding year.

Twenty-five cars of lumber are being ship-

ped at Ottawa city daily, by the St. Lawrence

& Ottawa Railway, to the United States. Last

week Bronson & Weston shipped ten car loads

of timber by the Canada Central Railway to

New York. Col. Robbins also shipped ten car

loads of iron ore to the same place.

A raft of wood belonging to Mr. Alexander

Russell, of Levis, went adrift the other day
opposite Beaumont, with three men on board,

who were several hours afloat and suffered very

severely from the cold. Mr. Russell sent the

steamer Prince Edward to their assistance, but

it failed to find them owing to the darkness of

the night; meantime they managed to land at

Beaumont.

A comparatively new industry is the getting

out of hop-poles for the American market. For
this purpose small cedar is greatly in demand,
owing to its lasting character. Large quanti-

ties have been shipped from the stations of the

St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway, and other

local lines. Within four weeks from fifty to

sixty car loads have been shipped from Buck-
ingham station alone.

A Gentleman just arrived from the Upper
Ottawa states that at Fort Eddy, which is 117

miles from Pembroke and 2.30 from Ottawa,
there is plenty of snow for good sleighing. The
cut of logs in that region has been in excess of

any previous year. It is thought that owing to

the large quantity of snow there will be no
difficulty in floating out the timber and logs.

Shantymen and teams are on their way down
the river in large numbers.

Obillla.—Last week, Mr. Wm. Ramsay, of

the Orillia Carriage Works, shipped to Emerson
and Winnipeg, by the Midland railway via

Whitby, one hundred and ten vehicles—wag-
gons, buggies, and buckboards, all manufactur-
ed since the 1st day of February. Mr. Ramsay
expects to follow up this shipment with another
equally as large in the course of a few weeks.
He has about forty men employed, and has
enough orders ahead to keep them hard at work
for some time.

Washago.—A correspondent writes : Saw-
logging has been a boom in this part of the
country, the weather and roads being all that
could be desired. Thompson, Smith & Sons, of

Bradford, and Andrew Tait, of Orillia, have a
large quantity of logs on this end of Lake
Couchiching. Mr. A. Marshall and others are
getting out considerable, and the three shingle

mills are running steadily. Messrs. Tobey &
Co.

,
of Collingwood, are doing a large business

in tanbark ; the station yard is nearly filled

with it.

Following the example of Ontario, an effort

in being made in Quebec to interest British

capital in the lumbering interests of that Pro-
vince Mr. H. Atkinson, of Messrs. H. Atkin-
son & Co., is at present in Britain forming a
joint itock company to work limits in which his

firm and La Banque Nationals are interested.

He has met with good encouragement and it is

reported that upon the strength of Ids favorable

reports, supplies are being sent into the bush so

as to be ready for an early start next fall.

Messrs. Girouard & Beaudet, who have exten-

sive limits in the Saguenay district, and a fine

steam mill at Betsiamis, will also likely put

their business into the shape of a joint stock

company, and Mr. Girouard is at present in

England negotiating to this end.

American.

One hundred and fifteen ship builders from

Scotland arrived, recently, to work in the ship

yards of Detroit, Mich.

In Boston, the stock of hardwoods has been

somewhat enlarged by late arrivals, but prices

are firm and unchanged.

Parchment made from the palmetto of

Florida is likely to come into quite general use

for conveyances, land office receipts, etc.

One of the institutions of Beaumont, Texas, is

a cistern-factory. The cisterns are made of

cypress, and shipped in pieces, to various parts

of the state.

In New York, extreme rates are obtained for

everything desirable. Seasoned oak and ash

are scarce, and, owing to the limited supply of

walnut, the extra demand for mahogany con-

tinues.

A Cleveland, Ohio, paper says that the

present season promises to tax the vessel capa-

city on the lakes to the utmost and that a

marked advance in the freight rates may be

looked for.

Henry & Baldwin, of Wells River, Vt.,

have sold their Granby mill land of 13,000

acres, toT. G. Beattie, of Brunswick, and A. M.
Beattie, of Lancaster, for $4 per acre. The late

owners bought the land, in 1871, for something

less than $1 per acre.

There are no changes to note in Detroit

prices ; in fact, the question of price is not put

first. Now, the first inquiry is, Can you fur-

nish the bill? Next, Can you deliver at once?

If the dealer can furnish and deliver at once he

can make a price to suit himself, particularly on

dry stock and large or long dimension stuff.

The Saginaw lumber market has developed

no noteworthy changes. Appearances begin to

indicate the approach of spring, and some

buyers from eastern points have arrived to look

over the market. I have heard of no sales, and,

so far as learned, no desirable lumber is offering;

in fact, that class of stock is not on the market.

Prices are steady and firm, with prospects of a

very active season.

Hon. Alex. Stewart furnishes the Wausau
Wisconsin with figures on the season's log crop

on the Wisconsin and its tributaries as follows :

Upper Wisconsin, 52,750,000 ; Somo river, 9,-

000,000 ; Tomahawk river, 5,500,000 ; Willow

river, 5,900,000 ;
Spirit river, 0,000,000 ; Devil

creek, 1,100,000 ; Copper river, 3,100,000 ; New
Wood creek, 8,500,000 ; Prairie river, 10,000,-

000; Trapp river, 5,700,000; Pine river, 16,-

700,000. Total, 124,475,000 feet.

At Milwaukee trade has been very near at a

stand still, owing to the big snow storm, as no
lumber can be shipped at present on account of

our railroad companies refusing to let dealers

have cars before they have got their road clean-

ed from snow so they can again move freight.

If this snow storm had not set in they would
now be enjoying a good trade. Stocks are get-

ting badly broken on joist, scantling and timber;

we also hear of a number of dealers being short

on 10 foot fencing. i

An establishment has recently been started

near Mobile, Ala., for the manufacture of furni-

ture from gum. The enterprise will be watched
with much interest, and should it prove success-

ful, others are sure to spring up in various parts

of the country, as it will be a solution to one of

the vexed problems of the day. Since walnut
has become so scarce and high, furniture manu-
facturers have been anxiously hunting for some-
thing to supersede it, and if it be found in gum
it will be a wood at once cheap and abundant.

The large tract of pine timber land on the

upper waters of the Pere Marquette river in

Lake and Newaygo counties, Michigan, known
as the Waters tract, changed hands recently. It

was owned by H. D. Waters, and contains 4,-

000 acres, from which it is estimated that from

50,000,000 to 100,000,000 feet of pine will be cut.

The purchasers are Messrs. Thompson & Patter-

son, of New York, and Messrs. Walkup, Fisher

& Co., of Chicago, who intend making arrange-

ments with some party to build a mill near

Crooked Lake, for the purj»osc of turning the

timber into lumber ami putting it on tl i »r

market.

The cedar tie trade at Cheboygan this season

promises to be the most profitable one for

several seasons past. One of the most extensive

dealers says he is constantly in receipt of letter*

making inquiries as to whether they can be liad

in that section. These inquiries come from all

sections of the country and show that railroad

matters are booming. Several hundred thou-

sand ties are being got out in that vicinity and

the indications are that sale could be had for as

many more. The most of those being got out

are already contracted for.

The contracts made by Chicago dealers for

maple aggregate millions of feet. The demand

for maple flooring has not been met for some

time past, but there is no probability that it

will be scarce for some time to come, although

the dry kiln will be for a while called into use.

That the sales of this kind of flooring for the

present year will exceed those of any two years

past, there is no doubt. At the same price

many prefer it to ash, and the high price of the

latter will cause it to be looked upon with still

less favor.

A gentleman, who has recently been travel-

ling through the lumber regions of Georgia and

Florida, writes to the Lumberman that he never

saw so many vessels on demurrage at the princi-

pal shipping points before. They are prevented

from loading through the inability of the mills

to supply them with cargoes, the long continued

rains having made it impossible for the manu-

facturers to get the logs to saw. In many cases,

the mules work in water up to their haunches

hauling logs, and after they are hauled, many of

the streams are so full it is dangerous to raft

them.
The stave market is pretty well cleaned out.

The dealers in Michigan are receiving orders

from Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota, that they

are not able to fill. They attribute the scarcity,

partly, to the snow blockade that has kept them

back ; but, from what we leam, it is safe to say

that the stave cut in Indiana has been light this

winter. A firm in Minneapolis that heretofore

would not use an elm stave has just ordered

100,000 from a dealer here, and other firms are

necessarily looking in the same direction. Hoops

are in moderate supply and without change in

prices, except flat, No. 1, which are selling

higher.
The Diamond Match Company is the name of

a corporation recently formed in New Haven,

Conn., which, if all reports concerning it be

true, starts out with the intention of becoming

one of the greatest monopolies in the country.

According to the statements made regarding it,

it has a capital of $2,250,000, something over

one-half of which represents property already

purchased, consisting of 23 match factories in

different places. It is said to be the purpose of

the company to buy up all the factories it can

get and convert the business of making matches

into a monopoly. To this end it proposes to

limit the production and regulate prices.

A Beaumont, Texas, paper says that the de-

mand for lumber at the present time is unprece-

dented in the history of Texas. The only thing

which now prevents the mill men from realizing

immense profits is the lack of cars to carry their

lumber. This defect is being remedied in a

measure ; but there is another matter of intense

interest to them and to that place. The long

continued rain has made the hauling of timber

impossible, and the consequence is that the

supply of logs on hand is short in comparison,

both to the cutting capacity of the mills and the

demand for lumber, and the lumbermen hope

that they will soon be able to ship their stuff

promptly.

From Cadillac, Mich., it is reported that the

bill stuff trade there is beyond all precedent.

Prices for same are at least SI higher, and

orders hard to place. Dry stock is very much
diminished and nearly all desirable grades aie

out of first hands. Stocks are badly broken.

Buyers are plenty. Some manufacturers are

shipping stock barely half dry and putting a

price upon it to cover added freight. Prices are,

of course, very firm. Opinions differ as to the

future. Some dealers are rushing off their stock

at quoted price*, as fast a* they can get car*, in

anticipation of a drop as soon a» the dry stock

along shore can U- i<-a/;),<-/i l>v v.:Aj i. No one

expects a further advance, unlets temjaorarily.

There are .'{.'{ cj-nt. mo

i

< !•.,- j ; , !.. ."-aboutt

than at the same date last year.

The cut of hardwoods this season, it U
said, will be the largest in the history of the

business. Everybody that can get at a log will

cut it. To this rule we know of but one excep-

tion. Some of the Michigan men >•• ;. Iding

their maple in reserve, entertaining the opinion

that, on general principles in the lumber busi-

ness, rarely comes f> the surface, that a few

years hence there may powriMy be a call for

maple flooring. How wise a move it is, a few
years will tell. An extensive pine ojjerator in

Michigan recently said to the writer, that

although his business was a good one so far as

profits are concerned, if he were to sell his mill

property and put the money juto standing l.a; j-

woods, he would expect at the end of a few

years to be the winner.

The Northwtxtern Lumberman, under date of
March lOth, says : Anyone in pnrsuit of infor-

mation regarding the state of the lumber busi-

ness throughout the country, and desirous of

finding it in a flourishing condition, will not be

seriously disappointed in reading the re|<orts

from the various distributing points. They
uniformly speak of trade as good ; in some cases

it is characterized as remarkable, considering

the season of the year and the fact that the

atmospheric conditions are, and have been, so

unfavorable for the sale of lumber. The present

demand regarding it as a whole, is excellent.

Orders are plenty, and inquiries, which afford

an even better index of the feeling among the

retailers, are received in such numbers that

owners of lumber yards are beginning to talk

enthusiasticaly of the business that is likely to

be transacted this spring. The indications cer-

tainly point to a very large spring trade, and
most operators are satisfied that the first of it is

already reaching the points of distribution. The
general report is that almost any quantity of

new buildings have been projected, and their

erection will be begun as soon as the season is

far enough advanced. The expectation on every

hand is that the business of this season will

largely exceed that of last year, or any year, in

fact. The Lumberman does not recall a time in

the entire history of the trade when the confi-

dence in the future was so great, or when the

dealers, at this time in the spring, manifested

such a degree of satisfaction with the business

doing. There seems to be no question, any-

where, but that we are entering upon a season

that will go down in the annals of the lumber

trade as one of the most active and prosperous

for lumbermen ever known.

IRWIN & BOYD

Commission
Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping^GeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

White Oak and Ash
LUMBER WANTED.

ADDRESS

YATES AND STRATFORD,

» BRAMTFORD. u
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NOTICE.
The undersigned having transferred the

Canada Lumberman to Messrs. Toker & Co.,

Peterborough, it will in future be published by

them. The facilities possessed by this extensive

and old established house, and the high reputa-

tion of the publishers, should be a guarantee

that the Lumberman will command a prominent

position amongst the leading journals of the

day. Those who should patronize it are a

wealthy and influential class. The field is

ample, and as the undersigned made the transfer

above referred to with a view of improving the

Lumberman, he feels assured that it only

requires the combined support of those in whose

interest it is published to ensure it that success

which was anticipated when he first established it.

All sums due for subscriptions must be paid

to Toker & Co., or their duly authorized agent.

ALEXANDER BEGG.

February 24, 1881.

The Canada Lumberman
DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER & Co. PETERBOROUGH.

Terms <>1" Subscription :

One copy, one year, in advance $2 00
One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising ItiiicN :

Per line, for one year $0 90
Per line, for six months 50
Per line, for three months 30
Per line, for first insertion 10
Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's. 05
Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00
Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months 5 00
Cards not occupying more than (i lines per annum 5 00
Cards not occupying more than (i lines, for 6 mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti-

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

least three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to ToiiEK & Co., Peter-

borough, Out.

Communications intended for insertion in the Canada
Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communicationsto insure in-

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

Travelling Agent.

MR. A. L. \V. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub-

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con-

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. APRIL 1, 1SS1

OUR WOODS AND FORESTS.

In our introductory editorial of the first

number of this paper issued from this office, we
briefly sketched out the policy in regard to the

conservation and management of our forests,

which we proposed to advocate. We asserted

that the responsibilities attached to this subject

should be dealt with by a separate department

of the Local Government, which might very

properly be called the Bureau of Woods and

Forests.

In comparatively new countries such as ours,

there is a disposition on the part of the general

public to over estimate the areas of timber

lands and the quantity of the industrial woods

upon them. This arises no doubt from the fact

that so long as the required Government
revenue is derived from this source, the diminu-

tion of forest areas by manufacture, by fires and

by other destructive causes excites little atten-

tion. If there is any useful lesson to be learned

from experience why should we not look for the

causes which have denuded European and other

countries of their timber—investigate their

manner of dealing with the question—and adopt

the best methods which modern intelligence has

brought to bear on the subject? It should be kept

in mind that the prosperity of this country is, in

a great measure, dependant upon the existence

and the activity of the lumber trade—a trade

that in this Dominion of ours gives employment

directly, it is estimated, to 100,000 men and 20,-

000 horses, not to speak of the indirect employ-

ment it gives to manufacturers of woollen goods,

boots and shoes, and other clothing, to axe

factories, foundries and saw manufactories, to

railroads and their employees, to vessels with

their crews, and to a host of others too numer-

ous to particularize. It is none too soon to call

public attention prominently to this, and to

have investigations made to ascertain how long

the forest resources of the country will stand

the present drain upon them It is none too

soon to enquire what industry can be establish-

ed to take the place of this leading factor in

Canada's present prosperity, when it is ex-

hausted.

So far we have only alluded to the immediate

effect of losing this industry from the want of

the raw material, and the most sanguine do not

pretend that the period of exhaustion will be

extended beyond twenty years. But we propose

to look somewhat further and to ask if the study

and promotion of arboriculture under Govern-

ment auspices is not necessary to protect and
foster even the agricultural interests of the

country. The climatic influences of well distri-

buted forests are only now being understood

and appreciated. The effect they have in in-

fluencing the humidity of the air and soil—in

mitigating the extremes of heat and cold—in

preserving the equitable flow of streams—in re-

tarding too sudden evaporation—in the hygienic

influence upon the population—are not these

matters which should command the attention of

our legislators? We shall endeavor to call

public attention to the subject by showing what
progress other countries have made and the

means they have adopted to repress and replace

the ravages of the ruthless axe-man and the

deadly incendiary.

THE PRODUCTS OF THE FOREST.

One of the eight schedules prepared for use in

the taking of the census of the current year is

devoted entirely to obtaining a return of the

products of the forest for the twelve months

ending the 4th instant, divided under the

following seventeen headings, viz.:

—

1. Number of cubic feet of square white

pine.

2. Number of cubic feet of square red pine.

3. Number of cubic feet of square oak.

4. Number of cubic feet of square or sided

tamarac.

5. Number of cubic feet of square birch and
maple.

G. Number of cubic feet of square elm.

7. Number of cubic feet of black walnut.

8. Number of cubic feet of other species of

walnut.

9. Number of cubic feet of hickory.

10. Number of cubic feet of all other kinds of

square or sided timber, including railway ties.

11. Number of *census standard of pine logs.

12. Number of census standard of spruce and
other logs.

13. Number of spars and masts, including

telegraph poles.

14. Number of thousands of staves.

15. Number of cords of lath-wood.

16; Number of cords of tanbark.

17. Number of cords of wood.

*The census standard is 100 feet.

If the enumerators discharge their duty pro-

perly and the "getters' out" of our forest

products exercise a reasonable amount of fore-

thought and care, in giving the information for

which they are to be asked,"much^ valuable

information, will thus be obtained with regard

to this most important product of our Dominion.

We trust that those who can alono furnish the

information asked, will deem it their interest as

well as their duty to take sufficient trouble to

give the facts as they really are and not as they

may estimate them in a haphazard sort of

fashion—a little forethought is all that is

required to do so.

The circulation of the Canada Lumberman is

over 2,000 copies. Advertisers should note this,

CAPITAL OR REVENUE.
The Monetary Times of March 4th, in an

editorial on Provincial railways subsidies has

the following paragraph :
—

" A sensible thing to do would have been to

separate receipts, which properly belong to

capital, from those which projierly belong to

revenue ; otherwise, when the last acre of Crown
lands is sold and the proceeds spent, an impor-

tant source of revenue will have been dried up.

The Crown lands might reasonably have been

treated as a source of capital, and the net pro-

ceeds derived from them, less perhaps what
comes from timber, formed a fund intended to

be productive when these lands all become pri-

vate property. A reserve of this kind, intended

to meet a deficiency now dimly foreshadowed in

revenue, would have been an intelligable pre-

vision for the future. An accidental surplus

accumulated to-day and liable to be dissipated

to-morrow, is more purposeless and less certain

of permanence."

While we fully agree in the propriety of

treating the land receipts as capital, we main-

tain that the still more important receipts from

our forests should also be looked upon as capital

—not revenue. Our forests are being rapidly

destroyed and this valuable public property

being thus made away with, it is common sense

to admit that our capital is by so much dininish-

ed. If such a system were adopted as obtains

in older countries, by which the forests are

perpetually maintained unimpaired, the yearly

produce might then fairly be looked upon and
treated as revenue.

BRITISH COLUMBIA ITS TIMBER, &c.

That section of British Columbia west of the

Cascades and including Vancouver and Queen
Charlotte Islands, is, according to Professor

Macoun, covered with, probably, one of the

finest forests in the world. Chief amongst the

trees is the Douglas Fir (Abies JJouylasii),

which is the chief forest tree, and which is used

throughout the country for building purposes,

and for export in the form of deals and spars.

White Cedar (Thuja yiaanten) is another

giant, and in the Valley of the Fraser and up

the coast attains to an immense size. The
Indians use this wood altogether in the con-

struction of their houses, and in building those

large canoes which are the wonder of the eastern

people.

The other trees are a species of Yew, another

of Alder, two species of Fir (Abies Mcnzicsii

and Grand isJ; two species of Vine (Pinus con-

torta and monlicola); two species of Maple
(Acer maerophyUum and circinatumJ ; Hem-
lock Spruce (Abies Mcrtcnsiana J is a common
tree on the mainland ; while a species of Oak

( Quants Gayn-ana) is abundant on the Island,

but has not been detected on the continent. An
evergreen tree (Arbutus Afcn:icsii) is quite com-

mon along the coast of the Island, and, both

summer and winter, its foliage contrasts finely

with that of the sombre-hued Douglas Fir.

In the second, or arid district, a Pine (Pinus

pondernsa) takes the place of the Douglas Fir of

the coast, and is a very valuable tree, growing

to a large size, with clean trunk, and resembling

the red pine of Ontario very much. The tops

of the lower mountains and the sides of the

higher ones support a heavy growth of Douglas

Fir, but it is far from being the beautiful tree

of the coast.

The timber of the third region is not so good,

and consists principally of Poplar and Black

Pine (Pinus con torta J with occasional groves of

Douglas Fir on the higher hills. Black and
White Spruce with a little Balsam Fir make up
the remainder.

The Island of Vancouver is about 300 miles in

length with an average breadth of about fiO,

and probably contains 20,000 square miles. The
soil is good, but the surface is so much broken

by rock that it is altogether impessible to tell

the amount of good arable land on the Island.

There is no doubt the day will come when Van-

couver will support a large population—partly

agricultural, and partly engaged in mining,

lumbering and fishing.

Burrard Inlet is situated on the Gulf of

Georgia, a few miles from New Westminster.

It is nine miles long—deep and safe. It is the

port from which the lumber trade is chiefly

carried on. It is very easy of access to vessels

of any size or class, and convenient depth of

water for anchorage may be found in ah:,' -t

every part of it.

Various species of raspberries, currants, goose-

berries, and blueberries are found throughout

the country. The Oregon grape (Berberis aqui-

folium and nervosa) extends all the way from
Vancouver to latitude 58° in the interior, and
to Alaska along the coast. Apples and pears of

a very large size are produced in such abund-
ance that the former can hardly be sold at any
price. _____

LONGFORD.
On Monday, the 14th instant, Mr. William

Thompson, eldest son of Mr. John Thomi>son,
President and Manager of the Longford Lum-
ber Company, was presented with a valuable

gold chain and locket, from the employees of

the Longford Mills, it being the anniversary of

his twenty-first birthday. Mr. John Thompson
was also at the same time presented with a tray

and elegant silver tea-service and liquor stan'',

accompanied by the following addrese from em-
ployees in his mills and shanties. The addiess

was read by Mr. Stewart, engineer :

—

To John Thompson, Esq.,

We, the employees of the Longford Lumber Com-
pany, desire to congratulate you and Mrs. Thompecn
on ycur safe return from your native land, hoping you
have enjoyed yourselves, viewing the scene of your
younger days. No doubt many of them were very dear

to you, and you have met some of yonr relations and

friends, who have drawn around you pleasant memories

of the past. We take this opportunity of tendering to

you our respectful recognition of your many excellent

qualities, which yo have shown in your dealings with

us ; your consideration of our fault", your ready

sympathy in our trcuhles, and the special interest you
take in our welfare, through a period extending from

one to twelve years. We have felt like yourself many
times, despondent at the financial depression prevailing

through our country, in almost every oocti|»tion, but

in your line of business particularly. But we are

pleased that now a new era has dawned upon us and

matters look more favorable, and we trust that during

the coming year*. y >u may have prosperity in every

branch of your business, and we can assure you that

anything we can do to make it more successful will be

our delight. We wish to convey to you the esteem in

which you and your family are held by us, and request

you and Mrs. Thompson to accept this present as a

token of our regard for you, hoping that an All Wise

Providence will spare you both to enjoy many happy

years together with your family.

Signed in behalf of the emplovees,
A. STEWART.

And 85 others

Mr. Maxwell Hall, accountant to the firm,

on presenting the chain and locket to Mr. Wm.
Thompson, read the following address:

—

To Mr. Wm* Thompson:
Pear Sir,—We, the employees of the Longford

Lumber Company, felt as this is the aniversary of your

twenty-first birthday, and having the very highest re-

gard for you as the eldest son of our esteemed employer,

would not allow this occasion to pass unnoticed. We
therefore arc delighted to congratulate you on arriving

at you majority ,the age at which one is supposed to lea\ e

the days of his boyhood, and reach forward and claim

to be a man. The majority of young men on attaining

manhood have very often to start out in the world with

but small means, this, happily, is not your case, having

at your command a large business in connection with

your father, and having many of those sterling quali-

ties, which compose the true man, and which we have
'

all so much admired and respected in you. We can

assure you that we hope you may long be spared to

live a happy and useful life, and in J our efforts to make
I your business a success you will have our warmest

sympathies and assistance.

Signed in behalf of the employe* s,

MAXWELL HALL,
And 30 others.

The addresses were beautifully illuminated,

and embellished with scenes associated with the

life and butiness of a lumberman.

After the presentations, supper was partaken

of in the spacious dining-room of the boarding-

, hourse in connection with the mills. The occa-

sion was enjoyed by all present, and demon-

strated the deep feelings of friendship and con-

fidence existing between the employer and

employed. Probably in but few business con-

cerns in Canada, so large as this, does there

exist the same degree of mutual good-will and

cordiality as are to be found at Longford. After

Supper the dining-room was cleared and dancing

kept up with great glee until a reasonably early

hour in the morning.

The average price paid for hemlock bark at

Richmond, Que., is |M6 .x?r cord.
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BOOMS AND BOOMAGE.

The Municipal Council of the County of

Northumberland, New Brunswick, have passed

a By-law, ordaining :

—

1. That the Boom Master of Barnaby River

Boom shall, on or before the 31st day of

December in each and every year, render to a

Committee of three persons appointed by the

shareholders of said Boom, a detailed statement

of all lumber that shall pass through the said

Boom during the season, together with the

amount of boomage collected thereon.

2. That the Boom Master shall be entitled to

receive out of the amount collected, the sum of

§1.00 per day for each day's actual attendance

at said Boom, and the balance of the boomage

collected shall be distributed by said Committee

among the shareholders in proportion to the

quantity of lumber each may have.

SLIDES AND BOOMS.

From the report of the Minister of Public

Works for the year ending 30th January, 1880,

under the heading " Slides and Booms " we
have some instructive figures. The Government
slides were constructed to effect the passage of

timber, where impediments to navigation exist.

Works have been constructed on the Saguenay,

St. Maurice, Ottawa, and Trent Rivers and

some of their tributaries. On the former stream

they consist of one slide 5,840 feet in length,

with a boom of 1,344 feet and dams, piers and

bulkhead. The slide takes the timber past the

rapids between Lake St. John and the River

Saguenay. The works extend over a distance

of 60 miles, and oceupied four years in building,

having been begun in 185G and completed in

I860. The slides and booms on the River St,

Maurice and the Vermilion, one of its tribu-

taries; are met in the order following :

—

Stations. Distance from Three
Rivers.

River St. Maurice :

—

Booms at mouth of river 0 miles.

Gres Falls 16 "

Shawenegan 23 "

Grand' Mere .• 29 "

Little Piles.. 3H "

La Tuque 100 "

Plamondon Eddy 106 "

River Vermilion :

—

Mouth of River 116 "

Iroquois Falls 121 "

The principal tributaries of the River St.

Maurice are the Shawenegan, Mackinak, Mata-
wan. Petit Bostonais, Grand Bostonais, Croche,

A'ermilion, Tranche, Grand Pierriche and Man-
ouan. The following works were executed

during the fiscal year :—A new pier was built at

the mouth of the river St. Maurice with the

view of rendering the fastening of the boom
more secure, and the working of the swinging

boom easier. Old piers at this station were re-

paired and raised. At Gres Falls, a new wharf
was built on the site of the one carried away by
last 3'ear's freshet. The old booms were repair-

ed and 800 feet of new ones constructed. The
slide at Shawenegan was completely restored,

the booms repaired and other improvements

made at this station. A dam measuring 110

feet long and 7 feet high was constructed at

Little Piles, but the water carried it away.

8708.81 were expended during the year at La
Tuque, towards widening by blasting the chan-

nel of the river at the head of the falls. The
Government Works for the descent of timber in

the Ottawa district, include 11 stations on the

Ottawa Main River, 1 on the Gatineau, 15 on

the Madawaska, 2 on the Coulonge, 1 on the

Black, 24 on the Petewawa, and 12 on the Du
Moine. On most of these, more or less work
was, of an improving nature, done during the

year. The booms, piers and slides and all such

portions of the works as are connected with the

lumbering operations on the River Trent at

Chisholm's Rapids, Ranney's Falls, Middle
Falls, Heeley's Falls and Crook's Rapids, were

transferred to a company formed purposely for

the management and maintenance of those

works, with the right of levying tolls thereon,

at the rate of five shillings per crib, at each of

the slides, except at Chisholm's and Crook's
Rapids, where the works constructed do not

facilitate the descent of timber. This, rate was
altered by an Order in Council, on the 8th Dec,
1866, fixing the tolls to be levied at Ranney's
Falls and Henley's Falls, at one cent for each
log of 13 feet in length, and a proportionate sum

on pieces of greater length ; and one dollar on

each crib of square timber. The company are

not liable for the renewal of the works, in case

of their failure from decay of materials, or their

destruction by firo, flood or any other cause. It

is their duty to keep an exact account of all

monies collected by them, and to transmit the

same to the Department of Public Works, as

provided by the Orders in Council passed on

the subject. The extraordinary repairs which

from time to time were required have been

executed at the expense of the Government, as

also new works at localities other than those

mentioned. Since the 20th of May, 1879, when
the division of the Public Works Department

into two Departments took place, the charge of

the works connected with the Trent River

navigation has not yet been apportioned between

the two departments to which they respectively

belong, but has been under the control of the

Department of Railways and Canals.

THE TIMBER TBAFFIC AND THE
Q. M. 0. & 0. BAILWAY.

We have no hesitation in affirming that a

feeling of intense disappointment has been

caused here by the failure of the owners of tim-

ber for this market, toj make arrangements for

shipping it to Quebec by Q.M.O. & O. Railway.

It is well, however, to understand the causes

that have so far prevented the inauguration of

this most desirable traffic. Merchants having

timber for Quebec, have of course a certain

limit to which they can go in respect of the

price to be paid for shipments. The first part

of the route by rail to be traversed by this tim-

ber is that over the Canada Central Railway

from Pembroke to Aylmer, a distance of rather

less than 100 miles. From Aylmer to Quebec

by Q. M. O. & O. Railway is 280 miles. The
merchants who hava thus far attempted to

bring timber by rail to Quebec, have found that

on the 80 to 100 miles of the Canada Central

Railway, the charge for the carriage of their

freight has amounted to about two cents per ton

per mile, or equivalent to $16 to $18 per car

load for the run to Aylmer. This sum is found

to be about one-half of the merchant's limit for

shipping timber to Quebec, and consequently it

has so far been necessary to unload the cars in

the vicinity of Ottawa and send the wood to

Quebec by water, owing to the very natural re-

fusal of the management of the Government
railway to convey it over that road 280 miles

for the same figure as the Canada Central

receives for carrying it about a third of the

distance. The management of the Q.M.O. & O.

Railway has, however, offered the lowest

possible terms to the shippers in question, in

order to foster and develope a traffic which is so

urgently demanded in this city. With this

object in view, a proposition has been made to

shippers, looking to the carriage of timber from
Aylmer to Quebec, at something like one in-

stead of two cents per ton per mile, or an

amount not exceeding $19 or $20 per car load

for the whole distance from Aylmer to Quebec.

A less amount would, it is said, entail an

absolute loss upon the management of the Pro-

vincial road, which of course nobody desires.

Mr. Chapleau has occupied himself very largely

during his recent visit to Ottawa, in seeking to

obtain some reduction in the rates of the Canada
Central Railway, and, if possible, to secure

some understanding between the management
of the two roads relative to a similarity of rates.

The Premier is not without hopes of accomplish-

ing his project. The matter rests primarily, of

course, with the Canada Central Railway, and
it is to be hoped the management of this road

will see the advisability of agreeing to such

rates as will enable the Q.M.O. & O. Railway
to assist in the development of this very import-

ant and desirable traffic.

—

Quebec Chronicle.

The Publishers of the Canada Lumberman
desire to obtain a reliable and well informed

correspondent in every lumbering centre in the

Dominion of Canada, and to that end would
ask those disposed to act as such, to communi-
cate with them at once, stating the facilities they

possess for obtaining reliable, early and full in-

formation as to the lumber trade in their

respective districts, and the renumeration which
they will expect for their services as such

correspondents.

LOSSES BY FOREST FIRES.

The American AyriculturalUl says :

—

" We some time ago stated that the Su|x:rin-

tendent of the Census had placed all that relates

to Forestry, including lumbering, and whatever

concerns forestry as a source of national wealth,

in the hands of Prof. C. S. Sargent, of the

Arnold Aboretum of Harvard University. How
thorough his investigation would be, those who
know him need not be told. In a general way
we may say that his own journeys to the Rocky
Mountains and to the Pacific, as far as the

forests of Washington territory, his employing

of local agents, and the sending of experts to

important localities, have been but a part of his

labors. To show how every ramification of the

subject is provided for, we may refer to the

circulars sent out to collect information as to

forest fires. We often see articles in the journals

lamenting the destruction of our forests by the

demand for railroad ties and fuel ; the wanton

waste in clearing for farms, and the rapid des-

truction by lumbermen. It is believed, by

those best able to judge, that the destruction of

our forests by fires, is greater than from all

other causes togother. It is also known that

such fires are annually increasing in number. It

is believed that these fires are mainly due from

avoidable causes, and that proper legislation is

needed to prevent this useless waste of national

wealth. For proper measures of prevention to

be taken, it is an important point to know just

the extent of the evil, and this it is proposed to

learn by means of the Tenth Census. Prof.

Sargent has prepared a circular to be addressed

to the town officers in all parts of the country

where forest fires may occur. This blank form,

which can be readily filled, asks for the number
of acres, or square miles of forests destroyed by
fire in 1880 ; the value of the property thus

destroyed; causes generally producing such

fires, and any suggestions relating to the general

subject of forest fires and how they may be pre-

vented or diminished."

TORONTO AND NIPISSING RAILWAY.
The following statement shows the supply of

saw logs on hand adjacent to the Toronto and
Nipissing Railway, on the 15th March, which

will be supplemented during the spring to make
up the estimated cut of 1881, at the places men-
tioned below :

—

Manufacturer. Place. Logs in ft.

J. E. Gould Coboconk 1,000,000
Capt. Corson . . . Victoria Road

.

A. Washington.. " " 50,000
J. Graham " "

McKenzie Bros . . Kirkfield 6,000
J. McDonald " 1,700
J. Cowie "
J. Roddie Sunderland . . .

I. J. Gould Uxbridge
\V. Link "
H.Clarke Goodwood. ..2,000,000
Bessie Bros " ....
White Bros Stouffville

J.Milne Agincourt
W. A. Milne "

J. Ramsden .... Mount Albert.
E. B. Appleton . .Vivian
R. McCormack.
R. & A. Bessie.

.

W. S. Ramsay.

.

Ballantrae

.

400,000
750,000

500
3,000
4,000
5,000

.Sutton 600,000

Shipments.

2,000,000
500,000
250,000
50,000
500,000
150,000
140,000
20,000

500,000
75,000

2,250,000

1,500,000
100,000
30,0(0

100,000
50,000

700,000
1,500,000
1,200,000
800,000

12,415,000 ft.

THE UPPER OTTAWA.
Le Moniteur du Commerce says that the tim-

ber trade is full of hope at present. Latterly

there had been abundant snowfalls on the

Upper Ottawa, which is what the shantymen
required. The cut has been large and snow was
necessary to get the wood out of the forests. It

is believed that the cut of square timber on the

Upper Ottawa will reach 10,000,000 feet. Dur-
ing the last week twenty cars of square timber

have arrived at Ottawa, and as soon as naviga-

tion opens they will be floated down for the

Quebec market. Every day trains of lumber
for the United States leave Ottawa by the

Canada Central, the St. Lawrence & Ottawa,

or the Q.M.O. & O. The opening of navigation

at Ottawa gi /es promise of a greater activity in

business than has ever been known there before.

A Vast Annum! of Information.

The Canada Lumberman.—Jdessrs. Toker &
Co., of Peterborough, have purchased the above

semi-monthly. The number of March 15th is to

hand and contains a vast amount of interesting

information in regard to the lumber trade. We
have no doubt but that it will prove a success

under the new management.

—

Whitby Gazette.

PENETANGUISHENE.
A report which ap[<eared in one of the mone-

tary journals gave the estimated cut of lumber
in i'enetangishene for 1880, at six millions. The
figures represent the cut of only one mill, and
not of the mills collectively. Our cut this year,

says a correspondent, will not be the full ca; a

city of the mills, as our two new mills will not
be prepared for working up to the full capacity

until the following year, The figures, however,
will be as near as pnssillli) as follow*: Pene-
tanguishene Lumber Company, five million ; C.

Beck 4 Co., six million ; D. Davidson, three
and a half million; F. McCibbon, three million,

making an aggregate of seventeen and a half

million. To this may be added a little more f'.i

the cut of Coj>eland & Marchildar's mills.' The
timber shipment*" over the Northern via Pene-
tangnishene will be very large, as the great bulk
of the timber from the north will be shipped on
the rail at Penetanguishene. A good deal of

outside lumber, too, is expected to go over the

line from mills on the Georgian Bay, and the
wharf accommodation is expected to prove
altogether inadequate for the requirements of the
place.

Thluli Willie lou Head.

The Teacher's Journal, in an article on
methods of study, reminds the student that the

first essential to successful study is the power
of concentration of thought. This power i-

largely a matter of habit and cultivation. Read
five pages of history in a lackadaisical manner.
Close the book and write out all you can remem-
ber. Then compare your production with the

printed matter, and you will be able to judge of

your proficiency. Read five pages more with

fixed attention and a resolution to retain the

subject, and compare as before. You will find

a marked improvement. If 3
-our memory is

treacherous read but very little, and always

write out the subject. When you hear a sermon

or address, hear it, and afterward reduce it to

writing. Read no novels, and do not read aloud

to please others unless you care (nothing) for the

article yourself. A practiced reader can read

aloud for hours and carry on an indepenpent

train of thought all the time. This ruins the

faculty of study as well as the memory. Dis-

miss all other subjects but the one in hand. Let

the ear be deaf to all sounds, and the eye blind

to all sights. Let the sense of touch sleep, and
smell and taste be as though they were not. A
lesson learned in this state of mind will stay

with you, and will not need to be " crammed''

again the night before examination. It will be

like lines carved deep into the rock, or chiseled

on the Rosetta stone. The other method is the

dim tracing of obscure letters in the sand, which

the next wave obliterates.

Travelling up Stream.

Travelling up stream with no other power

the force of the current seems an impossibility,

and no douht it is so under ordinary circum-

stances ; but a device has been invented for ac-

complishing that result. It consists of a car

having the ordinary flange wheels and intended

to run on rails placed on the edges of a flume,

The power is the water in the flume acting on
two paddle-wheels at either end of the car at-

tached to the axles of the carriage, The force

of the current turns the paddle wheels in an op-

posite direction from its flow as a matter of

course turning the carriage wheels at the same
time and propelling the car up stream. When
it is desired to follow the course of the stream

the paddle wheels are locked so that they can-

not revolve and the carriage is carried down
with the current. All that is required for this

novel railroad is a stream of water passing

through a flume, the rails on the sides, and the

car with paddles corresponding in shape to the

section of the flume. It is a Californian inven-

tion and its practicability is said to be estab-

lished. A test trial with a working model has

demonstrated the capacity of the carriage to

carry about S lbs. of olad (exclusive of its own
weight) for every inch (miner's measure) of

water in the flume. A flume of six hundred

inches of water would therefore furnish power

to transport a load of about five thousand

pounds, on any grade from four to twenty inches

to the rod, at a speed of from four to eight

miles an hour ; a less grade causing a slower

run.
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Toronto.

Lvmber.—The Journal of Commerce says that

a number of shipments of clear and pickings

have been made to the States, and receipts here

are fair. It was generally expected that prices

would he higher at the opening this spring, but,

with the exception of a few kinds of hardwood,

they are unchanged. We quote :

Clear, 1} and upwards #28 0<X»30 00
Pickings, li and upwards 18 00(&20 00
Inch, clear 18 00@20 00
Shipping culls 8 50@10 00
XXX 16-inch shingles 2 10(» 2 20
Lath 1 25© 1 35

Montreal.

Ash, 1 to 4-in, M $15 00(»17 00
" square # M 22 00(«25 00

Basswood, g-in, $ M 12 00<«14 00
" 1-in., " 15 00(«16 00

Black walnut, culls, # M 55 00@60 00
" 2nd quality, %1 M 85 00<r/90-00
" 1st " 100 00<»105 00

Cedar, round,, p ft 0 08(f> 0 10
" flat, " 0 08(rt 0 10
" square " 0 10@ 0 12

Grey elm, 1st quality, $M 21 00(*25 00
Rock " " 35 00«r40 00
Spruce, 1 to 3 in., $ M 7 50© 8 00

" square, " 12 00(a>14 00
Red oak, ?M 35 00(«40 00
Pine, clear, 1st quality, ^ M 35 00<«40 00

2nd " 20 00C«25 00
" 3rd " 12 00(«15 00

Quebec Sales and Stocks.

We learn from an undoubted authority in

Quebec, that their merchants now in Liverpool

have done a fair amount of business at satisfac-

tory prices in timber, but that deals were diffi-

cult of sale and that the business done in them
had been on a limited scale. This success in

Liverpool had led to some little enquiry in

Quebec for square white pine and to the sale of

three rafts. One of these was timber of 1877

—

70 feet average and 17 inches girth
; price, 27c.

per square foot. Another raft of 1877, G7 feet

and 17^ inches girth, with only from 5 to 0 per

cent., first-class timber in it, price 24c. The
other, a raft of superior Kippewa timber, the

price and particulars of which were not stated.

These sales reduced the unsold timber in

Quebec to three lots, in all 750,000 feet of

square timber, besides about 00,000 feet of

waney timber.

Chicago.

Chicago, March 16, 1881.—With a partial

return of more moderate weather, the lumber
trade of this city shows signs of the improve-

ment which has been anticipated by the dealers

and so often predicted in these columns. The
dealers report a demand fully equal to their ex-

pectations and fully up to their ability to supply
in such stock as will bear shipping. A careful

estimate of the stock of one-inch common boards

and fencing, now in the yards of this city, dis-

closes the fact that of the former there is now on
hand, both of dry and green, of all kinds of

boards below D stock, of No. 1, but 24,224,770

feet, and of No. 2, 10,231,000 feet. This is not

for all lengths a stock equal to a proper propor-

tion of 16 feet lengths in a well adjusted condi-

tion of this market. In fencing strips the

inventory is no more satisfactory, showing but

4, 671,996 feet of 12 feet lengths, 5,562,930 feet of

14Jeet, and 20,997,000 feet of 16 feet in the No.
1 grade, and a total for all lengths'of 11,172,000

feet of No. 2. Of the quality enumerated, fully

2,000,000 feet had been already sold, reducing

the total yet in the market to about 29,000,000

feet. That this quantity, either of boards or of

fencing, will supply the demands of the market
until such time as navigation shall fully re-

plenish the supply, is out of the question.

A price list meeting of the dealers was held

to-day, at which a few changes only were
thought advisable, or at present imperative.

These were adopted with unanimity, the only

objection urged against them being from those

who thought higher rates were warranted.

Under the head of box boards, the item C was
advanced from $26 to $28. Fencing flooring was
raised from $15.50 to $16, and 10-foot fencing

from $14.50 to $15. Narrow boards, dressed

and matched, and ship lap, ami 10-inch com-
mon, were advanced 50 cents each. Common
and cu 1 boards were raised 50 cents on each

item of the list. In fencing, the No. 1 grade

was advanced 50 cents and No. 2 grades $1.

Dressed pickets were reduced $1, on account of

the course taken by a leading planing-mill firm

with regard to them, and a committee was ap-

pointed to confer with that house, with a view

to harmony. In dimension grades, joist and

scantling, 12 to 18 feet, were advanced to $12

;

timber, 4x4 to 8x8, up to 18 feet in length, to

$13 ; 2x4, 18 feet, to $13 ; 10 and 20 feet to $14,

and 20-foot joist and scantling to $17. Extra A
shingles were fixed at $3, and standard A at

$2.90. Oak timber is firmer ; butternut is $5

higher
;
maple flooring has advanced from $2 to

$3, and walnut, § and ^-inch, 10 inches and up,

select, is quoted $3 higher.

—

Northwestern Lum-
berman,

YARD QUOTATIONS—CAR LOTS—DRY.
FINISHING LUMBER—ROUOII.

1st, 2d clear, 1, 1} and H in $43 00
1st and 2d clear, 2 in .

.

". 45 00
1st and 2d clear, 3 in 50 00
3d clear, 1), 1J and 2 in 38 00
7 and 8 inch clear 32 00
Select 1 in. A 32 00
Select B 22 CO

H, 2 in. B 26 00
7 and 8 in. B 26 00

Clear and Select 2x4 2a 00
2x0 and 2x8 32 00

All one length $1 extra.

WAOO0N-B0X STUFF.

3- in and up. A $43 00
4- in. and up. li 37 00
14-in. and up. C 28 00

D : 17 00
All 14 feet $2 extra.

STOCK BOARDS.

12 in. A, 12 to 10 ft $37 00
12 in. B 33 00
12 in. C 28 00
12 in. 1), 12, 14 and 16 ft 17 00
12 in. I), 18 ft l!) nO
12 in., 20 ft 2) 00
10 in. A 35 00
10 in. B 30 00
10 in. C 24 00

. COMMON HOARDS—ROt'OII.

Dry.
Common hoards, 12 in $15 00
10 and 20 ft 'l4 00
12, 14, 16 and 18 ft 13 50
Culls, all lengths 11 60
1} and 1J com 13 50

TIMBKR AND DIM KNSION—DRY.
Small timlier, 18 ft. and under 811 50
12, 14, 10 and 18 ft. joist 12 50
2x4, 10 and 20 ft 13 50
2x4, 18 ft $11 00©12 00
20 feet 13 00
22 feet 10 00
24 feet ' 17 00
20 feet 20 00
28 feet , 20 00
30 feet 20 01
2 in. cull plank, all widths 9 00
2x4 culls, all lengths
2x6 culls, all lengths

SIIINULKS—16-INCII—DRY—CAR LOTS.

Clear $3 25
Extra A 3 00
Standard A 2 90
Cedar shingles $2 00t*2 60

Ends of cars and less than car load lots, five cents \kv

thousand extra. The shingles handled in the Chicago

mojket are all 16-inch.

Oswego, N.Tf.

Three uppers $42 00(846 M
Pickings 32 00036 00

Pine, common 20 00I&25 00

Common 14 OOfttlO 00

Culls 12 (XX&14 00
Mill ran lots 16 00@20 00
Sidings, selected, 1 inch 30 00<&33 00

li inch 3 ) 00<«38 00
Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 16 ft 16 00@ 20 00

selected 20 00w25 00
shippers 15 00<al6 00

Mill run, 1 and 1} inch strips 15 00(ffl8 00
Cnlls, selected 22 00<«30 00

Culls 11 00@13 00

1x6 selected for clapboards 24 00(rt35 00
Shingles, XXX, 18 inch, pine 3 50(t 3 75

XXX, 18 inch, cedar 3 00@ 3 50
Lath 1 50(ft 1 75

Buffalo.

We quote cargo lots :

Uppers $35 00(840 00
Common 16 OCXs19 00
Culls .. 11 00(<U2 00
Dressing stocks 18 00<"20 00
Dressing sidings 17 00o*19 00

The English Wood Market.

James Smith & Co's Liverpool wood circular

of March 1st, says :

—

The arrivals since our last have been 22

vessels, 13,482 tons, against 12 vessels, 9,779

shipment, contracts have been made at from
5s.(e 10s. per standard below last spring prices,

say £6 17s. 6d.(o,t7 for Miramichi, £0 15s. for

.Shediac, and £6 5s. for other inferior shipments,

all cost, freight and insurance. The stock of

pine deals is light, but the demand is |*>or, and
there will be quite sufficient for the require-

ments until fresh arrivals come in. Quebec

pine deals have been in light demand, consump-

tion having reached but 437 standards, against

1,650 standards at same time last yeaiy and the

stock remains very heavy, viz. : 10,088 standards

against 4,033 standards ; sales have been by

private only. Quebec pipe and West India

staves are now in fair request, but .no sales are

reported. Palings and lath-wood are quiet,

and no sales have been reported.

Irish Markets.

The Irish Times says that there is a better

tone in the timber market this week, though

but little actual improvement in business can be

recorded. The transactions in timber are con-

fined to the supply of urgent wants for immedi-

ate consumption, save in a few exceptional cases

where merchants in the country, knowing that

Quebec
St. John, N,B., &c.
United States
Baltic

tons in a corresponding period last year, and 15 ! with any increiWed demand prices will be higher,
vessels, 12,995 tons in 1879. have taken advantage of the present low rates

from 26th JANUARY TO 28th FEBRUARY, 1881.
|

to buy some stock for future requirements. The

disjHisition of holders, however, is not to look

far ahead at current prices :

—

St. John and Miramichi deals £14 10S.S15

1st Quebec deals £18«i22

2nd do £14 10s rrl5 10

3rd do £13 1Owe 14

4th do £13
White Norwav flooring, 7x1 lis 6d
Oak ". £7 10b

Ash 90s

Elm 90s

Birch S5ec«r90

Red pine 75e@80
Yellow pine 95*rfl00

Board pine 100s

Pitch pine 66s

Memel, fur sized OOsWSO
do undersized 50&3O0

Total.

Vessels.

1

4

13
4

22

Tons.
921

3,734

7,563
1,264

13,481

FROM 26TH JANUARY TO 28TH FEBRUARY, 1880.

Vessels.
Quebec A if.

St. John, N.B., &c 6
United States 1

Baltic 6

Ton*.
Ml.
7,055

1,154
1,580

Total 12 9,779

FROM 25TH JANUARY TO 27TH FEBRUARY, 1879.

Quebec
St. John, N B., &c.
United States
Baltic ,

Vessels.

SO.

IB

Tons.
ira.

6.4.S3

5.512
1,000

12,995

The capacity of Beatty's mill, Parry Sound,

Out., will be nearly doubled for this season's

work.

I'lt'KETS—LATH.

Flat, select and clear, d. and h ,$80 00
Square, d. and p 20 00
Flat, rough, good 15 00
Flat, rough, common 11 00
Dry lath 2 25

CEDAR l'OSTS AND POLKS.

Sawed i of 6} in., 7 ft $19 00

j 6 " 7 ft 10 50
£ 7 " 7 ft 12 00

i 8 " 7 ft 16 60

J 8 " 7 ft 9 00
\ 9, 10, 11 and 12 in., 7 ft. long 12 00

12 00
16 00
20 00
22 00
30 00
6 00
9 00

10 00
, Sll 00v'13 50

16 00

4 in., round, full length.

6
7
s
10 feet, per inch

.

12 " " .

14 " " .

16 " "

20 " " .

Albany.

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

—

Pine, clear, V M $48 OOirfOO 00
Pine, fourths 43 0Q@5S 00
Pine, selects 38 00«f45 00
Pine, good box 17 00t<r2S 00
Pine, common box 14 OJinrl" 00
Pine, 10-in. plank 38 00tn42 00
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls 21 00@28 00
Pine hoards, 10-in 25 OOiifiS 00
Pine, 10-in. hoards, culls 17 OO^IS 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft., %) M 28 00i<f00 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft 2S OO^OO 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 13 ft 28 O0@00 00
Pine, 11 in. siding, select 42 Qfj@00 00
Pine,

1
J -in. siding, common 18 00@00 00

Pine, 1-in. siding,, select 40 00@00 00
Pine, inch siding, common 16 OOinOO 00
Shingles, shaved, pine 6 OOiyOO 00

" 2nd quality 4 50(rf00 00
" extra, sawed, pine 4 25^<r00 00
" clear, • " 3 25(cf00 00
" cedar, mixed 2 75(<iOO 00

-
Toua vt aiuIa.

CARGO LOTS—MICHIGAN INSPECTION.

Three uppers S3S 00@40 00
Common 17 5D@19 50
Culls 15 OOt'17 00

WHOLESALE LUMBER DEALERS. Lumber, lath.

>f 56,000 feet, against 25,000 feet ! shingles, *c. Car lot* to suit customers. Best Culls

in the market at from $6 to ?7 per M.
Orrica ox Dock. — Esplande, loot of Shelbourne

Street, Toronto M5

Total.

The demand in the wood trade continues

sluggish, so that little change takes place in the

stocks, and if this continues there will be more

than ample supplies until the new im(H>rt comes

in. Kales on contract are very difficult to make,

and lower prices are being accepted by shippers:

this applies more especially to spruce deals and

pitch pine. Quebec woods may be said to fully

maintain the rates demanded by shippers.

Freights continue low and without change,

although there are not so many vessels offering

at the moment. Money is easy, and the Bank

of England reduced the rate of discount on the

17th February to 3 per cent.

Colonial Woods—The imjwrt of yellow

pine consists

last year. The consumption has slightly fallen

off, and the stock is consequently still heavy.

Sales have been entirely of a retail character, as

the fresh arrival consists of a derelict cargo just

received, which is on timber merchants' account.

Red pine has improved in consumption during

the month, but the stock is considerably heavier

than that of last year. There are no sales re-

ported. Elm—The fresh arrival consists of 2,-

080 feet, and the consumption has been 3,000

feet, against 2,000 feet last February : the stock

is rather heavy, but with the improved con-

sumption it may not be considered excessive.

Oak—The consumption has fallen off very con-

siderably ; the stock consists of 476,000 feet ;

the sales have been by retail only. Black wal-

nut is in fair demand, and sales have been made
j

during the month at from 5s. to 5s. 9d. per

cubic foot, averaging about 5s. 4d. per foot,
j

Birch has been in better demand, anil the stock

has been considerably reduced, consisting now

of 207,000 feet, against 153,000 feet : a fresh

arrival of 724 logs, ex-Keewaydin, from St.

John, was offered at auction, and realized from

14.\d.(ii23kl., averaging 164^1. per foot. N.B.

& X.S. spruce deals :—There is no falling off in

consumption for the month as compared with 1

the same time last year, but the stock is still
|

S.OOO standards more, and prices have still
j

further given way ; the sales during the month

have been by private only, say £6 16s. 6d. for

Shoot Harbor, £7 Is. 3d. for Halifax, and i'7
|

2s. 6d. for St. John, and for the new season

^dmti.scmcntsL

Wanted.
A SECOND HAND DOUBLE F.DKF.R : also a LATH

MACHINE, both in good repair. Reply stating lowest

cash terms or jarticulare to Box 1002, Peterborx ugh. LlO

For Sale.
A 40 INCH LEFFELI. WHEEL and COMPLETE

CIRCULAR RIG, all in good order, suitable for a fifteen

foot head. Apply to Box 1002, Peterborough. LlO

Reid & Co.,

Hardwood Timber Land
FOR SALE.

FOR SALE, 1200 ACRES HARDWOOD TIMBER
LAND near Nipissing Railway, Coboconk. Easy terms.

OSHAWA CABINET CO., Oshawa. MS

Timber Limits for Sale.
SEVERAL MOST VALUABLE TIMBER LIMITS on

North Shore of Lake Huron. -.'.:'»» K,."'-

For particulars apply to THOS. SHORTISS. Imperial

Rank Building. Toronto. .
bl2

Situation Wanted.
A Book-keeper of first-class experience desires a situ-

ation with a lumber firm. An opportunity of acquiring

knowledge of the lumber trade more of an object than

the amount of salary. Unexceptional references both
as to character and ability.

bl5 Apply to the Editor of Tun Canada Li mberman.

The Stewart House,
Headquarters of Lumbermen in Peterboixmgh. comer

of Hunter and Water Streets. Rood accommodation.
Terms, si i>cr dav. Free "bus at train?.

bl5 T. CAVANARH. Proprietor.

E. S. VINDIN,
< o!iiiiii«»lott. shipping. Korwartling and

SCBCml igent.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. HI
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The Largest Manufacturers of

SHEET IRON ROOFING
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Can give the Best of References in

every State and Territory.

|fPOTTER IRON ROOFING COMP'Y,
101, 103 and 105 West Front Street,

CINCINNATI.
All Kinds or < oiEiti «. \Tt-.n i!co\ Furnished.

Send for Illustrated Circulars, naming The Canada
Lumberman. 12l11

Allandale Junction Hotel
Travellers by Northern Railway have 15 to 20 minutes

by all trains, for refreshments. Solid meals. Tea and
coffee at counter. Fine brands of Liquors and choice
Cigars. - M7 E. S. MEEKING, Proprietor.

Orillia House,
ORILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building ; best north of

Toronto ; splendid sample rooms ; centrally located
;

free 'bus. b20 JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

The Queen's Hotel,
TORONTO, CANADA.

McGAYV & WINNETT, Proprietors. Patronized by
Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated ac-

cording to room. b20

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling, the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnishea rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
b26 WM. MACKIE, Proprietor.

St. Louis Hotel.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

This hotel, which is unrivalled for size, style and
locality in Quebec, is open throughout the year for
pleasure and business travel. b!8

Queen's Hotel,
BRACEBRIDGE. .

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor (late
of Georgetown.) having lately purchased the above
hotel,) will endeavor to make it one of the best houses
'in the District of Muskoka. Tourists and hunting par-
ties will receive every possible attention. Free 'bus to
and from steamboat wharf. Terms, SI per day. b20

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughly
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-
tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will
find " Fraser's " a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-
tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26

New Files
Manufactured

from the BEST
English Cast

Steel and War-
ranted equal

to the Best Im-

ported File.

m
CO

THOS. GRAHAM, Manufacturer,

Old Files
RECUT

BY HAND, and
EQUAL TO

NEW FOR USE

PRICE LIST
on application.

35 Sherbourne St., Toronto.

M. BRENNEN,
MAM IMOfDKJBI AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Lumber, Lath and Shingles,
63, 65 and 67 King William Street,

n^nyniLTonsr, ozlstt
MILLS AND TIMBER LIMITS AT SILVER

CREEK, TIAGO P. 0., ONT.

Bill Stuff cut from 10 to 60 feet. Cedar
Posts on hand.

KERR BROS.
PRACTICAL

FOUNDERS, MACHINISTS,

And MILLWRIGHTS.

Manufacturers of Marine and Horizontal
and Portable Engines, Boilers, Grain
Elevators and Steam Hoists, Saw and

Flour Mill Machinery,

with latest improvements, a specialty.

The Abel Edward's Centennial Turbine
Water Wheel. .

Radebaugh's Saw Frame, Mill Dogs and
Saw Guides.

Water-works, the latest" and most
improved, made to Order.

Light and Heavy Brass and Iron Castings

Plans and Specifications on application.

The Walkeruille Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkerville, Ont., Dec, 1880. b!5

Orders sent to M. liltENNEN, Tiago, P. 0., will
receive prompt attention bio

THE RUSSELL HOUSE,
OTTAWA.

JAS. A. GOUIN, - - PROPRIETOR,

Is the Favourite Resort of Leading Public
men of the Dominion attending the

annual Session of Parliament.

Ministers of the Crown, Senators, Members of Parlia
ment, Public Officials, as well as those having business
with the various Departments of the Government. It
is also the headquarters of those having dealings with
the princely Lumber Manufacturers in the Great Pine
Valley, of which Ottawa is the acknowledged centre.
The Russel Hoitse being central, almost abutting on

the magnificant Parliament and Departmental Build-
ing—the pride of the Country—is thus conveniently
situated for those visiting the City on public business.
But the location is also everything that could be desired
alike for the man of business and the man of pleasure.
A few minutes walk brings the guest of the Hotel with-
in reach, not only of all the principal business resorts,
but also of the most splendid Mountain and Valley
Scenery that can be seen anywhere, as also of the two
almost unrivalled Waterfalls—the Chaudiere and Rideau
—and of the extensive Manufacturing Establishments
and Depots of the leading Lumberman. But, besides
the beautiful scenery, which, it may be mentioned, in-

cludes the magnificant Ottawa and two of its grand
tributaries—the Rideau and Gatineau—there are in the
immediate neighborhood, beautiful Lakes and appar-
ently never-ending woods, which afford opportunities
for the finest Fishing and Shooting that can be obtained
on the Continent.
The Russell House affords excellent accommodation

for 300 guest9 ; its table is abundantly supplied with
Viands of the choicest description, in season, and
nothing is left undone to make every visitor feel com-
fortably " at home."

Omnibusses meet the Arrival of
every Train and Boat. b26

Hotel Ottawa,
No. 21 North Side King Square,

ST. JOHN, UST. 33

.

E. COSMAN, PROPRIETOR.

Terms $1.00 to $1.50 per day. 13

JAMES HADDEN, S. R. WARREN & SON
Church Organ Builders.MANUFACTURER OK

Shingles and Dressed Stuff-

Foxmead, P. 0., County of SLmcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange lor a Boiler. b2C

CHAS. M. LARSEN,
Manufacturer of all kinds of Lacquered and Enamelled

Woodwork, Turning and Carving in

WOOD, HORN AND IVORY.

BILLIARD BALLS
Turned and coloured a speciality.

tfSTMEERCHAUM and AMBER GOODS retired in

first-class style. M7m King St. West, Toronto, Ont.

The UUIYERSAL SUSPENDER.
gOME REASONS why they are the beit:-

lst—No Elastio reqnied.
2nd.—Is slack when stoopinpr.
3rd.—It never glipa off the shoulders.
4th.—bold at prices of common suspenders.
Manufactured by C. E. RAMAGB * OC.

bi* 20 Queen St. East, Toronto.

SAW GUIDE!
Self Oiling—Ready Adjusting.

G. W. Rodebaugh's patent Saw Guide will recommend
itself to every practical sawer. All that is required is

a trial.

No heating of Saws. No danger in setting-. Trial
free of charge. iCsPThe whole complete only $25.
Manufactured in Canada by

KERR BROS., Walkerville, Ont.
who may be applied to for further particulars ; or
address :

G. W. RODEBAUGH & CO.,

bio WINDSOR, ONT.

'wm.

\ 1

Specifications and all information promptly l\xmi*rivi

on application.

Factory and Warerooms .

Corner Ontario and Wellesley Streets

TORONTO, ONT.
£5TYou are particularly requested, in ordering, to

mention in: - paper bl3

THE GENUINE SILVER-STEEL.

Lance Tooth

CROSS-CUT SAW!

It stands without a rival, and is the fastest cutting saw
in the world. It has beaten the best Canadian and
American made saws 33i per cent in every contest. Its
superiority consists of its excellent temper. It is tem-
pered under the secret Chemical Process.which toughens
and refines the steel. It gives a finer and keener cutting
edge, and will hold it twice as long as any other process.
We have the sole right for this process for the Dominion
of Canada.
None genuine that are not like the above cut, with

registered trade mark with the word " The Lance," and
Maple Leaf with our name. Price il per foot.

Cactiox.—Beware of Counterfeits. There are in-

ferior counterfeits on the market, which are intended
to be sold at a high price upon the reputation of this
saw. We will send to any address a saw exactly like
any counterfeit, warranted equal in quality or no sale,

at 60c. per foot. Therefore do not be humbugged into
paying a first-class price for a second-class saw. A
fact to bear in mind is that if the material and temper
are not of the very best quality the shape of the teeth
amounts nothing. A saw, like a knive. will not cut
fast without it will hold a keen, cutting edge. We have
cut off a 14-inch sound basswood log in eight second>
with this saw. Manufactured only by

SHURLY & DIETRICH,
Manufacturers of Saws, Plastering Trowels, Straw

Knives, &c. &c.

G ALT, ONTARIO. US

W. H. STOREY & SON.,
ACTON, ONTARIO,

GLOVE MANUFACTURERS.
The best description of GLOVES and MITTS in even

variety of material and stvle manufactured bv us. bl.=>

STOREY'S "EUREKA''

SPRING GLOVE FASTENEH PAT?
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This cu- is a simile of Package.

The greatest tribute to its extraordinary merits is,

that it was awarded First Prize and Diploma at

Toronto Exhibition, 1880.

Hamilton " "

London " "
Montreal " "

over all other yeasts.

TRY IT, AND BE CONVINCED.
Ask your Grocer for it, or send direct to the factory.

PEARL YEAST COMPANY, 39 Front Street, To-
ronto, Box 12C4, b!5

READ THIS I

Irish Canadian Office.

Toronto, Feb. 21st, 1881.

Mr. F. Cri'mpton,
Dear Sir,—The watch I purchas-

ed from you some time ago, has
given perfect satisfaction, and I

am much pleased with it, and can
cordially recommend any person
in need of a watch or anything in

the jewelry line, to deal at your
store. Yours very truly,

PATRICK BOYLE,
Proprietor Irish Canadian

Send for our new price list of

Watches, Diamonds, Silverware,

Jewellery, &c, sent post prepaid
on application. Goods sent C. 0.

D. to any part of Canada. We have
59 dozens of testimonials similar to

the above, plainly show-
ing that 83 King St. East
is the place to buy your
goods.

F. CRDMFTON,
83 King Street East,

TOKONTO. b30

We are Prepared to Supply

CHANTS

WITH

READY-MADE

CLOTHING

GKEZtsTT'S

FURNISHINGS

Blankets, &c.

In such Quantities as may be

required at CLOSE

Wholesale Prices

FOE CASH.

PETLEY & COT,

GOLDEN GRIFFIN,

128 to 132, King Street East,

OTTON & BRO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES

SHANTY STOVES,
Shingle Bands, Tinware & Household Furnishings

In Large or Small Quantities, at Wholesale Bates. «H0

OTTON & BRO., Dunlop St., BARBIE, ONT.

WHITE'S CANADA STANDARD
MANUFACTURED AT

The Canada Scale Works

!

These Scales are Manufactured of the Very
% Best Material, and warranted to give satisfac-

tion. Send for Prices and Testimonials.

blfi

JAMES C. WHITE & CO.
102 Adelaide St. East, Toronto

To ENGINEERS

Saw Millers, &c.

T HIE

bl2 TORONTO.

Is undeniably the BEST BOILER FEEDER

IN THE WORLD. Can be operated while

the Engine is at rest. All sizes will lift

water Twenty-five Feet, at comparatively

high and low Temperatnre.

17,000 of them Now in Use !

Manufactured under license by

Stevens, Turner & Burns

LONDON, ONTARIO.

#g?~3end for Circular and Price List. bl2

JOHN DOTY WITH THE tomLINSON

EsplandeS,ree,
'
Toro"to

- BARREL MACHINE
One man and two boys can turn out

One Hundred and Fifty First-class

Flour Barrels in Ten Hours,

made from veneered wood of two thicknesses. The
inside is one solid sheet of veneer running around the
barrel, making in reality one hoop from top to bottom,
and in the outside thickness the grain is reversed, run-
ning: up and down, finished with five hoops two inches
wide, reversed again, making the barrel almost three
thicknesses, which gh es the package superior strength,

tightness and durability over the ordinary hand-made
flour barrels, yet with all its many advantages cost less

than the old style of package. My barrel machine is

arranged to make all sized packages from a large barrel

down to small nail kegs, butter packages and cheese
boxes. I am open to prove at any time the superior

strength of my barrel. That one will stand more hard-
ship by any actual test than one hundred of the old

ordinary flour barrels. County rights for sale, and all

information given by applying to

marine engines,^ JAMES TOMLINSON, Patentee,

Propeller Wheels and Steam Yachts I ns king st. BAST, TORONTO,

MANUFACTURER OF
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MATTH GUY,
MANUFACTURER OF

Carriages, Waggons, Buggies,

SLEIGHS, ETC.

bl3

Jobbing and Repairing Punctually Attended to,

703 and 105 Queen Street East, Toronto.

ISAAC ANDERSON'S
Specialties

:

ANDERSON'S
x

X X
XXX

MACHINE

OILS.

Specialties :

VALVOLINE
For Lubricating'

Steam Cylinders

It leaves no

Deposit, and

Preserves

the Metal.

These Oils are justly pronounced by Competent Judges

The Best Value in the Market

!

A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF

MACHINE OILS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
JOHN FISKEN & CO. AGENTS,

)

23 Scott Street, Toronto. j

ISAAC ANDERSON.
b!5

TORONTO SCALE WORKS

!

C. WILSON & SON, Proprietors.

Oldest Scale Works in Canada. Established over Thirty Years.

Hay Scales. Dormant Scales.

Coal Scales. Hopper Scales.

Cattle Scales. Platform Scales.

Floor Packers. Dairy Scales.

Cheese Factory Scales.

Counter Scales.

Grocer Scales.

Butcher Scales.

S^This Scales have received 29 FIRST PRIZES, MEDAL and

GOVERNOR GENERAL'S DIPLOMA.

45 ESPLAHSTADE STEEET, TORONTO
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. b!3

Champion Portable Saw Mills

ieistg-izlnties oi>t wheels.
Goorge Book write*, fit. Ann*. Ontario* Jane 17, W7t, regarding hit

,
lWi'»m»; powi.r ChiunpWn Sawmill:

j
** JjUil irerk, im Monday mtfrntwj , fA rv^ msm of um r^/tnm^n/v A to t^ar

! WI) Vtilt to mr/t* it. We tor* v/j T„'*"t ttirrr i «/
I Tu&ftay at Ihve or UmJc trar+d a to*j v<th it A'' >

'

I one vx-fjcvoe moved and *et it vp oj> nn ,.\ t <t

land feet. Iwillwrtte fit jHirtmuUirmwrn.. He *avx*U »n hu.^rtd
\feet in twenty-nine minvt* *—tadl lumber.*'

2 Hizcm built—12 H. 1'. u»iri?M in. flaw. t^Mritv Z Xo i/M> t*T day. U
|
U. I' uflntr *8 in. naw, Capa/'tty, | to |*»-r d*y.
Mont muple, efflcicjit and portable oiiii of lu size In the world.

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO.. BRANTFORD, CANAO J

CLOTHING
LUMBERMEN

Will Save Time and Money by going direct to the

GOLDEN GRIFFIN
WHEN IN THE CITY TO PURCHASE THEIR CLOTHING.

Men's Tweed Suits - - $7 50 to $16 50

Men's Worsted Suits - - 7 50 to 21 50

Men's Overcoats - - - - 5 00 to 16 50

All our Clothing is Cut and Made on the Premises, by first

class competent Workmen, and quite equal to Ordered Clothing

NOTE THE ADDRESS:

PETLEY& COMPANY
OOLTDIEIEsr G-IE^IIEIEinSr,

128, 130 and 132 King Street East, Toronto, Ont. m

G. B. MEADOWS,
MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IN

Lumbermen's Supplies,
Hotel and General House Furnishing Goods, Cooking Ranges and Stoves.

HOT AIR FURNACES, &c.
Wholesale Dealer in Tinware, Sheet, Copper & Brass Goods, Coal Oil and Lamp Goods.

^CONTRACTOR FOR BUILDERS' JOB WORK.

DUNL0P STREET, Cor. Railway Square, BARRIE, 0NT.
;
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MACHINERY OILS !

TO DEALEES So OOHSTSTTIMIIEIRS-

©

c3

UJ

z.
>
oJ

o
o
I-

It will give the subscriber much pleasure to forward, post free, to any address, on application,
a pamphlet, containing instruction and information that have been found of the greatest practi-
cal use to dealers and consumers of machinery oil in Canada. It contains the fullest information
as to the different kiuds of oils, their qualities and uses, thus enabling the consumer to make
choice of the very oil best adapted to his wants, and also enables the merchant to select the kinds
most likely'to be in demand in his neighborhood. The pamphlet shows conclusively that oils

properly manufactured from petroleum, are vastly superior to any animal or vegetable oil. i am
now making the same qualities of " Extra " and ''XX " oils 1 manufactured from 1870 to 1873.

They are guaranteed not to thicken with extreme cold, and warranted to give satisfaction In every
particular, Beware of Agents soliciting your orders without my trade-marked order-book.

bl2 Address GEO. B. STOCK, P. 0. Box 1146, Toronto.

MUSKOKA DISTBICT.

LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES.
To meet the demands of the Lumbermen in this District, 1 have opened out a

Wholesale Supply Depot at Bracebridf/e,
WHERE EVERYTHING IN THE SHAPE OF

fS^Lumbermen's Supplies and Furnishings'5^^
CAN BE OBTAINED IN LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES, AT WHOLESALE RATES.

Outside quotations or Correspondence solicited.

. W. JEFFERY.
NATIONAL MANUFACTURING COMP'Y

202 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA.

manufacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
military Encampments, with or without extra roofs, nil sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
Mildew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags ol all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

urtN tOH u«t made of the best of sllk-flnish bunting. CAMP" BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x 6 in. ; 3 feet long, weighing

£ only 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description mado to order on the premises.
^T-Special rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

CLOSED

b'27

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

202 Sparks Street, Ottawa

DOMINION BELT and HOSE COMPANY
JAMES D. McARTHUR Manager.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

FJRE ENGINE HOSE, LACE, LEATHER,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC., ETC.
STITCHED AND RIBBED BELTING MADE TO ORDER.

fi^-Double Always in Stock. Send for Samples and Prices-^ai

bl6 42 FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO.

FOR READY-MADE CLOTHING
This House stands at fhe head, having manufactured Clothing In Toronto for over Forlv Years,
and always gave satisfaction to customers. fcsf~THEY l.Ml'OKT THEIR OWN WOOLLENS

FROM EUROPE, and .Manufacture the Cloth I Dg ou the premi-e.-.

GENTS' ALL WOOL SUITS, $7.50, $9.00 and. $12.00

GENTS' FINE WORSTED SUITS, $11.75, $15 00 and $18 00

GENTS' SHIRTS, UNDERCLOTHING, TIES and GLOVES

R. WALKER^ & SONS,
GOLDEN LION, KING STREET, TORONTO. bl9

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Rell Organs;have Just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the Engli»b

and American makers. This along wi'h the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD!
r* D t*
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The Bell Organ Manufactory Is the Largest and Oldest in the British Empire, and the fact that
we have sold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best in the market. .CiTWe guarantee all our
Organs for five years. Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.

W. BELL & CO.
bit! " BH 41 to 47 East Market Square, GUELPH. ONT.
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LUMB S STATIONERY!

We will supply anything in the line of BLANKS or STATIONERY for Lumber

Shanties and Offices at City prices.

Shanty

Shanty-

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Shanty

Settlements

Orders

Receipts

Time Books

Log Books

Reports

Ledgers

Cash Books

Drive Books

Way Bills

Office Letterheads

Office Noteheads

Office Envelopes

Office Cards

Office Notes

Office Drafts

Office Orders

Office Receipts

Office Blank Books

Office Ship Account Books

And everything necessary to a complete office outfit.

All Printing done in the Highest Style of the Art, and at Lowest Living Prices.

Book- Binding of every Description got up in a very Neat and Superior manner.

Account Books Ruled and Bound to any desired Pattern.

For Schedule of Prices address, describing the kind and quality of work desired,

toker & CO.,
"THE CANADA LUMBERMAN,"

PETERBOROUGH. ONTARIO
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lovel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener

Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW
STEAM FEED I

I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which aregivin-r the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials :—

Gravenhurst, August 20th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Esq., Peterborough.

Dear!-ir— 1 have used your Steam Feed for near four
months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction in every
way; it is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Slnoe I put it into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long In one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-
stantly. 1 am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. I consider I have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got It
than I would have cut had I not put it In.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put in Is working splen-
didly. Yours, &c,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

MILL MACHINERY!
I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for all

sizes of Gang or Circular Mills, Span or Double Circulars

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the

Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Edgers, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, PowerGummers, and all Machiuery used in a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; alwi, small Hand Gum-
mers for use In the woods, for '"ross-cut Saws. Rotary
Pumps of different sizes, for Fire Protection in Mills, Ac.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel Is tre great consideration, along

witli uniformity of speed, such as In required In GrUl aDd
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. 1 feel

Justified in saying that ourStyie, Workmanship and Finish

on this Engine wlil be no discredit to its renown, and cer-

tainly is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel

I have them working at 2} pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. LlO

WILLIAM HAMILTON - - PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

IF1
. IE. IDHXIOUST &c CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1875

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1870

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, 1S77

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1879

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1880

International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, 1876

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and Discounts.

bl6

81 Colborne Street, Toronto

P

Carriage & Waggon "Works
No. 17, ALICE STREET, TORONTO.

The QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO, CANADA
McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

J". IP. SULLIVAN,
(Successor to the late JOHN WLUSTFR)

MANUFACTURER ~ IT\ ,-B58^ WAGGONS

CARRIAGES SLEIGHS.

In the latest style. Superior material used In all branches. All work warranted for one year.

B&"AU Orders Promptly attended to. Special Attention paid to Repairing.

PRICES TO SXJIT THE TIMES. bl3

American Hotel, Corner Young & Front Sts.,

TORONTO, OZLSTT.

Newly and elegantly furnished throughout. Contains one huudred rooms, and under it the new
management is first-class in all its appointments, at moderate rates.

Free omnibuses to and from all trains.

by Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated according to rooms. bl7 I O. T. ATWOOD, of New York, and \V. K. BINGHAM, of Bradford, Ont., Proprietors, ha)
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FORESTRY^' AND ARBORICULTURE.

BEING THE FOURTH CHAPTER OF THE REPORT OF

THE ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION.

Economic Uses of Woods.

While pine has, in everybody's mind, a cer-

tain recognized market value, other woods are

often regarded, or at all events treated, as

though they were all but worthless, or, if

marketed, handled and disposed of with little

practical intelligence. Since the sittings for

taking oral evidence closed, the Commissioners

—impressed with the importance of the subject

—have put themselves in communication with

Messrs. John Oliver & Co., of Toronto, a firm

referred to by Mr. Hay in his evidence as large

dealers in hardwood lumber. Messrs. Oliver &
Co. have been good enough to supply the Com-

missioners with a considerable amount of addi-

tional information, and their statement will be

referred to in the Report.

The value of timber in an economical sense,

must of course depend on the purposes to which

its several varieties can be profitably adapted.

The principal uses, in general terms, of Cana-

dian forest woods, exclusive of pine, are as

follows :

—

The Elm.—"Rock Elm," says Mr. Hay,

"we don't use except for building purposes.

Soft elm makes a better seat for chairs than

basswood." Carriage making, heads of barrels,

and hubs of waggons, and agricultural imple-

ments, are also mentioned as utilizing elm in

considerable quantities. Other classes of elm

are in limited demand, but chiefly used for the

manufacture of common furniture.

The Ash.—Of the white ash Mr. Hay says :

"White ash is a very valuable wood, and

makes excellent bedroom furniture. It may be

used for house fittings. A good many offices

are now fitted up with hardwood, and also rail-

way carriages. Ash is used largely by carriage

builders. There is no wood will stand like ash

in that respect ; it is next to mahogany. It is a

shame to see our valuable wood cut down and

wasted as it is and has been."

The ash is now being used to a very consider-

able extent in the construction of the interiors

of railway passenger cars. Bent stuff for tools,

agricultural implements, hay-forks, hoe and

broorn handles are also manufactured from ash.

The use of ash, for the internal fittings of build-

ings, alluded to by Mr. Hay, as practicable, has

according to some other reports been pretty ex-

temively adopted. Mr. Beadle, referring to his

own experience, says :

—

"When building my own house I found I

could obtain chestnut and ash wood as cheap as,

or cheaper than first-class pine, and I used

them. I think they are much more handsome

than jointed wood work."

Black Ash is more plentiful, but its uses are

limited.

Thk Maple,—Mr. Hay says of the use of

maple in his business (furniture manufactur-

ing) : "You can get any quantity of the hard

maple, but it is the soit maple that is the most

valuable. It is the more valuable for furniture

as it stands better and does not warp. Soft

maple is not so plentiful as hard."

In the United Counties, soft maple is some-

times used for house-flooring ; it is also in some

demand by agricultural implement manufac-

Ifo!' W. C. Caldwell, M.P.P., of Lanark
Village, says :

—" Hard maple is used for wag-

gon axletrees, as well as several other purposes.

I had an order for some from Manitoba, but

could not supply it in time." Maple has also,

according to one report, been used for paper

pulp making.

The Oak.—Oak is used for a variety of pur-

poses, the manufacture of barrel staves being

one of the largest causes of demand for this

wood. It is also used to a considerable extent

in agricultural implement manufactories, and
for ship-building. "Of oak" (say Messrs.

Oliver & Co.) " there are considerable varieties

—white, red, grey, and blue. The former is

the most valuable. It is found in several parts

of the Province, principally in the North and
West. A large quantity of it is made into

square timber for export." Mr. Dempsey men-
tions in his evidence that the Grand Trunk
Company got a good deal of white oak from his

section (Prince Edward County), for the pur-

pose of making railway cars. Ties are also

made of oak, where the wood is sufficiently

plentiful. Mr. Hay objects to oak because it is

hard to work, and "warps like the mischief,"

nevertheless it is not unfrequently used for

furniture.

The firm of Bennett Bros., of London, manu-
facturers of church and school furniture, writes

as follows with regard to the use of oak :

—

"It was stated that oak is unfit for furniture.

If white oak was meant this was correct ; but

white oak is valuable for many other purposes,

namely staves, bent ware, and carriage work

;

but it is, and has been, so valuable, that it is

nearly as scarce as walnut in this country, and
will soon have to be imported in the same man-
ner as walnut.

"There are, however, other varieties of oak,

black or red, and yellow, of which there are

large quantities in all parts of the country, both

of which are well adapted for furniture, being

straight in the grain and not liable to warp or

change its shape, besides being easily wrought,

and when finished, there is no wood to equal it

in appearance except walnut, and perhaps some
varieties of white ash.

"We might state that we use it entirely in

church furniture and school work, and it is to

be regretted that so much of what is destined to

become a valuable wood is being destroyed

through ignorance.

" As you are probably aware, fashions chang

in wood like in everything else. Twenty-five

years ago it was all mahogany and oak, then

walnut ; at the present it is imitation of ebony,

mahogany coming in, with a prospect of oak to

follow, in which case oak will become a valuable

wood."

The Chestnut.—Of this wood Messrs. Oliver

& Co. say :

—

"This wood is now almost extinct, and what

remains is confined to the same limits in the

Province as is walnut. Its principal use is in

the finishing of churches, also public and private

offices."

The Poplar.—A considerable demand has

sprung up for poplar, the wood of which is used

for making paper pulp. In the Niagara dis-

trict, and in Prince Edward County, as well as

elsewhere, it has been' eagerly secured at from

$3 to $4 per cord for that purpose. The demand
for poplar for this branch of industry is likely to

increase rather than diminish. Poplar is also

used to manufacture charcoal for smelting pur-

poses.

The Birch.—In view of the rapid disappear-

ance of the walnut, the black birch will be the

alternative with furniture-makers. Mr. Hay
says with regart to this wood :

—

•' Black birch will be the only wood you can

fall back on in a few years. In the north there

is a great deal of it. It is an excellent wood.

At present it is not dear because it is not

scarce.

"You can get any quantity of it north, and

it can be purchased at the mill readily at from

$15 to $10 a thousand. Black birch is to be

found in all the northern regions. There is a

great deal in the Manitoulin Islands, and in the

Peterborough and Haliburton district. It is to

be found also in Muskoka. They have been

shipping birch from Lower Canada these many
years back. It is quite an article of export

there. Black birch is mixed with the different

woods of the country in large quantities. It is

very easily detected among other trees. I don't

use so very much of it now, but it is on birch we
shall have to fall back after the walnut is gone.

It is from birch that these perforated chair-

bottoms are made. I think there is such a

thing as bird's-eye birch, but it is very scarce. I

wouldn't give more for that kind of birch than

plain wood."

Messrs. Oliver & Co. say of the birch :

—

"This wood is found in nearly every part of

the Province. It is a very fine wood, and

although the demand for it is yet very small,

there is little doubt but that, in a few years, it

will be largely in request for the uses to which

cherry, butternut and walnut are now put. It

should be husbanded with the greatest care."

The Beech.—Beech has no standing in the

market except for fire-woob.

The Basswood.—Basswood, like poplar, is

in good demand for paper-making purposes.

Mr. Caldwell, M.P.P., also refers to it as used

for furniture, and for boxes in starch factories.

All that can be got is shipped to Oswego. Mr.

Hay uses it for furniture. It can be used in

some cases in place of pine, and is cheaper than

clear pine. Mr. Beall says :

—

"Basswood, until lately, has been Largely

used for buggy making, but it is not so much
used since the introduction of bent wood for the

bodies of buggies."

The Whitewood or Tulip Tree.—The
whitewood or tulip, which grows exclusively in

the warmer sections of the Province, is used

largely by carriage-makers in constructing the

bodies of carriages. Messrs. Oliver & Co. say,

about the whitewood :

—

" A few years ago there was a large quantity

of this wood growing in the western part of the

Province, but owing to the great demand for it,

it is being rapidly consumed, and is now very

scarce. It meets a ready sale at good prices.

Its principal uses are for car and carriage build-

ing, and in the manufacture of furniture."

The Wild Cherrt.—A large demand for

this wood has sprung up, chiefly in the uTiiited

States. Mr. Hay says of it :

—

" In supplying the place of walnut, cherry is

a very valuable wood. They are using it very

extensively in the LTnited States, making
ebonized furniture from it. It has a very close

grain, and it is very fast disappearing. I am
speaking of wild cherry. That tree grows to a

fair size. We get some lumber twenty and
twenty-two inches broad from it. I never saw
a cherry tree growing, so that I can't say how
much lumber there would be in one. I can't

say whether they are high or not, but some of

them grow to nearly the same girth as walnut.
" The wild cherry forms a resource to fall

back upon in the absence of walnut, but it, too,

is fast disappearing. We are exporting wild

cherry largely to the United States, where

black furniture is very fashionable, and cherry

lumber takes the best stain. I think it is as

enduring as walnut."

Cherry wood is also being used largely in the

internal fittings of cars and public buildings.

The Walnut.—The Black Walnut, so far as

it exists, is the staple article in demand for

cabinet work of all kinds. Mr. Hay thus refers

to this wood :

—

" When I first came to this country there

was very little walnut used, but one or two
years afterwards it came to be used more ex-

tensively. I think it was Sir Peregrine Mait-

land who first introduced walnut here, and who
was the first to make it fashionable. Previous to

that, they had used cherry, or any of the com-

mon woods. Since its first introduction, walnut

has been the staple fashionable wood for making
furniture.

"When we first commenced making walnut

furniture we got the wood from Canada West
A great deal came from about Port Stanley

and the banks of the Thames, in Kent, Essex,
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and South Middlesex. We now obtain very

little walnut indeed from that part of the

country.
"Lately we have been getting our principal

supplies of walnut from Indiana. The walnut

grown in that State is as good as that grown in

Canada, but as you go south of Indiana the wal-

nut is of a lighter shade. The dark walnut

grows best in a climate such as that of Michigan

or Canada. I don't suppose the supply in

Indiana is inexhaustible. I have been told, in

fact, it will not last a great many years.

" When I came to Canada first they used

walnut for rail fences. The principal value of

walnut is that it is an excellent wood for furni-

ture, and is handsome in appearance. It is

universally admired, has a close grain, is not

liable to bo much affected by changes of tem-

perature, and at the same time it is not hard to

work. It is a very valuable timber economi-

cally.

"I couldn't say exactly what time it would

take for a walnut tree to grow to matarity, fifty

or sixty years at least. I don't know any other

part of Canada where walnut is to be found ex-

cept the district I have mentioned. There was

a little once in the Niagara district, but that

has been cut down. There is none at all north

of us. I don't think any careful examination

has ever been made of the walnut region to

ascertain how much of the wood may still be

remaining ; but I am sure there can only be

very little left. I have never appointed an

agent for that purpose. Walnut is admitted

free of duty into Canada ; it would be a desir-

able thing to replant walnut. There would be

a great market for it."

Black walnut is being used in the manufac-

ture of sewing machines, organs, and car build-

ing, as well as for the purposes already

mentioned.

The Butternut.—The Butternut is mention-

ed as being used in many cases as a substitute

for walnut for cabinet work, since the latter has

become scarce. Mr. Hay does not, however,
utilize it to a large extent in his business. He
says:—"Besides cherry, butternut is a useful

wood. Some call it white walnut. Wo do not
get a great deal of butternut, as we cannot use
it much for furniture. It is not a substitute for

the black walnut. Some houses inside are fitted

up with it." Butternut is excellent wood for

veneering, and also used in finishing the interior

of churches and other public buildings, and in

the manufacture of cigar boxes.

The Hickory.—Hickory is in demand from
very early stages of its existence, to the time of

mature growth. Mr. Beadle says, in connection
with this wood :

—

" One of the greatest pests wo have in our
country is the axe-helve hunter. When a
hickory tree gets to be six inches in diameter he
will offer the farmer so much for it that he is

induced to sell it."

Tor handles for tools, hickory is in perpetual

request. The spokes and finer parts of carri-

ages, are also made of hickory.

Sycamore.—Of the Sycamore, Messrs. Oliver

& Co. say :

—

" This wood is grown entirely in the western

part of the Province, and being scarce is in good
demand. It is not much used in Canada, and
what there is, is principally manufactured into

tobacco boxes. Owing to the high prices to be
paid for it ; soft elm and basswood are being

used as substitutes."

The Cedar, Hemlock, Tamarack.—There
is a constant demand for these woods, or one or

other of them, for rails, posts, railway ties, and
many other purposes. Hemlock bark is also

largely in request by tanners for tanning hides.

The following quantities of square timber is

expected to be transported over the Toronto,
Grey and Bruce Railway this season :

—

Cook Bros 160,000 cubic feet.

Burton Bros 160,000 "

McArthur Bros 100,000
Flatt & Bradlev 50,000 "

J. Lattimer... 40,000 "

J. Stinson 30,000 "

Total 540,000 cubic feet.

Hagyard's Pectoral Balsam is composed of the
most.healing balsams and gums. Tbe balsams, which
enter into its composition, were used by tbe natives
wben America was first discovered, and are combined
witb otber vegetable tonics, so blended together, that
it is a specific for all affections of tbe throat and
lungs. Thousands of bottles are used annually, and is

considered one of the standard preparations of the day.

SPRING PRICES FOR LUMBER.

It is one of the peculiar features of this sea

son's business that there has been no weakness

of moment displayed in any of the northwestern

markets. Generally, as the winter dr aws to a

close and the time approaches for navigation to

open, an operator here and there will begin to

get nervous, and possibly shade his figures a

trifle. This sort of thing being contagious, it

spreads rapidly from yard to yard, and from

market to market, until the whole lumber-sell

ing district is filled with dealers who are more

intent upon making prices that shall be as low

as their neighbor's, or lower, than they are upon

getting a profit on their lumber or even getting

back the money invested in it. It is customary,

in fact, for lumbermen to have a terrible time

with prices from about the first of April to the

middle of July. What with the discounts attri

butable to moving yards, the weakening effect

of the early arrivals from the manufacturing

points, and the general competition that comes

with the opening up of business, the spring

months are usually turned into a season for cut

prices, which everybody deplores and helps to

make at the same time. This rule seems to have

operated without regard to the kind of trade

that the lumber dealers looked forward to. It

may be remembered that the prospect for busi-

ness a year ago at this time was remarkably

fine ; it may also occur to most of our readers

that notwithstanding the activity with which

business started up at the opening, and the ap-

parently bright prospect ahead, the middle of

May, and indeed an earlier date, found prices

in a sad condition of demoralization. They will

probably be able, without much effort, to recall

two further facts : first, that the decline in

prices was followed very quickly by a marked

decrease in the volume of trade, acd secondly,

that the business continued to average less than

in the previous year until, some time in July,

prices were again advanced and their former

firmness re-established. Last year, in this

respect, was simply a copy of the year before,

that of the last previous one, and so on for a

half dozen or more, before which time, we be-

lieve, the custom of breaking up the spring

trade and taking all the profit out of it by an

indefensible cutting of the current prices, was

not so generally recognized as to become bind-

ing upon the trade.

The question that arises just now is whether

the trade proposes this spring to follow the

groove cut for it in the days when business was

poor and depression and financial disaster the

rule, or is to mark out for itself a new road and

travel steadfastly in it through this trying sea-

son. That there is some disposition on the part

of the present holders of lumber to take the

latter course, the Lumberman feels justified in

assuring its readers, the conclusion being sup-

ported both by the statements made by a num-

ber of Chicago dealers—who are generally in

the foremost rank when any cutting is going on

—and by the similar statements that reach it

through the medium of correspondence from

lumbermen in all parts of the Northwest. In

one of the trade meetings in this city not very

long ago, one large dealer, who is known to be

pretty well supplied with stock, declared his

disbelief in the theory that prices must fall in

the spring, and his views were generally approv-

ed by those present ; while from competing

points we have only to refer to the correspond-

ence that appears in the columns of this paper

from week to week—evidence that is abundantly

supported by private advices from the operators

themselves—to show that the general feeling

outside is favorable to a continuation of the

present firmness and the present remunerative

prices.

As an abstract proposition, it would hardly

seem that there could be two opinions about

this matter. The lumber that is now offering,

and that which will be sold during the next

three months, was mostly bought in the latter

part of last season, at a time when it was pretty

nearly at the top of the market. There has

been added to this price the cost of piling, in-

surance, interest, and the regular proportion

per thousand feet that all lumber must bear of

the current expenses of the yard, such as rent,

labor in handling and selling, etc., these items

in the aggregate probably bringing the net cost

of the lumber, as it now stsnds in pile, up to a

point that is only enough below the quoted

prices to admit of a fair profit on the invest

ment and risk. This lumber, costing within a

small sum of what it brings, is wanted, as near

as can be found out, by consumers. Retail

dealers are already buying freely, and there is

every indication that there will be an ample de-

mand for every foot of stuff that is now drying,

probably before it can be as thoroughly season-

ed as it ought to be for shipping. Can any one,

as a matter of fact, see in such circumstances as

these any reason for suffering prices to decline

as they did last spring, and as they have done

spring after spring heretofore ? If there is any
such reason, it must lurk in a very obscure

corner, for the Lumberman, though it has

searched dilligently, has failed to find it. To a

disinterested person it seems like a perfectly

plain matter, about which argument is the most
unnecessary thing imaginable, and any other

conclusion than that no real occasion exists for

cutting prices this spring seems unwarranted

and altogether unreasonable.

There are twenty reasons why prices should

be held up, to every one that may be brought

forward to bear out the notion that they should

go down. One of these reasons is a particularly

strong one, and one that should have great

weight with all members of the trade. If there

are any dealers who may be tempted to shade a

little here and there in getting out a new list,

the Lumberman would ask them to pause a

moment and consider what will be the effect of

such action. Will it be apt to bring to their

yard more orders, and will they realize from it

the nimble sixpence that is said to be better

than the slower shilling ? The facts will hardly

bear out any such theory. If anybody thinks

that the true way to stir up trade is to make a

cut in prices, he should study the history of his

business a little. In April, 1880, the lumber

dealers in this market indulged in the costly

luxury of cut lists, and what was the result?

Simply that the shipments from this market

for the first half of the year showed a falling off

of something like five per cent., and this, when

at the beginning of April they exhibited a gain

of an equal percentage, thus proving that the

cut in prices, which was made for the purpose

of improving the business in p..int of volume,

actually reduced the amount of it to such a

degree that it did not even keep up to that of

the previous year, which, as everybody knows,

was not thought to be a very active season.

If this is not satisfying proof, the proposition

may be reasoned out, and the same conclusion

arrived at. Let us inquire for a moment how a

cut in prices acts upon a buyer. Does it have

the effect to make him anxious to get hold of all

the lumber he can, and induce him to send to

market large orders by the earliest mail?

Generally speaking, no. When he gets news of

a cut in prices, he quietly curls himself up in

his chair and soliloquizes something after this

fashion : "That's just about what I expected.

All this talk that the drummers have been get-

ting off about prices being firm and likely to go

up, anil about there only being logs enough to

supply the demand, is all taffy ; there's going to

be lots of lumber, and lumber is going down

still more. Now, wouldn't I be a fool to buy

any lumber now, when I am almost sure to get

it from 60 cents to $2 less two or three weeks

hence? No, thank you; I'll wait a bit."

Whereupon he returns meditatively to his pri-

vate office, and carefully depositing the frag-

ments of a partly written order for lumber in

the waste basket, turns with a bland smile to a

customer who has just come in, with the re-

mark :
" It is impossible for me to fill your

bill, Mr. Smith, for two or three weeks. I think

you better put off building until after you get

through planting. I may be able to shade the

price a trifle then." This sort of thing among

the retailers of course tends to make the cutter

of price lists and the advocate of low prices

happy, because it brings him such an enormous

trade and such marvelous profits !

We might multiply arguments indefinitely,

and adduce facts without number, to show the

fallacy of the reasoning employed to prove that

prices should be reduced at this season of the

yoar ; but we shall not do it, because it appears

unnecessary. The present tendency at the chief

distributing points is not in the direction of a

decline, and we think there is warrant for the

belief that it will not take that direction. The
spring will probably be a peculiar one, and its

peculiarities will be of a kind that tend to

strengthen the market. For one thing, the

opening will be late, which will put off much
longer than usual the arrival of fresh stock.

Assortments, too, must continue to be very

much broken, and the difficulty in filling orders

consequent upon this circumstance will make
the lumbermen more anxious to get full value

for what they do fill, and give them less time to

worry over the possible chance that the yard on

the opposite side of the way may have received

one or two more orders than they did in the last

mail. The trade that will undoubtedly set in,

if it is not disturbed, as soon as good weather

gets the upper hand again, will also stimulate

prices to some extent, and, when it gets fairly

started, help to make them firmer by showing

the dealers that the business is really there and
coming to the front just as fast as it can. That
the business is there, and that the dealers will

get it, if they are sensible enough not to frighten

it away with low prices, the Lumberman ).a-

not a doubt, and consequently it is equally cer-

tain that the price list will need no further

revision in the direction of lower figures thin

spring.

If the indications by which lumbermen judge
of the future are worth anything, they point

very plainly to the fact that there will be a de-

mand heavy enough this spring to use up about

all the dry lumber the dealers can get their

hands on, and to sell this stock they have carried

all winter, and that they paid a high price for

when they bought it, for less than it is worth,

would seem to any ordinary constituted intellect

an act of supreme folly. The Lumberman can-

not believe the representatives of the trade,

who have this matter under their control, can

be guilty of such a piece of foolishness, and it

has therefore high hopes of recording, as the

present year goes by, a business in lumber that

will make the biggest booms of other years seem

small by comparison.

—

Ifurthwettern Lumber-

man.

LAKE INSURANCE.
The Buffalo Courier says :—The insurance

companies engaged in marine underwriting on

the lakes have finally come to an agreement as

to a schedule of rates for hidl risks for the ensu-

ing season. The rates published have been for-

mally adopted by all of these companies, with-

out reservation. On an average they are about

one and a half cents higher than those of last

year, which, as is well known, was exceedingly

disastrous to lake underwriters. At present

there seems to be a strong unanimity of feeling

among the representatives of the companies in-

terested in this important subject, and experi-

ence has shown that it is for the interest of them
all to work together throughout the season on a

mutual basis :

—

ON steam and sail vessels.

Clan. SaSSM. Year. Average.
Al 6 5| 5
A 1J 6 54 6
A 2 6J C G
A 2J 6 04 7
Bl 7i 8 S

Season ends November 30.

ON TUGS.

Lake Privilege. Wrecking Privilege.
Cla*/. Seafon. }'*jr. Seatun. Year. Af
Al 4 4} 5 54 |
Al| 4 5* 5 54. 5
AS 4 5| 5 54 6
A2J 5 6 6| 7
Bl 6 6*. 7 7 S

Season ends December 10.

Risks attaching on or after May 1st subject

to a deduction of ten per cent, from the above

rates.

LIMITS OF INSURANCE.

No valuation to be less than eighty per cent,

of the value expressed in the Register.

On vessels valued in policy at

—

$10,000 or less 3-4thi
$20,000 or less 4 -5th*
930,000 or less 5-6th»
$40,000 or less 6-7thg
$50,000 or less 7-Stin
Over $5,000 9-lOths

CLASSIFICATION.

The Inland Lloyds classification register of

1881 to be the basis as to class and valuation.

Cowal.—Thomas C. Lipsey. of Cowal, Dun-
wich, Elgin Co., will cut at his mill this season

over 000.000 feet of hardwood.
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HAMILTON'S FOUNDRY AND MACHINE
SHOP, PETERBOROUGH.

SAW MILL WORK A SPECIALTY—A NEW CIRCU-

LAR MILL—COVEL's SAW SHARPENER—VERY

LARGE STEAM HAMMER—A BUSY SEASON.

The large foundry and machine shop of Mr.

W. Hamilton is known to every resident of the

Town of Peterborough, and to many living at a

considerable distance. It has for years been

looked on as one of its leading industries, and

judging from present appearances it is bound to

keep a place in the front rank. The name of

Mr. W. Hamilton as a first rate manufacturer in

his own particular class of work, is now fully es-

tablished from one end of the Dominion to the

other, and it is not by any means unknown

across the border, as many of the American

firms, with which he has come in contact in the

matter of tendering, can testify, to their cost.

He makes a specialty of mill work of all kinds,

more particularly that used in sawmills, and

furnishes such institutions throughout from top

to bottom. As is well known, Mr. Hamilton

does not turn out any trashy work, but instead,

everything, no matter how small or large it may
be, has to pass the minutest inspection by practi-

cal men before it leaves the establishment, and

thus customers are assured of obtainiug the very

best article that can be manufactured by men
thoroughly skilled in their business.

A VISIT TO THE FOUNDRY.

The first glimpse of the premises betokened

business, boilers complete and half finished,

as well as numerous other heavy articles

were to be seen on the road infront of the

premises, and the number of men engaged in

putting in raw material and taking out finely

finished machinery ready to place in position,

gave the neighborhood a business-like air.

Passing inside, through the door of the

machine shop, we found ourselves surrounded

on all sides by workmen busily engaged at their

various occupations, and were almost deafened

by the the increased din and clatter of the

various machines, which were all in full opera

tion. Mr. Hamilton informed us that busi

nes is booming without any doubt. Every

department was engaged to its fullest capacity,

and still they found it very difficult to keep up

with their orders. Being very busy himself, he

introduced us to Mr. W. H. Trout, the draughts-

man and the chief designer of the works,

who kindly consented to show us through this

" hive of industry."

SOMETHING NEW AND UNIQUE.

Mr. Trout was busily engaged in the drawings

of a new circular saw for Messrs. Irwin & Boyd
for the Nassau mills. It is of a wholly new
design, made from entirely new patterns, draw-

ings, etc., and is calculated to meet every pres-

ent and even the probable future wants of the

lumbermen. It is a very heavy, powerful mill

driven by a 20 inch belt, running on a 33 inch

mandrel pulley. The mandrel is 4£ inches in

diameter and nearly eight feet long. The frame

or husk is 6x9 feet. All the pulleys are extra

heavy with solid web and are perfectly balanced.

The racks and pinions for the carriage are cut

from solid cast steel. New improvements are

claimed for the set works, giving greater exact-

ness and convenience. The quick reversal of a

heavy carriage and heavy machinery, or a quick

change from feed to gig, or gig to feed

U probably the foremost problem in the mechan-
ics of circular mills. An automatic brake

which plays it part at the proper moment, of-

fers to accomplish this most effectively. One
movement of a convenient lever sets all the

dogs. The saw is set in line without changing

its relation to the carriage or any other portion

of the machinery, as it is all self-contained, the

main belt for tightening the pulley not excepted.

This performs double duty ; besides serving its

proper office it drives the gig. The carriage is

operated by a 1J hemp rope. With suitable

gearing it may be worked by a wire rope, or the

ordinary rack stick and pinion, or in steam

mills by the steam feed. We understand that

a patent has been applied for, covering all the

improvements, and have no doubt that it will

be granted. Practical men who have examined

this mill all agree that it is the mill of the

future. Before commencing our inspection of

the various shops, Mr. Trout furnished us with

some information as to their business.

SOME GENERAL FACTS.

Work has never been as plentiful since 1872,

in which year there was a great run, but still

not as much as at the present time. The work

turned out now is far superior in every respect

to that which was turned out eight years ago

for the simple reason that the mill men will not

look at work now that they would jump at

then. The prospects for the continuance of the

Aqw of work are brighter than ever they were

and the future outlook is excellent. Mr. Hamil

ton has refused some heavy contracts, for which

he had the first chance, on account of not being

able to turn out the work in the specified time,

Several offers of work from Manitoba have also

been refused as he prefers to handle work

nearer home, when there is enough of it to keep

all employed, as is the case at the present time.

The capacity of the shop is limited and we are

told that is is proposed to extend the premises

shortly, in fact the necessity for such a step is

very apparent, and will be more so before long.

The wages of the employees have been recently

increased all round and even at the enhanced

figures, it is a very difficult thing to secure com
petent men, a rather different state of things

from a few years since, when first-class men
could be obtained on all sides at a considerably

lower figure than is now paid. As we said

before, Mr. Hamilton's specialty is mill-work,

particularly that for saw-mills. For this class

he has the "run" for Ontario and does the

bulk of the work. Nearly all of the large lum-

ber manufacturing firms deal here and many of

the smaller ones, although the greater portion

of the work required for the latter can be done

at nearly every foundry throughout the country.

WORK ON HAND AND RECENTLY DONE.

All the machinery required for the large

elevator, now being erected by the Midland

Railway, is being made at the present time.

The engine is of the latest improved Corliss

pattern and is of 120 horse-power. The boiler,

a return tubular, is 5Jxl4 feet. Besides the

engine and boiler there is all the shafting,

pulleys, etc., of which a large number will be

required. There is also in course of construc-

tion a circular mill for Mr. Tait, of Graven-

hurst, who was recently burned out ; a circular

mill and all the etceteras for Messrs. Williams

and Murray, of Blind River, Georgian Bay j

two gang mills for Gilmour, of Trenton ; Ross

& Co., of Buckingham, Quebec; and similar

machines for at least a dozen other firms ; two

dozen of Covel's patent saw sharpeners, (which

are manufactured by this firm under the Cana-

dian patent, and are rapidly winning their way
into public favor), besides complete outfits or

repairs of some kind for nearly every mill

in this district. So busy have they been in fil-

ling orders that Mr. Trout has been kept steadi-

ly employed since the beginning of the present

year in draughting patterns for the work.

THE PATTERN SHOP.

In the pattern shop in the second

story of the main building over the machine

shop. We found eight men at work, with

Mr. W. McLean as foreman. All the patterns are

made here, and such wooden work as is required

on the various machines. There is not much
wood work to do as iron is chiefly used in the

construction of all the various patterns of the

machinery which is made. Cogging wheels and

making frames for sawmill carriages, and put-

ting together frames generally appears to be the

principal work. Several of the men were en-

gaged in making windlasses for towing sawlogs

and rafts of timber on the lakes. The machinery

in operation consisted of two planing machines,

and numerous saws.

THE MACHINE SHOP.

We next entered the machine shop, under

the charge of Mr. Geo. Munro. Here
everything was in activity. Every person

was busy and worked as if they knew that

there was lots to follow. Immediately in the

rear of the machine shop is the black-

smith shop, where six men were working at

their forges under the watchful eye of Mr, John
Fraser. The machine shop is literally "chocked

full" of shaping and slotting machines, planers,

emery wheels, and the thousand and one large

and small machines which are known to the

mechanic. It looks as though it would be an

impossibility to crowd any more men or ma-

chines into this room, and as things are at pre

sent it could not be done, but we are told that

by a re-distribution, which it is proposed to

make at an early day, if the premises are not

extended in the meantime, one-third more men
and machines can be accommodated. The handh

here are utterably incapable to keep up with the

press of work, but in order to accorriplihh a>;

much as possible they work until ten o'clock

every night. There is in this room a steam

hammer which is worthy of special mention
There is nothing like it to be seen outside

of the cities, and large cities at that.

Toronto cannot even boast of one, and of

course Mr. Munro feels proud. This feature

alone distinguishes this establishment from all

others of a similar character in the Province.

It can be used for forging both heavy and light

work, in fact anything from a monster unch'

down. It will work with any amount of force

from a few pounds to several tons. The posses-

sion of this hammer is a great advantage, as

formerly all heavy work had to be sent from
Peterborough to Buffalo in order to be forged,

but now it can all be done at home and a large

amount of time and money saved. Some of

the workmen were engaged in putting the

finishing touches to the large span circular mill

for the Messrs. Gilmour of Trenton. The ma
chine is thirty feet long and is operated by a

steam cylinder. The logs are cut the same on
both sides, slabs and boards being taken off in

any desired number, and the stock left any size

wished for, according to the diameter of the log.

The log is held on at one end only by a massive
iron dog, which is an entirely new feature, and
one that cannot help but please. The idea is a
new one and originated in this shop. This is

only the second mill of this kind that has been
turned out ; the first one has been in operation

in Mr. Buck's mill at Port Severn during the

last season, and that gentleman says it is the

most satisfactory he has ever had in any of his

mills. Coming from a gentleman of such great

experience of Mr. Buck, this statement has
naturally has a good effect, and Mr. Hamilton
expects to have a large run on these machines
during the present year.

THE MOULDING SHOP.

Having viewed the machine shop thoroughly,

we next proceeded to the moulding shop, where
Mr. Thos. Tucker is looked up to. This is by
long odds the quietest room in the whole foundry,

but noise is not necessary here—although dust

appears to be—to carry on operations. The men
were engaged in doing only general work neces

sary for the contracts. In a large oven are

dried the cores and special moulds, which are

sent in and taken out on a small car which runs

on rails. Iron casting is carried on every alter

nate day, and brass casting at irregular inter

vals, just whenever required. The heaviest cast

made is about four tons, although, should

occasion require it, they can cast as high as fu-

tons. To an ordinary observer not acquainted

with the work going on, this is the least inter

esting room in the building, and that fact com
bined with the dust which was floating around
thick, made us take a hasty departure to

THE BOILER SHOP.

Things are quiet enough here except when
riveting is going on, and then any person who is

fond of noise should just drop around and listen

for a short time. Boilers for the Midland
elevator and half a dozen other places were in

process of construction. As a general thing

many of the boiler makers are employed at out

side work, and it is a rare thing to find the

whole staff in the room. In this branch Mr.
Hamilton has had more competition than in any
other department of the business. Some large

firms do nothing else but manufacture boilers,

but notwithstanding this fact, good work always

tells, and as the majority of people prefer a first-

class article, Mr. Hamilton's boiler shop is kept

busy all the time. Here are large hoists,

cranes, etc., for moving the heavy work and
loading it on waggons, by which all the

machinery made has to be drawn to the railway

stations. When the "missing link" is con-

structed, it is expected to pass close to the

foundry and will thus remove one great obstacle

and greatly facilitate shipment.

—

Review.

Jobbers. —The liobcaygeon Independent says

:

We have ha/1 a very busy time here all winter,
and one of great prosperity to both settler» and
store keepers. The lumbering has arrived at a
point when there are not **> many large ultanties

and many more jobbers. It is not the less pro-

fitable to the country. In fact it is more profit-

able, for the money goes more directly into the
hands of the settlers. A settler who gets out
logs, and sells them to the lumberman, makes
all that can be made by the operation, and more
than would be the case if the lumberman run a
shanty and took them out with his own hired
men. One operator, who manges the business
for a Bank, paid over nine thousand dollars this

season to settlers for logs they got out, and
others in proportion. But the feature of the
season has been the large quantities of forest

produce taken out other than pine logs and
squared timber. The Victoria Railway will

carry not less than a hundred thousand railway
ties, twenty thousand telegraph poles, and so
many posts, and so much cord wood, that no es-

timate can yet be accurately made. The ties

bring 14 cents each, the poles about 30cts. each.
Thus 814,000 will go to the settlers for ties, and
$0,000 for poles. This 820,000 goes into the
pockets of the settlers, and is just so much
gained as a result of the railway being opened.
The ties, in another year or two, will attain a
value of twenty cents each, and then it will be a
good business. I should think that not less

than 820,000 will be paid to the settlers for

posts and cord wood, and thus forty thousand
dollars will be gained to this country, this year,
by the construction of the railway,—which cost
the country altogether only 855,000 of bonus.

UXBRIDGE CAR WORKS.
The car works of the Toronto & Nipissing

Railway are situate in Ux bridge, and form
one of the most complete establishments of the
kind in Canada, although not by any means the
largest. There is now on the stocks almost
completed a first-class passenger coach, which
will be finished equal to any on the continent.

The inside will be of walnut facing, with Hun-
garian ash panels. The coach is 57 feet in
length over all, 8 feet 10 inches vide outside,
and will contain 32 double seats. The frame-
work is strengthened by upright iron stanchions,
and triangular iron braces, which, from their
peculiar construction, support the carriage from
each end. The roof has 10 iron rafters, con-
nected with ribs fastened to the floor, giving
great strength combined with lightness. Several
new cattle cars are also under way. Thev are
30 feet long, 8 feet 10 inches wide, by 6 feet 2
inches high, clear of roof, giving ample room
for stock. The cars, although to be used on the
narrow gauge, are of dimensions suitable for the
standard width, should the railway company at
any time decide to widen the gauge. The roll-

ing stock of the company is kept in excellent

order, and under the management of Mr. Joseph
Haggas, mechanical superintendent, keeps im-
proving. The locomotive department turns out
first-class work—amongst which may be men-
tioned a speciality, viz. : "the Haggas Water
Elevator," an ingenious contrivance for supply-
ing locomotives with water from underground
tanks along the line. It is worked by a suction

pipe connected with the engine, which, by form-
a vacuum, draws the requisite supply of

of water into the tender in a very short time.

This apparatus is adopted by the Midland and
other railways, and is found to work well. It

does away with elevated tanks and pumps, and
is safer from frost during winter. Mr. C. E.

Caron is in charge of the wood department, as

master car builder.

In cases of Chronic Diseases which doctors have
failed to cure, Bi-rdock Blood Bitters has achieved its

greatest triumph. All diseases of the Blood, Liver and
Kidneys, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Nervous Debilitv, Rheu-
matism, Piles, Female Complaints, and all forms of lost
vitality, are promptly cured by this gTeat renovating
Tonic. Trial bottles only cost 10 cents.

The circulation of the Canada Lumberman is

over 2,000 copies. Advertisers should note this}

Hail Beauteous, Bounteous, Gladsome Spring

"

this was Mark Twain's prize poem—but the dire

diseases incident to spring, spoil the romance. Bur-
dock Blood Bitters is the prize remedy, the remedy
prized by all who have tried it as the best Blood Puri-
fying- Tonic and System Regulator in the market. It
cures all Blood Humors from the worst Scrofula to a
common Pimple. Sample bottles 10 cents. For sale
by all dealers in medicine.
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THE TIMBER SUPPLY QUESTION.

We have received the following for publica-

tion :

—

Sir,—I have for several years been endavor-

ing, through the press and in pamphlets, to

draw attention to and impress on the Govern-

ment and lumberers, both of Ontario and

Quebec, the importance and necessity of pre-

serving our timber resources, so as to place us

in a position to take advantage of the wants

and necessities of our neighbors across the line,

when their supplies are exhausted, and not-

withstanding I showed that that time was

within a few years of its accomplishment, no

heed has been given to my warnings.

Since my first introduction of the question of

supply, in the United States and Canada, the

Western lumber periodicals have lost no oppor-

tunity in trying to discredit my statistics on the

subject. They have in the interest of the manu-

facturers been endeavoring to hoodwink the

consumers with assertions that their 'timber

resources were abundant to meet the demand

for many years, and thus withholding them

from pressing on the Government the necessity

of admitting our Canadian lumber free of duty

and all other obstructions to which it is liable.

But the Government itself has now, it appears,

taken the matter in hand, and has sent experts

to the timber supplying States of Michigan,

Wisconsin and Minnesota, the only ones they

have from the Rocky Mountains to the Eastern

Atlantic seaboard, to investigate and report on

the extent of their timber resources for their

forthcoming census returns, and I herewith beg

to hand you a copy of the New York Times, of

the 21st instant, containing an article on the

subject, in hopes you will give it to the public

through the Lumberman.

It will be seen from the article referred to,

that at the present rate of consumption their

supply will be totally exhausted within the short

period of about nine years, and when there is

added to the population a yearly complement of

a million and a half consumers, a number equal

to the whole population of the Province of

Quebec, the supply will not suffice to respond

to the demand for half-a-dozen years at the out-

side, and in two or three years at the very

farthest a total cessation of shipments to the

East must take place, which will necessitate a

doubling of our present manufacturing capacity

to supply its place, and be the means of doubling

as well the value of our wood product.

The Western Ontario papers inform us of 100

acres of pine changing hands recently at $22,-

000, enough to purchase half-a-dozen good farms

with all their buildings and betterments, and

$1,000 have been refused for ten pine trees in

the Township of Puslinch. And what is the

reason of this extraordinary advance in the

value of such property ? It simply arises from

a scarcity where, a few years ago, pine on a

farm lot was looked upon as an eyesore. It

might surely be supposed that our lumberers

would take a lesson from this—but no—the

state of prosperity to which the United States

have attained, occasioning an increased con-

sumption of lumber coupled with a short supply

and a consequent good demand, have had the

effect of sending our lumberers into the woods

with double force, to slaughter away and keep

the markets glutted, and thus waste their tim-

ber and entail on themselves a double loss.

I do not hesitate or fear to assert that there is

no description of commercial wood in our forests

that will not in five years be worth more stand-

ing where it is, than it is to-day manufactured

for market.
James Little.

Cote St. Antoine, Montreal, March 25th, 1881.

When on the 13th May, 1878, you published

a letter, from Mr. James Little, of Montreal, on

the subject of the devastation of our woodlands,

you no doubt remember the incredulty with

which his statements were received by those

pretending to be informed on the subject ; but

you have now the satisfaction of showing that

the warnings then given are fully justified by

the reports of the Government itself, now coming

to light through the medium of the lumber

journals of the West, which, I may remark,

were as adverse to giving currency to the facts

then as they are now urgent to have it recog-

nized that they assisted in giving the warning.

The facts that he presented wore, that of the

whole twenty-six States, comprising the New
England, Middle, Western, and North-Western

to the Rocky Mountains, only four, namely,

Maine, Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota,

had a supply of timber in excess of their own

wants, and the question was, how long the sup-

ply for commercial purposes would last the

drain upon them ? The white pine being the

wood of prime importance, his remarks were

that the supply of this timber was confined

almost entirely to the three States of Michigan,

Wisconsin and Minnesota, and that the demand

on them was so heavy for all sections of the

country, that it would not be- possible for them

to respond to it for more than six or seven years

longer.

The North-wester7i Lumberman now states,

from information derived from the proper

authorities, that the forthcoming report of the

United States census will show that the: pine

timber supply of the North-West, in 1880, was

in Minnesota, credited by popular estimate with

40,000,000,000, only 0,150,000,000; Wisconsin,

from statements varied from 80,000,000,000 to

100,000,000,000, only 40,500,000,000, and Michi-

gan, on both the upper and lower peninsulas,

35,000,000,000, making a total supply of 81,500,-

000,000 feet of pine timber. This paper at the

same time states that the aggregate cut and de-

struction of pine in the three States is not far

from 8,000,000,000 feet per annum, so that, if

we deduct the past winter's cut, which has been

an exceedingly heavy one, there remains stand-

ing to-day in the whole North-West only 73,-

500,000,000 feet, which is distributed about as

follows, viz.:

—

In Minnesota .

r
.,.

r»00,000,000

In Wisconsin 38,000,000,000

In Michigan 30,000,000,000

Total 73,500,000,000

From the above it will be seen that even now,

when only three years of the six or seven men-

tioned by Mr. Little have gone, these States

have reached a condition when common pru-

dence would say they had not another foot to

spare. They are rapidly growing in wealth ami

population, and in all probability will have 6,-

000,000 inhabitants to supply within their own
boundaries in the next ten years, so that the

amount now remaining would barely supply

their own wants for twenty years from to-day
;

but what will be their condition in four years

from this time if the continued slaughter of the

pine is kept up?

In round numbers, Michigan is parting with

her forests at the rate of 5,000,000,000 feet a

year
; consequently at the end of four years will

have only 10,000,000,000 remaining to supply

her more than 2,000,000 people. Wisconsin will

probably part with 13,000,000,000 during the

same period, leaving her with only 25,000,000,-

000, and Minnesota, that has not a stock to-day

one quarter sufficient for her own wants, will be

reduced to 3,000,000,000, leaving only 38,000,-

000,000 of white pine in the whole North-West

(an amount little more two years' consumption

of the whole country), as the reserve supply,

not only for themselves, but for the entire

country. It is but trilling with the subject to

speak of the few patches here and there in our

own State, and in Pennsylvania, Virginia, or

elsewhere.

Formerly, when the New England States

patted with their pine, there remained the

forests of New York, Pennsylvania and Canada

to fall back on, these in their turn fell back on

Michigan, but now the reserves themselves are

about gone, and even Canada is forced to com-

pete for supplies in the forests of Michigan and

Wisconsin for the English market, and unless

something is at once done to stop the destruc-

tion of this indispensable timber, it will be all

gone, and we will have only the stumps remain-

ing to remind us of our folly.

It is to be hoped, now that the Government

has come into possession of the facts, it will take

means to enlighten the public on this most im-

portant subject. An enlightened public opinion

can do much to aid in stemming the tide of de-

struction which is now going on with reckless

precipitancy. A knowledgo of the value of their

property will cause owners to be more careful of

it and not be disposed to part with it to go

abroad at one-tenth tho value it will have in a

few years, standing it their forests for their own

wants, The substitution of spruce, hemlock

and other woods for such purjmses as they are

suitable, by stopping the frightful butchery of

this timber which is now going on by the use of

circular **»ws, that turn one-quarter of the tree

into sawdust
; by allowing the young trees to

grow ; by the Government withholding its tim-

ber lands from sale
; by preventing, if possible,

the making of square timber in the woods, by
which one-third of the tree is cut into score

blocks and shavings, furnishing the most fruit-

ful source of fire, and by throwing open our

ports to the free entry of timber from any coun-

try that may be willing to spare it—and now
that this timber is about gone, if the lumber
papers have at last learned to recognize the dif-

ference between a pine tree and a gooseberry

bush, so as to give their patrons correct infor-

mation on this important subject, some little

may yet be dune to prolong the supply of this

indispensable timber.
Wir.LiAii Little.

Astor House, New York, March 10th, 1881.

—New York Timet, March 2Jst.

VANISHING FORESTS.

The Toronto Mail says that the lumber ques-

tion seems to be coming, if not " within the

range of practical politics," at least within. the

range of practical business men. A long con-

ference on the expediency of protecting the

forests was recently held in Chicago ; and it'isja

noticeable fact that the remarks were made
chiefly by tho owners of pine lands and the

operators of saw-mills, who may fairly l>e sujr

posed, from the nature of their business, to have

a more intimate acquaintance with the present

condition of our forests, and the necessity of

protecting them and of replacing them as they

are cut off, than those who merely sell the lum-

ber after it is sawed. The situation in the

States certainly seems to be rather startling.

The N. Y. Shippimj List lately said it had been

advised that " the pine forests of Michigan will

be exhausted in thirteen years, and those of

Wisconsin and Minnesota in thirty and forty

years." After quoting and commenting ujxm
Mr. Little's letter, which we publish in another

column, the Mail continues : " The census com-

missioners ought certainly to be expected to be

well-informed and impartial men ; and if the

actual situation should be as is stated it is

rather a serious matter for the States. But it

is equally serious for Canada. Lumber is our

staple export ; if our neighbors' fields should be

run out they will turn to us if we have any left.

A large part of our territory seems fit for

nothing else than a lumber field. This being

the fact, and a demand on its resources being

certain, should we not seek to turn its resources

to the best account?"

Wnsie Paper.

A recent rejxirt of the controller of the British

Stationery Office, whose function is to provide

the paper used in all the government offices,

states that the value of the waste paper collect-

ed from the various offices and sold for the pub-

lic account averages $50,000 a year. Hitherto it

has been the rule to turn the bulk of this paper

over to a single firm, under bond to reduce it to

pulp in the United Kingdom. Under such

conditions, the price received was less than the

paper was worth in open market. The paper is

now sent to the state prisons, where it is sorted

and torn up, so as to be rendered practically

illegible, and then sold unconditionally at much
better prices than before.

At first thought it might seem to be more

economical to burn the paper at once, and thus

save all the expense of collection and transporta-

tion ; but the controller states that the money
received for waste paper in some years amounts

to more than the total salaries of the controller,

assistant controller, and staffs of the department

in both England and Ireland.

The Canada Lumberman.—A journal in the

interest of the lumber trade, bearing the above

title, which has been published in Toronto, has

passed into the hands of Toker & Co., of the

Peterborough Review, who will publish it here-

after. Under their energetic management it

will no doubt command a large share of patron-

age, and if the initial number is any criterion,

it well deserves to. Published semi-monthly at

$2 a year,

—

neton Times.

THE FREDERICTON BOOM COMPANY.
Recognizing the inijjetus given to lumbering

operations last fall by the favorable state of the
English markets, and feeling confident that the
cut on the Upper St. John and its tributaries
would be in excess of previous yearn, the
Frederieton Boom Company have made ample
preparations to boom, hold and raft every stick
that may float or be driven down the river this

year. To do this necessitated not only the re-

pairing of many piers in the old booms, but the
providing of increased booin space. Work was
commenced on January 3rd in the Gill boom,
below Frederieton ; and here 15 to 20 teams,
along with about fifty men, were employed till

three new piers had been constructed and the
damage done by the ice to six of the old piers
had been repaired. A large jam pier was also
erected in the Mitchell boom, likewise below
Frederieton. The main oi>eratums, however,
were couducted at Sugar Island, just below the
mouth of the Keswick, where a new reserve
boom has been located and constructed, capable
of holding sixty millions and intended, in case
of a big run, to relieve the Douglas and Lincoln
booms to that extent. The location is admir-
able for the purj<ose, being well sheltered and
having deep water throughout the season. Here
the company have expended fully $5,000 in the
erection of thirteen jam and block piers, which
will render the boom fully able to stand all

strain. All logs running down the river can be
turned into this area by means of a sheer booni
set at the head for this purpose. The boom was
located by Stephen Glasier, Esq., agent of the
boom company, who has also personally su]ier-

intended the construction and repairs to the
several boomB this winter. Perhaps the most
difficult task Mr. Glasier had to undertake was
devising means to guard the ten million logs

now in the Douglas boom from being carried
away by the run of ice this spring ; and along
with them, between four and five millions lying

rafted in the wake of the boomed logs—all the-e

logs having come down last fall too late to be
got away before navigation closed. Two new
piers have been built in this boom and the

seventeen existing piers have each been raised

about five feet, so as to prevent the ice from
jamming in on top of the logs and carrying

them away. It is expected that these piers will

present an impassable barrier to the run of up-

river ice and turn it in another direction, thus

saving the logs in the boom. With resj>ect to

the five million rafted just below the boom, as

the ice there is rotting rapidly, it is believed

that they can be got away before the up-river

ice runs down. Messrs. D. D. Glasier & Sons

are keeping a sharp lookout, and by pushing

their tugs up as fast as possible, taking advant-

age of the open creeks, expect to be able to tow
these rafts down to St. John ahead of the main
body of ice. While the boom company have

made most extensive arrangements for the sum-

mer business, more improvements would have
been made in the lower booms if the early

wasting away of the ice had not prevented the

lumber having been got out for the purjiose.

From the best information attainable, the com-
pany look forward to a run this spring and sum-

mer of about 150.000.000. and have made their

arrangements accordingly. The quantity of

snow now in the woods on the Aroostook and
Upper St John renders the chance of a sudden

fall of water like that of last spring impossible,

so it is extremely probable that most of the

quantity above estimated will reach the boom
this spring and early summer.

—

St. John Sun.

FOREST FIRES.

Attleboko, Mass., March 28.—An extensive

fire has been raging in the woods between Attle-

boro and Mansfield all day, extending into

Wrenthan, where to-night it is burning with

great fun-
. A large quantity of wood and tim-

ber has been destroyed, and several dwellings

are threatened. A force of men are fighting the

fire, which is fanned by a strong breeze.

Wii.kesbarre, March 2$.—Forest fires are

burning furiously on the mountains near here

along the line of the Lehigh and Susquehanna

railroad, and are spreading rapidly to-night

Gloucester, Mass.. March 28.—An extensive

fire is raging in the woods between here and

Rockfort. which threateus to burn a large areA.
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INFORMATION WANTED.

The Globe had the following editorial under

the heading "Information Wanted Concerning

Our Forest Wealth " :—

"We have already remarked upon the absence

of any definite information as to the extent of

our pine lands and the character of the timber

Standing thereon. We have suggested that an

official investigation be held before persons

authorized to call for the statistics and other

facts necessary to get an accurate idea of the

revenue from timber dues hereafter to be receiv-

ed by the Province ; to collect information

upon practicable methods of forest conservation;

to consider how far the very efficient German

system of forestry can be introduced here ; and

generally to take such steps as will tend to

bring about a cessation of many extremely

wasteful practices on the part of lumberers and

the owners of timbered lands.

"Upon a great many important points in

forestry there is now a plentiful lack of infor-

mation. All we know about our forests is con-

tained in the report of the Agricultural Com-

mission. That report is a perfect mine of

nfjrmation concerning the agricultural state

of the townships in this Province, and so far as

the Commission was concerned in the subject of

forestry, its duties were exceedingly well per-

formed. For instance, we learned from that

report for the first time that, in the older part

of the Province, there are only ten counties in

which more than two-thirds of the land has

been cleared, and only two counties in which

more than three-quarters of the land has been

cleared. What we want now is further infor-

mation in this direction. Especially is it desir-

able that means be taken to diffuse among the

owners of standing timber information concern-

ing its present and prospective value. Hard-

wood timber, standing in any place where it can

be easily won, is becoming very valuable. As
respects black birch, the prospect seems to be

that it will soon become the most valuable of

our forest trees, so rapidly is furniture made
from that wood coming into fashion. A word

in time might prevent the felling for firewood of

many a valuable birch, maple, or oak. It is

also desirable to know how far the use of poplar

in paper-making is likely to extend, and the ex-

tent of the supply of that wood standing within

easy reach of the paper mills. In some parts of

of New England poplar already brings S8 a cord

jor paper-making, and wood for those mills is

taken from Canada in great quantities. It may
be that only accurate information is wanted in

order to compel the Yankee paper-makers to

pay us a much better price than they do for

their raw material. The supply of basswocd,

and the extent to which that wood is callable of

being utilized, would be another interesting

point for investigation. There might also be

some practical means found of exacting fulfil -

ment of promises made by the railway com-

panies which asked and received aid from

Canadian towns on the promise that cordwood

should be brought in cheaply. It is too bad

that, within a hundred miles of Toronto, and

close to a railway aided liberally by the city,

the clearings of new settlers should still be

burnt in the old wasteful style, simply because

the railway does not care to aid in reducing the

supply of wood available for its own fuel. But
such is the case.

"Then there is a great field for usefulness in

he collection and dissemination of intelligence

concerning the re-clothing with timber of thou-

sands of acres of land which ought never to

have been cleared for agricultural purposes.

There is scarcely a township, and in some town-

ships not a farm, which has not some land

which could be more profitably put to growing

timber than to any other purpose. Bare hill-

sides, too poor for orchards, might be put to use

growing poplar or some other quick-growing

tree, and the planter of the trees might begin to

receive his money back in ten years from the

first investment. Of young hickories wc import

hundred* of thousands yearly, from Ohio and
elsewhere, that might >ust as weir be grown at

home. In some jjarts of the Province the black

walnut might be grown at a profit. In all parts

there is something more to be done with timber
than is done. A very general desire is arising

anions th<; fanners to do something in the way

of tree-planting. What they want is detailed

and accurate information ;ih to the best direc-

tion in which to bestow their work, ami this

information could best be obtained in the

manner we have indicated."

MAKING IKON COLUMNS SECURE.

So many accidents have occurred at fires to

life and property by the sudden giving away of

iron columns used for supports to the various

floors of buildings, that such columa are looked

upon with distrust by firemen, and their use dis-

couraged. When they become heated by fire

they are apt to break entirely, thus letting the

upper floors fall. It was in consequence of the

giving away of the iron columns at the Broad-

way fire, some time ago, that the floors from

cellar to roof fell in and two firemen who wore

on the roof were hurried to a terrible death in

the seething furnace within the building. All

large cities are full of buildings whose several

floors are supported on iron columns, and, in

case of fire, they are quite as likely to collapse

as did the one we refer to. Our building laws,

which are yet crude and imperfect, permit their

use, and, as they are cheaper than most any-

thing that could be used instead, they are still

favorites with builders. The very best thing to

take the place of iron columns would be col-

umns of brick, but objection is made to them

that they take up too much room and are not

ornamental.

Many experiments have been tried with a

view to making iron columns fireproof, or at

least sufficiently so to be able to stand a small

fire in their neighborhood without bending, and

thus bringing the entire building to the ground

in ruins, long before it would be destroyed by

the fire alone. Casing the columns with wood,

asbestos, brickwork, etc., has been tried, and

some of the methods have been described in the

Journal. Recently two more suggestions have

been made. One is to inclose the columns in

rings of terra cotta, put on over the top when

the column is set up. These would act as a

shield to keep off the heat till the fire could be

subdued. The plan is simple and inexpensive,

and has the added advantage of giving oppor-

tunity to make the columns highly ornamental,

as terra cotta readily lends itself to decorative

treatment.

The second plan is to fill the columns with

water. To do this the plates or castings, usually

placed between the columns where they stand

one over the other, have holes or openings of

some kind, so that there is a free communica-

tion from column to column, from the bottom

to the top of the building. Where columns are

already erected, short pipes are used to connect

them at each floor. The uppermost column is

also provided with a small escape -pipe, passing

through the roof to the open air. At the base

of each tier of columns a pipe is connected with

the street mains, so that all the columns may be

filled with water, either permanently or on

emergency. When thus filled with water and

provided with an escape for the expansion of the

water or steam, the columns would stand un-

harmed until every floor was burned out. Were
the girders also hollow and filled with water in

the same manner, both girders and columns

would undoubtedly stand intact, even after all

the floors and the roof had fallen in, and they

could be used again in rebuilding. The system

has the merit of cheapness and ease of applica-

tion, and is patented in this country. We have

little confidence, however, in iron columns under

the conditions incident to a great fire, and the

sooner their use is prohibited by law the better

it will be for the public.

—

Firemen's Journal,

A Will and a Way to Execute.

We are in receipt of The Canada Lumber-

man, now transferred to the proprietorship of

Toker & Co., and published semi-monthly at

Peterborough, Out. As its title indicates, it is

devoted to the lumber and timber interests of

the Dominion, and promises to advocate all

measures tending to the advantage of the trade

it represents, and to furnish full and reliable

reports upon the co ndition of the Canadian

market, statistics, etc. Its introductory is

written as if there was a will and a way to

execute behind the promises made, which must

place the journal in full rank with others of its

kind.

—

New York Real Estate Record.

BURLINGTON, VT., INSPECTION.

Although doing a large business in lumber

the extensive market of Burlington has no

systematized method of inspection. Steps are,

however, in progress looking to that end, and

probably before long rules and regulations re-

garding inspection will be adopted by the

dealers in that section. While each Lamb rm&n

now has an inspector of hiH own, a variety of

customs prevail, notwithstanding an endeavor

on the part of all toward uniformity.

The grades recognized in the Burlington

market are as follows : Selects, Shelving, Second

Shelving, Pickings, Shippers, Box, and Mill

Culls.

These gradings apply to wide lumber from

eight inches and upward.

Strips twelve feet long and upward are classed

as 1st Quality, 2nd Quality, 3rd Quality and

Box.

Under twelve feet in length the classes of

seconds and thirds are combined as one, while

all unfit for this grade go into a still lower

grade of 3rd Quality or into a new grade of

Box.

Spruce is divided into three grades, namely :

Clear, No. 1 and No. 2.

Selects. Comprise the finer grades of lumber,

and include all fair widths approaching to the

upper grades of other markets, and suited to all

the finer finishing purposes, for which the tim-

ber is adapted.

Shelving. Includes ten, twelve and fourteen-

inch stock, and is classed as first and second

shelving, as to relative quality and adaptability

to the purpose indicated ; first quality ranks

about seven dollars per thousand below selects,

while the second quality is from five to seven

dollars below the first. In both qualities more

or less knots and sap will be allowed, not affect-

ing the board for the purpose from which it

derives its name.

Pickings. A grade of lumber of any width,

suited to one side finishing, embracing sap

boards, and generally such lumber as while

from width not fitted for shelving, is more de-

fective than selects, yet filling a position which

must otherwise be occupied by selects. As in

other markets, it may be called the cream of

the common. It is relatively in price about

twelve dollars below selects.

Shippers. Are of diversified widths, without

shake or case knots, and free from large coarse

knots, comprising the best of the common after

the picks are removed.

Box. Comprises a grade poorer than shippers,

yet taking the run of the common, in all fairly

sound and merchantable lumber. In price it is

from two to three dollars below shippers.

The grades of shelving (first and second)

Pickings, Shippers and Box are, one and all,

selections from Common, made with reference

to adaptability to the uses indicated by their

designations.

Mill Culls. Are the poorest grade of lumber
adapted to any utility, or recognised as mer-

chantable, and bear the same description as the

same grace in other markets.

—

Lumberman's
Hand-Book.

AVERAGE WEIGHTS OF LUMBER.
The following table shows the average obtain-

ed in the actual shipment from Chicago of

20,000,000 feet of pine lumber, during an entire

season :

Pou nds.

1, li and lj-inch surfaced 1 side 2,102

The same, surfaced 2 sides 2,068

2-inch surfaced 1 side 2 200

White pine flooring, dressed and matched 1,890

Hard pine flooring 2,366

Ship lap, 8-inch 1,711

Ship lap, 10-inch 1,725

Ship lap, 12-inch 1^55
White pine, |-inch ceiling 7^6

Hard pine, £-iuch ceiling 950
Siding 865
Piece stuff, rough 2 560
Piece stuff, surfaced one side and one edge. ..... .2,210

Thin clear, surfaced one side 1,380

£ ceiling x,120

Rough boards 2 524
Hard pine fencing 2 910
4-inch flooring, dressed and matched 1,793

6-inch fencing 2 433
Pine shingles 24S
Cedar shingles 203

Dry lath.......... 502

LUMBERING IN MANITOBA.

The Emerson Iriterruili/mul <A March 25th,

says that James Carney, of Carney &. Watson,

visited the firm's logging camp up the river,

near Acton, last Friday, and returned home 011

Monday, accompanied by hi- | :i.-.t.<..'. M.'.

Watson, who has gone to Winnipeg on business.

Things are rejxirted as banning at the camp,

and a large number of oak logs are being got

out. The firm exj»ect their saw mill machinery

about the 15th or 20th of April, and will rush

the erection of the mill so as to commence saw-

ing early in the season. The firm expects to

handle half a million feet of logs and 30,000 feet

of piles during the coming season. They pro-

pose to do their share in helping along the

Emerson business boom. The boys are enter'

prising, and deserve to do well in their saw mill

enterprise—as no doubt they will, as the farmers

of Southern Manitoba have scarcely yet begun

to provide themselves with comfortable barns

and granaries, and will require an immense
amount of lumber of the class that the Emerson

stearn saw mill will turn out, to say nothing of

the demand for oak timber which will be made
by various municipalities for bridges and cul-

verts. Bj- the time that trade has been satisfied

the Red Lake Indian Reserve will have been

opened up, and Messrs. Carney & Watson can

then turn their attention to pine lumber, the

logs for which will be brought down the Red
Lake and Red Rivers. Emerson will then not

only support one mill, but a dozen. Messrs.

Carney & Watson's mill will be located on the

river bank north of Park street.

THE SHIP BUILDING SEASON.

Owing to several causes, the season for ship-

building has not opened with as good promise

as ship-builders anticipated it would last fall.

Freights at present are so low that there is little

encouragement to builders to commence building

yards, and if there is not an advance soon, most
of the yards which are busy now will remain
idle after the vessels at present building are got

off. Ship timber is very dear also, and there

seems to be no prospect of a fall in price, owing,

it is said, to the scarceness of it. The scarce-

ness was caused by many men who formerly
were engaged in getting out ship timber going
into the woods to 'get out logs, in view of the
unusual activity in that branch of business.

—

St. John, W,B., Globe.

Hudson's Bay as a Possible Outlet for llic
North-west*

During the past summer the engineers of the
Nelson River Railway Company have surveyed
a railway route between Norway House at the
outlet of Lake Winnipeg and Fort Churchill on
the Hudson's Bay. The distance between these

places is about three hundred and fifty miles.

The surveyed route first follows the course of

the Nelson River for a distance of nearly one
hundred miles over a level country. The next
part of the road is over a broken rocky country,

where the Nelson River has a descent of nearly
seven hundred feet to the lower plateau, where
the country again becomes level, and continues
so to Hudson's Bay. Upon entering this rocky
range the surveyed route leaves the Nelson
River, taking a more northerly course toward
the valley of the Churchill River, which is

reached at its entrance on the lower plateau,

and continues to follow the course of the river

to its outlet in Hudson's Bay. The estimated
cost for building the road-bed is ten thousand
dollars a mile on the plateau and seventeen

thousand a mile through the rocky portion of

the route, or an average .of twelve thousand
dollars per mile along the whole route.

It is claimed that by this route it will be
possible to transport grain from the Saskatche-
wan Valley to Liverpool for less than it will

cost to carry it to Montreal by the. proposed
railway north of Lake Superior.

Professor Bell, of the Canadian Geological

Survey, who sailed from Fort York, Hudson's
Bay, and passed through Hudson "s Straits in

the latter part of last September, says that sail-

ing vessels have sometimes considerable difficulty

and delay in getting through, but steamships

can make the voyage at any time between the
first of May and November, as the straits are

nearly one hundred miles wide in the narrowest
part, and the channel is not obstructed by ice.
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We received a special dispatch from Ottawa,

dated the 11th instant, which says that

McEbymort's sawmill is in operation with a

gang of 75 men. This is the first opening of the

season. Reports from tne Upper Gatineau

state that there are several feet of snow in the

bush yet. The water is very low, and unless

there are heavy rains within two weeks a great

deal of pine timber will be stuck.

The Northwest Lumberman says : The late

opening of the season that the indications now
promise will have a tendency to make business,

when it does begin, very active. The mills will

have to work hard to get out what they intend

to manufacture, and the dealers will be, equally

busy receiving it, piling it up and selling it.

The trade that has keen kept back by the em-

bargo on transportation will probably be heard

from in the shape of plentiful orders when the

blockade is raised, and this business added to

that which may ordinarily be expected in the

spring, will, no doubt, make the neighborhood

of a lumber yard a lively place, in the course of

two or three weeks. The prospect, altogether,

is that a good business will be done as soon as

it is possible to do it, and when it does come,

the activity of trade will, no doubt, make up,

in a great measure, for the enforced dullness of

the earlier months of the year.

A correspondent informs us that the

wealthy and energetic firm of Messrs. Thomas
Cundle & Co. are making preparations to start

their sawmill situated on the extensive limits

recently acquired by them on Cockburns'

Island, Lako Huron. These limits extend over

130 square miles, equal to about 150,000 acres,

and are covered with a large quantity of pine,

hemlock and cedar timber, which, if the logs at

present in their boom may be taken as a fair

sample, is of a very superior quality and which

will, if properly manufactured, make A 1. lum

ber. The pine is thin in the bark and singularly

free from sap , while the cedar is said to be

long enough to scaffold a church tower, and

sufficient in quantity to fence Lako Huron.

Being situated as they are on the direct line of

steamboat travel between Chicago, Colling-

wood and the Welland Canal we are not sur-

prised to learn that some of our American

cousins are casting a longing eye after them.

We hope however that if Messrs. Cundle & Co.

do part with them they will fall into Canadian

and not American hands.

A LUMBERMEN'S ASSOCIATION.

We have had several suggestions made to us

by lumbermen, as to the expediency of regularly

organizing a Lumbermen's Association, and

have been urged to write in support of it.

There can, we think, be little doubt that such

an organization would be of great assistance and

benefit to the trade. In fact the expediency

and even the necessity of organizing has already

been fully recognised, and has been acted upon.

Not long ago the Ontario lumbermen met to-

gether to discuss questions of interest to them,

and by means of a regularly appointed deputa-

tion called the attention of the Provincial

Government to certain requirements of the

trade. On that occasion they were successful

in obtaining the concession of several important

points, which would probably not have been so

readily yielded to their individual and separate

solicitation. So too the Quebec lumbermen last

month collectively addressed the Administra-

tion of their Province, with some immediate

good results and the promise of more. But in

these cases the organization was only tempor-

ary, being allowed to lapse into disuetude as

soon as the immediate emergency was over, only

to be renewed again under the influence of some

pressing necessity. But this implies a great

waste of time and energy with the minimum of

advansage. If there were a permanently con-

stituted association, it would always be prepared

for consultation and action whenever, expedient,

without waiting till some grievance became

intolerable. In many other ways too besides

dealing with the Government such an organiza-

tion would be found useful by the trade. They
are in fact so obvious that we need hardly point

them out.

It has been suggested to us that an appropri-

ate form for the organization would be in the

shape of local associations with their com-

mittees and secretary to be established at the

different lumbering centres, such, as regards

Ontario, as the Ottawa Valley, the Bay of

Quinte, the Georgian Bay and Peterborough.

These local bodies would have charge of the

local interests, and would also unite in a Pro-

vincial association to deal with general ques-

tions.

The farmers, the dairymen, and many other

industries find it expedient and useful thus to

bind themselves together for common action

and mutual consultation, so it seems very

natural to assume that the great lumber and

timber industry would benefit at least equally

by adopting a similar course.

We hope that some of our readers, who are

interested in this matter, will give their views of

the best means of arriving at this result. We
will gladly find space in our columns for a

discussion of the subject.

A FOREST COMMISSION.

It is with much satisfaction that we observe

that there is a growing manifestion of public

interest in that very important subject, the

preservation of our forests. One great proof of

this is the frequent discussion of this matter

recently in the columns of the press, which is a

sure index to the direction of public opinion.

In this number we give extracts from the Globe,

Mail and other journals, and we might have

given many more of a similar character, for we
notice one paper after another, without regard

to their political colour, calling attention to the

threatened extirpation of our forests at no dis-

tant period, and to the necessity of husbanding

our sylvan wealth.

We particularly invite notice to the article

we have quoted from the Globe, and more especi-

ally to the last portion of it. We'can heartily

endorse its suggestion of a commission to enquire

into the whole subject of forestry, for we
believe it would be of the greatest benefit. The

Agricultural Commission has collected and

published much valuable information in regard

to this matter, but much more is required, and

the question should be looked at from other

points of view. A commission especially ap-

pointed for this purpose, might for instance

obtain information and report upon the forest

regulations and administration of other countries,

thus being enabled intelligently to suggest such

a modification of them as might be adopted by

us with advantage under the special circum-

stances of this country. We have much to

learn in regard to this, and we should not defer

taking a lesson from other countries till it is too

late.

TRANSPORTATION NOTES.

Lumber freights from East Saginaw, Mich.,

to Buffalo are expected to open at S3. Saginaw
Bay is still frozen solid in every direction as far

as the eye can reach.

A serious break occurred in the Erie canal at

Lockport when.the two lower locks of the ten

combined caved in and became a mass of ruins.

It will be some time before the damage is re-

paired. The ten combined locks were complet-

ed on October 26th, 1825, and have long been

looked upon as one of the finest pieces of mason-

ry in the State.

The statement has been made so distinctly

that lumber shippers were willing to pay SI. 25

for cargoes from Toronto to Oswego, that it was
considered there could be no doubt about it. A
shipping firm sends a note to the Globe, however,

stating that the Jane McLeod has been chartered

to load lumber for Oswego, as soon as she ar-

rives here, at S1.20. The note contained the ob-

servation also that SI. 25 had not been refused.

This may be strictly correct ; but it would have
been more explicit to have said that $1.25 had
not been offered. And, in any event, the state-

ment is from one firm only ; which leaves it

quite possible that 81.25 has been offered by
other parties, which we believe to have been the

case. The rate of $150 is certainly far from

being assured.

The Chicago Tribune of the 5th has the fol-

lowing observations :
— " Considerable enquiry

for grain carrying vessels is developing. The
shippers in the market do not care to pay over

seven cents on corn to Buffalo, and as a rule

carriers decline to accept this figure, being im-

pressed with the idea that eight cents will be

freely paid before navigation opens through the

straits. Agents anticipate a good demand
before the 15th inst., when the winter storage

ceases. They agree with the owners of vessels

that eight cents on corn to Buffalo may be ob-

tained. On Friday Mr. Geddes chartered the

Canadian schooner Manzanilla, through Messrs.

Atkins & Cecdwith, to load with 23,000 bushels

of corn for Kingston. The agents decline to

make public the rate allowed per bushel, but as-

sure parties enquiring that it is better than
has been paid to a Lake Ontario j>ort prior to

the opening of navigation for several seasons.

They claim also that the freight allowed is

better than seven cents to Buffalo. From other

sources pointers have been obtained which seem
to indicate that the Manzanilla gets about 11

cents per bushel."

BASS RIVER, N. B.

The Weather.—Although not exactly accur-

ate in all his predictions, Vennor has in some
degree redeemed his credit by giving us on the

North Shore a remarkably severe winter, with
snows of unusual depth, and much broken
weather. The log crop, however, in spite of

these drawbacks, will be a fair one, both in

quantity and quality.

Loss oi' Life.—A number of vary serious

accidents occurred, one by which Thos. Cail, one
of our leading lumber operators, lost his life.

The Drives.—The prospects for brook drives

is excellent, and no doubt seems to be felt of the

stuff coming down.

Our Lumbermen.—Our leading operators in

Kent are as nearly as possible in the following

order :—George McLeod, S. & A. Dunn, J. &
W. Brent, E. Walker, R, N. Doherty, J. Ford,

Cail Bros., T. Curran, H. O'Leary. Thomas
Coats, Robinson Bros., Peters Bros., T. & R.
Atkinson, and W. Bowser.

The Stump Act, Etc.—Some dissatisfaction

is expressed at the way the stumpage tax is

collected. It in effect offers a premium to

successful fraud. An effort should also be made
to stop the destruction of the hemlock now
going on.

C. c. c.
March 16th. 1881.

SAINT JOHN, N. B.

Stock ok Lumber.—The stock of deals at this

port is unusually low. In past years we gener-
ally commenced the winter season with a stock
of sixty to eighty million superficial feet,

whereas at the beginning of the winter just past,

only about one-third of that quantity was held.

Several cargoes have been shipped during the
winter, and when the loading of the sfiiiie now
in port (as referred to below) shall be completed,

the stock will be pretty well exhausted.

Work in the Woods.—The past winter,

upon the whole, has been favorable for lumber-
ing operations, but was cut somewhat short by
the uncommonly mild weather throughout the
month of March, causing the lakes aud streams
to break up very early, and therefore shortening
the work in the woods several weeks, curtailing

the supply of logs to that extent, which will

amount to a considerable quantity in the aggre-

gate.

The Streams.—The ice in the river had
wasted to such an extent that it was expected
to be clear by the 1st of April, but a sudden
change in the weather to severe cold for the last

ten days has so hardened the ice that it will

probably not run out much earlier than the
usual time, the latter part of this month. The
great waste of snow and ice so early causes some
uneasiness regarding the prospects for stream
driving, and much will depend upon the rains at

the right time as to the quantity of logs that

may be brought to market.

Freights.—We have now in port two ship*

of over 1,500 tons register each, loading for

Liverpool, two loading for other ports in Eng-
land, and three for Ireland. Freights rule very

low ; one of the above ship6 is chartered at

56-3 c.d. for Liverpool, and another at 57-6 cd.
for Bristol Channel.

STANBRIDGE, MISSISQTJ0I.

The Forests Exhausted.—The lumbering
business in this vicinity is fast dying out. I

stood by its cradle and should not need to live

long to be at its funeral. The extensive pine

forests on the shores of Lake Champlain and its

tributaries, together with those along the banks
of the Yamaska River, disapi^eared with a

rapidity that leaves us nothing but regret. The
first and best of this timber went to Quebec for

a very low price, the last and poorest to New
York. Then began the slaughter of hemlock
and spruce, which, I think, we realized more
from, than we did from the good pine. Nearly
all the lumber we make now is for home use,

but fifty miles or so north and east of here, we
are told, that along the lines of the new rail-

roads, our "brethren" a-c doing a smashing
business. I say " brethren," for all my work-
ing days were spent in this line either as a

laborer or proprietor in a small way. From
long association with this industry, I have a

fellow-feeling for all who are engaged it it. We
are not the men who get up "corners" in wheat,

coal oil monopolies, nor are we money changers,

making nothing for use or luxury, but for all we
ask of the public we give a fair equivalent.

Every blow the axe-man strikes means some
good to mankind, and every plank from the

hands of the sawyer, the same. The "shanty-

man " prefers honest labor to loafing round all

winter in idleness or something worse. These

is the true ring in every man engaged in our

business. The operator, or even his subordinate

boss, if need should be, are fit for generals. The
management of Starks of Bennington, and
Brown of Lundy's Lane, are cases in point.

K. C haxnut

RUSSIA
From recent reports from the interior of the

country we gather that, in consequence of the

unusual quantity of snow in the forests this win-

ter, it is doubtful whether the entire quantity of

timber contracted lor by the lumbermen can lie

prepared. The cutting and sledging of the tim-

ber are carried on with great difficulty. The
frost continues severe at Cronstadt. The ice is

thick and the snow deep, and the opinion of a

lateoj>eningcontinuesto prevail.

—

Tim'.xr Trade*

Journal.
*

Haoyard's Pectoral Balsam ; a few doses relieves
the most distressing cough, and a twenty -five ont
bottle has cured many a sufferer from Asthma, Bron-
chitis, Croup, Influenza, Hoarseness and Soreness of

the Chest. It is the grand specific for all throat and
lung complaints leading to consumption.

f
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Dutton.—Mr. Daniel McKee, of Dutton,

Elgin Co., Ont., has hardwood logs on hand

equal to 400,000 feet for this season's cut.

Simcoe.—Mr. A. McCall has two steam saw-

mills in operation this season, and will cut

about three million feet of pine and hardwood.

Iona.—Mr. Britton, Iona, County of Elgin,

Ont., has leased his mill to Mr. McClandress,

who will cut about two million feet of hardwood

this summer.

An exchange says :—Hall & Co's barges of

Ogdensburg have contracted to bring lumber to

Oswego this season at 90c. a thousand, which is

he same as they received last year.

Port Dover.—Mr. J. Jackson, of Simcoe,

will raft about 7,500,000 of logs to Tonawanda

from Port Dover. Mr. Wm. Tisdale, saw log

contractor, Normandale, will also raft 60,000

feet of pine and 60,000 feet of oak for Tona-

wanda.

Buffalo parties have chartered three boats

which will carry 1,750,000 feet of lumber each

trip, and these boats will ply all the season be-

tween Pequaming, Mich., and Buffalo in the

lumber trade. The charter is for $3.87^ per

1,000 feet.

Lake St. Clair.—On the south side of Lake

St. Clair, west of River Ruscon, and east to

Stoney Point, there is now ready to be rafted for

Detroit, about 3,000,000 feet of elm logs
;
300,-

000 feet basswood logs ; 100,000 feet white ash,

besides a considerable quantity of square tim-

ber. The contractors are Messrs. Berry & Co.,

Moees W. Field, Salliote & Roup, and B. Hall.

At Saginaw lumber freights are expected to

be much better than last season. There are

250,000,000 feet of lumber on the docks, a large

proportion of which is sold, to go forward, and

should the season open late there will be a

pressure for capacity to meet the requirements

of the business. It is thought that freights will

not open less than §3.25 to Buffalo.

—

Toledo

Blade.

Lake Erie.—Large quantities of saw logs

and square timber are uow in readiness at differ-

ent points on Lake Erie to be rafted and ship-

ped. Mr. S. Wigle, of Windsor, Ont., has

taken out this winter, and has ready for ship-

ment, 80,000 cubic feet of oak, about 4,000 feet

of white wood, and 3.000 ties (equal to three

vessel loads) from the County of Essex. In

Michigan he has 50,000 feet of oak, and in

Ohio 220,000 feet of oak, all to be shipped by
vessel to Quebec and Europe. The Ohio oak

will be shipped from Toledo.

The Montreal Gazette of April 2nd, sa}rs that

Oscar Fulton, M.P., of the firm of Fulton &
Wyatt, Avonmore, who is now in the city, we
hear, has made sale to local manufactures of

700,000 to 800,000 feet of basswood, black ash

and soft elm on p.t. The current rates are,

however, from $10.50 to $14.50 per thousand

feet, f.o.b., at shipping point. Everything

points to an extensive trade in lumber of all

kinds during the coming season. Americans

have been in the field making large purchases

for some time past in the different lumbering

regions of Canada as the requirements for the

States this year it is said will largely exceed

those of any former season.

The Argus comments as follows on the

Albany market :
—"We have not any change to

note in the tone or the condition of the market

for pine, hard, or coarse lumber. The ship-

ments continue free, and the market is some-

what strengthened by the large quantity of

lumber sold at Cambridge (Mass.) on Sunday
last to the fire insurance companies. The mar-

ket is more quiet than it was a week or ten days

a^o on account of the continued cold weather

checking building operations, and thus keeping

buyers out of market. The shipments of old

and new sales are rapidly depleting our stocks,

which will be at a very low figure before the

canal will be opened for navigation ; the open-

ing this year, in consequence of the ungenial

weather, will be later than usual, certainly not

before May 1st, and it may be delayed to May
10th."

Lumbermen will be interested to learn that a

new shanty cook -stove, manufactured by Adam
Hall, P<-U;rboro', in taking well wherever used.

BUSH FIRES.

THEIR DANGER AND DEHTRUCTIVUNEHK—A HUG-

GEHTIVE HITUATION.

A Kingston correspondent, "Agricola," writes

very sensibly to the (Jlobe on the subject of bush

fires. His sentiments are entertained by many
others, and hence the interest which attaches to

the publication of his letter. He remarks :

An examination of the files of any paper pub-

lished in the Province for twenty-five years will

show that except in years of extraordinary rain-

fall the particulars of disastrous bush fires during

autumn are given with remarkable yearly regu-

larity ; that the same charges of " carelessness "

and "negligence" are preferred to account for

them ; and that year in and year out the one

opinion is expressed that something should be

done to prevent them. Unless this opinion am-

ounts to a deep-rooted conviction that the de-

struction of property involved is something

enormous, which is really the case, and that

something must be done to prevent further havoc,

the regular occurrence of autumnal bush fires

will but serve to illustrate the law that the direst

calamities are endurable if men are accustomed

to submit to them.

I estimate the destruction, total at that, of

standing timber and fuel—pine, hemlock, cedar,

oak, poplar, tamarack, beech, and maple—in the

county of Frontenac by bush fires during the

past twenty-five years, at 50,000 acres. If now
standing this would be worth at least half a mil-

lion of dollars, and converted into square timber,

sawn lumber, bark, ties, and cordwood, would

be worth $1,500,000. Frontenac has not been

specially visited, Castings, Addington, North

Leeds, Lanark and Renfrew, and more or less

the whole of the Laurentian region, so far as set-

tlement extends, have suffered equally in Fron-

tenac. It is within the mark to put the loss to

individuals throughout the province at $12,500,-

000 during the past twenty-five years. I do not

take into account the loss to the public from the

destruction of timber on the Crown domain.

It is utterly useless to grapple with the causes

of this calamity by calling on the Government

to inspect, prosecute, fine or imprison. The
remedy is the obvious application of the princi-

ple that the member of a community is entitled

to the protection of his goods and person by

that community. Where the means of protec-

tion, owing to the defective administration of

the law, are inadequate, the commuuity should

satisfy the damage done to a member. For ex-

ample :. The township will not hire night-

watches to prevent my sheep being worried by

prowling dogs, and if I rmist hire a night-watch

1 shall have no profit in sheep farming. I can-

not detect the prowlers, but if I have my remedy

for the destruction of my sheep against the

township it will be my neighbor's interest to see

that his tax bill is not made heavier by the

possession of a cur. As the law now stands it

is no concern of mine—that is, it is not my in-

terest to visit a fire on my neighbor's farm for

the purpose of seeing that he uses due precau-

tion to prevent its spread, unless I have reason

to apprehend danger to my property. If that

danger passes me unhurt it is not within the

scope of my duty to visit the fire to see that

there is no chance of danger to another, else in a

newly settled district I mght find full occupation

as a watchman for the community to the ne-

glect of my own affairs. But if the value of the

timber on a few hundred acres destroyed by fire

were assessed on the township and collected

from the ratepayers, there would soon be organiz-

ed Vigilance Committies of the most efficient

kind. There is another direction in which such

a method would be useful. The fires caused by

cinders from passing locomotives are known to

be frequent. If my stables are burnt, and fires

runs into my wood lot, it will pay me better to

submit to the loss than to engage in a lawsuit

with a' wealthy corporation, who, not content

with injuring me to the extent of $50 or $100 by

their neglect to put bonnets on the smoke stacks

and to erect wire fences, would drag me to the

Supreme Court before they would " give in," and

probably take away my farm from me to satisfy

their bill of costs. The municipalities could

better take up a case of this kind than a private

person.

Unless rural communities are incited to action

in the way pointed out, just as the inhabitants

of the English hundreds wore made to see it

was their interest to raise a hue and cry against

a thief rather than bear a tax for his robbery,

it is idle to hope for anything else than the per

manent institution of autumnal bush fires.

Freights from Ollnwii,

A recent dispatch from fJUawa says that the

coming season of navigation, so far as rates are

concerned, promises to be for the boat-owners

the best which this section of country has seen

for years, and forwarders are in correspondingly

good spirit. The contracts already made are at

good rates and the prospects is that the men not

now employed will have all they can do at

prices equally good if not better. At the pre-

sent date it is not possible to tell in many cases

what the opening of the season may bring,

several transactions being now pending, which

may change individual bargains. The carrying

capacity of the various forwarders has been con-

siderably enlarged, but the freight to be carried

has increased in greater proportions, so that

they virtually have matters in their own hands.

If they do not become too greedy they will find

all they can do as long as the season lasts.

There can be no denial of the fact that boating

this season promises, to those who understand

the work, to be as great a bonanza as it used to

be some 10 or 14 years ago. Several contracts

have already been made for large shipments be-

tween this port and Quebec, New York, White

Hall and Burlington. Murphy & Co. have

closed for the transportation of a million and a

quarter feet.

That Marvellous Puiifyer Burdock Blood Bitters,
will speedily change the sallow face to one of freshness,

health and beauty. It regulates the Bowels, acts

promptly on the Liver and Kidneys and strengthens
the system when broken down by nervous and general
debility. Ask your druggist for a trial bottle, the cost

is only 10 cents. Large bottles SI. 00.

E. S. VINDIN,
Commission, Shipping, Forwarding and

General Agent.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. ui

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Clear, Picking's, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll2-ly

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

oswego, nsr. -sr.
Ll2-ly

JAMES HADDEN,
MANUFACTURER OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b26

Hotel Ottawa,
No. 21 North Side King Square,

ST. JOHN, IN". IB.
E. COSMAN, PROPRIETOR.

Terms $1.00 to $1.50 per day. 13

WANTED
A COMPETENT MAN, with thorough knowledge of

Tram Railways, to go to Jamaica, to take charge of the
laying and keeping in order the rails and road bed of a
ten mile tramway, and when not employed to make
himself otherwise useful. To a first-class competent
man good salary will be paid.

Address, with references and salary expected,

The Waterous Engine Works Co..
4l12 Brantford, Canada.

To Lumbermen.
The Subscriber make* to order nil kinds of

TENTS,
Hammocks, Tarpaulins, Waggon

and Horse Covers,

#?TA1bo dealer in all kind* of OIL SKIN
Clothing, Nets and S«in* Twine*.

An is also Agent for the best make« of AM CHICAN
COTTON DOCKS in all width*.

J. LECKIE,
6L12 i<; Front Street E., TORONTO.

White Oak and Ash
LUMBER WANTED.

ADDRESS

YATES AND STRATFORD,
b BRANTFORD.

IRWIN & BOYD

Commission
Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping*6eneraIAgents

PORT HOPE.

New Files ~n Old Files
Manufactured

from the BEST
English Cast

Steel and War-
ranted equal

to the Best Im-

ported File.

RECTJT
BY HAND, and

EQUAL TO
NEW FOR USEm

CO
THOS. GRAHAM. Manufacturer,

PHSCE LIST

on application.

35 Sherbourne St., Toronto. 6l11

THE RUSSELL HOUSE,
OTTAWA.

JAS. A. GOUIN, FROPKIETOK.

Is the Favourite Resort of Leading' Public

men of the Dominion attending the

annual Session of Parliament.

Ministers of the Crown, Senators, Members of Pari ia

ment, Public Officials, as well as those having business
with the various Departments of the Government. It

is also the headquarters of those having dealings with
the princely Lumber Manufacturers in the Great Pine
Valley, of which Ottawa is the acknowledged centre.

The Rissel Hoi se being central, almost abutting on
the magnificant Parliament and Departmental BriLB-
ixg—the pride of the Country—is thus conveniently

situated for those visiting the City on public business.

But the location is also everything that could be desired

alike for the man of business and the man of pleasure.

A few minutes walk brings the guest of the Hotel with-

in reach, not only of all the principal business resorts,

but also of the most splendid Mountain and Valley

Scenery that can be seen anywhere, as also oi the two
almost unrivalled Waterfalls—the Chaudiere and Rideau
—and of the extensive Manufacturing Establishments
and Depots of the leading Lumberman. But, besides

the beautiful scenery, which, it may be mentioned, in-

cludes the magnificant Ottawa and two of its grand
tributaries—the Rideau and Gatineau—there are in the

immediate neighborhood, beautiful Lakes and appar-

ently- never-ending woods, which afford opportunities

for the finest Fishing and Shooting that can be obtained
on the Continent.
The Russell HorsE affords excellent accommodation

for 300 guests ; its table is abundantly supplied with

Viands of the choicest description, in season, and
nothing is left undone to make every visitor feel com-
fortably "at home."

Omnibusses meet the Arrival of

every Train and Boat.
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LUMBERING IN THE NOR'-WEST.
Wo take the following from the report of the

Department of the Interior for the year 1880 :

—

THE TIMBER SUPPLY.
" Although it is, of course, an admitted fact

that there are large prairie areas which are but

indifferently jirovided with wood, yet the more
the Territories are explored, the more apparent

does it become that the timber supply is not so

limited as was at one time supposed, that pro-

perly husbanded it is sufficient for all practical

requirements, that within a reasonable distance

of the treeless plains there is plenty of building

and fencing timber which can be procured at no
very great cost, when the the means of internal

communication have been improved, and that

on the north slope of the valley of the Saskat-

chewan River there are, easily accessible to the

lumberer, continuous forests of fir timber, for

the manufacture and transportation of the pro-

ducts of which that river and its tributaries

afford facilities.

" The demand for manufactured timber has

increased very greatly in Manitoba and the

settled portions of the Territories, and within

the past two years a sub-branch of the Dominion
Lands Office has been organized, under the
supervision of which the forests on the public

domain have been protected from the systematic

plunder from which they previously suffered,

and have become the source of a large and
rapidly growing revenue."

THE SAWMILLS.

The following statement shows the names of

owners of all the sawmills in Keewatin, Mani-
toba and North-west Territory, and where situ-

ated, kind of power, capacity per 12 hours,

when erected, kind of timber cut, and kind of

lumber manufactured :

—

KEEWATIN.

Adams & Schneider, Pine Falls, Winnipeg
River. Water power. Capacity 10,000 feet.

Erected 1879. Spruce—Lumber, shingles and
lath.

Walkley & Burrows, Mouth of Winnipeg
River. Steam power. Capacity 0,000 feet.

Erected 1878. Spruce—Lumber and lath.

Shore & Co., Big Black Island, Lake Winni-
peg. Steam power. Capacity 8,000 feet. Eroct-

ed 1870. Spruce—Lumber and lath.

Brouse, Stevens & Co., Bad Throat River.

Water power. Capacity 10,000 feet. Erected

1879. Sprnce—Lumber and shingles.

Dick & Banning, Whole River (moved from
Sandy Bar Creek). Steam power. Capacity

0,000 feet. Erected 1879. Spruce—Lumber.
Brown & Rutherford, Moose Island, Lake

Winnipeg. Steam power. Capacity 10,000 feet.

Erected 1880. Spruce—Lumber.
Keewatin Lumbering & Manufacturing Co.,

Keewatin Mills, Winnipeg River. Water
power. Capacity 120,000 feet. Erected 1880.

Red and white pine—Lumber, shingles and
lath.

Smart & Co., Hawk Lake, Keewatin. Steam
power. Erected 1880. White pine—Shingles.
Joseph Whitehead, Whitemouth River, CP.

R. Steam power. Capacity 8,000 feet. Erected
1880. Spruce and tamarac—Lumber. Remov-
ed from St. Boniface.

S. H. Fowler, Fort Francis. Steam power.

MAITOBA.

W. J. M. Pratt, Totogon. Steam power-

Capacity 10,000 feet. Erected 1879. Spruce-
Lumber, shingles and lath.

W. P. Smith, Portage la Prairie. Steam
power. Capacity 7,000 feet. Erected 1879.

Poplar and oak—Lumber.

A. A. Taylor, High Bluff. Steam power.

Capacity 10,000 feet. Erected 1874. Poplar
and oak—Lumber and shingles.

Hon. C. P. Brown, Gladstone. Steam power.

Capacity 5,000 feet. Erected 1875. Spruce-
Lumber.

Wesley Smith, Section 33, Township 14

Range 11, West. Steam power. Capacity 5,-

000 feet. Erected 1880. Oak—Lumber and
shingles.

David Bryce, Little White Mud River.

Water power. Capacity 5,000 feet. Erected
1879. Poplar—Lumber.
John Moonie, Squirrel Creek. Steam powor.

Capacity 2,000 feet. Erected 1879. Poplar-
Lumber.

Belmont & Co., Nelson ville. Steam power.

Capacity 0,000 feet. Erected 1879. Oak and

poplar—Lumber, and flour mill.

Nelson & Sons, Mountain City. Steam power.

Capacity 4,000 feet. Erected 1879. Oak and

poplar—Lumber, and flour mill.

D. Kilgour, Lizard Lake. Steam power.

Capacity 2,000 feet. Erected 1878. Oak and

poplar—Lumber.

J. Preston, Preston. Steam power. Lumber.

Hon. James McKay Estate. Point du Chene.

Steam power. Capacity 0,000 feet. Erected

1876. Spruce and poplar—Lumber and flour

mill.

Dick & Banning, Winnipeg. Steam power.

Capacity 10,000 feet. Erected 1872. Oak-
Scantling and building material, planing mill.

Brown & Rutherford, Winnipeg. Steam
power. Capacity 10,000 feet. Erected 1872.

All kinds—Scantling and planing mill.

Jarvis & Berrige, Winnipeg. Steam power.

Capacity 25,000 feet. Erected 1872. Pine-
Lumber and lath, and planing mill.

Daniel E. Sprague, Winnipeg. Steam power.

Capacity 7,000 feet. Erected 1880. Pine-
Lumber.

Josiah Cohoe, Section 19, Township 7, Range
7, East. Steam power. Capacity 2,000 feet.

Erected 1880. Spruce—Lumber.
Abraham Frieser, Stinbach. Steam power.

Capacity 4,000 feet. Erected 1879. Spruce and
poplar—Lumber.

Peter Tows, Section 22, Township 7, Range
0, East. Steam power. Capacity 1,500 feet.

Erected 1880. Spruce and tamarac—Lumber,
(portable.

)

NORTH-WEST TERRITORY.

Robert Mcintosh, Rapid City. Steam power.

Capacity 7,500 feet. Erected 1879. Spruce-
Lumber and shingles.

George Balkwell, Township 13, Range 19,

West. Water power. Capacity 2,000 feet.

Krected 1878. Poplar- Lumber ami flour mill.

Alexander Cameron, Rolling River, Town-
ship 10, Range 18, West. Water power. Capa-
city (5,000 feet. Erected 1878. Spruce and
poplar -Lumber.

D. W. Cummings & Co., Bird Tail Creek,

Birtle. Steam power. Capacity 0,000 feet.

Erected 1880. Spruce—Lumber and shingles.

Donald Gunn & Bro., Bird Tail Creek, Birtle.

Water power. Capacity 2,000 feet. Erected

1880. Spruce—Lumber.
E. Roberts, Little Saskatchewan, Big Bend.

Steam power. Capacity 0,000 feet. Erected
1880. Spruce—Lumber ami shingles ; building

flour mill and planing.

Armitage & McCulIoch, Little Saskatchewan,

Minnedosa. Steam power. Capacity 0,000 feet.

Erected 1880. Spruce—Lumber and shingles
;

flour mill.

Hon. Hudson's Bay Co., Riding Mountain
House. Steam power. Capacity 3,000 feet.

Erected 1880. Spruce—Lumber ; building flour

mill.

Mitchell, Byers & Co., Section 23, Township
10, Range 10, West. Steam power. Capacity

3,000 feet. Erected 1880. Spruce and tamarac

—

Lumber.

W. McKay, Section 23, Township 10, Range
15, West. Steam power. Capacity 3,000 feet.

Spruce—Lumber.

R. H. Little, Littleton. Steam power. Capa-

city 4 to 5,000 feet. Poplar, spruce and tamarac

—Lumber
; building flour mill.

R. Z. Rogers, Millford. Steam power. Capa-

city 5,000 feet. Erected 1880. Spruce—Lum-
ber ;

building flour mill.

Stobart, Eden & Co., Duck Lake, North-

west Territory. Steam power. Capacity 5,000

feet. Erected 1880. Pine, small—Lumber and
shingles; flour mill (portable.)

Captain Moore, Prince Albert, North-west

Territory. Steam power. Capacity 10,000 feet.

Erected 1875. Spruce—Lumber and shingles
;

flour mill.

Hudson's Bay Co., Edmonton, North-west

Territory. Steam power. Capacity 10,000 feet.

Erected 1880. Spruce—Lumber and shingles.

Morris, McLeod & Belcher, Two miles east

of Edmonton, N.W.T. Steam powor. Capacity

10,000 feet. Spruce—Lumber, shingles and
lath ; flour mill.

Government Mill, Sixty miles west of Ed-
monton, N.W.T. Steam power. Idle.

Williams & Harrison, Section 29, Township

1, Range 18, West. Steam power. Capacity

5,000 feet. Erected 1880. Poplar—Lumber.

D. McFayden, Odanah. Steam power. Capa-

city 5,000 feet. Erected 1880. Spruce—Lum-
ber and shingles

;
planing mill.

A NEW HEATER.
The latest apparatus for heating purposes is

the invention of Prof. Webster Wells, Professor

of Mathematics in the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology :

—

The principle of this machine is friction, and

the simplicity of construction and adaptability

to every place where waste power can be utiliz-

ed are remarkable. It consists only of an iron

cylinder, 2 feet long and 1 foot in diameter,

having a fixed plate of hardened iron in one

end, and a second plate, attached to a revolving

shaft, which presses lightly or closely upon the

fixed plate, as circumstances require. The
cylinder is filled with water, the shaft revolves,

and from the friction of the plates the water in

an incredibly short time is heated, and by
means of steam pipes can be carried to great

distances for heating purposes.

The construction of the machine is such that

it is easily adapted to every place where there is

waste power, as in mills, factories, public build-

ings, and cars. In fact, in every place where
any power is used the machine can be applied,

since the power required for its operation is so

slight as to be of almost no account. Thus, to

carry a machine with 30 square inches of fric-

tion plates—the ordinary size—one-half horse

power only is required ; while a machine with

225 square inches of friction surface will re-

quire at most but four horse i>ower, and will

heat a room 00x200, or 120,000 cubic feet. In

steam cars the machine is easily and cheaply

adjusted to the axles, the |wwer being taken

directly from the wheels, so that in case of

accident, such as started the train of thought

which resulted in this invention, all danger
from fire is entirely eliminated.

This machine has already been in practical

operation for some months, and has demon-
strated that with 30 inches of friction surface a

room of 10,000 cubic fei t can be heated more
uniformly and quicker than by the use of coal,

wood, or steam, and without expense save the

wear of the friction plactes and the cost of extra

coal under the boiler.

—

American Engineer.

THE STAMPAGE TAX.

The Newcastle Adrocalr, which improperly

calls Mr. George McLeod's letter a "rabid"
one, says in defence of the conduct of the Sur-

veyor General :

—

" It is well known that as a rule lumber

operators are very much opposed to the pay-

ment of the stuinpage tax, looking upon it as a

grievance, and that to further their own in-

terests they sometimes form a 'ring 'to keep

down the prices of the lands bid in by them.

Even though Mr. McLeod's charges are true,

(which we shall not believe until they are sub-

stantiated in the proper quarter), we ask if it is

right for a number of men to combine to lessen

the value of our Provincial lands—our best

Bouice of revenue—would it be looked upon as

wrong for those interested in the welfare of the

Province—those charged with the duty of ad-

ministering its affairs—to step in and break up

such a combination?"

This does not meet, explain, or deny Mr.

McLeod's most damaging statement against the

Surveyor General's honor, to the effect that he

(the S.G.) told McLeod that some parties had

applied for his land and that he forgot their

names, when it appeared as a matter of fact that

there was no such application. Further than

this when the Government put their own upset

price on the land it is a most dangerous thing

for them to bid on the land themselves over and

above that price.

—

St. John, N.B., Globe.

I tie Ottawa District.

The Hull Dcsp<itch speaking of the lumber

trade, estimates the cut of logs in the Ottawa

district at 12,000,000, or an increase of 33A per

cent, on last year's operations. The cut of

square timber last year was only 2,000,000 feet,

but this year it will probably be 12,000,000.

Raftsmen are very scarce this spring and some

difficulty will be experienced in getting a suffi-

cient number for the drives,

IMPROVED DRYING KILN.

A cheap and economical apparatus for drying

lumber, staves, and other material, has been

long needed, and a great deal of time and money
has been expended in experiments in this direc-

tion without corresponding results. Messrs E.

& B. Holmes have perfected a dry kiln which

seems to combine all the necessary requisites

for a successful drying apparatus.

This dry kiln is com]x>sed of several sections,

more or less as desired. In the bottom of each of

these sections are placed two sets of steam coils

of novel construction, one above the other, for

radiating the heat, and on the side of each sec-

tion is a thin apartment containing condensing

pipes filled with cold water, supplied by a
pump or otherwise.

The air in the bottom of the kiln, being heat-

ed by the steam coils, passes up through the

material to be dried, to the top of the kiln,

carrying the moisture with it. Here it enters

the thin condensing apartment and passes down,

leaving the moisture uj* <n the condensing pipes,

and, being cooled, again passes downward under

and through the steam coils, where it is reheat-

ed, when it again rises up through the material,

and so on. In this manner a very rapid circula-

tion is secured, which carries the moisture from

the material to be dried and deposits it u|<on the

condensing pipes, from which it runs into a

conductor and passes out of the kiln, the same

air being used over and over.

Car tracks pass through the kiln, and extend

far enough in each direction outside of the kiln

to allow of loading, drying, and unloading at

the same time. In this way the kiln is kept

open long enough to pass one car out and an-

other in, and as only one section is opened, the

others are not affected or cooled by it.

The doors of the kilns are made double thick-

ness with an air space between, and arc swung
on cranes, so that one person can handle them
with ease.-

—

Scientific American.

A SINGULAR CASE.

From the Woodstock Timet we learn that a

rather singular cose was before the Police Court

in that place on Tuesday, 29th March. John
Dobbyn, of the Township of Eupheinia, in the

County of Lambton, who is an extensive lumler

dealer, preferred a charge against John W.
Adams, of Ingersoll, alleging that he had stolen

three car loads of lumber. A warrant was
issued and placed in the hands of Constable

Hall, with instructions to hunt down his man,
which he succeeded in doing before daylight the

next morning in Ingersoll. The examinations

showed that at a conversation t<etwe«n prosecu-

tor and prisoner, the latter was to meet Mr.

Dobbyn at Thamesville, in the County of Kent,

to cull over three car loads of lumber, which he

was to buy for James Stark, of Ingersoll, re-

presenting himself as Mr. Stark"s agent. At the

time ap|iointed, the parties met, but the cars

did not come. They se]>arated with the under-

standing that as soon as prisoner coidd get cars

he would telegraph to Mr. Dobbyn to meet him
again, when they would cull, measure and load

the lumber. Some days after Mr. Dobbyn
accidentally learned that prisoner had been

there without letting him know, and had taken

away three car loads of his lumber. Upon
further inquiry he found that prisoner had ship-

ped the lumber to his own order, and on tracing

the matter up he found that two car loads had

been sold to one Hays, of Ingersoll. The pris-

oner was committed to Chatham jail to await

his trial for larceny.

Birch Tor Cabinet Work.
The small value of birch wood for fuel, and

its lack of toughness and strength, except in the

smaller twigs, have led to its general neglect in

the arts. Our more enterprising builders of

railway cars, however, have discovered that its

light weight, close grain, and rich finish make it

admirably suited for certain applications where

fine finish and bright effects are desired. The
contrasts presented when whit* birch and light

colored ash are relieved by the red of the cherry

birch, are said to be peculiar but very pleasing.

The growing trade in Maryland in the ship-

ment of ivy and swamp-briar roots to the

northern cities, where they are made into pi|<es,

whip and cane handles and poor knobs.
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A match factory has been established in

Gridley, Cal., with a capacity of 1,000,000

matches daily.

Three black bears were killed on March 14, at

Sargent & Pendleton's, Beaver Creek, Wis.,

camp, one of which weighed 400.

A gentleman of Pensacola, Fla., has patent-

ed a timber crib designed to prevent loss from

the breaking asunder of timber rafts.

Less timber than was expected reached Beau-

mont, Texas, on the recent rise in the river.

The mills now have about a four months' stock

on hand.

It is said that the late Lord Seafield planted

no fewer than sixty millions of trees on his

estates in the counties of Elgin, Banff, and In-

verness during his tenure of them.

The Duluth News says that the mills that are

now running in that vicinity are so busy that

timber for the new Northern Pacific docks is

being hewed instead of sawed.

Skidding has been so difficult in some of the

Michigan pineries, that gangs that before have

skidded 100 logs or more per day, this season

have been able to skid but from 25 to 30.

The mills of Stillwater, Minn., and its vicinity

expect to cut 132,000,000 feet of lumber this

season. The general quality of their stock of

logs is said to be above the average of four or

five years past.

It has not been an unusual thing for the

mills on the Penobscot River, Me., to be idle

for want of logs until the spring drive got down.

This year the mills have a good stock of old

logs, and will get an early start.

Operators in the woods of St. Joseph's

Island, Canada, during the past winter, got out

91,000 cedar railway ties, 45,000 cedar posts, 11,-

000 telegraph poles, 40,000 tamarack ties, be-

sides large quantities of pine and hardwood.

Robert Bogart, of Pittston, felled a tree the

other day which was about eight inches in

diameter. Hanging to a limb about thirty feet

from the ground he found a very old fashioned

gun, stocked full length, and which, it is sup-

posed, grew up with the tree.

.

The Montreal Witness says :—Passenger
traffic on the Grand Trunk is now very heavy.

It is said that it is now carrying more lumber-

men from Michigan to Canada than ever before

in its history. The camps are breaking up and

the men are returning to their homes.

All the log driving on Muskoka rivers will

this year be under the control of the Muskoka
Slide, Dam and Boom Co., and it is expected

that the logs will be passed through with more

despatch than heretofore and not obstruct

steamboat traffic to the extent they have in the

past.

The business in timber at Hamilton will be

something enormous this spring. Several raft-

ing shanties are being erected and binding poles

in thousands are piled along the G.W.R. docks.

Some of the timber there at present is pro-

nounced the finest that has ever been laid there

for rafting purposes.

Mb. D. B. Charleson, of .Sarnia, who is one

of the heaviest lumber dealers in Western

Canada, has had delivered at Brigden station,

on the Canada Southern, for shipment east,

70,000 feet of square timber and a large number
of staves. It will require 250 cars to convey all

this material to its destination.

The lumber and forest products transported

on the railways of Minnesota in 1880 amounted,

in weight, to 710,863 tons, and if reduced to

feet, at three pounds to the foot, would be 177,-

516,000 feet. The St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Manitoba road carried a greater amount than
any other one.

A chopper, James Melville, employed on the

Menominee river, Mich., lodged a tree that

scaled 4,500 feet on another tree 20 feet away,
tied hi* axe to hu waist and climbed the tree

to the height of 80 feet, where, standing be-

tween two limbs he cleared the obstruction

away.

The St. Thomas correspondent of the London
Free Prett says that a large quantity of timber
is being forwarded from this section, at present,

and to such an extent has the business reached

this was^n that two timber trains are constantly

working on the Air Line Railway, both cast

and west of this city. A large force of men is

employed, an average of twenty cars per diem

being loaded by each train.

A parcel of 2,000 doors, which were sent to

London from Canada via Boston for the Cana-

dian timber company, were disposed of readily;

the quality being reported as very satisfactory.

Another lot was expected in a few days and a

large business in the doors is expected during

the forthcoming season.

A GREAT deal of work for Manitoba is being

done in the factories in Hamilton. The firm of

Robin & Sadler is exhibiting hero a unique

specimen of their belt manufacture, which they

have made for a sawmill of the Hudson Bay
Company. It is claimed to be the first belt

made in Canada in one solid piece in the breadth

throughout. Owing to its uniformity of strain

and greater durability, it ensures freedom from

accidents. It is thirty-six inches wide by 88£

feet long, and required in its manufacture fifty

selected hides.

The Goderich Star says that Mr. Joseph

Kidd bought at Georgian Bay, a few days ago,

3,000,000 feet of pine logs, ready to be boomed

and brought down as soon as navigation opens.

He has also about 1,000,000 of hemlock, elm and

basswood, up along the shore. These ' he in-

tends bringing down by his new boat, the

Josephine Kidd. He is about to have the tele-

graph wire extended to his office at the works,

as soon as the frost is out of the ground. It will

be of the greatest convenience, since his son

commands the electric key.

The Grand Traverse Herald says : There has

been an unwonted activity in the cedar market

this winter. This is a timber that has hardly

had a "market "yet, but the near future will

open up one for it. Cedar timber is to-day, at

the prices at which it can be bought, the best

investment to be had in the timber line.

Northern Michigan has a mine of wealth in its

low lands covered with this, now seemingly

worthless, timber. Lumbermen and manufac-

turers are already directing their attention to

this matter.

A recent despatch from Albany, N.Y., says:

"A large amount of lumber has left the yards

during the week, employing all the boats and

barges that have arrived there. A steady de-

mand has been realized, and still continues.

The yards begin to show the effect of the ship-

ments when no arrivals by canal fill the vacant

spaces. There is still a fair amount of nearly

all kinds for sale, without any change from the

opening prices, but the probability is that the

yards will be nearly bare before receipts by
canal will again give new stock and assort-

ment. "

The Indian Agriculturist states that Messrs.

Shaw, Finlayson & Co., of Calcutta, are desir-

ous of starting a sawmill in the Upper Dehing
Forest, and the Planters's Stores Company are

going to establish one also in the same locality.

Sir Steuart Bayley says of these :
—" The estab-

lishment of sawmills, two of which it is hoped

will very shortly be opened in Upper Assam,
should create a demand for timber suitable for

tea boxes, and thus replace with indigenous

produce, to the profit of the province, the pre-

sent expensive and circuitous method of import-

ing teak planks for the purpose from Burmah.
Scarcity of local labor, not want of good wood
for tea boxes, is the sole explanation of the

latter, and the mills, if judiciously worked,

should do a good business.

"

The Farwell Register says : There was unload-

ed at this place last week a new logging railroad

engine for Norris & Uhl, of Grand Rapids, to

be used on the new logging railroad about 15

miles north of this place. This engine was
placed on runners and was drawn by four span of

horses up the Ionia and Houghton Lake State

road to the Gerrish railroad, and from thence

again on runners to Norway Lake, T. 18 N. of

R. 5 W., where the new road commences and
runs to the Muskegon river, a distance of three

miles. Norris & Uhl, as agents for the Warren
estate, have about 45,000,000 feet of logs to put

in in the vicinity of Norway Lake. The logs

are put in to the lake, and from thence hauled

by the engine to the Muskegon river.

The Lumberman's Gazette says :—One and a

half million_feet of logs for the lumber manu-

facturers of the eastern shore of Michigan to

begin work on when the cutting season opens, i>-

about the outlook. By which it is not meant

they will all be in the booms, but the log crop,

all told, from the Straits to the Saginaws, will

amount to about that sum. The crop will not be

a cheaply got in one, for not only have wages

been higher, but the labor of hauling has been

increased, especially toward the latter part of

the season, since there began to be so much
snow. The addition to the cost of getting in

the logs is estimated all the way from 10 to 25

per cent. The new cut of lumber ought, there-

fore to bring more than the old, but there will

be no advance unless the market warrants it.

MAINE'S LUMBER TRADE.

The logging season will come to a close next

week. A Penobscot lumberman says there are

still two and a half feet of snow in some parts of

the woods, but the brooks are rising rapidly and

overflowing the roads, driving the loggers out.

About two-thirds of the West Branch opera-

tors are out and the rest are coming. The cut

on the Penobscot and tributaries will be about

140.000,000. Orders are moderately plenty, and

it is expected that the demand will soon Vie

large. Freights are fair ; we notice one charter

to Boston at $1.60 per M. on lumber and S2.50

per M. on bricks. Considerable short lumber

has been shipped to Boston by rail this winter,

but now the natural channel is open and brisk

times are looked for soon. The lumber mills on

the Penobscot are starting up. The 20,000,000

of logs now on hand on the river will suffice to

keep them busy until the new logs arrive. The
large boom on the " Saco " about a mile up the

river, will soon be filling up with about 15.000,-

000 feet of logs cut during the winter. Of this

amount 12,000,000 feet comes to Joseph Hobson
of Biddeford.—St. John Globe, March 28,

THE SONG OF THE SAW.
BY .T. W. FITZMAURICE.

A song, a song for the millman's saw,

That whirls with endless din,

Bringing work and wealth to the sons of toil

With its busy whirl and spin.

Though others may boast of the loom or plough,

We value them not a straw,

For our daily strife in the battle of life

Is fought by the millman's saw.

It gives no theme for the poet's dream,

Nor story nor song does it mean
;

But the pioneer's saw in the foremost rank

Of the world's grand march is seen.

The forests so brown, at its whirl go down,

And cities spring up where they fell

;

While work well done, and wealth well won,

Is the record it loves to tell.

So a song for the saw, the millman's boast,

Our emblem honest and good

;

We sing to the din of its noisj' spin,

Our lay as workers in wood
;

The slaves of the lamp, the forge or the mine,

Must follow wherever we draw,

For ours still is the place, to be first in the race,

That is won by the whirl of the saw.

Wliy Ice Breaks Down Trees.

A gentleman recently had his curiosity arous-

ed while the trees were covered thickly with ice,

as to the relative weight of the ice and the wood
it surrounded. So he cut off a limb, and found

it weighed two and three-quarter pounds ; after

the ice was melted it weighed two ounces. Two
hours later another trial was made ; at first the

limb weighed four and a half pounds ; after the

ice was removed it weighed three ounces. An-
other trial showed a weight of thirty-two

pounds, while the limb alone weighed two

pounds, making thirty-two pounds of ice.

Deserves Snccess.

The Canada Lumberman has become the

property of Messrs. Toker & Co., publishers of

the Review at Peterborough. Its typographic

appearance and general make-up is a great im-

provement on what it was previously, while the

information it contains is of much interest to all

in the lumber trade as well as commercial men
generally, being devoted to trade matters. The
Lumberman is made up in pamphlet form, 16

pages, and will be published semi monthly at §2

per annum. It deserves success,

—

Ottawa Free

Press,

^dvcrtiocmrnto.

Wanted.
a second iiam* POUBLS RPOn

i
ilwa lath

^fACHINK, both iii food r« |«»ir. !'• |.i .
.

..

cash term* or particular* t/>Box UK, I'ttrrboroujfh.LlO

For Sale.
A 40 INCH LEFFELL WHEEL and COMI'I.ETE

CIRCULAR RIG, ail in good order, anitaUe for a fifteen
foot head. Apply to Box 1002, Peterborough. LlO

Reid & Co.,
WHOLESALE LI MBER DEALERS. Lumber, lath,

nhingle*, Ae. Car lot* to *uit euxtorotns. Beat Colli
in the market at from Sfiifiil par M.
Omen ox Dock.—EiipLande, foot of Khelbourne

Street, Toronto bis

Hardwood Timber Land
FOR SALE.

FOR SALE, 1200 ACHES HARDWOOD TIMBER
LAND near NipisMng Railway, Coboeonk. Ea>. unn«.
OSHAWA CABINET CO., Oi-hawa. " Ml

Timber Limits for Sale.
SEVERAL MOST VALUABLE TIMBER LIMITS on

North Shore of Lake Huron.
For particulars apply to THOS. SHORTISS, Imperial

Bank Building, Toronto. bl2

Situation Wanted.
A Book-keeper of first-class experience desires a situ-

ation with a lumber firm. An opportunity of ri|nll llir
knowledge of the lumber trade more of an object than
the amount of salary. Unexceptional references both
as to character arid ability.

b!5 Apply to the Editor of The Canada Lvmberm * jr.

The Stewart House,
Headquarters of Lumbermen in Peterborough, corner

of Hunter and Water Streets. Good accommodation.
Terms, ?1 per day. Free 'bus at trains.
b!5 T. CAVANAGH, Proprietor.

Allandale Junction Hotel
Travellers by Northern Railway have 15 to 20 minutes

by all trains, for refreshments. Solid meals. Tea and
coffee at counter. Fine brands of Liquors and choice
Cigars. bl7 E. S. MEEKIXG, Proprietor.

Orillia House,
ORILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building ; best north of
Toronto ; splendid sample rooms ; centrally located -

free 'bus. b20 JOHN KELLY, Proprietor
'

The Queen's Hotel,
TORONTO, CANADA.

McGAW & WIXXETT, Proprietors. Patronized bv
Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated ac-
cording to room. b20

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPS.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
t>26 WM. MACKIE, Proprietor.

St. Louis Hotel.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

This hotel, which is unrivalled for size, stvle and
locality in Quebec, is open throughout the vear for
pleasure and business travel. "

bis

Queen's Hotel,
BRACEBRIDGE.

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor (late
of Georgetown,) having lately purchased the above
hotel,) will endeavor to make it one of the best houses
in the District of Muskoka. Tourists and hunting par-
ties will receive every possible attention. Free 'bus to
and from steamboat w harf. Terms, $1 per dav. b20

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST, ONI.

HENRY FRASER. proprietor, (successor to Dousrland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser havins: purchased and thorousrhiy
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long- and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Grivenhurst, is now in apposi-
tion to attend to the w ants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will
find "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are w ell furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling- and at-
tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26
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Petehborough, April 12, 1881. J

Although the spring movement has hardly

begun yet, owing to the lateness of the season

the demand from the United States is good and

most shippers have large orders to fill. The

stock of last season's cut is rapidly disappear

ing in the chief centres of trade, so that those

who held their lumber over are likely to realize

good prices for every board they hold.

Montreal.
Ash, 1 to 4-in, 13 M 315 00@17 00
" square $ M 22 00<a25 00

Basswood, 6-in, * M 12 00@14 00

1-in., " 15 00@16 00

Black walnut, culls, $ M 55 00(*(i0 On
" 2nd quality, f M 85 00@00 00
" 1st " 100 00C*105 00

Cedar, round,, p ft 0 08@ 0 10
" flat, " 0 08@ 0 10
" square " 0 10@ 0 10

Grey elm, 1st quality, $ M 20 0,0@26 On

Rock " " 35 00(rt40 02

Spruce, 1 to 3 in., W M 7 50@ 8 00
" square, " 12 00@M 00

Bed oak, $ M 35 00(?40 Oo
rine, clear, 1st quality, $ M 35 00@40 Oo

" 2nd " 20 00@25 00
" 3rd " 12 00@15 0q

Chicago.

Chicago, March 30, 1881.—While the weather

during the past week has been an improvement

on that which has prevailed for several weeks

previous, it has not brought the much needed

relief in the melting of snow and the clearinj.

away of obstructions to the successful prosecu

tion of business. The country which is depen

dent upon Chicago for its lumber supply, is yet

too much loaded with snow to enable the rail

roads to freely transport, or the yard dealers to

handle, the stocks which the country demands,

and as a result, while orders are reported in large

volume, the railroads are unable to supply suffi-

cient cars for the transportation of the ordered

product. This seems just now the greatest draw

back to trade, and we hear many dealers com

plaining loudly of their inability to fill orders

on this account. Fears are expressed that cus

tomers will get impatient and recall their orders

in many cases, although as the evil is one which

is general rather than local, it is difficult to see

how customers can better their condition by ex

hibiting an undue degree of impatience.

We hear no one venture to express a hope

that the first cargo will, this year, put in an ap-

pearance before the middle of April, and few

look for any arrivals before May 1, and it is

hardly probable that navigation will be fully

open before the middle of that month. This

will have the effect to shorten up the season

materially. Stocks^ are daily reducing, and

many dealers are already anxious to obtain sup-

plies. Prices are reported well maintained

under the present list, but we hear of no sugges-

tions looking to any further advance at present.

—North, West Lumberman.
STOCK ON HAND MARCU 1.

1881. 1880. 1879.

Lumber 398,800,030 338,996,421 302,534,968
Shingles 166,010,000 152,072,000 165,959,000

Lath ; 41,784,270 37,132,219 33,387,220
Pickets 2,251,438 1,467,974 691,570
Cedar posts 177,304 217,362 342,700

YARD QUOTATIONS—CAR LOTS-DRY.
FINISHING LUMBER—ROUGH.

1st, 2d clear, 1, 1J and U in §43 00
1st and 2d clear, 2 in 45 00
1st and 2d clear, 3 in 50 00
3d clear, 1J, H and 2 in :!S 00
7 and 8 inch clear 32 00
Select 1 in. A 82 00
Select B 22 CO

lj, 2 In. B 26 oo
7 and 8 in. B 20 00

Clear and Select 2x4 28 00
2x6 and 2x8 32 00

All one length §1 extra.

WAGGON-BOX STUFF.
3-in and up. A $43 00
4-in. and up. B 37 00
14-in. and up. C 28 00

D 17 00
All 14 feet $2 extra.

STOCK BOARDS.

12 in. A, 12 to 16 ft $37 00
12 in. B 33 00
12 in. C 28 00
12 in. D, 12, 14 and 16 ft 17 00
12 in. D, 18 ft 19 00
12 in., 20 ft 20 00
10 in. A 35 00
10 in. B SO 00
10 in. C 24 00

COMMON BOARDS— ROUGH.
Dry.

Common boards, 12 in >J15 50
10 and 20 ft 14 50
12, 14, 10 and 18 ft 14 00

Culls, all lengths 11 50

1J and 1J com 13 50

TIMBER AND DIMENSION—DRV.

Small timber, 18 ft. and under $12 00
12, 14, 16 and 18 ft. joist 13 00
2x4, 10 and 20 ft 14 00
2x4, 18 ft • 13 00
20 feet 14 00
22 feet 17 00
24 feet 17 00
26 feet 20 00
28 feet 20 01
30 feet 20 00
2 in. cull plank, all widths 9 00
2x4 culls, all lengths 9 50

SHINGLES—16-INCH—DRY—CAR LOTS.

Clear S3 25
Extra A , 3 00
Standard A 2 90
Cedar shingles $2 00@2 50

Ends of cars and less than carload lots, five cents per

thousand extra. The shingles handled in the Chicago

market are all 16-inch.

PICKETS—LATH.

Flat, select and clear, d. and h $20 00
Square, d. and p 20 00
Flat, rough, good 16 00
Flat, rough, common 11 00
Dry lath 2 25

CEDAR I'OSTS AND POLES.

Sawed \ of 6£ in., 7 ft $19 00

i 6 " 7 ft 10 50
A 7 " 7 ft 12 00
| 8 " 7 ft 16 50

>t 8 " 7 ft 9 00

j 9, 10, 11 and 12 in., 7 ft. long 12 00
4 in., round, full length 12 00
5 " " " 16 00
6 " " " 20 00

22 00
30 00
6 00
9 00

10 00
$11 00(rtl3 50

16 00

10 feet, per inch.

12 " " .

14 " " .

16 " "

20 " "

Albany.

Quotations at the yards aro as follows :

—

I'ine, clear, $ M $48 00^60 00
Pine, fourths 43 00(rr55 00
Pine, selects 38 00(rt45 00
I'ine, good box 17 00@28 00
Pine, common box 14 00017 00
Pine, 10-in. plank 38 00C42 00
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls 21 00(rt>23 00
Pine boards, 10-in 25 00@28 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, culls 17 00@18 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft., {1JI 28 00(f<00 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft 28 00<tf00 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 13 ft 28 00@00 00
Pine, 11 in. siding, select 42 00@00 00
Pine, 1 j-in. siding, common 18 00(6e00 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, select 40 00«r00 00
Pine, inch siding, common 16 00@O0 00
Shingles, shaved, pine 6 00@00 00

" 2nd quality 4 50<a00 00
" extra, sawed, pine 4 25t*00 00
" clear, " 3 25if00 00
" cedar, mixed 2 75„"00 00

OSWCgO, X.Y.

Three uppers $42 00(rt45
Pickings 32 00c»35
Fine, common 20 00<rf25

Common 14 00@16
Culls 12 00014
Mill run lots 17 00^22
Sidings, selected, 1 inch 32 0O«r34

"
1J inch 31 CKW38

Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 16 ft 17 00(j21
selected 20 00025
shippers 15 00(rfl6

Mill run, 1 and 1} inch strips 15 00018
Cnlls, selected 22 00(<i30

Culls 12 00014
1\6 selected for clapboards 24 00^(36
Shingles, XXX, IS inch, pine 3 50/i 3

XXX, 18 inch, cedar S 000 3
Lath 1 500 1

Tonawanda.
CARGO LOTS—MICHIGAN INSPECTION.

Three uppers , $38 CO04O 00
Common 17 00019 00
Culls 11 50i«12 00

Glasgow.

It will be observed from the import list that

our market continues to be well supplied with

pitch (line, about 3,000 loads having arrived at

Clyde ports during the past week. This wood
has rapidly grown into favor, being clean and of

arge dimensions. It is now indispensable for

our ship-building, etc.

AUCTION SALE.

On the 15th inst., at Glasgow, Messrs. Single-

ton, Dunn & Co., brokers :

—

Miramiehi yellow pine deals (mixed qualities)

—

9 to 21 ft. 19/21x3 Is. 4d. p. c. ft

9 " 21 '• 17 18x3 Is. 2J.d.

Saguenav 2nd quality red pine deals

—

10 to 18 ft. 7/11x3 lOAd. "

Do. 3rd 10 " 15 " 8x3 lOjd. "

Do. " 10 " 21 " 7x3 lOd.
Saguenav yellow pine deal ends—

4 to 8 ft. 7/9x3 H)$d. and lOJd.
Do. spruce planks—

11 to 25 ft. 9/11x2 11 Id. p. c. ft.

10 '• 13 " 9x2 lljd. "

14 " 25 " 8 (-2 lid- "

10 " 14 " 8x2 103d.
15 " 25 " 7x2 lid.

11 " 14 " 7x2 lOJd. and lOd.
14 " 21 " Cx2 lljjd. p. c. ft.

Do. spruce plank ends

—

4 to 8 ft. 0/Sx2 93d.
Richihucto spruce deals—

14 & 15 ft. S\3 lOJd. andlOd,

19 to 25 "

15 " 18 "

14 & 17 "

9 to 14 "

Do. spruce battens

—

14 to 23 ft

12 & 13 "

7x3 10}d. p. c. ft.

7x3 lOi/i. and lOd.

7x3 9Jd . p. c. ft.

7x3 9Jp.
"

7x2} lOJd.

7x2i 10j\ & lOd.

Liverpool Timber .Sales.

On Wednesday last Messrs. James Smith &
Co. held their auction sale. There was a

numerous attendance, both at the sale and at

the luncheon which preceded it, but the majority

of actual buyers were local merchants, only a

few country dealers being in the list. The goods

offered consisted of one cargo of Savannah pitch

pine hewn timber and deals, one cargo of Pensa-

cola sawn pitch pine timber and and deals, and
one cargo of Miramiehi spruce deals ; aleo to be

sold without reserve a cargo of Bay Verte

spruce deals, 320 pieces Quebec 2nd quality

pine deals, 3,000 Halifax spruce deals, 297 logs

of Quebec oak, and sundry other goods.

The hewn pitch was offered first, but did not

meet with much demand, and only about 70

logs out of 1G8 were sold at from Kid. to 19d.

per ft.; but the planks, 1,500 pieces, were with-

drawn. The cargo of Pensacola sawn pitch

pine timber, averaging 31 ft. cube, was all sold

as follows :

—

20 to 45 ft. 14 to 18 in. deep, 17Jd. iper ft

19 " 43 " 14 " 17 " 17jd.
24 " 46 " 12} to 13} " UP: to 16d.
40 ft. and upwards, 12 in. and under, lOd. "
All under 40 ft. 12 " lod. to 15Jd.

"
Pitch pine planks, chiefly 4 x9 to 12, 15d. "

3x 11 to 13, 14d.
" " 3X9 i 10, LSJd.

The Richibucto spruce deals sold as follows:

£. s. d. £. s. d.
15 to 24 ft. 3x11 7 7 6
12 " 14 " 3x 11 6 17 6
9 " 11 " 3x11 6 10 0
J6 " 24 " 3x10 7 0 0
9 " 15 " 8x10 6 17 6

' 16 • •27 " 8x9 7 2 6
13 " 15 " 3X9 6 15 0 to 6 17 6
9 " 26 " 3x8 6 10 0 " 6 12 9
9 " 26 " 3x7 6 12 6 " 6 15 0

The goods offered without reserve sold as fol-

lows :

—

Spruce deals, Bay Vcrtc— £. g. d.

15 to 19 ft. 3x11 7 2 6
10 " M " 8x11 6 15 0
9 " 21 " 3x9 and 10 6 15 0
16 " 28 " 3x8 6 15 0
12 " 15 " 3x8 6 12 6
16 " 25 " 3x7 9 17 6
12 " 15 " 3x7 6 12 6
9 " 18 " 3x12 and 17 6 17 6

Quebec 2nd pine deals, 9 to 16 ft., chiefly 8X11, 13 and
14, £14 10s. to £14 12s. 6d.

A parcel of American wainscot oak billets, 2s. Sd. per
foot.

157 oak planks, 3x10 to 16 in., S2d. per ft.

269 Quebec 4th pine deals, £6 15s. per standard.
505 " " deal ends, £5 .'8. "

3,116 Halifax spruce deals, 3x7 and 8X0, £0 15s. to £6
17. 6d. per standard.

Palings, 5 ft. 3x1, £3 10s per 1,203
" 4} tt. £2

H&4D&CHK.—Why become a suffering mart \ r to Head-
ache, when Ki'rdock Blood Bittkks will surely cure the
cau.-e of all varieties of Sick and .Venous Headache,
eleanfethe system, regulate the secretions, relieve con-
stipation of the bowels, purify the hlood, renovate th<
liver and tone up the nervous s\stem, and distressing
headache will he unknown. Sample bottles 10 cents
Large bottles $1.00.

S. R.WARREN & SON.
Church Organ Builders.

Specifications and all information promptly furnished
on application.

Factory and Warerooms .

Corner Ontario and Wellesley Streets

TORONTO, ONT.

fjff"You are particularly requested, in ordering, to

mention this paper " bl3

KERR BROS.
PRACTICAL

FOUNDERS, MACHINISTS,

And MILLWRIGHTS.

Manufacturers of Marine and Horizontal
and Portable Engines, Boilers, Grain
Elevators and Steam Hoists, Saw and

Flour Mill Machinery,

with latest improvements, a specialty.

The Abel Edward's Centennial Turbine
Water Wheel.

Rodebaugh's Saw Frame, Mill Dogs and
Saw Guides.

Water-works, the latest and most
improved, made to Order.

Light and Heavy Brass and Iron Castings

Plans and Specifications on application.

The Walkeruille Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkerville, Out., Dec., 1880. bl5

W. H. STOREY & SON...
ACTON, ONTARIO.

GLOVE M AN U FA C TURERS.
The best description of GLOVES and MITTS in every

variety of material and style manufactured by us. bio

STOREY'S "EUREKA"

SPRING CLOVE FA5TLNLHPAT?

CHAS. M. LARSEN,
Manufacturer of all kinds of Lacquered and Enamelled

Woodwork, Turning and Can ing in

WOOD, HORN AND IVORY.

BILLIARD BALLS
Turned and coloured a speciality.

iaTMKKr.CHAl'M and AMBER GOODS repaired in

first-class style. bl7

77i King St. West, Toronto, Ont.

m UNIVERSAL SUSPEHDEB.
gOME REASON'S why they are the bwti—
1st.—No Elastio reqnied.
2nd.—Is clack when stoopinr.
frd-—It never slips off the shonlders.
4th.—Cold at prices of common suspenders.

Matrafaotured by a E. RAMAGB * OC.

dm 20 Queen St. East, Toronto.
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Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure in drawing attention to nay WROUGHT IRON COOKINflfSTOVE
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding' House use. These Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet

Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connectin

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Stoves are as follows :

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-inch holes, with ample room between, and one oven 16 x 21 x 26.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-inch pot boles, with two ovens, each 16

x 24 x 26. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonials

from some of the leading Lumbermen, who bave used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since I

commenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
reliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

The Best Stove I have ever Used.
Peterborough, May 31, 1880.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I bave used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove 1 have ever
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Yours truly, THOS. GEO. HAZLITT.

The Stove for lumbermen,
. Peterborough, June 1st, 1880.

Adiu Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—^Ve have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and find

it ie very satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highly.

Yours truly, IRWIN & BOYD,
Gives the Greatest satisfaction.

Peterborough, June 3rd, 1880.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. HILLIARD, M.P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED
All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties supplied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.

SAW GUIDE!
Self Oiling—Ready Adjusting.

THE GENUINE SILVER-STEEL,

Lance Tooth

CROSS-CUT SAW!

G. W. Rodebaugh's patent Saw Guide will recommend
itself to every practical sawer. All that is required is
a trial.

-No heating of Saws. No danger in setting. Trial
fre-; ',1 char;.";. z>> The whole complete only $25.
Manufactured in Canada by

KERR BROS., Walkerville, Ont.
who may be applied to for further particulars; or
addreoo

:

G. W. RODEBAUGH & CO.,
015 WINDSOR, ONT

It stands without a rival, and is the fastest cutting saw-
in the world. It has beaten the best Canadian and
American made saws 33J per cent in every contest. Its
superiority consists of its excellent temper. It is tem-
pered under the secret Chemical Process, which toughens
and refines the steel. It gives a finer and keener cutting
edge, and will hold it twice as long as any other process.
We have the sole right for this process for the Dominion
of Canada.
None genuine that are not like the above cut, with

registered trade mark with the word " The Lance," and
Maple Leaf with our name. Price $1 per foot.
Caution.—Beware of Counterfeits. There are in-

ferior counterfeits on the market, which are intended
to be sold at a high price upon the reputation of this
saw. We will send to any address a saw exactly like
any counterfeit, warranted equal in quality or no sale,
at 60c. per foot. Therefore do not be humbugged into
paying a first-class price for a second-class saw. A
fact to bear in mind is that if the material and temper
are not of the very best quality the shape of the teeth
amounts nothing. A saw, like a knive, will not cut
fast without it will hold a keen, cutting edge. We have
cut off a 14-inch sound basswood log in eight seconds
with this saw. Manufactured only by

SHURLY & DIETRICH,
Manufacturers of Saws, Plastering Trowels, Straw

Knives, &c. &c.

G ALT, ONTARIO. bio

MONA IRON WORKS

J. H. KILLEY & CP
Manufacturers of Economical, Variable, Cut-off, High Pressure, and

<Gondensing Engines
Patent Circulating' and Self-Cleansing Boilers, Improved Feed Water Heaters and

Patent Steam Blast Apparatus for Improving- Draft and Economizing Fuel,

First-class Grist & Saw Mill Engines and Machinery

STEAM ROAD ROLLERS and STONE BREAKERS. 6Ll2

ROTHERS.
Lumber from BRYCE BROS, to Build the Canada Pacific Railway

!
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BLAKE—"It looks like good, clear stuff. It strikes me it is about
the only clear thing in the whole business."

LUMBER MERCHANTS. 6U2

The Largest Manufacturers of

SHEET IRON ROOFING
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Can give the Best of References in

every State and Territory.

POTTER IRON ROOFING COMP'Y,
101, 103 and 105 West Front Street,

CINCINNATI.
All Kinds of CORRUGATED IRON Furnished.

Send for Illustrated Circulars, naming The Canada
Lumberman. 12l11

#, HACYARDS ||
;

mPECTORALlt
t BALSAM. I

Has no equal for the permanent cure of

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Asthma, Croup,
Whooping Cough, Brouchltis, ami

all Lung Diseases.

.

tV Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction.

,T. MILBURN& CO., Proprietors Toronto.

M. BREMEN,
MAM'KACTrRF.R AND WHOLESALE DEALER LN

Lumber, Lath and Shingles,
63, 65 and 67 King William Street,

n^nvtiiLTonsr, oustt
MILLS AND TIMBER LIMITS AT SILVER

CREEK, TIAGO P. 0., OUT.

Bill Stuff cut from 10 to 60 feet.
Posts on hand.

Cedar

Orders sent to M. BREXXEX, ISagO, P. O., will

receive prompt attention bl5
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OTTON & BRO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES

SHA1TTT STOVES,
Shingle Bands, Tinware & Household Furnishings

In Large or Small Quantities, at Wholesale Kates. 6l10

OTTON & BRO, Dunlop St., BARRIE, ONT.

WHITE'S CANADA STANDARD
MANUFACTURED AT

The Canada Scale Works !

These Scales are Manufactured of the Very

Best Material, and warranted to give satisfac-

" J tion. Send for Prices and Testimonials.

b!5

JAMES C. WHSTE & CO.
102 Adelaide St. East, Toront

Saw Millers, &c.

THE

Is undeniably the BEST BOILER FEEDER

IN THE WORLD. Can be operated while

the Engine is at rest. All sizes will lift

water Twenty-five Feet, at comparatively

high and low Temperatnre.

17,000 of them Now in Use !

Manufactured under license by

Stevens, Turner & Burns

LONDON, ONTARIO.
^§g""Send for Circular and Price List. b!2

JOHN DOTY
i

Esplande Street, Toronto.

MANUFACTURER OF

MARINE ENGINES,
bl4 MARINE BOILERS,
Propeller Wheels and Steam Yachts

WITH THE T0MLINS0N
(PATENT)

L
One man and two boys can turn out

One Hundred and Fifty First-class

Flour Barrels in Ten Hours,

made from veneered wood of two thicknesses. The
Molds is en; solid sh;.,i of veneer running •i\:iin 1 the
barrel, making in reality one hoop from top to bottom,
and in the outside thickness the grain is reversed, run-
ning up and down, finished with nve hoops two inches
wide, reversed again, making the barrel almost three
thicknesses, which gives the package superior strength,
tightness and durability 'vzr the ordinary fc vnd-in vl-.

(lour barrels, yet with all its many advantages cost less

than the old style of package. My barrel machine is

arranged to make all sized packages from a large barrel
down to small nail kegs, butter packages ai d cheese
boxes. I am open to prove at any time the superior
strength of my barrel. That one will stand more hard-
ship by any actual test than one hundred of the old
ordinary Hour barrels. County rights for sale, and all

information given by applying to

JAMES T0MLINS0N, Patentee,

113 KING 3T. EAST, TORONTO.

We are Prepared to Supply

LUMBER

WITH

READY-MADE

CLOTHING

G-IEjIsrT'S

FURNISHINGS

Blankets, &c.

In such Quantities as may te

required at CLOSE

Wholesale Prices

FOB CASH.

This cut is a simile of Package.

5^

The greatest tribute to its extraordinary merits is,

that it was awarded Kirst Prize and I'iploma at

Toronto Exhibition, 18SO.
Hamilton " "

London " "

Montreal " "

over all other yeasts.

TKY IT, AND BE CONVINCED.
Ask your <;roccr for it, or send direct to the factory.
PEARL YEAST COMPANY, 30 Front Street, To-

ronto, Box 1264, 1,15

PETLEY & COT.

GOLDEN GRIFFIN,

128 to 132, King Street East

bl2 TORONTO.
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H. Covel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener

!

Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW
STEAM FEED

!

I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which are giving the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials:—

Gbavenuuest, August 20th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Esq,, Peterborough.

Dear mr— 1 have used your Steam Feed for near four
months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction In every
way ; It Is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since 1 put it into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long in one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It. is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-
stantly. 1 am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. I consider 1 have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got It

than I would have cut had I not put It in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 18S0.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put In is working splen-
didly. Yours, 4c,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

MILL MACHINERY!
I am also manufacturing Haw Mill Machinery, for an

sizes of (Jang or Circular Mills, Span or l*/ub'e Circular*

for SlabblngHmall Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw -

ing logs Into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the

Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Edge™, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, Power Gummers, and all Machinery used In a flr*t

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; also, small Hand Gum-
mers for use In the woods, for Cross-cut Haw*. Rotary
Pumps of different sizes, for Fire Protection In Mills, Ac.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel Is the great consideration, along

with uniformity of speed, such as is required in Grut and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. 1 feel

Justified in saying that our Style, Workmanship and Finish

on this EDglne will be no discredit to its renown, and cei-

tainly is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

I have them working at 2\ pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. LlO

nr. :e. Dizxzoitsr & oo.
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1875

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1876

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, 1877

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1879

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1880

f International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, 1876

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and Discounts.

L16

81 Colborne Street, Toronto

The QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO, CANADA
McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

£arPatronlzed by Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated according to rooms, b!7

Carriage & Waggon Works
No. 17, ALICE STREET, TORONTO.

CT. IP. SULLIVA ZL\T,
(Successor to the late JOHN WEBSTER)

MANUFACTURER WAGGONS
AND

SLEIGHS.

OF FIRST-CLASS

CARRIAGES

In the latest style. Superior material used in all branches. All work warranted for one year.

8@-/f// Orders Promptly attended to. Special Attention paid to Repairing.

PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES. bl3

American Hotel, Corner Young & Front Sts.,

TOROISTTO, OUSTT.

Newly and elegantly furnished throughout. Contains one hundred rooms, and uuder it the new
management is first-class in all Its appointments, at moderate rates.

Free omnibuses to and from all trains.

O. T. ATWOOD, of New York, and W. R. BINGHAM, of Bradford, Ont., Proprietors. b20
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Direct Action Portable Saw Mills
Obtained 2 Medals' and Diplomas at the Centennial -

Exposition, Philadelphia, 187&. j^y'
Dc Anderson, the "English Jodge, reported it as &3$5i''

possessing, "JfaorHinate strength^ great roncentra-
~

tion ofpower, c'onven'iencaof arrangerttytt

Waterous Engine Works Co. Brantford, Canada
b]4

o T
LUMBERMEN

Will Save Time and Money by going direct to the

GOLDEN GRIFFIN
WHEN IN THE CITY TO PUKCHASE THEIR CLOTHING.

MATTHEW GUY,
MANUFACTURER OF

Carriages, Waggons, Buggies,

SLEIGHS, ETC.

WJobbing and Repairing Punctually Attended to.

b!3 703 and 105 Queen Street East, Toronto.

ISAAC ANDERSON'S

Men's Tweed Suits -

Men's Worsted Suits -

Men's Overcoats - - -

$7 50 to $16 50

7 50 to 21 50

5 00 to 16 50

All our Clothing is Cut and Made on the Premises, by first

class competent Workmen, and quite equal to Ordered Clothing

NOTE THE ADDRESS:

PETLEY& COMPANY
128, 130 and 132 King Street East, Toronto, Ont. ui

G. B. MEADOWS,
MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IN

Lumbermen's Supplies,
Hotel and General House Furnishing Goods, Cooking Ranges and Stoves.

HOT AIR FURNACES, Sec.

Wholesale Dealer in Tinware, Sheet, Copper & Brass Goods, Coal Oil and Lamp Goods.

ESTCONTRACTOR FOR BUILDERS' JOB WORK.

DTJNL0P STREET, Cor. Railway Square, BARRIE, 0NT.
i6

Specialties :

ANDERSON'S
x

X X
XXX

MACHINE

OILS.

Specialties :

VALVOLINE
For Lubricating

Steam Cylinders

« It leaves no

Deposit, and

Preserves

the Metal.

These Oils are justly pronounced by Competent Judges

The Best Value in the Market

!

A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF

MACHINE OILS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

ISAAC ANDERSON.JOHN FISKEN & CO. ACENTS,
23 Scott Street, Toronto. ) bio

TORONTO SCALE WORKS

!

C. WILSON & SON, Proprietors.

O/destScale Works in Canada. Established over Thirty Years.

Hay Scales. Dormant Scales.

Coal Scales. Hopper Scales.

Cattle Scales. Platform Scales.

Flour Packers. Dairy Scales.

Cheese Factory Scales.

Counter Scales.

Grocer Scales.

Butcher Scales.

This Scales have received 29 FIRST PRIZES, MEDAL and

GOVERNOR GENERAL'S DIPLOMA.

45 ESRIL^HSr^IDE STREET, TORONTO
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. bis
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MACHINERY OILS !

TO DEALERS & OOUSTSTTIMIE:IRS .

i m

It will give the subscriber much pleasure to forward, post free, to any address, on application,
a pamphlet, containing instruction and information that have been found of the greatest practi-
cal use to dealers and consumers of machinery oil in Canada. It contains the fullest information
as to the different kinds of oils, their qualities and uees, thus enabling the consumer to make
choice of the very oil best adapted to his wants, and also enables the merchant to select the kinds
most likely to be in demand in his neighborhood. The pamphlet shows conclusively that oils

properly ma^'ifactured from petroleum, are vastly superior to any animal or vegetable oil. Iam
now making the same qualities of " Extra " and ''XX " oils I manufactured from 1870 to 1S73.

They are guaranteed nnl to thicken with extreme cold, and warranted to give satisfaction in every
particular. Beware of Agents soliciting your orders without my trade-marked order-book.

b!2 Address GEO. B. STOCK, P. 0. Box 1146, Toronto.

MUSKOKA DISTRICT.

LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES.
To meet the demands of the Lumbermen in this District, 1 have opened out a

Wholesale Supply Depot at Bracebridge,
WHERE EVERYTHING IN THE SHAPE OP

t^^Lumbermen's Supplies and Furnishings'*^^
CAN BE OBTAINED IN LARGE OR SMALL, QUANTITIES, AT WHOLESALE RATES.

Outside quotations or Correspondence solicited.

K. AV . JEFFERY.
b!2

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING COMFY
202 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA.

manufacturers of Tent« for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
military J'-nfampmentB. with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
Mildew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP
BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever Invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x 6 In. ; 3 feet long, weighing

^only 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
flPir H|j<-<-ial rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

202 Sparks Street, Ottawa

DOMINION BELT and HOSE COMPANY
JAMES D. McARTHUR Manager.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting !

FJRE ENGINE HOSE, LACE, LEATHER.

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC., ETC.
STITCHED AND RIBBED BELTING MADE TO OEDEE.

fi®~Double Always in Stock. Send for Samples and Prices-fat

Dl6 42 FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO.

CLOTHING
This House stands at the head, having manufactured Clothing In Toronto for over Fortv Years,
and always gave satisfaction to customers. ^-THEY IMPORT THEIK OWN WOOLLEN'S

FROM EUROPE, and Manufacture the Clothing on the premises.

GENTS' ALL WOOL SUITS, $7.50, $9.00 and $12.00

GENTS' FINE WORSTED SUITS, $11.75, $15.00 and. $18.00
GENTS' SHIRTS, UNDERCLOTHING, TIES and GLOVES

R. WALKER^ & SONS,
GOLDEN LION, KING STREET, TORONTO. bl9

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs.have just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at ihe International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English

and.American makers. This along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD I
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The Bell Organ Manufactory Is the Largest and Oldest In the British Empire, and the fact that
we have sold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best In the market. ^&"*\Ve guarantee all our
Organs for five years. Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.

blC

W. ZBZEjLL &c CO.
41 to 47 East Market Square, GUELPH, ONT.
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AMERICAN SAW COMPANY, TRENTON, N.J.
MANUFACTURERS OP

Every Variety of Circular, Mill and Gang Saws
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF

THE "IB IROO IKZ IE IB IT" S^W
K.

THE ccTEEK"TON" TOOTH" S _A_"W\

The^BROOKE BIT will cut more and better Lumber at Less Cost than any other Tooth. The TRENTON TOOTH is Warranted to stand

in frozen timber. The BROOKE BIT and the TRENTON TOOTH fit in the same socket, enabling the Sawer to use either Tooth.

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

AGrEJVTS
Waterous Engine Works Company, Brantford, Ontario
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FORESTRY AND ABORICULTURE.

BEING THE FOURTH CHAPTER OF THE REPORT OF

THE ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION.

Tree Planting—Ages and Dimensions of

Trees.

Hitherto, the observations made have applied

more particularly to the case of persons owning

timbered lands of lesser or greater extent, and

to whom the economical handling and manage-

ment of their bush is of very great importance.

The subject of tree planting will next receive

some attention. It is probable that not a few

fanners neglect the work of planting forest trees

from the notion that their growth will be so

tardy as to make the outlay of time and a little

money worthless to them in their day and

generation. The idea of handing down a fine

estate to their sons is not so constantly present

to the minds of Canadian farmers as to those

of men in older countries, and a craving to

achieve—even at some loss—immediate returns,

is one of the weaknesses of the times. But it is

possible to show not only that very speedy bene-

fits of a practical nature may be conferred by

tree planting on the soil itself, but also that, in

actual money receipts, the investment will in a

few years be a paying one. Horace Greeley has

.some very excellent advice to give under this

head, and it may not be out of place to quote

his utterances here. Greeley was, it wDl be

seen, an advocate for the gradual substitution

of new woodland plantations for the old forests

—a very wise policy in most cases when care-

fully carried out. His first remarks are in that

direction. He says :

—

" I have said that I believe in cutting trees as

well as in planting them. I have not said, and

do not mean to say, that I believe in cutting

everything clean as you go. That was once

proper. It is still advisable in forest-covered

regions, where the sun must be let in before

crops can be grown ; but in nine cases out of

ten, timber should be thinned or culled out

rather than cut off ; and for every tree taken

away at least two should be planted or set out.

"Why do not farmers infer readily, and
generally, that growing indifferent timber

where the best and most valued would grow as

rapidly, is a stupid and costly blunder? It

seems to rne that whoever has attained the con-

victions that apple trees should be grafted,

ought to know that it is wasteful to grow red

oak, beech, white maple, and alder, where oak,

hickory, locust, and white pine might be grown
with equal facility, in equal luxuriance, provided

the right seeds were planted, and a little pains

taken to keep down for a year or two the shoots

spontaneously sent up by the wrong ones.

" North of the Potomac and east of the Ohio,

and, I presume in limited districts elsewhere,

rocky, sterile woodlands, costing $2 to .$50 per

•ere according to location, etc., are to day the

cheapest property to be bought in the United

States, even though nothing were done with

them, but keep out fire and cattle, and, let the

young trees grow, as they will. Money can be

more profitably and safely invested in lands

covered by young timber, than in anything else.

The parent who would invest a few thousands

for the benefit of his children, or grandchildren,

still young, may buy woodlands which will be

worth twenty times their present cost within

the next twenty years. But better even than

this would it be to buy up rocky, craggy, naked

hillsides and eminences, which have been pas-

tured to death, and shutting out cattle in-

flexibly, scratch these over with plough,

mattock, hoe, or pick, as circumstances shall

dictate
; plant them thickly with chestnut, wal-

nut, hickory, white oak, and the seeds of locust

and white pine."

He then meets the difficuly above suggested.

He says :

—

" Many farmers are averse to planting tim-

ber, because they think nothing can be realized

therefrom, for the next twenty or thirty years,

which is as long as they expect to live. But
this is a grave miscalculation. Let us suppose

a rocky, hilly, pasture lot of ten or twenty acres,

rudely scratched over as I have suggested, and
thickly seeded with hickoiy nuts and white oak
acorns only ; within five years it will yield

abundantly of hop-poles, though the better,

more promising half be left to nature, as they

should be ; two years later, another and larger

crop of hop-poles may be cut, still sparing the

best
;
and, henceforth, a valuable crop of timber

may be taken from that land
;
for, if cut at a

proper season, at least two thrifty sprouts will

start from every stump
; and, so that wood will

yield a clear income each year, while its best

trees are steadily growing and maturing. I do
not advise restriction to those two species of

timber ; but I insist that a young plantation of

forest trees may and should yield a clear income
in every year after its fourth."

In the Report of Dr. Hough, already referred

to, and from which the quotation from Mr.
Greeley is made, is a statement bearing upon
the same subject, made by Mr. O. B. Galusha,

in the course of a lecture delivered at the In-

dustrial University of Illinois, in 1869. Mr.
Galusha snys :

—

"Let us estimate the expense of raising a
growth of ten acres planted with white ash and
black walnut, five acres of each. These varie-

ties grow at about the same rate, and are about
equally valuable for lumber.
" A good way is to plant in rows eleven feet

apart, running north and south, and three feet

eight inches (in the marks for corn). This will

secure straight trees, being closer, and they may
be thinned out to eleven feet each way when
large enough to use for grape-stakes, bean or

hop-poles. This will give 300 trees per acre, or

3,000 trees in all, allowing for some vacancies,

though in all cases of tree planting, whether in

groves or screens, a supply of good plants grown

elsewhere should always be in readiness to use

in filling vacancies, which should be done at the

end of the first year.

" The preparation of the ten acres at $5 per

acre would be $50. Average cost of seed, 50

cents per acre, $5. Planting, §25. The culti-

vation during the first five years will be paid for

in the crops grown between rows. For cultiva-

tion from fifth to ninth years (four years), with

horses only, $30 per year, $120. After this time

no cultivation or care will be needed. This

makes the entire cost, in seed and labor, of the

ten acres of trees, $200. These trees will at

twenty-five years of age, average sixteen inches

in diameter at the ground, and about ten inches

at the height of sixteen feet. This will give,

deducting waste in sawing, 120 feet of lumber

per tree. Allowing one-sixth for damage by the

elements and loss from other causes, we have in

round numbers, 360,000 feet of lumber, which,

at $50 per thousand would amount to $18,000.

The value of the tree tops for fuel would be

equal to the cost of preparing the logs for the

mill, and the expense in sawing would not ex-

ceed $5 per thousand. This, added to the cost

of producing the trees, and the amount deducted

from the value of the lumber, leaves $16,000 for

the use of ten acres of land for twenty-five years

and the interest upon the amount expended in

planting and cultivating the trees. This state-

ment may be deemed incredible perhaps, by

those who have not previously turned their

attention to the subject ; but after much study

and many years observation and measurements

of growths of different varieties of trees, I am
convinced that in all well-conducted experi-

ments in growing artificial groves upon our

large prairies, the profits will not fall far, if at

all, short of the rates above stated."

As the owner of a large farm and other land-

ed property, Senator Allan has taken a deep

interest in this particular question. He has

been able to fix with considerable certainty the

exact age of several varieties of forest trees, and

gives the results in the letter already referred

to. What the size and quality of the tree ma}7

have been, and how far it would have been

marketable at earlier stakes of its growth may
be inferred from its measurements at maturity.

The Senator says :

—

" In enumerating the trees which I consider

desirable for planting, I have named only those

which could generally be ebtained without any

great difficulty or expense, in almost any part

of Ontario, and I shall now give some data,

which will show what growth these trees will

attain within a specified time, taken from

memoranda kept by myself, or which have come

into my possession, and for the accuracy of

which I am prepared to vouch.
" Elm trees taken from the woods as young

trees of about 6 inches round the stem, and

between 8 and 9 feet high', have attained, in '
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forty-five years, a height and girth round the

stem at 3 feet from the bottom, in several in-

stances as follows : One CO feet high, 8 feet in

circumference at 3 feet from the ground ; one 05

feet high, 8 feet 2 inches in circumference at 3

feet from the ground ; one 60 feet high, 7 feet

9 inches in circumference at 3 feet from the

ground. Another elm planted about fifty years

ago, a small tree from the nursery gardens, has

now grown to height of 70 feet, with a girth at 3

feet from the ground of 8 feet C inches.

"A red oak, planted as a sapling about fort}--

eight years ago, is now nearly 50 feet high, and
messures 5 feet 8 inches round the stem at 4 feet

from the ground.
" A maple of the same age, is 6 feet 5 inches

round the stem, and nearly 00 feet high, and
two others planted within the same period, are

0 feet in girth at four feet from the ground, and
between 50 and 55 feet high.

"All three of these were, when planted in

their present position, young trees about 6 or 7

feet high—just the size at which they can be

most safely transplanted when taken from the

woods.

" Of beech I have no record that I can entirely

depend upon, but I believe one that I measured,

which gave nearly 4 feet as the girth at about

the same height from the ground, and was about

38 feet high, has been planted over forty years.

"A butternut between forty-seven and forty,

eight years old, measured 6 feet round the stem

(4 feet from the groucd), and has attained a

height of 75 feet.

" Of two ash trees planted fifty years ago, on

is 60 feet high, with a girth of 6 feet 5 inches ;

the other about 55 feet high, girth a little over 6

feet (3 feet from ground).

" It will be seen from this memorandum that

the elm has made the most rapid growth of all

these trees, and the maples come next : although

the ash is close upon them.

"Of evergreens (native), I can only give with

certainty the white pine. Two of these—both

planted fifty years ago—have reached, one a

height of nearly 70 feet ; the other a little over

60 feet. One measures 6 feet 6 inches ; the other

a little over 5 feet, at four feet from the ground.
" It will be seen, therefore, that, within an

averge of fifty years, trees transplanted at just

such a size as they can be safely and conveni

ently taken up when growing in the woods (say

from 5 to 6, S, or 10 feet high) have attained

dimensions, which render them very- valuable as

firewood, as well as being perfectly sufficient

for many useful purposes about a farm for

which timber of a moderate size is suitable and

requisite.

"I do not think that, with such facts as

these, it can be said that there is anything

visionary or impracticable in the means I have

suggested for meeting the coming scarcity o

timber in Ontario, and supplying the wants

which will soon make themselves felt, even by
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the present generation of farmers, and will

certainly press heavily upon their children, if

not provided for in some way or other."

On this very interesting subject, other wit-

nesses before the Commission also gave evi-

dence.

An indication of the periods at which hickory

and walnut will be of marketable value may be

obtained from remarks made by Mr. Beadle.

He says :

—

" Hickory trees might be planted quite close

together, say three or four feet apart, with a

view of thinning them out after they get as

large around as a man's arm, because wood of

that size would be valuable for many purposes.

Black walnut would require to be planted

farther apart, because they would be of no use

until they were about as large around as a man's

leg. Besides it is rather umbrageous in its style

of growth, while the hickory is upright."

Mr. Beall, of Lindsay, has experimented with

the black walnut. These trees, in fourteen

years from the seed, have attained a growth of

some eighteen to twenty -one inches in circum-

ference, are twenty feet high, and have borne

nuts for five years. He says :

—

"I would consider black walnut the most

valuable of all trees for forest planting. I know

it will grow and succeed in this district. I do

not know of any person who has grown it or

attempted to do so but myself. I have about

fifty very fine trees. I have some that will

measure from six to seven inches in diameter,

and are about twenty feet high. I have grown

them from nuts planted in 18CC. I know of no

tree that will grow so easily, so rapidly and

with so little trouble. The trees I mention are

bearing nuts now, and I think I observed nuts

on them five years ago."

Mr. Leslie says of the American elm and

European larch :

—

"The American elm, and European larch,

would also be suitable for this purpose. The

latter makes the best railway ties of any wood

in the world, as it is almost indestructable. It

is a very rapid grower, and in ten or twelve

years' time the wood is of merchantable propor-

tions* and useful for many purposes. Of course

it would not be fit for railway ties by that time,

but suitable for manufacturing purposes."

Of the butternut and hickory, he says :

—

" The butternut is a very fine tree, and a

quick grower, a little more rapid in its growth

than the black walnut, and is useful in many

ways. It makes capital wood for veneering.

The hickory is hardy as far north as Peter-

borough, but is a slow grower, though it can be

used for many purposes when three-quarters of

an inch or an inch in diameter."

Mr. Caldwell, M.P.P., says on this subject:

" I would plant elm, maple, ash, and bass-

wood, all fast growing trees, mingled with

spruce and cedar as evergreens, as well as pine.

1 think an elm would be forty to fifty years in

attaining to ten or twelve inches in diameter.

The soil would have some elfect on the growth,

but I do not think that cither ash, maple or

basswood would grow much faster than the elm.

A maple eight inches in diameter might be tap-

ped for sugar ; I think it would then be twenty-

five to thirty years old. I have not experience

enough to speak positively on that point. Lom-

bardy poplars twenty-two years old, measured

by me, are from six feet to eight feet four inches

in circumference."

Mr. Henry Ives, quoted by Br. Hough, gives,

in the spring of 1876, his experience in a com-

munication to the New York Farmer' Club. He
says :

—

"Five or six years ago, I planted two acres

with four-year-old seedlings of white elm and

soft maple into forest rows sixteen feet apart,

and three feet apart in the row. Now the best

of them are twenty feet high and twelve inches

in circumference, and for thinning out the rows.

I sell trees for more money than wheat would

have brought grown for these years, and can

continue to sell so until they are so large that I

can take them for firewood, and I am growing a

good crop of orchard grass between the rows.

Si i that these trees in forest timber are paying

as well, and are likely to pay as well for years

to come, as any other acres on the farm. I am
cutting now the second crop of wood, where the

first or original timber was taken off about

twenty-five years ago, and last winter 1,000
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rails were taken by a neighbor from one-third

of an acre of growth, besides a quantity of tim-

ber from the top, and timber not making rails.

Another neighbor used nice black walnut lum-

ber in building a fine farm-house, sawed .from

the trees he had helped to plant when a boy."

The value of the white ash has been specially

noticed. In a paper, published in the Transac-

tions of the Northern Illinois Horticultural

Society, it is shown that, in a ten-acre planta-

tion, raised from seed, at the end of twelve

years, with good culture for the first four years,

and proper soil, the grove would have 12,000

trees on the ten acres, averaging eight inches in

diameter.

THE AUSTRALIAN TRADE.

Messrs. Gemmell, Tuckett & Co., of Mel-

bourne, report under date of February 15th, as

follows :

We have to report a steady demand during

the month for most descriptions of building

materials. The amount of business carried

through at auction and privately has equalled

our anticipations ; and prices realized support

late quotations.

Canadian Wood—The cargo ex Republic was

placed at auction on the 11th inst. Spruce

deals realized an average of about 3 7-10d. per

foot of 9x3 ; clear pine 2 inches, £17 12s. 6d.,

and 12x1, £14 per M. super.; CxJ spruce t. and

g. flooring, 8s. 3d. per 100 feet lineal, being an

advance on recent rates. The cargo ex Un-

daunted, from St. John's was offered at auction

on the 4th inst. Prices not being equal to ven-

dor's limits, the bulk was withdrawn.

Messrs. C. S. Ross & Co., of Melbourne, also

report as follows :

Spruce Deals—Imports—Canada and United

States, 50,027 pieces ; United Kingdom, 5,219

pieces. The principal arrivals have been the

Veritas, from London
; Republic, from Sague-

nay, and Undaunted from St. John. The Un-
daunted arrived via. Adelaide, and it is inex-

plicable (in face of the bulk of the cargo ex R.

B. Fuller ha\ing been sold in December last at

an average of 3$d. per foot. 9x3), why her cargo

was not discharged in that port. The offerings

for the past four weeks have been parcels of 4,-

000, ex Veritas, which being held far above

market, resulted in sale of 000 pieces only;

cargo ex Undaunted resulting in sale of 1,800

boards, at from 4d. to 3|d., and 8,922 battens,

at from 3 l-16d. to 3d. per foot, 9x3 ; and all

the spruce deals and boards in the Republic at

from 3^d. to 3Jd. per foot, 9x3. The imports

for seven months foot up 119,729 pieces, 30,000

pieces more than has been landed here during

any year for past seven, and 000,000 pieces

more than the annual consumption.

A NEW DEPARTURE IN THE TIMBER
TRADE.

The Ottawa correspondent of the Globe writ-

ing on April 18th, says that there has been no

rain in this section for six weeks. The water in

the Ottawa and its tributaries is in consequence

very low, and there is felt to be considerable

doubt as to the logs and timber cut during the

winter being got down. Arrangements have

been made by the Scotch Lumber Company
witli the Canada Central and Occidental Kail-

way Companies for the shipment of their entire

winter's cut of square timber on the Temisca-

mingue from Mackay's Station to Quebec, a

distance of 475 miles. It is stated that the rate

of freight agreed upon is five cents per foot

Special trains will manage the service, as there

will be some twelve hundred car loads in all.

Business on the railway lines named will thus

continue to boom right along. This shipment

of square timber by rail from the limits through

to Quebec marks a new era in the trade.

OTTAWA.
Mills at Work.—Gilmour & Company's

steam mills commenced work on Monday after-

noon. They give employment to several hundred

hands.

Navigation Opened.—The Lower Ottawa

Navigation Company's passenger steamers com-

menced their regular trips on Monday last.

SHIPPING*—Lumber shipping has commenced

in real earnest.

Busy in the Yards.—The Chaudiere yards

are all bustle and excitement.

LUMBERMAN.

THE U. S. TIMBER CENSUS.

Chicago, April 10.—Since the announcement

that the census will report only 81,<;50,000,000

feet of standing pine in the three States of

Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, the log

cut of this season becomes a question of much
interest. Admitting the correctness of the

Government figures, a simple calculation shows

that the lumber industry of those States at its

present volume will extend over a period of only

twelve years. Take into account the natural

increase and the years will be reduced to ten.

Such calculations would be more interesting had

not Maine many years ago been set down as a

State whose forests in a few years would be cut

away ; yet to day she is as much of a pine tree

State as ever, and is producing as much lumber

as she ever did, though of an inferior quality.

Still more interesting would the calculations be

were it not that the figures were made largely

by pine land owners, who are not likely to take

the " bear " side of the question when their own
interests are at stake.—N. Y. Tribune.

WESTERN ONTARIO TIMBER.

The Ailsa Craig correspondent of the London
Free Press says :—Large numbers of men are

now at work rafting, and will find full work all

summer. The quantity of timber got out in

Western Ontario the past winter is the largest

for 20 years, and the prices paid the highest

during that period. Many supposed that the

supply of timber was exhausted, but it would

seem that there was a large reserve. Many
farmers who have been holding for fancy prices

for a long time parted with their trees this

season. The railways will have a busy time

moving the accumulations at the several depots.

Kim, oak, cherry, pine, ash, beech, walnut

and birdeye maple are the varieties of timber

got out this season. Klin is scarce, also ash.

Walnut is fairly exhausted. Holders of pine

are obliged to part with it, as the old trees are

dying. Another season like the last will cer-

tainly finish the timber business in Western

Ontario. It will lie almost impossible to repeat

the transactions of the past winter.

Two TliotiMiiHl Hollars.

The easiest, cheapest and best way to secure

the above amount is to apply for membership

in the Mutual Benefit Association of Rochester,

N.Y. Pay Dr. S. B. Pollard, 50 Bay Street,

one dollar for four medical examinations, he

will send your application to the head office, if

you are accepted as a member they will issue a

certificate of membership, which, on payment

of eight dollars, entitles you to full benefits as a

member, should you die to-morrow, next day,

next week, next month, or any time within

three months, this Association will pay to your

heirs, or assigns, the sum of two thousand

dollars. At the expiration of the three months

all you have to do is to pay your pro rata

amount, which is from 20 to 75 cents on the

death of some other member, who has done

nothing worse than to die during the three

months just past. By paying your assessments

on deaths, you keep your certificate alive, and

at the commencement of the second year you

are assessed two dollars per thousand to keep up

office expenses, etc., for the next year. No
easier, surer or better schemes to carry two

thousand dollars has ever been devised than the

Mutual Benefit Associates, of Rochester, N.Y.
5-1-13

Messrs. R. Collart & Co., of Liverpool, say

that the stock of yellow pine timber is about

double that held at the same time last year, but

the deliveries from the yard have been on a fair

scale ; sales have been by retail only. The con-

sumption of red pine has increased, but the

stock held is excessive. For oak there has been

less inquiry, and the consumption compares un-

favorably with the very large consumption of

the corresponding month last year, but the

stock is not heavy ; there are no sales to reixirt.

Rim and ash have been in fair request during

the month. The stock of Quebec pine deals

consists of 10.0SS standards, against 4.033

standards at the same time last year ; the con-

sumption has been small, and prices are barely

maintained. Birch is heavy in stock, but the

consumption during the month has been on an

increased scale.

LUMBERING IN NEW BRUNSWICK.
A correspondent of the Montreal Herald,

writing from Newcastle, sends a report of the

lumber operations in the Mirarnichi district for

the present season. He estimates the amount

cut this year on the north-west and south-west

branches and the Lower Mirarnichi at 112,000,-

000 feet of lumber—13,000,000 feet less than the

estimate already published. He states that

quite a large percentage of the quantity credited

to the south-west Mirarnichi was cut last season

but "hung up" by the lowness of the fall

freshet, and should, therefore, not be included

in the estimate. The most of Mr. William

Richard's drive was "hung up," and other

lumbermen had more or lees logs left in the

streams. The quantity of logs cut on the south-

west branch, this year our correspondent places

at 52,000,000, which is 8,000,000 or so more than

was cut in the winter of 1879-80. On the north-

west he thinks 17,500,000 feet of spruce was cut

—or 2,500,000 more than the previous year's

harvest. On the main Mirarnichi he places the

the quantity at 25,000,000—which would be an

increase of 5,000,000 feet.

FOREST FIRES.

Ottawa, April 25.—Bush fires have started

in this vicinity.

Boston, Mass., April 25.—Forest fires are

raging in Woonsocket Cumberland, and the

adjoining townships.

Woonsocket, R. I., April 25.— Extensive

forest fires are raging along the Providence and

Worcester road near the towns of Woodstock,

Cumberland and Lincoln, and hundreds of acres

have been burned over. The damage will be

heavy.

Middleton, N.J., April 25.—Forest fires

have broken out in numerous places in this

vicinity.

Milford, Pa., April 25.—Large forest fires

are raging in Sussex county, N.J. Fires are re-

ported in the back townships of Pike county

doing considerable damage.

Little Rock, April 25.—A family named
Dement camping on the mountains in Stone

county were surrounded by forest fires, and a

woman and two children perished. Dement
was badly burned in endeavouring to rescu

them.

\ c \i ICrnnonirk RQBM
Messrs. Hayford & Stetson have made exten-

sive improvements in their, in a very large

furnace, also 'a new boiler, making eight in alL

The furnace will consume sawdust and other

refuse. Their engine has been thoroughly over-

hauled, and the building generally repaired.

They expect to cut about 12,000,000 feet this

year. Much of their logs is now in the Frederic-

ton booms and will be rafted as soon as possible.

They start sawing some time next week.

Randolph k Baker's mill has been sawing

steadily since March 30th.

The steam saw mill at Barnesville, K. C.

which was owned by Samuel Currie, was burned

to the ground on the 8th of April. A consider-

able quantity of lumV>er was also destroyed.

The mill had only started the day previous, and

the loss will be a severe one to Mr. Currie. who
had no insurance. The mill and contents were

valued at about $2,000.

Doing the Work Weil.

The Canada Lumberman has come into new
hands and we are glad to see that it is doing

well the work which it proposes to itself, and

for which there is ample room in the Dominion.

Messrs. Toker 4 Co., of Peterborough, are the

new proprietors of the paper.

—

Canadian nius-

trated ffw»
They all do it.—Everybody uses "Tkabhrrt" for

the teeth and breath, the newest, brightest, cosiest

little toilet gem extant. Try a 5 cent sample.

Dyspepsia.—Strenthcn your digestion—tone the
stomach (or utilizing and assimilating every atom of

food you take ; the body needs it for strength and
vigor. Zopesa cleanses the entire system, stimulates

the Liver, keeps you regular, and able to cat ten-penny
nails. Letters and postal cards come In daily, telling

of cures and help irem JRmM, from Brazil. Positive

proof of the health and vigor it gives in a ten cent
sample. Ask your druggist.

Is cases of Chronic Diseases which doctors have
failed to cure, Birdock Bloop Bitters has achieved i t
greatest triumph. All diseases of the Blood, Ijver and
Kidnevs, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Nervous Debility, Rheu-
matism, Piles, Female Complaints, and all forms of lost

v itality, are promptly cured by this great renovating

Tonic Trial bottles only cost 10 cents.
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Canadian.

The Parry Sound mill commenced sawing on

the 6th of April.

Building operations in Montreal during the

summer promise to be exceedingly active.

The rate from Brockville to Oswego is 90

cents per 1,000.

The average rate for lumber from Toronto to

Oswego seems to be $1.25 per 1,000.

The harbor of Duluth is not expected to open

before the middle of May.

8,000,000 feet of lumber awaits the opening of

navigation to be shipped from Parry Sound.

Godekich rates are quoted fifty per. cent,

higher than last year, and a charter has been

made.

The schooner Denmark has been loaded with

timber at Toronto—an unusual proceeding as it

is generally rafted.

A gentleman who arrived at Ottawa from

the Black river on the 22nd of April, reports

a foot of snow there.

The saw mill owned by Alex. Carson, at

Gorrie, was destroyed by fire on the morning of

the 23rd April. Loss, $4,000; no insurance.

A fibe in Hall & Brown's lumber-yard, Ber-

lin, Ont., on the 18th April, destroyed $300

worth of lumber before it was subdued.

The steam barge Tecurnseh, has been charter-

ed to take ties from Cockburn Island to Chicago

at 10 cents each and cedar posts at 6^ cents

each.

The shipment of lumber from the Chaudiere

docks commenced on Monday last. The quan-

tity to be shipped promises to be larger that

that of any previous season since 1872.

The scow Onward, of Buffalo, has been

chartered to carry five loads of about 160,000

feet each, from Port Hope to Wilson and Oak
Orchard, N.Y., at the rate of $1.50 per 1,000.

Three lumber barges are being built at Lud-

ington, each 168 feet long, 36 feet beam on deck

and 8| feet deep in centre. They are to be tow-

ed by a steam barge and will carry 600,000 feet

of lumber.

Fourteen lots of hop-poles, sufficient to make
many car loads, have been deposited along the

railway track east of the Trenton station. The
poles are the property of Messrs. Rathbun &
Son, and are intended for shipment southwards.

American.

The Chicago Tribune says if the cheap rates

on the railroads are continued, vessels may have

to accept 4 cents per bushel for wheat to

Buffalo.

The Grand Rapids lumbering firm operating

in Kent county, h&s bought a Monitor portable

farm engine to use in loading logs upon cars in

the pineries.

—

Detroit flews.

Hiram Sibley, of Rochester, N.Y., has pur

chased 9,500 acres of pine lands on the Au Gres

River of I). Wright & Co., for the sum of $180,-

000, This tract it is estimated will furnish 100, -

000,000 feet of timber.

Mb. G. W. Holt, of Buffalo, manager of the

commercial line of propellers, has concluded a
a contract with the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany, according to which the boats of this line

will carry during this season the up freight of

the railway from Port Huron to Chicago. The
contract, however, does not cover east bound
freights.

The Northwestern Lumberman says that maple
flooring continues in good demand in Chicago,

and we doubt if there will be much of it left in

stock by the opening of navigation. There is

some that comes by rail from Wisconsin, but
the bulk of it reaches here by water from Michi-
gan. The season of navigation will bring to

light a large stock, but we look for it all to be
wanted. Building operations will be exceed-

ingly brisk in this city during the year, and
maple flooring is constantly growing in favor.

A company has been organized for the pur-
pose of constructing a railroad through the tim-
ber counties of Wisconsin, to be known as the
Great Northern Timber Belt Railroad Company.
The road will pas* through the counties of
Oconto, Shawano, Langdale, Marathon, Taylor,
Chipx^wa, Lincoln, Price, Barron, Polk, Bur-
nett and Louglas. The east end of the pro-
jected road romi/jence* at some ix.int on Green

Bay, either Oconto or Marinette.—Lumberman'*

Gazette.

Last fall the lumbermen of Duluth organized

a company to improve the St. Louis River, with

a capital of $50,000. The contract to do the

work was let to the well known railroad con-

tractors, DeGraff & Co., of St. Paul, who have

done a most thorough job. The river is now in

fine condition for log driving, and there will be

no difficulty in filling the mill booms at Duluth

this spring from last winter's crop. We con-

gratulate our Duluth neighbors upon their sue

cessful enterprise. Pluck, energy, enterprise

and woi-k win !

—

Ashland Press.

British.

The deliveries of both hewn and sawn pitch

pine have been large, and prices have been steady

throughout the month ; there has only been one

cargo sale, the arrivals having been almost

entirely on contract.

The result of Messrs. Churchill & Sim's late

sale is regarded as being generally satisfactory

to holders of stock. Certainly the effect of the

sale upon the better qualities of redwood stock

is likely to be eminently satisfactory to holders.

Many of the London agents are now on the

coast, endeavoring to effect sales, but so far we

do not hear that their efforts have been crowned

with much success, as buyers are still holding

off, in the expectation that prices may possibly

come down. It is reported that two cargoes of

Uleaborg deals and battens have been sold at

prices decidedly low as compared with those

ruling during the past season.

The consumption of spruce deals has been

about the same as last year, but stocks are too

heavy for us to expect any early improvement

in value
;
imports during the spring months,

however, are likely to be on a very small scale

compared with previous years, as stocks are

unusually low at the shipping ports. Pine deals

are moderate in stock, but the demand is limit-

ed. Birch, notwithstanding the large stocks,

has fully maintained its value, but there cannot

be much improvement until stocks are reduced.

" What's in a name ? The rose by any other

name would smell as sweet." We do not dis-

pute that point with the poet, but certainly

spruce, by any other name, does not sell as well

as that which is called Quebec. The next in

esteem seems to be that from St. John, N.B.,

which went at 30s. to £2 lower than Quebec,

and Miramichi 10s. to a pound below that of

St. John. It is true Miramichi pine deals went

badly here, but that does not alter the case, for

our Liverpool correspondent tells us there ap-

peared to be no demand for pine deals at all,

and very few were sold at the auction aforesaid,

while here in London 1st bright Quebec pine

deals went better than they have done for some

time past up to £23 5s.

One of the noticeable eventualities of the

great sale last week wss the way that Quebec

spruce held its ground, in spite of the enormous

quantity of other kinds thrown on the market,

at the same time and place, to go at any price

that could be obtained for it. It may be said

that, instead of suffering from this competition,

it beat it, and triumphed over it, for quite as

good prices were obtained at this great sale as

had been previously reached when smaller

quantities were before the buyers to choose from.

We have more than once expressed our regret

at seeing 1st quality Quebec spruce of eligible

dimensions going at £10 to £10 10s. per stand-

ard ; but on this occasion such sizes and quality

realized £10 15s., and 2nd quality went up to

£9 5s., while some 3rd 3x11 obtained £8 15s.

and nothing in short lengths and batten sizes

went under £7.

Excellent Style.

We have received the March number of The
Canada Lumberman, published by Messrs.

Toker & Co., of Peterborough. As this is the

only Journal published in . Canada devoted to

the interest of lumbering in its various branches,

we hope to see it receive that patronage which

will enable the enterprising proprietors to con-

tinue its publication in the excellent style they

have shown in the present issue. For neatness,

clearness of print and quality of matter it will

rank as high as any paper we have seen, which

advocates the same business. Success to T. &
Co.—Omemee Herald.

Zopkha.- A healthy man never thinks ol his

stomach. The dyspeptic thinks ol DOtlnUg else. In-

digestion is a constant reminder. The wise man who
finds himself suffering will spend a lew cents for a

bottle of Xopena, from Brazil, the new and remarkable
compound for denning and toning the system, for

assisting the Digestive apparatus and the Liver to

properly perform their duties in assimilating food.

Get a 10 cent sample of Zopena, the new remedy, of

your druggist. A few doseB will surprise you.

Wanted.
A SECOND HAND DOUBLE EDQEB ; also a LATH

MACHINE, both in good repair. Reply stating Lowell

cash terms or particulars to Uox 1002, Peterborough. LlO

For Sale.
A 40 INCH LEFFELL WHEEL and COMPLETE

CIRCULAR RIG, all in good order, suitable for a fifteen

foot head. Apply to Box 1002, Peterborough. LlO

Reid & Co.,
WHOLESALE LUMBER DEALERS. Lumber, lath,

shingles, &c. Car lots to suit customers. Best Culls

in the market at from .*0 to $7 per II.

Office on Dock.—Esplande, foot of Shelbourne
Street, Toronto bl5

Hardwood Timber Land
FOR SALE.

FOR SALE, 1200 ACRES HARDWOOD TIMBER
LAND near Nipissing Railway, Coboconk. Easv terms.
OSHAWA CABINET CO., Oshawa. bl3

Situation Wanted.
A Book-keeper of first-class experience desires a situ-

ation with a lumber firm. An opportunity of acquiring
knowledge of the lumber trade more of an object than
the amount of salary. Unexceptional references both
as to character and ability.

bl5 Apply to the Editor of The Canada Lumberman.

The Stewart House,
Headquarters of Lumbermen in Peterborough, comer

of Hunter and Water Streets. Good accommodation.
Terms, SI per day. Free 'bus at trains.

bl5 T. CAVANAGH, Proprietor.

Allandale Junction Hotel
Travellers by Northern Railway have 15 to 20 minutes

by all trains, for refreshments. Solid meals. Tea and
coffee at counter. Fine brands of Liquors and choice
Cigars. bl7 E. S. MEEKING, Proprietor.

Orillia House,
ORILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building ; best north of
Toronto

;
splendid sample rooms

;
centrally located

;

free 'bus. b20 JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

The Queen's Hotel,
TORONTO, CANADA.

McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors. Patronized by
Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated ac-

cording to room. b20

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
b26 WM. MACKIE, Proprietor.

St. Louis Hotel.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

This hotel, which is unrivalled for size, style and
locality in Quebec, is open throughout the year for
pleasure and business travel. bl8

Queen's Hotel,
BRACEBRIDGE.

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor (late

of Georgetown,) having lately purchased the above
hotel,) will endeavor to make it one of the best houses
in the District of Muskoka. Tourists and hunting par-
ties will receive every possible attention. Free 'bus to
and from steamboat wharf. Terms, SI per day. b20

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughly
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-

tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will

find "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-

tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland or

London make, at $175 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH.

Hotel Ottawa,
No. 21 North Side Kin? Square.

ST. JOHN, IN". IB.
E. COSMAN, PROPRIETOR.

Terms $1.00 to $1.50 per day. U

TRUSSES.
CLUTHES PATENT SPIRAL TI-.I

all attachment*} improved. No more
buckles, all on solid brass casting.
Hook on rupture and human frame free.
Send address in full post card. Best
true information about ruptare and

deformities. CHAS. CLLTHE, Surgical Machini-t,
118* King Street west, Toronto. 12U3

MAIL CONTRACT
TENDERS, addressed to the Postmaster General, will

be received at Ottawa until Noon, on Fridav, Oth
May, for the conveyance of Her Majesty's Mails, on
proposed Contracts for four years, once, arid three times
per week each way respectively, between

Apsiey and Cheddar, and Peter-

borough and Apsiey,

from the 1st July next. Conveyance to be made in a
public or other vehicle. Printed notices containing
further information as to conditions of proposed Con-
tract may be seen, and blank forms of Tender mav be
obtained at the Post Offices of Peterborough and
Apsiey.

GILBERT GRIFFIN
Post Office Inspector's Office, I Post Office Inspector
Kingston, 25th March, 1881 f 31,13

CHAS. M. LARSEN,
Manufacturer of all kinds of Lacquered and Enamelled

Woolwork, Turning and Caning in

WOOD, HORN AND IVORY.

BILLIARD BALLS
Turned and coloured a speciality.

a^MEERCHAUM and AMBER GOODS repaired in
first-class style. hi;

77* King St. West, Toronto, Ont.

THE RUSSELL HOUSE,
OTTAWA.

JAS. A. GOUIN, - - PROPRIETOR,

Is the Favourite Resort of Leading- Public
men of the Dominion attending' the

annual Session of Parliament.

Ministers of the Crown, Senators, Members of Parlia
ment, Public Officials, as well as those having business
with the various Departments of the Government, It
is also the headquarters of those having dealings with
the princely Lumber Manufacturers in "the Great Pine
Valley, of which Ottawa is the acknowledged centre.
The Russel House being central, almost abuttiiii: on

the magnificant Parliament and Departmental Build-
ing—the pride of the Country—is thus convenientlv
situated for those visiting the City on public business.
But the location is also everything that could be desired
alike for the man of business and the man of pleasure.
A few minutes walk brings the guest of the Hotel with-
in reach, not only of all the principal business resorts,
but also of the most splendid Mountain and Valle
Scenery that can be seen anywhere, as also of the tw o
almost unrivalled Waterfalls—the Chaudiere and Rideau
—and of the extensive Manufacturing Establishments
and Depots of the leading Lumberman. But, besides
the beautiful scenery, which, it may be mentioned, in-
cludes the magnificant Ottawa and two of its grand
tributaries—the Rideau and Gatineau—there are in the
immediate neighborhood, beautiful Lakes and appar-
ently never-ending woods, which afford opportunities
for the finest Fishing and Shooting that can be obtained
on the Continent.
The Russell House affords excellent accommodation

for 300 guests ; its table is abundantly supplied with
Viands of the choicest description, in season, and
nothing is left undone to make every visitor feel com-
fortably "at home."

Omriibusses meet the Arrival of
every Train and Boat. bag
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" SPARE THAT TREE."

The Lumberman's Gazette says that when
articles are written about the preservation of

the timber of this country, they are always dil

ected toward the consideration of the pine, and

eloquent language flows from pencil points, and

arrays of figures are marshaled, to show how
great is the urgency in that behalf. But the

larger body of other sorts of timber is forgotten

as of no consequence, or not subject to the de-

pleting process. There is, nevertheless, and has

been constantly going on since the first settle

ment of the country, a remorseless war upon

the oak and ash, elm, poplar, hemlock, maple,

and every other variety of wood growing in the

grand forests with which this goodly land was

covered. Thus far this waste has doubtless been

unavoidable. To reduce the virgin land to

fruitful fields the forests must needs be felled,

for grain could not be grown under the branches

of the trees. In the undeveloped condition of

the western world there was no other course to

pursue but to reduce even the best timber to

ashes. Thus a vast offering in oak and ash and

walnut, and every other goodly tree, was sacri-

ficed on the log-pile of the settler to the spirit of

development. There were no means of getting

the timber to market had there been demand
for it anywhere. But there is no longer a reason

or excuse for the sacrifice. The land is divided

by railroads almost as a farm by fences. There

is scarcely ten miles of territory intervening be-

tween the lines of track in most of the northern

and western states, and a mighty tonnage afloat

upon our rivers, lakes and canals. Fifty mil

lions of people now, and hereafter the mightiest

nation the world has ever known, will require

more timber than has ever before been used by

any civilization that has preceded the genera-

tion of men now bustling in this restless world.

Think of the multitudinous uses of timber, cal-

culate the immense quantity required to meet

the vast consumption. Figures need not be

given. To say twenty billion feet does not con-

vey any impression except of an incomprehen-

sible number, but it is given as the consumption

of American timber in 1880. Consider the uses

of timber, the fifty millions of population in the

United States, and estimate the value of timber

twenty years from this date. Pine is not alone

of value. Not a pine tree should be wasted, it

is true, but it is equally true that he is a ruth-

less disregarder of the rights of posterity who
needlessly and wantonly destroys an oak, an

elm, a hemlock, an ash or a maple tree, or any

other species of timber. The tide of develop-

ment must roll northward over the peninsulas

of Michigan and lay low her noble forests, but

there need be no vandalism, no indifferent waste

such as has marked the past. Be not in haste

to denude the land. The hardwood of Michigan

is to-day of more value than the pine, and it

will increase in value as the years go by. The
same is true of other states. The hemlock of

every state where the tree grows is worthy of

preservation ; it is a useful timber wood and its

value in some of the states will increase five

fold within as many years. Let the old refrain

be taken up, "Woodman, spare that tree."

IMPORTANT DECISION.

An exchange reports a decision by the Court

of Queen's bench, for Ontario, involving the

right of a> landlord to seize upon the property of

a third party, temporarily upon his premises,

for the payment of rent. The suit was one for

damages by the owner of certain sawlogs, which

had been taken to a saw-mill to be converted

into lumber in due course of the business of the

mill. The defendant was the landlord of the

premises, and distrained upon these logs to

satisfy his claim for rent against the tenants.

The court held this distress illegal, and the logs

exempt from any liability. The court further

held that it made no difference that one of the

tenants appeared to have an interest in the saw-

logs jointly with the plaintiff. This decision is

of considerable importance to the large class of

Canadians interested directly and indirectly in

the lumber business, and it is a matter for con-

gratulation that the courts have been able to

hold these goods exempt. Their liability to

seizure for rent would introduce a considerable

clement of uncertainty into this kind of busi-

ness.

SPARK ARRESTERS.

There have been many devices offered to the

public for the purpose of arresting sparks from

chimneys, but like many devices for arresting

the progress of sparks in every day life, the old

original plan seems to work the best. This

embraces a wire screen or bonnet, made either

permanent with an enlarged arm above the

stack, or with a hinge joint on a flat opening at

the top. This latter is but a modification of the

close top of the former, which, if of a small

enough mesh to hold cinders, is apt to become

clogged after a time, and prove annoying. The

hinged opening at the top obviates this, so long

as the wire rope connection with the ground,

used for opening and closing the trap, remains

intact, and when this is broken it is no great

trick to restore it. A patent device embracing

an inclined shelf inside the stack, so arranged

that cinders removed from the direct influence

of the upward draft would fall of their own
gravity upon the shelf, which is connected on the

outside of the stack with a pipe or area suffici-

ent to pass them to the ground, has been tried

by many mill men, but has not met with suffici-

ent favor to come into extended use. Probably

the best system of arresting sparks is found in

so enlarging the area of the chimney that while

a good draft is obtained, the heat will not rush

up with sufficient velocity to carry cinders to

the top. A 'small stack just large enough to

create the required draft under the boilers, is a

most prolific source of danger, as the velocity of

the current of heated air is sufficiently great to

overcome the gravity of the cinders. Tall,

brick stacks of sufficient area, seldom emit

cinders of a size to be dangerous to surrounding

property. Give your stack a height and

diameter exceeding the actual requirements of

your grate surface, and you can find no more

effective measure for arresting sparks, which,

wing to a height where the current of air be-

coming somewhat weakened in its force can no

longer overcome their gravity, fall into the ash

jiit at the roar of the arch. Confine the heated

ur to a small compass, and its force will invari-

ably carry sparks or heavy cinders over the top

of the stack.

—

Northu'cstem Lumberman.

SPEED OF CIRCULAR SAWS.

Nine thousand feet per minute, that is, nearly

two miles per minute, for the rim of a circular

saw to travel, may be laid down as a rule. For

example, a saw 12 inchos in diameter, 3 feet

around the rim, 3,000 revolutions ; 24 inches in

diameter, or <> feet around the rim, 1,500 revolu-

tions ; 3 feet in diameter, or 9 feet around the

rim, 1,000 revolutions : 4 feet in diameter, or 12

feet around the rim, 750 revolutions ; 5 feet in

diameter, or 15 feet around the rim, (i00 revolu-

tions. Of course it is understood that the rim

of the saw will run a little faster than this

reckoning, on account of the circumference

being more than three times as large as the

diameter. The following table, which has been

compiled as an authority on the subject, nearly

covers the whole ground :—

Size of saw. Revs, per min.
8 in 4,500

10 in 3,600

12 in 3,000

14 in 2,685

16 in 2,222

18 in 2,000

20 in 1,800

22 in 1,636

24 in 1,500

26 in 1,384

28 in 1,285

30 in 1,200

32 in 1,125

34 in 1,058

36 in 1,000

38 in 950
40 in 900
42 in S70
44 in 840
46 in 800
48 in 750

60 in 725

62 in 700

64 in 675
66 in 650
58 in 625

60 in 600

62 in 575
64 in 550

66 ill 545

08 in 629

70 in 514

72 in 600

-Industrial World.

Haqyard's Pkctoral BALSAM ; a few doses relieves

the most distressing cough, and n twenty-five cent

bottle has cured many a sufferer from Asthma, Bron-

chitis, Croup, Influenza, Hoarseness and Soreness of

the Chest. It is the grand specific for all throat and
lung complaints leading to consumption.

WILSON'S ELECTRIC LIGHT.
It will be of interest to lumbermen and saw

mill owners, who operate on a large scale, to

learn that Mr. T. L. Wilson, of Hamilton, Ont.,

has invented an electric machine which affords a
steady light at a small cost, and is of simple
construction. Reference has already been made
in the Lumbebman to the advantages which
would accrue to river-drivers should they be
able to use the electric light during the night in

sorting logs, as often during the day the weather
is unfavorable. Mr. Wilson's invention will

doubtless be suitable, as it only require a two-

horse power to run the apparatus, which could

easily be carried from place to place. An exhi

bition of the light was given in Hamilton lately

and is referred to as follows by the Times of that
city :—

"On approaching the building one was obliged

to notice the bright illumination from the win
dows, which made posters on the adjacent fences

as legible as in daylight. Mr. Sanford, who has

taken great interest in Mr. Wilson's experi

ments, contributing the funds necessary for

their carrying on, met the visitors and exhibited

photographs printed by this electric light. The
Times representative was able to read solid

minion and nonpareil print without difficulty at

a distance of twenty feet from the lamp. The
apparatus is by no means intricate in design

The motive power is an engine running at two
horse power, and the electricity is transmitted to

the lamp through copper wire. The burner is

made of coke and molasses, the parts being held

in position by a clock-work attachment, which
works automatically. Mr. Sanford explained

that the apparatus was about one-fifth the

weight and could bo manufactured at much less

cost than any electric machine in New York,
The light, including carbons, which consume at

the rate of H inches per hour, and power from
the engine, will cost about 2 cents per hour.

One light like the one exhibited would suffice

for a large floor of a warehouse or manufactory
By attaching the wire to a machine contrived

for the purpose—and which occupies little space

—about 85 per cent, of the original engine power
can be utilized for any manufacturing work,
rendering the apparatus useful by day as well as

by night. The inventor has labored long and
faithfully to perfect his invention, and it is

understood that a proposition to organize a joint

stock company for the construction of the

machines, etc., will be laid before the citizens of

Hamilton at an early day."

COMMERCIAL VALUE OF WOODS.
The following are furnished by Messrs. Oliver

& Co., as the present prices for the different

kinds of lumber on board cars on the different

lines of railroad nearest to the mills. The
prices given are, per thousand, board measure :

W alnut, best quality, according to thicknes and
lengths $60 to $70

Walnut, common .•. 50
culls so

Cherry, best quality, clear of hearts, large knots
and shakes, 22

Butternut, " " »' «' 22

Whitewood, '• " " 21

Chestnut, " " *' " ig
White Oak, " " " « n
White Ash " " •« " 17

Hickory, " " " " J6

Rock Elm, "
.
" ' " is

Sycamore, " " " « 12

Balm of Gilead, " " " 12

Birch, " " " " 11

Black Oak, •' " " • n
Grey Oak, " " •' " n
Black Ash, " " " " n
Basswood, " " " • 10

Maple, " " M " 10

Beech, '* " •« " 10

Soft Elm, " " " " 9

Cedar—Hemlock—Tamarack.—For railwav

ties from these woods the railway companies
pay as high as from $20 to 830 per 100.

Really First-Class.

The Canada Lumberman has changed hands,

Mr. Begg having sold ont his interest to Messrs.

Toker & Co., who now issue that journal from

their office in Peterborough. Under the new
management the Lumberman promises to be a

really first-class paper, if we may judge from
the first number sent out by them.

—

Mud-oka
Herald.

HUMBUG IN BUILDING.

There is a great deal of sham building in this

country—building that is intended to catch the

eye and give an appearance of solidity and finish

which in reality it does not possess. Sometimes
this kind of work is intentionally made, with a
view to making cheap houses that will sell for a
dear price, and sometimes it is furnished by the

contractors on a contract, where they have en-

gaged to put in good work but do not. Of
course, where the owner sets out to build cheap

and flashy houses, there is no one to blame but

himself. But when a man contracts for good

work and in place of it gets sham work, he cer-

tainly has good cause for complaint. But in

very many instances there are extenuating rea-

sons, which, while not exactly exculpating these

builders who violate their engagements, furnish

them with a partial excuse for their actions

One of the chief causes for this kind of unfaith-

ful work rests in the system of competitive bid-

ding on jobs. A person desires to build a house,

and forthwith he gets half a dozen carpenters

and contractors to bid against each other for the

job. These men, thus competing against each

other, are, in nine cases out of ten, induced to

put in their bid at figures below what good

work, or work according to the specifications,

can be done for. The result is that the party

taking the contract at such ruinous terms begins

to "cut- the corners" at once. Whenever he

can slight the work and not be detected he does

it. He furnishes, when he can, inferior and

cheaper material than he should, and in every

way possible tries to make up for the "cutting

rate," which by competition he was forced into

giving in order to obtain the work. When he

comes to turn the house over to the owner, if the

latter has not had experience in building, he is

quite likely to accept it as a good job, or if he

detects the " little game " of the contractor, a

law suit generally ensues. We do not mean to

say that carpenters, or builders, do not some-

times willfully violate their contracts and cheat

and deceive, when they are not induced to do so

by competition. Unfortunately they often do.

Frequently poor work is put into buildings

because the owners are too careless or too

ignorant to furnish the proper plans and speci-

fications, and make them a part of the contract.

Thus, the contract may name certain kinds of

work, but omits to mention the quality of the

lumber, or the paint, or the styles and kinds of

hardware to be employed, As might be ex-

pected, the builder, insted of putting in lumber

that should cost 840 a thousand, contents him-

self in using that which costs but 830, and so

through the work, wherever anything is left to

his judgment or discretion, it is likely that he

will figure for his own interest.

What is the remedy ? A very simple and sen-

sible way to build a house is for the party so

building, to just find out what kind of a house

he wants. Then ascertain how he desires it

finished in detail. If he is able, he wotdd do

well to employ a competent architect to draw
his plans and furnish him with the spcifications.

Then ascertain as nearly as possible by inquiry

and observation, what good labor is worth,

after which, take his plans and specification to a

reliable builder and let him make his bid, giving

him to understand that good work would be re-

quired. In almost even,' instance, it will be

safe to assert, reasonable figures will be made.

We mean reasonable figures for good work, but

not as close as figures would be envoi ved by a
process of comjietitive bidding. Good work can-

not be had for nothing, and a good house cannot

be built without good work. The dearest of all

kinds of labor is that slipshod kind of carpenter
work, the evidences of which are left in so

many of our houses. But a good, solid, substan-

tial, well-made building can be erected at rea-

sonable figures, and by men of limited exper-

ience in building, provided they employ honest

builders and give them a chance to obtain a fair

renumeration for their labor and time, without

compelling them to resort to the tricks of the

trade to get it.—Industrial World.

On Sunday morning, April 17th, between one

and two o'clock, a fire broke out in Hall *
Brown's lumber yard at Berhn, and before it

was subdued some 8300.000 worth of lumber
was consumed. There was BO insurance and the

cause is unknown.
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COST PKICES.

We hive often urged upon our manufacturers

and merchants the need of a close analysis of

expenses, when making up the cost of their

goods. And not long since, in an article upon

Agricultural Machinery, we urged greater cau-

tion in fixing selling prices, which are] not

always sure of returning the ratio profit which

makers imagine. We find in the Book-Keeper a

very interesting paper upon the subject of cost

prices, by Mr. James Howard, of Bedford, Eng-

land, president of the Agricultural Engineer's

Association, and consider it well worth the

careful attention of every Canadian manufac-

turer :

—

"If a history were written of the rise and

progress of our most successful mercantile estab-

lishments," says Mr. Howard, "it would doubt-

less be recorded, as a prominent feature in each

case that a careful system of account-keeping had

been adopted. Indeed, it may be said that

without efficient book-keeping the success of any

commercial enterprise is insecure, and instances

are not wanting where apparently thriving con-

cerns have been made shipwreck by violating

the first prineiple of commercial economy. In

a manufacturing business, by far the most im-

portant point in account-keeping is that of ascer-

t lining the exact cost of articles when ready for

delivery to the customer. To arrive at this may

at first sight appear a very easy matter, but in

order to obtain even approximate accuracy

several conditions must be fulfilled. In the first

place, every useful system of cost prices is de-

pendent upon the correctness of the general

accounts of the concern—an obvious fact when

it is remembered that the measure of business

success is simply the difference between the

totals—payments for materials, wages, and

establishment charges, and the net amount re-

ceived in payment of sales.

Referring for a moment to the question of sel-

ling prices, is it not unusual to see agricultural

machines offered at prices which evidently have

been fixed at random. In some such cases the

practiced eye can see at a glance that after the

usual trade allowances have been deducted from

the nominal selling prices, very little profit, if

any, is left for the maker. Again, if the lists of

the different manufacturers be taken for certain

articles, it is singular to notice n )w nearly the

figures agree. This seems to show that the

practice of fixing prices by the list of others is

not uncommon, those of the foremost houses

being generally taken as the standard. Firms

which adopt this practice would appear to say

to themselves. ' It pays so-and-so to sell at

such-and-such a price, and so it will us.' It may
be true that the price of one firm must conform

to some exient to the price of other firms ; but

it is none the less true that there is insecurity in

simply following the lead of others without in-

vestigation. I have known even first-class

houses which have not troubled themselves to

go into the cost of certain articles which they

manufacture. Again, it does not always follow

that because a given article can be produced at

a certain establishment and sold at a given price

with a profit, at another establishment the same

thing can be done ; the mode of manufacture,

the extent of the demand, the facilities and cost

of transit, and the general policy adopted in the

conduct of the business may vary so much as to

make the result in one instance a fair profit, and

in another an actual loss.

"A popular impression prevails that small

makers can afford to sell goods at lower prices

than large manufacturers, the idea being that

the expense of the former are proportionately

lean. Apart from the fact that the expenses of

the small maker are, as a rule, relatively higher

han his larger rival, there are other considera-

tions."

Any plan of arriving at prime costs, says the

writer quoted, to be of reliable value must of

necessity take note of every element of expense,

both in production and sale. To arrive at these

elemtntf, it is abniluUly necessary that the gen-

eral cash-book should contain a detailed account

of all i<ayments, and that every item should Vie

posted under the heading to which it belongs.

For instance, payments in respect of any one of

the following matters should be carried to sep-

arate awnintfi :

—

Materia lh, Wages, Foremen's salaries,

Clerk*' salaries, Travelling and Purlic Ex-

hibitions, Expenses of Fobwabding Depabt

ment, Rent, Rates, & Taxes, Plant, Repairs

of Factory, Patents, & Royalties, Horses &
Vehicles, Fuel & Gas, Advertising, Legal

Expenses, Printing, Stationery, Stamps &
Postage.

Furthermore, accounts should be kept of the

lors upon returned goods or exchanges, cost of

experiments, banking expenses, bad debts.

" From an analysis of these items of expendi-

ture—say for three years—a tolerably safe guide

as to the percentage upon the returns of the

business is obtained." These several items may
be grouped under three heads ; the first includes

the purchase of raw materials and all articles

used in the manufactory ; the second deals with

the articles produced and the cost prices of the

same; and the last relates to the costs and

charges incidential to the sale of the goods

manufactured.

"The establishment-charges in the case of my
own firm are calculated upon the average cost

per cent, on the returns of three years, and the

charge of the carriage of goods is estimated at

the average cost per ton of sending to the

several points of delivery. In respect of the cost

of melting pig iron and delivering the same to

the moulders for casting, the practice of my
firm is periodically to adopt a test—say for a

fortnight; the whole of the materials and the

produce of clean castings, runners, wasters, etc.

,

being weighed. The labor for moulding is

charged in the cost price in the same way as for

other departments. The same experiments are

also utilized to show the total cost per ton of the

finished castings produced in the period.

" The foregoing remarks on cost prices would

be very incomplete if I were not to touch upon a

point in connection with the subject which does

not always receive the attention due to its im-

portance. I refer to the question of stock, viz.

,

raw matertials, stores and manufactured articles.

It cannot be too prominently kept in mind that

to its original cost five or ten per cent, is ad-

ded to stock by keeping it the year round.

Hence, it may be taken for granted that profuse

buying of materials and over-production of man-

ufactured articles are prolific sources of loss and

waste ; but, on the other hand, a sufficient stock

for the requirements of current business is abso-

lutely necessary, in order to prevent delay in

the execution of orders and to make a business

run smoothly. In the endeavor to overcome the

difficulties of this question and strike the happy

mean, it has long been the practice of my firm

to keep accurate accounts of the stock in hand

of finished implements and all parts thereof,

which are corrected to the first of each month.

From the data thus obtained the stock is

equalized and a sufeguard provided against the

evils referred to."

There are many points in this address which

Canadian manufacturers may ponder with ad-

vantage. It will be seen from the exhaustive

survey which Mr. Howard makes, that the dis-

covery of the cost of an article made, involves a

great number and variety of considerations.

And as no manufacturer in this country any

more than in the old land, can ignore the many-

sources of leakage and loss, and yet arrive at an

accurate estimate of prime cost. Too many
among us, we fear, are governed in fixing their

selling price by what their neighbor charges,

instead of laboriously calculating the cost, each

for himself.

—

Monetary Times.

Room for the " Lumberman."

The Canada Lumberman is the name of an

excellent sixteen page paper, devoted to the in

terests of the lumber and timber industries of

the Dominion. It is full of valuable informa-

tion and interesting reading for those interested

in lumbering operations, as well as others. We
believe there is room for such a paper in Canada,

and it should receive the support of every per-

son interested in the trade. It is printed by

Toker & Co., publishers of the Peterborough

Review. The subscription price is two dollars

a year, which is very cheap.

—

Sherbrookc

Gazette.

Harvard's Pectoral Balsam is composed of tlie

most.healing balsams and gums. The balsams, which
enter into its composition, were used by the natives

when America was first discovered, and are combined
with other vegetable tonics, so blended together, that
it is a specific for all affections of the throat and
lunjs. Thousands of bottles are used annually, and is

t$n«idered one of the standard preparations of theday.

THE AET OF WOOD WEAVING.

The manufacturing district of the Austrian

empire lies in the north of Bohemia, where min-

iature Pirminghams and Manchester are con-

gregated together by the dozen, and hundreds of

thousands of "hands" are actively and ceaseless-

ly employed. For miles the high road ir bound-

ed by houses, chiefly one-storied wooden build-

ings with roofs of tatch or shingle, where the

rattle of looms may be heard without intermis-

sion from early dawn till late at night. In some

of the towns numberless chimneys pour forth

volumes of black smoke by day, while by night

the windows of the large factories glow with

light as if there were a general illumination.

One of the busiest of these little towns and vil-

lages is Ehrenberg, which lies close to the Saxon

frontier, and is distinguished from the rest by a

peculiar industry, which appears to be carried

on in only two other places besides. The pecul-

iar industry for which Old Ehrenburg is distin-

guished is wood weaving, sparterie work, as it is

called, which was introduced something more

than a century ago by a carpenter named Anton

Menzel. The threads used for weaving are no

thicker than writing paper, and vary in width

from the fifth to the twenty-fifth part of an inch.

The aspen is the only tree whose wood is suffi-

ciently tough and pliable to supply these threads

in the required lengths. The aspen was former-

ly indiginrus in Bohemia, but has now almost

entirely disappeared, or at all events does not

exist in sufficient quantities to supply the dem-

and in any degree. Consequently the raw ma-

terial for the sparterie work has to be brought

from Russian Poland, which is both a laborious

and expensive process. The wood merchants go

to Poland twice every year, in the early spring

and in the autumn, the only times at which the

wood can be cut with advantage, as none can be

used at once but that in which the sap has not

yet risen, or from which it has departed.

Wood cut during the summer has to lie

in water for a year, otherwise it is red

and useless. It must be quite free from knots,

as the smallest defect or irregularity, such as

asordinary persons would hardly notice, makes

the fibres quite unfit for weaving purposes. Ar-

rived in Ehrenberg, the wood is planed and di-

vided into pieces nearly 2^ inches wide. When
they have been made perfectly smooth they

are divided again by an instrument resembling

a plane, but furnished with a number of fine

knifeblades, which mark the wood at regular

distances according as the strips are to be 1-25

or 1-5 of an inch in width. This process re-

quires the utmost dexterity and nicety, as it is

absolutely essential that the divider should ex-

actly follow the diretion of the fibre ; and for

this reason among others it must always be done

by hand. The divider makes incisions 1-5 of an

inch deep ; the wood is then carefully planed,

and comes off in this paper like stripes, some of

which are not wider than a stout thread. They

are gathered up as they fall by women, who
examine them and pick out any defective

pieces
;
and, in spite of all care taken in the

selection and manipulation of the wood, there i

a good deal of waste in the process. The threads

or fibres, being now ready, must be tied in

couples at one end before they can be woven.

This is done by children, and in Ehrenberg

little creatures of four years old and upwards

are employed at it, and earn fourpence a day.

The weaving is done chiefly by women, and in

looms which differ considerably from those in

ordinary use, the fibre being, as before mention-

ed, not more than from 39 to 50 inches in

length. The longer fibres form the warp, the

shorter (28 to 32 inches) the woof, which is

passed in and out by means of a little

instrument with an eye like a needle. Until

within the last few years this concluded the

whole process—the " foundations," as they

are called, were complete, and nothing more

was done, except that a few hats and caps were

made of them ; but these were of the very simp-

lest description, and anything but becoming.

Moreover, they were glued together, which

made them very unpleasant to wear in hot or

wet weather, and accordingly they fetched but

fifteen pence or 2s. and 4d. per dozen, and were

worn only by the very lowest classes. Within

the last few yesrs, however, a great change for

the better has taken place, thanks probably in

part to the interest shown by the Government

in the manufacture, in part to th';'e-taUi>-hnMB$

of an enterprising firm, and in part ]>erhap« to

the fact that the Khrenbergern have at last be"

come alive to their own interest*. At i/rescnt

KlirenU:rg send* out not only the raw material,

but ready wade goods—fashionable hats of a)l

kinds, and a variety of fancy article* skilfully

concocted out of the wood fabric ; Ladies' hat* of

every po»nible descrij/tion and the Latest fashion

such Ui no one need be ashamed to wear, are

made entirely of wood, and sold at astonishingly

low prices. Men's hats are to be bad of all

shajsss, from the Panama hat—not a whit in-

ferior to that bought in Pari*—to the common
hats exported in large quantities in China, and
the linings or foundations which give (stiffness to

the fez of the Turkish soldier. The exts/rt

trade embraces all Europe, from Spain to Rus-
sia, extends beyond the Caucasus to India and
China, and maintains active relations with

North and South America, as well as Australia.

The manufacturers are in direct communication
with the four quarters of the world, and their

goods are being introduced into Africa by
French and English traders.

—

CaudVt Family

Muyazine.

THE PETCHOBA TIMBEB-TBADING
COMPANY.

From Mr. H. Seebohm's work on " Siberia in

Europe," we gather that Alexievka is the ship-

ping port of the above company. It is a group

of houses built upon an island in the delta of the

great river which empties itself into the Arctic

Ocean, nearly opposite Nova Zembla, and where

the ships are laden with larch for Cronstadt.

The larch is felled in the forests 500 or 000 miles

up the river, and roughly squared into logs vary-

ing from 2 to 3 ft. in diameter. It is floated

down in enormous rafts, the logs being bound

together with willows and hazel boughs. These

rafts are manned by a large crew, some of whom
help to steer them down the current with oars

and poles, and others sre hired for the season to

assist in loading the ships at Alexievka. Many
of the men bring their wives with them to c » ik

for the party. Sleeping huts are erected on the

rafts, and it becomes to all intents and purposes

a little floating village, which is frequently three

months in making the voyage down the river.

Marriages have been known -to take place on

these rafts. Occasionally a funesal has to be

performed, and sometimes all hands are engaged

in helping to keep the raft from running ashore

or grounding on a sandbank. Sometimes in

stormy weather it is necessary to moor the raft

under the lee of an island, or a promontory, to

avoid the danger of having it broken up by the

violence of the waves. With the greatest care

in the world, this will sometimes happen. The
Russian has a good deal of the fatal facility to

blunder which characterizes the Englishman,

and shiploads of stranded logs of larch are

strewed on the islands of the delta, and on the

shores of the lagoon of this great river.

Woods for Healing.

The Globe has the following :—In Toronto, as

elsewhere, the consumers of wood for fuel esteem

the hard maple as the most valuable for the pur-

pose. This is an erroneous notion. All the

oaks yield, more heat than maple does, and so,

among the other wroods accessible, does yellow

birch. Here is a table based of American ex-

periments made several years ago, and showing

the value of different kinds of wood for firing.

Shell-bark hickory is taken as the standard :

—

Shell-bark hickory 100
Pignut hickory 95

White oak 84
White ash 77
Dogwood "5

Scrub oak 73
Red oak • 69

Birch 62
Yellow oak 60

Hard Maple 59
White elm 58
Red cedar 56
Wild cherry 54
Yellow pine 54
Butternut 51
White birch 43
White pine 40

Carefully Guarded.

The Canada Lumberman.—Toker & Co., of

Peterborough, have purchased the Lumberman,
and it will hereafter be published semi-monthly

by them. In the introductory we are told that

The Canada Lumberman will be purely a trade

organ and will be absolutely non-political. If

the number before us is a fair specimen of what

it will be in the future, we have no hesitation

in saying that the interests of the lumbermen of

Canada will be carefully guarded by ir.

—

I
Lindsay Warder.
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Travelling Agent.

MR. A. L. W. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub-

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con-

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

The Canada Lumberman
DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER <& Co. PETERBOROUGH.

Terms of Subscription :

One copy, one year, in advance $2 00
One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Rules

:

Per line, for one year $0 90
Per line, for six months 50
Per line, for three months 30
Per line, for first insertion 10
Per lino, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's. 05
Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00
Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months 5 00
Cards not occupying more than 6 lines per annum 5 00
Cards not occupying more than 6 lines, for 6 mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti-

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

least three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to Tokf.r & Co., Peter-

borough, Ont.

Communications intended for insertion in the Canada
LUMBERMAN, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in-

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. MAY 2, 1881.

The Quebec Chronicle learns that owing to a

lack of water in the various small streams of the

lumbering districts, several hundred thousand

logs in the Province of Quebec are likely to re-

main in the woods owing to the impossibility of

driving them.

Maple flooring is meeting with a steadily

increasing demand in the Chicago market. Does

this not suggest that Canadians might, with

advantage, turn some of their attention to this

wood, of which there are large supplies in many
districts.

The Three Rivers Concorde asserts that in

Quebec pine saw logs, 12 to 15 inches in

diameter, which formerly paid dues at the rate

of 10 cents, now pay 12 cents ; that those of 17

inches and over now pay 25 cents as against 15

cents formerly ; and spruce logs which were

rated at 5 cents now pay 6 cents. This is cer-

tainly a very substantial increase.

An accident occurred at Ottawa on the 15th

of April, which, had it not been for the timely

arrival of medical aid, would have resulted in

the death of Mr. Peter McLaren, a wealthy

lumberman of Perth, Ont. Mr. McLaren had

baen confined to his room at the Russel House

through illness. That morning his medical

adviser ordered a new prescription, to be used

internally. At the same time he was using an

external application of belladonna and iodine.

Through some accident Mr. McLaren took a

heavy dose of the latter, but fortunately dis-

covered his mistake in time to save his life.

An Ottawa dispatch informs us that the drive

prospects at present are uncertain. On the

main streams no trouble will be found in getting

down the logs, and from all accounts there is

plenty of water in Indian river and its tribu-

taries. On the north side of the Ottawa Valley

there is no cause to fear but that all will go well,

and any trouble that may arise will be on the

south side, and along the creeks that flow from

that direction. If, however, the run, which

may be naturally looked for at this season

conies, the only trouble which the lumbermen
fears this season will be taken off his mind.

Mr. J. J. Donough, of Surrency, Georgia,

furnishes us the following report of the cut of

one of the American Saw Company's 56-inch

Trenton Tooth Saws :

—

14 Pieces pitch pine, 3x9 883 feet

176 " " 12x12 71,880 "

71 " " 9x12 13,068 "

87 " " 2-inch plank 3,820 "

37 " "
1J " 1,122 "

Merchantable 90,773 feet

Boards 20,000 "

110,773 feet

Worked eleven hours. Sawed 230 logs. •

While Messrs. Bentley, Meyer & Southwick,

of Rochester, N.Y., say that they have sawed

about 1,000,000 feet of the hardest white swamp
oak and any quantity of pine with their inserted

tooth saw, and that it did its work equal to the

best gang sawing.

The Timber Trades Journal of the 6th April,

under the head of Liverpool, says :
—" Another

week has passed without bringing forth any

signs of a return to a more active condition of

business than has prevailed for some time past.

The winter has at last departed sufficiently to

admit of building operations proceeding, but

this has not yet affected our trade in any notice-

able degree, for orders come in slowly, and

when they do come are competed for eagerly on

all sides. All rumors from Canada that have

reached this side point to a maintenance of the

prices that were paid early in the present year,

but we cannot find many buyers in this district

willing to operate at the rates demanded by

shippers. The outlook for the coming season is

far from bright, for the present state of trade in

the country is not brisk, and there is now on hand

a stock equal to the probable demand for the

next five or six months. In the face of this, it

is most difficult to understand why such high

prices should be demanded abroad, and still

more difficult to comprehend why they should

bo paid, seeing that, so far as this port is con-

cerned, the tendency of the market has been

downward, not only for one or two articles, but

for nearly every class of wood goods imported.

FOREST CONSERVANCY.

The English Journal of Forestry has called

attention, as we learn from an extract which

will be found elsewhere in this issue, to the

marked advance in forest conservancy in the

colony of South Australia. It seems that the

government has instituted a system of forest

reserves, and that an important addition was

made last year to the area thus reserved by the

Forest Board. By natural regeneration and by

the formation of new plantations they are thus

wisely and with prudent foresight, providing

against the extirpation of their forests and the

arrival of a period when they must depend upon
importations from abroad for their supply of

timber.

South Australia is a comparatively new
colony. Men who are not of advanced age can

remember its formation and settlement. New
Zealand, which is also one of the younger de-

pendencies of the British empire, has very

sensibly under wise administrators adopted a

similar system. Is it creditable to Canada,

being as it is one of the oldest settlements and
the most important in wealth and population of

the colonial members of the British empire,

to lag behind these minor and younger com-

munities, and show less common prudence or

foresight on such a vital point? It may be said

that we were so richly endowed with forests

that it did not seem seem necessary to take such

precautions. Even if such an excuse were valid

as regards the past, it is utterly without weight

now. At present it is generally conceded that

our forests are far from inexhaustible, that

indeed the period of their duration, at f e

present rate of consumption, is limited to a

generation at the furthest, so we would do well

without delay to follow the example thus offered

to us.

Mr. Henry Atkinson, of Etchemin, opposite

Quebec, has been successful in forming an

English joint stock company, which takes over

the lumber business formerly conducted by the

firm of II. Atkinson & Co., including all their

mill property and limits, as well as the limits

belonging to the Bank Nationale.

FOREST LANDS.

We were glad to receive from Mr. Jack, a

New Brunswick lumberman, the letter which

we publish in another column, endorsing what

we have urged as to the necessity of discrimina-

ting between the lands which are fit for settle-

ment, and those which should Vie preserved as

forests. It greatly strengthens our argument to

find that not only in Ontario and Quebec, but

also in New Brunswick, and we may fairly

presume in other provinces of the Dominion of

Canada, people are waking to a sense of the

importance of this subject of forest preservation,

and to the folly of opening indiscriminably for

settlement districts which are not adapted for

agriculture, and where the settler, without

doing any good for himself, brings additional

risk of the speedy destruction of our fast dim-

inishing sylvan wealth.

The present wasteful and unphilosophical

system of administration of our forests, will

never, we are convinced, be remedied till there

is a separate department for the supervision of

woods and iorests. We find many who indi-

vidually will assent to this, and we call upon

them to unite their efforts, which though separ-

ately impotent would collectively be most

powerful, and to urge the adoption of a more

sensible and prudent management of this very

important portion of the capital of the country.

THE LOG CROP.

The Northwestern Lumberman of the 16th

April contains an article on "The Log Crop'

and one on " Last Year's Work of the Mills,"

from which we gather the following figures

bearing upon the present position and future

prospects of lumber for the current season.

With regard to the log crop, the Lumberman

claims that the following figures are nearer cor-

rect than "any statement that has ever been

made up " for the districts to which it refers.

The item of " new logs " includes the estimated

amount banked to April 15th, and that of "old

logs " those left over from other years, either in

mill booms, store booms, or in the streams :

—

District. Hew Logs. Old Logs. Total.

Miss. Valley . .

.

Lake Superior..

Lake Michigan.
B. Michigan .

.

Wolf Kiver. . .

.

Total

1,673,000,000

147,500,000
1,664,000,000
1,582,200,000
115,000,000

668,500,000 2,241,500,000

5,000,000 152,500,000
287,500,000 1 1 ,951 ,500,000
217,250,000 1,799,450,000

20,000,000 135,000,000

5,181, 700,000 1,098,250,000:6,279,950,000

The foregoing figures do not, of course, in-

clude the logs that will be put into streams and

taken out by the railroad mills during the sum-

mer. Under average circumstances these are

estimated to foot up 150,000,000 feet, while

another 1,000,000,0000 feet may be added for

stocks to be supplied by mills not included in

the above estimate, bringing the total log stock

of the Northwestern States up to 7,4.55,000,000

feet for the season. Of last year's stock how-

ever, about 1,250,000,000 feet must have been

carried over, and it is not unreasonable to

assume that, for various reasons, at least as

much will remain uncut at the close of the pre-

sent season, leaving about 6,250,000,000 feet as

the probable production of the saw mills in the

north-west for the present year.

Turning now to the Lumberman's elaborate

statistics with regard to the lumber product of

the same territory for the last eight years, we

find it was in :

—

Year. Lumber. Shingles.

1873 3,993,780,000 2,277,433,550

1874 3,751,306,000 2,473,216,555

1875 3,908,553,000 2,515,838,240

1876

3,879,046,000

2,900,530,725

1877

3,595,333,406

2,698,856,755

1878

3,629,472,759

2,561,490,750

1879 4,S06,943,000 2,869,112,760

1880

5,651,295,000

2,972,912,160

These figures show a large increase in the

supply during the last two years, but that it has

not been more than the demands of consumers

required is proved by the fact that the stock on

hand on the 1st January of the four years

named stood as follows :

—

Vear. Lumber.
1S78 2,01S,SS4,901

1879 2,121,323,518

1880 2,813,823,437

1881 2,836,954,969

Doubtless if these figures were brought down
to the present it would be found that owing to

the lateness of the season the available stock is

quite as low now as it was this time last year.

NEW BRUNSWICK TIMBER LANB/S.

Fbedebicton, N.B., April L5,*1881.

Gentlemen,—I enclose you the statistics

which you have asked me for.

Allow me to congratulate you on the very

valuable character of the information given to

the public by The Canada Lumberman.

Your remarks on fires resulting from settlers

locating on lands unfit for settlement are very

applicable to New Brunswick. It is time that

our mill-owners should receive a little of that

attention which has been so lavishly and often

unwisely spent upon the settler, and that the

public should learn to discriminate between

lands which ought and those which ought not to

be settled, in which matter great ignorance

prevails.

Yours truly,

Edward Jack.

Messrs. Toker Sc Co., Peterborough.

NEW BBl'NSWICK.

The following are the receipts from Woods

and Forests and Crown Lands since Confedera-

tion :

—

Year. Woods and Forests. Crovcn Lands.

1867 S 24,467 50 $ 12,832 29

1868 20,565 00 15,632 84

1869 . 18,464 80 16,9.59 87

1870 21,043 85 12.995 51

1871 27,945 07 26,645 34

1872 45,776 11 29,577 51

1873 41,178 25
' 17,447 26

1774 25,118 52 9,745 84

1875 52,802 65 6,938 13

1876.... 66,014 82 9,139 66

1877 94,569 08 6,288 98

1878

105,922

16 3,617 45

1879 60,683 01 3,846 93

1880

125,630

39 17,782 15

Total $739,181 21 $189,449 76

ST. JOHN. N.B.

Early Navigation.—Navigation has o]>ened

earlier than was exacted at the time of our last

writing. The ice is out of the river so as to

enable the steamers to commence running on

the 11th inst., which is the earliest for many
years past, the usual time being from 20th April

to 1st of May.
Low Water.—The weather continues very

cold and dry, and in consequence, the water is

unusually low in the river for the season, and

the anxiety as regards the prospects for stream

driving are not diminished.

Logs Moving.—A few rafts of logs of last

year's production, and frozen in last fall, are

now coming forward, and some of the mills are

commencing to saw, but it will be some weeks

yet before logs in any quantity will be available.

Weather.—In this section during the past

winter, and the spring thus far. the weather has

been in marked contrast with that of very

manv places both on this continent and in

Europe. We have had no violent storms, no

severe frosts, no heavy thaws, no floods—but a

steady course of fine weather of medium tem-

perature, varied with light falls of snow. Dur-

ing the month of March we had but one snow-

storm, and that on the last day of the month,

when a few inches fell, which all disappeared in

two days after.

Shipments.—Shipments of deals and other

sawn lumber for fortnight ending this date, say :

For Europe 5,962,000 Sup. ft
" Inited States 1,486,000 "

" West Indies 263,000 "

Freight Rates.—Freights are without ma-

terial change : we quote, Liverpool and London

57/6 : Bristol Channel 60 ; Dublin 58 9 ; Boston

$2.25 ; New York and Philadelphia S3.

St. John, N.B., April 21st, 1S81.

Mew 1 (irk Kxporls.

The Real Estate Record gives the following as

the exports of lumber from the ]xu-t of New
York :—

nUl Sine*
Weak, Jan. 1,

feet. feet.

West Indies 979.000 13,581,284

South America 530,723 7,191,154

East Indies, Africa, etc 112,952 1,719,400

Europe, Continent oOS.150
Europe, I'nited Kingdom 98,500 1,460,375

Total 1,727,175 24,460.363

The Hamilton & Northwestern Railway is

doing a lively business in timber this spring.

Timber trains arrive in Hamilton every day and

it is being shipped by vessel as fast as possible.
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EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emery Wheels are now almost in universal use for the purpose of gulletting and gumming saws. Statistics Ibow from

25,000 to 30,000 saw-mills in the United States. Many of these run only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two

wheels a year, costing $.3 to $4 each, and when such small mills order single Emery Wheels from the factory, the ezpraw charge*

often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality of Emery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand so

fickle, that storekeepers could not afford (o carry them in stock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have hecome as staple

an article as Files, and every dealer in saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sizes in stock.

Large dealers order stocks of $500 to $750 worth at a time. Saw Gumming Wheels are used with the edge (or face) square, round,

or beveled. Probably seven-eigths of all in use are beveled.

Tne principal sizes are:

8xi
8x|
8xi |

fin. hole.

10x|
10x3
10x|
10x1

hole.

12x1
12x1
12x1

12xf
12x|
12x| J

Holes,
'

J, \ and 1 inch.

Probably more wheels 12x2, 12xJ and 12xJ are used than all the other sizes together. Saw Gumming Wheels are used,

however, of all sizes up to 24x1 J. The most frequent complaint is that Emery Wheels harden the saw so that a file won't touch It.

The answer is that you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,

leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 331 per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those
who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the saw lightly a second time (after going all over It once), and this second

touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

.A. QUE STIOlNT OIF QUALITY.
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers in, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a deolded opinion as to what quality Is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

"Extra Soft " wheel like the '• Pocono." We believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel Is more than made up by the money saved on wageB. As we cannot get every one to

adopt our -views, we mske several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tanite), that we can furnish

qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us know what it Is, and we can send you a Tanite Wheel of similar qualiiy. Our regular

classification of Saw Gumming Wheels is as follows:

CLASS 2. MEDIUM—HARD-This Wheel is the Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are "Class 2.

"

It cuts fast and keeps its shape well. Some think it too hard, some too soft. We prefer the " Pocono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM—SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, and therefor^freer cutting wheel.

CLASS "POCONO." EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. It is both finer in grain and softer than either of the above. As a Saw Gumming Wheel, Class " Pocono" is

specially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a free cutting wheel that will not create much heat.

Illustrated Circnlars and Catalogue, showing Cats of Saw Gumming Machines, and Shapes, Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on application.
Ll3

The Tanite Go. Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.

I Covel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener

!

Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW J0L^k^t MILL MACHINERY!
STEAM FEED!

I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which are giving the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials:—

Graven-hurst, August 20lb, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Esq., Peterborough.
Dear •'<ir— I have used your Steam Feed for near four

months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction In every
way ; it is admitted by uvery person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since I put it into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to It. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long In one minute.
It can rto much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-
stantly. I am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. I consider I have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got It
than I would have cut had I not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1880.
Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.
Df.ar Sir- -The Steam Feed you put in is working splen-

didly. Yours, Ac,
THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

WILLIAM HAMILTON - -

I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for all

sizes of Gang or Circular Mills, Span or Double Circulars

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the

Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Edgers, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, Power Gummers, and all Machinery used in a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; also, small Hand|Gum-
mers for use in the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary
Pumps of different sizes, for Fire Protection in Mills, &c.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel is the great consideration, along

with uniformity of speed, such as is required in Grist and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. I feel

justified in saying that our Style, Workmanship and Finish

on this Engine will be no discredit to its renown, and cer"

tainb' is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

I have them working at 2- pounds of coal per horse-power
per hour. l10

RBOROUGH. ONT.
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The mill belonging to the Ontario Bank at

Parry Sound is being put in order and is expect-

ed to commence running about the 1st of May.

In the manufacture of shoe lasts it is estimat-

ed that 500,000 cords of birch, beech and maple

timber is used, and an equal quantity for small

tools.

Mr. Alex. McArthur, of Kinmount, is ship-

ping birch lumber to the front. So is Mr. Geo.

Cluxton. All the factories along the Grand
Trunk are glad to get it.

The lumber exports from St. John, N.B., for

the past three months to trans-Atlantic ports

reached 11,121,679 feet, not including 499 tons of

birch timber.

A pine tree was recently cut in Clearfield

county, Mich., that made three sticks of square

timber, 62, 60 and 36 feet long respectively. At
36 feet from the stump the tree squared 27

inches.

The large belt referred to in our last issue as

having been made by Messrs. Robin & Sadler

at their factory in Hamilton, should have
been credited to Montreal as it is in the lattter

city these gentlemen are located.

The official statement of the banks of the

Dominion for the month of March show an in-

crease of $400,000 in circulation ; an increase in

Dominion deposits both on demand and on time

and an increase in assets of $1,000,000.

The Omemee Herald says Mr. John Kincaid,

of that place, manufactures a cedar shingle the

surface of which is as smooth as if it had been

planed or sand papered, and that the point and
butt are cut perfectly true and square.

J. H. Reiffenstein, D.L.S., who has just re-

turned to Winnipeg from the Shell River dis-

trict, where he has completed a subdivision sur-

vey of six townships, says it is principally a

timber tract of country, consisting of poplar,

balm of gilead, and spruce, a belt of the latter

having been struck in the eastern part of the

survey. Poplar trees averaged thirteen inches
in diameter.

During the winter several improvements have

been made in the Parry Sound Lumber Com-
pany's saw mill at that place, with a view to

economising labor and increasing the capacity of

the mill. A new iron burner has been erected,

and upon trial, although the sawdust and wood
thrown into it was mixed with large quantities

of ice, it proved a complete success. The com-

pany expect to cut from fourteen to sixteen

million feet during the season.

An English paper predicts that wooden rail-

way sleepers are to be replaced by steel, just as

iron rails are being superceded by steel rails.

Steel sleepers, it says, are very flexible, and will

outlast the toughest rails, while their greater

cost over timber sleepers will be compensated

by their greater endurance, and the diminished

expenditure of relaying. They are now manu-
factured in great quantities at Dusseldorf, and
70,000 tons have been laid down as an experi-

ment in various parts of the continent.

A Manitoba exchange suggests that it would
be an interesting experiment if the farmers in

Manitoba would enclose a few acres of prairie

with a strong fence, carefully excluding cattle

and other animals. The result would likely be
a vigorous growth of young trees, perhaps most-
ly poplar. On a piece of ground which, for at

least two years, was protected from cattle and
fires, immense numbers of young poplars made
their appearance last season. Claims for tree

culture might, perhaps, in this way be retained.

In any case a fine grove of trees at every farm
house could be secured with very little trouble.

At the installation of the officers of the Buffalo

Board of Trade on the 15th April, the newly
elected president said :—" There is no doubt but
that our citizens with very few exceptions are

.

in favor of a new reciprocity treaty, and are

therefore desirous that a joint committee should

be appointed on the part of Great Britain and
our Government to take the matter into con-

sideration, and devise a plan that would result

in giving the people of Canada and this country

a just and equitable treaty, one that would be
so fair that the good resulting from it would be

mutually advantageous to the people of both

countries.

YELLOW PINE TIMBER.

The very best of yellow pine timber is not

that of greatest density. Pitch pine is not as

good for decks or deck frames as other fine-

grained pine from the South. Before the war

of 1861 there was a species of yellow pine grown

about Wilmington, N.C., whose specific gravity

equalled the best pine on our coast, the mean of

which was "637 = 39 lbs. 13 oz. when squared
;

when round and in bark, 781 — 48 lbs. 13 oz.

The very best yellow pine timber is that in

which the even fineness and firmness of the

grain is continued to the centre or pith of the

tree, ranging from 15 to 25 grains to the inch.

By careful observation much information that

is valuable may be obtained from the table of

specific gravity. Notwithstanding the thickness

of the bark of the yellow pine and its lightness

(the specific gravity differing not materially

from that of cork), we find that the pine timber

in bark weighs much more than the square tim-

ber. This, to the casual observer, would hardly

seem possible ; the man unacquainted with the

nature of yellow pine sapwood would be likely

to doubt the correctness of the table. But such

is the nature of the exterior coating immedi-

ately under the bark of yellow pine, that we
cannot find a substance more analogous than

sponge; its retentive properties arc very similar,

and the turpentine with which this sapwood is

saturated is the cause of its increased specific

gravity above that of the squared timber when
covered with bark.

The thinner the sap wood, the less the specific

gravity.

There is an error in the prevailing opinion in

relation to the durability of yellow pine timber.

Our Government has become a heavy stock-

holder in this prevailing error, by acting on the

supposition that yellow pine timber requires a

great amount of seasoning. The consequence

has been that large timber houses have been

erected and filled with this timber, and kept for

many years, and when in a state of decdly it has

been used for new vessels and vessels under-

going repairs. This is a vory great mistake ; an

equal number of months would have answered a

better purpose than as many years, as regards

the shrinkage and durability of yellow pine.

When in pieces of any considerable size, it

shrinks but little after the vessel is in active

service ;. when used as deck plank, they should

be made narrow. Our judgment, based upon a

large experience, leads us to tho conclusion that

yellow pine requires no seasoning to make it

durable. The ebb and flow of the turpentine

are through the sap, as the specific gravity will

show ; hence we say that the capillary tubes of

the heart would have no moro of the resinous

property if cut at the proper season than is re-

quired for strength and to render it durable.

The continued use of yellow pine timber in

the private shipyards of New York has proved

it incontostably. We could name ships built in

this city more than thirty years ago that have

their first yellow pine beams in their decks; and

we could point, to others that have exhibited a

durability unknown to our navy. Proper care

should be taken to clear the timber of all sap ;

and as regards shrinkage in naval vessels, if

the same measures were adopted as in private

yards, making strakes of planks narrow, there

would be no cause of complaint. The strakes

of clamps, deck plank, bulwarks and ceiling of

naval vessels are too wide by at least twenty

per cent.

—

American Ship,

A New Water Wheel.

One of the novelties in water wheels, patented

some time since, consists of an endless belt of

any suitable construction, passing over an

upper anil lower pulley, and fitted with a num-
ber of water buckets whose upper portions are

formed with a rearward curve to permit them to

pass through the water easily at the bottom of

the wheel, and whose lower ends are secured to

the belt by elastic connections to permit them
to turn easily over the pulleys. The weight of

the water in the buckets operates directly to

drive the upper pulley, which, being fixed to a

shaft, lurnishes the desired power. The inven-

tor claims for this simple form of water wheel a

larger percentage of efficient power, witli a

given flow of water, than is obtained by the best

turbine wheels.

ANOTHEE LARGE ROLLWAY.
A correspondent of the Lumberman's Gazette

writing from Pinconning, claims there is the

largest rollway on the bay at the termination of

the Saginaw Bay and Northwestern railroad.

This road runs west from Saginaw Bay through

Pinconning a distance of 10 miles, then north

12 miles. It has several branches from one-half

to two miles in length. At the bay there are

two trestles, their united length being a trifle

3,000 feet ; they stand about 20 feet above high

water mark. On the line there are 22 camps in

operation—three camps belonging to Yawkey &
Bradley, three to H. W. Sage, two to Folsom &
Arnold, and four operated by W. J. Miller &
Co., the last named getting out logs for T. H.

McGraw. These camps run on an average

about 80 men to a camp divided into two gangs,

one working in the day and the other nights.

At the bay there is about 80 men divided in the

same way, the former to load cars and the latter

to unload. The road has six engines, five in

constant use night and day, two gangs to each

train, in fact we have two gangs to every thing

as we run day and night.

At the bay the logs are dropped off of the

trestles and rolled a distance of 600 to 800 feet,

and then tiered up, and as fast as they come we
keep on piling them on top so we have them all

in perfect straight tiers each mark by itself, and

as every camp has a mark of their own, you can

imagine how they look.

They claim that at Averill they had up to the

10th of this month, 14,506,318 feet, which I

think is about the right figures. We can see

them on that figure and go about 12,000,000

better, for we have banked at present about 25,-

000,000, and if any one wishes to see the largest

rollway in Michigan, and I think in any State,

tell them to come to Pinconning. It won't cost

them anything from Pinconning to the bay, a

distance of two miles, .is W. .1. Miller, general

manager, is a very accommodating gentleman,

and any train going to the bay will be at the

service of visitors. Remember that the logs are

all tiered up and not dumped like nails from a

keg, as at Averill. The president of the com-

pany operating this road is W. S. Gerrish, of

Muskegon ; W. J. Miller, general manager.

To fasten Cloth on Wooden Surfaces.

The following is said to be an excellent method

of fastening cloth to the top of tables, desks,

etc. : Make a mixture of 2$ pounds of wheat

flour, 2 tablespoonfuls of j>owdered rosin, and 2

tablespoonfuls of powdered allum ; rub the mix-

ture in a suitable vessel, with water, to a uni-

form, smooth paste ; transfer this to a small

kettle over a fire, and stir until the paste is per-

fectly homogeneous without lumps. As soon as

the mass has become so stiff that the stirrer re-

mains upright in it transfer it to another vessel

and cover it up so that no skin may form on its

surface. This pasto is applied in a very thin

layer to the surface of the table ; the cloth, or

leather, is then laid and pressed upon it, and

smoothed with a roller. The ends are cut off

after drying. If leather is to be fastened on,

this must be moistened witli water. The paste

is then applied, and the leather rubbed smooth

with a cloth.

Dttllilng Tide Power.

When the venerable Peter Cooper was an ap-

prentice he invented a water wheel to utilize the

natural current of the tides. His plan was to

eatise the waterwheel to rise and fall with the

tide, at any desired speed, by the action of its

own machinery. It was so arranged that the

whole power could be thrown on a mill, or be

made to force compressed air into a reservoir to

be used as a motive power to propel ferry boats

across the river. This last was done by making

the hull of a ferry boat to consist of two strong

iron cylinders, to provide for the boyancy of the

boat, and form at the same time a reservoir

[or the compressed air used to drive it across

the river. The wreck of the model of this tide

mill is still preserved in the garret of Mr.

Cooper's house.

That Marvellous Purityer Birpock Blood Bitters,
will speedily change the sallow face to one of freshness,

health and beauty. It regulates the Bowels, acts
promptly on the Liver and Kidneys and strengthens
the system when broken down by nervous and general
debility. Ask your druggist for a trial bottle, the cost

is only 10 cents. Large bottles $1.00.

AUSTRALIAN FORESTS.

According to the London, Kng., Journal of

Forestry there has been a marked advance in

forest conservancy in South Australia during

the past year. The extent of the forest reserves

has been increased by 4,762 acres, the total area

now reserved being 239,368 acres. The reserves

are distributed throughout various parts of the

colony, but chiefly in the northern and southern

districts. During the year, 906 acres have been

put under a crop of trees in these reserves by
planting, seed sowing, and natural regeneration

which, added to the 934 acres planted in previ-

ous years, gives 1,840 acres now inclosed and
put under a crop of trees by special cultivation

and designated plantations. This can only be

called a small beginning, considering the im-

mense area that still remains to be treated, but

it is nevertheless highly creditable to the forest

board of the colony that it has accomplished

this much in the short time since the board was
constituted.

—

Northwestern Lumberman.

Pint- 1'oresl-. in t.eontia.

The wanton destruction of tho pine forests of

Georgia is creating considerable alarm. Georgia

has untold wealth in her pine forests, and yet

they are diminishing rapidly and bringing but a

nominal return. Georgia contains an area 35,-

515,526 acres. The pine belt contains nearly

one-third of this area, say 11,505,174 acres. Al-

lowing about one-half of this amount to be

already taken up and employed for cultivation,

milling, and tur(jentine purposes, we have only

5,752,587 acres left in the original forest. There
was consumed during the year 1880, as near as

we can estimate, a little over 250,000 acres of

timber. This timber found its way to foreign

markets principally, leaving but little money in

the country as compensation. At this rate, it

will be seen that it will only require about

twenty years to destroy the last original pine in

Georgia, even if there is no increase in consump-

tion. The supply, however, is not equal to the

demand now, and new mills and turpentine

farms are being brought hit" existence continu-

ally. Certainly such a showing is calculated to

alarm any thinking man. We were told by a

mill-owner in southern Georgia that it requires

2,600 acres annually t<> supply that one. All

the merchantable timber for miles on either side

of the railroads, rivers and creeks has been cut

and sent to market. A section of unmolested

pine timber will l>e a fortune to any man in less

than twenty years.

Wnsli lor Outside Walls.

I have loin; used for whitening my dwelling

and also for barns and sheds the following pre-

paration :—Dry zinc, 1 lb : white glue, 1 oz ; or

jn the same proportion of ingredients for any

quantity needed.

The zinc must be ground or pulverized and

dissolved in water moderately hot, stirring it

thoroughly during thi^ process. Tho glue is to

be dissolved in a vessel by itself in the usual

manner and added to the zinc mixture while

hot, stirring the same during the process and

for some little time afterward. The object de-

sired is a thorough admixture of the ingredients.

The preparation when ready for use should be

of the consistency of ordinary whitewash. It is

best applied with a wide brush. Walls treated

with this mixture, which have not been limed,

will preserve a pure white for several years, and

will not rub off. Twelve years since I applied

this mixture to my barn and sheds, and to-day

it is nearly as white as when first put on, and

cannot be rubbed off with the hand. If tinting

for border is desired, I have no doubt that a

slight admixture of lamp-black would give a

leaden color. I have not used it on newly

dressed surface, and do not know whether it

would adhere. -V good quality of dry zinc

should be purchased for from 6 to 7 cents per

pound,

strength of Insects.

At a meeting of the Maryland Academy of

Sciences recently Dr. Theobald showed a species

of a beetle and gave the following figures:

—

Weight of beetle, two grains : weight moved by

it 5A ounces—2.540 grains, or 1.320 times the

weight of the beetle. A man weighing 150 lbs.,

endowed with the strength of this insect, should

therefore be able to move 198.000 pouuds, or

nearly 100 tons.
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E. S. VINDIN,
Commission, Shipping, Forwarding and

Ucnernl Agent.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. M

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Clear, Pickings, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll2-ly

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, UST. "3T_
L12-1.V

JAMES HADDEN,
MANUFACTURER OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Unt.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b26

White Oak and Ash
LUMBER WANTED.

ADDRESS .

YATES AND STRATFORD,

b BRANTFORD.

New Files
Manufactured

from the BEST
English Cast

Steel and War-
ranted equal

to the Best Im-

ported File.

m
CO

THOS. GRAHAM, Manufacturer,

Old Fiies
RECUT

BY HAND, and
EQUAL TO

NEW FOR USE

PRICE LIST

on application.

35 Sherbourne St., Toronto.

To Lumbermen.
The Subscriber makes to order all kinds of

TENTS,
Hammocks, Tarpaulins, Waggon

and Horse Covers,

^^"Also dealer in all kinds of OIL SKIN
Clothing, Nets and Seine Twines.

An is also Agent for the best makes of AMERICAN
COTTON DCCKS in all widths.

J. LEOKIE,
6l12 46 Front Street E., TORONTO.

M. BRBNNBN,
MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Lumber, Lath and Shingles,
63, 65 and 67 King William Street,

IHI^IIVEILTOIN", OZLSTT
MILLS AND TIMBER LIMITS AT SILVER

CREEK, TIAGO P. O., ONT.

Bill Stuff cut from 10 to 60 feet. Cedar
Posts on hand.

Orders sent to M. BRENNEN, Tiago, P. 0., will
receive prompt attention bl5

WANTED
A COMPETENT MAN, with thorough knowledge of

Tram Railway, to go to Jamaica, to take charge of the
laying and keeping in order the rails and road bed of a
ten mile tramway, and when not employed to make
himself otherwise useful. To a first-class competent
man good salary will he paid.
Addrew, with references and salary expected,

The Wateroua Engine Works Co..
*<- yi Brantford, Canada.

IRWIH & BOYD

Commission
Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

ShippingiGeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

SAW GUIDE!
Self Oiling—Ready Adjusting.

G. W. Rodcbaugh's patent Saw Guide will recommend
itself to every practical sawer. All that is required is

a trial.

No heating of Saws. No danger in setting. Trial

free of charge. £^"The whole complete only $25.
Manufactured in Canada by

KERR BROS., Walkerville, Ont.

who may be applied to for further particulars; or
address : {_

G. W. RODEBAUGH & CO.,
b!5 WINDSOR, ONT

WITH THE TOMLINSON
(PATENT)

BARREL MACHINE
One man and two boys can turn out

One Hundred, and Fifty First-class

Flour Barrels in Ten Hours,
made from veneered wood of two thicknesses. The
inside is one solid sheet of veneer running around the
barrel, making in reality one hoop from top to bottom,
and in the outside thickness the grain is reversed, run-
ning up and down, finished with five hoops two inches
wide, reversed again, making the barrel almost three
thicknesses, which gives the package superior strength,
tightness and durability over the ordinary hand-made
flour barrels, yet with all its many advantages cost less

than the old style of package. My barrel machine is

arranged to make all sized packages from a large barrel

down to small nail kegs, butter packages and cheese
boxes. I am open to prove at any time the superior
strength of my barrel. That one will stand more hard-
ship by any actual test than one hundred of the old

ordinary flour barrels. County rights for sale, and all

information given by applying to

JAMES TOMLINSON, Patentee,
113 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO. bl5

MONA IRON WORKS

J. H. KILLEY & CQ
Manufacturers of Economical, Variable, Cut-off, High Pressure, and

Condensing Engines
Patent Circulating: and Self-Cleansing- Boilers, Improved Feed Water Heaters and

Patent Steam Blast Apparatus for Improving Draft and Economizing Fuel,

First-class Grist & Saw Mill Engines and Machinery

STEAM ROAD ROLLERS and STONE BREAKERS. 6L12

MADE CLOTHING
This House stands at the head, having manufactured Clothing in Toronto for over Forty Years,
and always gave satisfaction to customers. ^"THEY IMPORT THEIR OWN WOOLLENS

FROM EUROPE, and Manufacture the Clothing on the premises.

GENTS' ALL WOOL SUITS, $7.50, $9.00 and $12.00

GENTS' FINE WORSTED SUITS, $11.75, $15 00 and $18.00

GENTS' SHIRTS, UNDERCLOTHING, TIES and GLOVES

R. WALKER" & SONS,
GOLDEN LION, KING STREET, TORONTO. 019

WHITE'S CANADA STANDARD
MANUFACTURED AT

The Canada Scale Works

!

These Scales are Manufactured of the Very
Best Material, and warranted to give satisfac-

tion. Send for Prices and Testimonials.

JAMES G. WHITE & CO. ^
W5 102 Adelaide St. East, Toronto
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Montreal.
Ash, 1 to 4-in, $ M SIS 00@L7 00
" square W M 22 00(«25 00

Basswood, §-in, $M 13 00(«15 00
" i-in., " 14 00<<W 00

Black walnut, culls, V M 55 OOwUO 00
" 2nd quality, $ M 85 OOV'90 00
" 1st

"' 100 00(gl05 00

Cedar, round,, p ft 0 09@ 0 12
«' flat, " 0 08@ 0 10
" square " 0 10<g> 0 12

Grey elm, 1st quality, $M.... 22 00@27 00

Rock " " 35 00(jf40 02

Spruce, 1 to 3 in., ?H 8 00(5. 9 00
" square, " 12 00(«14 00

Red oak, %i M 35 00@40 00

Pine, clear, 1st quality, $ M 35 00@45 00

2nd " 21 00<a27 00

3rd " 12 00@15 00

Chicago.

The volume of shipments has largely increased

during the week, the reported shipments being

over 7,000,000 feet greater than for the corres-

ponding week of last season, and the actual

shipments reaching 27,757,000, or an average of

4,500,000 feet per day. Prices are reported

firm, and we can learn of nothing which should

lead to a doubt of the correctness of the claim.

A buoyant feeling is manifest among the

dealers and all are looking forward to a short

and active season, the gross results of which

will exceed anything heretofore known. This

feeling so far as we can learn is shared by the

trade everywhere.

—

Northwestern Lumberman.
STOCK ON HAND MARCH 1.

1881. 1880. 1879.

Lumber 322,491,234 263,452,591 234,106,240

Shingles 125,648,264 113,593,000 129,180,000

Lath

33,388,899

30,126,770 24,587,479

Pickets 1,589,064 849,238 376,299

Cedar posts 79,887 47,797 306,544

Hardwood 11,000,000

YARD QUOTATIONS—CAR LOTS—DRY.
FINISHING LI MBER—ROUGH.

1st, 2d clear, 1, 1} and li in

1st and 2d clear, 2 in

1st and 2d clear, 3 in

3d clear, 11, H and 2 in

7 and 8 inch clear

Select 1 in. A
Select B

li. 2 in. B
7 and 8 in. 15

Clear and Select 2x4
2x6 and 2x8

All one length $1 extra.

WAGaON-BOX STUFF.
3-in and up. A
4- in. and up. 15

14-in. and up. C
D

All 14 feet $2 extra.

STOCK BOARDS.

12 in. A, 12 to 16 ft

12 in. B
12 in. C
12 in. D, 12, 14 and 16 ft

12 in. D, 18 ft

12 in., 20 ft

10 in. A
10 in. B
10 in. C

$43 00

45 00
50 00
38 00
32 00
32 00
22 CO
26 00
26 00
28 00
32 00

.$43 00

. 37 00

. 28 00
. 17 00

.§37 00

. 33 00

. 28 00

. 17 00
. 19 00
. 20 00
. 36 00
. 30 00
. 24 00

COMMON HOARDS- ROUGH.
Dry.

.$15 50

. 14 50

. 14 00

. 11 50

. 13 50

Cmimon boards, 12 in

10 and 20 ft

12, 14, 16 and 18 ft

Culls, all lengths

1 J and H com
TIMBER AND DIMENSION—DRY.

Small timber, 18 ft. and under S12 00

12, 14, 16 and 18 ft. joist 13 00

2x4, 10 and 20 ft 14 00

2x4, 18 ft 13 00

20 feet 14 00

22 feet 17 00
24 feet 17 00
26 feet 20 00
28 feet 20 00

30 feet 20 00
2 in. cull plank, all widths 9 00
2x4 culls, all lengths 9 50

SHINGLES—16-INCH—DRY—CAR LOTS.

Clear 83 25

Extra A 3 00
Standard A 2 90
Cedar shingles $2 00@2 50

Ends of cars and less than carload lots, five cents per

thousand extra. The shingles handled in the Chicago

market are all 16-inch.

PICKETS—LATH.

Flat, select and clear, d. and h $20 00
Square, d. and p 20 00
Flat, rough, good 15 00
Flat, rough, common 11 00
Dry lath 2 25

CEDAR rOSTS AND ROLES.

Sawed J of 6} in., 7 ft $19 00

i 6 " 7 ft 10 50

J 7 " 7 ft 12 00

£ 8 " 7 ft 16 50

J 8 " 7 ft 9 00

V 9, 10, 11 and 12 in., 7 ft. long 12 00
4 in., round, full length 12 00
5 " " " 16 00
6 " " " 20 00
7 " " " 22 00
8 " " - " 30 00
10 feet, per inch 6 00
12 " " 9 00
14 " " 10 00
16 " "" $11 00013 60
20 " " 16 00 I

Boston.

The distribution continues to gradually im-

prove, and although the demand is not yet very

large, dealers show no desire to dispose of any

stock at "off" rates, and are continuing to

make additions to their supply, especially in the

finer grades. Nearly all of the inferior kinds

have been in the market in sufficient quantities

to give an easy tone to prices, although, as a

general rule, dealers are more disposed to hold

than to sell below "card" rates. The finer

grades have been limited in quantity, and prices

are firm. Hardwoods still continue scarce, and

sell well at high prices.

CANADA PINE.

Selects, Dressed $48 00C«50 00

Shelving, Dressed, lsts 40 00@42 00

do do 2nds 33 00<«3o 00
Dressed Shippers 27 00«"29 00

Dressed Box 18 00(«20 00

Sheathing, 1st quality 42 00@45 no
" 2nd " 34 00(o'35 00

_—, +-

Albany.

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

—

Pine, clear, JIM $50 l0(?/60 00

Pine, fourths 45 00(£55 00
Pine, selects 40 00<Jr50 oo
Pine, good box 17 01@28 00

Pine, common box 14 09@17 00

Pine, 10-in. plank 38 00042 0o

Pine, 10-in. plank, culls 21 00(«2:j 00
Pine boards, 10-in 25 00@28 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, culls 17 OOif/ls 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft., $ M 28 00«<<m oo

Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft 28 00(ff00 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 13 ft 28 00@00 00
Pine, li in. siding, select 42 00(&00 00
Pine, 1 J-in. siding, common 18 00@00 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, select 40 00@00 00
Pine, inch siding, common 16 00(<rt>0 00
Shingles, shaved, pine 6 00c?00 00

" 2nd quality 4 50(tt00 00
" extra, sawed, pine 4 25<a00 00
" clear, " 3 25@00 00
" cedar, mixed 2 75(200 00

Oswego, X.¥.

Three uppers $42 00(245 00
Pickings 32 00@36 (hi

Fine, common 20 00(225 00
Common 14 00(216 00
Culls 12 00(214 00
Mill run lots 16 00(220 00
Sidings, selected, 1 inch 30 00@33 00

" H inch •. 3D 00(238 00
Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 16 ft 16 00(ff20 00

selected 20 00(<r25 00
shippers 15 00(216 00

Mill run, 1 and 1[ inch strips 15 00(218 00
Culls, selected 22 00(230 00
Culls 11 00(213 00
1x6 selected for clapboards 24 00@86 00
Shingles, XXX, 18 inch, pine 3 60".

XXX, 18 inch, cedar 3 O0(f 3 50
Lath 1 50(2 1 75

BnlTalo.

We quote cargo lots :

Uppers $35 00(240 00
Common 16 00(^19 00
Culls 11 00@12 00
Dressing stocks 18 00(220 00
Dressing sidings, 17 00(219 00

» —
Tonawanda.

CARGO LOTS—MICHIGAN INSPECTION.

Three uppers S38 00(240 00
Common 17 50(»19 60

Culls 15 00(<tl7 00

British Imports.

The British Board of Trade Returns for

February show the import of woods into the

United Kingdom during the month ending

February 28th, 1881, and in the two months

ending February 28th, 1881, compared with the

corresponding period of last year to be as

follows :

—

FOR THE MONTH OF FERRl'ARY.

Quantity. Value.

Timber, -(hewn) 18S0 8,354,000 ft, £182,019
do do 1881 3,500,200 " 256,900

Increase 148,200 ft. £124,881

Timber, (sawn or split or

dressed) 1880 2,773,850 ft. £142,290

do do 18S1 2,178,650 " 133,003

Decrease 595,200 ft. £9,233

FOR THE TWO MONTHS ENDING 2STI1 FEBRUARY, 1881.

Quantity, Value.

Timber, (hewn) 1880 6,815,400 ft. £263,632

do do 1881 7,172,250 " 404,512

Increase 356,850 ft. £141,080

Timber, (sawn or split or

dressed) 1880 5,314.150 ft. £26S,520

do do 1881 4,701,350 " 26S.453

Decrease 612,800 ft. £73

Freight Bates.

The rate of freight on lumber from Belleville

to Oswego has not yet been established, as ship-

pers only offer '.10 cents while vessel-men are

asking $1.25. There are plenty of vessels at that

port, so that the latter will likely ha\e to

moderate their demands.

The English Wood Market.

James Smith & Co.'s Liverpool Wood Circu-

lar of April 5th says :—The arrivals since our

last have been 17 vessels, 12,624 tons, against 30

vessels, 14,035 tons, in corresponding period last

year ; and 8 vessels, 5,139 tons in 1879 :—
FROM 26TII JANUARY TO 31ST MARCH, 1881.

Vessels. Tons.
Quebec 1 921
St. John, N.B., &c 4 3,734
United States 18 19,458
Baltic 6 1,893

Total 29 26,106

FROM 26TH JAXL'ARY TO 318T MARCH, 1880.

Vessels. Tons.
Quebec Jiil. yil.
St. John, N.B., &c 9 9,815
United States 7 5,543
Baltic 26 9,056

Total 42 24,414

FROM 25TH JANUARY TO 29TH MARCH, 1879.

Vessels. Tons.
Quebec Nil. Nil.
St, John, N.B., &c 7 6,483
United States 9 8,630
Baltic 7 3,021

Total 23 18,134

Business during the month has been exces-

sively dull, and buyers generally exhibit a want
of confidence in the future

;
therefore, sales

both by private and by public auction have been
unsatisfactory to sellers. It is now to be hoped
that the fine weather may have some beneficial

effect, although for some time tojjcome the stock

will be ample, and shippers should curtail sup-

plies as much as possible. Freights are without

change, ami money continues cheap.

Colonial Woods.—Of yellow pine timber
there have been no fresh arrivals during the

past month ; the stock is comparatively heavy,

and the consumption has been moderate. The
sales have been by private only, as the parcel

of < Quebec waney board recently offered 'at

auction was not sold. Red pine is in dull de-

mand, and the stock ample ; there are no sales

reported. Of elm there is an ample supply, and
the consumption during the month has been on
a small scale. Of oak there has been an im-

proved consumption, but the stock still remains
heavy, being 444,000 feet against 361,000. A
parcel of 650 planks, cut to waggon size, was
offered at auction, but did not meet with a pur-

chaser. Black walnut—There has been a good
demand, and several parcels realized at auction

5s@ 6s per foot. Of bircli there have been no
fresh arrivals, but the stock, which consists of

140,000 feet, will be sufficient until the fresh

import comes in. There have been no sales

during the month. The parcel of 483 logs,

which was offered at auction a few days ago,

was withdrawn, and afterwards sold privately

at 14.t'd per foot. X.B. and N.S. spruce deals

have been sold freely by private at from £6 17s

6d(a £7 per standard for St. John's and other

good shipments, all from the yard ; but for

shipment under contract the sales have been at

from £6 15s(o £7 per standard, and Pugwash at

£6 5s per standard c.i.f. By auction the cargoes

(sold " without reserve'') ex Minnie Gordon,
from Richibucto, averaged £6 17s 6d per stand-

ard, and ex Gulnare, from Bay Verte, averaged

£6 14s 6d per standard, and a few days ago the

cargo of St. John's deals, ex Flying Foam (old

deals), realized from £6 5s (a £7 12s 6d, and
averaged about £7 per stnadard. The stock is

being reduced, and the consumption as compar-
ed with the same time last year has greatly im-

proved. There is still a good inquiry from the

Continent, and it is probable the present prices

will now be fully maintained. Of pine deals

the stock is light, but there is not much demand
for these at present. A small lot from St.

Margaret's Bay of 1st, 2nd and 3rd quality was
sold at £7 per standard. Quebec pine deals are

very heavy in stock, but the consumption is

improving ; the sales have been by auction for

3rd quality at £9 lOsfr? £11 12s 6d for board
deals, and at £8@£9 7s 6d for 11 -inch and under
the 1st and 2nd quality were withdrawn unsold.

Quebec pipe and West India staves are in fair

demand. Palings and lathwood are easily dis-

posed of ; the latest sales of palings were 70s for

5x1 inch ; and 55s for 4x^ inch.

Headache. - Why become a suffering martyr to Head-
ache, when Burdock Blood Bitters will surely cure the
cause of all varieties of Sick and Nervous Headache,
cleanse the system, regulate the secretions, relieve con-
stipation of the bowels, purify the blood, renovate the
liver and tone up the nervous system, and distressing
headache will be unknown. Sample bottles 10 cents.
Large bottles *1. 00.

Liverpool Timber Sale».

On Friday, April 1st, Messrs. Farnworth k
Jardine offered a cargo of spruce deals from St.

John, N.B., stored in the yard, consisting of

about 35,000 pieces, of which about two-thirds

was sold by auction, chiefly to the local trade,

and the remainder was probably closed by pri-

vate treaty after the auction was over. Two or

three parcels of Quebec pine deals were offered,

chiefly 1st and 2nd quality, but there was no

disposition to buy, and the goods were with-

drawn. A parcel of 5,700 3rd quality bright

sold as per particulars below :

—

£ e. d.£ a. d.

20 to 25 ft. 3x11 7 15 0
16 " 19 ' 3x11 7 12 6
12 " 15 ' 3x11 7 5 0
0 " 11 ''3X11 6 15 0

16 " 19 '
' 3x9 7 7 6

12 " 15 '
' 3x9 7 0 0

S " 11 '
' 3x9 6 15 0

16 " 19 '
' .3+7 6 15 0

12 " 15 '
' 3x7 6 10 0

9 " 11 '
' 3x7 6 5 0

9 " 26 ''21x7 7 6

Pine deals, Quebec, 3rd quality bright

—

12 ft. 3 x 16 to 20 n 2 6
12 '

' 3x12 " 15 10 2 6
11

'
' 3x12 " 19 9 10 0

11 '
• 3x11 9 7 6

13 '
' 3x7 "

10 8 7 8
13 '

' 3x9 8 10 0

13 '
' 3x7 k a 8 1 0

Glasgow.

During the week several extensive auction

sales have been held, as detailed below, and

afford a good indication of the state of the

market here. The first was held at Greenock

on the 31st March, when a large amount of busi-

ness was done—say about 1,000 pieces log tim-

ber and 70 lots deals changing hands.

At the sales of deals held here on the 6th

April, there was a fair company, but merchants

and consumers were evidently disposed only to

buy sparingly (as regards pine deals especially),

although tempting offers were made of some

lots at very moderate rates. On the whole the

market for pine deals here at present is by no

means active. This state of things, however,

may only be temporary, as the stock of ordi-

nary useful deals is not large comparatively.

The spruce deals, particularly the long lengths

and favorite breadths, met with fair competi-

tion. Some lots of the narrow sorts, or 7 x 3,

were withdrawn :

Quebec 1st vcllow pine deals

—

12 ft. 17/20x3 2s. lOJd. p. c. ft.

12 " 15/16x3 \ - u
10 " 14/21x3 \

°°

12 " 15x3). » -
d

11 " 14 21x3 |

10 " 12/21x3 2s. 6jd.

12 " 14x3 > ^ ^
9 " 15/21x3) M
10 " 12/14x3 2s. 4d. "

9 " 12/21x8 28. SJd.
12 " 10x3 2s. 2d.

Do. ends, 6 to 8 ft. 7,11x3, Is. lid. and Is. lOJd. per
cubic ft.

Do. floated deals, 9 to 11 ft. 9 10x3, 2s. p. c ft.

Do. 3rd do., 12 ft, 15/20 x 3. Is. Sid. p. c ft.

On 6th April, at Glasgow, Messrs. Hunter.

Sheriff & Co., brokers (following Messrs. Geo.

Gillespie 4 Cos sale) :

—

St. John. N.B.. spruce deals

—

Is Ojd. p. c ft.

Is. OJd. -

Is. Ojd. •

Is.

11 Jd.

19 to 24 ft 11x3
15 & 18 "

11 \3
16 "

11 x3 )

10 to 22 " 13x3 f

11 "21 " 14x3
9 to 12 k 14

•' 11x3)
9 to 22 " 12x3 1

17 " 23 " 9x3 f
12 " 9- -3 1

13 & 14
*'

11 x3 )

16 " 9 \ 3 )"

9 to 11 " 9x3
9i 10 " 7x3

9 to 23 " 6x3
10 " 21 "

7 X 2J
9 " 22 "

3 6\S& 2j

Do. ends

—

6 to 8" 7 14x3
3 " 5 " 7,14x3

Do. 4th spruce deals—
9 to 22 ft 11\3>
9 " 22 " 9x3 i"

9 " 22 " 1214x3
9 " 23 " .7x3

St. John, X.B., pine deals—

lljd.

lOJd.
9jd.

lOd.

lOd.

9Jd.
SJd.

9d.

3rd.
Sid.

10 to 24 ft. 11 & 13x3 Is

10 " 26 " 9x3 lOJd.
10 " 14

" 7x3 9Jd.
Quebec 1st pine deals A

—

13 ft. 114-S 2s. SM.
2s. 4<1.11 " IS, 15H-3

11 *' 11-^3 2s. 2d.

13 "
6-=-S Is, 10id.

Is. IML10 *'
6-=-S

6 to 16 " 6+8 Is. 9d.

Do. 2nd do. S to 14 ft. 6^3 Is. Bit

" Hail Beauteous, Bounteous, Gladsome Spring

"

—this was Mark Twain's prize poem—but the dire

diseases incident to spring, spoil the romance. Fur-
dock Blood Bitters is the prize remedy, the remedy
prized by all who have tried it as the best Blood Puri-

fying Tonic and System Regulator in the market. It

cures all Blood Humors from the worst Scrofula to a

common Pimple. Sample bottles 10 cents. For sale

by all dealers in medicine.
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W. H. STOREY & SON.,
ACTON, ONTARIO,

GLOVE MANUFACTURERS.
The best description of GLOVES and MITTS in every

variety of material and style manufactured by us. bl5

This cut is a simile of Package.

STOREY'S "EUREKA
11

SPRING GLOVE FASTENER.PAT?

S. R. WARREN & SON,
Church Orqan Builders.

Specifications and all information promptly furnished

on application.

Factory and Warerooms :

Corner Ontario and Wellesley Streets

TORONTO, ONT.
<®*You are particularly requested, in ordering-, to

mention this paper bl3

THE GENUINE SILVER-STEEL,

Lance Tooth

CROSS-CUT SAW!

n f v f f
It stands without a rival, and is the fastest cutting saw
in the world. It has beaten the best Canadian and
American made saws 33.J per cent in every contest. Its
superiority consists of its excellent temper. It is tem-
pered under the secretCheniical Process, which toughens
and refines the steel. Itgivesa finer and keenercutting
edge, and will hold it twice as, long as any other process.
We have the sole right for this process for the Dominion
of Canada.
None genuine that arc not like the above cut, with

registered trade mark with the word " The Lance," and
Maple Leaf w ith our name. .Price .*1 per foot.
Caitios.—beware of Counterfeits. There are in-

ferior counterfeits on the market, which are intended
to be sold at a high price upon the reputation of this
saw. We will send to any address a saw exactly like
any counterfeit, warranted equal in quality or no sale,

at 60c. per foot. Therefore do not be humbugged into
paying a first-class price for a second-class saw. A
fact to bear in mind is that if the material and temper
ar<: not of the very best quality the shape of the teeth
amount* nothing. A saw, like a knive, will not cut
f ixt without it will hold a keen, cutting edge. We have
cut off a 14-inch sound basswood log in eight seconds
with this saw. Manufactured only by

SHURLY & DIETRICH,
Manufacturers at Saws, Plastering Trowels, Straw

Knives, &c. Sic.

G ALT, ONTARIO, MS

iii!:iiiu»iiiggi!E!irii

The greatest tribute to its extraordinary merits is,

that it was awarded First Prize and Diploma at

Toronto Exhibition, 1880.

Hamilton " "

London " "

Montreal " "

over all other yeasts.

TRY IT, AND BE CONVINCED.
Ask vour Grocer for it, or send direct to the factory.

PEARL YEAST COMPANY, 39 Front Street, To-
ronto, Box 1264, bl5

READ THIS!
Irish Canadian Office.

Toronto, Feb. 21st, 1881.

Mr. F. Crujipton,
Dear Sir,—The watch I purchas-

ed from you some time ago, has
given perfect satisfaction, and I

am much pleased with it, and can
cordially) recommend any person
in need of a watch or anything in

the jewelry line, to deal at your
store. Yours very truly,

PATRICK BOYLE,
Proprietor Irish Canadian

Send for our new price list of

Watches, Diamonds, Silverware,
Jewellery, &c, sent post prepaid
on application. Goods sent C. O.

. D. to any part of Canada. We have
dozens of testimonials similar to

the above, plainly show-
ing that83 King St. East
is the place to buy your
goods.

F. CRUMPTON,
83 King Street East,

TORONTO. b30

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure In drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding- House use. Tj.< — stoves :< mvie of Heavy Sheet

Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Move* are u follow*:—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-inch boles, with ample room between, and one oven 16 x 21 x 28.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-inch pot holes, wltb two oveng, each 18

z 24 x 26. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found TruirnonLals

from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Htoves slDce I

ommenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
eliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

Tlie Best Slovc I have ever I M il.

Peterborough, May 3J, 1880.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, when- a large number of men arc employed, it is the best etove 1 have ever
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Yours truly, THOS. GEO. HAZLITT.

The Stove for Lumbermen

.

Peterborough, June 1st, 1880.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and find
it is very satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highlv.

Yours truly, IRWIN i BOYD,

Gives tbc Greatest Satisfaction.
Peterborough, June 3rd, 1SS0.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in even- respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. H1LLIARD, M.P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED

All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties supplied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.

!jT. IE. IDIIKIOlsr & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1875

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1876

f( \ First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, 1S77

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1S79

^. _ „ First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 18S0

^ \W International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, 1876

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and Discounts.

>16

81 Colborne Street, Toronto

American Hotel, Corner Young & Front Sts.,

TOR/OITTO, OZLNTT.

Newly;and elegantly furnished throughout. Contains one hundred rooms, and under it the new
• management is first-class in'all its appointments, at moderate rate*.

Free omnibuses to and from all trains.

W. R. BINGHAM, of Bradford, Ontario, Proprietor
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Champion Portable Saw Mills

IE3NTG-IUNTIES OUST "W^ZEEZEZEHLS.
George Book writes, St. Anns. Ontario, June 17, X870, regarding hie

15-horse power Champion Sawmill:
" Last week, on Monday morning, three men of us commenced to tear

up mill to move it. We tore up, moved three miles, set it up and on
Tuesday at three o'clock sawed a log with it. Not <juite two days. In
one weekwe moved and set it up as mentioned, and unwed twenty thous-
and feet. 1 will write fidl particulars soon. We sawed six hundred
feet in twenty-nine minutes—inch lumber."

2 sizes built—12 H. P. using 44 in. saw. Capacity 3 to 4,000 per day. 1<J

H. P. using 48 in. saw, Capacity, 4 to 6,000 per day.
Most simple, efficient and portable mill of its size in the world.

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO., BRANTFORD, CANADA.

CLOTHING
LUMBERMEN

Will Save Time and Money by going direct to the

GOLDEN GRIFFIN
WHEN IN THE CITY TO PURCHASE THEIR CLOTHING.

Men's Tweed Suits - - $7 50 to $16 50

Men's Worsted Suits - - 7 50 to 21 50

Men's Overcoats - - - - 5 00 to 16 50

All our Clothing is Cut and Made on the Premises, by first

class competent Workmen, and quite equal to Ordered Clothing

NOTE THE ADDRESS:

PETLEY& COMPANY
128, 130 and 132 King Street East, Toronto, Ont. w

G. B. MEADOWS,
MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IN

Lumbermen's Supplies,
Hotel and General House Furnishing Goods, Cooking Ranges and Stoves.

HOT AIR FURNACES, &c.
Wholesale Dealer in Tinware, Sheet, Copper & Brass Goods, Coal Oil and Lamp Goods.

^CONTRACTOR FOR BUILDERS' JOB WORK.

DUNL0P STREET, Cor. Railway Square, BARRIE, 0NT.
i6

ISAAC ANDERSON'S
Specialties

:

ANDERSON'S
x

X X
XXX
MACHINE

OILS.

Specialties :

YALYOLINE
For Lubricating

Steam Cylinders

It leaves no

Deposit, and

Preserves

the Metal.

These Oils are justly pronounced by Competent Judges

The Best Value in the Market!
A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF

MACHINE OILS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

JOHN FISKEN & CO. AGENTS,
|

ISAAC ANDERSON.
* 23 Scott Street, Toronto. ) bio

MATTHEW GUY,
MANUFACTURER OF

Carriages, Waggons, Buggies,

SLEIGHS, ETC.

b!3

Jobbing and Repairing Punctually Attended to.

J03 and 105 Queen Street East, Toronto.

TORONTO SCALE WORKS

!

C. WILSON & SON, Proprietors.

0/destScale W orbs in Canada. Established over Thirty Years.

Hay Scales. Dormant Scales.

Coal Scales. Hopper Scales.

Cattle Scales. Platform Scales.

Flonr Packers. Dairy Scales.

Cheese Factory Scales.

Counter Scales.

Grocer Scales.

Butcher Scales.

l^This Scales have received 29 FIRST PRIZES, MEDAL and

GOVERNOR GENERAL'S DIPLOMA.

45 eszpij^:n\a.:d:e3 street, Toronto
Send for lllustratediCatalogue. b13
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LUMBERMEN'S STATIONERY.

We will supply anything in the line of BLANKS or STATIONERY for Lumber

Shanties and Offices at City prices.

Shanty Settlements

Shanty Orders

Shanty Receipts

Shanty Time Books

Shanty Log Books

Shanty Reports

Shanty Ledgers

Shanty Cash Books

Shanty Way Bills

Drive Books

Office Letterheads

Office Noteheads

Office Envelopes

Office Cards

Office Notes

Office Drafts

Office Orders

Office Receipts

Office Blank Books

Office Ship Account Books

And everything necessary to a complete office outfit.

All Printing done in the Highest Style of the Art, and at Lowest Living Prices.

Book-Binding of every Description got up in a very Neat and Superior manner.

Account Books Ruled and Bound to any desired Pattern.

For Schedule of Prices address, describing the kind and quality of work desired,

toker & CO,
"THE CANADA LUMBERMAN,"

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO.
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DOMINION BELT and HOSE COMPANY
JAMES D. McARTHUR - - - Manager.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

FIRE ENGINE HOSE, LACE, LEATHER,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC., ETC.
STITCHED AND EIBBED BELTING MADE TO ORDEK.

B^Double Always in Stock. Send for Samples and Prices-^a

bl6 42 FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO.

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)

at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English
and American makers. This along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD!
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The Bell Organ Manufactory is the Largest and Oldest In the British Empire, and the fact that

we have sold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best in the market. #E£fVVe guarantee all our
Organs for five years. Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.
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W. BELL &d GO.
41 to 47 East Market Square, GUELPH, ONT.

National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA.

manufacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
military Encampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
Mildew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

arm FOR Uit made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP—WT!^ BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-
ed ; size when folded '2 x 6 in. ; 3 feet long, weighing

gonly 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
.^ST'Special rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

b27 202 Sparks Street, Ottawa

The Largest Manufacturers of

SHEET IRON ROOFING
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Can give the Best of References in

every State and Territory.

POTTER IRON ROOFING COMP'Y,
101, 103 and 105 "West Front Street,

CINCINNATI.
All Kinds of < OUKI GATED IRON Furnished.

Send for Illustrated Circulars, naming The Canada
Lumberman. 12l11

BRYCE BROTHERS.
Lumber from BRYCE BROS, to Build the Canada Pacific Railway

!

i

"3
M
o
pq

o

BLAKE—" It looks like good, clear stuff. It strikes me it is about
the only clear thing- in the whole business."

LUMBER MERCHANTS. CLl'-

Carriage & Waggon Works
No. 17, ALICE STREET, TORONTO.

CT. IP. SULLIVAN".
(Suocessor to the lat« JOHN WEBSTER)

MANUFACTURER

OF FIRST-CLASS

CARRIAGES

WAGGONS
AND

SLEIGHS.

In the latest style. Superior material used in all branches. All work warranted for one year.

S&'AII Orders Promptly attended to. Special Attention paid to Repairing.

PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES. bl3

The QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO, CANADA
McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

,^©~Patronlzed by Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated aeeordiug to rooms, bl"
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JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.
TORONTO, ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF EVERY VARIETY OF

Circular, Mill and Gang Saws
INSERTED TOOTH SAWS

_A_ SPECIALTY.
Emerson Pattern and Lumberman's Clipper.

SAW S REPAIRED.
EVERY SAW WARRANTED.

SZEHSriD FOE PEICES. 6l13

KERR BROS.
PRACTICAL

FOUNDERS, MACHINISTS,

And MILLWRIGHTS.

Manufacturers of Marine and Horizontal
and Portable Engines, Boilers, Grain
Elevators and Steam Hoists, Saw and

Flour Mill Machinery,

with latest improvements, a specialty.

The Abel Edward's Centennial Turbine
Water Wheel.

Eodebaugh's Saw Frame, Mill Dogs and
Saw Guides.

Water-works, the latest' and most
improved, made to Order.

L'ght and Heavy Brass and Iron Castings

Plans and Specifications on application.

The Walkeruille Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
WalVerville, Ont., Dec., 1880. bl5

National Pill*, superior to all other purgatives in

strength and virtue, in uifety and mildness ofaction.

OAK HALL
Nos. 115,117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

We are the most Extensive Clothiers in Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the interest of our Customers. Our stock is full of the

very hest goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables us to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.
We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address:—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
HouBe, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. 1jl13

OTTON & BRO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES

SHIA.ISrT"Y STOVES,
Shingle Bands, Tinware & Household Furnishings

JOHN DOTY
Esplanade Street, Toronto.

MAXTFAdTRER OF

MARINE ENGINES,
bl4 MARINE BOILERS,

Propeller Wheels and Steam Yachts

In Large or Small Quantities, at Wholesale Kates. 6l10

OTTON & BRO., Dunlop St., BARBIE, ONT.

TieUSIYERSAL SUSPEHDER*
gOlEH BBASOffS why they are the berti-

fls£—No Blastlo requied.
§*":J> slaok when stooping.

/,i 5
t
,i
eTer 8lips off the shoulders.

Bold at prices of common suspenders.
Manufactured by 0. E. RAMAGB * OC.

bM 20 Queeu St. East, Toronto.
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AMERICAN SAW COMPANY, TRENTON, N.J,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Every Variety of Circular, Mill and Gang Saws

c c

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS [OF

IBIROOIKIIE IB IT"

The BROOKE BIT will cut more and better Lumber at Less Cost than auy other Tooth. The TRENTON TOOTH is Warranted to stand

in frozen timber. The BROOKE BIT and the TRENTON TOOTH fit in the same socket, enabling the Sawer to use either Tooth.

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

AGE UNTTS

Waterous Engine Works Company, Brantford, Ontario.
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FOBESTBY AND ABORICULTUEE.

BEING THE FOURTH CHAPTER OF THE REPORT OF

THE ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION.

Replanting and Ornamenting Farms.

The method to be pursued by the intending

tree-planter, as well as his outlay, will depend

much both on the particular object he has in

view and the money he has to spend.

" I would recommend,' says Mr. Beadle,

" for forest planting, the hard maple, particu-

larly as a tree which will be very valuable yet

in our country. I am not particularly partial

to the silver-leaved maple, though it is a most

popular tree with most planters because it grows

so rapidly. The hard maple is a more sym-

metrical tree, and the foliage is very clean and

free from insect depredations.

"

In Kent, the Commissioners noticed that the

maple had been very extensively planted on the

field sides and concession lines, a circumstance

that was the more remarkable from the fact

that the original wood of the district had largely

consisted of the elm.

Mr. Cochrane, of Kilsyth, County of Grey,

says in his evidence :

—

" I think in the matter of tree-planting we
are in advance of the rest of the county. The
planting by the road-side and along lanes is

becoming quite general. The neighbor who
lives adjoining my place has planted out, I dare

say, 1,000 shade trees. The trees planted by

him were chiefly silver maple and rock maple.

The first he planted was ten years ago, and they

were planted fourteen feet apart. They now
meet."

Mr. Beadle says on this point :

—

" For forest planting I would recommend

maple, taking of course into account the variety

of soil. The hard maple does not succeed in all

soils, but where it does succeed I prefer it. It

flourishes in a dry soil. In wet soil I would use

the soft maple. Some little blocks of forest

have been planted with maple trees, with a

view to their sugar-producing qualities, and

some of these have attained a diameter of six or

eight inches and a height of thirty or forty feet.

They have been planted some years. I do not

think they received any cultivation after plant-

ing."

The cultivation of the black walnut in uni-

Tersally recommended. Mr. Leslie says :

—

"In the nut trees, the black walnut grows

veryjjapidly in its younger stages—almost as

rapidly as the English ash, and, at fifteen years,

the wood could be used for many purposes,

particularly for cabinet-making. I think the

black walnut would have to be confined chiefly

to the front of the Province. I never saw it

esmt of Cornwall, but the south-west portion of

the peninsula is its home."

That the walnut is not a tree requiring an

exceptionally mild climate is proved by the ex-

perience of Mr. Beall, at Lindsay. Mr. Roy
too, at Owen Sound, says :

—

" There is an idea that black walnut will not

grow as far north as Owen Sound. Ten years

ago I planted black walnut seeds, and at the

present time two or three of the trees bear nuts.

They are not only ornamental, but coming to be

very useful trees. The diameter of two or three

of them now will be as much as six inches. They

were planted in a strong soil.

"

If the soil is at all good, Mr. Arnold recom-

mends the planting of the black walnut on

lands that may, for any other reason, be una-

vailable for agricultural purposes.

The butternut, as already noticed, is recom-

mended by Mr. Leslie for planting. Senator

Allan says of it:
—"The butternut, if trans-

planted young, succeeds well."

It is somewhat more hardy than the walnut,

and, as previously mentioned, is often used as a

substitute for that wood.

The hickory is rather a slow grower, but can

be used profitably at so early a stage in its

existence that it is a profitable tree to plant

pretty freely with the view to the sale of thin-

nings as the trees mature and crowd one

another. Mr. Beadle says :

—

" I have not the slightest doubt that planta-

tions of hickory will pay in the near future."

The ash can be easily transplanted, and, as a

fast growing tree, for the wood of which the de-

mand is certain to increase with time, is one

that should be cultivated. Mr. Beadle says of

it :—

"The ash will always be valuable, particu-

larly the white ash."

Mr. Leslie recommends the English ash as

preferable to some Canadian varieties. He
says :—

" For tree planting on waste lands, or hill-

sides, with an economical view, I would recom-

mend the English ash as a most useful tree. I

think it would come into the market earlier

than any other tree that could be planted. It

is largely used for handle-making, and about

ten years' growth on oi-dinary soil would pro-

duce a tree that could be split into four pieces'

each of sufficient size to make a handle. The
English ash is not the same as our common
black ash ; there is as much difference as be-

tween the European larch and our tamarack. It

is a more rapid grower than the black ash, and

the wood is better in every way."

Of the coniferous trees none is more beautiful,

and none can be planted of a more certain

economical value, than the native white pine.

Mr. Beadle says of this tree :

—

" I believe that plantations of white pine will

eventually pay when our timber regions to the

north become used up or burnt up. The white

pine grows rapidly."

Mr. Dempsey says of it :

—

" Pine makes rapid second growth in sections

of the country where it flourishes."

Mr. Beall says of this tree :

—

" We should not forget our native pine, for

there is no more beautiful tree we can have, if

taken from the woods when very young."

Where, however, it is desired to plant in un-

cultivable ground, few, if any, trees will be

found of greater value than the European larch.

Mr. Leslie, speaking of this tree, says :

—

" I do not approve of our Canadian tamarack

at all. The timber is poor, and if people desire

to go to the expense of planting for timber, I

would recommend them to plant the European

larch, which is a splendid tree, a rapid grower,

and will grow in any part of this country. It is

not an evergreen, but it throws out a great

number of small branches which are a great pro-

tection. It is a very rapid growing tree, even

more rapid than the Norway spruce, growing

more than four feet on an average every year,

unless the ground is very poor, in which case of

course the growth will be less. In five or six

years the tree will be twenty-five or thirty feet

high.'

After mentioning it as an ornamental tree for

lawn planting, Mr. Leslie says further :

—

"The European larch would also be suitable

for this purpose (handle-making.) The latter

makes the best railway ties of any wood in the

world, as it is almost indestructible. It is a

very rapid grower, and in ten or twelve years'

time the wood is of merchantable proportions)

and useful for many purposes. Of course it

would not be fit for railway ties by that time,

but suitable for manufacturing purposes.

" It would be decidedly pfofitable to railway

companies, as well as beneficial to the country,

if the waste lands connected with their lines

were planted with European larch. From this

source they could in time obtain an almost inex-

haustible supply of railway ties, much superior

to the kind now in general use.

"Another use to which the European larch

can be put is the production of ' ships' knees, ; as

it can be trained when young to the desired

bend."

It was the European larch with which succes,

sive Dukes of Athol carried out their extensive

tree-planting operations in Scotland, extending

at last to an area of 10,000 acres, and involving

the planting of no less than 14,000,000 tress.

Mr. Roy, of Owen Sound, says of this tree:

—

" I have tried the European larch, which is

much more pendulous [than the pines]. I have

had no difficulty in establishing it here. It is a

most beautiful and ornamental tree. I obtained

it from Scotland."

The larch is not an evergreen, but, when

planted in groves or belts, several trees deep,

offers, from its conformation, a very consider-

able resistance to the winds.

For a perfect thelter-belt for orchard or fields,

however, nothing is more strongly recommended
than the Norway spruce. Mr. Leslie says of

it :—
" We consider the Norway spruce the most

valuable tree there is for planting in shelter-

belts. It is extremely hardy, very rapid in

growth, and easily transplanted." He adds, "I
prefer the Norway spruce wholly to deciduous

trees and evergreens mixed, as in the latter case,

the one checks the growth of the other."

But there are many native varieties of spruce,

which, if not in every respect so desirable, are

near at hand, and can be made to do dut}- very

efficiently. Mr. Beall says :

—

" By spruce I mean the kind that is called

the Canadian or black spruce. It varies much
in colour. I bought a thousand plants of Cana-

dian spruce a few years ago. I consider it

superior to the Norway spruce, because it is

equally as pretty in shape and it has a better

color. With the Canadian spruce we get almost

every variety of shade, but the Norway is all

one shade. I suppose the different shades are

all of the one variety, but they differ during

their life. They can be cultivated successfully

in rows, with the branches interlocking in the

way described by Mr. Beadle. I have a fine

close-cut spruce hedge about five feet high,

pyramidal in shape, and five feet across at the

base. It can be pruned .beaut^ully, and we
have now every shade and color, from the palest

yellow to the deepest green. It does not grow
so fast in the open ground as the Norway
spruce, though I have trees, planted twelve

years ago, off of which I cut the tops five years

ago, and they are now eighteen or twenty feet

high. I do not know how the Canadian spruce

compares with the Norway spruce in merchant

able value. It will grow almost anywhere. I

would plant it along with cedar or pine on hill-

sides or rocky places."

Of the Canadian white and black spruce, Mr.

Leslie says :

—

"We have found the white spruce, a native

of this country, a most excellent tree for shelter

belts, but it is not so rapid a grower as the Nor-

way, and for that reason the latter is superior.

We have a black spruce, but it is not a good

variety, as it is apt to become poor at the

bottom ; that is, in the early stages of the

growth of the tree the lower limbs decay and

are lost, while the white spruce and the Nor-

way hold their foUage to the ground. When I

speak of shelter, I mean shelter for farm build-

ings, orchards, etc."

A Mistake.

It is a great and often fatal mistake to take repeated

drastic purgatives for constipation of the bowels, they

induce piles and cause debility of the bowels. Burdock
Blood Bitters is a safe and perfect regulator of the

bowels, arousing the torpid Liver and all the secretions

to a healthy action ;
acting on the Kidneys, and reno-

vating and toning the system in a most perfect man-
ner.
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LUMBERMEN'S BOARD OF TRADE.

We find i" the Stillwater, Minn., Lumberman

the following report, which We republish as

showing the style in which the lumbermen

work on the other side of the boundary and the

extent to which they co-operate for their joint

benefit :—
At the adjourned annual meeting yesterday,

the treasurer's report was read, as follows :

—

Balance on hand, $350.19 ; received on assess-

ments, .51,477.21 ; received of Walker, Judd &

Veazio on account of scaling by river police,

;57<;..".l ; received from agent of the board, six,.

G73.12. Disbursements : Paid orders of agent,

$18,222.53 ; river improvements, $937.84 ; river

police, $574.35 ; treasurer's salary, $225 ; mis-

cellaneous expenses, $298.85. Balance in trea-

sury, $325.49.

The Boom Company was requested to adver-

tise for bids on all prize logs passing the boom

this season.

John O'Brien was made a committee to re-

port condition of booms abovo lower boom.

Officers were elected as follows :—W. G.

Bronson, president; Samuel Matthews, vice-

president ; John S. Proctor, secretary and

agent ; E. L. Hospes, treasurer. Directors—E.

S. Brown, Samuel Judd, Smith Ellison, Albert

Tozer, James Mulvey and David Bronson.

The directors elected Charles Murray to have

charge of the river police, and authorized the

employment of such assistance as may prove

necessary.

TREES IN CITIES.

An interesting paper has heen recently read

by Dr. Phene at Edinburgh on the benefits to

be derived from planting trees in cities. Among

the benefical results to be obtained are, he

stated, the relief to the optic nerve through the

eye resting on objects of a green color. Just

that which is effected by the use of green or

blue glasses in strengthening and sustaining the

power of sight, is attained, or at any rate, much

aided, by the presence of green in nature ; and in

streets the only method to procure this result is

by planting trees. It was pointed out by the

author that whenever opportunity exists nature

provides green and blue (the latter being the

same color minus the presence of the yellow),

and that as the absence of color produces snow

blindness, and in tropical calms, where the

ocean presents only a white reflected light from

a uniform glassy surface, reduced optical power

soon follows a long continuance of the

absence of blue color, which becomes im-

mediately apparent on motion of the waves. So

in the streets, to the occupants of houses having

a northern aspect, the glare of the reflected

light is injurious ; but the effect would be much

modified by the coolness to the eye produced by

the green trees. In ancient surgery, persons

having weak or declining sight were advised to

look at the emerald. In the old style of build-

ing, the strects»being narrow, were both cooler

from the sun not being ablo to penetrate them

with direct rays, and less subject to noxious ex-

halations from the scouring and purifying effect

of the searching air to which the narrow streets

were subject, so that while there was no space

for trees, there was also less necessity. Wide
trects, on the contrary, aro hotter, and require

the shade of trees to cool them ; and, as the

case in London, which has so far done without

trees in its streets, it was pointed out that not

are modern streets compulsory wide, but that

the enormous increase in metropolitan buildings

render every sanitary question one of impor-

tance ; and the chemical properties of trees as

shown by experiment give an important stand-

ing, irrespective of ornament or the pleasure

they produce. Some of Dr. Phone's experiments

on this subject have existed ovor a period of 30

years, {and he it was first tried the planting

of trees in the streets of London. Since the

reading of a former paper by him at Manchester,

where the importance of the subject was pointed

out, a number of streets in wealthy localities

have been planted, and even Trafalgar Square,

11 the heart of the metropolis.

Do not let prejudice stand in the way of relief if you
suffer from any lingering disease. Burdock Blood
Bitters cure Others, why should it not heneflt you ! If

it is a specific for all forms of Blood, Liver, and Kidney
complaints. Nervous Headaches, General Debility,

Scrofula and all diseases of the Secretory system,
ial Bottles 10 Cents.

PAPER PULP FROM WOOD.

The following is a description of the process

of making wood pulp : The wood, four feet in

length, and of any thickness, is brought in at

the basement of the manufactory, placed in the

barking jack (one stick at a time), where two

men with draw knives rapidly peel off the bark.

It is then conveyed by an elevator to the first

floor, sawed in two foot lengths with crosscut

saws, and passed on to the rip-saw, where it is

slabbed (that is, a small portion of wood on op-

posite sides taken off), to permit it resting firmly

in the grinding engine. It is then passed to the

boring machine (an upright 1J inch auger, with

foot attachment, driven by power), where the

knots are bored out. The wood is then placed

in racks of the same size as the receptacle in the

grinding engine, and carried out to be ground.

The grinding engines are upright, and receive at

a filling one-twentieth of a cord of wood. The

wood is placed in a receptacle, and by a simple

variable, automatic feed process, is pressed

flatwise between two outward revolving rolls,

composed of solid emery, which are flooded with

a spray of water, carrying off the fibrilized palp

in a stream through revolving screens to the

tank or stuff-chest in the basement. It is then

pumped into a vat which forms part of the wet

machine. In this vat is constantly revolving a

large cylinder faced with fine brass wire-cloth,

which picks up the particles of pulp out of the

water and places them on the felt (an endless

piece of woolen goods which makes between

rolls, for different purposes, a continual circuit

of the wet machine). On the cylinder is turned

a heavy roll, called the "couch;" between the

two, where they meet, the cylinder leaves the

pulp, with most of the water pressed from it.

The pulp now makes its appearance on the

felt above the concha roll in a beautiful

sheet, 38 inches in width, and is carried along

in a steady flow a distance of about 8 feet, where

it passes between (the water here being pressed

from it) but not beyond two heavy rollers, the

upper one iron, the lower one wood ; it adheres

to the upper roll, which is constantly turning,

wrapping it up, and when a sufficient thickness

is attained, is cut off by a knife being pressed to

the. roll, which is attached to the machine for

that purpose. It now leaves the roll in a thick

white sheet, 30x38 inches, where it is received

by a boy in attendance on a table conveniently

attached to the machine, and folded into a sheet

10x20 inches. It is then placed on scales until

the weight is 100 pounds, when it is placed in a

press and firmly ticil into square, compact

bundles. It is now ready for shipment to the

paper mill.

Preservation of Lumber.

A correspondent writes as follows to the

Mill:— " The question of the preservation of

lumber from decay attracts considerable atten-

tion just now. It would be well, 1 think, for

the Committee on Works to adopt the plan

which has been well tried and is the least costly.

The combination of lime witli the other in-

gredients it is mixed with appears to be a ready

method, and should take precedence of anj

other. The appearance of the streets at the

present time suggests some other and more dur-

able plan, especially the sidewalks and crossings,

and it would be well to consider the most
economical plan. The application of coal tar

docs not answer, as it necessitates the use of

well-seasoned lumber, and is far more costly,

inasmuch as inward decay sets in by the tar

filling up the interstices of the wood, and forms

a crust outside, preventing free ventilation. The
lime admixture, leaves the fibre clear, takes out

the sap or fungi, and secures the material from

all rot, either from sandy or clay soil.

A tVouilriTul Improvement.
The Canada Lumberman.—This paper, for-

merly published in Toronto, has been purchased

by Messrs. Toker & Co., of the Peterborough

REVIEW, and will in future bo published in the

latter town. The first number under the new
management is before us and shows a wonderful

improvement in the paper. The Canada Lum-
berman will be purely a non-political trade

organ and will contain such valuable informa-

tion as should render it indispensable to all

interested in lumbering operations.

—

Cobourp

Sentinel-Star.

CORRESPONDENTS.
All correspondence is of value to a paper, but

it is often of more value to the man who writes

it, or the town whence it is sent. When we are

informed by a subscriber, as we often are, that

he would not do without the Lumberman even if

he had to pay $50 a year for it, we feel that the

benefit of this great mass of imparted informa-

tion is not so great to us as to others. There is

plenty of matter relating to the lumber business

with which to fill a larger paper than this one,

but we want facts from practical men. Such
matter is what makes any paper valuable. The
effusions of a theorist are not worth the snap of

a finger to anybody. A man who recently en-

gaged in manufacturing said to us, " I read
' Grimshaw on Saws ' from beginning to end,

but a hard-handed, rough-looking old sawyer
over in Michigan told me more about saws in

twenty-five minutes than I could ever learn

fi "in the book."

We are frequently told by men that they do

not feel competent to write for publication, but

if they knew the true inwardness of every ex-

perienced newspaper man they would not make
such an excuse. A newspaper wants news, and

it welcomes it from any source. It is easier to

find ten smooth writers than one good news-

gatherer. Every man living in a lumber region

knows something of the country, the amount of

business done, prices, and the outlook. Infor-

mation regarding any of these i>oints, although

expressed in words wrongly spelled and sent-

ences wrongly constructed, is of worth. It is

nothing to put matter in shape for publication

—Northwestern Lumberman.

Lubrication or Bearings.

When a shaft bearing is at rest in its box, the

oil is pressed out from under it ; cither out of

the box altogether, or upward to the space above

the shaft, between shaft and box. No doubt

the metal of the shaft then settles down to

actual contact with the metal of box. In start-

ing a lot of machinery into motion, the metal of

the shaft must actually drag, for a short dis-

tance, in contact with the metal of the box,

making the machinery hard to start. But as

the bearings make part of a turn in their boxes,

the oil adhering to the surface of shaft bearings

is dragged in between the box and shaft under-

neath, thus floating the bearing u|M>n a sea of

oil. This sea is, however, not very broad or

deep; but there can be no doubt of flotation.

As flotation takes place, the bearings rotate

much more easily than when the metal drags in

contact. This explains why starting friction is

greater than friction of motion in machinery.

When heavy pressures are brought to bear at

the boxes, the oil is hindered from entering

freely between the surfaces ; and if, at the same

time, the two surfaces are not nearly parallel,

there may possibly, or even probably, be metal

contact at the prominences. The high resist-

ance thus caused will produce heat at the rub-

bing parts ; which, by continuous motion, is

sure to become excessive, resulting in destruc

tiorj of lubricant, abrasion of metal surfaces,

waste of power, etc.

Useful Hints,

The firm of Messrs. Oliver & Co., give some

excellent practical advice to farmers. They

say:—
" The kinds of hardwood lumber most in de-

mand, either in the Dominion or for export, are

walnut, cherry, butternut, chestnut, white ash
>

white oak, whitewood and basswood, all of

which are now in good demand, as manufac-

turers are increasing their works and new ones

are springing up in every part of the country.

In the course of a few years theso woods will

become very scarce, and some of them will be-

come entirely absorbed. This will cause the

more common kinds, such as maple, birch, soft

elm and black ash, to take their places.

" Our farmers, who own timber lands, cannot

be too careful of them, and should use

them with a sparing hand, for in the course of a

few years their value will be largely increased.

" Our export trade is confined to the States

and Great Britain, the former taking our sawn

lumber and the latter being supplied in the

shape of square timber."

—

Ontario Agricultural

Commission Iic}m-t.

THE OTTAWA VALLEY.
The Citizen of May 5th says :—According to

present appearances there is every indication

that the water in the Ottawa Baver v. ill 1*;

unusually low this spring, much Ixdow the aver-

age height of ordinary years. In addition to

the fact that the depth of the snow in the lum-

bering regions was much below the average

during the past winter, the early thaws have

melted away nearly all that was on the ground,

And the water thereby formed has nearly all ran

off. In thick swamps, however, there still re-

mains some snow and ice, although much less

than usual. Consequently, unless we have

heavy rains during the next two months, indica-

tions sup)>ort the conclusion that the water in

the Ottawa and its tributaries will be much
below its ordinary height on the loth of May,
when the highest water generally api-car*. Low
water will be a serious obstacle to getting out

the large quantity of fine logs made during the

past winter, which would be a gTeat disadvant-

age to the trade, now that sawn lumber sells at

such good prices. However, if lumbermen can

manage to get their timber out of the small

creeks into the main channel before the wattr

begins to fall, they may succeed in bringin-.' it

to its destination.

N«» Bui l'r< \< nlii r.

A new method of protecting the surface of

iron from rust has bee* brought forward by Mr.

Ward, of London. The new " inoxidizing

'

process, as it is termed, consists in combining a

silicate with the metal by the aid of heat. Cast

or wrought iron objects are first coated, by

painting or dipping, with a silicate glaze, which

quickly dries, and the articles are then passed

through a furnace, or rather oven. In thi- way
the silicate composition is said to be fused and

absorbed into the metal, which upon cooling is

found to have assumed a dull black appearance.

The coating is. said to be so far homogeneous

with the metal as to protect it from any change

from long exposure to the atmosphere; and at

the same time the sibcate is not liable to disin-

tegrate or separate from the iron. The articles

treated in this manner may be ornamented by

combining the silicate wash with any vitn ruble

colors. Thus smooth polished colored surfaces

may be produced upon iron, which, while pos-

sessing features distinct from ordinary enamel-

ing, yet present sujierior and more durable

results than those obtainable by ordinary 1 dint-

ing and varnishing.

Cliniiires in Ihe Diameter of Trunk* orTrees.

According to the Gardener's Chronicle, MM.
Kraus and Kaiser have been making some re-

searches, from which it apjicars that the trunks

of trees undergo daily changes in diameter.

From early morning to early afternoon there is

a regular diminution till the minimum is reach-

ed, when the process is reversed and the maxi-

mum diameter attained at the time of twilight

!

then again comes a diminution, to be succeeded

by an increase about dawn—an increase more

marked than that in the evening. The varia-

tions in diameter coincide, therefore, with those

of the tension, but they are shown to be inverse

to the temperature, the maximum of the one

corresponding roughly to the minimum of the

other, and so on.

Mountain Mahogany.

This wood is indigenous to Nevada, The

trees do not grow large ; one with a trunk a

foot in diameter is much above the average.

When dry the wood is about as hard as box-

wood, and of a very fine grain. It is of a rich

red color and very heav y. When well seasoned

it would be a fine material for the wood carver.

In the early days it was used in making boxes

for shafting, and in a few instances for shoes

and dies in a quartz battery. Used as a fuel it

creates intense heat, it burns with a blaze as

long as ordinary wood would last, and is then

found (almost unchanged in form) converted to

a charcoal that lasts about twice as long as that

of ordinary wood.

If you suffer from any chronic disease arisin; from
Impure Blood. Sluggish Liver, disordered Kidneys or

inactivity of the Bowels : if your Nervous System is

deliberated from whatever cause arisinc, do not des-

pair, but procure a trial bottle of Burdock Blood

Bitters : it will only cost 10 cents. Larce Bottles #1.00,

For sale by all medicine dealers.
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ARBOR DAY.

Nebraska has established a custom which

every one of the Western States, and many

which are not included in that category, would

do well to follow. For a number of years it has

annually set apart a special day, called Arbor

day, which the inhabitants devote to planting

trees. The custom has been from its first In-

auguration very generally observed, and the re-

sult is that the bleak, naked surface of this

Prairie State has become diversified with myriad

•groves, which relieve the monotony of the land-

scape and refresh the eye with the beauties of

woodland growth, while they form a barrier

against the winds and are developing into valu-

able preserves of timber. At the same time,

in the cities and towns, and about residences in

in the country, ornamental trees of fine stature

are affording the comforts of shade and the

jesthetic pleasures of graceful form and hand-

some foliage. In fact Nebraska is being rapid-

ly transformed from a treeless to a wooded

country through the maintenance of its annual

Arbor day.

Two Thousand Dollars.

The easiest, cheapest and best way to secure

the above amount is to apply for membership

in the Mutual Benefit Association of Rochester,

N.Y. Pay Dr. S. B. Pollard, 5G Bay Street,

one dollar for four medical examinations, he

will send your application to the head office, if

jou are accepted as a member they will issue a

certificate of membership, which, on payment

of eight dollars, entitles you to full benefits as a

member, should you die to-morrow, next day,

week, next month, or any time within

i months, this Association will pay to your

heirs, or assigns, the sum of two thousand

dollars. At the expiration of the three months
all you have to do is to pay your pro rata

amount, which is from 20 to 75 cents on the

death of some other member, who has done

nothing worse than to die during the three

months just past. By paying your assessments

on deaths, you keep your certificate alive, and

at the commencement of the second year you

are assessed two dollars per thousand to keep up
office expenses, etc., for the next year. No
easier, surer or better schemes to carry two
thousand dollars has ever been devised than the

Mutual Benefit Associates, of Rochester, N.Y.
5-1-13

THE MISSISSIPPI.

Regarding the situation on the Mississip)

river the Minneapolis Lumberman says :—Th
floods in the river during the last week hatfe

amounted to an embargo on commerce of ever

description in the west, especially in lumber. I

is hard to tell just where so •much lumber has

gone to as the reported shipments of last week

indicate sold. From the upper Missouri throng

to Chicago and down to Cairo the railroads have

been damaged and suspended, while all report

ing points show an advance upon last years

business. But for the week handling lumber on

the Mississippi is almost impossible and only

such lumber as is regarded unsafe is bcin

moved and none sold. Great damage has been

done already to lumber yards along the river as

well as mills, booms, etc., by the floods. These

things are adding to the cost of lumber this year

and also reducing slightly the amount to be cut

both of which strengthen the market. From
reports it is thought that nearly all the lumber

held on the Missouri river will be lost and

several million on the Mississippi, beside the

large quantity of logs which have and bein

carried away.

Should be in tbc Hands of all Interested.

The Canada Lumberman.—This is the title

of a lG-page semi-monthly newspaper, devoted

to the Lumber and Timber Industries of Canada,

the tenth number of which has just reached us.

The Canada Lumberman was first published in

Toronto, by Mr. Alex. Begg, but has now come
into the possession of Messrs. Toker & Co., pub-

lishers of the Peterborough Review, and like

everything else sent out from that office, pre-

sents a very neat and tasty appearance. It is

intended to be a purely trade organ, and
entirely non-political. Special attention will be

given to market reports, and the most trust]

worthy information possible will be obtained

from each locality of the production of lumber

and timber, and of the stock on hand. The
number before us contains a large amount of

useful information, and should be in the hands

of every one interested in the lumber trade.

Published by Messrs. Toker & Co., Peterboro',

at §2.00 per annum.

—

Trenton Trent Valley

Advocate.

A correspondent writing from Beef Slough,

the great sorting ground of the Chippewa river

of Wftconsin, on the 26th of April, says the

logs handled to date had been 3,500,000 feet,

consisting of " pick-ups " or logs that had been
hauled in off the bottoms. Last year the

amount hauled was 200,000,000 feet, and it is

not expected that more than that amount will

be handled this reason, though more logs have
been put in on the stream. At the date of writ-

ing logs were coming into the boom at the rate

of 2,000,000 feet a day, with a slow current.

There in a lack of storage room at the works,

but it is bctfmed this will be obviated in a great
measure by the large addition to the fleet of tow
boatn, ho that logs can go out about as fast as

they are rafted. There are about 400 men em-
ployed on the boom.

Adventure in the Cave of t'acalmaiiiilpa

A serious but fortunately not fatal termina-

tion came to a recent excursion from the City of

Mexico to the Cave of Cacahuamilpa, in honour

of some American visitors. About fifty persons

left Mexico, but the party received so many
accessions by the way that when the cave was
reached there were as many as 500 persons in

the company, including the military guard.

It appears that Senor Carlos Quaglia, Gover

nor of Morelos, had ordered a banquet to be

prepared in that portion of the grotto which

bears the name of " The Organ Salson," on

account of the stalactites which have there as

sumed the form of an organ. The place was

illuminated by electric lights, yet there were

also many torches of resinous wood burning.

The elite, who numbered perhaps ninety per-

sons (there were also a great many servants),

occupied the Organ Salon. In close proximity

were placed several shelter tents for the ladies

and children to sleep in. These were filled with

sleepers, and along one side of the banqueting

hall many gentlemen were lying on mattresses,

mats, or blankets. A few of the more animated

guests lingered over the table until two o'clock

in the morning, and were chatting, when Gov-

ernor Quaglia fainted. All efforts to restore

him to consciousness seemed futile. While he

remained in this condition some ladies com-

plained of illness, others were asphyxiated, and

a gentleman suggested that all this might be

due to mephitic axhalations. Mothers at once

hastened to their children, and, finding some in

a stupor, comprehended the danger. A panic

ensued. General Diaz ordered an instant re-

treat from the grotto. General Ord and others

instructed the soldiers to carry out the ladies

and children. Ex-Governor Romero Vargas

aided Senor Marical, Minister of Foreign Rela-

tions, to scramble over the rocks. In fact, all

who had strength assisted those who were

asphyxiated, and every person was removed to

a purer atmosphere. Some persevered until

they reached the entrance of the cave (three

miles distant) and threw themselves down on

the bare ground, almost exhausted with fatigue,

but safe.

SALE OF TIMBER LIMITS.

An extensive sale of timber limits took place

at the Russell House on Thursday afternoon,

May 5th. They were what in known as the

Cook & WaddeD limits on the Kippcwa. Mr.

I. I'. Tackaberry was the auctioneer. There
was a good attendance of lumbermen, and bid

ding was quite active. The following were the

sales effected :

—

No. 1 limit—OS square miles, to Mr. S. S.

Cook, for S8X,400, being 81,300 per square

mile.

No. 2 limit—50 square miles, $10,000, knocked
down to Mr. J. T. Lambert for Gilmour & Co.,

being at the rate of .$800 per mile.

No. 3 limit—50 square miles, .?f>50 per mile,

§32,500 ; Mr. Lambert for Gilmour & Co.

No. 4 limit—38 square miles, bought by E
Eddy at $170 a mile, §0,400.

The total receipts of the sale, therefore

amounted to $107,300 for the 200 square mil

of limits. This is one of the largest sales in

amount ever effected in Ottawa, at publ

auction.

—

Ottawa Free Press.

Wanted.
A SECOND HAND DOUBLE VAXiEM

MACHINE, Uth in good repair. R.|.h
ea*h tenim or particulant to BC% 1002, pit

Jm a LATH

For Sale.
a 40 tKCH ixsrevL muta tad complete

CIKCLI.AR lilO, nil in Vt*A ord.-r, »uitaMi lor j fittw n
foot head. Apply to Box Wri, Pi-UrWough. Lie

Reid & Co.,
WHOLESALE LUMBER DEALERS. Lumber, lath.

shingle*, kc. Car lot* to (suit cuKtomim.
in the market at hn w to *7 per u
Omen on Dock.—Ksplande, foot ol

Street, Toronto

l> Kt Cull,

Khelbourne
Mi

Wild Cherry Wood.

Wild cherry is a wood for which a largo de-

mand has sprung up in the United States. In

supplying the place of walnut, cherry is very

valuable, and care should be taken of the grow-

ing trees. It is used extensively in making
ebonized furniture. It has a very close grain,

takes the best stain, and is capable of high

polish. Cherry is also used in the internal fit-

tings of cars and buildings. It is common in

Michigan and other States, and is probably as

enduring as walnut.

—

Lumber World.

Cheboygan Democrat : The Pine river bridge

at St. Martin's bay was carried away by the

flood and 000,000 feet of logs came down into

the lake. The logs were the property of the

Mackinac Lumber Company, and their tug, the

Sauyatuck, is now engaged in picking them up,

and all will probably be saved.

Krolher Gardner on Labor and t'apifal

The Lime-Kiln Club is a facetious creation

the Detroit Free Press, and the reports of the

imaginary meetings of the club, under the

imaginary presidency of Brother Gardner

furnish the readers of the Press with perennial

supplies of wit. The following is a specimen

The Secretary read the following :

—

"Chicago, March 30, 'Sl.—Bro. Gardner

Please inform your friends whether you sym
pathize with capital or labor, and oblige a

" Workingman.
' In the fust place, dar' am no call for me to

sympathize with either," replied the old man in

answer. " One am jist as necessary to the

odder as two wheels to a wagun. Capital cl'ars

away a spot an' builds a factory an' gins fifty or

a hundred men a chance to airn a fa'r support

fur demselves an' families. Dat factory wouldn't

be dar' 'cept fur capital, an its wheels can't

move without labor. If dis' workin' man
wanted to draw me out on the question of strikes

has on a word to say. I believe dat the

average employer pays his help a far price an

all he kin afford to. I b'lieve he knows his

business, an' am mo' competent to run it dan de

men who labor fur him. If I can't work fur

man fur de price he offers I stan' aside. If I

ire a man I pay him de goin' price, an' I doan'

let him tell me dat I rims' do thus an' so. Men
strike bekase dey can't dictate, but the same
men wouldn't be willin' that deir employeis

should dictate to dem how much rent to pay
what close to buy, and how to spen' deir wages.

As I soid befo' dar am no call fur smypathy in

de case. De mo' strikes we have de less money
will be put into manufactures. When a capital-

ist kin loan his money at good interest he am
foolish to put it into a factory whar' demago

ues kin haris an' ruin him. Jist you remember
what I'm talkin'. De mo' unions de less fac-

tories. De mo' strikes de less work. Do you
fink I'm foolish 'miff to take my $800 out'n de

bank, whar' principal an' interest am safe as a

rock, an' put it into a coopershop, whar' three

workmen could sink de hull of it in one strike

bekase I couldn't pay mo' fur making de bail's

dan the same would sell fur ? Shoo ! Fings

am comin' to a putty pass when de man wid a

shovel on his shoulder kin boss de man whose

factory turned out that identical toole !"

A Compendium of News.

The Canada Lumberman.—We have received

No. 10, of The Canada Lumberman, formerly

published by a firm in Toronto, but now edited

and published by Toker & Co., of the Peter-

borough Review. Whatever this publication

may have been previous to its transfer, the

number before us is certainly a credit to its

present publishers, in typographical appearance,

in the description, quantity and quality of its

reading matter, and get-up generally, and fur-

nishes a compendium of lumbering and com
mercial news of the utmost importance to

lumbermen and commercial men generally. We
congratulate the publishers upon their enter-

prise, and sincerely hope that the Lumberman
may prove prosperous and profitable in their

hands.

—

Norioood Register.

Hardwood Timber Land
FOE SALE.

for kali;, i2oo acres HAkDWOOD timberLAND near Nipissing Railwav, Coboconk. Ea*\ term*OSHAWA CABINET CO., 0»hawa. ' MS

Situation Wanted.
A Book-keej>cr of first-class experience- desires a gitu

ation with a lumber linn. An opj,ortuiiit\ of acquiring
knowledge ol tiie lumber trade more of an object than
the amount of salary- Unexceptional references both
as to character and ability.
1)15 Apply to the Editor of Tiik Casaua Li xhtHm.v.

The Stewart House,
Headquarters of Lumbermen in Peterborough, comer

of Hunter and Water Streets. Good accommodation.
Terms, yl per day. Free 'bus at trains.
°15 T. CAVANAGH, Proprietor.

Allandale Junction Hotel
Travellers by Northern I!ailway have 15 to 20 minutes

by all trains, for refreshments. Solid meals. Tea and
coffee at counter. Fine brands of Liquors and choice
Cigars. b!7 E. S. MEEKING, Proprietor.

Orillia House,.
ORILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building ; best north o
Toronto

; splendid sample rooms ; centrally located
free 'bus. b20 JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

'

The Queen's Hotel,
TORONTO, CANADA.

McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors. Patronized bv
Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated ac-
cording to room. D20

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
round Hour. Walton Street, Port Hope.

b26 WM. MACKIE, Proprietor.

St. Louis Hotel.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO.,

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres.,

Proprietors.

Quebec.

This hotel, which is unrivalled for size, style and
locality in Quebec, is open throughout the year for
pleasure and business travel. blS

Queen's Hotel,
BRACEBRIDGE.

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor (late
of Georgetown,) having lately purchased the above
hotel,) will endeavor to make it one of the best houses
in the District of Muskoka. Tourists and hunting par-
ties will receive every possible attention. Free 'bus to
and from steamboat wharf. Terms, £1 per day. b20

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT.

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.
RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.

£5T Every accommodation for Commercial and
LUMBERMEN.m W. D. McDONALP, Proprietor.

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHURST, ONT.

HENRY FRASEK, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughlv
rcnovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in apposi-
tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en rou te to the Muskoka District, will
find "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Lanier are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-
tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26
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PILING LUMBER AT THE MILLS.

It is now some four or five years since the

Lumberman first called the attention of the mill

men cutting lumber for this market to the

advantage of piling and drying their lumber at

tho point of production, over the plan then

almost exclusively in vogue of shipping it to this

city green and seasoning it in the yards. In

that time, the methods of making and handling

lumber have undergone marked changes ; the

facilities for sawing have improved, and the

average annual output of the mills in what is

known as the Chicago district has very largely

increased. The process of lumber making is in

hardly any respect exactly what it was in 1877,

and, similarly, we find that in handling the mill

product, improvements have been introduced

that have materially lessened the expense and

added to the profits of manufacturers. A good

manjr mill men have followed the advice of this

paper, and have made a practical test of the

plan of piling at the mills, and shipping the

lumber to Chicago dry. The fact that none of

them have found the scheme impracticable or

have abandoned it after a fair trial, is pretty

reliable evidence that it had in it, in the first

place, nothing that was wild or visionary. Some
figures printed in connection with our Annual

Review of the production in this district last

year give a pretty good notion of the increase in

mill piling in the last four years. Comparisons

of the amount carried over at the close of 1880

and 1877, with the amount sawed by the mills

in those years, prove that while the increase in

the cut for last year over the earlier one was

less than CO per cent., the gain in the quantity

wintered over was fully 115 per cent., or nearly

double. These figures demonstrate conclusively

that the operators who have tried the plan of

piling at the mills have found it profitable, and

have continued to follow it.

The Lumberman's attention has been directed

to this matter by the fact that several of the

largest manufacturers who own yards in Chicago

have lately been maturing plans to pile a con-

siderable part of their cut at the mills, instead

of occupying so much yard room here. The

advance in dock rents is so great that it is be-

coming an important matter for the lumbermen

to take up as little space in this city as they

can, and, as a means of escaping a portion of

this tax on their stock, a number of them are

preparing to pile and dry at the mills. We are

informed that several of the Menominee river

operators are already making preparations to

pile a large part of this season's product on the

mill docks, with the intention of holding a good

deal of it over for shipment early in the spring,

when o^ry lumber is wanted and is generally

scarce. They expect in this way to escape the

necessity of enlarging their facilities here,

which, with dock rents at $9.50 per foot, is an

important consideration. The example of these

operators is likely to be followed by others who
have tho accommodations at their mills for

piling, and probably the close of the present

season will find on the mill docks the largest

stock that has ever been carried over.

It would seem that the advantages of cross-

piling at the place of sawing hardly needs con-

sideration at this time. They are pretty gener-

ally understood and admitted by saw mill men.

For manufacturers who do not own yards at

this point, the plan seems especially desirable.

By adopting it they will escape many of the

annoyances and losses that arise from the ship-

ment of the lumber just as it comes from the

saw, and its sale on commission here, by reason

of which allowances have often to be made to

the buyer which might have been avoided if the

manufacturer could have sold his lumber in pile

where the purchaser could see exactly what he

was buying. A man can always sell his own
lumber, moreover, to better advantage than

some one else can sell it for him, which is an-

other good reason why producers should, as fai-

ns possible, endeavor to hold their lumber at the

mills ann dispose of it themselves.

It is true, uiu [uestionably, that the new plan,

if it may so be called now, requires a larger and
longer investment of money than the old one of

turning the lumber into cash as soon after it

leaves the saw as possible. In order to pile his

cut, a mill man must be content to expend
something in the way of interest, insurance,

and, possibly, taxes ; but the returns are suffici-

ent to make this a paying investment. There

is a nominal difference of fully $1 in the value

of green and dry stock, and, actually, the differ-

ence is much more, for the fact that lumber is

dry implies that it can be handled and freighted

at a much less cost than if it were full of sap and

water. There is something saved at nearly

every point in its progress from the mill to the

buyer's yard, and all this economy contributes

to the profit of the man who dries it. Besides,

if there were any doubt remaining as to the

profit to be derived from seasoning lumber, it

could not stand against the fact that lumber is

bought and seasoned in Chicago where rents are

high, taxes excessive, and labor much more

costly in proportion than it is at producing

points, and the process made to pay those who

undertake it fairly, if not handsomely.

There is one other fact that should not be lost

sight of in this connection
;
namely, that the

manufacturer who piles his lumber occupies a

comparatively independent position toward

those who buy. He does not stand in mortal

fear of a break in prices, or run the chance of

sending a heavy consignment to the cargo

market at the wrong time, and having to stand

the consequent loss, because of the impossi-

bility of doing anything with his lumber but

selling it after he gets it there. If the market

happens to weaken temporarily he need not

suffer by it, unless he chooses to do so. He has

his stock where it will keep, and he is prepared

with the facilities for holding it ; so that if

prices are down to-day and there is reason to

think they will improve shortly he can withhold

his stock from sale long enough to cover the

interval of weakness.

We shall be much disappointed if, as we said

once before, there is not a considerable increase

in the amount of piling at the mills this season,

OA it what has been done in this way heretofore.

Our reasons for so thinking are, first, that the

plan is a thoroughly practicable and profitable

one in itself, and one that is looked upon with

favor by the shrewdest of our mill men, and,

secondly, that the mill owners and operators are

gene) ally in better shape to take advantage of it

than they ever were before. There is no doubt

about the fact that they made money last year,

and that they enter upon the present season

witli greater financial resources than they have

ever had. They are therefore prepared, with

few exceptions, to conduct their business just as

they want to, and with a view to getting out of

it all that it holds for them, and it is not to be

assumed that they will overlook so important a

source of profit as this. We do not hope to see

all manufacturers cross-pile their lumber ; we
know very well that many of them cannot do it,

because of inadequate dock facilities, or because

of other obstacles in the way ; but we are

equally well aware of the faet that there are

many others who do not labor under such dis-

advantages, and of such we look for a consider-

able proportion to try the plan of piling and

drying their lumber at the mill.

—

Notkxoestern

Lumberman.

Spruce Denis.

There is no doubt but spruce deals are on the

decline in the London market. The cargo of

the St. Julien, from St. John, N.B. (which

usually stands next in favor to Quebec), was

sold a few weeks since at a decided fall in value.

\ cargo from the same port sold last year

—

about the latter part of March—fetched at the

Baltic rooms on an average about £7 10s., now
the highest price for the best lengths and sizes

unsorted was £6 15s., and the average was in

fact not more than £G 7s. Gd. all through. A
couple of lots, about 3,000 pieces, 3x11 in., were

knocked down at £G 5s., good lengths, varying

from 18 to 25 feet. The freight charges would
not be much short of £4 per standard, and if we
deduct this and other expenses attached to

these goods, we shall find very little left to go

towards the first cost at St. John. Last fall

spruce was in great request at the shipping

ports, and for the best sorts at one time as

much as £8 was paid. Shippers this season will

think twice before consigning there again.

Yellow Oil is par excellence the remedy for Pain,
Lameness, Rheumatism, Croup, Deafness, Burns, Frost
Bites, Stiff Joints, and all flesh wounds. Any medicine
dealer can furhish it.

TEEE CULTURE.
Important as is tree culture with us, the sub

ject is an insignificant one in the older Provinces

compared with the position it assumes in the

daily life in the North-West. Our prairies are

not so bare of tretjs as are those farther south,

and therefore the question has not the life-and-

death importance it has in parts of Minnesota

and Dakota. Yet if our pioneers are wise they

will, after their first needs are satisfied, plant

the seeds of trees in shelter belts over a space

equal to several acres. The railroad company
may properly be called upon to introduce to our

territory the liberal policy in vogue in the

North-Western States. A good rebate should

be given on the price of all land that is put

under trees, and young trees should be carried

free of charge. To give an idea of the indis-

pensableness of trees, we quote a few sentences

from a letter by Mr. S. M. Emery, who, the

St. Paul Tribune says, knows as much of the

subject of North-Western tree culture as any

man living. Mr. Emery says :

—

"One-third of the money expended by the

railroads in this State during the past ninety

days in shovelling snow, saying nothing of loss

of life, destruction of property, and the general

loss in the shrinkage of revenue in freights,

would plant sufficient wind-breaks on every rod

of prairie storm-infested railroad in the State.

Suppose the six lines of railroad crossing the

State from east to west were protected by vigor-

ous, strong-growing shelter-belts of cottonwood,

white willow, or larch, and that these were sup-

plemented by planting shelter-belts along all

highways, and that the hundreds of timber-

claims were covered with a vigorous growth of

young timber, as required by law, could we fail

in controlling the effects of these terrible

blizzards ? The intensity of the winds would

certainly be modified, and a corresponding de-

gree of comfort and safety be the result. This

is not a matter of idle speculation, but it is sus-

ceptible of tangible, ample proof. In many
places the shelter-belts along the line of the

Manitoba Railroad are packed full to the top-

most twigs, rendering great assistance in pro-

tecting the road-bed from the immense drifts, in

spite of the fact that these belts have not had

anything like reasonable care for several years."

Mr. Emery suggests that railroads which are

subject to snow blockades should put a rod of

land on each side of their line in trees.

—

Globe.

» lii. h Way lo ltiui Ihe Splice of n Bell.

A new England journal is allowing the dis-

cussion of whether there is a wrong way to run

a belt with regard to "splices." The general

answer to this question is : Put the belt on so

that the pully in slipping on the face of the belt

shall run with and not against the spliecs. But
if the belt slips on both pulleys, of a belted pair,

then there can be no difference which way the

splices of the belt lie, for the motion of one

pulley will be against and the motion of the

other will be with the splices, which is the true

state of the case, but which does not often

hapen ; there will mostly be conditions favoring

slippage on the one or other of the pulleys, when
it is known which one it is, then pat the belt on

to suit this condition. In the cases where there

is no slipping, if the driving pulley acts favorably

on the splices, then the driven pulley is sure to

be against them, and so it may be said there is

Vally nothing in the advice directing the way a

belt should be run, except for the cases of known
slippage. So says Mr. John H. Cooper, who is

certainly competent authority, in a recent com-

munication.

Appreciated.
Cote St. Axtoine,

Montreal, May 4th, 1SS1.

Messrs. Toker & Co., Publishers of The
Canada Lumberman, Peterborough, Ont.

Gentlemen,—You, or some friend, has been

forwarding me your periodical I think from its

first issue, and you will please receive enclosed

$2 to pay for it for the year, since I first re-

ceived it, the date of which you will no doubt

be able to ascertain. I like the paper very

much. It is in my opinion the best published

on the subject in America, and is far away

ahead of tho Timber Trades Journal of London,

England. Yours,

James Little.

FILING OR SHARPENING THE TEETH OF
SAWS.

The greatest wear of a saw is on the under
sides of the teeth. File nearly to an edge (but

not quite), leaving a short bevel of, say 1-32 of

an inch wide on the under side of the ]joint.

But in no instance file to a fine point and thin

wire edge.

First.—Be sure that the saw hangs properly

on the mandrel.

Secon/L—The saw must be in proper line with

the carriage, and the carriage run true.

Third.—The mandrel must be level and run

tight in the boxes.

Fourth.—Round off the saw so that all teeth

will cut the same amount, and be sure that the

very points of the teeth are widest.

Fifth.—Do nearly all the filing on the upper
sides of the teeth and see that they are well

spread at the points ; file square and have them
project alike on both sides of the saw.

Sixth.—If the saw heats in the centre when
the mandrel runs cool in the boxes, cool it off

and line it into the log a little.

Seventh.—If the saw heats on the rim and not

in the centre, cool it off and line it out of the log

a Uttle.

Eighth.—Do not try the ex|>eriment of bend-

ing each alternate tooth for the set, when using

inserted toothed saws.

Ninth.—File the teeth hooking, so that the

swsge will spread them at the points.

Tenth.—Use a light hammer in swaging, say

three-quarters to one pound weight.

In filing solid toothed circular saws, keep the

throats or roots of the teeth round, or

saws are when new. Angles, or square cornn^
filed at the roots of the teeth, will almost invari-

ably cause a saw to crack ; the filing of such

angles or square corners will cancel the warrant

on any saw. The back or top of the tooth

leads or guides the saw, and should be filed

square across. The under side of the teeth may
be filed a little beveled on the teeth of saws that

are bent alternately for the set so as to leave the

outer corners of the cutting edge longest. These

directions, if carefully followed, will not only

put the saw in excellent condition for cutting,

but will, to a great extent, serve to keep it true

in circumference, and even in balance. They
have been prepared by J. E. Emerson, of Emer-
son, Smith & Co., who is, as our readers know,

a practical saw maker.

LABOUR ON THE OTTAWA.
The Ottawa Daily Citixn in a review of the

prospects of lumbering in that valley says :

—

The labor question in all of the lumberman's

operations, is one of the greatest importance,

and there seems no chance of a clash between
labor and capital this season. Among the em-
ployers there seems a general idea that a slight

advance in wages will take place, but no one of

them seem to apprehend the slightest difficulty

in obtaining all the hands they may require for

any kind of work, and among the men so far,

even those who are over sanguine as to what the

season may produce, there seems no inclination

to force the price of their toil above its fair

market value. The Upjier Ottawa Improve-

ment Company, which owing to the fact that

work is steady on it the whole season through,

can get men cheaper than most private firms for

the drive ; are laying $3,000 ]n?r month more
than they did last season. In the mills, how-

ever, it is not probable that much over a dollar

a day will lie paid for day hands, and the usual

rules will l>e observed in regard to night hands.

Men on the drives, es)>ecially the short drjjes,

are now commanding high wages, in some cases

S30 per month and found being paid, and in a

very few exceptional cases first-class men on

difficult work have secured a higher figure.

Fire Proof r.u i I.I in ps.

There if practically no such thing as a fire

proof building. Brick comes nearer to being a

fire proof material than any other substance.

Iron is treacherous and almost worthless in

many places where it is commonly used. A
good oak pillar is far better as a support in case

of fire than iron. None of the building stone

generally in use is of any value in case of severe

fire, amd granite is the worst, or least reliable

of all.
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THE RELATION OF FOEESTS TO CLIMATE
AND SOIL.

Mr. F. C. Zimmerman, who is connected with

the United States Consulate at Berlin, in a late

report to the state department at Washington,

gives some valuable information upon this sub-

ject, which is becoming a very important one to

the people of this country. He says that the

influence of forests upon the climate and the

fertility of the soil is most carefully studied at

the forest academies and stations in Prussia, and

the conclusions that are reached there can hardly

fail to be of value to those in this country who

are interested in tree growing. As warnings to

wood destroyers, large tracts of land are point-

ed out in various countries which formerly were

covered with forests within whose borders were

springs and brooks, where now, man having

thoughtlessly stripped the land of its trees, the

eye looks in vain for a grass plot. The sun-

beams unhindered strike the naked earth and

raise the temperature of it and the neighboring

air to a high degree ; in the night, however,

this heat is quickly and freely given out into

space and the temperature suddenly sinks.

Sufficient rain does not fall, nor does it fall re-

gularly, but pours down in torrents and no good

comes of it. The arid ground cannot retain the

moisture, but from the dry surface, the fallen

water evaporates like ether, and vegetation re-

ceives but little assistance in its effort to grow.

These students are now satisfied that the

forest moderates the extremes of temperature

and ameliorates the climate. It is especially

worthy of note that the daily temperature of

forests does not reach so high a point in sum-

mer as that of open fields, nor in winter does it

sink so low. Changes of temperature do not

occur so suddenly in the forest, for ground

shaded by trees becomes warm more slowly

than uncovered land, and does not cool off so

quickl}-.

If one examines the statistics furnished by the

Prussian meteorological stations, relative to the

temperature of the surface of the earth and the

neighboring atmosphere in their districts, it will

be found that the rise and fall of the same are

quite gradual, and that the extremes of tem-

perature are reached somewhat later in the

forests than in the open fields. This gradual rise

and fall of temperature is one of the chief re-

quisites for the proper growth of forest trees as

well as for plants generally. Young trees are

often injured by sudden changes of temperatue,

and some species cannot thrive unless some pro-

tection from such changes is furnished them.

The leaves of the trees retain a great deal of

water, which is evaporated and thus given back

to the air, the humidity of which is thereby in-

creased, and the supply of moisture to the soil is

rendered more equal and regular. • That the

soil receives is absorbed and evaporated very

slowly. Much of the rain that falls upon open

fields is wasted, the supply being often greater

than the requirement for the time being. For-

ests, moreover, directly induce rain. The air

within the forest becoming warm by the absorp-

tion of heat, both from the ground and the air

next above it, leaves over the forest a current

considerably colder than the neighboring air,

and rain-clouds passing over are, in most cases,

condensed by coming into contact with this

colder atmosphere. To exercise such an in-

fluence, however, on atmospheric temperature,

the forest must be of very considerable extent.

Authorities on the subject of forest culture in

Prussia are unanimous in the opinion that rain-

fall is more abundant and regular in districts

well wooded than in bare lands. In this con-

nection it is worthy of remark that the forests

are generally rich in springs and brooks. This

alone goes a great way toward showing the

intimate relations between woods and water.

And further, while the forest tends to moder-

ate climate, while it regulates the supply of

moisture, the forest land is continually receiving

a supply of the richest soil through the yearly

fall of leaves. This soil increases the capacity

of the ground for warmth, its moisture-retaining

proj,ertie*, and furnishes all the requirements

necessary for the growth of plants. The im-

portant influence of forests on climate and the

fertility of the ^>il having long been recognized,

t ha*, therefore, often been attempted to forest

and* sterile because of unfavorable conditions

4 climate. These attempts have often been

crowned with success. The foresting of the

Luneberg heath, a sandy plain near Hanover,

was successful, though accomplished at great

expense and in the face of various difficulties.

In like manner the foresting of sandy stretches

of land in Brandenberg and other Prussian pro-

vinces has resulted very favorably ; the aim in

all these cases being, of course, to counteract

the influence that these sterile tracts exercised

over the neighboring fertile soil and to convert

them into useful and productive possessions.

Again, referring to the fact that considerable

moisture is necessary for the growth of trees, it

is proper to remark that when it is deemed

desirable to change the course of a stream or

rivulet, in order to irrigate fields designed for

cultivation, it should be carefully ascertained

by noting the rainfall, remaining springs,

brooks, etc., whether such a change can be

made without detriment to such woodland in

the neighborhood as may be in part dependent

on such waters for moisture.

Draining too much of the water from forest

lands destroys the forests, as deforesting often

dries up streams. In Prussia this is so well

understood and appreciated that before any

such course is pursued, very careful considera-

tion is given to the subject, and the forest

officials are called upon for, and they submit,

reasons pro and con. A few years ago, for

instance, it was desired to reclaim certain bog

land near Chorin, in Brandenberg, but in order

to do so, it was found that it would be necessary

to reduce the Paarsteiner lake a square mile or

more. To this the forest authorities strenuously

objected, because they feared that such a reduc

tion of the water surface would so materially

lessen the moisture of the air and soil, that the

very existence of the neighboring forests would

be hazarded. The project was therefore not

carried out. This one instance shows how
thoroughly the science of forest culture is ap

preciated in that kingdom.

The proper hygrometric and electric equili

brium for successful farming can only be main
tained, it is estimated, when at least 20 per

cent, of the total area is forest land. Mirabeau

estimated, in 1750, that 32 per cent, of the land

in France should be woodland. Reutzsch esti

mated that in the interior of Germany the

proportion of woodland to the entire surface

should be 23 per cent., while near the coast,

where the air is supplied with humidity by

evaporation from the sea, 20 per cent, would be

sufficient and proper In this connection one

writer very pertinently inquires :
" If the Ger

man states require 23 per cent, midway between

the North sea, the Baltic, and the Mediter

ranean, what is demanded for the great area

between the Mississippi and the Rocky Moun
tains, almost without water from the Gulf of

California to the Polar sea ?"

—

Northwestern

Lumberman.

TAEIFF OF EATE8.

To be levied during the ensuing season HHH)
|

by the Upper Ottawa Improvement Company,
in connection with the undermentioned works :

L—TMROI'OI! UKS JOACHIM BOOM.

TolU Working
Per piece, ezperuet

Per piece.

Saw logs, 17 feet ami under J cent 2 cents

Bed and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, round or flatted, over

17 feet and under 25 feet long 4-9 ct.. 2j cte.

do do 25 to 35 fect long 5-9 ct. 3J cts.

do do 35 feet and upwards

in length

8-9

ct. 5} cts.

Red and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, square 1J ct. 8 cts.

Oak, Elm and other hardwood, square

or flatted

2

cts. 12 cts.

II.—THROUGH FORT WILLIAM BOOM.

Saw logs, 17 fect and under J ct. 1 ct.

Red and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, round or flatted, over

17 feet and under 25 feet long 4-9 ct. 1J ct.

do do 25 to 35 feet long. ... 5-9 ct. I§ ct.

do do 35 feet and upwards

in length 8-9 ct. 2§ cts.

Red and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, square 1J ct. 4 cts.

Oak, Elm and other hardwood, square

or flatted 2 cts. 6 cts.

To Harden and Temper a Saw.

Fix it by its hole to a bar or rod, as though it

was an arbor. Heat evenly over a charcoal fire

to a good cherry red. Dip it evenly in a hori-

zontal—level—position into a bath of whale or

lard oil, moving it horizontally until it is cool.

Remove it, and with the oil on it heat it over

the fire until the oil flashes or flits over the sur-

face. Do not allow the oil to burn. In all

cases the saw must be hardened horizontally

not vertically. Experiment has proved this

method to be a perfect success.

Steel Bands for Transmitting Power.

A patent recently granted in Vienna and
Berlin uses bands of steel, tempered and hard-

ened, to transmit motion from one pulley to the

other, the faces of the pulleys being turned per

fectly flat and then faced with a varnish of

resin, shellac and asphalt. The fastenings of

these belts are of a peculiar structure and can

not properly be described without engravings.

Invaluable to the Trade.

The Canada Lumberman.—This paper,

which was formerly published in Toronto, will

in future be published in Peterborough, Messrs.

Toker & Co., of the Review, having become the

proprietors. The Lumberman, being a purely

•trade organ, and devoted exclusively to the

lumbering interests, will contain information

such as will render in invaluable to those en-

gaged in that business.—Hastings Star.

III.—THROUGH ALLUMETTE BOOM.

Same as No. II.

IV.—THROUGH MELONS CHBNAL BOOM.

Saw logs, 17 feet and under 1-10 ct. let.

Red and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, round or flatted, over

17 feet and under 25 feet 2-15 ct. 1J ct

do do 25 to 35 feet long .. . 1-6 ct. 1§ ct

do do 35 feet and upwards

in length 4-15 ct. 2§ cts.

Red aud White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, square 2-5 ct. 4 cts.

Oak, Elm and other hardwood, square

or flatted 3-5 ct. 6 cts.

V.—PASSING LAPASSE BOOM.

Tolls same as for No. IV. No charge for Working
Expenses.

VI.—THROUGH IMPROVEMENTS IN MISSISSIPPI CHENAL,

CHATS RAPIDS AND Q.UIO BOOM OR ANY ONE OF THEM.

Saw logs, 17 feet and under \ ct. 1£ ct.

Red and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, round or flatted, over

17 feet and under 25 feet long 4-9 ct. 2 cts.

do do 25 to 35 feet long. ... 5-9 ct. 2J cts.

do do 35 feet and upwards

in length 8-9 ct. 4 cts.

Red and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, square 1$ ct. 6 cts.

Oak, Elm and other hardwood, square

or flatted 2 cts. 9 cts.

VII.—THROUGH IMPROVEMENTS FROM DESCHENES TO HEAD
OF HULL SLIDE, NORTH SIDE.

Saw logs, 17 feet and under 1 ct.

Red and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, round or flatted, over

17 feet and under 25 feet long 1J ct.

do do 25 to 35 feet long. . . 1§ ct.

do do 35 feet and upwards

in length 2| cts.

Red and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, square 4 cts.

Oak, Elm and other hardwood, square

or flatted 6 cts.

VIII.—THROUGH IMPROVEMENTS IN THOMPSON'S BAT.

Saw logs, 17 feet and under J ct. 1 ct.

Red and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, round or flatted, 17

feet and under 25 feet long 1 ct.

do do 25 to 35 feet long. ... \\ ct.

do do 35 feet and upwards

in length 2 cts.

Red and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, square 3 cts.

Oak, Elm and other hardwood, square

or flatted 4J cts.

IX.—THROUGH IMPROVEMENTS IN LIMEKILN EDDY.

Saw logs, 17 feet and under J ct.

Red and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, round or flatted, over

17 feet and under 25 feet long J ct.

do do 25 to 35 feet long. . . 5-12 ct.

do do 35 feet and upwards

in length § ct.

Red and White Pine, Tamarac, Spruce

and Hemlock, square 1 ct.

Oak, Elm and other hardwood, square .

or flatted 1J ct.

X.—THROUGH BOOM BELOW THE OUTLET OF HULL SLIDE

Same as No. IX.

FOEEST FIEEB.

Forest fires are numerous during thU month,
and too ftriii;'<-ut loca'ui"-- < ;i.i -

• '.

prevent carelessness on the j>art of settlers, and
incendiarism by tramjjs. In New York nuch

offences arc criminal. Under the revuted

statutes of that State, every j«er*on negligently

setting fire to his own w<»od<., or ii'-,-]i /ently

suffering a fire kindled \i\nm his own wood or

fallow land to extend beyond his own land, is to

be deemed guilty of a misdemeanour, and, on
conviction, is liable to a fine not exceeding a
thousand dollars or imprisonment for a term n"t

exceeding one year. A peculiar rule also applies

to civil suits for damages occasioned )•

fires in Suffold county. Wherever a person who'

has kindled a fire on his own land permit- it ,

extend beyond, to the land of another, he is

deemed to have done so negligently, and the
law imj>oses ujsm him the burden of proving
" beyond every doubt "—these are the word* of

the statute—" that there was no negligence on
his part, and that the fire extended from his

own land from causes entirely beyond his own
control." These laws are found to have a
wholesome effect.

—

Mail.

14 ct.

13 ct

2§ ct?.

4 cts.

6 cts.

A WooiKSplitliiiK Mai bin. .

A novelty in mechanics is a wood-splitting

machine, which E. W. Peck has used near Cam-
bridgeburgh, Vt. It acts exactly upon the
guillotine principle. An enormous axe, weigh-
ing with its fixtures, 200 pounds, runs up and
down between two uprights, and is controlled
by a pair of levers. As the section of a log
drops from the buzz saw, it rolls down an in-

cline to the splitter. Here a workman place-; it

under the axe, which, descending, splits it with
incredible ease and despatch. The toughest
and knottiest "old settlers," which it would
take a man half a week to split with an ordinary
axe, are disposed of in a second. The rapidity
with which it works may be imagined from the
fact that it can split wood as fast as it can lje

sawed in a mill. It does as much work in a
given time as twenty men could accomplish.

Itlothers who are startled at the hour of midnight
by that ominous hoarse cough of your little ones, what
would you not give for a prompt and certain means of
relief from that dread destroyer of your children,
Croup? Such a means you may have for the trifling

cost of 25 cents. It is Hagyard's Yellow Oil, the great
Household remedy for all inflammatory and painful
diseases. Do not rest over night again without it.

Timber Seasoning and Preserving.

A foreign exchange describes a method which
it says has been utilized to a large extent in
France. By this new process, the antiseptic
properties of carbolic and other tar acids are
carried through the heart ane the innermost
pores of the largest log, all the free water and
fermentable sap being extracted by superheated
sted steam. It is said that all kinds of wood
may be preserved. A noteworthy thing report-
ed is, that the timber if first so softened by the
process, under appropriate treatment, it may be
pressed into various shapes, after which it

hardens and resists the attacks of fungi or of
insects. As licenses have been taken out in
England, we hope for fuller information as to
the process itself and it practical results.

Growth of Trees.

As the result of observation and from the
testimony of reliable men, the following is about
the average growth in twelve years of the lead-
ing desirable varieties of trees when planted in
belts or groves and cultivated :—White maple,
one foot in diameter and 30 feet high ; ash-leaf
maple or box elder, one foot in diameter and 20
feet high ; white willow, one and a half feet in
diameter and 40 feet high

; yellow willo^ one
and a half feet in diameter and 35 feet high ;

Lombardy poplar, 10 inches in diameter and 40
feet high ; blue and white ash, 10 inches in
diameter and 25 feet high; black walnut and
butternut, 10 inches in diameter and 20 ft. high.

Sharpening Old Files.

The edge produced on files by acid does not
hold

; a recut file differs from a new one in
temper, as drawing and replacing the temper
injures the steel, the original temper seldom
being attained. The only method of sharpen-
ing a file and making it as good as new, is by
the application of the sand blast. I have been
using this in my shop about six months, and can
sharpen an old file equal to new (witllout dis-

turbing the temper) in from one to three
minutes. I prefer old files thus treated to any
new files, as it makes them keener and smoother
cutting, and preventing breakage of teeth.— IF.

A, Foster in Blacksmith and JThahcright.
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Travelling Agent.

MR. A. L. W. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub-

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con-

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

The Canada Lumberman
DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER & Co. PETERBOROUGH.

Terms of Subscript ion :

One copy, one year, in advance £2 00
One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Kates:
Per line, for one year SO 00
Per line, for six months 50
Per line, for three months 30
Per line, for first insertion 10
Per line, for each subsequent insertion to :i nio's. 0j
Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum S 00
Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months 5 00
Cards not occupying more than (> lines per annum 5 00
Cards not occupying more than (i lines, for 0 nio's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in anj parti-

cular issue should reach the oltiee of publication at

least three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to TOKER & Co., Peter-

borough, Out.

Communications intended for insertion in the Can IDA

Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of t he

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in-

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

PETERBOROUGH, Out. MIAY hi, 1881.

The saw log drive belonging to Fowls I'ros.

Hastings, Ont., arrived at Lakefield on Wed
nesday morning, and that of J. 'A. Rogers, "I

Ashburnham, at Youngs' Point.

Messhs. R. & G. Strickland are very busy

cutting tip about a million feet of basswood,

ash, etc., at their Lakefield water mill, which

has lately been thoroughly overhauled and is

now doing better work than it ever did before.

Too little attention has hitherto been paid to

the getting out of hardwoods in this section of

Ontario.

The Tanite Company, of Stroudsburg, Mon-
roe Co., Pa., compelled by the increased de-

mand for their celebrated emery wheels and

grinding machinery, are about enlarging their

already extensive works. Plans and specifica-

tions were perfected for a building 24x64 feet,

four storeys high. In consequence of the late-

ness of the season, however, it is impossible to

get out the lumber in time. The original plans

are therefore modified temporarily, and a build-

ing of two storeys, 24x32 feet, will be erected,

which, at a later period, will be enlarged to the

original designs.

As most of our readers know it is one thing

to get outjogs during the winter and another to

get them u> the mills in good time during the

summer. In tho last two or three issues of The
Canada Lumberman we have given various

estimates of the expected supply of lumber for

the season, but none of these estimates, so far

as we are aware, made any allowance for the

logs which, although banked, were cither not

likely to reach the mills this summer, or to

reach them so late as to prevent the lumber

manufactured from them being put upon the

market until next spring. That more than the

usual quantity of logs will be hung up this

season is now more than probable. Mot only is

the opening of the streams unusually late, but

little or no rain has fallen, to make up for the

water which has been quietly slipping away
without taking a log with it. Unless, therefore,

unusual provision were made last fall for hold-

ing back a supply of water on the small streams,

the probabilities are that the estimated supply

for the current season will bo considerably re-

duced from this cause, although wo think it

would be rather injudicious to make bets, as

the LumLcrniau's Gazette says is being done in

the west, that the supply of lumber will be

from ten to fifteen per oent. less this season

than it was last, on account of tho dearth of

water.

TIMBER ON ROAD ALLOWANCES.

In compliance with the request of a corres-

pondent we publish the 3rd, 4th, 5th and Oth

(as amended last session) sections of chap. 20 of

the Revised Statutes of Ontario, which relate to

the rights of license holders and municipalities

to the timber growing upon road allowances

included within the bounds of any license :

3. Every Government road allowance includ-

ed in any Crown timber license, heretofore

granted, or which may hereafter be granted

under section one of this Act, shall be deemed

and taken to be and to have been ungranted

lands of the Crown, within the meaning of said

section, and liable as such to be included in such

license. 34 V. c. 19, s. 1.

4. The licensee or nominee named in any such

license shall be deemed and taken to have, and

to have had, all the rights in respect of every

such road allowance, and the trees, timber and

lumber thereon, or cut thereon, as were or, by

the second section of this Act, may be conferred

upon him in respect of any other Crown lands

embraced in such license, and the trees, timber

and lumber thereon, or cut thereon, except that

lie shall not bo entitled to take or keep exclu-

sive possession of any such road allowance. 34

V. 0. 19, s. 2.

5. No by-law passed, or to be passed by any

Municipal Council for preserving, selling, or

otherwise appropriating or disposing of the tim-

ber or trees, or any part thereof, on any Govern-

ment road allowance or allowances included in

any such license, shall bo deemed or taken to

have had or have any force or effect against any

such license. 34 V. c. 19, 8. 3.

6. In case the council of any township or-

ganized as a separate municipality, or the

council of any united townships, have passed

or hereafter pass any by-law for preserving or

selling the timber or trees on the Government

road allowances within such townships or united

townships, and included in any such license, tho

corporation of such township or united town-

ships shall be entitled to be paid, out of the con-

solidated revenue fund of the Province, a sum

equal to two per centum of the dues received by

Her Majesty for or in respect of tho timber or

saw-logs which, during the existence of such

by-law, wero cut within the said township or

united townships, under tho authority of such

license ; but no corporation shall be entitled to

such per centage of the dues received for timber

or saw-logs cut during tho times or seasons

when any timber or trees on any such road

allowances wore cut or removed, for which cut-

ting or removal such corporation had, before the

fifteenth day of February, one thousand eight

hundred and seventy-one, obtained a verdict

against any such licensee or nominee.

With regard to the timber growing on road

allowances not within the limit of any license,

sub-section 4 of section 509 of the Municipal

Act provides that "tho Council of every county

township, city, town, and incorporated village

may pass by-laws for preserving or selling tim-

ber, trees, stone, sand or gravel on any allow-

ance or appropriation for a public road " subject

to the provisions which we have just quoted.

FOREST CULTURE.

The Toronto World is another paper that is

sharing in the growing interest felt in forest

preservation. In an editorial it says :
—

" The

forests of Canada are, next to her farms, tho

chief source of her Wealth. But these are being

rapidly depleted, and scarcely a move has been

made in any quarter to re-plant or conserve

them. At the present rate of consumption our

supply will becomo exhausted in fifteen years,

while the supply of the United States east of

the Rocky Mountains will not last ten years.

Much may be done by judicious care and over-

sight to provide for future wants, as may be

learnt from a study of forest culture in Great

Britain and the countries of the continent, more

especially Germany and France. This work-

ought to begin now ; to wait ten years or five

years would bo to lose, invaluable opportunities.

OUR FORESTS.

Our readers will be pleased to learn that the

Council of the Agricultural and Arts A8s<x;ia-

tion of Ontario at its last meeting decided to

olfer two prizes of 830 and $20 for the best

essays on "the best methods of preserving our

forests and the varieties of trees l>est suited for

planting," and that these essays arc to be read

and discussed at a public meeting of all who
chose to attend, to be held on the evening of the

first Wednesday during the Provincial Exhibi-

tion in London, next September. It is to be

hoped that these prizes will not only be the

means of calling forth some valuable informa-

tion and suggestions with regard to this very

important subject, but that the opixirtunity,

which the public meeting is designed to afford,

will be taken advantage of by many of the

readers of The Canada Lumberman, to place

their views—particularly with regard to the

preservation of our present timber supply

—

before the public. In connection with this sub-

ject may we not ask : Why should not the

lumbermen of this Province form an association,

and receive a grant from the Provincial

Treasury to aid them in promoting so laudable

an object as the preservation of our forests ? The
Provincial Government now give grants to

several .associations which have been formed for

similar public purposes, and why not to the

lumbermen, who represent an interest, second

to that of the farmer, but of far greater import-

ance than any other.

FOREST STATISTICS.

In the United States we learn that important

branches of the census work have been commit-

ted to the charge of special agents, who are

experts in their several departments. Among
thc>e Professor Charles S. Sargent has charge

of tho subjects of "Tree-covering, Forest

Wealth, and the Lumbering Industry." This

gentleman will no doubt collate the scattered

statistics on these subjects, and publish them in

Booh a shape as to give very valuable informa-

tion. We might well follow the example of our

neighbors in this respect, for the small expendi-

ture incurred would be amply repaid, by our

better knowledge of our forest areas and forest

wealth. This is only one instance out of many
of the interest which our neighbors south of

the line arc taking in their forests, in which

respect wc lay somewhat behind them.

HALIBURT0N.
Timber.—A very large drive of squaro timber

belonging to Messrs. Irwin & Boyd is running

through this village. It will be rafted in Head
Lake, where, with other timber which has

already been brought up the lake, there will be

some 2,000 pieces. This drive consists of 1,100,

among which are some fine timber, the largest

being 41 feet in length, and squaring 30x31

inches. A timber slide for loading it has been

built near the new wharf, and tho first train

load left on the 6th via the Victoria and Mid-

land railroads for Port Hope.

Scarcity of Water.—The lumbermen are

complaining very much of the want of water. A
vast number of logs will have to be left in the

small creeks, adjoining the largo creeks and

lakes, there not being sufficient water to run

them out. There has not been any rain in this

part since the first part of February. Water is

lower than last fall.

Haliburton, May 9th, 1881.

Deserves Success.

The Canada Lumberman.—Messrs. Toker &
Co., the enterprising publishers of the Peter-

borough Daily Review, have purchased The
Canada Lumberman, and will henceforth pub-

lish it twico a month. It is the only paper

published in Canada in the interest of lumber-

men, and w ill, we are sure, guide and guard

their interests faithfully and well. The Lumber
man is purely a trade organ, and will not be

allied with any political party. We wish

Messrs. Toker & Co. the success they deserve,

and if they get that they will have no reason to

grumble, as every person interested in lumber
or timber should subscribe for The Canada
Lumberman at once.

—

Stratford Herald.

Jake Bog art's saw nulls, Ufford, have again

been overhauled and are in first-class order.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

The Freshet.—The water in the river cn»-

tinues very low for the season of the year, ow ing

to the protracted dry and cold weather ; the

same may be said of the smaller streams, o|*rat-

ing adversely to stream driving operations.

Saw Mills.—Sawing has commenced at the

greater number of our milling establishments,

both in the city and in the country districts,

but it is doubtful how long they can all be kept

in operation unless we have more favorable

weather for the streams soon.

Freights.—The rates of freight ride alxmt the

same as at the date of our last. A large busi-

ness in chartering has been done however in the

past fortnight, some 16,000 tons of shipping

having been placed, chiefly for Liverpool and
Bristol Channel, at 57/6.

Shipments.—The following shipments of deaLj

and other sawn timber have been made during

the two weeks past, say :

For Europe 6,029,000 Sop. ft.

" United States 2,227,000 •

St. John, N.B., May oth, 1881.

OTTAWA.
Shipping.—Shipping of lumber is going on

briskly by the river and by the St. Lawrenqe 4.

Ottawa Railway, and by the Canada Central

Railway.

Rafting.—A & P. White, of Deux Rivieres,

have a large gang of men rafting their timber at

that place and exi>ect to be ready to start for

Quebec at an early date. The water in the

Ottawa and many of the other streams is very

low, and great fears are entertained that there

will be many logs left in the creeks this season.

Driving.—Bronson & Weston's drive is near

out of the Schyon; the water is as high as it was
any time at t h i

- >oason "f the year. Frascr &
McCanchan's drive on the same stream is also

doing well. They exjiect to be in the Ottawa
River about the 12th of May. The tug Walter

B., owned by Mr. Thibaudeau, is to begin tow-

ing logs from Des Joachim to Fort William on
the 28th.

Closed.—Mr. J. A. Gouin has closed the

Russell House until the 15th of June next. The
old stone building is to l>e taken down and a
handsome new front built. Mr. Gouin ha- con-

ducted the Russell House for the |«ast eighteen

years, and as he has been a popular landlord, he
will doubtless have the continued patronage of

the travelling public when the sujierior accom-

modation which will be afforded by the contem-

plated improvements is completed.

BIG TREES.

Referring to lug trees, the American UojuUr
tells us that a grove in California, consisting of

1,680, contains not one which measures less than

six feet in diameter. A rare and magnificent

white oak is to be seen in the Quaker burying

ground in Salem, New York. It is more than

two hundred years old, and is remarkable for

its enormous branches, which have a spread of

112 feet. A remarkable chestnut tree is grow-

ing on a farm in Berks, Pennsylvania. It is

nearly forty feet in circumference at the base,

and the top of the tree can be reached by steps

fastened between the limbs. Most remarkable

of trees w ith a history is a russet apple tree in

Skowhegan, Maine, whieli was planted in \7<>-.

In its branches a play-room for children has

been built for half a century. The tree is seven

feet from the ground to the branches, five in

number, all of which are very large, and aver-

age 30 feet in length, covering a space of ground

63 feet in diameter. It is more than i\ feet in

diameter, and has yielded an average of thirty

bushels each year.

On Ike Subject of Wagon Tiro*.

The question has been asked why people per-

sist in the use of narrow wagon tires where the

roads are of clay and mud, or where loads have

to be drawn over ploughed or mellow ground.

A broad tire will not sink so far as a narrow one.

Consequently the narrower the tire the deeper

tho wheel w ill sink into the field or road, and

greater [nnver w ill Iv required to draw the load.

While narrow w heels are desirable for vehicles

for fast driving, it is very desirable that the

breadth of tire used on our lumber and farm

wagons should be materially increased.
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The schooner J. Norris gets $80 per 1,000 for

timber from Amhurstburg to Kingston.

TBAFFIC on the Erie Canal is not expected to

be fully open until about the 17th iust.

Mr. Robt. Camp's new steam saw mill at

Dwight commenced cutting logs on the 14th ult.

The machinery worked well.

The Moira river is falling rapidly, making

owners of logs on that stream apprehensive

about getting them to the mills this year.

Ax individual named Hitchman was fined $10

and costs, at Huntsville, for having stolen tim-

ber from the farm of the poet Churchill.

Although the rate on lumber from Toronto

to Oswego is still quoted at $1.25, a charter,

however, has been made at $1.15.

The steamer Conqueror, of Quebec, has been

chartered for towing timber on Lake Ontario.

She has been guaranted eleven rafts.

Thompson & McAkthur, Fenelon' Falls, are

preparing to erect a large steam saw mill on the

north side of the village, on the shore of

Cameron Lake.

We understand that the drives on Gull and

Burnt Rivers are making good progress, and

will soon be out of danger, but on the smaller

streams drivers have their hands full.

Theke is a good opening for a planing mill

and sash factory at Lakefield, Ont., as there is

none within nine miles of that place, and it is

surrounded by a good country.

The Muskoka Slide Dam and Boom Company

have about 220 men employed, to whom they

are paying an average of $20 per month. Last

year the average was $24.

From the St. Ignace Republican we learn that

the Mackinac Lumber Co., put in during the

past winter 14,000,000 feet of logs, held over

from last year 3,000,000 feet and have 1,500,000

feet of lumber on their docks and expect to

manufacture 16,000,000 feet this season.

From two groves of maples in North Harpers-

field, Delaware County, New York, the yield

this year has been seven tons of maple sugar.

The groves contain 4,200 trees. In 1875 the

town of Harpersfield produced 200,000 pounds

of sugar, an amount which this year's crop is

thought to exceed.

Messrs. G. W. Taylor & Co., are putting in

two gangs consisting of 04 saws in their saw

mill, on Muskoka Bay, which will make its

cutting capacity much greater than any mill in

the Muskoka district. They are also building

two additions to their mill, one for lumber and

the other for lath.

On the 30th ult., while superintending the

breaking of a vast dump of logs on the Tequin

river, Mr. Joseph Calverlie got entangled among
the falling logs, and as a result, a few broken

ribs, an ugly contused wound on the right

temple, and a general bruising all over, from

which, however, nothing serious is apprehended.

During the past 12 years there has been 1,-

686,050,816 feet of logs cut from the Menominee

nd tributaries. The cut of the past winter will

ggregate about 306,500,000 feet, which, added

to 20,000,000 feet of old logs on hand, gives a

total stock of 326,500,000 feet. The log cut of

the past winter exceeds that of the last previous

one nearly 66,000,000.

An Ottawa dispatch says that the tug Allan

Gilriwur, with eight barges of lumber, got into

the Long Sault on the night of May 8th, and it

was found necessary to cut five barges loose,

which were badly wrecked in going through the

rapids. J. A. Kirby, of this city, is owner of

the barges ; the loss Is estimated at 84,000, on

which there is an insurance of $1,000.

Lake freights on lumber are quoted at $1.50

from Muskegon to Chicago; $1.50 from Grand

Haven ; --'J. 25 from Manistee. No rates have

been named yet for ports that are not open.

The vessel market is pretty firm, and under the

impression that th'jre will be plenty of stuff to

carry this season, owners expect to command
{faying figures.

Thk Soino River (Wis.) Improvement Com-
pany has ha/1 about sixty men engaged for some

time in building darns and otherwise improving

the stream, to facilitate the driving of logs. The

darns have been thoroughly repaired and two

one*) built, making five in all. There are

about ten million feet of logs to conn; nut of

that stream, about four millions of which will

bo run to Stevens' Point.

The Toronto Globe says that it is proper to

have it understood by vessel-men that there

will bo nothing done in this port for a week in

lumber charters. The canal at Oswego will not

bo open till the 17th, and the docks at Oswego

are overcrowded. It is said by shippers that

there will be a month's good sailing when the

season commences. It is hoped that rates will

be maintained as they are at present.

It is learned from the News and Reporter that

the Ducey Lumber Company with a capital of

$50,000 has been organized at Muskegon for the

transaction of a general lumber business. P. A.

Ducey is president ; John Lynch, vice-presi-

dent, and E. C. Misner, secretary-treasurer.

The company has purchased the new mill of the

Torrent & Arms Lumber Company, for $40,000.

The new firm is a strong one and will do a suc-

cessful and profitable business.

Mr. John Oliver, of John Oliver & Co.,

Toronto, Out., has been in Chicago for the past

two weeks buying and selling hardwoods. Mr.

Oliver has so much faith in the prospective

value of certain kinds of wood, that even at

present prices he would rather buy than sell.

He has men in Indiana and adjoining states,

buying extensively. The firm does an immense

business, and is the only one in the Dominion

in the hardwood trade exclusively.

The small value of birch wood for fuel, and

its lack of toughness and strength, except in the

smaller twigs, have led to its general neglect in

the arts. Our more enterprising builders of

railway cars, however, have discovered that its

light weight, close grain, and rich finish make it

admirably suited for certain applications where

fine finish and bright effects are desired. The

contrasts presented when white birch and light

colored ash are relieved by the red of the cherry

birch, are said to be queer looking, but very

pleasing to the eye.

The Caughnawaga Indians consider their

remuneration not high enough. They are en-

gaged in piloting rafts of timber down the

Lachine rapids during the open season, for

which they are paid $2 per day. They now de-

mand $2.50, and add the presumptuous condi-

tion that no white man be employed in this

peculiar but dangerous calling. The redskins

went the length of assaulting a lumberman's

agent who had some French-Canadians engaged

on the work. Of course they will have to pay

for their obstreperousness.

Louisville, Ky., enjoys a very respectable

lumber trade of some fifteen to twenty million

feet, half of which is sawed there. In the report

of the Board of Trade for 1880, the number of

establishments in this branch of manufacturin

is mentioned as three
;
capital employed $300.

000 ; number of hands, 132
; wages, $1.35 to

$2.50 per day ; number of sav/s, 126 ; number of

circular saws and lath mills, six ; value of logs,

$124,000 ; value of material, $126,375 ; lumber

produced, 10,500,000 feet ; number of lath and
pickets, 3,342,500 ; value of products, $212,500.

The Ohio Falls Car Manufacturing Company,
on the Indiana shore, at Jefferson ville, uses

50,000 feet per day, or as much as is sawed in

Louisville, principally Michigan pine. The car

receipts in the city amount to about 3,000 cars

per year, while considerable more comes by

river.

We have received from Messrs. Toker & Co.,

publishers of the Review, Peterborough, the

tenth number of The Canada Lumberman, a

paper devoted to the interests of the timber and
lumber industries of the Dominion. The first

nine numbers of this publication were issued in

Toronto by Mr. Alexander Begg, but the copy

before us shows that it has changed hands and
come under the able management of Messrs,

Toker & Co. The Lumberman will be purely a

trade organ, non-political in its character—

a

paper for the dissemination of facts and figures

concerning the trade ; and in the interests of

our woods and forests, it will sustain an able

part. The contents of the Lumberman are of

so much value that we believe every one inter-

ested in that upon which it professes to treat,

should become a subscriber. It will be sent t'

any address for $2.00 per ye&r.—Cumpbellford

Herald.

Luck of Air.

Some workmen think themselves "tired

hen they are only poisoned. They labor in

factories, breathe air without oxygen, and live

in an atmosphere of death. They are, too

often, allowed to smoke, and thus add fuel to

the flame which is consuming them. They

knock off work " tired " and listless, when tinw-

are merely weakened by foul air and made 'lull

and heavy by an atmosphere charged with dis-

ease. They keep the windows shut and close

the door on health, while they lift the gratings

of the tomb by breathing and re-breathing the

poison from their own lungs, and the floating

particles of matter about them. Open the win-

dows—let in the sunshine and the breeze, stop

smoking, and you will soon find that it is the

poison of confinement, and not labor, that

wearies and tires.—Montreal Herald awl Slav.

The celebrated cypress tree that had stood

near the city of Sparta, Greece, for over 2,800

years, and was described by Pausanius 100

years before the coming of Christ, has been des

troyed by a band of strolling gypsies, who

camped beneath it and left their fire burning.

It was 75 feet high and 10 feet in diameter near

the ground.

SAWYER, ENGINEER & MILLER
A PRACTICAL MAN to take charge of a Saw Mill,

Shingle Mill, one run Flour Mil!, with power suffi-

cient to run alternately, situated on Duck Lake, N. W.
T., 500 miles west Winnipeg. Engagement for a year

and expenses paid. Apply immediately, stating ex-

perience, reference, salary expected, when could leave.

A man accustomed to our machinery preferred,

WATEEOUS, BRANTFORD.IlII

OISTT-A-ZRIO
Electro and Stereotyping Foundry

We have added to our plant all the latest improved
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture of Printers Furniture, facilities for executing

work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continent.

A large assortment of various cuts constantly on hand.

FLEMING & SON,
L14 26 Colborne St., Toronto.

NOES!
The undersigned beeps Canoes suitable

for LUMBERMEN, SPORTSMEN and

others constantly on hand. Price List on

application.

WILLIAM ENGLISH
PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

THE STEAMER "NORSEMAN."
(R. Crawford, Master.)

Will make her regular trips on this route commencing
on Wednesday, the 20th of April, 1881, leaving Cobourg
every morning at 7.30 and Port Hope at 9 o'clock, on
arrival of Grand Trunk Railway trains from the East
and West, connecting at Rochester with the New York
Central, Northern Central, and Erie Railways, and the

Lake Ontario Division of the Rome, Watertown and
Ogdensburg Railway for all points east, west and south.

RETURNING,—Will leave Charlotte (Port of Roches-
ter) daily at 9 o'clock p.m., except Saturdays, when
she will leave at 3 p.m. for Port Hope direct.

Dealers in stock will find this the cheapest and
most expeditious route to Oswego, Boston, Albany,
New York, etc., etc. For further information apply to

R. CRAWFORD,
or C. F. GILDERSLEEVE. Port Hope.

Kingston. wl"

W. H. STOREY & SON...
ACTON, ONTARIO,

GLOVE MANUFACTURERS.
The best description of GLOVES and MITTS in every

variety of material and style manufactured by us. bl5

ara an3„s(A3yois

PORT HOPE

Sail,Tent& Awning

East Pier, Port Hope, Ont

J. J. TURNER, Prop.

DIRECT IMPORTER AND DEALER IN ALL
KINDS OF

COTTON and LINEN CANVAS.

TENTS I

EVERY KIND IN STOCK OR MADK TO ORDER.

AWNINGS !

Any kind put up complete at Reasonable Prices, and
all work warranted f'irnt-claes.

Horse and Waggon Covers, Flags, &c

^y~NoTK thk Audrksh :

J. J. TURNER,
Sail, Tent and Awning Maker, East Pier, Port Hope,

Canada. 3mdlOO-2Ll4

#S?-01d Rope Bought and Sold.-^si

HACYARDS
IPECTORAL

.; BALSAM
Has no equal for the permanent cure of

Coughs. Colds, Sore Throat, Asthma, (roup,
Whooping Couth. Bronchitis, and

all Lung Disease-.
£2T Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction.

T. MILEURN & CO., Proprietors Toronto.

CHAS. M. LARSEN,
Manufacturer of all kinds of Lacquered and Enamelled

Woodwork, Turning and Carving in

WOOD, HORN AND IVORY.

BILLIARD BALLS
Turned and coloured a speciality.

52TMEERCHAUM and AMBER GOODS repaired in

first-class style. bl7m King St. West, Toronto, Ont.

MAIL CONTRACT
TENDERS, addressed to the Postmaster General, will

be received at Ottawa until Noon, on Friday, 6th
May, for the conveyance of Her Majesty's Mails, on
proposed Contracts for four years, once, and three times
per week each way respectively, between

Apsley and Cheddar, and Peter-

borough and Apsley,

from the 1st July next. Conveyance to be made in B
public or other vehicle. Printed notices containing
further information as to conditions of proposed Con-
tract may be seen, and blank forms of Tender may be
obtained at the Post Offices of Peterborough and
Apsley.

GILBERT GRIFFIN,
Post Office Inspector's Office, I Post Office Inspector.

Kingston, 25th March, 1SS1 )" 3L13

Burdock Healing Ointment should be
used in connection with Burdock Blood Bitters for

curing Ulcers, Abscesses, Fevers, Sores, &c Price

•5 cents pet box. T. MILBURN & CO., 'V*— - Sole Agents, Torotou i

-
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SCHOOLS OF FORESTRY.
Mr. David D. Thompson, of Cincinnati, who

has taken much interest in all forestal subjects,

gives some valuable information concerning the

schools of forestry established in Europe. In

order to secure the best results from the culture

and care of forests, says this writer, which re

quire a carefully planned system of regulations

with competent agents to look after their appli-

cation, the European governments, with two or

three exceptions, have established schools of

forestry, most of which are now in a ftWrishing

condition. The students in these schools have

entered that they may thoroughly qualify them-

selves for the work they will have to perform,

and the importance of which they appreciate.

For thein the salary is not the all-important

question—as is usually the case with scientists.

These schools of forestry are of two kinds :

—

First, those designed for the study of forest

sciences and collateral branches, which are call-

ed in German, Forstakademie ; and, second, the

Allgemeine Hoclischulc—colleges or polytechnic

institutions in which forestry is only a a depart-

ment. Before entering the Forstakademie,

students are required to have taken a course in

some preparatory or other school; and in seme

schools to have had, in addition, a practical ex-

perience in forest planting and management

under the direction of skilful forester. Practical

experience in the care of forests is, in all schools,

an important feature in the regular course. The

rules governing admission are very strict.

Either a certificate of graduation from a respon-

sible institution or ath&f evidence of efficiency

is always required ; and in the service of the

state certain conditions as; to age, nativity, etc.,

must be complied with. The object is to give

such instruction as is needed in the planting

and care of forests. The course of study em-

braces whatever will be of use for sue* a pur-

pose. It includes the natural sciences, and the

numerous details of administration required.

Its usual result is to impress the student with

the responsibilities of his work and develop a

habit of close observation.-

One of the oldest and best schools of forestry

in Europe in at Nancy, France, and to it the

department of Muerthe, of which Nancy is the

capital, owes much of its rare rural beauty. The
school is liberally supported, and is fully sup-

plied with cabinets, museums, apparatus, and

appliance's of every ;»rt. To those who prepare

for state forest service instruction is free. Tho

importance of this service may be inferred from

the fact that the state forests cover an area of

nearly 3,000,000 acres, with a gross revenue of

nearly $7,000,000, and a a net revenue over all

expenses of over $5,000,000. The total expense

for board, lodging, uniform, instruments and

pocket money is between $400 and $500 a year.

Foreign students are admitted, with a moderate

special charge. The English government usually

has several students at Nancy training for

forest service in India.

The course of study occupies three years.

Every student is required to devote 1,500 hours

to study each half year. Lectures are delivered

on tho exploitation of forests ; relation of forests

to climate ; natural history of different kinds of

trees ;
management of forests ; conversion of

one form of forests into another ; desirable

qualities and defects of woods, etc. A large

number of lectures of an hour and a half each,

and the same amount of time allotted for pre-

paration of the topic of tho lecture, are devoted

to botany and mathematics. There are also

lectures and lessons in road and bridge building,

in forest law, and in the German language,

together with some military instructions and

drill, and practice in horsemanship. During

the summer session, about a month is spent in

botanical and professional excursions in the

Vosges, the Jura and other mountains, in which

are visited forests in all stages of treatment and

exploitation, and where the students are re-

quired to practice in the mensuration of wood
and timber. Of all these observations and ex-

periments each student must prepare a report.

In addition to the branches enumerated in

the third year, attention is given to zoology,

especially to entomology, the ravages committed

by insects upon forests, the means of averting or

destroying them, and of recovering a forest

ravaged by them ; the fixation of sand dunes,

the reclamation of barren wastes, and the re-

foresting- of denuded mountains ; the geology

and mineralogy of the mountains of France

mountain torrents, their causes and the means

of preventing them ; the chemistry of vegeta-

tion and all that relates to the production and

assimilation of atmospherical and terrestrial

elements.

In Germany are found the oldest, the best

endowed, and, in some respects, the best

managed schools of forestry in the world. In

the latter part of the eighteenth century, occa

sional lectures on forest science was given in the

Berlin University. As early as 1821 an academy
for forest instruction wss established in Berlin,

but, on account of the absence of suitable for-

ests in the neighborhood of that city, it was, in

1830, removed to Neustadt Eberswalde, where

was abundance of forests, and the name changed

to the High Institution for Forest Science. The
course of study embraces chemistry, physics,

meteorology, mineralogy, geognosy, botany,

anatomy of plants, vegetable physiology and

pathology, microscopy, zoology, entomology,

geodesy, wood measuring, surveying, plan draw-

ing, public economy and finance, cultivation of

forests, forest improvements, forest botany,

protection of forests, calculation of the value of

forests arid forest statistics, administration of

forestsj redemption of rights of usage, forest

history, civil law, criminal law, jurisprudence,

construction of roads, hunting and shooting.

There is connected with this school a drying

house for seed, beds, and nurseries, specimens

of a great variety of trees for botanical study,

and a museum containing specimens of birds,

insects, and animals found in forests, all neatly

arranged in cases. Specimens of the branch,

leaf, bark, wood, or cone of trees damaged by

animals or insects, are exhibited side by side

with the same parts in a healthy state, in order

to teach tho student to know at a glance the

nature of any injury to a tree, and the animal,

bird, or insect causing it. Stuffed squirrels,

beavers, rats, and mice are so placed as to repre-

sent the same in nature, gnawing at the bark,

grubbing at the roots, etc.; and insects are

shown in the several stages of larva?, chrysalis,

caterpillar or moth, with all all their ramifica-

tions in the stems or branches of trees. Besides

these arc specimen blocks of almost all descrip-

tion* of timber. A number of other schools of

forestry have been established in Austria, Italy,

Spain, Portugal, Denmark, Sweden, Finland,

and Russia.

The American people ought certainly to be

wise enough to profit by the sad experience of

other countries, and not only regulate the neces-

sary, and put a stop to the unnecessary, destruc-

tion of their forests, but imitate their example

in endeavoring to restore them. This may be

accomplished in almost innumerable ways, if

only the people can be made to realize the

necessity for it, and a desire awakened to have

it done.

—

Northwestern Lumberman.

THE GROWTH OF TREES.
Trees, says Elizur Wright in an eastern

paper, record their own history. The stump
not only tells the ago, but in what years the de-

parted grew vigorously and in what it did little

more than hold its own. I not long ago, in

Ohio, measured the stump of a sugar maple,

racently cut, and found it thirty inches in

diameter. The tree had lived 125 years. In
the first sixty-three years, while it had stood in

the dense forest, it had acquired but nine inches

in diameter. After the forest was cut away,

and it was left with only a few scattering com-
panions, it soon assumed a superior rate of

growth, which it maintained till nearly the last,

so as to add twenty -one inches of diameter in

sixty-two years. The rings averaged about

seventeen-hundredths of an inch in thickness,

whereas, in the first sixty-three years they had
averaged but seven-hundredths.

In Sweden it is ascertained that a forest of

mixed wood on medium soil grows about a cord

of wood a year on an acre of land. If much
more than a cord is removed from an acre in a

year, the production is reduced. But to keep

the production from diminishing, it makes all

the difference in the world what trees you take

away, whether you take those which are begin-

ning to decay, or those which are in the rapidest

stage of growth. It is only by the best judg-

ment in thinning out that the capital of growth
can be kept whole after a forest has become well

established.

If we take two trees of the same species—say

an oak sapling that is four inches in diameter
and sixteen years old, and twenty feet high,

and a tree that is twenty-four inches in diam-
eter, ninety -six years old and sixty feet high—

a

little calculation will show ns, supposing the

thickness of the rings now equal, that the sapling

making 2.18 of a cubic foot of wood in a year,

a

which more than 3,000 consist of rocky and
blue-gravel hills, once covered with lofty pines

and hemlocks, nearly all of which have given

place to oaks and hickories, living lives of semi-

starvation and devastation by frequent forest

fires. There are about 140 proprietors, assessed

at an aggregate sum between 8200,000 and $300,-

000, and deriving an income from the fuel of a
good deal less than one per cent, over the taxes.

And this is taking annually more than is re-

placed ; so that the tract, in spite of its woody
green foliage in summer and rainbow tints in

autumn, is growing every year more desolate.

It has been proposed that the citizens of the

towns within whose territory this mostly un-

occupied tract lies, and others interested in

forest culture, should purchase this tract and
give it to the state for the purpose of inaugurat-

ing a scientific and common sense system of care

for the trees. Should this be done, plainly, in

100 years from now the state might be enjoying

from this tract alone a revenue of $30,000 a

year, while it would be a source of health and
recreation quite beyond the power of money to

measure.

—

Northwestern Lumberman.
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THE CATALPA.

V western paper believes that the railway tie

the future will be of tf?fc* wood. The Fort

Scott, Texas and (lulf railroad lias planted 300

acres of young trees, and the Iron Mountain

railroad 100 acres, near Charleston, Mo. On the

roadbed of the latter company, ties of this wood

have lain in the muddy silt of the Mississippi

for 12 years, and are still in a good state of

preservation. They have outlasted two sets of

white oak ties, and bid fair to survive the

third. Fence posts in Indiana and Illinois are

now sound after having been in service 40, 50,

and even 75 years. In the muddy regions about

Cairo, where it is grown extensiv ely, it is used

as corner stones for the most substantial build-

ing. It is of an elastic nature, but not so soft

and light as Cottonwood. Dr. John A. Warden
President of the American Forestry Association,

claims for the catalpa a durability and power of

resistance to the influences of the elements pos-

sessed by no other wood. It is found in the

Mississippi valley, and on the shores of the

tributaries of the groat river. It bears a large,

white, highly-perfumed flower, and grows

rapidly.

Ask your druggist for a trial bottle of Burdock
Blood Bitters, it will only cost you 10 cents, and a
few doses will prove its efficiency as a health restoring
Tonic-regulator of the Bowels, Liver and Kidneys. It

is a specific for all diseases arising from impure blood
and dieordered secretions,

while the tree is making 3.024 cubic feet in

yea'. It will take between thirty-two and
thirty-three such large trees on an acre to make
a cord of wood in a year ; and it will take about
">!)0 of the saplings, of nearly four to the square
rod ; and it would take more than seventy to

be cut to make a cord, so that in so youn;

forest a cord cannot be taken away without

trenching on tho capital. It is not. in fact, till

a forest is made 100 years old that it can yield

so much as a cord an acre without trenching on
tho capital of growth. But when it gets of that

age, if the right care is taken, the average cord

it yields is much more valuable than mere fire-

wood. The larger and more perfect the sound
tree tho more valuable per cubic foot

The forest I have supposed, consisting of

thirty-two two-foot trees to the acre, would
make only between forty and fifty cords of wood
to the acre, if all cut at once. But that would
be a destruction of capital which it would take
nearly 100 years to restore ; a capital which, if

kept up by replacing every tree cut, will con-

tinue forever to yield a net profit of $10,000 per

acre yearly.

A forest, not to be ruined must be managed
very much as death manages the human race.

Trees must not be taken out faster than they
spring up, nor all of one age or sex

; only those

that are ripe, sickly, and in the way. By
adapting the species to the soil, even the i>oorest

soils will yield immense returns. The rocky

hills of Massachusetts, which will not grow
very large oaks or walnuts, will cover them-

selves with enormous pines and hemlocks, if

they have an opportunity. As evergreens do
not, like other trees, perpetuate themselves by
sprouts from the stumps, when a forest of them
is slaughtered by the axe, their tender seedlings

are prevented from replacing them by the sun,

frost and cattle ; while the hardier seedling of

the deciduous woods—such as birch, maple and
ash, and the sprouts of such oaks aud hickories

as may have been mixed with the evergreens

—

have a better chance, and thus take the place of

the resinous woods on a soil not so well adapted

to them. With a little judicious care and fore-

thought, a wood of scrubby oak or hop-pole

hickory may be converted into a glorious pinery,

yielding masts for navies. But, as the indiv idual

man has, on the average, a life shorter than that

of a tree, it requires the state, which does not

die, to do this.

The Middlesex Fells is a tract of nearly 4.000

acres within six or seven miles of Boston, of

WEIR MEASUREMENTS.
Within the past few years much has been said

and written for and against the reliability of

measurements of water flowing over weirs ; this

has arisen through the great diversity of results

obtained by different persons, who have used

the same formula for computation of data.

Turbines of almost every make, tested by their

builders, have seemingly given highly useful

effects ; while in actual use some of them have

not proved economical in the use of water.

This has had a tendency to discredit weir

measurements, but unjustly so, as may readily

be ex plained, for the matter is one of great sim-

plicity, notwithstanding the complications

thrown around it by those who have supposed a

long array of decimals denote profundity and
accuracy. Any weir under exactly the same
conditions will repeat results invariably ; but a

formula based upon certain conditions, will not

give correct results if those conditions are

changed. All brooks and rivers vary much in

width and depth, jet the same water flows

through the narrow as well as the wide places,

the velocity, of course, varying with the cross

section of the stream. The velocity, however,

does not cease immediately u|xin entering a

wider or deeper part, but continues until the

momentum is lost, and the general level attain-

ed ; this of itself would prove the necessity of

placing a weir at a considerable distance from

the discharge of a higher head. The Francis

formula is based upon the natural flow of the

water, which for a depth of one foot over a weir

is about three feet four inches per second ; and

it must be evident that such formula is entirely

inapplicable where the velocity is four or five

feet per second, as it may be if the weir is

placed close to the discharge of a poor turbine,

where the water leaves the wheel with half the

velocity due the head ; or where a cross section

of pit or stream approaches the weir is but little

greater than the capacity of the weir itself. It

i- plain that under such conditions the velocity

will vary according to the useful effect of the

wheel, and equally plain that no reliable cor-

rection for velocity can be applied. Had this

been considered, much trouble and expense

might have been saved the past twenty-five

years : for it is not likely any builder would

have knowingly continued the manufacture of

forty i>er cent, turbines. The cress section of a

pit or stream, up stream from a weir, should be

at least five times the cross section of the stream

flowing over it ; and for a discharge of two

thousand cubic feet per minute, the weir should

l>e fifty feet from the discharge of the turbine or

opening into pit. Racks should never be used,

as they obstruct and raise the water so that it

passes through with renewed velocity. If there

is a horizontal discharge towards the weir, check

the current by zig-zag breakwaters. For iueasur-

the flow of a river the weir or dam cannot

be too large ; but it may be for measuring the

discharge from a mill where a governor is used,

as the varying discharge, caused by adding or

throwing off machinery, may prevent accuracy

if too much time is required for the water to

ud its 'proper level.

—

James Emerson*



THE CANADA LUMBERMAN.

E. S. VINDIN,
Commission, Shipping, Forwarding and

General Agent.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. l11

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Clear, Picking's, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll2-ly

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEG-O, :N\ "5tT.
L12-1J

JAMES HADDEN,
MANUFACTURER OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b"26

White Oak and Ash
LUMBER WANTED.

ADDRESS

YATES AND STRATFORD,
b BRANTFORD.

New Files
Manufactured

from the BEST
English Cast

Steel and War-
ranted equal

to the Best Im-

ported File.

m
CO

THOS. GRAHAM, Manufacturer,

Old Files
RECUT

BY HAND, and
EQUAL TO

NEW FOR USE

PBffiCE LIST

on application.

35 Sherbourne St., Toronto. 6l11

To Lumbermen.
The Subscriber makes to order all kinds of

TENTS,
Hammocks, Tarpaulins, Waggon

and Horse Covers,

^yAlso dealer in all kinds of OIL SKIN
Clothing, Nets and Seine Twines.

An is also Agent for the best makes of AMERICAN
COTTON DUCKS in all widths.

J. LECKIE,
6L12 46 Front Street E., TORONTO.

M. BRENNEN,
MAXrFACTVRER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Lumber, Lath and Shingles,
63, 65 and 67 King William Street,

MILLS AND TIMBER LIMITS AT SILVER
CREEK. TIAGO P. O., ONT.

Bill Stuff cut from 10 to 60 feet. Cedar
Posts on hand.

Orders sent to M. BKENNEN, Tiago, P. O., will
receive prompt attention b!5

WANTED
A COMPETENT MAN, with thorough knowledge of

Tram Railway «, to go to Jamaica, to take charge of the
laying and keeping in order the rails and road bed of a
ten mile tramway, and when not employed to make
himself otherwise useful. To a first-class competent
man (rood salary will be paid.

Address, with references and salary expected,

The Wateroua Engine Works Co..
•t12 Brantford, Canada.

G. W. Rodebaugh's patent Saw Guide will recommend
Itself to every practical sawer. All that is required is

a trial.

IRWIN & BOYD

Commission
Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping^GeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

SAW GUIDE!
Self Oiling—Ready Adjusting.

No heating of Saws. No danger in setting. Trial
free of charge. tfSTThe whole complete only $25.
Manufactured in Canada by

KERR BROS., Walkerville, Ont.

ho may be applied to for further particulars ; or
address

:

G. W. RODEBAUGH & CO.,
WINDSOR, ONT

WITH THE TOMLINSON
(PATENT)

BARREL MACHINE
One man and two boys can turn out

One Hundred and Fifty First-class

Flour Barrels in Ten Hours,
made from veneered wood of two thicknesses. The
inside is one solid sheet of veneer running around the
barrel, making in reality one hoop from top to bottom,
and in the outside thickness the grain is reversed, run-
ning up and down, finished with five hoops two inches
wide, reversed again, making the barrel almost three
thicknesses, which gives the package superior strength,

tightness and durability over the ordinary hand-made
flour barrels, yet with all its many advantages cost less

than the old style of package. My barrel machine is

arranged to make all sized packages from a large barrel

down to small nail kegs, butter packages and cheese
boxes. I am open to prove at any time the superior
strength of my barrel. That one will stand more hard-
ship by any actual test than one hundred of the old

ordinary flour barrels. County rights for sale, and all

nformation given by applying to

JAMES TOMLINSON, Patentee,
113 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO. bl5

MONA IRON WORKS

. KILLEY & CQ
Manufacturers of Economical, Variable, Cut-off, High Pressure, and

Condensing Engines
Patent Circulating and Self-Cleansing Boilers, Improved Feed Water Heaters and

Patent Steam Elast Apparatus for Improving Draft and Economizing Fuel,

First-class Grisl & Saw Mill Engines and Machinery

STEAM ROAD ROLLERS and STONE BREAKERS. 6L12

FOR READY-MADE CLOTHING
This House stands at the head, having manufactured Clothing in ToroDto for over Forty Years,
and always gave satisfaction to customers. ^TTHEY IMPORT THEIR OWN WOOLLEN?

FROM EUROPE, and Manufacture the Clothing on the premises.

GENTS' ALL WOOL SHITS, $7.50, $9.00 and $12.00

GENTS' FINE WORSTED SHITS, $11.75, $15.00 and $18.00

GENTS' SHIRTS, HNDERCLOTHING, TIES and GLOVES

R. WALKER & SONS,
GOLDEN LION, KING STREET, TORONTO, 019

WHITE'S CANADA STANDARD
MANUFACTURED AT

The Canada Scale Works

!

These Scales are Manufactured of the Very
Best Material, and warranted to give satisfac-

tion. Send for Prices and Testimonials.

t>15

JAMES C. WHITE & CO.
102 Adelaide St. East, Toronto
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Montreal.
Ash, 1 to 4-in, V M *15 00(817 00
" square W M 22 00@26 00

Basswood, S-in. * M ' 13 00 («15 00

1-in., " 14 00C17 00

Black walnut, culls, H> M 55 00@60 00
" 2nd quality, Tjl M 85 OOcOO 00

1st " 100 00(8105 00

Cedar, round,, p ft 0 09® 0 12

" flat, " 0 08(8 0 10
•' square " 0 UK« 0 12

Grev elm, 1st quality, ¥M 22 00@27 00

Rock " " 35 00("40 02

Spruce, 1 to 3 in., ^ M 8 00<i< 9 00
" square, " 12 00(814 00

Bed oak, ¥H 35 00(840 CO

Pine, clear, 1st quality, W M 35 00(f(45 00

2nd " 21 00(.(27 00
" 3rd " 12 00(815 00

«

Chicago.

Chicago, May 4th, 1881.—The cargo market

opened firmly, as the Lumberman predicted it

would. Within the last week a considerable

number of cargoes have reached the Franklin

street docks, and all of them have 1 leen placed

at prices that may, without exaggeration, be

called good. There has been but little variation

as yet in the figures. Green piece stuff of good

quality has brought $10.25 without difficulty,

the poorer grades ranging as low as $9.75. Com-

mon inch has sold at $10..ri0@ll, and the sale of

one cargo of a better sort is reported at $10.25.

No really choice stock has yet come to the mar-

ket, so that a quotation of it cannot be made.

Shingles open very firm, the standards at $2.40

@2,50, and extra A's at $2.00@2.70. Only one

cargo of lath has arrived. It was not of fair

quality, and the price received for it—$1.75

—

cannot be said to fix their market value.

CARGO QUOTATIONS :

Joist and scantling, green $ 9 75(810 25

Mill run, medium, " 12 OoeoHi oo

Mill run, common, " 10 60@11 00
Shingles, standard 2 40(«2 50

Shingles, extra A 2 60@2 70

Lath 1 75@2 00

Receipts and shipments of lumber and

shingles from January 1st to and including

May 3rd :—
Receipts. Shipment*.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1S81... 110,499,000 02,582,000 170,252,000 30,279,000

1180... 138,461,000 78,810,000 109,129,000 30,313,900

Some of the yards are having all tho business

they can do, but the general report is that trade

is not as active as it might be.

In certain directions there is a very stubborn

feeling against the high prices of tho cargo

market. It is asserted by a portion of the

dealers that if tho opening prices are sustained

it will be an exception in the history of the

trade, and they do not propose to swap much of

their money for lumber at present prices. They

do not want piece stuff at more than $8.50, and

some of them at $8. That they will bo able to

buy it at such figures they feel confident, while

others feel as confident that the opening prices

are as low as any that will be seen this season,

and believe that their erring brethren will regret

their procrastination.

Regarding shingles there, seems to bo but one

opinion outside of the men who are interested

in their manufacture, and that is that they

ought to sell for less money. Some of the

dealers whose yards have not a shingle in them

are getting along by borrowing and buying

from their neighbors, and swear by an uplifted

hand that they will continue so to do for a while

before they will lay in anything of a stock at

present cargo rates. The market is pretty

clean of standards, and it will require heavy

arrivals to make a full stock.

Most of the stock sold has been that wintered

over at the mills, which is called dry in some

cases and partly dry in others, depending on its

condition. Dry lumber generally ranges about

$1 above green, though a smaller difference is

made on some consignments whose condition is

not much better, so far as seasoning goes, than

that of stock fresh from the saw. A good many
mills are running now, and it is thought that

another week will bring to the market a fleet

that will afford a better test of the temper of

buyers and sellers than any received up to this

time.

The Lumberman is obliged to admit that the

feeling among the frequenters of the wholesale

market is difficult to describe. The sellers talk

firmly enough, and profess to believe the situa-

tion and outlook of trade warrants tho expecta-

tion that prices will be maintained ; but on the

other hand some of the buyers, at least, are

holding oil', hoping that they will be able to

secure what they want at lower figures. They

characterize the present prices as exorbitant

and declare themselves unable to figure out any

way in wlrch the lumber can be handled through

the yards without netting them a loss. One

dealer informed us that though ho had a num
bcr of men under pay, with nothing to do, he

thought it the better plan to let them stand idle

than to give them lumber to shove at present

prices. Our readers will observe from this that

there are two opinions about the future, and

that it is not by any means certain which is the

correct one.

—

Northwestern Lumerman.
STOCK ON HAND MARCH 1.

18S1. 1880. 1870.

Lumber

322,491,234

203,452,591 234,100,210
Shingles 125,048,204 113,593,000 129,180,000

Lath 33,388,899 30,126,770 24,587,479
Pickets 1,589,004 849,238 370,299

Cedar posts 79,887 47,797 300,544

Hardwood 11,000,000

YARD QUOTATIONS—CAR LOTS—DRY.
FINISIIINO LUMBER—ROUGH.

1st, 2d clear, 1, 1J and 1£ in $43 00

1st and 2d clear, 2 in 45 00
1st and 2d clear, 3 in 50 00
3d clear, 1J, H and 2 in 38 00
7 and 8 inch clear 32 00
Select 1 in. A 32 00
Select B 22 CO

1J, 2 in. B 20 00
7 and 8 in. B 26 00

Clear and Select 2x4 28 00
2x0 and 2x8 32 00

All one length (fl extra.

WAOGON-IIOX STl'FF.

3- in and up. A $43 00
4-in. and up. B 37 00
14-in. and up. C 28 00

D 17 00
All 14 feet (2 extra.

STOCK HOARDS.
12 in. A, 12 to 10 ft $37 00
12 in. B 33 00
12 in. C 28 00
12 in. D, 12, 14 and 10 ft 17 00
12 in. I), 18 ft 19 00
12 in., 20 ft 20 00
10 in. A 35 00
10 in. B 30 00
10 in. C 24 00

COMMON HOARDS— ROUGH.
Dry.

Common hoards, 12 in ¥15 50
10 and 20 ft 14 50

12, 14, 10 and 18 ft 14 00

Culls, all lengths 11 50

1} and 11 com 13 50

TIMBER AND DIMENSION—DRY.

Small timber, 18 ft. and under ¥12 00

12, 14, 16 and 18 ft. joist 13 00
2x4, 10 and 20 ft 14 00
2x4, IS ft • 13 00
20 feet 14 00
22 feet 17 00
24 feet 17 00
26 feet 20 00
28 feet 20 00
30 feet 20 00
2 in. cull plank, all w idths 9 00
2x4 culls, all lengths 9 50

SHINGLES— 10-INCH—DRY—CAR LOTS.

Clear.. S3 25
Extra A S 00
Standard A 2 90
Cedar shingles $2 O0@2 50

Ends of cars and less than carload lots, five cents per

thousand extra. The shingles handled in the Chicago

market are all 10-inch.

TICKETS—LATH.

Flat, select and clear, d. and h $20 00
Square, d. and y> 20 00
Flat, rough, good 15 00
Flat, rough, common 11 00
Dry lath 2 25

CEDAR POSTS AND POLES.

Sawed i of 6J in., 7 ft $19 00

£ 6 " 7 ft 10 50

i 7 " 7 ft 12 00
-\ 8 " 7 ft 16 50

J 8 " 7 ft 9 00

1 9, 10, 11 and 12 ill., 7 ft. long 12 00
in., round, full length 12 00

5 " '.' " 16 00
6 " " " 20 00
7 " " " 22 00
8 " " " 30 00
10 feet, per inch 6 00
12 " " 9 00
14 " " 10 00
16 " " $11 00@13 50
20 " " 16 00

Oswego, N.Y.
Three uppers $42 00(815 00
Pickings 32 00(835 00
Fine, common 20 00(825 00
Common 14 00(316 00
Culls 12 00(814 00
Mill run lots 16 00(320 00
Sidings, selected, 1 inch 30 00(^33 00

" l\ inch 30 00(S3S 00
Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 10 ft 16 00@20 00

selected 20 00(825 00
shippers 15 00(810 00

Mill run, 1 and 1', inch strips 15 00(818 00
Culls, selected 22 00(830 00
Culls 11 00<gl3 00
1x6 soJected for clapboards 24 00(835 00
Shingles, XXX, IS inch, pine 3 60@ 3 75

XXX, IS inch, cedar 3 00(8 3 50
Lath 1 50(8 1 75

They all do it.—Everybody uses "Tkarkrry" for
the teeth and breath, the newest, brightest, cosiest

little toilet gem extant. Try a 6 cent sample.

Albany.

The Albany Argus says a fair business is

reported for the past week. The stock wintered,

notwithstanding the steady demand, shows a

good assortment on hand, and this being at

present the acknowledged low priced market,

the wonder is that it has not been more
thoroughly reduced. However, the temptations

which low prices offer to the buyer may, pos-

sibly, before the opening of the canal on the

17th Lust., lessen materially what is on hand.

The complaint is becoming daily more general

among the lumber merchants here that they

cannot bring lumber from points of supply and

realize any profit out of the transaction at to-

day's quotations, the price asked by the manu-

facturer and the price baid by the buyer being

too close, leaving no margin for the distributor.

The determined attitude of the Michigan and

Canadian manufacturer to get his price for his

lumber, together with the unquestioned cer-

tainty of verjr high lake freights should demon,

strate beyond a doubt that much higher prices

must prevail; and it is noticeable that those who
thirty days ago proclaimed their opinion as

otherwise, now seriously acknowledge tho im-

portance of an immediate advance ; and the

sooner the fact is recognized that the manufac-

turer's cry is " no surrender "—and he means it

— the Soulier w ill the business of the Albany

Lumber Market assume its proper commercial

tone. The purchases made in the fall of 1879

were favorable to the buyer, and those made in

1880 on a largely increased price founded the

prosperous results of last season ; but the stock

coining into market this year has no such talis-

man to help it out.

Stocks of spruce and hemlock are very light

;

receipts are taken as Fast as they arrive by rail.

Mills on the North River are all shut down on

account of high water. The lakes on the Upper
Hudson arc still full of ice. The recent loss by

fire of the Ploomiiigdalc Monr mill will reduce

the supply from that source considerably.

River freights are:

—

To New York, 1' M ft 3 <»1 00
To Bridgeport ("1 37 J

To New Haven (81 37 j
To Providence, Fall Kivcrand Newport 2 00<"2 25
To Pawtueket 2 26@2 60
To Norwalk 1 25«rl 30
To Hartford (<r2 00
To Norwich ("2 00
To Middlctowii @1 75
To New London (81 75
To Philadelphia t'2 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

—

Pine, clear, V M $50 00<860 00
Pine, fourths 45 00Q6G oo
Pine, selects 40 00(850 00
Pine, good box 17 00(828 00
Pine, common box 14 0CV'17 00
Pine, 10-in. plonk, each 00 88@00 12

Pine, 10-in. plank, culls, each 00 20(800 22
Pine boards, 10-in 25 00v»27 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, culls 17 OOc IS 00
Pine, 10-in. boards. Hi ft., VJI 25 00(830 00
Pine, 12 in. boards, 16 ft 25 00(<r30 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 13 ft 26 00<82S 00
Pine, IJ in. siding, select 38 00(840 00
Pine, 14-in. siding, common 15 00(418 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, select 38 00(840 00
Pine, inch siding, common 15 00(318 00
Shingles, shaved, pine 6 00(800 00

" 2nd quality 4 MV00 00
" extra, sawed, pine 4 20(804 85
" clear, " 3 25(800 00
" cedar, mixed 2 75@ 3 00

New York.

The Rial Estate liccord says that on

the wholesale market everything appears

to be in very good shape and the expressions

generally are cheerful and confident, the few

grumblers previously referred to merely serving

as a shading picturft Consumption on local

account is daily increasing and there is quite a

little few of out-of-town orders from parties

who have a trade on special lines of stock, but

cannot use a general assortment to advantage.

They therefore find it more to their advantage

to select here than to take full cargoes, etc,, and
saddle themselves with a large percentage of

unsaleable rejections. The pressure of supplies

seeking a market here has also been pretty well

received wherever it existed and receivers mani-

fest a more determined spirit in resisting at-

tempts to force down values. From primary

points the advices indicate pretty good supplies

of nearly all the leading descriptions of stock,

but orders also pleuti'ul and in surplus probably

for some time to come.

Spruce of desirable and attractive quality has

a pretty steady position and the feeling among
sellers is comparatively cheerful. Healers

still have their piers pretty well tilled with re-

cent receipts, and in the majority of cases it

would be difficult to attract demand, yet quite a
number of buyers failed to " get in " on the late

break and are now a little anxious to negotiate.

Receivers think it would be a very poor cargo

not to command si }.00 { M, and on Hi<ecialg

SlG(o,17.00 are asked with extra difficult at 818

White pine shows very little change of a de-

cided character. Prices generally very firm and
supplies indifferently offered. We quote $17(5;

l'J t' M for West India shipping boards ; $24.50

(o20 for South America! do.; spioj 10.50 for box
board

; $17(0.17.50 for do. wide and sound do.

Yellow pine remains in the same firm and
well supported jmsition before noted, and the

selling interest genenJly Ls confident. Wo
quote random cargoes at about $23. 50(0 25 per

M ; ordered cargoes, $2C(S 27.75 do.
;
green floor-

ing ljoards, £24(o 20 do. ; and dry do. do., $25.50

(o 27. Cargoes at the South, $15<o l'J j^r M for

rough, and $20(o 24 for dressed.

Shingles reported about as before, the demand
proving fair on most regular outlets at a steady

line of values and no serious accumulation of

stock offering. We quote pine shipping stock*,

$1 for 18-inch, and Eastern saw grades at 32.50

(2.-1.50 for 10-inch, as to quality and to quantity.

Machine dressed cedar shingles quoted as fol-

,

lows : For 30-inch, $10(5 22.25 for A and $28.75

(5 33.35 for No. 1 ; for 24-inch, $10.50(5 10 for A
and $10,750' 23 for No. 1 ; for 20-inch, $5(o 10.50

for A and $1L25@1L75 for No. 1.

Kosliill.

The demand continues to grow daily, and

sellers arc confident and are preparing for a
large business. Dealers are [rutting their at-

tractive grades in shai>e for the rush which is

anticipated, and the small local yards are begin-

ning to liestir themselves in a replenishing way.

The mills are very busy petting stock in shape

for the market. In fact, they an; in some cases

overdriven, as they nre working on orders ex-

tending into the fall months. All classes of

stock are being more firmly held, especially the

nicer grades. Hani woods are much sought for,

and find a ready market. To use the expression

of a prominent dealer, they are able to bell

themselves as soon as they show up. Buyers,

although takiug hold pretty well, still evince a

desire in some case to talk down prices, but

dealers are firm and will probably continue so

as long at least as the demand remains sufficient

to keep accumulations within reasonable bounds.

The movement in western pine has l>een good

during the week, and eastern lias exhibited con-

siderable activity. Prices remain as before.

—

Journal of Commerce.

CAXAPA riXE.

Selects, Dressed
Shelving, Pressed, lsts.

do do 2nds.
Pressed Shippers
Dressed Box
Sheathing, 1st quality.

.

" 2nd "

.. IS 00*

.. 42 OOl;

. 34 OO

Bay CHy.

The Lumberman's Gazette of May 0th says :—

The market has been more active the |>ast week,

and large amount of lumber has changed hands,

one party reporting sales amounting to six

million feet. Numerous other sales are rei>orted

and the entire sales woidd aggregate a hand-

some figure. Nearly aM has been sold at market
rates, although sales of ordinary stock have

been made at $0.50, $13 and $30, which is some-
what under the market— $7.50. $15 and $35

being the figures for good stock. At these

figures the most of the stock sold the past week
has changed hands. There is a disi>osition

among some holders of course stock to accept

$6.50, $13 and $30 as the ruling rates.

Navigation is fairly open and a good deal of

lumber has been shipped—perhaps 10.000.000

feet. All the barges on the river are loading

and will, no doubt, be actively employed for

the season. Freight rates at present are $30j

$3.25 to Buffalo and Tonawar.ua. and $2.500j

$2.75 to Chicago and Ohio ports, the outside

figures being from the up-river ports.

Shingles are in activ e request at $l.*.X)0j $2.10

for clear butts, and $2. 5*0(0 $3.25 for XXX. Tho
mills are starting up. and the supply will be

more lilieral in the near future.

Tho saw mills are about all in operation and
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well supplied with logs. An offer of $0 per M
for 6,000,000 feet of pine logs was refused on

Friday, which shows the prevailing confidence

in the future of the market.

General quotations here are :

—

Shipping culls § 6 75@ 8 00

Common 13 50<B18 00

Three uppers 32 00c?38 00

St. Louis.

The chief interest is centered about the acces

sible supply of dry lumber which is, all told, but

limited, and the comparatively little in market

is not nearly all available. Fully 45,000,000

feet are tied up by the floods, and large quanti-

ties besides are endangered by the still rising

waters. In East St. Louis a large number of

car Joads are standing inaccessible ; the rail

ways being submerged, and the cars unap

proachable by the ferryboats.

Buffalo.

We quote cargo lots :

Uppers $35 00@40 00
Common 16 00&W 00
Culls 11 00@12 00
Dressing stocks 18 00(rs20 00
Dressing sidings, 17 00@19 00

Tonawaiidn.
CARGO LOTS—MICHIGAN INSPECTION.

Three uppers S3S 00@40 00
Common 17 50@19 50
Culls 15 00(gl7 00

London.

The Timber Trades Journal of April 10th

says :—Buyers in London, who look to the sales

only, are not supposed to trouble their heads

about what goes on abroad. Whenever their

business takes them through the docks they

generally find them pretty full of all descrip-

tions, and it matters little to them what fine

plans the Swedes have for augmenting the sup-

plies by further developing the resources of

their country. They can rely pretty safely

under any circumstances on London never run-

ning short of anything, and the same post that

gives them the information that stocks abroad

are short brings them a voluminous catalogue

offering almost every description of timber and
deals in suitable parcels which they can pretty

safely rely on obtaining far cheaper than they

could import. It is hard, therefore, to convince

them that prices will improve as stocks dim-

inish, while cargo after cargo that arrives is put

up under the hammer that seldom leaves enough
to the seller to cover the cost and freight.

It is true, nevertheless, that some classes of

goods hold their own pretty well. The stocks

of flooring at the close of the shipping season

were heavily in excess of any previous year, and
if a great come-down were likely, these were the

goods upon which the effect would be most
severely felt, but the demand has been excep-

tionally strong for this class of wood throughout
the dead season

; consequently the spring prices

are holding up—in fact, in most of the Euro-
pean stocks values seem steady to what they

were in the spring of 1878.

Liverpool.

The Timber Trades Journal of April 10th

Bays :—It is gratifying to be able to report that

more business is being done than has been the
case for such a long time past that we hope this

improvement will be permanent, seeing tha*

with the change of weather builders will now be
able to proceed vigorously with their contracts.

At the same time there is plenty of room for

a better demand, for the present rate of con-

sumption makes but little impression upon our
heavy stocks. It will be noticed from the stock

list given last week that we have nearly double
the quantity of yellow pine on hand compared
with this time last year, ' or nearly twelve
months' consumption at the rate of last March,
and of pine deals we have also an excessive

rtock for the time of year ; this, however, is not
a great drawback, as these goods are growing in

favor with consumers from year to year,

although it, of course, lessens the demand for

log timber.

DrspupsiA.—Strenthen your digestion—tone the
stomach for utilizing and assimilating every atom of
food you take; the body needs it for strength and
vigor. / .,.">• cleanses the entire system, stimulates
the Liver, keep* you regular, and able to cat ten-penny
nails. Letter* and postal cards come in daily, telling
of cure* and help frcm Zt/fie»a, from Brazil. J'ositive
vrv.J of the health and vigor it gives in a ten cent
sample. Ask your druggist.

Glasgow.

The Timber Trades Journal of April Kill

says : The imports to note during last week arc

one cargo of pitch pine timber and parcels of

staves and walnut, &c.

One public sale has boon held, result of wind

is detailed below.

Apart from inferences which may fairly bo

drawn from the auction sales, it is at the same

time to be borne in mind that important con

sumers, a good many being ship-boilder, buy as

a rule privately. In this way large quantities,

especially of pitch pine, have been going into

consumption. The quarter's consumption of

Quebec Yellow pine timber has been large, say

5,800 loads, but of waney boardwood and of red

pine the amount consumed has been compara-

tively small. Of oak and birch timber the

quarter's consump. in amounts to 2,500 loads

and 460 loads Respectively, of Quebec staves,

pipe and puncheon, 80 millo.

AUCTION SALE.

On the 12th of April, at Port Glasgow,

Messrs. Hunter, Sheriff & Co., brokers :

—

Quebec wanuy boardwood, 65 c. ft. av. per log, 2s. 6d.

c. ft.

Do., 48 c. ft. av. per log, 2s. 3Jd. c. ft.

Do., prime square boardwood, 45 c. ft. av. per lo:

3d. c, ft.

Do., yellow pine deck-wood, 70 c. ft. av. per log, Is.

lOd. c. ft.

Do. beam fillings, 26 c. ft. av. per log, Is. 2Jd. c. ft.

Do. red pine, 35 c. ft. av. per log, Is. 6£d. c. ft.

Do., 30 c. ft. av. per log, Is. 6Jd. c. ft.

Do. red oak, 35 c. ft. av. per log, Is. 2d. c. ft.

Do. white oak, 58 c. ft. av. per log, 2s. 5d. c. ft.

Sawn pitch pine, 55 pieces, 500 ft., Is. 3|d. c. ft,

Quebec 1st yellow pine deals

—

12 ft. 11x3 2s.

11 " 7/23x3 2s. 2d
12/13 " 7x3 2s.

Do. 3rd— 15 " 7/11x3 Is. lid
14 " 7/18x3 Is. Ud.
13 " 11x3 Is. Id.

13 " 7/11x3 Is. Id.

Pitch pine planks, 10 to 25 ft. 0/14 x 3, Is. 2}d.

per cub. ft

Leilh.

Messrs. Brownlee & Co. held a sale on Tues-

day in Springfield street, of American timber,

deals, battens, etc. There was a fair attend-

ance, but buyers seemed to confine themselves

to small purchases. The square yellow pine,

which was of fine quality, fetched very good

prices, ranging from 2s. 2Jd. to 2s. 9d., the

average being about 2s. 6Jd. Quebec birch was
not in demand ; indeed nothing else was to be

expected, seeing the large quantities that have

been thrown on the market at late sales held

here, though the descriptions previously offered

were of inferior quality. The following is a

note of prices realized :—Square yellow pine,

2s. 2Jd. to 2s. 9d. per cubic ft. Ash, 2s. 4d. to

2s. Ud. per cubic ft. American red pine, 19d.

per cubic ft. First yellow pine deals, 2s. 9d.

per cubic ft. Third yellow pine deals, 13Jd.

per cubic ft. ; 9x4 red deals, 3d. per lin. ft.; 6£

white battens 1 4-16d. per lin. ft.

Irisli Markets.

Dublin.—The Irish Times says that there

has been a considerable increase in the demand
during the week, and there seems every prob-

ability that as the season advances there will be

a great revival in the timber trade. Prices,

however, have not altered, as stocks are at pre-

sent heavier than usual at this period of the

year. The following are the latest quotations :

St. John and Miramichi deals £14 10s@00
1st Quebec deals £19@22
2nd do £14 10s@15
3rd do £13 10s@00
4th do £13
1st Pine deals , £40@50
2nd do £30@37 10
3rd do £20@22
White Norway flooring 10s
Oak £7
Ash 90s
Elm 90s
Birch 85s@00
Red pine . .75s(S80
Yellow pine 85s(«100
Board pine 100s
Pitch, Uemel, full sized 60s@80

do undersized 50s(<<60

Pipe staves £90

Zopksa.—A healthy man never thinks of his
stomach. The dyspeptic thinks of nothing else. In-
digestion is a constant reminder. The wise man who
finds himself suffering will spend a few cents for a
bottle of Zopcsa, from Brazil, the new and remarkable
compound for clensing and toning the system, for

assisting the Digestive apparatus and the Liver to
properly perform their duties in assimilating food.

Get a 10 cent sample of Xoxiesa, the new remedy, of

your druggist. A few doses will surprise you.

For all purposes of a Family Medicine, Haoyard's
Ykllow On. is at the head of the list. It is used with
unprecedented success, both internally and externally.
It cures Sore Throat, Burns, Scalds, Froet Bites, re-

lieves, and often cures Asthma.

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I Imvo much pleasure In drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding- House use Theso Blovoh are inado of Heavy Shfsfet

Iron, the top and liniDg of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all trie connecting
parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Stoves are as follows :—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-inch holes, with ample room between, and one oven lQ i 21 i 26.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-inch pot holes, with two
x 24 x 26. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will he found Testimonials
from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Htoves since I

ommenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who ore well known and
eliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

Tlic Vest Htovc I bave ever Used.
Peterborough, May 3J, ISoO.

Adam Hall, Eso., Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to in] other. 1 - i

durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best sto\ I i I

used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.
Yours truly, THOS. GEO. HAZLITT.

The Stove for Lumbermen,
Peterborough, June 1st, 1880.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and find

it is very satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it big

Yours truly, IKWIN . BOYD,
Gives tbe Greatest Satisfaction.

Peterborough, June 3rd, 1680.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. II1LLIARD, M.P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED

All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.

KERR BROS.
PRACTICAL

FOUNDERS, MACHINISTS,

And MILLWRIGHTS.

SUN CLOCK

Manufacturers of Marine and Horizontal
and Portable Engines, Boilers, Grain
Elevators and Steam Hoists, Saw and

Flour Mill Machinery,

with latest improvements, a specialty.

The Abel Edward's Centennial Turbine
Water Wheel.

Rodebaugh's Saw Frame, Mill Dogs and
Saw Guides.

Water-works, the latest" and most
improved, made to Order.

Light and Heavy Brass and Iron Castings

Plans and Specifications on application.

The Walkeruille Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkerville, Ont., Doc, 18S0. M5

TRUSSES.
CLUTHE'S PATENT SPIRAL TRUSS
all attachments improved. No more
buckles, all on solid brass casting.

Book on rupture and human frame free.

Send address in full post card. Best
true information about rupture and

deformities. CHAS. CLUTHE, Surgical Machinist,

118* King Street west, Toronto. ISMS

IF YOU WANT A GOOD RELIABLE

WATCH
At a REASONABLE PRICE, call at

DAVIS BROS.
730 Young Street, Toronto.

N.B.—Repairing Proniply Attended to.
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M. Covers Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener!

Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW
STEAM FEED I

I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLi?, would recommend the Steam ML
Feed, having put in several which are giving I lie best of sat- UM
isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials :—

Graveniiurst, August 20lh, 1S80.

Wm. Hamilton, Esq., Peterborough.

Dear Sir— 1 have used your Steam Feed for near four

months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction in every
way; it is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since I put it into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-

longing to It. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long in one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than t he pinion
feed. It Is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-

stantly. I am thoroughly satisfied with it and c;m recom-
mend it to any person who lias a Circular Saw Mill for

cutting long or short logs. 1 consider I have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got it

than I would have cut had I not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Graveniiurst.

Toronto, August lllh, 1880,

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Out.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put in Is working splen-

didly. Yours, &c„
. THOMPSON. SMITH & SON.

MILL MACHINERY!
I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for all

sizes of Gang or Circular Mills, Span or Double Circulars

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the

Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Edgers, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, Power Gum mers, and all Machinery used In a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; also, small HandfGum-
mers for use in the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary
Pumps of different sizes, for Eire Protection in Mills, Ac.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel Is the great consideration, along

with uniforml y of speed, such as is required In GrUt and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. 1 feel

justified in saying that our sty, e, Workmanship and Finish

on this Engine will be no discredit to its renown, and cer-

tainly Is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

I have them working at 2} pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. LlO

HAMILTON - PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

OTTON & BRO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

LUIBBERIEK S SUPPLIES

SHAIsTTY stoves,
Shingle Bands, Tinware & Household Furnishings

In Large or Small Quantities, at "Wholesale Kates. (ii.lt)

OTTON & BRO., Dunlop St., BARBIE, ONT.

OAK HALL
Nos. 115,117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

We are the most Extensive Clothiers in Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the interest of our Customers. Our stock is full of the

very hest goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enahles lis to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

MOTE THE PRICES.
We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address :-OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing'
House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. lyLi3

G. B. MEADOWS,
MANUFACTURER OP AND DEALER IN

Lumbermen's Supplies,
Hotel and General House Furnishing Goods, Cooking Ranges and Stoves.

HOT AIR FURNACES, Sec.

Wholesale Dealer in Tinware, Sheet, Copper & Brass Goods, Coal Oil and Lamp Goods.

ftsT*CONTRACTOR FOR BUILDERS' JOB WORK.

DUNLOP STREET, Cor. Railway Square, BARRIE, 0NT.
ig

Direct Action Portable Saw Mills
Obtained 2 Medals and Diplomas at the Centennial

Exposition. Philadelphia. 1876.

Dr. Anderson, the English Judffc. reported it as
possessing-

, "Inordinate strength, great cmeeutfa-J
tion (//flKT, convenieHc&ofarrangentlnt
andfacitify/trremevai.'9 '

Waterous Engine Works Co. Brantford, Canada
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DOMINION BELT and HOSE COMPANY
JAMES D. McARTHUR - - - Manager.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

FIRE ENGINE HOSE, LAOE, LEATHER,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC., ETC.
STITCHED AND RIBBED BELTING MADE TO OEDEE.

as-Double Always in Stock. Send for Samples and Prices-^

bl6 42 FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO.

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs;havejust received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL, PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English

and.Amerlcan makers. This along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD
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The Bell Organ Manufactory Is the Largest and Oldest in the British Empire, and the fact that
we have sold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best in the market. ^*We guarantee all our
Organs for five years. Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.

bl6

W. BELL &c CO.
41 to 47 East Market Square, GT7ELPH, ONT.

National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS [STREET. OTTAWA.

manufacturers .of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
military Encampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
Mildew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

0PIM FOR USE made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP
"BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-

ed ; size when folded 2 x G in. ; 3 feet long, weighing
lonly 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
) weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises,
$33~8pecial rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

202 Sparks Street, Ottawa

The Largest Manufacturers of

SHEET IRON ROOFING
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Can give the Best of References in

every State and Territory.

POTTER IRON ROOFING COMP'Y,
101, 103 and 105 West Front Street,

CINCINNATI.
All Kinds of COKBtlCATED IKON I iii iiMm <l.

Send for Illustrated Circulars, naming Tiik Canada
Lumberman. ]2;.ll

BRYCE BROTHERS.
Lumber from BRYCE BROS, to Build the Canada Pacific Railway!
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BLAKE—"It looks like good, clear stuff. It strikes me it is about
the only clear thing in the "whole business."

LUMBER MERCHANTS. GL12

American Hotel, Corner Young & Front Sts.,

TOBONTO, OZtNTT.

Newly and elegantly furnished throughout. Contains one hundred rooms, and under it the new
management is first-class in all its appointments, at moderate rates.

Free omnibuses to and from all trains.

W. R. BINGHAM, of Bradford, Ontario, Proprietor b2t)

The QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO, CANADA
McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

^"Patronized by Royalty and the best families, Prices graduated according to rooms, b!7
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LUMBERMEN'S STAT ERY.

We will supply anything in the line of BLANKS or STATIONERY for Lumber

Shanties and Offices at City prices.

Shanty Settlements

Shanty Orders

Shanty Receipts

Shanty Time Books

Shanty Log Books

Shanty Reports

Shanty Ledgers

Shanty Cash Books

Shanty Way Bills

Drive Books

Office Letterheads

Office Noteheads

Office Envelopes

Office Cards

Office Notes

Office Drafts

Office Orders

Office Receipts

Office Blank Books

Office Ship Account Books

And everything necessary to a complete office outfit.

All Printing done in the Highest Style of the Art, and at Lowest Living Prices.

Book- Binding of every Description got up in a very Neat and Superior manner.

Account Books Ruled and Bound to any desired Pattern.

For Schedule of Prices address, describing the kind and quality of work desired,

TOKER & CO.,
"THE CANADA LUMBERMAN,"

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO.
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This cut is a simile of Package.

The greatest tribute to its extraordinary merits is,

that it was awarded First Prize and Diploma at

Toronto Exhibition, 1SS0.
Hamilton " "

London " "

Montreal " "

over all other yeasts.

TRY IT, AND EE CONVINCED.
Ask vour Grocer for it, or send direct to the factory.

PEARL YEAST COMPANY, 39 Front Street, To-
ronto, Box 12C4, b!5

READ THIS!
Irish Canadian Office.

Toronto, Feb. 21st, ltsisl.

Me. F. Ckimito-v,
Dear Sir,—The watch I purchas-

ed from you some time ago, has
given perltct satisfaction, and I

am much pleased with it, and can

cvrdiaU'Ji recommend any person
in need of a watch or anything in

the jewelry line, to deal at your
store. Yours very trulv,

PATRICK bOYLE,
Proprietor Irish Canadian t

Send for our new price list of
1

Watches, Diamonds, Silverware,'

Jewellery, <ic., sent post prepaid
on application. Goods sent C. O.

D. Ui any part of Canada. We have
dozens oi testimonials similar to

the above, plainly show-
ing v King St. East
is the place to buy your
goods.

F. CRUMPTON,
S3 King Street East,

TORONTO. b30

JOHN DOTY
Esplanade Street, Toronto.

MANUFACTURER OF >

MARINE ENGINES,
bl4 MARINE BOILERS,
Propeller Wheels and. Steam Yachts

THE GENUINE SILVER-STEEL,

Lance Tooth

CROSS-CUT SAW!

It stands without a rival, and is the fastest cutting saw
in the world. It has beaten the best Canadian and
American made saws 33V per cent in every contest. Its

superiority consists of its excellent temper. It is tem-
pered under the secretChemieal Process,which toughens
and refines the steel. Itgivesa finer and kcenercutting
edge, and will hold it twice as long as any other process.
We have the sole right for this process for the Dominion
of Canada.
None genuine that are not like the above cut, with

registered trade mark with the word "The Lance," and
Maple Leaf with our name. Price $1 per foot.

Caution.—Beware of Counterfeits. There are in-

ferior counterfeits on the market, which are intended
to be sold at a high price upon the reputation of this

saw. We will send to any address a saw exactly like

any counterfeit, warranted equal in quality or no sale,

at 60c. per foot. Therefore do not be humbugged into

paying a first-class price for a second-class saw. A
fact to bear in mind is that if the material and temper
are not of the very best quality the shape of the teeth
amounts nothing. A saw, like a knivc, will not cut
fast without it will hold a keen, cutting edge. We have
cut off a 14-inch sound basswood log in eight seconds
with this saw. Manufactured only by

SHURLY & DIETRICH,
Trowels, Straw-Manufacturers of Saws, Plastering

Knives, &c. &c.

G ALT, ONTARIO. bl5

THE

OLD

TieUUIYERSAL SUSPEHDER,
50MEEEA6017S why they we the best I

—

l«t—"So Elastio reqaled.
2nd.—Is slack when gtoopinr.
';
r
u £

t
,1
0Ver b1|P8 off tne shoolderg.

4th.—Hold at prices of common suspenders.

Mannkotnred by 0. B. KAMAGB * OC.

M4 20 Queen St; East, Toronto.

The Rainer Piano Always Triumphant

!

CARRIES OFF THE HONORS OF 1880 AS FOLLOWS

:

At Toronto Industrial Exhibition, 1st Prize, Diploma & Medal for Best Square Piano

At Hamilton Provincial Exhibition 1st Prize and Diploma

At Brantford Southern Fair 1st Prize and Diploma

At Guelph Central Exhibition 1st Prize and Diploma

^STSEND FOR CATALOGUE. -ee^

RAINER, SWEETNAM & HAZELTON,
MANUFACTURERS,

aUBLPH, OIsTTARIO,

ISAAC ANDERSON'S
Specialties

:

X
X X
XXX

MACHINE

OILS.

Specialties :

YALYOLINE
For Lubricating

Steam Cylinders

It leaves no

Deposit, and

Preserves

the Metal.

These Oils are justly pronounced by Competent Judges

The Best Value in the Market

!

A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF

MACHINE OILS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

ISAAC ANDERSON.JOHN FISKEN & CO. AGENTS,
23 Scott Street, Toronto. i blS

IF. IE. ZDIZXZOZLnT & OO.
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1S75

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1S76

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, 1S77

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1S79

,m First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1SS0

AW itrw International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, IS76

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and Discounts.

b!6

81 Colborne Street, Toronto
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JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.
TORONTO, ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF EVERY VARIETY OF

Circular, Mill and Gang Saws
INSERTED TOOTH SAWS

.A. SPECIALTY.
} Emerson Pattern and Lumberman's Clipper.

AWS REP .A. IRE IX
EVERY SAW WARRANTED.

|

SIEIN"3D FOE PEICES. eu3

EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emory Wheels are now almost in universal use for the purpose of gulletttng and gumming saws, statistics show from

25,000 to 30,000 saw-mills in the United States. Many of these run only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two
wheels a year, costing £3 to $1 each, and when such small mills order single Eruery Wheels from the factory, the express charges

often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality of Emery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand so

fickle, that storekeepers could not afford to carry them In stock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have become as staple

an article as Files, and every dealer in saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sizes In stock.

Large dealers order stocks of §500 to $750 worth at a time. Saw Gumming Wheels are used Willi the edge (or face) square, round,

or beveled. Probably seven-eigths of all In use are beveled.

Tne principal sizes are:

8x \

8x1
83'

in. hole.

10x1
10x3
lOxi
10x§

J in. hole.

12x1
12x1
12x1
12x|
12x?
12xi

Holes,

J, I and 1 inch.

Probably moro wheels 12xi, 12xJ and 12x3 are used than all the other sizes together. Saw Gumming Wheels are used,

however, of all sizes up to 21xU. The most frequent complaint is that Emery Wheels harden the saw so that a file won't touch It.

The answer Is that you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,

leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 33) per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those
who want to uso the file, however, have only to touch the saw lit/fitly a second time (after going all over It once), and this second

touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

.A. QUESTION" OUT QUALITY.
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers in, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality Is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

"Extra Soft" wheel like the " Pocono." We believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel Is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every ODe to

adopt our views, we make several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tanite), that we can furnish

qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us kuow what it is, aud we can send you a Tanite Wheel of similar quality. Our regular

classification of Saw Gumming Wheels is as follows

:

CLASS 2. MEDIUM—HARD.—This Wheel is the Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are "Class 2."

It cuts fast and keeps its shape well. Some think it too hard, some too soft. We prefer the " Pocono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM—SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, and therefor.freer cutting wheel.

CLASS " POCONO." EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. It is both finer in grain and softer than either of the above. As a Saw Gumming Wheel, Class " Pocono" is

specially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a free cutting wheel that will not create much heat.

Illustrated Circulars and Catalogue, showing: Cuts of Saw Gumming: Machines, aud Shapes, Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on application
as

The Tanite Co. Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.
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FOEESTEY AND ABOEICULTUEE.
BEING THE FOURTH CHAPTER OP THE REPORT OF

THE ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION.

Cultivation of Forest Trees.

The mode of cultivating forest trees is the

next matter to claim attention. This may be

accomplished either by raising trees from the

seed, or from cuttings, or by transplanting them
from the nursery or the woods.

If it be desired to raise trees from the seed,

attention must be paid to the time of gathering,

management, and planting, The soft and silver-

leaved maples and elm mature their fruit in

June ; the sugar, Norway, sycamore, and some
other maples, ripen their seeds later in the

season. Acorns, walnuts, chestnuts and other

nuts ripen in the fall. All seeds should be sown as

soon as gathered, but the fall seeds may, if more
desirable, be kept in a box mixed with sand

until the following spring. Acorns and nuts

being liable to be disturbed by squirrels are

often preserved in this manner. They should

be kept in a cool place, and where they will not

become too dry. The elm and maple if favor-

ably situated will make very good growth in

their first season, when sown immediately after

gathering. Red cedar berries should be bruised

in March, and mixed with a quantity of wet
wood ashes. In three weeks the alkali will have
cut the resinous gum, when the seeds can be
washed clean from the pulp and planted.

But many people will prefer a less tedious

and equally cheap method of acquiring a stock

of young trees. Mr. Bucke, of Ottawa, gives

some useful hints on this head :

—

" There has been a good deal of talk before

the Commission about growing trees from the

seed, but if I were going to plant trees, and
particularly maples, I would go into the woods
and pull up seedlings a few inches high, as I am
convinced they will succeed better than by any
planting of seeds. I planted a number in that

way, and they are the best lot of young trees I

know of. I planted them in nursery rows,

about six inches apart in the row, and I have
succeeded in raising a large number without
losing any. I trimmed the roots before planting.

There are both hard and soft maple found in

the ordinary maple bush, and I think birch

could be propagated in the same way."
Mr. Bucke further stated he had collected

and planted elm seedlings in the same way as

the maple. .Seedling trees thus taken early

from the bush, should be kept in the nursery

rows for a couple of years and then planted out.

With regard U> the Sfiruces and other coniferous

trees, Mr. Leslie nays :

—

"There is no difficulty whatever in trans-

planting these trees from the woods when young;
it is amply a matter of keeping the roots moist
while o'ut of the ground. I would recommend
that they should always be planted in nursery

row* before being permanently placed in posi-

tion, and if they have ugly tap roots these

should be cut off. I would not recommend that

the tops should be cut, there is no necessity for

doing so, and it destroys the symmetry of the

tree. There is no ncessity for cutting the tops

of deciduous tree seedlings."

Mr, Arnold says on these points :

—

" Unless troeB havo been prepared by trans-

plantation, the smaller they are planted the

better. They should not be over a foot high

unless they have been so prepared. After they

are planted I would cultivate the soil the same
as for corn or potatoes. I would plant the trees

at first with a view to thinning them out. As
to the cost per acre, the small trees could be

supplied for five dollars per hundred. The
planting would be about five dollars per

hundred, that is, for nurseryman's trees, about

one and a half feet high. I would not recom-

mend the planting of such small trees, but I

would have them properly prepared to plant

when they were two or three feet high. They
would then cost about twenty dollars a hundred

when planted. Some varieties of oaks, walnuts,

etc., could be raised from the seed by farmers if

they attended to the matter, but I find it more

profitable for me to send and buy my trees one

or two years old from those who make a busi-

ness of raising them. The raising of forest trees

from seedlings is a business by itself. It would

pay better to import some from France and

England than to grow them, as they have to be

shaded. Young trees should be grown in a seed

bed, before being planted out, about two years,

and then should be re-transplanted every two

years until they are put where they are to

remain."

Of trees of a larger growth t"han seedlings in

their first or second year, Mr. Roy says :

—

"In transplanting trees the smaller the better.

If you get a tree four or five feet high you may
replant it, but my experience is that the sooner

you begin to transplant the trees the better. I

usually transplant fruit and other trees in the

fall. The strongest and almost only reason I

have for transplanting them then is that I have

more time to do the work then. I think it is a

good thing to cultivate around a tree. I don't

think it is good to cultivate around a peach tree

in a rich soil, because the tree gets too much
wood in the fall, and the frost comes on and
kills it before the wood hardens. As regards

forest trees, I think they would succeed better

for a few years if cultivated around. After they

get fairly growing I don't think cultivation

would be required."

Senator Allan on the replanting of forest

trees remarks :—
" Take, however, even an ordinary sized farm,

say of 200 acres, and if planting is to be carried

on to any extent, trees from the nurseries will

be found rather too expensive a luxury, and the

farmer must rely upon what he can obtain from

the nearest woods.

" These—if carefully transplanted, and in the

case of evergreens more especially, of not too

large a growth, when moved—ought to succeed

perfectly, or at least there should be a very

small percentage of loss.

" Of our native evergreens, the white pine,

black and white spruce, and white cedar, can all

be easily transplanted.

" The red or Norway pine, than which there

is no handsomer tree when allowed to grow

singly and with plenty of room for the spread of

its branches, is very difficult to move, and will

not generally succeed, unless taken up with

great care when very young.
" The hemlock spruce, one of the noblest and

most picturesque of our native evergreens, is of

very slow growth, and is also difficult to trans-

plant, except when very young, but both it and

the white cedar make most excellent hedges.

" Of our deciduous trees, the elm, ash, beech,

oak, and maple, are the most generally and

easily obtainable. The maple (both of the hard

and soft varieties) bears transplanting remark-

able well, and grows rapidly. The different

varieties of elm can also be easily moved—so

also the ash. The oak, both white and red, as

well as other varieties, is difficult to move with

safety, and is of less rapid growth than either

the maple or the elm.

"The butternut, if transplanted when young,

succeeds well, The walnut and sweet chestnut

I have no experience of, except as transplanted

nursery trees. Take, however, all the others I

have named, both evergreen and deciduous, and

they can generally be obtained in most parts of

Ontario, without having to go any great dis-

tance to find them."

As the tree to be moved increases in size the

more care is needed in its treatment. It is a

good plan to select trees growing as near the

edge of the woods as possible ; their situation

having been less sheltered, the exposure to

which removal subjects them is less felt. As to

the preparation and removal of forest trees Mr.

Arnold says :

—

" We prune the roots with a spade. In the

case of trees which have not been transplanted,

and trees, say four, five, or six feet high, which

have not been moved lately, we send out a man
in the spring to cut off the roots about a foot

from the stem. In the fall, in digging them up

you will find abundance of fibres, and unless

this is done it is dangerous to remove them at

that age. If people transplanting from the

forest would go about this time (June) and cut

off the roots a few inches from the stalk, and go

next year and dig them up, they would find no

difficulty. In moving trees it is better to cut

off the tap roots. For instance in growing

peaches it is the practice of many to put peach

seeds in sand in the greenhouse until they ger-

minate. There is a long tap root which we
pinch off, and when we take it up afterwards we
find a mass of fibres. In fact the tap root is not

essential to the future growth of the tree. As
to the branches, I would not touch them until I

came to transplant. When we dig them up we
have to cut off a portion of the roots, and it is

necessary to take off about the same proportion

of the branches. The root vessels cannot draw
sap enough to supply all the leaves unless this is

done The reason I would give for pruning

with a spade is, first, that it prevents injury to

the root while the tree is being finally moved ;

second, it produces large growth of small fibrous

roots within a limited space, and this adds to

the nourishment of the tree."

The distances apart at which trees are plant-

ed, when set in rows for ornament, or shelter

for cattle in fields, will have to be decided by

the nature of the tree, and will run from ten to

thirty feet, according to circumstances. For

forest planting, the trees being in that case

small, they may be planted from three and a

half to four feet apart in each direction. This

will admit of cultivation by horse power. As
the trees grow they will be thinned out, any

casualties, on the other hand, being supplied

by new plantings.

In Dr. Hough's report the following table is

given, showing the number of trees upon an acre

at a given distance apart, and the number that

might be left at dfferent ages, with the propor-

tional value of the thinnings taken at the

several ages :

—

Age.
Distance
apart.

Trees to

the acre.

Proportional
value of each

trimming to total

trimming.

ft. in. per cent.
10 vears 3 9 3.097 3.4
15 " 4 0 2,792 5.2
20 " 4 3 2,411 6.5
27 " 4 7 2,077 10.5
35 " 5 6 1,440 23.6
43 " 6 6 1,031 23.7
51 " 8 0 6S0 27.5

In regard to the growth of woodland a high

European authority remarks :

—

" That, while an uncultivated woodland,

taken for a long period, and counting interest

and taxes, would yield almost nothing to the

capital invested, it is well established that the

same land, managed according to modern
science, would, in the long run, yield a revenue

both conspicuous and constant."

The Fenelon Falls Gazette says : There is a

big jam of logs in Burnt River between John-

ston's Rapids and High Falls, a distance of over

three miles, and a number of men were sent up
early in the week to try and break it. The
logs, fully 20,000 in number, belong principally

to Mr. Ullyott and Mr. Boyd, and a large

drive owned by Mr. R. C. Smith is detained at

Kinmount, waiting for the obstruction below to

be removed. The logs in the jam are fortu-

nately not piled on each other, and a "flat jam,"

as it is called, is generally neither very difficult

nor dangerous to start.
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MUSKOKA.
Our correspondent, writing from Gravenhurst,

the lumber capital of Muskoka, sends the fol-

lowing items :

—

THE QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY.

May 24.—To-day, the anniversary of the birth

of our Most Gracious Sovereign, the Queen, is

being loyally spent by the people of Graven-

hurst. The saw mills are not all shut down, al-

though several of the working men are absent on

leave for the day—some of them on a grand ex-

cursion up the Muskoka Lakes on the steamer

Nipissimg, and others south by the Northern

Railway to see the great lacrosse match and

games there.

THE MUSKOKA SLIDE, DAM, AND BOOM CO.

who have charge of the driving of logs, square

timber, and shingle bolts this season, are getting

ahead with the work remarkably well, notwith-

standing the low water. The company was in-

corporated last winter for the purposo of acquir-

ing, constructing and maintaining dams, slides,

piers, booms, and all the other works necessary

to facilitate the transmission of timber down
rivers and streams in the district of Muskoka,

and Parry Sound, and Nipissing, and in the

County of Peterborough ; and for the purpose of

blasting rocks and otherwise improving the navi-

gation of such rivers and streams, and to oper-

ate the same for ten years.

$50,000 CAPITAL STOCK.

The capital stock of the company, $50,000, is

taken up by H. H. Cook, Richard Power, J.

M. Dollar,' G. W. Taylor, A. P. Cockburn, A.

McKenzie, Chas. Mickle, Robt. Dollar, and
Isaac Cockburn. The rates charged on saw logs

per 1,000 feet, board measure, including sorting

at the mouth of Muskoka River and at Georgian

Bay are, from Muskoka to Georgian Pay, fifty

cents ;to Gravenhurst, thirty cents. Prom Poit

Sydney to Georgian Pay, sixty cents ; to Orav-

enhurst, thirty-five cents. Prom Lake Verm in

to Georgian Bay, fifty-five cents; to Graven-

burst, forty cents, and so on from other points,

making a difference of from fifteen to twenty -five

cents in the cost of delivery per 1,000 feet, be-

tween Gravenhurst and Georgian Bay.

MOVE TO GEORGIAN BAY.

In view of the greater facilities for shipping,

several of the mill owners around Gravenhurst

are seriously contemplating removing their mills

to the shore of the Ceorgian Bay. They think

they could soon save as much in freight as would

pay for the cost of removal. Complaints, loud

and deep, are heard all around in reference to

the exactions of the Northern Railway in rigidly

adhering to the rule of (>,000 feet of green lum-

ber and 7,500 feet of dry Lumber for a car load.

They complain of the great want of shipping ac-

commodation and the present monopoly.

OUTLET BY KIRKFIELD.

There is a strong hope that a third rail will be

laid on the Toronto and Nipissing Railway as

far north as Kirkfield this summer, and that the

road from that point will be extended to Grav-

enhurst forthwith, there to connect with the

Ontario and Sault Ste. Marie Railway, about to

be constructed. This would give a direct route

from the North-Wcst, either to Toronto or Port

Hope ; and to Peterborough and Belleville as

well, when the "missing link" at Omemee is

supplied. Should this very probable railway

extension be carried out, there will be no neces-

sity for Gravenhurst mill owners to pull up

stakes for the Georgian Bay.

MUSKOKA AND NIPISSING NAVIGATION CO.

This season the Muskoka and Nipissing Navi-

gation Co., of which A. P. Cockburn, Esq., M.
P., is manager, expect to tow about eighty mil-

lion feet of logs, square timber, and shingle

bolts, equal to about twenty million feet. A
large proportion of the stock comes to Graven-

hurst, which shows the importance of this place

as a lumbering centre.

SHIPBUILDING AND LAUNCHES.

Yesterday Mr. Cockburn launched the harbor

tug Lake Joseph, a trim craft of about 20 horse

power, fitted with upper cabin for passenger

traffic. On the 7th of this month the same com-
pany launched the Muskoka, a powerful tug of

100 horse power. The engines are made by Mr.
Doty, of Toronto, and work like a charm. A
local paper says :

—" The Muskoka is built in the

most substantial manner, of the best white oak,

and, it is thought, will be good for twenty years'

actual service. Her proportions are ; length over
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all, 84 ft.; 18 ft. beam, with 7 feet hold. She

has two powerful engines, 12 x 14 each, attached

to two large screws, so it will be seen that her

propelling power is immense. Her boiler weighs

11 tons, and is built to carry 100 pounds of steam

constantly. She has nicely appointed cabins,

both on deck and below, and is provided with

all the latest improvements in the way of ma-

chinery, pumps, hose, etc." The new steamer

Inter-Ocean was launched on Lake Nipissing last

week, and is expected to be making regular trips

early in June. So it is that this new country of

ours is opening up, specially under the auspices

of the lumbermen and their requirements.

WEST GRAVENHURST.

At West Gravenhurst, which is built on an

arm of the bay enclosed by "The Narrows,"

several saw mills are built. The Woodstock

Lumber Co.'are adding to their former lumber,

lath and shingle mill, a gang of saws, which

commenced work to-day, the first in Muskoka.

The gang is " the improved oscillating," and is

expected to do excellent work. This company

will cut six million feet this season. The bulk

of their logs have reached Port Calling. The

mill has capacity of 45,000'feet of lumber daily,

10,000 shingles, with proportions of lath, and 32

men are employed.

ANOTHER GANG.

Mr. W. G. Taylor is putting in a gang of

saws in his mill, and is making considerable ad-

ditions and improvements to overtake the sum-

mer's work. He has a largo quantity of last

season's stock on hand, not shipped, and will

soon be crowded for piling room if it is not

removed.
SHINGLE MILLS.

Mr. Bartholomew is leading the local busi-

ness. His stock is in logs and bolts. Mr. Archie

Brydon has a shingle mill near Mr. Taylors

saw mills, lie is to try a new plan of cutting

shingles with "the Excelsior Knife," (Ooldio's

patent) and will cut about six million. It is

not certain yet how this will work. Mr. Brydon

is manufacturing for Messrs. Thompson &
Maker, of Hamilton, who supply the raw

material. Mr. Hull is rigging up the mill lately

occupied as a shingle mill by Thompson &
Baker near the old steamboat wharf. He will

cut lumber and shingles, and has another mill

near Lethbridge, about four miles from Graven-

hurst. Between the two mills he will cut about

5\ million feet of lumber this season.

WILLIAM TAIT'.S MILL.

Mr. Wm. Tait, whose mill was burned down

recently, has it rebuilt and nearly ready to com-

mence sawing. Ho speaks highly of the

promptitude shown by Mr. Hamilton, of Peter-

borough, and Mr. R. Brammer, of Orillia, in

supplying machinery ordered according toagn 1

ment, but has been greatly delayed with other

foundry men who have not come up to time

with their work. Mr. Tate has a stock to cut of

five million feet.

ALMOST A CONFLAGRATION.

Mr. Chas. Meikle had a narrow escape of the

destruction of his mill by fire yesterday. It

originated near the boiler, but was promptly

extinguished by the men and neighbors without

much damage being done to the building. Mr.
Meikle will cut five million feet this season. He
has made various important changes in his mill

this spring, viz.: Slab cutter, carriers, new
friction fceil works, etc. The season's cut will

be about \\ million feet. The logs were taken

out from seven townships.

AT MUSKOKA WHARF.

Mr. Thos. Boom's gang of men are engaged in

putting Burton Bro's. square timber in shipping

order, previous to being sent by rail to be rafted

in Toronto and thence to Quebec. The nu n

stand in the water and saw off the ends with

cross-cut saws. The fragments of bark on

waney sticks are carefully stripped of with

draw-knives. Burton Bros, will have about

100,000 feet at this wharf when it all arrives

—

only about 25,000 feet have reached so far.

taskar's mill.

This is an excellent country mill about five

miles from Gravenhurst. Mr. Tasker will cut

about three million feet this season. He has

nearly a million of old stock on hand not drawn,

but purchased by Christie, Kerr & Co.,

Toronto.
THE BRITISH LUMBER CO.

This extensive company have taken out about

LUMBERMAN.

22 million feet of logs in Muskoka this season,

and have got them all in the stream, except a

small quantity in Brunei.

IN LOW WATER.

The section of country north of Huntsville

traversed by Little East River seems to be the

driest in this northern region. The Georgian

Bay Co. has one million feet on this river which
will not likely be got out this season. Mr. R.

Power and the Muskoka Lumber Co. have also

about one million feet on this same river which
will probably not be floated, and it is said that

Messrs. Cook Bros, have abandoned 350 pieces

of square timber on Fisher's Creek, north of

Huntsville, and unless heavy Fains come on they

will also have to hang up one million feet of

logs.

THE MIDLAND MILLS.

J. M. Dollar has on the way 150,000 feet of

square timber and 4,000,000 feet of logs, all

afloat. He has 2,000,000 feet left over from

last season.

COCKBURN S MILL.

Mr. Isaac Cockburn is running this mill

again. The cut this forenoon was 10,000 feet.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

From Our Own Correspondent.

Stream Driving.— Up to a recent date, much
uneasiness was felt with reference to the pros-

pect of bringing the logs out of the streams for

want of sufficient water, owing to the protract-

ed cold and dry weather, but during the last

two weeks we have had a liberal rain fall, and
the stream driving, in consequence, is re^n-ted"

from all quarters as being very good. The
prospect now is that the bulk of the logs in the

streams will be got to market in good season.

Shipping.—A large supply of tonnage is now
in port, and, as is frequently Hie case in such

circumstances, shippers are much annoyed and

inconvenienced by the "strikes" among the

laborers. The wages of ship-laborers have ad-

vanced to S2.50 per day, and it is said they

intend demanding -S3.00 after the present week.

The following is a list of the ships in i>ort, with

their tonnage and destination :

—

Belle O'Brien, 1,002, Liverpool-

Lady Dufferin, 9S9, Pcnaith Roads.

British Queen, 1,106, United Kingdom.

Harold, ISO, East Coast of Ireland.

Minnie ISurrill, 1,440, Liverpool

Coronet, SCO, Liverpool or Bristol Channel.

Herbert Ileeeh, 1,061, Belfast.

Areadia, 788, Liverpool.

rrinds' Osear, 662, Croat Britain or Continent.

Ailsa, 454, East Coast of Ireland.

Annie Burrill, 897, Dublin.

Anna 1". Odell, 380, Ihindalk.

Grace K. Cann, 683, Belfast.

Belstane, 1,071, Lberpool or Bristol Channel.

Riverside, 1,234, Liverpool.

St. Julicn, 1,040, Belfast or W. C. England.

Vestoliuden, 450, E. C. Ireland.

Hafosfjord, 495, E. C. I. orB. Channel.

Prodomo, 477, Cork Quay.

Austria, 1,000, Liverpool or Bristol Channel.

E. Sutton, 545, Penaith Roads.

Equator, 1,272, Liverpool or B. Channel.

Jothlngton, S.S., 1,290, Liverpool or B. Channel.

Kate F. Troop, 1,100, Belfast or W. C. England.

Lizzie Burrill, 1,186, Liverpool.

David Anterson, 256, Jersey.

.Maud Scammcll, 593, E.C. Ireland.

Theobald, 981, Liverpool.

Dcanfield, 1,072, Liverpool.

Sarah B. Cann, 707, Bordeaux.

Berlin, 757, United Kingdom.

AVhitburn, S.S., 816, Liverpool or B. Channel.

Freights.—There has been very little done

in chartering since the date of our last report.

Two steamers were taken for Liverpool at 55/.

Shipments.—The shipments of deals and

other sawn lumber have been as follows :

—

For Europe 7,549,000 Sup. ft.

" United States 2,121,000

" West Indies 404,0q0 "

St. John, N.B., May 21st, 1881.

The Drives Safe.—The news from up the

Ottawa indicates that all difficulties said to be

in the way of this season's drive are at an end.

and that the logs in all streams will come down
without serious trouble. Even in localities

where the outlook was the worst, the opinion

now is that there will be abundance of water

even if there should be no more rain for a time.

The water in the Ottawa has been6teadily rising

for some days, and is now considerably higher

than was expected a week ago.

MIDLAND.
From Our Own Correspondent.

The British Canadian Lumber and Timber
Company's mill has been running for o\er three

weeks and is doing good work, cutting alx>ut

1.30 M. in the twenty-fonr hours. They also

have a mill at Old Fort, with a capacity of

about 25 M. per day. "With the two they ex-

pect to out over twenty millions this season.

Their tug has been busy towing since the open-

ing of navigation, and is expected in to-night

with a tow of 100 M. cubic feet of board pine

from Shawinaga River, to be shipped over the

Midland to Port Hope for Quebec, the property

of J. M. Dollar, the first timber shipped from

here this season. The Chew Bros, have moved
and rebuilt their mill and have added much to

its capacity. They had steam up yesterday and

will start to cut to-morrow. They will cut out

five million feet. Mr. William Chew was badly

hurt the other day by falling with a scaffold

from the mill. Chew & Weeks are also running

their shingle mill. J. M. Dollar's mill hats been

running alxmt two weeks, and is now running

night and day, cutting 05 M. j>er twenty-four

hours. He will cut out over six million feel

They all have plenty of logs on hand to keep

the mills running until the drives come in. The

weather has been very warm and dry here.

Midland, May 2iith, 1881.

F0RESTEY.

The Montreal Star publishes the following;

letter :

—

Sib,—The State of New York allows a certain

sum of money to the owners of projierty who

plant trees, in front of such projicrty, on tha

public highway. This is something that tha

law makers of this Province or of the Dominion

might condescend to consider. We all cry outl

that our forests are being denuded of timber,

but our legislators look calmly on. In Ontario

it is sai'l that in the older settled counties there

is only one acre of timber to every hundred that

has been cleared, and how we stand in Quebec I

do not know. In any case it is time to seriously]

consider the situation, for the K-st authorities in

the country tell us that in a few years timber

will be as valuable and as scarce here as it is in

some countries in Euro|>e. I have some upon
ence in planting walnut, chestnut and sweet

hickory, and in all cases they have yielded a

profitable return. Apart from the shades and

home like api>carance of trees on a farm, we

must not forget the im|«>rtant meteorological

effect trees have upon the atmosphere. I can-

not give you a better illustration of this than

what I have read lately about the town of

Valencia in South America. The town is situ-

ated a mile and-a-half from a lake. Years ago

this lake was surrounded by a dense forest. The

l>eoplc cut down the forest, and the waters of

the lake receded four miles and a-half in thirty

years. This was because of less rain-fall in con-

sequence of the loss of the trees. The j^eople

seeing this, planted new trees, and in ttccnty-ttco

years the lake had assumed tU original dimen-

sions. And this was all owing to the fact of the

less trees the less rain, and rict rcrsa. Now, as

rain is just as necessary as sunshine to prt>duce

a good crop, it becomes a serious matter for the

farmer to guard the forests and thus protect

himself by securing a better chance of rainfall

than could be the case if the land was bare of

timber,

Encouraging (•narantrr.

The Canada Lumberman, a semi-monthly

publication started recently by Mr. A. Beg--,

has passed into the hands of Toker & Co., of

Peterborough, publishers of the Review. We
have received their first number, a neatly print-

ed i>aper of sixteen pages. The imj>ort.ant in-

terest to which it purposes to give special atten-

tion will find this publication well worthy of

hearty support, and from the ability and experi-

ence of its publishers a valuable and interesting

j&uraal may be looked for. We wish them

abundant success in their enterprise.—Lindsay

Post.

Mb. H. H. Smith has made a contract with

the owners of the prop. Araxes and her consorts

for the carrying of 8.000.000 feet of lumber from

Lake Superior to Buffalo at S3. 15 per thousand

delivered on the rail.
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American.
At Stevens' Point, Wis., business " continues

good."

Trade is very brisk at Keokuk, Iowa, and

)B-ices are firm.

Rates of freight from Buffalo eastward by

canal are quoted at $2.70 per 1,000 to Albany
From Davenport, Iowa, trade is reported fair,

while the demand for dry lumber is reported

"fully equal to the supply."

A large quantity of dimension timber, taken

out by A. & P. White, is being cut into railway

ties for the English market at Pembroke. Thi

is a new departure.

The dealers at Michigan City, Ind., report

that they have plenty of orders on their books

Collections are good and everything promises

good season's business.

Trade is said to be in a prosperous condition

with firm prices at Philadelphia, Pa. There is

an active demand from both city and country

customers, with increased sales as compared
with several preceeding years.

The rate for lumber from Toronto to Oswe
;

is quoted firm at $1.25, although we have heard

it rumoured that a higher rate has been paid.

It is also said that contracts have been declined

at quotations.

At Toledo, Ohio, trade is reported as very

fair for the time of year, with every prospect of

an unusually large demand from the surround
ing territory, while dealers are at a loss to know
how they are to replenish their stocks at pre

sent prices.

The estimated stock of logs at Bangor,

Maine, is 150,000,000 feet, consisting of spruce

hemlock, pine, cedar, etc. The drives generally

are safe, while it is said "the demand is tre-

mendous and would take twice the quantity

that can be obtained.

"

From St. Louis, Mo., the report comes that

prices are quite firm under a steadier demand
than has been known for years, and none of the

weakening of prices which is customery at this

time of year is being experienced this season,

and the only question asked in sending in

orders is, " When can they be filled?"

The Northwestern Lumberman under date of

the 18th May, says :
" It may be said without

doing violence to the truth, that the general

situation in respect to prices is more satisfactory

than might have been expected. Weakness is

decidedly the exception and seems to exist in

fact nowhere outside of Chicago."

THE ERIE CANAL OPENED.
Bceealo, May 17.—The locks on the eastern

division of the Erie canal were officially opened
at 12 o'clock last night. Up to 6 o'clock last even-
ing about 20 boats had taken clearance papers.

Most of these, and others which loaded and
cleared last fall, moved down the canal during
the day. The opening rates are 7 cents on
wheat, f>i cents on corn and 6 cents on flax seed
to New York. Several loads of wheat were
taken at the rate named. No lumber engage-
ments were made, but the rate was understood
to be S2.85 per thousand feet to Albany and 75
cents additional to New York.

.1 Very Respectable Appearing Paper.
The Canada Lumberman.—The only paper

published in Canada devoted to the Lumber
and Timber Industries of the Dominion —
TOK£R & Co., Peterborough.

The value of these industries as factors in the
development of our country, should alone com-
mand for the publication cordial recognition

and encouragement. It is a very respectable
appearing paper of 10 four column pages ; $2
per annum, 81 for 6 months.—Canada Health
Journal.

Ov Monday, May 0th, Mr. W. H. Escott,

employed in Rathbun & Son's door factory
Deseronto, met with an accident that may yet
prove fatal. While putting several panels
through a sizing machine, by some means they
got on top of the circular saw and were hurled
backward. One of the pieces inflicted severe
wounds on his arm, while another struck him
on the ehest, cutting through the clothing and
mak in,; serious wounds. Inflammation has set

in, and recovery i- by no mean-! certain.

NOT DONE YET.

The continent is not yet stripped "f its tim-

ber, for there is a region in which tlio wood

man's axe has never yet waked the echoes. If

the Hudson Bay region bo not misrepresented,

the American continent may in the future draw

its supply of timber from thence. The popular

idea of it is that the region is given up to per-

petual snow, ice, walruses and polar bears. But

this is erroneous. Professor Bell, who has spent

five years in exploring the Hudson Bay, gives,

in glowing terms, an account of his wanderings

in and about that great body of water, which,

in his enthusiasm, he designates the Canadian

Mediterranean. He states that Hudson Bay is

in effect a thousand miles long, more than six

hundred miles wide, and covers one million

square miles. Instead of being, as is usually

supposed, a part of the Arctic regions, its

nearest shore is more southerly than London,

and its farthest still remains within the north

temperate zone. On the north-east coast there

is little snow in winter, and little rain in sum-

mer. The tributaries of the bay are the Nelson,

which discharges the waters of Lake Winnipeg;

the Winnipeg, about the size of the Ottawa

;

the Saskatchewan 900 miles long pouring in

from the west ; and the Red River, coming, 500

miles from the south. All the central part of

North America, from Labrador to the Rocky
Mountains, drains into Hudson Bay. The

largest tributary is the Nelson, about four times

the size of the Ottawa at the capital ; then

comes the Churchill, the Big River, and the

Albany. On the west side of the bay the

southerly winds are the coldest that blow in the

winter, and there is less snow and less intense

of cold in the vicinity of York factory and Ft.

Churchill than in more southerly regions. Dur-

winter the temperature improves as one goes

from Minnesota northward through Manitoba,

and down the valleys to Hudson Bay, and bath-

ing is found agreeable in July, August, and

September. On the southern and western

shore unlimited supplies of red and white pine,

spruce, white birch, balsam, poplar, aspen, and

tamarack are found. As Great Britain is now
drawing her supplies from the North Sea and

the Baltic, the United States may draw their

timber from Hudson's Bay when the north-

western pine lands are exhausted. It will not

be impossible to get the timber from the Bay, if

necessity demands it. If Hudson's strait freezes

over, railroads will be built into its forests or a

ship canal be constructed by way of the Nelson

River and Lake Winnipeg to the Mississippi

River. It is all right now, about the timber.

When the Saginaw river mills are silent and the

salt center has been transferred to those won-

derful licks on the Muskingum and Kanawa
rivers, lumbering operations will be brisk on or

about the 60th parallel, and there will be plenty

timber for bedsteads, cradles, tables and

colfins, if we have to live in glass houses and

dare not throw stones.

—

Lumberman's Gazette.

Messrs. H. B. Rathbun & Son's drive of

cedar, and Mr. T. P. Pearce's drive of saw logs

ave passed Lennon's bridge, Marmora. The
late rains have helped them, as the water was

low during the April drought.

HERDING LUMBER.
Judge Carey showed the greatest interest in

these weird tales, and edged up to the group.

" These are curious yarns, gentlemen, but I

believe them all. I had a dog once, back in

Nebraska, that I kept to herd lumber."
" Beg pardon, Judge ; did you say the dog

herded lumber?"
" Yes, sir ; Cottonwood boards. We always

kept a dog there to bring the lumber in at

night."

Everybody now paid the closest attention, as

they knew the boss was at work.

" It was this way. Cottonwood boards warp

like thunder in the sun. A board would begin

to hump its back about nine o'clock in themorr

ing, and in half an hour it would turu over. By
eleven it would warp the other way with tl

heat, and make another flop. Each time it

turned it would move a couple of feet, alway

following the sun towards the west. The firs

summer I lived in Brownville over 10,000 ft. i

lumber skipped out to the hills the day before

had advertised a house raisin'. I went to th

county seat to attend a law-suit, and when I

back there wasn't a stick of timber left,

strayed away into the uplands. An ordinary

board would climb a two-mile hill during a h'

week, and when it struck the timber it would

keep worming in and out among the trees like
:

garter snake. Every farmer in the state had t<

keep shepherd dogs to follow his lumber around

the country, keep it together, and show where
it was in the morning. We didn't need any

flumes there for lumber. We sawed it east of

the place we wanted to use it, and let it warp

itself to its destination, with the men and dogs

to head it off at the right time ; we never lost a

stick.

—

Carson City Appeal.

ZonUi—M healthy m*n never Uiiukt of bia
atornacb. The dygpeptie thinlu of nothing elae. In-
digcistion U a congUint reminder. The »i»e man who
finds himself suffering will tpend a few cent* for a
bottle of %i/pK>a, from Urazil, the new and remarkable
compound for clcneing and toning the lyitem, for
.•insisting the Digestive apparatus and the Liver U>
properly perform their duties in aawmilatijiy food.
Oct a 10 eent sample of Zoj/cia, the new remedy, of
\ our druggist. A few doses will surprise yon.

Caledonian Hotel,
GRAVENHUEST.

JOHN SHARKS, Proprietor Tm- Hot/ I I.-

newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main ritreet,
within five minutes walk of Northern Railway station,
liar kept w ith best assorted Wines, Liquors and Cc-ans.
Every attention paid to gueeUs. Good Stabling. I.ilLO

It

FINE SAW MILLS.

There are many fine saw mills in New Bruns-

wick ; there must be a number on the Mirami-

chi, but the finest mill in the Maritime

Provinces, according to the Chatham Advance,

is that just completed at Chatham by the Hon.

Wm. Muirhead to replace the one burned a few

months ago. It is described as a two-gan

steam mill 138 by 46, and 27 feet post, crown

roof covered with asbestos ; boiler-house and

saw-dust kiln, 40x70 feet ; engine house, 40x16

feet. The power is furnished by six boilers

arranged in two sections. Each is 35 feet long

three of them 3 feet 6, and three 3 feet

diameter. A large steam chest counects with

wrought iron throatpipes rivetted. The engine

has double cylinders, inclined toward each other

at the top, each 22 inches diameter and 2 feet

stroke. The fly whnel—10 feet diameter

—

weighs five tons. A valve is provided by which

in case of fire, volumes of steam can be blown

into the building to extinguish flames. There

is 1,200 feet of rubber belting used in the mill

one belt is 86 feet long, 16 inches wide, and
" 6-ply," another 75 feet long. The gangs are of

steel, guide rods 4£ and 4f inches ; stroke 26

inches, connecting rods 12 feet long. There are

two double edgers. The most of the heavy

machinery was made at the Miramichi foundry,

the lighter work being prepared at Mr. Muir

head's own machine shop adjoining the mill.

Comparative Table.

SHOWING STOCK OF TIMBER AND DEALS IN LIVERPOOL ON APRIL 30TH, 1880 AND 1881, AND ALSO

THE CONSUMPTION FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL, 1880 AND 1881.

Stock. April
30th, mi.

uebec Square Pine 004,000 ft.

Waney Board 225,000 "

St. John Pine 8,000 "

Other Ports Pine 56,000 "

Pitch Pine, hewn 563,000 "

" sawn 390,000 "

" planks 120,000 "

Red Pine 34,000 "

Dantzig, &c, Fir 111,000 "

Sweden and Norway Fir 9,000 "

Oak, Canadian 400,000 "

Waggon scantling 153,000 "

Baltic 70,000 "

Elm 32,000 "

h 4,000 "

Birch 118,000 "

Grcenheart 63,000 "

East India Teak : 13,000 "

_ j. 7,950 stds.

N.B. & N.8. Spruce Deals

.

. . . . . . . .

.

'. 17,804 "

Pine " 1,155
"

Baltic Deals 5,494 "
" Boards 401 "
" Flooring Boards 3,444

"

Stock, April
30th, 1SS0.

I Consumption
[for the Month of for the Month of

300,000 ft

118,000 "

72,000 "

12,000 "

411,000 "

131,000 "

23,000 "

10,000 "

199,000 "

4,500 "

295,000 "

5,000
"

26,000 "

1,000 "

123,000 "

112,000 "

37,000 "

2,553 Stds.

15,2C4 " )

1,880 "
\

2,517
"

890 "

3,529 "

April, 18S1.

134,000 ft.

8,000 "

146,000 "

127,000 "

55,000
"

14,000 "

33,000 "

4-1,000
"

10,000 "

2,000 "

5,000 "

3,000 "

22,000 "

5,000 "

1,000
"

1,195 stds.

5,320
"

810 "

41 "

575 "

Consumption

April
t
1SS0.

92,000 ft.

650 stds

5,695 "

COS "

38 "

1,590
"

PORT HOPE

SailJent&Awning
FACTORY,

East Pier, Port Hope, Ont

J. J. TURNER, Prop.

DIRECT IMPORTER AND DEALER IN ALL
KINDS OF

COTTON and LINEN CANVAS.

TEKTSI
EVERY KIND IN STOCK OR MADE TO ORDER,

AWNINGS!
Any kind put up complete at Reasonable Prices, and

all work warranted First-class.

Horse and Waggon Covers, Flags, &c

;23?~Noie the Address :

J. J. TURNER,
Sail, Tent and Awning Maker, East Pier, Port Hope,

Canada. 3mdl00-2Ll4
y^Oia Rope Bought and Sold.

KERR BROS.
PRACTICAL

FOUNDERS, MACHINISTS.
And MILLWRIGHTS.

Manufacturers of Marine and Horizontal
and Portable Engines, Boilers, Grain
Elevators and Steam Hoists, Saw and

Flour Mill Machinery,
with latest improvements, a specialty.

The Abel Edward's Centennial Turbine
Water Wheel.

Rodebaugh's Saw Frame, Mill Dogs and
Saw Guides.

Water-works, the latest" and most
improved, made to Order.

Light and Heavy Brass and Iron Castings

Plans and Specifications on application.

The Walkeruille Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkenille, Ont., Dec, 1SS0. blS

B urrlock B L00D Bitters

Burdock Healing Ointment should be
used in connection with Burdock Blood Bitters for
curing Ulcers, Abscesses, Fevers, Sores, &c. Price
25 cents (jjr box. T. MILBURN & CO.,

Sole Agents, Toronto.
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SHADE TREES ALONG THE HIGHWAYS.
BY THE HON. B. C. NORTHROP.

An unusual interest is shown this season in

planting trees along the roadside, and our

nurserymen are busy in meeting this growing

demand. The Legislature of Connecticut has

just passed, unanimously in both houses, a law

to encourage tree-planting on the public roads.

A similar law has been passed in some of the

comparatively treeless states west of the Missis-

sippi ; but Connecticut is believed to be the first

state cast of that river to offer so liberal a

bounty from the state treasury for this purpose.

This Act provides that any person planting or

protecting forest trees one-quarter of a mile fir

more along any public highway may receive for.

ten years an annual bounty of one dollar for

each quarter of a mile so planted ; the forest

trees to include the elm, maple, tulip, ash, bass-

wood, oak, black walnut and hickory ; the elms

to be not more than sixty feet apart.

Under the stimulus of this state bounty, more

trees ought to be planted this spring along

the roads of Connecticut than in any former

year, however much has been recently done in

this direction. In some cases individuals are

encouraging this work, by offering prizes for

tree-planting. A citizen of Clinton has just

offered a hundred dollars, in the form of prizes

of $40, $25, $20 and $15, to the persons who
may plant this spring the best and longest rows

of trees along any public roads of that town, the

award to be made by three non-resident experts

and announced at the Agricultural Fair of

Clinton, next October. Another gentleman

offers a like amount, to be awarded in sums of

$15, $30, and $25, for the best and longest rows

of trees that may be planted this spring in the

towns represented in the Falls Village Agricul-

tural Association. Two hundred dollars offered

in this way a few years ago stimulated an

extraordinary interest in tree planting. I shall

be most happy to co-operate with any liberal

citizens who may wish to try a kindred experi-

ment in their towns this season or next year.

The time for this work is at hand, and what-

ever is done well this spring must be done

quickly. In two or three days notices could bo

printed and circulated in almost any town in

New England or New York. That Service I

will cheerfully perform for any such donor in

Connecticut.

Nothing can add so much to the beauty and

attractiveness of our country roads as long

avenues of fine trees. One sees this illustrated

in many countries in Europe, where for hun-

dreds of miles on a stretch the road is lined

with trees. With the liberal encouragement

offered by this now law, no time should bo lost

in securing the same grand attraction to our

highways. Crowing on land otherwise running

to waste, such trees would yield most satisfac-

tory returns. The shade and beauty would be

grateful to every traveller, but doubly so to the

owner and planter, as the happy experience of

hundreds of our farmers can now testify, for a

good work in this direction is already well

started. Having in abundance the best trees

for the roadside, no class can contribute so

much to the adornments of our public roads as

the farmers. In portions of Germany the law

formerly required every landholder to plant

trees along his road frontage. Happy would it

be for us if the sovereigns of our soil would each

make such a law for himself.

The trees named in the Connecticut Act com-

prise the best roadside trees for New England
and New York. The elm unites the two con-

ditions of grace and grandeur more than any
other tree. Michaux calls it " the most magni-

ficent vegetable of the temperate zone." The
Norway maple deserves a place with our fine

American maples, being hardy, making rapid

growth, and giving dense shade. The tulip, or

common whitewood, deserves greater favor as

an ornamental tree. Many fail with this tree,

as with the hickory and oak, beceuse they trans-

plant them too large. It has a deep root and
should be taken from the nursery young. The
owner of the largest nursery east of Syracuse

said to me this week : "You will accomplish a

grand result for arboriculture if you persuade

the people to plant younger trees. It is a great

mistake to plant big trees." Trees planted

when large must be beheaded, and a tree never

recovers from this unnatural process. Even the

elm, however prone to assert its claim to beauty,

never develops its full symmetry when thus

maltreated. It gives you two limbs, and then,

from three to six feet higher, two or three

more, when you might otherwise have twenty

growing out in graceful arches. No doubt the

elm extends r}s roots into adjoining fields more

than any other tree. On this account, the

hickory, white ash, mountain ash, and especi-

ally the tulip, with its straight stem, that may
be trimmed high, if need bo, should be favor-

ites with farmers for the roadside. Greater

care should be taken to keep the roots of young

trees moist and protected from the sun and

drying wind till they are ready to be set.

This work of tree-planting has been cordially

endorsed by the press and people of Connecti-

cut. The editor of the Boston Herall, speaking

of the influence of the rural improvement assbci-

tions, now so numerous in Connecticut, says :

—

" They are doing a work which will entitle our

prosperous neighboring commonwealth to the

name of the Garden State.' Mr. P. M. Augur,

poinologist of the Connecticut Board of Agri-

culture, says, in a New Haven paper :
" The

season for ornamental tree-planting is at hand.

Allow me to second this effort to persuade every

town and village in our stato to organize for

street ornamental tree-planting. Let the ladies,

if need be, move in this matter. Let a suitable

day be appointed, and every man be invited to

plant trees according to a specified plan, and in

the evening meet to report the day's result-,

and banquet at the hands of the fair sex. By so

doing, we shall think more of home, town, state

and country
; yea, and think more of each

other. And, in the distant future, many will

delight, as they pass through the beautiful

streets, to recount this good act of their an-

cestors.
"

In some towns an arbor day is set apart dur-

ing the last of April or first week of .May (some-

times " May-day ") for this special work, when
every citizen is invited to devote the day to

public improvement or to "brushing up" each

around his own frontage and residence. When
every resident is thus stimulated to make his

own grounds and wayside neat and attractive,

tho entire town becomes bo inviting as to give

new value to its wealth and new attractions to

all its homes.

—

N. Y. Independent.

THE MISSISSIPPI FLOODS.

The Lumberman and Manufacturer, of Min-
neapolis, says that the floods in the river during

the last week have amounted to an embargo on

commerce of every description in the West,

especially in lumber. It is hard to tell just

where so much lumber has gone to as the report-

ed shipments of last week indicate was sold.

From the upper Missouri through to Chicago

and down to Cairo the railroads have been

damaged and suspended, while all reporting

points show an advance upon last year's busi-

ness, but for the week. Handling lumber on

tho Mississippi is almost impossible, and only

such lumber as is regarded unsafe is being

moved and none sold. Great damage has been

done already to lumber yards along the river as

well as mills, booms, etc., by the floods. These

things are adding to tho cost of lumber this

year, and also reducing slightly the amount to

be cut, both of which strengthen tho market.

From reports it is thought that nearly all the

lumber held on the Missouri river will be lost

and several millions on tho Mississippi, besides

tho large quantity of logs which have been and
are being carried away. The advance in lumber
at Chicago is well maintained and it only needs a

corresponding move in the Mississippi Valley to

send it still higher in Michigan and Chicago-

The advance has been much greater in Saginaw
than in the West. Thus two years ago lumber

was sold for $5, $11 and $18 which now brings

$7.50, $17 and $35 there, while the advance has

been about $3 on common and $5 on clears in

the West.

Should ICeceivo a I. literal Support.

We have received a copy of The Canada
Lumberman, an excellent journal devoted to the

lumber and timber industries of Canada, and

published by Toker & Co., Peterborough. It is

very neatly printed, contains a large amount of

interesting news, and should receive a liberal

support,— Winnipeg Times.

THE BULLS AND THE BEARS.

The figth of the bulls and bears in the Chicago

lumber market is becoming almost as celebrated

as the regular warfare of their prototypes of the

stock and gain exchanges. The contest, though

an entirely bloodless one, is not lacking in in-

terest, as well to outsiders as to the participants

themselves. It usually engages the attention

of a good part of the trade during the earlier

weeks of the season, when, for obvious reasons

the animals above mentioned are in a particu-

larly belligerent frame of mind. It may be re-

garded as both a moral and physical impossi-

bility for the representatives of the yard and

mill interests in this city to dwell together in

harmony at this particular time of the year.

They take to fighting naturally, as if by a kind

of instinct, and for a time they revel in its

pleasures with as much apparent enjoyment as

though the whole thing were a bit of a farce,

like a Punch and Judy show. In the spring the

dealer's fancy turns lightly to thoughts of sharp-

ening up his claws, which operation he iterforms

while indulging in pleasant anticipations of the

firm grip he will thereby be enabled to get upon
prices when he prepares to exert his muscular

power in an effort to pull them down. And so

the man with a mill, or some logs that he has

arranged to have sawed by the thousand upon
pretty favorable terms, gives an extra chuckle

as lie lets his imagination show him in advance

how beautifully he will toss and gore poor bruin

when he catches him with a lot of men on his

pay roll with nothing to do, and undertakes to

sell him the last cargo of lumber on the market.

But after a month or two of hostilities both the

bulls and the bears discover that there is some-

thing to live for besides war, and having worked
off their surplus energy by means of their annual

scrimmage, settle down to business and sj>end

the balance of the season in making money.

To consider the matter more seriously, it may
be said that this regular struggle between the

two opposing interests among the lumber
dealers in this market arises out of the peculiar

way in which the business is transacted. That
merchandise should be bought for as little and
sold for as much as competition will admit of

are among the first principles of business. The
dealers simply control certain influences that

may be brought to bear upon the prices at

which they must buy their lumber, and they use

them, so far as jtossiblo, to effect tho purpose

they naturally have in view, which is, of course,

to get their stock for as little money as they can.

They do not care whether the mill owner makes
anything ; that is his lookout, consequently the

only thing they work for is to buy their lumber
for the lowest prices that the sellers will accept.

On the other side, the manufacturers, and those

interested cither directly or indirectly in the

production and primary sale of lumber, have

before them only one purpose—to get all they

can for their property. It is no concern of theirs

whether the buyer of the stock makes anything

on it or not ; as long as it passes out of their

hands at a profit their duty is done, and their

interest in it is at an end.

Notwithstanding the remarkable activity in

trade during the last few weeks, we have un-

mistakable evidence that the battle of the

boards will be fought this season as usual. Both

parties to the fray aro armed and equipped as

their best judgment directs, and are in readiness

for the struggle. Indeed, the contest has already

begun. Anyone interested enough in what goes

on in this market will observe that a skirmish

of no small dimensions has occurred between

the low-priced and high-priced elements in the

trade. If we take their action as an earnest of

what they both propose to do, we may safely

look forward to some sharp fighting before the

season gets so far advanced as to bring about

harmony among the operators on both sides.

The bears evidently mean to take something

more than a protest against the prices the mill

men seem disposed to demand for their pro-

ducts, and the hitter, if their words and actions

are to be taken as an indication of what they

mean to do, are equally determined not to yield

a point unless they are obliged to.

It must be conceded, we think, that the bears

scored a decided victory, and if so, it is only

fair that they should have the credit of it. Tliey

did not accomplish quite all they desired, which

was evidently to induce the trade to itostjKtne

the issuing of a union list, and so permit them
to make as low prices as they pleased. Perha|*
they did not expect to attain this end, but only

made the attempt as a a matter of principle.

However this may be, they did establish one

fact very thoroughly
; namely, that they do not

intend to buy their season's supply of lurnljer at

the top of the market except as a matter of

absolute necessity.

Anybody who could decide in advance
whether it will l.tecome a matter of necessity for

them to do so would make himself famous as a

prophet, and settle a question that is puzzling a

good many of the shrewdest lumbermen in the

country. To successfully forcavt the future of

this market for the next sixty days, and be sure

of hitting the nail squarely on the head, would
be a good thing to do, but unfortunately, or

otherwise, an impossible one. It will turn out

according to the ability of one side to hold off

and the other to hold on. If the dealers cau
keep from buying long enough, they will prob-

ably bring the manufacturers to terms, while,

similarly, if the mill men can pile up enough of

their lumber at the mill, and so keep it away
from the market, they may force buyers to pay
what they choose to ask. It might be asked

what would be the result in case both should

develop staying jtowers beyond the general ex-

pectation ; but it is not a likely supposition that

the enduring qualities of both sides will be

exactly balanced. There are some dealers who
must buy from day to day, and likewise some
manufacturers who must sell ; so that the

market is almost certain to fluctuate, and move,

in cither direction gradually, according to the

necessities of the buyers force them to demand
more lumber, or those of the manufacturers

oblige them to offer more for sale.

The Lumberman would be very glad to give

its readers a definite opinion regarding to prob-

able course of the market, and of trade and
prices generally, during the coming sixty days,

but unfortunately it has none that it could

recommend to them as thoroughly to be relied

upon. Moreover, it has failed after a diligent

search to find anyone not directly interested in

one side of the question or the other, whi > has.

Ask a dealer what he thinks of the situation,

and he will tell you with all the confidence im-

aginable that lumber is going to be cheaper ; put

the same question to a man on the other side of

the fence and he will assure you with the utmost

gravity that, in his opinion, there is not the

least reason for lumber selling any lower than it

does to-day. There may be wisdom in multi-

tude of counsel, but it is a fact, concerning

which the Lumberman has no doubt, that the

more counsel one takes in regard t>> the probablo

future of tiiis market the less he is apt to know
about it. The only thing he will find out beyond
question is that one man knows no more altout

the matter than another, and that all, in ]>oint of

fact, are in a state of profound and possibly

blissful ignorance in regard to it. Perhaps tho

best thing we can say to those who are anxious

to know something at tout the way the market
will turn, is to recommend them to trust their

own judgment ami act in accordance with it

One opinion is as bkely to be correct as another

and to toss up a dime is probaby as good a way
as any of deciding between them.

—

Northirestcrn

Lumberman.

TIMBER NEWS.
During the week ending 7th of May inst.. the

undermentioned timlter passed through the

DES JOACHIMS SLIDES.
Cribt. Pieces.

Two rafts belonging to A. & P. White. . . 109 5,3m
One r»ft belonging to Thistle & Car-swell. 141 3.500
One raft belonging to J. B. Klock 74 1,903

324 10.4<VS

through coulonge slides to 1©th mat.

Cribt. Piece*. ,

One raft belonging to J. K. Booth 77 1.S06
One raft belonging to Robert Grant 44 1,091

121 2.397

THROUGH THE GATIXEAU BOOM TO 17TH 1XST.

14*00 saw lo^s owned by 0. R Hall A- Co.
5,637 * * " " J. McLaren & Co,
6.74S '* " " Gilmour & Co.

86,861 saw logs. And 4.S71 railway ties gowned by
Hebron Harris.

—Ottaica Citi:cn.

Tiiky all po rr.—Everybody uses " Tkabhiry " for
the teeth and breath, the newest. brighte;t. cosiest

little toilet gem extant. Try a 5 cent sample.
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GREAT FIRE AT TRENTON.

GILMOUR'S MILL DESTROYED—400 MEN OUT OP

EMPLOYMENT—LOSS $150,000.

Trenton, May 18th.—This morning at six

o'clock, as the night tower was coming off work

at Gilmour's mill, and the day men going on

smoke was observed coming out under the roof

at the western end of the boiler room, and in

about ten minutes flames and smoke were com

ing out in immense volumes.

Under Mr. J. F. Burr's guidance, a bucket

brigade was at once organized, and the Ere

alarm sounded. At this point the fire was

gaining headway so rapidly that the steam was

blown off for fear of an explosion, and seven

powerful streams were brought to play on it

from the large brick tank which was kept filled

by the engine in the machine shop. In spite of

all this the fire spread rapidly, and soon the

main body of the mill, containg the saws and

other machinery, together with the engine room,

was in a blaze.

About this time the steam fire engine arrived,

and two more powerful streams were turned on

the fire, svhich was now raging among the saw

dust and woodwork around the saws in the

southern end of the mill and gaining rapid head

way. But the men at this time, lired by the

knowledge that their only means of support was

being cut off, rushed into the interior of the mill

with buckets and axes and commenced to tear

out all the machinery they could get at, and as

three streams were now got to play on the inside

of the mill, the men began gradually to get con

trol of the fire, and by eight o'clock, by almost

superhuman exertions, they had it completely

under control, and by nine it was out.

The boiler room is almost a total loss, but the

boilers, which were entirely encased in masonry

are supposed to be uninjured. The engine room,

which was separated from the boiler room by a

stone wall, but covered by the same roof, was

badly gutted, but it cannot as yet be ascertained

whether the engines are damaged or not.

The main body of the mill which adjoins the

engine room, was badly damaged at the southern

end, where the gangs of saws are situated, and

where consequently a large amount of sawdust

and other combustible material was accumulat-

ed. All the sawing gear and almost all the

belting was totally destroyed, but most of the

small machinery in the new wing (which was

built during the winter), together with the gang

itself was saved ; and none of the lumber piles

were burned.

It is known that the mill was insured for

$75,000, but whether there was any more in-

surance we could not ascertain ; but it is believ-

the loss will amount to §150,000. It is im-

possible to ascertain as yet the true extent of the

damage.

The following is a complete description of

the mills and their surroundings before the

fire :

—

Entering the mill yard by the main entrance

on Mill street, the first object of interest that

attracts our attention is a large enclosure

containing several well kept stables for the

hou-iing of a large number of horses, which are

used in the yard.

Further on we come to the repair shops and

mill, the machinery of which is operated by a

twenty-five horse power engine, situated in the

boiler room, at the northern end. Close to the

engine is a large planer, which is cabable of

planing lumber on both sides at once, and thus

saving a great deal of time. Opposite this is a

large circular saw for general work, and further

on we come to a row of lathes, and work

benches, a drilling machine, a hand saw, a huge

grindstone, and last of all a gigantic planer,

which is used for planing large sticks of timber

for framing purposes. A number of mechanics

and millwrights are employed here, work being

kept up until twelve o'clock at night, for several

nights in the week.

Passing out through the patternshop (whe^e

patterns for all castings required for the mill

are made) we cross over to the blacksmith's shop,

which is fitted up with all the necessary machin-

ery and tools and where three blacksmiths and

several men are employed. Opposite to this is

the immense water tank GO feet high. The tank

proper 'which has an immense capacity) is situ-

ated at the top and is filled by a large steam

pump situated in the machineshop. From this

tank pipes lead to different points in the yard

where hose can be attached in case of (ire. To

the right of the tank is the general business office

which is connected with the town ollice by tele

phone. At the back of this in the same build-

ing is the gasometer which is capable of making

sufficient gas to keep 75 lights burning all night.

This is only used in the summer season when

the mill is running night and day. Opposite,

and a little to the left of the gasometer is the

large sawmill which is driven by two horizontal

engines of 75 horse power each, the steam for

which is generated in 12 large log boilers situat

ed at the right of the engine room. The furnaces

are automatically, fed with sawdust, and require

very little attention. The lower storey of the

mill proper is entirely taken up with wheels

belts, etc., but all the sawing on the second floor,

where the gangs of saws are situated, six in num-

ber and capable of sawing 300,000 feet of lumber

per day of 24 hours. At the back of the saws

are the edger, slash and cutting tables, lathe

machines, etc., and further on still is a new

wing, GO feet long which has just been added,

and in which will be placed several new gangs

of saws, and other machinery, which will great

ly increase the number of men employed and the

capacity of the mill.

Leaving the large mill we proceeded along the

shore of the bay (passing by the neat little office

of foreman, Mr. Hall) until we come to the new

cedar mill, which was built last summer and is

now running constantly. This mill is driven by

a very powerful engine at the eastern side, and

is^devoted to all kinds of sawing which cannot

conveniently be done in the large mill. In the

upper story is placed a very large circular saw

which will cut through a large log, and is used

for cutting long plank, square timber, etc. To
the left of this i3 a small gang of saws, and fur-

ther back a butting table and saws for cutting

the rough side off the lumber.

To the east of and adjoining the cedar mill a

large shingle mill is situtated, which is driven

by the engine in the cedar mill.

About 400 men were employed at the time of

the fire, and were all present. We could not

ascertain whether Mr. Gilmour intends to re-

build at once or not, but it is supposed that he

will.

—

Belleville Intelligencer,

Cannot Fail to be of Immense Uoiiolif.

The Canada Lumberman.—The Lumber and

Timber industries of Canada, probably the most

important in the country, have at last, we are

pleased to notice, secured an influential and

highly creditable organ in the The Canada
Lumberman, published by Messrs. Toker & Co.,

at Peter-borough. The Lumberman was founded

in Toronto last year by Mr. Alex. Begg, and

came into the hands of the present publishers

only a month ago. It appears in an entirely

new dress and will in future be published semi-

monthly, at $2.00 per annum. It has a vast

field and important work before it, and under

its present able management we hope to see it

live and flourish. It certainly deserves the sup-

port of every one interested in the lumber trade,

to which it cannot fail to be of immense benefit.

Madoc Review.

A Mistake.
It is a great and often fatal mistake to take repeated

drastic purgatives for constipation of the bowels, they
induce piles and cause debility of the bowels. Burdock
Blood Bitters is a safe and perfect regulator of the
bowels, arousing the torpid Liver and all the secretions
to a healthy action

; acting on the Kidneys, and reno-
vating and toning the system in a most perfect man-
ner.

Mothers who are startled at the hour of midnight
by that ominous hoarse cough of your little ones, what
would you not give for a prompt and oort^Jh means of

relief from that dread destroyer of your children,

Croup? Such a means you may have for the trifling

cost of 25 cents. It is Hagyard's Yellow Oil, the great
Household remedy for all inflammatory and painful
diseases. Do not rest over night again without it.

Dyspepsia.—Strenthen your digestion—tone the
stomach for utilizing and assimilating every atom of

food you take ; the body needs it for strength and
vigor. Zopexa cleanses the entire system, stimulates
the Liver, keeps you regular, and able to eat ten-penny
nails. Letters and postal cards come in daily, telling

of cures and help frem Zopesa, from Brazil. Positive

proof of the health and vigor it gives in a ten cent
sample. Ask your druggist.

For all purposes of a Family Medicine, IIaoyard's
Yellow Oil is at the head of the list. It is used with
unprecedented success, both internally and externally.

It cures Sore Throat, Burns, Scalds, Frost Bites, re-

lieves, and often cures Asthma.

WANTED
A COMPETENT MAN, with thorough knowledge of

Tram Hallways, to go to Jamaica, to take charge >ii tin

laying and keeping in order the rails arid roa<l bed at u

ti n mile tramway, and when not employed to make
himself otherwise useful. To a first-class competent
man good salary will be paid.

Address, with references and salary exjjected,

The Wateroua Engine Works Co..
4l12 Brantford, Canada.

E. S. VINDIN,
Commission, shipping. Forward I nt; ami

«.< in i ;il Agent.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. U

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WHOLESALE DEALER IX

Clear, Pickings, Common and Hardwood
Liumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll-2-lv

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

3
Ll2-ly

JAMES HADDEN,
MANUFACTURER OP

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b26

White Oak and Ash
LUMBER WANTED.

ADDRESS

YATES AND STRATFORD,
b BRANTFORD.

New Files
Manufactured

from the BEST
English Cast

Steel and War-
ranted equal

to the Best Im-

ported File.

m
CO

TH0S. GRAHAM, Manufacturer,

Old Files
RECUT

BY HAND, and
EQUAL TO

NEW FOR USE

PRSCE LIST
on application.

35 Sherhourne St., Toronto. 6l11

To Lumbermen.
The Subscriber makes to order all kinds of

TENTS,
Hammocks, Tarpaulins, Waggon

and Horse Covers,
#E£TAlso dealer in all kinds of OIL SKIN

Clothing', Nets and Seine Twines.
An is also Agent for the best makes of AMERICAN
COTTON DUCKS in all widths.

J. LEOKIE,
Gl12 4C Front Street E., TORONTO.

M. BRENNBN,
MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Lumber, Lath and Shingles,
63, 65 and 67 King- William Street,

MILLS AND TIMBER LIMITS AT SILVER
CREEK, TIAGO P. O., ONT.

Bill Stuft cut from lO to 60 feet. Cedar
Posts on hand.

Orders sent to M. BRENNEN, Tiago, P. O., will

receive prompt attention bis

IRWIN & BOYD

Commission
Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping^GeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

WITH THE TOMUNSON
(PATENT)

BARREL jMA€HL\E
One man and two boys can turn out

One Hundred and Fifty First-class
Flour Barrels in Ten Hours,

made from veneered wood of two thicknesses. The
inside is one solid sheet of veneer running around tin;

barrel, making in reality one hoop from top to bottom,
and in the outside thickness the grain is reversed, run-
ning up and down, finished with five hoops two inches
wide, reversed again, making the barrel almost three
thicknesses, which gives the package superior strength,
tightness and durability over the ordinary hand-made
flour barrels, yet with all its many advantages cost less
than the old style of package. My barrel machine is
arranged to make all sized packages from a large barrel
down to small nail kegs, butter packages and chaese
boxes. I am open to prove at any time the su]>erior
strength of my barrel. That one will stand more hard-
ship by any actual test than one hundred of the old
ordinary flour barrels. County rights for sale, and all

information given by applying to

JAMES TOMLINSON, Patentee,

113 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO. bl5

SAW GUIDE!
Self Oiling—Ready Adjusting.

G. W. Rodebaugh's patent SawG aide will recommend
itself to every practical sawer. All that is required is

a trial.

No heating of Saws. No danger in setting. Trial
free of charge. AsTThe whole complete only $25.
Manufactured in Canada by

KERR BROS., Walkerville, Ont.

who may be applied to for further particulars ; or
address

:

G. W. RODEBAUGH & CO.,

b!5 WINDSOR. ONT
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Travelling Agent.

MR. A. L. W. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumherman, and is authorized to collect sub-

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con-

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

The Canada Lumberman
DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER & Co. PETERBOROUGH.

Terms of Subscription :

One copy, one year, in advance .$2 00

One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Rates

:

Per line, for one year $0 90

Per line, for six months 50

Per line, for three months 30

Per line, for first insertion 10

Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's. 05

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines per annum 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines, for 6 mo's 3 00

Speeial rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti-

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

least three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to Toker & Co., Peter-

borough, Ont.

Communications intended for insertion in the Canada

Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in-

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. JUNE 1, 1881.

It is said that Messrs. Irwin & Boyd's square

timber, which has just passed over the Victoria

railway en route for Quebec, is the finest lot ever

shipped from that district.

It is reported that a syndicate of Vermont

buyers have purchased large quantities of lum-

ber from an Ottawa firm at an advance of 10 per

cent, over last year's prices.

We have received the Chicago edition of that

King of Lumbermens papers

—

The Northwestern

Lumberman—which is in itself a very complete

hand-book of the lumber trade of that city. It

extends to 72 pages, one-half of which is occu

pied by tho advertisements of those in the trade,

the other half is filled with statistical and other

information which must be invaluablo to the

trade. Accompanying the number is also a

map of the Chicago lumber district, with all the

lumber yards laid out thereon.

Me. William Hamilton, of Peterborough,

informs us that he has had substantial evidence

of the advantage of advertising in tho columns

of The Canada Lumberman, inasmuch as since

the insertion of his advertisement he has

received several orders, and numerous communi-

cations with reference to work, directly attri-

butable thereto. We are of course glad to hear

it, and trust other advertisers will be similarly

benefitted. Readers of the Lumberman order-

ing anything from its advertising patrons, could

do us much good by stating in their orders that

their attention had been called thereto by an

advertisement in our columns.

The Duluth Lake Superior News says : The
amount of logs cut this past winter, will not fall

so very far short of the figures given in the

News on Jan. Gth. Some delay in getting the

logs will be experienced, however, on account of

the almost total lack of rain since spring opened.

On the Nemadji and tributary streams the only

drives that have come down clean, are those of

Graff, Little & Co., and Hall, Norton & Co.,

about two million, and one and a half million

feet, respectively. A. M. Miller and Duncan,

Gamble & Co., will have to wait for almost all

their logs on that stream until the June rise

;

Cutler, Gilbert & Pearson, arc in the same fix

on about four-fifths of their logs, and Peyton &
Kimball on most of theirs.

WHERE TO DRY, HOLD AND SELL
LUMBER.

Most of the manufacturers of boards, will we

think, agree that the proper and best place to

season, hold and sell lumber is at their own

mill yards if circumstances will only permit them

to do so. In years gone by -circumstances un-

fortunately forbade their doing so and compelled

them to forward their cuts direct, or nearly

direct from the saw, in order that they might

be enabled to keep things moving. While such

a course did keep things moving it did so at the

cost of much of the legitimate profits which

should have accrued to the manufacturer and

served to keep him in a state of semi-bondage

to those to whom his lumber was forwarded and

to whom it was hypothicated as soon as shipped

if not before the trees were felled. For various

reasons this state of affairs, is just now, happily,

well-nigh extinct, and in the interest of the

Canadian trade it is to be sincerely hoped that

it will remain so. The necessity which caused

it in the past no longer exists. Not only are

those engaged in the trade stronger than they

used to be, but our banks have ample means at

their command to enable their customers to

carry their lumber at the mills, rather than on

the other side.

While we put forward our opinions with due

diffidence it does seem to us that nearly all the

advantages are with seasoning, holding and sell-

ing the lumber cut for the American market at

the mills. So far as seasoning is concerned all

the advantages are with its being done at the

mill, because' there yard room costs least, and

space being valueless, as compared with that

obtainable in commercial centres, it can lie

piled with a view to its rapid seasoning rather

than to tho space occupied. Then by drying at

the mill it is dried at the point where the mini-

mum amount of capital is invested, and finally it

costs less (now that railways arc charging by

weight) to transport it to market after it is

dried than before.

With regard to holding at the mill rather than

sending it forward to be soltl on commission

after it is seasoned, we think the balance of

advantage is also with the course we are ventur-

ing to recommend. As an article on the " Bears

and Bulls" of the Chicago lumber market which

we publish in another column, well says the

great reliance of the Bears, in being able to

break that market rests upon the fact that

certain " needy " lumbermen will soon be com-

pelled to sell for what they can get, and that by

holding off now they will soon be able to re-

plenish their depleted stocks at figures which

while yielding them a handsome profit, will be

obtained at tho expense of the manufacturer.

Inasmuch as tho " Bear" interest predominates

largely over that of the " Bulls " south of the

lakes, and as the commission men are sure of

their commission on our lumber once it is ship-

ped to them, no matter where the shipper may
come out, it seems to us the true policy of the

Canadian manufacturer, and of his backers, the

Banks, is to hold the lumber here until it is

sold. To send it forward and add freight, etc.,

to the money locked up therein is only to add

to the cost of carrying it in the way of interest,

insurance, and storage, while tho seller can

always do better, when the buyer comes to him
than when he goes to the buyer. It may be

said that sales will be lost by not having it for-

ward, but while this may be true when the

market is getting overstocked, it would not be

so when the demand was good, and tho worst

place in tho world to have any commodity, in a

dull or falling market, is in the hands of a com-

mission merchant—especially if it has been

drawn against. They are anxious to sell and

their very anxiety to sell only still further de-

presses the market. Now that our banks arc

overflowing with money and our lumbermen are

in a sound position, no better time could be

taken to adopt the policy of selling from the

mill yards. If stocks should accumulate under

such a policy then they are pretty sure to accu.

mulatc some where, and it surely would be much
better to have them accumulate in their own
yards, where the least possible capital would be

locked up, where they would cost comparatively

little to hold and whore they would serve as a

timely warning to curtail production.

As we have already said, we place these

views before our readers with some diffidence,

but if they serve to draw attention to an im-

portant subject, and still more, if they serve to

draw out the opinions of some of those who are

so competent to discuss such a subject, this

article will not have been written in vain.

THE LATE T. W. BUCK.

It becomes our duty in this number of The
Canada Lumberman to record the death of

Theodore W. Buck, the late deservedly esteem-

ed and popular manager of the Georgian Bay

Lumber Compay's business at Waubaushene,

Severn River, and Maganettewan. Although

we have made several attempts to obtain such

particulars with regard to Mr. Buck's career in

Canada, as we were sure would prove interest-

ing to our readers, we have been unable to other

than what is contained in the following remarks

which we find in an exchange as having been

made by the Hon. W. E. Dodge at the conclu-

sion of the funeral services at Mountoursville,

Pa.
" I have been requested to add a.few words to what

has been spoken by the reverend gentleman, who,

though a stranger, has kindly conducted the services.

Mr. Buck has for some fifteen years past acted as agent

for my sons and myself in conducting a large and im-

portant business, during which time I have had the

opportunity of becoming well acquainted with his

character as a man and a Christian. As a business man

he was active, prompt, and most devoted and faithful

to the interests of those for whom he acted, securing

their respect and confidence, and to a very unusual

degree that of those whom he employed to aid him in

the important parts of his business. He was a man of

marked business habits, securing in all ways constant

order and system in every department, so that the vil.

lages under his control were models of sobriety and

order. Strict rules of temperance were always main-

tained, and no one allowed to sell in any place where

he had oversight. Mr. Buck's religious character was

to be noticed in his simple but decided course in his

family. Cod was honored at his table and at the

family altar, or with his wife and children. He was

active in securing the privileges of public worship and

in keeping up the Sabbath School, acting either as

teacher or superintendent. He enjoyed to an unusual

extent the best kind of religious reading, and although

not in any way forward in 6j>eaking of his own views,

he was very decided in his religious character in con-

versation with those who had his confidence. God has

been for the past two years preparing him for the

change which, no doubt, he often considered as not far

distant, and which caine at last suddenly. Only the

day he left Washington he said to a minister who came

to sec him, ' I am somew hat troubled at my entire

calmness and freedom from anxiety about myself. Do
you think I am doing wrong to do so ? I have com-

mitted myself entirely into Cod's hands, anil to Him I

leave it all.' Thus he had been led step by step until

he had, without hardly knowing it himself, came to the

same point with Paul :
' For I know that if this earthly

house of my tabernacle be dissolved, I have a building

of God, a house not made with hands, eternal in the

heavens.' I have seen Mr. Buck twice within a few-

weeks, and was gratified to sec, in all his feebleness, a

ready smile and cheerfulness, w ith no apparent feeling

of anxiety as to the result. He said but little about his

personal feelings, but did all he could to keep up his

strength and spirits, yet it was very evident that he

knew his strength was giv ing away. I feel ]verfect con-

fidence that the God in whom, through Jesus Christ, he

trusted for salvation, has been preparing him for that

rest which remaineth for the children of God. I feel

deeply for the dear wife he has left behind, for having

been often with them in their own home, I know well

the trial there was. It was the home of true love and

affection. He never seemed so happy as w hen with his

wife and children. It seemed as if he could never do

too much to make his home pleasant for all. Slay the

God of the widow ever be with the afflicted wife to

comfort and snstain her in her efforts to train up the

dear children in the fear and love of Him whom the

husband and father tried to serve."

Mr. Buck's successor at Waubaushene, etc.,

is, we understand, Mr. G. S. reckham.

THE RIVERS AND STREAMS BILL
DISALLOWED.

It is announced that the Governor-General,

on the recommendation of the Minister of

Justice, has disallowed the Ontario Act for

protecting the public interests in rivers, streams

and creeks, passed during the last session of the

Ontario Legislgture.

The proprietors of the Peterborough Review

have purchased The Canada Lumberman from

Mr. Begg, and now issue the paper in a greatly

improved form. If the Lumberman can be

made to pay at all, the Messrs. Toker are the

very men to do it. We wish them ev ery success.

—Grip.

TAXING SAW LOGS.
To the Editor of The Canada Llmbkruax :

Cargill P.O., May 23rd, 1881.

Dkar Bat,—As your paper is published in the

interests of lumbermen, I, as well as some more of

your subscribers, would like to know if saw logs are

legally assessable as personable pronerty, or il they arc-

not exempt on the same ground as flour-mill nien

claim exemption on their stock of wheat ? Also, if they

can be assessed, what would be the maximum value

which could be levied on them per M feet? If you can

not get this answered in your paper this week, I would

like you to write me, giving me your opinion. Also

state if it is customary to assess logs in the neighbour-

hood of Peterborough. I have appealed against assess-

ment on my saw logs, and the Court meets June 1st, so

that I would like to have an answer before that date.

Yours truly,

Henry Cargill.

While we are quite ready to answer the

qxiestions put to us by our correspondent to the

best of our ability he must not assume that we
give them with the ipse dixit of one learned in

the law. By reference to the revised statutes

(Sec. C, Sub-sec. 20 of the Assessment Act) w e

find that " So much of the personal pro|»erty of

any person as is equal to the just debts owed by
him on account of such property, except such

debts as are secured by mortgage ujxin his real

estate, or are unpaid on account of the purchase

money therefor " is exempt from taxation. As
this section of the assessment Act has not been

amended, so far as we are aware, and as " saw
logs" in common with all other kinds of move-
ables, is personal property, they come under the

operation of this section, and certainly cannot

be assessed as such. Whether our correspond-

ent is or is not liable to be taxed on his saw logs

seems to us to depend upon whether he, like

most lumbermen, obtained the money expended

in getting them out from any of the Banks. If

he did, clearly he has a perfect right to deduct

the amount so borrowed from the fair value of

the said logs—which would of course leave

them worth nothing for assessment purposes.

Of course if, on the other hand, our corresjiond-

ent is in the happy position of being able ti >

carry on his winter's ojierations without borrow-

ing a dollar from anybody, then all his personal

property, including his saw logs, is liable to

municipal taxation. We have never heard of

any of our millmen in this neighborhood being

taxed on their saw logs. The idea as throw n

out by our correal tondent is an entirely new one

to us, and one which we are inclined to think

will not "hold water " before any of our County

Judges. In the prosecution of the appeal a hich

he has entered, the whole matter « ilL we doubt

not, be practically decided by his filling up and

making the following declaration for the amount
of ]>ersonal property which he considers himself

liable to be taxed under the section of the Act
which we have already quoted :

—

I, do solemnly declare that the true value of

all the (versonal property assessable against me
without deducting any debts due by inc in respect

thereof, is *"

That 1 am indebted on account of such personal pro-

perty in the sum of ? and that the true amount
for vv hich I am liable to be rated and assessed in resju-ct

of personal property, other than income, is $

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

By reference to the label on each pai>er, sub-

scribers to The Canada Lumberman can see at

a glance whether they are in arrears for their

subscriptions or not. For instance, if the}- find

after their name, S Oct., SI, then, according to

our books, they owe us their subscription for

the year ending the 1st Oct. next. As all sub-

scriptions are supposed to be payable in advance
and as it has been a continual out -go, with little

coming in, since the present publishers assumed

the management of the Lumberman, and as it

will be necessary to still further increase the

expenditure in order to bring the Lumberman'

up to the standard at which the publishers are

aiming, our subscribers would confer a favour,

as well as materially assist us in our under-

taking, by remitting the small amounts due by
them individually, but which in the aggrei.'ate

amount to a very considerable sum.

This increase of exports of $16. 120.000 last

year over 1879 is made up as Follows :

—

Products of the Forest iS.MS.O+S

Animals and their Produce 3,506,97S

Agricultural produce S,6.V>,S64

Manufactures MiSSS
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Whip.

Olivf.k Latour's raft of !)0 cribs is on its way

down the river from Lake Temiscamingue.

The water in the Upper Ottawa is beginning

to fall, having attained its highest level.

PaKET Sound is to have regular steam com-

munication with Penetanguishene ami Mid-

land.

The Ottawa Free Press of the 2Gth ult., says :

Several sales of sawn lumber have recently been

made at an advance in price.

A baft of timber belonging to Oliver Latti-

mer, taken out on the Mattawa, has passed

Pembroke on its way down.

Bf.ll & Hickey have finished the rafting of

their timber on Lake Temiscamingue and start-

ed the same.

Capt. Young's saw log drive has been got out

in good shape and has been started from Lake

Temiscamingue.

Barnet & Mackey's logs, taken out on

Muskrat River, are now being run into the

Ottawa, at Pembroke.

The British Canadian Lumbering Co. are

iring to light their mills and yards in Mid-

land with electric light.

Trains on the Canada Central Railway are

expected to be running to the Mattawa by the

end of Jury next.

The first drive of logs down the Napanee

river is over the falls and been towed to Deser-

onto. The drive consisted of 90,000 logs.

Messrs. Scott & Wagak's planing mill and

sash factory at Napanee, was destroyed by fire

on the Sth of May. Loss, §1,200 ;
insurance,

$1,000.

The log drive on the Upper Ottawa will soon

be through. The logs have been got out in

partly good form, not such a great quantity

being still in the creeks.

The barque Vibilia, which has just brought a

cargo of sugar from the West Indies to Mon-
treal, has been chartered to take a load of lum-

ber to the River Platte.

The North Star says : The total quantity of

timber cut for the Stewart firm this season, in

all parts of the Province of New Brunswick, is

about 100,000,000 feet.

A COMPANY is about to be organized to utilize

the sawdust produced by the different saw mills

throughout the Province of Nova Scotia, by

turing it into pulp, out of which paper is to be

manufactured. The headquarters of the com-

pany will be at Bridgewater.

The tides at Quebec have been very high of

late, flooding some of the wharves in the city

and the villages on the banks of the St. Charles.

It is feared the logs on the Chaudiere, number-

ing some 40,000, are in danger. Should the

booms give way great loss will result.

Or the 0,300,000 acres to be opened up by the

Quebec and Lake St. John Railway Company,

3,000,000 acres are under license or permit to

cut timber, and about 180,000 acres are cleared,

leaving over 3,000,000 acres of land said to be

well cov ered with spruce, tamarac, white pine

cypress, white and black birch and cedar at the

du]K<sal of either the Provincial Government or

private parties. The Assistant Commissioner

of Crown Lands for Quebec in the letter from

which the foregoing figures are taken, says that

if that portion of these lands) where settlements

cannot be established, is judiciously managed
thej- will prove an everlasting source of revenue

as it is well established in Canada that the tracts

of lands covered with spruce, fit for saw logs,

can be cut over every thirty or forty years.

Mr. Adam Hall's wrought iron shanty stoves

are rapidly winning their way into the public

favour. Nearly every sbanty and drive in this

locality U now supplied with them and they

always give the very best of satisfaction, as

attested by the large number of flattering testi-

monial*, voluntarily given, that have been re-

ceived by the maker. It is not in this district

alone that the stoves are known and appreciat-

ed, for on Wednesday last Mr. Hall shipped

one to Winnipeg, Manitoba, and has about
clo»ed a contract for sixty more, all to be ship-

ped to the name place, for use on the Canada
Pacific Railway. He also shipped one on
Friday to Penetanguishene, where several of

then, are already in use.

VENERATION FOR TREES.

There is an old tradition that Abraham
planted a cypress, a pine, and a cedar, and that

these three were incorporated into one tree,

which was cut down for the building of the

Temple of Solomon. Isidorus, who lived in the

reign of Constantius, assures us that ho saw,

even in his time, that famous oak in tho plains

of Mamre under which Abraham is reported to

have dwelt, and adds that tho people' looked

upon it with a great veneration, and preserved

it as a sacred tree. The heathens went still

further, and regarded it as the highest piece of

sacrifice to injure certain trees which they took

to be protected by some city. The story of

Erisicthon, the grove at Dondona, and that at

Dolphi, are all instances of this kind.

If we consider the invention in Virgil, so

much blamed by several critics in this light, wc
shall hardly think it too violent. /Eneas, when
he built his fleet in order to sail for Italy, was
obliged to cut down the grove on Mount Ida,

which, however, he durst not do until he had

obtained leave from Cybele, to whom it was

dedicated.

The goddess could not but think herself

obliged to protect these ships, which were made
of consecrated timber, after a very extraordi-

nary manner, and therefore asked of Jupiter

that they might not be obnoxious to the power

of waves or winds.

Jupiter would not grant this, but promised

that as many as came safe to Italy should be

transformed into goddesses of the sea ; which,

the poet tells us, was accordingly accomplished.

The common opinion concerning the nymphs,
whom the ancients called Hamadryads, is more

to the honour of trees than anything yet men-
tioned. It was thought the fate of these

nymphs had so near a dependence on some

trees, more especially oaks, that they lived and

died together.

For this reason they were extremely grateful

to persons who preserved those trees.

Apollonius tells up a very remarkable story

to this purpose :

—

" A certain man called Rhascus, observing an

old oak ready to fall, and being moved with a

sort of compassion towards the tree, ordered his

servants to pour in fresh earth at the roots of it,

and set it upright. The Hamadryad, or nymph,
who must neceesarily have perished with the

tree, appeared to him the next day. and after

having returned him her thanks, told him she

was ready to grant whatever he should ask.

"As she was extremely beautiful, Rhaecus

asked that he might be entertained as her

lover.
" The Hamadryad, not much displeased with

the request, promised to give him a meeting,

but commanded him for some days to abstain

from the witcheries of other and mortal maidens,

adding that she would send a bee to let him
know when he was to be happy.
" Rhjecus was, it seems, too much addicted to

gaming, and happened to be in a run of ill-luck,

when the faithlul bee came buzzing about him,

so that instead of minding his kind invitation,

he had liked to have killed him for his pains.

" The Hamadryad was so provoked at her

own disappointment, and the ill-usage of her

messenger, that she deprived Rhaecus of the use

of his limbs. However, says the story, he was
not so much a cripple as to be unable to cut

down the tree, and consequently fell his mis-

tress."

TIMBER NEWS.
During the week ending 21st of May, the

undermentioned timber passed through the

Madawaska slides :

—

Cribs. Pieces,
One raft belonging to Wm. Mackey. . .. 85 2,330
One raft belonging to W. C. Croft 35 880

3,222120
THROUGH CHATS SLIDES.

Two rafts belonging to A. & P. White. . 200
One raft belonging to R. H. Klock 74
One raft belonging to Wm. Maekie 85
One raft belonging to John Eraser 112
One raft belonging to Thistle, Carswell,

& Co 143

C20

THROUGH THE GATINEAU BOOM SINCE 17TH INST.

990 cedars belonging to W. C. Edwards & Co.
6,011 saw logs owned by estate of late G. B. Hall.

Messrs. Thistle, Carswell & Co. and A. & P.

White's timber are about through the Chaudiere

glides.—Ottawa Citizen,

SUN CLOCK

At a REASONABLE TRICE, call at

DAVIS BROS.
130 Young Street, Toronto.

N.B.—Repairing Promply Attended to.

THE GENUINE SILVER-STEEL,

Lance Tooth

CROSS-CUT SAW!

It stands without a rival, and is the fastest cutting saw
in the world. It has beaten the best Canadian and
American made saws 33J per cent in every contest. Its

superiority consists of its excellent temper. It is tem-
pered under the secretCheniical Process,which toughens
and refines the steel. It gives a finer and keenereutting
edge, and w ill hold it twice as long as any other process.
We have the sole right for this process for the Dominion
of Canada.
None genuine that are not like the above cut, with

registered trade marl; with the word "The Lance," and
Maple Leaf with our name. Price >-l per foot.

Caution.—Beware of Counterfeits. There are in-

ferior counterfeits on the market, which are intended
to be sold at a high price upon the reputation of this
saw. We will send to any address a saw exactly like

any counterfeit, warranted ei|ual in quality or no sale,

at 00c. per foot. Therefore do not be humbugged into

paying a first-class price for a second-class saw. A
fact to bear in mind is that if the material and temper
are not of the very best quality the shape of the teeth
amounts nothing. A saw, like a knive, w ill not cut
fast without it will hold a keen, cutting edge. We have
cut off a 14-inch sound basswood log in eight seconds
with this saw. Manufactured onlv by

SHURLY & DIETRICH,
Manufacturers of Saws, Plastering

Knives, &c. &c.

Trowels, Straw

G ALT, ONTARIO, b!5

This cut is a simile of Packaire.

The greatest tribute to its extraordinary merits is,

that it was aw arded First Prize and Diploma at

Toronto Exhibition, 1SS0.

Hamilton " "

London " "

Montreal " "

over all other yeasts.

RY IT, AND BE CONVINCED.
Ask your Grocer for it, or send direct to the factorv.

PEAKL YEAST COMPANY, 39 Front Street. To-
ronto, Box 1264, bla



THE CANADA LUMBERMAN.

THE COARSER VARIETIES OF TIMBER.

An eminent philosopher, passing through a

low attic ui)on one occasion, carried his head so

loftily as to strike the collar beams which

strengthened the rafters, whereupon a friend,

who was with him, remarked that he who look-

ed too high would not only run the risk of

breaking his head, but would lose sight of a vast

amount of beauty, which could be found only

upon a lower level. That this truth applies to

the experiences of every-day life is shown in the

tendency of human nature to search for gold

and diamonds because of a supposed superior re-

putation and value, leaving to the plodder and

economist the task of looking for the baser

metals of greater economic value. This truth

applies with equal force to the searchers after

wealth in the forest productions of the United

States. The pine and twftoak, together with

black walnut and maple, have been the gold

toward which the lumbermen has turned his

eager eyes, and they have turned his vision

away from the humbler, yet not less valuable,

sources of forest wealth which exist in the hem-

lock, black ash, and beech, with which our

forests abound.

In one of the timber growing States, there is

now an estimated wealth of $87,500,000 in the

growing pine timber, estimated at an average

value of $2.50 per thousand feet for the standing

tree. This is a vast source of wealth to the

State in which it is growing, yet in the same

State, unhonored and most lightly esteemed,

even to such extent that its wanton destruction

passes unnoticed, are to be found fully 7,000,-

000,000 feet of hemlock, which, in the near

future, will be sought for at a price scarcely

below the present value of the pine, for which it

will be utilized as a most excellent substitute in

many of the coarser uses of lumber. This hem-

lock i.sj^o-day utilized only in the production of

bark for tanning purposes, and it bears to the

timber wealth of the State only about the same
relation that the hordes of buffalo upon our

Western plains bear to the meat supply of our

nation, as they are slaughtered by the thousand

and stripped of their pelts for the use of the

civilized world, while the carcass is left to the

vulture, regardless of the fact that a race is

being exterminated which can never again be

propagated. The hemlock tree of the North-

west, like the buffalo of the plains, possesses a

value, the extent of which will bo realized only

after the process of wasteful extermination has

done its worst and no more remains to be util-

ized. The hemlock in one State, if placed at a

value which it will bear before the expiration of

five years from this date, would bring to its

owners not less than $14,000,000 ; at the value

which is placed upon it to-day it is worth not

less than $2,000,000, and, in the endeavor to

utilize the bark, the trunk of the tree, which

might also add to the wealth of its owner, is left

to rot upon the ground or to feed the insatiate

forest fires which sweep away so much of our

forest wealth every year.

But another despised factor presents yet more
astounding revelations of timber wealth. Thou-
sands upon thousands of acres of hardwood tim-

ber are yearly destroyed in' the clearing of land

for farms and the burning up of the forest

growths which they contain. The hardwood of

the State in question, if valued at but 25 cents

per cord, is of the value of $175,000,000, or twice

as much as the value of the pine timber. And
yet but little account, comparatively, is made of

this vast source of wealth. The furniture fac-

tories of a mighty nation, the vast commercial
industries of the world, are ready and willing to

pay gold for this timber, which, to a great

extent, is suited to their needs
;
yet its owners

fail to see the opportunity, and large quantities

of valuable timber are consigned to the flames.

The time is near at hand when a wiser policy

must and will prevail, and the modest yet valu-

able timber growths now neglected for the more
pretentious and popular pine, will receive tho
attention which they merit ; and those who now
esteem the gold mines more highly than they do
the iron, will discover that in the latter is a
more enduring source of wealth, toward which
they will gladly turn while seeking the high
road to prosperity.

The proncness of the human mind toward
entering those avenues which give promise of

sudden wealth is too well known to need com-

ment. The land of gold will attract thousands ;

the discovery of iron excites hardly the slightest

comment. Yet the iron is actually the more

valuable in its adaptation to the wants of man,

and in its ulterior effect in adding to his wealth.

The careful, earnest, saving plodder of 25 years

ago is the rich man of to-day, while the sons of

his millionaire employer of the former time are

his clerks, his porters, and his draymen. That

which is common in every-day experience is

neglected by the multitude in the mad rush

after wealth, but the sons of the rag-picker and

scavenger of to-day will perhaps be the merchant

princes of the next generation, the foundation

for their immense wealth being based upon the

humble and despised occupation which by the

multitude is neglected. These truths of every-

day experience apply to the now neglected tim-

ber wealth of this country, and a wise conserva-

tion of the despised hemlock and hardwood

growths of our forests will result in the accumu-

lations of wealth far greater in extent than are

the colossal fortunes which have been made by

the operators in pine timber and lumber.

—

Northwestern Lumberman.

A GLUT OF TIMBER.
Tho Lancaster, Pa., Examiner, says :—Never

before in tho history of the great boom at

Williamsport has it contained so many logs at

one time as it does now, the estimate being put

at a trifle over 300,000,000 feet. Not less than

50,000,000 feet is in the boom at Lock Haven
and along the shores, making a total of 350,000,-

000 feet secured within a distance of 25 miles.

Several of tho mills will at once commence
working their men a day and a-quarter, and

they expect to continue this time all summer-

The river has finally fallen to about five feet,

and no danger to tho logs is now apprehended.

Many of the mills will be taxed to their utmost

capacity to manufacture the stock now secured,

during the season. The rafting business, too,

has exceeded all former years. Up to the pre-

sent time it is estimated that about 1,800 rafts

of square and round timber reached Lock
Haven, 1,200 of which were measured there.

At least 1,500 have passed down the river, and

on Saturday night it was reported that over -100

were lying at Marietta. Notwithstanding that

such a large number has come down, it is esti-

mated that between two and three hundred are

yet back ; but as many of them are wrecked,

they are not expected to get down on the pre-

sent water. Such a glut of timber has caused a

dull market at Lock Haven. Buyers have pur-

chased about all they wanted, and those who
failed to sell early will have to hold on for a

while. Such a largo number of rafts brought

hundreds of hardy lumbermen from the woods

to Lock Haven, and for ten days that place has

been very lively. Hotels had all they could do

to accommodate the crowds of men. One hotel

on the river, opposite Lock Haven, which made
a specialty of entertaining raftsmen, furnished

dinner to 400 men on an average for ten days,

and one day the number ran up to GOO.

Two Thousand Dollars.

The easiest, cheapest and best way to secure

the above amount is to apply for membership
in the Mutual Benefit Association of Rochester,

N.Y. Pay Dr. S. B. Pollard, 56 Bay Street,

one dollar for four medical examinations, he

will send your application to the head office, if

you are accepted as a member they will issue a

certificate of membership, which, on payment
of eight dollars, entitles you to full benefits as a
member, should you die to-morrow, next day,

next week, next month, or any time within

three months, this Association will pay to your

heirs, or assigns, tho sum of two thousand

dollars. At tho expiration of the three months
all you have to do is to pay your pro rata

amount, which is from 20 to 75 cents on the

death of some other member, who has done

nothing worse than to die during the three

months just past. By paying your assessments

on deaths, you keep your certificate alive, and

at the commencement of the second year you

are assessed two dollars per thousand to keep up
office expenses, etc., for the next year. No
easier, surer or better schemes to carry two
thousand dollars has ever been devised than the

Mutual Benefit Associates, of Rochester, N.Y.
5-1-13

BROAD WAGGON TIRES.

AN INTERESTING STATEMENT KKOM ONE WHO HAS
GIVEN THEM A THOROUGH TRIAL,

A correspondent of the Chicago Tribune says
:

I am glad to see your paper speak on the subject

of broad-tired wagons. I offer briefly my ex-

perience, which will answer some questions

asked by your correspondents. We keep in

repair a road three-fourths of a mile long, over

which wc haul 30,000 tons yearly, besides a

small amount of public travel. While we used

narrow-tired wagons, the repairs cost us $100

annualty, and the road was bad fall and spring.

Our loads then weighed one and a half to two
tons. Since we changed to broad tires we haul

two or three tons with the same ease and same
expense for the trip, and the road is never bad,

not in the worst weather, and the cost of keep-

ing it in repair is never over $10 yearly.

Our narrow-tired wagons had an average life

of two or three years. Our broad-tired wagons
have run three years and show no signs of

failure, although they have iron axles and are

specially strong and heavy. We can haul loads

over meadows and lawns without doing damage
at any season. In hauling loads over plowed

ground we can haul more than double the load

wo used to with the narrow tires.

If a new waggon is needed it is best to have it

made extra heavy and strong, as well as broad-

tires
;
and, while it costs say double the old

style, it will save to the owner, by carrying

double the load and not injuring road or farm

tho extra cost each year. Our tires are three-

inch, which on moderately well-drained land is

broad enough ; four-inch tires arc only needed

on very sandy or very muddy bottoms.

The best way to fit up an old wagon is to get

new wheels throughout, even if the wagon is

old, for they will do for a new wagon when the

old one is gone. To simply put broad felloes

and tires onto old wheels is not to increase the

general strength of the wagon, and the owner

fails to get the strength necessary for the doubly

heavy load which his team can easily haul on

the broad-tires.

I am also one owner of a sawmill in a neigh-

boring state. Last year we bought sets of new
broad-tire wheels, and put on our old wagons to

haul our lumber over the three miles of sandy

road lying between tho mill and wharf. The
result wa.s that, while we paid by the trip, one

team took '.(00 feet of green lumber at a load

instead of 000, at the same price, and just as

easy, and kept the road in such good condition

that the repairs cost almost nothing. The saving

to us on each wagon ]>cr month was 811.25,

which would very soon pay for the wheels.

I would not advise reducing the size of the

wheels, for the larger the wheel the easier it

surmounts an obstacle. One who has not tried

it can hardly believe how heavy a load a team
will haul on a broad-tire wagon. We have

hauled on a good dirt road, already worn smooth

with broad-tires, and having several rather easy

grades, a steam boiler weighing five tons with a

single team weighing 2,700 pounds on one of our

heavy iron axletree, broad-tire wagons (tires,

three inch). Such a load could not be moved on

an ordinary wagon at all.
1

Now as to cost. The wagon I speak of has

two and three-fourth inch arms, and weighs

with box 1,360 pounds, and cost in a common
wagon-maker's shop $135. It will last twenty-

five years if kept painted and sheltered, though

in constant use. It would last the ordinary

farmer forty years or a lifetime. Three years'

use of four of these wagons has not cost us any-

thing for repairs save painting. They are too

strong to break. Once again to farmers : Buy
new wheels, very strong and heavy, with little

or no dish ; but them on your old wagons, and

you will never buy any more wheels while you
live. When your old wagon wean out have a

new one made twice as strong and put these

wheels on it, and you will never live to see it

worn out if properly cared for. If you are to

buy a new wagon, here are the sizes :

—

Take iron axles by all means, with 2h to 2J
arms, 2}-inch spokes, 3 to 4-inch tire ; bent fel-

loes, J inch narrower than tire ; hind wheels

only four inches higher than fore wheels. On
this wagon a good 2,400-ponnd team on a fair

road will handle easily two or three tons for

long distances if no steep hills, and you may
venture, four tons for short hauls, The wagon

itself will weigh 1,300 to 1,350 i>ounds, but your

team will never feel the extra weight, for it

moves on the surface and not from one to four

inches deep in mud.

The reason why so much heavier loads can be

hauled on broad tires is not alone Ix-cause the

tires do not cut down ; there is another advant-

age equally great : Look at any old narrow tire

and you will see that in wearing off at the

corners it has acquired a round surface, as

though made of half-round iron. Now when
the wheel approaches a rut it tends to slide in

and tips the wheel on the axle, causing friction

on the end of the axle, and not on its whole

length, which makes it turn very hard. You will

always notice your team pulling harder when
your wheels are trying to slide into a rut and

can't get there. A broad tire always has

enough flat surface, even when well worn, to

stand up square and turn evenly on the arm.

The use of broad tires in cities I need not speak

of, as they are now so common that every one

can see the demonstration. I would agree to

furnish all the wagons for any city or state, free

of cost, if I could be guaranteed the amount of

money saved in repairing streets and the extra

price of the greater weight hauled at each load

by using broad tires, and would pay a round

sum for the monopoly.

THE TIMBER TRADE
Large quantities of square timber are coming

down the Xipissing Railway. Between the

Northern Elevator and (Queen's Wharf five

firms have their men at work forming the tim-

ber received i>er Northern and Toronto, Grey t
Bruce Railways into rafts. The following is

the business here of only oue of these, and the

others being pretty much on a par with it the

total trade may be judged according to informa-

tion supplied by the foreman :—They will send

off five rafts altogether this season, all for the

Queliec market. The timber to be used consists

of 150,000 feet of rock elm and 15,000 f«t of :

white pine, per the T., G., and Bruce. The
Northern brings down for the same firm 30,000

feet of white oak, 15,000 feet of red do., 250,000

feet of white pine, 45,000 feet of ash, 500 tra-

verses and 300 floats of tamarack, and about

$1,000 worth of withes are used in binding these

rafts. The foreman referred to says that the

past year has been an extremely good year for

the timber trade, plenty of snow in the bush for

hauling, and enough water by the spring thaws

to float the logs down the rivers to the shipping

point. The men in his employ are thirty-five in

number, and are all English-Canadians, with

the exception of twelve, who are Frenchmen.

The figures mentioned above are those of the

whole season's business of the firm ; as yet only

a comparatively small quantity of timber has

been received. So far the Northern Railway

freight erfice officials rei>ort that no timber has

as yet come down from Colliugwood or Mus-
koka, 123,000 feet of white pine and 73,308 feet

of hardwood comprising the total consignments

of timber received ; this is all fn>m stations

along the line between Toronto and Colling-

wood.

—

Globe.

Take n Pride in Siipporlin;; liberally.

The Canada Lumberman.—This pai«er. for-

merly published in Toronto, has been purchased

by Messrs. Toker & Co., of the Peterborough

Review, and will in future be published in the

latter town. The first numl>er under the new
management is before us and shows a wonderful

improvement in the jwiper. The Canada Lum-

berman will lie 4>urely a non-|x>litical trade

organ and will contain such valuable informa-

tion as should render it indisi«>r.sable to

interested in lumbering operations. From the

reputation of the new proprietors of the Lum
berman we are satisru-d they will issue a publi-

cation which Canadian lumbermen may well

take a pride in supporting liberally. It will be

published semi-monthly at $2 i>er year. Address

Toker & Co., Peterborough.— Cotlinfftcotnt Met-

scnijer.

Zoi'RS.v.—A healths man never thinks of his

stomach. The dyspeptic thinks of nothing else. In-

digestion is a constant reminder. The wise man who
finds himself suffering will spend a few cents for a

bottle of Mepttm, from Brail, the new and remarkable
compound for clensing and toning the system, for

assisting the Digestive apparatus and the Liver to

properly perform their duties in assimilating food.

Oet a 10 cent sample of /?<>;ws<i, the new remedy, of

your druggist. A fe« doses will surprise j ou.
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CLASS JOURNALISM.

We find the following valuable suggestions in

the Northwestern Lumberman :
—

The readers of the Lumberman are always de

mantling facts, and to meet this requirement

often a matter of serious and trying difficulty to

the editor of their paper. Few of the uninitiat

ed readers of trade journals can form any idea

of the magnitude of the undertaking that re

quires a given amount of interesting and useful

information every week or month, as the case

may be, no matter in what condition of dullnes!

the trade may languishing at the time of its

issue. Like that celebrated character of Dicken

creation, Gradgrind, the demand is still and

always for facts, and they must be supplied

whether they apparently exist or not.

Were this better understood and appreciated

by the patrons of trade papers in general, les

grumbling and faultfinding among them would

be heard—and let us say that the Lumberman

has no cause to complain on this point. In

stead, they would, perhaps, aid their fellow

craftsmen, as well as themselves, by sending

items of interest, although they might not seem

of such to themselves, to their paper, and amon
its readers many would be found who would ap

preciate them as news. Such items also often

prove food for thoughts that would that would

not otherwise have occurred to the mind of th

editor, who, crowded, as he necessarily alway

is, with the worry and taxation of mind inci

dent to newspaper publishing, cannot sit calmly

down for an hour or two to cudgel his brain for

the new and original ideas that require only the

slightest hint from a correspondent to start to

his mind of their own accord, and be brought

forth in a column or so of thoughts and facts.

These, again, may reproduce themselves in

the minds of others, each time receiving new
additions and being improved upon, until

finally, some needed improvement or reform is

produced that may prove the means of a savin

and a benefit to the one who originally started

the idea by sending an item that to him was of

no import. Enterprising newspapers have many
resources and spend large amounts of money
annually searching for information, and al-

though this enterprise and expenditure is

bountifully rewarded by the gathering from far

and near of all sorts of items, new and old,

which the editor carefully sorts and prepares,

there still remains plenty of room for more. And
right here is where its patrons can aid it most,

for a great number of exchanges have to be

thoroughly gone over before sufficient matter of

interest to its readers for a five-line item can be
found. If you see anything in your paper that

you think not worth reading, remember that

you might have been able to supply the facts

for something more interesting, thus makin;
the paper much more readable for someone else,

too.

A general newspaper and a trade journal are in

widely different fields—although many so-called

newspapers are paddled and stuffed with super,

fluous words and sentences, breathing tautology

on every page, for the sole purpose of being

known as the largest paper published in their

neighborhood, thus wasting money, paper, and
not only their own time, but also that of their

readers, in their vanity. But they have a large

scope to work in, embracing politics, news,
•cience, theology and a hundred and one topics

of general interest to the whole world, while
the strictly class journal is confined to the few
•ubjeets directly connected with the trade it

represents, and is compelled to harp on the
aame cord week in and week out and year in

and out, with no variety and little change fur-

ther than the advance of improvements fur-

ni*he», as it is not expected to be read by anyone
not connected, directly or indirectly, with its

particular field. This being the case, the
Lurriljtrman would urge its readers not to be
backward with any items, no matter how small
they may be, that could possibly be made of

intercut to any one. They can rest satisfied

that they will ie*ive all the attention they
merit, and their senders will be kindly remem-
bered by its editor.

A«k your tiruxxM tor a trial bottle of BurdockKukw hrrrr.t*, it will only coat you 10 cents, and a
'S* wi" PT"Y* efficiency as a health restoringM Nntator of >.),: Iu.vkU, Lher ami Kidney* It
* » K**Mc tor all dweaaea arising from impure blood
**** <Jl*>rd*ie4 tKrHieof.

THE TIMBER LINE OF MOUNTAINS-

Some very interesting facts were brought out

at a meeting of the Academy of Natural Science

of Philadelphia, concerning the timber line of

mountains. The highest Alpine vegetation con-

sists for the most part of short stummed pcren-

nials. Lower down aro found dwarfed trees of

species, which, still further down the mountain

sides, form forests of considerable height, and

which, as trees suited to merchantable purposes,

make what is known to mountain travelers as

the timber lines. In the mountains »f Colorado

the forests commence at about 7,000 feet above

sea level, and continue up to about 11,000 feet,

when they suddenly cease. At this point the

coniferous trees are from thirty to forty feet

high, and above the same species exist as stunt-

ed shrubs, seldom exceeding three or four feet

in height, and often but a foot, though trailing

widely over the ground. In this dwarfed con-

dition they are often found some 1,500 feet

higher up, or half way from the recognized tim-

ber line to the top of the mountain. On Mouut
Washington, in New Hampshire, which is a

little over 0,000 feet high, the timber runs up to

about 4,000 feet, while Mount Webster, a

mountain forming the southern peak of the same
chain, and about 4,000 feet high, has little tim-

ber above 3,000 feet. Roan Mountain, in North
Carolina, is about 6,300 feet above the level of

the sea, and on some parts of it timber extends

to its summit. At a height of (5,000 feet a black

oak was measured that was five feet in circum-

ference at three feet from the ground, and forty

feet high.

The question as to the peculiar course of the

timber line is a mooted one. Until recently it

has been referred wholly to climatic conditions,

of which temperature and moisture have been

regarded as the chief elements in producing the

result. The objection urged to this theory is

that the dwarfed and gnarled cone-bearing

species, extending so many hundred feet up the

mountain sides, never produce seed, which leads

to the alternative of believing that the seeds

have been carried up the mountain sides in

enormous quantities and to great distances

from the fruiting trees below by winds, or else

that there were seed-bearing progenitors of these

scrubby trees, beneath the tall protecting

branches of which they had their earliest stages

of growth. The result of an examination of

different parts of Mount Washington favors the

latter supposition. As is generally known,
there is a railway running straight up the

mountain side from the base to the summit.

Near the timber line a cut about ten feet deep

had to be made through an area covered by
mature balsam firs. Under the trees moss and
dead roots and old fir leaves had made an earthy

strata of a foot in depth. The moss was still

green from the rains, melting snows, and fogs of

this elevated region, and sustaining the various

kinds of low vegetation common to such heights.

Young firs were springing up in great abund-

ance, but all the larger trees were dead, though

here and there might be seen a branch with^p

few lingering green leaves. This mass of dead,

tanding timber occupied several acres, and the

reason of the death of the trees was evident.

The cut showed that the forest stood on a mass
of large but loose rock, through which the water

from the mountain above rushed, carrying with

it all the earthy matter on which the larger

trees had subsisted, but leaving the tongh, turfy

matter at the surface, on which the smaller

trees of the same sort may live for many years.

With the death of the larger trees there is an
increase of light, and then the grasses and
sedges speedily take possession, holding to-

gether the loose soil and permitting, in many
cases, an increase of the earthy layer by holding

much of the disintegrated rock which washes
own from above.

A careful examination of the patches of

crubby spruces above the timber line not in-

frequently shows dark patches of vegetable

mould, evidently the remains of larger trees

that have been growing, where now only the

masses of small scrubby plants exist. In some
places a sharp stick may be pushed down among
the dwarf firs and spruces, and the mass of

roots intermixed with earth found to be but a

foot or so deep over the loose rock from which
the earth has been wholly washed away. Again,

there are some places, often, nearly an acre, in

extent, where the scrubby first are still standing,

dead, from the earth having been wahhwl away,

not leaving enough for even the moderate de-

mands of these small bushes.

It is evident that many of the dwarfed Speci-

mens are of a great age. Some that were exam-

ined were certainly fifty years old, though the

stems at the ground were no thicker than a

m ui's wrist, and, trailing on the ground, occu-

pied but sixteen or twenty square feet of space.

—Northwestern Lumberman.

Do not let prejudice stand in the way of relief if you
suffer from any lingering disease, Burdock Blood
bitters cure others, why should it not benefit j on t If

it is a specific for all formsof blood, Liver, ami Kidney
complaints. Nervous Headaches, General Debility,

Scrofula and all diseases ol the Secretory system,
tr.al bottles 10 Cents.

Wanted.
A SECOND HAND DOUbLE EDGER ; also a LATH

MACHINE, both in good repair. Reply stating lowest

cash terms or particulars to box 1002, 1'eterborough.LlO

For Sale.
A 40 INCH LEFFELL WHEEL and COMPLETE

CIRCULAR RIG, all in good order, suitable for a fifteen

foot head. Apply to Box 1002, Peterborough. L10

Reid & Co.,
WHOLESALE LUMBER DEALERS. Lumber, lath,

shingles, &c. Car lots to suit customers. Best Culls
in the market at from $6 to $7 per M.
Office on Dock.—Esplande, foot of Shelbourne

Street, Toronto bl5

Queen's Hotel,
EEACEBEIDGE.

•I ' ' I f N HIGGI.S'S, Proprietor. Tt,< propricU/r Hal.;
of Georgetown,) having lately )«jr<-ria*e<l the tJbuve
hotel,) will endeavor to make it one <>f the beet house*
in the District of Mutkoka. TouriiUi and hunting jar-
ties will receive every nOMMe attention. Free 'bue to
and from steamboat wharf. Teruw, <fl \*et day. ban

The American Hotel,
BAERIE, ONT.

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market
RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.
tSF Evcrv accommodation for Count ereial and

LUMBERMEN.
M4 W. D. MtDONALD, Proprietor.

SAWYER, ENGINEERS MILLER
A PRACTICAL MAN to take charge of a Saw Mill,

Shingle Mill, one run Flour Mill, with power suffi-

cient to run alternately, situated on Duck Lake, N. W.
T., 500 miles west Winnipeg. Enxa^eruent for a year
and expenses paid. Apply immediately, (stating ex-
perience, reference, salary expected, when could leave.
A man accustomed to our machinery preferred.

1U4 WATERODS, BRANTFOBD.

Hardwood Timber Land
FOB SALE.

FOR SALE, 1200 ACRES HARDWOOD TIMBER
LAND near Nipissing Railway, Coboconk. Easy terms.
OSHAWA CABINET CO., Oshawa. bl3

Situation Wanted.
A Book-keeper of first-class experience desires a situ

ation with a lumber firm. An opportunity of acquiring
knowledge of the lumber trade more of an object than
the amount of salary. Unexceptional references both
as to character and ability.

bl5 Apply to the Editor of The Canada Lumberman

The Stewart House,
Headquarters of Lumbermen in Peterborough, corner

of Hunter and Water Streets. Good accommodation.
Terms, §1 per day. e Free 'bus at trains.

bl5 T. CAVANAGH, Proprietor.

Allandale Junction Hotel
Travellers by Northern Railway have 15 to 20 minutes

by all trains, for refreshments. Solid meals. Tea and
coffee at counter. Fine brands of Liquors and choice
Cigars. bl7 E. S. MEEKING, Proprietor.

Orillia House,
ORILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building ; best north o
Toronto ; splendid sample rooms

;
centrally located

free 'bus. b20 JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

The Queen's Hotel,
TOBONTO, CANADA.

McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors. Patronized by
Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated ac-

cording to room. b20

St. Lawrence Hall,
POBT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
b2G WM. MACKIE, Proprietor.

St. Louis Hotel.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

This hotel, which is unrivalled for size, style and
locality in Quebec, is open throughout the year for

pleasure and business travel. blS

Fraser's Hotel,
GBAVENHT/BST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughly
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-

tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will

find "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-

tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
8tcauibSMt9. t>20

The undersigned keeps Canoes BUitable
for LUMBERMEN. SPORTSMEN and
others constantly on hand. Price List on
application.

WILLIAM ENGLISH
8lH PETERBOBOTJGH, ONT.

STOREY'S "EUREKA*
1

SPRING GLOVE FASTENER, PAT?

W. H. STOREY & SON.,
ACTON, ONTARIO,

GLOVE MANUFACTURERS.
The best description of GLOVES and MITTS in every

variety of material and style manufactured by us. bl5

CHAS. M. LARSEN,
Manufacturer of all kinds of Lacquered and Enamelled

Woodwork, Turning and Caning in

WOOD, HORN AND IVORY.

BILLIARD BALLS
Turned and coloured a speciality.

42TMEERCHAUM and AMBER GOODS repaired in
first-class style. bl7

773- King St. West, Toronto, Ont.

'^YEECOW
Olli?

National Pills, superior to all other purgatives in
strength and virtue, in safety and mildness of action.

deformitie

TRUSSES.
CLUTHE'S PATENT SPIRAL TRUSS
all attachments unproved. No more
buckles, all on solid brass casting.
Book on rupture and human frame free.
Send address in full post card. Best
true information about rupture and

CHAS. CLUTHE, Surgical Machinist,
11S.V Sing Street ivest, Toronto 12U3
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Office of The Canada Lumberman, )

Peterborough, May 28, 1881. )

From tho full reports which we give this

week from all parts of the country, it will be

seen that the American market is decidedly

firm and that " good and dry " lumber is being

picked up wherever it is to be found. The re

ports from the English market are not, however,

so promising, although our private advices lead

us to believe that yood timber will bring about

tho same prices in Quebec this year as last.

Toronto.

From Our Own Correspondent,

Toronto, May 25th, 1881.—During tho last

two weeks shipments of lumber from this port

has been exceedingly meagre compared with

what might have been done could cars have

been secured to convey the lumber awaiting

shipment at the different points on the Northern,

North Simcoe and Hamilton and North Western

railways. The principal cause of the scarcity of

lumber flats arises from the fact, that a large

number of cars are being used in construction,

preparatory to a change of gauge on the above

roads, and after that has been completed there

is no doubt but lumber will come forward more

rapidly. There is no upward move in prices on

lumber for shipment to record, but previous

quotations remain firm, and freights seem to

have now settled down at $1.25 per M to

Oswego, and $2.00 per M for timber, although

some charters have been effectcd[at $1.20 per M.

The local market is fairly brisk, now that the

question of wages has been settled, building has

been vigorously resumed, and yard-men look

forward to a busy summer, and as the mill-men

are now demanding acceptances of sight drafts

on account of their shipments, it may be fairly

assumed that retailers will also have to curtail

credits, and may thereby avoid making many of

tho bad debts so frequently made during past

years, therefore the outlook on the whole for

retail dealers are bright. There is also another

reason why yard-men may look forward to a

brisker trade. During the last five or six years

wholesale men hurt the yard trado by bringing

down cars of lumber ahead of orders, and then

when the cars arrived, drummed tho city for

purchasers, knowing that demurrage for deten-

tion of cars would not be enforced, so that virtu-

ally the R.R. yards were made retail yards of to

the loss of those who were paying rents, taxes,

and insurance on yard property. This will now

become a thing of the past. Unload quick has

bocomo the order of the day, and retailers who

have borne the heat and burden of the last few

years of hard times, will naturally rejoice some-

what at this additional feather in their hats.

Trices at the yards rule as follows :

—

Scantling- and joist, up to 16 ft $11 00
" 18 ft 11 60

'• " " 20 ft 12 00
22 to 24 ft 13 00
26 ft 14 00

" " " 28 ft 15 00
30 ft 17 00

Mill cull boards 8 8 00c«i 9 00
Slipping cull boards 10 00(<fll 00

" stocks firm at $1100
Dressing stocks 14 00
Dressed sheathing and flooring, 1-inch 20 00

<< " " lj-inch 24 00
Dressed shelving 17 00
XXX sawn shingles,^! M 2 50
Lath. 1 60

Car load prices rule $1.50 per M below ro-

tailers rates on rail here, and shingles firm at

$2.25, and lath $1.30.

Boston.

The general features of the market remain

substantially as last week, with a good demand
and prices very firm. Local yards are continu-

ing the increased call which was noted last

week, and dealers report a number of larger

orders at the same time. Both eastern and
western pine are selling well. Hardwoods re-

main very scarce and hard to buy except at full

rates. The amount of building going on is very

largo, and a lively call is anticipated during tho

month of June. Prices generally remain as

before quoted.

—

Boston Journal of Commerce.

CANADA PINE.
Selects, Dressed $48 COSMO 00
Shelving, Dressed, lsts 40 00C<?42 00

do do 2nds
I tressed Shippers
Dressed Box
Sheathing, 1st quality.

.

" 2nd "

. . . . 33 00(335 00
27 00<»29 00

. . . . 18 00@20 00

. . . . 42 OOy/45 00

. . . . 34 00@35 00

Chicago.

Chicago, May 18, 1881.—The cargo market

is not so strong as it has been. Piece stuff has

weakened noticeably since our last report,

standard cargoes being sold to-day as low as

$9.50 and $9.75, and inferior ones at $9.25.

Yesterday a load of Manistee stuff was placed

at $10, but this figure, so far as we can ascer

tain, was not reached in to-day's transactions.

Medium mill run is also slightly weaker, though

the range given covers the market. Common
inch has not fallen off materially. Standard

shingles have not been sold above $2.40 for some

days, and that figure is now put down as the

ruling price. Extra A shingles bring $2.50 and

$2.00. It will be observed that there has been

a slight decline in these, which is no doubt due

to the determination of the buyers that they

would not attempt to handle any considerable

quantity of them at the figures first made. It is

a question whether they will buy much more

freely now, though sellers hope to get alon;

without further concessions. Lath are steady

at $1.75, none having been sold at any higher

prices.

The stock of lumber for sale during the week

was the largest that has been offered this season.

Sunday and Monday a large fleet came in, and

at the close of business to-day there was still

some of it at the dock unsold. There are plenty

of buyers around, or to put it a trifle more ac-

curately, perhaps, plenty of people who would

be buyers if they could get the sellers to come
to their terms. The lumber arriving for sale has

certainly not moved with as much celerity as

would be desirable from the manulacturers'

point of view, though the transactions seem to

cover the larger part of each day's supply. Good
inch lumber is said to be in demand, and the

strongest thing on the market. Consignments

of anything ranging from number one Muskegon
stock upwards can be placed, it is said, without

difficulty, and at about asking prices. One

operator on tho market reports a sale of (i,000,-

000 feet of lumber from number one logs at

figures netting him fully $1 more than the same

kind of lumber brought last year.

Indications of tho course of the market for the

next wesk or two arc not very plenty. The

bear element is hopeful because of what it has

already done, and the bull side is cheered up by

tho reflection that its euomies have not accom-

plished as much as they expected to. Between

tho two it is hard to decide which has most rea-

son to hope or fear. Ono commission man in

speaking of the outlook expressed the belief that

they would not be able to sustain present prices

without some improvement in the demand; that

is, of course, if the lumber continues coming in

is rapidly as it has in the last few days. The
Lumberman does not pretend to be able to pre-

dict the result, and it believes that is something

no ono can do now. What piece stuff and boards

will sell for later on in the season, is emphati-

cally ono of tho problems of tho future.

While lumber is weakening, tho prices exact-

ed by the vessel men for bringing it from the

points of manufacture are getting firmer, and

even advancing somewhat. The rate from

Manistee is reported at $2.25 ; from Ludington,

2; Whito Lake, $1.87£; Muskegon, $1.75;

Grand Haven and Spring Lake, $1.75 ; Meno-

minee and Cedar river, $2.25, and Oconto $2.50,

Cedar post charters range from eight to nine

cents for Green Bay and west shore ports, the

posts to be delivered on the rail. These figures

show a considerable advanco over the prices

ruling at the opening of navigation, and go to

show that vessel owners, for whom the season

must necessarily be a short one, propose to

make it as profitable as they can.

Receipts and shipments of lumber and

shingles for the week ending May 17 :

—

Receipts. Shipments.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1SS1 56,500,000 28,540,000 11,862,000 2,770,-000

1880 42,073,000 20,243,000 12,763,000 1,833,000

Receipts and shipments of lumber and

shingles from January 1st to and including

May 17th :—
Receipts. Shipments.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881.. 198,842,000 102,232,000 194,425,420 34.764.000

1880. .221,194,000 119,627,000 194,569,000 33,773,000

On the whole, orders are not coming in quite

as freely as they did two weeks ago. Every

man in the country who has bought is clamoring

for the delivery of his purchase, many of them,

seemingly, not understanding that an unsur-

mountable barrier has stood in the way. The

slight falling off in orders in some directions is

due, no doubt, to the fact that most of the lum-

ber that is bought now is wanted for immediate

use, and, it being known that prompt shipments

could not be made from this market, purchases

have been made at points where no railway

difficulties have existed.

We learn of one cut list that has been sent

out, but most of the dealers profess to believe

that lumber is worth what the members of the

Exchange say it should be sold for, and make
no concessions. The luml>ermen, it will be re-

membered, hold another meeting on Saturday,

and probably they will decide then whether the

list as it now stands can be maintained.

Sash, door and blind manufacturers re»>ort

free orders from all poiBfaa in the country with-

in their reach, which is the best iiossible indica-

tion that building is general.

—

Northwestern

Lumberman.
STOCK ON HAND MAY 1.

1881. 1880. 1870.

Lumber 228,25<yi44 238,483,*74 191,180,957
Shingles 73,698,575 115,110,000 111,350,000
Lath

21,038,758

23,736,360 18,155,522
Pickets 2,693,844 670,259 390,905
Cedar posts 550,027 75,727 118,123
Hardwood 11,275,000

COMMON BOARDS—KOI Oil.

Dry.
Common hoards, 12 in ?15 50
10 and 20 ft 14 00
12, 14, 10 and 18 ft 13 50
Culls, all lengths 11 50
l\ and U coin 13 CO

TIMIIER ANI> DIMENSION—DRY.

Small timber, 18 ft. and under S12 00

12, 14, 16 and 18 ft. joist 13 00
2x4, 10 and 20 ft 13 00
2x4, IS ft • 13 00
20 feet 14 00

17 00
24 feet 17 00
26 feet 20 00
28 feet 20 03
30 feet 20 00
2 in. cull plank, all widths 9 00
2x1 culls, all lengths 9 50

Albany.

The receipts of pine lumber, wintered over on

the canal, and of new have been moderate; they

have been turned in on sales made ahead, thus

leaving the market temporarily bare, and as a

consequence quiet. Prices are steadily main-

tained with a good demand, principally from

New York, Lung Island and New Jersey, and

is largely for uppers—for which, also, there is

some local speculative demand—on a market

which for that grade is certainly the cheapest of

any point. The Saginaw and Chicago markets

aro notably held very high on the tipper grades

with perfect confidence on the part of the trade

that present prices will lie maintained. The
new cut at Saginaw continues to be sold largely

ihead and at full prices, especially on upper

,'rades.

From Canada, the advices are firm and active

markots ; logs are arriving freely, and there is

not any further apprehension of shortage on

that account.

Hard woods are in continued good demand
and unchanged in price.

Colfcc lumber is arriving freely by canal, and

has been largely absorbed by sales made some

time ahead ; new orders continue to come for-

ward and there appears to be no let up to the

demand, notwithstanding the deliveries from

the Champlain are far ahead of those of any

previous season ; of course no accumulation of

stock is looked for ; prices are firmly held.

The exports of lumber from New York are

very free ; those for April were among the

largest ever known, reaching nearly 10,000,000

feet ; for the first four months the exports were

20,178,000 feet against 24,093,000 feet for the

corresponding four months of 1880.

The receipts by canal at tide-water from the

opening of navigation in 1881 (May 17th) and

the opening in 1880 (April 20th) wero :

—

Boards and Shingles, M. Timber, Staves
Scantling, ft. cub. ft. lb.

21,871.000 99 rnSOO 368,900
05,951,900 312 38,000 2.S24.OO0

Lake Ontario freights to Oswego, $1.00 from

Port Hope ; $1.25 from Toronto ; from Oswego
to Albany, $1.70.

—

Albany A>yus.

1SS1.
1880. . .

.

If you suffer from any chronic disease arising from
Impure Blood, Sluggish Liver, disordered Kidneys or
inactivity of the Bowels; if your Nervous System is

deliberated from whatever cause arising, do "not des-
pair, but procure a trial bottle of Burdock Blood
Bitters; it will only cost 10 cents. Large Bottles $1.00.
For sale by all medicine dealers.

Iturliugtuu, VI.

Prices are firm at quotations. Assortments
are quite broken, but will soon be replenished

as the canal is now open. The first tow of the
season arrived May 9th. The projected work
throughout New England is reported to be very

large, and we anticipate a good summer and fall

trade. So far we cannot rejxirt as heavy a
trade this season as last, for the corresj^onding

time. Our planing-mills, box and door manu-
factories are having a large trade, some of the

box shops running 12 hours per day. The
Whitehall canal oi/ened, May 12th.

PINK.

1x10 as run, box out 820 006/22 00
select 47 Q0@4fl 00
1st shelving 35 0<h«37 00
2nd quality 31 MfjM 00
pickings 31 OOti/32 00
shippers 22 0O(</23 00
box ic O0W17 00

1x12 as run, box out 25 (XKa^G 00
select 43 O0.«49 00
1st shelving 37 O0u»39 00
2nd quality 33 (XXaOt 00
pickings 31 00../ 32 00
shippers 23 OOur24 00
box 10 00ftil7 00

1x14 as run, box out 3u 00
box 18 006/19 00

1-inch siding, as run, box out 28 00ig30 00
1- inch select 40 00

1st shelving 32 00<«33 00
2nd quality 31 ou.</:;j 00
pickings 30 00\tf32 00
shippers _ 21 00<«22 on

, .
box 14 00*rl5 00

lj-inch sidings as run, box out 36 00«/3s 00

,
box 10 O0Y</17 00

lj-inch as run, box out 37 uuujw 00
.

box 16 00fi/17 00
2-inch as run, box out 38 GO*/ 40 00

,
box i(j oOv/lS (4)

1-inch 1st quality sheathing, g 38 00v<40 00
2nd quality 31 00<</32 «
3rd quality 22 OOu/iS 00
sap c'ear 30 O0i</32 00

g-inch 1st quality, worked J 27 0O«r29 00
2nd quality «t> oOu/21 00
3rd quality 13 O0<«jl5 00

All of the above are in 12 to 16 feet lengths.

HPRl'CB—DRESSED.

Ouel>ec spruce, clear 454 00«/25 00
No - 1 17 0O»'l« ou
No. 2 12 50
SIIIHGLRS AND LATH.

Extra cedar shingles (3 506/ S 75

S^i • 2 50
mixed o 40^4 j 50
extra sawed pine 4 25
clear 3 25

Lath, pine, (ic-r 1 ,000 pieces
"

1 7(x„ 1 so

••wee*, vi.

No change in quotations. The demand is

good, but the assortment is poor. All the good
lumber is out of market. Buyers have diificulty

in getting the various kinds needed, and country
dealers have run sticks down low. The volume
of business is much larger than last year.

Dealers are paying up well, many of them
taking the advantage of allowance for cash who
heretofore have taken the full time allowed.

The general feeling among dealers is that prices

for the present will be maintained. AD the old

cut is now in second hands. The yards are

rapidly filling up, and shipments to tide water
are brisk. Canal freights are firm at at $2.VCi

toNew York. Lake freights, $."> from Saginaw
and Cheboygan.

Quotations are as follows :

—

Three uppers $42 ObV?45 00
Pickings. . 32 00M35 00
Fine, common 20 0Ucz25 OO
Common 14 oOy/16 00
Culls 12 OOy/14 00
Mill run lots 17 00t?22 CO
Sidings, selected, 1 inch 32 0Cx<i34 00

1J inch 30 MgH 00
Mill run. 1x10, 13 to 16 ft 17 (X>.. J1 no

selected 9) 00@85 08
shippers 15 00<£16 00

Mill mn, 1 and 1J inch strips 16 OOij/20 00
Culls, selected 2* 00tj/30 00
Culls 12 00(514 00
1x0 selected for elaplioards 24 0t><i35 00
Shingles, XXX, IS inch, pine 3 7Sns» 4 00

XXX, IS inch, cedar 3 OOy* 3 15
Lath 1 40^,/ 1 GO

KufTalo.

If lake freights should decline materially we
think lumber will go lower, but not to remain
very long. Trade is not quite as active as it

was a few weeks ago. which is accounted for by
the fact that the farmers are very busy getting

in their spring crops. A busy season is however
looked for.

We quote cargo lots

:

Cppers $ss MM 00
Common u; 00\./19 00
Culls 11 OtVf/12 00
Pressing stocks is OA<>30 00
Pressing sidings, 17 0XVU9 00

Yellow- Oil is par excellence the reniedv for Pain,
Lameness, Rheumatism, Croup, Deafness, Burns, Frost
Bites, Stiff Joints, and all flesh wounds. Any medicine
dealer can furbish it.
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Saginaw Valley.

The Lumberman's Gazette says the market

continues active and sales of good round lots at

market rates are of daily occurrance. Confi

dence in the maintenance of present prices is

unshaken, no reason appearing why there should

be a decline. The supply of the finer qualities

of lumber is limited and sales of coarser stock

are more frequent. Among the sales reported

are 1,500,000 at §7.50, §14 and $35, 1,200,000

feet coarse at §0.50, 813 and $32 ; 2,000,000 feet

good stock at 87, 814 and $33 ; 1,000,000 feet at

$8 straight ; 700,000 feet at same figure ; 500,

000 feet at 87.25, $14.50 and $35 ; 2,000,000 feet

coarse at $0.50, $13 and $30; 500,000 feet at

$7.50, $15 and $35 ; 1,230,000 feet coarse at

straight. Several other sales at about the same

range of prices have been reported, but these

are sufficient to show the range of prices.

The slight change in prices at Chicago will

have no effect on this market. The eastern and

Ohio demand keeps this market steady.

Shingles are in good demand and the supply

is not large. Sales have been made at $1.95@
2.10 for clear butts and $2.95@3.10 for XXX,
Some dealers give quotations at $1.95@2.15 for

clear butts and $2.95@3.15 for XXX, but we
hear of no sales at the outside figures.

Lake freights remain the same as previously

quoted, namely $2.50(S2.75 to Chicago and
Ohio ports

; $3.00@3.25 to Buffalo and Tona-
wando, the outside figures from Saginaw, inside

from Bay City.

The shipments the past week have been over

20,000,000 feet of lumber, 6,000,000 shingles,

1,473,000 hoops, 229,400 staves and 500,000 lath.

The shipments are over 100,000,000 feet behind

last season.

General quotations here are :

—

Shipping culls S 6 50@ 8 00
Common 13 00@18 00
Three uppers 32 00(338 00

Tonnwanda.

The season is now fairly opened, the harbor

being dotted with daily arrivals of incoming

western craft, lumber laden. The arrivals of

pine for the week have footed up : From Bay
City, 3.97C,000 feet ; from East Saginaw, 700,-

000 feet ; from Au Sable, 470,000 feet ; total,

pine, 5,140,000 feet; oak, 151,000 feet; shingles,

1,500,000. Lake freights have been $3, as re-

ported last week in anticipation. Several have

expressed their determination to hold off a little,

being sanguine of a decline, expecting to pay

82.50, or thereabouts. The ice is now all out of

the lake and river, and there are no obstructions

to navigation. Wind and weather have been

very favorable up to date.

Dealers report sales as only moderately brisk,

corresponding in this respect with reports from

all quarters, on account of spring work in all

other departments, somewhat diverting the

attention of consumers. Jobbers are waiting

for the stocking up of Tonawanda yards, which

is now preeminently in order, after a long

winter's siege upon the piles. Another week
will place the yards in much better shape to fill

orders than they have been during the past two
months. Prices still rule firm, and we hear of

little if any dropping. The manufacturers hav-

ing held firm, there seems to be no alternative

for dealers to do otherwise than follow suit or

lose. Ptesent indications would seem to settle

the outlook for the spring trade here, viz.: that

prices will vary but little indeed.

We quote railroad freights as follows :

—

Tonawanda to Boston or New England points, per
ton ?3 50

New York and Hudson river points 3 00
Jersey City, Newark, etc 3 00
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Wilmington, etc 3 00

CARGO LOTS—MICHIGAN INSPECTION.
Three uppers ?38 00(343 00
Common 17 50(320 00
Culls 11 50@12 50

Liverpool.

On Friday, April 29th, Messrs. Farnwouth &
Jardine offered by auction one cargo of .St.

John, N.B., spruce deals, about 20,000 Quebec
pine deals, about 4,000 pieces of St. John, N.B.,

and Richibucto pine dealH, with spruce boards,

&c.

The attendance was limited to the local

dealers, the country buyers, who usually form a

good proportion, being conspicuous by their

absence, and the competition for the spruce was

of the most languid kind.

The autioneer went through the catalogue

twice, but £6 15s. being the highest bid for any

lot, the entire cargo of spruce was withdrawn.

A parcel of 2-in. Quebec pine deals, 1st quality,

was likewise withdrawn, £15 15s. being the

highest offer, but at that price two lots of 2nd

quality, 3 in. wide, 9 to 12 ft. long, found

buyers. For 3rd quality there was more com-

petition, and one consignment sold readily.

Per standard.
£

10 ft. 3x11 9
13 " 3x11 6
12 " 3x11 9

9 to 12 " 3x7 to 10 8

13 " 16 " 3x12 " 22 10

The St. John, N.B., pine deals were with-

drawn, only £6 12s. Gd. being offered for them,

and £6 2s. Gd. for the spruce boards, which also

were taken in again.

A cargo of Halifax spruce deals, just arrived,

sold at an average of £G 15s., and 800 to 900

logs of birch from same vessel at an average of

13|d.

s. d.

17 6
11 G
7 6

10 0
2 6

d.

to 9 10 0

Dnlnlh.

YASD VOTATIOS8—CAE I/OTA.

Finishing lumber, 1 to 2-in ?30 00(340 00
Flooring, dressed , 16 00(330 00
Siding, " 15 00(318 00
Common boards 10 00'" 11 50
Scantling, 2x4 12 00
limber and joists, according to size 11 50(315 00
Shingles 2 00(3 3 00
b«th 1 75

The Montreal Gazelle quotes deals to Liver-

pool at GO shillings, and lumber to South

America at 813^15 per 1,000.

Glasgow.

On the 3rd of May,' Messrs. Allison, Cous
land & Hamilton, brokers :

—

Halifax, N.S., birch timber, 500 logs, 14 to 15 in. aver
age, sold at Is. 2d. to Is. 3Jd. per cub. ft., string
measure

—

Halifax, N.S., spruce deals—
15 to 23 ft. 15 to 19 x 3 Is. per. c. ft.

15 " 25 " 12 " 14x3 llfd. "

9 " 21 " 12x3 Hid.
9 " 26 " 11x3 lid. to Is.

12 " 23 " 10x3 Hid. & Hid. "

9 " 11 " 10x3 10^d. "
12 " 26 " 9x3 11 Jd. to 113d.
9 " 11 " 9x3 10id. "

12&16 " 18 " 8x3 lOid.
Halifax, N.S., spruce deals—

9 to 11 ft. 8x3 9id.
9 " 11 " 7x3 9d.

Do. spruce battens

—

10 to 1G " 7x2£
Do. scantlings, 10 " 18 "6x3
Do. deal ends, 5 to 8 ft. long,
Do. " 3 and 4 ft. long,
Quebec pine, described as having
coloured on board the vessel

—

Deals, 2nd

—

9 to 19 ft. |x3 Is. 2Jd.
Do. 3rd 9 " 12 " 9x3 Is. Id.

18 "5&6X2 Is. 0£d.
11 "5&6x2 lid.
8 "5&6x2 9d.

12 " 10x1 Is. Id.
12 "4 to 10x1 lid.

per. c. ft.

93d.
9jd.
8jd.
84d.

got somewhat dis-

per. c. ft.

Planks— 12
9
6

Boards

—

THE TKENT0N FIRE.

Trenton, May 19.—Gilmour's mill, which was
burned yesterday, was built in 1852, and has

consequently stood for 29 years and during that

time not a single conflagration of any magnitude
occurred until yesterday. At one time no one
had the slightest hope that any part of the mill

could be saved, as the woodwork beneath the tin

roof was all in a blaze, and the fire was raging

among the machinery on the second floor, but
the large force of men present, and several gen-

tlemen from West Trenton, including the Mayor
and firemen, determined to get control of the

fiery element and worked with unflagging ener-

gy, some of them standing on the second floor in

the very midst of the fire, doing their best to

subdue it with buckets and hose.

On account of the tin roof no sparks flew,

and consequently no damage was done to the

lumber piles, although some of them were with,

in 60 feet of the mill.

After the fire it was ascertained that not near-

ly as much damage was done as was at first an-

ticipated, and it is now thought that the loss

will be covered by the insurance, $75,000. All
the boilers are intact, and only one of the engines
damaged slightly by the roof falling in on it.

Mr. Gilmour left town yesterday for Quebec,
it is said to confer with the other members of

the firm with regard to the immediate rebuild-

•ng of the mill. In the meantime the new mill

will be run night and day and employment will

be given to a large number of hands preparing
to rebuild.

Saw Mills, Grist Mills and Shingle Mills

DOUBLE EDGERS, LUMBER TRIMMERS.

$SVTHE MIXTER SAW GUMMER IS KING.
MOKE GUAIMERS and KWAGES nold the past year than ever before. 'J he ^reat and <-i,n-

stantly Increasing demand for tho "AlIXTEIt Gl.'MMEK" Kettles the question of Its effi'.'

and superiority over all oilier Glimmers in Market.
The following Is a fair sample of the many flattering testimonials which are constantly pour-

ing in upon us :

—

Webt Troy, B. Y.
Dear Sirs—Your Patent, Automatic. Self-Foeding Saw Uurnrner Is a perfect succ*-bk.

Yours, Ac, E. MORS <fc CO., Lumber* Timber Dealers.

Watson, EfSTHOHAM Co., Illinois.
Gents—I am using one of your Patent Automatic Self-FeedingSaw Gtammen at < aen ot my

three mills, and I would not take one hundred dollars for It if 1 could not get another liki

Yours truly, WM. ANUER8ON.

Corinth, Miss.
Gentlemen—Tho Patent Automatic Self-Feeding Haw Gummer we bought ol you

the bill exactly. We gummed a sixty-inch saw with sixty teeth, catting on an average Ot tbree-
fourths Inch deep to each tooth, with one cutter without sharpening it.

Respectfully jours, WHEELER & WILLIS.
THE CUTTER OR BURR referred to in the above, (I in.) cost 90 CEHTH, it lakes one-hall

minute to each tooth, nnd the saw is gummed without removing it from the mandrel. 7fSS~ .\ LL
HAW Y ERS know this is a great advantage, besides a saving in time.

We challenge ANY saw tool manufacturer in the United States to produce such an array of
unsolicited testimonials as we have received for our GUMMER AND SWAGE.

Of course we have not room here for an extended list.

Our goods are now so well established throughout the country, that information can be easily
obtained as to their practical working from any of the Several Thousand Sawyers who have
them in use.

In short the MIXTER GUMMER is pronounced by all to be the " BOSS Ol'MMER."
Send for circular and price list with cash discounts.

EWAN CHAIN for Sawdust Carriers, Live Rolls, &c. SAWS and Saw Furnishings.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Canada

The circulation of the Canada Lumberman is

over 2,000 copies. Advertisers should note this]

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure in drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding- House use. These Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet
Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Stoves are as follows :—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-inch holes, with ample room between, and one oven 10 x 24 x 26.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-inch potholes, with two^ovens, each 16

x 24 x 26. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonials
from some of the leading Lumbeimen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since I

onimenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
eliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

The Best Stove I have ever Used.
Peterborough, May 31, 1SS0.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Pear Sir,—I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove 1 have ever
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Yours truly, THOS. GEO. HAZLITT.
The Stove for Lumbermen.

Peterborough, June 1st, 1SS0.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and find

it is very satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highly.
Yours truly, IRWIN *& BOYD,

Gives the Greatest Satisfaction.
Peterborough, June 3rd, 1SS0.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant) use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Yery truly yours, GEO. HILLIARD, M.P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED
All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.

Electro and Stereotyping Foundry

We have added to our plant all the latest improved
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture of Printers Furniture, facilities for executing
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continent.
A lar|/e assortment of various cuts constantly on hand.

FLEMING & SON,
Ll4 26 Colborne St., Toronto.

IE zrsr^riE]LOPE s.

In various Sizes, Styles, Colors

and Qualities.

At the Review Stationery Store,
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The Largest Manufacturers of

SHEET IRON ROOFING
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Can give the Best of References in

every State and Territory.

POTTER IRON ROOFING COMP'Y,
101, 103 and 105 West Front Street,

CINCINNATI.
All Kinds of <'4>ltKi;w.iTHn IRON Furnished.

Send for Illustrated Circulars, naming The Canada
Lumberman, 12l11

ALL
Nos. 115,117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

We arc Hie most Extensive Clothiers in Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the interest of our Customers. Our stock is full of the

very hcst goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables us to do business

on very SMALL PKOFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.
We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address :—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. i.vlIS

BRYCE BROTHERS.
Lumber from BRYCE BROS, to Build Jhe Canada Pacific Railway

!
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BLAKE—"It looks like good, clear stuff. It strikes me it is about
the only clear thing in the whole business."

LUMBER MERCHANTS. GL12

American Hotel, Corner Young & Front Sts.,

TOROITTO, OINTT.

Newly and elegantly furnished throughout. Contains one hundred rooms, and under it the new
management Is first-class in all its appointments, at moderate rates.

Free omnibuses to and from all trains.

W, R, BINGHAM, of Bradford. Ontario, Proprietor 1)20

IF. IE. ZDIZXZOUST & OO.
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1875

^ First Prize, Provincial Exhibition HamllLon, 1876

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, 1877

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1879

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1880

International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, 1870

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and Discounts.

blC

81 Colborne Street, Toronto
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ISAAC ANDERSON'S
Specialties :

ANDERSON'S
x

X X
XXX

MACHINE

OILS.

Specialties :

VALYOLINE
For Lubricating

Steam Cylinders

It leaves no

Deposit, and

Preserves

the Metal.

These Oils are justly pronounced by Competent Judges

The Best Value in the Market

!

A LARUE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OK

MACHINE OILS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

ISAAC ANDERSON.JOHN FISKEN & CO. ACENTS,
23 Scott Street, Toronto. )

bl.=
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DOMINION BELT and HOSE COMPANY
JAMES D. McARTHUR - - - Manager.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

FJEE ENGINE HOSE, LACE, LEATHER,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC., ETC.
STITCHED AND RIBBED BELTING MADE TO ORDER.

8@"Double Always in Stock. Send for Samples and Prices°i5a

blG 42 FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO.

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have just received tlie HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this .year for their Organs over all the English

and.American makers. This along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD!
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The Bell Organ Manufactory is the Largest and Oldest in the British Empire, and the fact that
we have sold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best In the market. ^TWe guarauteo all our
Organs for five years. Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.

bl6

W. BELL & CO.
41 to 47 East Karket Square, GUELPH, ONT.

National Manufacturing Gompan
202 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA.

manufacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
military Encampment?, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
Mildew proof or plain. Pi Ices from .*5, upwards. Flags ol all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

OPEN FO R USE . made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP
BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever Invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x 6 In. ; 3 feet long, weighing

^Monlj 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
1 weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coals and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
.? Special rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

2U2 Sparks Street^Ottuwa

MONA IRON WORKS

J. H. KILLEY & CQ
Manufacturers of Economical, Variable, Cut-off, Higrh Pressure, and.

Condensing Engines
Patent Circulating: and Self-Cleansing- Boilers, Improved Feed "Water Heaters and

Patent Steam Blast Apparatus for Improving- Draft and Economizing- Fuel,

First-class Grist & Saw Mill Engines and Machinery

STEAM ROAD ROLLERS and STONE BREAKERS.

Y MADE CLOTHING
This House stauds at the head, having manufactured Clothing in Toronto for over Forty Years,

and always gave satisfaction to customers. ^THEY IMPORT THEIR OWN WOOLLENS
FROM EUROPE, and Manufacture the Clothing on the premises.

GENTS' ALL WOOL SUITS, $7.50, $9.00 and $12.00

GENTS' FINE WORSTED SUITS, $11.75, $15 00 and $18.00

GENTS' SHIRTS, UNDERCLOTHING, TIES and GLOVES

R. WALKER & SONS,
GOLDEN LION, KING STREET, TORONTO. bl9

WHITE'S CANADA STANDARD
MANUFACTURED AT

The Canada Scale Works

!

These Scales are Manufactured of the Very

Best Material, and warranted to give satisfac-

tion. Send for Prices and Testimonials.

bl5

JAMES G. WHITE & CO.
102 Adelaide St. East, Toronto
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LU REHEATS STATIONERY.

We will supply anything in the line of BLANKS or STATIONERY for Lumber

Shanties and Offices at City prices.

Shanty Settlements

Shanty Orders

Shanty Receipts

Shanty Time Books

Shanty Log Books

Shanty Reports

Shanty Ledgers

Shanty Cash Books

Shanty Way Bills

Drive Books

Office Letterheads

Office Noteheads

Office Envelopes

Office Cards

Office Notes

Office Drafts

Office Orders

Office Receipts

Office Blank Books

Office Ship Account Books

And everything necessary to a complete office outfit.

All Printing done in the Highest Style of the Art, and at Lowest Living Prices.

Book- Binding of every Description got up in a very Neat and Superior manner.

Account Books Ruled and Bound to any desired Pattern.

For Schedule of Prices address, describing the kind and quality of work desired,

toker & co,
"THE CANADA LUMBERMAN,"

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO.
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I Covel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener!

Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW IttK^gL**^ MILL MACHINERY!

STEAM FEED!
I would also call special attention to ray

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS?, would recommend the Steam

Feed, having rut in several which are giving the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials:—

GkAvenhcrst, August 20th, 1880.

WM. Hamilton, Ifsa, Peterborough.

Dear Sir—1 have used your Steam Feed for near four

months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction In every
way ; it is admitted bv every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since I put it into my
mill. 1 have not iost ten minutes time fixing anything be-

longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long in one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It Is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-

stantly. 1 am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend" it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for

cutting long or short logs. I consider 1 have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got It

than I would have cut had I not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TA1T,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put in is working splen-

didly. Yours, &c,
THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for all

sizes of Gang or Circular Mills, Span or Doable Circular*

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs Into Haw Mills, acknowledged by all to l>e ll/>:

Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumlx-r
Markers, different sizes of Kdgerc, Gang 1/aXU Mills, Trim-
mers, PowerGummers, and all Mai hlncry used in a first

class Gang or Circular Haw Mill; also, small IJaudtGum
mers for use In the woods, for Cross-cut Haws. Kotary
Pumps of different sizes, for Fire Protection In Mills,

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

WILLIAM HAMILTON - -

Where economy of fuel Is the great consideration, along
with uniformity of speed, such as is required in Gri*t and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. 1 feci

justified in saying that our Style, Workmanship and Finish
on this Engine will be no discredit to its renown, and cer-

==""« tainly is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

I have them working at 2J pounds of coal per horse-power
per hour. . lio

RBOROUGH, ONT.

*" OTTON & BRO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES

SHIA-ISTT"^" STOYES,
Shingle Bands, Tinware & Household Furnishings

In Larg-e or Small Quantities, at Wholesale Rates. 6l10

OTTON & BRO., Dunlop St., BARBIE, ONT.

*t* ma.

The QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO, CANADA
McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

*arPatronized by Royalty and tbejsest. families. Prices graduated according to rooms, bl7

G. B. MEADOWS,
MANUFACTURER OP AND DEALER IN

Lumbermen's Supplies,
Hotel and General House Furnishing Goods, Cooking Ranges and Stoves.

HOT AIR FURNACES, efce.

Wholesale Dealer in Tinware, Sheet, Copper & Brass Goods, Coal Oil and Lamp Goods.^ CONTRACTOR FOR BUILDERS' JOB WORK,

DUNLOP STREET, Cor. Kailway Square, BAERIE, 0NT.
ig

.MONTHEY
$1.50 par^^NNUCD 15c - pai\ NUCQS^n

FOR * SALE -t BY * ALL * BOOKSELLERS

TORONTO , ONT.
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ROBERTSON & CO.
TORONTO, ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF EVERY VARIETY OF

Circular, Mill and Ganiz Saws
SERTED TOOTH SAWS

.A. SPECIALTY.—"*-» Emerson Pattern and Lumberman's Clipper, t

W S REPAIRED
EVERY SAW WARRANTED.

SE2STXD ITOIR, PEICES. f.Ll3

LS FOR SAW GUMMING

!

Solid Emery Wheels are now almost In universal use for the purpose of gullcttlng and gumming snws. Statistics show from
2">,ikiii to 30,000 Baw-Bl Ills In the United States. Many of these ruu only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two
wheels o year, costing $3 to $1 each, and when such small mills order single Kinery Wheels from the factory, the express charges

often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality of Emery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand so

tickle, that storekeepers could not afford to carry them In stock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have become as staple

an article as Klles, and every dealer In saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sizes In stock.

Large dealers order stocks of $">0U to $7.">0 worth at a time. Saw Gumming Wheels are used with the edge (or face) square, round,
or beveled. 1'robably Beven-elgths of all In use are beveled.

Tne principal sizes are:

g in. hole

10x
l(l\

lOx
KK

•{ in. hole.

12x1 ^
12xj}

12xA
12.x |
12x?
12x3 )

Holes,

J, J and 1 inch.

Probably more wheels 12xJ, 12xJ and 12zj are used than all tho other sizes together. Saw Gumming Wheels are used,

however, of all sizes up to24xl}. The most frequent complaint is that Emery Wheels harden the saw so that a file won't touch It.

The answer Is that, you don't want a file to touch It. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with au Emery Wheel,
leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 33} per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those
who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the saw light!!/ a second time (after going all over It once), and this second

touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

A QUESTION OIF QUALITY
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers In, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality Is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

" Extra Soft " wheel like the '• Pocono." We believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel Is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to

adopt our views, we make several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tanite), that we can furnish

qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us know what it Is, and we can send you a TUnUe Wheel of similar quality. Our regular

classification of Saw Gumming Wheels is as follows:

CLASS 2. MEDIUM- HARD.—This Wheel is tub Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over tho world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are "Class 2.'

It outs fast and keeps Its shape well. Some think it too hard, some too soft. We prefer the "Pocono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM—SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, and therefor freer cutting wheel.

CLASS "POCONO." EXTBA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. It is both finer in grain and softer than either of the above. As a Saw Gumming Wheel, Class "Pocono" Is

specially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a free cutting wheel that will not create much heat.

Illustrated Circulars and Catalogue, showing Cuts of Saw Gumming Machines, and Shapes, Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on application.

The Tanite Co. Stroudsburg, Monroe Go. Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.
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FORESTRY AND ABORICULTURE.
BEING THE FOURTH CHAPTER OF THE REPORT OF

THE ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION.

Planting Waste Lands.

For planting on waste lands, either inacces-

sible to cultivation or of a soil too poor to repay

cultivation, the European larch has already

been mentioned. Mr. Leslie, referring to this

tree, says :

—

"It is suited to our climate, being perfectly

hardy, and very easy to transplant in the spring.

It requires early transplanting, though later in

the season it will thrive if transplanted, provid-.

ed the roots are kept moist. As a rule, how-

ever, it sliould be planted as soon as the frost is

out of the ground, or as late in the fall as pos-

sible before the permanent freezing of the

ground. It can be imported at about the same

price as the Norway spruce.

" I would not recommend planting them after

they attain a height of more than eighteen

inches or two feet
;
they are a little impatient of

being moved after that time. There is not a

large supply of them kept in this country ; we
keep a fair supply ourselves. If very large

quantities were required, as for instance, if rail-

way companies should go into their cultivation,

they would have to be imported to meet the

demand.
" The firm of Douglas & Co., Waukeegon, in

the States, grow them by the million. The
prices in the old country, however, are less than

those in the States, and In either case there is a

duty on the trees when imported here."

For belts, Mr. Leslie would plant European

larches three or four deep.

" Hitherto," he says, " the tree has been used

more for shelter than anything else. I have no

doubt of its success under good management.

In our own place we have some trees thirty feet

in height."

('out of Tree Planting.

With regard to the cost of trees purchased

from the nurserymen, Mr. Beadle says :

—

" As to the cost per acre of such forest plant-

ing, young black walnut trees can be bought of

the nurserymen who have been growing them,

at about 812.50 or $12 per hundred for trees

about four feet high. Chestnuts can be bought

at about the same figure. I know of no planta-

tions where the hard maple, could be bought at

any figure. Nurserymen have confined them-

selvett mostly to the horse chestnut and moun-
tain a.-)h for tree planting."

Mr. Leslie says :— '

"The American elm, the Scottish elm, and
the English ash are also very desirable. Those
that I have name/1 1 regard as the very choicest.

In large numbers I imagine these trees could be
got for about twenty-five cents apiece when
about ei^ht in height, which I regard as the

proper irize for planting. They would be trees

raised in this country, but they would have to

be nursery grown, or transplanted from the

woods.

"

Of the cost of Norway spruce Mr. Beadle

says :

—

" It is grown by nurserymen both in Europe

and America by millions. They can be bought

from one to two feet high for §10 to $15 a

hundred, and if taken younger can be bought

for still less.

"

Mr. Leslie, on the same point, says :

—

" We sell these imported trees at from $30 to

$40 a thousand—three or four cents apiece—that

is to say the 15-inch ones. The 18-inch ones

would be transplanted two years in this country

and cannot be sold for less than $60 a thousand.

If large numbers were taken they could be sold

at a much cheaper rate, say 25 per cent. off. If

we could depend upon getting them every year

in the same condition, they could be sold

cheaper still, but we have to take an average."

The difference in age and size is, of course, an

important factor in calculating the cost. Dr.

James Brown in his evidence says, with regard

to the cost of imported trees :

—

" I have been just now at Leslie's nurseries,

and find, there that such plants as the Scotch

pine and other sorts of pine would cost about

five cents each. To plant an acre at that rate

would cost $50 for plants alone, independent of

planting them. This rate is reckoned when
planting the trees six feet apart. I think I

would advise planting them as close as that. I

don't think there is any reason why the price

could not be greatly reduced by having exten-

sive nurseries, in fact there is no doubt about

it.

"Mr. Leslie said that if he had extensive

orders for them he could afford to sell them
cheaper, but at present he has no encourage-

ment to do so. In the matter of reclothing the

country with forest trees, the first thing

essential is to establish large nurseries for the

purpose of raising young trees. I think that

trees suitable for replanting could be raised so

as to sell on an average for $8 a thousand.
" You can get the same plants in Scotland for

a third of that. The difference between the

price here and there would be owing to the

difficulty of rearing them here on account of the

severity of the winter. In Scotland they re-

quire no protection, but they would require to

be protected here while they were j'oung."

In reference to the question of cost, Mr.
Leslie in his own evidence repeated the remark
he had made to Dr. James Brown. There can

be no doubt that trees can in large numbers be

grown at a very small cost indeed, but, so far,

in Canada, between the very limited amount of

planting that has been going on and the acces-

sibility of woodlands affording a cheap supply

of trees of some sort or condition, the nursery

demand has been comparatively insignificant,

and no sufficient encouragement has been given

to induce nurserymen to raise forest trees in

great numbers. As to the actual cost of plant-

ing a given area Mr. Leslie says :

—

"The trees would cost about 5 cents each, say

0 cents with the planting. In other words, the

north and west sides of the field could be pro-

tected at a cost of very little over $6 an acre, or

say $7.50 with the planting."

In his evidence on general farming and other

subjects, Professor Brown, of Guelph, gave the

following as his estimate of the cost of planting

out' forest trees, and his opinion as to the mode
of planting. He said :

—

" Upon the subject of forestry, 1 will show

you what it costs per acre to put down young

trees taken from your own or a neighbor's bush,

a method of replanting which can be adopted at

the least possible expense, and I think with the

greatest possible success.

" In selecting trees for replanting, it is best to

keep on the small side. It is a great mistake to

go into six or eight feet trees if you want rapid

success. Two or three feet trees will ultimately

do much better. I think it is an important

point gained if we can show the Canadian

farmer how he can be his own nurseryman and

do his own replanting.

" There are thousands of young trees in every

farmers' neighborhood which need cost him
nothing but the expense of collecting them. If

he has to pay ten cents to a nurseryman for

every tree he plants, he will do very little in

that way.
" I have been in the habit of planting one

and a half million of trees a year and they did

not cost more than ten shillings and sixpence a

thousand, and if our Government or private

parties took the nursery management of such

trees, I think they could be produced in Ontario

at less than eight dollars a thousand.

"I have started an experiment upon this sub-

ject upon the Model Farm at Guelph, and I

have found the cost to be as follows per acre :

—

Clearing and preparing the ground § 9 44

Digging pits S 8S

Fencing 4 75

Planting 11 50

Pruning 0 75

Mulching 2 25

Taking trees from the forest IS 50

Heeling 0 50

Total cost S56 57

" If the farmer does not estimate the value "of

his own labour, and of the labour of his horses,

you may reduce that about one-half.

" I do not believe in manuring forest trees—

I

have never seen any good effect from it, and I

am expressing not only my own experience, but

the experience of others dating fifty years back.

" We have had evidence of great weight that

trees should not be planted less than six or

cig|^eet apart, and that gives about StOO tret s

to the acre. We planted that number this

season, and there are now 715 alive and doing

well, showing an actual death-rate of one-fifth.

The deaths, however, occurred principally

among the pine and spruce, apart from these,

the deaths were comparatively few.

" In planting strips of wood for the protection

of crops, I cannot recommend anything but

standard trees."

Effects of Forests on Moistnre.

The effects of forests on rain and snow fall is

a subject that has attracted much attention in

some European countries, and is admitted to be
one that is being practically illustrated in our

own experience, although, up to the present

time, no such system of experiments or inquiries

have been adopted as to identify, with scientific

accuracy, the relations of the clearing of the

land to be diminished moisture. Still, every-

body mentally attributes the latter result to the

former cause. Something more may be said in

regard to this matter when the evidence on

meteorology in relation to agriculture is under

review. Meantime, the following extracts from

the report of Dr. Hough, already referred to,

will describe, in a few words, the part played

by forest trees in relation to this branch of.

nature"s economy :

—

"It is a matter of common remark that our

streams diminish as the woodlands are cleared

away, so as to materially injure the manufac-

turing interests depending upon hydraulic

power, and to require new sources of supply for

our State canals, and for the use of cities and

large towns. Many streams once navigable are

now entirely worthless for this use. The mode
in which this influence operates will be readily

understood when we "consider the effects of

forests upon the humidity and
.
temperature of

the air.

" A deciduous tree, during the season when
in foliage, is csnstantly drawing from the earth,

and giving off from its leaves a considerable

amount of moisture, and in some cases this

amount is very • great. This change of state

from a fluid to a gaseous condition, is a cooling

process, and the air near the surface, being

secured from the sun and from the winds, be-

comes, by this means, so humid that a rank,

succulent vegetation often springs up and

thrives, which in an open field would wither

and perish in an hour. The air being thus

charged with moisture and cooled, does not

take up by evaporation the rains which fall, and

the soil, being more open, readily allows the

water from melting snows and from showers to

sink into the earth, from whence a portion

appears in springs and in sw amps, which give

rise to rills and streams.

" The air at all times holds more or less

watery vapour in suspension, and its capacity

for doing so is increased as the temperature is

raised, not by a steadily gaining rate, but more

rapidly as the heat is increased. There can be

no evaporation when the air is saturated with
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moisture, and no deposit of water in any form

until the temperature is reduced to the [joint of

saturation. It is not yet determined as to how

far the cooling and moistening influence of a

grove may extend. It must depend upon many

circumstances, and especially upon the slope of

the surface and the direction of the winds. The

effect is often apparent to the eve from the

freshness of the herbage in adjacent fields for

many rods in width."
" The effect of woodlands in retaining snows

where they fall, and in delaying their melting in

the spring, has been everywhere observed in

snowy countries. In such localities the snow

cannot be drifted by the winds and when it

melts it disappears slowly, sinking into the soil

rather than (lowing off upon the surface. The
effect of this delay in checking a too-early ap-

pearance of fruit blossoms, cannot be mistaken.

The result is in fact similar to that of consider-

able areas of water, such as our northern lakes

along the borders of which, and especially on

the lee-side, fruits are found to flourish with the

greatest success. In a country interspersed

with clumps and belts of woodlands, the snows

drift less and their melting more evenly over

the surface cannot fail to be beneficial to the

interests of agriculture, and more especially to

meadows and pastures."

< <>ii< luuing Kcinarks on Forestry.

The Commissioners during the progress of

their investigations under this head, have been

profoundly impressed, not less with the import-

ance than with the magnitude of the subject.

In fact, had the whole time devoted by them to

the discharge of their varied duties been occupi-

ed in inquiring into the question of forestry in

its many aspects, it might have been well spent.

They feel that the evidence they have taken

rather suggests further examination into, than

exhausts the whole subject.

The arrangements and laws relating to forestry

in Europe, as well as the progress of tree plant-

ing in the United States, in which direction an

uetive movement has been going on for some

years—would have been, matters well worthy of

tlose observation, and the Commissioners res-

pectfully recommend that information there-

upon should be obtained by such methods as

may appear to the Government to be most con-

venient and effectual.

Possibly such information might assist in the

solution of the question frequently raised in the

course of this inquiry, By what moans can tree

planting by individuals or corporations be most

.successfully promoted ?

Government assistance in the shape (if money
i rants, exemptions of planted lands from muni-

ipal taxation, and the establishment by the

' i-overnment of largo forest treo nurseries have

all in turn been suggested.

The Commissioners would be reluctant to

ndvise the expenditure of any considerable sum
nf public money without having before them

borne scheme, the details of which had been

carefully examined and worked out.

The subject is a new one to the minds of most

• •f our people, and it is rather by the creation of

] ublic interest in the question, and a sense of

j ersonal responsibility with regard to it, that

i he ground work of any future plans must be

] lid.

Meantime the Commissioners are glad to be

5 lformed that the Fruit Growers' Association of

Ontario, has included forestry and arboriculture

l i its programme of operations, and that tho

( fovernmeht have given some encouragement to

this step, while at the same time experimental

1 ree planting has, under tho auspices of the

j .ssoeiation, been commenced at the Mod of

3 arm at Guelph. A few townships and urban

municipalities have also offered inducements to

the planting of streets and concession lines, All

these are indications of a gradual awakening to

a sense of the necessity of something effectual

being done.

With the facilities that exist in all parts of

Ontario, for obtaining a supply of materials

close at hand, organizations in townships or

school sections for planting a given number of

trees, within a given period of time, and at the

(smallest possible cost, should not be difficult.

It has also been proposed that school-house

lots, now usually presenting a most bare and

uninviting appearance, might be planted with

forest trees, and a small premium or reward be

given to those schools, in a district, whose trees

had been most successfully cultivated and best

preserved for a given, period.

It has further been suggested that interest

might be excited', and information imparted, by

lectures delivered by competent persons on

forestry in connection, perhaps, with entomo-

logy and ornithology, so far as those topics

affect the farmer and fruit grower.

Such lectures might be delivered in school-

houses, under arrangements made by the county

inspectors, the senior classes in the school, and

the public generally, being invited to attend.

In treating of these subjects, however, pictoral

illustrations would be indispensible, and a

knowledge of the colours of leaves, insects, and

birds would also have to be imparted. In order

to accomplish this, and as the lectures would

have to be delivered in the evening, the "magic

Lantern " might be brought into play, the

novelty of such exhibitions assisting to ensureto

the lecturer an audience.

The first cost of preparing transparencies

would be considerable, but the other expenses

of such a scheme need not be large, while the

preparation for the work, of young men of ordi

nary ability and culture, would not bea difficult

task, in view of the materials already at hand.

The objection raised to any proposal to add

uch studies to tho already rather overcharged

public school curriculum would be avoided,

while parents, teachers, and children woidd, at

one and the same time, be interested ami

instructed.

The Commissioners, in conclusion, may not

travel beyond tho bounds of their duty if they

respectfully urge upon tho Executive tin? pro-

priety of steps being taken with regard to the

preservation of the timber lands of the Province

still in possessioi»»f the Crown, and not subject

to the regulations affecting tho pine timber

forests.

Only by some action of this kind can waste

and destruction be "staid, and the stern neces-

sity—which in other countries at this moment

has to be faced—be avoided, of replacing,

slow methods and at enormous cost, what has

been recklessly and unreflectingly destroyed.

A LUMBER OPERATOR'S DEFALCATION.

Charles Smith was operating during tho past

season for the firm of Guy, Pevan & Co., of St.

Tohn, for whom he had engaged men to stream-

drive on tho South-west MiramichL These

lumberers are oven now oblivious of all that has

happened, with regard to their prospect of

receiving the slightest pittance for their whole

spring work, and they are, perhaps, now toiling

in the hope of getting wages which may never

be paid, so that the money which was haul

earned by them, in steady work for the whole

spring, will, in all probability, be lavished aw ay

at the whim of a defaulter and absconder.

Smith had a contract with Guy, Bevan &
Co. to get out logs by the thousand, and he

drew upwards of $r>,000 to pay driving wages.

On Sunday last he left the city, his wife being

very ill at the time, and drove to Woodstock,

where he sold his horse and wagon to Mr.

Glidden, and took the train for the West. Mrs.

Smith died on Tuesday. Their son was at work

on the drive, and on hearing of his mother's

death, he 'went to Newcastle to get money to

come home ; but on finding his father had

drawn it all, ho was obliged to borrow enough

from his fellow-workmen to come home with.

Mrs. Smith was buried yesterday. Nobody

suspected anything was wrong until after Mrs.

Smith's death, when inquiries were made as to

her husband's whereabouts, and the foregoing

facts came to light.

A number of persons in this vicinity are

losers by Smith. Among them is J. McCoy, of

St. Mary's, to whom ho owes $1,200 on a con-

tract for logs. Mr. McCoy thinks he can hold

the logs. Cameron & McCarthy lose about

§400; S. I). Macpherson upwards of §100; J.

McMurray §75, and others. Messrs. Balloon

Brothers, of Floronceville, will lose consider-

able by him, as they had sent him a quantity of

oats for sale, which he disposed of. Smith's

son and daughter, who remain here, moved

away all their furniture during last night^-^

Frcdcricton Capital.

WIRE ROPE FOR TRANSMITTING POWER.
BY JIENUV KWING.

I suppose there is scarcely a manufacturing

establishment in the country, where, at times

the ability to transmit or convey power to some
isolated or distant building, would not only be

of great convenience, but as well a source of

profit to the owner. Under ordinary circum

stances this is impossible, except by purchasing

a small engine or water wheel, the expense of

setting and operating which becomes a grevious

tax. In such cases, wire rope becomes an in

valuable aid, and as its capabilities and require

ments are, really, but half understood, perhaps

some of the readers of the Lumber World may
find something in this communication interest

ing and of utility to them.

The distance to which power may be trans-

mitted by wire rope ranges from fifty or sixty

feet up to something more than two miles. It

commences at the point where a belt becomes

too long to be used profitably, and can thence

be extended almost indefinitely. In point of

economy, it costs only one-fifteenth of an equi

valent amount of belting anil the one-twenty

fifth of shafting. This method was first intro

duced, both in Europe and America, about the

year 18.">0. The development it has received in

this country is but trifling ; in Europe, how-

ever, it has been immense, numbering at the

present time over 2,000 permanent applications,

and as many more of a temporary nature.

In many factories, long counter-shafting,

with heavy bevel-gearing, can be saved by using

a rope ; the farther off the shaft we wish to

drive, the better the arrangement will work.

When neighboring property cannot be bought,

perhaps that across the street can—yet the

trouble and expense of digging up the street to

lay down a line of shafting is sufficient to deter

one from the purchase. For such a case, a

remedy is here presented. A little endless rope

passing through a couple of flits in the window
casing of an upper story, across to the story

opposite, w ill do all the work, and none of the

passers by will be any the wiser for it. A belt

would require protection from the weather, but

the rope does not, and can hang free in the air.

From an engine in the basement, power can be

readily conveyed to the upper storeys ; it is

necessary, however, that for a certain distance

the rope should hang horizontally, in order to

gain the required tension. The utility of this

mode of transmission is so manifest, and the

convenience afforded by it has been so strikingly

exemplified in localities where hardly any other

system would have been practicable, that it is

justly attracting the attention of the manufac-

turing public moro and more as its merits

become known.

The range in the size of wire ropes is small,

varying only from three-eighths inches to three-

fourths inches diameter in a range of three to

two hundred and fifty horse-|>ower. Tho EQpes

are always kept on hand, and can lie spliced

endless at the factory ; or else directions are

given to splice them, whenever an endless rope

cannot be put on direct. In regard to cost, they

are the cheapest part of a transmission. For

instance, a No. 22 rope, conveying, say twenty-

five horse-power, costs nine cents j>er foot,

whereas an equivalent belt costs about §1.40

per foot. WT
here a rope transmission has to be

constantly at work, it is good policy to keep a

spare rope on hand, ready spliced, so as to

avoid delay. Their duration is from two and

one-half to five years, according to speed. For

the smaller powers it is advisable to take a size

larger, for the sake of getting wear out of the

rope ;
although it must be borne in mind that a

larger rope is always staffer than a small one,

and therefore additional power is lost in bend

ing it round the sheave. Small ropes are made
w ith hemp core to increase their pliability.

—

Liimbir World.

Zofesa.—A healthy man never thinks of his

stomach. The dyspeptic thinks of nothing else. In-

digestion is a constant reminder. The w ise man who
finds' himself suffering will ^pend a few cents for a

hottle of Zopesa, from Brazil, tho new and remarkable
compound for elensing and toning the system, for

assisting the Digestive apparatus and the Liver to

properly perform their duties in assimilating food.

Get a 10 cent sample of Zopesa, the new remedy, of

your druggist. A few doses will surprise you.

Yellow Oil is par tXCtttenet the remedy for Pain,

Lameness, Rheumatism, Croup, Deafness, Bums, Frost

Bites, Stiff Joints, and all flesh w ounds. Any medicine
dealer can furhish it.

A WALL STREET A. B. C-

Never take the bull point in bear times, nor a

bear point in bull times.

Buy on a heavy break and sell on a sharp ad-

vance.

Have margin enough to hold on to y< ur

'' longs " or " shorts." Every dog has his day

on the " street," and yoti will be sure to make
money if your staying qualities are good.

During dull or bear times have nothing to do
with clicked, unknown stocks, or those com-

panies in which there is only a small riumber of

shares, the merits of which are known only to a

few ; it is better to deal in securities for which

there is always a market.

Confine your oi>erations to two or three stocks

of which you have made a study.

The most conservative way to speculate is to

keep cash in hand and operate only three or

four times a year, buying dividend -]>aying stocks

outright when a break occurs, selling again when

the market goes up. There are never less than

two breaks in the course of a year, which occur

usually in the spring and fall.

Remember that there is a rythmic motion in

prices ; whenever they go up very high they are

sure to rebound, and vice ztrta.

A dull stock market is a weather breeder and

generally brings on lower prices.

Sell on the rallies in a bear market and buy

on the setbacks in a bull market. It i« safer to

be a bear over Saturday nights than a bull.

The accidents of the market are generally in

favor of the bears.

In the long run it pays better to be a bull

than a bear. We live in a prosperous era, in

which money is cheapened and prices are ad-

vancing.

When any disaster occurs to any one property

in a certain section, or representing a certain

interest, it is safe to sell properties similarly

situated. If there is a sudden drop in St. Paul,

sell Northwest ; if in Lacawanna, sell Delaware

& Hudson.

For permanent investments or slight fluctua-

tions, deal in bonds and securities of communi-

ties in which there are diversified industries, in

preference to sections of the country where

everything depends upon one interest. For in-

stance, Central and Lake Shore will be steadier

in price than the northwest and southwest

stocks, which are high priced only when the

agricultural classes are prosperous.

Depend upon your judgement rather than

u]K>n your sjiecial i>oints, and do not believe

anything you hear.

If you stand over the tape every day, you are

pretty sure to lose your money. The commis-

sions will eat you up.

If you have been unsuccessful in other busi-

ness. Wall street is no place for you.

Pay little attention to the opinions of the

newspapers ; they are generally in the interest

of big ojierators, not of the outside public.

All excited bull markets end in a break.

The close of a bear campaign is marked by a

semi panic.

Look out for a reaction on the third day of a

heavy break.

Finally, if you are wise and have any rej>ecf.

able calling, never buy what you can't pay for

or sell what you have not got. In other words

lon't speculate.

It is reported at St. John that Chas. Smith,

a well-known lumber operator who resided and

perated on the Miramichi during last season

for Messrs. J. & J. Stewart, has left the city.

He is said to have drawn on Messrs. Stewart

for upwards ofSo.OOOto pay drivers' wages, and

the statement of many lumbermen is that they

have not been paid. Mr. Smith is known to be

largely indebted.

'Tlioir Hit i* Legion"—the people who
praise that matchless medicine, Rnrtlork Bloixl
Killer*. It acts at once upon the Secretions, the
Bowels, the Liver, the Skin and the Kidneys. It

purities the Blood, dispels all foul humors, and
strengthens the nervous and debilitated system. So
known remedy can do more. Try it and be con-
vinced.

.1 4 ou sit is usually the effort of Nairn to <\pcl
some morbid matter irritating the .iir passages of the
lungs. It may, however, proceed from an inflamed or

irritable condition of the throat, a slight rash or

humor often being perceptible. Let the cause be
what it mav, the remedy should be Hagyard's Pectoral
Balsam. A purely vegetable Balsamic throat and lung
healer. For sale by all dealers in medicine, at 25 cents

per bottle.
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JOHN THOMPSON, OF LONGFORD
Wo aire indebted to the Orillia Times for the

Following notice of the late John Thomson,

Esq., of Longford Mills, which we are sure will

be read with more than a passing interest by

the readers of The Canada Lumbebban, and

especially by those of them, and they are not

few, to whom Mr. Thomson was personally

known. Short as the career of The Canada
Lumbebman has been, the present publishers

feel that by his death they have lost a good

friend—one who showed his sympathy with our

undertaking not by words, but by putting his

hand in his pocket and sending us a year's sub-

scription for half a dozen copies to be distri-

buted amongst his employes.

No event in the history of Orillia has created

a, feeling of such intense gloom, of such univer-

sal and spontaneous regret as the death of Mr.

Thompson, of Longford. When word came on

Friday, the 27th ult., 4hat he was ill in Toronto

we were sorry that he should have been taken

down away from home, but no one anticipated

the sad termination which has so moved the

sympathies of the people of this neighborhood.

He left home on Thursday, the 26th, and as if

to emphasize the generous character of the man
it is now known that his last journey on earth

was taken in the interests of a friend. He com-

plained of slight illness before leaving, but it

was not allowed to interfere with his plans. To
some friends on the train on the way down he

expressed a fear that he was going to be ill, and
before reaching Toronto the symptoms had in-

creased, but not sufficiently to alarm either

them or himself. On the following day he was
so much worse that a return to Longford was

not thought advisable, and a telegram was des-

patched announcing his condition. Mrs. Thom-
son went down the same afternoon, and on the

following day the eldest son, William, joined

them. He apntinued to grow worse, and during

Sunday and Monday was attended by the best

medical skill the city afforded. On Tuesday he

was considered better, so much so that William
returned to Longford expecting that in a few
days he would be so much improved as to per-

mit of his return home. It was not until

Thursday night that the worst was apprehend-

ed, and a special train was despatched to Long-
ford for the children. The train passed here

early on Friday morning, Mr. Millar going

down with the others. They found their father

conscious but dying. All day Friday the tele

graph office here was besieged with anxious

enquirers, and late at night they dispersed with

the melancholy satisfaction of knowing that

their friend was still alive, but with little hopes

of the morrow. On Saturday afternoon more
hopeful messages arrived, and for several hours

it was thought that the crisis was past. Mr.
Millar was attentive to every enquiry, and as

each turn in Mr. Thomson's condition took

place it was promptly telegraphed to the anxi-

ous hundreds at Orillia and Longford. About
nine o'clock on Saturday evening all hope was
abandoned, and at half-past eleven John Thom-
son passed from this world to the other. His
last drive was down, the boom was cut, and the

spirit of a noble lumberman floated out into the
broad ocean of eternity.

It was not until Sunday morning that his

death Ijecame generally known. A sense of

personal loss was experienced by every one,

Wh here and at Longford. It is impossible to

express the full intensity of the feeling. Mr.
Thomson was not only known and esteemed

;

he was loved. To all of us it was as if a brother
was stricken down. About half-past two o'clock

on Sunday afternoon a special arrived at Long-
ford with his remains. All the mill employees
and neighbors were at the station, and as the
coffin was taken from the train strong men wept
like children. It seemed so sudden and so
terrible. Only a few days before he had gone
away full of life and hope for the future, bright
and cherry as he had been always, with his

honest, manly countenance beaming with kindly
good nature. And here he was back to us, a bit

of lifeless clay. It was sudden, and it was
terrible. Scores of people drove over from
Orillia without any clear notion of why they
went

; it *eemed as if they must go if only by
their presence to testify to their great grief and
mutely to proclaim their sympathy. Early in

the day flat;-! were flying at half-mast all over

town and at the mills at Longford.

On Monday morning the Mayor thoughtfully

addressed a circular letter to the business men

of the town, requesting that they would close

their places of business during the afternoon of

the funeral. The request was probably un-

necessary, but it was none the less an indica-

tion of public feeling.

The funeral was the largest ever seen in this

part of the country. Friends from a distance

came in by the Lady of the Lakes, from' north

and south on the Northern, and from north and

south on the Midland railways. Every place of

business on Mississaga street was closed at

twelve o'clock, and many of them heavily drap-

ed in mourning, including the leading hotels.

Shortly after one o'clock the Lady put out from

the wharf here with between two and three

hundred on board. Mr. Sanson also ran the

Carriella. Arriving at Longford it was found

that a large number had already assembled.

The employees, to the number of about one

hundred and fifty, had provided themselves

with badges of mourning and were massed to-

gether to take their place in the procession.

Many of those who arrived by boat took advan-

tage of the opportunity to view the remains,

after which Rev. K. Creighton read a lesson

from the Psalms and Epistles. The large con-

gregation, who had assembled on the verandah

and in the large space in front of the house,

then joined in a hymn, which Mr. Gray an-

nounced to have been a favorite one of the

deceased's. Rev. Mr. Beattie, of Port Hope,

offered up a fervent and eloquent prayer. While

a student Mr. Beattie had been placed over the

Longford congregation for several months, and

had thus an opportunity of becoming intimately

acquainted with Mr. Thomson's family. A
strong friendship was then formed, which has

remained unbroken ever since. Both Mr.
Beattie and Mr. Gray addressed a few words to

those present, bearing particularly on the emin-

ent virtues of their deceased friend and pointing

out the lesson to be learned from an honorable,

upright life. Rev. Mr. Currie closed the, service

by a short prayer. Soon after the pall-bearers

appeared with the coffin, the line of procession

was formed, and the large assembly of mourners

and friends slowly wended their way to the

wharf. Between five and six hundred returned

on the boat. At the Orillia wharf an immense
concourse had congregated, the larger propor-

tion on foot, but many in carriages. The mem-
bers of the corporation attended in a body.

Here the procession was again formed, probably

the most striking and suggestive feature of it

being the horse and phaeton used by Mr.
Thomson in driving to and from the mills, led

by the faithful Hughey. About fifty carriages

brought up the rear. Mr. Gray conducted the

short service at the grave, and all that was

mortal of the lamented deceased was committed

to the earth.

The pall-bearers were Messrs. R. D. Ewing,

J. B. Smith and Capt. Wm. Hull, of Toronto
;

Robert Thompson, of Hamilton ; Wm. Hamil-

ton, of Peterborough ; Jas. Macpherson, of

Rama ; and Dr. Corbett and Melville Millar,

of Orillia. The lumbering interest was largely

represented,among others being Mr. J. E. Craig,

Albany, N.Y. ; Messers. Silliman, Mcintosh,

E. A. Smith, Alex. Christie, Wm. Kero, Mc-
Arthur Bros., Robert Smith, ex-Aid. Mutton,

P. A. Scott, S. C. Kenedy, Joseph Oliver,

McCool and Kent, of Toronto ; Allan Gunn,

Peter Mcintosh and O. F. Wright, of Barrie
;

Geo. W. Taylor and Isaac Cockburn, of Graven-

hurst ; Jas. Scott, J. Else and Henry Lovering,

of Waubaushene ; A. Marshall and E. Robin-

son, of Washago. There were also present,

Messrs. A. P. Cockburn, M.P., Muskoka ; Geo.

Wheeler, M. P., North Ontario ; Thos. Pax-

ton, ex-M.P.P., Isaac Gould and Widdifield

of Uxbridge ; Chas. Robinson, of Beaverton
;

J. McL. Stevenson, J. S. Carnegie, Bank of

Commerce, Chas. Ross, A. Arnall, Fulljames,

Wm. Boys, King, McDermott, Radenhurst,

Barrie. The Northern Railway was represented

by Major Greig and Messrs, Webster, Kerr,

Harvie ami Marpole. Mr. John Bertram, of

Dundas, and Mr. George Bertram, Toronto,

were also among the prominent friends of the

deceased. The Rama Indians turned out in

large numbers.

Mr. Thompson was born in Haddingtonshire,

Scotland, in 1X21. In W"A he came to Canada,

and settled at Peterborough, going into the

mercantile business. He soon afterward en-

gaged in the square timber trade, and in 1&Q7,

with Mr. Melville Millar as a partner, he came
to Longford and established the timber business

now so well and honorably known in every

lumber market on the continent. With other

lumbermen he went through the deep water* of

the depression, and manfully and successfully

struggled against the difficulties of that period.

Having carefully and laboriously built up one

of the finest and most profitable properties of

the kind in the Province he had already con-

templated retiring from business, and now it is

an open secret that at the time of his death he

was in negotiation with a company for the pur-

chase of Longford at a price that would have

enabled him to live the remainder of his days in

affluance and free from every care. Mr.

Thompson was a pronounced Liberal in politics,

and at the recent convention in North Ontario

was offered the unanimous nomination of the

party as their candidate for the Local Legisla-

ture. We are in a jjosition to state that had

he accepted there would have been no opposi-

tion to his election.

Mr. Thompson leaves a wife and seven

children to grieve over a loss that is yet imper-

fectly realized. It is impossible to conceive of

a more united and affectionate family. Last

January Mr. and Mrs. and Miss Thompson
visited Scotland and England, the latter re-

maining with an uncle in Manchester, with

whom it was intended to spend the summer.
That was the first and only break in the family

tie, and so strongly did Mr. Thompson feel it

that it was with difficulty he was persuaded

against returning to Manchester before sailing

and bringing his daughter home with him. She
is now on her way to Canada, alone, sad and
grief stricken.

It will afford a great deal of satisfaction to

many friends at a distance to be assured that

Mr. Thompson's business affairs were left in

good shape, and that his death will not inter-

fere with nor complicate the management of

the immense concern he had built up and con

ducted so successfully.

—

Orillia Times.

A. L. UNDERWOOD
WHOLESALE DEALER 1*

White Pine, Bassuuood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, ONT.

P. FREYSENG & CO.
IMHHMMM or the

Dominion Cork Cutting Co
BY IMPROVED MACHINERY.

Ki" All kind* of <ork^ In -lock .irnl f tit to
Older. <'orkh «V l.tfv rn -i rii r- tiff flalij
<«rk>v»o<i, Unroll. Cmjumlt i. Wtwe,

71 Jarvis Street, TORONTO. 6L1C

S. S. MUTTON & Co.,

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

TORONTO.
We have for Sale a large quantity of PINE OAK

WHITEWOOD, ASK, CHESTNUT, CHERRY, J; I T-
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, (Sc.

A2TP.S.—Also on hand 120 M dry Oak 2 to 4 inches
thick, will be sold cheap to close it out. 1\ LU

CHAS. M. LARSEN,
Manufacturer of all kinds of Lacquered and Enamelled

Woodwork, Turning and Caning in

WOOD, HORN AND IVORY.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

From our Own Correspondent.

General Remarks.—During the past fort-

night there has been very little calling for

special notice in our lumber business. As inti-

mated in our last, the change in regard to water
supply has resulted, so far as we can learn, in

clearing the streams generally of their freight of

logs, at least no complaints are being made
from that quarter. Deals from the country

mills are coming in freely and meeting ready
sale at from $8.00 to $8.50 per M. sup. feet. In
and about the city the operations of sawing and
shipping are moving along in their usual steady

course.

Steamships.—One of the most noticeable

features of the deal trade at this port the pre-

sent season, is the large number of ocean steam-

ships which have been engaged in loading deals

here for various ports in Great Britain. It is

.true that deals have been shipped here by the
regular "liners" for a number of years, but
only in small quantities

; whereas, the present

season we have had the largest class of freight

steamers carrying full cargoes of deals, varying

between 600 and 700 Peterburg standards each,

thus showing how steadily, but surely, steam
and iron are supplanting our wooden sailing

ships in the ocean carrying trade^

Freights.—The freight market continues

very quiet, with no material change in rates.

Shipments.—The shipments of deals and
other sawn lumber are as follows :—

For Europe '. 20,031,000 Sup. ft.

" United States 2,295,000 "

" West Indies 577,0n0 "

St. John, N,B,, June 4th, 1S8I.

BILLIARD BALLS
Turned and coloured a speciality.

42TMEERCHAU1I and AMBER GOODS repaired in
first-class style. bl7

77J King St. West, Toronto, Ont,

PRACTICAL
Founders, Machinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori-
zontal and Portable

Engines, Boilers
Grain Elevators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery,

With Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY,

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE WATER WHEEL,

RODEBAUGH'S SAW FRAME, HULL
DOGS and SAW GUIDES.

WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

A BARGAIN—GRIST AND SAW MILL FOR SALE,
paying 12 per cent, clear

; price $9,000 ; and above
percentage guaranteed. Apply to

JOSEPH DAVIES & Co;,

Lu: jer. Coal. & Commission Merchants,

46 CHURCH ST. TORONTO. w,

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IROJf
CASTINGS.
j^^Plans and Specifications on application. """-SJ

The Waikerville Foun
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Waikerville, Ont., June 1SS1. 12UC-
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A BIG JAM.

30,000,000 FEET OF LOGS IN ONE JAM.

On the morning of May 22nd, there was con

siderable anxiety all along the Miramichi in

reference to the probable effect of the freshet in

the South West boom, which is the great re-

ceptacle of the lumber obtained on that branch

of the river. There were about twenty million

feet of logs in the boom in the morning, and the

main river and Renous drives were coming

along at'such a rate as to make it plainly appar-

ent that it would be necessary to jam the river.

The lesee of the boom, Jas. Robinson, Esq.,

decided that the point of danger was reached,

and he made the jam at Bryanton's shore. This

was early in the forenoon. By half-past three

ten millions feet of logs had run into the jam,

when the accumulated mass bore so heavily on

the boom and jam piers that the tops were

swept off half a dozen of the latter, the boom
was broken and the ten millions feet composing

the jam left the twenty millions below it—in

the part of the boom which still held good—and

went on the run down stream at the rate of

about four miles an hour. Persons who have

lived on the river for a long time and have seen

other breaks in the South-west boom say they

never saw such a run of logs at one time before,

and it seemed to them that a great loss was
inevitable.

It happened that Messrs. R. A. & S. Stewart

had completed the telephonic communication

only the day before between their office in New-
castle and that of Mr. Andrew Morrison, sur-

veyor, at Parker's just opposite the boom, so

the condition of things as they transpired was

made known in Newcastle. Messages were also

sent through Mr. Miller's telephone at Derby

via Newcastle to Chatham, and little time was
last in making preparations to save the property

now adrift.

The steamer Andover, with her owner, R. R.

Call, Esq., on board, had started on Saturday

forenoon on her regular trip up-river, but was

•prevented by the jam from proceeding to Indian

Town. As it was known she was to be at the

Hemlock Extract Factory wharf for some time

word was sent down, as soon as the danger of a

break was seen, requesting that she be held

ready for the emergency, and this was soon fol-

lowed by the announcement of the break,

carried by a man on horseback, and a call for

both the Andover and Derby. Steam was got

up on the latter, while the Andover proceeded

up stream, meeting with and passing the lugs,

w hich her stern wheel enabled her to do, until

the boom just below the rafting ground was

reached. This had been unshackled by men of

Mr. Robinson's rafting crew, who were working-

it down stream and the Andover, taking in tow,

proceeded down the river. Much difficulty was

experienced in running with the necessary speed

down stream, for the logs were very thick and

water was to be seen only here and there. The
raftsmen who had got on board the steamer, as

well as the hands belonging to the latter, were

kept busy with their pike-poles shoving logs

clear of the bow, and all who witnessed the race

1 retween the logs and the Andover for the South-

West Railway bridge were gratified to see that

the boat must win. They were properly anxi-

ous over the matter for unless the boom could

be stretched across the river against the ice-

breakers of the bridge the ten millions which

had broken the boom as well as an additional

twenty millions or more following would nearly

all be lost. Fortunately the A ndovcr got clear

of the running logs and reached the railway

bridge two miles in advance of them, so that

bofore they came down the latter steamer,

assisted by the Derby, stretched the boom across

the spans, although it fell short of reaching each

shore. It was made fast and the shore spans

were also secured as well as the facilities at hand

admitted of, when the mass of logs was borne

down upon it by the current. This was a time

of the greatest anxiety, for the shore ends of the

boom at each side of the river let the logs slip

through. The daring boom men, under Mr.

lieorge Parker, Mr. Robinson's foreman, were

equal to the emergency, and a dozen of them

ventured out on the moving mass of logs under

the south span with the heavy lines, which they

made fast to the logs in the second span of the

1 nidge and around the base of the pier. The re-

presentative of the Advance who.was presont on

the steamer St. George, which had run up from

Chatham, describes the work done at th

juncture as most hazardous as well as difficult,

Our readers can imagine for themselves a mass

of logs moving through a two-hundred feet span

of a 1 n idge as through a sluice, with the curren

running as fast as a man might walk, and a fe

men carrying a heavy six or eight inch line

across from shore to pier, stepping and spring

ing from log to log and then running back and

down stream to clear the line as its bight W£

caught by the running lumber. Although some

gallant fellow missed his footing or was obliged

to let himself go down in his desire to clear th

line, he would "up and at it again," while th

on-looker wondered at the practised self-posses

sion of these splendid men and the tenacity an

piuck with which they hung to a task which

few men are ever called on to perform—a task

involving great* physical endurance, special

knowledge and experience and a strength

purpose which is a noble characteristic wherever

found.

Success rewarded the efforts of the workers at

the two shore spans, and just as the run was

stopped, after letting, perhaps, about a million

feet through, there was snapping and crashin

at the third pier from the north shore of th

river, caused by the boom breaking because

the mass of logs forcing it across the angular

end of the granite ice-breaker there. As fche

broken boom ends and some logs drifted down

from tho direction of the pier where the break

occurred, it was feared that the drift woul

escape, but the mass of logs above simply crush

ed in together, and not more than a hundred

pieces escaped before tho jam became self-su

taining. Similar breaks occurred afterwards

but the danger was practically over when tin-

shore spans were made safe.

Of course much remained to be done after this

in the way of prevention. Additional lines and

hawsers had to be secured, and they were siq

plied by our merchants and others who ha

them, the St. George having taken up two anc

the Andover being run down to Newcastle and

Chatham during the evening for more. The

men worked all night and part of Sunday, when

the jam was pronounced safe and the freshet

had- begun to fall off.

The logs which ran through under tho bridge

on Saturday—perhaps a million feet in all-

wore caught by temporary and other booms and

by men in boats at points along the south side of

the river, only about one hundred pieces goinj

out to sea. The schooner Claymore, Captain

Marquis, arrived on Sunday, and we base this

estimate of total loss on report which he

brought in. It will therefore be seen that the

loss is trifling. Indeed the loss of logs on the

Miramichi this spring has been unusually small

as compared with other seasons, and had it not

been for the break of Saturday not a log would

have been lost, a most unusual circumstance

due th the ice having melted instead of running

out.

A meeting of the Directors of the Boom Com-

pany was held. All the parties interested in

the logs were allowed to be present and take a

part in the proceedings. After an exchange of

opinions and suggestions, it was agreed that Mr.

Robinson, lessee of the boom, proceed and raft

out the jam at the bridge, with all possible

dispatch. To facilitate his work the logs are to

be rafted—in wnat is known as mixed rafts

—

for a fortnight, and deliveries are to be made to

owners, in proportion to the logs they may have

in the drift, a strict account of all to be kept,

and any person receiving more logs of his

neighbor than the latter receives belonging to

him, is to return the same quantity to him or

payment at the rate of $7 per thousand therefor,

and two-thirds of that rate for unde. sized logs

within a fortnight after the drift account is

closed.

On Sunday, Monday, and the Queen's Birth-

day, the South-west Boom was "visited by

hundreds of people who had never witnessed

such a jam of logs before in their lives and may
never again see a* similar one—there being now

30,000,000 feet in the jam.

—

Miramichi Advance.

Hagyard'a Pectoral Riilsaiu is a purely vege-

table healing balsam. It cures by loosening the phlegm
and corrupt matter from tho Lungs and expelling it

from the system. Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hoarse-
ness and all pectoral diseases yield to it promptly. It

costs 25 cents a bottle.

STRIKES.

A recent number of the Northvmtern Lumber-

man contained an article on the above subject

from which we take the following sensible

remarks :

—

Notably in politics and religion there are men
who ignore the fact that other men were born

with brains, and seem ' to think that the

Almighty has placed a special brand of superi-

ority upon them, thereby giving them the

supreme right to rule others, and to think for

others. A marked specimen of this egotism has

been on exhibition in the United States senate,

and it does not take a long hunt to find it in the

pulpit. This same disposition is manifest in

nearly every busincssand profession. Men who
imagine they were born to lead and not to work,

are constantly engaged in the formation and

direction of various unions, taking advantage of

every ripple of dissatisfaction, sowing the seeds

of discontent where before there was content-

ment, and all the while keeping their eyes

straight on offices and high salaries. A while

ago a gentleman in an eastern town made
wager with a friend that he could get a certain

number of names to a petition praying that

covering hu built over the sun dial on the public

square. Such a petition, it would seem, would

be the'last one to be signed, for the dial, if not

necessity, was at least a curiosity, and one of

the old landmarks of the park. No one in

sober moment, uninfluenced, would think of

covering the dial, and under ordinary circum

stances would call the covering of it an unheard
of and dastardly piece of business ; but specious

arguments changed these latent views, and the

gentleman returned with the required Bomber
of signatures and claimed the wager. The
leaders of- tho unions understand this trait in

human nature, and make capital of it. They
are aware of the susceptibility of the average

mind, and set themselves at work to make the

most of it. They care little whether their fol

lowers recline at night on comfortable beds or

in the alley, so long as their dues are regularly

paid. They call themselves the workingman's

friends, but they are the syphons that draw
from the workingman's pockets his money. This

is not always so, maybe, but it often is. The
necessity of unions is a question which has been

often discussed pro and eon, and one that can

not be settled with a few strokes of the pen,

But common sense dictates that when a man of

the character described above is at the head of a

union, the members of it should look u|m>ii him

as a barnacle that should be removed from the

bottom of the ship in which they sail. And it

s a pertinent question for every workingman to

ask himself, Is is right than any man, or men
should dictate to me where I am to work, and

what wages I am to receive ? Answered in the

affirmative, it follows that a man does not best

know his own needs, and is not at liberty to

follow out his desires. The folly of submittin

to such dictation was forcibly illustrated by the

action of tho striking switchmen in this city a

few days ago. They asked for more money to

buy food and pay rent with, then formed into

lino and hired a band of several pieces to escort

them through the streets. The request and the

act were paradoxical in nature. But they said

they did it in order that the citizens of Chicago

might see that they were an orderly lot of men.

Of course, at that time, they were orderly. They
had advertised that they would be orderly, and

o one expected them to be otherwise. But a

Willie after that, when they were hurling brick-

bats and coupling pins at the heads of men who
ere employed in their places, and who were

innocently striving to earn an honest living, it

might truthfully be said that they were not

rdorly. Had not these disgraceful proceedings

been checked by the police, ere this their high-

handed outrages would have been such that all

the bands in the city would be unable to toot

them into good repute.

Do strikes pay ? It is a matter of history th: t

enerally they do not—that is, they do not jv y
the strikers, and could the loss to manufacturers

»nd corporations be known it would be an Argu-

ment against them that could not be api>ealed

from. To ascertain how much the strikes this

pring have cost this city in dollars and cents

Quid, involve intribate and profound calcula

tions. But, of BOttrse, this is of no moment to

the men who strike, for they go coolly and deli-

berately at work to occasion these losses. When
they are losers themselves it does not serve to

teach them better. Last summer the job mem-
bers of the typographical union struck for -an

advance of $3 per week. The result was that

many of them were idle in the streets during

the remainder of the summer. In such cases

there is, in addition, a prospective loss,

that is liable in the future to assume tangible

forms. There is such a thing as competence

and stability receiving a suitable reward. There

Is a feeling that is possessed by business men
that they do not care to keep employed, longer

than really necessary, men who are unreliable

and who, at any moment, do not hesitate to

peril the business that their labor should sustain

and make more valuable. There is an indis-

position on the part of business men to avoid

giving employment to men of such character.

Money is not all the capital a man can have.

The man who is com]>etent, industrious and
reliable is wanted for all he is worth by some-

body. If he stands ready to cripple the busi-

ness that not only feeds his employer but him-

self, he should not wonder if he is not wanted.

It is singular that there are so many men who
think that in the matter of employment there is

but one party to the bargain. They forget, or

seem to forget, that one man is not obliged to

employ another any more than one man is

obliged to work for another. Labor is a market-

able article, and capital cannot buy it unless it

is willing to be bought. Those workmen are ill-

advised who rant about the desire of capital to

crush and belittle them ; if they were not so

advised they woidd appreciate that capital and
labor are dei>eudent, one upon the other. If a

man is thoroughly imbued with the idea that

capital is his enemy, let him keep away from

it. Let him paddle his own canoe. In this free

country no man is obliged to work fof- a tyrant

;

and the country is large enough for foe exercise

of any skill or talent that a man may possess.

There is no law, legal or moral, that prevents

a man from asking for higher wages, or quitting

work, so long as there is no contract verbal or

written that binds him to continue longer.

Thus far it is the privilege of employees to go ;

farther than that it is the right of employers to

say they shall not go. A striker has no more
right to attempt to undermine the business of

his former employer, because the latter refuses

to pay a higher price for the labor he buys, than

the employer has to undermine the house in

which the laborer lives, because the latter will

nt\t work for a certain sum. A striker has no

right to bulldoze, or what is worse, as is often

done, physically injure a man who is willing to

take a vacated place at the wages formerly paid.

There is a law written in the statute books of

several states, making riotous conduct a penal

offence, and there is a growing desire on the

part of order-loving i>eople at large that the

construction of the law should include the un-

ruly element considered in this article, and a

growing disposition on the part of many magis-

trates of the law to so construe it.

Two Tlionsanri Dollar-..

The easiest, cheapest and best way to secure

tho above amount is to apply for membership

in the Mutual Benefit Association of Rochester,

N.Y. Pay Dr. S. B. Pollard, 56 Bay Street,

one dollar for four medical examinations, he

will send your application to the head office, if

you are accepted as a member they will issue a

certificate of membership, which, on pavment
of eight dollars, entitles you to full benefits as a

member, should you die to-morrow, next day,

next week, next month, or any time within

three months, this Association will pay to your

heirs, or assigns, the sum of two thousand

dollars. At the expiration of the three months
all you have to do is to pay your pro rata

amount, which is from 20 to 7."i cents on the

death of some other member, who has done

nothing worse than to die during the three

months just past. By paying your assessments

on deaths, you keep your certificate alive, and

at the commencement of the second year you

are assessed two dollars per thousand to keep up

office expenses, etc., for the next year. Xi>

easier, surer or better schemes to carry two

thousand dollars has ever been devised than the

Mutual Benefit Associates, of Rochester, N.Y.

r> lis
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THE RIVEES AND STREAMS BILL.

REPORT OF THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE—REASONS

FOR THE DISALLOWANCE.

The following is a copy of the report of the

Minister of Justice on the River and Streams

Department of Justice, )

Ottawa, May 7th, 1881. ) .

I have the honor to report with respect to an

Act passed by the Legislature of the Province

of Ontario at its last session, intituled :
—

" An

Act for protecting the public interests in rivers,

streams and Creeks."

Application for the disallowance of this Act

has been made by Mr. Peter McLaren, of the

Town of Perth, lumber manufacturer, on the

ground that the Act in question deprives him of

vested private rights without compensation, and

practically reverses the decision of the Court of

Chancery in a case brought by him against one

Caldwell, whereby Mr. McLaren's exclusive

right to the use of improvements erected by

him or those through whom he claims on cer-

tain streams in the Province of Ontario was

established by a decree of the court.

The Act by its first section declared that all

persons have, and always have had, during the

spring, summer, and autumn freshets the right

to float and transmit saw logs, etc., down all

rivers, creeks and streams, in respect of which

the Legislature of Ontario has authority to give

this power, and in case it may be necessary to

remove any obstruction from such river, creek,

or stream, or construct any apron, dam, etc.,

necessary to facilitate the floating of saw logs,

etc., down the same, it shall be lawful for the

person requiring to float down the saw logs,

etc., to remove such obstruction, and to con-

struct such apron, dam, etc.

The second section declares that in case any

person shall construct in orupon such river, creek

or stream any such apron, dam, etc., or shall

otherwise improve the floatability of such river,

creek or stream, such persons shall not have the

exclusive right to the use or control thereof
;

but all persons shall have a right to use them,

subject to the payment to the person who has

made suGh constructions and improvements of

reasonable tolls.

The third section extends the operations of

sections one and two to all rivers, creeks and

streams mentioned in the first section, and to

all constructions and improvements made there-

in, whether the bed of the river, etc,, or the

land through which it runs, belongs to the

Crown or not.

The fourth section empowers the Lieutenant-

Governor-in-Council to fix the amounts which

any person entitled to tolls under the Act shall

be at liberty to charge on saw-logs, etc.

The fifth section extends the previous pro-

visions of the Act to all such constructions and

improvements as may hitherto have been made,

as well as to those hereafter constructed.

The sixth section gives to all persons driving

saw logs, &c, down the streams, the right to go

along the banks.

The seventh, and last, section declares that if

any suit^is now pending, the result of which will

be changed by the passage of this Act, the court

may order the costs of the suit to be paid by the

party who would have been required to pay the

costs if the Act had not been passed.

It is tolerably clear that this section refers

specially to the suit of McLaren against Cald

well above referred to. It appears that Mr.

McLaren is the owner of certain streams and

improvements on streams whicli he makes use

of for the purpose of floating down saw logs

from the timber limits from which he takes the

same for the purposes of his business as a lum-

ber manufacturer.

sir. Caldwell is also a lumber manufacturer

owning timber limits in the neighbourhood of

those owned by Mr. McLaren.

He attempted to float his logs down Mr. Mc-

Laren's streams and through his improvements.

To prevent his doing so, the suit in chancery

above referred to was instituted, and a decree

was made declaring Mr. McLaren exclusively

entitled to the use of the streams and improve-

ments and restraining Mr. Caldwell from float-

ing his log* down the same.

That case has been appealed to the Court of

Appeal. The effect of the Act now under con-

sideration must necessarily be to reverse the

decision of this suit.

Had this Act, instead of giving to any person

desiring to make use of the streams the right to

use the same upon payment of certain tolls

absolutely expropriated the whole ownership of

the streams for the public use, and provided a

means of compensating the owners for the pro

perty so taken from them, it would be less

objectionable in its features.

The effect of the Act as it now stands seems

to be to take away the use of his property from

one person and give it to another, forcing the

owner practically to become a toll-keeper

against his will, if he wishes to get any compen-

sation for being thus deprived of his rights.

I think the power of the Local Legislature to

take away the rights of one man and vest them

in another, as is done by this Act, is exceedingly

doubtful, but assuming that such right does in

strictness exist, I think it devolves .upon this

Government to see that such powers are not

exercised in flagrant violation of private rights

and national justice, especially when, as in this

case, in addition to interfering with the private

rights in the way alluded to, the Act overrides a

decision of a court of competent jurisdiction by

declaring retrospectively that the law always

was and is different from that laid down by the

court.

In reporting upon a reserved bill of the Prince

Edward Island Legislature in 187G, the then

acting Minister of Justice reported to Council,

and His Excellency was advised to withhold his

assent from the bill, one of the grounds being

that the bill was retrospective in its effect ; that

it dealt with the rights of the parties then in

litigation, and that there was no provision sav-

ing the rights of private parties.

On the whole I think the Act should be dis-

allowed. I recommend, therefore, that the Act

passed by the Legislature of Ontario at its last

session, intituled :
" An Act for Protecting the

Public Interests in Rivers, Streams, and

Creeks," be disallowed.

(Signed)

James McDonald,
Minister of Justice,

per J. A. M.

WHAT BURNS THE MILLS.

With the opening of the season, the saw-mill

proprietor enters not only upon a period of

active labor in the production of lumber, but

upon a season fraught with the gravest appre-

hensions. He may not fear that through a low

stage of water his supply of logs will be strand-

ed upon the upper waters, or rather bars, of the

river or creek upon which he has launched

them ; he may not fear that river pirates will

snatch them from the drive, and put them upon

the market before they can float within reach of

his own ability to manufacture them ; he may,

in fact, be blessed with a boom full at the mill,

and enough in a handy store boom at no great

distance away to bid adieu to all apprehensions

of a season's shortage ; but the time of his peril

as well as his profit is upon him, and from now
to the close of the season he may well assert

that "uneasy lies the head" of the man who
owns a saw mill. If he could be about the mill

through the night as well as through the day,

and were he endowed with powers that did not

need to seek recuperation in Bleep, he could rest

somewhat easy in his mind as he contemplated

the risk attaching to his property, in the con-

templation of the fact that his own eternal

vigilance would prove the price of his safety

from the danger of fire.

With the beginning of the present sawing

season, come thicker and faster the reports of

mills destroyed, and hopes' of prosperity plasted.

In fact, the number of saw mills thus far this

season reported as gone up in smoke is remark-

ably large, and the fact calls for a more careful

attention on the part of qvery saw mill owner,

lest he too be called upon to part in an hour

with the fruits of a lifetime, or at least of many
years of labor.

It is not possible to point out all the causes of

fire that lurk unseen around the saw mills of the

country, only awaiting a favorable combination

of circustances to make known their dangerous

nature, but in calling attention to a few of them
it may not be impossible that others will sug-

gest themselves to the minds of our readers,

leading to such examination of their premise* as

secure the adoption of safeguards which shall

prove the ounce of prevention lx:tter than a

pound or more of regret. Mill arches, which

have stood all winter, are quite likely to settle

somewhat, soon after a season's work begins,

and the jar and rattle of the machinery develop*

the shell of weakness which has held them.

Cracks in the wall to which no particular atten-

tion is paid, have proved a most serious source

of danger in permitting sparks to escape upon

the light dry dust which is almost certain to

have accumulated upon the beams and lambed
in the neighborhood of the engine room. These

should not be pennitted to " run a day or two
longer" before having them fixed. Procrastina-

tion is not only the thief of time, but has des-

troyed many a good saw mill, and the only safe

motto about a mill is found in the trite saying,
" Never put off until to-morrow what it i- need'

ful and wise to do to-day."

Careless engineers and faithless watchmen are

about the most dangerous things to lie found

about a mill. The former allows the sawdust to

accumulate about the furnace doors or hearth,

and if the truth were to bo known about many
a saw mill fire, it would be found to have its in-

ception in this scattered sawdust, which ignited

while the engineer had " just stepped out of the

fire room. for a minute." His call outside proves

a most disastrous minute for the proprietor

though the resultant destruction could have

been averted if the hearth had been well swept

before he stepped out. Probably two-thirds of

the fires which destroy saw mills in the day-time

arise from this cause. It is no uncommon thing

to see the engineer of a saw mill bank up his

hearth doors with sawdust, when he shuts down
at noon and goes to his dinner. Such an en-

gineer is a most excellent subject for discharge

from a man's employ, and if the mill does not

take fire the first time he does it, the old adage

about taking the pitcher to the well once too

often is pretty sure to be verified before the

season is over.

Night fires are more usually the result of a

too implicit confidence in the watchman, than

many suppose. We would not assert that all

watchmen are unfaithful, but experience has

proved the value of a proprietor's call at the

mill at unseasonable hours of the night. If you

find a wide plank or two laying across the top of

your boilers, or suspiciously near to the arch,

you may be pretty sure that a quiet visit to that •

locality in the small hours of the night, will find

them occupied by a lodger whom you have paid

to walk around and see that no marauders are

threatening your property, and no incipient

blaze is endangering its safety. It is a good

thing to have an energetic man in your employ,

but when you find your watchman always ready

to fill an extra place during the day, and appar-

ently able to do without sleep for an indefinite

length of time, you can be almost positively

sure that what sleep he dispenses with in the

day-time is taken at your risk during the night.

It is well to be suspicious of the faithfulness of

the man who can watch all night and every

night, and grow fat on it, while working half or

three-quarters of the time during the day. It

is at least a good plan to vist him occasionally

when he least expects you, for by such visits

you can often reduce the amount of your appre-

hension, if not the actual premium on your

insurance.

The spark-catcher on your' smoke stack may
be all safe enough, for practical purposes ; but

when you find a little patch of fire here and
there through the mill yark, on a hot day, it will

pay handsomely to call in the boiler maker, or

set your engineer at work to make the meshes
smaller, or to put up a new wire screen in place

of the damaged one, which will warm you some

day with a hotter blaze than is healthy or pro-

fitable. Your fire pump may be a first-class

one ; but when you go into a mill and see a row
of empty water buckets in the rack on the saw-

floor, you can rest assured that if a fire ever

starts on those premises, the fire pump will be

of very little service. Empty buckets are a

pretty sure sign of lazy engineers and mill fore-

men, and a disabled pump. TJufortunately,

when a fire starts on saw mill premises, it is

usually in too much of a hurry to get through

the contract it has taken in hand to allow a

machinist to be sent for to put the pumps in

order, or to rej/air the hose which ha* bam
hanging on a jxsg in the wall until it is ready t>>

drop to pieces from decay. The truism that "a

stitch in time saves nine," has often been cor-

rectly rendered, "a full bucket of water ha\e<.

the mill." With the record of saw mill fires

daily increasing, it well become* all who are in-

terested in this class of projjerty, to give the

subject of its safety from fire a little of the care

that ih taken to obtain a full stock of log*, • : an

extraordinary cut by the nnwM.—Jforthwe»Urn

LunJjtrnuni.

COMBINATION LUMBERING.
Regarding the recent combijiation of lumber-

ing interests on the Chippewa river, Wis., of

which some details were given some tine: since,

the Minneapolis Lumberman says : The pur-

chase of the immense property of the Chipjjewa

Lumber & Boom Co., by the lumbermen of

EauClaire and the Mississippi Logging Com-
pany is one of the largest transactions of the

kind which ever oconred in this country. The
total value of the property is 81,49«,000. The
realty costing 81,275,000 and the rest being for

logs cut during the winter. A sort of syndicate

has been formed between the Mississippi Log-

ging Co. of Eau Claire by which, it is intended

to bring about entire harmony in all future

lumbering operations on the Chipj-ewa. The
amount of property taken by the new combina-

tion including most of the property of the Chip-

pewa Falls Co., and also certain improvement

dams, etc., heretofore made by the Mississippi

Logging Co., on the river above Chippewa
Falls. The total property which goes into the

hands of the pool is 81,232,000, which is divided

up so that 492 shares go to Eau Claire and 738

goes to the Mississippi Logging Co. The shares

at Eau Claire are divided up among the com-

panies there. The significance of the great

transactions to the trade lays in the fact that it

means more economical production of logs on

the Chippewa river by united and harmonious

action. Experience has demonstrated lumber-

ing operations on our rivers, (especially driving,)

can be much more successfully carried on under

a single management, than by scores of indi-

vidual operators, each bent on getting the start

or advantage of his neighbors. The trouble in

the latter case being that every man knows that

his plan of operation is the best and the rest

cannot see it.

The lumbermen of the Chippewa river have

been" acquiring an education in these matters,

and probably have spent as much as the present

investment in finding out that they could do

better in a friendly pool of common interests

than by struggling for the ascendency. Here-

after there will be no more wars, or rumors of

wars, on the raging Chippewa, and everybody

should rejoice who lives this side of Chicago.

The Eau Claire News recently published the

following on the same subject : It is rumored

that a number of Fau Claire lumbermen have

purchased two-fifths of the stock of the Chip-

pewa Lumber & Boom Company, thus putting

the control of lumbering operations on the Chip-

pewa in the hands of one big corporation. The
Chippewa Lumber & Boom Company, it will be

remembered, is the owner of all the. pine lands,

town property, saw mills, dams, booms, etc.,

formerly owned by Peck & Barnard, successors

to the Union Lumbering Co., valued at $1,2730
000. The capital stock of this company consists

of 1,230 shares of 81,000 each. Of this amount
twelve firms on the Mississippi river own 8738,-

000, and six Eau Claire concerns 8492,000.

Although the Boom Company is not yet fully

organized, it is understood that the stock taken

here is as follows :

—

Empire Lumber Co., 6125,000 ; Eau Claire

Lumber Co., 8105,000 ; Valley Lumber Co.,

873,000 ; North Western Lumber Co., 873,000 ;

Daniel Shaw Lumber Co., 862,000 ; Badger
State Lumber Co., 850,000.

If these rumors are true, and they seem to be

well founded, it looks as though it- was the in-

tention of the lumbermen to act in harmony in

the future and conduct their operations in a
manner to subserve their combined interests.

It is easy to see that such a powerful combination

will be able to control in a great measure, all

the lumbering operations on the river.

The circulation of the Canada Lumberman is

over 2,000 copies. Advertisers should note this
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THE HARDWOOD TRADE. '

While pine is undoubtedly the most valuable

as_well as chief product of our forests, it cannot

be too frequently impressed upon our people

tlrat a vast field for the employment of labour

and capital lies before them in the other

varieties of timber which our forests produce.

With advanced prices for pine the tendency

will be more and more to substitute the former

for the latter. Already in the neighbouring

States hardwoods, such as maple and beech, are

taking the place of pine for the purpose of floor-

in;;, and various finishings in houses, while

every ship, every wagon, every agricultural

imjtbment, every piano, every piece of furni-

ture, every railway car, every nicely finished

mi ini calls for more or less hardwood, and inas-

much as this same call comes from a rapidly

growing continent as well as from Europe, it is

evident that in our hardwoods^we have a source

of national wealth and individual employment
anil prosperity that should not be despised. We
observe that the hardwood trade of Chicago

alone for 1880 is estimated at 250,000,000 feet,

or about one-sixth of its pine trade, and that

nearly 7,000,000 feet of hardwoods were cut in

the Saginaw Valley alone in 1880, where its

first manufacture dates only a few years back.

In Michigan only a few years ago maple was
valueless, and now every tree is husbanded as

representing so much money. Birch too, which

was a drug, is now anxiously sought after by

furniture men, and so on through the round

until you reach tho despised poplar, which has

found a commercial value for the manufacture

of printing and wrapping papers.

While tho field is a good ono and prices of

hardwoods like pine is booming, it will, how-

ever, lie wise in those who think of embarking

in the hardwood trade to proceed cautiously.

Very much depends upon how it is manu-

factured and handled, while it requires time to

season, and is of comparatively little value

until properly seasoned.

HEMLOCK TREES AND BARK EXTRACT.

Our neighbors in New Brunswick are con-

siderably exercised over the hemlock bark

question. It appears that recently three repre-

sentativejnen visited Fredericton, in the milling

and lumbering interests of Northern Kent, to

protest against the Local Government's policy

of selling outright, to parties interested in

manufacturing hemlock bark extract, portions

of the timber lands licensed to them for general

lumbering purposes. The Crown Lands De-

partment has advertised for sale 1,000 acres of

land on the Richibucto river under license to

Mr. K Walker, and from which he draws sup-

plies from his mill on Bass river, and surveys

have been made of other blocks on the Coal

Branch, the Kouchibouguac and the Kouchi-

bouguacis, affecting the other mill owners.

There is a considerable number of hemlock trees

on the streams named, and the Government

claim that under the terms of the licenses

granted to the mill-owners and lumberers these

lands can be sold at any time. The St. John

Sun says :
" It may be justifiable to withdraw

such lands from the lumberman when they are

actually required for actual settlement purposes,

but it seems scarcely just or reasonable to refuse

to sell these lands, so necessary to the supply of

the saw mills of the country, to one class of

lumbermen, and to sell them absolutely (not

simply license them) to another class of lumber-

men. In the one case the trees are cut down,

hauled out, sawn into lumber and form a Staple

export of the country. In the other case, the

trees are cut down atid stripped of their bark,

which alone is removed ; tho trees themselves

aje left t6 rot in tho woods ; the prosecution of

other lumbering is greatly obstructed ; and the

risk of forest fires is greatly increased." The
San goes on to say : "Wo hope the Provincial

Government will consider the whole question

very fully before deciding to sacrifice an old and

important industry for the sake of one which,

with some good features, has a number of very

bad ones. Wo regret to learn that tho mill

owners' protests have not been favorably re-

garded by the Local Government, but there is

still time for the -Government to reconsider

their original decision in the matter. We in-

cline to the opinion that the country will say

there is a practical grievance here which the

Government cannot pass over without serious

injury to the public interests."

Mr. Chas. A. D. Miller gives his views in the

St. John Telegraph on the other side of the

question. He says :

—

" It is argued that tho selling of a certain

quantity of land in Kent County to a firm in-

terested in the Bark Extract business on tho

sole condition that they erect one of their

factories in tho district will have the effect of

seriously injuring saw mill owners in that part

of tho country, and that it is a great injustice to

these gentlnmen. Now this is not all borno out

by the facts of the case, as all unprodjudiced

persons will readily admit, for the extract

manufacturers do not want the spruce or pine

(whatever small quantities of these may remain
on these lands, they having been cut and culled

over and over again for the last 30 years and
more) but on the contrary are perfectly willing

that tho lumbermen should make use of what
remains on the lands they may take up as here-

tofore, and in fact offer to the mill owners this

lumber on condition that they give them in

return the hemlock bark on what lands they

(the lumbermen) may hold, which surely is fail-

enough. In fact tho establishment of a bark

extract factory in that part of the country will

increase the value of mill property and provide

them with work for many years to come, for the

effect of such a factory will be to furnish them
with an abundant supply of hemlock logs which
otherwise would be too expensive to lav dow n

at the mill, unless the bark were also utilized,

and at the same time they will have their sup-

ply of spruce logs, etc., as intact as before
" It must also bo borno in mind that the

spruce and pine in this district have now be-

come so scarce, and what is left of them, so |

small, that it is very unprofitable work, and

does not give their mills anything like full em-

ployment. Hemlock logs, on the contrary, at

the prices at which they will, by the erection of

the bark factories, be enabled to obtain them,

delivered at their mills, will offer much more

remunerative and constant employment.
" Now as regards the argument that this bark

should be reserved for the use of tanneries in

the future. What guarantee have we got that

large tanneries will ever be established in this

section ? In this age of progress and discoveries

can we be certain that hemlock as a tanning

agent will not at any moment be superseded by

some cheaper and more perfect tanning agent ?

Do not India and the Levant and other tropical

countries produce tanning materials which grow

up and are gathered every year in the form of

nuts and a species of plum, etc., which are now
being shipped to England and Europe generally

in immense quantities, and which have almost

entirely taken the place of oak bark for tanning

purposes ? The production of these articles can

be forced at will and is enormously increasing,

and whereas as hemlock bark only contains

from 4 to 7 per cent, of tanning, these articles

contain from 20 to 40 per cent. The effect

already of the introducton of these materials,

though hemlock and oak bark may be becoming

scarcer, has been that tanning agents in the

great markets of the world are cheaper to-day

than they were 10 or 20 years ago, and this, too,

notwithstanding that the tanning trade in the

same time has enormously increased. There is

an old saying that ' Hay should be made while

the sun shines,' and surely the present genera-

tion should not be allowed to starve that a

future one may have a merely prospective

advantage.
" England does not prohibit the use of coal,

though scientists unanimously declare that it

must, erelong, be exhausted. The fact of the

matter is that there will always tie enough bark

in New Brunswick, and to spare, to tan all

domestic hides ; and as much money is expend-

ed per cord of bark used in the manufacture of

merchantable bark extract, as in the case of a

large tannery, which invariably has to look to a

foreign country for its supply of hides, which is

by far the largest item of expenditure in such an

industry. In this respect it contrasts unfavor-

ably with the hemlock extract business, in

which the entire ex|>cnditure is made in the

country."

HOW TO SPLICE BELTS.

Mr. W. McGrath, one of the employes of the

Dickson Estate Mills, has sent us the following

anent the item which appeared in a late issue of

this journal with regard to the running of the

splices of a belt :

—

A belt should be put on so that the splices

will run with the pulleys, not against them.

Both pulleys, the driving and driven run the

same way, consequently the splices act the same

on both. In instances where a pulley is on

both sides of a belt, as is the case when a

tightner is usod, put the belt on so that the

splices will run with the smaller pulley. The
grain side of the leather should be put next the

pulley, as it is more close and will not stretch

as much as the flesh side. It is also smoother

and will not be so apt to slip under the Strain of

starting up.

McCLAREN vs. CALDWELL.
Since our last issue this case has occupied the

attention of the Court of Appeal for several

days. The lengthy arguments of the counsel

having been concluded, judgment was reserved.

Several minor moves have also been made on

the legal chess-board with regard to the same,

without, so far as we can see, any material

benefit to either party.

PETERBOROUGH.
Peterborough, June 13.—The river here is

full of logs. Some forty river drivers are camped
at the Little Lake, and there are now betw een

this point ami Stoney Lake fully 500,000 logs

bound for the mills.

Wk are informed on excellent authority that

the Dominion Bank recently sold their mill cut

of last season (with mill culls ovit) for S12 per

1,000 f.o.b. at Longford mills. This lot could

not be considered above an average one.

A SMALL MILLER'S COMPLAINT.
To the Editor of The Canada Lumberman

:

Falkenbouhg, June 0th, 1881.

Dear Sik,—I see in the current month you
.ask for correspondence under the head of "Class

Journalism," from persons interested in the

lumber trade. This brings to mind the case of

small saw mill men, of whom, being one myself,

I can speak " feelingly." Now, such men find

it quite a feat, and a hard one too, to furnish

and stock up a small mill with a few thousand

logs, cut them into lumber, and get it to market

without the loan, in most cases, of a cent from a

bank, they are consequently forced to hurry

their lumber to market and sell for anything

they can get in order to meet running expenses,

and, of course, they nearly always sell at great

disadvantages. For instance take this case,

such a man " ships " 2 or 3 carloads to Toronto

say, when he gets there he has little cash, and
can't wait, he must sell, the planing mill men
know this, and they've got him ; they offer

what they like, and a bargain is made, and the

lumber is sold for sometimes a third less than

its real value ; then in measuring, the buyer has

the seller again, if a board is damaged in

transit, it is culled, and a wide margin is taken

for " checks," sun-dried boards, spoil lying on

cars, docks, and waiting shipment, this margin

in a few carloads is often thousands of feet

;

these culls are rated as of no value, although

firewood is $5 or 86 a cord in Toronto. All this

reduces the price of the lumber to a low figure,

that just allows the millman to live by a hard

struggle, and he often breaks down after a short

fight, and is bankrupt. Now, if a combination

of small mill men was formed, a depot at some

|M>int formed under proper management at any

good point for selling, where the lumber could

be received and taken proper care of, and sold

at a fair profit, how much better that would be

for such men as I describe, and it would injure

nobody, but would be a fair way of doing busi-

ness, and the standing, etc., of the persons

availing themselves of these arrangements could

be learnt, and loans could be got from banks to

enable a better winter's work to be done in

stocking up and cutting, etc., better and more

lumber could be made at a benefit to all round.

This idea, no doubt, has occurred to many, but

I have not seen it in print. If it interests any

of your readers, well and good ; if not, no harm
is done ; and as your paper is especially de-

voted to the trade, to which it is doubtless

doing good service, I suppose one may consider

the above named as a fair subject for thinking

over by anyone concerned.

Yours truly,

W. Moore.
[We shall be glad to hear from other- on this

or any other subject connected with the trade.

One of the advantages to be derived from the

publication of such a paper as The Caxapa
Lumberman, is that it will afford a medium for

the expression of opinions, and thus secure the

removal of grievances.—En. Limrermax.]

BRACEBRIDGE.

The late rains have been the means of bring-

ing out nearly all the log's that wen' e\i*vt<-d t

bo " hung up for the present season. The
Little East drive is still moving, but it is slow

work as tho water is very low. • The tail of the

Muskoka Boom Company's drive is past Bays-

ville, on the South Branch, and they are run-

ning into Mary Lake. On the North Branch

the head of tile drive is within three miles of

the Georgian Bay, and the Company expects to

begin delivering these the last of this month,

which will l>e about a month earlier than usual.

The water generally is very low ami falling

B0BCAYGE0N.
A scow load of poplar has passed through the

Locks here on its way to the Napanee Paj-or

Mills. At Lindsay it will be transferred to the

cars and taken to Napanee. As ]«oplar makes

first-rate paper, the probabilities are that this

will prove the pioneer shipment of DMBJ t >

follow from the same district.

The steamboats are busy with the drives.

I'LLYOT & Sampler's drive of 40.000 pieces,

from the township of Anson, are now jiassing

the slides en mutt for Harwood. They are a

fine lot.
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NOTES BY THE WAY
LINDSAY. \

Building operations, so far, have not been

brisk in Lindsay this season. A few Buildings

are under contract, and the block of wooden

buildings recently burned, covering an acre of

ground, will have to be rebuilt, which will

create some extra work.

One saw mill, known as " The Yankee Mill,"

(Bond, Downer & Co.) has been shut down for

the past two seasons. The other two saw mills

in Lindsay are running full time. Messrs.

Needier & Sadler's mill, driven by water power,

is running from six o'clock a.m. to eight p.m.

The cut this season will amount to 100,000 feet

custom work, and 700,000 feet from logs got out

on their own account last winter. They had a

new " burner " built last spring to consume saw-

dust and refuse. It is constructed after the

pattern of a steam boiler furnace 'vith ordinary

smoke-stack, and answers the purpose well.

Mr. Thurston's mill is working full time in

the various branches of sawing, shingle-making,

etc., carried on by this enterprising gentleman.

The stock of logs got out by him last winter has

been, proportionately, considerably more ex-

pensive than that of former years, which must

reduce the ultimate profits. The same rule

applies more or less to stocks, generally, cut

last winter.

Shingle manufacture is an extensive industry

in Lindsay. Mr. Fee is engaged in completing

his stock of cedar shingles before commencing

the pine stock, as when the weather becomes

dry the manufacture of cedar shingles is dis-

agreeable on account of the. impalpable dust

which comes from the seasoned blocks ; whilst,

on the other hand, before the wood gets too dry

the work is pleasant, and the aroma of the

cedar which pervades the mill is healthful and

agreeable. His cut of cedar shingles this season

will amount to four million—pine shingles, one

million. Mr. Fee exports to Oswego, Albany,

Troy and other United States markets, and

also does a large trade in fence posts and tele-

graph poles. He intends next season to retire

from the milling business to his farm, near

Lindsay, where he has this spring erected a

large brick dwelling, and where he will carry

on butter and cheese making on an extensive

scale. As the mill is fitted up with powerful

steam engine, circular saw for cutting lumber,

planing machine, as well as the most improved

shingle making machinery, Mr. Fee's retire-

ment will make a good opening for some enter-

prising party acquainted with the lumber

business.

Mr. Burke has a good shingle mill, on the

npper side of the locks, which is turning out a

fair quantity of first-class shingles daily.

The other principal industries of Lindsay are,

two tanneries, a woollen factory, brewery,

stave factory, chair factory, sash and door

factory, a carriage factory, and a large flouring

mill, working day and night, grinding 8,000

busheLs of wheat, yet on hand of last winter's

purchase. Over a dozen steamers of various

«izes ply on the Scugog and Bobcaygeon waters,

engaged in freight, lumber and passenger traffic

between Fenelon Falls, Bobcaygeon, Lindsay,

and Port Perry.
CALT.

The new saw mill recently erected by George

Hes|*;ler, Esq., (P. McGregor, manager,) has a

stock of logs on hand to cut for the season of

800,000 feet of pine and 200,000 feet of hard-

wood. The machinery, 5 ft. circular saw, edger

and butting saw,—all of the most improved

pattern—are driven by a 35 horse-power steam

engine from Goldie & McCulloch's establish-

ment. The mill works well and will have the

sawing finished early this summer.

HAMILTON.

The "Ambitious City" is full of business

energy at the present time. Workmen of all

kind* are in good demand and wages high.

Railway freight trains daily bring in car after

or loaded with square timber and lumber of all

sorts and n i/.os. The demand is greater than

the supply. Near the Great Western the harbor

look--, like one of the Quebec coves. Men are

busy rafting. Withs and traverses are piled in

heaptt along the wharves. The old immigrant

«he/J- an: taken poaaewdon of by the jolly shanty

men, who find them roomy and commodious
dwelling places.

Messrs. Flatt &• Bradley have made up and

despatched two rafts of 100,000 feet each, which

have arrived safe at Quebec. Another raff of

125,000 will be ready to leave on Monday (13th

June.) The rafts are composed of oak, elm,

ash, pine, whitewood, maple, cherry, walnut,

and hickory, .square and round. Messrs. flatt

& Bradley have yet to arrive by train about

.300,000 from all parts of the surrounding coun-

try. They have about 40 men employed in

rafting.

Messrs. McArthur Bros., of Toronto, have

despatched two rafts from Hamilton, averaging

about 100,000 feet each—mixed timber. An-

other raft, nearly ready, will take the balance

they expect to have at this port.

Messrs. McCrae & Murphy sent one raft out

early in May. and are making up another which

will clean up their stocks. Timber mixed, oak,

&c.

Mr. John Durkin, of Quebec, has sent away

one raft—has another ready, and a small raft

yet to make up.

Mr. J. Lattimer, Toronto, has one raft nearly

ready, which completes his stock on hand,

Messrs. D. & J. McCrae are loading a vesse'

with staves and plank for Collins' Bay.

Messrs. Flatt & Bradley have shipped four

cargoes this season of oak and hickory to Garden

Island to be forwarded to Quebec.

Building operations are brisk. Mr. Robert

Chisholm is making good progress with the

large cotton factory now in course of erection.

The main building is 302 ft. long by 50 wide,

with a number of wings and additions. The
engine-room is 45 ft. by 33. Picker house 52 by

40 ft. There are three floors in the main build-

ing, supported by 250 oak columns. The beams

are 50 feet long, and 12 by 14 inches, formed of

three pieces, beaded, 4 inches thick, and bolted

with J-inch bolts 18 inches apart. Foors double

laid on the joist, or beams, forming a ceiling.

Messrs. Brennen & Son, lumber merchants and

manufacturers, supply the lumber, doors. sash»

etc. There are three hundred windows in the

main building. Mr. Chisholm has just finished

the Hamilton Provident and Loan Society's

buildings—a magnificent block with two fronts

of Ohio freestone. Another large building is

being erected on King street, with two fronts of

brown freestone from the Caledon or George-

town quarries, said to be superior to the Ohio

freestone in durability and facility of working.

The Emery Wheel Manufacture or Hamilton

Hart Wheel Company, have very complete pre-

mises, and seem to be doing a large business.

Corundum is used freely by this company, and
is said to be superior to emery.

Mr. Leach's shingle mill was burnt to the

ground on May 31st. The fire caught from a

smudge they had to chase mosquitoes.

We have added to our plant all the latest improved
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture of Printers Furniture, facilities for executing
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continent.
A large assortment of various cuts constantly on hand.

FLEMING & SON,
20 Colborne St., Toronto.

S HACYARDS A
§PECT0RAL§§
X BALSAM. ±;

Has no equal for the permanent cure of
rough-,. Colds, Sore Tbront, Asthma, Croup,

Whooping Cough, Rronchltis, and
i all Lung Diseases.

;

t3T Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction.

VT. MILBUKN & CO., Proprietors Toronto. ,

POETABLE
Saw Mills, Grist Mills and Shingle Mills

DOUBLE EDGERS, LUMBER TRIMMERS.

fiS^THE MIXTER SAW GUMMEE IS KING.
MOKE UUMMERH and HWAUKS sold the past year than ever before. 'J ha jt<-.;>\ :ir<d '/di-

stantly Increasing demand for the "MIXTER Ob'MMKR'' nettles the question of its eflV-.'

and superiority over all other Glimmers in Market.
The following la a fair sample of the many flattering testimonials which are constantly pour-

ing in upon us :—
West Troy, N. Y.

Dear Slits— Your Patent, Automatic. Self-Feeding Saw <;umm<r is a pi-rl< n m,<-< .

Yours, <tc, E. MORS &. CO., Lumber <fc Timber Dealers.

Watson, Effingham Co., Illinois.

Gents— I am using one ofyour Patent Automatic Self-Feeding s.-uv Gumrm-i- ;>i < ;.eii <,/ n,\

three mills, and I would not take one hundred dollars for H If I could not get anol ner tik<- it.

Yours truly, WM. AN DEB-SON.

Corinth, Miss.
Gentlemen— The Patent Automatic Self-Feeding Saw Glimmer we bought ol you just fllU

the bill exactly. We gummed a Sixty-Inch saw with sixty teeth, cutting on an average of three-
fourths inch deep to each tooth, with one cutter without sharpening it.

Respectfully jours, WHEELER & WILLIS.
THE CUTTER OK BURR referred to In the above, ( ;

in.) cost <»o CKOT H,

minute to each tooth, and the saw is gum med without removing it from the mandrel. ,?a}""ALL
SAVVY ERS know this Is a great advantage, besides a saving in lime.

We challenge A!%Y saw tool manufacturer in the United States to produce eucb an array of
unsolicited testimonials as we have received for ourQUMMER AND SWAGE.,

Of course we have not room here for an extended list.

Our goods are now so well established throughout the country, that informal ion can be I a-ily
obtained as to their practical working from any of the Several Thousand Sawyers Who
them in use.

In short the MIXTER UUAIMER is pronounced by all to be the " BOSS CUMMER."
Send for circular and price list with cash discounts.

EWAN CHAIN for Sawdust Carriers, Live Rolls, &c. SAWS and Saw Furnishings.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Canada

The Rainer Piano Always Triumphant

!

CARRIES OFF THE HONORS OF 1880 AS FOLLOWS

:

At Toronto Industrial Exhibition, 1st Prize, Diploma & Medal for Best Square Piano

At Hamilton Provincial Exhibition ----- 1st Prize and Diploma

At Brantford Southern Fair' 1st Prize and Diploma

At Guelph Central Exhibition ------ 1st Prize and Diploma

jar-SEND FOR CATALOGUE."^

RAINER, SWEETNAM .& HAZELTON,
MANUFACTURERS,

GUELPH, 01>TT-A.:R,IO

The Largest Manufacturers of

SHEET IRON ROOFING
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Can give the Best of References in

every State and Territory.

POTTER IRON ROOFING COMP'Y,
101, 103 and 105 West Front Street,

CINCINNATI.
All Kinds of CORRUGATED IKOX furnished.

Send for Illustrated Circulars, naming The Canada
Lumberman. 12l11
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NOTES BY THE WAY.
UXBRIDGE.

Mr. J. Gould cut last spring about 400,000 ft.

of custom logs at his water saw mill, Uxbridge,

41 miles from Toronto. Of this about one-half

was pine, and the balance hemlock and hard-

wood. He has, of his own stock, also cut 50,000

ft. of hardwood, 40,000 ft. basswood, and 250,-

000 ft. of pine—having yet on hand 350,000 feet

pine to cut, which will be finished by the end

of July.

Mr. Wheler, of Uxbridge, is getting through

with cutting his stock of about 400,000 feet of

pine. The demand is good, both locally and for

export by the Toronto & Nipissing Railway,

all along the line from Coboconk.

LONGFORD.

Two "burners" have been erected by Mr. W.
Hamilton, of Peterborough, for the Longford

Lumber Co., for the convenience and safety of

consuming the refuse from the Longford mills.

They are built of boiler plate. The larger of

the two is 80 ft. high and 00 ft. in circumfer-

ence at the base. They are bottle-shaped, and

lined inside to the thickness of 18-in. and height

of 32 ft. with fire brick, brought from Scotland.

The largest burner is capable of consuming the

refuse of the sawing of 80,000 ft. in a day of 11 >

2

hours. The smaller burner is about one-fifth

less than the other. Mr. Thompson, the mana-
ger, has 6,000,000 ft. of logs in the lake (St.

John) at the mills, and 10,000,000 on the river.

The mills are running at their greatest capacity

and on full time. Twenty -seven loaded cars of

lumber left the yard one day, week ending 31st

May.
WASHAGO.

Mr. John Stewart's shingle mill, on lot 15 in

9th con. of North Orillia, was destroyed by fire

on the 15th May. The machinery is being re-

paired at Brammer's, Orillia. Mr. Stewart is

to have a circular-saw put in along with the

shingle machinery, and expects to be runni£
again the first week of June.

DARTMORK.

Mr. John Fleming, of Dartmore, Atherlcy

station, Midland railway, had his shingle mill

burned on the 24th May. The mill was driven

by water, but the fire communicated from burn-

ing refuse. About .$100 worth of shingles were
consumed. No insurance. Mr.- F. will re-build

at once, and put in a circular-saw at the same
time with the shingle machine.

GOODWOOD.
This is a lively lumber station, 34 miles from

Toronto, on the Toronto & Nipissing Railway,

having two good saw mills run by steam.

Clark's mill will cut two million logs this sum-

mer. Mr. Davidson, manager, is filling two
orders from the Dominion Government for

lock-gates' material for the Welland and
Lachine canals, viz. : Sawn timber, 30 .ft. long

and 7\ to 10 x 24J in. wide. The timber is of

excellent quality.

The other mill at Goodwood is run by J. & G.

Besse & Co. They will cut \\ million feet this

season, and are shipping daily to Toronto, with

good demand for all they can get ready, and
with orders ahead for next winter. There is

also a planing machine connected with this

mill.

ORILLIA.

Messrs. Miller & Vansickle have lately finish-

ed their new steam saw mill, near the Midland
railway station, Orillia. It is fitted up with all

the latest labor-saving machinery, and to those

improvements are added some new contrivances

invented by the proprietors of the mill. The
present stock of logs at hand is being cut for the

Flos Lumber Co.—Mr. Orr, manager, Barrie.

The mill is running full time, and a shingle

machine will soon be added to the lumber cut-

ting machinery.

Mr. Andrew Tait is carrying on a lively trade

in supplying lumber and shingles from his mill

at Orillia, as well as from some smaller mills

along the Midland, westward, which are fur-

nished by him.
PARRY SOUND.

The logs of the Parry Sound Lumber Co. (J.

C. Miller) are all afloat, and the mills are work-

ing to their utmost capacity. This spring a

very large " burner " has been erected at those

mills to consume the sawdust and refuse. It is

shaped like a champagne bottle, and constructed

of boiler plate and lined 30 ft. up with fire
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brick. The height of the " burner " is 100 feet,

with a screen' 17
:
feet high on the top, in all 117

feet. It is 22 feet in diameter at the bottom

and 12 feet at the top, and gives the mills a

business like appearance from the approach to

the Sound.

Sales on the Georgian Bay are brisk.

The drives in Parry Sound and Muskoka dis-

tricts are getting along slowly, and unless more

rain falls soon on the North Seguin, a consider-

able quantity of logs will be left-over.

On the North Seguin, the Ontario Bank will

have about 20,000 pieces hung up, but on the

South Seguin it is expected all will be got

down. The Ontario Bank sold recently at their

mills at Parry Harbor, about four and one-half

million feet of lumber to J. C. Miller, at an

average of $10 per M. cash.

SALE OF TIMBER LIMITS.

Berths Nos. 128, 13G and 137, on Serpent

River, near Bruce mines, were recently sold by

Mr. J. C. Miller to Mr. H. H. Cook for $20,000

net cash. It is stated that the same limits are

now under offer to parties from Grand Rapids,

Mich., at $40,000. The same parties have the

refusal from Mr. Miller of berths 85, 92,107, 119

and 124 on the Spanish River, at $50,000.

On the '23rd of May, Mr. A. M. Spratt, of

Alpena, Mich., purchased the north 37 square

miles of the Township °f Armour, in the Parry

Sound district, from Mr. J. C. Miller for $15,-

000, and next day re-sold the berth to Messrs.

Burton Bros., of Barrie, for $17,750. This was

a handsome profit for Brother Jonathan to make

on the bargain. The timber limits on the north

shore of Georgian Bay are becoming very valu-

able, as the Muskoka region is getting thinned

out.

THE CHAUDIERE PLANING MILLS AND
MACHINE WORKS.

These industries were established many years

since by Mr. A. H. Baldwin, Chaudiero Island,

Ottawa, then one of the leading sawn lumber

merchants and mill owners, who has since re-

tired from business in favor of his son, Mr. W.
H. Baldwin, and his son-in-law, Mr. James

rarr, present proprietors.

The planing mill was started in 1870, the

machinery of which, however, was removed in

1870 into a new building erected for the pur-

pose, which is 80 ft. by 30, two storeys high,

and contains three planers, moulding machine,

re-sawing machine, turning lathes and the usual

swing butting, edging and gig saws. Every

description of house furnishing lumber is manu-

factured, such as clapboards, flooring, scroll

work and mouldings of all kinds, etc., full

assortments of which are kept in stock and

stored in largo sheds adjoining the mill. When
we visited the works a quantity of water elm

was being cut for the inside finishing of a public

building at Winnipeg, Man.

The machine shop and foundry, laso run by

Messrs. W. H. Baldwin <& Co., which are built

of stone, were erected and fitted up by Mr. A.

II. Baldwin in 1808, and afterwards sold to the

owners of the Victoria Foundry, but subse-

quently lapsed back to the original founder,

remaining idle, owing to the depression, for

three years.

The machine shop which is now in full opera-

tion, 30x00, three storeys high. The first ami

second flats are equipped with five lathes, two

planers, two vertical drills, a large bolt cutter,

shaping machines, etc. The upper flat is occu-

pied as a store room for the various patterns

kept.

The blacksmith shop has two forges and the

usual other appliances.

The foundry, built also of stone, is 35 x 60,

and contains a cupola, blast and cranes for lift-

ing heavy castings.

The appurtenances are complete in every

department of the works for the manufacture of

every article required in general and mill and

steamboat machinery, which is a specialty of

the firm, who aim at promptness and durability

both in new work and repairs.

—

Our Cheerful

Friend.

Tin- groat Marvel of Healing—the grand
climax of medicinal discoveries is Burdock Blood
Bitters. It cures all diseases of the Blood, Liver,

Stomach, Bowels, Skin and Kidneys, Female Com-
plaints, Scrofula, General and Nervous Debility, and is

a reliable Tonic in all broken down conditions of the

system. Sample bottles 10 cents, Supplied by all

dealers in medicine.

LUMBERMAN.

CONSUMPTION OF LUMBER IN TORONTO.

From Our Ovm Correspondent.

I have been endeavoring to collect a few

statistics relating to the retail lumber trade in

this city, but find it exceedingly difficult to

procure figures that can be fully relied Upon.

The reasons for this may be explained as fol-

lows : Upon interviewing A. he gave me a long

column of figures purporting to be a correct

statement of his sales from the yard during the

year 1880. Upon enquiry, however, I found

that included in this statement are sales by car

load, made by him to B. and C. who are also

yard men, but had bought several cars from A.

to retail from their yards, A. happening to have

the particular kinds of lumber they needed.

Upon making application to B. and C, they in

turn informed me they had also sold consider-

able by car loads to other retailers, all of which

was comprised in the figures handed me as

being yard sales. Other retailers informed me
they could not give me the quantities they had

sold, but could give me the figures in dollars

and cents, so that to obtain figures that may be

taken as reliable is simply impossible. Another

serious disadvantage under which the retailers

labour here, is the want of organization or co-

hesion amongst themselves; they seem to view

each other with a kind of suspicion and distrust,

so that each man, so to speak, runs on his own
track, heedless as to what his brother chip may
be doing. As witness the following experience

when visiting a few of the yards : Questioning

the first I called upon as to what price he

obtained for joisting and scantling up to 16 ft.

lengths, his answer was S11.00 per M.; on re-

peating the question to No. 2, his reply was

$11.50 per M., and No. 3 stated he would not

sell under $12.00 per M., so that it virtually

seems to be a matter of go-as-you-please amongst

them. Now this is certainly not as it should

be, and nothing tends more to demoralize the

trade than such want of unity, but if a Lumber-

mens' Exchange was once in proper running

order, so that grades could be properly estab-

lished, prices regulated, and dead-beats' shown

up, and in short, a thorough interchange of

•leas take place between one another, it would

certainly be greatly to the advantage of all

concerned.

Another evil under which retail men are

laboring here, and one which could easily be

abated by acting in concert, is the custom in

. vogue amongst mill men of supplying consumers

by the car load, at rates as low, or nearly so, as

that charged to the retail trade, even going the

length of bringing down half a car for a con-

sumer and disposing of the remaining half car

to the retailer. Now, this is certainly unsatis-

factory both in principal and common justice to

the retail men, and the yard men could soon

apply the remedy if thoroughly in earnest.

Doubtless some of your readers will remember

the tactics used by the retailers in Chicago to

remove the same trouble and in which I be-

lieve they were thoroughly successful* it ojierat-

ed in something like the following manner:

After notifying the wholesale men that here-

after, they, the retailers, would demand a

royalty of $— per car according to grade on all

lumber Bold to consumers, they calmly waited

and watched. Some of the wholesalers laughed

and derided at the demand as something pre-

posterous, but those who disregarded the de-

mand soon found to their cost that they had not

all the laugh to themselves. The retailers

simply black-balled all such which meant

nothing more or less than this : We purchase no

more lumber from you until you accede to our

demands ; and in this way the remedy was

prompt and efficient, and there is no reason why

the same means could not be adopted and

carried out here, and to the ultimate benefit of

all concerned. The lumberman is generally

termed the prince of good fellows, but some-

times there crops out amongst the best of them

a slight disposition to grasp at all the trade

within their reach, and this is more often the

case amongst wholesale men, so that in dull

times especially, the course taken by them in

the matter of selling to consumers, has driven

many of the retailers to the wall and has ulti-

mately been a cause of considerable loss to

themselves.

During the year 1880 there has been sold

from the yards here in round numbers :—

30,000,000 ft. lumber, 13,000,000 shingles, 15,-

0fKj,000 sawn lath, and in addition to this there

has been sold by car loads to consumers, direct,

as much more, besides a considerable quantity

sold by the factory men, who all do more or less

of a retail lumber business, and the sales of the

present year bids fair to far outstrip that of its

predecessor, as buildings are springing up in

every direction ; and it is much to be regretted

for the future of Toronto that many buildings

now being erected by speculators, are of such

material and workmanship as not to add to the

future glory of this the Western Metropolis.

Still there are a number of quite pretentious

and substantial buildings now going up; and one

thing to be noticed is, that the architects are

now demanding that all lumber used in the con-

struction of good buildings shall be fairly dry,

so that this will necessitate a much larger stock

of lumber to be kept on hand by retailers, to

meet the demand in this respect. To sum the

whole matter up, the building trade is now
fairly booming and all concerned feel corres-

pondingly jubilant.

HOW CHICAGO YARD PRICES ARE FIXED
At a recent meeting of the Lumbennens'

Exchange in Chicago, the following were unani-

mously passed :

—

Raolved, That on the 27th day of each month
a meeting of the yard dealers shall be called to

go through the price List, making such altera-

tions as to them may seem wise ; that said list,

so amended on the 27th of each month, shall be

in force on the first day of the succeeding

month, and shall be the standard of prices at

which orders shall be filled, until its successor

comes out on each succeeding month
;
Provided,

that should any change in prices be considered

advisable prior to the 27th of any month, a

meeting of yard dealers shall be called, and

their action shall be binding on all orders re-

ceived after a lapse of twenty -four hours.

Beso/red, That when a price list is agreed

ujxrn and adopted at any yard dealer's meeting,

it shall become obligatory on all yard dealers to

issue no list, either printed or hektographed,

nor to advertise in any uewspaper at any less

prices than established at said meeting ; and

should any firm think that prices as fixed at any

time are higher than the market will justify,

then, on notice to the president and secretary, a

meeting of yard dealers shall be called, before

any reduced list or advertisement is sent out.

YOUNG'S POINT.

From Our Oicn Corrtipondent.

Saw Log Drive.—On the 27th ultimo a large

drive of saw logs, consisting of 45,000 pieces,

passed through here en route to Messrs. Ullyott

& Saddler's mills, Harwood, under the charge of

Mr. P. Bergin, foreman. The men on this

drive were the best conducted that has passed

through here for some years. The foreman is a

shrewd business fellow, and the men under him

seemingly work with a will.

Worth Procrvlug.

The following figures are worth remembering,

as they will save a great deal of calculation and

give approximately accurate results with a miu-

imum of labor :

—

A cord of stone, three bushels of lime and a

cubic yard of sand will lay 100 cubic feet of

wall.

Five courses of brick will lay 1 foot in height

on a chimney. Nine bricks in a course will

make a flue 8 inches wide and 20 inches long

;

and 8 bricks in a course will make a flue 8

inches wide and 16 inches long.

Eight bushels of good lime, 16 bushels of sand

and one bushel of hair will make enough mortar

to plaster 100 square yards.

One-fifth more siding and flooring is needed

than the number of square feet of surface t<> be

covered, because of the lap in the siding and

matching of the floor.

One thousand laths will cover 70 yards of sur-

face, and 11 pounds of lath nails will nail them

on.

One thousand shingles laid four inches to

the weather will cover 100 square feet of surface,

and five pounds of shingle nails will fasten them

on.

Buffalo has in all sixty-six lumbar dealers.

Tonawauda has twenty -seven.
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B. Young & Co. have completed the new

|

chimney to their mill. They have in Half Way

I

River Lake no less than 5,000,000 feet of logs.

Mr. Hugh Mackat, Crown Lands Agent and

Collector of Customs at Parry Sound, died sud-

denly on the 28th ult. , from the bursting of a

blood vessel.

Price & Co., West Brook, are erecting a

store at West Brook crossing. They have

stopped sawing at their steam mill—their logs

being for the present " hung up " for want of

1 water.
Several rafts of cordwood were being unload-

ed near the foot of Broadway street, Winnipeg,

on the 27th ult. , where a number of men are

working constantly in the water up to their

waists fcfr the purpose of fishing it out.

. An enterprising Vancouver, B.C., man, Mr.

B. L. Morrison, has this season shipped to San

Francisco 800,000 hoop-poles, and has 600,000

.nearly ready for shipment and more coming.

He has shipped as high as 2,000,000 in one

winter.

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

says that he saw 100 black locust posts which

had been 22 years planted, and that they were

sounder below the ground than above, and

would be good posts for at least another 20

years.

A fleet of nine flatboats of lumber, shingles,

etc. , arrived at Winnipeg on the 28th ult. , from

Moorhead, having been brought down by J.

Morris. About two weeks were spent on the

way. The freight was brought to Moorhead

Minneapolis by rail.

Lewis Rivers, Esq., of St. John, has become

manager for Thos. L. DeWolf & Co., at their

new mill, at Diligent River. This mill will be

completed this fall. It will cost some $20,000.

The firm have some 5,000 acres of land to log

from and they have 3,500,000 logs out.

A few years agjp the idea of exporting bob-

bins would have been considered extremely im-

practicable, but now the diminishing timber

supply of the old world has forced her to call

upon us for these articles. A Lawrence, Mass.

,

firm is in receipt of large orders for them from

England.

A steam saw mill near Oakland, Md., was

blown to atoms by the explosion of a boiler.

The fireman, Marshall Butler, was blown six

hundred feet, and driven head foremost under

some old logs. One boiler was carried one

thousand feet up the hill side.

During 1879-80, Ontario has shipped to the

United States $109,970 worth of house-hold

furniture, and a little to the West Indies ;

Quebec sent S3,319 worth. Doors', sashes, and

blinds were sent from both Provinces to Great

Britain. Other manufactures of wood, un-

specified, went from Ontario, Quebec, Nova
Scotia, and New Brunswick to Britain, and the

States and the Indies to the value of §262,000.

We have had a visit from Mr. Little, an ex-

perienced lumberman, who some seven or eight

years ago prophesied the extinction of the

American lumber supply in ten or twelve jjears,

and thereafter the accelerated extinction of our

own. He still thinks, notwithstanding the ex-

treme slackness of the lumber trade for the

Urge part of the time since his pamphlet was

published, that his calculation is not far from

correct, and that in ten years from now America

will have to look for her lumber in European

forests. People in Canada are, as a rule, too

busy to take up questions of this sort seriously.

A rumor once started in England about the

possible exhaustion of the coal supply created

national alarm, and provoked parliamentary in-

vestigation. Mr. Little's warning of danger to

our leading industry Ls more or less borne out by

the opinion of all experts whom we have con-

sulted on the subject, and it seems time that

the matter should be looked into.

—

Montreal

Witnett.

A t.iiotl Location.

The Cakada Lumbermam could not easily

have got into a better "location' than the

Peterborough Review offices. Messrs. Toker
m. Co. will not spare either talents or money in

rendering the i»aper all that its name impiles.

The Lumberman has been restored to its

original iiize, 16 pages.—Orillia Packet.

STEAMSHIPS AND THE TIMBER TRADE.

The constantly increasing number of steam-

ships in the timber-carrying trade will not be

wondered at by those who take note of the im-

mense quantity of steam tonnage annually

turned out in this country from the groat build-

ing yards in the north. The mystery will be, by

and by, how sailing vessels are to got a living at

all, in any trade, against the opposition of

steam, which can accomplish so much more in

less time and at a lower rate of freight than the

sailer can live at. Mr. C. Moller's recently

issued steamship circular furnishes some re-

markable information on this important subject.

From it we learn that since the 1st of Jamuary

no fewer than 78 ships, measuring about 118,000

tons gross, have been added to the large fleet

already afloat. Nevertheless, there were still at

the beginning of April about 800,000 tons of

shipping on the stocks, much of which is speci-

ally adapted for Atlantic service. The Ameri-

can trade is daffy gaining more and more in

importance, owing to the large increase in emi-

grants from Europe and live stock and provi-

sions back. Of new ships there are not many
offering for sale, and these can only be had at

full prices ; but by degrees, as the new ships

become available, more second hand boats- are

coming into the market, and many of them,

having been supplied with new boilers, have be-

come very useful ships, and can be bought at

reasonable prices. Most of the principal builders

are full of work for some time to come, but still

orders can be effected on previous terms.

There will, of course, come a time when many
of these ships will not be wanted for the trades

on which they were intended to run. Some will

fall out of it by age and disability, and others

on account of being superseded by new ones of

larger size or of greater suitability, and the

timber trade will most likely pick up the strag-

glers, which will not require much alteration to

adapt them permanently to the trade, and by

and by others will be built, in all likelihood, of

light draught of water to go anywhere, and to

anything that a small coaster can now accom-

plish.

Though they are rather backward this spring,

steam and iron together are creating a revolu-

tion in the timber-carrying trade, which is more

and more obvious to us as every fresh season

comes round. Two results may be expected

from this change, which will be claimed as

publicly beneficial—it will keep timber down in

price, and prevent there ever being any scarcity

of it.

—

Timber Trades Journal.

C'arbonizeil Timber.

Herr Gopport has recently exhibited a piece

of pine which has been submitted for two years

to a pressure of 12£ tons in a Silesian mine. It

had been compressed to one-fourth, and had

been converted into a half-carbonized state

through the action of pressure alone, as little

moisture had access, and the temperature was

never above that of the surrounding atmosphere.

It had quite the appearance of a dark brown

colored bituminous wood of the tertiary brown

coal formation, but it was without the smell

observed in burning bituminous wood. The
change of volume was at the cost of the water-

content of the wood. A considerable amount

of oxygen and hydrogen had come off as water
;

aud the composition approximated to that of

peat of the older peat formations.

Chicago's Imports of Canada Lumber.
We learn from the Northwestern Lumberman

that the imports of lumber into Chicago from

Canadian ports during the last three years has

been as follows :

—

1878 7,751,000 feet

1879 837,000 "

1880 755,000 "

A Healthy Change.
The Canada Lumberman has changed hands,

and will hereafter be published at Peterborough

by Messrs. Toker & Co., proprietors of the

Peterborough Review. Judging by the initial

number under the new management, we must

say that the change appears to be a healthy one.

We wish our contemporary much success from

their new aquisition.

—

North Shore Miner.

They all do it.—Everybody uses "Tkaberry" for

the teeth and breath, the newest, brightest, cosiest

Ittle toilet gem extant. Try a 0 cent sample.

Wanted.
ASKCONO HANI) IJOI iil.K KDOKIt ; also a I.ATII

MACHINE, both in good rc-jwir. Il<:plv btating low. i

cash terms or particulars tolfox 1002, Peterborough, uo

For Sale.
A 40 INCH I,KFKEM, WHEEL and COMPLETE

DIHCULAK BIO, all in good order, suitable for a fifteen

foot head. Apply to I5ox 1002, Peterborough. 110

Allandale Junction Hotel
Travellers by Northern Railway have 15 to 20 minutes

by all trains, for refreshments. Solid meals. Tea and
coffee at counter. Fine brands of Liquors and choice
Cigars. bl7 E. S. KEEKING, Proprietor.

Orillia House,
ORILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building ; best north o
Toronto; splendid sample rooms; centrally located

free 'bus. b20 JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

The Queen's Hotel,
TORONTO, CANADA.

McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors. Patronized by-

Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated ac-

cording to room. b20

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
b26 WM. MACKIE, Proprietor.

Caledonian Hotel, .

GrRAVENHURST.
JOHN SHARPS, Proprietor. This Hotel has been

newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main Street,

within five minutes walk. of Northern Railway station.

Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors and Cigars.
Every attention paid to guests. Good Stabling. lyLl5

St. Louis Hotel.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

This hotel, which is unrivalled for size, style and
locality in Quebec, is open throughout the year for
pleasure and business travel. bl8

Queen's Hotel,
BRACEBRIDGE.

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor (late

of Georgetown,) having latily purchased the above
hotel,) will endeavor to make it one of the best houses
in the District of Muskoka. Tourists and hunting par-
ties will receive every possible attention. Free 'bus to
and from steamboat wharf. Terms, SI per day. b20

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT.

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.

Everv accommodation for Commercial and
LUMBERMEN.
lU W. D. McDONALD, Proprietor.

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHURST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughly
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-

tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will

find "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-

tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26

SAWYER, ENGINEER & MILLER
A PRACTICAL MAN to take charge of a Saw Mill,

Shingle Mill, one run Flour Mill, with power suffi-

cient to run alternately, situated on Duck Lake, N. W.
T., 500 mHes west Winnipeg. Engagement for a year
and expenses paid. Apply immediately, stating ex-
perience, reference, salary expected, when could leave.

A man accustomed to our machinery preferred,

1L14 WATEROUS, BRANTFORD.

D. S. BRIGGS,

9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WHOLESALE DEALER IX

Clear, Picking's, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll2-ly

E. S. VINDIN,
* oiilliiKolon, Milpiiln^. I or» :ir<llnu »«<

<.<•!!< r;i I \v< ul.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. lu

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, 1ST. T,

JAMES HADDEN,
MAKL'fACTl'KKa OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b2C

CANOES

!

The undersigned keeps Canoes suitable
for LUMBERMEN. SPORTSMEN and
others constantly on hand. Price List on
application.

WILLIAM ENGLISH
8l14 PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

New Files ~n Old Files
RECUT

BY HAND, and

EQUAL TO
NEW FOR USE

Manufactured

from the BEST
English Cast

Steel and War-
ranted equal

to the Best Im-

ported File.

m
PRICE LIST
on application.

THOS. GRAHAM, Manufacturer,

35 Sherbourne St., Toronto. ClII

To Lumbermen.
The Subscriber makes to order all kinds of

TENTS,
Hammocks, Tarpaulins, Waggon

and Horse Covers,

^"Also dealer in aU kinds of OIL SKIN
Clothing, Nets and Seine Twines.

An is also Agent for the best makes of AMERICAN"
COTTON DUCKS in all widths.

J. LECKIE,
6L12 46 Front Street E., TORONTO.

IRWIN & BOYD

Commission
Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping^GeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

deformities.

TRUSSES.
CLUTHES PATENT SPIRAL TRUSS
all attachments improved. No more
Jrackles, all on solid brass casting:.

Book on rupture and human frame free.
Send address in full post card. Best
true information about rupture and

CHAS. CLUTHE, Surgical Machinist,
113} King Street west, Toronto 12L13
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TORONTO.
From Our Own Correspondent.

Toronto, June 9th, 1881.—Since my last

report, common lumber has advanced in price

on this market, although I think it is more

than questionable, if the advance can be sustain-

ed to the end of the season. The production of

common lumber in proportion to clear and

picks increase every year, and the stock of com-

mon lumber to be marketed this season will be

far in advance of any preceeding year, and un-

less prices advance in the American markets a

large quantity of common lumber must either

be held over at the mills or placed on the

Canadian market, so that should my impres-

sions in the latter respect be verified, present

prices will not hold out to the end of the present

year.

Shipments from this port still languish, so

that dock hands and vessel captains are not in

the best of spirits, and considerable ill-temper is

naturally displayed in consequence, but it is the

general impression that the 1st of July will

witness a more rapid movement of lumber, as

by that time it is expected the change of guage

on the lines of road (mentioned in my last

letter) will have been made, and rolling stock

supplied to meet all demands, a matter most

devoutly to be wished for.

Since my last letter building matters have

been making rapid strides, and over one hundred

more buildings have been started in this city

and the adjoining village of Parkdale. This

would seem to indicate a rapid increase of popu-

lation, although this cannot be taken as a proper

guide in that respect, as many people prefer

new houses and fresh localities, and as a conse-

quence, there are a large number of the older

houses tenantless.

Prices at the yards rule as follows :

—

Mill cull boards ami scantling $ 9 00

Slipping cull boards, promiscous widths 11 00
" " 10 and 12 in. stocks 12 00

Scantling and joist, up to 10 ft $12 00
" " " 18 and 25 ft 13 00
'• " " 22 ft 13 50
" " " 24 ft 14 00
" " " 26 ft 15 00

" " 28 ft 10 00
30 ft 17 00

" " " 32 ft 18 00
" " " 34 ft 20 00
" " " 36 ft 22 00
" " " 38 ft 26 00
" " " 40 to 44 ft 30 00

Cutting up plank and boards 16 00
Sound dressing stocks 15 00
Picks Am. inspection 24 00
Three uppers. Am. inspection 30 00
XXX sawn shingles, $ M 2 50
Lath 1 60
li-inch dressed flooring 28 00

1J " •' " 24 00
1 " " " 20 00
J-inch beaded and matched sheathing 20 00
Dressed elapboarding 12 50

Sixteen ft. lengths dressing stocks are scarce

and in demand. Shingles will likely advance

before long ; at present prices for lumber

shingles should command at least $2.75 per M
from the yards, and as the demand from the

American market comes in later on, doubtless

shingles will advance above present prices.
—

CHICAGO.
Chicago, June 1st, 1881.—The receipts of

lumber at this port during the past week have

aggregated 51,751,000 feet, and of shingles 24,-

002,000. Of these, a fair proportion has been

sold on the market at the Franklin street dock,

though by far the greater bulk has at once pro-

ceeded to the yards, for which it had been pur-

chased before arrival. Taking the season as a

whole, the receipts have not yet reached the

aggregate to the same date last year by 11,299,-

000 feet of lumber and 20,395,000 shingles. For

the week the receipts of lumber have been

larger than for the corresponding week of 1880

by 2,738,000 feet, the shingle receipts have

fallen short 1,991,000.

Prices during the month of May at the cargo

market were, as our readers know, somewhat

unsettled, owing to the difference of opinion be-

tween buyers and sellers as to the value of

lumber. For some time the market showed
signs of weakness under the persistent endeavors

of the bears to pull it down, dropping from $10

on piece stuff at the opening, to $9.50 on the

13th, and as low as $9.25 on the 23rd. The past

week, however, prices have advanced to nearly,

if not fully, the opening quotations. During

the closing days of the month a decided firmness

the ideas of values do not materially differ, for

of feeling developed, and for the past two or

three days, green piece stuff of ordinary length

has sold up to $9.50 and $9.75, while a fair

admixture of lengths above 10 feet, has readily

commanded $10, and at this writing we may
truthfully speak of the markets as firm and

quiet at these quotations. This, in face of the

fact that the receipts since Sunday have been

larger than for some days, leads to the opinion

that the tendency of the market is to still higher

figures. Sales of one-inch lumber may be

quoted at from $12.50 for ordinary green, to

$14.50 on a better grade, while $10 and $17

have been paid for fair to good mill run. Dry
lumber has brought $1 above these figures, and

is quick at from $10 to as high as $22, according

to richness in picking qualities and condition of

seasoning. Shingles have participated in the

firmness, and standards which have sold as low

as $2.40, are now steady at $2.45@2.55. Extra

A's, which have sold at $2.45(oj2.50 now com-

mand $2.55@2.05. Lath have not fluctuated so

much, and we quote from $1.60@1.65 for green

and Norway, to fl.80@1.90 for dry. Selected

pickets have brought $11.75; common, $7 and

•3.

The general tone of the cargo market is much
firmer than at any time since the opening of

navigation, and the opinion is expressed by both

bulls and bears that the firmness will continue.

CARGO QUOTATIONS :

Joist and scantling, green S 9 50© 9 75
Mill run, choice green 16 f.0(«>19 50
Mill run, medium, green 12 500/10 fin

Mill run, common, " 10 50(ffl2 50
Shingles, standard 2 45(<r2 55
Shingles, extra A 2 55(«2 65
Lath 1 60<ai 80

LAKH KUKIOIITS.

Manistee $2 25
Muskegon 1 75
Ludington 2 00
Grand Haven 1 75
Menominee 2 25
Sturgeon Hay 2 25
White Lake 1 871
Ford Hiver 2 121

Receipts and shipments of lumber and shingles

for the week ending May 31 :

Iteceijjts. Sli ipments.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881 51,751,000 24,002,000 26,819,000 4,509,000
1880 49,013,000 20,053,000 16,279,000 1,034,000

Receipts and shipments of lumber and

shingles from January 1 to and including May
31 :

Receipts. Shipments.

Lumber. Shinnies. Lumber. Shingles.

1881.. 304,729.0JO 144,327,000 246,901,000 48,801,000
1880.. 315,028,000 104,722,000 226,512,000 37,001,000

Trade at the yards is of a feverish nature.

Nearly every dealer admits that doing business

on the margin between cargo anil price list

figures is not profitable, just now, yet nine out

of ten of them are doing business on even a

smaller margin. It is safe to say that that pro-

portion of the yard men are selling under the

list, and if a dealer is not willing to say so, his

neighbor is not backward saying it for him.

Some declare that the cut is on undesirable

stock only, others, in plain words, that a reduc-

tion is made in order to hold customers. We
saw a bill of Number 2 fencing sold at $10.25,

that is put down on the " rc-affirmcd " list at

$11.50, and the buyer assured us he could pur-

chase any quantity at these figures. Dimension

that is billed at $13 we heard offered, and re-

fused, at $11.50.

It is almost impossible, just at this time, to

make a quotation of yard prices that will accur-

ately represent the market. It is admitted by

nearly everybody that lumber does not bring

the prices named in the " official " list, but the

dealers, as a rule, dislike to say what they really

do get for it. It is claimed by some that the

bettor qualities of stock, such as finishing lum-

ber, wagon-box and stock boards, sell pretty

nearly up to the quotations, while others main-

tain that the list is shaded from fifty cents to $1

on sales of any magnitude. We quote a range

on dressed and matched flooring that we believe

covers the market fairly. Occasionally the in-

side prices given may be cut a trifle more, but

when this is done the trade is generally an

exceptional one.

The cut in prices is, i>f course, brought about

by everybody except the man with whom you

are talking. Those who are bullishly inclined

say the bears are bound to break the market,

ami the bears say the bulls stand ready to un-

derbid them every time. Whoever is to blame,

the bids on a bill of considerable size that went
the rounds did not vary much. We think, how-

ever, there is no question but that in certain

directions there is a firmer feeling than existed

two or three days ago. The firmness of lumber

by cargo affords the best reason for the belief

that it cannot be bought from the yards much
longer at present prices. There is certainly no

money in handling lumber for those who have

to buy it on the market, and unless there is a

speedy decline there, which is something hardly

anyone looks for, we do not see how they can

afford to do it at the figures now ruling. The
Lumberman is therefore inclined to to think

that this market has about touched bottom.

—

Northwestern Lumberman.
COMMON BOAHOS—ROl'OII.

Dry.
Common boards, 12 in US 50
10 and 20 ft 14 00
12, 14, 16 and 18 ft 13 50
Culls, all lengths „ 11 50

1J and H com 9. 13 50

TIMI1KR AXD DIMENSION—DRY.

Small timber, 18 ft. and under Sll 50

12, 14, 16 and 18 ft. joist 13 00
2x4, 10 and 20 ft 14 00
2x4, 18 ft 12 50
20 feet 13 50
22 feet 16 50
24 feet 16 50
26 feet 19 50
28 feet 19 50
30 feet 19 50
2 in. cull plank, all widths.. ._ 8 00
2x4 culls, all lengths, green 8 00

AI.B.4M.

Albany, June 7.—Pine Lumber has been in

free receipt, with a good trade during the past

week, mainly to New York and Brooklyn ;

from Brooklyn a number of buyers have, within

the last few days, been in the District. A large

sale, but of which we have not any particulars,

is reported to have been made yesterday for

Greenpoint. Prices are held with much firm-

ness on a freely moving market. From the

Sagdnaw and from Canada, active markets are

reported at very firm prices ; indeed at all

manufacturing points the markets are stiff ami

buyers are meeting manufacturers at their

prices.

In Hardwoods there is a steady trade at

quotations.

Coarse Lumber is moving as brisk as ever
;

the receipts are coming in free and going out,

on sales ahead, as fast as received ; prices are

very firm.

The receipts by canal at Albany from the

opening of navigation to June 1st were :

—

Boards and Shingles, M. Timber, States,

Scantling,/!. cub. ft. lb.

1881.... 20,708,000 48 459,000

1880 49,982,000 100

River freights are:

—

To New York, *> M ft S @1 00

To Bridgeport ("i 37J
To New Haven <!' 1 .37 J

To Providence, Kail Hiver and Newport.... 2 00m 2 25

To Pawtueket 2 25@2 60

To Norwalk 1 25(dl 30

To Hartford e'2 iH)

To Norwich ("- 00
To Middletowu (al 75

To New London <?1 75

To Philadelphia (<?2 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

—

Pine, clear, V M $50 0A.S60 00

Pine, fourths 45 00u?55 00
Pine, selects 40 00«i50 00

Pine, good box ' 14 00@2S 00

Pine, 10-in. plank, each 00 3S(ffO0 42

Pine, 10 in. plank, culls, each 00 20H<irO0 22

Pine boards, 10-in 25 0X«27 00

Pine, 10-in. boards, culls 17 00<US 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft., V M 25 00i^30 00

Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft 26 00(£>30 00

Pine, 12-in. boards, IS ft 26 (XV2S 00

Pine, 1J in. siding, select 38 <Xkrt40 00
Pine, lMn. siding, common 15 00<<HS 00

Pine, 1-in. siding, select 38 00«f40 00

Pine, inch siding, common 15 CkrtlS 00
Spruce, boards, each 00 15(<tO0 15

Spruce, plonk, lj-in., each 00 19yr00 19

Spruce, plank, 2-in., each 00 28(rtO0 2S

Spruce, wall strips, each 00 llirtOO 12

Hemlock, boards, each 00 lSirfOO 00
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 00 31(SO0 31

Hemlock, joist, 2Jx4, each 00 13irt00 13

Hemlock, wall strips, 2x4, each 00 lOirfOO io

Ash, Hood, 38 M 3S 00^45 00

Ash, second qualitv, V M 25 00v<:i0 CO

Cherry, good, 9 It 00 ix\a70 00

Chewy, common, M 25 00<s?35 CO
Oak, good, V M 38 00t<W3 00

Oak, second qualitv, V M 20 00^25 00
Rasswood, V M 25 00@S8 00
Hickorv, *M 36 00«J40 00

Maple, Canada, V M... 26 00@S0 00

Chestnut, V M 35 (H.V-40 (XI

Shingles, shaved, pine, V M 6 00900 00
" 2nd quality 4 50yfO0 00
" extra, sawed, pine 4 20@04 86
" clear, * 3 2.x«O0 00
" cedar, mixed 3 00(<?00 00

cellar, XXX 3 75*i)0O 00
" hemlock 2 26@00 00

Lath, hemlock, V M 1 50vfO0 00
Lath, spruce, " 1 7.V.HX) 00
Lath, pine, " 2 OOxiiOO 00

M W VOUR.
Our wholesale market has fallen into a sort of

rut from which it is difficult to draw many new
features of interest from week to week. Busi-

ness continues good all around, supplies are

generally selling close to the offering, esi<ecially

for near-by delivery, and prices are well main-
tained for all attractive good* and assortments.

In fact, it is a good, healthy and cheerful mar-
ket, with no reason to exj^ect the favorable

elements will vanish for some time to come.

Consumption is unabated, indeed for building,

stock tends toward an increase. Dealers are on
the look out for additions to assortment and the

interest of ex|x.«rters is retained to a very fair

extent, though on some grades the foreign de-

mand nas lieen diverted to parcels at primary

(xjints. Choice well-seasoned stuff of all kinds

is becoming somewhat scarce, and hohle^p who
have anything of the kind in stock talk rather

firmer.

•Spruce still appears to be under very good

control and sellers' views comparatively ex-

treme, especially on full sizes, of which there

is a very small amount within reach. ' Logs are

more plenty at the mills, but a goodly Bomber
of orders have been awaiting them and the ad-

ditional product will not. disturb the condition

of the market. Agents have been unwilling to

quote randoms positively in the absence of busi-

ness of a fairly testing character, but on a gen-

eral range to cover all grades about S14.00(« 10,

may be named, while on s|>ecials the line may be

extended up to $17.00, to cover all sizes and de-

liveries, but no higher than the latter figure is

now mentioned.

Piling is plenty and dull with values fluctuat-

ing slightly, though about 4c. per foot seem to

be the average rate. Exactly what has |«.s-e^.-ed

producers to send forward the stock they have

this spring it is difficult to determine, as some
of the winter accumulation still remains unsold

and is difficult to Work out.

White Pine does not ap|>ear to have changed
in any important jiarticular since our last. The
demand from home sources continues g«»«l and

general, all regular descriptions and sizes being

wanted, and the orders coming from pretty

much every source ordinarily represented.

Larger quantities and better assortments are

becoming available, but the limit of valuation

is full and deficiencies here cannot be replaced

at any reduction on cost. Exporters move with

some showing of caution, but are pretty l.' »«1

customers still with dealers who cater to the

foreign outlet, confident that their business will

hold good. We quote 817(a l9 i*r M for West
India shipping boards; $24.50(g 20 for South

American do.; $104' 10.50 for box board : $\7(u

17.50 for do^ride and sound do.

Yellow Pine continues to be reported in the

same strong and cheerful manner by pretty

much the entire trade, but shows no positively

new features. Supplies immediately available

are small and jxtorly assorted, the princii>al

mills have orders to keep them busy for many
weeks to come, even on an uninterrupted run of

saws, and new orders and specifications aic

daily coining to hand. Agents are also figuring

on a pretty good run of orders for shipment

direct from the South. Prices strong and in-

clined to an advance if anything. We quote

random cargoes at about $24(ci 20 i>er M.; order-

ed cargoes, $20<i' 28 do.; green flooring boards,

S24.50@20.50do.; and dry do. do., $27.00(5 29.

Cargoes at the South. Slo.OOfSlO.OO per M. lor

rough, and $20. OOfTi 24.00 for dressed.

Hardwoods continue quite generally in sellers

favor, the good control of the desirable stock at

primary points and the apparent wants of job-

bers and consumers inspires much confidence

among holders. No further positive additions

to value, however, have of late been noted and
indeed at the prices asked some buyers are re-

fusing to operate as "there is no money in it."

We quote at wholesale rates by carload alout

as follows : Ash. $35(u 3S \<r M.: oak. $H\.i4">

do.; maple, $30(<.' 35 do. ; chestnut, 1st and 2nd,

$30(335 do.; do. culls, SUNgM do.; cherry, $50

<o\55 do. ; white wood, h and £ inch. $25(n 27. 50,

and do. inch. SSMS 35^jo.

Shingles have been selling to about the ordi-

nary extent and without change in tone or

prices. We quote : Pine shipping stocks $4 for

lS-inch. and Eastern saw grades at $2.50 (a 4.."0

for 10-inch, as to quality and to quantity,.
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Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure In drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding- House use. These Moves are KU Bmtj Sheet

Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the ooaaeeUog

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Store* are as follows :—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-inch boles, with ample room between, and one oven 10 x 21 x 20.

'

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-lncb pot boles, with two^ovens, eat

x 24 x 20. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated, lielow will be Grand Tr-ktlmonlaU

from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Btoresall

ommeuced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
eliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

The Best Stove I have ever tsed.
Pbtkkboroioh, May 31, 1680.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our luioU r

ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in sa\ ing that I prefer it to any other. 1 Of

durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove I ha\<

used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.
Yours truly, TIIOS. GEO. HAZLITT.

The Stove for Lumbermen.
l'ETEREOROioji, June 1st, 1880.

Adim Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My 'Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking -

it is very satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highly.
Yours truly, IRWIN & BOYD,

Gives the Greatest Satisfaction.
Peterborough, June 3rd, 1SS0.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-

stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can reoomn • ad thi n
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. HILLIARD, M l'.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED
All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.

Machine dressed cedar shingles quoted as fol-

lows : For 30-inch, $1G@22.25 for A and $28.75

6)33.25 for No. 1 ; for 24-inch, $<>.50@1G for A
and S10.75@23 for No. 1 ; for 20-inch, $5©10.50

for A and $11.25@11.75 for No. 1.

At the yards business is good and general and

dealers appear to be having a first-rate season as

a rule. Some complain of competition compell-

ing them to sell on a very narrow margin.

—

Real Estate Record.

TONAWANDA.
Tonawanda, N.Y., May 30.—Receipts by

lake continue to come in very generously and

acceptably, giving the yards here an oppor-

tunity to stock up with stuff that is much need-

ed to enable them to fill orders, some of which

have been on the books three and four weeks.

The amount of lumber received at this point

during the past week will foot up about 10,500,-

000 feet ; one consignment of shingles, 1,000,000.

The ruling figure from Michigan points has been

$3 per thousand on lumber. Dealers here are

charing somewhat under this steady high rate,

1 and some of the prominent ones are yet holding

off, as that price is too -much of a discrimination

, against their interests as compared with through

rates by rail. Canal freights to Albany^have

dropped a trifle since last report, and are quoted

to-day at $2.50 to Albany, and $3.25 to New
I York. Boats are coming in freely, and there is

I an active demand for the season. Sales are re-

ported as being good, with no change in prices.

]
We hear of an order for 250,000 feet dressed for

|
New England parties

; 350,000 feet of box for

|
an eastern firm at $12.50 ; 1,000,000 shingles at

' $3.05 here ; 000,000 shingles, clear butts, $2.75 ;

I
and other equally favorable transactions. With

I

the present condition of the trade there can be

I little or no change in prices. We quote as

I follows :

—

CARGO LOTS—MICHIGAN INSPECTION.

Three uppers ?38 00@43 00
Common 17 50(320 00
Culls 11 50@12 50

We quote railroad freights as follows :

—

|, Tonawanda to Boston or New England points, per
ton • S3 50

P
New York and Hudson river points 3 00

I Jersey City, Newark, etc 3 GO
L Philadelphia, Baltimore, Wilmington, etc 3 00

BOSTON.

The Journal of Commerce of June the 4th

The general appearance of the market is about
' the same as last week, and dealers report the

demand as very good. Prices are firm, and will

probably remain for some time as now quoted,

unless hardwoods advance in sympathy with

the western markets. Reports from the west

show seasoned hardwoods to be very scarce, and

in some cases the supply is so low as to be hardly

, equal to the demand. As a consequence, white-

i woods have advanced S2(&85, and ash $2.50(a

$7. Oak has also advanced, both in timber and

flooring. The eastern markets, as yet, remain

unchanged, and this upward turn at the west

will probably subside as soon as shipments from

primary points begin to come in and stocks are

replenished. Below are carload quotations.

CANADA PINE.

Selects, Dressed *48 00<f>50 00
Shelving, Dressed, Ists 40 00(242 00

do do 2nd8 33 00(«3o 00
Dressed Shippers 27 00(tt29 00
Dressed Box : 18 00@20 00
Sheathing, 1st quality 42 00@45 00

" 2nd " 34 00(«35 00

NWMW, \.Y.

Quotations are as follows :

—

Three uppers S-12 O0<»45 00
1 Pickings 32 00&35 00
Fine, common 20 00(325 00
Common 14 00«/10 00
Culls 12 00(»14 00
Mill run lots 17 00(&22 00
Sidings, selected, 1 inch 32 00(g34 00

" 1} inch 30 00(338 00
Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 10 ft 17 00(321 00

selected 20 O0(«25 00
shippers 15 00(316 00

Mill run, 1 and 1) inch strips 1C 00(320 00
Culls, selected 22 00«/.'i0 00
Cull* 12 00fr< 1 1 00
lx<; selected for clapboards 24 00(335 00
Mfngfes, XX X, inch, pine 3 75(</. 4 00

XXX, l-i inch, cedar 3 OO/oi 3 15
Lath 1 40(« 1 00

If you suffer from any chronic disease arising from
Impure Blood. .Sluggish Liver, disordered Kidneys or
[Inactivity of the Bowels; if your Nervous System is
4eliterated from whatever cause arising, do not des-
pair, hut procure a trial bottle of Burdock Blood
fatten ; it will only cost 10 cents. Large Bottles 81.00,
For tale by all medicine dealers.

FREIGHTS.

Oswego.—Canal freights on lumber are $1.60

to Albany and $2.25 per M up to New York.

Buffalo, N.Y.—Canal freights dull and rates

unchanged. Quoted as follows :—Bine Lumber

at $2.25 per M feet to New York. Staves to

New York $1.30 per ton over tolls.

East Saginaw, Mich.—Lumber—Freights to

Ohio ports steady, at $2.50 to $2.75, outside

figure being Toledo rates. Bull'alo and Tona-

wanda $3 to $3.25, outside figure being the rate

to Tonawanda.

Bay City, Mich.—Lumber to Toledo $2.50,

Tonawanda $3, Cleveland $3.

x Toronto.—Lumber is still taken at $1.25.

THE SLIDES.

The following is a statement of the timber

which has passed the Chaudiere Slides during

the week ending 3rd June :

—

Oribs. Piecex.

May 23rd J. R. Klock 74 1,910
" " A. & P. White 200 5,327
" 25th John Fraser 112 3,095
" 26th Win. Mackay 85 2,336
" 27th Robt. Grant 56 1,574
" 28th James Findlay 12 553

June 1st Wm. Croft 35 886
" " J. O. T. Havey 34 990

May 28th James B. Dickson 102 2,570

Heat in the Holler Room.
H. G. Baker in the Lumber World says :

—

Excessive heat in your boiler room, while indi-

cating a waste of fuel, or, in other words, a loss

of power, is by no means beneficial to your en-

gineer or firemen, and it presence causes them,

perhaps unwittingly, to become careless in the

performance of their duties, this carelessness

resulting more to your detriment than theirs.

A man overheated is not capable of exerting his

best energies in the performance of any labor,

physical or mental, and when your fireman or

engineer begin to get careless, they, as everyone

else, get more and more so, particularly if the

conditions under which they labor are not

changed. Ventilation in the boiler room is per-

missible if due precautions are taken to prevent

radiation from your boiler and steam pipes. If

these arc properly protected, comparatively

little heat will pass from them into the room,

and ventilation, so long as strong currents or

draft of air are not created, will not be hurtful.

If your boiler or connections are not properly

protected, don't ventilate, but shut your room

up as closely and tight as .possible, and keep it

so. But a man inside and keep him there to at-

tend to the engine and fire, and when he is

sufficiently baked, take him out and substitute

another, It wont be quite as cheap as it would

to protect your steam surfaces,but you can do it.

Growth of Timber.
As the result of observation, and from the

testimony of reliable men, the following is about

the average growth in twelve years of the lead-

ing desirable varieties of timber, when planted

in belts or groves and cultivated : White maple,

one foot in diameter and 30 feet high
; ash, leaf

maple or box elder, one foot in diameter and 20

feet high ; white willow, one and a half feet in

diameter and 50 feet high
;
yellow willow, one

and a half feet in diameter and 35 feet high
;

Lombardy poplar, 10 inches in diameter and 40'

feet high ; blue and white ash, 10 inches in

diameter and 25 feet high ; black walnut and
butternut, 10 inches in diameter and 20 feet

high.

Manitoba.

Frittie's sixth party with sleeping cars at-

tached, will leave on 29th June, per G.T.R. at

11.45 a.m., and continue every other week dur-

ing the season, preceded two days before by
their fast freight train. 30,000 acres of choice

land for sale. Letters enclose 3c. stamp for

reply. R. W. Bkittie & Co., 04 King Street

East, Toronto. lIG

With the Approach of" Spring, Biliary Com-
plaints prevail that often lead to serious results. Guard
against their attack in time by using Burdock Blood
Bitters : the best Liver Invigorator, Kidney Corrector,
Regulator of the Bowels and Secretions, and the purest,
most permanent Tonic in the world. For sale by all

dealers.

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland or

London make, at $1.75 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH, U6

HOW SPOOLS ARE MADE.
The town of Drummondsville, Canada, on the

St. Francis river, had the good fortune some

years ago to be selected as the site of several

factories for the manufacture of spools, the prin-

cipal 'reason for the selection being the abun-

dance of white birch in the immediate vicinity.

This wood, though inferior for many purposes,

is just the thing for spools, and the following

account of the process of manufacturing these

useful articles may be of interest.

The wood, after being delivered to the fac-

tories is first sawn into pieces about 4 feet long

and from 1 to 1\ inches square, according to the

spool it is desired to make. These pieces are

put into a dry-house and thoroughly dried, from

whence they are taken into the factory and

given to the rougher, who, in an incredibly

short space of time, bores a hole in the centre

a couple of inches deep, turns about the same

space round, and then cuts off the length re-

quired for a spool. The machines used for this

purpose are revolving plainer.?, in the centre of

which is a revolving gimlet or bit, and imme-

diately to the right a small circular saw with a

gauge set to the proper size for the spools. The
rougers receive 1J cents per gross for their work,

and experienced men turn out from 100 to 130

gross per day. The round blocks pass from

them to the finishers, who ulace them in

machines which give them the shape of spools,

and make them quite smooth. The spools are

thrown loosely into a large cylinder, which re-

volves slowly, so that the spools are polished by

the constant rubbing upon each other for some

time. On being taken out of the cylinder, they

are placed in a hopper with an opening at the

bottom, through which they pass down a slide

for inspection. Here the inspector sits and

watches closely to see that no imperfect spools

are allowed to pass, and a very small knot or

scratch is sufficient to condem them". They are

packed in large boxes, made the proper size, and

no additional packing is needed. The packers

receive one-fourth of a cent per gross for pack-

ing, and a smart boy who is accustomed to the

work can pack about 200 gross per day. One

proprietor ships over two million spools per

month to England, and another firm ships o\ er

one million spools to Glasgow, Scotland.

Mean Telocity in Open Mater Ohkm
The discharge of open water course* may be

found experimentally by observing the velocity

of the current, and measuring the cross-sectional

area of the stream. But to do this correctly,

we require the mean velocity throughout the

section, which cannot be obtained by observa-

tion. The velocity varies, being a maximum at

the surface, and where the channel is deei>est,

.

which is usually near the centre of the width,

diminishing from thence to the banks on eithei

side and to the bottom, where it is a minimum.

The best experiments we have, give the niean

velocity throughout the section at S4 per cent,

of the maximum central surface velocity, which

is usually the velocity observed, being easily

obtained by a float on the surface of the stream.

Thus, if a channel has, by observation, a central

surface velocity of 35 feet per minute the mean

velocity will be 29.4 feet.

A Creditable Organ.

The Lumber and Timber industries of

Canada, probably the most important in the

country, have at last, we are pleased to notice,

secured an influential and highly creditable

organ in The Canada Lumberman, published

by Messrs. Toker & Co., at Peterborough. The

Lumberman was founded in Toronto last year

by Mr. Alex. Begg, and came into the hands of

the present publishers only a month ago. It

appears in an entirely new dress, and will in

future be published semi-monthly, at .*2.00 i>er

annum. It has a vast field and important

work before it, and under its present able

management we hope to see it liv e and flourish.

It certainly deserves the support of every one

interested in the lumber trade, to which it

cannot fail to be of immense benefit.

—

ffortA

Hastings Review.

Hagyard's Yellow Oil is a perfect panacea curing

by external and internal use all inflammation, pain
and soreness ; Rheumatism. Stiff Joints, Deafness,

Colds, Kidney complaints, Burns, Frost Bites, and
Fle9h Wounds of every variety. For sale by ail

dealers.
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DOMINION BELT and HOSE GOMPANY
JAMES D. McARTHUR - - - Manager.

MANUFACTURERS OP

Pure Oak Tanned Leather Belting

!

FJRE ENGINE HOSE, LAOE, LEATHER,

OAK TANNED SOLE LEATHER, ETC., ETC.
STITCHED AND RIBBED BELTING MADE TO ORDER.

j8@"Double Always in Stock. Send for Samples and Prices-^a

blG 42 FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO.

The Crowiaiiig Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have just received the HIGHEST AWARD andJSPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English

and.American makers. This along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD!
£ g £2 00 CO
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The Bell Organ Manufactory is the Largest and Oldest lu the British Empire, and the fact
we have sold nearly 15,(100 proves that they are the best, in the market. $PCJ~We guarantee all
Organs for live years. Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.
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W. IBIEILL &o CO.
41 to 47 East Market Square, GUELPH, OUT

National ManufacturingiCompany
202 SPARKS .STREET, OTTAWA.

MONA IRON WORKS]
IHI^IMIILTOIISr, OISTT. I

J. H. KILLEY & CQ
Manufacturers of Economical, Variable, Cut-off, High Pressure, and

Condensing Engines
Patent Circulating: and Self-Cleansing- Boilers, Improved Feed Water Heaters and

Patent Steam Blast Apparatus for Improving: Draft and Economizing: Fuel,

First-class Grist & Saw Mill Engines and Machinery

STEAM ROAD ROLLERS and STONE BREAKERS. J

anufacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
llitary Encampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped
lldew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags ol all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP
BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x (i in. ; 3 feet long, weighing

<A only 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and borse-

sgf covers, tarpaulins sheets, coals and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
^5®~Special rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,
202 Sparks Street,;Ottawa

OAK HALL
Nos. 115, 117, 119, 1 2 1 , King St. East, Toronto.

We are the most Extensive CLOTHIERS in Canada.

We C81TF a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to ehoose from.

We watch the interest of our Customers. Our stock is FI LL of the

very best goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables us to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.
We give a Good Tweed Suit for ..$6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address :—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. lyUS

BRYCE BROTHERS
Lumber from BRYCE BROS, to Build the Canada Pacific

T3

CD

M

a

Railway

!

I

BLAKE—"It looks like good, clear stuff,

the only clear thing in the whole business."

9

It strikes me it is about

LUMBER MERCHANTS.
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Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener

!

Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW
STEAM FEED!

I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM JM1LLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which aregivin-j t he best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials:—

Gravenhubst, August 20th, 1SS0.

Wm. Hamilton, Fsq
,
Peterborough.

Dear Sir—I have used your Steam Feed for near four
months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction In every
way ; it is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since I put it into my
mill. 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long In one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-

stantly. I am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for

cutting long or short logs. 1 consider I have cut more
lumber than will Day for the Steam Feed since I got it

than I would havecut had I not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TA1T,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 18S0.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put in is working splen-
didly. Yours, &c,

THOMPSON. SMITH & SON.

MILL MACHINERY!
I am also manufacturing Saw Mill AJachlnery, for all

sizes of Oangor Circular Mills, Span or Double Circular*

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent .lack Chain for draw-
ing logs Into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the
Cheapest and best ever got up; alho, rny Potent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of IvJgr-rs, <;.ing Lath Mills, Trlm-
miTR, Power Cummers, and all Machinery used In a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; also, small ilandj'Jum-
mers for use in the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary
Pumps of different sizes, for Fire Protection in Mills, dec.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel is the great consideration, along
with uniformity of speed, such as is required in Crist and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. 1 feel

justified in saying that ourStyle, Workmanship and finish
on this Engine will be no discredit to its renown, and cer-

tainly is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

I have them working at 2J pounds of coal per horse-power
per hour. UO

OTTON & BRO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES

SHZ^ZLSTT^T STOVES,
Shingle Bands, Tinware & Household Furnishings

In Large or Small Quantities, at Wholesale Rates. 6l10

OTTON & BRO., Dunlop St., BARRIE, ONT.

mm
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Ml §:\im
II!

mmmm
1 T \

The QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO, CANADA
McGrAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

poized by Koyalty and. tue.b6st.fam.nie8. Prices graduated, according to rooms. bl7

G. B. MEADOWS,
MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IN

Lumbermen's Supplies,
Hotel and General House Furnishing Goods, Cooking Ranges and Stoves.

HOT AIR FURNACES, cfco.

Wholesale Dealer in Tinware, Sheet, Copper & Brass Goods, Coal Oil and Lamp Goods.

^CONTRACTOR FOR BUILDERS' JOB WORK.

DUNLOP STREET, Cor. Eailway Square, BARRIE, 0NT.
ig

J[O IVTH
1.50 par^/NNUP 15c pqi\ NucqseF^

FOR * SALE * BY * ALL * BOOKSELLERS

> AN9 •M^ltEP * rR

E

.

E 'ON- RECEIPT-OF -PRICE -BY-TH E • P-UBL ISHER'

"W JBL >V A*
TORONTO , ONT. 73W~L> tVCCJ
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HART EMERY WHEEL COMPANY, Limited

GILBERT HART, Detroit, JAMES T. BARNARD, Hamiltoi], SAMUEL J. BRIGGS. Hamilton,
President. Secretary-Treasurer. Superintendent.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED DETROIT

EMERY /CORUNDUM WHEELS
THESE WHEELS ARE

WIRE STRENGTHENED

J±.JSS~JD SPECIALLY

Adapted for SAW Gill

Neither Animal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in the composition of these Wheels, they

are NOT LIABLE TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while they surpass all other Wheels for Free

Cutting and Durability.

Wc refer to the following well-known Saw Manufacturers for opinions as to the quality of our Wheels :—Shircly & Dietrich, Gait
; R. W. Smith & Co.. St. Catha;

rincs; James Robertson, Montreal ; James Robertson & Co., Toronto. We refer also to William Hamilton, Peterborough, Manufacturer of Covcll Saw Sharpeners

-

and to II. B. Rathbun & Son, Deseronto, Lumber Merchants. IjlIG

READ THIS!
Irish Canadian Office.

Toronto, Feb. 21st, 1SS1.

Jill. F. Cruupton,
Dear Sir,—The watch I purchas-

ed from you some time ago, has
given perfect satisfaction, ami I

am much pleased with it, and can
cordially recommend any person
in imil of a watch or anything in
the jc\vclr.\ line, to deal at your
store. Yours very truly, .

PATRICK BOYLE, W
Proprietor Irish Canadian

Send for our new price list of
Watches, Diamonds, Silverware,

"-Ty, &c, sent post prepaid
licat inn. Cecils sent (

'. (>.

ny part of Canada. Wc have
of testimonials similar to

the above, plainly show-
iny that S:i King St. Kast
is the place to buy your
goods.

F. CRUMPTON,
83 King Street East,

TORONTO. b30

B*. IE. ZDIZXZOIN" & oo. SUN CLOCK
MANUFACTURERS OK PURE DARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First I'rize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1S75

First Prize, I'rovlnclal Exhibition Hamilton, lsTti

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, 1S77

First l'rlze, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, IST'J

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 18S0

International Medal, Centennial Ex I'hiladclphla, l^Tu

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and Discounts.

blC,

81 Colborne Street, Toronto

American Hotel, Corner Young & Front Sts.,

TORONTO. OILNTT.

Nowiy and elegantly furnished throughout. Contains one hundred rooms, and under It the new
management is first-class in all its appointments, at moderate rates.

Free omnibuses to and from all trains.

WM. MACKIE, of St. Lawrence Hall. Port Hope, and W. R. BINGHAM,
of Bradford, Ontario. Proprietors b20

IF YOU WANT A GOOD RELIABLE

WATCH
At a REASONABLE PRICE, call at

DAVIS BROS.
730 Young Street, Toronto.

N.B —Repairing Promply Attended to
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LUMBERMEN'S STATIONERY.

We will supply anything in the line of BLANKS or STATIONERY for Lumber

Shanties and Offices at City prices.

Shanty Settlements

Shanty Orders

Shanty Receipts

Shanty Time Books

Shanty Log Books

Shanty Reports

Shanty Ledgers

Shanty Cash Books

Shanty Way Bills

Drive Books

Office Letterheads

Office Noteheads

Office Envelopes

Office Cards

Office Notes

Office Drafts

Office Orders

Office Receipts

Office Blank Books

Office Ship Account Books

And everything necessary to a complete office outfit.

All Printing done in the Highest Style of the Art, and at Lowest Living Prices.

Book- Binding of every Description got up in a very Neat and Superior manner.

Account Books Ruled and Bound to any desired Pattern.

For Schedule of Prices address, describing the kind and quality of work desired,

toker & CO,
"THE CANADA LUMBERMAN,"

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO.
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S ROBERTSON & CO.
TORONTO, ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF EVERY VARIETY OF

Circular, Mill and Gang Saws
NSERTED TOOTH SAWS

_A_ SPECIALTY.
j Emerson Pattern and Lumberman's Clipper.

IP IR
EVERY SAW WARRANTED

SIE IN"3D ZFOIR PRICES. f>Ll3

EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emery Wheels nro now almost in universal use for the purpose of gullelling and gumming saws. Statistics show from

26,000 to 80,000sawmills] the United States. Many of these run only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two
wheels a year, costing S3 to $1 each, and when such small mills order single Emery Wheels from the factory, the express charges

often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality of Emery Wheels was so uucertain, and the demand so

fickle, that storekeepers could not afford to carry them in stock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have become as staple

an article aH Files, and every dealer In sows, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sizes In stock.

Large dealers order stocks of $.j0U to $750 worth at a time. Saw Gumming Wheels arc used with the edge (or face) square, round,

or beveled. 1'robably seven-elgths of all in use are beveled.

Tue principal sizes are:

hole.

lOx

L<h

lOx
lOx

I in. hole.
Holes,

i\ I and 1 inch.

Probably more wheels 12x|, 12x1 and 12x] are used than all the other sizes together. Saw Gumming Wheels are used,

however, of all sizes up to 21x11. The most frequent complaint Is that Emery Wheels harden the saw so that a file won't touch it.

The answer is that, you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,

leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 33j per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those
who want to use the file, however, have only to touch Ihe saw lightly a second time (after going all over It once), and this second

touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

_A_ QUESTION" OIF1 QUALITY
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers In, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided oplulon as to what quality Is the best. We prefer for almost every use

"Extra Soft" wheel like the '• Pocorio." Wo believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel Is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to

adopt our views, we make several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (notTacite), that we can furnlah

qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us know what it Is, aud we can send you a Tanite Wheel of similar quality. Our rtgular

classification of Saw Gumming Wheels is as follows

:

CLASS 2. MEDIUM HARD.—This Wheel is the Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are " Class V
It cuts fast and keeps its shape well. Some think it too hard, some too soft. We prefer the " Poeono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM—SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, and therefor freer cutting wheel

CLASS " POCONO." EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. It is both finer in grain and softer Ulan either of the above. As a Saw Gumming Wheel, Class " Pocono" II

specially suited to those practical aud experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, aud who want a free cutting wheel that will not create much heat.

Illustrated Circulars nntl Catalogue, showing Cuts of Saw Gumming Machines, and Shapes, Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on application.
OS

The Tanite Co. Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. Pennsylvania

• CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.
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Messes. Gilmodk & Co. have settled with

the Insurance Co., and set a gang of men at

work rebuilding the mill. They have purchased

a large lot of square timber from Mr. Buck to

be used in the construction. They have plpxed

a couple of gang saws and slab saws in the cedar

mill, which is running night and day, turning

out over eighty thousand feet in 24 hours.

Great preparations are being made at Ros-

6eau to accommodate summer tourists. The
Rosseau House is being repainted in first-class

style. The proprietor of the Montreal House is

making an addition to his house which will

accommodate 150 guests. The work on the

latter is being done under the supervision of

Mr. M. Curtin, (formerly of Peterborough,)

Mr. R. S. Macey, of Barrie, being the con-

tractor, and Messrs. Kennedy and McVittie of

the same place the architects. It is expected to

be ready for the reception of guests by the 1st o^

J uly.

Sometime since the use of sawdust in mortar

was recommended as superior even to hair for

the prevention of cracking and falling off under

the action of storms and frosts. A gentleman

whose house is on the seashore, and necessarily

exposed to long storms, says that mortar

mixed with sawdust is the most durable he has

ever used. The sawdust was first thoroughly

dried and sifted through an ordinary grain sieve,

to remove the larger particles. The mortar was

made by mixing one part of cement, two of

lime and two of sawdust with five of sand, the

sawdust being first well mixed w ith the cement

and sand.

A curious and interesting explanation of the

absence of trees on the great western prairies

was given at the meeting of the Academy of

National Sciences by Mr. Thomas Meeham.
Numberless theories have been advanced by the

students in natural history why the great feed-

ing grounds of the buffalo should be without

such vegetation, the principle on which is sup-

ported by distinguished authors being that of

climatic influences. Mr. Meeham's theory is

that the absence of trees is due to artificial

causes altogether. Taught by their necessities,

the early Indians made it a practice annually to

fire the high grass of the prairies, which had the

effect of making the growth more luxuriant and
consequently more inviting to the vast herds of

buffalo, on which the aborigines depended

chiefly for sustenance. It has been conclusively

nettled that no vegetation, save the hardy

prairie gras*, will apj>ear on ground over which

fire has swept, until another season, so that the

yearly prairie fires extended the area of the

plateau until they became almost measureless.

Mr. Meeharn cited (several instances where trees

have grown when the firing has been discon- i

tinued.

If we may judge by our American exchanges,

Lumbermen's Associations would seem to be

the order of the day in all the lumbering dis-

tricts on the other side of the line, and that

every important district either has or soon will

have its association. The object of these asso-

ciations, is, of course, to secure the harmonious
action of those operating in particular districts

and on particulaar streams on matters common
to them all. If they prove beneficial to the

trade in the neighboring states, there would
seem to be no reason why they should not prove

equally beneficial to and worthy of the consider-

ation of those engaged in the trade in Canada.

The Northwester Lumberman gives an instance

which brings into prominence the advantage of

handling dry rather than green material. It

gives as an instance of how one dealer made
money while . another lost, the following :

—

" Dry lath at Chicago prices, $3.25, with freight

added, cost in a certain place $6.50 per

thousand. They were sold at $6.00, leaving a

margin to the man who bought at regular prices

of only ten cents per thousand. The new com-
petitor was not satisfied with this state of

things, so he cast about for a more pleasant

market to buy in and found it in Oshkosh. It

is well known that, according to Chicago ideas

of weights, dry lath weigh 500 pounds to the

thousand pieces, and it was on this basis that

the cost reached $6.50 in our western village.

In Oshkosh, however, our close buyer found

those who sold him the lath at $1.50, and guar-

anteed the weight to be only 400 pounds, which

resulted to him in the neat little profit of $1.50

per thousand." Evidently the less water the

manufacturer ships out of his yard the better

for all concerned, unless it be for the railway

companies who loose'freight upon its transport.

An Austrian inventor has lately brought out

a new kind of wire belting, which is said to

work very satisfactorily. The wire is wound on
spindles, the diameter of which is as small as

practicable, and is obtained, therefore, in the
form of a long spiral spring. The main point to

be observed in using these wire coils is to give

them dimensions proportioned to the power to

be transmitted, so that while flexible, they do
not suffer undue elongation when in use.

Practical trials have proved that the proper pro-

portion between tenacity and elasticity of these

coiled wire strings is obtained when the spindle,

around which it has been wound, has a diameter
equal to that of the wire. The two ends of a
string or coil are hooked together, and each coil

(the number varying according to the power
transmitted) is laid in a groove on the pulleys.

This method of transmission is reported to be
oheap and effective. Another method of using
wire for transmitting power has lately been
datented by a man in Hartford, Conn. He

makes a belt by weaving wire and cotton to-

gether to form a web, the warp being of wire

and the weft of cotton. A double fabric is

made, between which, or inside which, a num-
ber of single heavier wires are inclosed to take

the tensile strain of the belt.

At a meeting of the Chicago lumber dealers,

held on the 11th June, it was decided by a vote

of 24 ayes to 17 nays, to adhere to the existing

price list until their next regular meeting to be

held on the 27th June. The minority were in

favor of an immediate advance, but the feeling

of the majority seemed to be that before the

list price was advanced they should cease cut-

ting below it, as most of them had been doing,

and it was stated that a strict adherence to the

quotations of the existing list would be a bona

fide advance of from fifty cents to a dollar per

thoiisand all round. One thing is quite clear,

that all attempts to break the Chicago market

this spring have proved ineffectual, and that

those who have attempted to do so by cutting

prices are the only sufferers. The mill men are

too strongly entrenched just now to be compell-

ed to sell at any price the dealers choose to

name, and as a consequence the latter have had

to come to the terms of the former instead of

the former to those of the latter. In fact the

present state of stocks is all in favour of holding

rather than of pushing sales owing to its want-

ing seasoning.

Business in the vicinity of Epping, N.H.,

according to a correspondent who writes from

that point, continues remarkably good. The
mills are in active operation, and are turning

out large quanties of lumber. The supply of

stock of last year's manufacture is entirely gone,

and the mill men are shipping green and partly

dry lumber to market to meet the demand,

which is unusual for them to do. Prices are

well sustained, and there is no immediate pros-

pect of an unfavorable change in them. Hem-
lock for frames is scarce, and the Maine and

northern New Hampshire mills are full of order

for both hemlock and spruce timber. Large

quantities of yellow pine timber is used in that

and other parts of New England, especially for

bridges and large buildings, to which purposes

it is especially adapted.

In repairing old boilers the mistake is often

made of using for the patch thickec metal than

that of which the boiler is made. A moment's

reflection ought to show the absurdity of putting

a five-sixteenths or three-eighths patch on an

old one-quarter inch boiler shell
;
yet it is not so

rare an occurrence as one would imagine. A
piece of new iron three-sixteenths of an inch

thick, will, in most cases, be found stronger

than a portion of a one-quarter inch old plate

needing repairs.

HOW THINGS LOOK OUT WEST.

One of the attaches of the Real EttaU Record

has just returned from a flying visit to the

West. In view of the interest which attaches

to the crop question, a statement of what he

saw and heard may be of some value to those

who have interests in the stock and grain mar-

kets. Winter wheat is undoubtedly very seri-

ously damaged in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan and probably further West. At the

best it cannot be more than a two-thirds crop.

There is time enough for it to turn out some-

what better than the present promise, but

heavy western grain men fear the worst and are

bulls on the price of winter wheat.

The spring wheat crop, so far, looks fairly

well. It promises an average yield, and the

weather lately has been highly favorable. The
return per acre will be about equal to last year.

Still, it is too early to speak with any certainty

about spring wheat. In view of the exceptional

weather we are having all this year, the worst

is to be feared.

The corn crop has been delayed in its plant-

ing several weeks and in many cases had to be

replanted. The acreage will be large, but if we
have a cool, wet summer, the crop will fall far

behind that of last year.

All through the West it was noticeable that

business activity was very great. There is a

building mania under way, and in every city

and town the number of new buildings is some-

thing extraordinary. All the railways seem to

have as much traffic as they can handle. There

was, however, cutting of rates on east bound

passenger fares and freight. At any of the

hotels, tickets from Chicago to New York could

be bought for $15. There is a great deal of

stock operating in the New York market on the

part of operators in the Western cities. Just
at present the Western operators are bulls on

grain and bears on railway stocks. A great part

of the immense short interest in Wall street is

on Western orders. It is Europe and the East

that are buying, the West is selling stocks.

Money is very abundant all through the

West. At Rockford, Illinois, where only five

years since money loaned at 8 and 10 per cent.

,

now the banks find great difficulty in getting 6.

At Newark, Ohio, farmers were reluctant to

pay more than 5 per cent, for mortgages. In

fact, there was a plethora of money everywhere.

There was an expectation of an advance in

prices, labor was increasing its demands, and

hence all materials involving labor, are regard-

ed cheap at present figures. The expectation

was that the coming fall months would show a

boom in merchandise and other commodities,

including laud and grain.

—

New York Real

Estate Record.

Yellow Oil is par excellence the remedy for Pain,

Lameness, Rheumatism, Croup, Deafness, Burns, Frost
Bites, Stiff Joint9, and all flesh wounds. Any medicine
dealer can furhish it.
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NOTES BY THE WAY.
MIDLAND.

The well equipped saw mills of the British

Canadian Timber and Lumber Co., Messrs

Chew Bros., and J. M. Dollar, make Midland

City a hive of industry during the summer sea

son. The B.C. T. & L. Co. employ 120 men at

their mills. The "cut " per day runs as high as

115,000 feet, and the season's work is expected

to reach over 17 million feet. On Wednesday

the 22nd inst., the burners and fixtures for the

Brush electric light arrived- at the mills. The

engine to furnish the motive power for this new

light has been in its place for some time, and in

a few days the mills and yard will be lighted

up, so that work can be carried on, sawing

piling, etc.
,
by night as well as day.

At Wye River the B. C. T. & L. Co. have

another mill, which saws on an average 40,000

per day. The season's cut is estimated at six

million feet. The Company's powerful tug is

kept constantly employed in towing.

The above mills, in connection with those of

Messrs. Chew Bros, and J. M. Dollar, are im

mense feeders to the Midland Railway, which

is taxed to its utmost capacity in transporting

to Port Hope the millions of feet of lumber,

shingles and lath thus so largely manufactured

The Midland Railway Company, however, are

doing their part admirably, and their efforts are

appreciated by manufacturers and shippers.

The track is put in good order—in fact the

Midland Railway, judging from outside appear-

ances, is one of the best conducted and best

paying railways in Canada.

A large and substantial wharf is also in course

of construction by the Railway Company at

Midland, which, when completed, will give that

port facilities for shipping equal to any place on

the Georgian Bay. To meet the prospective

requirements of the trade, the Company are

also erecting a mammoth elevator which will

have a capacity of 250,000 feet, which is fully

double of either the elevator at Port Hope or

Collingwood. Its dimensions are 105 feet Ion

60 feet wide—height 110 feet. The tower is to

be 22 x 23 feet, and 135 feet high. It is expected

that grain will be brought from this point to

Toronto next winter, or as soon as the gauge of

the Toronto & Nipissing Railway is widened

As one of the principal ports on the Georgian

Bay, with the best eastern outlet, a Custom

House is required to facilitate the transaction of

business. This is evident from the fact that

the burners and other machinery for the electric

light, already referred to, had to bo sent from

Woodville junction to the Custom House at

Lindsay to be entered. Grain and other im

ports -will require the attendance of an office] - of

Customs.

Mr. James Crosson is getting out a large

quantity of oak and ash on the Georgian Bay
for his car-works at Cobourg. Tanner's mill

supplied him with 300,000 feet. The fire which

occurred at Mr. Crossen's establishment re-

cently, has necessitated an extra supply to meet
the demand of his largely increasing trade.

Passenger cars, as well as freight cars, of his

manufacture are largely in use on the Grand
Junction, the Midland and Credit Valley rail-

ways, In point of workmanship and comfort

the passenger coaches are equal to those found

on any of the other railway lines. A very great

improvement is noticeable in the conductors'

new vans on the Midland. They are furnished

with cushioned seats, wardrobe, desk, and rack

for conductor's papers, and at the same timo are

very comfortable for passengers.

PENETANGUISHEME.

Mr. McGibbon is getting out oak for Mr.
Crossen at the rate of from 9 to 10 car loads per

week. Mr. Christie is also furnishing dimension

stuff from his mill at Sturgeon Bay, for the

Cobourg car-works.

The Keene Lumber Co., Mr. Crossfield, man-
ager, have erected a new mill on the bay. For
piling grounds, sites for dwelling houses for

workmen, etc., they have cleared twelve acres

of the primitive forest. Seven dwellings and a

store have been erected and nicely painted. The
capacity of the mill is about 8 million feet. This
season's cut will be 3J million. The castings

and machinery are from Craig & Cameron,
Penetanguishene. A pan for evaporating
maple sap and converting it into sugar is made
by this firm. The pan will evaporate 450 lbs.

of sugar at one boiling, and is something worthy

of notice, being entirely unique in this northern

part of Canada.

C. Beck & Co., who had their mill destroyed

by fire last year, have erected a new mill—cap.v

city 75 to 80,000 feet per day. The stock for

this season will produce seven million feet. The

mill is furnished with a circular and gang saws,

with steam feed, the only arrangement of the

sort north of Bradford mills.

GALT.

Another industry is to be added to those of

this busy manufacturing town. Messrs. Beck

& Co. are removing their cigar-box works from

Baden to Gait, it being better provided with

shipping facilities. The factory will be in a

building erected by Geo. Hespeler, Esq., attach-

ed to his saw mill, which will furnish the driv-

ing power. Messrs. Beck & Co. will employ 20

hands. They use Spanish cedar and soft elm

for the manufacture of the boxes.

Messrs. Cant & Gourlay have commenced the

manufacture of the latest improved bicyle ; and

one of their workmen has underway, a tricycle

which will be propelled by combined spring and

lever, aided by the rider, who will sit comfort-

ably between the two front wheels, as shown in

an engraving in a recent number of the Scientific

American.
burk's falls.

Mr. A. C. Manzer is erecting a steam saw

mill at Burk's Falls, on the Maganetawan

River. It is intended for local purposes. This

part of the country is settling up rapidly.

A considerable quantity of logs belonging to

the Maganetawan Lumber Co. is reported as

stuck " at Burk's Falls.

COBOCONK.

Coboconk is the northern terminus of the

Toronto and Nipissing Railway, 88 miles from

Toronto, situato on Gull River. It has a popu-

lation of about 300, and is rendered famous as

being the site of the celebrated Coboconk Uni-

versity, established there in 1874 by Professor

Jimuel Briggs, D.B. The original University

was destroyed last year by fire. Another build-

ing has been erected on the same foundation,

named the " Coboconk University," a large

hotel, having its rooms graduated according to

the acquirements and requirements of the gradu-

ates, who are properly classified and attended

to by the proprietor, Professor W. J. Chirpaw.

Coboconk is also a place of importance from a

lumbering point of view. Thcro is a large steam

saw mill near the railway station, in which the

Dominion Bank has an interest, and which is

managed by Mr. Jos. E. Gould. The mill has

hipped this season over half a million feet of

lumber, principally to Messrs, Christie, Kerr it

Co., lumber dealers, Toronto,' (Mr. Bond, in-

jector). The season's cut will amount to about

1,200,000 feet pine and 800,000 feet basswood.

Lath is also manufactured at the mill, and a

arge trade is carried on by several parties in

railway ties, telegraph poles, fence posts and

cordwood—of the latter commodity about 2,000

cords are on hand awaiting shipment.

Logs and square timber in large qualities pass

through the slide at Coboconk. This slide is

fitted up with stop-logs, and, althongh put in its

present state of good repair by the government,

free of tolls. It has a fall of about 15 feet,

which furnishes an excellent water power, on

which is a grist mill owned by Mr. McArthur,

of Fenelon Falls. On the opposite side of the

iver from the grist mill stands an old wooden

saw mill, which has not been in working order

for several years. The advance party of a large

drive belonging to the Dickson Estate, T. G.

Hazlitt, manager, Peterborough, arrived at the

slide about noon on the 20th inst. The party

occupied three cribs—one for the accommoda-

tion of a span of horses, waggon, hay, &c;
another for the sleeping apartment of the gang,

and the third for the cook, with kitchen, dining

room and his paraphernalia of stove, flour, pork,

tea, molasses, &c. After dinner the cribs were

moored above the slide, and the work of dis-

mantling at once commenced. Jehu, the driver,

hitched up his sleek and tractable team of grey

mares, and drove the waggon off the crib, over

some immense boulders, across a short portage

10 the place of destination below the bridge.

The stable and other buildings being construct-

ed in sections, were taken down rapidly and
placed in position for running the slide, The

whole had to be scattered pretty well over the

surface of the cribs to permit going under the

bridge, which is a low" shaky affair, and will

soon tumble down if not repaired. All ready
on the cribs, the stop-logs are raised, the boom
timber runs down, and all pass over safely—the

cook last but not least—amid the cheers of a
large number of Coboconkers, who assembled
on the bank of the river to witness the success-

ful feat. The cribs are again moored. The
work of reconstruction begins. Jehu ships his

" greys " into their floating table, and the cook

is at work preparing supper. The system is so

complete that the whole is again in place before

tea time.

The steamer Coboconk, which plies between
Coboconk and Fenelon Falls, carrying pas-

sengers and towing, arrived during the after-

noon with a cargo of ties, and returned the

same evening to Fenelon Falls. The scenery

along the water is delightful, and is taken ad-

vantage of by a large number of tourists from
Toronto and elsewhere.

THE GEORGIAN BAY.

About four and a half million feet of logs

taken out by J. Cockburn, on the Upper Mag-
anetawan, for the Magnetawan Lumber Co., is

reported " stuck " and abandoned for the season

at Burk's Falls.

Six million feet belonging to the Ontario

Bank is roi>orted " hung up" on the North and
South Seguin rivers. The men are still at work
but have not made much progress for the past

ten days.

The Georgian Bay Lumber Company are re-

lK»rted to have nearly three million feet yet to

come down on several small streams in Mus-
koka.

Cook Bros, have 2,000 pieces board pine and
7,000 logs stuck on the Little East river, near

Huntsvillc.

Thompson, Smith & Son are said to have a

very large quantity " hung up " on Black River,

and the Dominion Bank is also said to be in

trouble with a large drive on the same stream.

Mr. M. McDougall, of Parry Harbor, re-

cently sold a limit of 22 miles in Monteith, on

the South Seguin, to J. C. Miller, of Parry
Sound, for §0,250.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co. have ship|>ed

over seven million feet of pine lumber since the

opening of navigation ; about one-half of which

was sold in Canada and the other in the United

States.

The demand for coarse lumber this spring has

exceeded anything known in the history of the

trade. It is now difficult to find mill culls un-

sold, dry or green. Shingles and lath also

scarce and in good demand. Prices firm on
( ieorgian Hay.

SOME BIG CUTS.

The Mississippi Valley Lumljerman saji-j—

The daily cut of the mills at Wausau at m
follows according to the Central :—

J. & A- Stewart & Co'* mill, day and night s

Lumber, feet 2,000,000'
Shingles 1,200,000<
Lath 520,000'
Pickets , ;;.ooo

B. G. Plummer's mill

:

Lumber, feet 10.0M
Shingles 70,000
Lath W,000
Pickets 6,000

Clark, Johnson & Co's mill, daily :

Lumber, feet 100,009
Shingles 500,000
Lath 7s,ooo>
Pickets 5/N0)

J. C. Clarke's mill, daily :

Lumber, feet 1, 700,000'
Shingles 1,880.000
Lath 254,000
Pickets 42,000

Wausau Lumber Co's mill, daily

:

Lumber, feet 1,300,000
Lath 200,000
Pickets 38,000

The business of hauling logs by rail from

points in Clare county to Saginaw river points

and Flint, is rapidly increasing. For the first

five months of 1881 there was hauled a total of

o8,053,2fi0 feet. The total amount hauled by

this road for the first five months of 1880, was

32,50ti,935 feet. It will be observed by these

figures that the business this year, thus far, has

more than doubled that of 18S0 for a correspond-

ing period.

Me. George Brett, a prominent lumbcnoaa
of Whithall, N.Y., died on the 22nd ultimo.

It is proposed to start a wood-pulp factor)- at

Ottawa, and to put to use the sawdust that now
goes to waste.

On the 22nd of June the steam saw mills of

Alexander Thouqwon, sinuated at Ettrick, Lon-

don township, were burnt. The loss is about

$4,000 ; insurance, 1,000.

The Country Gentleman gives a statement

showing that 35,435 lbs. of sugar was made last

spring from 13,145 maple trees, which all stood

within one mile of Lyndon Hill schoolhouaof

Vt., by 18 persons. This was equal to an aver-

age yield of 29-13 pounds per tree.

Aboct 12 o'clock on the night of the 24th nit,

the saw mill in the village of Stayner, owned by
Jones Bros. & Mackenzie, of Toronto, and occu-

pied by Henry Allen, was discovered to be on

fire. The fire brigade turned out promptly, but

although they were furnished with a liberal

supply of water, and in spite of the most strenu

ous exertion, the whole building, with a large

quantity of lumber, shingles, and laths, was

totally destroyed, throwing a number of hands

out of work. Fortunately the night was calm,

and the fire was prevented from spreading to

the adjoining buildings. It is understood that

there is no insurance on either buildings or con-

tents. The cause of the fire is unknown.

The Brick, Tile and itcUil Reriev, of Pitts-

burgh, says : An immense quantity of lumber

lies in the Allegheny river, in the vicinity of .

Herr's Island and below that point. Millions

of feet of the finest pine logs ever felled have

come down the Allegheny on the bosom of the

present generons flood of water' and more are on

the way. While most of the pine is in the form

of logs, there is also a vast amount of lumber

and shingles. It is said that the number of

lumbermen who came down this spring is much
larger than the several seasons past, while the

amount of timber is also greater. Things are,

therefore, lively in the boom on the upper

Allegheny, and from the appearance of affairs

our mill men and those below will have as much
lumber as they want and at satisfactory prices.

COMPARATIVE TABLE.

SHOWING STOCK OK TIMBER AND PEALS IN LIVERPOOL ON MAY SlST, 1880 AND 1881, AND ALSO

THE CONSUMPTION FOR THE MONTH OF MAY, 1880 AND 1881.

Stock, May Slst.

1881.

Quebec Square Pine 5S6,000 ft.

" Wane; Board 186,000 "

St. John Pine • S.0OO "

Other Ports Pine.... 48,000 "

Pitch Pine, hewn 669,000 "
" sawn .' 340,000 "
" planks 97,000 "

Red Pine 32,000 "

Dantzig-, &c, Fir 176,000 "

Sweden and Norway Fir 9,000 "

Oak, Canadian. « 366,000 "
" Wasrsron scantline 147,000 "
" Baltic 92,000 "

Elm 27,000 "

Ash 4,000 *'

Birch 102.000 "

Oreenhcart 56,000 "

East India Teak 8,000 "

Ouebec Pine Deals ) - ,>.-, „.j„
" Spruce Deals f

.<>1 stds.

N.B. & N.S. Spruce Deals 13.6S0 "
" Pine " 1,030 "

Baltic Deals 6,030 "

" Boards 400 "
" Flooring Boards 3,760 "

Stock, May Slst,

1SS0.

Consumption Consumption
for the month of/or the month •/

24S.000 ft, \
87,000 "

j

42.000 "

12,000 "

4S9.000 "

266,000 "

31,000 "

279.000 "

3.1X10
"

267,000
"

7.000
"'

21.000 "

1,000 "

66,000 "

97,000 "

S1.000 "

1,469 stds.

12,191 " )

1,881 "
(

2,183
"

763 "

S.014
"

Man. 1SS1.

107,000 ft.

44.000 "

S.000 "

11,000 "

1.1S1 stds.

6,309 "

474 "

61 "

1.96S
"

May, ISaX

83.000 ft.

30.000 "

278,000
136,000
30.000
10,000

110,000
1.500

2S.O0O

5,000

62.000
15.000
6.000

1.084 !

4,910

SS4
'

127 '

6S2
'
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"Wanted.
A SECOND HAND DOUBLE EDGER ; also a LATH

MACHINE, both in good repair. Reply stating lowest

cash terms or particulars to Box 1002, Peterborough. LlO

For Sale.
A 40 INCH LEFFELL WHEEL and COMPLETE

CIRCULAR RIG, all in good order, suitable for a fifteen

foot head. Apply to Box 1002, Peterborough. LlO

Allandale Junction Hotel
Travellers by Northern Railway"have 15 to 20 minutes

bv all trains, for refreshments. Solid meals. Tea and
coffee at counter. Fine brands of Liquors and choice

Cigars. bl7 E. S. MEEKING, Proprietor.

Orillia House,
ORII/LIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building ; best north o

Toronto
;

splendid sample rooms ; centrally located
;

free 'bus. b20 JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

The Queen's Hotel,
TORONTO, CANADA.

McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors. Patronized by
Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated ac-

cording to room. b20

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well

kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
b26 WM. MACKIE, Proprietor.

Caledonian Hotel,
GRAVENHtJRST.

JOHN SHARPE, Proprietor. This Hotel has been

newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main Street,

within five minutes walk of Northern Railway station.

Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors and Cigars.

Every attention paid to guests. Good Stabling. lyLlft

St. Louis Hotel.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

This hotel, which is unrivalled for size, style and
locality in Quebec, is open throughout the year for

pleasure and business travel. bl8

Queen's Hotel,
BRACEBRIDGE.

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor (late

of Georgetown,) having lately purchased the above
hotel,) will endeavor to make it one of the best houses
in the District of Muskoka. Tourists and hunting par-

ties will receive every possible attention. Free 'bus to

and from steamboat wharf. Terms, §1 per day. b20

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT.

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.

£5T Everv accommodation for Commercial and
LUMBERMEN.
Ll4 W. D. MCDONALD, Proprietor.

J. G-. EDWARDS
HARDWARE MERCHANT,

l i nsr id s
BELTING, FILES, BABBIT METAL,

iy CHAINS, ROPE, and u

LUMBERING SUPPLIES.

Samuel Windrim,

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHXTRST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughly
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so

long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-

tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general

public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will

find "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-

tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26

A BARGAIN—GRIST AND SAW MILL FOR SALE,
paying 12 per cent, clear

;
price $9,000 ; and above

percentage guaranteed. Apply to

JOSEPH MVLES & Co.,

Lumber, Coal, & Commission Merchants,

46 CHURCH ST. TORONTO. lyLi 6

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WHOLEHALK DEALER IN

Clear, Pickings, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll2-ly

E. S. VINDIN,
ffllllll, Hliipplng, Forwarding and

*.cnir;il Agrnl.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest'» Block, Port Hope. Lll

MANUFACTURER OF

Agricultural Implements, Etc

MILLBKOOK, ONTARIO.
HAVING DISPENSED WITH THE SERVICES OF

AGENTS, I take this opportunity to bring to the notice

of intending purchasers of Reaping Machines, that I

have now on hand a quantity of the Celebrated

HANLAN REAPER,
which has NEVER BEEN BEATEN YET, and am
prepared to allow the Agents commission—FIFTEEN
PER CENT—on all purchases. Ll7tf

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland or

London make, at $1.75 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH, l16

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

~5tT_
Ll2-ly

JAMES HADDEN,
MANUFACTURER OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b'26'

CANOES

!

The undersigned keeps Canoes suitable

for LUMBERMEN, SPORTSMEN and
others constantly on hand. Price List on
application.

WILLIAM ENGLISH
8l14 PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

To Lumbermen.
The Subscriber makes to order all kinds of

TENTS,
Hammocks, Tarpaulins, Waggon

and Horse Covers,

^"Also dealer in all kinds of OIL SKIN
Clothing-, Nets and Seine Twines.

An is also Agent for the best makes of AMERICAN
COTTON DUCKS in all widths.

J. LEOKIE,
6l12 46 Front Street E., TORONTO.

CHAS. M. LARSEN,
Manufacturer of all kinds of Lacquered and Enamelled

Woodwork, Turning and Carving in

WOOD, HORN AND IVORY.

BILLIARD BALLS
Turned and coloured a speciality.

43TMEEKCUAUM and AMBER GOODS repaired in

first-claw* style. bl7

77i King St. West, Toronto, Ont,

Northey s Steam Pump Works
BOILER FEED PUMPS, MINING PI MI'S,

AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMPS, PIMPS SPECIALLY ADAPTED Tor

STEAM FIRE PUMPS, and OIL PIPE LINES,

WRECKING PUMPS. And CITY WATER W0BKS.

No. 47 King William Street.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO.
SEND rFOIR CIECULAR. LlTly

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure In drawing attention to my "WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding House use. These Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet
Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial "Wrought Iron "Work. The dimensions of these Stoves are as follows :—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six KMnch holes, with ample room between, and one oven 16 x 24 x 26.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-inch potholes, with two^ovens, each 16

x 21 x 26. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonials
from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since I

ommenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
eliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

The Best Stove I have ever Used.
Peterborough, May 31 , 1880.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove 1 have ever
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Youra truly, THOS. GEO. HAZLITT.
The Stove for Lumbermen,

Peterborocgh, June 1st, 1SS0.

Ad\m Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and find
it is very satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highlv.

Yours truly, IRWIN & BOYD,
Gives the Greatest Satisfaction.

Peterborough, June 3rd, 1830.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant use ever since last fall," and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. HILLIARD, M.P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED
All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.

The QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO, CANADA
McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

^^"Patronlzed by Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated according to rooms. b!7
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THE DEMAND AND THE SUPPLY.

The question of how much lumber will be

called for during a season, and how much will

be forthcoming to meet this want, is always an

interesting one to those engaged in manufactur-

ing or selling this article. They 8] end as much

of their time and thought in considering it as

they venture to lay upon any other one thing

connected with their business, and with a result

that in most cases is probably as little satisfac-

tory as any that attends their efforts. It is

very rare that an adequate solution of the

problem is reached in advance ; it is even doubt-

ful whether any is often possible. Operators

may scan the horizon of their trade with the

greatest care for indications, may figure up the

visible stock of logs and lumber, may estimate

as closely as it can be done, the probable or pos-

sible increase in consumption over what it was.

in former years,—they may take all these things

into consideration most carefully, but when

they have done so they are generally obliged to

acknowledge themselves unable to reach any

certain conclusions in regard to tho quality they

will have to sell, or the amount they will be

able to dispose of to their customers. Both the

demand for lumber and the supply of it depend

largely upon circumstances concering which

much more is known at the end of the season

than at the beginning. The failure of the crops,

the hanging up of the drives, or nany other

occurrences that cannot be foreseen, are liable

t ) affect one or the other materially, and some-

times make all the difference between a busy

and profitable season, and an inactive and un-

profitable one. Any conclusions in regard to

the probable demand or the probable supply,

that are drawn from a study of the outlook, as

it appears on either hand, must posses,;, there

fore, to a certain degree, the nature and value

of speculations are valuable, if not always

absolutely accurate. They show what may
reasonably be looked forward to, provided cor

ta n conditions exist, and, hence, afford some
data from.which an idea may bo obtained with-

in certain limits, as to what lumber, may be, or

should bo, worth.

Inquiry in regard to what the demand for

lumber is likely to be in the immediate future

comes at once upon certain facts in the present

situation of the trade that are too important to

be overlooked. We find that the side of lumber

at all principal points of distribution is larger

than it ever has been at this time in the season ;

that country yards, as a rule, are buying freely,

and that they are selling their stock more

rapidly than usual ; that in all parts of the

country there is a remarkable activity in build

ing operations; that preparations are making

to carry out railway enterprises that were

abandoned when the hard times began a few

years ago, and have since laid dormant ; that,

in fact, everywhere the lumber trade and other

lines of business intimately connected with it

are in such shape as they have not been in be-

fore in many years. Wo find another thing.

The immigration to the United States from

other countries has been, and according to reli-

able reports will be, large beyond all precedent.

Every vessel that reaches our shores from the

opposite side of the Atlantic brings as many
new settlers as she can carry, and it is well

known that all the steamship accommodations

for such passengers have been engaged months

ahead. There is not the smallest chance to

question the fact that the number of immigrants

arriving this year will exceed the largest ever

before placed on record ; it is palpable and un-

deniable. Then, there is every reason to believe

that the yield of grain and other crops in the

agricultural districts will be such as to give

farmers an abundance of means to carry out any

improvements they may have in contemplation.

The harvest may not be the largest we have had

in proportion to the acreage planted, but we
doubt whether it will be exceed by that of any

former '"•ear in the aggregate quantity obtained,

or in ' " " iohination of

uiifavoi ;h or

either- of the latter considerably, but such a

drawback is not more likely to be met with

this year than in any other ; so that we may
assume the probability that those depending for

their means upon the products of the soil will

have, later in the season, a largo amount of

money, which they will bo apt to invest in im-

provements requiring lumber in their construe

tion. In addition to these important features

in the situation, wc find that universal conn

deuce in the present and future permanence of

the existing prosperity prevails, that capital is

abundant and seeking investment, and that

generally the country is in a state of remarkable

prosperity.

Consideration of the facts we have just recit

ed can hardly fail to leave, upon the mind of

any lumberman who undertakes it, a very de

eided impression in regard to the future of his

own business. It can hardly fail to convince

him, we think, that the demand for the commo
dity in which he is interested is more than

likely to reach a figure that will make the busi

ness of other prosperous years seem small by

comparison. It is difficult to see how any other

conclusion could follow, legitimately. We have

a combination, apparently, of all the favorable

circumstances required to make an active de

tnand, and have it at a time when activity in

business is decidedly the fashion, and when con-

sumers are in the best condition imaginable for

buying. From these circumstances, the Lum
bcrrnan feels bound to conclude that the outlook

for the trade during the coming summer and

fall months is most flattering, and that the

probabilities warrant the belief that, so far as

the demand is concerned, it will be all that the

most exacting lumberman could ask for.

In regard to the supply, the question that has

most to do with the stability of the market is

whether it will prove greater than the demand.

The Lumberman is of the opinion that in reply

to this question it may be truthfully said t^hat it

will not. If wc restrict our inquiry for the

moment to the Northwest, and the territory

supplied from it, wc have at our command
reasonably accurato data upon which to base

our calculations. Several weeks ago we pub

lished statistics of the logs obtained in all the

important districts last winter, and those carri

ed over in the streams, with estimates of what

might be depended upon as the result of opera

tions during the summer and along the various

lines of railway running into the pineries,

which, making allowance for logs that will be

hung up or held over in booms, showed the

amount that will probably be available for saw-

ing this season to be, as near as possiblo,

(i,2r>0,000,000 feet,—an increase over last year's

production of abont (100,000,000 feet, or ten per

cent. Tho actual cut may overrun this figure

somewhat, but even allowing that it does so to

the extent of increasing the excess as compared

with 1880 one-half, or more, making it 900,000,-

000, or even 1,000,000,000 feet, we submit that

the difference w ould not be greater than will be

required to meet the demand. An increase of

fifteen per cent, in the demand for the year,

which is certainly not outside the bounds of

probability, would use up all the excess in the

output, and leave tho lumbermen of the North-

west with no more stock on hand at the close

than they brought from 1880. No one w ho re-

members the trouble experienced last winter

w ith broken assortments, and stocks too small

for the amount it was necessary to sell from

them, wiH venture the assertion that the total

stock on hand, January 1, should not be in-

creased at least twenty-five per cent. We do

not see that there is much chance that it will be

increased to that extent, or to any extent, this

season. We do not see where the lumber is to

come frojm. The logs to make it are not in

sight, and if they were, all the saw-mill capa-

city in the Northwest would not avail to turn

them into lumber. No talk of any excess in

the supply over tho probable legitimate de-

mand, in the face of such facts as these would

be simply ridiculous. The preceding figures and

comparisons, to be sure, relate only to the

Northwest ; but in this case what is true of the

Northwest is true of the wholo country. Out-

side, of this district there is no source from

w hich any supply of pine lumber may be obtain-

ed that will in any way affect our conclusion,

and as for the demand, it shows an equal likeli-

hood of increased activity, east, west, north and

south,—wherever lumber is sold, in fact,

—

which is all the more reason for believing that

by no possibility can the supply exceed, or even

equal) it.

These points being determined, there remains

no question as to the probable condition of the

lumber trade during the latter halF of the sea

son. It would be very strange, under such

circumstances as arc likely to exist, if it should

not Imj active and satisfactory to a remarkable

degree. With a good demand, and only just

about enough lumber to supply it, operators

ought to have things go as nearly their way as

anybody could expect. They will certainly not

be obliged to shade prices unless they choose to,

they will not have to force sales in order to clear

off surplus srock, and if they sell their lumber

without making a fair profit on it, candid

people, acquainted with the facts, will be very

apt to say the fault is their own. There will be

no occasion for practicing any of the tricks of

the trade that are sometimes resorted to, for the

purpose of securing customers, or getting some

advantage over a com[>etitor. As there will

undoubtedly be business enough to keep every

dealer fully occupied, no one need fear, if he is

ordinarily industrious, but that he will get his

full share of it, and, as the demand will call for

pretty much all the stock that will be available,

no one need worry himself about disposing of

what he has or can get. It is not often that the

demand and supply get into the respective posi-

tions in relation to each other that they now
occupy. It is in all respects an exceptional

occurrence, and lumbermen should make the

most of it. We are inclined to think they will.

When this market settles down upon a fair scale

of prices, as it must sooner or later, we look for

activity and firmness to rule all along the line,

and for the members of the trade, individually

and collectively, to make quick sales and good

profits.

—

North western Lumberma n

.

WOODEN IDOLS.

From that i>ortion of the Apocrypha known
as the " Wisdom of Solomon," the following

quaint extract is made : Now a caritenter that

felleth timber, after he had sawn down a tree

meet for the pur|K>se, and taken off all the bark

skillfully round about, and hath wrought it

handsomely, and make a vessel thereof fit for

the service of man's life. And after spending

the refuse of his work to dress his meat, hath

filled himself. And taking the very refuse

among those which served to no use, being

crooked piece of wood, and full of knots, hath

carved it diligently, when he had nothing else to

and formed it, by the skill of his under

standing, and fashioned it tothe image of a man
or made it like some vile beast, laying it over

with Vermillion, and with paint, coloring it red:

and when he has made a convenient room for it,

set it on a wall, and made it fast with iron : for

he provided for it that it might not fall, know-

ing that it was unable to keep itself, for it is an

mage, and hath need of help. Then maketh

the prayer for his goods, for his wife and child-

ren, and is not ashamed to speak to that which

hath no life. Again, one preparing himself to

sail, and about to pass through the raging

waves, calleth upon a piece of wood (an image)

more rotten than the vessel that carrieth him.

And verily desire of gain devised that (the ship)

and the workman built it by his skill : therefore

do men commit their lives to a small piece of

wood, and passing the rough sea in a weak ves-

sel are saved. For in the old time also, when

the proud giants perished, the hope of the

world governed by the hand, escaped in a weak

essel, and left to all ages a seed to generation.

For blessed is the wood whereby righteousness

cometh. But that which is made with hands

(the image) is cursed, as well it as he that made

ho because he made, and it because being

corruptible it was called god.

LUMBER SALES.

The Montreal Gazette says :—Our Quebec

correspondent telegraphs as follows : On the

street to-day I heard of the following sales :

Joly's spruce deals mill cutting, $30, $20, $20

and §14, and charges 20 per cent, odd sizes, and

a dram of McRae's elm at 28c News from the

other side indicates a dull market in the lumber

trade.

A Cough is usually the effort of Nature to expel

sonic morbid matter irritating the air passages of the
lungs. It may, however, proceed from an inflamed or

irritable condition of the throat, a slight rash or

humor often being perceptible. Let the cause be
what it mav, the remedy should be Halyard's Pectoral

Balsam. A purely vegetable Halsamic "throat and lung
healer. For sale by all dealers ix medicine, at 25 cents

per bottle.

N0TE8 BY THE WAY.
WOODSTOCK.

This is a beautifully situated and well laid out

town. The streets are wide, and, as well as the

public parks, are planted with maple and other

trees, which now (June 9th) are in full foliage.

The town is surrounded by good farming land,

occupied by an industrious class of ]»eople,

chiefly from the north of Scotland. Many of

the original settlers were those who were driven

from their native glens at the time of the

Sutherland evictions. Their descendants, how.

eyer, have no cause to regret the event, though
at the time, painful enough to the expatriated

Highlanders. They are now amongst the most
comfortable and independent of any farmers in

Canada.

Railway accommodation is convenient and

ample—the Credit Valley, the Grand Trunk
and Great Western Railways, each give Wood-
stock a station.

Considerable manufacturing is carried on.

Mr. F. B. Scofield is an extensive dealer in

lnmber. At his saw and planing mills in East

Woodstock, he manufactures cheese boxes,

wooden bowls, broom handles, etc. The estab-

lishment has the latest improved machinery. It

is provided with a simple but ingenious contriv-

ance, consisting of a rapidly revolving fan,

which, being in connection with exhaust boxes

or pipes leading to morticing, planing machine,

etc., draws through itself, by the vacuum
created, shavings, chips, and Bawdust, into a

general receiving pipe, thence into a box near

the furnace of the engine, supplying the boiler

with fuel and producing a cool and refreshing

blast for the fireman. The sand-papering

machine for finishing doors, etc., works like a

thing of life.

There are several other planing mills and

lumber dealers in Woodstock. James Hay 4
Co. carry on cabinet manufacturing on a large

scale. Two organ factories are doing an ex-

tensive business. The largest black leather

tannery (harness and upper) in the Dominion is

here, oj>erated by Messrs. J. & J. Grant. They
also manufacture belting. About forty men are

employed, and 1,500 cords of hemlock bark are

used per annum at $-"> per cord.

Another extensive industry, which competes

with wood fencing, is largely carried on by the

Metallic Spinning Co., Mr. J. G. Short, man-
ager. This concern spins the steel barb fencing

wire at a rapid rate. Five machines are em-
ployed in twisting the wire and inserting the

barbs. Three men are kept busy finishing the

coils of wire by putting them through various

baths after leaving the machine previous to

having them galvanized. The manufacturers

claim that the material with which the wire is

coated is not broken off when the galvanizing

process takes place after the insertion of the

barb hetween the stands. Large quantities of

this material is sent to the North-West, where

wood-fencing material is scarce.

Mr. Whitlaw, manufacturer of boilers, etc.,

has just completed a |>ortable steam saw mill,

with upright or muley saw, for M. F. Shaw, of

Guatemala. Central America. Mr. Shaw has

already been at Guatemala, and wUl bring his

" rig " along with him. He proposes to cut

mahogany and Spanish Cedar, which is found

in abundance there, extending from the coast

twenty miles into the country, and is in great

demand. It is exj>ected that several other port-

able saw mdls wdl follow this trial machine.

Someone who claims to have tried it asserts

that boiled linseed oil and charcoal mixed to the

consistency of paint, and applied to timber to

be buried in the earth wdl give it almost the

durability of stone or iron. It is claimed to

make such woods as poplar, baaswood, ash, etc,

as good for fence i>osts as any that can be found.

Basswood posts coated with this preparation

have been taken up, after being seven years in

the ground, as sound as the day they were set

The process is certainly very simple and inex-

pensive.

The lumber establishment at Winnipeg
Clark & McClure. which Thos. Scott has

I
aged for several years, has been bought out

I H. Sutherland & Bro.. who also purchased

quantity of lumber, shingles and laths now be'

|
flat-boated to Winnipeg by Gark & McClure,
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THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.

MR. E. B. EDDY'S NEW ENTERPRISE—AN EVENT

LONG TO BE REMEMBERED IN HULL.

On the 14th inst., the public of Ottawa and

Hull had for the first time a full practical test

of the value of the electric light. Much as has

been written and said upon this subject, vivid

as may have been the description of it, clever

as may have been the themes advanced about it

nothing could have brought its beauties and

utility so lucidly home to the minds of the pub-

lic at large as the grand exhibition of its powers

as shown in the extensive works of the most

enterprising and shrewdest business man of the

Ottawa Valley, Mr. E. B. Eddy, of Hull. Mr.

Eddy, in its adoption, has, of course, been actu-

ated by a desire to have what was best at the

cheapest rate. No false economy. In all his

transactions he fully realizes that there is that

which scattereth abroad, and yet increaseth. In

nothing is found penny wise and pound foolish,

and the success of the electric light in factories

is another laurel added to his great and growing

wreath. The fact that his mills and factories

would, for the first time, be illuminated by

electricity sufficed to draw a great crowd of

visitors to the spot from the city, and the popu-

lation of Hull was out en masse to see what

would be the result of the last experiment of

the active business mind which has almost built

up the young city. There are few in Central

Canada who will not accept his conclusions as

correct, but even his most ardent admirers were

hardly prepared for the sight that awaited them.

Crossing to Hull from Ottawa just as twilight

was fading away, the northerly bank of the city

seemed bathed in a mellow moonlight, but as it

was long before the hour of Luna to be on her

course along the horizon, the effect could not be

attributed to her gentle influence. On reaching

the Union Bridge the cause was self-evident.

Hull seemed to have instituted an independent
" order of full moons. " Three grand lights, in

size larger than any star, with a wonderful

brilliancy, and not less inviting to the e}
-e than

the moon, lighted up the whole scene, showing

the fine tracery of the bridge, the fine spray of

the Chaudiere, and the bold outlines of the

buildings on both banks of the river with won-

derful distinctness. Advancing towards Hull,

the light became gradually brighter, the shadows

defined more sharply, and faces and colors more

easily distinguished, and even the most skepti-

cal were fain to confess that the light was a

grand success. It was, however, in the vicinity

of Mr. Eddy's mills that the beauty and effect

of the light was most brilliantly brought out.

The wide spread yards were all as bright as day,

the windows of all the shops showed as if suns

were beaming inside them, while the lights in

the other mills and the shop windows of the

city wore a sickly glare, like the dying torches

at the end of political demonstrations. In the

big mill, in which all the machinery had been

stopped, and which was thrown open to all

visitors, the sight was a study. The buiding

was crowded with visitors, and here better than

anywhere else the purity of the light was visible.

The most delicate colors were as plainly discern-

ible as in the brightest sunlight. Among the

dresses of the many ladies who crowded the

place with very young children, the gayest

toilets shone out in their full beauty. No con-

founding greens with blues, no turning delicate

mauves into vulgar reds. It was no wonder
that the expfco..l:>nn " (Test beau," " Cest

mar/nifique," were frequent .;n the lips of the

lady visitors. The work that Mr. Eddy has

undertaken in introducing this light into his

premises it would not be easy to rightly pictuie.

and the best description of it will give but a

feeble idea of its magnitude. The total number
of lights employed is forty, extending from his

residence at the corner of Main street and
Brewery street to the river bank opposite the

Parliament Hill, and all through the various

apartments of his numerous factories, store-

houses and mills. These lamps are located as

follows :—One in the front of his private resi-

dence, which throws a brilliant light over the

whole square down to the river's edge ; four in

the sash factory, two being on the first floor

where the planers are situated, and two on the

second floor which is occupied as the window-
frame and cabinet makers' department ; one is

located in the box shop, by no means the least

extensive of the premises ; two others are in

the circular sawmills ; three more are found in

the large sawmill ; two on the upper platform ;

two more in the small sawmill ; three under the

main platform ; four in the pail shop ; one in

the machine shop ; five in the match shop ; one

in the washboard shop ; two in the lower saw-

mill, one on the lower platform, and four in the

lumber yard. Each of these lamps has an illu-

minating power equal to two thousand candles,

and sheds a brilliant light, with strongly mark-

ed shadows, over an area of 12,000 square feet,

the whole of the lamps having an illuminating

power equal to 80,000 candles, and lighting a

combined area of 480,000 square feet. The

machinery from which this light is derived is

placed in what was formerly the stone grist

mills occupied by McCormack & Sons at the

back of the match factory. The machine used

is the " Brush dynamic electric," size number 8,

and driven by a powerful turban wheel. Its

dimension's are 89 inches in length, 28 inches in

width, 36 inches in height, with a weight of

4,800 pounds. The electricity is generated from

an armature, which revolves at the rate of seven

hundred revolutions per minute, driven by a

belt twelve inches wide over a pulley 20 inches

in diameter. The armature is placed between

four heavy relays of insulated copper wire, con-

taining in all 20,000 feet lineal measure. The
whole machinery is located in the electrician's

room, and under the present charge of Mr.

George W. Hoag, of Mr. Brush's electric works,

of Cleveland, Ohio. In this room is also found

the automatic governor, an ingenious invention

which regulates the current of electricity ac-

cording to the number of lights in use, thus

enabling any number of the lamps to be shut off

or used without altering the speed of the main

portion of the machine. The lamps used are

the size known as number 3, each carrying

double rods, which enable them to be supplied

with four carbons, each twelve inches long, cop-

per-plated, for the better conducting of the

electric current, manufactured according to the

Brush patent from coke. The lamps are calcul-

ated to burn for 16 hours without a renewal of

the carbons, and the cost of each lamp is calcu-

lated to be only one cent per hour, each lamp
being supposed to burn from an inch and a-half

to two inches per hour, the upper carbon posi-

tion burning about double the quantity consum-

ed by the negative. The apparatus is of the

same kind as has been so extensively introduced

into the United States by the Brush Electric

Company of Ohio, and into Europe by the

Anglo-American Light Company of London,

England. The same sized machine, with its

full power concentrated in one light, is now in

use on one of the fjnest vessels in the British

navy. Mr. Millan, Mr. Eddy's manager, will

have the general management of the apparatus,

assisted by Mr. Mousseau, head millwright of

the establishment, when Mr. Hoag returns to

the United States, as he will do in the course of

a few days. The event will long be remembered
in Hull, and it need not be wondered at that it

was made a festival of in the city. During the

evening the Hull band, led by Mr. Durocher,

was out, and played for some two hours about

the city and serenaded Mr. Eddy. The turning

out of the corps was voluntary. In getting the

best and cheapest light for his place that he

could, Mr. Eddy has done the public as well as

himself a benefit, for the Union Bridge and its

approaches were never so well lit as they were

last night by his "new order of full 71100ns."

—

Citizen.

THE MANUFACTURE OF WOOD PULP.

Wood pulp, which has of late years acquired

some importance as a substitute for rags in the

manufacture of coarse and fine papers, is obtain-

ed in two different ways:— 1, mechanical lv, by

the mechanical disintegration of wood
; 2,

chemically, by treating the wood, with chemical

reagents.

1. Preparation of cellulose by the mechanical

method.—Wood lately felled and stripped of its

bark is ground between heavy millstones be-

neath the surface of running water, gassing

thence through a sieve or bolter, as a fibrolH

mass, which can be used, with or without ad-

mixture of rags, as a substitute for ordinary

paper pulp. The wet mass of woody fibre is

deprived of its superfluous moisture by pressure

and in that state is sent to the paper-mills.

This compressed fibre, even when boiled, will

not give a fine-grained paper, for which purpose

an addition of 25 to 80 per cent, of rags is aeci --

sary. Wood paper acquires a yellowish or

greyish tinge with exposure, for which reason

also it is unsuited for finer purposes. Wood
fibre is not pure cellulose, but contains

a mixture of intercellular substance, which

has held the plant-cells together. Pure

cellulose forms 30 to 60 per cent,

of ordinary wood pulp. Wood pulp is

very short in the fibre, ow ing to the method in

which it is prepared, whereas pure cellulose is

longer in the fibre, felts better, and is more
suitable for papermaking. Wood pulp is there-

fore employed for the coarser sorts of paper,

whilst the chemically prepared cellulose is well

adapted for the finer kinds.

In 1871 some experiments were made by O.

Mcyh, of Zwickau, in regard to grinding wood
after steaming it in steam boilers. The results

were most satisfactory, and the method is now
used.in the fabrication of brown papers. Inde-

pendent experiments were made about the same
time by E. F. Meisner, of Roth-Dannitz, near

Stolp, Pommerania, in the boiling of wood with

and without caustic lye, grinding, and prepar-

ing paper from wood fibre obtained by the first

method, with and without an admixture of rags.

A partnership was concluded between H. Voel-

ter and O. Meyh for the working of certain of

these new processes, which are now known in

Germany as the Voleter-Meyh patent. Aug.
Erfurt, manager of the wood pulp and paper
works of Bezner & Co., endeavored to improve
the process by the ebullition and prolonged im-

mersion of the wood in soda lye. Erfurt subse-

quently varied this process by boiling the wood
twice before cooking it in the caustic soda, a

process which yielded wood pulph of a superior

quality. The papers so produced have been
gradually improved, and now packing-papers of

excellent quality are thus manufactured, which
can be used for a variety of purposes for which
ordinary papers are more or less unsuited. For
many purposes the natural brown colour of the

paper is a recommendation, and not only for

cartridge-cases, book covers, packages, and the

like, but also for floor-papers it is found most
useful. Erfurt prepares his " lignite pulp " in

four qualities, wdiich can be used separately or

combined in different qualities of paper.

2. Preparation of cellulose by the chemical
method.

Bcecliwood for Paving.

The Edinburgh authorities are at present

making a test of the capabilities of beechwood

as a p.-ving material, and for this purpose have

laid a wide crossing at the junction of Melville

street with Queen's Ferry street with well-

seasoned blocks of this wood. A slip of chilled

iron, grooved to afford a grip for horses, is in-

troduced between each block, and the interstices

are all filled in witb creosote.

"Their Name Is icglou"—the people who
praise that matchless medicine, Burdock ltloo<l

fitters. It acts at once upon the Secretions, the

Bowels, the Liver, the Skin and the Kidneys. It

purifies the Blood, dispels all foul humors, and
strengthens the nervous and debilitated system. No
known remedy can do more. Try it and be con-
vinced.

The preparation of cellulose by chemi
cal means has recently made greater progress,

as a much finer and whiter product is thus

obtainable than by the mechanical method
;

still there is, unfortunately, one great disad-

vantage common to all the processes yet adopt-

ed—the expense, costly machinery and processes

being employed for an object really attainable

by other means. These consist in the continu-

ous action of chemical reagents, whereby the

expenditure of fuel is rendered unnecessary,

and the great wear and tear of plant involved

by the use of high steam pressure avoided.

A fresh starting-point in cellulose manufac-
ture was afforded by the establishment of the

Manachunk Wood Pulp Works Company, at

Philadelphia, in 1864, whose products were ex-

hibited in Paris in 1867. At this establishment

the cellulose is prepared by Houghton's and
Coupler's methods, by boiling the wood in

acetate of soda under very high pressure. This

branch of manufacture has been further investi-

gated and improved upon by various parties.

In 1868 the Gloucestershire Paper Company
started a large cellulose and paper manufactory

in England, for pa^-rm^-big without ra#»,

thereby ffiiiiliiM ih)pmii|><ll|Mliiiii of the fact that

\>-A\xtr can be maim/bctured from cellulose with-

out any admixture of rags. A heavy outlay,

stated to amount to £25,000, was involved \ty

the experiments of the company.
In 1870 a company of English and Swedish

capitalists started five large cellulose manufac-
tories in Sweden, on the American system in

use at Cane Mills, Sydney, X.li.

On this system the five manufactories in

question, and other English and American
establishments, are now worked as well as six

large manufactories in Germany. Some manu-
facturers have aboptcd other methods, and have
engaged in fresh experiments and researches,

chiefly with a view to remedy defects of con-

struction in the apparatus employed.

In the different methods hitherto adopted
acids (muriatic and nitric) are used, to the

action of which the wood finely rasped is ex-

posed until the fibre is laid bare, whereby a
portion of the cellulose is converted into glu-

cose, whence alcohol is obtained by fermenta-
tion ; after this the wood is treated with acetate

of soda until a!] the soluble matter is extracted,

and finally is washed. This method does not
admit of the acid, being used again, and more-
over requires the vessels'cinployed to be of more
than ordinarily indestructible materials.

In Watt & Burgess' method, finely-chopped
wood is treated with acetate of soda of 4 degs.

Reaumur, under a steam pressure of 00 lbs. to

the square inch. Here very much depends on
the shape of the wood : in a highly comminuted
form, as sawdust, the circulation is imijeded ;

shavings, on the other hand, take up too much
space , so the wood is treated with the lye in a
series of digestors, under high steam pressure,

and the soda afterwards extracted from it by
the action of steam. As the lye contained- there-

in is removed by the steam and the residum
calcined in ovens of special construction, it is

obvious that the method adds considerably to

the cost of the process, and it is preferable to

use the acid once only and allow it afterwards

to evaporate naturally in open pits or to remove
it by heating in closed vessels so contrived as to
entail no extra firing. Cellulose prepared in

this way requires no mechanical manipulation,

but is simply bleached with chloride of lime be-

fore use. Chemically prepared wood palp is

superior to that prepared b3' mechanical means,
being more elastic and longer in the fibre, and
as before mentioned, can be ernplo3-ed for paper-

making without any addition of rags.

Two Thousand Dollars.

The easiest, cheapest and best way to secure

the above amount is to apply for membership
in the Mutual Benefit Association of Rochester,

N.Y. Pay Dr. S. B. Pollard, 56 Bay Street,

one dollar for four medical examinations, he
will send your application to the head office, if

you are accepted as a member they will issue a
certificate of membership, which, on payment
of eight dollars, entitles you to full benefits as a
member, should you die to-morrow, next day,

next week, next month, or any time within

three months, this Association will pay to your
heirs, or assigns, the sum of two thousand
dollars. At the expiration of the three months
all you 'have to do is to pay your pro rata

amount, which is from 20 to 75 cents on the

death of some other member, who has done
nothing worse than to die during the three

months just past. By paying your assessments

on deaths, you keep your certificate alive, and
at the commencement of the second year you
are assessed two dollars per thousand to keep up
office expenses, etc., for the next year. No
easier, surer or better schemes to carry two
thousand dollars has ever been devised than the
Mutual Benefit Associates, of Rochester, N.Y.

5-1-13

ZorESA.—A healthy man never thinks of his
stomach. The dyspeptic thinks of nothing else. In-
digestion is a constant reminder. The wise man who
finds himself suffering will spend a few cents for a
bottle of Zopcsa, from Brazil, the new and remarkable
compound for clensing and toning the system, for
assisting the Digestive apparatus and the Liver to
properly perform their duties in assimilating food.
Get a 10 cent sample of Zopesa, Ihe new remedy, of
your druggist. A few doses will surprise you.

Ilagyard's Yellow OH is a perfect panacea curing
by external and internal use all inflammation, pain
and soreness ; Rheumatism, Stiff Joints, Deafness,
Colds, Kidney complaints, Burns, Frost Bites, and
Flesh Wounds of every variety. For sale by all

dealers. *
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sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. JULY 1, 1881.

We desire to call the attention of our readers

to the sale by tender of the extensive saw-mill-

ing property at Parry Harbor, belonging to the

Ontario Bank. In addition to the saw-mill,

which is very complete, there are extensive and

valuable limits attached thereto, which, after

all, should be the great sine-que-non of such pro-

perties. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
A correspondent of the John O''Groat

Journal, in notes of a trip to Edinburgh from

Wick, dated May 25th, says :
—" The scenery

at Blair Athole, as witnessed from the railway,

is surpassingly grand. There the trees were fh

bloom, and the scent of the sweet briar was

wafted around us like a cloud of incense. We
were informed that the value of the growing

timber, aged fifty years, on one hill crest, used

chiefly for railway sleepers, would be about

£30,000, (neaYly $150,000.) One of the most

profitable investments is this growth of oak, the

bark of which is used largely for tanning pur-

poses." ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
We have a post-card asking for information

as to where black walnut trees, suitable for

transplanting, can be obtained, from someone

whose signature we cannot make out. The
writer says he desires to plant out a number as

an experiment, as he understands that a gentle-

man in Quebec has already planted out some

400 with satisfactory results. Nursery men
having black walnut trees suitable for planting

would evidently find it to their advantage to

advertise them in The Canada Lumberman.
We hope, too, that our correspondent will accept

this as a reply to his card, as we do not know
where ho would get what he wants, and cannot

address him personally for the reason already

stated.

ORDERED HOME.

Perhaps no better evidence of the firmness of

the western lumber market could be afforded

than that which we have in the recent decision

of the Chicago lumber dealers to order home,

with the intention of keeping them at home, the

gentlemen whom they now have on the road

soliciting orders. These travelling salesmen

were the outcome of a period of depression,

when it was almost a matter of financial life and

death to make sales, of many other things as

well as lumber, at almost any price, and

although the necessity of making such sales has

passed away, the travelling salesman has be-

come such a fixture that, however desirable, in

the interests of sellers, it will be difficult to get

rid of him entirely. It is generally conceded

that this following of buyers into their own

offices does more to break or keep down prices

than anything else that can be done. They

must shade prices to do business, because unless

the retail dealer can buy, or be made to fancy

he is buying cheaper from the travelling man

than he otherwise could do, he is likely to with-

hold his order, until it suits his own conveni-

ence to send it to headquarters. Now, if these

things be so, it follows that tho withdrawal of

these gentlemen of the road must not only do

away with the evil tendencies which their visits

are calculated to produce, but afford tho most

substantial evidence to consumers that lumber

is no longer a drug, and that the holders thereof

feel that they can afford to hold on until the

consumer requires it at the price which he has

put upon it. And this is the true position of

every holder of lumber. It is not like butter,

cheese or eggs, or like the ribbons and bonnets

of the dry goods merchant. It will not, if pro-

perly cared for, spoil in a single season like the

first, or become unfashionable and therefore

worthless like the latter. If tho production of a

year has exceeded the legitimate demand, the

true way to adjust demand and supply is to

hold on to what you have got—it will be none

the worse of a little more seasoning—and cur-

tail production—the trees that are loft standing

another year will neither grow rancid or un-

fashionable.

THE NEW LAND REGULATIONS.

In another column will be found the new

regulations recently issued by the Dominion

Government with regard to their lands in the

North -West. A persual of them can scarcely

fail to convince the most sceptical that they are

eminently favourable to the settlement of that

country, but less there should be any doubting

ones in this respect, we cannot do better than

transfer to our columns the following compari-

son of the prices charged for wild lands in Min-

nesota and Dakota, by the most prominent

competitors of the Dominion Government and

Pacific Railway Syndicate, with those now in

force in our own Not'-West, as we find them set

forth in the columns of the Monetary Times :

—

IN THE CANADIAN NORTH-WEST.

Government lands within the Railway Belt

may be acquired as follows : A free homestead

of 1C0 acres on condition of settlement and culti-

vation for three years
;
also, a pre-emption of

100 acres adjoining at $2.50 per acre, by instal-

ments covering ten years.

Government lands may be acquired, beyond

the distance of 24 miles from the railway, as

follows : A free homestead of 100 acres on the

same conditions as above ; and also a pre-emp-

tion of 100 acres at $2.00 per acre cash, at the

expiration of three years. In addition to the

320 acres thus acquired, a settler's wife may ob-

tain 100 acres as a free grant, on condition of

cultivating 10 acres thereof to forest trees, thus

making 480 acnes to man and wife.

IN DAKOTA AND MINNESOTA

Government lands may be acquired within

any Railway Belt as follows : A free home-

stead of 100 acres, on conditions of permanent

improvement and continuous residence for five

years ; or (not and) a pre-emption of 100 acres,

on condition of permanent improvement and

continuous residence for one year, an $2.50

per acre cash. A settler may in addition to

either homestead or pre-emption take up a free

tree-culture claim, on condition of planting 10

acres thereof with trees.

Government lands outside the railway limits

may be acquired on similar terms to the above,

but the price for pre-emptions is $1.35 per acre

instead of $2.50.

N.B.—It should be observed that the United

States Govermnent does not permit, as does that

of Canada, the same individual to acquire both

homestead and pre-emption claims. He must

take one or the other—1G0 acres instead of 320.

IN THE CANADIAN NORTH-WEST.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company asks

for its lands, within 24 miles of the road, a uni-

form price of $2.50 per acre, payable by instal-

ments, with a rebate of $1.25 per acre for sub-

stantial improvements and cultivation.

IN DAKOTA AND MINNESOTA.

The Northern Pacific Railway Company asks

from $2.50 per acre upward, according to quality

and location, and no rebate is promised to the

settler who cultivates his farm. As a fact the

prices of lands contaguous to the railway, range

as high as $10 and $15 per acre.

The circulars of the St. Paul, Minneapolis

and Manitoba Railway Company do not an-

nounce the priceR of lands, and all the best farms

adjacent to the line have now been taken up. In

all sales, however, the company promises a "re-

bate of nearly one-half the purchase money for

breaking and cultivating the land." The actual

prices of farms are graduuted according to

quality of the land and distance from a station.

AN ORANGE PEELED.
To the Editor of The Canada Lumberman

:

Mr. Editor,—A month or so ago I sent you

a short sketch of all I thought would be interest-

ing to your readers of this part of Canada,

therefore, at this time, I can only present you,

as it were, with a squeezed orange. The most

interesting feature in your paper, to the general

reader, is information about woods and forests.

In my time we used to hate the timber because

it stood between us and johnycakes, and more-

over for the sweat it caused us to clear the land,

but tastes change with time—nothing pleases us

better now than the " forest primeval." Forty

years ago one in this place could look in no

direction without seeing scores of towering hem-

locks, many of them "girdled " to acconplish

their cheap destruction. They have all long

since disappeared and left no traces of their ex-

istence—faded away like the red men under the

fostering care (?) of Yankee legislation. In

those days the havoc made of elm, maple,

brown ash and basswood, for jKitash, is fearful

to contemplate, but it was a case of life and

death between the men and the trees. Although

many of the inhabitants favored the forest by a
" wooden look," they choose to be survivors.

The French mode of clearing low land west of

here was by fire, which destroyed all vegetable

life, and they have no taste for planting trees.

A look across their level settlements reveals

nothing but whitewashed houses and cedar

rails. The want of wood has long since bore

heavy upon the poor.

One of your correspondents speaks of the

grievences of small dealers in lumber, owners,

perhaps, of an old up-and-down mill. Now, I

feel for those martyrs, having suffered a moral

crucifiction in common with them. One of ray

townsmen, on the rack, that is, selling boards

to an old farmer, after the torture was suspend-

ed, gave it as his deliberate opinion that anyone,

after the long agony of dealing in lumber with

those close-fisted, selfish specimens of humanity,

should, without any further preparation, be en-

titled to enter into the blissful fields where the

good niggers go. With the joiner and car-

penter we have no difficulty, they know what
they want and know what it is worth, but the

potato-digger, in this business, seldom or never

deviates into common sense and fair dealing.

That anyone ebse has as good a right to an
equivalent for his money as himself, never peue-

trates his agricultural skull. Our patience has

often gave way, and forced the pig-breedrr to
" unload " and go his way. We have another

customer far worse than the tight man, for the

tight man, to his honor, be it said, means to

pay, but the fellow, who, with n .dice afore-

thought, comes for a few boards is the man we
mean. He wishes to be trusted a short time, of

course. He banters you long on the price, to

convince you that the debt will bear heavy on
his conscience till settled. A year rolls away,
but the slight indebtedivess has long slipped

from his memory ; if reminded of it, he views

the transaction with the complacency of Wilkins
Macauber on a similar occasion. You feel

puzzled ; the law offers you no redress ; the
man has no effects outside of exemption

; you
don't know in what category to place your act

;

it is too business-like for charity, and yet looks

more like charity than business. Finally the

unwelcome reflection forces itself upon you,

that you have really given alms without the

smallest right to claim the credit of it.

E. Chandler.
County Mi.ssisquoi, P.Q.

A NEW INDUSTRY.
O. A. Gould, who resides on the Pennoyer

farm opposite this city, has established a new
line of business that is of considerable import
ance to the public. Mr. Gould has provided

machinery by which he manufactures cedar

strips for lining trunks, wardrobes, furniture,

clothes-presses or for inside finishing for houses

if needed. The machinery consists of a set of

knives feet long, which commence on the out-

side of a cedar log and cut it in one continuous

strip in any thickness required from the thirty-

second part of an inch to half an inch in thick-

ness, the strips of wood being delivered in a

compact roll ready foruse as soon ascut. The im-

portance of this manufacture consists in the fact

that cedar wood is a complete protection against

all kinds of vermin, such js ants, cockroaches,

moths, lice and worms of all kinds. The design

is to use this cedar for ceiling in pantries,

clothes-presses, store-rooms and all other places

where these pests of the household congregate.

It can also be used for flooring, if desired.

Cedar wood neither shrinks nor swells under
the influence of moisture or heat, and can be

papered or washed without destroying any of

its qualities. The objection to its use in build-

ing has been its smallness, making the lumber
very narrow and imjjerfect when it is sawed in

the usual manner, but by Mr. Gould's methyl
of paring it off in a thin slice, the strips can be

made 50 feet long, and it is so flexible that it

will not break, and the ini|)erfections in the

grain do not appear to any extent in the sheets.

For ceiling, it only requires that the edges be

leveled and glued together, and the work can

be made perfect.

Mr. ( i. mid thinks it can be used in matrasses,

thus makingxhem always free from all danger
of infection or vermin. This method of treating

cedar wood will be a great benefit, and bring

this hitherto almost worthless product of the

forests into demand.

—

Saginaic Herald.

The Toronto Globe says :—It is related that

John Brower, a New York furniture maker of

about sixty-five years back, who was the first to

introduce the use of black walnut in his trade,

found very great difficulty in inducing the pub-

lic to use the wood. The current of fashion

was then running strongly on mahogany, and it

may be added fashion never decreed the use of

a more beautiful or enduring wood. In those

days there was plenty of black walnut in New
York State, and the Erie Canal was much used

as a " floatable stream " for the logs. Then
Western Pennsylvania and Michigan became

the great sources of black walnut ; after that,

Ohio and Indiana, in which States fabulous

quantities of the now precious wcxnl were burnt

up in clearing, or split into rails. In Western

Ontario also, the same method prevailed of dis-

posing of what was then deemei-a cumbersome

nuisance. At the presev.t day it is necessary to

go beyond the Mississippi for black walnut, and

the price of the wood in New York is about

$100 a housand. No doubt, as black wal-

nut cets scarcer, the furniture makers will

erdeavor to give dame fashion a twist backward

into mahogany, or forward into the adoption of

some of our splendid native hardwoods. Cir-

cumstances seem to point to the black birch as

the supplanter to a great extent of the walnut.

There are prodigious quantities of this wood in

Ontario and Quebec In large tracts of the

Muskoka and Parry Sound districts it is the

prevailing timber, and on the best land it grows

to a great size. Farmers who have black birch

standing in accessible situations would do well

to cease cutting it for the present.

Cooking by electricity will be carried on at

the French International Electrical Exhibition.
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ST. JOHN, N.B.

From Our Own Correspondent.

Stream Driving.—It our last reference was

made to the favorable condition of the water in

the rivers and streams for bringing out the logs.

While it lasted the freshet was very favorable

indeed, but coming so late in the season it fell

off very rapidly,and considerable quantities of

logs were " hung up " in consequence. The

great bulk of the logs, however, were got out

and those left behind for the present will, no

doubt, all come to market in the course of the

season.

Steamships.—Referring to this new element

in our lumber carrying trade, its development

appears to be quite rapid. Already this season

eleven vessels of this description, of an aggre-

gate tonnage of 12,076, have been cleared with

deal cargoes. Another (the Anny Dora, 1,107

tons) is now loading, and we hear of five others

recently chartered, which may be expected to

arrive in -a few days. Estimating these latter

at 1,000 tons each, we have seventeen steam-

ships of 18,183 tons engaged in this trade up to

the present time.

Freights.—A large number of vessels have

arrived in the last few days, and the freight

market is much depressed. The latest trans-

action reported, was at 53/. for Liverpool,

which may be quoted as about the market rate

to-day.

Shipping List.—The following is the list of

square rigged vessels in port, with their tonnage

and destination :

—

Riverside, 1,234, Liverpool.

Equator, 1,272, Liverpool.

Northumbria, 1,592, Liverpool.

Endymion, 1,298, Liverpool.

Alpheiis Marshall, 1,100, Belfast or W.C.E.

Edward Kidder, 1,014, Newport or Liverpool.

Arabia, 957, Liverpool.

Nettie Murphy, 1,373, Liverpool.

William, 998, Waiting.

Douglas Campbell, 845, Marseilles.

Granite City, 776, United Kingdom.

Effort, 378, U. Kingdom or Continent.

lima, 437, E.C. Ireland.

Africa, 1,130, Cardiff.

Loanda, 1,500, Liverpool.

Wanderer, 438, Ireland.

Huano, 843, Belfast.

Sverre, 404, United Kingdom.

Sverre, 600, E.C. Ireland.

Blanco. 343, discharging.

Josie Trbp, 1,100, Gibralter, for orders.

Venus, 734, Ireland.

Cecilia, 334, France.

Nytghan, 1,254, waiting.

Liffey, 845, Liverpool.

Ashlow, 639, Cork or Limerick.

Charles, 1,500, Liverpool.

L. H. D*Veber, 615, Londonderry.

John Murphy, 1,479, Liverpool.

Bonito, 599, Galway.

Broderine, 453, Marseilles.

Anny Dora, S.S., 1,107, Liverpool, London orB.C.D.

Taganrog, 514, Marseilles.

Loining, 847, St. Nazaire.'

E. W. Gale, 320, discharging.

Revolving Light, 1,317, Liverpool.

Shipments.—The shipments of deals .and

other sawn lumber are as follows :

—

For Europe 15,639,000 Sup. ft.

" United States 2,987,000

" West Indies 100,000 "

St. John, X.B., June 18th, 1881.

DTJLUTH.

The Duluth section will this year manufacture

sixty million feet of lumber as follows :

—

Peyton & Co 5,000,000
Griff, Little & Co 10,000,000
A. M. Miller 8,000,000
Payne 4 Co 10,000,000
Grey ACo 4,000,000
Knife Falls Lumber Co 25,000,000

Total 62,000,000
Ixnrejoy & Co., shingles 14,000,000

Thifl in nearly double the amount cut last

year, and will be increased next year to nearly

100,000.000 feet by new mills and increasing

capacity of those already built.

As freight* rule low at present, and may con-

tinue to do ho for a time, it is to be feared that

shippeni may be tempted by this to send cargoes

on the open market to an extent greater than

the present itate of trade warrants. It is only

by withholding every foot of timU:r as long as

possible, so as to enable this market to right

iw.lf, that the business can be rendered profit-

able to those interested in it,

TIMBER NEWS.

During the week onding 18th June, 1881, the

undermentioned timber passed through the

slides mentioned :

—

DES JOACHIMS SLIDE.

Rafts. Owners. Cribs. Pieces.

1 David Moore 93 2,22£

1 William Mackey 131 3,107

1 J.&G. Bryson 94 2,421

Rafts.
1

1

1

318

CALUMET SLIDES.

Owners.
J. Poupere 13
Boll & Hickey 113
W. Mason 93

219

Ovmers.

AKNPRIOR SLIDE.

Cribs. Pieces.

Wm. Mason
Wm. Croft
— McGregor

Jonathan Fraser & Co

.

241 5,972

7,7.
r
.:;

Cribs.

350
3,350
1,950

5,650

Saw
Logs.
6,000
50C

1,000
23,442

241 5,973 30,942

CHAT'S SLIDE, from 13th to 20th INST.

Rafts. Owners. Cribs.

1 J. O. B. Latour .• 97
1 Gillies Bros 88
1 Fraser & Curry 114
2 J. Francis & Co 243
1 Bell & Hickey 119

6 661

THROUGH GATINEAU BOOM SINCE 16TH INST.

Owners. Saw Logs.
G. B. Hall & Co 15,879
W. C. Edwards & Co 13,497
Hamilton Bros 4,058
J. McLaren & Co 4,260

And 1,319 pieces long red pine belonginj

Cracken, Boyle & Co.

37,694
to Mc-

Witli the Approach of Spring, Biliary Com-
plaints prevail that often lead to serious results. Guard
against their attack in time by using Burdock Blood
Bitters : the best Liver Invigorator, Kidney Corrector,
Regulator of the Bowels and Secretions, and the purest,
most permanent Tonic in the world. For sale by all

dealers.

If you suffer from any chronic disease arising from
Impure Blood. Sluggish Liver, disordered Kidneys or
inactivity of the Bowels ; if your Nervous System is

deliberated from whatever cause arising, do not des-

pair, but procure a trial bottle of Burdock Blood
Bitters; it will only cost 10 cents. Large Bottles $1,00,

For sale by all medicine dealers.

LUMBERMEN
will save money by going direct
or sending to F. CRUMPTON, 83
King St. East, Toronto, for their
Watches and Jewellery, or Silver-
ware and Clocks, etc. If you can-
not come yourselves send your
orders arid I will guarantee just
as good satisfaction as by a per-
sonal selection. Goods guaranteed
exactly as represented or your
money refunded. Watch and Jew-
ellery repairing and manufactur-
ing by competent workmen at
Reasonable Prices. We make a
specialty of HEAVY CASEDWATCHES suitable for Lum-
bermen.

iSTPrices cheerfully furnished
on application.

Remember the address,

jj£ F.CRUMPT0N
83 King St. East,

TORONTO.

t - 1

.y

ELECTRICIAN,
4 QUEEN STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

Trusses for HERNIA, Rupture,
The most Durable and Beneficial kind known to Medical Science alnay* In

Stock, and fitted to the Body at BeaKonable Price*.

BATTERIES FOR BATHS,
Of Special Sizes, made to order, both for Public and Private Use; and
FARADIC BATTERIES always on hand. PRICES LOW. lyLl7

The Best Axes in the World

!

P. Jewill & Sons (Hartford, Conn.) EXTRA and STANDARD LEATHER BELTING
Jowitt & Nicholson 2nd CUT FILES. LATH YARN.

GEORGE STETHEM
I2-L17PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO,

Importer, Jobber and Retail Dealer in Hardware.

American Hotel, Corner Young & Front Sts.,

TORONTO, OIsTT.

Newly and elegantly furnished throughout. Contains one hundred rooms, and under it the new
management is first-class in all its appointments, at moderate rates.

Free omnibuses to and from all traiDS.

WILLIAM MACKIE, of St. Lawrence Hall, Port Hope, PROPRIETOR,
J. E. MoINTYRE and J. H. MACKIE, Clerks. - b20
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LIGHTING SAW-MILLS BY ELECTEICITY

The rapidity with which the electric light has

advanced from the experimental to the practical

stage is something remarkable, even in the pre-

sent wonderful age. It has long been known to

scientists that what is termed the voltaic arc,

which is simply a continuous electric spark,

afforded a light but little inferior to sunlight
;

but it is only within a few years that any

attempt has been made to turn the fact to prac-

tical account. In the last half dozen years or

so, electricians have spent a vast amount of

time in studying the principles of electric light-

ing, and in experimenting with appliances for

the successful and economical application of

these principles in practice. That the time and

money so employed have not been wasted, is

evidenced by what has already been accom-

plished. We find now several different styles

of light in use, and several more that have been

tested by their inventors with very flattering

results. The electric light, in fact, has passed

the experimental part of its career, and appears

now as something that has stood the test of use

without failure.

The Lumberman pointed out to mill owners

some months ago the possibilities of electricity

as a means of illuminating saw-mills, planing-

mills, furniture factories, and all woodworking

shops that are, either all or part of the time

compelled to run nights. The lack of a good

light has been a serious obstacle in the way of

night running in all kinds of mills and factories,

and particularly in these that from the nature

of the material operated upon are liable to dam-

age by fire. Gas and oil have both been used,

and in many cases the result has been the des-

truction of the mill by fire. And when no acci-

dents have occured the light obtained has

invariably been found to be of poor quality,

rendering it impossible for employes to accom-

plish anywhere near what they would in day-

light. Indeed, the inferiority of the best light

hitherto obtainable, and the risk inseparable

from its use, have led many manufacturers to

prefer the alternative of doing less work to that

of attempting to operate their mills or factories

with such a dangerous and ineffectual means of

illumination. We have been told by a good

many saw-mill men that they would gladly run

their mills night and day if they could find

some way of lighting them without increasing

the danger of fire, and in such a way that

effective work could be done.

It seems to us that in. electricity mill men of

all kinds will find exactly the light they have

been looking for. It is unquestionably the best

light that has ever been invented, as far as its

illumination power goes, and there is certainly

no doubt about its superiority in point of safety.

Besides, it is really the cheapest of all known
methods of lighting large areas. The principal

item is the first cost of the machines and the

power ; these once bought, there is nothing to

do but to keep the engine running and supply

the lamps with carbons, the latter forming even

for a considerable number of lights, but a

nominal item of expense. The cost of produc-

ing the light, after the electric machine and its

motive power are obtained, would hardly

amount to anything for the operator of a mill or

factory. In all woodworking shops, at any

rate, the means of producing power is so cheap

that it practically cuts no figure, so that by
adopting the electric light the expense of making

the mill as bright as day is reduced to an ex-

ceedingly small sum. The wear and tear of the

machines used, and of the lamps, we under-

stand, is very slight, so that there is no lack of

economy on this score. With electricity, all

fear of fire, resulting from the lighting of a

mill, would be groundless. The light is not a

flame, but a spark, and as it develops no appre-

ciable amount of heat it cannot set fire to any-

thing ; while any accident that disturbs the

position of the light puts it out at once.

We do not well see how anything in the way
of a light more perfectly adapted to the .use of

saw-mills, and all sorts of mills, in fact, could

be devised. It is maintained altogether by
power, which is an indispensable adjunct to

every manufacturing establishment, and can in

most cases be applied to an electrical machine

at a very small cost. When the apparatus and
lamps are once in position, the light is produced

steadily and with but little expense and trouble.

It is always ready when it is wanted, is lighted

instantaneously by the mere shifting of a belt,

and involves in its maintenance scarcely any

extra trouble or expense. It emits no smoke or

disagreeable fumes, is perfectly clean, and what

is most important, is entirely free from danger,

which cannot be truthfully said of any other

means of turning darkness into light that is

known to the world. It seems to possess all

the advantages that any one could ask for, and

so few and such unimportant disadvantages that

they are hardly worth considering.

It is probably known to most of the Lumber-

man's readers that there are several kinds of

electric light that have been perfected, though

only one has yet been sold to- any considerable

extent. This one has been adopted by most of

those who have already tried this sort of light,

mainly, we suppose, because it has, until lately,

been the only one of which the sale has been

vigorously pushed. The principle in all the

machines is the same. They all use dynamic

electricity and carbon lamps, and so far are all

alike ; the difference in the systems is in the

machines for generating the current, and in the

devices for feeding the carbons in the lamps, by

which various degrees of steadiness and perfec-

tion are produced in the light. It is important

in selecting a machine that these differences

should be understood and appreciated, lest one

become prejudiced against the light because of

faults that exist simply in the mechancism, or

the manner of utilizing the current.—North-

western Lumberman.

TIMBER NEWS.
During the week ending 11th June, 1881, the

undermentioned timber passed through the

slides mentioned :—

.

DE3 JOACHIMS SLIDE.

Oumers. Cribs. Pieces.

3,350
4 70

117 3,420

COULONUE SLIDES.

Owners. Cribs. Pieces. Saw
Logs,

2,782 7,215

2,789 60,374

202 5,571 73,557

CALl"MKT SLIDES.

Ilaftn. Oiimers. Cribs. Pieces.

1 McCool & Sunstrum

.

2,171

97 2,999

83 2,558

2,782

2 McCoshfiD & Ki-.iscr.

.

5,800

0 C1JJ 17,310

CHATS SLIDE.

Rafts. Owners. Cribs.

1 McCool & Sunstrum.
1 iHUliard & Dickson..

2 193

GATINKAU, BBOM 10TH TO 15tB INST.

Owners. Saw Logs. It'y Ties.

G. B.Hall & Co 19,702

W. C. Edwards & Co 8,400

Hamilton Bros 2,871

(iilmour & Co 3,002

H. Harris 3,367

33,975 3,36"

PORT HOPE.

Tho following is a statement of lumber, etc.,

shipped from Port Hope for*the periods named,

as obtained from the books of tho Harbour

Master, viz.:

—

LUMBER.

April 3,697,276 feet

May "... 8,518,175 "

June, (to the 16th inclusive) 6,368,632 "

Total 18,684,083
"

SHINGLES.

April

May 10,250,000

June, (to 16th inclusive) 2,712,750

Total 12,968,750

SHINGLE BOLTS.

April 80 cords.

May 198 "

June"

Total 278
"

WOOD.
April 88 cords.

May
June, (to the 16th inclusive)

Total 88 "

THE OUTLOOK FOR LUMBER.
Mr. Van Schaick, of the extensive lumber

firm of Ludington, Wells & Van Schaick, ex-

presses the following opinion of the condition

and prospects Of the market. He is as well

qualified to speak on the subject as any man in

the country :

—

" Seriously, to me the lumber market has all

the elements of strength rather than weakness,

and it has fully met the expectations held since

January by many engaged in it. I would hep

to suggest for your consideration the following

elements of strength : First, a demand fully

equal to that anticipated early in the season.

With the fact that no switching of cars has been

done for about two weeks past, the output from
city yards by rail from January 1 to May 18 is

but 143,594 feet less than during the same time

last year, and all will admit that the city con-

sumption has been greatly in excess for the

same time. Second, that with largely increased

receipts by rail over last year from January 1

to May 18 there remained at that date a defici-

ency in receipts of lumber of 22,3.r>2,000 feet as

compared with 18X0. Third, that it was gener-

ally admitted at the lunch given by Vice-Presi-

dent Martin, that the receipts of this year would
be greatly in excess of last year, and might

reach a total of 1,800,000,000 feet. As the count

now stands, to receive an amount equal to last

year only, there must arrive 1,360,000,000 feet.

To receive this you have 182 business days in-

cluding December 15, and arithmetic M ill show

that each business day the receipts must be

7,500,000 feet to equal last year's receipts. Any-
thing above this would be a surplus over last

year.

"Every lumberman can form his own esti-

mate as to what the excess will be, but in my
judgment the excess in sales for 18X1 will fully

equal the excess of receipts over 18X0 from this

time forward. It is unnecessary to enlarge by

stating that lake freights, wages and all ex-

penses are likely to add fully $1 per thousand to

the cost of manufacture over last year. No
exact amount can be arrived at ;

still, this will

be an important factor in the current market

value of the year. An opinion formed and a

position taken on the value of a commodity so

largely produced and consumed as lumber,

should be backed by arguments and facts, as

care should be taken not to mislead dealers and

consumers by opinions based on personal in-

terests. My impression now is that since the

rate of interest began to decline in western

centers a few years since, all business men who

have taken the bear side on the value of any

commodity have been disapi>ointed in results,

and that it is extremely dangerous in the pre-

sent prosj>erous condition of the country to sell

any commodity at a low price in regular busi-

ness that the seller must immediately replace.

The stock of logs cut during the past winter is

not excessive at any point, nor beyond the

ability of the owners to carry easily. Money is

abundant at an exceedingly low rate of interest

compared with former years, the general busi-

ness is prosperous in all departments, and the

indications point to a steady and large con-

sumption of lumber. Demand and supply will

probably adjust prices' to the satisfaction of

manufacturer, dealer and consumer."

—

Lumber-

man's Gazette.

We have received No. 10, Vol. 1, of The
Canada Lumberman, a 1C page semi-monthly

paper hitherto published in Toronto by Mr.

Alexander Begg, but which has just been pur-

chased by Messrs! Toker & Carnegie, pro-

prietors of the Peterborough Review, to whom
we are indebted for the copy before us, and

whom we wish every success iu their new ven-

ture. The Canada Lumberman will be a trade

organ, absolutely non-political, and will not

only contain those accurate statistics which 'are

necessary to the trade as a basis of intelligent

operations, but will afford a medium through

which the lumbermen of the Dominio-.i may
explain their wants and wishes or exchange

ideas on subjects of iuterest to them. It is

beautifully printed with new typo on heavy

white paper, contains a large amoui.t df reading

and is only $2. a year in ad vance. -j Fcntlon Falls

Gazette. •

The circulation of the CanadaiLumberman is

over 2,000 copies. Advertisers should note this

MR. MOORE REPLIED TO.

To tlte Editor of The Canada lumberman :

Deab Sib,—Having noticed in the last issue

of The Canada Lumberman a communication

from W. Moore, in which he complains of the

treatment received by the so-called, small mill-

men, at the hands of Toronto planing mill men.
I am pleased to observe, however, that he does

not include retail men proper, in his denuncia-

tions. I would ask Mr. Moore if small mill-men

are not somewhat in fault in this matter '' Mr.

Moore evidently included amongst the number.

To the writer's own knowledge, it is generally

the custom of small mill-men to come to Toronto

with their lumber with the express intention of

making all they can of it, and therefore cast the

retailer, or middlemen, to one side, and seek out

the sash and door factories, thinking that by

disposing of their lumber to the consumers they

will realize the outside figure for their lumber,

or in other words, get the profits that should go

to the middleman, and in this expectation they

are often deceived, and many will say, rightly

served. Now, although I wish it to be dis-

tinctly understood that it is not my purpose to

attempt to defend the factory men, as I doubt

not they are well able to defend themselves,

still I think Mr. Moore will hardly deny that it

is extremely difficult to convince many small

mill-men as to what constitutes a mill cull, and

more difficult still, as to what is really clear

lumber, and as to what is well manufactured or

the reverse, most difficult of alL Their know-

ledge in this respect is often exceedingly deffici-

ent, and considerable difficulty is often exj>eri-

enced by the purchaser in getting a satisfactory

settlement in consequence. There is still another

fault made by small null-men, and that is in the

handling and piling their lumber. Many lum-

bermen can testify that it is quite exceptional to

find clear, bright and properly piled lumber at

small mills, but frequently 60 damaged by sap-

staining as to be unfit for market, and so de-

preciated in value nearly one-half. Now, I will

agree with Mr. Moore, that in this resjiect

matters might be improved to the advantage of

seller and buyer, by establishing a dei>ot under

proper management, as such evils as that I have

referred to above might be remedied under the

influence exerted by an efficient manager, and I

conceive that is about the only advantage that

would be gained by the combination advocated

by Mr. Moore, as he must be well aw are that

there are plenty of reliable dealers here to whom
he could consign his lumber, and save his

travelling expenses, and realize all the market

would afford ; and if Mr. Moore has clear, pro-

perl}- manufactured lumber at present to dispose

of, he can net &J8.00 ]>er ML, which is not a bad

figure, even for small mill-mem

Trulv yours,

H.C.
Toronto, June 16, 1X81.

ENCOURAGING.
The receipt of such letters as the following,

we need scarcely say, is most encouraging t<>

the publishers of The Canada Lumberman.

We have already received not a few of this

kind, but there is room for more :

Fort Frances, N.W.T., June 6th, 1881.

Messrs. Toker & Co., Peterborough.

Gentlemen,—Enclosed, please find the sum of J2.00.

for one year's subscription to The Canada Limberm as.

1 have received two copies of your paper, and find that

it contains a great deal of very useful information to

lumVAnncn.
Yours truly.

S. H. Fowler.

Collingwood, June IS, 1S81.

Messrs. Toker & Co.,

Dear Sirs,—Having accidently seen TnE Canada

Li'mbkemax newspaper published by- you, and being

somewhat in that line of business, 1 am quite pleased

with the amount of information to be found" in your

periodical and having reference to that line of business,

and would desire to become a subscriber. Please send

me a copy on receipt, and consider me a subscriber for

a year. Yours truly,

David Fleming.

' DvsrErsiA.—Strenthen your digestion —tone the
stomach for utilizing and assimilating every atom of

food you take ; the body needs it for strength and
vigor." Zopesa cleanses the entire system, stimulate*

the Liver, keeps you regular, and able to eat ten-penny
nails. Letters and postal cards come in daily telling

of cures and help (rem ttftm, from Brazil. Pofxtire

proof of the health and vigor it give* in a ten cent

sample. Ask your druggist.
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Owing to the large amount of hemlock bark

to be peeled in New Brunswick, operators are

offering §1 and $1.10 for men, and even at these

fibres can scarce make up their crews.

The daily average number of pieces (logs,

ties, bolts, timber, &c.) passed through the gap

at the western side of the boom at Belleville is

6,000, yet such is the extent of the supply from

the river that but little diminution is noticeable

in the bulk collected at the river's mouth.

Logan's tannery, Pictou, N.S., has been re

built. The new building is 200x150 feet, and

more convenient and commodious than the one

which was burned down in 1875. It turns out

at present about 1,000 sides of leather per week

and using some 7,000 tons of hemlock bark per

annum.

The Railroad Gazette of June 10th, reports

1,574 miles of new railroad built thus far this

year, against 1,590 miles reported at the corres

ponding time in 1880, G61 miles in 1879, 413

miles in 1878, 570 miles in 1877, 628 miles in

1876, 296 miles in 1875, 537 miles in 1874, and

1,171 miles in 1873.

There are huge jams of logs on the Kennebec

River, K.B. The drivers start them by blowin;

them up with powder. Thousands of spectators

are watching the proceedings. A young fellow

sitting on a rock looking on was struck by a

og, knocked in and drowned, as was his com-

panion who tried to save him, the other day.

A party of New York capitalists were in

Montreal last week making enquiries with the

view of establishing a factory for the manufac-

ture of Vegetable Fibres. The capitalists re

ferred to are extensively engaged in the same

business in New York, and it is believed by

their acquaintances here that they intend start-

ing a factory in this city.

The Hart Emery Wheel Co., of Hamilton,

have lately built a new factory on Hunter street,

the size of which is 60x25, two storeys high,

with a wing in the rear for engine house, etc.

,

all built of red brick. They are full of orders,

and report a largely increasing trade. The
wheel made by this firm has a wire web inserted

which largely diminishes the risk of the wheel

bursting, as often happens with the ordinary

wheels.

A Covington, Va., paper notes the shipment

from that point recently of a large lot of walnut

timber, which will go via Richmond to Europe.

The consignment amounted to 500,000 feet. A
bill of 50,000 feet of white oak lumber was also

sent from the same town lately to England and

Scotland, where it is to be used in car building.

Such transactions as these show that the valu-

able hardwoods to be found in this country are

in demand abroad as well as at home.

According to one of the Lewiston, Me., local

papers the lumber business there is in a very

flourishing condition. The two steam mills cut

9%iething over 100,000 feet per day, and the

shipments from the yards connected with them
•mount to nearly fifty cars per week. The mill

men are said to be receiving orders faster than

they can fill them, and, in consequence of the

activity in business, have advanced the price of

clapboards from $20 to $30 per thousand feet.

Most of the lumber shipped from Lewiston goes

to Boston, Lawrence and other Massachusetts

cities, being purchased by lumber dealers and
building contractors.

An ingenious person has just hit upon a new
and original derivation for the term " jerry,"

aa applied to "jerry buildings," the work of

diahonest or impecunious individuals engaged
in the erection of house property. The deriva-

tion is so obvious that it seems a wonder nobody
ever hit upon it before. This amazing philolo-

giat reminds us that " Joshua, the son of Nun,
walked round Jericho in the old time and caused
trumpets to be blown, whereupon the walls fell

down with such facility that the builders must
have been greatly blamed," and so their work
became proverbial. A " Jericho builder," there-

fore, got to be a byword of reproach, and in the

P*ogre«i of ages the phrase has easily and natur-
ally been corrupted into our modern term a
"jerry builder.

"

IWbt all do it.— Everybody uses "Tkabkerv" for
t*« Ueti. and breath, the newest, brightest, cosiest
ltU» toilet gem extant. Try a & cent sample.

TANNING WITHOUT TAN.

A company has lately been formed in Belgium

for the purpose of working a new tanning pro*

cess, invented by Dr. Heinzerling, of I'Yank-

fortL which has for its object to do away with

all the drawbacks involved by the. nsua]

methods of tanning hides. The popular saying

is that there is nothing like leather, but the

making of it is more difficult than that of any

other commodity in daily use. For several

years past leather makers have found it difficult

to meet the requirements of the leather sellers,

owing to the increased consumption of the

article, it became more and more difficult for

the tanners to procure the necessary funds the

figure of which rose in proportion to the con-

stant rise in the price of tan, and then again,

the immense amount of time it takes by the

present process to make a skin into leather also

over-handicapped the producers. All these diffi-

culties are in a great measure overcome by the

new system
;
so, at any rate, our contemporary

la Cote libre tell us. Dr. Heinzerling tans

leather without tan, that is to say without oak

bark ; using instead a mineral composition, by

means of which he claims to work wonders.

The company that has been formed in Belgium

for the purpose of making leather according to

his receipt, is to take over the works of M.
Delattre Hallez, of Mons, whilst the remaining

partners are to contribute 12,000?. towards the

plant, fitting, and working. The tanning yard^

is already in full working order, customers are

coming in in numbers, and those who have

tried the new leather are all agreed that it is

fully equal to the oak bark leather in quality,

whilst its manufacturing price is very consider-

ably lower. The new process only takes one

hour, whilst the old require six hours, all other

circumstances being equal. The promoters

aver that the new leather will be a great com
mercial success.

The Willow.
Anybody who has the patience to wait five-

and-twenty years for a large return upon a

small expenditure should plant the willow tree.

The demand for this wood during the last few

years has been extraordinary, and the London
dealers now readily wait upon any estate agent

who has two or three fairly-grown willows for

disposal. An average price for a good tree with

plenty of top is £10. The wood is used for a

variety of purposes. Boles just cut down, and

free from disease and stain, are made into carri-

age bodies. Cricket-bats worthy of the name
and the game are made of no other wood. It is

the material also of many articles of modern
furniture. The inferior parts of the tree serve

for toys, for cotton or silk reels, or for conver-

sion into charcoal. For many of the purposes

we have named, the wood is first placed in

scalding water, when it may be twisted, knead-

ed, cut, or stamped out, just like a piece of

boiled cheese. Properly, of course, the willow

should be grown upon the margin of a ditch or

brook. It will grow more slowly and less per-

fectly in very moist and heavy soil. It should

be planted in the spring or autumn. Those who
want as rapid a development as the tree is cap-

able of- should not plant little sprigs, but a

goodly-sized pollsrd lop, say from seven to nine

feet long, and as thick as a man's wrist. If

such a lop as this be placed three feet in the

soil, failure is next to impossible.

—

Land.

Tlie great Marvel of Healing—the grand
climax of medicinal discoveries is Burdock lilood

Bitters. It cures all diseases of the Blood, Liver,

Stomach, Bowels, Skin and Kidneys, Female Com-
plaints, Scroful», General and Nervous Debility, and is

a reliable Tonic in all broken down conditions of the
system. Sample bottles 10 cents. Supplied by all

dealers in medicine.

Hagyard'g Pectoral Balsam is a purely vege-
table healing balsam. It cures by loosening the phlegm
and corrupt matter from the Lungs and expelling it

from the system. Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hoarse-
ness and all pectoral diseases yield to it promptly. It

costs 25 cents a bottle.

TRUSSES.
CLUTHE'S PATENT SPIRAL TRUSS
all attachments improved. No more
buckles, all on solid brass casting.
Book on rapture and human frame free.

Send address in full post card. Best
true information about rupture and

deformities. C1IAS. CLUTHE, Surgical Machinist,

H&i King Street west, Toronto. 12l13

Department ©f the Interior,

OrrAWA, 25th May, 1861.

WHEREAS circumstances has rendered it expe-
dient to effect certain changes in the policy of

the Government respecting the administration of Do-
minion lands, public notice is hereby given :

—
1. The Regulations of the 14th October, 1879, were

rescinded by order of His Excellency the Governor
General in Council, on the 20th day of May instant,

and the following Regulations for the disposal of

agricultural lands substituted therefor :

2. The even-numbered sections within the Cana-
cian Pacific Railway Belt—that is to say, lying w ithin

24 miles on each side of the line of the said Railway,
excepting those which may be required for wood-lots
in connection with settlers on prairie lands within the
said belt, or which may be otherwise specially dealt
with by the Governor in Council, shall be held exclu-
sively for homesteads and pre-emptions. The odd-
numbered sections within the said belt are Canadian
Pacific Railway Lands, and can only be acquired from
the Company.

3. The pre-emptions entered within the said belt of

24 miles on each side of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
up to and including the 31st day of December next,
shall be disposed of at the rate of £2.50 per acre ; four
tenths of the purchase money, with interest on the
latter at the rate of six per cent, per annum, to be
paid at the end of three years from the date of entry,
the remainder to be paid in six equal instalments an-
nually from and after the said date, with interest at
the rate above mentioned on such portions of the pur
chase money aB may from time to time remain unpaid
to be paid with each instalment.

4. From and after the 31st day of December next,
the price shall remain the same—that is $2.50 per acre
—for pre-emptions within the said belt, or within the
corresponding belt of any branch line of the said Rail
way, but shall be paid in one sum at the end of three
years, or at such earlier period as the claimant may
have acquired a title to his homestead quarter-section.

5. Dominion Lands, the property of the Government,
within 24 miles of any projected line of railway recog-

nized by the Minister of Railways, and of which he has
given notice in the Official Gazette as being a project-

ed line of Railway, shall be dealt with as to price and
terms, as follows :—The pre eruptions shall be sold at
the same price and on the same terms as fixed in the
next preceding paragraph, and the odd-numbered sec-

tions shall be sold at §2.50 per acre,' payable in cash
6. In all townships open for sale and settlement

within Manitoba or the North-West Territories, out-

side of the said Canadian Pacific Railway Belt, the
even-numbered sections, except in the cases provided
for in clause two of these Regulations, shall be held
exclusively for bomestead and pre-emption, and the
odd-numbered sections for sale as public lands.

7. The lands described as public lands shall be sold

at the uniform price of §2 per acre, cash, excepting in

special cases where the Minister of the Interior, under
the provisions of section 4 of the amendment to the
Dominion Lands Act passed at the last session of Par-
liament, may deem it expedient to withdraw certain
farming lands from ordinary sale and settlement, and
put them up for sale at puDlie auction to the highest
bidder, in which event such lands shall be put up at
upset price of $2 per acre.

8. Pre-emptions outside of the Canadian Pacific Rail

way Belt shall be sold at the un :form price of 82 per
acre, to be paid in one sum at the end of three years

from the date of entry, or at such earlier period as the
claimant may acquire a title to his homestead quarter-

section.

9. Exceptions shall be made to the provisions of

clause 7, in so far as relates to lands in the Province
of Manitoba or the North-West Territories, lying to the
north of the belt containing the Pacific Railway lands,

wherein a person being an actual settler on an odd-
numbered section shall have the privilege of purchas-

ing to the extent of 320 acres of such section, but no
more, at the price of $1.25 per acre, cash ; but no
Patent shall be issued for such land until after three

years of actual residence upon the same.
10. The price and terms of payment of odd-number-

ed sections and pre-emptions, above set forth, shall not

apply to persons who have settled in any one of the

several belts described in the said Regulations of the

14th October, 1879, hereby rescinded, but who have ob-

tained entries for their lands, and who may establish a

right to purchase such odd-numbered sections or pre-

emptions, as the case may be, at the price and on the

terms respectively fixed for the same by the said

Regulations.
Timber for Settlers.

11. The system of wood lots in prairie townships
shall be continued—that is to say, homestead settlers

having no timber on their own lands, shall be permit-

ted to purchase wood lots in area not exceeding 20

acres each, at a uniform rate of $5 per acre, to be paid

in cash.
12. The provision in the next preceding paragraph

shall applv also to settlers on prairie sections bought
from the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in cases

where the only wood lands available have been laid

out on even-numbered sections, provided the Railway
Company agree to reciprocate where the only timber
in the locality may be found on their lands.

13. With a view to encouraging settlement by cheap-

ening the cost of building material, the Government
reserves the right to grant licenses from time to time,

under and in accordance with the provisions of the

"Dominion Lands Act "to cut merchantable timber

on any lands owned by it within surveyed townships
;

and settlement upon, or sale of any lands covered by-

such license, shall, for the time being, be subject to

the operation of the same.

Sales of lands to Individuals or Corporations for
Colonization.

14. In any case where a company or individual ap-

plys for lands to colonize, and is willing to expend
capital to contribute towards the construction of

facilities for communication between such lands and
existing settlements, and the Government is satisfied

of the good faith and ability of such company or in-

dividual to carry out such undertaking, the odd-num-
bered sections in the case of lands outside of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Belt, or of the Belt of any
branch line or lines of the same, may be sold to such
company or individual at half price, or SI per acre, in

cash. In case the lands applied for be situated

within the Canadian Pacific Railway Belt, the same
principle shall apply so far as one half of each even-

numbered section is concerned—that is to say, the one-

half of each even-numbered section may be sold to the

company or individual at the price of 11.25 per acre to
be paid in ca»h. The company or individual will
further be protected up to the tiitut of *j00, with «.x
percent, interest thereon till paid, in the caae of ad-
vances made to place families Oft homesteads, under
'he provisions of section 10 of the amendment* to the
Dominion Lands Acts hereinbefore mentioned.

15. In every such transaction, it shall be absolutely
conditional :

(a.) That the company or individual, at the case may
he, shall, in case of lands outside of the said Canadian
Pacific Railway belt, within three years of the date of
the agreement w ith the Government, place two settler*
on each of the odd-numbered sections, and also two on
homesteads on each of the even-numbered sections em-
braced in the scheme of colonization.

(b.) That should the land applied for be situated
within the Canadian Pacific Railway Belt, the company
or individual shall, within three years of the date of
the agreement with the Government, place twosettlers
on the half of each even numbered section purchased
under the provision contained in paragraph 14, above,
and also one settler upon each of the tw o quarter sec-
tions remaining available for homesteads in such
section.

(c ) That on the promoters failing within the period
fixed, to place the prescribed number of settlers, the
Governor in Council may cancel the sale and .the priv-
ilege of colonization, and resume possession of the
lands not settled, or charge the full price of &2 per
acre, or ?2.50 per acre, as the case may be, for such
lands, as may be deemed expedient.

(d.) That it be distinctly understood that this policy
shall not only apply to schemes for colonization of the
public lands by Emigran .s from Great Britain or the
European Continent.

Pasturage Lands.

10. The policy set forth as follows shall govern ap-
plications for lands for grazing purposes, and previous
to entertaining any application, the Minister of the
Interior shall satisfy himself of the good faith and
ability of the applicant to carry out the undertaking
involved in such application.

17. From time to time, as may be deemed expedient,
leases of such Townships, or portions of Townships, aa
mav be available for grazing purposes, shall be put up
at auction at an upset price to be fixed by the Minister
of the Interior, and sold to the highest bidder— the
premium for such leases to be paid in cash at the time
of the sale.

18. Such leases shall be for a period of twenty-one
years, and in accordance otherwise with the provisions
of section eight of the Amendment to Vtie Dominion
Lands Act passed at the last Session of Parliament,
hereinbefore mentioned.

19. In all cases the area includeJ in a lease shall be
in proportion to the quantity of the live stock kept
thereon, at the rate of ten acres of land to one bead
of stock ; and the failure in any case of the lessee to
place the requisite stock upon the land within three
years from the granting of the lease, or in subsequent-
ly maintaining the proper ratio of stock to the area of
the leasehold, shall justify the Governor in Council in
cancelling such lease, or in diminishing proportionately
the area contained therein.

20. On placing the required proportion of stock
within the limits of the leasehold, the lessee 6hall have
the privilege of purchasing, and receiving a patent for,

a quantity of land covered by Buch lesse, on which to
construct the buildings necessary- in connection there-
with, not to exceed five per cent, of the area of the
leasehold, which latter shall in no single case exceed
100,000 acres.

21. The rental for a leasehold shall in all cases be at
the rate of S10 per annum for each thousand acres in-
cluded therein, and the price of the land which may be
purchased for the cattle station referred to in the next
preceding paragraph, shall be $1.2-5 per acre, payable in
cash.

Paymentsfor Lands.

22. Payments for public lands and also for pre-emp-
tions made in cash, or in scrip, or in police or military
bounty warrants, at the option of the purchaser.

23. The above provisions shall not apply to lands
valuable for town plots, or to coal or other mineral
lands, or to stone or marble quarries, or to lands hav-
ing water power thereon ; and further shall not, of
course, affect Sections 11 and 29 in each Township,
which are public school lands, or sections S and 26,
which are Hudson's Bay Company's lands.

J. S. DENNIS,
Deputy Minister of the Interior.

Lindsay Russell,
Surveyor-General, 3l17

A. L. UNDERWOOD
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

White Pine, Basswood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, OIMT.

P. FREYSENG & CO.
PROPRIETORS OF THE

Dominion Cork Cutting Co
BY IMPROVED MACHINERY.

<t : til kinds of Corks in stork and Cut to
Order. Corks »V Life Preservers a Specialty.
Corkwood, Tinfoil, Capsnles, Wire, Ac.

71 Jarvis Street, TORONTO. 6U6

S. S. MUTTON & Co.,

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

TORONTO.
We have for Sale a large quantity of PIXE, OAK,

WHITEWOOD, ASH. CHESTNUT," CHERRY, BUT-
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, .sc.

i2TP.S.—Also on hand 120 M dry Oak 2 to i inches
thick, will be sold cheap to close it out. lyLl(j
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TORONTO.
From Our Own Correspondent.

TonoNTO, June 2G.—There is nothing specially

new in regard to the lumber trade in this city.

Building still keeps active, and the first batch

started in the early spring are nearly completed

and the foundations for a large number more are

now being laid. More especially does the ad-

joining municipality of Parkdale present a

scene of activity in the building line, which

would well repay a visit from persons at a dis-

tance who felt interested in the onward march

of improvement.

Five years ago that which is now called the

village of Parkdale, was only a farm, called the

Col. O'Ha'a farm, now it numbers about two

thousand inhabitants, and still rapidly increas-

ing in numbers, and a large number of the

houses erected there would do credit to any city

in the Dominion.

An extensive system of drainage has also

been begun, at which a large number of baborers

are now engaged, so that altogether a busy

sight is now presented in this village. There

are three lumber yards in and adjoining the

village, and two planing mills with sash and

door factories combined, all of which are well

taxed to meet the demand of this municipality

alone.

One noticeable feature in the trade hore at

present is the extreme scarcity of shingles, the

demand for which is far in excess of the supply;

this may be accounted for, not only by the

unusual demands for the local trade, but the

demands of our western trade also, which, since

the building
-

of the H. & N.W. R.R., has been

constantly growing, so that large quantities of

lumber and shingles are diverted from their

coarse at Barrie, to points as far west as Lon-

don and Sarnia, and so far as I can learn, com-

mand better prices than that obtained here.

The want of cars is being felt severely here at

present, but the R.R. Company are striving to

meet the demand so far as lies in their power,

and this want of sufficient rolling stock will

doubtless be felt for some weeks yet to come,

In consequence of the lack of lumber for ship

ment at this port, from causes before named,

many vessels have deserted this harbor for other

ports where freights are more easily obtainable,

and former rates for lumber to Oswego are fairly

maintained.

The views expressed in my former letter as to

the advance in prices on common lumber being

adhered to, already appear likely to be verified,

and my firm convictions are, that as soon as

lumber flats become more plentiful, prices will

level down to about their former figures, on all

the coarser grades of lumber ; on the upper

grades present prices will likely be fully main-

tained to the close of the season. If we could

only succeed in obtaining a reduction of the

duties on common lumber to one dollar, per M.,

it would materially help matters, but so long as

the present duties on the coarser grades of lum-

ber are levied, a large amount of such lumber

must be placed upon the home market, and low

prices rule as a consequence.

Receipts of lumber here per N. R. R. are

exceedingly small, owing to the change of gauge

having only been completed as far south as

Allandale, so that all lumber shipped north of

that place for this city must be transhipped in

order to reach here, and there is no lumber of

any consequence this side of Allandale except

that owned by Thompson, Smith & Son, there-

fore the receipts for shipment and the local

trade is very meagre at present. Owing to the

want of unity amongst the retailers, as mention-

ed in my last letter, prices keep fluctuating,

each dealer watching the other for fear of being

undersold in the market, and yet plenty for all

to do, o,nd a fair remuneration upon all sales

made might as well be had as not. To show

to what degree this feeling is carried, it is only

requisite to notice the shingle trade as it exists

at present. Manufacturers are demanding $2.10

per M. at the mills for XXX shingles, freight

to Toronto 25c. per M. and cartage from cars to

the yards 5c. , so that the net cost to the retailer

is $2.40, and the dealer retails them at $2.50 and

requently the builders' paper taken at 90 days,

and sight drafts accepted from the manufac-

turer. A more suicidal way of doing business

in this one particular could hardly be imagined.

The lath trade also is cut about as close as the

shingle trade, and all for the same reasons,

which is tantamount to saying we would rather

do a trade for nothing than let our neighbor

gain any advantage over us, and the sooner this

state of things is abolished the better for the

retailers' pocket. The shingle manufacturer

demands all the state of the market warrants,

and has, during the last six months, steadily

advanced his prices from $1.80 at the mill to

$2.10, the present quotation, and yet the yard-

men sell at precisely the same figures.

The demand for cherry lumber in this market

is much in excess of the supply, and good tim-

ber, especially if cut into 5x5, GxG, 8x8, and

10 x 10 in., will bring good prices ; the same re-

marks will apply to butternut cut into 1 in., 1^-

in., 2-in. and 3-in. There is also a good demand
for white and black ash lumber at fair figures.

Prices at the yards rule as follows :

—

Mill cull hoards and scantling $ 9 00
Shpping cull boards, promiscous widths 11 00

" 10 and 12 in. stocks 12 00
Scantling and joist, up to 10 ft §11 50

" " " 18 ft 12 00
" " " 21 ft 12 50
'• " " 22 ft 13 00
" " " 24 ft 13 50
" " " 20 ft 14 60
" " " 28 ft 15 50
" " '• 30 ft 17 00
" "

.
" 32 ft 18 00

" " " 34 ft 20 00
" " " 30 ft 22 00
" " " 38 ft 25 00
" " " 40 to 44 ft 30 00

Cutting up plank and hoards 16 00
Sound dressing stocks 15 00
Picks Am. inspection 24 00
Three uppers, Ain. inspection 32 00
lA-inch dressed flooring 28 00
li " " " ...: 24 00
1 " " " 20 00
xxx sawn shingles, VM 2 50
Lath 1 55

OSWEGO, N.Y.

From Our Own Correspondent.

Oswkgo, June 24, 1881.—The demand for

good lumber has been quite slack for the past

two weeks, and there seems a disposition

amongst somo of the dealers to accept lower

prices on uppers. (lood mill run lots, however,

are still in demand, and selling at prices quoted.

The stock of dry lumber is ample for the pre-

sent. The new cut is now arriving quite freely,

and the yards will soon have a surplus of green

lumber, which must be dried out some before it

will be fit for the market ; a calm time is now
looked for until after harvest. Shingles are in

good demand, the wet weather having caused

dealers to anticipate an increased consumption;

prices aro still strong at the quotations, but no

probability of any advance.

Lake freights from north shore ports, 90c.

Canal, $1.00 to Albany and $2.20 to New York.

Shipments east to interior aro quite light.

Receipts to date :—
1880 03,000,000
1881 50,000,000

Quotations are as follows :

—

Three uppers $42 00(S45 00
Pickings 32 00(er35 00
Fine, common and dressing 20 00<a>25 00
Common 14 OOirflO 00
Culls 11 00<al3 00
Mill run lots 17 00(#22 00
Sidings, selected, 1, 1J inch 30 OOm.'fT 00
Mil! run, 1x10, 12 in 16 00@21 00
Selected " 20 00t<?25 00
Strips, 1 and 1} inch mill run 14 00@18 00

" " " culls 10 00(<rl3 00
1x0 selected for clapboards 26 00c<?35 00
Shingles, XXX, IS inch, pine 3 75(* 0 00

XX, " " 2 75(<* 0 00
XXX, IS inch, cedar 3 00c* 3 00
XX, " " 2 25<» 2 25

Lath.

SAGINAW YALLKY.

Bay City, Mich., June 21, 1881.—The Lum-
man's Gazette says the market continues active

and prices steady and unchanged. Sales have

been less numerous, the spring rush being about

over. Another cause has operated to decrease

the number of sales, and that is, the large

amount of lumber on the river already sold,

which is estimated as amounting to a quantity

greater than can be sent forward in a full

month. The figures are stated at 11)5,000,000

feet. That there should bo a letting up in pur

chases undor the circumstances is not remark

able. Still wo hear of sales at market rates of

lumber yet in the log. When stock is disposed

of in this manner it is a sure indication of , a

firm market and unusual confidence in the situ-

ation remaining favorable for some time to

come.

Shingles are in active demand with less than

enough offering to supply the market. Prices

are firm at the following quotations : Country

brands $1.85(0*2.00 for clear butts and $2.85fe

3.00 for XXX; river brands $2.00^2. 10 for

clear butts and $3.00fe3.15 for XXX.
Hoops are wanted at 83.30fOi3.25.

The shipments of forest products from Bay
City by water for the week ending June 18th

and for the season to same date were as follows :

BAY CITY—THE WEEK.
Lumber, feet 20,227,432
Hoops 1,719,000
Shingles 860,000
Lath 420,000
Staves 205,000
Timber, feet 24,000

FOR THE HEASON.
Lumber, feet 126,331,269
Shingles 16,371,000
Lath 3,258,000
Hoops 4,250,000
Staves 537,081
Snooks 104,000
Railroad ties 15,500
Cedar posts 1,847
Timber, feet 45,000

The shipments at Saginaw for the week were :

Lumber 8,786,000
Shingles 2,200,000
Lath.. 200,000

TOTAL FROM THE RIVER.

The total shipment of lumber, lath and

shingles from the river to date, with compari-

sons, ^ as follows :

1881.

Lumber 211,650,362 164,839,2C6

Shingles 35,320,000 31,558,600
Lath 12,969,650 2,746,000

Freights remain steady and unchanged at

$2.50r&2.75 to Ohio ports and $3.00fe3.25 to

Buffalo and Tonawanda, the outside figures

being from up-river points.

General quotations hero are :

—

Shipping culls $ 6 00@ 8 00
Common 12 00^16 00
Three uppers 30 00<*36 00

RAILROAD FREIGHTS.

The following are the present railroad freight

tariffs from the Saginaw Valley to principal

points, for 10 tons, as reiiorted by Mr. ().

Waters, Commercial Agent M.C.R.R.:
Albany, N.Y $52 00
Burlington, Vt 84 00
Buffalo, N.Y 33 00
Boston, Moss 68 00
New York City 68 00
New Haren, Ct 68 00
Portland, Me 68 00
Rochester, N.Y 43 00
Home, N.Y 55 00
Syracuse, N.Y 53 00
Springfield, Mass, 68 00
Schenectadv, N.Y 52 00
Utica, N.X F6 00
Worcester, Mass 68 00

raw voitk.

We still notice an absence of anything in the

way of extravagant views or an inclination to

talk "boom," but there is a well preserved tone

ofjjuiet confidence which carries strong convic-

tion to searchers after information. In short,

while receivers, dealers, Ac, have really nothing

positively new to rejiort this week, they reiter-

ate the former cheerful statements regarding

the present and prospective condition of the

market with such unanimous voice as to leave

no room to doubt the healthy state of trade.

Irregularities crop out occasionally as a natural

result of any large business, and shrewd or

lucky buyers will gain some advantage, but the

changes are slight and generally only tempor-

ary, more especially on first-class goods, of

which a scarcity prevails in all grades of lumber.

The distribution of supplies is general, includ-

ing building, manufacturing, domestic ship,

ment and export, and the accumulation in

hand said to be smaller than usual for tHis sea-

son of the year.

Spruce of good quality can find an outlet for

all manufacturers appear ready to offer, and no

very heavy concession on price would be neces-

sary, except under an unusual liberal accumula-

tion of cargoes. Shippers, however, who send

in all sorts of cuts and assortments, with the

schedules containing a large percentage of in-

ferior stuff, and expect to find buyers ready to

grab the offering as soon as made, will be sadly

disappointed.

White pine has accumulated to some extent,

but the amount is not sufficient to have the

least influence upon the position of the market,

indeed could be materially increased before

attracting much attention.

Yellow pine does not vary greatly from the

position noted last week. The pressure upon
the mills has been somewhat relieved through

the "catching up," on many of the heavier con-

tracts, and all have more or less business on

hand, and agents are in constant receipt of a
'

fair run of new orders.

Hardwoods are firmly sustained and in good

demand. Indeed buyers are more anxious if

anything, and some who early in the season re-

fused to submit to the rates asked on walnut

now seem to regret their action, though the re-

gret comes too late to secure much stock.

Shingles sell readily on most home outlets

and at full rates with the supply not very

abundant.

ALBANY.
We have not any change to note in our quota-

tions for pine lumber ; the market is firmly held

with a steady business. The quantity of lum-

ber moving from the district, from the river and
canal sides, is about up to the average. Phila-

delphia was represented among the buyers in

this district. The large and general consump-
tion of lumber throughout the country gives

much firmness to the market here and the confi-

dent expectation of high prices in the near

future, especially for best grades. The Michi-

gan and Canadian markets are very strong.

Hardwoods are steadily held with a good

business.

Coarse lumber is in good demand at quota-

tions, which are very firmly held ; the Northern

mills are without their needed supply of water ;

the condition of the Hudson river here shows

how light the fall of rain has been on the upper

branches of that stream.

The receipts of lumber by lake at Buffalo for

the week ending June 20th, were 7,248,000 feet

and by rail 110 cars.

The receipts by canal at Albany from the

opening of navigation to June loth were :

Boards and Shingles 31. Timber, State*
Scantling, ft. cub. ft. lb.

1881.... 59,948,000 48 459,000
1830. . . . 85,978,400 100

Freights from Oswego to Albany, $1.60(a 1.65.

From Ottawa to Albany, by boats, 83.00ru3.50

t' M. feet.

—

Albany Argut.

River freights are :

—

To New York, V M ft S &\ 00
To Bridgeport '' ~l
To New Haven tft\ 37$
To Providence, Kali Kivorand Newport 2 OCkgi 25
To Paw-tucket 2 25<a2 50
To Norwalk 1 25-al so
To Hartford (a 2 00
To Norwich t?2 00
To Middletown ««1 75
To New London <g\ 76
To Philadelphia ipi 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

—

Pine, clear, V M $50 OftrfOO 00
Pine, fourths 45 00->':- 00
Pine, selects 40 00 i

.'-
' 00

Pine, good box 14 00^28 00
Pine, 10-in. plank, each 00 SStdOO 42
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls, each 00 20vrO0 22
Pine boards, 10-in 25 00t<r27 00-

Pine, 10-in. boards, culls 17 00 .t 18 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft, V M 25 OOoSO 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft 25 00(<r30 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 13ft 26 o- > 00
Pine, 1J in. siding, select 38 .«>:* 00
Pine, 1

1 -in. siding, common 15 OO.rl> 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, select 38 00^40 00
Pine, inch siding, common 15 03i£ls 00
Spruce, boards, each 00 lfntfOO 15
Spruce, plonk, lj-in., each 00 lftoOO 19
Spruce, plank, 2-in., each 00 28<cr00 28
Spruce, wall strips, each 00 ll«rO0 12
Hemlock, boards, each 00 is (00 CO
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 00 SltgOO 31

Hemlock, joist, 2}x4, each 00 l&ofOO 13
Hemlock, wall strips, 2x4, each 00 10><*0u 10
Ash, good, *> M 38 00<rf45 00
Ash, second qualitv, *>M 25 00«*3O 00
Cherrv, food, $ M" 60 00vir70 00
Cherrv, common, V M 25 00»<M5 00
Oak, good, V M 38 00**43 00
Oak, second qualitv, *<M 20 00^25 00
Rasswood. V M...i 25 00(rf2S 00
Hickorv, ? M 36 00\<*40 00
Maple, Canada, *>M 86 OOtrfSO 00
Chestnut, VM 35 00yr40 00

Shingles, shaved, pine, V M 6 00<rfO0 00
2nd quality 4 5O\tfO0 00

" extra, sawed, pine 4 20isrO4 25

clear, " 8 2.VW0 00
" cedar, mixed 3 OOidOO 00

cedar. XXX S75#O0 0O
hemlock 2 iV»O0 00

Lath, hemlock, ¥ M 1 5O«!*O0 00
Lath, spruce, " 1 7.V*00 00
Lath, pine, " 2 OOirrOO 00

RECEIPTS AND SHIPMENTS AT OSWEGO.

According to the Oswego Palladium the re-

ceipts and shipments of lumber, shingles, etc.,

during the fortnight ending and including

Friday the 24th June, f<v>ts up as follows:

—

Receipts, Shipments.

Lumber 13,287,443 12,875.058

Shingles 2,177.000 324.000
Lath 1,872,200 792,000-

1'OStS 8,430 382,000
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CHICAGO.

Chicago, Julie 22, 1881.—There has been a

larger supply of lumber at the docks this week,

but, though it moved rather slowly at first, at

this writing is about all sold. The commission

men claim that it sells readily, and attribute the

slowness of the market the early part of the

week to the fact that the yard docks were so

well filled that there were few buyers who could

find room for any more vessels.

There are some country buyers on the market,

but they do not take many of the cargoes,

owing, it is said, to the difficulty they have in

getting transportation for them. Sales are

therefore mostly on local account, though ' some

libber goes direct from the dock to points in

this S^ate, via the canal. The city dealers buy

reely when they are able to give the vessel a

dock.

The market appeared a shade weaker in res-

pect to prices on Monday, but we have not

learned of any sales below last week's quota-

tions, and this morning the market is as firm as

it has been. Inferior piece stuff brings $10, and

standard is said by some to be quotable at

810.50, but there seems to be considerable doubt

about this. Probably anything of ordinary

length would not sell above $10.25, though an

admixture of longer lengths would easily raise

the ]irice. We think $10@ 10.25 is as fair a

quotation as could be made. Inch lumber is

steady, and without quotable change in price.

Good lumber is in demand, and choice cargoes,

which are occasionally offered, sell easily on

their merits, Shingles are quoted higher this

week than they have previously been, standards

selling at $2.55@2. GO, and extra A's at $2.70@
2.75. One exceptionally good cargo was held at

82.80, and we believe has been placed at that

figure. Lath are without change.

There is some fear among buyers that an ad-

vance in yard prices at the meeting to be held

on Monday will be followed by a similar change

at the dock, but some of the commission men
seem to be of a different opinion. They look

for a rather quiet market for a couple of weeks,

and regard an attempt to raise the present

figures as inadvisable.

Freights are easier, but not so much so as to

produce a definite change in rates. Shippers

offered lower rates to-day, but we understand

no vessel could be found to accept them, and we
know of several parties who were obliged to pay
the old figure.

Receipts and shipments of lumber and shingles

for the week ending June 21

:

CAROO QUOTATION'S :

Joist and scantling, green.-. $10 00@10 25
Mill run, choice green 16 50@21 00
Mill run, medium, green 12 50@1G 50
Mill run, common, " 11 00(gl3 50
Shingles, standard 2 55<B2 60
Shingles; extra A 2 70@2 75
I*tb 1 60@1 75

LAKE FREIGHTS.

Manistee §2 25
Muskegon 1 75
Lnfjigton 2 00
Grand Haven 1 75
Menominee 2 25
Sturgeon Bay 2 25
White Lake 1 87J
Ford River „ 2 12£

Receipts. Shipments.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1S81 70,830,000 33,802,000 27,003,000 4,576,000
1880

34,256,000

16,703,000 17,924,000 2,000,000

Receipts and shipments of lumber and
shingles from January 1 to and including June
21:

Receipts. Shipments.

Lumber. Shingles. Lv.mber. Shingles.

1881.. 505,171,000 219,401,000 327,059,000 57,178,000
1880.. 431,220,000 218,895,000 277,ei3,000 43,243,000

There is no doubt but that a majority of the
yard men are having all the business they want
to do. Many of them are free to admit that
they do not solicit trade, have called home their

travelling men, and cannot properly attend to

their mail orders. Some of them are a month
behind with their shipments, owing largely to
the amount they have to get off, and in some
c*e», to a certain extent to the difficulty they
We in pictfing up the amount and kinds re-

quired. Country dealers with whom we have
talked nay they never saw the dealers here so
indifferent about making sales.

The figures presented above show that the
week in the district has been a butty, one. The
*i|menU w<.-re 27,000,000 feet against- 20,000,-
W) hmt week, and 17,000,000 for the correspond-

f week ol la«t year. Heavy an these ship-

ments are, our best advices show that, except in

some of the larger towns, yards are not as yet

being stocked, from which it is naturally de-

duced that there will be a still heavier trade

later on in the season.

It may be said now that every dealer is sell-

ing up to the Exchange list, so far as they are

able to do so. There are several dealers who

have advanced prices, and have sent out lists to

that effect. The ones we have seen quote inch

and two-inch rough and dressed lumber fifty

cents higher ;
scantling, 2x12 joist and timber,

$1 ;
siding and |-ceiling twenty-five cents, and

all grades of shingles fifteen cents.

—

North-

western Lumberman.
COMMON BOARDS—ROUGH.

Dry.
Common boards, 12 in $15 50

10 and 20 ft 14 50

12, 14, 16 and 18 ft 13 50

Culls, all lengths 11 50

11 and l£ com 13 50

TIMBER AND DIMENSION—DRY.

Small timber, 18 ft. and under $12 00

12, 14, 16 and 18 ft. joist 13 00
2x4, 10 and 20 ft 14 00

2x4, 18 ft 13 00
20 feet 14 00
22 feet 17 00
24 feet 17 00

26 feet 20 00
28 feet 20 00

30 feet 20 00
2 in. cull plank, all widths 9 00
2x4 culls, all lengths 9 50

BOSTON.

The Journal of Commerce of June the 25th

says : The market continues very firm. Western

lnmber is fairly active, with dealers stong.

Southern and Canada pine are in fair supply,

with holders firm. Hardwoods are in good de-

mand and scarce.

CANADA PINE.

Selects, Dressed $48 00@50 00

Shelving, Dressed, Ists 40 00@42 00

do do 2nds 33 00@35 00

Dressed Shippers 27 00@29 00
Dressed Box 18 00@20 00
Sheathing, 1st quality 42 00@45 00

" 2nd " 34 00@35 00

TONAWANDA.
The Northwestern Lumberman says that trade

is moderately active as. regards sales, which are

made at firm prices. Rrceipts are quite heavy

for the past week, footing up 24,065,000 feet of

pine, which is the largest amount yet reported

this season. There is no change in lake frieghts.

Canal frieghts to Albany and New York remain

as at last report, $2.15 and $2.75 respectively.

There has been no change in prices, either of

lumber or shingles. The present condition of

the market here very much affects sales, as

dealers in the interior do not seem inclined to

stock up very heavily at present rates.

An important business change has been effect-

ed here during the past week. The extensive

lumber business of the late firm' of McGraw &
Co., and more recently of the late Ira S. Ben-

nett, has been purchased by the Export Lumber
Company (limited), of 87 Wall street, New
York. It has a capital of $150,000, and is a

large institution, doing mostly an export busi-

ness, as its name indicates. The concern has

bonded yards at Hunter's Point, Long Island,

and Hochelaga dock, Montreal, in addition to

its New York branches and its fine property in

Tonawanda. The yards here will be stocked

up at once with the product of western mills.

The local manager, Mr. Mackintosh, arrived

this morning, and has assumed control. The
market quotations are as follows :

—

CARGO LOTS—MICHIGAN INSPECTION.

Three uppers 838 00@43 00
Common 17 50@20 00
Culls 11 50O12 50

MINNEAPOLIS.

The Lumberman and Manufacturer of June

23rd says that taking into account the supply,

demand and prices, the lumber trade was never

in a more satisfactory condition than it is now
in the west. The volume of business seems to

to be increasing daily and the tendency is

toward better prices on all standard goods.

There are some manifest discrepancies which

should be adjusted, for instance, when common
logs are worth $10(©11 at Stillwater and ordin-

ary mill run lumber in rafts bring $*15(ajl6, yard

prices for first common boards and dimension

should not stand at $12(5)13, nor 20 foot heavy

stuff at $18.

The fight at Chicago over prices is keeping

STEAM SAW MILL OWNERS!
Have your Boilers thoroughly Inspected and Insured against Explosion by the

Steam Users' Insurance Association
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the bulk of the lumber away from the auction

docks and sends it to the yards or keeps it at

the mills. So far there has been no material

break there from spring prices. The manufac-

turers are talking up an advance and a few have

issued new lifts 50 cents better.

St. Louis is selling more lumber than ever

before, the trade now reaches nearly 10,000,000

feet per week. Some of the leading houses

have been forced to Michigan and Chicago for

dry sorts to fill up the yards, and prices are

very firm. Heavy winds and storms during the

last two weeks has kept back rafts and made re-

ceipts light.

There is now all over this region a strong dis-

position to advance prices from $1 to $2.

LIVERPOOL.

The business of this port has been for the past

week very limited, and has shown a marked

decrease from the preceding portion of the

month. Much of the large consumption and

the busy aspect of affairs is attributable to the

fact of large purchases being made by public

companies in addition to the auction sales, and

the forwarding of these goods alone is enough to

give a lively appearance to the quays and

wharves. Reading the quantities shipped during

the past month in comparison with those of last

year at the same time, the business done ap

pears in a very favourable light, but when it is

considered that much of it is the result of

auction sales and of large orders from public

companies, and taken also in conjunction with

the fact that the stocks on hand are most ex-

cessive, it may be at once concluded that the

present condition of the timber trade here is

not what it ought to be.

The Timber Trades Journal of June 11th,

says : There is no change to report in prices,

either in retail or wholesale transactions.

Freights from St. John, N.B., are low, and

several steamers have been chartered for spruce

deals, although only two are reported as coming

to Liverpool.

These goods form nearly the only exception

in the list given in our last, in which the stocks

of this year are so greatly in excess of last year

at, this time, the quantities on hand being only

1,000 standards in excess, and there is a growing

feeling that the prices now ruling are probably

the lowest that will be touched ; but, of course,

much will depend upon the extent of the im-

port.

GLASGOW.

The arrivals to Clyde ports for the week of

American timber and parcels from Sweden and

Norway amount to say 1,900 loads sawn and

1,030 loads hewn, consisting chiefly of pitch

pine, with sundry parcels of deals and battens,

&c.

The public sale held at Greenock on the 31st

ult., was well attended, and a considerable

quantity of wood of various descriptions was

disposed of at fair rates.

During the past month the tonnage launched

on the Clyde reached a high total, viz., 28 ves-

sels, with an aggregate of 36,500 tons. For the

previous month (April) the returns amounted to

30,000 tons, whilst since 1874 the largest figure

for May has been 21,000 tons (in 1879). There

is still a large amount of work on hand, and a

few good orders were booked during the mouth.

With regard to housebuilding it may be

observed that, although there is still a marked

quietness in the city, some of the neighbouring

towns and villages, especially districts having

close railway connection, are fairly busy, and

the wages of house joiners in these places are

advancing.

The Timber Troiles Journal of the 11th ult.,

says : The imports for the week have been

three cargoes of pitch pine timber and a miscel-

laneous assortment of various woods \>ct steam-

ships, comprising several superior parcels of 1st

quality broad pine deals from Quebec (Messrs.

Edmiston & Mitchells, consignees,) and Bundry

lots of walnut, wainscot, and whitewood logs,

and oak planks and staves, by the New York
and Baltimore steam-liners. The imports' at

Grangemouth, from Norway and the Baltic

ports, have been comparatively light as yet.

There has been no public sale here of the new
arrivals of Quebec pine deals, but it Ls under-

stood one is to be held next week, result of

which will be duly reported.

Messrs. Singleton, Dunn & Co.'s Glasgow
circular of June 9th says : Business continues

languid, and prospects are far from encouraging.

Although shipbuilding is brisk, the demand for

timber for that trade is light, owing to purchases

on an extensive scale having been made when
contracts for ships were negotiated. House-
building and other industries are depressed,

and, in consequence, the demand for timber

suitable for their requirements Ls limited. North
of Europe goods are not so firm

; indeed, are

distinctly lower in price, with a tendency to

decline more. We trust that shipments of all

kinds of Canadian wood goods will be restricted,

as in the aspect of affairs just stated, it would
be most injudicious to seriously augment the too

large stock now being carried over. Auction

sales during the last two months were only

moderately successful.

MISCELLANEOUS.

At Muskegon on the 11th June, the Torrent

& Arms Lumber Company sold 4,000,000 feet of

lumber, half at $15. 75 and half at S9 per 1,000

D. A. Blodge'tt sold 1,000,000 feet piece-stuff at

$8 per 1,000 feet on the dock.

It is stated that the English capitalists who
had proposed to buy out the Guelph Lumber
Company for 81,000,000, have decided to bac'i

out from the enterprise after receiving reports

from their experts. •

Messrs. Clinch & Sons, Point Wolf, N.B.,

are getting a new engine for their mill. It is

constructed by Waring, St. John, and has some

new features in its construction. Since the re-

cent rains, this firm has about seven million

feet of logs in their pond.

On Friday the 17th June, in Mr. William

Tait's mill, Gravenliurst, while the saw was
running free, and the guide about to be adjust-

ed, both the saw pulley and the tightener pulley

burst, a ljtrge piece of metal striking David
Bone, jr., of Oro, in the neck, throwing him a

distance of twelve feet, and instantly killing

him. Another piece of the pulley, flying in an

opposite direction, slightly wounded Thomas
Donaldson on the arm and head. At the time

of the accident the saw was not running at even

ordinary speed, and but an instant before the

pulleys were running true and smoothly, every

precaution being taken by Mr. Tait, who was
absent at the time, to ensure strength and pre

vent accidents. The deceased was much hiked

by those who knew him, and his funeral, which

took place on Sunday, was largely attended.
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BRYCE BROTHERS
Lumber from BKVCE BROS, to tBiiild the Canada Facifle Railway!
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BLAKE—"It looks like good, clear stuff. It strikes me it is about
the only clear thing in the whole business."

LUMBER MERCHANTS.

AK HALL
Nos. 115,117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

We are the most Extensive CLOTHIERS in Canada.

We cany a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the interest of our Customers. Our stock is FULL of the

very best goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables us to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

MOTE THE PRICES.
We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address:—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
House, Toronto,|opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. lyLlS

MONA IRON WORKS

J. H. KILLEY & CQ
Manufacturers of Economical, Variable, Cut-off, High Pressure, and

Condensing Engines
Patent Circulating and Self-Cleansing: Boilers, Improved Feed Water Heaters and

Patent Steam Blast Apparatus for Improving Draft and Economizing Fuel,

First-class Grist & Saw Will Engines and Machinery

STEAM ROAD ROLLERS and STONE BREAKERS.

The Largest Manufacturers of

SHEET IRON ROOFING
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Can give the Best of References in

every State and. Territory.

POTTER IRON ROOFING GOMP'Y,
101, 103 and 105 West Front Street,

CINCINNATI.
All Kinds Of < OK1M <; lTi;i> IKON Fiirnislu-d.

Send for Illustrated Circulars, naming Tue Canada
Lumberman. 12l11
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National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS STREET. OTTAWA.

anufacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Fhotograpbers, Lawn and
Hilary Encampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,

lldew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags ol all descriptions, (regulation Kites)

Orkn HI* u»«. made of the bc*l nf sllk-tlutsb bunting. CAMP

LOSED

b'J7

r • BEDS (Bradley's Patent) ihe best bed ever invent

-SlS^^iS^I etl • s,ze wnen folded - x (i In. : 3 leet long, weighing

^^jm^Zic'l -i only 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear tb<
g

the
« weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-

t covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of

everv description made to onler on the premises.
^©"Special rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-

logue and price list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

202 Sparks Street,;OtUvr«
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HART EMERY WHEEL COMPANY, Limited

HAMILTON,
GILBERT HART, Detroit, . JAMES T. BARNARD, Hamilton, SAMUEL BRIGGS, Hamilton.

President. Secretary-Treasurer. Superintendent,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

3P» IE 3g Q Sg

These Wheels are Wire Strengthened

!

SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR SAW GUMMING

Neither Animal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in their composition, they are NOT LIABLE
TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while

They Surpass All Other Wheels for Free Gutting and Durability.

We refer to the following well known Saw Manufacturers for Opinions as to the Quality of our Wheels :

Messrs. 8HUELY & DIETRICH, Gait; Messrs. R. H. SMITH & CO., St. Catharines; JAMES ROBERTSON, Esq.,

Montreal ; Messrs. JAMES ROBERTSON & CO., Toronto. We also refer to WILLIAM HAMILTON, Esq., Peterborough,

Manufacturer of the Covell Saw Sharpeners; and to Messrs. H. B. RATHBUN & SON, Deseronto, Lumber Merchants. flyl46
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IE1
. IE. DIXON So GO-

MANUFACTURERS OP PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1875

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1876

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, 1877

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1879

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1880

International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, 1876

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and discounts.

6U7

81 Colborne Street, Toronto.

POETABLE
Saw Mills, Grist Mills and Shingle Mills

DOUBLE EDGERS, LUMBER TRIMMERS.

«bS»THE MIXTER SAW GUMMER IS KING.
MORE GUMMEKS and SWAGES sold the past year than ever before. The great and con

stantly increasing demand for the "MIXTER OUMMER'' settles the question of Its efficiency
and superiority over all oilier Gnininerx in Market.

The following is a fair sample of the many flattering testimonials which are constantly pour-
ing in upon us :

—

West Troy, N. Y.
Dear Sirs—Your Patent, Automatic. Self-Feeding Saw (Jummer is a perfect success.

Yours, &c, E. MORS & CO., Lumber & Timber Dealers,

Watson, Effingham Co., Illinois.
Gents—1 am using one of your Patent Automatic Self-Feeding Saw Uummers at each of my

three mills, and I would not tako one hundred dollars for It if I could not get anottier like It.

Yours truly, WM. ANDERSON.

Corinth, Miss.
Gentlemen—The Patent Automatio Self-Feeding Saw Glimmer we bought of you Just fills

the bill exactly. We gummed a sixty-inch saw with sixty teeth, cutting on an average of three
fourths inch deep to each tooth, with one cutter without sharpening It.

Respectfully yours, WHKELKR A WILLIS.
THE CUTTER OR BURR referred to in the above, (j in.) cost UO CENTS, it takes one-half

minute to each tooth, and the saw is gummed without removing it from tho mandrel. ^SfALl
SAW Y ERS know this is a great advantage, besides a saving in time.

We challenge ANY saw tool manufacturer in the United States to produce such an array of
unsolicited testimonials as we have received for our GUMMER AND SWAGE.

Of course we have not room here for an extended list.

Our goods are now so well established throughout the country, that information can be easily
obtained as to their practical working from any of the Several Thousand Sawyers who have
them in use.

In short the MIXTER GUMMER is pronounced by all to bo the *' 1IOSS GUMMER."
Send for circular and price list with cash discounts.

EWAN CHAIN for Sawdust Carriers, Live Rolls, &c. SAWS and Saw Furnishings.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Canada

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have Just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English

and American makers. This, along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
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Penetanguishene Foundry
AND

MACHINE SHIOIr?
CRAIG & CAMERON, Proprietors.

The undersigned beg to announce to the public that
they are prepared to make all kinds of Mill and
Steamboat Brass and Iron Castings.

All kinds of PLOW CASTINGS kept on hand. Plow
Points and Landsides a specialty.
We have first-class machinery and are prepared to do

all kinds of TURNING or PLANING on short notice.
We hope by strict attention to business and moderate

charges, to merit a share of the public patronage.
XffkW work guaranteed.

G. A. CRAIG.
lyLl7 C. CAMERON.

_-»^gE? 00 CO CO

BjpBar- § g g
The Bell

we have sold
OUR ORGANS

M7

Jell Organ Manufactory is the Laigest and Oldest in the British Empire, and the fact that
sold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best In the market. We GUARANTEE ALLGANS for five years. Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catologue mailed free.

W. BELL &c CO.
41 to 47 East Market Suqare, GUELPH, Ont.

SALE BY TENDER
OF EXTENSIVE STEAM

Saw-Milling Property
AT

Parry Harbour, Georgian Bay, and
Valuable Timber Limits in the

Parry Sound District.

The SAW-MILL is complete in its appointment, and
has a cutting cajacity of 90,000 to 100,000 feet per dav
of twelve hours.
The LIMITS cover an area of 229 smiarc miles in the

Townships of Monteith, Humphrey, Christie, Ferguson,
Hagerman, McKcllar, Spenec, and Shawanaga, besides
the purchased rights to cut the timber from numerous
lots in the same Townships, and contain a large quan
tity of standing pine.

The whole establishment is in complete condition and
active operation, and is excellently situated for the man
Ufacture, sale and shipment of timber.
Tenders for the whole property, including plant, will

be received until the 20th August next, addressed to the
General Manager, Ontario Hank, Toronto, by whom
terms of payment and any further information will be
furnished on application. No tender will be accepted
unless satisfactory to the vendors. 4lL

KERR BROS.
PRACTICAL

Founders, Machinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori-
zontal and Portable

Engines, Boilers
Grain Eleuators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery.

With Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY.

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE WATER WHEEL,

RODEBAUGH'S SAW FRAME, MILL
DOGS and SAW GUIDES.

WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IRON
CASTINGS.

Plans and Specifications on application."^^

The Walkerville Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkerville, Ont,, June 1S81. 12l16

BWock BLOOD Bitters

Burdock IlealIns Ointment should be
used in connection with Burdock Blood Bitters for

curing Ulcers, Abscesses, Fevers, Sores, &c Price

35 cents ,» x box. T. MILBURN & CO.,
. Sole Agents, Toronto.

IRWIN & BOYD

Commission
Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping^GeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

Wc have added to our plant all the latest improv
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping, and the man
facturc of Printers Furniture, facilities for executii
work which no other establishment in the Domini
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continei
A laiyc assortment of various cuts constantlv on han

L14
FLEMING & SON,

26 Colborne St., Toronto.

SUN CLOCK

IF YOU WANT A GOOD RELIABLE

WATCH
At a REASONABLE PRICE, call at

DAVIS BROS.
730 Young Street, Toronto.

N.B—Repairing Proniply Attended to.
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M. Covel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener

!

Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW
STEA_M FEED

!

I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put In several which are giving the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials :—

Gravenhurst, August 20tb, 1880.

Wk. Hamilton, Esq., Peterborough.

Dear Sir—1 have used your Steam Feed for near four

months, and It has given me perfect satisfaction In every
way ; it Is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since I put it into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-

longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long in one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It Is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-

stantly. I am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for

cutting long or short logs. I consider 1 have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got It

than I would have cut had I not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1880. g
Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put In is working spier*

didly. Yours, &c,
THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

WILLIAM HAMILTON - -

HILL MACHINERY!
I am also manufacturing Saw Mill MaOhllM IJ; for all

sizes of Oang or Circular Mills, Span nr Double Circular*

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs Into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the

Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Kdgers, Gang I>atli Mills, Trim-
mers, Power Oummers, and all Machinery used In a first

class Oang or Circular Saw Mill; also, small Hand 'iurn-

mers for uso in the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary
Pumps of diirerent sizes, for Fire Protection in Mills, Ac.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel is the great consideration, along
with uniformity of speed, such as is required in OJriit and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. 1 feel

justified in saying that our Style, Workmanship and Finish
on this Engine will be no discredit to its renown, and cer-

tainly is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

I have them working at 2£ pounds of coal per horse-power
per hour. l!0

RBOROUGH. ONT.

LUMBERMEN'S STATIONERY.

We will supply anything in the line of BLANKS or STATIONERY for Lumber

Shanties and Offices at City prices.

All Printing done in the Highest Style of the Art, and at Lowest Living Prices.

Book-Binding of every Description got up in a very Neat and Superior manner.

Account Books Ruled and Bound to any desired Pattern.

For Schedule of Prices address, describing the kind and quality of work desired,

toker & CO.,
"THE CANADA LUMBERMAN,"

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO.
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JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.
TORONTO, ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF EVERY VARIETY OF

Circular, Mill and Gaiw Saws
NSERTED TOOTH SAWS

.A. SPECIALTT.— Emerson Pattern and Lninberman's Clipper. 3

f I

SAWS REPAIRED.
EVERY SAW WARRANTED.

SEND FOR PEICES. Cl13

EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Kmery Wheels are now almost in universal use for tbe purpose of giilletting and gumming raws, statistics show from

25,000 to 80,000 saw-mlllB 111 the United States. Many Of these run only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two

wheels a year, costing $3 to ft each, and when such small mills order single Kmery Wheels from the factory, the express charges

often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality of Kmery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand so

tickle, that storekeepers could not afford to carry them in slock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have become as staple

an article as Files, and every dealer In saws, Hardwsre aud Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sizes In stock.

Large dealers order stocks of $500 to $750 worth at a time. Saw Gumming Wheels are used with the edge (or face) square, round,

or beveled. Probably seven-elglhs of all in use are beveled.

Tne principal sizes are:
12x1

12x1
12x §
12x?
12.x* I

Sxl
8x1
8x|

j in. hole.

10x
lOx
LOx

io.x| 3

in. hole.
Holes,

[ J, I and 1 inch.

Probably more wheels 12xJ, 12xi and 12x | are used than all the other sizes together. Saw Gumming Wheels are used,

however, of all sizes up to 24x1$. The most frequent complaint Is that Kmery Wheels harden the saw so that a file won't touch It.

The answer is that, you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Kmery Wheel,

leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 33* per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those

who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the saw liglitty a second time (after going all over It once), and this second

touch will cut through tbe case-hardened scale.

QUESTION" OIF QUALITY
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers in, and actual users of Kmery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality Is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

",Extra Soft " wheel like the '• Pocono." We believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to

adopt our views, we make several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tanite), that we can furnish 4
qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us know what it is, and we can send you a Tanite Wheel of similar quality. Our reg\dar if

classification of Saw Gumming Wheels is as follows:

CLASS 2. MEDIUM-HARD.—This Wheel is tiie Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are " Class V
It cuts fast and keeps its shape well. Some think, it too hard, some too soft. ' We prefer the " Pocono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, and therefor freer cutting wheel.

CLASS " POCONO." EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. It is both finn- in grain and softer than either of tbe above. As a Saw Gumming Wheel, Class " Pocono" H
specially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a free cutting wheel that will not create much heat.

Illustrated Circulars and Catalogue, snowing Cuts of Saw Gumming Machines, and Shapes, Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on application.
L13

The Tanite Co. Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.
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There is now brought into the city of New
Orleans annually about 15,000,000 feet of tim-

ber, which is sawed into lumber by mills in the

city, and there is received besides about 60,-

000,000 feet of lumber, 6,000,000 shingles, 40,-

800,000 cords of wood and 25,000,000 staves, a

large portion of which is exported to foreign

ports, and there seems to be no good reason

why the wood trade of New Orleans should not

be largely increased. Louisiana abounds in

magnificient virgin forests with ample water

facilities for transporting it to market. While

its total area is 26,105,600 acres, but 3,700,000

acres are under cultivation, and 5,821,000 acres

consist of prairie and sea marsh lands leaving

17,584,600 of almost untouched forest lands,

abounding in red, white and black oak, hickory,

ash, beech, dogwood, cypress, cotton wood, elm,

pine, etc, etc. Evidently New Orleans is

destined to become an important lumber centre.

The Northwestern Lumberman of the 25th

nit., says : There are now coming to this city

(Chicago) about 60,000 cubic feet of walnut logs

belonging to Ontario parties, and destined for

the European market. The owners have had a

force of men securing them, principally in Mis-

souri. There will be three cargoes, and they

will be forwarded from here to Quebec, thence

to European ports. The chances for eastern

buyers to obtain walnut in western Missouri are

growing smaller every day. Manufacturers in

that section have come to understand that the

great stretch of country west. of them will be

Bailing . for furniture continuously, and they

bave decided that it is better to manufacture it

there than to ship the walnut east and in turn

•hip the furniture back. Of late a great many
factories have been built in that state, and they

take a lively effort to secure the walnut that

grows in the surrounding country. At present

they are paying from 840 to 850, log run.

The business of 1881 thus far, presents to the

mind of the observer two important features.

The first is the fact that trade this season has

practically escaped its usual attack of weakness.

Aji a rule holders and sellers have been com-

pelled to suljinit to a decline on the opening of

navigation, and even to witness a regular break

Bp in prices, but this year, except in Chicago,

there has been no period of weakness, and even

then it amounted to comparatively nothing

Then, In the second place, it will have been

observed that throughout the season it has been

difficult to fill orders, and at no time during

1881 ha* there been lumber enough in the hands

of dealers to meet the demands made upon
them promptly. Broken assortments have been

the ni!':, which is the best proof that instead of

tockn accumulating they have moved off as

rapidly aa they were ready for consumption,
j

Bo long a>t this state of affairs continue there !

eed be no apprehension of any general decline, i

SAW GUMMING.
There are several contrivances for the trouble-

some but necessary job of gumming saws. Files,

burr gummers, punches, and grindstones have

in turn been used, but nothing has proved itself

so rapid and efficient as the Emery or Corundum
Wheel. To perfect their operation, inventors

have not been slow to place before lumbermen,
machines to run these saw gumming emery
wheels. Mr. W. Hamilton, Peterborough, is

now supplying a machine for this purpose, and
judging from the demand he has for them, the

Covell Saw Sharpener must be a very efficient

tool. Our readers will notice from our advertis-

ing columns that the celebrated Hart Emery
Wheel, well known to American lumbermen as

the " Detroit Wheel," is now being made in

Canada. The manufacturers, whose head-

quarters are in Hamilton, claim to have given

special attention to the wants of sawyers, and
as a result are offering a Corundum or Emery
Wheel thoroughly adapted in every respect to

the work of saw gumming and saw sharpening.

The prominent and well known firms to whom
they refer, indicate that their efforts to produce
a good article have been successful, and that

they are well-deserving of a share of the trade.

We understand that a guarantee of absolute

efficiency accompanies each wheel.

THE STREAMS BILL.

We clip the following letter from the Toronto

Globe of the 6th of July :—

Sir,—In both your own and the columns of

your leading contemporary on the other side,

there have been recently many letters and
articles on the disallowed Streams Bill, No.
102.

As I am here on the spot in the district which
would be, perhaps, most affected by the Bill

becoming law, I think I am justified in writing

a few lines thereon. I will avoid alluding to

the partisan arguments which have been ad-

vanced on either side, so that my remarks may
be as short as possible.

The Bill as a Bill is not to be admired, seeing

that privileges and rights conferred on anyone
thereby are granted only for and terminated by
the spring, summer, and autumn freshets.

Therefore, after any freshet is over these per-

sons with their dams, piers, aprons, etc., would
have to clear out or be treated as trespassers.

If the Ontario Legislature cannot procure to

be drawn a simple Bill to carry the meaning
they intend nearer than this, the sooner some
member moves the Minister of Education into

the Speaker's chair the better.

But joking apart the Bill is all right, except-

ing that it is all wrong, that is, the principle is

right but the details are enormities.

It is just that streams should be considered

I highways, and that means should be provided

I to make them efficient, but it is wrong to place

the power to govern, alter, and superintend in

the hands of each and any private individual

who desires their use.

By this Bill anyone who wishes to take a log

or boat or raft—the latter definition might be

satisfied by two sticks and a sheep hurdle

—

down any stream, may construct "aprons,

dams, slides, gate locks, booms, and any other

work therein or thereon necessary to facilitate

the floating and transmitting of' such logs, &c,
&c.,"and they have also the right to use all

means usual amongst lumbermen, the damage

being only restricted when it can be shown to

be necessary to facilitate the passage of logs,

rafts, crafts, etc. In the name of common sense

is not this legislation gone mad ? Any one who
wishes to float sticks or walnut shells (timber

and craft) down any stream, or when a stream

is created during the freshets, may build dams
and aprons or use any other diabolic means
usual to lumbermen to facilitate the transit,

and if they drown out 2,000,000 acres no one is

entitled to claim a cent for damages. A single

dam might drown out miles of country, and
destroy on it the timber the property of the

Crown ; the destroyer falls back for protection

on this Bill, which has for its object the public

interest. If honest, the Ontario Legislature

ought to be thankful that their production has

been consigned to the limbo of the waste paper

basket.

The fact yet remains,

L That all permanent streams should be

available as public highways for floatage of tim-

ber, id est, sawlogs, square timber, booms; ties,

telegraph poles, and all like matters.

2. That any improvements or works con-

structed by any private owner should be avail-

able at fair tolls for public benefit.

But any damage caused by alterations should

be made recoverable from the State, and in

assessing damages the property must be con-

sidered as a whole, and in agricultural lands the

raising of the water table—that is, the level at

which the water stands beneath the soil—must

be considered. •

Lastly, the regulation of tolls should rather

be left to arbitration than to the decision of the

Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

I have no more to say on this, I trust, mori-

bund Bill, with the exception that I am sur-

prised that the gentleman to whom the inhabi-

tants of this district confided their interests at

the last election should have permitted such a

measure to pass the House without protest.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

E. G. MUNTTZ.
Alport, Muskoka, July 4, 1881.

Tiik Most Miskrablk Man in tiik World is the dys-

peptic, and dyspepsia is one of the most troublesome
difficulties to remove, but Burdock Blood Bitters
always conquer it. It stimulates the secretions, regu-
lates the bowels, acts upon the Liver, aids digestion,
and tones up the entire system. Trial bottles 10 cents,

large bottles $1.00.

THE TIMBER OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

That section of British Columbia west of the

Cascades and including Vancouver and Queen

Charlotte Islands is, according to Professor

Macoun, covered with, probably, one of the

finest forests in the world. Chief amongst the

trees is the Douglas fir (Abies Douglasii), which

is the chief forest tree, and which is used

throughout the country for building purposes,

and for export in the form of deals and spars.

White cedar (Thuja, gigantea) is another

giant, and in the Valley of the Fraser and up

the coast attains to an immense size. The
Indians use this wood altogether in the con-

struction of their houses, and in building those

large canoes which are the wonder of the

eastern people.

The other trees are a species of yew, another

of alder, two species of fir (Abies Menziesii and

grandis) ; two species of pine (Pinw contorta

and monticola) ; two species of maple (Acer

mcccrophyllum and circinatum) ; hemlock spruce

(Abies Mertensiana) is a common tree on the

mainland ; while a species of oak (Quercus

Gayrrana) is abundant on the island, but has

not been detected on the continent. An ever-

green tree (Arbutus Menziesii) is quite common
along the coast of the island, and, both summer
and winter, its foliage contrasts finely with

that of the sombrehued Douglas fir.

In the second, or arid distrct, ai pine (Pinus

pondcrosa) takes the place of the Douglas fir on

the coast, and is a very valuable tree, growing

to a large size, with clean triink, and resembling

the red pine of Ontario very much. The tops

of the lower mountains and the sides of the

higher ones support a heavy growth of Douglas

fir, but it is far from being the beautiful tree of

the coast.

The timber of the third region is not so good,

and consists principally of poplar and black

pine (Pinus contorta), with occasional groves of

Douglas fir on the higher hills. Black and

white spruce, with a little balsam fir, make up

the remainder.

The island of Vancouver is about 300 miles in

length, with an average breadth of about 60,

and probably contains 20,000 square miles. The
soil is good, but the surface is so much broken

by rock that it is altogether impossible to tell

the amount of good arable land on the island.

There is no doubt the day will come when Van-

couver will support a large population—partly

agricultural, and partly engaged in mining,

lumbering, and fishing.

Burrard Inlet is situated on the Gulf of

Georgia, a few miles from New Westminster.

It is nine miles long—deep and safe. It is the

port from which the lumber trade is chiefly

carried on. It is very easy of access to vessels

of any size or class, and convenient depth of

water for anchorage may be found in almost

every part of it.
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mclaren vs. caldwell.
JUDGMENT BY THE COURT OF APPEAL—THE

DECISION OF V. C. PHOUDFOOT OVER-RULED.

C. J. Spragge delivered judgment in this

case on Friday in the following terms :—

The plaintiff describes himself in his bill as a

lumber merchant, lumber dealer, saw miller,

and lumberman, and states that the defendant

carries on the same branches of business. The

bill enumerates some twelve parcels of land, of

which it is stated that the plaintiff is the owner,

and it states also that he is owner of large tracts

of timber. The bill goes on to allege that the

streams flowing through these parcels of land

were not navigable streams, " nor floatable for

logs and timber " while in the Crown, nor until

after the improvements set forth in the bill were

made on the said streams by the plaintiff, and

that in their natural and unimproved state they

would not, even during freshets, permit of saw

logs or timber being floated down the same, but

were useless for the purpose, and in the 10th

paragraph there states his rights :
—" The plain-

tiff is entitled, both as riparian proprietor and

owner, in fee simple, of the bed of the said

streams where they pass and flow through the

said lots, respectively, to the absolute, exclusive,

and uninterrupted uses of the said streams for

all purposes not provided by law, and amongst

other purposes to the absolute and exclusive

right to the user of the same for the purpose of

floating or driving saw logs and timber down

the same." He then goes on to say that in vari-

ous parts of the said streams, which run and

flow through lands therein described, the plain-

tiff and those through whom he claims have ex-

pended a large amount of money in making

certain specific and very valuable improvements,

which he sets out in a number of the following

paragraphs of the bill.

The complaint is in substance, that the de-

fendants having got out several thousand saw

logs, threaten, and intend to avail thomselves

of the improvements set out in the bill, anil that

in floating and running the timber and logs

down the stream they are interfering with and

obstructing the plaintiff in running and floating

down his lumber and saw logs, and he takes

this ground, that tho defendants in so doing are

wrongfully and forcibly, and without right, or

colour of right, making use of the improvements

made by the plaintiff, and those under whom
he claims, and of which plaintiff is entitled to

the exclusive and uninterrupted user.

Evidence was given at great length before V.

C. Proudfoot. That learned judge considered

that he ought to follow the case of Boale v.

Dickson, and that he understood that case to

determine that if any improvements are necess

ary to render the streams floatable, the statute

does not apply ; that it does not alter the

character of the private streams, and that the

owner of the land over which the stream flows

has the right to prevent intrusion upon it. Upon
the evidence he came to the conclusion that

without the artificial means of which evidence

was given neither of the streams upon which

improvements had been made 'by the plaintiff

could be considered floatable, even in freshets

or high water.

That was the issue upon which the evidence

in the cause was given, and that the proper

issue of the construction placed upon the statute

in Boale v. Dickson was the proper construction.

Upon the appeal to this court it is contended

that the construction placed upon the statute in

Boale v. Dickson was not correct. It becomes

our duty, therefore, to consider and detormine

that question.

It is obvious from a perusal of the Acts

(which are considered in c. 48 of the C.S.U.C.

)

that it was the policy of the. Legislature to en-

courage the lumber trade of the province ; and

to preserve the fish in the streams. The Act of

1828-9, Geo. IV., c. 24, recites: " Whereas, it is

expedient and found necessary to afford facility

to the inhabitants of this province engaged in

the lumber trade in carrying their rafts to mar-

ket, as well as for the ascent of fish in various

streams now obstructed by mill dams." Then
follow two sub-sections, which are embodied in

section 3 of the Consolidated Act.

The same policy is evidenced by 12 Vic, c. S7,

tho first section of which supplies what may be

lakjn to havo been an omission of the Act of

1828, viz., that aprons or slides to mill-dams

should be so constructed as to afford sufficient

depth of water for the passage of saw logs,

lumber and timber—a provision embodied in

sec. 4 of the Consolidated Act.

Then in sec. 5 of the same Act we find enact-

ed what is embodied in sees. 15 and 16 of the

Consolidated Act. The first clause of sec. 5 is

in the same terms as sec. 15, beginning thus :

—

" And be it enacted that it shall be lawful for

all persons to float saw logs " (and so to the end

of sec. 15) " and other timber rafts and craft

down all streams in Upper Canada during the

spring, summer, and autumn freshets ; and no

person shall, by felling trees or placing any other

obstruction in or across any Huch stream, prevent

the passage thereof."

In Boale v. Dickson this opinion is expressed,

"that the right so given extends only to such

streams as in their natural state will, without

improvements, during freshets permit saw logs,

timber, etc., to be floated down them, to streams

of a different class to those mentioned in the

third section "Down which lumber is usually

brought."

No such qualification of the right given by

section 15 is to be found in the Act nor in^any

other previous Acts thereby consolidated. There

is nothing in the context of any of these Acts

showing or tonding to show that such qualifica-

tion was intended ; and wc know from what

we find in the evidence takon in this cause, that

confining the right given by section 15 to such

streams as are described in the passage I have

quoted from Boale v. Dickson would go far to

defeat the avowed policy of the Legislature.

Evidence was offered that in some of the streams

in the province, at tho date of passing of these

Acts, saw logs, timbers, &c, could bo floated

down in their natural state without improve-

ments, oven during freshets. The evidence was

stopped by the learned Vice-Chancellor upon

the objection of the plaintiff's counsel after

some evidoncc in that direction had been given.

But from the evidence that was given in the

cause it is apparent that.if section 15 is to be

read with the qualification 'given to it by Boale

v. Dickson, a very large number of the streams

in the province would be excluded from its

operation.

I agree with what is said in Boale v. Dickson

" that assuming the plaintiffs to be the owners

of the bed of the river, and considering this Act

to be a diminution of private rights, no greater

right can arise to the defendant under it than a

right to float timber, &c, down during fresh-

ets ; it confers no right to in any way either im-

prove or deepen the natural channel." I do not

understand by this that a person to whom such

right to float timber down is given, &c, may not

remove fallen timber and such like obstacles to

navigation as are referred to in Crell v. The G.

T. R. Co. But taking what is said in the pass-

age I have just quoted from Boale v. Dickson to

be correct, it may well be conceded without

affecting the constitution of the Act. It may
be thought that the Legislature had over -much

rogard for the interests of the lumbermen, and

too little regard for the interests of riparian

proprietors. Our province is to construe the Act

and not to fail to give due effect to it under an

idea that its provisions press over hardly upon

one class of persons for the benefit of another

class.

I do not feel pressed by the consideration that

no right is conferred upon lumberers " to alter

improve, or deepen the natural channel." It

does not prove that it was not iutejided to con-

fer upon them the privilege of availing them-

selves, in the floating of their logs and

lumber, of improvements found by them to have

been already made in the natural channels of

the streams.

The statute makes no provision for compensa-

tion to those at whose expense improvements

have been made. We may conceive that it

would have been more just that provision should

have been made for compensation. The Legis-

lature, however, may have felt difficulty in the

way of adjusting a scale of compensation, or

may possibly have taken some view as this

—

The different lumbermen make improvements

on their respective properties, each for his own
sake. By giving to all a common right over the

property of all, we may make an approximation

of doing justice to all. Some may be gainers by

doing this more than others ; but it is the only

way of accomplishing that which is, with us,

a paramount object, the fostering of the lumber

trade. That this was a paramount object is

evidenced by the recitals to the earlier A«ts that

I have quoted.

Apart from all these considerations, we have

the plain unequivocal language of the Act. To
adopt the construction put upon it in Boale v.

Dickson, we must read " all streams " as mean-

ing " some streams " and we look in vain in the

Act for any class of streams defined as they are

defined in Boale v. Dickson. If what is sup-

posed in that case to have been included had

been really intended, section 15 should have run

thus, "All persons may float saw logs and other

timber during the spring, summer, and autumn
freshets, down," not all streams—" but such

streams as in their natural state will without im-

provements permit saw logs, timber, &c, to be

floated down them." It is too much to say that

such an alteration of the Act is not construc-

tion, but legislation ?

Reference is made in B. & D. "to streams of

a different class to those mentioned in the third

section," "down which lumber is usually

brought." The streams mentioned in the third

section are those down which lumber is usually

brought, and on which a mill dam may be

legally erected. That cannot be a stream down
which in its natural state, without improve-

ments, timber, lumber, etc., could be floated,

because on such a stream a mill dam could not

be legally erected. The words " all streams "

could not be applied only to that class of

streams. There is another class denominated

"small streams," which certainly did not form

the class, though they might be comprehended

in the class to which the words " all streams "

applied.

I am unable to concur in the construction put

upon sec. 15 of the Act in Boale v. Dickson.

There being no context, nor indeed anything

whatever in any of these Acts on this subject,

to control the ordinary grammatical meaning of

the words used, we must read them in their

ordinary grammatical sense ; and should, there-

fore, construe sec. 15 aa giving the privilege to

all persons to float saw-logs and other timber

down all streams in U. C. during the spring,

summer, and autumn freshets.

It follows that, in my judgment, the issue

tried before the learned Vice-Chancellor was

not an issue that arises under the statute ; but

that the defendants had to have the right con-

ferred upon them by sec. 15 of the Act, to float,

during the freshets named in that section, their

timber, rafts, and crafts down the streams

down which they were causing them to be

floated when their rights were called in question

by the plaintiff's bill.

We, of course, do not question the propriety

of the course taken by the learned Vice-Chan-

cellor in accepting the interpretation put upon

the Act in Boale v. Dickson. But being unable,

after a careful consideration of the various Acts

passed upon this subject, to concur in that in-

terpretation my conclusion is that the plain-

tiff's bill must be dismissed.

For reasons which the Chief J ustice gave at

length, each party is left to pay their own costs.

DIFFERENCE OF OPINION.

In the foregoing decision delivered by the

Chief Justice of Appeal, Patterson, J., and

Morrison, J., concurred, but Burton, J., held

different views. We publish his judgment

below.
CHIEF JUSTICE BURTON'S OPINION.

In this case I have the misfortune to differ

with my learned brothers, and if this had been a

court of last resort, whilst not concurring, I

should not have thought it proper to express my
dissent, but under the circumstances I think it

is but fair to the litigants and respectful to my
collegucs briefly to express the grounds on

which I feel compiled to come to a different

conclusion. The expiration of the general com-

mon law principles applicable to inland waters

would seem to bo well stated in the case of

Waldsworth v. Small (2 Fairfield, 2S0), and to

be consistent with the doctrine in the tract dc

fure maris sometimes, but it is said erroneously,

attributed it to Lord Hall, viz. that those

streams which are sufficiently large to bear

boats or barges, or to be of public use in the

transportation of property, are .highways by

water, over which the public have a common
right, and the private property of the owner

of the soil is to be improved in subserviency to

the enjoyment of this public right ;
whilst, fta

the contrary, such little streams are not as

floatable, that is, cannot in their natural state

be used for the carriage of boats, rafts, or other

property, are wholly and absolutely private,

not subject to the servitude of the public inter-

est, nor to be regarded as public highways by

water, because they are not susceptible of use

as a common passage for the public. Numerous

decisions are to be found at a very early date in

the United States to the effect that although

the adaptation of the stream to such public use

may not be continuous at all seasons, yet the

public right attaches and may be exercised

whenever opportunities occur. In the case of

Thunder Bay River Company v. Speedily, 31

Mich., 343. Mr. Justice Cooley thus refers to

the subject:—" Nor is it essential to the ease-

ment that the capacity of the stream in its

natural state and its ordinary volume of water

should be continuous, or, in other words, that

its ordinary state at all seasons of the year

should be such as to make it navigable. If it is

ordinarily subject to periodical fluctuations in

the volume and height of its water attributable

to natural causes, and recurring as regularly as

the seasons, and if its periods of high water and

navigable capacity ordinarily continue a suffi-

cient length of time to make it useful as a high-

way, it is a subject to the public easement

—

referring to Morgan v. King, 35 N.Y., 459, 18

Barbour 284, and 30 Barbour 9."

It would seem that this very reasonable new
of the common law doctrine in reference to these

streams had at a very' early day been recognised

by our own Legislature.

Thus we find in the first act passed in Upper

Canada in reference to mill-dams, 9th Geo. IV.,

c. 4, that it was passed in the interest of per-

sons engaged in the lumber trade, to afford

facilities for the conveyance of their rafts and

lumber to market, and that the owners of mill-

dams, erected on the proprietor's own lands,

across any stream down which lumber was

usually brought, were compelled to make pro

vision for its passage by the construction of

sufficient aprons, and in several other Acts

Ibefore we come to the 12th Vic. provision is

made for floating down square timber and other

manufactured lumber prepared for market.

The latter Act, though passed also evidently

in the interests of lumbermen, made provision

also for the protection of the mill owner so long

as he complied with the conditions prescribed,

otherwise the lumberman was at liberty to

abate the dam as a nuisance if it interfered with

his use of the stream.

In the same Act, however, we find the Legis-

lature using language not only confirmatory of

the new that the public had the right to use

such streams as I have referred to, but declar-

ing that all persons may during the spring, sum-

mer, and autumn freshets float sawlogs and

other lumber, rafts, &c, down all streams, a

provision which in my opinion was intended tf>

be simply declaratory of the Common Law right

of everyone to use even' stream that was capa-

ble, in its natural state, and its ordinary

volumes, of transporting in a condition fit for

market the products of the forests or other pro-

peprety, with an express statutory declaration

superadded that it was not essential to the

public easement that the capacity of the streams

as those defined should be continuous, but that

it should be exerciseable even though it could

only be so exercised in times of freshet

This was then the state of the law in several

of the neighbouring States where lumbering op-

enitions were carried on to a very large extent,

but it was not the universal rule there, the

courts in some places holding that a stream

which is not capable of being used at any time

for the passage of boats or the floating of rafts

and logs, except when swelled by rains or the

melting of snow, is not in any legal sense a

navigable stream, but is private property and

not subject to the servitude of the public ease-

ment.

And this being the state of the authorities, it

is not unreasonable to assume that a Legisla-

ture dealing with a similar state of things in

tended to place the question beyond dispute,

and to declare that even though the stream
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was not navigable at other times, if it

became so in times of freshet the public right to

pass at these times should be recognized.

If that is not the proper view to take of the

enactment, but it was intended to declare these

streams to be public highways, as my learned

brother appeared to think, it would, I appre-

hend, follow that wherever the natural obstruc-

tions were removed by the owner of the soil

so as to make those portions of the stream not

previously navigable passable for boats or tim-

ber, the owner of the soil would not be in a

position to exclude the public from the use or

enjoyment of the stream so improved. The
illustration given by my brother Patterson, of a

portion of a concession line which is declared

by law to be a common and public highway
being impassable by reason of some physical

obstruction, would then be applicable. It is

because I am unable to find in any of these

statutes language declaring these streams to be

of that character that I am unable to concur in

the conclusion of the other members of the

court. I quite agree with them in their view of

the doctrine laid down in Boale v. Dickson. I

think there is nothing to warrant the qualified

construction placed upon s. 15 of 12 Vic, c. 87,

by the learned judge who delivered the judg-

ment in that case, but I am unable to bring my-
self to the conclusion that the mere permission

or the recognition of the right to float all stream

during freshets make the entire stream publici

juris, although in point of fact many portions

of it may be quite impassable, even in times of

freshet, for the smallest description of timber or

other articles of merchandise. The language

of a statute which would by a particular con-

struction have the effect of interfering with the

enjoyment of private property, or give the right

to others to pass over it without compensation,

ought to be very plain to induce a court to place

upon it such an interpretation. I have pointed

out what I conceive to be its proper meaning
and intention, and full effect is given to the

words by adopting that construction. If that

be the correct interpretation, then I apprehend

it will be still necessary to ascertain whether at

the particular point where the stream passes

through the plaintiffs land it was floatable

when in a state of nature during freshets. If

not, then in my view it is not floatable within

the meaning of the authorities, but is wholly

and absolutely private property. To illustrate

my meaning as to what I conceive would be the

effect of the statute if the judgment of my col-

leagues be correct, let us image a stretch of many
miles above the place in question not only float-

able, but navigable for larger vessels. A space

than intervenes for say half a mile neither navi-

gable nor floatable at any period of the year,

followed by long stretch of navigable water to

the mouth of the stream.

It is not necessary to the navigability of the

stream that it should be navigable for its entire

length. The public may use such parts of it as

•re navigable.

If, then, this intervening space had passed

from the Crown into the hands of a private pro-

prietor, and he has at his own charges made
what was previous to the improvement his own
in point of property, and non-navigable and
non-floatable, to be passable for large vessels

either by the deeping of the channel or the

making of locks, can it be possible that under
language similar to what is to be found in this

statute the owners of steamboats and other

large vessels could pass over such property of

ri^ht ; in other words, that a property which
admittedly while it remained unimproved was
strictly private property, unaffected by any
public right whatever, lost that character and
become publici jurti, although made navigable
entirely at his own and not at the public ex -

pense, l^ecause in an Act of Parliament it is

declared that all persons may during the spring,

summer and autumn freshets float saw logs, etc.

down all streams. I venture, with considerable
diffidence ana doubt in the correctness of my
own opinion, in con«equence of the different
view taken by learned brothers, to think that
inch a re- ilt could never have been com tern

-

pUt*»l by the Legislature. Yet such must bo
the Basalt in the caw; suggested if the proper
construction of the Act given the defendant the
power to float timber over these improvement*
"f plaintiff a* of right.

I repeat, then, that in my view of the statute

it was intended to confer no new right, but to

remove all doubts as to the right of lumbermen

to use a stream passing through private lands,

even though not at ordinary times, if it could

be made useful at a time of freshet. If that be

the proper construction of the section, then it

would-be necessary to examine the evidence for

the purpose of ascertaining whether at the parti

cular points where the stream passes through

the plaintiff's land it was a floatable stream

before the improvements, but as the other

members of the court take a different view of

the statute, it becomes unnecessary for me to do

so. Upon the other appeal from the judgment

of V. C. Ferguson it becomes unnecessary to

offer any opinion, except with a view to the

costs. I may say, therefore, that to my mind

the 27th section of the Appeal Act can have no

application to a case of this kind—there can be

no execution of a decree necessary or possible

in a case where the decree is, if I may use the

term, executed as soon as made. There was

nothing to be done under it, and nothing further

would require to be done unless it were disobey

ed, in which case I apprehend that without the

formal issue of a writ of injunction the parties

to the suit could be proceeded against for con

tempt.

I think, therefore, that the appeal should be

dismissed with costs.

In the main appeal I am pleased to find that

the other members of the court have seen their

way to the allowance of the appeal, as a con-

trary conclusion could not have been otherwise

than disastrous to one of the most important

industries of the Dominion ; the result is that

the public become entitled to use the plaintiff's

improvements without compensation, which was

most properly secured to him under the Act

which has recently been disallowed.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A car-load of implements has been shipped

by Mr. Watson, of Ayr, to Aberdeen, Scot-

land.

The Keewatin Lumbering Company are at

present shipping eight to ten car loads of lumber

per week from Rat Portage to Winnipeg.

An unusually large quantity of deals and

other lumber has been shipped from Herbert

River, N.B., this season.

Messrs. Bickell & Wickett are going to

build a tannery in Toronto, near the mouth of

the Don, and the Council has promised to ex-

empt the property from taxation for a- term of

five years.

A new steamship is building on the Clyde for

the Dominion Steamship Company, which it is

stated will exceed the burden of the Allan

steamship Parisian by three hundred tons. The

name of the new craft is to be the Vancouver.

By an accident with a circular saw, Mr. W.
Craig, foreman of Stevens, Turner & Burns,

London, had a finger taken off, and a fellow-

workman namad •!). Bradley had three ribs

broken by a flying piece of board from the saw.

Bush fires have been doing considerable dam-

age in several places in Quebec ; not only has

valuable timber been destroyed, but a great

deal of fencing and in some cases farm buildings

have become a prey to the flames.

The Scottish American says : In New York
State the replanting of forest trees has been

attended with very good results, and it is noted

that in one belt of country where replanting

was general the rainfall has largely increased.

In Kansas and Nebraska the results obtained

from replanting are even more striking. The
planted forest serves to break the force of the

wind, and the influence of the woods' growth is

seen in lessened periods of drought, and an in-

crease in crops.

When Doctors Disaorkb who Shall Decide? The
people often decide by " throwing physic to the dogs,"
and trying Burdock Blood Bitters, and the result is

always satisfactory. Burdock Blood Bitters is the
Uultum in I'arvo of medical science, curing all

diseases of the Blood, Liver and Kidneys. A trial

bottle only costs 10 cents. A dollar bottle may save
you many dollars in doctor's bills.

ROBIN

DvsrEi-siA.—Strcnthcn your digestion—tone the
stomach for utilizing and assimilating every atom of

food you take ; the body needs it for strengtli and
vigor. Zopexa cleanses the entire system, stimulates
the Liver, keeps yon regular, and able to cat ten-penny
nails. Letters and postal cards come in daily, telling

of cures and help frcm Zopeta, from Brazil. Positive

proof of the health and vigor it gives in a ten cent
sample. Ask your druggist.

Manufacturers

-Engine

SE.

Lace Leather,

Mill Supplies, &c.
iyLi8

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

wholesale dbalbb in

Clear, Picking's, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
L12-1.V

CANOES

!

The undersigned keeps Canoes suitable

for LUMBERMEN, SPORTSMEN and

others constantly on hand. Price List on

application.

WILLIAM ENGLISH
8LH PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

E. S. VINDIN,
Commission, Shipping, Forwarding and

General Agent.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. lii

A HACYARDS M
#PECTORAlI|
T BALSAM, j

Has no equal for the permanent cure of
Coughs. Colds, Sore Throat, Asthma, Croup,

Whooping Cough, Bronchitis, and
all Lung Diseases. '

42T Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction.
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THE TRADE AND THE PUBLIC.

It is a peculiarity of all class periodicals that

in advocating the rights of the interest they un-

dertake to represent they seem to give them-

selves no concern about the public good, as if

that might be left to take care of itself. One
might almost fancy their objects were antagon-

istic, for, while the otic is always lamenting

when low prices prevail, the other rejoices in

getting its commodities as cheaply as it possibly

can, and people may be said to trouble them-

selves very little about the cost of production of

the article they want, when they go to market

to lay out their money to the best advantage.

What avails it that the dealer can show that

he is offering his goods at the merest shadow

above cost price, if the man over the way is

willing to sell a similar and equally good

material at a still lower figure ? Ever since the

second Sir Robert Peel's time, when he became

the advocate of free trade (having previously

opposed it with all his might), and gave out his

celebrated precept, as if it were a happy thought

to which he owed his conversation, that it was a

first principle of trade " to buy in the cheapest

market and sell in the dearest," all idea of

taking into consideration the expenses incurred

in producing the material wo are inclined to

deal in has been abandoned, as an exploded

weakness with which free trade has no

sympathy.

But there was nothing original in Sir Robert's

plausible phrase, which became popular merely

because he had uttered it, as a novelty, and it

was taken up and repeated as the essence 6f wis-

dom which embodied in a few words the whole

doctrine of froe trade, and left nothing more to

bo said about it. It had, however, long beforo

been practically adopted by those branches of

business which the police aro supposed to keep

an eye on, and of which we have a well-known

representative in the character of Mr. Fagin,

the amiable patron, erowhilo, of Oliver Twist,

and that class of trader might almost justify his

calling by proving it to be in strict accordance

with Sir Robert Peel's rescript, and possibly its

tendency has been ift some degree to demoralize

trade. We may bo less scrupulous in looking

for cheapness, as a sort of duty enjoined upon

us by this modern law of trade, which docs not

suggest to us the necessity of ascertaining how
the goods we aro in pursuit of came to bo so

cheap. That duty is left to the toaching of the

statutes at large, if people choose to run tho

risk of them, and place implicit confidence in

the honesty of the seller, without asking any

inconvenient questions as to his rights of pro-

prietorship in tho commodity he is willing to

dispose of so much below tho market price.

And there is always the chance of escaping ill-

consequences by appealing to Sir Robert Peel's

apothegm. It is easy to plead that unless you

"buy in the cheapest market and sell in tho

dearest '"—that is, the dearest market available

1—business cannot be done at a profit under free

trade.

If it has not lowered the standard of trading

morality in some appreciable degree, at all

events the term " connection," as applied to

business, seems now-a-days to have a different

meaning from that which it formerly .possessed.

In past times the word was understood to inean

certain parties who dealt regularly with a cer-

tain house for certain goods, and mutual deal-

ings in this way often continued for a lifetime
;

now it means littlo more in a general sense than

correspondents and dealers you aro known to,

and with whom you have an occasional transac-

tion when they cannot get tho goods a fraction

cheaper elsewhere.

Fortunately, however, in the timber trade we
are less exposed to malversations of this kind

than in almost every other. The bulkiness of

the wares is a sort of guarantee for integrity in

tho manipulation of them. They cannot bo

hidden away in bags, boxes, or barrels, and pass

muster in transmission as something totally

different. There thoy are, conspicuous to all

tho world, whorevcr they go, indifferent to com-

ment and criticism, and ontirely indopondent

of it.

Neither is tho apparent neglect of tho public's

interest so real as at tho first it might bo ac-

counted in treating only of tho advantages to

trade. The dosire to sco prices kopt up to a fair

paying lovol arises from a conviction, not neces-

1

sary to be constantly obtruded, that it cannot

be good for the community at large that any im-

portant and legitimate trade should be carried

on at a loss. A price riiay be very moderate and

yet bo a paying one ; on the other hand, it may
seem rather higli and yet the sellers may be get-

ting nothing by it. Such has been the state of

tho timber trade in many parts of Britain

latterly, where wholesale transactions have

borne no profit because too much was paid at

first hand, in comparison of the plentifulness of

the supply, to bring the commodity to market.

The duty of the journalist who has undertaken

its cause is then to call the attention of the

trade to this state of affairs by pointing out tho

sources of its difficulty, collecting and submit-

ting to them the facts that bear upon it, and

suggesting how tho evil may best be mitigated.

But in all this there ,is no implied disregard of

the good of the public, who are supposed to

gain what the trade is losing. ' There is nothing

of tho spirit of monopoly and desire to obtain

more than the fair value of the goods brought

forward, and for tho rest the public is well able

to take care of itself, and requires no special

pleader to teach it how to make the hardest

bargains, as we have intimated, without taking

conscience at all into its calculations.

There is a disposition in fashion to insist that

a fair day's work should be supplemented by a

fair day's wages, but no one agitates for a fair

profit to the man whose goods are fairly paid

for. He must take his chance in the market

against another who has perhaps not paid for

tho commodity he is selling, and never means
to. Such are the impedimenta which come be-

tween a trader and his just expectations when
he thinks he has laid out his money well, and is

looking that it should yield him a reasonable

return. ~

These thoughts havo been suggested to us by

the apparent necessity we hare latterly been

under of always harping on the gamo string.

Wo look in vain for some encouraging news
from tho provinces, as to the solid revival of tho

trade for which tho importers are waiting. If

any of our correspondents speak cheerily, it is

mostly after tho manner of Captain Cuttle, at

tho Wooden Midshipman, in Leadenhall street,

when he rubbed his hands, and thought business

looking up, bocauso somebody called and in-

quired tho price of a pair of spectacles. Tho
trade continues languid, and without hopo of

immodiate improvement, though the manufac-

turing iudustries are roported as doing better

than thoy were a little while back. Liverpool,

Hull, Grimsby, Hartlopool, and Nowcastlo aro

all in suspense, and have no faitli in obtaining

satisfactory prices for the now arrivals, which

are already coming forward in rather formidable

proportions (especially in Liverpool), though

they have not as yet materially affected home
prices, because their effect was previously dis-

counted, and people refrained from extending

their orders abroad till they saw how their mar-

ket would bear the new strain on them of their

first importation.

On the other side of the Atlantic they are

more hopeful of this season's trade than they

are hero, and our Chicago correspondent's letter

(Juno 11, p. 361) draws a bright picture of the

prospect before it out there, but not without a

suggestion that the cutting of logs may be

superabundant.
" A considerable increase is looked for by

many in the amount of lumber turned out, as

compared with tho cut of other yoars. The
majority of operators favor this view of the

situation, and look for ail abundance of lumber,

though not more probably than tho demand
will call for."

Tho soason has, it seems, boon very favorable

for getting tho timber clear of the drives, and

there is no anticipation of any difficulty in

bringing tho logs forward, as wo learn from tho

concluding paragraph of the lotter aforesaid.

All idea, thoreforo, of any curtailment of our

supply for this year has completely vanished,

whether it be from Northern Europe or from

America, and in its place a strong impression is

gaining ground that our markets will be pretty

severely tested on all sides.

In Liverpool it is expoctod that steamers will

take a lead, oveff'in the Atlantic timber trade,

this summer, and as they will run at very

moderate froights the shippers On that sido aro

not unlikely to charter on speculation in the

absence of orders ; as in the worst case they

will only have to hold stock on this side, instead

of at home, with the chance of disposing of it

during the winter, when if unshipped it would

have to lie idle and useless until the following

spring. It is the uncertainty which pervades

the trade on these points that has kept it so

quiet and unspeculative so long.

If the public gains by this kind of business,

the trade does not like it.— Timber Trades

Journal.

PRACTICAL ITEMS.

Loose pulleys require constant attention and

much oil, and are very hard on the belt. It is

best to have them a trifle smaller than the tight

pulley, and with a step or flange running up to

the diameter of the tight one. This takes the

strain off the belt and the friction from the

pulleys.

Where a mill is driven by mortise gearing, it

has been recommended to use a mixture of pul-

verized chalk and linseed oil, for lubricating

purposes. It is said that this mixture is much

better for wooden cogs than oil, tallow or flour.

The chalk for this mixture should first be pul-

verized and then sifted with a fine sieve.

Any sharp steel will cut glass with great

facility when kept freely wet with camphor dis-

solved in turpentine. A drill may be used, or

even the hand alone. A hole may be readily

enlarged by a round file. The ragged edges of

glass may also be thus smoothed with a flat file.

Flat window glass can be readily sawed by a

watch sprang saw, by the aid of this solution-

In short, tho most brittle glass can be wrought

almost as easily as wood, by the use of drilling

tools kept constantly moist with caniphorized

oil of turpentine.

Ordinary white wood can be given the appear-

ance of tho finest black walnut. The wood'

first thoroughly dried and wanned, is coated

once or twice with a strong aqueous solution of

extract of walnut peel. When half dried, the

wood thus treated is brushed with a solution

compound of 1 part (by weight) of bichromate

of potassa in 6 parts of boiling water, and after

drying thoroughly is rubbed and polished. By
this treatment, tho color is said to be fixed in

tho wood to the depth of one-twelfth to one-

sixth of an inch, and in the majority of cases

the walnut appearance is declared to be very

perfectly imitated.

So eminent an authority as Professor Sweet

says, in reference to the question of economy

by reduction of friction, that of two systems,

one offering a saving of 10 per cent, by reduc-

tion of friction, and the other 20 per cent, in the

use of steam, he would take that which led to a

saving in friction, which of necessity implies

saving in maintenance, attendance, repairs, de.

lays, etc. Tho loss by attendance, repairs and

delays is greater in small engines than in large.

To get economy in friction, there should bo

generous wearing surfaces, well fitted, and pro-

perly lubricated, and the engine should be in

absolute alignment. We often find shafts which

are set in perfect lino and remain so when at

rest, but which are deflected by the strains put

upon them while at work.

The American Architect and Building Ncics

says that maple is unquestionably better than

the average yellow pine for flooring. It is very

fine-grained and tough, though perhaps no

harder than yellow pine, and is completely free

from tho liability to splinter, which injures

much of the latter. Somo years ago a number

of Boston mill-owners made thorough tests o

various kinds of material for flooring their fac-

tories, where tho wear is very severe, and con-

cluded that maple was superior to any other-

Very possibly this experience may have led to

the favor with which maple house-lloors are re-

garded in that region.

Fourteen years ago a Mr. Sterling, of Mon-
roe, Michigan, placed two gate posts of white

oak in front of his residence. When they were

set he bored into the top of each with an inch

and a half auger a hole three inches deep, filled

it with common salt, tightly plugged it, and

coppered the posts. Having occasion recently

to change the location of the posts, lie found

them as sound from top to bottom as tho day

t,hoy were planted.

HOW FORESTS PRODUCE MOISTURE.
Dr. Franklin B. Hough, United States Com-

missioner of Forestry, gives the following ex-

planation of the effects of forests on moisture

:

It is a matter of common remark that our
streams diminish as the woodlands are dettei
away, so as to materially injure the manufac-
turing interests depending uiion hydraulic
power, and to require new sources of supply for

our state canals, and for the use of cities and
large towns. Many streams once navigable are
now entirely worthless for this use. The iikkIc

in which this influence operates will be readily

understood when we consider the effects of

forests upon the humidity and teiuiwrature of

air.

A deciduous tree, during the season when in

foliage, is constantly drawing from the earth,

and giving off from its leaves a considerable

amount of moisture, and in some cases this

amount is very great. This change of state

from a fluid to a gaseous condition, is a cooling

process, and the air near the surface, ktmQ
secured from the sun and from the wind*, tfe-

comes, hy this means, bo humid that a rank,
succulent vegetation often springs up and
thrives, which in an o|»en field would wither
and perish in an hour. The air being thus
charged with moisture and cooled, does not
take up by evaporation the rains which fall, and
the soil, being more open, readily allows the

water from melting snows and from showers to

sink into the earth, from whence a (lortion ap-

pears in springs and in swanq>s, which give rise

to rills and streams.

Tho air at all times holds more or less watery
vapor in suspension, and its caj»acity for irinfl

so is increased as the teui|<erature is raised, not

by a steadily gaining rate, but more rapidly as

the heat is increased. There can be no vapor*,
tion when the air is saturated with moisture,

and no deposit of water in any form until the

temperature is reduced to the point of -satura-

tion. It is not yet determined as to how far

the cooling and moistening influence of a grove
may extend. It must depend uihui many cir-

cumstances, and cs]>ocially ui>on the slojie of

the surface, and the direction of the wind-.

The effect is often apparent to the eye from the

freshness of the herbage in adjacent fields for

many rods in width.

The effect of woodlands in retaining snows
where they fall, and in delaying their melting

in the spring, has been everywhere obser\ed in

snowy countries. In such localities the snow
cannot Iks drifted by the winds, and when it

melts is disap|icars slowly, sinking into the soil

rather than flowing off u]>on the surface. The
effect of this delay in checking a too-early ap-

pearance of fruit blossoms, cannot l>c mistaken.

The result is in fact similar to that of consider-

able areas of water, such as our northern lakes,

along the borders of which, es|x>cially "ii the

lee-side, fruits are found to flourish with the

greatest success. In a country inters] icrsed

with clumps ami belts of woodlands, the snow -

drift loss, and their melting more evenly over

the surface cannot fail to be beneficial to the

interests of agriculture, and more especially to

meadows and pastures.

HEMLOCK RAILROAD TIES

During November, lSGd, the Rotk Island

railroad laid 2,000 hemlock cross ties that had
been saturated with chloride of zinc in the read

bed of the main line, some three-fourths of a

mile west of Englewood, as an experiment.

Last Saturday these ties were examined, and
several of them brought to the company's office

in Chicago. Some of them were found in good
state of preservation, while others that had
been rejected were found sound within, but

were rotten on the surface where exposed to tho

wet. Hemlock is considered very poor as re-

gards its preserving qualities. It is also claimed

that it usually commences decaying in tho

center. Near these hemlock ties were some oak
ties that were laid in 1873, some of which were
badly decayed. Upon these s]>ecimen tie* had
been laid at the same time steel rails from Eng-
land, where they still remain, they also h.-ning

been placed there on test.

Tiiev all do it.—Kvcr\ body uses '* Tkaki.rry " tor

tho tooth and breath, tho newest, brightest, cosiest

littlo toilet gcui extant. Try a 5 ccut sample.
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RAFTING OPERATIONS AT THE FRED-
ERICTON BOOMS.

THE LUMBER CUT ON THE ST. JOHN AND ITS

TRIBUTARIES.

One of the grandest sights to be seen in the

Province and one that would well reward a

journey of many miles, is the enormous mass of

logs, estimated at over 50,000,000 feet, at pre-

sent lying in tho new boom of the Fredericton

Boom Company at Sugar Island, above Fred-

ericton. A fine view of tho logs can be obtain-

ed from the Keswick bank, which, at this point,

rises to a considerable height above tho level of

the river. Competent judges pronounce it to

be the largest mass of logs ever collected to-

gether on tho St. John. The logs lie in a

natural pocket, the sides of which are formed

by the mainland and the Island shore, with the

base resting upon and being supported by enor-

mous piers built up from
_
the flat rock bottom

of the river, a height of 28 feet, the larger ones

being each loaded with over 150 cords of stone.

There are some 14 piers all told, including side

piers to which booms are hung to keep the logs

off the low parts of the Island shore, and a few

supporting piers on the main shore. The break-

ing up of the ice at an unusually early period

last spring, prevented the completion of all tho

proposed piers, and it was feared by some that

the boom would, therefore, prove too weak to

hold the great run of logs, but these fears fortu-

nately turned out to be groundless, though the

boom was tested by one of the greatest freshets

ever known on the river. When the grand rush

of logs came, the current was so strong that

after the boom had partially filled the logs

began to "run under," and at such a rate that

for three days there was little or no increase on

the surface, million after million disappearing

from sight as soon as they touched the edge of

the jam—the consequence being that the logs as

they now lie in the boom are piled to a depth of

twenty-five feet. Had the water risen above

the tops of the piers the booms would have been

torn away and the great mass of logs, thrown

into the current, would have swept all before it,

wrecking the old Fredericton boom miles below,

and strewing .the shores of the river on down
through Sunbury and Queens. As it was, the

water came within a few feet of the top of the

piers, which, though built on the fiat sand-stone

bottom of the river, were so strongly construct-

ed and heavily weighted with stone that they

nobly withstood the enormous and somewhat

unexpected strain. It is the intention of the

agent of the company, Stephen Glasier, Esq.,

under whose i>ersonal direction this boom (as

well as all the others along the river) was con-

structed, to further strengthep it next winter,

and to raise the piers five feet higher. The
lxwim space at Sugar Island is from two to three

miles long, and, if required, 100,000,000, or

double the amount now in the boom, can be-

held there. The logs are conducted into the

Sugar Island boom from the natural channel of

the river by means of Pond's sheer booms, an

invention that has to a great extent

REVOLUTIONIZED THE RUNNING AND DRIVING

of luiiilx;r on the St. John. Formerly the logs

floated down with the current, great numbers

being deposited on low lands where they were

left high and dry by the receding freshet, only

to Ik: removed later in the season by the
" Stream drivers " with great Labor and at con-

siderable expense. In addition to the delay

thus caused in getting the logs to market, the

leg owners had to indemnify the farmers for the

damage to their intervale and island lands

caused by the do|»osit and removal of the drift

lege, Now, nheer booms, placed at various

points along the upper St. John and its chief

triUitariea, keep the logs in the current of the

river and carry them by the low lands, on

which they would otherwise lodge. Not only is

Hi* work of stream driving thus reduced to a

minimum, but the logs are hurried on to the

Fredericton l*v,mH, and consequently to market,

at a much earlier date than by the old method.

The almost KimultaneouH arrival at the booms
of the ;creat rria*n of the cut on the upper waters

ha* ner;< : - itated a radical change of ojjerations

<m the pert of the

KiiKDKKKTON BOOM fX)MI"AKY,

which haw been -.ucce- fully carried out this

icaxofi on a lar^e Hcale. In former years the I

several booms below Fredericton on the Lincoln

and Maugerville shores were sufficient to meet

the demand, the first run being rafted so as to

make room for successive arrivals, but when

the drives began to come in more rapidly it was

found necessary to provide more extended boom

facilities. The old boom ground had been well

chosen, though despite all precautions the booms

were occasionally broken by tho pressure of tho

run of logs in tho spring, supplemented by high

winds and heavy freshets, entailing an outlay

for the recovery of the logs along the shores of

Sunbury and Queens that materially reduced

the profits of the company. There were other

localities, of course, that might have been

chosen for the booms, less exposed to tho rake

of the wind and sweep of tho freshet currents,

but they lacked one great essential—the current

would carry the running logs away from, instead

of into them. But even this seemingly insur-

mountable obstacle has been met and overcome

by the application of Pond's sheer booms, an

invention whereby the course of running logs

can be directed towards either shore at will, de-

spite the set of tho current. After a series of

experiments with the sheer boom, it was decid-

ed to locate a large boom on the Douglas shore,

between the island, and the main land, into

which logs could be directed by a sheer boom

placed at the head of the island. This boom is

attached to thirteen jam and seven sunken

piers, is about two and a half miles in length,

and will hold nearly forty million feet. This

venture proved to be a decided success, proving

conclusively that the company acted wisely,

when enlarging their facilities, in selecting a

site at Douglas. Rafting operations were car-

ried on there with great rapidity last summer,

the only drawback being the delay caused by

the unusual lowness of the water at one time.

In addition to the booms there, the company

put up suitable buildings for the accommoda-

tion of the men, a cook house, stables, business

office, &c.

The addition of the Douglas boom enabled

the company to successfully catch, hold and

raft all the logs cut for the past two or three

years ; but the indications of an increased out-

put for 1881 lead the company to make a still

further enlargement to meet the require^ments

of this season's operations. To this end, the

boom at Sugar Island, above described, was

constructed last winter, and it has proved to be

one of the best moves ever made by the

company.
THE SEASON'S WORK.

The operations of the Fredericton Boom
Company this season have been on . an unusu-

ally large scale. They have, so far, received

some 125,000,000 ft., divided as follows : 50,000,-

000 in the Sugar Island boom ; 30,000,000 in the

Douglas boom, and the balance in the Gill,

Glasier, Sterling and Mitchell booms, below

Fredericton. Some idea of the extent of their

operations may be formed when it is stated that

it is about 18 miles from the foot of the Mitchell

boom in Lincoln to the head of the boom at

Sugar Island. None of these booms in any way

interfere with the free navigation of the river

either above or below Fredericton. The com-

pany employ some 250 men this season, includ-

ing drivers and sheer boom men. Rafting

operations are carried on at Douglas, where 200

joints per day are made up, and at the Mitchell

boom, below Fredericton, w here the day's

work averages about 140 joints. One hundred

men are working at Douglas and about eighty

men at the Mitchell boom. The logs in the

Sugar Island boom will bo run down to the

Douglas boom, some little distance below, and

rafted there as fast as possible. The Douglas

boom is so constructed that rafts from the Kes-

wick, at its head, can be floated down through

into deep water below, for towing to market.

It is expected that all the logs in the Mitchell

boom will be rafted in about a week, when the

crew of rafters will be transferred to the old

rafting ground at the Glasier boom. Tho entire

operations arc in charge of Stephen Glasier,

Esq., the veteran agent of the company, and so

far this season without the lossi of a single log.

It is estimated that there are about 20,000,-

000 yet to come down the riv<;r, though much
more is hung up high and dry by tho sudden

fall of water in the main river and tributary

streams.

OTHER OPEBATIOKH.

Mr. Alex. Gibson has done a heavy business

on the Nashwaak during the past winter, con-

fining his operations exclusively to that section,

ft was thought that he would get out some

fifty millions, but the actual output will fall

short of that figure. Finding the spruce dying

out in one locality, he concentrated a large

force there, having !)0 span of horses hauling

out to one landing, though over two roads. He
has the Nashwaak so well provided with dsm
that ho can get water enough to carry down his

logs at any time desired. This season all his

logs were got out early. They are being sawed

at his mills on the Nashwaak, and at Morrison

and Robinson's mills below Fredericton.

Tho output on the Jtcswick river this season

is estimated at about five millions, all of which

will be rafted on that river.

A careful estimate, based on the most reliable

information, shows that independent of Mr.

Gibson's operations, about two hundred million

feet have been cut on the St. John and its tri-

butaries during the past winter.

The tugboats of Messrs. D. D. Glasier & Son
are all at work towing rafts down to this port.

The water is unusually low for the time of

year, much to the annoyance of operators on

small streams.

—

St. Jolin Sun.

NEW INDUSTRIES.
Two gentlemen intend to apply to the Coun-

cil at their next meeting for exemption for a

term of years for an extensive tannery which
they propose establishing in Toronto.

It is expected that in about four months an
important new industry will be in full running

order in this city. An application has been

made for a charter to incorporate the " Toronto

Grape Sugar Company," having a capital of

§200,000, tho applicants being the Hon. Thomas
N. Gibbs, Oshawa ; Messrs. James Michie, John
Lcyes, James McGhee, James S. Holt, Toronto

;

and E. P. Stikes, Buffalo. Plans are being pre-

pared for a factory with a capacity to use 2,000

bushels of corn per diem, and so arranged that

it could be enlarged to a capacity of 5,000 bush-

els. The factory will be erected on the Esplan-

ade, on the water lots granted by the City

Council three weeks ago to Mr. Holt for that

purpose. Arrangements will be made so that

corn and coal can be received direct into the

factory from all the railways or by boat on the

water side, and goods will be shipped in the

same manner. The refinery will be eight stories

high, with an elevator tower on top, and will be
built of brick with stone foundations on piles

driven into the rock. To get the buildings

erected as rapidly as possible the electric light

may be used, so. that building operations may be

carried on both day and night. The company
will employ about 150 hands, and the best skill-

ed experts have been secured. The latest pat

ents and improvements will also be introduced.

The property has been exempted from taxation

by the.City Council and a 21 years' lease of the

water lots, 133 feet by 375 feet, obtained at a
nominal rental.

—

Toronto Globe.

Two Thousand Dollars.

The easiest, cheapest and best way to secure

the above amount is to apply for membership
in the Mutual Benefit Association of Rochester,

N.Y. Pay Dr. S. B! Pollard, 56 Bay Street,

one dollar for four medical examinations, he
will send your application to the head office, if

you are accepted as a member they will issue a

certificate of membership, which, on payment
of eight dollars, entitles you to full benefits as a
member, should you die to-morrow, next day,

next week, next month, or any time within

three months, this Association will pay to your
heirs, or assigns, the sum of two thousand
dollars. At the expiration of the three months
all you have to do is to pay your pro rata

amount, which is from 20 to 75 cents on the

death of some other member, who has done
nothing worse than to die during the three

months just past. By paying your assessments

on deaths, you keep your certificate alive, and
at the commencement of the second year you
are assessed two dollars per thousand to keep up
office expenses, etc., for the next year. No
easier, surer or better schemes to carry two
thousand dollars has ever been devised than the

Mutual Benefit Associates, of Rochester, N.Y '

Penetanguishene Foundry
AND

MACHIKE SHO-fc*
CRAIG & CAMERON, Proprietors.

The uinleruigntd l>eg to announce to the public that
they arc i>re]iared to make all kimin ot Mill and
Steamboat Brass and Iron Casting*

All kinds of PLOW CASTINGS kejrt on hand. Plow
Point* and Eandbidett a »i*ccia)t> .

We have first -elasn machinery and are prepared to do
all kinds of TUUNINi; or I'LAM.Mi on short notice.

We hope hy strict attention to husineH»ai>d moderattf
charges, to tnerit a share ot the pulilic |<atrona£c.

Ail work guaranteed.
G. A. CBAI0.

lyi,17 C. CAMERON.

Samuel Windrim,
MAX I'FACT! ' l£EE OF

Agricultural Implements. Etc

MILLBROOK, ONTARIO.
HAVING DISPENSED WITH THE SERVICES <>F

AGENTS, I take this opportunity to hrinj; to the notice
of intending purchasers of keapin;.' Machines, that 1

have now on hand a quantity of the Celebrated

HAN LAN REAPER,
which has NEVER BEEN BEATEN YET, and am
prepared to allow the Agents commission—FIPTEEN
PER CENT—on all purchases. Ll7tf

J. G-. EDWARDS
HARDWARE MERCHANT,

BELTING, FILES, BABBIT METAL,
iy CHAINS, ROPE, and ur

LUMBERING SUPPLIES.

A. L. UNDERWOOD
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

White Pine, Basswood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, ONT.
_

l.VLlC

P. FREYSENG & CO.
PROPRIETORS OF THE

Dominion Cork Cutting Co
BY IMPROVED MACHINERY.

/t2TAH kinds of Corks in slock an«l Cnt lo
Order. Corks A Life Preservers :i Specialty.
Corkwood, Tinfoil, Capsules, Wire. >tr.

71 Jarvis Street, TORONTO. ClIC

S. S. MUTTON & Co.,

Wholesale L umber Dealers
T O R OJV T O.

We have for Sale a large quantity of PINE, OAK,
WHITEWOOD, ASH, CHESTNUT," CHERRY, BUT-
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, &c
42TP.S.—Also on hand 120 H dry Oak 2 to 4 inches

thick, will be sold cheap to close it out. 1vl16

JAMES HADDEN,
MANVFACTrRrn OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Sinicoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. 1»26

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, ILST. ~5T.
_ Ll2-ly

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland or

London make, at $1.75 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH, U6
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WANTED,
An efficient and reliable correspondent for the Canada

Lumberman, in each of the following cities, viz. :

MONTREAL, QUEBEC,

and HAMILTON.

For futher information, address

TOKER & CO.,
Canada Lumberman Office, Publishers.

Peterborough, Ont., June 13th, 1881.

A stbam mill is to be erected at Wood Point

by the Bay of Fundy Quarrying Co. The build

ing will by 60x40, the engine 60 horse-power,

It is the intention' of the Company to saw

dimensions and other lumber for .the Boston and

New York markets, to be shipped with their

cargoes of stone.

Travelling Agent.

MR. A. L. W. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con-

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

The Canada Lumberman
DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER & Co. PETERBOROUGH,

Terms of Subscription

:

One copy, one year, in advance $2 00

One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Bates :

Per line, for one year SO 90

Per line, for six months 50

Per line, for three months 30

Per line, for first Insertion 10

Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's, 05

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months ., 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines per annum 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines, for 0 mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti-

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

•east three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

AH communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to Tokkr & Co., Peter-

borough, Ont.

Communications intended for insertion In the Canada

Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in-

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a weok before the

date of the next issue.

From Manchester, N.H., we are informed

that there is a large increase in the lumber trade

in that section this year as compared with for

mer years. Local mills are doing a large trade

in hemlock and spruce which acre still to be had

in large quantities in the northern part of that

State and in Vermont, while their chief supply

of cedar shingles come from Sherbrooke

Quebec, and retail at $3.50 to $4.25 per 1,000,

Mr. J. R. Barber, of Georgetown, has paid

the membership fee of the Mechanics' Institute

of that town for forty of his employees. This is

certainly commendable, and we know many em
ployers who would not miss the amount thus

expended. Indeed we are quite sure that if

more encouragement were given young men
there would be less carousing and drinking and

more werk performed.

We have been aware for some time that

negotiations were pending for the sale of the

entire lumbering property of Messrs. McDougall

& Co., Harwood, to Mr. E. C. Smith, of

Fenelon Falls, and we are now in a position to

state that the sale has been comploted, and that

Mr. Smith is now in full possession. We als<

understand that Mr. Smith has some idea of

transferring the machinery now in the mill at

Harwood to the French River, where he owns

extensive limits.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. JULY 15,. 1881.

The Ottawa Free Press, in speaking of The
Canada Lumberman, says :

—" It is a splendid

industrial publication, devoted mainly to the

lumbering business."

Lumber is very firm at Davenport, and some

lots are sold above present list ; a few days of

dry weather and the advance will become

general on all common or low grades.

A Minnesota lumberman estimates that

Manitoba alone will take 40,000,000 of lumber

from that state this season. If that proves to

be so, our friends of the saw in the west must

be having a good time of it.

A large lumber business is being carried on

by parties in Bridgewater, Nova Scotia. Messrs

E. D. Davison & Son's two mills will cut during

the season 15,000,000 feet of lumber ; Dufus &
Co.'s mill at Summerside will cut 6,000,000

C. H. Chase expects to cut 2,500,000 ; Alex

Nelson will cut 1,000,000 ft. ; Jaa. A. Curll ex

pects also to cut 1,000,000 feot, a total of 25,500,

000 feet lumber, a gain of about eight per cent.

This gives employment to 700 men, and supports

3,000 people. This is good for the County of

Lunenburg.

Eastern buyers are reported as operating

largely in the west just now, and are securing

all the lumber they can in Michigan at an

advance of from one to three dollars per thou-

sand as compared with the prices ruling in

January 1880.

The Nortkivcslern Lumberman is our authority

for stating that manufacturers and buyers in

the west have discovered that the lumber made
from maple logs cut in winter and sawn before

the 1st of July, is worth $2 a thousand more

than if the sawing be done after the date

named.

The yards throughout St. Louis all report a

fine trade, with brilliant prospects for the

future. Figures on white pine grades are very

firm, with a strong tendency toward advance.

Quotations on yellow pine are very low, and

xtill falling. The advance of from 50c. to $1

per 1,000 feet on white pine in Chicago, and a

change will naturally be followed at St. Louis

in the next ten or fifteen days, if not sooner.

Our readers will have noticed that for som

time past the universal cry from Britain h

been a drill and drooping timber market. Not-

withstanding that every market, except those

depending upon the British market, on this side

of the Atlansic has been firm with a decidedly

upward tendency. Under such a state of affairs

is does seem to us somewhat strange that our

eastern shipjxirs, and especially those of New
Brunswick, do not turn their attention to the

"booming" markets in tho Eastern States.

Even if they netted no more money by shipping

to the latter market than they would by ship-

ping across the Atlantic, such shipments would

relieve the British market from its present

glutted stato, and doubtless secure for them

better prices for what they did send there.

The lumber business of McGraw & Co., at

Tonawanda, has been transferred to the Export

Lumber Company, (limited) of S7 Wall street,

New York, having been purchased by that con

cern. The company is a very extensivo firm,

and one of the largest buyers in the eastern

market, and Tonawandians are jubilant over

the acquisition to their business interests. The

company possesses a capital of $150,000, and

transacts mostly an export business, as its name

indicates. It has leased, for a number of years,

from tho McGraw estate, the eligible and desir-

able docks and river front owned by them at

Tonawanda, giving it excellent facilities for

receiving lumber or forwarding it, either by rail

or canal. The concern has bonded yards at

Hunter's Point, Long Island, and Hochelaga

dock, Montreal, in addition to its New York

branches, and its fine property in Tonawanda.

The yards at Tonawanda will be stocked np at

once with the product of the western mills. Mr.

Mackintosh is to be tho local manager, and has

already enterod upon the duties connected with

his position, and assumed control of tho busi-

ness,

EXPLORATIONS ON THE UPPER OTTAWA
We learn from the Toronto Globe that about

the 20th of June Mr. Niven, P.L.S., of Hali-

burton, was despatched on an exploratory sur-

vey of the country north of Lake Ni pissing. He
took with him two exploring parties, and ex-

pects to occupy about three months in the

work. The district to be explored commences

about twelve miles north of the lake, and ex-

tends northward to Lake Tamagamingue,

which lies half way between Lake Nipissing

and Lake Tamiscamingue, where the Ottawa

takes its rise. The Ottawa on the east and

Wahnapitacping and the Wahnapitac River on

the west are the utmost limits of this explora-

tion, which includes an area of sixty miles in

length between these limits, by a breadth north

and sou^h of twenty-four miles. An exploration

of this kind has not been made in this Province

for very many years, the work of filling in the

rough outlines of the early explorers having

.occupied the attention of the Crown Lands

Department.

THE OBJECT OF THE EXPLORATION.

The question of timber limits has no doubt

something to do with the exploration, but the

meagre information regarding the soil and

climate of this territory has been such as to

lead to a desire to know something definite're-

garding its capacity as a grain growing district.

What little is known indicates that the soil is

possibly better than on the Ottawa south of

Matawan, and the climate sufficiently warm for

tho cultivation of wheat. In the instructions

given to Mr. Niven the objects of the explora-

tion are set forth as follows :

—

1. To run the outlines in a block of certain

townships, to act hereafter as a base in their

subdivision'

2. To ascertain by exploration as far as prac-

ticable the general nature of the soil, timber,

minerals, &c, in the field of operations.

MR. niven's instructions.

Many of the instructions given Mr. Xivenj

are on minor details, which, however important

to the department, have little interest for the

public. Other instructions are of a general

character, leaving much to the exercise of the

common sense of the explorer. It is the inten

tioiyuf the Government to extend through this

territory tho same system of survery as is in

existence on the north shore of Lake Huron,

and this information is a guide for the general

outlines to be mapped by Mr. Niven. The de-

parting point of the exploring party is the north-

east angle of the new township of Field. From
this angle a line is to be drawn due north, and

at intervals of six miles ]tosts are to be planted,

and other indications made to guide future sur-

veyors in laying out townships. Six miles

north of tho angle referred to a base line is to

be drawn to the west, and a similar plan adopt-

ed in marking for the north and south bound-

aries of the townships. By a base line to the

east and other lines at right anges to it, the

whole district is to be laid out as a base for

future sub-divisions.

Mr. Niven is also instructed to explore for

six miles on each side of his base lines, and for

this purpose he is to select fit men, with a good

knowledge of land suitable for agricultural pur-

poses, and of trees suitable for merchantable

timber. These men are also to have consider-

able facility in keeping notes of their explora-

tions, and in the use of the jxicket compass.

The natural features of the country are to be

shown, and Mr. Niven has also to examine the

rock formation, collect small specimens of fixed

rocks, attaching to each a number ami notting

in his field-book the exact locality in which

ach specimen has been found. If the rock is

stratified its dip is also to be observed. He is

also to ascertain by ostronomical observations

the latitude of different points, and, if time per-

mit, is to sketch in the position and extent of

Lake Tamagaminque.

Heading (In Ads.

Our readers will find items of interest in our

advertising columns. Among our regular ad-

vertisers will be found such a variety of

essentials, with the various other matters dir-

ictly connected therewith, that a careful perusal

will in nearly every case develop something in

tho way of information that must become
directly valuable to our readers.

TEE FUTURE OP LUMBER.
So much has been written and said concern-

ing the rapidity with which our forests are

being felled in lumbering orations that it

would not be surprising if corners in the wood
market were, ere long, attempted. It has in a
number of cases, been "ciphered out" that our

timber supplies will be exhausted within thirty

years, if the present rate of lumber production

is maintained, some writers have even placed

the evil day no farther off than twenty years.

Were these croakers in a position to verify

their predictions, the situation would be, in-

deed, alarming, but, as the trade has not as yet

experienced any lack of material with which to

operate, it may be assumed by outsiders, that

no grave apprehensions as to the future are

entertained by those most vitally interested.

That our production and consumption of lum-

ber is enormous, must be obvious to the most

casual thinker ; that our present sources of

supply must eventually be abandoned is freely

admitted, but the Lumber World does not anti"

cipate that its children's children will be com-
pelled to forego the comfort and elegance of a

walking stick, or dine off cast iron tables. It

should be remembered when " exhaustion of our

timber supplies'' is spoken of. that pine is gener-

ally referred to, but there is yet standing in the

states of Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota a

sufficient supply to meet the demands for a

great many years to come. The timbered region

of Texas is also immense, while Georgia iH, and

has been for many years, a great lumber produc-

ing state. Even Pennsylvania has thousands

uj>on thousands of acres of timber lands in

which the ring of the woodman's axe has never

been hoard, and away down in Maine large

amounts of lumber are being, and for many
years to come will continue to be, produced. It

is true that the cost of log getting is yearly in-

creasing, owing to the necessity for going

farther and farther inland, away from the

rivers and streams, and, because the distance

logs must be hauled before banking, is yearly

becoming greater. This, however, should by no
means be accepted as indicating an alarming

decrease in our timber supply, but, rather, as

evidencing an increase in its value.

Our importations of Canadian lumber, while

already of respectable proportions, are small in

comparison to what they might, and in the not

far distant future, probably will be. Were it

not for our protective tariff, it is doubtful if

western pine would command much attention in

eastern markets, and it requires no prophet to

see that if western pine becomes so scarce as to

advance in price, beyond the limit at which the

Canadian article, paying duty, can be profitably

imported, then will Canadian pine usurp and
hold the position of prominence, and, as one of

our contemporaries puts it, immense as the pre-

sent accessible sources of lumber in Canada are

known to lie, recent explorations have shown
that the vast solitude to the south and west of

Hudson Bay is an almost unbroken forest of

white and red pine and their congeners. This

region, which the imagination, in default of

accurate information, has pictured as the

mother of icebergs and the home of polar Wars,

is now found to be one highly inviting, if not to

the farmer, at least to the lumberman. Ice and

SHOW for one-half the year are his hand-maidens.

Through their assistance he is enabled to "skid"

and "bank" his logs along the streams on

which, when the spring thaw comes, they are

borne without appreciable cost to the point o

manufacture on the coast.

—

Lumber World.

A.N iron steamship of 1,500 tons, named the

Campanii, has been bought in England and i> to

be placed on the Lake Superior route from

Collingwood to Duluth. She sailed from Lon-

don on June 27th for Montreal, is of light draft,

and generally adapted for lake traffic.

Several mills owners in the County of Sim-

coe have been fined for allowing sawdust from

their mills to get into the streams, among them
are Wm. Train, Thonisonville, and Tackaberry.

of Tecumseth. The former was fined twice.

B. Young's saw mill at Apple River, X.B.,

was burned two weeks ago, with some lumber

in proximity. The sleds and camps in the

woods, used by the men. were tired at the same

time. Incendiarism is believed to have been the

cause.
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IDLE CAPITAL

La Minerve, of Montreal, calls attention to a

very important question in the general interest.

We refer to the very large amount of capital

which has accumulated and is actually lying

idle in our banks. And as our contemporary

remarks, the evil continues to steadily increase,

the deposits largely exceeding the amount of the

paid up capital and revenue and constituting

nearly the half of the general fund of our banka.

According to the last report the state of the

Quebec and Ontario Banks stood as follows

Capital paid up $63,580,360

Notes in circulation 24,974,693

Deposits 83,830,645

The first of the above sums is the exclusive

property of the banks themselves, and the share-

holders are interested in its management. But

the administration of the remainder is a subject

of general interest ; for the country at large is

concerned in the deposits and circulation. It

appears by the bank statements to the end of

December that more than half of the general

fund of the banks is held in reserve by them, or

something more than the deposits. It is very

much to be desired that a portion at least of

this enormous amount of idle capital should find

employment to benefit the country. We here

touch upon a very great and delicate question

the monetary circulation. Can we believe that

the hard times have passed away altogether,

while so much money is laying idle, so to say,

held captive by fear or the lack of advantageous

issues ? With prosperity already returned, what

would be the state of affairs if all our resources

were brought into play. It is true that the

banks have only a limited control over deposits

and that it was only with difficulty that they

can touch them. And the proof that they

hardly ever do so, and that they are always

ready to pay them on call is to be found in the

largeness of their reserves. In reality, these

moneys are private property, only placed there

as a measure of safety, and its owners would not

allow the banks to risk it in an industry which

they do not dare to invest it themselves. In the

merntime, what might not be done for the good

of the country with these vast hoards ? It is to

be hoped that as industry increases, confidence

in industrial investments will revive and our

capitalists will more largely place their money
in them, instead of locking it up in the banks or

converting it into bank shares.

—

Quebec Budget.

TRADES' UNION DESPOTISM.

It is practically demonstrated that the

Trades' Union organization, so far as to increase

the wages of employes, is a dead failure. The
loss by strikes to the individuals is very serious

in many families, and to the country at large it

is enormous. Any effort that shall wipe out

this heresy and open the eyes of the blind will

be a great blessing. If manufacturers and em-

ployers generally would consult the interest of

all concerned, by agreeing on a course of com-

bined action to resist this most oppressive des.

potism, they would do a great service. Suppose
first, that they would resolve to give a preference

to non-union men in employing operitives, and
suppose, secondly, that they would give as

wages ten per cent, mare to non-union men than

to those belonging to the union. Non-union
men are preferable, because they are not liable

to be called off from work at any time when a

strike is ordered. They are their own matters,

and can stop work when they think best and not
at the dictation of others. Look at the present

strike in the city of New York—hundreds walk-
ing the streets, and instead of getting §10 to §20
per week, get nothing but a pittance handed to

them as an act of charily / Instead of earning
their support by honest work, they are lounfring

and others work to feed them ! In fact, they
fill the bill as first-class paupers instead of

honest, industrious mechanics.

When men can lift themselves up by their

thirt collars, then they may be able to increase

their wa«es by joining unions. Supply and de-

mand will ever, as it always has, fix the price

paid for labor. It is inevitable, and the most
tngenion* combinations cannot prevent it. The
door in Una country is opened very wide to the
ndastriou*. On every hand industry is assured
agood Jiving, if not "roast beef and plum pud-
iatf every day," sufficient that is good and I

wholesome. Besides, there are millions of acres

of land ready to yield an abundant supply of

the necessaries of life. Who are those that get

up trades' unions, pretending that capital is

oppressing the laborer. Capital and labor must

act in unison : one is necessary for the other ; in

fact, labor creates capital, why then should men

attempt to array one against the other ? Simply

from interested motives ! If each individual

would take care of himself and not surrender, a

willing slave, to stop work at command, ho

would not only be better off but independent.

Why sacrifice our independence and move at the

bidding of others. " Men and brethren, think

of these things."

—

Boston Journal of Commerce

Reader Havb You Tried every known remedy for

Chronic diseases, Impure Blood, disordered Liver or

Kidneys, nervous and General Debility, Constipation

of the Bowels, with the manifold sufferings pertaining

theretot Have you given up in despair? Try Bur-

dock Blood Bitters ; it will not fail you. A trial

bottle only costs 10 cents, regular size $1. Any dealer

in medicine can supply you.

A BARGAIN—GRIST AND SAW MILL FOR SALE,
paying 12 per cent, clear ;

price $9,000 ; and above
percentage guaranteed. Apply to

JOSEPH DAVLES & Co.,

Lumber, Coal, & Commission Merchants

46 CHURCH ST. TORONTO. iyLl6

Wanted.
A SECOND HAND DOUBLE EDGER ; also a LATH

MACHINE, both in good repair. Reply stating lowest

cash terms or particulars to Box 1002, Peterborough. l10

For Sale.
A 40 INCH LEFFELL WHEEL and COMPLETE

CIRCULAR RIG, all in good order, suitable for a fifteen

foot head. Apply to Box 1002, Peterborough. LlO

Orillia House,
OKILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building ; best north o
Toronto

;
splendid sample rooms

;
centrally located

JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.free 'bus. b20

The Queen's Hotel,
TORONTO, CANADA.

McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors. Patronized by
Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated ac-

cording to room. b20

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
b26 WM. MACKIE Proprietor.

Caledonian Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST.

JOHN SHARPE, Proprietor. This Hotel has been
newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main Street,
within five minutes walk of Northern Railway station.
Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors and Cigars.
Every attention paid to guests. Good Stabling. lyLlfi

St. Louis Hotel.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

This hotel, which is unrivalled for size, style and
locality in Quebec, is open throughout the year for
pleasure and business travel. bl8

Queen's Hotel,
BRACEBRIDGE.

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor (late
of Georgetown,) having lately purchased the above
hotel,) will endeavor to make it one of the best houses
in the District of Muskoka. Tourists and hunting par-
ties will receive every possible attention. Free 'bus to
and from steamboat wharf. Terms, §1 per day. b20

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT.

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.
t5T Every accommodation for Commercial and

LUMBERMEN.
U4 W. D. MCDONALD, Proprietor.

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Eraser having purchased and thoroughly
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-
tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will

Hud "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-

tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
Bteamboata. b2G

Northey s Steam Pump Works
BOILER FEED PUMPS,

AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMPS,

STEAM FIRE PUMPS, and

WRECKING PUMPS.

MINING PIMPS,

PUMPS SPECIALLY ADAPTED Tor

OIL PIPE LINES,

And CITY WATER WORKS.

No. 47 King William Street.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO.
SEHSTID FOR CIRCULAR. L17-1Y

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure In drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding: House use. These Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet

Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial "Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Stoves are as follows

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-inch holes, with ample room between, and one oven 10 x 24 x 26,

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-inch pot boles, with two"ovens, each 16

x 2-1 x 26. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonials
from some of the leading Lumbeimen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since I

ommenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
eliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

The Best Stove I have ever Used.
Peterborough, May 31, 1SS0.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saving that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove I have ever
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Yours truly, THOS. GEO. HAZLITT.

Tbe Stove for Lumbermen,
Peterborough, June 1st, 1SS0.

Ad>m Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and find

it is very satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highly.
Yours truly, IRWIN & BOYD,

Gives tbe Greatest satisfaction.
Peterborough, June 3rd, 1SS0.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. HILLIARD, M.P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED
All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.

The QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO, CANADA
McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

^BTPatronized by Royalty and the.best families. Prices gradu ated according to rooms. b20
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Whip.

When they build a new saw mill the first

thing they do to popularize it is to send circulars

around. That indicates business.

Some days ago Messrs. Hamilton & Dunlop,

of Brantford, made a shipment of native wines

to San Francisco. These wines are the growth

of the Vin Villa Vineyard, and are becoming

more popular as they are better known.

Robert Griffin, for some time in the em-

ploy of Messrs. H. B. Rathbun & Son as book-

keeper at Napanee, was arrested in Montreal

on the 30th ult., on the charge of misappropri-

ating monies passing through his hands. The

deficit so far as known at the time of his arrest,

footed up some $600.

It is an interesting circumstance, in connec-

tion with development of our manufactures, to

learn that Messrs. Belding, Paul & Co., manu-

facturers of silk in Montreal, have brought to

this country an experienced weaver from Coven-

try, the seat of silk weaving in England, and

are beginning to make silk ribbons under his

management.

The Messrs. Shaw, the great American tan-

ners, have bought the Foundry block, near

Woodstock, N.B., containing 8,500 acres, as

well as another block north of it, for $30,000.

They have bought this land on account of the

hemlock trees which are growing on it. We
understand that bark was lately worth on the

cars in Massachusetts, $12 per cord.

—

Capital.

The pulp factory at Sherbrooke, of Messrs.

Ferguson & Co., has met with marked success

since its establishment, and is now running

night and day, turning out thirty tons a week,

nearly all of which goes to New England paper

makers. Spruce lumber is used altogether for

producing pulp, and the factory, which has 800

available horse-power, runs five "grinders " and

three " wet machines."

A quantity of worsted combing machinery is

being put into D. McCrao & Co's factory at

Guelph, which is to work on Canadian wools.

Those machines are very valuable and have been

brought from Great Britain specially for manu-
facturing yarns of the Canadian long wool,

which formerly had to be sent to the Unitod

States to bo made up. In order to make room
for the new machinery the offices of the firm

have been removed to an adjoining building.

Prof. N. H. Winohell, state geologist of

Minnesota, estimates the amount of pine lum-

ber suitable for manufacturing, still standing in

that state, at 5,760,000,000 feet. This includes

the several Indian reservations, on which are

many millions of feet of excellent pine, and a

tract on the Big Fork river, whose waters are

now drained into the Rainy Lake river, and it

seems from the facts obtained, the 250,000,000

or 300,000,000 feet on that stream. Bowstring

Lake and the tributaries thereto, may be float-

ed down the Mississippi.

—

Lumber World.

Messrs. A. W. Oqilvie & Co., of the

Glenora Mills, Montreal, have just completed

rebuilding their extensive mills on the Lachine

Canal, and have adopted the new Hungarian
Roller process in its entirety. The plans wero

made by Messrs. E. Pallis & Co., of Milwaukee,

who have fitted out a large number of mills in

the States, and the mill contains sixty -six of the

new roller machines, with all the accompanying

appurtenancos, affording a capacity of 750 bar-

rels a day. Tho Messrs. Ogilvie are erecting a

mill at Winnipeg, intonded to bo a counterpart

of the above.

Jhe business of the Grand Trunk Railway

vvls nevor more active than now, especially tho

portion of its lines in Western Ontario. A
Stratford paper of last week describes tho situa-

tion as especially lively on Tuesday, which, it

avors, was the heaviest day ever known on the

road. In addition to the regular trains between

Sarnia and Stratford, there wore 19 special

freight trains, the total number arriving at and

leaving Stratford station during the 24 hours

being 144, of which 27 were passenger trains.

This avoraged one for overy 23 minutes, and

there was not an hour's detention, a record un-

precedented for a singlo track, and creditable

to the staff who handled such a bulk of traffic so

expeditiously.

THE CANADA

RE-SAWING LUMBER.

There is yet to be further improvement in

the manufacture and distribution of lumber in

this country, and there are spme reasons for ex-

pecting it will come in the adoption of the

English system of cutting timber into deals and

tho re-sawing nearer tho point of consumption.

While wood is so abundant and comparatively

cheap as now, the present plan of cutting at the

forest mills lumber of all the thicknesses desir-

ed in consumption will probably be continued.

But when timber becomes scarcer and advances

in price correspondingly, it will not do to waste

one-fourth of the wood in cuting it into inch

boards. Thinner saws will be required ; saws

cutting with greater regularity as to thickness

and securing a surface that will not have to be

cut away so much in planing. The circular

saw, with its quarter inch set, its wasteful kirf

and production of rough and furrowed surfaces,

will be laid aside except for slabbing, and the

gang saw alone be used in the forest mills for

producing plank deals or cants. These will be

transported to the lumber marts, or points of

distribution, and re-sawed with the thinner and

most perfect saws which can bo produced.

Every sixteenth of an inch sawed in the width

of the kerf saves one thousand feet of lumber in

overy sixteen sawed. Another reason which

will demand the production at the forest mills

of deals instead of lumber cut to the various

thicknesses in use, when timber shall become

more valuable, will be tho saving in the cost of

transportation. As lumber advances in price

the economy of handling and transportation

will be a matter requiring more consideration.

Deals can be transported more cheaply than

inch boards, for one reason because they can be

•handled with less labor. Another advantage

in re-sawing would bo that the necessity of

keeping on hand larger stocks in order to have

tho necessary assortments would be reduced,

as the dimensions needed could bo cut from

deals on hand. Re-sawing will produce smoother

lumber, Lecause thinner saws may bo used and

run at a greater speed. The change in the man-

ner of cutting and distributing lumber may not

be immediately at hand, but it will take not

many years henco. It will, no doubt, come on

gradually ; but as tho manufacture of lumber

recedes from tho means of cheap transportation

by water and tho railroads have to be depended

on, the cutting of their lumber at the mills will

gradually cease, except for near-by-points.

—

Lumberman's Oazette,

DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE OF BELTS.

The ] Hitting on of belts should be done by a

person acquainted with tho use of belting, and

too much judgment cannot bo exercised in this

respect, as tho wear of tho belt depends con-

siderably on the manner in which it is put on,

therefore tho following suggestions, if practiced,

will be of much service to porson, in this capa-

city. The butts to be joined together should be

cut perfectly square with tho belt, in order that

ono side of tho band may not be drawn tighter

than the other. For the joining of belts. 1

lace-leather, if properly used, being soft and

pliable, will always give satisfaction. Where

belts run vertically, they should always be

drawn moderately tight, or tho weight of tho

belt will not allow it to adhero closely to the

lower pulley, but in all other cases they should

be slack. In many instances the tearing out of

lace holes is unjustly attributed to poor belting,

when, in reality, the fault lies in having a belt

too short, ami trying to force it together by

laciug, and tho more leather has been stretched

while being manufactured, the more liable it is

to be complained of. All leather belting should

occasionally be greased with the following mix-

ture, or it Jnay become dry and will not adhere

to the pulleys : 1 gallon of neat's foot or tanner's

oil, 1 gallon of tallow, 12 ounces of resin ; dis.

solve by heating and mix well together. During

the winter season an extra quantity of oil should

bo added* to the mixture. To obtain the greatest

amount of power from belts the pulleys should

be covered with leather ; this will allow the

belts to bo run very slack, and give 25 per cent,

more wear. More power can bo obtained from

using the grain side of a bolt to the pulley than

from the Mesh side, as tho belt adheres more

closely to tho pulley ; but there is this about it

—tho belt will not last half so long, for when

LUMBERMAN.

the grain, which is very thin, is worn off, the

substance of the belt is gone, and it then

quickly gives out ; so that I would advise the

more saving plan of obtaining power by driving

with wider belts, and covering the pulleys with

leather. Where belts are run in very damp
places, or exposed to the weather, I would re-

commend the use of rubber belting ; but for

ordinary use it will not give tho satisfaction

which is so generally obtained from using oak

leather belting, as it cannot be run on cone

pulleys through forks or at half cross, and with

fair usage would be worn out, while a leather

belt was regularly performing the work allotted

to it ; for when the edge becomes worn, the belt

soon gives out.

—

Van Miper.

THE CROSS-CUT SAW.
Ten years' experience in the use of cross-cnt

saws has proved to me that I havebetn working

under many disadvantages until recently. My
wish is for all to know the great advantage of a

plan which I pursue. Take a new saw that has

never been set, place it between two boards cut

to tit the saw, clamp it tighten a bench or vice;

take an iron wedge, file one corner to suit the

set of the tooth when finished, then take a

small hammer, hold the wedges with the left

hand, strike the tooth lightly with the hammer
until at the right place ; then turn the wedge
on the opposite side, and on the next tooth and

set in the same way ; now then you reach the

third and most important tooth in the saw ;

leave it perfectly straight ;
pass on to the fourth

tooth and set as- you did the first ; turn tho

wedge, set the fifth the other way ; leave tho

sixth straight, and so on till you finish. Now
tako your file, dress the two teeth as you do the

common saw ; tho third file perfectly straight

and square, leaving it about ono-twentieth part

of an inch shorter than the others. Continue in

that way until you finish, and you will find

that it will cut twice as fast as the old way
practiced by most of the farmers.

BLACK WALNUT TREES.

Eli Perkins, the great American delusionist,

has struct a Ixmanza for lumbermen in Texas.

Sim Graves, a native, has shown Eli a grove of

black walnut trees, hand planted ten years ago,

that have attained the respectable propitious

of nine inches diameter, and which, he assured

him, would bo nineteen inches through within

twenty years from the date of planting. Sim
and Eli then sat down and figured out the value

of this grove, which contains ten acres. Each

acre contains two hundred trees, or the whole

patch two thousand. Sim says these trees will

yield him four hundred bushels of nuts this

year, which at $2.50 per bushel will give him

$1,000, and as this yield will increase instead of

decrease, he reckons his future income at no

less than this sum per annum until the trees are

twenty years of age. When that time arrives,

Sim expects to sell his grove for $25 per tree or

$50,000. Eli concludes his narrative by advis-

ing tho public to buy lain! at $25 per acre and

settle down as black walnut fanners.

—

Lumber

World.

i suai Excellent Style.

Messrs. Tokcr & Co., Peterborough, Ont.,

have become proprietors of The Canada LuM-

kkrman, tho first nine numbers of which were

published in Toronto by Mr. Alexander Begg.

The Lumberman will be purely a trade organ,

and is the only newspai>or published in Canada

devoted to the interests of the lumber and tim-

ber interests of the Dominion. It will contain

trade statistics, the markets, articles bearing on

tho important interests it represents, and must

prove itself a most excellent and trustworthy

medium through which Lumbermen, millers,

miners, etc., may elucidate and set forth their

ideas, either individually or collectively, for the

benefit of the trade at large. It is a large semi-

monthly 16-page newspaper, and is printed from

fine clear type, and the workmanship is in

Messrs. Tokor & Co's usual excellent style.

The subscription price is only $2 per annum.

—

Printers' Miscellany, St. John, tf.B.

Po Not Pure tiik Systkm with nauseous purgatives

that only debilitate. Burdock Blood Bitters is

nature's own Cathartic, it acts at once BPOI1 the

Bowels, the Skin, the Liver and the Kidneys, arousing

all the secretions to a healthy action. It purifies the

Blood and euros all Humors, even the worst form of

Scrofula, and tones up the Nervous and Debilitated.

ARTIFICIAL SEASONING OF LUMBER.
Van Nostrands Engineering Magazine says

on this important subject : To prepare timber

for the sounding bords of musical instrument*,

so that they are not influenced by vibration! in

temperature and atmospheric changes generally,

Mr. C. Rene, pianoforte manufacturer, of

Stettin, Germany, has devised a plan by which

he makes use of the property of oxygen, i<arti-

cularly of that ozonized by the electric current,

to artificially season the timber. The first im-

pulse to experiments being carried out in this

direction was given by the well-known fact that

wood, which has been seasoned for years, is

much more suitable for the manufacture of

musical instruments than if used soon after it ia

thoroughly dried only. Mr. Rene claims that

instruments made of wood which has been

treated by oxygen possesses a remarkably fine

tone, which not only does not decrease with

age, but as far as experience teaches improve*

with age as does the tone of some famous old

violins by Italian masters. We are further told

that the sounding boards made of wood prepar-

ed in this manner have the quality of retaining

the sound longer and more powerfully. A num-

ber of pianos manufactured at Mr. Rene's

works, and exported to the tropics several years

ago, have stood exceedingly well, and seem in

no way affected by the climatic dangers they are

exposed to. While other methods of impreimat-

ing wood with chemicals generally have a de-

teriorating influence on the wood fibers, timber

prepared by this method, which is really an

artificial agency, becomes harder and stronger.

The process is, we understand, regularly carried

on at Mr. Rene's works, and the apparatus con-

sists of a hermetically closed boiler or tank, in

which the wood to be treated by the process is

placed on iron gratings ; in a retort, placed by

tho side of the boiler and connected to it by a

pipo with stop valve. Provision is made in the

boiler to ozonize the oxygen by means of an

electric current, and the boiler is then gently

fired and kept hot for forty -eight or fifty hours,

after which time the process of preservation of

wood is complete.

SUMMER DRINKS.

The London Chemist and Drvggitt gives the

following receipts for these seasonable bever-

ages :—
(1) Ginger Beer.

Brown sugar 2 lb-.

Boiling water .... 2 galls.

Cream of tartar . . . . 1 oz.

Ginger bruised .... 2 oz.

Infuse tho ginger in the boiling water, add

the sugar and cream of tartar : when lukewarm,

strain, then add one half pint good yeast. Let

it stand all night ; then lv>ttle. If desired, a

lemon may be added, and it may be clarified by

the white of one egg.

(2) Lemon Beer.

Sugar 1 pound.
Boiling water .... 1 gall.

Lemon, sliced 1.

(linger, bruised Lot.
Yeast . . . . 1 teacupful.

Let it stand 12 to 20 hours, after wiich it may
be bottled.

(3) Hop Beer.

Sugar 4 lbs.

Hops 6 oz.

Water q. a.

Ginger, bruised /• • • • * oz -

Boil the hoj>s three hours with 5 quarts of

water, then strain ; add 5 more quarts of water

and the ginger, boil a little longer, .again strain,

add the sugar, and when lukewarm add one

pint of yeast. After 24 hours it will bo rva.lv

for bottling.

(4) Spruee Beer.

Hops 2 ox.

Sassafras, in chips .... 2 ML
Water 10 galls.

Boil half an hour, strain, and add :

—

Brown sugar 7 lbs.

Essence of spruce .... 1 oa»<

Essence of ginger . . . . 1 ox.

Pimento, ground . . . J ox.

Put the whole in a cask, and let cool : then

add one half pint of yeast, let stand 24 hours,

fine and bottle it,

Basswooh is scarce in Chicago just now, and

dealers state that they can readily place all the

seasoned they cau get hold of without meeting

the demand.
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ST. JOHN, N.B.

From Our Own Correspondent.

General Remarks.—As usual at this season

of the year, we have very little for special re-

mark in regard to the progress of our lumber

trade. Under these circumstances a few obser-

vations with reference to the character of our

wood trade generally may not be altogether out

of place.

As will be seen by reference to our periodical

report of shipments, Europe (and especially

Great Britain) is the principal wood market of

this port ; indeed the same may be said of the

Province generally ; our wood exports thence

consisting very largely of spruce deals.

The lumber trade between this port and the

United States is not altogether Canadian. It

is almost exclusively in the hands of people

from the States, who procure their logs from

that portion of the State of Maine watered by

the River St. John and tributaries, float them

to St. John, where the lumber is manufactured

and shipped to the United States as American

lumber, and, consequently, free of duty, thus

possessing a decided advantage over Canadian

lumber, tending to the exclusion of the latter

from the American market. There are some

ten saw mills in this city and vicinity engaged

in this business. The lumber is mostly pine

cut into boards and plank from one to two
inches in thickness.

Our shipments to the West Indies, consisting

of pine boards chiefly, are comparatively small,

and mostly in the winter season.

Freights.—The freight market is extremely

dull and rates very low. For Liverpool the

latest quotation is 52/G.

Shipments.—The shipments of deals and
other sawn lumber are as follows :

—

For Europe 12,667,000 Sup. ft.

" United States 2,875,000 "

" West Indies 180,000 "

Vessels in Port.—The following is a list of

square-rigged vessels in port with their tonnage

and destination :

—

Nettie Murphy, 1,373, Liverpool.

William, 998, waiting.

Douglas Campbell, 845, Marseilles.

Granite City, 77C, United Kingdom.
Effort, 378, United Kingdom.or Continent.

Africa, 1,130, Cardiff.

Wanderer, 438, Ireland.

Huano, 843, Belfast.

Blanco, 343,

Josie Troop, 1,100, Gibraltar, orders.

Venus, 734, United Kingdom.
Cecilia, 334, Continent.

Nylghau, 1,254, Liverpool.

Liffey, 845, Liverpool. '

|

Charles, 1,500, Liverpool.

L. H. D'Yebcr, 615, Londonderry.

John Murphy, 1,475, Liverpool.

Bonito, 599, Galway.

Broderine, 453, Marseilles,

Taganrog, 514, Marseilles.

Loining, 847, St. Nazaire.

E. W. Gale, 320, Drogheda.

Revolving Light, 1,317, Liverpool.

Rebus, 845, Marseilles.

Mark Twain, 674, Bristol Channel.

Moss Glen, 893, '
.

Varbjug, 401,

Acton, S.S., 1,066, W.C. England.
New City, 1,441, Liverpool.

Finsbury, S.S., 1,229, W.C. England.

Astracana, 1,103, Liverpool.

Arklow, 748,

Wacissa, 809,

Zebina Goody, 1,100, Liverpool.

Cid, S.S., 976, W.C. England.
Hawthorne, 621,

Dusty Miller, 595, Carnarvon.
Fidelia, 450,

Nellie Mood), 746,

Endrick, 321,

Navigator, 630,

Weannouth, S.S., 1,101, W.C. England.
Charted 15. Kcnncy, 1,128, Adelaide, orders.

Stirlingshire, 549,

Habor, 300,

Jennie Parker, 998,

8t. John, X.B., July 2nd, 1881.

SALE BY TENDER
OF EXTENSIVE STEAM

Saw-Milling Property
AT

Parry Harbour, Georgian Bay, and
Valuable Timber Limits in the

Parry Sound District.

The SAW-MILL is complete in Its appointment, and
has a cutting capacity of 90,000 to 100,000 feet per clay

of twelve hours.
The LIMITS cover an area, of 229 square miles in the

Townships of Monteith, Humphrey, Christie, Ferguson,
Hagerman, McKcllar, Spcncc, and Shawanaga, besides
the purchased rights to cut the timber from numerous
lots in the same Townships, and contain a large quan
tity of standing pine. •

The whole establishment is in complete condition and
active operation, and is excellently situated for the man
ufacture, sale and shipment of timber.
Tenders for the whole property, including plant, will

be received until the 20th August next, addressed to the
General Manager, Ontario Hank, Toronto, by whom
terms of payment and any further information will bo
furnished on application. No tender will be accepted
unless satisfactory to the vendors. 4L17

IRWIN k BOYD

Commission
Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

ShippingiGeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

ZorWA.—A healthy man never thinks of his
rtomach. The dyspeptic thinks of nothing else. In-
gestion U a constant reminder. The wise man who

hiimeir suffering will spend a few cents for a
i of Zoptta, from Brazil, the new and remarkable

WJgouwl for Penning and toning the system, for
"JJWng the Digestive apparatus arid the Liver to
fw^erl, perform their duties in assimilating food.im a M cent sample of ZopeUt, the new remedy, offWf druggist A few doses will surprise you.

Department of the Interior,
Ottawa, 25th May, 1881.

WHEREAS circumstances has rendered it expe-
dient to effect certain changes in the policy of

the Government respecting the administration of Do
minion lands, public DOtice is hereby given :—

1. The Regulations of the 14th October, 1879, were
rescinded by order of His Excellency the Governor
General in Council, on the 20th day of May instant,
and the following Regulations for the disposal of
agricultural lands substituted therefor :

2. The even-numbered sections within the Cana
clan Pacific Railway Belt—that is to say, lying withii
24 miles on each side of the line of the said Railway
excepting those which may be required for wood-lots
in connection with settlers on prairie lands within the
said belt, or which may be otherwise specially d< Jilt

with by the Governor in Council, shall be held exclu
sively for homesteads and pre-emptions. The odd-
numbered sections within the said belt are Canadian
Pacific Railway Lands, and can only be acquired from
the Company.

3. The pre-emptions entered within the said belt of
24 miles on each side of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
up to and including the 31st day of December next,
shall be disposed of at the rate of .*2.50 per acre ; four
tenths of the purchase money, with interest on the
latter at the rate of six per cent, per annum, to be
paid at the end of three years from the date of entry
the remainder to be paid in six equal instalments an-
nually from and after the said date, with interest at
the rate above mentioned on such portions of the pur
chase money as may from time to time remain unpaid,
to be paid with each instalment.

4. From and after the 31st day of December next,
the price shall remain the same—that is S2.50 per acre
—for pre-emptions within the said belt, or within the
corresponding belt of any branch line of the said Rail
way, but shall be paid in one sum at the end of three
years, or at such earlier period as the claimant may
have acquired a title to his homestead quarter-section.

5. Dominion Lands, the property of the Government,
within 24 miles of any projected line of railway recog
nized by the Minister of Railways, and of which he has
given notice in the Official Gazette as being a project-
ed line of Railway, shall be dealt with as to price and
terms, as follows :—The pre-emptions shall be sold at
the same price and on the same terms as fixed in the
next preceding paragraph, and the odd-numbered see
tions shall be sold at §2.50 per acre, payable in cash.

6. In all townships open for sale and settlement
within Manitoba or the North-West Territories, out-
side of the said Canadian Pacific Railway Belt, the
even-numbered sections, except in the cases provided
for in clause two of these Regulations, shall be held
exclusively for homestead and pre-emption, and the
odd-numbered sections for sale as public lands.

7. The lands described as public lands shall be sold
at the uniform price of $2 per acre, cash, excepting in
special cases where the Minister of the Interior, under
the provisions of section 4 of the amendment to the
Dominion Lands Act passed at the last session of Par-
liament, may deem it expedient to withdraw certain
farming lands from ordinary sale and settlement, and
put them up for sale at public auction to the highest
bidder, in which event such lands shall be put up at
upset price of 82 per acre.

8. Pre-emptions outside of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Belt shall be sold at the uniform price of 82 per
acre, to be paid in one sum at the end of three years
from the date of entry, or at such earlier period as the
claimant may acquire a title to his homestead quarter-
section.

9. Exceptions shall be made to the provisions of

clause 7, in so far as relates to lands in the Province
of Manitoba or the North-West Territories, lying to the
north of the belt containing the Pacific Railway lands,

wherein a person being an actual settler on an odd-
numbered section shall have the privilege of purchas-
ing to the extent of 320 acres of such section, but no
more, at the price of SI.25 per acre, cash ; but no
Patent shall be issued for such land until after three
years of actual residence upon the same.

10. The price and terms of payment of odd-number-
ed sections and pre-emptions, above set forth, shall not
apply to persons who have settled in any one of the
several bolts described in the said Regulations of the
14th October, 1879, hereby rescinded, but who have ob-
tained entries for their lands, and who may establish a
right to purchase such odd-numbered sections or pre-

emptions, as the ease may be, at the price and on the
terms respectively fixed for the same by the said

Regulations.
Timber for Settlers.

11. The system of wood lots in prairie townships
shall be continued—that is to say, homestead settlers

having no timber on their own lands, shall be permit-
ted to purchase wood lots in area not exceeding 20

acres each, at a uniform rate of $5 per acre, to be paid
in cash.

12. The provision in the next preceding paragraph
shall apply also to settlers on prairie sections bought
from the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in cases

where the only wood lands available have been laid

out on even-numbered sections, provided the Railway
Company agree to reciprocate where the only timber
'n the locality may be found on their lands.

13. With a view to encouraging settlement by cheap-

ening the cost of building material, the Government
rtserves the right to errant licenses from time to time,

under and in accordance with the provisions of the
Dominion Lands Act "to cut merchantable timber

on any lands owned by it within surveyed townships ;

and settlement upon, or sale of any lands covered by
such license, shall, for the time being, be subject to

the operation of the same.

Sales of lands to Individuals or Corporations for
Colonization.

14. In any case where a company or individual ap-

plys for lands to colonize, and is willing to expend
capital to contribute towards the construction of

facilities for communication between such lands and
existing settlements, and the Government is satisfied

of the good faith and ability of such company or in-

dividual to carry out such undertaking, the odd-num-
bered sections in the case of lands outside of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Belt, or of the Belt of any
branch line or lines of the same, may be sold to such
company or individual at half price, or 81 per acre, in

cash. In case the lands applied for be situated

within the Canadian Pacific Railway Belt, the same
principle shall apply so far as one half of each even-
numbered section is concerned—that is to say, the one-

half of each even-numbered section may be sold to the

company or iridh idual at the price of tL25 per acre to
be paid in cash. The company or individual will
further be protected up to the extent of >c/jO, with six
percent, interest thereon till paid, in the ease of ad-
vances made to place families on homesteads, wider
the provisions of section 10 of the amendment* to the
Dominion Lands Acts hereinbefore mentioned.

15. In every such transaction, it shall be absolutely
conditional :

—

(a.) That the company or individual, as the case may
he, shall, in case of lands outside of the said Canadian
Pacific Railway Belt, within three years of the date of
the agreement with the Government, place two settlers
on each of the odd-namhered sections, and also two on
homesteads on each of the even-numbered sectionsem
braced in the scheme of colonization.

('».) That shonM the land applied for be situated
within the Canadian Pacific BaikrAJ Belt, the compain
or individual shall, within three years of the date of
the agreement with the Government, place fVimlllcn
on the half of each even numbered section purcliased
under the provision contained in paragraph ]4, aboi e, -

and also one settler upon each of the two quarter Mo-
tions remaining available for Homesteads in such
section

.

(c ) That on the promoters failing within the period
fixed, to place the prescribed Dumber of ijettb r., On
Governor, in Council may cancel the sale and the pri

.

ilege of colonization, and resume possession of the
lands not settled, or charge the full price of $2 per
acre, or S2.50 per acre, as the case may be, for such
lands, as may be deemed expedient.

(</.) That it be distinct!) understood that this policy
shall not only apply to schemes for colonization of the
public lands by Emigrants from Great Britain or the
European Continent.

Pasturage Lands.

16. The policy set forth as follows shall govern ap-
plications for lands for grazing purposes, and previous
to entertaining any application, the Minister of tb<-
Interior Bhall satisfy himself of the good faith and
ability of the applicant to carry out the undertaking
involved in such application,

17. From time to time, as may be deemed expedient,
leases of such Townships, or portions of Townships, as
may be available for grazing purposes, shall be put up
at auction at an upset price to be fixed by the Minister
of the Interior, and sold to the highest bidder—the
premium for such leases to be paid in cash at the time
of the sale.

18. Such leases shall be for a period of twenty-one
years, and in accordance otherwise with the provisions
of section eight of the Amendme'nt to the Dominion
Lands Act passed at the last Session of Parliament
hereinbefore mentioned.

19. In all cases the area included in a leaec shall be
in proportion to the quantity of the live stock kept
thereon, at the rate of ten acres of land to one head
of stock ; and the failure in any case of the lessee to
place the requisite stock upon the land within three
years from the granting of the lease, or in subsequent-
ly maintaining the proper ratio of stock to the area of
the leasehold, shall justify the Governor in Council in
cancelling such lease, or in diminishing proportionately
the area contained therein.

20t On placing the required proportion of stock
within the limits of the leasehold, the lessee shall have
the privilege of purchasing, and receiving a patent for,
a quantity of land covered by such lesse, on which to
construct the buildings necessary in connection there-
with, not to exceed five per cent, of the area of the
leasehold, which latter shall in no single case exceed
100.000 acres.

21. The rental for a leasehold shall in all cases be at
the rate of S10 per annum for each thousand acres in-
cluded therein, and the price of the land which may be
purchased for the cattle station referred to in the next
preceding paragraph, shall be 51.25 per acre, payable in
cash.

Paymentsfor Lands.

22. Payments for public lands and also for pre-emp-
tions made in cash, or in scrip, or in police or military
bounty warrants, at the option of the purchaser.

23. The above provisions shall not apply to lands
valuable for town plots, or to coal or other mineral
lands, or to stone or marble quarries, or to lands hav-

water power thereon ; and further shall not, of
course, affect Sections 11 and 29 in each Township,
which are public school lands, or sections S and 26,
which are Hudson's Bay Company's lands.

J. S. DENNIS,
Deputy Minister of the Interior.

Lindsay Russell,
Surveyor-General. • 3l17

We Rave added to our plant all the latest improved
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping', and t he manu-
facture of Printers Furniture, facilities for executing
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continent.
A large assortment of various cuts constantly on hand.

FLEMING & SON,
Ll4 26 Colbome St., Toronto.

TRUSSES.
CLUTIIE'S PATENT SPIRAL TRUSS
all attachments improved. No more-
buckles, all on solid brass casting.
Book onruptureand human frame free.

Send address in full post card. Best
time information about rupture and

deformities. CHAS. CLUTHE, Surgical Machinist,
118* King Street west, Toronto. 12U3
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TOBONTO.
From Our Own Correspondent.

Toronto, July 9, 1881.—There is not much,

that is new in lumber matters to record since

my last letter, only that the demand for cars

has become more vociferous, and much of the

language hurled at the heads of N.R.R. officials

will hardly bear repeating, and in the present

instance there actually seems to be just cause

for complaint, as the long interval that has

elapsed since the change of gauge from Allan-

dale to the Northern extremity of the line

should have been ample time in which to have

completed the change south of the former place,

and the. delay at this period of the season has,

no doubt, serionsly inconvenienced shippers, as

most of the manufacturers are anxious to get

their lumber to market, and a few weeks delay

may mean an advance in freights to Oswego and

Albany, and it is claimed by some persons that

a considerable quantity of lumber might have

beeen brought over the Credit Valley line, and

the owners of stocks thus delayed would sooner

have paid something extra, in order to have got

their stuff to market. It seems to me that the

great mistake made by the company has been

in delaying the work until the busy season set

in, In the meantime, large quantities of lum-

ber has been accumulating at different points of

the road, and next week we expect a rush of

lumber down that will gladden the hearts of the

lumbermen.

The strange anomaly in regard to the pur-

chasing and selling price of shingles as mention-

ed in my last letter, still continues ; some

dealers here selling XXX 16-in, shingles as low

as $2.40 per M., which is fully as low as most

of the manufacturers are willing to place them
in this market for. One dealer to whom I

pointed out the foolishness of such a proceeding,

argued much in the same style as the old

woman, who declared that she sold apples for

less than cost, and in answer to the query as to

how she managed to make a living under such

circumstances, she declared it was owing to the

large quantity she sold..

I would here intimate to any of your readers

who may have cherry lumber for sale, that good

prices may now be obtained in this market,

especially if well manufactured. As high as

$30.00 per M. by the car load has been paid for

good cherry lumber, but it is useless for manu-

facturers to expect good prices for an inferior

article. The great fault with many manufac-

turers is in leaving the heart in heavy plank and

squares, so that before it gets to market it is so

split up in consequence as to materially hinder

its sale. A. word to the wise will be sufficient.

Take a piece of 4x4 out of the heart of the log

and throw it away, if you have no better use

for it, and the enhanced price you will obtain

for the lumber you market, will fully repay the

trouble taken. The same remark will apply to

all hardwoods. There is another class of wood

that commands ready sale, namely, black birch,

and it should be cut into 5x5, 6x6, 8x8 and lOx

10. A large quantity of this class of lumber is

now used for newel posts, cherry having become

so scarce.

Stock boards of good quality for dressing pur-

poses will now sell readily, both for local use

and for shipment, but dry lumber sufficiently

good for dressing purposes is scarcely obtainable

at any price, and the inevitable result will be

that the retail business will gradually drift into

the hands of men who are possessed of sufficient

capital to carry large stocks,- so as to be able at

all times to meet the constantly increasing de-

mand for thoroughly dry lumber ; that this

will be the case becomes more apparent year

after year, as mill men decline to hold their

lumber any longer than is absolutely requisite

to make it in a fit condition for shipment, so

that it naturally follows out that the retailer

will be bound to meet the demand for dry stuff.

Another inovation to be noted this season is

the large quantity of 1-in. flooring being used

instead of lj-in. as formerly, so that those hold-

ing large stocks of lj-in. flooring plank, find it

difficult to market any considerable quantity.

This should be noted by manufacturers for their

future guidance, and if instead of cutting so
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much 1^-in. flooring plank in the future, they

would cut the same class of logs into 3-in. plank

(especially 16-ft. lengths) it will command ready

sale and at more remunerative prices, if held

until partially dry. Sawn lath in this market

are tending downwards in price, and are easily

obtained at the yards, at $1.40 to $1.50 per M.
There is quite a large trade being done in wal-

nut in this market at the present time. The
largest dealers in this class of wood here are

Messrs. Oliver & Co., who have especial facili-

ties for handling and storing large quantities of

this class of lumber, and the greatly increased

value of this kind of wood would indicate that

at no distant date other and less expensive

woods will take its place. In a future letter I

will endeavor to give you the quantity of wal-

nut sold in this market, and I venture to predict,

it will surprise many of your readers.

Prices at the yards rule as follows :—

Mill cull boards and scantling 8 9 00
Slipping dull boards, promiscous widths 11 00

" " 10 and 12 in. stocks 12 00
Scantling and joist, up to 16 (t $11 50

" *' " 18 (t 12 00
" " " 2 ) ft 12 50
'• " " 22 ft 13 00

24 ft 13 50
" " " 28 ft 14 60

" " 28 ft 15 50
" " '• 30 ft 17 00
" " " 32 ft 18 00
" " " 34 ft 20 00
" " " 86 ft 22 00
" " " 38 ft 25 00
" " " 40 to 44 ft 30 00

Cutting up plank and boards 16 00
Sound dressing stocks 15 00
Picks Am. inspection 24 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 32 00
lj-inch dressed flooring 28 00
H " " 24 00
1 " " " 20 00
XXX sawn shingles, |M 2 50
Lath 1 55

OTTAWA.
From Our Own Correspondent.

The lumber trade this season is very encour-

aging. Sales havo been good so far at prices

somewhat in advance of those of last year. The
output of logs this spring, on the Upper Ottawa,

reached nearly two million, while throe times

as much square timber was taken out as in the

winter of 1879-80. It is estimated that the

cut of lumber by the mills in this immediate

section the current year will reach 300,000,000

feet. Not more than one-half of the season's

cut of lumber has been sold so far. The quota-

tions at the present time are as follows :

—

12-in. stock, $H 816 00(316 00
10-in. " 12 00@14 00
Ridings .*. 20 00(rt20 00

These prices are about a dollar per thousand

in advance of the prices of last year at the same
period. Deals are dull sale, in fact very few

lots have been sold since tho winter. Two-
thirds quality rate at from $30 to $33 per 100

standards on the Quebec basis. Second and
first quality of deals rate in proportion to the

quotation given.

THE DRIVE.

The Upper Ottawa drive is corning down
first-rate, although about two weeks later than

last year. Navigation opened early but there

was a lack of rain at the time that the snow in

the woods melted away. Notwithstanding this,

the quantity of logs stuck in tho small streams

is not great, there not being so many as was at

one time expected.

FREIGHT BUSINESS.

Business in the freight line is rather dull this

season in comparison to last. This is owing to

the fact that there are more boats engaged in

carrying lumber. Last year a good many barges

were engaged in carrying ice to New York,

owing to the ice " famine " that existed there,

besides which there has been quite an increase

in the number of barges. Tho present rates are

as follows : To Montreal, $1.10 to $1.25 per M.;

to Quebec and Burlington, $2 ; to Whitehall,

$2.25 ; to Albany, $3 ; and New York. $3.25.

This is a decrease of fifty cents per thousand to

Albany and New York. The rates to White-

hall, Quebec and Burlington are the same as

last season, with a slight decrease in rate to

Montreal.
Ottawa's fleet.

The total number of vessels registered at -the

port of Ottawa is 122—42 being steam vessels

and 80 being barges. The tonnage of the steam-

boats amounts to 4,208, and that of the barges

to 9,366, making a total tonnage for the port of

12,774. The number of men and boys employ-

LUMBERMAN. "

ed in working the fleet is, in round figures, 650,

and the expenses foot up to abont $100,000 or

more for the season. About one-half of the

vessels using steam are steam barges, and call-

able of carrying good loads as well as towing.

Nearly all of the barges are engaged in the

transport of lumber, often bringing return car-

goes of merchandise from Montreal. The princi-

pal owners of vessels are Mr. J. R. Booth,

Perley & Pattee, D. Murphy & Co., McNaugh-
ton & Co., Capt. Blanchard, Capt. S. Mulligan,

Aid. Harris, and the Augur Shipping Co.

SQUARE TIMBER.

The quantity of square timber taken out on

the Ottawa this season is about treble that of

last year, but as the water is now falling fast it

may be late in the season before it wtt gets

through, and it is quite probable that some of it

may have to be wintered over at points along

the route, so a lumberman informs me. This

season an innovation was made in the transport

of square timber, Mr. Findlay and Mr. Mackie

both shipping large quantities by rail, through

from the Mattawa to Quebec, by the Canada

Central and Occidental Railways. It saves

time, and as the expense is very little greater it

is altogether probable that the day is not far

distant when the most of the timber cut on the

Upper Ottawa will be sent to Quebec by rail

instead of by water.

EDGINGS.

Mr. E. B. Eddy employs 150 men at the

Nepear steam sawmill, which is located at the

head of the Duchesne Rapids, on the Ontario

side of the Ottawa. The mill is run night and

day.

Conroy Bros, have put on a night gang at

their mill, Duchesne Rapids, Quebec side, and

are manufacturing a large quantity of lumber

this season. The Occidental Railway Co. will

run a branch of their line into the mill premises

to facilitate shipment. The branch will be

three-quarters of a mile in length.

The new saw mill of Lachlin Bros., Arnprior,

is being finished and is said to be one of the

finest on tho continent. The building is a

splendid one, being solidly and neatly built,

while the machinery put in is of the very best.

It is probable that all the mills at the

Chaudiere will shortly be lighted by electricity.

Capt. Young has followed in the wake of Mr.

E. B. Eddy, adopting the electric light, and the

other mill men feel inclined to follow suit. The
lights at Mr. Young's mill are on the Maxam
system, furnished by the Canadian Electric

Light Co., of Montreal.

The splint factory at Horseshoe Bay, twenty

miles down the river from Ottawa, is running

full blast. It is owned by the American firm

of Swift, Courtney & Beecher, who have four

large match factories in ojieration in the States,

and is managed by Edward Prince. Nine barges

of splints were shipped to the other side last

season, and this year five barge loads have

already been started, and Mr. Prince hopes to

get seven or eight more barges away by the

close of navigation.

Mr. Hebron Harris took out a large quantity

of ties on the Gatineau the past season, and is

now shipping them to Cape Vincent, having a

contract with an american railway company.

LONDON . ©XT.

From Our Own Correspondent.

July 11.—To begin this, my initial letter,

with " nothing now," would not be likely to

awaken any desire on the part of my readers to

continue its perusal beyond the first few lines.

To make manifest a letter of interest, it is as

well to do it at the beginning, particularly if

your correspondent is wishful to become popu-

larly read by those most interested.

I must inform you then, at the outset, that in

this market lumber of all grades is in vary great 1

demand, and a gradual advancing tendency is

very apparent.

I am informed on very good authority that

more lumber has come into this market for the

present year than any year previous, and putting

this fact, and the probability ol higher figures,

together, it would suggest something of what is

now-a-days known as a " boom."

Several very large building contracts are now

in process, and nearing completion.

The Roman Catholic Cathedral here, which

is to cost in the neighbourhood of $90,000, k
now some feet above ground level, and the

masons are busy ten hours a day. The lumber

contract for this building is possibly about $10,-

000, and is in the hands of a well known firm of

this city.

The Masonic Temple, which will be opened

£bout September, is beginning to present a fine

appearance. The same firm which has the

Roman Catholic Cathedral contract, has this

also, which will not be far short of $10,000 in

amount.

The contract for the Exhibition Grounds sap.

ply (for the Provincial Exhibition which in to be

held here this year) is partly let. to the amount

of about $6,000, with mort to follow, and is in

the hands of a well known lumber merchant

here. A fine mansion is being built by Mr.

Benj. Cronin. The contract for woodwork for

which alone is $12,000.

The cedar block pavement which has just

been completed on Dundaa street from Ridoot

to Richmond, is a fine piece of work, and the

contractors, Messrs. Stevens, Turner and Burn*,

have shown a wonderful mark of advancement

in their increased facilities. They have had

about fifty car loads of cedar posts from all

over the country, principally, however, from

places on the London, Huron & Bruce and Wel-

lington, Grey and Bruce Railroads.

A very fine mansion is being built on Dufferhl

Avenue for Mr. McDonough. the contract for

which is about $8,000 for woodwork. ,

The same complaint prevails here with re-

gard to want of cars ; an insufficient quantity

for the demand is very apparent.

Shingles are very scarce, only two carloads

have come into the city within the pa*t four

weeks, and one firm alone have told me they

could have sold 30 carloads if they had had

them.

Below I give you a list of London prices,

which, however, must be understood as retail

figures :

—

Mill cutboardi and scantling $ 8 00
Shipping cull l>oards, promiscous widths 10 00

10 and 12 in. stocks 10 50

Common boards, promiscous widths IS 00
Scantling and joist, up to 16 ft 14 00

• " •' 18 ft 14 SO
20 ft 15 60
22 ft 1« 50

• 24 ft 18 00

Common stock 14 00

Common 2 in. plank IS 00

Cutting up plank and boards 18 00

Sound dressing stocks 17 00

Clear and picks 28 00

Three uppers, Am. inspection.... 35 00

inch dressed and matched flooring 20 00
" " •' 20 00

20 00

Lath I*
XIX sawn shinglas, ¥ M 2 7S

Lath prr 1000 feet 4 2S

NEW TOIK.

The Real Estate Record of July 9th says : All

reports upon the wholesale market continue in

the cheerful, hopeful strain so frequently re-

corded this season. Demand has shown some

irregularity, and from a few sources was a little

disappointing, but the evidences seem to show

that the movements of buyers are checked by

exceptional and temporary influences with every

prospect of removal at an early date. On all

leading descriptions values, too, are well main-

tained, and while it is not uncommon to find

some reduction in cost at this season of the year,

sellers are confident that if any shrinkage at all

becomes necessary it will be much smaller than

usual. Yard assortments are light and dealers

are ready to handle anything likely to improve

their stocks. The first six months of the year

show a good full export movement, and there is

hopes of keeping up the same average to the

first of January next

The following is a comparative statement ol

exports of lumber from this port for the first six

months of the years named

:

1S7S. 1879. 1890. 1SS1.

feet. feet. feet. feet.

W. Indies... 11,608.513 12.7u6,lSS 14.521.S99 22.325,427

8. America.. 5,527.493 11,518.237 9,659.177 1X583,741

E. Indies, etc 3,245,252 8.415,768 4.008,455 S.248,390

Europe 5,799.028 5,2x12.724 6,74«,86S 2,820,261

Total 26,178,286 33,824.867 S4.9S5.899 41.977,832

The above table does not include the exports

of hardwoods. The exports of the month of

June will rank among the largest for any cor-

responding period and are one and one-half

million feet less than for April last

Spruce of attractive quality is scarce on the

spot and not easy to engage for future, as most
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of the mills are under contract for the product

of all the suitable logs they are in any way
ikely to secure. Full rates are in consequence

asked and the bids range well up, also, as

buyers are in some cases quite anxious. On
ordinary sizes the tone has been quite steady

also. Some pretty heavy arrivals were of late

reported, but the bulk appears to have been en

gaged. May be quoted at $14.00@16.00 on

randoms ; and $16.00@18.00 for specials.

White pine continues firm in price and has a

good sale on all regular outlets. Large amounts

have gone abroad this season, but dealers who
make the foreign trade a specialty, seem confi

dent that shippers may still be depended upon

as good customers. Full home wants are assur

ed and generally the market is in excellent

shape. We quote $17.00@19.00 per M. for

West India shipping boards ; $24.50@26.00 for

South American do.; $16.00@16.50 for box

board ; §17.00@17.50 for do. wide and sound

do.

Yellow pine has a first-rate market still, and

on all grades showing merit there is a firm tone

at full prices. The local consumption is becom

ing larger, and, in some cases, has run ahead of

deliveries, compelling contractors to seek sup

plies from yards while awaiting the arrival of

detained cargoes. Quite a number of shipping

orders are in hand, but negotiations on these

prove a trifle slow. We quote random cargoes

at about S24.00@26.00 per M.; ordered cargoes,

S26.00@28.00 do.; green flooring boards, $24.50

@26.50 do.; and dry do. do., $27.00@29.00.

Cargoes at the South, $15.00@19.00 per M. for

rough, and S20.00@24.00 for dressed.

Hardwoods do not accumulate. Supplies come

to hand to some extent, but quickly disappear,

and buyers find it quite as difficult as ever to

hunt up an attractive assortment. Prices

naturally are quite firm all around. We quote

at wholesale rates by carload about as follows :

Walnut, S77@85 per M.; ash, 835@38 do.; oak,

$40@45 do.; maple, $30@35 do.; chestnut, 1st

and 2nd, $30@35 ; do. do. culls, $18@20 do.;

cherry, $50@55 do. ; white wood, J and f inch,

fc25@27.50, and do. inch, $33@35 do.; hickory,

$35@45 do., for Western, and 865@75 for good
nearby stock.

Sfcingles show no great variation. Demand
is fair, the supply under very good control, and
holders generally quite firm in asking former

rates. Machine dressed cedar shingles quoted

as follows : For 30-inch, $16@22.25 for A and

t28.75@33.25 for No. 1 ; for 24-inch, $6.50@16
for A and $1C.75@23 for No. 1 ; for 20-inch, $5
<al0.50 for A and Sll.25@ll.75 for No. L

OSWEGO, > ,Y.

From Our Own Correspondent.

Oswego, N.Y., July 9, 1881.—There has been

no particular change in this market since our

last, the receipts have been about as usual at

this season of the year, always being somewhat
effected by Dominion and Fourth of July holi-

days. The quantity received for shipment has
not been as large as during the early part of

June, more being held for distribution here.

The yards are well stocked, though a good deal
of it is of this year's cut, and must be held a
while before it can be disposed of. No change
in lake freights. There has been a decline in

canal rates of ten cents. Current rates are

:

$1.50 to Albany, and S2.20 to New York.
Receipts to date from opening of navigation :

1880 i 68 millions.

1*81 59 «

Quotations are as follows :—
Three uppers ?42 00*345 00
Picking 32 00(335 00
Fine, common arid drawing. 20 00@25 00
Common 14 00(«i6 00

mf' u «*«13 00
Mill run lots 17 00<&22 00
Hidings, selected, 1, 1J inch 30 00(337 00
Mill run, 1x10, 12 in 16 oo@21 00

f*"****
1 " 20 00(a25 00

trips, 1 and 1J inch mill run 14 00(318 00

, ,
" " " culls 10 00@13 00lM selected lor clapboards 25 00(335 00

Wngles, XXX, IS inch, pine 3 75^5 0 00
XX, " " g 75<g 0 no
XXX, It inch, cedar 3 00<a 3 00

, _ x*. " '* 2 26@ 2 26uu> 1 Vidi 1 40

"w»»» Have Too kkes 10% k Week B*c«r'en-
Nired a man of his neighbor ;

*' 1 have not a weak
"*>" retorted he, "you misunderstand me." remark

-

J*
«• friend ;

" but if you ever get a weak back try
wdoek Klood Bitters." It cures all debility arising
'iwn disordered Kidneys, Liver or Blood, and is the
wot purifying tonic in the world. All medicine deal-
•** supply temple Bottles at 10 Cents; Regular Hiz» II.

ALBANY.

This is " Fourth of July " week when th

district expects a quiet market. It has

been disappointed, for no large buyers have

shown themselves since our last report. The

receipts of lumber are free, the week which end

ed with 30th June bringing forward the largest

quantity of any week this season ; still we are

much short of what we had received to date a

year ago. Prices are without change and

steadily held.

Hardwoods are in steady demand and un

changed in price.

Coarse lumber comes forward slowly ; the

mills are not running to their capacity for want

of a sufficient supply of water ; the demand is

good and prices steadily held.

The receipts of lumber by lake at Buffalo for

the week ending July 4th were 8,450,000 feet

and by rail cars. The receipts by lake at

Oswego for the week were 4,537,000.

The receipts by canal at Albany from the

opening of navigation to July 1st were :

Boards and Shingles, M. Timber,
Scantling, ft. cub. ft.

1881.... 100,874,000 48
1880.... 115,060,600 200 5,400

Freights from Oswego to Albany, $1.60@1.65.

From Ottawa to Albany, by boats, $3.00@3.50

# M. feet.

—

Argus.

River freights are :

—

To New York, $ M ft. $ @1 00
To Bridgeport @1 37i
To New Haven @1 37$
To Providence, Fall River and Newport 2 00@2 25

To Pawtucket 2 25@2 50
ToNorwalk 1 25(31 30

Staves,

lb.

459,000

To Hartford @2 00
To Norwich @2 00
To Middletown @1 75
To New London @1 75

To Philadelphia (32 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

—

Pine, clear, $ M $50 00(360 00
Pine, fourths .*. 45 00(355 00
Pine, selects 40 00(350 00
Pine, good box 14 00(328 00
Pine, 10-in. plank, each 00 38(300 42
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls, each 00 20@00 22
Pine boards, 10-in 25 00(327 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, culls 17 00(318 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft., $11 25 00(330 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft. . . w 25 00(330 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 13 ft 26 00(328 00
Pine, li in. siding, select 38 00(340 00
Pine, ]J-in. siding, common 15 00@18 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, select 38 00(340 00
Pine, inch siding, common... 15 00(318 00
Spruce, boards, each 00 15(300 15
Spruce, plonk, l^-in., each 00 19(300 19
Spruce, plank, 2-in., each 00 28@00 28
Spruce, wall strips, each 00 11(300 12

Hemlock, boards, each 00 13(300 00
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 00 31(300 31
Hemlock, joist, 2}x4, each 00 13(300 13
Hemlock, wall strips, 2x4, each 00 10(300 10
Ash, good, $ M 38 00(345 00
Ash, second quality, $ M 25 00(330 00
Cherry, good, $ M 60 00(370 00
Cherry, common, $ M 25 00(335 00
Oak, good, M • 38 00(343 00
Oak, second quality, |M 20 00(325 00
Basswood, $M 25 00(328 00
Hickory, $H 36 00(340 00
Maple, Canada, $ M 26 00(330 00
Chestnut, $ M 35 00@40 00
Shingles, shaved, pine, %! M 6 00(300 00

" 2nd quality 4 50(300 00
" extra, sawed, pine 4 20(304 25
" clear, " 3 25(300 00
" cedar, mixed 3 00(300 00
" cedar, XXX 3 75@00 00
" hemlock 2 25(300 00

Lath, hemlock, $M 1 50(300 00
Lath, spruce, " 1 75(300 00
Lath, pine, " 2 00(300 00

SAGINAW VI I 11 V

The Lumberman's Gazette says : Another
week of great activity in the lumber market has

passed, in which a large quantity of stock has

changed hands at good figures. Prices for choice

lumber are very firm, sales having been made at

S8, S10 and S38, and $8, $16 and $40, and in

one instance a manufacturer named $10, $20 and

$40, as his figures for an extra choice lot.

Among other sales we note 1,300,000 feet strips

at SG.50, 813 and $30, 300,000 feet strips at $0.50

and $13, 200,000 feet strips at $9, 100,000 feet

common strips at $0.50, $13 and $30, 1,500,000

at S7, $14 and $35, and 5,500,000 feet on market

rates. There have been more lumber buyers in

the market the past week than usual, the reduc-

tion in the cost of transportation seeming to

have a favorable effect on the market.

Shingles are in good request at $1.90@2.10

for clear butts and $2.90@3.10 for XXX.
The total shipment of lumber, lath and

shingles from the river for the season to date,

were as follows

:

Lumber, ft 228,033,503
Shingles 43,748,600
Lath 6,376,000
Hoops 7,519,000

The aggregate of lumber shipped last year to

July 1, was 273,408,000 feet, and 1879, 195,714

811 feet. The shipments arc fifty millions short

of what they were last year at this date. Th
shingle shipments are about the same as last

year, but only about one-half what they wen:

in 1879.

MINNEAPOLIS.

The Mississippi Valley Lumberman of the

8th inst., says : The condition of the lumber

business is all that any one anticipated could be

at the opening of the season. Tkere has been a

steady advancement in values since the first

day of January and the tendency is to still

better figures. It is not an over estimate to say

that emigration into the Missouri Valley and

the country beyond (including Dakota) during

the next two years will absorb five hundred

million feet of lumber, which amount is to be

added to that required in the west herefore, to

say nothing of the emigration into the Mis-

sissippi Valley. The Lake Michigan region

will necessarily have to furnish a portion of the

amount required, because there is is not lumber

enough cut on the waters of the Mississippi

river to supply the country west of it. The
advance in lumber during the past ten days at

the several points along the river from St

Louis to Minneapolis has amounted to about

one dollar per thousand on the leading qualities

BOSTON.

There is still a very good distribution,

although in some instances the intervention of

a holiday has affected trade slightly, but the

falling off is counter-balanced by the light re-

ceipts of the week. Prices remain very firm

Dimension stuff and long timber are very

scarce, and in some cases are held rather above

the general market, and from present indica

tions will probably so continue. As a general

rule the better kinds of lumber are stiff, and

sales have been made at an advance over list

prices. Ash is in pretty good supply and prices

are not so firm, although dealers anticipate a

speedy reaction as soon as this surplus stock is

worked off. The following are car load quota

tions :

, CANADA PINE.

Selects, Dressed §48 00(350 00
Shelving, Dressed, lsts 40 00(342 00

do do 2nds r . . . 33 00(335 00
Dressed Shippers 27 00(329 00
Dressed Box 18 00@20 00
Sheathing, 1st quality 42 00@45 00

" 2nd *' 34 00@35 00

TOXAWANDA

.

The Northwestern Lumberman,' under date of

July 5th, says : The market here has had a

tendency to dullness the past week, owing to

public excitement in regard to the President's

assassination, public holiday, etc., all of which

have somewhat broken in on the general activity

and routine. Prices have suffered no change.

Lake freights are quoted to-day at $2.25 from

Bay City, and dealers and shippers are confi-

dently looking forward to that figure as the

settled price for the season.

CARGO LOTS—MICHIGAN INSPECTION.

Three uppers $38 00@43 00
Common 17 50(320 00
Culls 11 50(312 50

The Crease Tree.

It is said that large forests of the grease tree

of China are to be found there, and they form

the source of a considerable local traffic. This

tree not very long ago was imported into India,

and it is said that the experiment of cultivating

it there has proved quite successful. In the

Punjaub and northwestern provinces generally

it grows as rapidly and as vigorously as in the

native soil, and there are ah-eady thousands of

trees on the government plantations yielding

tons of seeds, admirably adapted to a variety of

commercial purposes. Dr. Jameson, a chemist

in the Punjaub, has prepared a quantity of

grease from this tree, and has forwarded on

trial a portion of it to the Punjaub railway to

have its qualities tested in a practical manner

as lubricating matter for those parts of the

machinery constantly exposed to friction. The
grease thus obtained forms an excellent tallow,

burning with a clear, brilliant and, what is in"

finitely more to the purpose, a white light, and

at the same time emitting not a trace of any

unpleasant odor or of the ordinary disagreeable

accompaniments of combustion.

KERR BROS.
PEACTICAL

Pounders, Machinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori-
zontal and Portable

Engines, Boilers
Grain Elevators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery,

With Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY.

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

RODEBATJGH'S SAW FRAME, MILL
DOGS and SAW GUIDES.

WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IRON
CASTINGS.
^E9~Plans and Specifications on application.

The Walkerville Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkerville, Ont., June 1881. 12L16

SUN CLOCK

IF YOU WANT A GOOD RELIABLE

WATCH
At a REASONABLE PRICE, call at

DAVIS BROS.
750 Young Street, Toronto.

N.B.—Repairing Promply Attended to.
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ffl. Corel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharper!
Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW
STEAM FEED I

1 would also cull special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
anil for HTKAM MILL*1

, would recommend (ho Steam
Feed, having put in several which arc givin g the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials :—

Graveniiujist, August »)th, 1S80.

Wm. Hamilton, Ksq., Peterborough.

Dear Sir—I have used your Steam Weed for near four
months, and It bus given mo perfect satisfaction In every
way; it is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever Invented. Since I put it Into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes tlitio fixing anything be-

longing to It. I can cut IK boards 18 ft. long In one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses tho carriages in-
stantly. I am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Haw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. 1 consider 1 have cut more
lumber tharr will pay for the Steam Feed sinco I got it

than I would have cut had I not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TA1T,
Lumberman, (iravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1SSU.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Out.

Dear Sir—The Stoam Feed you put in is working splen-
didly. Yours, &c,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

MILL MACHINERY!
lam also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for all

sizes of (Jang or Circular Mills, Span or Double Clrcuian
for siabblngSmall Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw,

lng logs into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to lie tk<

Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my I'ateut Lumkn
Markers, dlirerent sizes of Kdgers, (Jang Lath Mills, Trim
mers, PowcrUummers, and all Machinery used in a III*

class (Jang or Circular Haw Mill; also," small Hand (Jma
mers for use In the woods, for Crow-cut Sawn. lUrtaq

Pumps ofdifTereut sizes, for Kire Protection In Mills, Ac.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel is the great consideration, alotn

with uniformity ot speed, such as Is required in Grist am
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories or largi

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Kngine 1 fee

justified In saying that our Style, Workmanship and Kintal

on this Kngine will be no discredit to Its renown, and cer

tainly Is not equalled In this country for economy of fuel

I have them working at 2} pounds of coal per horse-powe

per hour. LlO

- - PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

OAK HALL
Nos. 115,117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

Wc arc the most Extensive CLOTHIERS in Canada.

We carry a STOCK or FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

Wc watch the interest of our Customers. Our stock is FULL ol the

very best goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

Wc BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables ns to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.
We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and lit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address:—OAK HALL, the Groat Ono Price Clothing
House, Torontojopposite St. Jamo's Cathedral. lyilS

The Largest Manufacturers of

SHEET IRON ROOFING
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Can give the Best of References in

every State and Territory.

POTTER BROK ROOFING C0MP'V,p
101, 103 and 105 West Front Street,

CINCINNATI.
All Kinds <>r CORRUGATED litO\ Fnrnlsucd.

Houd for Illustrated Circulars, naming Tu$: Canada
Lumberman, 12l11

ELECTRICIAN,
4 QUEEN STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

Trusses for HERNIA, Rupture
Tin- most niirablc :>inl Ilcneficlal kind known to Medical s< ii n<> nlnaj* in

Stock, mill lifted to the Body at Reasonable Prii v.

BATTERIES FOR BATHS,
Of Special Sizes, made to order, both for Public -and Private Uie ; anc
FARADIC BATTERIES always on hand. PRICES LOW. lyiJ

American Hotel, Corner Young & Front Sts.

TOIE^OZLnTTO, ojstt.

Newly find elegant Ir tarnished throughout. Contains, one hundred rooms, and nnder it the n#»
management Is first-class in all its appointments, at moderate rates.

Free omnibuses to and from all t ram-.

WILLIAM MACKIE, of St. Lawrence Hall, Port Hope, PROPRIETOR.
J. E, MclNTVRE and J. H. MACKIE, Clerks.
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5TEAM SAW MILL OWNERS
Have your Boilers thoroughly Inspected and Insured against Explosion by

fhe Canadian Steam Users' Insurance Association

HEAD OFFICE, 9 VICTORIA STREET, TORONTO.

IE ALEX. CAMPBELL, President.

;ON. JNO. McMURRICH. Vice-Pres.

GEORGE C. ROBB, Chief Engineer.

A. P. JONES. Secretary-Treasurer. lyi-17

Axes in

'. Jewill & Sons (Ha*ford, Conn.) EXTRA and STANDARD LEATHER BELTING
Jowitt & Nicholson 2nd CUT FILES. LATE YARN.

GEORGE STETHE
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO,

Importer, Jobber and Retail Dealer in Hardware

I2-L17

The Rainer Piauo Always Triumphant!
CARRIES OFF THE HONORS OF 1880 AS FOLLOWS

:

\t Toronto Industrial Exhibition, Lst Prize, Diploma & Medal for Best Square Piano

St Hamilton Provincial Exhibition lst Prize and Diploma

It Brantford Southern Fair lst Prize and Diploma

It Ouelph Central Exhibition - - - - lst Prize and Diploma

#3TSEND FOR CATALOGUE.-S^

RAINER, SWEETNAM & HAZELTON,
MANUFACTURERS,

QUELPH, ONTABIO.

IB1
. IE. ZDHXIOZlnT & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TA.NNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1X75

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1>57«

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, 1H77

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto. 1^7!) I

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, i«so\

International Medal, Centennial Ex .-.Philadelphia, KS70

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Bend for Price LlsUs and discounts.

abb

81 Colborne Street, Toronto.

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Hell Organs have just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Oold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Austrulin, t his year for their Organs over tin; English

and American makers. This, along with the unlimited awards; prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
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The Bell Orgau Manufactory is the Largest and Oldest in the British Empire, and the fact that

we have sold nearly 15,000 proves that, they are the best In the market. We GUARANTEE ALL
OUR ORGANS for five years. Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catologue mailed free.

L17

W. IBZELILj <3c CO.
41 to 47 East Market Suciare, GUELPH, Ont.

National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS STREET. OTTAWA.

annfacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
llitary Enoampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,

ildew proof*or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

uVtH ri;R made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP
^ii^<r?^*^^-r^^j7^*Zgr2r^ BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-

^'^^^^/O^^^/^TT^^^^V ed * Blze when folded 2 x 6 in. ; 3 feet long, weighing
< \\>^>'&&^&S&l&&SS£S£jL. ^Sonly U pounds, but strong enough to bear the

^^-^^-r^B*;^AJLra /5S weight of aDy man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
ff Vil?I?'r

'_

JL^Z-^f covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
#35~Special rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-

logue and price list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

202 Sparta Street,;Ottawa
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LUMBERMEN'S STATIONERY.

We will supply anything in the line of BLANKS or STATIONERY for Lumber

Shanties and Offices at City prices.

Shanty Settlements

Shanty Orders

Shanty Receipts

Shanty Time Books

Shanty Log Books

Shanty Reports

Shanty Ledgers

Shanty Gash Books

Shanty Way Bills

Drive Books

Office Letterheads

Office Noteheads

Office Envelopes

Office Cards

Office Notes

Office Drafts

Office Orders

Office Receipts

Office Blnak Books

Office Ship Account Books

And everything necessary to a complete office outfit.

All Printing done in the Highest Style of the Art, and at Lowest Living Prices.

Book- Binding of every Description got up in a very Neat and Superior manner.

Account Books Ruled and Bound to any desired Pattern.

For Schedule of Prices address, describing the kind and quality of work desired,

toker & CO.,
"THE CANADA LUMBERMAN,"

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO.
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HART EMERY WHEEL COMPANY, Limited

3ILBERT HART, Detroit, JAMES T. BARNARD, Hamilton, SAMUEL BHIGOS, Hamilton,

President. Secretary-Treasurer. Superintendent.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

El ^ @ DEj

EMERY aid CORUNDUM WHEELS

Fhese Wheels are

Wire Strengthened

And Specially Adapted

For Saw Gumming

Neither Animal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in their composition, they are NOT LIABLE
TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while

They Surpass All Other Wheels for Free Gutting and Durability.

We refer to the following well known Saw Manufacturers for Opinions as to the Quality of our Wheels :

Messrs. SHURLEY & DIETRICH,
GALT.

Messrs. R. H. SMITH & CO.,

ST. CATHARINES.

JAMES ROBERTSON, ESQ.,

MONTREAL.

Messrs. JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.,

TORONTO.

WE ALSO REFER TO

WILLIAM HAMILTON, ESQ.,

PETERBOROUGH,
Manufacturer of the Covell Saw Sharpeners.

Messrs. H. B. RATHBUN & SON,
DESERONTO,

Lumber Merchants. lyU6
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JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.
TORONTO, ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF EVERY VARIETY OF

Circular, Mill and Gan
SERTED TOOTH SAWS

A. SPECIALTY.
Emerson Pattern and Lumberman's Clipper.

W S3 REPAIRE 3D.
EVERY SAW WARRANTED.

SZEZLSTID FOE PEICES.

EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emery Wheels are now almost In universal use for the purpose of fjnllelting and gumming saws. Rtallstles show from

25,000 to 30,000 saw-mills In the United Stales. Many of these run only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two
wheels a year, casting to $1 each, and when such small mills order single Kmery Wheels from the factory, the express charge**

often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality Of Kmery Wheels wus bo uncertain, and the demand so

fickle, that storekeepers could not allord to carry them In stock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have liecomeas staple

an article as Files, and evory dealer In saws. Hardware and Mill Supplies can allord lo carry a few dozen standard sizes Id stock.

Large dealers order stocks of $T)0U to JiTSO worth aUa time. Saw Uummiug Wheels are used with the edge (or face) square, round,

or beveled. Probably seven-elgths of all In use are beveled.

Tuo principal sizes are:

8x1
}

8x1 S

| in. In ile.

10:

lOxf

12xi l

UN,'
,

12x2 [
12xg

f
13x1 '

u4 1

Holes,

i and 1 inch.

Probably more wheels 12x3, 12xi and 12xj are used than all the other sizes together. Saw Gutnmln; Wheels are used,

however, of all sizes up to 21x1$. The most frequent complaint is that Emery Wheels harden the saw so that 9 file won't touch it.

Tlie answer is that you don't want a file to touch It. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,

leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about :S3j per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those

who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the saw lightly a second time (after going all over It once), and this second

touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

_A_ QUESTION OIF QUALITY.
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers in, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

".Extra Soft " wheel like the " JPpcono," Wo believe that money lost through the rapid wear of t he wheel Is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to

adopt our vlows, wo make several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tanlte), that we can furnish

qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to somo special quality of wheel, let us know what It Is, and we can send you a Tanite Wheel of similar quality. Our regular

classification of Saw Gumming Wheels Is as follows:

CLASS 2. MEDIUM—HARD.—This Wheel is the Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw GummlDg Wheels used are " Class 2.'

It cuts fast and keeps its shape well^ Somo think It too hard, some too soft. We prefer the " Poeono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM-SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as "Class 2," but a softer, and therefor.freer cutting wheel.

CLASS " POCONO." EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. It is both finer In grain and softer than either of the above. As a Saw Gumming Wheel, Class '• Poeono" Is

specially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a free cutting wheel Ihat will not create much heat.

Illustrated Circulars niul Catalogue, showing Cuts of Saw Gumming; Machines, ami Shapes, Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on application.
LIS

troudsburgp Monroe Go. Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.
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LUMBERMEN'S ASSOCIATIONS.

Failure in business does not always prove a

man lacking in business ability, neither does

the untimely termination of an organization

conclusively establish the want of organizing

power and energy in those who have been con-

cerned in the association. Many a business

man of fine abilities fails from excess of enter-

prise. He pushes his business beyond the limit

of its endurance before he knows it ; he fails

because he attempts to do too much. This, we
believe, was the cause of the failure of several

of the lumbermen's associations to which the

Northwestern Lumberman alludes. They were

too comprehensive. To use an expressive vul-

garism, "They bit off more than they could

chew." Take the National Association of Lum-
bermen. There may have been some relations

of the members to each other which it did not

attempt to regulate, but we do not remember
any. It was devoted mainly to the interests of

the retail dealers, and had a patent, back-action,

double open-and-shut devise for preventing a

member doing business anywhere except in his

own bailiwick. This was chiefly directed at

wholesale dealers, who were subject to be

mulcted in a sum equal to the profits on the

trade, which was to go to the dealers against

whose prerogative they had sinned—the fine

being collectable by a process which closely re-

sembles boycotting, since that practice has been

invented in Ireland. It amounted to a practi-

cal restraint of trade. If a wholesaler sold a

bill of lumber to anyone not a dealer within the

territory occupied or supposed to be occupied

by a dealer, he was directly notified to walk up
the captain's office and settle, or he was posted
among the association as a man not entitled to,

their confidence. Theoretically, at least, all the

members of the association agreed not to pur-

chase lumber of him until he had shown for the

prerogative of the retailer. It is not surprising

that an association which proposed thus to

interfere with the freedom of trade should fail.

It gathered in the ducats of a large number of

the retailers by its bewitching promises of pro-

moting their interests and enabling them to

comer the home market and unload at their

own prices. But the promises it made to the
ear were broken to the hope. It had bitten off

more than it could chew. The wholesalers,

after /standing the boycotting a while, concluded
the National Association was a menace to their

righta and interests, and they formed a counter
association. The National Association move-
ment culminated and went to pieces because its

foundation was rotten ; it was organized for an
illegitimate purjA,-';, on unsound principles.

The maintenance of such an organization is.an
hnpowribility, because it proi^osed an unnatural
|nd unwarranted interference with the rights of

bide.
A* we do riot think much of associations or-

ganized u, determine where a man may sell his

goods or to whom he may dispose of them, so

we have not a high opinion of combinations to

determine what price he shall charge for them.

They operate as a restraint of trade and subor-

dinate energy and enterprise to indolent conser-

vatism. Combinations to maintain the prices

of commodities are not more justifiable than

combinations to maintain or advance the price

of labor. It is unquestionably of advantage to

the trade that there be uniform grades of lum-

ber, that the names of grades ' shall signify as

nearly the same kind and quality of stock as the

variable judgment of inspectors will allow, and

to secure such a uniformity is legitimate work

for an association. It may also be advantage-

ous and justifiable that a uniform basis of prices

be established, but the enforcement of any price

list established by a combination is beyond the

recognition of morality in trade. If the railroads

or vessel men, or the workmen enter into com-

binations to enforce higher prices for transpor-

tation or labor, the irregularity of the procedure

is recognized at once.

There is no association or combination o^

lumbermen on the Saginaw river; prices are

maintained at a uniform rate without any such

extraordinary contrivance. And there is no

place where trade may not be safely left to the

operation of the legitimate laws governing all

trade.

Nevertheless, there is work for associations,

and they will organize success when they will

attend to those matters which lie within their

proper sphere. An association may establish

grades
;
compose price lists without attempting

to enforce them ; reform as many of the abuses

its members suffer at the hands of railroads and

other interests, as possible, without invading

the rights of others
;
compile statistics, and dis-

seminate among its members information re-

garding the condition and prospects of trade,

and the best methods of manufacturing and
handling the products. Such associations may
safely attempt the same line as agricultural

societies, but when they undertake to accom-

pilish what trades unions and railroad pools are

formed for, they may expect to be classed in the

same category and break in pieces as often.

—

Lumberman's Gazette.

Messrs. Rathbun & Son manufacture yearly

62,750,000 ft. of lumber and ties, besides

shingles, lath, doors, mouldings, sash, blinds,

and other goods. They employ in all 1,500

men. They have this season brought 300,000

saw logs and 125,000 pieces of cedar, timber and

floats down the Moira, Trent and Napanee
rivers. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

For a city the size of Winnipeg, property

: seems to be excessively dear. A lot having a

frontage of 100 feet on Main street, with a

depth of 264 and some buildings valued at about

$10,000, has been sold for $110,000.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
SUNDERLAND.

The flourishing village, on the Toronto and
Nipissing Railway, 53 miles from Toronto, is

supplied with two planing mills. Mr. Moore's

planing factory is a very complete establishment,

not large, but multuminparvo. The machinery

is so arranged, that all the woodwork required

to finish a house from cellar to garret—with

doors, sash, blinds, bannisters, chairs, tables,

and bureaus, complete—is manufactured by Mr.

Moore and his staff of assistants. Wooden rakes

are also made by Mr. Moore in large quantities.

There is also a circular saw for cutting small

logs, of second growth wood, which is found to

be best for rake, hoe, and fork handles. The
motive power is supplied by one of Doty's,

Toronto, oscillating steam engines.

There are three saw mills in the neighborhood

of Sunderland. Mr. A. McMillan's is near the

railway station. It is driven by two engines, a

portable 12 H.P. and a stationary 25 H.P. The
portable engine is taken out after the summer
sawing is over, and utilized for threshing grain.

Mr. McMillan will cut this season about a

million feet of lumber, including lath and
shingles.

Mr. Joseph Ruddy's steam saw mill is about

two miles south of Sunderland, near the rail-

way. His stock will amount to over 250,000 feet

of pine, besides some basswood.

The third saw mill is owned by Mr. James Sk
John, jr. It is situated about two miles west of

the village. The season's cut will be about half

a million feet of pine, and five hundred thousand

shingles. Mr. St. John, fortunately, has come
across a rare and valuable stick of curly-black

ash. It is 36 feet long, 3 feet at the butt, sound

as a bell, and curly to the core. It will be a

choice catch for some wholesale cabinet-maker

or railway car builder.

WOODBRIDGE

Bi iftg the headquarters of the manufacture of

Mr. Abell's celebrated safety engines and thresh-

ing machines, the village of Woodbrigde, sixteen

miles from Toronto, via the Toronto, Grey &
Bruce Railway, has attained considerable im-

portance. Mr. Abell employes one hundred and

forty men, and uses a large quantity of lumber

in the manufacture of his threshing machines,

as well as in covering the outside of the portable

boilers to prevent radiation of heat. The fac-

tory is complete in all its branches, and possesses

an hydraulic engine for boiler making, being the

second in Canada of the kind. It performs the

work of six men. It is Mr. Abell's intention to

remove his Woodbridge establishment to To-

ronto. He has purchased seven acres of land

adjacent to the Lunatic Asylum grounds, south

of Queen street. Men are at work preparing

800,000 bricks Jor the building. The foundation

will be of white limestone, from Owen Sound

quarries. They are expected to be ready foj

occupation in two years. Mr. Abell calculates

to save $7,000 per annum in freight by the re-

moval to Toronto.

THE ADVANCE IN THE PBICE OF BUILD
ING MATEEIAL-

The railroads have had the advantage of che^>

iron for the past three years, and all our indus-

tries have had no reason to complain of the cost

of material. With a rampant stock market,

there has been no speculation up to this time or

until very recently, in any of the leading pro-

ducts of the country. Cotton, corn and wheat

have ruled low, and when labor was first being

employed, it did not demand high figures. But

it was evident to all business men that the ple-

thora of money would find its way at length into

general merchandise, and there is every evi-

dence now of a steady enhancement in values,

especially in manufactured articles, due to the

increased cost of labor.

On June 11th the Seal Estate Record gave the

follcaring advice to builders :
" It would, we

judge, be wise to take larfe contracts ahead for

building material at their present rates. There

is every prospect of an enhancement in values

during the coming fall, for while consumption is

enormous, supplies are light, and as the price of

labor is rising in every department of trade,

there is a fear of a large enhancement of values."

Those who heeded that warning have reason

to congratulate themselves. Take the article of

brick. In our market reports we have shown
over and over again the dangerous condition of

the brick market for buyers. The heavy rains

and other causes have prevented the usual work
in brick yards, and this occurring in connection

with an extraordinary demand for building, has

put the buyers of brick entirely at the mercy o

those who sell them. This hint ought to be suf-

ficient for all who are under obligations to com-
plete buildings. The increase in the price of

labor alone is sure to enhance the value of all

the materials which go into the construction of

a building. So serious is the brick question,

that more than one large concern has put a stop

to its work for the time being. Then, the scar-

city of labor has led to most extraordinary de-

mands for skilled working people.

As a matter of fact, there is too much building

going on. We are overdoing a legitimate and
necessary business. There is danger of loss to

those who entered into contracts based upon the

prices of labor and material which obtained six

months ago. Land is rising in value, and the

price of labor usually goes up when realty is in

better demand. This reacts on all prices, and
hence the prudent builder will make contracts

for some time ahead.

—

Ifcio York Real Estate

Record.
'

The bulk of the World's writing is done with
steel pens. Esterbrook's can be procured from
any stationer, and at wholesale from Brown
Bros., Toronto.
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AMONG THE GEORGIAN BAY MILLS.

A party consisting of H. H. Cook, and Robt.

Jaffray of Toronto, Mr. McFarlane of the Edin[

burg Scotsman, and representatives of the Mail

and Globe, have been doing our timber country,

and from the correspondence in thelatter journal

we cull the following as likely to prove interest-

ing to our readers :

—

THE MIDLAND SAW-MILL.

Our visit to the elevator, the wharfs and the

saw-mill were made on Monday evening, when
all was lighted up by sixteen electric lights.

The saw-mill, which is one of the most extensive
in the Province, is owned by the Canadian Lum-
ber Company. This Company was formed

about two years since, under the presidency of

Mr. H. H. Cook, who handed ov-er to it the ex-

tensive lumbering business he had then been

carrying on for several years. The capital, a

part of which is held in the Old Country, is

$1,000,000, one-half being preference stock, on

which an annual dividend of ten per cent, must
be paid before the other half million of stock

can claim any share of the profits.

THE INTERIOR OF THE MILL.

As this mill is a fair specimen of the largest

lumber mills in the country, a brief notice of it

may serve to give an idea of how these great

mills are carried on. There are two storeys, the

second one on a level with the extensive plat-

forms which, supported by trestle-work, extend

in every direction over the yard. In the lower

flat are the engines and. various separate ma-
chines, or machinery connected with the sawing

frames up-stairs. The engines are two in num-
ber—one of 120 horse-power and the other of 00.

SAWING UP THE LOGS.

Up-stairs, however, the whole process of saw-

ing is carried on. From the boom along the

water front the logs are shoved one by one into

an alley of water penetrating the mill. Then
by a steam crank and chains they are hoisted

up to the second storey and flung rolling upon a

sort of platform. At the further end of this is

a long car upon which the log rolls, and is

placed in a firm position by a wooden arfn which

comes up through the floor, gives the log a poke
and a squeeze in what looks like a clumsily intel-

ligent manner. Tho log car then moves against

a pair of saws, which strip off from two opposite

sides of the log the bark and rough wood. When
the log has passed the saw it rolls upon a frame
work bearing a series of small iron wheels or

rollers, which facilitate the movement of the log

towards the great sawing machine. A hook now
seizes the timber, gives it a shove into its proper

position, rolls it upon a long car which is moved
slowly up endwise against a wide sawing ma-
chine containing a large number of parallel saws

adjusted to any required thickness of board.

Your correspondent saw a log about four feet

thick go through the saw singly, but generally

the small size of the logs admits of two or four

going through the machine at once. On the

other side of the machine the rough boards, such

as come off the unsquared parts of the log, are

taken to one side and sawn into lengths. On
the other side the good boards are thrown upon
a small movable platform suspended from a
curved iron-way above. They are then swung
upon a broad car which moves them up to an-

other sawing machine, over which they pass and
are cut into the required lengths, and their

rough ends trimmed off. The now finished

boards are either shoved down a flume into the

lower storey, or out upon cars on tho elevated

railways, and carried away to the piles which
fill up most of the yard.

WHAT IS DONE WITH THE RUBBISH^

Long, shallow boxes roach round the building,

and a system of endless chains, attached to

which are transverse pieces of wood, scrape all

the sawdust, bark and refuse wood out of the
building, and either into the boiler room or away
over an elevated way into a gigantic furnace
nearly a hundred feet high and twenty-eight feet

in diameter. Tho furnace is a round stone
tower, narrowing in its upper part into a broad
smokestack. A groat damper on the ground
outside admits the air to beneath tho half opon
flooring of the furnace. At an elevation of forty

or fifty feet is an opening through which the end-

less chain carries the refuse of the mill, and
throws it upon an inclined sheet of iron} down
which the stuff slides till it falls into the middle

of the flames below. The constant falling of
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heavy boards upon this sheet of iron causes an

incessant rumbling noise like the sheet iron

thunder of a theatre.

THE HEAT OF THE FURNACE.

Through the openings in the side of this great

furnace there stream at night great beams of red

light, which produce a weird effect as they fall

upon the human figures moving around in the

darkness. Inside a circular pit of from twenty-

eight feet in diameter and ten or twelve deep is

a glowing mass of coal, above which the flames

roar and curl, and reach upward fiery tongues

as if to lick down the pine fragments falling

from the iron slide above.

The enormous destruction of refuse by this

furnace at first sight may appear reckless, but

in the lumber districts this refuse is worse than

a drug, and is burned simply to get rid of it.

Throwing it into the water would prove an in-

tolerable nuisance and eyesore along these

beautiful shores, and besides would poison the

fish.

BRIGHT AS DAY.

We visited the mills at night, and found them

lighted by eight Brush electric lights. The

whole place seemed as bright as noonday. Even

in the shadow the brightness was diffused as is

a solar light in the shadows of daytime. Out-

side, away above the elevated platform, tho

lights now poured their radiance down upon the

mills and trestle works and acres of lumber piles

and out on the tens of thousands of logs float-

ing in the booms in the harbour. It was pro-

posed to concentrate the outside lights in one

or two high towers, so as to more effectively

light up the village and harbour.

SOME FACTS ABOUT THE MILL.

Tho mill has a capacity of twenty-five million

feet per season, and it is expected that eighteen

million feet will be produced this year. There

are also thirty thousand laths turned out per diem

from small pieces of scantling which cannot be

sold for lumber. Three hundred men are em-

ployed at the mill during the time of navigation.

In winter most of these men betake themselves

to the woods of the Muskoka and other rivers

flowing into Georgian Bay. In theso primeval

forests tho Canadian Lumber Company employs

one thousand men all winter. The company
has also built a mill at tho mouth of the Wye,
two miles south-east of Midland. This mill is

smaller than the Midland one, having a capacity

of only six million feet per annum. Midland
has two mills besides that of tho Lumber Com-
pany. They are owned by Messrs. Cheer

Brothers and John Dollar. The two mills to-

gether are capable of producing eight million

feet per annum.

WHERE THE LOGS COME FROM.

The logs for the mills coine from far away in

the interior. They are hauled in winter to the

streams, and piled along the ice. Every log

has upon it the mark of the lumbering firm to

which it belongs. These marks are patented,

and heavy liabilities are placed upon any one

who interferes with them. In the spring the

most of the logs are carried down the rivers to

the bay, while a special company brings down
all the others later, carefully distinguishing as

to ownership. The grand collecting booms of

the Canadian Company are at Muskwash,

eighteen miles from Midland. Here booms of

various sizes are made up and towed by a tug

belonging to the company to the mills at Mid-

land and at the Wye. Then the booms are

floated in behind the long boom that stretches

behind the shore with a width of from fifty to

three hundred feet.

It may be necessary for the information of

the uninitiated to explain that, although square

timber is put up in rafts, round logs are not,

but are floated in booms. These booms consist

of logs connected by chains running through

holes in their ends. A boom may thus be con-

structed for floating logs along the lake, or for

confining them in a short strip against the

shore.

AN HISTORICAL LOCAHTY.

Near this locality are tho ruins of an old

French fort said to have been built over 250

years ago, but which was abandoned after tho

garrison had been massacred by .the Indians.

The masonry is overgrown with trees, and

right upon the walls are standing stumps two

or three feet in thickness. Three miles further

inland an Indian pit containing the skoletons of
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three thousand of the old aboriginies was dis-

covered a couple of years ago. At the Wye in

times long past the Hudson Bay Company
maintained a post, of which scarcely a vestage

is now remaining. At VicWria Harbor, a few

miles further south-east, we found the exten-

sive mills of Mr. Richard Powers. These mills

produce 15,000,000 feet of lumber annually. At
Sturgeon Bay, a little eastward, are two mills

of a capacity of about four millions each.

A MODEL SAWMLLL.

At Waubushene we stopped for over half an
hour to see the immense mill of the Georgian

Bay Lumber Company. The village is a model

of taste and neatness The streets are tidy,

and the houses, which are of board, are painted

white, and surrounded by white picket fences.

Gardens and croquet lawns abound and every

evidence of comfort. The village is owned by

the Company,- which charges no rent to the

occupants of the houses, all of whon are em-

ployees at the mill. These rent—free tenants

are, however, expected to keep their places in

gogd order, under penalty of ejectment in case

of negligence. No liquor is allowed to be sold

or brought into the village, a regulation .which

the Company has enforced with excellent re-

sults. The appearance of the mill premises is

in keeping with that of the village. The mill

buildings have painted sides and roofs, and even

the trestlework which supports tho miles of

elevated railway is painted white. The elevated

tracks extend along the piles of timber to a dis-

tance in all of several miles. The manager,

Mr. Peakham, a former resident of Toronto,

and who proves himself a most efficient director

of the mills, informs us that the railway siding

measured between seven and eight miles. The
null's interior sufficiently resembles the

Midland mill to make a description superfluous.

The motive power is derived from an engine of

350 horse-power. The logs aro hauled up from

tho water into the mill on inclined planes, and

keep two endless processions all day long. An
endless chain with teeth is used on one of the

machines, while tho other works with toothed

wheels. Adjoining the mills are the ware-

house, where supplies are stored, and a smaller

building in which the tug boat lies when not in

use. The mill has a capacity of about fifteen

millions, and employs about one hundred men.

The Company has another mill at the Severn, a

few miles distant.

WANTED, A SOFT PLACE.

Inquiries come to us almost every week,

" wanted a position," " would like to superin-

tend a mill or get into a position where there is

a good salary to be had, not very much work to

do ; am a graduate of College, can refer

to the Hon. so-and-so, the Rev. so-and-so, etc."

There are about two hundred thousand men in

the United States, if not a good many more,

who aro all looking for soft places, and have

been looking for soft places ever since they were

big enough to keep out of the reach of their

mother's slipper, and the very fact of this con-

tinued hunt for soft places has cost the Ameri-

can people millions upon millions of dollars.

Soft places are not to be had for the asking, and

the general construction of this slang phrase is

a place with a fat salary and not much work or

responsibility. Just the sort of men are always

looking for these places that are neither fitted by

nature, by culture, qualification or disposition to

properly fill them.

The majority of men are satisfied with a salary

of from one to three thousand dollars. Some-

times men,with special qualifications, reach five,

six or ten thousand in private life or in private

business. There are a great many men to-day

drawing salaries of from five to twenty-five or

thirty thousand dollars who are no more fitted

for the position they occupy than an uneducated

boot-black is for professor of languages. They

are put into these positions by the influence of

their friends, so that their clique can control the

railroad, manufacturing corporation, or what-

ever the position may be ; and the fact of it is,

in a position like this, there is no sort of compe-

tition, no chance of merited promotion, and, as

a rule, the men who hold these positions would

be very expensive at $10 per year, so far as their

personal qualifications and worth go. * * *

What we want to-day are men who are fitted

by their experience and contact with business to

do business, and to manage business. A man
who never saw a cotton mill, no matter how
smart he is, is unfit to have the management of

one. The man who has not had actual expert

ence with a railroad, can not run it, successfully

at least, and it does not make any difference

whose son-in-law he is, or how much he has)

learned at some college. We prefer to risk our

life on a road managed by a man who has been

brought up in the business, and knows what he

is doing ; and the tendency among railroad man-

agers, to-day, is to seek out this class of men and

give them the control of roads, because the man
who can run the train himself can teach others

how to do it, and he knows also whether they

are doing as they are instructed or not.

The man who can erect the machinery in a

cotton mill, who can figure his own drafts.twisU,

changes, etc., is the very man to know whether

the people who are working under his direction

are doing their work as they should do it or not.

We take the ground that it is no disgrace to a

man to have a collegiate education. The ma-

jority of men form habits during their attend-

ance upon the average college which are not any

particular benefit to them all through life, and

the simple fact that a man has been through

college, and has graduated, is no sort of a war-

rant to a cotton spinner, a machine maker, a

railroad or steamship manager, that that man
is any more fit to take practical charge of either

one of these matters than as though he had never

seen college, except insomuch as he may be able

to write or figure better. The certainties are

that he will not know as much or as,weU about

doing the routine work required as some man
who has been for several years employed in a

line of business which give* him familiarity with

what he is in daily contact with. And other

things being taken as equal, we would prefer, if

we were to choose editorial assistants, to take

from the ranks men who were familiar with the

manipulations of machinery, men who knew the

difference between a wheel-barrow and a front

roll, a monkey-wrench and a water-wheel, than

to take the best educated collegian who knew
only his Greek and Latin—and perhaps very in-

differently at that—for the man who had been

several years working with his hands and his

brains, has formed habits that will stick to him

through life ; he is better able to cope with dif-

ficulties, he is less liable to err in judgment, and

his judgment is apt to be keener and clearer than

the man who has, up to the time of his leaving

college, de|>ended entirely upon somebody else

for every thing.

Capitalists and business men are getting to

take this view of matters, and within the last

two years men who have been expecting soft

places or desirable ]>ositions, have had to stand

back and see men who have been in the work

promoted. As a matter of fact, the last seven

or eight years have tavight capitalists and stock-

holders that we have been on the wToni,- track.

They have switched off : they are running more

upon common -sense principles than ever before,

and the man who requires a soft place hereafter

will have to work for it. and notonlv make him-

self fit to be promoted, but fit to hold the place

after he has been put into it.

Men who have never been obliged to depend

upon themselves, are not men to be trusted with

the working out of important problems. Men
who have been compelled to earn their own liv-

ing and to get their education by such means as

good books and pai>ers, out of working hours,

not only learn faster, but what they learn they

are sure of. Seemingly soft places are not always

so soft as they api>oar to be : and if a man is

capable of holding a position, the surest way for

him to get it is to attend strictly whatever he

has in hand, and he may be assured that his

time will come from some source or other, and

it will most likely come when he least expects

it.

—

Boston Jottrmil of Commerce.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of

the Longford Lumber Co. the other day, Mr.

Win. Thompson was appointed President, in

the place of his father lately deceased, and Mr.

Maxwell Hall, formerly of Peterboro, Secretary.

Mr. Gkorgk Stkthem. of Peterborough, asks

any mill-owner using leather belting to try

Jewell's ^Hartford. Conn..) oak tanned : from 4

to 12 inch in stock. No matter how small the

order. Satisfaction guaranteed.
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THE SCOTTISH PINE.

Erect he stands, 'mid scenes so wild,

On Nature's bulwarks grey

;

His plume wares in the northern breeze,

The shadows round him play.

The blacken fern and blackberry

Spring up about his feet,

While heath-crowned rocks, or hoafy cragi

O'er head oft nearly meet.

The storms that blow so fierce and strong,

Round many a summit bare,

Sweep down upon him. Yet he stands

Unvanquished monarch there.

O'er many a glen his sceptre sways ;

Lone Hannock, wild Braemar,

The banks of Spey, and crooked Glass,

Lochiel, Glenroy, Cromar.

Although he loves his Highland hills,

'Mong purple heath to stand,

Yet we oft meet his stalwart form

Far from his native land.

Give him the welcome he deserves,

He's always brave and true

;

Where others fall, victorious he,

Shall save his bonnet blue.

A DURABLE WHITEWASH-
To the Editor of the Scientific American.

In regard to the query of C.B.C., in your last

number, in relation to whitewashing, I believe

I have tried every known wash. The so-called

White House stucco wash is no better than any

ordinary whitewash. No brick wall that ever

is intended to be painted should be whitewashed.

All washes absorb water, and in damp weather

lose their color.

The best wash that I have ever heard of is

made as follows : For one barrel of color wash

—

half a bushel white lime, 3 pecks hydraulic

cement, 10 pounds of umber, 10 pounds ocher,

1 pound Venetian red, quarter pound lamp-

black.

Slake the lime ; cut the lampblack with vine-

gar ; mix well together ; add the cement, and
fill the barrel with water. Let it stand twelve

hours before using, and stir frequently while

putting it on.

This is not white, but of a light stone color,

without the unpleasant glare of white. The
color may be changed by adding more or less

of the colors named, or other colors. This wash
covers well, needing only one coat, and is supe-

rior to anything known, excepting oil paint.

I have known a rough board barn washed with

this to look well for five years, and even longer,

without renewing.

The cement hardens, but on a rough surface

will not scale.

Cincinnati, Ohio, July, 1881. T. G.

Population and Temperatnre.
A census bulletin shows the distribution of

population in the United States in accordance

with temperature. Arranging it in groups by 5

degrees of mean annual temperature, it is found

that no less than 98 per cent, of the total popu-

lation live between lines marked by 40 and 70

degrees Fah. The cotton region is above 55

degrees, sugar and rice above 70 degrees, and
tobacco between 50 degrees and 60 degrees. The
prairie region of the Mississippi valley almost

entirely below 55 degrees, while the great wheat
region of Minnesota and Dakota is mainly

below 50 degrees of mean annual temperature.

The highest maximum temperature is in south-

western Arizona and southeastern California.

Of the entire population, 89 per cent, are found

in the classes which have maximum temperature

between 95 degree* and 105 degrees. In con-

sidering minimum temperature, it is seen that

95 per cent, of the inhabitants .of the United

States live between the lines of 35 degrees

below zero and 10 degrees above, for extreme

cold.

From this it is evident how population tends

to increaiMi in regions rather north of medium
temperature

;
or, more correctly speaking, be-

tween utothcrmx of low degree.

Thk wm PleasAIT, rapid, reliable anJ effectual

remedy yet discovered for diarrb'j*, dy*«ntry, e'lolera

ettae, cholera infantum, and all aumrner complaints,

to bt. KowWi Extras of Wild Strawberry. It is un
MH|iim. j am a reliable Kpeciflc in the above di»«n<:«, it

to well known m a great remedial agent, and ia more
Mgblr valiusd the longer it it known. Travellers and
UMrtou <b'*iM 'jirry a rjpplv in their haversack. For
sato fay all deafen m Med;cinet

A BARGAIN—GRIST AND SAW MILL FOR SALE,
paying 12 per cent, clear

;
price $9,000 ; and above

percentage guaranteed. Apply to

JOSEPH DAVIES & Co.,

Lumber, Coal, & Commission Merchants

46 CHURCH ST. TORONTO. iyM

Wanted.
A SECOND HAND DOUBLE EDGER ; also a LATH

MACHINE, both in good repair. Reply stating lowest

cash terms or particulars to Box 1002, Peterborough. LlO

For Sale.
A 40 INCH LEFFELL WHEEL and COMPLETE

CIRCULAR RIG, all in good order, suitable for a fifteen

foot head. Apply to Box 1002, Peterborough. LlO

. Orillia House,
ORILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building ; best north o
Toronto ;

splendid sample rooms ;
centrally located

;

free 'bus. b20 JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

The Queen's Hotel,
TORONTO, CANADA.

McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors. Patronized by
Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated ac-

cording to room. b20

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well

kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
b26 WM. MACKIE Proprietor.

Caledonian Hotel,
G-RAVENHURST.

JOHN SHARPE, Proprietor. This Hotel has been
newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main Street,

within five minutes walk of Northern Railway station.

Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors and Cigars.

Every attention paid to guests. Good-Stabling, lyfalfi

St. Louis Hotel.
THE RUSSELL HOTEL CO., Proprietors.

WILLIS RUSSELL, Pres., Quebec.

This hotel, which is unrivalled for size, style and
locality in Quebec, is open throughout the year for

pleasure and business travel. bl8

Queen's Hotel,
BRACEBRLDGE.

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor (late

of Georgetown,) having lately purchased the above
hotel,) will endeavor to make it one of the best houses
in the District of Muskoka. Tourists and hunting par-

ties will receive every possible attention. Free 'bus to

and from steamboat wharf. Terms, $1 per day. b20

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT.

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.

S3T Everv accommodation for Commercial and
LUMBERMEN.
h\i W. D. McDONALD, Proprietor.

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHURST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughly
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so

long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-

tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will

find " Fraser's " a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-

tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26

Property for Sale.

That Steam Saw Mill, at the Village of Cumberland,
formerly owned by BURTON & WATSON, with all the
Machinery, and also Wharf, Store-house, and several
Cottages on the property. Apply to the Union Bank
of Lower Canada.
2l19 M. A. ANDERSON, Manager.

E. S. VINDIN,
Commission, Shipping, Forwarding and

General Agent.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. ui

D. S. BRIGG-S,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WIIOI.BSALK DKALER IN

Clear, Pickings, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll2-ly

JUST PUBLISHED!
LOVELL'S GAZETTEER

or

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA.
Containing the latest and most authentic descriptions of over SEVEN THOUS-

AND FIVE HUNDRED CITIES, TOWNS and VILLAGES, and of over EIGHTEEN
HUNDRED LAKES and RIVERS in the Dominion of Canada ; a TABLE OF ROUTES
shewing the proximity of the RAILROAD STATIONS, and SEA, LAKE and EIVER
PORTS to the CITIES, TOWNS and VILLAGES, and a neat COLORED MAP OF
THE DOMINION.

Price in Full Cloth, $3.00. Will be Mailed on Receipt of Price.

L19

JOHN LOVELL & SON,
Publishers, Montreal

The Best Axes in the World

!

P. Jewill & Sons (Hartford, Conn.) EXTRA and STANDARD LEATHER BELTING
Jowitt & Nicholson 2nd CUT FILES. LATH YARN.

GEORGE STETHEM
I2-L17PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO,

Importer, Jobber and Retail Dealer in Hardware.

The Largest Manufacturers of

SHEET IRON ROOFING
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Can give the Best of References in

every State and Territory.

POTTER IRON ROOFING COMP'Y,
101, 103 and 105 West Front Street,/

CINCINNATI.
All Kinds of CORRUGATED IRON Furnished.

Send for Illustrated Circulars, naming The Canada
Lumberman. 12l11

BuLockBL^Bitte;
Burdock Healing Ointment should be

used in connection with Burdock Blood Bitters for
curing Ulcers, Abscesses, Fevers, Sores, &c Price
as cents p;r box. T. MILBURN & CO., 1

Sole Agents, Toronto.

CANOES

!

The undersigned keeps Canoes suitable

for LUMBERMEN, SPORTSMEN and
others constantly on hand. Prico List on
application.

WILLIAM ENGLISH
PETERBOROUGH. ONT.
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DESERONTO
A GREAT WOOD CENTRE—EATHBDHN & SON'S EX-

TENSIVE OPERATIONS—WHAT ENTERPRIZE

AND ENERGY HAVE DONE.

About the year 1848 H. B. Rathbun, Esq.',

arrived in these parts, seeking a site to establish

himself in the lumbering business. Picton,

Napanee, Belleville and other points were all

approached in turn, but none would offer a suit

able site or hold out sufficient inducements to

secure the location of his business, and he con

sequently settled at Culvertson's. Facts have
Bince proven that in giving Mr. R. the cold

shoulder, is just when the other corporations

missed their golden opportunity,

ITS GROWTH.

The original saw mill, which was of a primi

tive character, was soon found to be entirely

inadequate for the requirements of their busi

ness, and was therefore replaced by one of a

more approved pattern, and supplied with better

machinery. In the year 1872 this mill with the

other shops which had been added, together with

the lumber surrounding them, was entirely con

sumed by fire, but the buildings and machinery

were immediately replaced by a more substan

tial structure, fitted up with all the economical

and labor-saving machinery known to the busi-

ness.

THE BIG MILL,

as it at present stands, is built of stone, covered

with an iroji roof, and with the excellent facili

ties for avoiding and overcoming tiro, is as safe

from the destructive element as it is possible to

make it. The size of the main building

173x137 feet. The sawing floor is 145 feet long

by 90 feet wide. The sawing machinery consists

of 165 gang saws, and 38 small circulars, for

edging, making lath, etc. The machinery for

handling the logs is the most effective and econ-

omical in time and labor known to the business,

while the arrangements for sorting and carrying

off the manufactured lumber and the refuse is

complete. An elevated railway was constructed

a little over a year ago for conveying the edgings,

etc., to the adjacent wharves for convenient

shipment to the steamers which use them as fuel,

and for shipment to other places where large

quantities are consumed as firewood. The pro-

duct of the mill for the year 1881 will bo at least

28,000,000 feet of pine lumber, besides lath, bar-

rel heads and short lumber, running by day only.

Not a single inch of lumber which is adapted to

any use is allowed to go to waste, and even the

sawdust is henceforth to be utilized and turned

into a valuable commodity which will give it a

market value.

DRY KILNS.

South of the mill are five large dry kilns for

the quick seasoning of lumber. The bay, in the

immediate vicinity of the mill, furnishes ample

storage room for the large quantity of logs re-

quired to keep the mills in operation during the

season.

BLACKSMITH SHOP AND BOILER ROOM.

Adjoining the "big mill" and to the east of

it., is the blacksmith shop and boiler rooms

These are filled with the best machinery, such

as steam hammers, &c., for the building of the

largest boilers and other machinery, and making
necessary repairs. A large staff of skilled me-

chanics are employed.

MACHINE SHOP.

If there is one department in which Messrs.

Rathbun endeavor to excel, it is in their ma-

chinery department. No trouble or expense is

counted loss in securing the services of the most

skilled artizans, to perfect not only the machin-

ery of their own establishment, but of the steam

vessels which are entrusted to their workman-

ship. Some of the very best marine engines

employed on the bay and lake service are from

this establishment, and the satisfaction which

they are giving is the best proof of their excel-

lence. They are at present engaged upon a large

double engine to be placed in a freight and pass-

enger propeller now on the ways, and to be em-

ployed by the Deseronto Navigation Company,

between Oswego and the bay ports. Repairs

are promptly executed in this department, and
already the firm has established a wide reputa-

tion among marine men.

PLANING MILL AND SASH AND DOOR FACTORY.

To the north of tho machine shop is the plan-

ing mill and sash and door factory. This is an

industry which has boea in operation only a

short time, but it promises soon to rival even the

big mill in the range of its products, and its im-

portance to the future of this place. A trade in

this line has been opened up with Great Britain,

Australia, New Zealand, and other couutries,

and as the foreign demand is practically unlimit-

ed and is constantly increasing, the possibilities

of this trade cannot be estimated. Shipments

are made weekly to all parts of the globe, and

the facilities for production have to be constant-

ly increased to meet the demand. The follow-

ing is the product of this mill during 1880 :

—

Doors 25,000

1 Turned Maple Rods 60,000 pieces.

Chair Stretchers 100,000 "

Mouldings 600,000 feet.

Broom Handles 75,000

Window Sash 7,000

" Blinds 4,500

Matched Flooring 3,000,000 feet.

This year they will turn out lath, 10,000,000 ;

doors, 40,000 ; besides sash, mouldings, &c. A
large part of the above was exported to Euro-

pean countries and the antipodes.

To the east of the collection of mills is located

the
SHIP YARD

where on an average about forty men are con-

stantly employed, and a large number of steam

and sailing vessels have been constructed dur-

ing the past few years. Perhaps half of the

bay fleet now employed in the bay and lake

trade is from this yard, and the industry is in

creasing year by year. A large freight and

passenger propeller is now on the way, and it

is oxpected she will be completed for business

some time in August, to be ready for the fall

trade. An immense repairing business is done

at this yard.
THE CEDAR MILL

is located just east of the ship yard. Unlike

the "big mill" this is kept in operation through

out the year, and the amount of manufactured

material turned out is enormous. For the sea-

son of 1881, they expect to turn out 12,000,000

feet of ties and lumber.

Besides the above the Messrs. Rathbun &
Son have contracts for the delivery of cedar

ties and lumber from outside mills amounting

to 10,000,000 feet.

During the year 1881 they will manufacture

20,000,000 shingles.

OTHER MILLS.

Besides the above mills Messrs. Rathbun &
Son own the Eagle Mills at Ferry Point, and

the Walbridge at Shannon ville is operated for

them. At the former they will saw 12,000,000

feet of lumber this year, and at the latter 75,000

feet. The magnitude of all the figures—the

product of Messrs. Rathbun's Mills, can be

scarcely comprehended even by those who are

accustomed to lumbering operations on a large

scale, for instance we have the

Big Mill 2S,000,000

Cedar Mill, ties and lumber 12,000,000

Bagle Mill 12,000,000

Wallbridge^s Mill 750,000

Contract for ties and lumber 10,000,000

Making a grand total of 62,750,000 feet of

lumber and ties.besides the lath, shingles, doors,

sash, blinds, moulding and other goods which

are in constant course of manufacture. In their

mills at Deseronto. they now employ about 500

men, and in all their operations about 1,500

hands on the average are kept constantly em-

ployed. Tho operations of the firm are amazing

to the novice, and an inspection of the mills and

factories is always interesting. We have several

times had the pleasure of visiting the mills, and

have always found both proprietors and employ-

ees willing, courteous and obliging to visitors,

and those who can make it convenient to visit

the village and make a tour of inspection will be

well repaid for their trouble.

We almost forgot to mention that the logs

that will be brought down the Napanee, Moira
and Trent waters this year by the firm will ag-

gregate 300,000 pieces, besides 125,000 pieces of

cedar, timber and floats.

THE STABLES.

An important adjunct to the other interests

of the place is the stables of the firm. These

are located just east of the road and aro the

most extensive and complete in their equipment

ny to be found in the province. The stab'e

is i0xl40 feet—two stories h, with horse fork

and other apparatus for hoisting feed, and is

provided with granary.root cellar, harness room,

straw cutter, etc. About eighty horses and

mules are kept stabled here, and from an in-

spection of tho stock we know that the firm has

some of the finest draft horses in the district.

They also keep some good road stock. The
animals are kept in excellent condition.

THE GRIST MILL.

This is Messrs. Rathbun and Son's latest en-

terprise, and it is one of greatest importance.

The mill is situated in the eastern portion of

the village Deseronto, and is a substantial stone

structure, 45x70 feet, four stories in height the

stories ranging from twelve to sixteen feet high.

At the north end of the building is the

engine-room, also of stone, 40x40 feet. To the

south or rear of the mill, on the water front is

the elevator, entirely sheeted with irorl,50x60

feet, forty-five feet high, and surrounded by a

cupola twenty-two feet high. This elevator has

a storage capacity of 45,000 bushels, and the

mill is supplied with wheat from it by means of

an iron screw conveyor, which passes into the

mill in the third storey. About sixty-five feet

west of the mill is a bran and flour warehouse,

40x60 feet, forty-five feet high. The upper por-

tion is used for the storage of bran, and has a

capacity of 400 tons, while the lower jKirtion is

intended for a flour warehouse, having the

capacity for from 1800 to 2,000 barrels. This

mill operates on a system which is entirely new
in the Dominion at least, and very few such

mills are in operation on this continent. In-

stead of employing stones in grinding, the

kernel is crushed, by means of a series of iron

rollers revolving at great speed, and which
gradually reduce the grain to flour of the finest

and purest grade. This mill has twelve setts of

these rolls, and is regarded by milling experts

as one of the most complete on the continent.

The sample of flour turned out in every day
work equals the finest brands manufactured,and

is, in every way, of superior quality. The mill

is now turning out daily an average of 125

barrels. In an article u|*>n this mill the Mill-

ing World says :

—

"The mill, in the fullest sense of the word, is

a model, and reflects credit upon its proprietors

for the liberal spirit evinced in its fitting up.

and upon its designer for the perfet manner in

which every jKirtion of the machinery performs

its allotted functions. The Deseronto mills are

unquestionably far in advance of home competi

tion. The Messrs. Rathbun are to be congratu

lated npon the ownership of the finest mills in

Canada."

The location of these mills in our midst is an

advantage which should be appreciated by both

producers and consumers. The quality of flour

produced is unquestionably the finest and best

the market. Another advantage is that

farmers taking their grists to the mill will im

mediately have the proper amount of flour

weighed out to them, and may return to their

homes without delay.

THE GRAIN ELEVATOR

adjoining the grist mill is also a public accom-

modation which the people of this district are

not slow to appreciate, as it increases competi

tion for their staples, and enables them to get

full value for their productions.

THE COAL TRADE.

Messrs. Rathbun & Son engage largely in

the coal trade and have coal sheds at Deser-

onto, Belleville, Napanee, Kingston, Gananoque

and other points. Last year they handled about

20,000 tons of coal, and the prospects are they

will handle a much larger amount this year.

THE DOCKS.

Nowhere are the improvements which Messrs.

Rathbun & Son have effected in Deseronto

more noticeable than in the magnificent docks

and wharves which they have constructed.

These now reach over a mile and a half in

length, and are of the most substantial charac-

ter, having been built for permanency and not

or temporary accommodation. These are con

stantly filled with huge piles of lumber, and it

is a rare thing indeed for a visitor to call at the

illage and fail to find vessels loading lumber

therefrom for foreign parts. The steamboat

landing and storehouse is the principal point of

attraction, but our space will not admit of a

detailed description of this. Suffice it to say

that it is one of the most convenient and com.

modious on the Bay. They have also extensive

docks at Belleville, Napanee, Kingston, Gan-
anoque and other places. Directly opposite the

steamboat wharf is an immense coal shed, of

very substantial construction,

THE BIG STORE.

Messrs. Rathbun & S.on are also the proprie-

tors of a large store in the village, through which

they supply their employees and the public with
everything from a needle to an anchor.

BANKING.

The firm has also within the past few months
added banking to their other business, which is

found to be a great accommodation to the

people of the village.

THE OFFICE.

Their offices are at present located in a one

storey building between the big mill and the

steamboat wharf, bat we are informed that the

firm contemplate erecting, at no distant date, a

large and commodious suite of offices possessed

of more conveniences than the present business

quarters.

Every department in their mills is connected

with Mr. Rathbun's private office by means of

a Bell telephone, so that orders and directions

may be given promptly by word of mouth.

DESERONTO NAVIGATION COMPA1TY.

The business of the firm of Messrs. Rathbun
&. Son' is of itself sufficient to keep a whole

fleet of steam and sailing vessels em-

ployed. Until very recently, nearly the whole

of their immense transportation business was

done by steamers owned by the firm. Last year,

however, a new company styled the " Deseronto

Navigation Company," was organized, composed
principally of Messrs. Rathbun & Sons and their

employees, and the principal steamers are now
under control of the company. The principal of

these are the steamers Armenia, between Deser-

onto and Ogdensburg, tri weekly ; the Dcteronto,

between Picton and Trenton, dady ; the Pilgrim,

between Deseronto and Napanee, and the steam

barge Norman. The Company has another

large profiler on the way which, it is expected,

will be completed in August. She is intended

for passengers and freight, and will be run be-

tween Oswego and Bay ports. The engines have

been constructed in Messrs. Rathbun n •

machine shops, and are nearly ready to be Bet

up. R. C. Carter, Esq., is manager of the Com-
pany, and the steamers being swift fcnd commo-
dious, and so placed that they make sure and
convenient connections, they are fast becoming

popular with the travelling public The route

of the Armmia, passing through the Thousand
Islands by daylight, both going and returning,

is particularly pleasant F. S. Rathbum, Esq.,

is Secretary -Treasurer of the Company.

THE FARM.

Messrs. Rathbun & Son have, within the past

two or three years, added a magnificent farm to

the other industries. The farm is located im-

mediately north of the village, and contains two

hundred and thirty acres of the very best arable

land to be found in this favored agricultural dis-

trict. An experienced manager has been en-

gaged, and already the transformation that has

taken place is amazing to those who have been
content to spend their lives plodding along on
the old system. Messrs. Rathbun & Son have
undertaken to test the value of scientific farming

in Canada. They have soine excellent thorough-

bred stock, and in every respect the farming

operations are carried on in the most approved
principle. It will not take many years for tl

Messrs. Rathbun & Son to make their farm the

model of the Bay district, if not the Province.

Like every other department of their business,

the aim is to make the farm self-sustaining, and
we are assured this object will not be lost sight

of in its management, as is too often the case is

farming on scientific principles,

RAILWAY CONNECTION.

Until now Deseronto has depended entirely

upon water communication for their intercourse

with the outside world, but it has been a fact

patent to all that this state of affairs would not
be long tolerated. Last year the village granted

a handsome bonus to secure connection with the

Grand Trunk Railway, and with the promptness
which marks all their enterprises, the contract

for grading has already been given out, the ties

are upon the route, and in a few weeks—two or
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three months at farthest—the citizens will hear case ought to be studied separately so far as

the snort of the iron horse entering their village.

The railway is to be furnished with steel rails,

And will be in every respect a first-class road.

Napanee Beaver.

THE TREATMENT OF SEA SICKNESS

The Tribune has been making inquiries amon
prominent physicians touching the cause and

cure of sea sickness :

*' What advice in regard to sea sickness would

you give a patient going to sea?" was asked of I mide of potassium."

Dr. Alonzo Clark.

" I should tell him to take a wash basin into

his stateroom," responded Dr. Clark, cheerfully

" Then there is no remedy ?"

"One remedy, yes—to stay ashore." Dr,

Clark continued :
" I think people will be sea

sick until the millennium comes. The disorder

is in a way a puzzle to doctors. It is caused by
a disordered action in the brain and nervous

possible."

"What is sea-sickness ?" was asked of D
Wm. A. Hammond.
" Well, I should call it a disorder of th

nervous system."

" Is there any remedy !"

" I can't lay down rules for other people, but

I can tell what I have found beneficial in my
own case, and that is ten or fifteen drops o

chloroform on lump sugar, and the use of bro

Overworking tbe Undeveloped Bruin

"Overwork," properly so-called, can only oc

cur when the organ upon which the stress of the

labor falls is as yet immature, and, therefore, in

process of development. When an organ has

reached the maturity of its growth in can only

work up to the level of its capacity or faculty

J for work. Fatigue may produce exhaustion, but
system, and the stomach feels it as a part sup- \ that exhaustion win come soon enough to save
plied with nerves. There is no perceptible

change in the nerve tissue, but a nerve disturb-

ance, and probably all the brain is affected. .It

the organ. Repeated " efforts " may, under

abnormal conditions' follow each other too rapid

ly to allow of recuperation in the intervals of
is unaccountable that the practice of going to

exertionj and as the starting point will

sea cures the disorder, although this may be in each successive instance, be lower than the
owing to a circulatory accommodation. I have previoug state> there may be a gradual abase
never made use of the various remedies suggest- ment . but even this process should not seriously
ed. Sea-sickness is modified by a low diet, and

injure a healthy and well developed organ. In
if health is much depressed the patient should

short) a great deal o{ nonsense has been said and
keep his bed. Food should be taken as con- written about the "overwork " of mature brains
stantly as possible, and the best form is soup and there are grounds for believing that an ex
with toasted crackers. Any alcoholic drink will

soothe some stomachs. The supposed benefit

to be derived from sea-sickness amounts to very

little, except, perhaps, in the case of large feed-

ers. Of course,-land sickness, caused by riding

backward and in railway cars, is practically the

same as sea-sickness. An instance has been

related of a woman cured .by wearing a sheet of

paper over her chest, which illustrates the

power of faith."

- Dr. Geo. M. Beard said : "A year ago there

was no disease of which so little was known and
which was so incurable as sea-sickness ; now
there is no disease of which so much is known
and which is so perfectly curable. It is a

functional disease of the central nervous system,

mainly of the brain, but sometimes also of the

spinal cord, and comes from purely mechanical

and physical causes, being a result of a series of

mild concussions. No more benefit can be de-

rived from it than from an attack of typhoid

fever. Infancy and old age are least affected

by it, and it is most frequent and severe with

the nervous and sensitive. In some cases there

is simply congestion of the brain. The chief

symptoms are headache, backache, nausea,

vomiting, pain in the eyes, mental depression

neuralgic pains, sleeplessness, and nervous ex-

haustion. Dr. F. D. Lente, of Florida, first

suggested the use of bromide of potassium as a

preventive of sea-sickness in voyages between

the North and South, and it was used with good
results. This had also been recommended by
Dr. Parker, who carefully studied the subject.

My experience had led to my developing this

treatment for long voyages and suggesting bro
mide of sodium in large doses instead of bromide
of potassium. The former is less irritating to

the stomach and contains more bromine than
the latter, but when not procurable bromide of

potassium may be used. The patient should
take thirty, sixty, or ninety grain doses of bro
mide of sodium three times a day a few days
before embarking and keep it up at sea until

the danger seems to be past. The result aimed
at is a rnild bromization of the central nervous
yrtem, rendering it less susceptible to the dis-

turbances caused by the movements of the ship.

There

cuse has been sought for idleness, or indulgence

in a valetudinarian habit, in the popular outcry

on this subject, which awhile ago attracted much

attention. Nevertheless there can be no room

to question the extreme peril of " overwork" to

growing children and youths with undeveloped

brains.

The excessive use of an immature organ arrests

its development by diverting the energy which

should be appropriated to its growth, and con

suming it in work. What happens to horses

which are allowed to run races too early, hap

pens to boys and girls who are overworked at

school. The competitive system as applied to

youths has produced a most ruinous effect on the

mental constitution which this generation has to

hand down to the next, and particularly the next

but one ensuing. School work should be purely

ancj exclusively directed to development. "Cram
ming" the young for examination purposes [col

ledge students at this time of year take heed.

—

Ed.] is like compelling an infant in arms' to sit

up before the muscles of its back are stronj

enough to support it in the upright position, or

to sustain the weight of its body on its legs by

standing while as yet the limbs are unable to

bear the burden imposed upon them. A crooked

spine or weak or contorted legs is the inevitable

penalty of such folly. Another blunder is com

mitted when one of the organs of the body—to

wit, the brain—is worked at the expense of the

other parts of the organism, in face of the fact

that the measure of general health is propor

tioned to the integrity of development, and the

functional activity of the body as a whole in the

harmony of its component systems. No one

organ can be developed at the expense of the

rest without a corresponding weakening of the

whole.

—

Lancet.

A Wood-Splitting Machine.

A novelty in mechanics is a wood-splitting

machine, which E. W. Peck has used near Cam-

bridgeburgh, Vt. It acts exactly upon the guil-

lotine principle. An enormous axe, weighing

with its fixtures 200 pounds, runs up and down

between two uprights, and is controlled by a

pair of levers. As the section of a log drops from
is a great difference in people about the I the buzz saw, it rolls down an incline to the

effect, and the great point is to know when to
•top taking it, avoiding an excess, and not to
take too little. A few people have an idiosyn
craty against bromide, bus there is little or no

splitter. Here a workman places it under the

axe, which, descending, splits it with incredible

ease and despatch. The toughest and knottiest
: old settlers," which it would take a man half

danger from its use if patients will carefully I a week to split with an ordinary axe, are dis-

watch for the; sleepiness and indisposition for |
posed of in a second. The rapidity with which

•Mebe which are the symptoms of mild bromi-
zatioo. I have known of but one failure from
the proper use of bromides, and I have here
Hveral letter* from persons who have crossed |

twenty men can accomplish
aafely by their use, although always sick l>efore.

Of coon* the drug should be taken intelligently I According to the Louisville Courier-Journal,
i ander competent directions, as there is a I a good deal of the black walnut in Kentucky is

difference in different people, and every I utilized in fence rails.

it works may be imagined from the fact that it

can split wood as fast as it can be sawed in a

mill. It does as much work in a given time as

Department of the Interior,

Ottawa, 25th May, 1881.

WHEREAS circumstances has rendered it expe
dient to effect certain changes in the policy of

the Government respecting the administration of Jjo
minion lands, public notice is hereby given :

—

1. The Regulations of the 14th October, 1879, were
rescinded by order of His Excellency the Governor
General in Council, on the 20th day of May instant,
and the following Regulations for the disposal of
agricultural lands substituted therefor :

2. The even-numbered sections within the Cana-
cian Pacific Railway Belt—that is to say, lying within
24 miles on each side of the line of the said Railway

_

excepting those which may be required for wood-lots
in connection with settlers on prairie lands within the
said belt, or which may be otherwise specially dealt
with by the Governor in Council, shall be held exclu
sively for homesteads and pre-emptions. The odd-
numbered sections within the said belt are Canadian
Pacific Railway Lands, and can only be acquired from
the Company.

3. The pre emptions entered within the said belt of
24 miles on each side of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
up to and including the 31st day of December next,
shall be disposed of at the rate of $2.50 per acre ; four
tenths of the purchase money, with interest on the
latter at the rate of six per cent, per annum, to be
paid at the end of three years from the date of entry,
the remainder to be paid in six equal instalments an-
nually from and after the said date, with interest at
the rate above mentioned on such portions of the pur
chase money as may from time to time remain unpaid,
to be paid with each instalment.

4. From and after the 31st day of December next,
the price shall remain the same—that is S2.50 per acre
—for pre-emptions within the said belt, or within the
corresponding belt of any branch line of the said Rail
way, but shall be paid in one sum at the end of three
years, or at such earlier period as the claimant may
have acquired a title to his homestead quarter-section.

5. Dominion Lands, the property of the Government,
within 24 miles of any projected line of railway recog-
nized by the Minister of Railways, and of which he has
given notice in the Official Gazette as being a project-
ed line of Railway, shall be dealt with as to price and
terms, as follows :—The pre-emptions shall be sold at
the same price and on the same terms as fixed in the
next preceding paragraph, and the odd-numbered sec-
tions shall be sold at S2.50 per acre, payable in cash.

6. In all townships open for sale and settlement
within Manitoba or tbe North-West Territories, out-
side of the said Canadian Pacific Railway Belt, the
even-numbered sections, except in the cases provided
for in clause two of these Regulations, shall be held
exclusively for homestead and pre-emption, and the
odd-numbered sections for sale as public lands.

7. The lands described as public lands shall be sold
at the uniform price of §2 per acre, cash, excepting in

special cases where the Minister of the Interior, under
the provisions of section 4 of the amendment to the
Dominion Lands Act passed at the last session of Par-
liament, may deem it expedient to withdraw certain
farming lands from ordinary sale and settlement, and
put them up for sale at puolic auction to the highest
aidder, in which event such lands shall be put up at
upset price of §2 per acre.

Pre-emptions outside of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Belt shall be sold at the uniform price of $2 per
acre, to be paid in one sum at the end of three years
from the date of entry, or at such earlier period as the
claimant may acquire a title to his homestead quarter-
section.

9. Exceptions shall be made to the provisions of

clause 7, in so far-as relates to lands in the Province
of Manitoba or the North-West Territories, lying to the
north of the belt containing the Pacific Railway lands,
wherein a person being an actual settler on an odd-
numbered section shall have the privilege of purchas-
ng to the extent of 320 acres of such section, but no
more, at the price of $1.25 per acre, cash ; but no
Patent shall be issued for such land until after three
years of actual residence upon the same.

10. The price and terms of payment of odd-number-
ed sections and pre-emptions, above set forth, shall not
apply to persons who have settled in any one of the
several belts described in the said Regulations of the
14th October, 1879, hereby rescinded, but who have ob-
tained entries for their lands, and who may establish a
right to purchase such odd-numbered sections or pre-
emptions, as the case may be, at the price and on the
terms respectively fixed for the same by the said
Regulations.

Timber for Settlers.

11. The system of wood lots in prairie townships
shall be continued—that is to say, homestead settlers

having no timber on their own lands, shall be permit
ted to purchase wood lots in area not exceeding 20
acres each, at a uniform rate of S5 per acre, to be paid
in cash.

12. The provision in the next preceding paragraph
shall apply also to settlers on prairie sections bought
from the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in cases
where the only wood lands available have been laid

out on even-numbered sections, provided the Railway
Company agree to reciprocate where the only timber
in the locality may be found on their lands.

13. With a view to encouraging settlement by cheap
ening the cost of building material, the Government
reserves the right to grant licenses from time to time,
under and in accordance with the provisions of the
Dominion Lands Act " to cut merchantable timber

on any lands owned by it within surveyed townships
;

and settlement upon, or sale of any lands covered by
such license, shall, for the time being, be subject to

the operation of the same.

company or lndit idual at the price ol tl.25 per acre to
be paid in cuh. The company or individual will
further be protected up to the extent of £500, with mx
par cent, interest thereon till paid, in the caae of ad-
vances made to place families on homesteads, under
the provisions of section 10 of the amendments to the
Dominion Lands Acts hereinbefore mentioned.

15. In every such transaction, it shall be absolutely
conditional :

—

(a.) That the company or individual, as the case may
be, shall, in case of lands outside of the said Canadian
Pacific Railway Belt, within three years of the date of
the agreement with the Government, place two settlers
on each of the odd-numbered sections, and also two on
homesteads on each of the even-numbered sections em-
braced in the scheme of colonization.

(6.) That should the land applied for be situated
within the Canadian Pacific Railway Belt, the company
or individual shall, within three years of the date of
the agreement with the Government, place two settlers
on the half of each even numbered section purchased
under the provision contained in paragraph 14, above,
and also one settler upon each of the two quarter sec-
tions remaining available for homesteads in such
section.

(c.) That on the promoters failing within the period
fixed, to place the prescribed number of settlers, the
Governor in Council may cancel the sale and the priv-
ilege of colonization, and resume possession of the
lands not settled, or charge the full price of 12 per
acre, or $2.50 per acre, as the case may be, for such
lands, as may be deemed expedient^

(d.) That it be distinctly understood that this policy
shall not only apply to schemes for colonization of the
public lands by Emigrants from Great Britain or the
European Continent.

Pasturage Lands.

16. The policy set forth as follows shall govern ap-
plications for lands for grazing purposes, and previous
to entertaining any application, the Minister of the
Interior shall satisfy himself of the good faith and
ability of the applicant to carry out the undertaking
involved in such application.

17. From time to time, as may be deemed expedient,
leases of such Townships, or portions of Townships, as
may b,e available for grazing purposes, shall be put up
at auction at an upset price to be fixed bv the Minister
of the Interior, and sold to the highest bidder—the
premium for such leases to be paid in cash at the time
of the sale.

18. Such leases Bhall be for a period of twenty-one
years, and in accordance otherwise with the provisions
of section eight of the Amendment to the Dominion
Lands Act passed at the last Session of Parliament
hereinbefore mentioned.

19. In all cases the area included in a lease shall be
in proportion to the quantity of the live stock kept
thereon, at the rate of ten acres of land to one head
of stock ; and the failure in any case of the lessee to
place the requisite stock upon the land within three
years from the granting of the lease, or in subsequent-
ly maintaining the proper ratio of stock to the area of
the leasehold, shall justify the Governor in Council in
cancelling such lease, orin diminishing proportionately
the area contained therein.

20. On placing the required proportion of stock
within the limit8 of the leasehold, the lessee 6hall have
the privilege of purchasing, and receiving a patent for,
a quantity of land covered by such lesse, on which to
construct the buildings necessary in connection there-
with, not to exceed five per cent, of the area of the
leasehold, which latter shall in no single case exceed
100.000 acres.

21. The rental for a leasehold shall in all cases be at
the rate of S10 per annum for each thousand acres in-
cluded therein, and the price of the land which may be
purchased for the cattle station referred to in the next
preceding paragraph, shall be SI. 25 per acre, payable in
cash.

Paymentsfor Lands.

22. Payments for public lands and also for pre-emp-
tions made in cash, or in scrip, or in police or military
bounty warrants, at the option of the purchaser.

23. The above provisions shall not apply to lands
valuable for town plots, or to coal or other mineral
lands, or to stone or marble quarries, or to lands hav-
ing water power thereon ; and further shall not, of
course, affect Sections 11 and 29 in each Township,
which are public school lands, or sections S and 26*
which are Hudson's Bay Company's lands.

J. S. DENNIS,
Deputy Minister of the Interior.

Lindsay Russbll,
Surveyor-General. Shl7

Sales of lands to Individuals or Corporations for
Colonization.

14. In any case where a company or individual ap-
plys for lands to colonize, and is willing to expend
capital to contribute towards the construction of

facilities lor communication between such lands and
existing settlements, and the Government is satisfied

of the good faith and ability of such company or in-

dividual to carry out such undertaking, the odd-num-
bered sections in the case of lands outside of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Belt, or of the Belt of any
branch line or lines of the same, may be sold to such
company or individual at half price, or$l per acre, in

cash. In case the lands applied for be situated
within the Canadian Pacific Railway Belt, the same
principle shall apply so far as one half of each even-
numbered section is concerned—that is to say, the one-
half of each even-numbered section may be sold to the

ELECTRON STEREO TYPE

^QOLBORNEST ^^

We have added to our plant all the latest improved
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture of Printers Furniture, facilities for executing
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the ' continent.
A large assortment of various cuts"constantly on hand.

FLEMING & SON,
26 Colborne St., Toronto.

TRUSSES.
CLUTHE'S PATENT SPIRAL TRUSS
all attachments improved. No more
buckles, all on solid brass casting.
Book 011 rupture and human frame free.
Send address in full post card. Best
true information about rupture and

deformities. CHAS. CLUTHE, Surgical Machinist,
118i King Street west, Toronto. 12U3



li THE CANADA LUMBERMAN.

Travelling Agent.

MR. A. L. W. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub-

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con-

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

The Canada Lumberman
DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER <& Co. PETERBOROUGH.

Terms of Subscription :

One copy, one year, in advance 82 00

One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Kates :

Per line, for one year $0 90

Per line, for six months 60

Per line, for three months 30

Per line, for first insertion 10

Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's. 05

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months 6 00

Cards not occupying more than (! lines per annum 5 00

Cards not occupying more than (i lines, for 6 mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti-

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

least three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to Toker & Co., Peter-

borough, Ont.

Communications intended for insertion in the Canada

Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in-

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

FORESTRY.
The Council of the Agricultural and

Arts Association offer special prizes this

year for essays on "Forestry, including best

methods of preserving our present forests,

and the varieties of trees best suited for

forest planting." These essays are not to

exceed twenty pages of foolscap in length, and

are to be sent into the Secretary of the Council

(Henry Wade, Toronto,) not later than the 15th

August, so as to be examined by a committee

the prizes awarded and the prize essays read at

a public meeting to be held during the Pro

vincial Exhibition, on Wednesday evening the

21st of September. The prize for the best

essay is $30, for the second best, $20.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. AUGUST 1, 1881.

NOT ALL PROFIT.

Those not engaged directly in getting out

and manufacturing lumber are inclined to think

the lumbermen of Canada are having a big

time just now. But on tho present occasion, as

on so many others, " all is not gold that glist-

ens." Were the enhanced prices now being

obtained, as compared with a few years ago, all

profit, they would indeed be having a good

time. But such is very far from being the

case.^f If the selling price of lumber has advanc-

ed, the cost of getting it out and manufacturing

it has also sensibly advanced, and, as a conse-

quence, the " margin" between the two is much

less than many would supposeX" Of course the

lucky men who carried over considerable stocks

from last year are doing well, but, upon tho

logs taken out last winter, and now being

got to the mills and manufactured, every item

of expenditure has increased in quite as great,

if not greater ratio than the price of lumber.

This being the case, it will be obvious that any

.set back in prices within the next twelvemonths

might prove disastrous to those who seem to be

on the high road to fortune. While we do not

think there is any immediate danger of such a

set back, a word of caution certainly can do no

harm—either to employer or employed. With

regard to those employed in the trade it may
not be out of place for us to remind those of

them, who see the Lumberman, that while they

are entitled to share in the existing "boom,"

their employers have to encounter many slips

twixt the cup and the lip between the time the

tree is felled and got to market, and unless he

keeps a decent margain ahead of him, he is very

apt to come out at the small end of the horn by

the time the seasons operations are wound up.

During a period of high prices, like the present,

.such a margain is particularly necessary.

Granting that the expenses in getting out the

stock now on hand is moderate as compared

vvitli ruling prices, these prices cannot be

realized for months to come, and in a great

many cases until next year, so that the employer

has to consider, not so much the present value

of lumber, as what it may be twelve months

heiice, and the higher the price now, the greater

the room for a fall before ho can get his present

stock off his hands. Caution and moderation

should therefore be the motto of the employer

and employed.

TORONTO.
From Our Own Correspondent.

Toronto, July 25.—From the contents of my
last letter you will doubtless expect to hear that

lumber shipments at this port are now fairly

booming
; but, alas ! for human hopes, this

world of ours is full of disappointment, and in

this instance the fond expectations of the lum
bermen has not been realized ; in fact, matters

are worse to-day than at any period of the sea

son's work. True, the gauge of the road has

been changod, and it seems difficult to find out

what is the exact trouble at present. Some
assert that the company have not engine power

sufficient to do the work required, but this the

Company deny positively ; others affirm that it

is the want of rolling stock, a large quantity of

flats being still unchanged from the broad gauge

to the narrow. My impression is that the latter

is the main cause of the present delay, and much
difficulty is said to have been experienced

through the heating of the boxes on cars that

have been lately changed to the present gauge.

So much trouble has this caused the company
that trains have frequently had to be divided,

and a portion left at some station a considerable

distance north of this city, and shippers are now
declaring that patience with them has ceased to

be a virtue. Inspectors working at different

points of the road have in many cases had to re

turn home, one of whom I heard soberly declare

that ho had travelled the entire length of the

road in search of empty flats, and failed to find

one on any part of the line. One thing is cer

tain, unless tho present state of things is soon

changed, this season's business will be a losing

game. The retailers are grumbling furiously

because shippers get a preference m their appli-

cation for cars, and there is no doubt but

that the railroad companies favor shippers at

the expense of those doing a local trade. So
much so has this been the case that many of the

yards are ontirely out of desirable portions of

their usual stock, and this just at the time when
building is unusually brisk is certainly vexatious.

Let us hope, however, that another week or two
will so improve prospects, as to at least partially

romove the state of ill-feeling existing in the

minds of those having business relations with

the company. There is no doubt, as remarked
in my last letter, that the railroad company
made a serious blunder in changing the gauge of

tho road just at the commencement of the busy

season, but they are now striving to remedy
their mistake as far as possible by using strong

efforts to get all the rolling stock changed as

quickly as circumstances will allow, so as to meet

the demands made upon them for cars as far as

lies in their powor. Local dealers now shipping

over the Midland and G. T. R. to this place

find no difficulty in disposing of all the lumber

they bring in, and this will continue to be the

case while the dearth for empty flats continues

on the other road. There are several firms

doing a good carload trade on the local market,

noticeable among whom is the firm of J. & F.

N. Tennant, formerly of Barrie. They havo

the reputation of being liberal buyers and close

sellers, and their success in consequence is doubt-

less assured, and being men who look sharply

after their business, they will deserve all the

success they may obtain. I will in future let-

ters mention the names of other enterprising

firms doing wholesale local and shipping trade.

In my last letter I promised to give you the

total quantity of walnut sold and worked up in

this city, and after considerable trouble in col-

lecting figures, I find that there is sold and con-

sumed in this market, in round numbers, some
thing over 2,000,000 feet of walnut, which may
be put down at an average price of $80 per M.,

thus making a total investment in this class of

wood alone of $100,000.00, and the trade in this

and other fancy woods is rapidly increasing.

How long the forests of this continent will stand

the yearly drain now being made in the above

and other woods is hard to predict, but unless

an extensive system of replanting is soon entered

upon, the end may be much nearer than many
people imagine.

Freights to Oswego remain about the same,

with some tendency on the part of vessel owners
to accept slightly lower rates on lumber, as there

are always a large number of vessels seeking

lumber freights that are unfit for the grain car-

rying trade. Shingles have at last taken a leap

upwards, and are now selling from the yards at

$2.75 per M. for XXX, and if the present scar-

city continues a still higher price will have to be

demanded. Dealers have at last been convinced

of the folly of selling by retail at wholesale pur

chasing prices, and it would* have been money
in their pockets had they consented to have

raised their prices earlier in the season. The
same quantity, or nearly so, would have been

disposed of, and some remuneration for their

labor ; and I would again remind retailers that

just so long as they consent to remain in an
isolated position, without any recognized organi-

zation amongst themselves, just so long will this

haphazard mode of doing business continue, and
I venture to say, without fear of contradiction,

that there is no other class of dealers on the face

of the earth to-day who would so long allow this

state of affairs to continue.

LATEST QUEBEC NEWS.
SHIPMENTS OF LUMBER —RECENT TRANSACTIONS

PRICES CURRENT.—MINING NOTES.

From Our Own Correspondent.

(Quebec, July 25.—So far as the shipment of

lumber goes, this is about the dullest period of

tho summer. The early arrivals, generally

spoken of as the spring fleet, are mostly on their

return voyage, and the vessels now in port are

not, generally speaking, taking in very large

quantities of timber or deals. It is too early

yet to speak of the prospects for the fall fleet,

but no matter how large may be the sailing of

timber vessels for Quebec this fall, cargoes will

be found for all, providing present expectations

are realized, and that the heavy transactions of

the past fow weeks are repeated a few times

from now to the close of navigation.

Tho very large yield of deals from the mills of

Messrs. Baptist & Co., of Three Rivers, have

been lately purchased by Messrs. R. R. Dobell

& Co. of this city. The prices paid have not yet

transpired.

Tho most accurate idea that can be given of

the prices current of deals may be formed from

the figures paid in the latest transactions, the

principal of which are given elsewhere.

OAK.

Only two sales of oak worth reporting have

been recently made in this market. One dram
of Ohio oak, 7G feet average, has changed hands

at 4!) cents, and it is understood to-day that an-

other sale has been made of 100,000 feet, though

the prices are not made public.

In the absence of sales to report, the following

market prices may be of interest :—American
pipe staves, fair specification, $320 per standard

mill ; West India white oak, $72 i*?r standard

mill ; West India red oak, $(>4.

MINING NOTES.

Scarcely a week passes but the discovery of

new signs of mineral wealth in this Province

attracts the attention of scientific men and

mining experts. Only a few days since there

was found quite close to the line of the Like St.

John K.R., about 15 miles from this city, beauti-

ful specimens of white plaster (sulphateof lime.)

Mining operations in the gold district of

Beauce have been materially interrupted of late

by want of water, occasioned by the late

drought. The streams are now well replenished,

however, by late rains.

A NEW LUMBER COMPANY
THE MIDLAND AND NORTH SHORE LUMBERING

AND GENERAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

(LIMITED).

The Lindsay Pott says :—A meeting of a num-
ber of gentlemen interested in the new lumber-

ing and manufacturing company, to b? formed
with headquarters at Lindsay, was held at the

Benson House on Monday, and satisfactory pro-

gress made in the proj ect. Among those present

were Hon. T. N. Gibbs, Oshawa ; R. C. Smith,
Port Hope ; A. P. Poussette, D. Ulyott, Peter -

boro ; J. D. Smith, Fenelon Falls, and J. A.
Barron and Needier 4 Sadler, Lindsay. The
capital stock is to be $750,000, in shares of $100
each, and nearly one-half of this amount hasbeen
taken and paid already. From the notice in the

Ontario Gazette we gather that the company is

to be called " The Midland and North Shore

Lumbering and General Manufacturing Co.,

Limited ;" and that the objects for which incor-

poration is sought are the acquisition of pine

timber limits and lands in the Province of On-

tario by purchase or otherwise ; the conducting

of the business of lumberers and timber mer-

chants, including the purchase, preparation,

manufacture, trasport and sale of timber, lum-

ber, shingles, lath and pickets, broom handles,

matches, pulp, doors, sashes and blinds, pailsl

tubs and wooden ware, furniture, agricultura,

implements, mouldings, boxes, railroad and other

cars, ties, cordwood, fence rails and posts, tele-

graph poles, staves and barrels, axe handles,

wagons, carts and lumber dryers ; the building

of vessels, ships and boats, docks and piers ; the

planing and dressing of lumber, and the erection

and purchase of mill privileges, water powers,

mills, saw mills, buildings, machinery, coves,

booms, booming grounds, utensils, horses, cattle,

boats, vessels, and many other things. The
operations of the company are to be carried on

within the Province of Ontario, and the town of

Lindsay is to be the chief place of business.

The applicants and directors are Messrs. Dalton •

Ulyott, G. A. Cox, A P. Poussette, Hon. T.N.
Gibbs, Jas. H. Beatty of Thorold, R, C. Smith,

Malcom McDougall of Parry Harbor, and J. A.
Barron of Lindsay.

It will be seen that car-building is one of the

lines of industry to which the company proposes

to have power to give its attention, and that

being the case, it may be well that the superior

advantages of Lindsay for such industry should

be brought before them. The committee on
manufactures might take some action in the

premises.

Messrs. R. & G. Strickland are now ship

ping over the Midland andGrand Junction Rail-

ways, from Lakefield to Belleville, a raft of

150,000 feet of timber, which is said to be the

finest ever sent from these parts.

LONGFORD KILLS.
Prom Our' Own CorretpondenL

Business at this point is at present booming.

The logs of the Longford Lumber Company
have all arrived safely in Lake St. John at the

mills. The Dominion Bank logs reported stuck

will be very near all got out of Black River.

The two mills are running to their full capacity

cutting up to the average of other years. Some
difficulty was experienced for some time jaast in

getting lumber forward to Toronto, owing to

the scarcity of rolling stock on the Northern

Railway during the time of the change of gauge.

At present a full train a day leaves the yards

loaded with lumber for Albany and other points.

One hundred and twenty men are employed at

the mills and yards, and up to the present no

difficulty has been experienced in getting what

men were necessary to keep this large staff re-

plenished, owing largely to the cordial good feel-

ing existing always there between employers and

employees.

The burners erected here by Mr. Wm. Hamil-

ton, of Peterboro, are an immense success, de-

vouring the entire refuse of both mills like chaff

and with perfect safety from fire. Sales of lum-

ber are going on satisfactorily. Prices have

advanced steadily. The large quantity of cull

lumber held here was disposed of recently to

an American firm at fair prices.

At the annual meeting of the Longford Lum-
ber Company held recently a resolution of con-

dolence with the families of the late Mr. John

Thomson and Mr. T.W. Buck were unanimously

passed, owing to the death of these two promi-

nent gentlemen of the Board of Directors.

The circulation of the Canada Lumberman is

over 2,000 copie». Advertisers should note this
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OTTAWA.
From Our Own Correspondent.

Ottawa, July 25.—The lumber market is firm,

gales being steady. Business this year has been

somewhat better than last. During the quarter

ending June 30th the value of lumber and

shingles exported to the States from this section

was §587,514.75, as against $509,863,05 for the

same three months of 1880. The shipments for

the March quarter amounted to $31,430.47,

making a total value of $618,945.22 for the half-

year. Shipments of this season's cut of lumber

have begun to be made.

QUOTATIONS.

There is virtually no change in prices during

the past two weeks. Ten-inch stocks are quoted

at from $12 to $14 per thousand ; 12-inch stocks

at from $16 to $19 ; sidings at from $20 to $30

per M. ;
shipping culls at $10 and $11 a thousand.

Last sell at from 85 to 90 cents a thousand by

the barge load, and 90 cents to $1 in smaller

quantities.
SQUARE TIMBER.

So far this season 50 rafts, averaging 90 cribs

each, have passed through the Chaudiere slides

at this point. There are about twenty or twenty-

five rafts yet to come down. It is expected that

not more than half of these will be got through,

owing to the lowness of tfie water in the Ottawa,

which is now slightly more than three feet

lower than it was at this time last year. A jam

of saw-logs at Roche Captaine kept back several

rafts a few days. McLachlin Bros., Octave

Lalour, David Moore, and Allan Grant are

among those having rafts in difficult places.

The timber got out by the Scotch-Canadian Co.

is being brought down by rail—twelve hundred

carloads, through from Mackey's station to Que-

bec, over the the Canada Central and Occidental

Railways, 475 miles, at a cost, it is said, of five

cents per foot. The quantity of square timber

taken out last winter was about ten million

feet.

THE DRIVES.

The drive on the Upper Ottawa is progressing

favorably, but it will be late in the season before

the logs will all be got down.

The final sweep on the Gatineau River is being

made, under the superintendence of ex -Aid.

Bingham, who has the contract. The following

quantities of logs have already been brought

down this season :

—

Gilmour & Co., Ottawa Mills 108,000

" " Chelsea Mills 112,000

G. B. Hall & Co 165,000

W. C. Edwards 41,000

Hamilton Bros 33,500

James MacLaren & Co 14,000

John Roach 8,300

In addition to the above 5,000 pieces of square

and flatted timber were brought down for Mac-
Laren & Co., and 48,000 railroad ties for Hebron

Harris. The quantity of logs yet to come down
the Gatineau is about 150,000, so that the total

number of logs taken out on the river named
this season will reach nearly 632,000.

EDGINGS.

Messrs. Perley & Pattee have arranged for the

lighting of their mill by electricity.

Capt. Young has been unfortunate this year,

having to shut down on an average a couple of

days a week for want of logs, which have been

delayed in coming down.

Considerable quantities of lumber is being

•hipped by rail— St. L. & O. Railway—to
Ogdensburg.

A number of Canadian barges are laid up for

the present, for lack of freight, shipping being a

little dull just now.

McLachlin Bros.' new steam mill at Arnprior

will be 156x60, with a 32 x 40 wing, and a

44 X 60 boiler house. The engine will be of 500

home-power.

Rates of lumber freights are as follows :—To
Montreal, $1.10^81.25; to Quebec, Burlington

and Whitehall, 82 per M.; to Albany, $3, and
to New York, $3.25. The rate to Whitehall
wan |2.25 a week ago, but it dropped a quarter.

Zoreiu,— A healthy man never thinks of his

The dyspeptic thinks of nothing else. In-

U a constant reminder. The wine man who
himself suffering will tpcnd a few cents for a

kettle of Zi/peui, from Brazil, the new and remarkable
compound for denting and toning the system, for
MmUdk the LHgestire apparatus and the Liver to
properly perform their duties in assimilating food.
Ott a 10 cent sample of Zopeta, the new remedy, of

druggist A few dotes will surprise you.

ST. JOHN, N. B.

From Our Own Correspondent.

Deals and Ships.—Our port continues to be

well supplied with tonnage, and the shipments

have been large, in consequence of which our

stock of deals, not in the hands of shippers, is

very small indeed. Country sawn deals, though

coming in rather freely, are absorbed as fast as

they arrive ; they are selling at about $8.50 per

thousand, Sup. feet. The small stock of deals

of city manufacture are held for considerable

higher prices, which are likely to be realized be-

fore the end of the season.

Freights.—As a natural consequence of what

is stated above, the freight market continues

greatly depressed. The Hildyard, 1,200 tons,

was chartered for Liverpool last week at 51/3,

which, considering the lateness of the season,

may be reasonably considered as about the low-

est point. It is not very probable that rates

will be lower this season.

Vessels in Port.—The following is a list of

the square-rigged vessels in port, with their

tonnage and destination :

—

William, 198, Marseilles.

Nylghan, 1254, Liverpool.

L. H. D'Veber, 615, Londonderry.

John Murphy, 1479, Liverpool.

Loining, 847, St. Nazaire.

Moss Glenn, 893, Dublin.

Varbierg, 401, United Kingdom.

Astracana, 1193, Liverpool.

Arklow, 748, ;

Wacissa, 809, Liverpool.

Fidelia, 450, W. C. England.

Nellie Moody, 746,

Navigator, 530, Marseilles.

Chas. B. Kenny, 1128, Adelaide, orders.

Jennie Parker, 998, Gibralter, orders.

Paramatta, 925, Dublin.

Solid, 493, Plymouth.

Gem, 281, Cork Quay.

Emily Raymond, 290, Wexford.

Regina, 1212,

China, 420, United Kingdom.

St. Olaves, 571,

Eos, 390, Bordeax.

Still Water, 1090, Newport.

Priscilla, 766, Melbourne.

Matilda, 675, Marseilles.

Colorado, 682, Dublin.

Finn, 425, France.

John Rutherford, 983, Dublin.

Stilla, 445,

Emily Lowther, 762,

Henry, 1095, Liverpool.

Hildyard, 1200, Liverpool.

Edna M. Gregory, 386,

Golden Sea, 1418, London.

Susan L. Campbell, 727,

Hattie M., 597, Dublin.

Alfred, 349,

Rolf, 922,

Torryburn, 448, discharging.

B. F. Nash, 412,

Shipments.—The shipments of deals and other

sawn lumber are as follows :

—

For Europe 25,587,000 Sup. feet.

" United States 4,598,090 " "

" West Indies 155,000 " "

" Canary Islands 209,000 " "

St. John, N.B., July 19, 1881.

Those who write for fame, for honor or em-
olument, cannot do better than use pens made
by the Esterbrook Steel Pen Company.
Samples furnished on application by addressing
their office, 26 John Street, New York.

Thousands of children are lost annually from
cholera infantum, diarrhoea, and the summer com-
plaints, whose lives might be preserved by using
Extract of Wild Strawberry. Physicians recommend
and use it constantly. It is a remedy well known, and
more highly valued the longer known. It is for sale

at all drug stores, and is within the reach of every one.
See advertisement in another column.

THE

all others

More Work.
Better Work.
Less Power.

TJnformity in

Temper.

B. H. SMITH & Co., St. Catherines, Ont.,
Sole Manufacturers for the Dominion of Canada.

Send, for Price List.

Our Hand Saws are like our Diamond and Hanlan
Cross-Cut Saws, w43

TJITEXCELLED.

CANADA TRUSS FACTORY
(ESTABLISHED 1856.)

JF. GROSS,
Manufacturer of SURGICAL and OKTHOI'fEDICAI.
INSTRUMENTS. ARTIFICIAL LIMBS made to Order.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS of every description. U9-ly

688 and 690 Craig Street, Montreal.

WANTED.
CHERRY, WHITE ASH,

AND

WALNUT LUMBER.

Quote Price delivered, and Carefully

Describe .-—Quality, Widths, Length,

Thickness, and how long Sawed.

ROBERT 0. LOWRY,
Wholesale Lumber,

12l19 55 Pine Street, New York.

Daily Line to Rochester.

THE STEAMER "NORSEMAN."
(R. Crawford, Master.)

Will make her regular trips on this route commencing
on Wednesday, the 20th of April, 1881, leaving Cobourg
every morning at 7.30 and Port Hope at 9 o'clock, on
arrival of Grand Trunk Railway trains from the East
and West, connecting at Rochester with the New York
Central, Northern Central, and Erie Railways, and the
Lake Ontario Division of the Rome, Watertown and
Ogdensburg Railwavfor all points east, west and south.
RETURNING,—Will leave Charlotte (Port of Roches-

ter) daily at 9 o'clock p.m., except Saturdays, when
she will leave at 3 p.m. for Port Hope direct.

Dealers in stock will find this the cheapest and
most expeditious route to Oswego, Boston, Albany,
New York, etc., etc. For further information apply to

R. CRAWFORD,
or C. F. GILDERSLEEVE. Port Hope.

Kingston. wl7

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING-.

EPPS'S COCOA
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,
and by a careful application of the fine properties of
well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our break-
fast tables with a delicately flavored beverage which
may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the
judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle mala-
dies are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
blood and a properly nourished frame."— Civil Service
Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in

packets and tins only (i-lb. and lb.) labelled

JAMES EPFS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,

London, England. Li9-ly

EOPjBITTERS"
(A Medicine, not a Brink,)

^ contains' '<

HOPS, BUCHU, MANDRAKE,
^

DANDELION.
And the Ptjekst and Best Medical QuaLI-|

ties of all other blttebs.

THEY CURE
All Dlseasesof theStomach, Bowels, Blood,

I

Liver, Kidneys, and Urinary Organs, Ner-
ouBuees, Sleeplessness and especially

Female Complaints.

$000 IN COLD.
Will be paid for a case they will not core or
help, or for anything Impure or Injurious

found In them.

Ask your druggist for Hop Bitters and try
them before you sleep. Take no Other.

D.I. C. Is an absolute and Irresistible cure for
Drunkenesa. use of opium, tobacco and

narcotics.

SBSSSJSSSSB Send foe Oscular. ^Bl
All .bore lold by drngglit*.

Hap Bitten Mffc. Co., Rochuter, N. Y.,* Toi nto, Out

SALE BY TENDER
OF EXTENSIVE STEAM

Saw-Milling Property
AT

Parry Harbour, Georgian Eay, and
Valuable Timber Limits in the

Parry Sound District.

The SAW-MILL in complete- in it« appointment, and
has a cutting capacity of to 100,900 feet per day
of twelve hours.
The LIMITS cover an area of 229 square miles in the

Townships of Monteith, Humphrey, Clirirtie. Ferguson,
Hagerman, McKellar, Spence, and Shawanaga, besides
the purchased rights to cut the timber from numerous,
lots in the same Township, and contain a large quan-
tity of standing pine,
The whole establishment is in complete condition and

active operation, and is excellently situated for the man-
ufacture, sale and shipment of timber.
Tenders for the whole property, including plant, will

be received until the 20th August next, addressed to the
General Manager, Ontario ISank, Toronto, by whom
terms of payment and any further information will be
furnished on application. No tender will be accepted
unless satisfactory to the vendors. 4l17

IRWIN & BOYD

Commission
Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

SMppingtGeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

LUMBERMEN
will save money by going direct
or sending to F. CRl'MPTON, S3
King St. East, Toronto, for their
Watches and Jewellery, or Silver-
ware and Clocks, etc.

'
If you can-

not come yourselves send your
orders and I will guarantee just
as good satisfaction as by a per-
sonal selection. Goods guaranteed
exactly as represented or vour
money refunded. Watch and Jew-
eller}' repairing and manufactur-
ing by competent workmen at
Reasonable Prices. We make a
specialty of HEAVY CASEDWATCHES suitable for Lum-
bermen.

iSTPrices cheerfully furnished
on application.

k Remember the address,

fjg F.CRUMPT0N
S3 King St. East,

TORONTO.
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THE GEOWTH AND DECLINE OF LUMBEB
ECONOMICALLY AND COMMERCIALLY CONSIDERED

—THE TRADE AS IT IS TO-DAY,

We find the following in the Brooklyn Eagle

Four years ago the then Secretary of the In

terior reported that from all the information he

could obtain there was not enough timber in th

whole of the States to last thirty years. In 1878

a timber journal estimated the supply to last

twenty years. Yet, notwithstanding these as

sertions, doubtless based upon accurate figures,

merchantable lumber to-day is cheaper than it

was ten years ago. Proof of this fact will be

given further on. How to reconcile this appar

ent discrepancy is one of the purposes of fchii

article. Statistics, as a rule, are not interesting

to the general reader, and they will be avoided

as much as possible, except were absolutely re

quired for necessary illustration. The primary

causes of the depletion of our forests (apart from

the necessary clearing for homesteads and corn

fields) are waste and carelessness. On taking

up a farm the first thought and act of the farmer

was to cut down every tree growing on it ; and

he never seemed quite happy until the last one

had fallen. His governing idea was doubtless

to make every square inch of his land produc

tive. The result of late years has shown him

how great was his mistake. With the clearing

away of the timber he has pretty well cleared

away the climate also, and he has succeeded in

reducing the number of rainy days to the detri

ment of his crops. Possibly some one will reply

" but our grain productsof late years havelargely

increased. How do you account for that ?'

True. This, however, is due to increased emi

gration and increased acreage in virgin soil, but

it does not apply to the older settled States, as

New York, Massachusetts, Indiana, and many
others. The trouble has been that the boundless

forests of the North-west promised to endure

forever, and their seemed no incentive to any

care of the original growth of timber. The fine

old forests of the South have been more shame

fully ill-used than those of the North. The

negro has so little regard for trees that he never

fails to cut down the young saplings, because

they yield firewood with less trouble than other

trees.

To appreciate more fully the rapid exhaustion

that is now going on, it should be stated that it

was quite usual, thirteen years ago, for a square

timber to average in length from seventy ti

seventy-five cubic feet per log, whereas, at the

present day, the average of the season's log crop

does not average beyond fifty-five cubic feet—an

average decrease of say seventeen feet in thirty

years. Against this place the fact it requires

something near 150 years for a pine tree to attain

maturity, and a fair idea will be formed of the

seriousness of the situation.

The initial causes of this rapid decline, it has

been stated, are waste and carelessness. With

regard to the waste, how does it arise ? Tako
pine and hemlock as illustrations. In cutting

out a square stick of pine lumber, twenty-five

per cent, is loss. A long train of dry chips marks

the routo from the spot where the tree is felled

to the place of transportation on the wagon on

the sough road. These trains, for they are

almost as inflammable as gunpowder, easily

catch fire, and when once started thousands of

acres are in danger of destruction. Again, only

one pine tree in every five cut down is sound,

for mercantile purposes. Consequently, four are

left to rot in the woods, and thus increase tho

danger. Instead of utilizing the healthy parts

of the stick, by sawing it up, thousands of dol-

lars literally rot in the ground, annually,

through this want of foresight. But would it

pay to transport these unsound trees to a saw
mill ? Undoubtedly it would, for while the neg-

lected stick may be quite useless as square tim-

ber, it would be useful for mouldings, laths and
various other purposes for which pine is used.

In the future, when pine becomes much scarcer

than it is now, the collection of felled trees that

have hitherto been supposed to be useless, will

become a very valuable business. The same re-

marks also apply to hemlock. Thousands of

these trees are stripped of their bark, year by
year, and are loft to share the same fate as the

pine.

As to carelessness : Forest fires mainly pro-

ceed from the want of precautions on the part of

lumbermen and hunters, who fail to soe that

their camp fires are properly extinguished,

sudden breeze, a spark falls on a dead leaf, and

behold, a conflagration. In several instances

fires have been known to originate from a pass

ing locomotive, the smokestack of which has not

been provided with a safeguard. But very few

cases have been reported of extensive forest fires

where engines have been furnished with this

necessary article. Thus we see the results of

waste and carelessness. It is a singular fact that

very few fires are caused by lightning, which is

almost invariably accompanied by heavy rain

storms. Mr. Stewart Thayne, an English jour

nalist, who has given the subject much atten

tion, said in his evidence before.the Select Stand

ing Committee of the Canadian House of

Commons, in April, 1878 (see report, p. 123) :

—

"I have never been able to trace fires to light

ning. I have been able to trace them, however,

to almost every other cause." At a meeting of

the Liverpool Board of Trade last fall the same

gentleman remarked that it was within the

bounds of moderation to say that within the past

ten years the supp'y of timber that had been

recklessly and unnecessarily cut down would, at

the average rate of legitimate consumption, have

lasted one hundred years.

THE REMEDY.

The remedy is simple enough and suggestive

In Europe every forest of any extent has its

regular staff of officers and rangers, whose special

duty it is to watch over its safety. Open spaces

and broad belts of cleared land are kept up on

purpose to keep fire from spreading. The ground

is not incumbered with such a quantity of debris

as is usual in the United States and Canada.

There the people employed in the forests are in

torested in their preservation, and stringent

fticial regulations control all others.

THE CLIMATE.

Tho subject of forest depletion is not alone im

portant in its relation to the waste and consump

tion of timber. In its climate aspect it has great

significance. The reports issued by the United

States Government prove that a most notable

cliango has taken place in tho climate of the New
England States, in Now York State, New Jer

sey, and also in tho Southern States.

In this State, where the error of a total clear-

ing away was first observed, the replanting of

forest trees has been attended with very good

results. In these sections the rainfall has large

ly increased, and tho rainfall is more ovenly dis-

tributed throughout the season than in districts

almost completely denuded of timber. On the

prairies of Kansas and Nebraska, where a good

natural growth of wood is lacking, the results

btained from tho planting of forest trees are

oven more strikingly illustrated. The planted

forest serves as a good wind break, and the influ-

ence of the wood's growth is seen in lessened

periods of drouth and an increase in crops.

What is noeded, howover, is accurate informa-

tion about the branches of trees adapted to par-

ticular soils, and to provide this the Government

has set apart an appropriation, and placed in

charge of the work Mr. Charles Sargent, pro-

fessor of aboriculture in Harvard College. In

San Francisco the cultivation of the almond tree

has been attended with great success, as also

that of the eucalyptus, or blue gum tree, indi

enous to Australia, and admirably adapted for

firewood. In the vicinity of San Josef there

were planted last year 350 acres in almond trees,

and the growers claim that it is the best paying

industry in that part of the country—the profits

being larger than are obtained from any other

enterprise. In Massachusetts the Legislature

has given large tracts for forest culture, in ad-

dition to liberal bonuses for the best variety of

trees grown within a certain period. This part

of tho subject is especially interesting, but suf-

ficient has been said to show that the public

attention is being aroused to the" absolute im-

portance of remedying a condition of affairs

which is becoming more serious every year. To
ameliorate a climate presenting violent contrasts

of tomperature, there is only one method—that

f planting wherever the nature of the soil will

permit, and forming settlements under the

shelter of these plantations.

THE LUMBER TRADE TO-DAY.

It was stated at the outset of this paper that

merchantable timber is cheaper now than it was

ten years ago. In an interview with a well

known lumber merchant of New York, who is

thoroughly posted on the subject, he said :

"Yes, lumber is much cheaper now than ten

years since. The white pine was worth $75 per

1,000 ; to-day it is quoted at $55. Pitch pine,

ten years ago, was $45 ; now it is worth $32.50.

Hard woods, with the exception of black walnut,

are also cheaper. Ash is now worth $50 per

1,000 ; ten years ago it was $75. It is the same
with oak. Spruce then realized from $25 to $30.

To-day I can buy it for from $17 to $20."

" How about black walnut ?"

" Black walnut is the same price to-day as it

was ten years ago $120 per 1,000, jobbing price),

But four years since the price of black walnut
that now sells at $120 was $90. The reason is

that we can see the end of it. It is now brought

from the Missouri River to Indiana to be sawn
up. Ten years ago it was growing at Indiana';

own door."

" But how do you account for the cheapness

in other woods, es|>ecially pine ?"

" Over production. And yet the building

trade was never more brisk and exports were

seldom so large as now. But you must remem
ber that the over production of lumber is the

natural outcome of good times, and growers will

soon see the mistake they are making by not

saving their timber till they can get more for

it."

" What will take the place of back walnut ?'

" Mahogany from Mexico, which sells at from

sixteen to twenty cents a foot."

" Does the export of Bquare timber continue

as kvrge as formerly '!"

" Well, I am scarcely prepared to say, but I

should think not, because we are now manufac

turing a class of goods that formerly were made
from the log."

" What class may I ask ?"

"We are sending, for instance, house trim

mings to Scotland, as mouldings, sashes, etc

There is quite a trade springing up in i>ortable

houses in Chicago that are shipped to the West
Indies and Australia. Formerly these were

made in Norway and Bavaria, right near the

forests. But America is getting ahead of those

places."

' Does the introduction of iron in buildings

affect tho timber interest ?"

"Not much, as yet. I do not know but that

it may eventually. In some large buildings that

are going up iron beams, and even iron laths, are

being oxtensively used, though whether they

will stand the test of oxidation remains to be

seen. These are used mostly in fire-proof build

ings. The beams cost fifty cents more than

wood beams."

"What is your impression about the scarcity

of tho lumber supply, taken as a whole?"

"The difference in the prices I have quoted

does not carry out the supposition that the cajia

city of our forests is seriously declining, but

thero is no doubt much waste in the cutting of

trees. But that waste is being rectified by new
ndustries springing up by which much that was

formerly thrown away is now utilized into

mouldings, small panels, etc. If I were a pro-

prietor of a pine forest I should decidedly keep

my timber standing until it paid riio to cut it.

But I am not, being interested in buying all I

can as cheaply as possible. You see it makes all

the difference in the world how a man is situ-

ated. My impression is that at the present rate

of consumption the people will only realize the

full value of their timber when it is nearly all

gone. But that is their business. My business

is to sell."

Upon inquiry at the offices of a large sash

manufacturer on Barclay street, who does an

extensive export business, one of the partners

said :

" We are shipping sashes and mouldings to

London, and the trade is growing every year.

a time it may turn out quite a large industry,

as it is only of late years that the British have

taken to buying such goods of American manu-

facture."

The over production theory certainly ap]>e.\rs

to be borne out in the following figures taken

from the Lumberman's Goxttc, for the week end-

ing June 25, when the total shipments of lum-

ber, lath and shingles from the Saginaw, with

comparisons, were as follows :

1SS0. 1SS1.

Lumber 211,650,362 164,889,269

Shingles 35,320.000

Lath. 12,969,050

31,568,000

3,740,000

Again, in the comparative statement of stock

on hand in the Chicago market on June 1, the

figures are as follows :

Lumber and
Timber.

1879 225,739,690
1880 292,407, >S7S

1881 270,317,046

Lumber and
Timber.

1875 188,212,169
1876 205,552,022
1877 216,150,895

1878 248,865,400

In the one case it will be noted that while the

sales from the Saginaw were much less on the

date specified this year than in 1880, the accu-

mulations of stock on the Chicago market on

June 1 have been increasing until the present

season. The reason of the sudden decline in

1881 is owing not to the fact that the over pro-

duction has been sensibly reduced, but that

prices have fallen so low that dealers can no

longer afford to hold their stuff. Were it other-

wise, it would be found that the shipments from

the Saginaw would have increased in 1881, in-

stead of being reduced. The same remark

applies to other lumber centers. F. J. H.

Tree Cistern*.

It has long been known, through the reports

of travellers, that in certain arid districts <>f

Africa water is often found, even in the driest

seasons, in hollow trunks of the great baobab

tree (Adonsonia), and it was supposed that the

provision of water was, so to say, natural ; but

it appears from the investigations of offices at-

tached to surveying parties sent out by the

Egyptian Government, that the*e reservoirs are

neither formed nor filled by the accidents of

nature. They are in reality prepared and tilled

by the inhabitants of the country, who carefully

remove the decapod and spongy fibers from the

interior of the trunk and laboriously transfer

water to the cisterns thus made, bucketful by

bucketful, from neighboring pools in which it

collects in the rainy season. The importance of

these reservoirs is illustrated by the fact that

trunks containing 15,000 gallons of water are not

uncommon in Kordofan, and that individual

trunks have been measured which might store

33,000 gallons. The officers of the survey urge

that it would be well for the Egyptian Govern-

ment to organize a service for the protection and

maintenance of these trees on the poet roads and

telegraph lines, so that couriers, linesmen, in-

spectors, etc, might always find a store of water.

They cite one particular p«>st-route, where in

times past the people of the country had care-

fully filled the Adansonia tree during the sea-

son of rains, and thus ensured water during the

dry seasons for much travel. But when troops

were moved in that direction, the inhabitants

took alarm, abandoned the vicinity, and neglect-

ed to fill the trees, so that the road became as

good as impassable.

The .Hand Blast.

Among the wonderful and useful inventions

of the times is the common sand blast. Suppose

you desire a piece of marble for a grave stone ;

you cover the stone with a sheet of wax no

thicker than a wafer, then you cut in the wax

the name, date, etc., leaving the marble ex|H«sed.

Now pass it under the blast and the sand will

cut it away. Remove the wax and you have the

raised letters. Taking a piece of French plate-

glass, say two by six feet, cover it with fine lace

and pass it under the blast, and not a thread of

the lace will be injured, but the sand will cut

deep into the glass wherever it U not covered by

the lace. Now remove the lace and you have

a delicate and beautiful figure raised upon the

glass. In this way beautiful figures of all kinds

are cut in glass and at a small expense. The

workmen can hold their hands under the blast

without harm, even when it is rapidly cutting

away the hardest glass, iron or stone, but they

must look out for finger nails, for they will be

whittled off right hastily. If they put on steel

thimbles to protect the nails, it will do little

good, for the sand will soon whittle them away,

but if they wrap a piece of soft cotton around

them they are safe. You will at once see the

philosophy of it. The sand whittles away and

destroys any hard substance—even glasses—but

does not effect substances that are soft and yield-

ing, like wax, cotton, or fine lace, or even the

human hand.

Travellers asp Tocrists should always be presided
ith Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry, the best

remedy in the world tor curing suffering brought on
from eating unripe or sour fruits, bad milk, impure
ater, change of water and climate. The great

remedy for all summer complaints.
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RENEWED ACTIVITY IN WHITE PINE—IMPORTANT

TRANSACTIONS—RULING PRICES—CONTINUED

STAGNATION IN HARDWOODS—MINING.

A period of almost unprecedented inactivity

in the Quebec market, lasting over several

months, has been broken, so far as white pine is

concerned, by several important transactions

within the past two weeks, which are worthy of

special notice for two distinct reasons : the size

of the sales and the prices obtained. Last week

a large lot of lumber in the Bridgewater cove

changed hands at an advance of a half cent per

foot over the price agreed upon last year for

another lot of the same quality lying right along-

side of it.

Amongst the most noteworthy of recent sales

are the following : 370,000 feet of Mr. McLaren's

white pine, 60 feet average, 16 inches, has been

sold at 25 cents, measured off.

Another lot of square, white pine, 53J feet

average, and containing 150,000 feet, has changed

hands at 234 to 24 cents.

Messrs. Sharpies & Co. have recently pur-

chased, through a broker from Jonathan Fran-

cis, 300,000 feet of square, white pine, 50 feet

average, for 23 cents.

One of the cheapest lots sold this season was

50,000 feet waney white pine, small average,

purchased by Messrs. R. R. Dobell & Co., at

the following figures : 18 inches, 22£ cents ; 18J

inches, 23£ cents ; 19 inches, 24J cents. This

sale cannot be considered an indication of ruling

prices. At present writing, holders are firm

at the figures given for the previously mentioned

transactions, and even higher prices may, in the

opinion of some old dealers, be- looked for. The

prospects of a temporary settlement of Irish

affairs appears to have given rise to increased

confidence in the home market, which, thanks

to the Atlantic cables, has found its almost in-

stantaneous ecHo here.

HARD WOOD.

The stagnation in hard wood continues. Buy-

ers seem to have formed a strong combination

for the purpose of bringing down prices. Manu-

facturers and their Quebec agents, especially in

oak, are holding purchasers to last year's bar-

gains. There are no prospects of an immediate

decline either in oak or staves. Holders can

afford to wait. The Banks are not pressing for

their money, having no particular demands for

it, while their collateral is as good as gold, and

cannot be again produced for its present cost.

MINING MATTERS.

There is undoubtedly a boom just now in gold

mining matters in the now famous mines of

Beauce. With the ojiening of this summer's

season comes the news of the development of

more mines, and the erection of many more ex-

tensive works for the mining, crushing and wash-

ing of the earth and quartz containing the

precious metal. Mr. Ainsworth, agent of the

Clarence Mining Company, has just erected

immense works for the washing of the gold.

The water is furnished from the Labranche

River by an artificial canal 780 feet long. The
quartz mill has been in operation since April

last, and during the last three months has given

every satisfaction. This company's works are

upon what is known as lot 13, Gilbert River.

Lot 14 is worked by Mr. Smart for the Beauce
Mining and Milling Co., which has lately ac-

quired a new engine for the qnartz mills, and is

engaged in opening up new pits. Mr. McRea
i« opening new pits this season on lot 15, which
in 1867 yielded gold to the value of $17,000.

Capt. Richards has commenced operations on
lot 16, and on the " Branche," a new company
at work, com[<osed of Messrs. L>eLery,Rodrigue,

Chapman, and others.

The most important operators, however, in

this district, both as regards the number of its

employees and the extent of its works, are the

Canada Gold Mining Co. (limited), represented

here by iu chairman, Mr. Gordon, of London,
•nd by Mr. Walter Moodie, manager. The
•eerie of its oj^eration is upon lots No. 12 and 13,

The works of this company are immense. More
than one hundred men are now employed by it

in the shafta, puddling machines and quartz

main. Upwards of eighty tens of earth and
i(ravel are pulveriz<)d daily.

The Titanic Iron Works at Baie St. Paul will

probably ere long be re-opened. A deposit of

native silver, said to have been worked in a

primitive manner under the French regime, has

been discovered near the same place, partly by

the aid of old records in the Crown Lands De
partment here. ^The fortunate holder has invited

members of the Geological Survey to visit the

site, and the readers of the Lumberman shall be

kqpt posted as to the result of their investiga

tion. Stadacona.

LUBRICANTS.

The Scientific American says, in answer to a

number of correspondents, we publish the fol

lowing :

—

The desirable features of a good lubricant or

unguent may be briefly stated thus : It should,

first of all, reduce friction to a mixumin, should

be perfectly neutral, and of uniform composi-

tion. It should not become gummy or other-

wise altered by exposure to the air, should

stand a high temperature without loss or de-

composition, and a low temperature without

soldifying or depositing solid matters. The

question of cost and adaptability to the require-

ments of light or heavy bearings are also im-

portant considerations.

The finest lubricating oils in the market

—

those used for watch, clock, and similar delicate

mechanism—are chiefly prepared from sperm

oil by digesting it in trays, which clean lead

shavings for a week or more. Solid stearate of

lead is formed, and remains adhering to the

metal, while the oil becomes more fluid and less

liable to change or thicken on chilling.

Sperm oil is used for lubricating sewing mach-

ines and other light machinery. Some of the

oils sold for that purpose contain cotton seed oil

and kerosene, and others are composed largely

of mineral, sperm, or signal oil—a heavy, puri-

fied distillate of petroleum.

Good heavy lubricating oil is made from heavy

parafline oil (a distillate of petroleum). Owing'

to "cracking" (decomposition of the vapors of

the heavy distillate into lighter products), which

takes place in the still, the crude oil contains a

large per cent, of light offensive oils, too thin

for lubricating purposes. In Merrill's process

these are seperated by blowing superheated

steam through the oils, heated just short of its

boiling point in the still, the lighter oils being

driven off, a neutral, nearly odorless, heavy oil,

gravity 29° B. to 26° B., and boiling at about

575° Fahr., remaining. When mixed with good

lard oil it makes an excellent and cheap lubri-

cant.

Common heavy shop and engine oils are com-

monly variable mixtures of heavy petroleum or

paraffine oils, lard oil, whale or fish, palm, cot-

ton seed and resin oils. There are nearly as

many of these composite oils in the market as

there are dealers in such supplies. The follow-

ing is one of them.

Petroleum 30 per cent,

Paraffine oil (crude) 20 "

Lard oil 20 "

Palm oil 9 "

Cotton seed oil 20 "

* ... 99
Solid or semi-solid unguents, such as mill and

axle grease, etc., are prepared from a variety of

substances.

PORT HOPE.

The following is a statement of lumber, etc.,

shipped from Port Hope for the periods named,

as obtained from the books of the Harbour
Master, viz.:

—

LUMBER.
April 3,697,276 feet.

May 8,518,175 "

June 12,552,340 "

July, (to 11th inclusive) 4,414,015 "

Total 29,181,806
"

SHINGLES.
April :

May 10,250,000

June 6,654,250

July, (to 16th Included) * 1,856,500

Total 17,760,750

POSTS, ETC.
April

i
80 cords.

May 198 "

June 105 "

Total

.

383

They all do it.—Everybody u«es "Teaberry" for
the teeth and breath, the newest, brightest, cosiest
little toilet gem extant. Try a 6 cent sample.

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEG-O, "ST.3
1.12-ly

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland or

London make, at $1.75 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH,

S. S. MUTTON & Co.,

Wholesale Lumber Dealers
T O RON T O.

We have for Sale a large quantity of PINE, OAK,
WHITEWOOD, ASH, CHESTNUT, CHERRY, BUT-
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, &c.
43TP.S.—Also on hand 120 M dry Oak 2 to 4 inchei

thick, will be soW cheap to close it out. lyLl6

JAMES HADDEN,
MANUFACTURER OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b26

P. FREYSENG & CO.
PROPRIETORS OF THE

Dominion Cork Cutting Co
BY IMPROVED MACHINERY.

SSTAU binds of Corks in stockVand Cut to
Order. Corks A Life Preservers a Specialty.
Corkwood, Tinfoil, Capsules, Wire, <ftc.

71 Jarvis Street, TORONTO. 6l16

A. L. UNDERWOOD
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

White Pine, Basswood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, ONT
lyU6

J. G-. EDWARDS
HARDWARE MERCHANT,

Xj I zsr XD s _A/y_

BELTING, FILES, BABBIT METAL,
iy CHAINS, ROPE, and ai

LUMBERING SUPPLIES.

Samuel Windrim,
MANUFACTURER OF

Agricultural Implements, Etc

MXLLBROOK, ONTARIO.
HAVING DISPENSED WITH THE SERVICES OF

AGENTS, I take this opportunity to bring to the notice
of intending purchasers of Reaping Machines, that I

have now on hand a quantity of the Celebrated

HANLAN REAPER,
which has NEVER BEEN BEATEN YET, and am
prepared to allow the Agents commission—FIFTEEN
PER CENT—on all purchases. Ll7tf

Penetanguishene Foundry
AND

MACHINE SHOP
CRAIG & CAMERON, Proprietors.

The undersigned beg to announce to the public that
they are prepared to make all kinds of Mill and
Steamboat Brass and Iron Castingrs.

All kinds of PLOW CASTINGS kept on hand. Plow
Points and Landsides a specialty.
We have first-class machinery and are prepared to do

all kinds of TURNING or PLANING on short notice.

We hope by strict attention to business and moderate
charges, to merit a share of the public patronage.
taTKW work guaranteed.

G. A. CRAIG.
lyU7 C. CAMERON.

KERR BROS.
PEACTICAL

Founders, Machinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori-
zontal and Portable

Engines, Boilers
Grain Elevators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery.

With Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY.

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE "WATER WHEEL.

RODEBATJGH'S SAW FRAME, MILL
DOGS and SAW GUIDES.

WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IRON
CASTINGS.

IP'S*Plans and Specifications on application.

The Walkerville Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkerville, Ont., June 1881. 12UG

SUN CLOCK

IF YOU WANT A GOOD RELIABLE

WATCH
At a REASONABLE PRICE, call at

DAVIS BROS.
130 Young Street, Toronto.

N.B.—Repairing Promply Attended to.
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MONTREAL.
From. Our Own Correspondent.

Montreal, July 11. 1881.—The exports of

lumber as reported at the Custom House from

the 1st July to date were as follows : To Fleet-

wood, 12,920 deals and 1,477 deal ends ; to

Gloster, 10,940 deals ; to London, 28,803 deals ;

to Cork, 1C,290 deals; to Liverpool, 16,886 deals;

to Dover, 7,000 pieces ; to Montivideo, 51,076

pieces ; and to Penarth Road, 11,140 pieces.

All the wholesale trade in shipping lumber at

this port is done in Ottawa and elsewhere, so

that it is impossible to, give the wholesale prices

for shipping lots, there being now bought in the

Montreal market for that purpose, business

here being almost entirely confined to the supply

of the building trade, which is pretty brisk at

present and the demand is very good, which,

from all appearances, will continue so for some

time to come, and the market is in consequence

firm.

Pine, clear, $ M 30 00 (335 00

Pine, selects 10 00 @20 00
Pine, good box 12 00 @14 00

Pine, 10-in plank, lst& 2nd quality, each 50 @ 60
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls each 26 @ 30
Pine boards, 10-in. shipping culls, each 13 @- 15

Pine, 10-in boards, 16 ft., W M, 1st & 2nd 30 00 @35 00
Pine, 12.in. " " " 30 00 (S35 00
Pine, 12-in. " 13ft., " 30 00 <3>35 00
Pine, lj-in. siding, common 12 00 (ftli 00
Pine, 1-in. " " 12 00 @14 00

Spruce boards, each 09 @ 10
Spruce plank, 2-in., each 18 @ 20
Hemlock boards, each 8J-@
Ash, good, 1)1 M 20 00 @26 00
Ash, second quality, $ M 16 00 @18 00
Oak, good, $ M 60 00 (365 00
Oak, second quality, $ M 45 00 @50 00
Basswood, $ M 20 00 @25 00
Maple, |M 30 00 @40 00

Shingles, pine, XX,* M 2 50 @ 2 50
Lath, pine, * M 1 30 @ 1 30

Stocks of building lumber are pretty full, but

not beyond the expected requirements of trade.

In cordwood there is not much doing just now,

but the market is firm with upward tendency.

A large contract has been taken here for maple

at $0.20 delivered, French measure, cord, which

is six inches longer and three inches higher than

that in use in Upper Canada.

July 25.—The shipments of lumber from the

opening of navigation till the 18th inst. were as

follows :—To Montevideo, 51,076 pieces and 685,

-

753 ft. ; Buenos Ayres, 739,756 ft. ; Penarth,

11,140 deals ; Dover, 7,000 pieces ;
Liverpool,

16,886 deals ; Cook, f. o., 16,290 deals ; London,

28,805 deals and 210,000 ft.
;
Gloucester, 10,940

deals ; Fleetwood, 12,926 deals ; Cardiff, 11,815

deals ;
Grenock, 6,148 deals ; Glasgow, 830,580

ft. ; Monmouth, 40,000 ft.; Mist Hartlepool, 45,-

000 ft.; Queenstown, 10,000 ft. ;
Newcastle, 20,-

000 ft. ; St. John's, Nfld., 400,883 drum staves

and 55,000 ft. ;
Halifax, 313,753 ft.; Rotterdam,

58,000 ft. ; Lisbon, 8,147 deals and 734 deal

ends ;
Antwerp, 55,000 ft.

Tho rates of freight have been steady, to River

Plate $15 ; to direct ports in Great Britain, 60s.

to 62s. Od.

The shipping trade has not been active during

the past two weeks, only two cargoes having

been shipped to the River Plate. The local de-

mand has been good, and prices are well main-

tained, but without any change to note. Quo-

tations unchanged.

TORONTO.

July 25.—The following are the quotations:

Mill cull boards and scantling $ 9 00

Shpping cull boards, proiniscous widths 12 00
stocks 13 00

Scantling and joist, up to 10 ft 11 50

18 ft •. 12 00
" " 20 ft 12 50

22 ft 13 00

24 ft 13 50
26 ft 14 50

" " 28 ft 15 60
'• 30 ft 17 00

32 ft 18 00
" " " 34 ft 20 00

36 ft 22 00
•' •' " 38 ft 26 00

40 to 44 ft 30 00

Cutting up planks to dry 18 00
boards " 16 00

Sound dressing stocks 16 00

Picks Am. inspection 24 00

Three uppers, Am. inspection 32 00

H-ineh Mooring, dressed 2S 00

1J " " rough 14 00

l\ " " dressed 24 00
U " " undressed 14 00

1 " " dressed 18 00

1 " " undressed 14 00

J Beaded Sheeting, dressed 18 00

Clapboarding, dressed 12 50

XXX sawn shingles, |M 2 76

Sawn Lath 1 60

THE CANADA

LONDON, ONT.

From Our Own Correspondent,

This market continues to be active, with no

indications of a slackening off in work. Very
loud and long are the complaints of a deficiency

in our accommodation, which the railroad com-

panies would do well to remedy. The G. W. R.

and G. T. R. are, of course, the chief lines com-

ing into this city, but they alone are not to

blame ; the auxillery lines are equally in fault.

This city has in the neighborhood of a dozen

large lumber yards, besides planing and sash

mills, and the demands on both are unprece-

dented ; for the surrounding country, in this

county and the neighboring counties of Oxford,

Lambton, Elgin and Huron are outlets for the

supply and production to an extent more or less.

The cedar block pavement which has just been

completed in compliance with the terms of con-

tract, gives entire satisfaction so far, and it is

only a question of a very short time when it will

be extended along Dundas street (one of our

main thoroughfares) east of the city as far as

Wellington street.

The Masonic Temple approaches completion,

and it is without question one of the handsomest

buildings west of Toronto. The Free Press of

this city gave a representation of this magnificent

structure in their issue a few weeks ago.

The calamity which befel this city on the 24th

May last has resulted in the total colapse of. the

Navigation Company, and the two steamboats,

Forest City and Princess Louise were offered at

auction the other day, but there were no bid-

ders ; and I do not see what anybody could do

with them, unless they were made into minia-

ture training ships for a juvenile navy. They

are now nearly high and dry, and will soon have

to be proped up on their keels, or where the keels

should be ; and as there is no outlet they must

either sail the Thames or become sad momentos

of a woeful day.

Hard wood luJhber does not meet with much

sale in this city, and what there is in the market

has no set price.

Shingles continuo to be very scarce, and an

advance on my last figures will be found in ac-

companing list.

Oak plank and scantling sells here at from $16

to $22.

My report of this city's lumber market at this

date is firm and brisk, and below I give quota-

tions :

Mill cull boards and scantling $ 8 00
Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths 10 00

" " 10 and 12 in. stocks 10 50
Common boards, promiscuous widths 13 00
Scantling and joist, up to 16 ft 14 00

" " " 18 ft 14 60
*' " " 20 ft 15 60
" " " 22 ft 16 50
" " " 24 ft 18 00

Common stocks 14 00
Common 2 in. plank 13 00
Cutting up plank and boards 18 00
Sound dressing stocks 17 00
Clear and picks 28 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 35 no
1 1 inch dressed and matched Mooring 21 50
lj " " " " 21 25
1 " " " " 21 00
XXX sawn shingles, ¥ M 3 00
Lath per 1000 feet 4 25

BOSTON.

Tho Journal of Commerce of the 23rd of July
says :—There are no indications of a lull in the

consumptive movement. The demand for dry

stock is still without precedent at this season of

the year. Cargoos stay hardly long enough to

be noticed, they are so quickly caught up.

Hardwoods are scarce and firm, with the ex-

ception of ash, which latter is a little " off " in

price. Reports show the receipts of hardwoods

to be light, and the anticipations of small future

arrivals occasion a very firm feeling among hold-

ers. Advices from abroad show lunber to be

very scarce, with high prices asked. The follow -

1ng are car lead quotations :

—

CANADA PINE.

Selects, Dressed $48 00@60 00

Shelving, Dressed, lsts 40 00@42 00
« " 2nds 33 00(335 00

Dressed Shippers 27 00(329 00

Dressed Box IS 00(320 00
Sheathing, 1st quality 42 00(345 00

" 2nd " 34 00(336 00

Tim Hemkdv that has had the most remarkable suc-

cess in the cure of diarrhrea, dyssentery, cholera mor-
bus, and, indeed, every kind of summer complaint,

brought on by eating improper food, such as raw vege-

tables, unripe or sour fruits, bad milk, impure water,

etc.,—the remedy that is the most pleasant, rapid,

reliable, and effectual, is Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild
Strawberry. It is the Mnest remedy for all summer
complaints known. For sale by all dealers.

LUMBERMAN.

NEW YORK.
The Real Estate Record of July 23, says :

—

Very little in the way of positive complaint is

to be heard on our wholesale market. Demand
fluctuates a trifle, but sustains a good volume

for the season, and there appears no apprehen-

sion of any serious falling off. Indeed, the

schedules already presented indicate that buyertj,

are making early preparation for their fall and

winter supplies, and as the call from other points

appears to be quite as full as upon our own mar-

ket, it is not likely that the mill men will accu-

mulate a stock upon which business must be

forced. On the other hand, there is not at pres-

ent any disposition to express views of a special-

ly buoyant character, ruling prices standing

pretty full, and affording a fair margin to the

producer and intermediate operator, while the

consumer, having made calculations in accord-

ance with the cost, can afford to submit grace-

fully. The export movement still promises

well.

Eastern spruce retains a good healthy market,

with no positive tendencies favorable to either

buyer or seller. Now and then a cargo can be

reached a trifle "off," while against this is an

occasional sale at extreme valuation, but the

bulk of the business will average about former

cost. Advices from the mills represent much
animation at present, and "hooks full of orders,"

as an insurance against any coming lull, but now
and then a manufacturer can be found who will

work in a schedule if the bid prove full. Prices

range about as before, or say $14(^16 per M for

randoms, and $16(a;18 for specials, the latter for

extra difficult.

White pine has gone out so freely this season

on export orders as to leave scarcely any accu-

mulation of shipping grades, and with the home
consumption also free stocks generally are mod-

erate. Moore goods are coming forward, but at

a cost which must lead to firm holding, even if

they do not find early sale, and the latter ap-

pears to be the strongest possibility. Accounts

from the primary points are supporting. We
quote $17.00@ 19.00 per M for West India ship-

ping boards
; 824.50@26.00 for South American

do.; $16.00@16.50 for box board; $17.00(o 17.50

wide and sound do.

Yellow pine is well sustained in price, finds a

good general demand, and the market through-

out, according to the majority of reports, seems

to be in a healthy, cheerful condition. Manufac-

turers are in somo cases able to give rather bet-

ter time on schedules, but all keep away, and

do not find it necessary to shade cost to secure

customers. For direct shipment from primary

points tho domand has been better of late, but

also quite particular over quality. We quote

random cargoes at about 824.00@26.00 i>er M ;

ordered cargoes, S26.00@28.00 do. green flooring

boards, 824.50@26.50 do.; and dry do. do.,

$27@29. Cargoes at the South, $15@19 per M
for rough, and $20(u24 for dressed.

Hardwoods of attractive quality continue in

small supply, and secure a good demand as soon

as offered with full prices bid on all kinds. The
offerings at interior points are small, and owners

ideas extreme for anything in mercantile order.

We quote at wholesale rates by carload about as

follows : Walnut, $77@85 per M ; ash, $35@3S
do.; oak, 840@45 do. ; maple, $30@35 ; chestnut,

1st and 2nd, 830@35; do. do. culls, $18@20 do.;

cherry, $50@55 do.; white wood, J and § inch,

$25@27.50, and do. inch, $33@35 do.; hickpry,

$35@45 do., for Western, and $65@75 good

nearby stock.

Shingles not unusually active, but selling well,

and prices sustained without much difficulty.

The supply is not very large or well assorted.

We quote Cypress at about $6 for saps and $^. -

50@9 for hearts ; pine shipping stocks, $4 for

18-inch, and Eastern saw grades at $2. 50@ 4.50

for 16-inch, as to quality and quantity. Machine
dressed cedar shingles quoted as follows : For
30-inch, $16@22.25 for A and S2S.75@33.25 for

No. 1 ; for 24-inch, $6.50@16 for A and $16.75

@23 for No. 1 ; for 20-inch, $5@10.50 for A and

$11.25@11.75 for No. 1.

LATH.

The market has shown less irregularity than

last week, and presented few items of positive

iuterest. Supplies were a little more plenty and

occasionally quotations somewhat slow, but re.

oeivers appear to have placed all cargoes without

shading cost, and the current quotation remains

at $1.75 per M. A few arrival* may be expect-

ed every week, it is said, but nothing liberal or

oppressive, and advices at hand indicate that

quality will run good.

SAGINAW V 1 I.I.I. 1

July 27.—The abundant activity in this mar-

ket last week continues in increasing measure.

It is a genuine surprise, the eagerness for lum-

ber. The transactions, from their size and fre-

quency, are really bewildering, when some of

the dragging periods of the past year are recall-

ed. It is considered a poor day when sales are

not reported aggregating five or six million feet.

Friday last the reports showed that over six

and a half million feet changed hands. As for

prices, they have covered a pretty wide range

on some grades. There was never more firm-

ness felt, and it may really be said that prices

have advanced, although some of the figures

made in the transactions are the same as have

appeared from time to time. The true state of

the case will be revealed in the notice of sales

below. The east, west and south have compet-

ed with each other in this market the past week,

Chicago buyers being on the ground in numbers,

picking up lots to suit their trade, their require-

ments being largely bill stuff, although they

have bought quite a quantity of boards and
strips. Ohio, New York and Pennsylvania

dealers have also placed orders here.

The advance of lumber at Chicago of course

strengthens this market, and under the extraor-

dinary demand prices on the river may be ex-

pected to advance. The following sales have

been reported the past week:—1,100,000 feet

common stock at $6.50, $13 and $32 ; 300,000

feet at $7, $14 and $32 ; 1,200,000 feet at $8,

$16 and $36 ; 500,000 feet at $7, $14 and $35 ;

300,000 feet at $7, 814 and $32 ; 1,200,000 feet

at $8, $16 and $35 ; 1,000,000 feet at $7.50, $15

and $35 : 700,000 feet at $7, $14. and $33 ; 1,-

000,000 feet at $7.50, $15 and $35 ; 125,000 feet

at $7.50, $15 and $36 ; 200,000 feet at $8, $16

and $36 ; 600,000 feet at $7, $14 and 835 ; 1,000,-

000 feet at $7.25. §14.50 and $35 ; 9,000,000 feet

at $7, $14, 832, 87.50, $15 and $35 ; 350,000 feet,

prices not learned ; 175.000 feet Norway bill

stuff at §9 ; 1,600,000 feet Norway bill stuff at

88 and §10 ; 350,000 feet prices not learned ;

3,000,000 feet at 87, §14 and S32 ; 2,800,000 feet,

price not reported ; 2,600,000 feet, price not re-

ported ; 450,000 feet, price not reported
; 1,250,-

000 feet, price not reported ; 500,000 feet at 87,

$14 and 832 ; 1,000,000 feet at $7.50, $15 and
§35 ; a choice lot, amount not learned, at $8r

816 and §40 : 975,000 feet Norway bill stuff a«

$8(210; 2,000,000 feet pine lumber at $6.75,

813.50 and 32 j 1,500,000 feet at $7, $14, $7.50,

§14.50, §32 and 835 ; 200.000 feet at $7, 814 and

|S5 ; 300,000 feet at $7, $14 and $33 ; 300,000

feet at $9, §17 and 836 ; 510,000 feet at $7, $14

and $33 : 1,000,000 feet at current rates ; 425,-

000 feet at $7.50, $15 and $35.
x

Freights remain the same as quoted last week,

namely : Bay City to Buffalo and Tonawanda,
$2.25 per M ; Saginaw to same ports, $2.50 : Bay
City to Ohio ports, $1.75 ; Saginaw to Ohio
"ports, §2 : Bay City to Chicago, $2.50 : Saginaw

to Chicago, $2.75.

The amount shipped the past week has in-

creased over the previous week, but the season's

shipments have not yet overtaken in quantity

those of last year at the same date, and if they

are going to this season it is time some sign of

it api«jared. The amount of clearances of lum-

ber to July 23, last year were over 375,000.000

feet ; to the same date this year the aggregate is

304,000,000.'

The shipments of forest products from the

river for the week ending Jul3- 23 was as follows:

Lumber, feet ,. 32,182,000
Lath 1,458,000
Shingles 5,250,000
Hoops 4*1.000
Shcoks 308.000
Staves 44,000
Cedar posts 2,5*0

Of these amounts there was cleared from East

Saginaw 10.360.000 feet of lumber and 3.350.00O

shingles, the balance clearing from Bay City.

The total shipments of lumber, shingles and"

lath from the river for the season to date were

as follows :

Lumber, feet 304.925,124
Shingles 64.253,600
Lath 7,609,000

Shingles are in good demand and prices firm.
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Quotations are : River brands, $2.10@2.20 for

clear butts and $3.10@3.20 for XXX ; country

brands, $2.00@2.10 for clear butts and $3@3.10

for XXX.
RAILROAD FREIGHTS.

The following are the present railroad freight

tariffs from the Saginaw Valley to principal

points, for 10 tons, as reported by Mr. O.

Waters, Commercial Agent M.C.R.R.: •

Albany, N.Y 852 00
Burlington, Vt 84 00
Buffalo, N.Y 33 00
Boston, Mass. . : 68 00
New York City 68 00
New Haven, Ct 68 00
Portland, Me 68 00
Rochester, N.Y 43 00
Rome, N.Y 55 00
Syracuse, N.Y 53 00
Springfield, Mass 68 00
Schenectady, N.Y. 52 00
Utica, N.X f6 00
Worcester, Mass 68 00

CHICAGO.

July 20.-The principal change in prices since last

report has been in piece stuff,which was advanced

again on Saturday to $11.50 and S12 for ordinary

lengths, by which is meant eighteen feet and
under. Longer stuff is higher in proportion.

These figures are said to be obtained without

difficulty, though some of the dealers continue

to talk of a possible reaction in the prices of this

kind of lumber later on. It is expected now
that more piece stuff will come to the market
than heretofore in proportion to the quantity of

inch received, for the reason that it has advanced

so much that the manufacturers can afford to

make it instead of putting so many of their cheap

logs into inch lumber. It will require but a

short time to change the character of the re-

ceipts in this respect considerably, and we may
therefore look for a more liberal supply of di-

mension on the market within a few weeks.

CARGO QUOTATIONS.
Joist and scantling, green $11 50@12 00
Mill run, choice green 16 50@21 00
Mill run, medium, green 13 50@16 50
Mill run, common, " 11 50@13 50
Shingles, standard 2 80@ 2 85
Shingles, extra A 2 90@ 3 00
Lath @ 1 75

LAKE FREIGHTS.

Manistee $2 12J
Muskegon 1 62$
Ludington 1 87A
Grand Haven 1 62J
Menominee 2 12J
Sturgeon Bay 2 12£
White Lake 1 75
Ford River 2 00

Receipts and shipments of lumber and shingles

for the week ending July 19 :

RECEIPTS. SHIPMENTS.
Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881 66,346,000 33,127,000 27,084,000 3,260,000
1880

63,857,000

24,142,000 21,280,000 1,070,000

Receipts and shipments of lumber and
shingles from January 1 to and including July

19;
RECEIPTS. SHIPMENTS.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881.. 740,692,000 322,473,000 415,023,000 67,344,000
1880.. 612,921,000 302,327,000 353,274,000 52,161,000

>

MINNEAPOLIS.

The Mississippi Valley Lumberman of the
22nd ult. says :—All things work together for

good to such as raised their price lists promptly
aud regularly, which remark we explain as

meaning that those firms and markets who first

took our advice and raised prices have netted
the largest amount of satisfaction and money
while those who have hung back would like to

hire some one to kick them. T'was ever thus
etc. News frt>m all quarters are of the most
cheerful character pour in upon us. A corres-

pondent writing from St. Louis says "we can
do no more lumber business in this city until

we have more Railroads to carry it away, and
in prices we lead the markets of America."
Another friend in Hannibal writes us " trade
ha* continued with unprecedented activity dur-
ing the whole summer and prices have been main-
tained throughout without an inclination to weak-
new. The advances that have been made from
time to time have been fully sustained and have
served to stimulate the demand rather than re-

tard trade."

Dubuque, Davenport and other river cities

have all the trade they can handle at the late

advance. Minneapolis is getting rid of over

5,000,000 feet per week and only sawing about
6,500,000 feet. Heavy log sales are reported
from the St. Croix where they are closing out
the remoacits of their winters cut at good round

prices. Logs elsewhere are becoming valuable.

A sale is reported of 5,000,000 feet at Oshkosh

to the Diamond Match Co., at $17 per M for

Wolf river logs. Eastern Michigan is having

her full share of prosperity as will be noticed in

our Bay City report.

ALBANY.

July 25.—The following are the River

Freights :

—

To New York, $ M ft. $ @1 00
To Bridgeport @1 37i
To New Haven j @1 37 J

To Providence, Fall River and Newport 2 00@2 25
To Pawtucket 2 25@2 50
To Norwalk 1 26(&1 30
To Hartford @2 00
To Norwich @2 00
To Middletown @1 75
To New London @1 75
To Philadelphia . (6»2 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :—
Pine, clear, $ M 850 00@60 00
Pine, fourths 45 00@55 00
Pine, selects 40 00@50 00
Pine, good box 14 00@28 00
Pine, 10-in. plank, each 00 38@00 42
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls, each 00 20@00 22
Pine boards, 10-in 25 00@27 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, culls 17 00@18 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft., $ M 25 00@30 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft 25 00@30 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 13 ft 26 00@28 00
Pine, li in. siding, select 38 O0@40 00
Pine, lj-in. siding, common 15 00@18 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, select 38 00@40 00
Pine, inch siding, common 15 00@18 00
Spruqe, boards, each 00 15@00 15
Spruce, plonk, lj-in., each 00 19@00 19
Spruce, plank, 2-in., each 00 28@00
Spruce, wall strips, each 00 11@00 12
Hemlock, boards, each 00 13@00 00
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 00 31@00 31
Hemlock, joist, 2^x4, each 00 13@00 13
Hemlock, wall strips, 2x4, each 00 10@00 10
Ash, good, $ M 38 00@45 00
Ash, second quality, $ M 25 00@30 00
Cherry, good, $ M 60 00@70 00
Cherry, common, $ M 25 00@35 00
Oak, good, $ M 38 O0@43 00
Oak, second quality, $ M 20 O0@25 00
Basswood, $ M 25 00@28 00
Hickory, $M 36 00@40 00
Maple, Canada, $ M 26 00@30 00
Chestnut, $ M 35 00@40 00
Shingles, shaved, pine, $ M 6 0Q@00 00

" 2nd quality 4 50@00 00
" extra, sawed, pine 4 20@04 25
" clear, " 3 25@00 00
" cedar, mixed 3 00(300 00
" cedar, XXX 3 75©00 00
" hemlock 2 25@00 00

Lath, hemlock, %1 M 1 50@00 00
Lath, spruce, " 1 75@00 00
Lath, pine, " t 2 00@00 00

OSWEGO, N.Y.

July 25.—The following are the quotations :

—

Three uppers $42 00@46 00
Pickings 32 00@35 00
Fine, common and dressing 20 00@25 00
Common 14 00@16 00
Culls 11 00@13 00
Mill run lots 17 00@22 00
Sidings, selected, 1, 1J inch 30 00@37 00
Mill run, 1x10, 12 in 16 00@21 00
Selected " 20 00@25 00
Strips, 1 and 1J inch mill run 14 00@18 00

" " " culls 10 00@13 oo
1x6 selected for clapboards 25 00@35 00
Shingles, XXX, 18 inch, pine 3 75@ 3 85

XX, " " 2 75@ 2 85
XXX, 18 inch, cedar 3 00@ 3 10
XX, " " 2 25@ 2 40

Lath 1 40@ 1 40

BUFFALO.

July 25.—The following are the latest quota-

tions for cargo lots :

—

Uppers $35 00@40 00
Common 17 00@20 00
Culls il 00@12 00
Dressing stocks 18 00@20 09
Dressing sidings, 17 00@10 oO

LOGS.

The Stillwater Lumberman says :—Gillispie &
Harper report the following log sales : Page,

Dixon & Co., Dubuque, 140,000 feet
; Renwick,

Shaw & Co., Dubuque, 400,000 feet; Quincy
Lumber Co., Quincy, 111., 600,000 feet; Gales

& Wightman, Port Byron, 500,000 feet ; Du-
buque Lumber Co., 70,000 feet ; Hemingway,
Barkley & Co., Lansing, la., COO,000 feet; St.

Croix Lumber Co., 100,000 feet; C. N. Clark,

Dubuque, 200,000 feet. By the steamer Nina,

14 string raft to Gardner, Batchelder & Co.,

Lyons ; and 8 strings to C. L. Coleman, by the

Rugby ; 14 strings, by Mark Bradley, to Taber
&Co.

Since the first of March Hugh Sutherland &
Bro. have received by rail 748 cars of lumber,

amounting to about 7,480,000 feet, besides over

two million feet by water, a large portion of

which was shipped by the North-West Naviga-

tion Company to Brandon. They have found it

necessary to keep their saw-mill, Winnipeg, run-

ning night and day, and even now they cannot
keep up with the demand.

Ol XI Til.

The Lake Superior News says :—The Idl

of our lumbermen about these days are supposed

to bo owing to the rise of $1 per M on lumber.

The Chicago and Minneapolis markets advanced

some little time ago, and our lumbermen have

concluded not to get left. The extraordinary

demand for lumber, and the hanging up of so

many logs this spring are the causes of the rise.

It is said that one firm in Duluth will make
from $10,000 to $15,000 by this rise.

LIVERPOOL.

The Timber Trades Journal of the 25th June,

says :

—

The past week has shown a little more liveli-

ness than some of its predecessors, but this in a

great measure is due to the auction sales, which

have added to the ordinary amount of work
done by private treaty. The arrivals have been

few, and have consisted chiefly of spruce deals
;

and, as the demand for these goods is falling off,

we have a drooping market, as will be seen from
the particulars of last Friday's sales detailed

below, when Messrs. A. F. & D. Mackay offered

two cargoes from St. John, N.B., one from St.

Margaret's Bay, and some stored lots, together

with birch timber, Quebec pine deals, and other

woods. There was a fair attendance of buyers,

and although there was an indication of desire

to meet the wishes of the buyers, a part of one

cargo of St. John, N.B., and about two-thirds

of the cargo from Margaret's Bay were with-

drawn. The stored spruce deals also were with-

drawn, for want of competition, and the prices

bid for the American black walnut, 45 logs, did

not seem sufficiently high to warrant a sale, as

only 4s. per foot was offered for the largest wood,

viz., 20 to 24 in. deep. The spruce deals sold as

follows :

—

St.JJohn, N. B
16 to 25 ft. 3x11
12 " 15 " 3x11
9 " 11 " 3x11

16 " 26 " 3x9
12 " 15 " 3x9
9 " 11 " 3x9

16 " 26 " 3x7
12 " 15 " 3x7
9 " 11 " 3x7.
9 " 25 " 2Jx7

£ s. d. £ s. d.

7 2 6 to 7 7 6
6 15 0 " 6 17 6
6 12 6
6 12 6
6 5 0 " 6 12 6
C 2 6
6 6 0
6 2 6 " 6 5 0
6 2 6

2 6
9 " 24 " 3x8, 10 and 12 6 7 6 to 6 16 0
9 " 24 " 2£x9and 11 6 12 6

Margaret's Bay, N.S.

—

9 to 27 ft. 3x9 and 11 6 17 6
9 " 28 " 2Jx7 6 15 0 " 6 17 6
9 " 28 " 3X6 6 7 6

Rough boards 5 10 0
Pailings, chiefly 4Jx3, 70s. per 1,200 pieces.

St. John, N.B., pine deals unassorted, 9 to 23 ft. 3x7
to 13 and 2^x7, £6 12s. 6d.

Sawn spruce timber, small sized, 4 to 9 in. square, 8d.

to 9Jd. per ft.

St. Margaret's Bay birch timber

—

16 in. and upwards deep 18d. per ft.

14 and under 16 in. " 14£d to 15d. "

8 to 13 in. " 12d. " 12^d. "

On the same day Messrs. Farnworth & Jar-

dine offered a cargo of Pensacola hewn pith pine

timber just landing, which met with good com-
petition, and about two-thirds of the cargo was
sold at the following prices :

20 to 24 in. deep, 22d. to 27d. per ft.

19 " 20id. " 2Hd.
18 " 18d. " 18id.

"

16 " 17 " 17d.
15 " 16 " 16id. " 17Jd.

"

The remainder of the cargo was withdrawn.

The Timber Trades Journal of July 9th says :

—With the arrival of several timber laden

vessels from Quebec the quays are now begin-

ning to wear a busy aspect, but so far there has

not been much done in the way of delivery out

of the fresh import.

From the usual monthly return given below

it is evident that in nearly every article the

stock is in excess of what it ought to be at this

time of year, yet we must not overlook the fact

that the consumption has not shown any marked
decrease, for it compares very fairly with that

of the corresponding month of last year.

A Fool Once More.
"For ten years my wife was confined to her bed

with euch a complication of ailments that no doctor
could tell what was the matter or cure her, and I used
up a small fortune in humbug stuff. Six months ago
I saw a U. S. flag with Hop Bitters on it, and I thought
I would be a fool once more. I tried it, but my folly

proved to be wisdom. Two bottles cured her, she is

now as well and strong as any man's wife, and it cost
me only two dollars. Such folly pays."—H. W., De-
troit, Mich.—Free Press.

Dvsprpsia.—Strenthen your digestion—tone the
stomach for utilizing and assimilating every atom of
food you take ; the body needs it for strength and
vigor. Zopesa cleanses the entire system, stimulates
the Liver, keeps you regular, and able to eat ten-penny
nails. Letters and postal cards come in daily, telling

of cures and help frem Zopesa, from Brazil. Positive
proof of the health and vigor it gives in a ten cent
sample. Ask your druggist.

«.LAM.OW.

The Timber Tra/lw. Journal of the 25th June
says :

—

There has been rather an improved feeling in

the wood market here during hurt week.

On Thursday, the 10th inst., Mewsrw. Kdniis-

ton & Mitchells brought forward to public sale,

at Yorkhill Wharf, an attractive assortment of

Canadian and Norwegian goods, also parcels of

black walnut, &*. There was an unusually

Large attendance of town and country buyers,

the Auction Hall being quite filled. Of the

Quebec deals, the extra breadths (12 in. and
broader) were most in demand, and sold fairly

well, and will be seen from the prices under-

noted.

For the walnut timber, which was only of

ordinary quality, there was spirited competition,

a considerable proportion going to the east

coast.

On Wednesday, the 22nd, Messrs. Singleton,

Dunn & Co. held an auction sale of deals, viz.,

a large cargo of St. .John, N.B.", spruce just dis-

charged ex-steamer. There was a good demand,
the entire cargo being sold at prices as under-

noted.

The stock of spruce deals now in first hands
here is extremely light.

AUCTION BALES.

On 22nd inst., at Glasgow, Messrs. Singleton,

Dunn & Co., brokers :

—

St. John, N.B., spruce deals

—

10 to 27 ft. 15 X 3 lid. per cub. ft.

10 " 29 " 14x3 njd. "
10 " 27 " 13x3 Hid. "

10 " 27 " 12x3 lid. tolljd.
10 " 20 " 11x3 lid. " 11W. "

21 " 27 " 11x3 12jd. "
10 " 26 " 10x3 lid. to lljd. «'

21 " 30 " 9x3 HJd.
11 " 20 " 9x3 lid. to lUd.

10 " 9x3 iqd.
13 " 26 " 8x3 10M.
10 " 12 " 8x3 lOd.
18 " 25 " 7x3 9Jd.

15 " 7x3 9Jd.
16 to 17 and 10 to 14 ft. 7x3 9d. "

St. John, N.B., spruce scantlings

—

9to24ft. 6x3and 2Jd. 9}<1.

9 " 25 " 5x3 " Sfi.
9 " 25 " 2to4x3 lOd.

St. John, N.B., spruce deal ends

—

7 to 16x3 9d.

The Hart Emery Wheel Co., of Hamilton,

commenced operations in the early part of 1880,

and from their experience since that time the

following statement is deduced :—At the com-

mencement they procured from Detroit persons

well versed in the business, who soon imparted

to the others engaged a practical knowledge of

the business, after which they were returned to

their former places of employment in Detroit.

Since the start on a small scale the business has

day by day increased, until now seven times as

many hands are engaged as formerly. \\ • -

are also higher, in most cases rising fifty per

cent. The sales are growing larger day by day,

and the facilities for manufacturing this class of

goods are being increased to fill the growing

wants of the consumer, while the charge for

their product is greatly lessened. As to the

effect of the tariff on their trade the company

are fully satisfied with its workings. They have

a protection of 7A per cent. , which to a great

extent debars American competition ; and at the

same time their goods are of better quality than

those furnished on the other side of the line.

D. GiLMOCR, Esq., of the firm of Gilmour &
Co., was in Campbellford on Monday last, with

a view to shipping lumber there. If he is suc-

cessful in purchasing a suitable site, the Com-
pany will also establish a regular supply depot,

like unto the one recently built by Messrs. Rath

bun & Son.

Honored and Blest.

When a board of eminent physicians and chemists
announced the discovery that by combining some well
known remedies, the most wonderful medicine was pro-
duced, which would cure such a wide range of diseases
that most all other remedies could be dispensed with,
many were skeptical ; but proof of its merits by actual
trial has dispelled all doubts, aud to-day the discoverers
of that great medicine, Hop Bitters, are honoured and
blest by all as benefactors.

—

Democrat.

By the Timely Use of the Extract of Wild Straw-
berry, you may avert all disagreeable summer com-
plaints, diarrhoea, dysentery, cholora morbus, etc.,

nothing is so pleasant in its cure, so rapid, reliable

and effetual, as Dr. Fowler's extract of Wild Straw-
berry. And the value of this medicine is an antidote
in sour stomach, colic, cramps, seasickness, vomiting,
and other irritations of the stomach and bowels is in-

culculable. It is safe and sure, and should be carried
in the haversack of every traveller and tourist.
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ROBIN &
SADLER

St. Joseph St. / ^^^^

Manufacturers

of

^^^/Mre-Engine

HOSE,
Lace Leather,

Mill Supplies, &c.

OAK HALL
Nos. 115,117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

We are the most Extensive CLOTHIERS In Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the interest of our Customers. Our stock Is FULL of the

very best goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables us to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.

We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address:—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. iyU3

The QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO, CANADA
McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

^SB-Patronized by Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated according to rooms. b20

LUMBERMAN.

W, IE. ZDIZXZOZLST & OO.
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE HARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1875

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1876

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, 1877

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1879

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1880 I

International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, 1876 'V. ' ^M^^f

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and discounts.

6U7

81 Colborne Street, Toronto.

o oj cS cS

§ s s s
.2 o o _o
Pi PL, "3. c

National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS STREET. OTTAWA.

life. .

anufacturera of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawnminl
Hilary Enoampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and stylos, white or Ilancy striped,

lldew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags ol all descriptions, (regulation »i«e*>
. m,.1o .-if t>,<* K^>cf ,if cilL-.rinlch hnritlinv I' VMr

OrtN tCR U«

b27

made of the t>est of silk-finish burning. CAMP
BEOS (Bradlev's Patent) the best bed ever Invent-

ed ; size when folded 1 x t> In. ; 3 feet long, weighing
^only 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
~ weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and boree-

covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and legging* of

every description made to order on the premlse*.

pVSpeolal rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-

logue and prioe list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

•At! Sparks Street. JOttaw*
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HART EMERY WHEEL COMPANY, Limited

GILBERT HART, Detroit, JAMBS T. BARNARD, Hamilton, SAMUEL BRIG-OS, Hamilton
President. Secretary-Treasurer. Superintend'-)! I

.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

EMERY and CORUNDUM WHEELS

These Wheels are JBE? And sPeciaUy AdaPted

Wire StrengthenedWKHm For Saw GummmS

Neither Animal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in their composition, they are NOT LIABLE
TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while

They Surpass Ail Other Wheels for Free Gutting and Durability.

We refer to the following well known Saw Manufacturers for Opinions as to the Quality of our Wheels :

Messrs. SHURLEY & DIETRICH,
GALT.

Messrs. R. H. SMITH & CO.,

ST. CATHARINES.

JAMES ROBERTSON, ESQ.,

MONTREAL.

Messrs. JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.,

TORONTO.

WE ALSO REFER TO

WILLIAM HAMILTON, ESQ.,

PETERBOROUGH,
Manufacturer of the Covell Saw Sharpeners.

Messrs. H. B. RATHBUN & SON,
DESERONTO,

Lumber Merchants. XyL16
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STEAM SAW MILL OWNERS
Have your Boilers thoroughly Inspected and Insured against Explosion by

The Canadian Steam Users' Insurance Association

HEAD OFFICE, 9 VICTORIA STREET, TORONTO.

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, President.

HON. JNO. McMURRICH. Vice-Pres.

GEORGE C. ROBB, Chief Engineer.

A. F. JONES. Secretary-Treasurer. lyi.17

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have just received the HIGHEHT AWARD find SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English

and American makers. This, along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.

>
H

0
H
ft

The Boll Organ Manufactory is the Largest and Oldest In the British Empire, and the faot that
we have sold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best in the market. W'e GUARANTEE ALL
OUR ORGANS for five years. Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catologue mailed free.

}47

W. BELL <5c CO.
41 to 47 East Market Suqare, GTJELPH, Out.

Northey s Steam Pump Works
BOILER FEED PUMPS,

AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMPS,

STEAM FIRE PUMPS, and

WRECKING PUMPS.

MINING PUMPS,

PUMPS SPECIALLY ADAPTED for

OIL PIPE LINES,

And CITY WATER WORKS.

No. 47 King William Street.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO
SE2ST3D FOR CIRCULAR. lIMt

ELECTRICIAN,
4 QUEEN STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

Trusses for HERNIA, Rupture,
Tbe moil Durable anil Heneflclal kind known to Medical Science alwajs In

Stock, and fitted to the Body at Reasonable Price*.

BATTERIES FOR BATHS,
Of Special Sizes, made to order, both for Public and Private Use; and
FARADIC BATTERIES always on hand. PRICES LOW. 1tl17

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article euer offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure In drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING 9T0VJJ,

for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding House use. These Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet

Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work; Tbe dimensions of these Stoves are as follows :—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-lnch holes, with ample room between, and one oven 16 x 21 x 36.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-lnch pot holes, with two^ovens, each 16

x 24 x 26. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonials

from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Coos: Stoves since I

ommenced manufacturing them. They are tbe names of gentlemen who are well known and
ellable, and will carry more weight than tiny recommendation of my own could do.

Tbe Best Stove I bave ever Cscd.
Pbtreborocgh, May 31, 1880.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove 1 have sver

used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding house* and lumbermen.
Yours truly, fHOS. GEO. HAZUTT.

Tbe Stove for Lumbermen.
PgTSRBORoron, June 1st, 1880.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and And
it is very satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highly.

Y'ours truly, IRWIN & BOYD,
Gives tbe Greatest Satisfaction.

PiTRRBORoron, June 3rd, 1S80.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-

stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in ever}' respect. I can recommend M
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. MILLIARD, M P.

" EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED
All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.
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MARSHALL MURRAY

MANUFACTURER OP

CHURCH BELLS

IB TO., ETC., IE TO.

ALL REQUISITES IN BRASS FOR SUPS FURNISHED.
ALSO, *

«

J

Corner of Francois and Roch Streets,

PALACE HARBOUR, ST. ROCH, QUEBEC,
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EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emery Wheels are now almost In universal use for the purpose of gullettlng and gumming saws. Statistics show Bon

25,000 to 30,000 saw-mills in the United States. Many of these run only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two
wheels a year, casting $3 to $4 each, and when such small mills order single Emery Wheels from the factory, the express charges
often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a lime when the quality of Emery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand so
fickle, that storekeepers could not afford to carry them In stock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have become as staple
an article as Files, and every dealer In saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sizes In stock.
Large dealers order stocks of $500 to $750 worth at a time. Saw Gumming Wheels are used with the edge (or face) square, round,
or beveled. Probably seven-eigtbs of all In use are beveled.

Tne principal sizes are:

8xJ
8x2
8xS

in. hole.

10x1 \

10x3
10x1 > * m -

hole -

10

Holes,

2, i and 1 inch.

Probably more wheels 12x1, 12xj and 12xj arc used than all the other sizes together. Saw Gumming W he-Is are used
however, of all sizes up to24xlJ. The most frequent complaint is that Emery Wheels harden the saw so that a file won't touch It.

The answer is that you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,
leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 33} per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those
who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the 6aw lightly a second time (after going all over It once) and this second
touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

_A. QUESTION" OIF QTJALITT.
Thirteen yeurs of experience as makers of, dealers in, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality Is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

"Extra Soft " wheel like the '• Pocono." We believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel 1b more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to
adopt our views, we make several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tanite), that we can furnish
qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us know what It Is, and we can send yon a Tanite Wheel of similar quality. Our regular
classification of Saw Gumming Wheels is as follows

:

CLASS 2. MEDIUM—HARD.—This Wheel is the Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are " Class 2.

It cuts fast and keeps its shape well. Some think It too hard, some too soft. We prefer the " Pocono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, and therefor freer cutting wheel.

CLASS "POCONO." EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. U 16 both finer in grain and softer than either of the above. As a Haw Gumming Wheel, Class " Pocono "
is

specially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a lhjht touch, and who want a free cutting wheel that will not create much heal.

Illustrated Circulars ami Catalogue, slum Ins Cuts of Saw Gumming; Machines, and Shapes, Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on application.
Ll3

The Tanite Co. Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. Pennsylvania
CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.

M. CoveF s Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharper!
Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW Jt^^^m^ MILL MACHINERY!

STEAM FEED I

I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which are giving the best of sat-

isfaction, as will bo seen by the following testimonials:—

Gravenhurst, August 20th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Fsq., Peterborough.

Dear Sir—1 have used your Steam Feed for near four
mouths, and it has given me perfect satisfaction In every
way; it is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since 1 put It into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long In one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-
stantly. 1 am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. I consider 1 have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got it

than I would have cut had 1 not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Out.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put lu is working splen-
didly. Yours, (Sec,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for all

sizes of Gang or circular Mills, Span or Double Circulars

for SlabblngSmall Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs ltit.< Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the
Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Edgers, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, Power Glimmers, and all Machinery used in a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; also, small Hand Gum-
mers for use In the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary
Pumps of different slxe6, for Fire Protection In Mills, Ac.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel Is the great consideration, along

with uniformity ol speed, such as is required in Grist and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. I feel

justified In saying that our Style,Workmanship and Finish

on this Engine will be no discredit to Its renown, and cer-

tainly is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

1 have them working at 2} pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. LlO

WILLIAM HAMILTON - - PETERBOROUGH. ONT.
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For the first six months of the year there

were 42,257,531 feet of lumber exported from

New York. Of this amount the West Indies

took 23,335,326 feet; South America, 13,700,-

047 ; East Indies and Africa, 3,346,396 ; Europe,

United Kingdom, 2,219,529, and Europe, con-

tinent, 656,233. During the same months of the

four preceding years, 34,935,899 feet were ex-

ported in 1880, 33,842,867 feet in 1879, 26,178,-

286 in 1878, and 27,839,860 in 1877. The figures

do not include the exports of hardwoods.

Ox Wednesday morning about forty of C. N.

Nelson & Co.'s mill crew struck for a reduction

of time from 11 to 10 per day. They paraded

the streets, and succeeded in getting about forty

of Hersey, Bean & Brown's mill crew to join

them. These were joined by Jordan & Mathews'

and J. Mulvey's rafting crew. The crowd

marched to Schulenberg Boeckeler's mill and

attempted to stop the mill, but Earnest Hospe's

revolver induced them to give up the job. They
also failed to induce Isaac Staples' crew to join

them. Nelson & Co. and Hersey, Bean &
Brown's mill are still running with half crews.

The mill owners declare they will not reduce the

working time, and the end is not yet.

the mountain lumber manufacture will be an

immense business. Here, he says, is not only

the easy and natural source of supply, but the

only possible one. Though the supply cannot

be considered inexhaustible, it is thought to be

good for a hundred years.

The following table shows the cost of thick

clear lumber in Boston, Mass., shipped from

Chicago, Detroit, Mich., and Tonawanda, N.Y.,

the current prices and rates of freight being used

in the calculation :

—

CHICAGO. DETROIT. TONAWANDA.
Two inch clear 846 00 $47 00 £45 00
Dressing 1 50 1 50 1 50
Freight 7 00 5 50 3 50

Cost in Boston. . ..$45 50 54 00 50 00

These figures show a difference of fifty cents

and §4.50, respectively, between the prices re-

ceived by the Detroit and Tonawanda deals,and
that obtained for the same quality of stock by

any Chicago man who may be fortunate enough

to sell it. The comparison, therefore, assuming

that Chicago prices fix the value, proves that the

Detroit and Tonawanda dealers are selling their

lumber for less than it is worth ; at the first

point the price should be §47.50, and at the sec-

nd $49.50.

PIONEER SAW-MILLS IN EUROPE.

A writer in the Timber Trades Journal says

that the exact date of the first practical employ-

ment of the saw-mill is not known. The earlier

mills were driven by water-wheels and wind-

mills, steam as a motive power being then un-

known. The Greek and Roman writers, although

in their works referring to machines for sawing

stone and marble, make no mention of any ma-

chine for sawing wood, from which it may be

inferred that such machines did not exist in

their time. The first record we have of the saw-

mill in Europe is in reference to a mill erected

in Germany, on the river Boer, in the fourth

century. Beecher, in his " History of Inven-

tions," says that saw-mills were first introduced

in Europe in the seventeenth century, but it is

authoritatively given that such mills were to be

found working in Bavaria in 1337.

When the Infante Henry, of Portugal, sent

settlers to the Island of Maderia in 1420, he

ordered saw-mills to be erected there, for the

conversion into deals of the various kinds of ex-

cellent timber, with which that island aboiinded.

In 1427 the city of Breslau, in Prussia, possessed

a saw-mill which produced a yearly rent of three

marks. In 1490 the magistrates of Erfurt, a

town in Prussia Saxony, caused a saw-mill to be

erected in a forest in the neighborhood of their

town. Norway, which is covered with forests,

had the first saw-mill about the year 1530. The

sawing of timber by mach'nes was then looked

upon as a new art, and because the exportation

of sawed timber was thereby increased, a deal

tithe was imposed by Christian III., in 1545.

In 1552 there was a saw-mill at Joachimsthal, in

Prussia, which, as we are told, belonged to Jacob

Gensen, mathematician. In 1555 the Bishop of

Ely, ambassador from Mary, Queen of England,

to the court of Rome, having seen a saw-mill in

the neighborhood of Lyons, thought it worthy

of his attention, and gave instructions to the

writer of his travels to make special and par-

ticular mention of it in his report to his royal

mistress. In the sixteenth century there were

in use mills with several saws, whereby logs of

timber could be sawed into deals and planks.

The original saw-mill consisted of a square

wooden frame in which the saws were stretched,

which frame, by the motion of a crank, was

caused to rise and fall on wooden uprights se-

cured to a suitable foundation. The log to be

cut was placed on a horizontal bed or carriage

sliding on the mill floor. The carriage was pro-

vided with a rack, worked by suitable gearing

in connection with a ratchet wheel and pawl, or

click, and so arranged that at the up stroke of

the swing frame the click slipped over a certain

number of the teeth of the ratchet wheel. Dur-

ing the down stroke of the swing frame the click

turned the ratchet wheel, and with it the rack

gearing, thereby traversing the rack carriage

with the log on it.

A large number of the saw-mills of the present

day are made on the same principle, one of the

greatest improvements being the silent feed

wheel to work the feed motion, in place of the

oldfashioned ratchet wheel and click. With
the silent feed wheel the rate of feed can be

regulated to the greatest nicety, whereas the

ratchet feed could not be regulated to a Jess

grade than one tooth of the rachet wheel.

PENNSYLVANIA LOG LAW.
During the late heavy freshet thousands of

logs escaped from Lock Haven and Williams-

port boom, many of which were caught by indi-

viduals living along the river, or stranded 'on

the islands and rocks on their way downward.
The law of 1812 provided that a compensation

of six cents be allowed for each log so captured

or found lying on one's property. A supplement

to this law was published in 1855, which pro-

vided that when a sufficient number of logs were
not caught to adequately compensate for the

time and trouble a reasonable amount should be
paid, equal to what would have been earned by
ordinary labor. But it was discovered that dur-

ing the period of high water the owners of logs

sent them adrift above to be caught again in the

State of Maryland, where they were manufac-

tured into the various kinds of lumber, thus de-

priving the Pennsylvanians of the benefit of the

manufacturing lumber trade. To prevent this a

law was passed in 1866, prohibiting loose logs to

be transported on the Susquehanna and its

tributaries, and that all loose logs should be

bound together,and that all persons catching logs

floating loosely in the water were to be paid fifty

cents for each by the owner thereof. But there

was a proviso attached to the act : "That this

act shall not apply to sawlogs now lying in the

said stream, nor to any case in which by reason

of high water, or from any other casualty, said

sawlogs may be swept out of the west branch

and Susquehanna booms.'' It follows, then,

that as to all logs sent adrift by interested par-

ties, for the purpose of sending them to a market
outside the State, which are caught on their

downward way, the persons securing the same
are entitled to fifty cents each one ; that all

logs which by accident, smh as the breaking

of a boom or otherwise go adrift, are to be paid

for according to the law of 1S12, which is six

cents a piece, where a number are held, or when
a sufficient quantity has not been obtained to

pay for the time occupied in catching them a
reasonable compensation is to be allowed those

who bring them ashore.

Attention is being called to the superior

quality of the pine timber grown in the northern

districts of America to that which comes from
the more southerly States. It is stated to be of

slower growth, and consequently better ma-
tured, mellower, and of a finer texture, and the

goods manufactured from it are said to give

greater satisfaction.

THEMississippi Valley Lumberman awl Manu-
facturer remarks that from present appearances

the great timber country of northern Wisconsin

and Minnesota will be gridironed with railroads

the next five years. Arrangements are being

made to commence work on half a dozen, and as

these projects are all gotten up as feeders and

extensions of the great railroad lines of the north-

west there is little doubt but that they will all

be constructed. In the lumber way the most

important of these lines is the timber belt rail-

way, which is designed to run east and west

through northern Wisconsin. The Wisconsin

central railroad has bad cut along its lines dur-

ing the lant winter 215,000,000 feet of logs, or

nearly the cut of the whole upper Mississippi

and Kurn river country, and considerably more
than was cut on the St. Croix river.

An Oregon prophet, awake to the coming im-

portance of the lumber interest in that country,

glowingly a-^rtx that the Pacific slope now
offers the moist considerable supply of lumber
remaining on the continent. The development
of the project':'! railway system of Oregon will

open up the lumber trade of that State, which
will -, jim become more extensive and lucrative

than iU fisheries and wheat production. It is

alv, predicted that Oregon lumber will supply

the market* on Montana, Oakota, and even
Chicago. Thii authority further says that

within a few year-i the mountains, where tin;

chief mpprjr it to be found, will be penetrated

in all 'iire'.-tioTw and at all |joints, arid the lum-
ber will be run out on tramway*, or driven down
the stream* ; and that in ten yeans from now

THE WORLD'S PROGRESS.

From a book entitled " The Balance Sheet of

the World," published in London not long since,

are gleaned the following interesting facts and
conclusions. One striking feature of the work
is an exhibit of civilized progress during the de-

cade from 1870 to 1880. It is shown by the table

below :

—

Per Cent
of Increase.

Population 9.76
Agriculture 8.58
Manufactures 18.60
Commerce 38.20
Mining 47.06
Carrying trade 53.22
Earnings of nations 19.84
Public wealth 10.57
Taxes 22.34
Public debt 43.39

It will be noticed that manufactures increased

more than double the percentage of agriculture,

and commerce more than four times that of

agriculture. Mining and the carrying trade

mounted still higher in comparison. A careful

student of human progress, by a survey of these

figures, is led to inquire whether' agriculture is

really losing ground in the race with our indus-

tries. If all material progress is based on agri

culture, one might be led to conclude that the

business structure of the world is in danger of

lecoming top-heavy. But as civilization means
i the development of artificial life, and the most

. perfect use and economy of the raw material,

such a conclusion would be hasty and immature.

Burdock Blood Bittkrh cures scrofula, erysipe-
las, salt rheurn, piles, and all humors of the blood.
Cures dyspepsia, liver complaint, biliousness, consti
pation, dropsy, kidney complaints, headache, nervous-
ness, female weakness, and general debility.
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OUR QUEBEC LETTER.
THE DEMAND FOR TIMBER AND DEALS.—THE

WEEK'S SALES.—PRESENT PRICES.—OAK IN

DEMAND.—AUCTION PRICES.—THE SUPERIOR-

SHIP OF CULLERS.

Quebec, August 8.—It is satisfactory to note

that since the date of my last letter to the Lum-
berman prices have been steadily maintained,

find the demand has increased for almost every

kind of wood in and out of the market.

WHITE PINE.

White pine in particular is in good request,

owing to the large quantity stuck up the Ottawa,

which cannot possibly reach Quebec this season.

Prices for this wood are very satisfactory, and
higher than even the most sanguine could have

expected some short time since.

Within the last few days a raft of white pine

containing about 100,000 feet, 49 feet average,

has been sold for 27 cents, with a parcel of red

about 36 feet average, which fetched 18J cents.

Another raft of Kippewa timber, 45 feet aver-

age, containing some 85,000 to 90,000 feet of

white pine and 20,000 red has been sold, the

former at 28 cents, and the latter at 18|. A
third raft of mixed white and red has been sold

at 20 cents for the white, 38 feet average, and
13 cents for the red, 27 feet average, Another
lot of Kippewa white pine has been sold for 32

cents, 49 to 50 feet average. A few smaller lots

have changed hands at 27 to 31 cents for 48 to

53 feet average. A remarkably fine raft, which
arrived last week from the Kippewa, is held at

38 cents. There are several more rafts under
offer at this moment, and further sales will

doubtless be soon reported.

Messrs. R. R. Dobell & Co., of this city, have
recently purchased from David Moore, his whole

stock of red and white pine now stuck at Roche
a Captaine.

By the way, lumbermen will regret to learn

that Mr. Dobell is just now confined indoors

from the effect of a recent slight sunstroke.

AUCTION PRICES.

The saved portion of the Bristolian's cargo,

wrecked on Anticosti, was sold here to-day by
auction. The figures obtained are significant,

it being of course always remembered that

amounts paid at auction rarely reach the highest

market value. The square pine, 3,000 feet, was
sold to J. B. Charleson for 12J cents, and re-sold

to George King for 15 cents. James Connolly
bought 16,000 feet board pine at 29 cents.

About 1,600 deals, thirds and fourths, were sold

to Jos. Archer, sen., at the rate of $34. The
pipe staves were sold to a local cooper for $151
per mill, and about 1,400 w.o.w.i. were pur-

chased by J. B. Charleson, broker, for $34 per

mill.

OAK.

The apparent combination to bear themarket
on oak has fallen through. One or two shippers

having run out of stock were forced to buy, and
the figures of late transactions compare favor-

ably on the whole with last year's prices. Hold-
ers and manufacturers' agents, being in a posi-

tion to hold out for their own, purchasers have
gained nothing by holding back.

One very good dram of Canada oak, 55 feet,

culls out, has fetched 44 cents. Another com-
mon lot, measured off, one-third Michigan and
two-thirds Ohio, has been sold for 42 cents, a
price which the same quality would hardly have
brought last year.

For elm there is very little enquiry. Walnut
is in demand, but there is little or none offering.

Mr. E. J. Charlton, of the Upper Ottawa
contracting firm of Purpore & Charlton, shipped
to-day a large lotfof English dredging machinery
for deepening thf Upper Ottawa. The hull of
the vessel is building at Pembroke. When the
work is completed, there will be opened a new
stretch of navigation- on the Upper Ottawa, of

ninety miles in length, passing through the Cul-
butte locks, of great importance to the lumber
trade.

THE SUPERVISORSHIP OF CULLERS.
The recent death of the late Mr. W. Quinn,

who for twenty-seven years held the office of
Supervisor of Cullers at Quebec, has called forth
an army of applicants for the office, principal
amongst whom are H. J. Chaloner, a confiden-
tial clerk in the office of Hon. Thos. McGreevy,
M.P., Government contractor, Mr. Jas. Patton
of this city, a life long lumberman, and Mr.
John Poupore, M.P., of the Ottawa district,

also a well known operator in lumber. It was

rumored some time ago that Mr. Quinn was to

have been superannuated .and Mr. Chaloner

appointed in his stead. Deputations of leading

lumbermen both in Ottawa and Quebec imme-

diately waited upon the Government, and upon

Mr. McGreevy, M.P., who exercises a great deal

of the patronage of the Dominion Government
in this district, and protested energetically

against the selection for the position of any but

a properly qualified officer. The Council of the

Quebec Board of Trade passed resolutions to a

similar effect, and the Government halted in its

intended action. To-day another deputation

has been selected amongst those interested in

the trade in this city, to wait up Hon. Messrs.

Langevin and Caron, the representatives of this

district in the Cabinet, and urge upon them

similar views. What the result will be cannot

yet be foreseen, though it would not seem prob-

able that the Government should desire to incur

the opposition of so important and influential a

section of the community as the lumbermen, by

making to this important office the appointment

of any unqualified party merely as a requital for

party services.

AUCTION SALE OF GOVERNMENT LANDS.

I have it from the highest sources that it is

the intention of the Hon. Commissioner of

Crown Lands for the Province of Quebec to hold

at no distant date another sale by auction in this

city of Government lands. Instead of lumber-

ing limits, however, most of the lots to be offered

will probably be mineral lands.

WALNUT TREES.
To the Editor of the Toronto Evening News.

Sir,—I have, just read your comment on the

culture of the walnut tree, suggested by remarks

on the subject by the Times of Hamilton.

With your permission I give an instance of the

great benefit that might result from the exten-

sive culture of the walnut.

In the spring of 1839 myself and a brother

transplanted two small walnut trees, which

were not two inches in diameter or ten feet in

height. They took root rapidly, and grew rapid-

ly, and some eight years ago I saw and measur-

ed them. One of them had a girth of 72 and
the other 05 inches, one foot from the ground.

Each had a fine trunk some 20 feet to the lower

limbs, and a fine spread of top of over 30 feet,

and was loaded with nuts every year. They
are now two as beautiful trees as can be met
with, and more valuable than beautiful, and can

be seen by any one passing over the Hamilton
and Caledonian plank road, about nine miles

south from Hamilton, on the late Bingham, now
Coon Farm. You justly say it is as well to

plant valuable trees as any, and if these few
lines will be of any use in directing further

attention to walnut tree culture I will be amply
rewarded for this hasty note on the subject.

Yours very truly,

A. Bingham.

Flics and Horses.

Dr. J. J. Ridge, of Enfield, writes to the
Daily News:—"The incessant torment which
flies inflict upon horses during such hot weather
as we recently endured may not have occurred
to the minds of many. Though a minor misery,
yet it is so real that I venture to ask you to

allow me to describe a plan which I have found
thoroughly successful in preventing it altogether,

while perfectly harmless. It is simply the ap-

plication, before harnessing, of a mixture of one
part of crude carbolic acid with six or more parts

of olive oil. This should be rubbed lightly all

over the animal with a rag, and applied more
thickly to the Interior of the ears and other parts

most likely to be attacked. This application

may need to be repeated in the course of the

day, but while any odour of the acid remains

the flies decline to settle, and the horse is com-
pletely free from all their annoyance. The ner-

vous, irritable stato into which some horses get
from the attacks of these insects is also not an
infrequent cause of accidents, and these, there-

fore, may also beobviatod. Whetherthe dreaded
tsetse of Eastern Africa would also fight shy of
similarly anointed animals I cannot say, but it

deserves a trial, and if successful would be an
incalculable boon. It might also prove obnox-

ious to mosquitoes. .

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS.
United States Consul John Wilson, of Brus-

sels, furnishes to the State department at Wash-
ington a translation of an article originally

published in France, descriptive of this Austra-

lian tree, which has attracted some attention in

this country, and if it possesses but half the

goodqualities claimed for it, it must be admirably
adapted to the treeless regions of southern Kan-
sas, Texas, and indeed all our prairie territory.

The article appears in the consular reports for

June, and is as follows :

—

Nothing is more curious than this Australian

tree, yesterday nearly unknown in France, and
to-day on the point of producing a revolution in

the sylviculture in the south, and perhaps in

certain industries also. It develops with a pro-

digious rapidity, its wood is very hard and
resinous, and is neither affected by water nor
attacked by insects.

The eucalyptus flourishes in the south of

France, especially in the Maritime Alps, were,

thanks to the efforts of Dr. Gimbert, its culture

is constantly on the increase. At Cannes its

mean yearly growth is about four meters. Seed-
lings a year old, planted in the month of May
in favorable ground, reach the height of 6 meters
by the following December. Throughout all of

Southern France, if planted in good ground, the

eucalyptus in seven or eight years attains a
height of from 20 to 25 meters. It is an elegant-

ly proportioned evergreen, and sheds a very

agreeable balsamic fragrance.

It is therefore of the highest importance to

draw the attention of sylviculturists and econ-

omists to this remarkable tree, for the replanta-

tion of the forests in Southern France and Al-
geria. This is a source of wealth worthy of the

most serious consideration.

The ordinary timber trees in France are cut
from the forest, on an average, every hundred
years ; the eucalyptus can be cut five times in

that period, or once in every twenty years.

It will be seen by this that the value of tim-

ber forests would be quintupled by the culture

of this tree.

It has been calculated that a cross-tie for rail-

roads, which now costs 8 francs in France, would
only cost from 1 to 2 francs if made of eucalyp-

tus wood.

An ordinary pine tree fit to furnish a telegraph

post of 6.50 meters high requires a growth of

thirty years, and costs 6.50 francs, whilst the

eucalyptus will grow the same )>ost in five years,

and from this it may be seen what an economy
must result from the growing of this tree for

these pur]>oses.

It is well known that, in consequence of the

rapid extension of our naval construction, we
are obliged to import much timber from Russia,

Sweden, Norway, and the United States. The
culture of the eucalyptus would in time com-
pletely relieve us from having recourse to these

foreign sources of naval timber. All the masts,

hulls, and indeed the entire frame work of ships

can be made from this tree. All the wooden
vessels that now ply between Australia and
England are chiefly made of it. The whaling

vessels of Hobrat Town are made of this wood,

and throughout Australia it is extensively em-
ployed by carpenters, wagonmakers, wheel-

wights, &c. A hectare of land, planted with

the eucalyptus in 6 meters between the trees,

well planted, they will have a diameter of 20

centimeters in three years, and a tree of this

dimension is very useful to mechanics and wheel-

wrights, and can be sold for over 5 francs each.

Thus the first cutting would produce 2,500 francs

per hectare. At eight years, the trees of such a

plantation would have acquii ed the dimensions

suitable for railroad purposes, aud each tree

would be worth 20 francs. A hectare of this

plantation would then be worth, according to

Mr. Frothier, 6.200 francs.

Large plantations of this tree could be made
rapidly to invade and cover swampy grounds,

more or less previously drained, and so change

its character as to entirely prevent the emana-
tion therefrom of noxious miasma. Such plan-

tations would prevent the direct action of the

sun's rays upon the ground : would extract any

excess of humidity from it, and would thus ab-

sorb all the elements of a parasitic and unhealthy

vegetation. Thus, on a ground formerly uncul-

tivated and pestilential, at the end of ten or

twelve years from the planting a strong, gener-

ous and health -giving forest might be produced.
Intermittent fevers do not exist where the

eucalyptus grows, and travellers think that
Australia owes much of the salubrity of bar
climate to the fact that so much of her territory

is covered with this tree.

Mr. Gimbert strongly recommends the plan-

tation of the eucalyptus in certain region* of
Spain, the treeless plain- around Rome, the
vicinity of Poestum, the deltas of the Var, the
coast of Corsica, &c. , which are during the hot
season humid, and hence the seat of intermittent

fevers.

The eucalyptus contains an essence which ia

easily extracted, and of which Dr. Gimbert ha*
shown the happy medical properties. This
essence has, among others, the property of a
febrifuge, anti -spasmodic. Mr. Gimbert, who,
at Cannes, was the physician of Prosper Meri-
mee, tells us that the illustrious writer for threej

years used cigarettes of eucalyptus, and that'

they always calmed his asthmatic oppressions. '

These facts sj^eak for themselves, without it

being necessary for us to add anything farther.

The eucalyptus is a precious conquest, of which

we must now try to profit.

IMPROVED BAND LOG SAW MILL.

The last issue of the Scientific American con-

tains the following description of a new band
saw-mill which is now being built by a firm of

American wood-machinery builders for the pur-

pose of securing greater economy in the manu-
facture of sawlogs, especially those of the more

valuable woods. It says :—The machine proper,

except the carriage, is mounted on a heavy cast-

iron sole plate, which sustains and supports all

the o]*rative parts. The operate, without

changing his position, has entire control of the

mill, and can start or stop it, change the feed,

or vary the direction of the carriage at wilL It

is massive and substantial, wheels 72 inches in

diameter, and arranged so the saw can be made
to run on any i*>rtion of the wheel almost in-

stantly. The guides—upper and lower—am
those peculiar to all of the Fay & Co. machines,

having a wheel to receive the back thrust of the

saw, and lateral sup[>orting slide guides or pack-

ing plates to suit the thickness of the saws ; the

upper guide is also so arranged that it can be

raised or lowered instantly to any desired size of

log, and yet will always remain in a true verti-

cal line with the lower one—a very important

feature. The carriage head blocks and set works

are the nn>st improved known. The log is set

with the greatest ease and convenience, and with

unerring accuracy. The set works are arranged

to be operated in the most expeditious manner.

The carriage runs on friction rolL*. The side

supports are arranged so as always to secure an

even thickness of the last board. Rests at the

same distances apart as the side supports afford

a decided ad vantage over ordinary mills in edging

up hoards and splitting plank into scantling.

The nearness together of blocks saves any

change of moving of head blocks in sawing logs

of different lengths. No calculation is required

to leave the last board of the desired thickness.

The operator and assistant stand at the sides

of the carriage.where logs can be easiest handled,

and where the proper set, when slabbing, can be

determined. The position of the sawy er has the

further advantage of enabling him to cut differ-

ent grades of lumber in the same log into the

most suitable dimensions.

A single improved dog quickly operated holds

securely any size of logs until nearly finished.

Sliding dogs can lie quickly applied to hold the

last board without tearing or otherwise injuring

the lumber.

The carriage can be run close to the rear of

the mill building. Every part is most thorough-

ly constructed, and the working parts are all

readily accessible. The blade is usually four

inches wide and No. IS gauge, and removes a

kerf of one-sixteenth of an inch.

The enormous saving in lumber over other

saw-mills by this machine we leave to our read-

ers to compute, feeling it will be worth their

most careful investigation.

Papf.r pulp made from sawdust is to be sent

to England from Welland, Ont. It will be tried

at an English factory, and the paper sold as an

experiment. If successful, several capitalists

will start a factory at that place.
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MILK AS FOOD FOR INVALIDS-

The value of milk as food for invalids is now

so generally recognized that we believe our read-

ers, both professional and non-professional, will

thank us for condensing the following practical

suggestions concerning its use from an article in

the New York Medical Record, by Dr. James D.

Trask :—

The most common objection offered to the use

of milk is that it produces "biliousness." In

many instances this is due to a disregard of the

fact that milk ought to be looked upon as an

article of food, and not as a mere drink ; con-

sequently, to secure its perfect digestion, it

should be always taken at one of the regular

meals, or at a point as near as practicable mid-

way between two meals, when something is

required to bridge over this interval. Bread

and milk eaten together, by both children and

adults, being agreeable to the palate, is often

hurriedly swallowed and in excessive quantities,

and indigestion is the consequence.

Again, since modern chemistry has taught us

the important part taken by the saliva in the

preparation of all starch foods for digestion, we

have a ready explanation of the failure of the

stomach to digest bread that has been swallowed

with milk without previous mastication. * *

When milk is given to either children or adults

with feeble digestion, the bread should be first

thoroughly mixed with the fluids of the mouth

and swallowed by the child or invalid before the

milk is taken ; the young child must be watched

as it eats, mouthful by mouthful, until the proper

habit is formed.

The digestibility of milk depends, in many
instances, upon the temperature at which it is

taken into the stomach. This is particularly

true in cases of nervous prostration. The

digestive organs of these persons are almost in-

variably weak, and the temperature at which

milk is ingested will determine whether it shall

be gratefully received and readily digested, or,

on the other hand, prove a source of discomfort.

On reflection it will at once appear that food,

on being taken into the stomach, must first of

all be warmed up to the temperature of the

stomach, and this at the expense of vital heat.

To raise a half pint of milk thirty or forty de-

grees involves the waste of considerable animal

heat. This in a healthy person with vigorous

digestion may not only be disregarded, but may
be agreeable in its effects ; but it is far other-

wise with him whose digestive organs, under any

of the depressing influences productive of ner-

vous exhaustion, are taxed to their utmost to

furnish fresh supplies of enriched blood to the

enfeebled nervous centres. In these cases, milk

at ordinary temperatures will be felt as a cold,

foreign body long after it is swallowed, and its

ingestion will probably be followed by acidity

and headache. It is manifestly far more econ-

omical of vital force, in these cases, to heat the

food upon the kitchen range, rather than in the

patient's stomach.

These remarks are especially applicable to the

use of food by such persons in cold weather. In

summer, when the temperature of the atmos-

phere and surrounding objects approximates

that of the human body, drinks may be gener-

ally taken without being first artificially heated.

On the return of cold weather the stomach again

becomes conscious of the additional duty im-

posed upon it, and artificial heating again be-

comes necessary. * * *

Much has been said of the value of external

heat as a vital stimulant. Few, however, seem

righlty to appreciate the value of heat introduced

into the system as a vital restorative. No more

acceptable mode of accomplishing this can be

devised than the drinking of hot milk. Milk

heated to much above 100'' F. loses for the time

a degree of its sweetness and its density. No
one who, fatigued by over-exertion of body or

mind, has ever experienced the reviving influ-

ence of a tumbler of this beverage, heated as hot

a* it can be sipped, will willingly forego a resort

to it because of its having been rendered some-

what lesa acceptable to the palate. The prornpt-

ne*n with which itn cordial influence is felt is

ind>*-/J surprising. Home portion of it seems to

be djgMted and appropriated almost immedi-

ately ; ar.'l many who now fancy they need

alcoholic utimnlantu when exhausted by fatigue,

find in this simple draught an equivalent that

•hall be abundantly satisfying, and far more en-

during in its effects.
********

The following statement is a gratifying con-

firmation of the value of these suggestions :—

A lady, whose nervous system had been severely

overtaxed by the supervision of a large school

for girls, and whose digestion had become seri-

ously impaired, went to Europe for her health.

She eventually consulted Sir Thomas K. Cham-

bers, and in answer to his inquiries stated that

she had made repeated attempts to take milk of

ordinary temperature as an article of food, but

it had never been tolerated. At the suggestion

of Dr. Chambers she began to drink it after

being heated, in the same quantities as before.

This proved the turning point in her case. The

heated milk was well borne, and her convales-

cence dated from that time.

Orillia House,
ORILLIA.

New and Commodious Brick Building ; best north o

Toronto ;
splendid sample rooms ;

centrally located
;

free 'bus. b20 JOHN KELLY, Proprietor.

The Queen's Hotel,
TORONTO, CANADA.

McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors. Patronized by
Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated ac-

cording to room. b20

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well

kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on

ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
b-26 WM. MACKIE Proprietor.

Caledonian Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST.

JOHN SHARPE, Proprietor. This Hotel has been
newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main Street,

within five minutes walk of Northern Railway station.

Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors and Cigars.

Every attention paid to guests. Good Stabling. lyLlS

Queen's Hotel,
BRACEBRIDGE.

JOHN HIGGINS, Proprietor. The proprietor (late

of Georgetown,) having lately purchased the above
hotel,) will endeavor to make it one of the best houses
in the District of Muskoka. Tourists and hunting par-

ties will receive every possible attention. Free 'bus to

and from steamboat wharf. Terms, SI per day. b20

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT.

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.

S3T Everv accommodation for Commercial and
LUMBERMEN.
L14 W. D. MCDONALD, Proprietor.

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughly
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-
tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will

find "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-

tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Clear, Pickings, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll2-ly

CANADA TRUSS FACTORY
(ESTABLISHED 1856.)

3T. GROSS,
Manufacturer of SURGICAL and ORTHOP03DICAL
INSTRUMENTS. ARTIFICIAL LIMBS made to order.
INDIA RUBBER GOODS of every description. Ll9-ly

688 and 690 Craig Street, Montreal.

deformities.

TRUSSES.
CLUTIIE'S PATENT SPIRAL TRUSS
all attachments improved. No more
buckles, all on solid brass casting.
Hook on rupture and human frame free.

Send address in full post card. Best
true information about rupture and

CHAS. CLOTHE, Surgical Machinist,
ll&J King Street west, Toronto. 12L13

IF. IE. ZDIZXZOZCsT & OO.
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1875

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1876

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, 1877

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1879

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1880

International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, 1S76

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and discounts.

6l17

81 Colborne Street, Toronto.

The QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO, CANADA
McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

^9&~Patrouized by Royalty and the best families. Prices graduated according to rooms. b20
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USE OF NATURAL WOOD v- PAINTING.

As Sir Roger de Coverley would say when he

wished to dodge a question, " much might be

Baid on both sides," but Mr. Gardener states the

whole subject so felicitously, says the American

furniture Gazette, that we will let him present

his views somewhat at length :

—

To answer according to the spirit of your in

quiry, I should say by all means (if you do not

mind the cost) use wood instead of putty. With
all respect for white paint and striped paint and

all other kinds of paint, there is nothing more

enduringly satisfying than the natural tint and

grain of the different kinds of wood suitable for

building, of which we have such great variety in

style and color, from the over-estimated black

walnut to the rarely-used white pine, rarely used

without having its natural beauty extinguished

by three coats of paint. What I wish to say is

that finishing your woodwork without paint does

not necessarily require the said wood to be of

the kinds commonly called hard. Any wood

that is not specially disposed to warp, and that

can be smoothly wrought, may be used. There

are several important points to be religiously

observed if you leave the wood, whatever the

variety, in its unadorned beauty. It must be

the best of its kind ; it must be seasoned to it;

inmost fibre ; it must be wrought skilfully, ten

derly cared for, and, finally, filled and rubbed

till it wears a surface that is not liable to soil, is

easily cleaned, resists the action of moisture, and

will grow richer with age.

Hence, I say, by all means finish with un

painted wood, if you are not afraid of the ex

pense ; and yet paint and varnish are good, and

putty, like charity, covereth a multitude of sins

Nothing protects wood better than oil and lead

and by means of them you have unlimited choice

of colors, in the selection and arrangement of

which there is room and need for genuine artistic

taste. Yes, good honest paint is worthy the

utmost respect. When it tries to improve upon

Nature's divine methods and calls itself "grain

ing," it becomes unmitigated nonsense,—yes, and

worse. It is one of the sure evidences of man's

innate perversity that he persists in trying to

copy certain beautiful lines and shading in wood,

not as an art study, but for actual use, when he

may just as well have the perfect original as his

own faulty imitation. What conceit, what

blindness, what impudence this reveals ! What
downright falsehood ! Not in the painter—oh

no ! skill is commendable even when unworthily

employed,—but in him who orders it. You may
buy a pine door, which is very well

; pine doors

are good
; you tell every man that comes into

your house it's black walnut, or oak, or niahog

any. If this is not greeting him with lying lipi

and a deceitful heart, the moral law is not as

clear as it ought to be. You may think it is of

no consequence—certainly not worth making a

fuss about—but I tell you this spirit of shall

that pervades our whole social structure, that

more and more obtrudes itself in every depart

ment of life, comes from the bottomless pit, and

will early us all thither, unless we resist it, even

in these milder manifestations, as we would re-

sist the Father of Lies himself. Truth and false-

hood are getting so hopelessly confused that we
can scarcely distinguish one from the other.

One other suggestion in this connection.

Without either painting or graining you may get

a most satisfactory effect, both in looks and
utility, bystainingthe less costly kinds of woods,

using a transparent stain that will not conceal,

but strengthen the natural shading, and at the

same time change its tint according to your

fancy. This is an honest and economical expe-

dient. It only requires that your lumber shall

be sound, tolerably clear—a good hard knot isn't

alarming—seasoned, and put up with care. The
cost is less than common painting, and the effect

as much better than graining as nature's work'

is more perfect than ours.

From the consideration of painting, per se, we
naturally glide to the question of graining or

deceptive painting, which Ruskin has just de-

clared inadmissible. And here we may say that

however much they may be at variance on other

points, there is substantial accord among art

writers in condemning graining. Mr. Gardener
has had his tilt at it in the extract already given,

and Ruskin pounces upon it with all his pugna
cious virulence :

" There is no meaner occupation for the human
mind than the imitation of the stains and strife

of wood and marble. The grainer must think

of what he is doing, and veritable attention and

care, and occasionally considerable skill, are

consumed in the doing of a more absolute noth

ing than I can name in any other department of

painful idleness. I know not anything so hu

miliating as to see a human being with arms and

limbs complete, and apparently a head, and as

suredly a soul, yet into the hands of which when
you have put a brush and a palette, it cannot do

anything with them but imitate a piece of wood.

It cannot color ; it has no idea of color. It can-

not draw ; it has no idea of form. It cannot

caricature ; it has no idea of humor."

Eastlake says his say about it as follows :

—

" It is an objectionable and pretentious'.'deceit,

which cannot be excused even on the grounds
of economy. In the last century, when English

oak and Spanish mahogany could be procured at

reasonable price, the grainer's work was, of

course, unneeded. In modern days the usual

substitute for those now expensive woods is deal
;

but deal is so soft and absorbent in its fibre that

it quickly becomes soiled, and in most situa-

tions, especially when exposed to the air, it soon

requires painting. But why should we paint it

in imitation of oak ? Everybody can see at a

glance that it is not oak, and, as far as appear-

ance is concerned, there are many modes of

treatment which would be far more effective."

The White Water or the Arabian Sea.

With reference to the phenomenon of what is

known as the " white water " of the Arabian

Sea, a correspondent writes as follows:—"If
the call of duty or pleasure should at any time
induce any of your readers to undertake the

overland journey to India, they must not fail

to give instructions to be called from bed should

the nocturnal phenomenon of the ' white water '

occur. It is more frequently seen in the months
of July and August, and is principally confined

to a narrow belt to the eastward of the Island

)f Socotra, known in the charts of that sea as

the Line of the Strongest Monsoon, and wherein
the rain clouds on quitting Central Africa on
their passage eastward are apparently confined.

Should the moon be above the horizon, an un-

easy night's rest may ba anticipated, as the

writer has never known the phenomenon to occur

in the presence of that orb.

"To give th% reader some idea of this remark-
able and striking appearance, we will suppose

ourselves in a steamer, about two hundred and
fifty miles to the eastward of Socotra, in the

position named, and in the latter end of July
time, 1 a.m. Tho monsoon is blowing strongly

%nd steadily—the night, starlight and clear—

a

light fleecy scud occasionally passing rapidly to

the eastward, and the good vessel bowing along

at the rate of fourteen or fifteen knots an hour.

Suddenly we discover a light hue in the water,

which in a short while assumes a snow white

spect, and in the course of a quarter of an hour

extends to the horizon in all directions. The
transformation of the water is perfect, the

sually green color of the sea having been re-

placed by an appearance of whiteness like that

f milk. And yet if you draw abucketof water
for inspection or analysis, you will find that it

is beautifully clear, and not a vestige of any-
thing white being visible ; nor can the micros-

cope discover anything over and above the ordi-

nary quantity of minute life always present in

sea water within the tropics.

" The deception seems to me to admit of easy
explanation, it being the result simply of reflec-

tion of color. The vessel in passing through a
light, misty atmosphere, inappreciable to the
eye while within its influence ; and the white
watery vesicles held in suspension are in some
favorable condition of air and water, reflected

on the surfaceof thelatter.

—

Chambers'Journal.

Dyspepsia.—Strenthcn your digestion—tone the
stomach for utilizing- and assimilating every atom of
food you take; the body needs it for strength and
vigor. Zopesa cleanses the entire system, stimulates
the Liver, keeps you regular, and able to eat ten-penny
"ails. Letters and postal cards come in daily, telling

cures and help frem Zopesa, from Brazil. *
Positive

oof of the health and vigor it gives in a ten cent
sample. Ask your druggist.

ThKY all no it.—Everybody uses "Tkabkrry" for
the teeth and breath, the newest, brightest^ osiest
little toilet gem extant. Try a 6 cent sample.

KEEWATIN MILLS.

These mills are situated on the line of the

Canadian Pacific Railway, at the outlet of the

Lake of the Woods into the Winnipeg river.

Their water power is equal to anything on this

continent. There is always a fall of eighteen

feet, and sometimes more, if the water is high.

A channel was formed for the passage of the

water from the main lake into a depression

which forms a small lake, at the outlet of which

the mills were erected, and after driving the

turbines the water falls into Darlington Bay of

the Winnipeg river. A gate at the outlet into

the small lake or reservoir keeps the amount of

water perfectly under control, and may be closed

entirely if necessary for repairs, leaving the mill

quite dry, and keeping them in the winter free

from ice.

The buildings were erected in the fall of 1879,

and everything completed for the season's cut-

ting at 1880. The main building is 120 feet long

by 36 in width, and is three stories high. The
lower storey contains five turbine water wheels

and shafting required to drive the machinery

above. The second storey contains three shingle

machines, a bolter and lath machine, slab cutter

and planing machiue. The upper storey or saw
floor contains one large circular for dimension

stuff, two slash saws, one double stock gang, one

double edger, one trimmer and two log ways,

all fitted with the latest improvements and con-

veniences. There is also within the walls an
iron lathe and other machinery and tools re-

quired for making repairs, so that when break-

ages occur no time will be lost in waiting for the

necessary repairs. On a level with the upper

floor is a very large platform for tenqiorary

storing, hauling away, etc. The other buildings

are an office, two storehouses, blacksmith shop,

boarding house, to hold fifty, residence, five

tenement houses, stables, etc.

The present capacity of the mills is 800,000

feet of lumber, 90,000 shingles, and 35,000 lath

j>er day, which will be increased as required.

The piling ground is situated between the mills

and the track of the Canadian Pacific Railway,

and is very convenient, there being room for

about (>,000,000 feet of lumber with railway

switch running through it. The platform of the

mills extends out to the switch connection with

the main track of the railway, placing them in

excellent position for shipping. From 8 to 10

carloads of lumber per week have been sent to

Winnipeg since the commencement of this sea-

son's cut. About fi,000.000 feet of lumber will

bo manufactured this season, for which there is

a ready market at good prices. About seventy-

five to one hundred men arc steadily employed

in the mills during the summer and getting out

logs during the winter. Wages range from §40

to ?t>0 per month, without board. These mills

are owned by the Keewatin Lumber Company,
and are conducted under the efficient manage-

ment of Mr. John Mather, the largest stock-

holder. The timber limits of the company are

all the islands of the Lake of the Woods, as well

as a number on the shores of the lake, and are

easily accessible by their powerful tug, which is

used for towing the logs to the mills. This is

one of the many institutions which will event-

ually occupy the narrow neck of land which

forms at this point one of the finest water power*

on the continent, and which will build up a

large manufacturing centre, supplying the prair-

ies of the west with various kinds of manufac-

tured articles.—The Progress, Bat Pwta/jt, Kte-

watin.

.Monster Locomotives.

The Rhode Island locomotive work* are now
at work on ten monster freight locomotives fat

the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company,
and have furnished two which will be shipped

to Albuquerque, New Mexico. The locomo-

tives, when in running order, will weigh sixty

tons each, and the tanks have a capacity of

3,500 gallons of water. The tenders weigh 35

tons each. The length of the locomotive over

all is GO feet. The cylinders are 20 inches in

diameter, with 20 inch stroke. There are four

pairs of couple drivers 50 inches in diameter,

and one four wheel truck. The fire box Ls tea

feet long and 43^ inches wide. The boiler is

58 inches in diameter, wagon top, and contain*

200 2A-inch tubes. There are a set of steam

gauge cocks for the fireman located at the hack

head of the boiler, and another set for the

engineer, inside the cab. The tops of the cabs

of these locomotives are higher than the smoke-

stacks of the engines used on the railroads here-

abouts. The height of the smokestacks from

the top railing is sixteen feet six inches. Either

hard or soft coal can be burned. These loco,

motives, compared with the largest eight

wheeled engines built at the Locomotive Works,

look like giants. The smokestacks and whistle*

had to be removed, in order to allow the engine

to pass under the bridges, and there is some

doubt as to whether they will pass under all the

bridges with the cabs in position. The com-

pany are also building fifty of their Largest

eight-wheeled engines for the Milwaukee and

St. Paul Railroad.

Klro In n BftWWL
Motrm Forest, July 30.—Between four and

five o'clock this morning a fire broke out in the

large saw-mill owned by Messrs. Martin 4 Sons,

of this town, and in a few minutes the entire

building, including the stave, heading and lath

mills, were in flames. The mill was situated

about a mile from the town, rendering assistance

impossible until the building, with all the ma-

chinery, was entirely consumed. Efforts were

directed to saving the large quantity of lumber

and shingles in the yard, but the flames spread

with such rapidity that this was difficult. IJuite

a lot of lumber was burned, with five hundred

bundles of shingles. The building and m
chinery was insured for about $4,500 in the

Waterloo Mutual, Saugeen Mutual, and Union

Insurance Comj)anies. Estimated loss o'

(12,0 0.

Some four or five millions of logs taken out in

the Red Lake county in the United States,

tributary to the Red River, are being floated

down the latter stream to Winnipeg, where they

have been sold to Canadian manufacturers of

lumber.

Bcrdock Blood Bitters cures all diseases of the
blood, liver and kidneys, female complaints, nervous

and general debility, and builds up the entire system
when broken down by disease.

COMPARATIVE TABLE
SHOWING STOCK OF TIMBER AND DEALS IN LIVERPOOL ON JUNE 30TH, 1S80 AND 1SS1, AND ALSO

THE CONSUMPTION FOR THE MONTH OF JUKE, 1SS0 AND 1881.

Consumption i Consumption
Stock, June SOthJStock, June 90th for the month offor the month •/

Quebec Square Pine 211,000 ft.
" Wanes Board 77.000 "

St. John Pine 66,000 **

Other Ports Pine 10,000 "

Pitch Pine, hewn 451,000 "
" sawn v 361,000 "
" planks 20,000 "

Red Pine -

Dantzig, &c. Fir 302,000 "

Sweden and Norway Fir 2,000 "
Oak, Canadian 227,000 "

'' Planks —
' Baltic 44,000 "

Elm 19.000 "

Ash 1,000 "
Birch S4,000 "

Qreenheart 91,000 "

East India Teak 69,000 "

Quebec Pine Deals ) , ... .

,

" Spruce "
f

1,116 stds.

N. B. & N. S. Spruce Deals 11,892 "
" Pine " 1,179

"

Baltic Deals 2,089
"

" Boards 870 "
" Flooring Boards 3,024 "

1SS1.

421.000 ft. I

170,000 "
i

3,000 "

39,000 "

757,000 "

471,000
'*

85,000
"

88,000 "

124,000
"

9,000 "

3S1,000
"

142,000
"

90,000 "

27,000
"

S.000 "

100,000
"

4S,000
"

8,000
"

6,980 stds.

1S,65S " )

S7;> "
I

4,341 "
SCO "

3,652
"

June, 1SSO.

47,000 ft.

13,000 "

2,000 "

173,000 «•
)

140,000 "

21,000 "

121,000 "

1.000 "

40,000 "

$,000 "

2,000 "

65,000 "

6,000 "
20,000 "

1,102 stds.

7.127

456
125
639

JSSJ.

15S.000 ft.

2.000 "

9.000 S
96,000 "

105,000 jj
43,000 "

2,000 "
72,000 '«

44,000
"

36.000 "
6,000

"

2,000
-

•25,000 "

8,000 •<

L42S s*ds.|

7.143
"

6S9 "

100

1.0S1
"
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BOARD OF TRADE RETURNS.

f
An account of the wood imports into the

United Kingdom during the
1 month ended June

30th, 1881, and in the six months ended June

30th, 1881.

MONTH ENDED 30TH JUNE.

QUANTITY

Timber (Hewn). Loads.

Russia 34,823

Sweeden and Norway 62,030

Germany 20,430

British North America 5,793

Other Countries 48,811

Total 162,487

Timber (Sawn or Split,

Planed or Dressed.)
Russia 52,282

Sweden and Norway 7*,060

British North America 74,593

•Other Countries 50,388

Total 251,323

IStaves (all sizes) 7,429

-Mahogany (tons) 1,923

".Total of Hewn and Sawn 413,810

SIS MONTHS ENDED 30TH JUNE.

QUANTITY.

Timber (Hewn). Loads.

"Russia 62,131

Sweden anfi Norway 249,403

"German}, 92,023

British "North America 11,018

Other Countries 294,427

Total 709,002

Timber (Sawn or Split,

Planed or Dressed.)
Russia 87,588

8weden and Norway 275,614

British North America 127,456

Other Countries 194,368

VALUE.

£
60,769
74,415
68,102
23,414

139,200

365,900

104,758
180,179
176,786
160,183

621,906

38,004
16,461

987,806

VALUE.

£
127,716
364,982

293,586
45,902

865,543

1,697,751

181,009
657,838
303,943
631,543

Total 685,026

Staves (all sizes) 42,328

Mahoganv (tons) 16,187

Total of Hewn and Sawn. . . .1,394,028

1,774,333

217,843
146,131

3,472,084

WESTERN SUPPLIES.

The Northwestern Lumberman, of the 23rd

July, gives what it believes to be a tolerable

correct estimate of the relative supply of lumber

in stock at the points.named on the 1st of July,

as follows s

—

LUMBER ON HAND JULY 1.

District. 1881. 1880.

Mississippi Valley 708,117.963 596,728,202

Lake Michigan 587,741,329 584,346,419

E. Mich, and Lake Erie. . 554,800,000 497,930,000

I Miscellaneous points 59,000,000 62,000,000

Total 1,909,659,292 1,741,004,162

The Lumberman then goes on to say :—It may

{
surprise a good many to find that the Mississippi

river district,which includes nearly all the interi-

or Wisconsin points, with the exception of Osh-

kosh and Fond du Lac, shows an increase of 111,-

389,761 feet over the amount in pile at the same

date last year. There is no real reason, how-

ever, why it should. It will be remembered,we
presume, that the inventory taken on the first

•of January revealed the fact that there was then

an excess in the stock as compared with that of

the preceding year of 108,560,272 feet. It is

true that the trade of this year has been larger

than it was in 1880, but is it not also true that

the production has been greater ? We think it

is, unquestionably. The mills were somewhat

later in starting, but they escaped the reduction

in their cut that was occasioned last year by the

ireshet, and no one will dispute that the time

lost at the beginning of the season is not so valu-

able, and does not represent the same reduction

. in the product, as the same amount taken from

h '". after the mills are fairly under way. More-

m -er, the mills this year have all been operated

np to their capacity, and with the capacity ma-

ten ally greater than it was ever before, and with

a lo. : supply fully equal to it, we are justified in

awsui sing that the net result up to the first instant

in the *»y of lumber manufactured was consider-

ably h fgerjth&n it was a year ago, or, indeed,

than it «rer was before. On this ground we

think th f? increase, large as it is, is susceptible

of a sim pie and reasonable explanation. The

fact that a 1< no jrroater becomes, when we con-

aider it in tie li^lit of these circumstances, the

baft kind of evidence of a trade that has been

active be) 'ond any precedent lumbermen can

bring foru 'ard. With an increased supply to

<begin the ; leavm with of 168,560,272 feet, and

an increase 1 production of an indefinite, but

presumably very large amount, a difference in

the <rW;k July 1 of only 111,380,701 feet w re-

markable, an/1 proves beyond question that the

,
demand for I umber for the first six months of

' the year was *.he greatest ever known.

The difference in the quantity of lumber

manufactured this year and last was probably

greater in the Mississippi valley than on Lake

Michigan—though there has been some increase

in the latter also—which accounts for the show

ing which a comparison of the totals in the last

named district makes. In this, the total stock

on hand is approximately the same as it was a

year ago. We have here still stronger evidence

of what the trade has been this season ; for there

was 94,173,492 feet more lumber on hand to be

gin with than was available in 1880, and the

production, taking the Chicago receipts as a

criterion, was up to the middle of the year about

sixteen per cent, greater than last season. If

the business in this city may be regarded as

fairly representing the trade of the whole dis

trict, which is not an unfair assumption, since

the bulk of all the lumber produced therein

reaches the consumer through the Chicago yards,

we may say that the difference in the sales of

the two years amounts to fully the percentage

just named.

The increase in the total stock on hand is

168,654,671 feet. This is apparently large,

though really very small, being in fact a gain of

only a little more than ten per cent.

It is worth noticing that the percentage of in-

crease in the stock, as compared with last year,

was twenty-two and a fraction, January 1, or

more than double what it was on the first of

July. This is sufficient proof that the excess in

the supply is not what it should be.

And in its issue of the 30th ult. the Lumber-

man has the following with regard to the

LOG SUPPLY

:

District. Secured. Doubtful. Hungup.

Mississippi Valley. 1,899,000,500 189,000,000 116,000,000

Lake Superior.... 150,000,000 19,000,000

Lake Michigan... 1,865,500,000 111,000,000 40,000,000

Eastern Michigan. 1,705,750,000 136,500,000 32,000,000

Wolf River 115,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000

Total 5,735,450,000 466,000,000 198,000,000

The most noticeable feature of the foregoing

statement is the smallness of the amount of logs

hung up. According to the footings in the last

table, there are only 198,000,000 feet of logs in

all the streams enumerated, and only 466,000,-

000 feet that are regarded as doubtful. It is in

respect to these two items that the Lumberman

is inclined to question the accuracy of the re-

ports, though it may be that the situation is

exactly as they represent it to be. At all events,

we shall not be very much surprised if at the

end of the season it is reported that more logs

are still back in the streams than the above

tables show.

Absence of Trees on Prairies.

A curious and interesting explanation of the

absence of trees on the great western prairies

was given at the meeting of the Academy of

National Sciences by Mr. Thomas Meehan.

Numberless theories have been advanced by the

students in natural history why the great feed-

ing grounds of the buffalo should be without

vegetation, the principle on which is supported

by distinguished authors as being that of clima-

tic influences. Mr. Meehan's theory is that

the absence of trees is due to artificial causes

altogether. Taught by their necessities, the

early Indians made it a practice annually to fire

the high grass of the prairies, which had the

effect of making the growth more luxuriant and

consequently more inviting to the vast herds of

buffalo, on which the aborigines depended chiefly

for sustenance. It has been conclusively set-

tled that no vegetation, save the hardy prairie

grass, will appear on ground over which fire has

swept until another season, so that the yearly

prairie fires extended the area of the plateau

until they became almost measureless. Mr.

Meehan cited several instances where trees have

grown when the firing has been discontinued.

Zopbsa.—A healthy man never thinks of his

stomach. The dyspeptic thinks of nothing else. In-

digestion is a constant reminder. The wise man who
finds himself suffering will spend a few cents for a

bottle of Zopesa, from Brazil, the new and remarkable
compound for clensing and toning the system, for

assisting the Digestive apparatus and the Liver to

properly perform their duties in assimilating food.

Get a 10 cent Bample of Zopesa, the new remedy, of

your druggist. A few doses will surprise you.

A POSITIVE Fact.—It is now established beyond con-

troversy that Dr. Kowlkk's Extract of Wild Straw-
berry is the most perfect cure for all forms of bowel
complaints, including cholera morbus, dysentry, colic,

cholera infantum, nausea, canker of the stomach and
bowels, piles, etc. Beware of opiates and poisoning

drugs, that only check for a time and produce inflam-

mation. Wild Strawbkrry is safe and certain in its

effects.

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure In drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding House use. These Htoves are ma>Je of Heavy Sheet
Iron, the top and lining of the flre-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Btorei are as follows:—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-lnch boles, with ample toom between, and one oven 10 2 24 x 28.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-inch potholes, with twoVDvens, each 18

x 24x26. One flre-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonials
from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since I

ommenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
eliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

The Best Ntove I have ever Used.
Peterborough, May 31, 1880.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prc-ftr it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove 1 have ever
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Yours truly, THOS. GEO. HAZLITT.

Tbe Stove for Lumbermen.
Peterborough, June 1st, 18S0.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and find
it is very satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highlv.

Yours truly, IRWIN k BOYD,
Gives tbe Greatest Satisfaction.

Peterborough1

, June 3rd, 1880.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. HILLIARD, M.P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED
All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.

OAK HALL
Nos. 115,117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

We are the most Extensive CLOTHIERS in Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the interest of our Customers. Our stock is FULL of the

very hest goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables us to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.

We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBER
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and*^t yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address:—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. iyLl3

STEAM SAW MILL OWNERS
Have your Boilers thoroughly Inspected and Insured against Explosion by

The Canadian Steam Users' Insurance Association

HEAD OFFICE, 9 VICTORIA STREET, TORONTO.

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL. President.

HON. JNO. McMURRICH, Vice-Pres.

GEORGE C. ROBB, Chief Engineer.

A. P. JONES. Secretary-Treasurer. lyLir
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Trn \ clling Agent.

MR. A. L. VV. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub-

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con-

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

The Canada Lumberman
DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER & Co. PETERBOROUGH.

Terms of Subscription

:

One copy, one year, in advance $2 00

One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Rates

:

Per line, for one year $0 90

Per line, for six months 50

Per line, for three months 30

Per line, for first insertion 10

Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's. 05

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00
Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 0 lines per annum 5 00

Cards not occupying more than (i lines, for 0 mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti-

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

least three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

AH communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to Toker & Co., Peter-

borough, Out.

Communications intended for insertion in the Canada

Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in-

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. AUGUST 15, 1881.

The Ontario Gazette contains a notice of an!

application for the incorporation of the "Severn

Driving and Boom Co.," which will operate on

certain streams in Muskoka and the County of

Simcoo. The applicants are Hon. W. E. Dodge,

Arthur M. Dodge, C. E." Dodge, of New York
;

J. S. Peckham, of Waubaushene ;
Henry S.

Lovering, of Coldwater ; and James Scott, of

Waubaushene.

The Society of Swedish Saw -mill Ownors and

Timber Exporters held a meeting at Hernoaand

on the 16th of the present month. The chief

subjects discussed were the necessity for the

continuation of the Guarantee Society, and as-

sorting and classification of deals, &c, and other

matters appertaining to the welfare and expedi-

tion of the Swedish saw-mill business. No hints

appear to have been thrown out at this meeting

as to what the production of Scandinavia for the

English market is likely to be this season ; but

probably we shall have fuller details later on, in

which some allusion to the subject will be made.
—Timber Trades Journal, July 23.

A GRIEVANCE.

A cause of dissatisfaction has existed in the

British provinces relative to the advantages

which lumbermen of the United States have

over British-American.

Lumbermen of the Republic enjoy the priv-

ilege, under Lord Ashburton's treaty, of ex-

emption from all taxation of their lumber passing

through British territory ; this immunity is, as

might be expected, abused.

The lumber is floated from American streams

into Canadian, manufactured, and then shipped

to the United States, and has not the duty of

$2 per M. imposed on exports by Canadians.

The worst of it is the lots are sometimes aug-

mented by logs after being entered.

There exist more than one firm of Canadians,

nominally headed by Americans, doing business

in this way, to the demoralization of our trade.

This feeling pertains chiefly to that portion of

the Dominion mainly affected, namely, western

New Brunswick and south-eastern Quebec ; and

it is felt that this old law should be modified so

that American logs manufactured into lumber,

&C, iu Canada should be entered to the other

side on the same terms as Canadian.

OTTAWA.
From Our Own Correspondent.

THE NEW CARGO REGULATIONS.

Owners of American boats are not well pleased

with the enforcement of the custom laws in

regard to the admission of lumber in bond into

the States. They had been in the habit of

carrying large loads and breaking bulk in order

to get through the Champlain Canal readily,

but now they are not allowed to lighten at the

point named. The lumber yards at Whitehall

are principally bonded ones, and the American

law is that when a vessel clears from a foreign

port, with freight for a port in the United

States, it must arrive at its destination with the

same quantity as specified in the clearance

paper. The transferring of a portion of bonded

lumber loads in the past has been a violation of

tile law, but was permitted by the American

customs officials. A change has, however, come,

and the law is to be enforced to the letter. The

cause is not stated, but it is presumed that it is

being done in order to prevent errors in keeping

the record. After the bonds are given at

Kanse's Point the bulk of any vessels cargo is

not be broken in any way. Vessels have been

in the habit of carrying from 150,000 to 175,000

feet of lumber each trip, but now in order to be

able to get through the Champlain Canal, their

cargoes will have to be reduced by about 25,000

feet per barge. The owners, therefore, cannot

realize as much in each trip as formerly, but the

probability is that freight rates may advance,

although they have not done so as yet. The
regulation applies to Canadian bottoms as well

as American boats.

THE LUMBER BUSINESS.

Lumbermen decline to make any heavy sales

at present, for two reasons. The price of lum-

ber having advanced in the Western States has

made the market in the east firmer, but no

increase in price here is to be noted as yet. The
principal reason, however, for the present

cautiousness of the producer in making only

'limited sales is in tho fact that there is a prob-

ability of a short lumber supply this season,

owing to the slowness of logs coming down,

caused by the lowness of water in the Ottawa.

There are a good many logs stuck at various

points, and the most of them may not be got

down until tho fall freshet sets in. Thore are

about 100,000 logs for the Chaudiere Mills at the

Chats Slides, head of Deschesncs Lake, thirty-

five miles from this place, that can hardly be

kept moving. The anticipation of mill owners

was to cut about tho same quantity of lumber

this season as last, in which case the production

would bo about as follows :

—

Firm. Feet.

E. B. Eddy, Hull 50,000,000

E. B. Eddy, Deschesncs 30,000,000

Brouson & Weston 45,000,000

Perley & Pattee 40,000,000

J. K. Booth 35,000,000

Gilmour & Co., Hull 85,000,000

Gilinour & Co., Chelsea 35,000,000

Sherman, Lord & Hurdman, Hull 25,000,000

John Rochester 20,000,000

McLaren & Co., New Edinburgh 20,000,000

McClymont & Co., New Edinburgh 15,000,000

Capt. Young 17,000,000

Total 867,000,000

The two mills of Bronson& Weston have been

running along day and night since the season

opened, and has sawn up more lumber so far

this season than any other firm. Mr. Booth

had a large surplus of logs on hand for the start

and is keeping within a good margin, so as not

to have to shut down even for a day. Perley &
Pattee are said to be running short of logs, and

may have to shut down for a few days shortly.

In regard to quotations there is no material

change, although the market is firmer. The
following are current prices:—§12(«'14.50 {.< M.

for 10-inch stocks
;
$1G@ 19.50 for 12-inch stocks ;

$20(«1 30 for sidings ; and §10@11.50 for shipping

Lath rate as formerly—85 cents to SI 1;? M.
RIVER TROUBLES.

The troubles between Boyd, Caldwell & Son,

and Peter McLaren, both of Carleton Place,

will be aired before the Supreme Court of Cana-

da, a further appeal haying been made. The
Caldwells have been compelled to close down
their mill for want of logs, the drive being stuck

at and above High Falls. It is understood that

they will enter an action for damages against

Mr. McLaren for loss sustained in the logs

being kept back. The law proceedings will cost

a heavy sum before they are ended, but it will

settle the question as to the right of streams.

Both of the parties named control the timber

limits on the Mississippi river, which flows into

the Ottawa at Arnprior.

On the Kippewa river there is also trouble.

T. & C. Smith and George Taggert threaten to

destroy the dam erected by the owners of the

Cordon creek limits, in which case there will be

trouble between them and the interested parties.

LOGS AND TIMBER.

By the end of the present week it is expected

that two millions of logs will have passed

through the Quio boom, which is thirty miles

above Ottawa. The exact quantity of logs

coming down is not yet known, but there is

quite a quantity stuck. On the York branch

of the Madawaska the firm of Bronson & Wes-

ton, Ottawa, have a lot of 85,000 logs stuck, and

these will be left until next spring.

It is expected that the last of the square tim-

ber passing down will get through the Chaudiere

slides this week. About twelve or fifteen rafts

will be laid up on the Upper Ottawa until the

spring, owing to the lowness of the water. Sales

at Quebec are reported at from 19 cents to as

high as 35 cents per square foot for white pine

;

red pine, 17 to 25 cents.

EDGINGS.

McClymont & Co. are shipping lumber to

Ogdensburg, by rail over the St. L. &. 0. Rail-

way, at the rate of five carloads a day.

So far this season Canadian barges have prin-

cipally been engaged in carrying lumber to

Quebec and Burlington at S2 fc' M.
American bargemen have demanded an in-

crease in freight rates to Albany and New York

of 25 cents ^ M. They claim that it does not

pay them at S3 and S3.25 M. respectively, as

they cannot carry so much as form6rly, not only

through the enforcement of the Customs' laws,

but also through the lumber being green, and

therefore heavier than last year's cut. They

will likely get the advance asked for.

The freight business at this period last year

was somewhat dull, as it usually is in the mid-

dle of the summer season, but this year is an

exception to the rule. During the past couple

of weeks tho shipments have been as brisk as in

the spring or fall.

SHIPMENTS OF LIMBER.

Lumber is being shipped over the Canadian

Pacific railway from i>oints along the line to

Brockville at the rate of seventy carloads a

week. Each car averages 10,000 feet. The fol-

lowing are the principal shippers : Caldwell &
Son and Peter McLaren, Carleton Place ; Dick-

son, Almonte
;
Foley, Pakenham ; McLachlin

Bros., Arnprior ; Gillies Bros., Braeside and

Sand point ; W. R. Thistle & Co., Pembroke.

The lumber is tranferred to boats at Brockville

and sent to Oswego.

Several Lumbermen have made application to

the C. P. Occidental Railway Co. for shipment

of square timber by rail to Quebec, but lack of

flat cars prevented them from entering into such

an engagement at present.

TRENTON.
From Our Otcn Correspoitdent.

GILMOI'R'S NEW MILL.

Trenton, August 5th.—Mr. Gilmour, of Gil-

mour's mills here, just returned from Michigan

yesterday. I caught him at the mill a few hours

after he came off the train, and had quite a long

talk with him about lumbering matters. His

loss on the mill burnt down lately here was very

heavy. The mill and plant alone were worth

S150.000. He was insured for S75.0O0 in ten

several companies, but could only get S40.000.

He says he is too anxious to build and proceed

with his business to stop and invest more of his

money in law suits ; so he will go on. He will

build again on the old site, and intends, he says,

to beat the world on saw -milling this time. He
saw much iu Michigan that he will intro-

duce,, and also has new ideas of his own. He
hopes to have all running in first-rate order by

next spring. He is not doing much at present
;

just keeping a small temporary mill going.

DIFFICULTY WITH FOREST RANGER.

Mr. Gilmour was slightly wrathy at the action

of the Forest Ranger, Mr. McWilliams, who
had stopped several drives of logs up the Trent.

alleging that the measurement was not correct,

and that thereby a portion of the just dues would

be avoided. Mr. Gilmour says that he must
have a very vague notion of the cost of stopping

a drive of logs, and that the action is unprece-

dented and high handed. On account of his mill

not being in operation, it does not actually make
a vast deal of difference to him, but if it were

running, it would pay him to disregard the

official interference till the logs were within his

own booms. He alleges that he made Mr. Mc-
Williams the following apparently very fair

offer : That the doubtful logs should be marked
with the Forest Ranger's private mark, and run

into a boom by themselves. Then as they came
up to be cut, in the mill, the Ranger could have

a man measuring both eacji log and the amount
of lumber it T'roduced, and Mr. Gilmour could

also have a man. Then correct measurements
could be obtained. This offer was refused.

Mr. Gilmour says that anyhow the logs should

have been measured in the woods, and that if

there is any error it is the Ranger's own fault.

It is not likely, he considers, that any-

thing is wrong with the measurement, as his

men make affidavit that it is correct.

LUMBERING AT ARNPRIOR.

During my conversation with Mr. Gilmour he

told me some very interesting facts about the

new mill Mr. McLaughlin is building at Arn-

prior. It will be, till his own is built, he says,

ahead of anything of the kind in Canada. His

engine is a very large 30 x 42-inch cylinder, with

seven boilers. All the machinery Ls worked by

live rollers and endless chain. They have sev-

eral improvements in the machinery which no

other mill in Canada can show. The machinery

was almost all procured from Starr's, of Erie,

Penn. The mill will run two large circulars

and a gang. Mr. McLaughlin calculates the

cost at from SoO.OOO to $C5,000, but in Mr. Gil-

mour's estimation this is much below the mark.

FOREST FIRES

East Saginaw, Aug. 7.—The greatest alarm

now prevails as to the safety of this city should

the course of the forest fires not be checked. On
the Detroit and Bay City Railroad the fences

on the neighboring farms are burned down, and

the flames are spreading over the fields to the

woods. The air is surcharged with smoke and

burning cinders, and charred leaves are flying

through the streets of the city. The rural pop-

ulation is out en masse fighting the approaching

conflagration, and both sides of the track are

ablaze. On Wednesday a train could not get

into Ludington because of the heat. At Evart

a railway bridge is in danger. At Freeland

gangs of men are cutting down all that can

afford fuel to the flames. The smoke in the

town is blinding, and all are in a state of ex-

ceeding anxiety. All along the narrow gauge

line between Mount Pleasant and Coleman is

on fire, as is also the case on the Otter Lake
Branch of the Flint and Pere Marquette road.

One large lumber yard, George Whitman's,

with the house and barns and three head of cat-

tle, has been utterly consumed in Freeland.

Saginaw county, and there Ls even- reason for

fearing that Bagsley's and John .Taddin's fam-

ilies have been cut off, as they had no means of

escape. The east half of Ogeman county is a

sheet of flame, and the fire is bearing down on

Tawas.

The drought at Bay City has been so intense

that the crojis have suffered beyond hope. The
soil is baked and tillage is impossible. The corn

is stunted and yellow, and the oats will hardly

yield half a crop. The woods are a vast tinder-

box, and forest fires are the rule on even-
side.

Trains are delayed, sometimes entirely stopped.

The woods in Midland will soon be non existent,

and the falling white ash in Bay City resembles

a snow storm, with the thermometer at 90\ and

the sky a brilliant coppery yellow. The air is

so sultry that breathing has become a difficult

task, and the visitation exceeds that of 1871.

Whole lumber camps have been burned out, and

the men, who were out fighting the flames in a

different direction, return to find their places of

abode swept away, and all their belongings

licked up by the unsparing tire fiend. The con-

flagration will cause a rise in the price of pine

lands and in insurance rates. Only a constant

deluge of rain for some days can check the pro-

gress of destruction.
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ST. JOHN, N. B-

From Our Own Correspondent.

I

Deals and Ships.—Our fleet of ships in port

las diminished considerably during the fort

Slight, and will doubtless assume still smaller

'proportions during the next few weeks, before

the fall shipments commence ; meantime our

stock af deals will be increased to some extent

The deal market here is firm? owing in some

measure to the recent favorable reports from the

Liverpool market, though prices here are not

quotably higher, the current value of country

sawn deals being about §8.50 per M.
Freights.—It was intimated in our last that

freights had reached their lowest point, which

opinion has been fully confirmed, as rates have

since advanced 3s. 9d. per Standard, several

large ships having recently been placed at 55s.

for Liverpool.

Vessels in pokt.—The following is a list of

the square-rigged vessels in port, with their

tonnage and destination :

—

John Murphy, 1479, Liverpool.

Arklow, 748, Cork Quay.

Fidelia, 450, E. C. Ireland.

Emily Raymond, 290, Westport.

Regina, 1212, Liverpool.

. St. Olaves, 571, B. Channel, or E. C. I.

Eos, 390, Bordeaux.

Colorado, 682, Dublin.

John Rutherford, 983, Dnblin.

.Stella, 445,

Emily Lowther, 762, Sharpness.

Henry, 1095, Liverpool.

Golden Sea, 1418, London.

Susan L. Campbell, 727, London.

Rolf, 922, United Kingdom.

Torryburn, 448,

Julies Marie, 271, U. K. or Continent.

Missouri, 818,

Hants County, 641,

Asiana, 1193, Liverpool.

Brothers and Sisters, 656, Warren Point.

Kaval Reserve, 1830, Liverpool.

B. Hilton, 986,

Sichem, 519,

I Cleveland, 449,

I
St, John, 250, Bridgewater.

Shipments.—The shipments of deals and other

: sawn lumber are as as follows :

—

\ For Europe 17,222,000 Sup. ft.

,

" United States 2,303,000
"

" Australia 738,000 "

St. John, N.B., Aug. 6.

From Another Correspondent.

THE WEATHER
kere for the past week or ten days has been very

disagreeable, foggy overcast and wet. A change

of wind and slight clearing up yesterday enabled

quite a number of vessels that were ready and
waiting to get to sea, so that at the present

writing our harbor is rather bare of shipping.

THE ENGLISH MARKET.

has shown a slight upward tendency, with indi-

cations that the rise is not merely temporary,

but that shippers may !bok for fairly remuner-

ative prices for their deals.

FREIGHTS

are, in consequence of the better news from the

other side, slightly stiffening, and we "hear of an
offer of 52/6 being refused

; 53/9 was accepted by
the same parties, and 55/ has since been paid.

Coastwise freights remain firm, and with little

r no change to advise.

THE AMERICAN MARKET
is in very fair condition, although we are aware

of heavy shipments of lath to Boston from

Bangor, which have dropped the price from

tL f»2i to 81.55. The sound ports do not offer

ly ljetter prices to speak of than Boston, and
pany shippers prefer the latter port in conse-

<J«ence of the difference in freights. Hew York
advices show that cargoes of wide stuff of good
«ngths command ready sales, and laths are

qpoted at 81.05 to 81.75, according to quality.

Thf; fact that western lumber dealers have ad-

WnoyJ their prices on certain lines will,we hope,

lave a l*;ii<;hoial effect U|x>n our dealings with

•Br friend.-, in the neighboring Republic, for they
Mb Vsi gvxl cur.tomeivs to be allowed to slip

rou^'h our fingers for the want of proper man-
•fement, and we flatter ourselves that we can
Wpply them with our staple article in as great

quantities, good quality, and at as reasonable a
te a» it can \t- procured elsewhere.

St. John, X.H., Aug. '.).

'.Uak i na/ih and door factory at Trenton is

Wkw a larg<; order for Kingston.

AUCTION SALE
OF VALUABLE

Timber Limits,
Situated Near Lake Nipissing.

Notice is hereby given that (if not previously dis

posed of by private bargain) the following Valuable
limber Limits will bo offsrsi f;r sale at 1 ul In Auction

in the

CITT OF OTTAWA,
ON

Thursday, the 22nd Day
of September Next,

VIZ.:
Sq. Miles,

Berth No. 23, on the River Bueve, near Lake
Nipissing, comprising 36

Berth No. 43, on the River Wannapitac, near
Lake Nipissing, comprising 30

Berth No. 51, on the River Wannapitac, near
Lake Nipissing, comprising 36

In all 108

These limits contain, in the aggregate, a large quan
tity of magnificent pine timber.

Berth No. 23 is estimated—as the result of a recent

exploration—to contain a quantity of trees sufficient to

produce at least half a million cubic feet of square tim-

ber, besides two hundred and fifty thousand standard
saw logs. The river is available for driving to Lake
Nipissing.
There is a good mill site on the Bueve river, about

three miles from Lake Nipissing.

Lumber could be transferred thence by water to the
Callender station of the Canada Central Railway, the
line of which is projected to pass directly through this

limit.

Lumbermen and others desirous of acquiring limits

are invited to examine these berths in the interval pre-
ceding the day of sale.

The owners reserve the right to dispose of either or
all of them by private bargain in the meantime, and
will be ready to consider any offers that may be made.
Terms of purchase will be liberal, and will be made

known before the sale, the place and hour of which will

be duly advertised.
Persons desiring further particulars are invited to

communicate with the undersigned.

STEWART, CHRYSLER & GORMULLY,
Solicitors, Ottawa.

Ottawa, 28th July, 1881. 3l20

E. S. VINDIN,
Commission, Shipping, Forwarding and

General Agent.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. ill

We have added to our plant all the latest improved
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture of Printers Furniture, facilities for executing
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continent.
A large assortment of various cuts constantly on hand.

FLEMING & SON,
Ll4 26 Colbome St., Toronto.

If you are a man
ofbusiness.weak •

ened by the strain of
your duties avoid
stimulants and age
Hop Bitters.
If you are youn£ and

discretion or dissipa
ried or single, old or
poorhealth or languish
aees, rely on Hop
Whoever you are.

whenever you feel
that your system
needs cleansing, ton-
ing or stimulating
without intoxicating,
take Hop
Bitters.

Have you dys-
pepsia, kidney.
orurinary com-
plaint, disease
of the stomach,
bowels, blood,
liver or nerves I

You wi 1 1 be
cured If yonuse
Hop Bitters

Ifyouareelm-
>ly weak and
.ow spirited, t:

.

it! It may
saveyou r

re. It has
saved hun-
dreds.

If you are e.

man of let-

ters toiling overnui_
night work, to res-
tore brain nerveand

waste, use Hop B.
Buffering from any in-

tion; if you are mar-
young, suffering from
ing on a bed of sick-

Bitters.
Thousands die an-

nually from some
form of Kidney
disease that might
have been prevented
by a timely use of

HopBltters

D. I. C
is an absolute
and irresista-
ble cure for
drunken ess
use of opium
tobacco, or
narcotics.

Soldby drag
gists. Send for
Circular.

HOP BITTEBa

HTQ CO.,

EUttheiter, M. T

iTorooto, Oil.

D. McLACHLAN & SONS,
Manufacturers of all Descriptions ofSTEAM BOILEES.

ly-i.20

SHIPS' WATER-TANKS. Repairing Punctually Attended to.

NORTH SLIP, ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

Northey s Steam Pump Works
BOILER FEED PUMPS,

AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMPS,

STEAM FIRE PUMPS, and

WRECKING PUMPS.

MINING PUMPS,

PUMPS SPECIALLY ADAPTED for

OIL PIPE LINES,

And CITY WATER WORKS.

No. 47 King William Street.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO
SE3STID FOE CIRCULAR. L17-1T

ELECTRICIAN,
4 QUEEN STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

Trusses for HERNIA, Rupture,
Tbe most Durable and Beneficial kind known to Medical Science always in

Stock, and fitted to tbe Body at Reasonable Prices.

BATTERIES FOR BATHS,
Of Special Sizes, made to order, both for Public and Private Use ; and
FARADIO BATTERIES always on hand. PRICES LOW. lyi.17

National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS STREET. OTTAWA.

amifacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn aDd
Hilary Encampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
ildcw proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP
BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x 6 in. ; 3 feet long, weighing

^£only 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
,5£©**Speeial rates to Lumbermen, Send for cata-
logue and price list to

b27

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

202 Sparks Street ^Ottawa
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PETERBOROUGH
sperry's new shingle mill.

I
rA few days ago a correspondent paid a visit

to the new shingle mill of Mr. A. Sperry,

which stands on the right bank of the Otonabee

just above the locks. This establishment, which

is one of the most perfect of its kind in the Pro-

vince, was built last spring, and has been run-

ning but a few months. It has, however, turn-

ed out over three quarters of a million shingles

in that time.

The mill itself is a two storey frame structure,

40 by 60 feet, with an engine-room wing on the

soiith side, 25 by 35. A little bay running into

the land is utilized ^for the purpose of holding

logs for immediate consumption, and which

would probably hold a drive of 2,000 logs.

Further up the lake Mr. Sperry has other booms
and enclosures sufficient to hold a whole sum-

mer's supply.

The machinery and appliances of this mill are

all of the newest and most perfect kind. Be-

ginning on the lower flat, the first feature is the

huge engine—steam power is used alone, it being

found necessary to burn up the waste sawdust

and strippings. The engine is an Automatic

Cut Off of severity-five horse-power, with a

driving wheel 8 feet in diameter, which, with

a 16-inch double thick belt, drives the ma-
chinery. On the river side of the building is

the slide, up which the logs are hauled by means
of a strong chain winding round a shaft for the

ordinary saw-mill principle. At the top of this

slide, and but a few inches from it, is the cross-

cut " drag-saw," where the rough timber is cut

into convenient lengths and shipped per the re-

volving " elevator " to the second storey. The
only other object worthy of note on the lower

flat are the "conveyers." These are used for

carrying the sawdust and strippings to the en-

gine. The coarser j waste stuff is ^pressed into

bundles and sold for kindling.

On the second storey are five circular saws in

all, and the lengths of log brought up the " con-

veyor " are subjected to four processes before

they ,,are turned over to the packer. They are

first stripped of bark with axes, then trimmed,

that is. reduced to the proper length—18 inches.

From the trimmer they are taken, unless very

small, to the "splitter," a second circular saw,

when they are turned over, divided into quar-

ters, and taken to the shingle machine. The
shingle machine in Mr. Sperry's establishment

is a veiy ingenious American patent called the

" Hall " machine. It is greatly used in Michi-

gan though not much in vogue yet in this coun-

try. The slant of the shingle is caused by a

" fet-work " attachment by means of which the

block is planted outwards and inwards as each

strip is cut off. From the shingle machine the

strips pass to the hands of the "edgers." Here

two circular saws, hard at work, keep up with the

pan of the shingle machine. The edgers put the

last finishing touches on the shingles before they

go to the packers—cutting off any frayed or bad

part. The packing process is performed by

boys with what are called "binders," which

exert, by means of a lever, a tremendous pres-

sure on the centre of the bunch, so that the

binding cross pieces can be firmly nailed with

hoop iron.

The total capacity of the mill is 25,000 to

35,000 per day.

In reply to a question as to whether Peter-

borough was not rather far from the market,

Mr. Sperry said no, he did not find it so. It

was also very convenient to the point of supply.

There is, he says, any amount of good timber

for his purposes to be procured up the Otonabee.

The market for these shingles at present is-

Oswego. They are shipped at the mill on wag-

gons to the Midland station, whence they are

conveyed by rail to Port Hope and from that

point per schooners to Oswego.

Mr. Sperry is going to add to his plant in the

fall, and professes himself, so far, well satisfied

with the success of his venture.

A FINE HARDWARE ESTABLISHMENT.

Peterborough has long been noted for having

the finest stores, and its merchants for carrying

the largest and best stocks to be found anywhere

in the Province outside of Toronto, and it would

seem that they now propose not only to outdo

themselves, but eclipse the Queen city of the

west. Quite recently Mr. George Stethem has

fitted up and moved into premises which we

venture to think constitute the largest and

best retail hardware establishment to be found

in the Province—certainly there is none in To-

ronto to equal it. The store proper is 22 feet

wide by 135 feet deep, with, like nearly all the

stores in Peterborough, plate glass windows.

The interior arrangements are as nearly perfect

as one can imagine possible for the extensive

business which Mr. Stethem's untiring energy

and close attention to the wants of his- various

customers, have succeeded in building up. Some

idea of the extensive character of the stock

which Mr. Stethem carries may be formed when

we state that not only is the main shop more

than fully occupied, but that a good sized out-

building has also to be used, while the large

cellar underneath contained at the time of our

visit about 70 barrels of different kinds of oils,

coils of rope, &c. The second story was also fully

occupied with the lighter goods kept in stock.

In addition to keeping an unusually large and

varied stock of ordinary hardware, Mr.

Stethem is the sole agent in Canada for the

celebrated Wetmore axes and scythes, Jewell's

oak-tanned leather belting and Rangoon machin-

ery oils. Having been brought up to the busi-

ness, and giving the wants of his lumbering,

agricultural and manufacturing customers his

undivided attention for years, it is clear that

what Mr. Stethem does not know about his line

of business is not worth knowing. His thorough

acquaintance with the wholesale markets and

his connection with the manufacturers, enables

him to buy closer and sell as cheap as any and

much cheaper than most of his competitors.

Everyone visiting Peterborough should take a

run through Mr. Stethem's establishment even

though they do not require anything at the

time, and they will then realize how ample his

stock is for filling orders on the shortest possible

notice.

BLACK WALNUT.
A GLOOMY OUTLOOK FOR FURNITURE MEN.

A few years ago black walnut was a drug on

the market, and was not at all popular with fur-

niture manufacturers and dealers, but recently

it has been so universally sought for and used

so extensively for almost every kind of furniture,

that latterly it has become very scarce, and now

it is found next to impossible to obtain a suffi-

cient supply to meet the increased demand, at

almost any cost. An idea of its scarcity and

vaLuo may be gained, when $100 per thousand

feet has been paid this year for the same quality

and quantity of black walnut as could be pur-

chased last year for S70. The rapidity at which

the supply has decreased is owing to the impe-

tus the- trade has received through the organiza-

tion of a large number of extensive furniture

companies in the United States. The immense

number of sewing machines (the wood-work of

which has been manufactured from black wal-

nut) that have been annually turned out both in

the States and in Canada, is one of the principal

causes of the rapid consumption. A prominent

dealer in the city stated to a Globe reporter that

there are now ten anxious buyers distributed

throughout the States to every one there was

two years ago, and that there is more difficulty

in procuring a few thousand feet of the precious

lumber now than there was in securing half a

million feet three years ago. When walnut first

came to be used, it was obtained in large quan-

tities from Port Stanley, the Counties of Kent,

Essex and south Middlesex, and it also grew in

abundance on the banks of the Thames River,

Ont. ; but now the Canadian supply is exhaust-

ed, anc? lately it has been obtained from the

State of Indiana. There was such a great

similarity between the wood of the two coun-

tries that manufacturers had no choice, and

paid the same price for either. Since the Cana-

dian supply has failed the immense drain on

the forests of the State of Indiana has caused

the supply to give out there, and now the wal-

nut (which is of a lighter shade and consequently

not so good) is obtained from the States of Ar-

kansas, Kentucky, Kansas and South Tennes-

see.

Mr. Hay, of Toronto, states that when he first

came to Canada walnut was used for

RAIL FENCES.

The principal value of walnut is that it is an

excellent wood for furnitnre and is handsome

;n appearance. It has a close grain, is notliable

to be affected by changes of temperature, and at

the same time is not hard to work, which ren

ders it a very valuable timber economically.

Another reason why it is so expensive is that

it has to be hauled a great distance by teams be-

fore a railroad can be reached.

A SUBSTITUTE.

Butternut has been considered an excellent

substitute for walnut, but as it can seldom be

obtained without flaws, it will never fill the

place of the time-honored walnut. Besides this

it is also very scarce, and is gradually increasing

in price.

Cherrywood, which is as enduring as walnut,

and which has been rapidly growing in favor

with furniture dealers, has doubled in price

within the last two years on account of its scar-

city.

THE REMEDY.

If walnut is not replanted at once, the outlook

for good furniture in the future mil be very

dreary. If it were planted along the shores of

Lake Erie or in the counties before mentioned,

or in any part of the Province west of Ontario,

in twenty years time it would pay 5,000 per

cent., so says an old arboriculturist. In the

meantime the prospect is gloomy in the extreme,

and dealers look forward to a speedy and com-
plete exhaustion of the supply.

—

Globe.

BUSH FIRES IN THE MICHIGAN
PENINSULA.

There are fires in the woods along the entire

route of the Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw rail-

road north of Kawkawlin, mostly light and
smouldering, having burned out in many quar-

ters without doing material damage to the tim-

ber, but at some points, where there had been
lumbering operations last winter, or where there

was considerable down timber, that which is

-standing has been so much affected that it will

have to be lumbered during the coming winter.

A strong wind coming from a different quarter

than that which has prevailed for the past week
would, unless we are favored with a heavy and
general fall of rain throughout the burning dis-

trict, result in immense damage to the timber

in many quarters. As an experienced lumber-

man remarked, it seems as if there was a little

fire on every section.

Standing upon Bald Hill, on the Manistee, a

well known elevation in town 27, north of range

4 west, extensive fires can be seen both to the

east and west. From Portage Lake, in town 26

north, range 4 west, heavy fires may be seen to

the east, and immediately about the lake fires

have swept through a considerable jwrtion of

the forest, doing much damage. Fires may be

also seen both east and west from Grayling, on

the Jackson, Lonsing and Saginaw railroad, and
one started up on Saturday in the immediate

vicinity of that village, which threatened seri-

ous results, but was checked before it had made
any considerable progress.

A fire was started on the Methodist camp
grounds on Higgins' Lake last week by the men
engaged in clearing upthe premises, and it spread

all through their twenty acre tract down into

the lumber camps on the line of the Ros-

common road, near the lake, and only by the

hardest kind of work were the buildings saved.

It spread also through considerable of the tim-

ber in the vicinity, is still burning, and a change

of wind might make it decidedly warm for the

sojourners, both at Saginaw and Burrows en-

campments, they having been already materially

discommoded by the dense smoke, which for a

week past has hung over that entire section.

Fires, seemingly in the heavy timber, could be

seen on Saturday a long way to the east of Chee-

ney, and at points all along the line from there

to Terry Station ; in some cases remote, in

others in the immediate vicinity of the track, as

at St. Helens, where the down timber in the

marsh just beside the line is all burning up.

There are fires at all points, and there is smoke
everywhere. A good drenching rain would at

this time be worth millions to the timber in-

terest, as well as to all other interests in the

lower peninsula of Michigan.

—

Bap dtp Call.

Dr. Fowler's Extract ok Wild Strawberry
cures all forms of bowel complaints in infant* or
adults. The most safe, pleasant and perfect remedy
known. Purely vegetable and free from opiates or
poisonous drugs.

BRITISH TRADE NOTES.

The agents for one of the largest productions

in the Baltic, we hear, have now received

notice not to make any further sales just yet, as

some doubts are entertained whether any fur-

ther quantity can be delivered this year in ad-

dition to what is already contracted for. We
understand the prices made by the stock in

question—which was one of the first in the

market to sell—compare most favorably with

those now ruling.

We are pleased to learn that arrangements

have lately been made between a house in Glas-

gow and a Canadian mill for a regular supply of

pine doors and mouldings, this being a branch
of the Dominion trade which we hope to see

greatly developed.

We are informed that a largish parcel of

Swedish lower Gulf whitewood battens was
sold last week to a Hull firm, at £5 per stand-

ard, that had previously been offered unsuccess-

fully in the same neighborhood earlier in the
year at £4 15s. This sale, we understand,

cleared out the agent's 6tock for present ship-

ment.

It is stated that the Continental demand has

absorbed a good portion of the north of Europe
stocks for f.o.w., and that the Colonial demand
(including Australia and the Cape) has been un-

usually brisk this season. It is reported also

that a much larger number of Swedish and Nor-
wegian sailing vessels are taking wood to the

north of France and other of the nearer ports of

Europe this season than they have done hereto-

fore. Most of these little ships, it seems, in-

stead of calling at the coal ports to coal, proceed

immediately after discharging the wood back to

the Baltic in ballast. This relieves the freight

market here of*a good deal of tonnage.

Stocks of spars here are low, though prices

continue somewhat weak ; in comparison, how-
ever, they still show an improvement on those

of last year. The sluggishness in the revival of

these goods is partly attributable to the fact of

their being much more come-at-able now than

they used formerly to be, owing to the number
of steamers engaged in the trade, which kept

the port open during the winter, and render the

chance of the market being run out very re-

mote. Christiania are offering freely on the

other side, and Petersburg are coming forward

now, which will assist in keeping prices of this

description from rising. The talk of a shortage

on the supplies earlier in the season is hardly

borne out in the result, and they seem to be

forthcoming from somewhere as soon as ever

there is an inquiry for them.

THE LAW IN NEW YORK.

The following law regarding the disjiosal of

mill refuse, 4c, has recently come into force in

the State of New York, and will be of interest

to all mill owners :

—

CHAPTER 430.'

As Act to amend chapter five hundred and thirty-foil

of the Laws of eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,

entitled " An Act for the prevention of moose, wild

deer, birds, fish and other game." Passed May 2S,

; three-fifts being present.

The people of the State of New York, represented in

Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows :

—

Section 1. Section twenty-five of chapter five hun-

dred and thirty-four of the Laws of eighteen hundred

and seventy-nine, entitled " An Act for the preservation

of moose, wild deer, birds, fish and other game," is

hereby amended so to read as follows

:

Section 25. Xo person, association, company or cor-

poration shall throw or deposit, or permit to be thrown

or deposited, any dye stuff, coal tar, refuse frem gas

houses, sawdust, 1 i motor other deleterious substance, or

cause the same to run or flow into or upon any of the

rivers, lakes, ponds, streams, or any of the bays or in-

lets adjoining the Atlantic Ocean within the limits of

this State, Any person who shall violate this section,

or any member of any such company, association or

corporation who shall authorize and direct any such

violation, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and in

addition thereto shall he liable to a penalty of fifty dol-

lars for each offense. But this section shall not apply-

to streams of flowing or tide water, nor to the town of

French Creek in Chautauqua County, which constitutes

the motive power of the machinery or manufacturing

establishments, when it is absolutely necessary for the

manufacturing purposes carried on in stick establish-

ments to run the refuse matter and material thereof

into such stream.

If Yor ark Si fprrixg with a cold do not fail to try
Haotard's Pectoral Balsam ; it is daily re'ieving its

hundreds throughout our Dominion. It e pleasant
and palatable.
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Whip.

A Chicago tug captain has invented a ma-

chine to unload lumber from vessels by steam,

which the Captain says, will do the work at a

cost of 12i cents per thousand feet.

The firm of E. Walsh & Co., lumberers and

storekeepers at Bear River, N. S., has failed.

The assets are almost all covered by a bill of

. sale, and unsecured creditors fare badly.

A tramway fifteen miles in length connects

the port of Rockingham, in Western Australia,

where vessels of 1,000 tons can approach close to

the shore, with the great timber location of the

Jarrahdale Timber Company.

There is not a single wooden sailing ship now
laid up for sale in the Wearmouth Dock which

has seldom been without several since the Cri-

mean war. The old sailing ships have been

nearly all bought by foreigners, mainly Norwe-

gians.

It is no great length of time since it was the

custom of merchants at Liverpool, when measur-

ing spruce deals, to make allowances for defec-

tive wood. It may, however, be now noted as

being one of the "new order of things," that the

practice has died out of existence.

"A thoroughly posted lumberman " predicts

that the available pine timber of Michigan suit-

able for lumbering will be used up in five years

at the present rate of cutting in the Saginaw

valley. One who does not profess to be thor-

oughly posted, predicts that the " thoroughly

posted lumberman " will be cutting a good deal

of lumber on the Saginaw river ten years from

now.

The Union Forwarding Company, which tows

logs for the. lumberers on the upper branches of

the Ottawa river, tried to raise its rates about

50 per cent., and is accused of attempting to

" arbitrarily monopolize " the towing. The re-

sult is that, as the Pembroke Observer says,

Captain John Murphy, late of the Union For-

warding Company has signed a contract with

the Chaudiere lumbermen to tow all their logs

on the Upper Ottawa for the next eight years.

We understand he will at once commence the

construction of several propellers, to be placed

on the various lakes to do the work.

The London Iron Trade Exchange, of recent

date, publishes a complete list of blast furnaces

in and out of blast in the United Kingdom.
From the returns it appears that out of the total

943 furnaces built, 563 are in blast and 380 are

standing. There are probably 40 furnaces in

various districts wh'ch are not included in the

returns, but none of these have been in blast for

many years, and they will never be re-lighted
;

others are dismantled, and some have never been

completed. The returns from Derbyshire were

imperfect, and the figures relating to that dis-

trict may not be quite accurate, but as regards

other districts the figures, says the Exchange,

may be relied on.

It is reported that cork trees have been suc-

cessfully cultivated near Milledgeville, Ga., and

that on some of them the bark is already thick

enough for use. The trees have grown from the

acorns of the Spanish oak, which were planted

several years ago. The soil and climate of

Georgia seem to be well adapted to the cultiva-

tion of this tree, and it is said that little doubt

remains but that it can be profitably grown.

Probably in other portions of the South the con-

ditions are equally favorable, in which case the

cultivation of cork need not be limited to one

district, or even one State.

Jameh Walker & Co.'s mill at Orono, Me.,

is spoken of as the largest in New England.

The saw-mill proper is 05 x 450 feet, well sup-

plied with improved machinery ; then there is

a building 64 x 68, used for the manufacture of

short lumber, boxm and shingles. The capacity

of the mill is 150,000 feet daily, and 250 men are

employed. The precautions against fire are

more than ordinary, there being a large force

pump at each end of the mill and one in the

middle. Efo dust and cobweb*, which are fre-

quent cause* of fire, are .allowed to gather on

the beams and underside of the roof.

Li*. FowlbVh Extract of WiLi» Stkawakhry cures
complaints, diarohoa, dyaentry, cholera

», cholera infantum, sour stomach, colic, nausea,
canker, piles, leucorrha-a, and all mariner of

flux**

IiIVKBPOOK.

The Timber Trades Journal of July 23 says :

The arrivals,of timber-laden vessels continue to

be upon a very moderate scale, especially from

Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and

this is a matter for gratification, since our mar

ket, though firm at present, is in a sensitive

condition, and will readily yield under any

pressure to sell.

Fair progress seems to be made with the ear

goes of Quebec goods recently arrived, the very

stiff position of the timber market in Canada

having no doubt considerable influence over pur-

chasers. Whether the high prices demanded

by the lumbermen can be maintained remains

to be seen, but by latest advices they appear to

be under no apprehension of the future, and are

very firm at the quotations. These are, how-

ever, so wide from the prices that can be ob-

tained in this country that there is very little

doing in the way of shipments to England, not-

withstanding the low rates of freight now cur-

rent.

LIVERPOOL TIMBER SALES.

On the 20th instant Messrs. Alfred Dobell &
Co. offered one cargo of sawn pitch pine timber,

deals, &c. , and the balance of an old cargo, both

of which were cleared up at fair prices, although

the purchasers present were limited to local

dealers. The prices realized were for

—

16 in. and upwards deep 18d. per ft.

16x12 to 15 in. 17id.
"

15x13 " 14 " 17id.
14X14 " 17£d.
12tol4 " 16d. to 163d. "

9"12 " 14fd." 15id.
"

6 to 8 in. X 7 to 12 " 13d. " 13£d.

After which Messrs. A. F. & D. Mackay
offered 312 logs of New Brunswick birch, with-

drawn from their sale of Friday last. There

was no disposition to buy, and lot after lot was

withdrawn without a bid
;
eventually one lot of

13-inch wood was sold at 12d. per ft.

What an Albany Man Said.

One of the lumber dealers in Michigan has for

the past three years been supplying a dealer at

Albany. For the first year everything went

well, but at length the Albany man began to

complain. He found shortage and culls in

every car load sent him and demanded dis-

counts therefor, and this spring it was impos-

sible to please him. No matter how carefully

lumber and shingles were culled and billed here

he was sure to write back that they were not up

to the standard. Two weeks ago a car-load of

"star" shingles was sent him. The "star

shingle beats anything made in the country, and

they know it at Albany as well as in Michigan,

but as soon as the car arrived the dealer replied

that he really must protest. The shingles were
hardly " clear butts," and he could not unload
the car until assured of a discount of twenty-

five cents per thousand.

The Michigander had suffered long, but the

end was nigh. He had inspected every bunch
of shingles on that car, and he made up his mind
to go to Albany and inspect them over again.

The dealer there had never seen him, and the

Wolverine walked into his office as a would-be
purchaser of some extra fine shingles.

" I've got exactly what you want," promptly
replied the Albanian. "I've got a carload of

Michigan ' stars ' out here which lay over any
shingles you ever saw."

'• Are they all perfect ?"

" Every one of them."
" No culls in the centre of the bunches ?"

" I'll eat every cull you find. I got them from
a' Michigander who is as straight as the Ten
Commandments, and he has never yet sent me
a stick of second-class stuff. Come and see

'era." |

The Wolverine quietly pulled out his business
card and laid it on the desk.

The dealer took it up, read the name, and
sat down on a stool with a queer feeling in his

knees.

There was an awful silence as they glared at

each other, and it was a full minute before the
victim slowly extended his hand and hoarsely
whispered :

—

" Did you ever see a man make such an infer-

nal ass of himself ? Shake !"—Detroit Free
Prut.

" Temper is everything," and in the pena of
the Esterbrook Steel Pen Company the temper
will be found all that is to be desired.

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, IsT. "X".
3

i-12-ly

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland or

Iiondon make, at $1.75 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH, m

S. S. MUTTON & Co.,

Wholesale Lumber Dealers
TORONTO.

We have for Sale a large quantity of PINE, OAK
WHITEWOOD, ASH, CHESTNUT, CHERRY, BUT
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, &c.
JtsTP.S.—Also on hand 120 M dry Oak 2 to 4 inchei

thick, will be sold cheap to close it out. lyLl(

JAMES HADEDN,
MANUFACTURER OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. 1)26

P. FREYSENG & CO.
PROPRIETORS OF TUB

Dominion Cork Colling Co
BY IMPROVED MACHINERY.
VII kinds of forks in slock and Cnt to

Order. Corks «v life Preservers a Specialty.
Corkwood, Tinfoil, Capsules, Wire. »Vc.

71 Jarvis Street, TORONTO. 6l16

A. L. UNDERWOOD
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

White Pine, Basswood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, OSMT.
iyLi6

J. G. EDWARDS
HARDWARE MERCHANT,

Xj 1 1STD S .A_~^_

BELTING, FILES, BABBIT METAL,
iy CHAINS, ROPE, and a?

LUMBERING SUPPLIES.

Samuel Wsndrim,
MANUFACTURER OF

Agricultural Implements, Etc

MIIiLBROOK, ONTARIO.
HAVING DISPENSED WITH THE SERVICES OF

AGENTS, I take this opportunity to bring to the notice
of intending- purchasers of Reaping Machines, that I

have now on hand a quantity of the Celebrated

HANLA APER,
which has NEVER BEEN BEATEN YET, and am
prepared to allow the Agents commission—FIFTEEN
PER CENT—on all purchases. Ll7tf

Penetanguishene Foundry
AND

MACHINE SHOP
CRAIG & CAMERON, Proprietors.

The undersigned beg to announce to the public that
they are prepared to make all kinds of Mill and
Steamboat Brass and Iron Castings.

All kinds of PLOW CASTINGS kept on hand. Plow
Points and Landsides a specialty.
We have first-class machinery and are prepared to do

all kinds of TURNING or PLANING on short notice.

We hope by strict attention to business and moderate
charges, to merit a share of the public patronage.
45TA11 work guaranteed.

G. A. CRAIG.
lyU7 C. CAMERON.

SALE BY TENDER
OF EXTENSIVE STEAM

Saw-Milling Property

Parry Harbour, Georgian Bay, and
Valuable Timber Limits in the

Parry Sound District.

The SAW-MILL is complete in it* appointment, and
ban a cutting capacity of 00,000 to 100,000 feet per day
of twelve hours.
The LIMITS cover an area of 22!* square miles in the

Townships of Monteith, Humphrey, Christie, Ferguson,
Hagerman, McKellar, Kpenoe, and Khawanaga, besfHes
the purchased rights to cut the timber from numerous
lots in the same Townships, and contain a large quan-
tity of standing pine.
The whole establishment is in complete condition and

active operation, and is excellently situated for the man-
ufacture, sale and shipment of timber.
Tenders for the whole property, including plant, will

be received until the 20th August next, addressed to the
General Manager, Ontario Hank, Toronto, by whom
terms of payment and any further information will be
furnished on application. No tender will be accepted
unless satisfactory to the vendors. 4l17

IRWIN & BOYD

Commission
Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping«GeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.
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iHOMKKAL.
From Our Own Correspondent.

August 10.—The exports of lumber since the

date of our last report (18th July) were as fol

lows :—To London, 4577 pieces and 108,800 feet

oak and 39,858 deals ; Buenos Ayres, 1,234,715

feet ; Montevido, 301,800 feet ; Rosario, 289,258

feet ;
Liverpool, 42,777 deals

;
Glasgow, 15,000

feet. The exports to the River Plate are much

in excess this year over last. The total ship

merits there since the opening of navigation till

the 9th instant were 3,022,024 feet, against

2,007,103 feet for the corresponding period of

1880, being an increase of 1,014,921 feet. The

rates of freight to the River Plate range from

$13@1G, according to the size of the vessel.

Rates to Britain are about 00s. with an easy

market, owing to the difficulty ships have ex-

perienced in procuring grain cargoes, and ship-

ping is expected to continue brisk during the

season.

'

The demand for building lumber has fallen off

somewhat, builders being for the most part sup-

plied, but lumber for repairs is in very good

demand. We give the following as the yard

prices in the city :

—

Pine, 1st quality, $ M §32 00@40 00
Pine, 2nd " *M 18 00@24 00
Pine, shipping culls, $ M 12 00@15 00
Pine, cull deals, $ M 8 00@10 00
Pine, mill culls, $ M 5 00@ 6 50
Spruce, $ M 8 00@10 00
Hemlock, IP M 8 00@00 00
Ash, run of long- culls out, $ M 10 00@18 00
Bass, " ' " $M 14 00@16 00
3ak, TP M 35 00@45 00
Birch, $! M '. 17 00@20 00
Hard Maple, TP M 18 00(«25 00
Lath, TP M 1 25@ 1 30
Shingles, 1st, M 3 00@ 0 00
Shingles, 2nd, TP M 2 00@ 0 00

BOSTON.

AUGUST, 1.—The Journal of Commerce says :—

rhere are no specially new features to report,

md the demand remains fully up to expecta-

;ions. The call for pine has been remarkably

jood, and in fact for all kinds of dimension stock

lealers report a large consumption. Arrivals

lave been liberal, but the continuous demand
las tended to prevent any accumulations. The
itrpply of Western and Canada pine is small,

md this fact (coupled with the recent advance

nade by dealers at productive points) indicates

i prospective advance in this market. Southern

sine is moving actively, with the supply suffi-

iient to meet present wants at least. Spruce is

'ather weak, owing to large accumulations. Of

,he hard woods, oak is apparently the easiest,

md a prime article can be bought for $40, with

i possibility of an offer of $38 not being refused

^sh is quiet. Cherry has been arriving freely

md is in good supply. Black walnut is in good

lemand and firm, with prospects of % further

advance in prices. The following are carload

[uotations :

—

CANADA PINE.
Selects, Dressed $48 00@50 00
Shelving, Dressed, lsts 40 00((f42 00

" " 2nds 33 00<a35 00
Jressed Shippers 27 00(»29 00
Jresscd Box 18 00@20 00
Sheathing, 1st quality 42 00(ns45 00

" 2nd " 34 00<«35 00

OSflCCO, N.Y.

August 1.—The following are the quotations :

Fhree uppers $42 00@45 00
>ickings 32 00@35 00
sine, common and dressing 20 00@25 00
Amnion 14 00(rtl8 00

lulls 11 00(«)13 00
ilill run lots 17 00@22 00

Sidings, selected, 1, 1} inch : 30 00@37 00
Jill inn, 1x10, 12 in 16 00@21 00

Selected " 20 O0(tf25 00
Strips, 1 and IV inch mill run 14 00@18 00

" • " " culls 10 00(»13 00
xfi selected for clapboards 25 00<»40 00
Shingles, XXX, 18 inch, pine 3 75<* 3 90

XX, " " 2 75@ 2 90
XXX, 18 inch, cedar 3 00@ 3 25
XX, " " 2 25@ 2 40

,ath 1 40@ 1 40

Since the advance at Albany trade here has

mproved and a feeling among the dealers that

iresent prices will now be maintained to the end

if the season, an increaso in the receipts may be

ixpected, as the new cut is about in condition

1 1 be moved. Canal and lake freights are steady,

ho supply being in excess of the demand.

If Yon Aim Si mt.kinu with a cold do not (ail to try

lAOTARD's PBCTORAL Balsam ; it is daily relieving its

mndreda throughout our Dominion. It s pleasant
ml palatable.

NEW YOKK.
August 6.—The Real Estate Record says :—

The situation does not vary greatly from last

week. On most grades of stock the demand is

only fair, and buyers moving with some caution,

while prices tend to ease off somewhat from ex-

tremes, but there is no general downward ten-

dency, and sellers in all cases refrain from urging

the sale of desirable goods. Current consump

tion is full, but supplied by parcels coming in on

contract, and while dealers want all the stock

offering, they have a slight advantage which is

naturally made the most of. The export trade

has been a little unsettled for a week or two,

and, in some instances, it would be necessary to

offer a concession in order to secure the atten

tion of shippers. Sellers, ho ivever, are not much
troubled over the situation, and calculate upon

winding the year up with quite as large a volume

of exports as shown at the opening.

Eastern spruce is in fair stock, and there is

not much inclination to make further important

additions at the moment. Demand in conse-

quence is somewhat slow, and offerings of ran

dom cargoes have to be handled with some care,

though not much actual weakness has thus far

been shown on really attractive stock. Specials

meet with demand for fall delivery and manu-

facturers adhere to full rates on any outside or

ordinary cutting. For an operating basis about

$13(3)15 $ M. may now be quoted, and $17 the

average top for specials.

White pine retains a firm position, and not-

withstanding the accumulating stocks holders

are very confident. Home wants continue full

and not likely to shrink much, while the pros-

pect for export demand is considered excellent

in every respect. It is claimed that a great

many shipping orders formerly filled at the east-

ward must have come here as the only point at

which desirable stock can be reached. At pri-

mary points the " talk " is very firm, and some
of our operators are purchasing at the full rates

asked. We quote $17@19 $ M. for West India

shipping boards
; $24.50®26 for South American

do.; $10(0*10.50 for box boards; $17fel7.50 for

do. wide and sound do.

Yellow pine has had a few ups and downs of

demand, but as a rule dealers oxpress themselves

satisfied witli the amount of business doing, and

the market shows quite as good, if not better,

position than usual for the season. Quito a

number of specifications have been accepted on

accounts ranging frsm 100,000 up to 500,000 feet,

and at%bout former rates. There is some ten-

dency to advance the cost of freight from one or

two points. Randoms are not much wanted,

and would be difficult to sell except at a shading.

We quote random cargoes atabout$24@26 l?M.;

rdered cargoes, $2G@28 do.; green flooring

boards, $24.50@26.50 do.; and dry do do., $27,-

@29. Cargoes at the South, $15@19 $ M. for

rough, and $20(fl'24 for dressed.

Hardwoods in good demand for choice sea-

soned stock and at full rates, the market ruling

quite firm throughout, though it is intimated

that "indications" from primary points are a

shade easier in some instances. We quote at

wholesale rates by carload about as follow s :

—

Walnut, $77@85 ^ M. ; ash, $35@38 do. ; oak,

$40@45do.; maple, $30@35 ;
chestnut, 1st and

2nd, $30@35 do.; do. culls, $18@20 do.: cherry,

$50@55 do.; white wood, \ andg-inch, $25@27.-

i0, and do. inch, $33@35 do.; hickory, $35(5 45

do. for Western, and $G5@75 for good nearby

stock.

Shingles sell well enough to prevent any great

accumulation of supply, and prices are support-

ed all around. The stock is only fair. We
quote Cypress at about $0 for saps and $8.50@9

for hearts ;
pine shipping stocks. $4 for 18-inch,

and Eastern saw grades at $2.50@4.50 for 1G-

inch, as to quality and to quantity. Machine

dressed cedar shingles quoted as follows :—For

30-inch, $16@22.25 for A and $28.75(5)38.35 for

No. 1 ; for 24-inch, $6.50®16 for A and $10.75

@23 for No. 1 ; for 20-inch, $5@10.50 for A and

Jll.24@ll.75 for No. 1.

Be Wise and Happy.
If you will stop all your extravagant and wrong

notions in doctoring yourself and families with ex-

pensive doctors or humbug cure-alls, that do harm

always, and use only nature's simple remedies for all

your ailments—you will be wise, well and happy, and
save great expense. The greatest, remedy for this,

the great, wise ami good will tell you, is Hop Bitters

rely on it.— Press.

CHICAGO.

August 3.—So far as the records show, there

has been no material difference in themovement
of lumber for the past week, as compared with

the one preceeding. The general tenor of our

reports indicates than an active demand pre

vails, and that the sales of lumber are large and

numerous. We do not think there is evidence

of any particular increase in the volume of busi

ness doing over the average for July, which, as

is now well known, was the largest for that

month on record, though some of our corres

pondents assert that the trade in the markets
from which they write is so active that it severely

taxes the capacity of the dealers to keep up with

it. The notable absence of complaints in regard

to the present business may be accepted as pretty

good evidence that it maintains its activity, as

lumber dealers everywhere have become accus-

tomed, this season, to a rushing demand, and
they would be very apt to notice an unfavorable

change in it. On the whole, the Lumberman is

inclined to regard the situation of the lumber
trade as in most respects eminently satisfactory.

Some doubt has been expressed hitherto in

regard to the effect of the rapid advance in

prices this season upon the buyers of lumber in

the country, and some have even gone so far as

to definitely predict a marked falling off in the

quantity of lumber consumed in consequence of

its increased cost. It will be noticed that in a

number of our reports this week reference is

made to this point. It is evident that in some
markets the operators think they observe that

the demand has been checked slightly by the re

peated changes in the list, though in the majority

of cases it seems to be the fact that the advance

in prices has made no difference with orders

There is not enough in these statements to war-

rant the assumption that a dangerous falling off

will result from the higher price of lumber. It

may deter some who have had building enter-

prises in mind from immediately undertaking

them, but not, we feel sure, to an extent suffi-

cient to make adifferenceinthe volume of trade.

Those who have already begun building, or who
have determined to do so, will hardlv be kept from

carrying out their plans by the slight difference

the higher price of lumber would make in the

cost of their improvements. In a general way
the rise in the price of building material

may have the effect to make some people

defer their operations until what appears to

them a more convenient season, but we do not

regard this probability as of sufficient import-

ance to make it a source of apprehension to

lumbermen. It is a matter of fact that more
building is done when prices are high than when
they are pretty well down towards the bottom,

from which it may safely be inferred that there

is not much danger of trade being cut off in con-

sequence of any increase in the cost of lumber,

or any other material that is essential to the

construction of buildings.

We have to note again a considerable advance

in prices, the action of the dealers at this point

last week having brought forth the usual crop

of changes. For the most part, competing mar
kets follow promptly Chicago's lead, but in some
instances the necessary advance is made with

some reluctance, the operators evidently fearing

that it will have the effect to check trade. With
a rising market it is of course to be expected

that lumber will be firm, and generally speak-

ing, no doubt it is so ; but, possibly, where the

dealers fancy that they may be losing some

orders in consequence of the high prices, figures

may occasionally be made that are not put down
in the list. It is not to be supposed, however,

that much of this sort of thing is doing, or that

it will produce any noticeable effect upon the

established rates. Theaverage dealer in lumber,

particularly if he has a stock of that article in

his possession, is too firmly convinced that it is

worth a good deal more than it cost him, what-

ever that may be, to part with it at much of a

discount from the quoted rates.

The outlook for trade remains as favorable as

ever. The demand promises to keep up, and
there is therefore every reason to anticipate the

continued firmness of prices. Whether the lat-

ter will be advanced still more is a problem.

There is likely to be a temporary lull in the up-

ward movement at present, but we have no

means of knowing how long it will last.

Piece stuff has declined from twenty-fivo to

fifty cents from the figures ruling last week, for

all lengths under twenty feet, inferior being

now quotable at $11.50, and good at $11.75.

Longer stuff maintains its value rather better,

and the prices obtained for it are covered by the

range given aweek ago. Cargoes running largely

to this kind of stock are generally sold on their

merits, the demand for long-length dimension

being such as to warrant the sellers in asking

more in proportion for it than they get for ordi-

nary stock. Inch lumber is considerably lower

than it has been, some grades having declined

as much as $2 from the former prices. No. 2

Muskegon stock has been sold, it is said, as low

as $11.25, and ranges now from that price to

$13. Other grades are also lower than they

have been lately, and everything is more or lees

weak. The probability is that in many trans-

actions the actual prices obtained are lower than
sellers care to make public, so that it is difficult

to print quotations that represent the market

accurately. The demand for shingles has not

been sharp enough to keep up the price to last

week's range, and we are compelled to note a

decline of five cents per thousand, the present

rates being $2.^5(^2.80 and $2.90fa2.95 for

Standard and Extra A respectively. It is

claimed that the market for shingles is a trifle

stronger than it was a few days ago, and the

commission men hope to get along without

making further concessions. Lath are steady at

the old figures.

There is some difference of opinion as to what

the immediate future of the cargo market will

be, sellers, even, being by no means of one mind

in regard to it. Some assert there belief that it

will speedily recover its tone, while others give

expression to the fear that the present weakness

will last pretty well through this month. It

must be admitted that there is considerable un-

certainty about the course it will take, and under

the circumstances one opinion is as likely to

prove correct as another.

Lake freights are unchanged, but weak at the

rates quoted below :

—

CARGO QUOTATIONS.
Joistandscantling,green,ordinarylengths?ll 50(911 75
Joist and scantling, green, 20 feet and over 14 00<<J16 00
Mill run, choice green 16 50<<r21 00
Mill run, medium, green 13 SO«rl6 50
Mill run, common, " 11 !S<«rl3 0U
Shingles, standard 2 75# S 8S
Shingles, extra A „. 2 85tot 2 96
Lath ; 1 S0@ I 85

LAKE FREIGHTS.

Manistee 82 l!i
Muskegon 1 621
Ludington 1 871
Grand Haven 1 62}
Menominee 2 124

Sturgeon Bay 2 12}
White Lake ". 1 75
Ford River f 2 00

Receipts and shipments of lumber and shingles

for the week ending August 2 :

RECEIPTS. SHIPMENTS,

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881 69,348,000 23,S25,000 55,862,000 6,299,000

1S80

51,872,000

18,638,000 30,442,000 2,822,000

Receipts and shipments of lumber and

shingles from January 1 to and including Aug. 2:

RECEIPTS. SHIPMENTS.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1SS1..S62,222,000 362,111,000 936.928,000 77.292.000

1880.-711,082,000 328,265,000 787,430,000 58,428,000

TOMWAXDA.
AUGUST 1.—Trade is very brisk. Dealers re-

port heavy sales at good prices. Prices have

advanced in consequence of an increased demand

and largely by reason of the rise at Chicago and

Saginaw. Appended find corrected price list,,

indicating an advance in several grades.

cargo Lots—saginaw inspection.

Three uppers S3S CKVS43 00-

Counnon 17 60890 0O
Culls 11 £*KiU2 :*>

in n un.

August 1.—Trade is good and prices fair.

We have notnoticed any falling off in trade, owing

to the advance in prices. The retail dealers are

in buoyant spirits. The following are the latest

cyjotaions for cargo lots :

—

Uppers $40 OtXji 50 00
Common 17 OO0M 00
Culls 13 00911 >v>

Dressing stocks 18 00*g&) it*

Dressing sidings, 17 00^19 oO

America was discovered by Lief Eriecson

the Icelander, in the year 1004, and S5t'> years

after, the Esterbrook Steel Pen Co,, turned out

their first pen.
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ALBANY.

August 2.—The Argus has the following :

The most important movement in the district

since our last report was fully set forth in yes

terday's Argus, in giving the action of the trade

on Monday, in which every house we believe

participated, advancing the quotations of pine

lumber, viz., $1.00 $ M. feet on common ; $2.00

$ M. feet on intermediate grades, and $3.00 D?

M. feet on uppers and inspected pickings, and

pretty generally through the list. This is no

sensational movement, but is taken by the trade

in self-defense. Until yesterday pine lumber on

dock at the Saginaw mills was, when the trade

there would consent to name a price, bringin;

as much money as at Albany. At present

writing the Saginaw holders of lumber refuse to

name a price for their stocks, not for the want
of any logs, nor from any lack of demand, but

the largely and steadily increasing trade renders

present and future values there, as here, uncer-

tain. In Canada the lack of water has hung up

so many logs on the streams that lumber is in

light supply at shipping points. Whether this

state of things is to continue much longer, until

it will be too late to change the present aspect

of things is, of course, uncertain ; but through

out the Dominion, as on the Saginaw, all kinds

of lumber are bringing and are held at much
higher figures than were current in the winter.

The sales here last week included the following

round lots of common box at the then ruling

prices : 1,500,000 feet, 1,700,000 feet, 1,000,000

and 500,000 feet ; 600,000 feet various grades on

p. t. To-day the market has a very . healthy

aspect ; a sale was made early of 1,400,000 feet

common box, we presume, at the advanced

prices. We do not think there is any material

addition to stock.

Hardwoods are steady and firm.

The stock of coarse lumber is getting very

light ; the demand is good at unchanged prices,

but the trade here is cautious as to accepting

orders in the present uncertainty of getting stock

from the Northern mills, whence the report is

dry ! dry !

Shingles are in demand at quotations.

The receipts of lumber by lake at Buffalo for

the week ending August 1st were 9,887,000 feet,

and by rail 103 cars. The receipts by lake at

Oswego for the week were 7,044,800 feet.

The receipts by canal at Albany from the

opening of navigation to August 1st were :

Bds.&Sctl.,ft. Shingles.ni. Timber.ft. Staves.lbs.

1881.... 171,173,060 860 2,287,000

1830.... 175,020,800 974 5,400 257,000

River freights are steady :

To New York, Q M ft § @1 00
To Bridgeport @1 374
To New Haven @1 371
To Providence, Fall River and Newport 2 00<a2 25
To Pawtucket 2 25@2 50
To Norwalk 1 25@1 30
To Hartford @2 00
To Norwich <a2 00
To Middletown ^1 75
To New London @1 75
To Philadelphia <&2 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

—

Pine, clear, 9H S53 00<ZSG3 00
Pine, fourths. 48 00@58 00
Pine, selects 43 00(a53 00
Pine, good box 15 00@30 00
Pine, 10-in. plank, each 00 38@00 42
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls, each 00 O0@00 22
Pine boards, 10-in 00 26(328 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, culls 00 18(300 19
Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft., %t M 25 00(330 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft 25 00(330 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 13 ft 28 00(330 00
Pine, 1J in. siding, select 40 00(342 00
Pine, 1 J-in. siding, common 16 00(319 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, select 40 00(342 00
Pine, inch siding, common 16 00(319 00
Spruce, boards, each 00 00(300 16
Spruce, plonk, lj-in., each IT. 00 00(300 20
Spruce, plank, 2-in., each 00 OOfaOO 30
Spruce, wall strips, each 00 11(300 12
Hemlock, boards, each 00 00(300 13
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 00 00(300 31
Hemlock, joist, 2Jx4, each 00 00(300 13
Hemlock, wall stri]w, 2x4, each 00 00(«00 10
Ash, good, V M 38 00(345 00
Ash, second quality, V M 25 00(330 00
Cherry, good, %>, M 60 00(370 00
Cherry, common, V M 25 00(335 00
Oak, good, %<M 38 00(343 00
Oak, second quality, M 20 00(325 00
feuwwood, ^ M 25 00(328 00
Hickory, V M 36 00(340 00
Maple, Canada, ^ M '. 26 00(330 00
Maple, American, per M 25 00(328 00
Chestnut, 9 M 35 00(340 00
Shingles, shaved, pine, %f M 0 00(3 6 25

2nd quality 0 00(3 5 00
" extra, sawed, pine 0 00@ 4 40
" clear, " 0 00(3 3 30
" cedar, mixed 0 00(3 4 00
" cedar, XXX 0 OOg) 3 25
" hemlock 0 00<3 2 25

Lath, hemlock, VM 0 (KX3 1 50
Lath, «pnice, " 0 00(3 1 75
Lath, pine, " 0 00(3 2 00

MIMVEAI'OLIH

Tho Mississippi Valley Lumberman of the 5th

instant says :—The weather of the past three

weeks has been particularly favorable for drying

lumber, and a very large part of the early saw

ing is now ready for shipment and is being sent

away as fast as cars can be had upon which to

load it. There is no cessation to the demand,

and all manufacturers are burdened with orders,

The recent advance has had no perceptable in

fluence on trade anywhere. The fact that th

wheat harvests are now almost beyond the reach

of blight or damage of any kind inspires con

fidence. and gives a firmnesB to prices. The
want of cars is becoming an exciting topic with

all classes of business men in the north-west, as

the volume of traffic has passed entirely beyond

all the railroad capacity for handling. There

has been a regular blockade in the shipping

yards of Minneapolis during the last few weeks,

owing to want of room and cars, to which trouble

the railway employees added a strike, which

practically suspended business last week and led

to a general public movement for relief. We
estimate that Minneapolis is 15,000,000 feet be

hind in shipments.

News from all western markets indicate a

perfect willingness to follow Chicago up on prices

as often as she chooses to move, and all agree

that the demand is beyond precedent and pres

ent facilities for doing business. The notable

event in the north-west is the apparent success

of the movement to organize the lumbermen's

association, as we consider this an assurance of

harmony which will secure steady uniform prices

for lumber throughout the north-west.

DCIUTH.
August 1.—Prices remain unchanged, but

with an upward tendency. The advance in

manufacturers' prices has apparently not affect

ed the retailers, who have put up their own as

much, and in some cases more, than has been
done in this market. Along the Northern Pa
cific railway building continues brisk, and the

demand for lumber good.

Treatment for Ringbone.
Ringbone consists of inflammation of the joint

of the foot and deposit of bony matter just above

the coronet and above or below (or both) the

pastern joint. In the end the bony matter cov-

ers the joint and renders it immovable. The
treatment of a newly-formed ringbone consists

in giving the animal rest ; use a high or low-

heeled shoe, as the case may need, and as the

horse walks on the toe or heel. To reduce the

heat and inflammation, apply cold water with
wet bandages, and when this has been effected,

apply a blister made of 20 grains of corrosive

sublimate and camphor, 10 drops of muriatic

acid, and one ounce of oil of turpentine. When
the blister is formed the part is washed and
greased with lard. If this is of no avail, firini

may be used with benefit, especially with a young
horse. One ounce of hypo-sulphite of soda may
be given daily for two weeks to remove any
rheumatic tendency.

As the result of observation, and from the
testimony of trustworthy men, the following is

about the average growth in twelve years of the
leading desirable varieties of timber when plant-

ed in belts or groves and cultivated :—White
maple, one foot in diameter and thirty feet

high; ashleaf maple or box-elder, one foot in

diameter, and twenty feet high ; white
willow, one and one-half feet in diameter
and fifty feet high

; yellow willow, one and one-
half feet in diameter and thirty-five feet high

;

Lombardy poplar, ten inches in diameter and
forty feet high ; blue and white ash, ten inches
in diameter and twenty-five feet high ; black
walnut and butternut, ten inches in diameter
and twenty feet high.

At Taylor's mill, Gravenhurst, on Tuesday
Mr. Wm. Clute, who was engaged at the trim-
ming saw, by some means had his hand thrown
against one of the saws, lacerating the back of
the hand to some extent.

Sfo Hood Preaching.
No man can do a good job of work, preach a good

sermon, try a law suit well, doctor a patient or write
a good article when he feels miserable and dull with
sluggish brain and unsteady nerves, and none shouldmake the attempt in such a condition when it can bo
so easily and

:

cheaply removed by a little Hop Bitters
—Albany Times. I

Mr. Tait'h new mil], OravenhurHt, in now in

thorough working order, and is turning out about

30,000 feet of lumber per day. We noticed tkil

week a new shingle machine on its way to the

mill. Mr. Tait intends to manufacture Thmglfn

and lath as well as lumber.

A BARGAIN—CRIST AM) SAW MILL FOR SALK,
paying 12 per cent, clear ; price *9,000; and above

percentage guaranteed. Apply to

JOSEPH DAVIES & Co.,

Lumber, Coal, & Commission Merchants,

46 CHURCH ST. TORONTO. „uo

J. T. LAMBERT.
Lumber and Commission Agent.

FOlTSALE.
150 Mils. White Pine, 1 x 10 Stock.
175 do 1 x 12 "

2x10 "

2 x 12 "

1 inch Siding.

2 x 10 Joists.

3x6 "

1J inch.

APPLY AT THE OFFICE, L20

WELLINGTON STREET, OTTAWA.

11 " do
20 " do
140 " do
20 " do
40 " do
16 " Cedar,
19 " Basswood

WISDOM & FISH
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Rubber 1 Leather Belting

RUBBER HOSE, STEAM PACKING,

LUBRICATING OILS, COTTON WASTE
Wrought Iron Pipe and Fittings,

And all Articles used in the Application of Steam
to Machinery.

No. 41 Dock Street, St. John, N. B
(SMALL'S BLOCK.)

N.B.—Estimates for Steam and Hot Water Heating
Apparatus furnished on application. All work War-
ranted. ly-L20

WANTED.
CHERRY, WHITE ASH,

AND

WALNUT LUMBER.

Quote Price delivered, and Carefully

Describe :—Quality, Widths, Length,

Thickness, and how long Sawed.

ROBERT C. LOWRY,
Wholesale Lumber,

12l19 55 Pine Street, New York,

PORTLANDJOUNDRY.

JOSEPH McAFEE,
(Late Angus McAfee.)

Warehouse, Main St., St. John, JTB.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

MANUFACTURER OF

Cooking, Ship, Par/or & Office Stoues

MILL CASTINGS,
Ship Windlasses, Capstans, and

Ship Castings of all kinds,
(MADE TO ORDER.)

ower Capstans, Patent Ship Pumps
ly With Copper Chambers. l20

Lead Scuppers & Water Closets & all

goods in my line for Ships' use.

Work done to Order with Ctuick Despatch.

Property for Sale.

That Steam Saw Mill, at the Village of Cumberland,
formerly owned by BI'HTON & WATSON, with all the
Machinery/ and also Wharf, Ht/zre-houiM:, and beveral
Cottages on the property. Apply to the Union bank
ol Lower Canada.
2l19 M. A. ANDKRBON, Manager.

CANOES

!

The undersigned keeps Canoee Biiitable

for LUMBERMEN. SPORTSMEN and
others constantly on hand. Price LlBt on
application.

WILLIAM ENGLISH
UHl PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

GRATEFUL- COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,
and by a careful application of the fine properties of
well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our break-
fast tables with a delicately flavored beverage which
may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the
judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle mala-
dies are floating around U9 ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
blood and a properly nourished frame."

—

Civil Service
Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in

packets and tins only (i-lb. and lb.) labelled

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England. l!9-1v

I.HACYARD-S*.
SfPECTORALlI

BALSAM
Has no equal for the permanent cure of

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Asthma, f roup,
Whooping Cough. Bronchitis, and

all Lung Diseases.
£3T Ev^ bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction.

T. MILBURN & CO., Proprietors Toronto.
'

PEACTIOAL
Founders, Machinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori-
zontal and Portable

Engines, Boilers
Grain Elevators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery,

With Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY.

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE "WATER "WHEEL.

RODEBAUGH'S SAW FRAME, MILL
DOGS and SAW GUIDES.

WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IRON
CASTINGS.
££fPlans and Specifications on application."

The Walkerville Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkerville, Ont, June 1SS1. 12U6
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JUST PUBLISHED!
LOVELLS GAZETTEER

OF

BKITISH NORTH AMERICA.

Containing the latest and most authentic descriptions of over SEVEN THOUS-
AND FIVE HUNDRED CITIES, TOWNS and VILLAGES, and of over EIGHTEEN
HUNDRED LAKES and RIVERS in the Dominion of Canada; a TABLE OP ROUTES
shewing the proximity of the RAILROAD STATIONS, and SEA, LAKE and RIVER
PORTS to the CITIES, TOWNS and VILLAGES, and a neat COLORED MAP OF
THE DOMINION,

Price in Full Cloth, $3.00. Will be Mailed on Receipt of Price.

L19

JOHN LOVELL & SON,
Publishers, Montreal

Manufacturers

Leather,

Mill Supplies, &c.

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English

and American makers. This, along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
oo co

03 03
-J <l
<D 03

The Bell Organ Manufactory is the Largest and Oldest in the British Empire, and the fact that
ive have sold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best in the market. We GUARANTEE ALL
JUR ORGANS for five years. Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catologue mailed free.

W. BELL & CO.
41 to 47 East Market Suqare, GUELPH, Out,

The Best Axes in the World

!

P. Jewill & Sons (Hartford, Conn.) EXTRA and STANDARD LEATHER BELTING
Jowitt & Nicholson 2nd CUT FILES. LATH YARN.

GEORGE STETHEM
12-L17PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO,

Importer, Jobber and Retail Dealer in Hardware.

The Rainer Piano Always Triumphant

!

CARRIES OFF THE HONORS OF 1880 AS FOLLOWS

:

At Toronto Industrial Exhibition, 1st Prize, Diploma & Medal for Best Square Pu uio

At Hamilton Provincial Exhibition 1st Prize and Diplc ma
At Brantford Southern Fair 1st Prize and Dipl< jma

At Guelph Central Exhibition ------ 1st Prize and Dip' l0ma
#S~SEND FOR CATALOGUE. -S^

RAINER, SWEETNAM & HAZELTO'N,
MANUFACTURERS,

o-ttzexjIpih:, oilstt^ie^io t„

The Largest Manufacturers of

SHEET IRON ROOFING
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Can give the Best of References in

every State and Territory.

POTTER IRON ROOFING COMP'Y,
101, 103 and 105 West Front Street,

CINCINNATI.
All Kinds of CORRUGATED 1ROX FurnisUed.

Send for illustrated Circulars, naming The CANADA
Lumberman, I2idl
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MARSHALL MURRAY
m

mimm rass- Km

MANUFACTURER OF

CHURCH BELLS
Of a TONE and PRICE to Defy Competition.

!L L§
ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALL SITES IN BRASS FOR SUPS F

ALSO,

B

Corner of Francois and Roch Streets,

PALACE HARBOUR, ST. ROCH, QUEBEC.
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LUMBERMEN'S STATIONERY.
.— ^

We will supply anything in the line of BLANKS or STATIONERY for Lumber

Shanties and Offices at City prices.

Shanty Settlements

Shanty Orders

Shanty Receipts

Shanty Time Books

Shanty Log Books

Shanty Reports

Shanty Ledgers

Shanty Cash Books

Shanty Way Bills

Drive Books

And everything necessary to a complete office outfit.

All Printing done in the Highest Style of the Art, and at Lowest Living Prices.

Book- Binding of every Description got up in a very Neat and Superior manner.

Account Books Ruled and Bound to any desired Pattern.

For Schedule of Prices address, describing the kind and quality of work desired,

toker & CO.,
"THE CANADA LUMBERMAN,"

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO.

Office Letterheads

Office Noteheads

Office Envelopes

Office Cards

Office Notes

Office Drafts

Office Orders

Office Receipts

Office Blnak Books

Office Ship Account Books
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HART EMERY WHEEL COMPANY, Limited

GILBERT HART, Detroit, JAMES T. BARNARD, Hamilton,

President. Seoretary-Treasuror.

SAMUEL BRIGGS, Hamilton,
Superintendent.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

3E»B ^Er
: S. ^2"

EMERY and CORU WHEELS

These Wheels are

Wire Strengthened

And Specially Adapted

For Saw Gamming

Neither Animal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in their composition, they are NOT LIABLE
TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while

They Surpass All Other Wheels for Free Gutting and Durability.

We refer to the following well known Saw Manufacturers for Opinions as to the Quality of our Wheels :

Messrs. SHURLEY & DIETRICH,
GALT.

Messrs. R. H. SMITH & CO.,

ST. CATHARINES.

JAMES ROBERTSON, ESQ.,

MONTREAL.

Messrs. JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.,

TORONTO.

WE ALSO REFER TO

WILLIAM HAMILTON, ESQ :
,

PETERBOROUGH,
Manufacturer of the Covell Saw Sharpeners.

Messrs. H. B. RATHBUN & SON,
DESERONTO,

Lumber Merchants. lyL16
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M. Covel's Latest

Is the Most Perfect Machine

CIRCULAR SAW
STEAM FEED I

atic Saw Sharpener!
tias ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

MILL MACHINERY!

I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which are giving the best of sat- r

Isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials:—

Gravenhurst, August 20th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Esq., Peterborough.

Dear Sir—1 have used your Steam Feed for near four
months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction in every
way; it is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since I put It into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long in one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-
stantly. 1 am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for

cutting long or short logs. I consider 1 have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got it

than I would have cut had 1 not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.'

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put in Is working splen-
didly. Yours, &c,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for all

sizes of Gang or Circular Mills, Span or Doable Clrcul&ra

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the
Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Edgers, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, PowerGummers, and all Machinery used In a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; also, small Hand Gam-
mers for use in the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary
Pumps of different sizes, for Fire Protection In Mills, 4a

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel is the great consideration, along
with uniformity ol speed, such as is required in Griti and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. I feel

Justified in saying that ourStyie, Workmanship and Finish

on this Engine wiil be no discredit to Its renown, and cer-

tainly Is not equalled In this country for economy of fuel.

I have them working at 2] pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. LlO

PETERBOROUGH, OUSTT.

EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Kmery Wheels ore now almost in universal use for the purpose of gulletting and gumming saws. Statistics show from

25,000 to 30,000 saw-m ills In the United States. Many of these run only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two
wheels a year, costing SI to $1 each, and when such small mills order single Emery Wheels from the factory, the express charges

often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality of Fernery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand so

fickle, that storekeepers could not afford to carry them In stock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have become as staple

an article as Files, and every dealer In saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can aflbrd to carry a few dozen standard sizes In stock.

Large dealers order stocks of §500 to $750 worth at a time. Saw Gumming Wheels are used with the edge (or face) square, round,

or beveled. Probably seven-eiglhs of all in use are beveled.

Tne principal sizes are:

8x2
8x1
8x|

J in. hole.

10x1

10\i
lOxS
loxi

J in. hole. _ Holes,

J, I and 1 inch.

Probably more wheels 12xs, 12xJ and 12xj are used than all the other sizes together. Saw Gumming Wheels are used,

however, of all sizes up to 24x1}. The most frequent complaint is that Emery Wheels harden the saw so that a file won't touch It.

The answer is that you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,

leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 33J per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those

who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the saw lightly a second time (after going all over It once), and this second

touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

_A_ QUESTION OF QUALITY
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers In, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality Is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

"iExtra Soft " wheel like the " Pocono." We believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to

adopt our views, we moke several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some othf r make of wheels (not Tacite), that we can furnish

qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us know what it Is, and we can send you a Tunite Wheel of similar quality. Our regular

classification of Saw Gumming Wheels is as follows:

CLASS 2. MEDIUM—HARD.—This Wheel is the Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are "Class 2.'

It cuts fast and keeps its shape well. Some think it too hard, some too soft. We prefer the " Pocono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM—SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, and therefor;freer cutting wheel.

CLASS " POCONO " EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. It is both finer in grain and softer than either of the above. As a Saw Gumming Wheel, Class " Pocono" is

specially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a free cutting wheel that will not create much heat.

Illustrated Circulars and Catalogue, show ins Cuts of Saw Gumming Machines, and Shapes, Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on application.
Ll3

te Co. Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.
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A despatch from Buffalo, dated August 11th,

says :
—" At a joint meeting of the Buffalo and

Tonawanda Lumber Exchanges held here to-

day, it was resolved to advance the prices of

pine lumber 81 per thousand feet on all grades

below shelving, and $2 on shelving and higher

grades. The established terms hereafter will be

GO days, or li per cent, off for cash."

The fire in Bronson's lumber piles on the

morning of August 16th is believed to have most

satisfactorily settled the problem whether a fire

in that locality could be extinguished. Great

satisfaction is expressed among mill owners.

Bron'sons & Weston gave a checque for $100 to

the benevolent fund of the fire brigade in ackow-

ledgment of their services. The loss will not

exceed -$1,000.

A Boston" furniture factory is making some

chairs and tables from oak logs taken from a

bridge in Germany. They have been in the

water since the year 780, and are consequently

about 1,100 years old. The logs are in a re-

markable fine state of preservation, and they

show no sign of decay after penetrating two

inches below the surface. The color is a sort of

brownish-gray, the fibres are fine and close,

giving to the wood evidence of being capable of

high polish. The logs were imported by a

gentleman, for whom the furniture will be

made.

Til r Jeffersonian of Stroudsberg, Pa., has just

been shown the certificate of award—which, by

the way, is a magnificent specimen of the en-

graver's art—and a beautiful bronze medal,

issued to " The TaniteCo., of Stroudsburg, Pa.,"

by " The Sydney International Exhibition " of

New South Wales, Australia, forwarded to T.

Dunkin Paret, Esq., President of the Tanite

Co., by the commissioners for the United States,

appointed by the Government of New South

Wales. A similar award, similarly obtained,

was not long since forwarded to the Company
from the recent International Exposition of

Geneva, Switzerland. The emery wheels of

this company have obtained world-wide renown.

A leading match-splint manufacturer of Ca-

nada is authority for the statement that there

are about twenty-two match factories in the

United States arid Canada, and that the daily

production- and consequent daily conisumption

—is about 25,000 gross ]>er day. In each gross

of matches manufactured there are 144 boxes, so

that the 25,000 gross produces 3,000,000 boxes.

Each box made in the United States, where a

duty of one cent uj<on every box of matches is

levied, contains 100 matches, so that the number
of mate-he-- produced and used daily amounts to

3<iO,W;,Wi. Counting that it takes a second to

light each mateh, to light the 300,000,000 would
take j-i*t that number of second*. Thi» gives

6,000,000 minutes, or 100,000 hours. In days of

twenty-four hours each, it figures up to 4,166§,

and gives eleven years and five months, with a

couple of days extra as the time occupied during

every twenty-four hours, by the people of North

America—not figuring on the Mexicans—in

striking matches. Figuring a little further it

gives 4,159 years time in each year.

The increase in the value of the Michigan

forests within the last dozen years is probably

unprecedented in the annals of thelumber trade.

Twelve years ago, a man with a few thousand

dollars to invest, bought a tract of land in Men-
ominee county, Michigan, from the United

States for $1.25 per acre. Wednesday he sold

2,875 acres of pine timber from the same section

to a Chicago lumber firm for $25 per acre, re-

serving the land for himself. The investment

has therefore paid a profit of over $68,000 on the

2,875 acres in only twelve years, the original

investment being less than $3,600, and, as the

land is worth something, "the returns are not

all in yet."

• The Stanton (Mich. ) Clipper has recently in-

stituted an investigation into the pine resources

of Montcalm county, the result of which is

stated in the following paragraph :
—" It says

that its success in obtaining exact figures was

only partial, but believes that the estimates

given may be relied upon as very close to the

actual facts : Day township has 7,000 acres ;

Cato, 1,000 acres
;
Perris, 1,560 acres ; Belvi-

dere, 1,000 acres
;
Home, 7,920 acres ; Douglas,

1,920 acres ; Pine, 640 acres ; Evergreen, 1,920

acres
; Crystal, 4,000 acres ; Richland, 5,000

acres ; Sidney, 1,040—making a total of 33,000

acres of pine in the country that has never been

cut over. The quality on an average is very

good, and it will cut according to the best esti-

mate1?*we have been able to obtain, about 792,-

000,000 feet of lumber. This, of course, is ex-

clusive of a vast amount of pine that has been

cut over once or twice, leaving a quantity of

good lumber and shingle timber. There are

probably also small tracts of good pine that

have not been reported to us, but the above ap-

proximates very nearly the quantity of standing

pine yet remaining to be cut in Montcalm
county. At the present rate of manufacturing

it, our timber will be entirely used up within

the next five years, except perhaps a few tracts

that men of means and foresight may hold for

the higher prices that are sure to come. In the

same five years, at the rate at which clearing

has been going on and improvements are being

made, good, well-improved farms will have

sprung up to take the place of the pine, and the

transition from a lumbering district to a fine

farming country will hardly have been noticed
;

yet the two conditions of the country will be so

close together that they will stand out in bold

relief.'

THE PREDICTED TIMBER FAMINE.
In a recent issue, the Leffel Mechanical News

makes some very sensible remarks on this sub-

ject.

Regarding the supply of pine timber in this

country, says the News, its rapid disappearance,

and the prospect of its speedy exhaustion, we
gave a few weeks since some figures which are

not a little alarming, but are believed to be en-

tirely authentic. It does not add to the cheer-

fulness of the situation to know that in the mat-

ter of our resources of oak and walnut lumber

we are no better off. Both these woods, but

especially the former, are of such vast utility in

our manufacturing industries that they have

been justly considered indispensible, and no

theory has ever been formed, so far as we are

aware, of the means by which their loss could be

made good. But it is daily becoming more ap-

parent that the problem will, at no remote

period, imperatively demand solution, and that

one of two alternatives must be chosen ; either

the production of these varieties of timber must

be stimulated, or substitutes be found which

will answer in their place.

So far as oak is concerned, the case is not yet

so desperate but that economy in its use, and

above all an immediate check to its needless

destruction, may be a sufficient remedy, at least

for the needs of the present generation. The
insane propensity for clearing land, whether it

is useful for agriculture or not, and whether the

timber is to be turned to any account or not,

ought to be restrained by a penal statute. It is

carried in some instances to such an extent that

nothing short of a deliberate purpose to im-

poverish the country, to bring droughts and

hurricanes, to "sow the wind and reap the

whirlwind," can explain the conduct of the land-

owners. Individual freedom is so much prized

by our people that a restraining law on this sub-

ject would probably be difficult of enforcement

;

but agricultural societies, granges, farmers'

clubs, and public journals of whatever class, can

do very much in this behalf by disseminating

the facts and bestowing wholesome advice on

this vitally important subject.

The market for walnut lumber has already-

been seriously affected by the approaching scar-

city. A " corner " has even been attempted by

a few particularly shrewd dealers ; and manu-

facturers of furniture are considering what

course they shall adopt when the time comes in

which they can no longer, even at a heavy ad-

vance, obtain this much desired material. Noth-

ing else is so well adapted to the purposes for

which it is iised ; and even of the unsatisfactory

substitutes proposed, the supply is not to be

depended on. Mahogany will take its place to

some extent, but the tendency here also is to

increasing scarcity, as the trade is destructive

to the vessels engaged in it, owing to the stormy

latitudes which they are compelled to visit. The

gum tree is also recommended, and as a material

for veneers is found to be nearly equal to rose-

wood, free from shrinkage, and taking an admir-

able finish. Beech, birch and red oak have been

resorted to in many cases, and will necessarily

be used more and more frequently as the covet-

ed walnut becomes higher in price.

The true remedy, after all, is to make good

the deficiency, not by seeking poor and unsatis-

factory substitutes, but by producing as fast as

we consume. Groves of walnut trees should be

planted by thousands of acres in every part of

the country where they have a natural home.

The experiment has been tried with perfect suc-

cess in the south, in the west, and in the north-

west. The great difficulty is that a term of

years—say from fifteen to twenty—must elapse

between the investment and the return ; and

however sure the latter may be, it requires to

be waited for, which is the one thing of which

the average American citizen is not capable.

We have not much faith, as a rule, in any good

to be accomplished by interference on the part

of the government ; but if the legislature of

every state were to give a bounty of $1 for every

tree planted, we are confident that surprising

and beneficial results would in due time be re-

alized. A dollar in the hand—such is the charm

of certainty and the bliss of actual possession

—

would go farther than the prospect of fifty in the

tree.

ONTARIO TIMBER LIMITS.

The Ottawa Free Press says that Ottawa lum-

bermen will be interested in the statement made

by the Parry Sound North Star that the Ontario

Government contemplate offering the townships

in that district not already under license for sale

as timber limits at an early date. It is generally

believed that the Government own no more un-

sold limits of any extent or value. This is a

great mistake. There are yet some two thou-

sand square miles of unsold Government limits

in the district alone, lying on the upper waters

of the Muskoka, the Magnetawan and the

French rivers. Every township in the district

is now more or less settled, and in order to save

the timber from destruction by fire, though

clearances are being made in every direction, it

is absolutely necessary that the townships should

be placed under license. Many of those limits

are very fine, and will no doubt realize a hand-

some bonus. No better time for such a sale

could be found, and the wisdom of the Govern-

in taking advantage of the present boom in tim-

ber lands to dispose of such limits as it is neces-

sary for the public interests to sell cannot be

doubted. ________________

The spool factory lately erected at Jacquet

River, county Restigouche, and only in operaj

tion a few months, was totally destroyed by fire

on the morning of August 12th. There is said

to be soma insurance, but the loss is very heavy,
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THE MOUNTAIN FORESTS AND WATER
SUPPLY OF THE CONTINENT.

BY DR. JOHN A. WARDER.

The mountains were intended to be perpet-

ually clothed with forest growths, at least to tliu

timber line, at a varying elevation depending

upon latitude, where arboreal vegetation in re-

stricted by the low temperature that approaches

the conditions of congelation. The traveller, to

be of any use to himself or to others, should

keep his eyes open and observe every phenome-

non as he passes through'the country.

Limited observations, when among the Rocky

Mountains a few years since in Colorado, and

more recently in a journey on the Medicine-Bow

Mountains of Wyoming Territory, have given

the writer still firmer convinctions of the truth

of the first proposition, which had already been

accepted, as truly set forth by forest writers of

of Europe, and read in the open book of nature,

as it was unfolded before his eyes in the Alpine

regions of that continent. But these journeys

among the Cordilleras of our country, exposed

as they are and have been to the ruthless and

wanton destructiveness of ignorant and thought-

less man, have filled him with serious apprehen-

sins respecting the future water supply of our

western rivers.

The destruction of these mountain forests by

fire is indeed a most fearful and melancholy sub-

ject to contemplate. An inspection of portions

of the public domain by one who has studied the

subject, and who has either read of or witnessed

the disastrous effects of the spoliation of the

forests in elevated mountain heights, cannot fail

to fill the mind with the most serious apprehen-

sions.

The efforts of the Secretary of the Interior on

behalf of the forests are highly appreciated by

those who have made a study of the influence of

the woods upon the country's water supply.

The mountains (up to a certain elevation, close

to the limit of perpetual congelation) were de-

signed for the forests, nor should they ever be

stripped of their arboreal covering, for, as I he-

Secretary has well said in his annual report of

1877, if the forests in such regions be once de-

stroyed, they will never bo restored. Tho
rationale of the action of the forests as receivers,

reservoirs and fountains of waters, is perfectly

simple and familiar to all students of forest

science, and may be understood by any one of

common powers of observation, who may have

had his attention directed to the conditions of

earth's surface in a wood that is in a state of

nature. The fallen trees and branches, the

undergrowth, the mosses and other herbage,

among the decaying leaves, the accumulations

of years— all these, and the leafy canopy above

—break the force of the falling rains, which
come quietly to the earth and are there arrested,

and instead of rushing tumultuously down to

lower levels, they are absorbed as by a sponge,

until, although gradually percolating into the

soil, they reach internal cavities or porous strata,

from which they are gradually distilled through

perennial springs that keep up a constant and
regular supply for the streams and rivers.

But to return to Wyoming, to scenes so re-

cently visited—while traversing a broad plateau

of the range, and passing through a glorious

forest primeval, the traveller closely scrutinized

the trees. These were chiefly pines, and almost
exclusively of our species (pinus contorta), but
among them, in the lower and damper spots, the

most lovely firs and spruces reared their tall

shafts, clothed with a mystic drapery of depend-

ing boughs, bearing the silvery green foliage of

the Menzies, Douglas and Englemann's spruces,

and of tho Grandis firs.

While contemplating these noble trees, we
suddenly came upon a scene of appalling desola-

tion. Upon a tract of many square miles in

extent, as far as the eye could reach in every
direction, over many thousands of acres, there
was not a living tree to be seen. All, all, Were
standing bare, stark and stiff in death ; their

tall dead trunks blackened by firo, except where
time had kindly come to their relief and stripped

off the bark, leaving the bare poles that stood by
tho way like shivering ghosts, waiting in purga-

tory until storms of years should prostrate them
to the earth that bore them, when they would
at length gradually crumble into mould to reno-

vato tho soil, which had been deprived of all

vegetable humus by the fierce'flames of the con-

flagration.

The fm-est is destroyed, the noble trees are

dead and gone, too often never in our time to

return, to be a kindly covering and a befitting

garniture to tho sad wastes, and to clotho these

mountain sides with verdure, Continued and

continuous desolation is their sad doom.

Fractically speaking, this is and must be so.

Whence can come the seed germs for the future

aforestingof such extensive tracts? Man, the

improvident destructive, will not do it. The

kindly winds can transport the winged seeds but

a short distance from the parent trees. The

cunning and provident rodents have a still more

limited range within which to carry the seeds

they may gather, and with wise instinct store

up for their hyemal repasts, from which a few

might escape, to germinate and form nuclei,

producing at length seeds for further distribu-

tion in the future.

Ages must be required to restore these forests

in the slow course of nature, and meanwhile the

degrading agencies of every stonn will be carry-

ing away the soil, and scarring the mountain

sides with frightful gullies and chasms, occupied

at times with violent torrents, for there is no

longer any herbage, no moss or bush, nor any

debris to cover the surface, and, spongelikc, to

absorb and retain the precipitated moisture.

Yes, our worthy Secretary was perfectly right

in his assertion that in these bared mountains

the forests would never be restored, when thus

ruthlessly destroyed. In certain situations and

over such vast areas, practically speaking, in

reference to any period of time that it is worth

our while to calculate upon, any timo that we

or our progeny for many generations need take

any account of, this. is sadly true.

But, it may be asked, cannot theso terribly

destructive fires be prevented? Cannot these

calamitous results that must inevitably follow

be avoided ? Yes ! yes ! they may, and they

must be prevented, and that at once, lest our

fair continent become a desert, unfitted for the

many millions it is capable of happily sustaining

upon the broad territory of its beautiful bosom.

This is indeed a great question, and only re-

quiring the exorcise of a high order of states-

manship. It is truly a difficult question, but

the interests at stake are enormous, and are of

infinitely greater importance to this nation than

deciding who of all the groat army of office-

seekers shall bo gratified by an appointment to

this or that petty office under Government ; and

yet there are those who were sent to guard the

great concerns of the State who cannot spare

time from the scramble after office to listen, to

study, nor to advocate matters of such great im-

port as this. Oh, that wo could bo blessed with

a race of statesmen something better than poli-

ticians, and capable of grasping and of solving

such questions as this !

Yes ! the interests at stake are truly enor-

mous ; they involve tho welfare of the country,

since they concern the permanence and the very

existence of our rivers. If their consideration

bo neglected, will not some future explorer of

the vast Sahara, that may extend eastward from

the base of theso mountains, find, amid the

shifting sands of that wide desert, only depres-

sions of the surface to mark the ancient beds of

our great rivers and their tributaries in that

American Sahara, as Champollion has observed

them in the wastes of Northern Africa, ot which

he said :
" And so the astonishing truth dawns

upon us that this desert may once have been a

region of groves and fountains, and the abode

of happy millions. Is there any crime against

Nature which draws down a more terrible curse

than that of stripping mother earth of her

sylvan covering? The hand of man has pro-

duced this desert, and, I verily believe, every

other desert on the face of the earth. Earth

was Eden once, and our misery is the punish-

ment of our sins against the world of plants.

The burning sun of the desert is the angel with

the flaming sword, who stands between us and

Paradise.

"

But how shall this great work, the preserva-

tion of the mountain forests, be accomplished ?

How shall we preserve these treasure-houses of

the snow and rain that they shall steadily distil

tho streams which are to fill our rivers?

It may be effected by wise legislation after

wo have enlightened the public upon the subject

of an advanced forestHcience.and educated them
up to a proper and just appreciation of the im-

portance and of the especial functions of the

forests on these mountain heights, as condensers

of moisture, as receivers and as reservoirs of the

water supplies of a large portion of the conti-

nent.

When so educated, and fully informed upon

theso important truths, with an enlightened

public sentiment, the people will become more
careful in the use of this dangerous agent

; they

will be more watchful of their camp fires, they

wiil compel others to be more careful, and they

will stamp out the first beginning of a confla-

gration.

In addition to this enlightened sentiment, and

complimentary to it, legislation will be needed

to operate on those who may wickedly or ignor-

antly transgress. Some of the excellent sug-

gestions of Mr. Schurz were incorporated in the

bill of Senator Plumb, of Kansas, last winter

(S. 009). They might prove valuable as pre.

ventive measures, especially the appointment of

forest guards, as propped in the 3rd section.

Section 13 is intended to prevent fires on the

public domain, whether in prairie or timber.

Such a provision has never existed in the case

of Government lands, though provided for by
some of the states.

The losses by fires are enormous, and should

be prevented.

Some of us know by sad and painful experi-

ence how difficult it is for the philantropist,

who presents a simple proposition for the public

good, however great its importance, to arrest

the attention of the public. We have also learn-

ed how almost impossible it is to reach the ear

of the law-making powers, and to excite in their

minds an active interest in such questions as are

here presented ; in a word, how herculean an

undertaking is presented, when we attempt to

educate the people, and those who represent

them in the Halls of Congress, up to a. proper

and full appreciation of such a subject as this

of Forestry, which so deeply concerns the public

weal.

More especially unpromising does such an

effort appear, when an attempt is made to im-

press upon their minds the absolute necessity of

keeping theso extensive ranges of mountain

heights in a condition liost adapted to attract

and condense the atmospheric moisture, to re-

ceive the precipitation, to retain it for a time,

and then gradually and quietly to give it off

through perennial springs, as limpid fluid, to

supply the fertilizing streams that shall fill the

rivers which are so happily anil extensively dis-

tributed over our great continent.

You who are engaged in forest studies, you

who are engaged in planting trees, will unite in

presenting our thanks to Secretary Schurz for

the noble stand he has taken in defence of the

forests on the public domain, and for the part

he has taken to call public attention to the vast

and wide-spreading influence exerted by them
on the present and future welfare of the country.

Long may he be permitted to prosecute these

noble efforts in behalf of the protection, preser-

vation, and extension of our woodland heritage !

Mr. President, the above paper is but a re-

petition of an open letter addressed to the

secretary of the Interior, which may never have

fallen under the notice of any of your memjjprs.

No apology will be offered, however, for pre-

senting it to men like yourselves, even thus at

second-hand, because you are known to be in-

terested, as western-tree planters ever are and

should lie, in everything that relates to this

great question of trees. Situated as you are, on

the great open plains, this is to you especially a

vital question, and this aspect of the infinite

value to you of the mountain forests cannot be

devoid of interest, even in the imperfect manner

of its presentation by such a tyro in forests

scienco as your friend W.

Wicked for Clergymen.
Rkv.

,
Washington, D. C, writes : I believe it to

be all wrong and even wieked for clergymen or other

public men to be led into giving testimonials to quack

doctors or vile stuffs called medicines, but when a really

meritorious article made of valuable remedies known

to all, that all physicinns use and trust in daily, we

should freely commend it. I therefore cheerfully and

heartily commend Hop Hitters for the good they have
done me and my friends, firmly believing thatthey have
no equal for family use. 1 will not be without theiu."

—»Vcio Vork Baptist II'i cA Ji/.

A NEW LUMBER DI8TRICT-

A correspondent of the Toronto, Ont., Globe

f

who is writing for that pa|.«r from British'

Columbia, includes in a recent letter some ur
teresting information in regard to the lumber

and logging business of the Province. The point

from which he writes is New Westminster,

located at the mouth of the Fraser river, and

very near the boundry line between that Pro-

vince and Washington" Territory. It is the

largest manufacturing point for lumber in Brit-

ish Columbia, and will, no doubt, become the

center of one of the most important producing

districts on the Pacific before many years. The
country adjacent to it is rapidly settling up, and

we are informed that the business of turning the

timber wealth of the country into cash already

occupies a large proportion of the people. The
forests are the continuation of those immense

timber tracts that have made Oregon and Wash-
ington Territory famous, and the trees contained

in them are similar in size and other respects to

those found there. Speaking of the remarkable

size that the timber attains, the Globe corres-

pondent says:—As the trees in the woods

through which we passed, on the Hastings road,

were such monsters, I was curious to know how
they could be cut down and hauled about.

Miles u|Hm miles of timber exists on the inlet

of the Douglas fir sjiecies, as well as cedar. Un-
less one saw these trees he would scarcely credit

the fact that such did exist anywhere. In

numerous instances they rise a perfectly limb-

less trunk for 200 feet, and then over another

100 feet above that, with small limbs.

About three miles from Granville I saw trees

felled that were 320 feet in length, and eight

feet in diameter. There were hundreds like

these all round, The woodman cuts a hole in

the tree, about four feet from the ground, into

which he inserts a board having sharp iron

prongs. This resembles a spring-board. On
this he stands while swinging his axe. The axe

is the same as is used in the east, but much
longer in the handle, generally four feet ; occa-

sionally a shorter one is used for the outside outa.

As he enters the tree the resin runs like water,

and every blow spatters it in every direction.

So soon as the tree is down the woodman attacks

another. His business is to lay it on the gr- 'und.

Following him comes the sawyers, who cut it

into the required lengths ; then the " barkers."

Everj- inch of bark is peeled off before leaving

the sjmt where it feel, to enable it to lie moved
round conveniently by the teams. In this camp
an ox team of twelve oxen is employed to bring

the logs to the road on which the traction engine

runs. Strong pulleys, with endless chains, are
1

used to get the log so the team can get a haul

on it. Come away it must. Scarcely a won! is

uttered to these dumb brutes. The driver is

merciful on the score of shouting, and use* a

goad. He stands in the middle of the team, has

a long jHile, in the end of which is inserts! short

spikes. A few dabs of this into the hide of the

bullock has the desired effect, and off they go,

pulling all together for dear life as it were. They

take to the " station ground," on an average,

logs that will manufacture into 8,000 feet of

lumber. The road on which the traction engine

runs is constructed of split cedar, and hewed

down perfectly level. In the center of this road-

bed, at distances of seven feet a|>art. are placed

concave blocks of maple, on which the logs can

ride. As they move along, the "greaser" ap-

plies dog-fish oil to each one. The log being

free of its bark, the oil takes effect, and along

it glides, apparently with perfect ease. The

engine makes four trijis a day to and from the

water, into which the logs are rolled, and thence

are towed to the mill by a tug. Following the

logs to the mill we saw them hauled up the gang-

way and placed upon the carriage : two circular

saws in very short order take off the slab, one

saw being suspended and revolving over the

other. The lumber cut is taken on board a ves-

sel lying at the wharf, loading for Hong Kong.

Having heard that the mill across the inlet

was a very complete one, we decided on visiting

the Moodyville mill, in which Senator Nelson is

largely interested. Here we found matters very

similar to those at Granville, except that a

gang of thirty-six saws is used for cutting the

log after it is slabbed. Tho machinery here is

of the very best description, and all of the latest

design. The power is obtained from a turbine
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water-wheel of fifty horse-power, which drives

the planing and such like machinery, while a

low pressure engine 750 horse-power drives the

saws. A very ingenious edger is in use here,

with which, being adjustable, a wide board can

be cut into any width desired while passing

through, as there are no less than twelve small

circulars in the mandrel, or shaft. Logs were

brought in on the gangway at one end of the

mill in our presence, and sent out at the other,

and into the hold of the vessels, of which there

were two loading, one for China and the other

for South America, each having a carrying

capacity of 1,500,000 feet. The lumber was cut

to fill a bill, none of it being less than twenty

four feet in length, principally thirty-six and

sixty, and some square timber as high as 120

feet, which will give your readers some idea of

the length of the carriage ways. The company

owns all the houses and ground at Moodyville,

and no liquor is allowed to be sold on its

property.

Th«re is an abundance of timber on Burrard's

Inlet, to last for many years' cutting. The land

is o£ an inferior character for agricultural pur-

jjoses, where such heavy timber grows, and very

expensive to render fit for cropping, as the

stumps are such monsters that thousands of dol-

lars would be required to remove them from

even an acre of ground. The delta lands of the

Fraser are generally overflown by water in the

summer, and during the high tides in December.

They afford very good pasturage for stock, and

as considerable rain falls on the mainland west

of the Cascade range, pasture is good from early

spring until late in the fall. Plenty of lumber

is procurable for fencing purposes, while plenty

of timber for building can be procured at any of

the mills at Westminster, Emory, or Popham,
and lauded anywhere on the river's bank. The
streams pouring down the mountains afford

ample mill sites, and as these streams are never

failing, no fear need be entertained of failure in

the supply of water.

—

Northwestern Lumberman.

THE AUSTRALIAN TIMBER TRADE.
Messrs. Gemmell, Tuckett & Co., in their

monthly timber report, dated Melbourne, June

6th, state that the improved demand for all de-

scriptions of building materials has been main-

tained during the past month, and the list of

sales by auction shows that a large amount of

business has been carried rhrough.

American Lumber.—Sales ex Titan, Edmund
Phinny, Great Surgeon, from the United States,

and Trevdlyan and Ccdric the Saxon, from Lon-

don. Michigan clear pine brought £18 2s. 6d. to

£18 7s. 6d. for fair quality, and £15 2s. 6d. for

inferior ; Canadian clear, £17 10s. to £17 as.,

11 x 3 ; Canadian clear, from London, good con-

dition and fair quality, £15 15s. to £15 5s. ; 7 x 3

to 17 x 3, coarse and in bad condition, £5 12s.Cd.

£7 2s. 6d.; w. p. shelving, 12 inches wide, £12
;

do., wider, £11 15s. 'to £11 12s. Gd.; clear do.;

vide, t'l 4 5s. : w. p. t. and g. ceiling, £9 2s. 6d.

to £8 17s. Gd. per thousand feet, super ; market

closing firm at these rates, with good demand.

A Novel Mountain Hallway.

A curious project is on foot in connection with

the well-known baths of La Kaillere, in France.

The hot sulphur springs which constitute the

attraction of the neighborhood are high up on

the mountain, and at a considerable distance

from Cauterets, in the valley below, where in-

valids are wont to take up their residence. An
engineer has been putting his wits to work to

construct a railway for this journey on an en

tirely novel plan. His idea is ingenious, whether

or not it be practicable. He has planned a rail

way line like a flight of steps, with an hydraulic

lift at each of them. A carriage to convey

passengers from the village in the valley to the

hot baths up the mountains is run on the lower

step, and started down a slight incline towards

the mountain. It is pulled up by a powerful

break as it reaches the platform of the first

hydraulic lift, which hoists it up to the second

step, when it again runs forward on an incline

until it reaches the second lift. This, in like

manner, raises the carriage another step, and

allows it to run forward, the hydraulic ma-

chinery each time raising it rather above its in-

tended destination, so as to get sufficient velocity

from gravitation to carry the vehicle^forward.

Gravitation is the power relied on for a forward

motion, and a powerful waterfall higher up the

mountain is brought under the yoke for the ver-

tical lifting. Each lift is placed in a kind of

tower, and as there are several of these, and the

machinery must be a rather costly item, it must,

we should imagine, be a somewhat doubtful ex-

periment financially. The scheme, however, is

none the less curious and interesting as an engi-

neering device. Of course, it would be applic-

able only to such special circumstances as are to

be found at La Raillere. A good head of water

would be indispensable ; and this feature in the

neighborhood may possibly permit of the idea

being carried out.

Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawaerry cures
summer complaints, diarohoea, dysentry, cholera

morbus, cholera infantum, sour stomach, colic, nausea,

vomitiDg, canker, piles, leucorrhcea, and all manner of

fluxes.

ABARGAIN-
paying 12 pi

percentage guaranteed.

GRIST AND SAW MILL FOR SALE,
r cent, clear

;
price §9,000 ; and abovt

Apply to

JOSEPH DAVIES & Co.,

Lumber, Coal, & Commission Merchants.

46 CHURCH ST. TORONTO. lyLl6

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.

WM. MACK IE Proprietor

Caledonian Hotel,
GRAVENHURST.

JOHN SHARPE, Proprietor" This Hotel has been
newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main Street
within five minutes walk of Northern Railway station
Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors arid Cigars.
Every attention paid to guests. Good Stabling. lyLlft

Ship-Roildlng.
Halifax, X. S., August 22.—There seems to

be quite a "hum" in ship-building in Xova
Scotia. The following vesseis will be launched

next month :—1,000-ton barque, by Osmond &
Brien, Noel ; 800-ton barque, by Dr. Brown,
Maitland

;
1,300-ton ship, by Capt. Cox, Mait-

land
; 1,000-ton barque, by McLellan & Black,

of Great Village. Alfred Putnam, of Maitland,

is about laying the keel of a 1,100-ton ship, and
Capt. Ellis, of the 2,500-ton ship, W. D. Law-
rence, is about to commence a sister ship at

Maitland. R. P. Crickter, of Kinsport, has

taken the contract for a 2,100-ton ship for C. R.

Burgee* & Co., Cornwallis ; the vessel to class

14 yearn and to be launched in July, 1882. At
the same place Vaughan & Power have laid the

keel of a 1,800-ton ship for R. M. Rand and
<AYim. MessrH. Churchill & Sons, of Hants-

port, heve juHt launched the Shetland, of 1,530

fans, the largest barque ever built in Nova
Scotia. They are also beginning to build an-

other large barque.

tnv

i> or bB is the blood. Keep the foun-
all the tributaries of health are in good
ir-i'j v. I'AvA Kitten will cleanse the
the impurities, expelling Hcroffula and
ne» up the debilitated system, regulat-
howefs) and kidneys, and brings health

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT.

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.
est Everv accommodation for Commercial and

LUMBERMEN.
L14 W. D. MCDONALD, Proprietor.

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHURST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughly
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-
tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will
find "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-
tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b2G

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Clear, Pickings, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll2-ly

CANADA TRUSS FACTORY
(ESTABLISHED 1866;)

IF1
. GROSS,

Manufacturer of SURGICAL and OKTIIOI'fKblOAL
INSTRUMENTS. ARTIFICIAL LIMBS made to order.
INDIA RUBBER GOODS of every description. Ll9-ly

688 and 690 Craig Street, Montreal.

deformities.

TRUSSES.
CLUTHE',S PATENT SPIRAL TRUSS
all attachments improved. No more
buckles, all on solid brass casting.

Book on rupture and human frame free.

Send address in full post card. Best
true information about rupture and

CHAS. CLUTHE, Surgical Machinist,

118£ King Street west, Toronto. 12bU

CANOES

!

The undersigned keeps Canoes suitable

for LUMBERMEN, SPORTSMEN and
others constantly on hand. Price List on
application.

WILLIAM ENGLISH
8L14 PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

IRWIN & BOYD
Commission

Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping^GeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.
It yon are a man
of business.weak

ened by the strain of
your dnties avoid
stimulants and ua e
Hop Bitters.
If yon are younp: and

discretion or dissipa
ried or single, old or
poorhealth or languish
ness, rely on Hop
Whoever youare.

whenever you feel
that your system
needs cleansing, ton-
ing or stimulating
without intoxicating,
take Hop
Bitters.

Have yon dys-
pepsia, kidney,
or urinary com-]
plaint, disease
of the stomach,
bowels, bloo
liver ornerves _

You will be
cured if youuse
Hop Bitters

Ifyou are sim-
ply weak and
low spirited, try
it I It may
savey ou r

I Ife. It has
saved hurt
dreds.

If you axe a
man of let-
ters toilingovermiu
night work, to res-
tore brain nerve and

waste, use Hop B.
suffering from any in-
tion ; if you are mar-
young, suffering from
ing on a bed of sick-

Bitters.
Thousands die an-

nually from some
form of Kidney
disease that might

been prevented
a timely use of
HopBltters

D. I. C.
Is an absolute
and irresista-
ble cure for
drunkon ess

,

use of opium,
tobacco, or
narcotics.

Soldby drug-
gists. Send for
Circular.

HOP BrrrEBs

«TF>G CO.,

Rochester, S. T.

& Toronto, Onl.

GRATEFUL -COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,
and by a careful application of the fine properties of
well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our break-
fast tables with a delicately flavored beverage which
may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the
judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle mala-
dies are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
blood and a properly nourished frame."— Civil Service
Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold III

packets and tins only (*-lb. and lb.) labelled

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England. 1 19 ] v

THE KEY TQ HEALTH.

Unlocks nil the clogged avenues of the

Bowels, Kidneys and Liver, carrying

off gradually without weakening the svstemr
all the impurities and foul humorsaof the
secretions ; at the same time Correcting
Acidity of the Stomach, - Bili-

ousness, Dyspepsia, Headaches, Diz-
ziness. Heartburn, Constipation,
Dryness of the Skin, Dropsy, Dim-
ness of Vision, Jaundice. Salt Rheum,
Erysipelas, Scrofula, Fluttering of
the Heart, Nervousness and General
Debility ; all these and many othei simi-

lar Complaints yield to the happy influence

of BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS.

Sample Bottles 10c ; Regular size $1.

For sale by all dealers.

T. MITJHJKM A CO., Proprietors, Toronto

We have added to our plant all the latest unproved
machinery for Elect ro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture of Printers Furniture, facilities for executing
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continent.
A large assortment of various cuts constantly on hand.

FLEMING & SON,
i<14 26 Colborne St., Toronto.
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THE TIMBER QUESTION.

BY DR. JOHN A. WARDER, OF OHIO, PRESIDENT
OF THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION,

This is a matter which has no politics in it,

"but which has already become an important

question. In the new north-west part of the

State, the people are yet laboring to get rid of

the forest, but in the old and early settled por

tions it is evident to everyone that the war of

the axe and the trees has been carried too far.

It is certainly one of the functions and one

«o fthe duties of the Legislature to consider this

{matter. It is an agricultural question also ; and

why that Board and the College has not given

Attention to it, is something of a mystery to us.

The first we heard of it, as a practical effort,

came from the State Horticultural Society, in

the form of a petition for a law encouraging the

culture and preservation of forest trees. This

was referred to the Committee on Agriculture

in the House. Next came a memorial from

Colonel Whittlesey, a member of the Commit-

tee of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, presented by Mr. Chap-

man, which had the same reference as that of

the Horticultural Society. The Committee of

the American Association have presented the

whole subject to Congress and the Executive, so

far as it has connection with the public lands.

President Grant has sent in a message to Con-

gress, and that body is effectually at work offer-

ing land bounties for tree planting on the

prairies.

The future consequences of the destruction of

timber will be appalling if they shall be the

same here as in other countries—with our rapid

modes of doing everything, this future may not

be very distant. It is the object of the Scien-

tific Committee to collect the faets respecting

timber destruction as they have developed in

Europe.

The papers before our Legislature refer less

to the general subject than to what pertains to

Ohio, for it is not in the power of Congress to

do much for us. This wo must do ourselves.

Mr. Chapman reported a bill which lias not

yet been discussed, which embraces only the

encouragement of trees in the public highways.

Something more than this must bo done event-

ually ; but this is a good beginning. The sub-

ject will work its way into notice from the

necessity of the case, though its progress may be

slow. Some two years since we cuddled the

forest trees somewhat, as may be seen by our

files, but witli very little effect.

People are slow to perceive the advantage of

what seems to concern posterity. To show that

the growtli of trees does not inure to future

generations entirely, we quote largely from the

memorial of Col. Whittlesey, which was printed

by the House. He says :

The benefits of tree planting may bo felt in

fifteen or twenty years, and timber cut in thirty

to thirty-five years.

In Salisbury, Connecticut, on the rocky slopes

of the Taconic mountain, too rough for cultiva-

tion or even pasture, the spontaneous growth is

cut once in twenty-five years for making char-

coal, and pays the interest on $100 per acre. It

is divided into twenty-five belts or strips, run-

ning from the base to the summit of the moun-

tain, one of which is cut away each year. I

have seen in southern Illinois, in 1832, a small

growth of oak and hickory, on the borders of the

prairie, which in 1848, after a lapse of sixteen

years, was large enough for many uses on the

farm, making two posts or two rails.

In Aurora, Portage county, there is a farm

where the shell-bark hickory has been allowed

to grow in an old slashing. After twenty years

these trees produced a profitable crop of first-

class nuts ; and the larger ones were cut for axe

helves and pick handles. Old settlers of Stark

county, Ohio, have told me that where, in the

year 1800, there were openings covered 'with

bushes not as high as a man's head, in 1S50 the

trees were few of them less than fifty feet in

height. In Massachusettes a white pine, which

had been transplanted, attained a diameter of

two feet (at two feet above the ground) and a

height of eighty feet in thirty-five years.

The City of Cleveland has acquired the title

of the " Forest City," on account of shade trees

planted in the streets and public grounds, most

of them within twenty-five years. This was

brought about by public opinion, cultivated by

the example of the late Leonard Case and a few

other large owners of city lots. An elm set out

by him 1824 still thrives near the south-west

corner of the post office. Its girth two feet

above the pavement, is seven feet, and conse-

quently its diameter is two feet five inches. In

1830, the Hon. John W. Allen, John M. Ster-

ling, and the late Charles M. Giddings planted

native trees in front of lots in which they were

interested. By their exertions, the village cor-

poration authorized the same to be done in the

north-east quarter of the public square, and in

1839-'40, in other parts of it, under the direction

of John Willis. Those trees are principally

elms, and now, after a life of thirty-five years,

are from one and a half to two feet in diameter.

By observations upon nineteen cultivated trees,

whose age was known, I find that the average

increase in diameter is about two-thirds of an

inch each year ; the annual layer or ring of

growth being not far from one-third of an inch

For light lumber and wooden ware, the white

wood or poplar, the white pine, chestnut, and
the linden or basswood may be used in thirty

years from the seed. Three to five years may
be gained by transplanting young trees. In a

field of seedlings the less thrifty can be profit

ably thinned out and used as fuel, at twelve or

fifteen years ; and the ground will 'then produce

pasturage. If at the expiration of thiity or

thirty-five years it shall be entirely cleared,

the soil will be found restored and ready for

cultivation.

Every farm of one hundred acres should have

at least fifteen acres in growing woodland,

which, by proper care, the crop may always be

kept good.

As the primitive forest is thinned out for tim

ber, or by natural decay, by a proper and well

advised attention to the second growtli it will

renew itseif perpetually.

In this State, besides the ordinary uses for

timber on farms, there is an extraordinary de-

mand for fuel and ties, by railroad companies.

Their fuel may be obtained from coal mines,but

no substitute is known for wooden ties. The
roads of the State now require for repairs, with"

out regarding the laying of new lines, about a

million and a half of ties annually.

What is necessary here is the preservation of

a proper proportion of wooded land, which is not

only valuable property, but is indispensable to

tho full enjoyment of the remainder. When the

growth of native timber is wholly destroyed in

the ancient States of Europe and Asia, the re-

gion becomes, in process of timo, a desert, or so

near it to bo of little value. The reasons why
growing trees have such an important influence

ui)on tho increase of inundations, and conse-

quently of low water and of drought, the dimin-

ution of atmospheric moisture, which affects

vegetation of all kinds, tho increase of heat in

summer, and of cold in winter, rural beauty,

shade, health, and numerous consequences that

come on slowly, but in timo produce prodigious

results, I do not at this time propose to give.

J. A. W.

over those now most sought after in the two

hemispheres. Still richer is the country in tim-

ber for the purpose of construction. The acapu

( Voucapoua Americana) is most plentifully

found there, and often in the most imposing

proportions. Mr. Mauris has seen dining tables

six feet in width made wholly out of one piece.

The wood, like all its kindred macaranduba and
itauba, or stone wood, furnishes ship timber as

durable as teak. The longer these remain in

water the stronger and harder they become.

TIMBER IN BRAZIL.

Within an area of half a square mile, Agassiz

counted 117 different kinds of wood, many of

them admirably fitted by their hardness, tints

and beautiful grains, for the finest cabinetwork.

The muira-pinima, tortoiseshell wood, undoubt-

edly the most precious wood in the world, is

found in large quantity on the tributaries of the

upper Amazon, where the water can be easily

used as a motive power. The pao de sangre, the

rosewood, tho pao de ferro(iron wood), or apulela

ferrea, the various species of jacaranda known

to natural history students under the name of

dalbergia nigra, meehasrium violaceum and pla-

typodium elegans, the white and black niara-

quatiara, the macacauba, the pao santo or holy

wood, and the sabuarana, both of which are

rivals of the most beautiful walnut—are wasted

yearly on the Amazon in amounts ample enough

to veneer all the palaces of Europe. Maurice

Mauris, the explorer, believes that with the

facilities which the Brazillian Government is

ready to impart to enterprising industry, the

export of theso commodities would develop im-

mense profits in tho shortest time, while the

capital invested need not be enormous. It is

only necessary that theso woods be introduced

into the market to obtain a decidedjpreferenco

A SUBSTITUTE FOR WALNUT.
BLACK BIRCH TO BE THE WOOD OF THE FUTURE

—AS DURABLE AND HANDSOME AS WALNUT.

A short time ago a local sketch appeared in

the Globe deploring the exhaustion of the supply

of walnut. Since that time the subject has been

discussed in mogt of the Canadian papers, and
many suggestions have been offered as to the

kind of wood that might be used as a substitute.

A Globe reporter interviewed several extensive

furniture dealers and lumber merchants on the

subject, and all were unanimous in saying that

the only good substitute is black birch, which is

rapidly coming into favor. Black birch i

close-grained, handsome wood, and can easily

be stained to resemble walnut exactly. It is

just as easy to work, and is suitable for nearly,

if not all, the purposes to which walnut is at

present applied. Birch is much the same color

as cherry, but as the latter wood is now so scarce,

and consequently so dear, the dealers do not

take much stock in it. It is with difficulty that

cherry wood can be obtained at $-
r
>0 a thousand

feet, while birch wood can be purchased at any

saw-mil! for $16 per thousand feet. When pro

perly stained, it is almost impossible to dis-

tinguish the difference between it and walnut,

as it is susceptible of a beautiful polish, equal to

any wood now used in the manufacture of fur-

niture. When it became known throughout the

States and Canada that the supply of walnut

was almost exhausted, the dealers set their

brains to work to find a substitute, and
now since birch has been thought of the price is

slowly advancing.

AMPLE SUPPLY.

In the forests throughout Ontario birch grows

in abundance, especially if the land be not too

hoggy. There is a great difference in the wood
of different sections. Where the land is high?

and dry the wood is firm and clear, but if the

land where the wood is grown be low and wet

the wood has a tendency to be soft, and of a

bluish color. In all the northern regions it can

be found in great abundance, and as the tree

rows to such a size, little trouble is experienced

in procuring a large quantity. The forests of

the Manitoulin Islands abound with it, as well

as those of the Peterborough and Haliburton

districts. The Muskoka district also contains a

plentiful supply.

AN ARTICLE OF EXPORT.

During the past few years large quantities of

this wood have been exported from the Province

of Quebec at a low figure, but this will be stop-

ped when it is known that it is to take the place

of walnut in the near future. It is very easily

detected among other trees on account of its

height, large trunk, and the peculiar color of its

coarse bark. Most of the perforated chair bot-

toms now in use are manufactured from it.

There is a species of bird's-eye birch, but it is

very scarce, and is not more valuable commer-
cially than the plain woods. In consequence of

the prospect of its speedy substitution for black

walnut, it should be husbanded with the great-

est of care.

HARD TO FLOAT.

An evidence of the weight and solidity of the

wood is the fact that it will sink after being a

few days on the water. This fact is a slight

drawback to the work of having it conveyed to

saw-mills. One of the principal means resorted

to is binding it together with pine logs, and thus

it is brought to the mill, but pine cannot always

be found where birch grows, and it is then

necessary to haul it, sometimes a great distance,

with the aid of horses.

SAW MILL BURNED.
A large lumber mill belonging to White,

Clarkson & Co., New Haven, Conn., stood clow

to the frontier line, between Abercorn and Rich-

ford, but was totally destroyed by fire in the

forenoon of Saturday, August 0th. The fire be-

gan a little after 7 a. m. in a building adjoining

the engine room, packed with shavings for use

in heating the boiler. Its cause is not certainly

known. It is supposed to have originated from

heating of the damp shavings, or to have been

set on fire by a spark from a locomotive, the

railroad track being close by. Explosion of the

boiler was feared, but did not occur. The flames

were carried by a south wind directly over the

main building, and all was consumed, together

with 700,000 feet of lumber ready for shipping,

which was piled up behind it. By noon there

remained only the brick walls of the boiler-

house, its blackened engine and tall iron chim-

ney. It is said that this engine has now passed

through the fire for the fourth time. Long rows
of black beams marked where the great flame

building stood. Nearly all the machinery was

destroyed, or too much damaged for use. The
planing machine is sound, the fan or blower in-

jured. Happily no lives were lost, nor not any

serious accident occured among the 150 or 200

volunteers who gathered from Abercorn and

Richford. The burning sun of that morning,

however, intensified by fire, prostrated Lyman
Smith, of Richford, and two or three others.

Dr. Smith was present aiding the sufferers, who
were taken toRichford. Several adjacent build-

ings caught fire, but all were saved except the

frame of an old barn. Nearer to the fire than

this stood a small house occupied by the fire-

man, Dane. It was saved, bift all hands being

occupied, his wife (who can speak but little

English) was alone with her baby, and fainted

from terror and excitement. The only water

available was a small pond near by. Mr. Priest,

the manager, did all that could be done with

great coolness and energy, and constant exer-

tion. He expects it to be rebuilt immediately.
—ConcantviUe Observer.

AMERICAN BARGES
A recent determination of the United States

authorities to enforce the strict letter of the law

concerning lumber barges, in the carrying trade

between the Canadian rivers and New York, is

likely to benefit barge owners. Hitherto it has

been cus*omary for large American barges load-

ing lumber at Ottawa for New York to take a

full load, which averages about 175,000 feet. A
barge with such a load as this cannot pass through

the Champlain canal, owing to the insufficient

depth of water. The custom, however, has been

for years past to transfer a portion of the barge's

cargo to scows drawing little water, and bring

the lumber into this country in different por-

tions. According to the strict letter of the

LTnited States law, when a vessel clears from a

foreign port, with a certain quantity of any kind

of freight, it must arrive with the same quantity

specified in the clearance pa]>ers. With regard

to the lumber laden barges passing through the

Champlain canal, this has, for years past, been

winked at for the convenience of shippers, but

the United States authorities have now decided

to rigidly enforce it. This will have a detri-

mental effect on shippers, but will benefit karge

owners, as under the new regime they will be

unable to take more than 125,000 feet of lumber

to the barge load, thus necessitating a greater

number of trips. It is believed that toward the

close of navigation, when there will be a large

lot of luiuber to come forward from Canada, the

barge owners will take advantage of the new

state of affairs to raise their rates.

—

Northmstcrn

Lumberman.

The golden age—the present—when Ester-

brook's popular Steel Pens are within the reach

of all. The stationers can supply them.

Wholesale by the leading Toronto stationers,

Buttermilk a* a Snuimor Drink.

An Aineriecan physician asserts that for a

hot-weather drink nothing equals buttermilk.

It is, he says, " both drink and food, and for

the laborer is best known. It supports the sys-

tem, and even in fever will cool the stomach

admirably. It is also a most valuable domestic

remedy. It will cure dysentery as well and

more quickly than any other remedy known."

Bi'Rpock Bloop Bittkrs cures all diseases of the

blood, liver and kidneys, female complaints, nervous
and general debility, aiid builds up the entire s>?ten}

when broken down by disease.
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An English firm is said to have offered Mr,

David Moore 8300,000 for his timber limits situ

ated on the C.P.R.

The men are at work grading the road for th'

i»ew siding by which the Grand Junction and

Midland cars will have access to Hazlett's mill,

The supreme court of Maine has decided that

sawdust and shavings are included in the act

prohibiting refuse from being thrown from the

mills into the Penobscot river.

A Buffalo despatch dated August 15th, says

that lumber freights are more active, several

boats having been loaded for New York at the

rate ruling for some time past, namely, $2.50

per ton.

The flywheel to the engine in Henderson

"Brothers' mills, Montreal, Quebec, is the largest

<ever put up in Canada, it being fourteen feet

four inches in diameter, and thirty-two inches

iace. The double belt made for it is full hide

width—twenty-inches wide and eighty feet long.

A letter from a Chicago lumberman speaks of

the great lack of dock room on which to handle

the great amount of lumber which has been

pouring into Chicago during the last few

weeks. It says that in consequence of this

there was a falling off of 50 cents during a day

or two of last week to save demurrage, but adds

that prices rallied quickly.

A BOSTON paper says that a short trip amon

the lumbermen fully substantiates the statement

made a few days since that the Eastern furniture

manufacturers aro seriously troubled at the

scarcity of black walnut timber, and that the

whole supply in the United States has now
become entirely inadequate to the demand.

An Ottawa correspondent writing on August

18th, says that a raft belonging to Mr. J. R.

Booth is now running the Chaudiere slides.

Rafts belonging to Campbell Bros, and McLach-

lin Bros, are above the Chaudiere. The raft of

the latter is said to be the finest taken out this

year, and is said to have been sold at 40c. a foot

to be delivered at Quebec.

A Flre Broke out in McArthur and Rayside's

saw mill at about four o'clock, on Aug. 19, at

South Lancaster and lasted about one hour and

a half, burning the saw mill down to the ground.

The machinery is damaged considerably. The
mill was insured in the Queen's of Toronto for

two thousand dollars. The estimated loss is

eight thousand dollars. The cause of the fire is

unknown.

A correspondent writes from London, Eng.,

-to a furniture journal that American ivhitewood

is very much used for ebonized work. It is

found to take the stain remarkably well, and is

generally preferred to any other kind of wood.

Well squared, straight, round logs, of American

walnut are quickly bought up at good prices. It

is the poor quality, faulty, and ill-made log

that are difficult to place.

A report from Beef Slough, Wis., last week,

says the total number of logs consigned to the

different mills down the river, to date, is 25G,-

821,810. The total amount rafted is about

207,000,000. The amount rafted last week was

about 17,000,000 feet ; but hereafter, owing to

the rapid decline of the water, the rafting will

not exceed much more than 2,000,000 per day,

and it may stop altogether, until the fall rise in

about two weeks.

Final arrangements have been completed by
Messrs. Allan, Grant & Co., of Ottawa, to send

to this city a large number of cars of square

timber, consigned to Messrs. Cook Bros. & Co.

The first train of this wood is expected here to-

morrow. A switch will be run on to the custom

house wharf to accommodate this cargo, which,

when arrived here, will be thrown into the pond,

enclosed by a boorn, then rafted and towed to

Messrs. Cook's cove.

% \f.w Invention.

An improved machine for passing logs over

• darns has been patented by Mr. David B. Wea-
ver, of Hopewel Township, Huntingdon County,

Pa. Tiii:i invention consists principally in pro-

viding the top of the darn with a strong beam or

haft ha; inj{ any suitable number of radial arms,

the }<earn or eh aft being adapted to be turned in

iu baaringi by any suitable means for throwing

\/iV* over the dam.

AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLERS.

A recent issue of the American Machinist con

tains a very interesting account of a series of ex-

periments with different styles of sprinklers for

extinguishing fires in sawmills or other establisl

ments that are in danger of quick destruction

by fire. The report will prove interesting to

many of the Lumbermen's readers, though we
are not inclined to think that it determines con

clusively the relative merit of the different de

vices tested. We extract from the article as

follows :

—

For many years the most hazardous portions

of mills have been defended against fire by par-

allel lines of perforated pipes, extending across

the room near the ceiling, and connected with

a water supply, furnished by pumps, reservoirs

or tanks, so that the room may be showered by

opening a valve on the outside of the building

This arrangement is particularly valuable in

rooms difficult of access from the outside, where

the contents are very combustible, or where the

smoke is too pungent for human beings, as that

of loose cotton.

Notwithstanding the absolute necessity of

such apparatus, the use of this system has been

open to serious objections. Property is fre-

quently damaged by water let on the sprinklers,

by accident or malice ; the orifices in the

sprinkler pipes are liable to be obstructed by

paint or rust ; and in case of emergency the

water cannot be concentrated on the fire, but

will be spread over the whole or half of the

room covered by that system of sprinklers. The
efficiency of the best planned system of pipe

sprinklers is limited by the vigilance of the one

discovering the fire, and the presence of mind
which opens the right valve.

Within a few years there has been another

type of sprinklers, termed, from the method of

their operation, "automatics." They each con-

sist of a rose head, or its equivalent, for throw-

water in an upward direction over as large

an area as is practicable. The distributing pipes

and their branches are arranged so that these

heads are about one foot from the ceiling, and

ten feet from each other. These heads are kept

closed by thin metal caps over the top, or valves

within, either being secured by bismuth solder,

which melts at 165° Fahrenheit. (Composed of

one part each of tin, lead and cadmium, and

four parts of bismuth.) For dry rooms and

similar places, an alloy which fuses at 250° is

used. The water pressure remains constantly

upon these sprinklers, and when the heat in any

portion o'f the building exceeds the melting

oint of the solder, the head is opened, and the

water flows from the nearest sprinkler. The
first supply is usually from a tank placed in the

mill tower, and this is supplemented by a re-

serve supply, furnished by pumps, or a reser-

voir. The lowering of the water in the tank

sounds an alarm, by means of an appratus

which rings a bell or blows a whistle. This

system of automatic sprinklers is no

new and untried experiment as the representa-

tives of the various sprinklers have constructed

buildings in which hundreds of fires have been

set and extinguished. There have been twenty-

one fires in mills put out by automatic sprink-

lers, and in no case where properly supplied

with water have they proved inadequate to

serve their purpose.

—

North Western Lumber-

man. •

The Largest Manufacturers of

SHEET IRON ROOFING
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Can give the Best of References in

every State and Territory.

POTTER IRON ROOFING COMP'Y,
101, 103 and 105 West Front Street,

CINCINNATI.
All Kinds of CORBV&1TED IRON Furnished.

Bend for Illustrated Circulars, naming The Canada
Lumberman. 12iJ1

Spiders Obstruct the Telegraph.
One of the chief hindrances to telegraphing in

Japan is the grounding of the current by spider

lines. The trees bordering the highways swarm
with spiders, which spin their webs everywhere

between the earth, wires, posts, insulators and
trees. When the spider webs are covered with

heavy dews they become good conductors and

run the messages to earth. The only way to

remove the difficulty is by employing men to

sweep the wires with brushes of bamboo ; but

as the spiders are more numerous and persistent

than the brush users, the difficulty remains

always a serious one.

—

Scientific American.

Zopksa.—A healthy man never thinlo of his
stomach. The dyspeptic thinks of nothing else. In-
digestion is a constant reminder. The wise man who
finds himself suffering will spend a few cents for a
bottle of Zojiexa, from Ijrazil, the new and remarkable
compound for clensing and toning the system, for
assisting the Digestive apparatus and the Liver to
properly perform their duties in assimilating food.
Oct a 10 cent sample of Zojjesa, the new remedy, of
your druggist. A few doses will surprise you.

The Best Axes in the World

!

P. Jewill & Sons (Hartford, Conn.) EXTRA and STANDARD LEATHER BELTING
Jowitt & Nicholson 2nd CUT FILES. LATH YARN.

GEORG TETHEM
I2-L17PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO,

Importer, Jobber and Retail Dealer in Hardware.

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
l??y£?}\?

rs&r
l*

naye jus* received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the Englishand American makers. This, along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
£ © t-
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L17

;ue mailed free.

W. BELL <5c CO.
41 to 47 East Market Suqare, GTJELPH, Ont.
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WASTE OF TIMBER.

Some of tho writers in the lower provinces arc

calling the attention of the people to the serious

waste of wood arising from the careless way in

which forest trees are cut. Mr. li. Jack, of

New Brunswick, shows a loss to that country of

upwards of $500,000, on the lumber which lias

been cut on the Crown lands alone in that

Province during the six past years. If to this

be added the loss on that cut on the Now Bruns

wick Land & Lumber Co.'s property, containing

1,(100,000 acres in round numbers and on other

land owned by private individuals, this will be

vastly increased.

We wonder very much that tho Govern-

ment of New Brunswick, as well as the Land
and Lumber Co. referred to, do not take joint

action in the matter of cutting spruce logs, and

compel the party cutting to run the log into the

branches until it reaches a point where the

diameter shall be at least not less than nine

inches at that end.

The matter of forest fires arising from settle-

ment merits tho most serious attention of all of

the provinces. We are informed by leading

lumbermen on the St. John that settlers are

allowed to locate themselves on spruce lands on

the rivers in the Province of Quebec, where they

can only eke out a miserable existence from

farming, and that the fires which have extended

from these settlers' clearings have cost the Pro-

vince of Quebec hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars in loss of stumpage on the St. John river

and its branches alone.

We are informed that under the existing law

regulating the survey of saw-lows in New Bruns-

wick, these are required to be not less than (11)

eleven inches in diameter at the top end. We
are also informed that this law has received no

attention in so far as its revision (which is much
needed) is concerned, for many years.

Would it not be well for the Province of New
Brunswick, which is so much interested in this

matter, to examine into the working of the law

as it now stands, and to cause such amendments
therein to bo made as the circumstances and the

times require, these being far different from

what they wore when the law was framed ?

A DESPATCH from Ottawa says it is under

stood that Mr. David Moore of that city has

closed w ith an English company for his timber

limits on the line of the Pacific railway.

OTTAWA.
From Our Own Correspondent.

LUMBER TRADE.

The lumber business is somewhat duller than

it was two weeks ago. Recent sales, however,

have been at prices slightly in advance of those

secured in the spring, the recent advance in

lumber at Albany and Tonawanda having made
the market here firmer. It is quite evident that

the cut of the Ottawa valley mills, and princi-

pally those of the Chaudiere, will not be so

large as that of last season, owing to the quan-

tity of logs that will not reach their destination.

There is no marked changes in lumber quota-

tions. Stock lumber runs from $18(&)23 per M.
according to width and quality, and siding from

$20@30 per M., according to thinkness, width

and quality.

FREIGHT BUSINESS.

Shipments of lumber have been duller during

the past week than at any other former time the

present season, but so soon as the water in the

Ottawa begins to rise, it will improve. The
river has not been so low for a great many years

as it is this. Steamers or barges with any sort

of heavy draft find it difficult- to get through the

locks at Carillon and Ste. Annes ; in fact, ordi-

nary barges have to take light loads, and this

does not pay very well. There is no change in

freight rates, but in the fall they will doubtless

have their usual rise. The opening and close of

the season is always the best for boat-owners.

IMPROVING THE OTTAWA.

The Government are having quite extensive

improvements made on the Ottawa river, in

order to improve navigation. The works at

Greece's Point are being pushed forward stea-

d ; ly, by Messrs. Stewart, Strachan & Nicholson,

while the further enlargement of the locks at Ste.

Vnncs will be again prosecuted the coining win-

ter by the contractors, Messrs. O'Connor &
Cassidy, who have got a great deal of necessary

material on hand. With the enlargement of the

locks at the Point, Carillon and Ste. Annes.the

iver navigation will be greatly improved. At
this place tho large reef of rock lying a short

distance below the Union Suspension bridge, in

the center of the river between Kddy's and

Booth's docks, is to be removed, Government
workmen having started operations. It has

obstructed the channel, ami not only been dan
orous to steamers and barges, but to the bridge

when the spring freshet occurs, preventing the

water from readily flowing down. On the upper
Ottawa improvements to the Culbute channel

are being made by the contractors, Messrs

Pouporo & Charlton. In a couple of years the

iver will be much improved. In this connec-

tion I might also mention that Mr. Askwith,

contractor, is engaged in dredging the slabs and
Etwdust away from the mouth of the Rideau
anal locks. Although the Government passed

law, several years ago, prohibiting slabs or

sawdust from being thrown into rivers, the

Ottawa in this section generally shows a pretty

?ood quantity, but where it comes from the

Chaudiere lumbermen don't seem to know.

THE UPPER OTTAWA LOG DRIVE.

Mr. G. B. Greene, manager of the Upper
Ottawa Improvement Co., which controls the

drives for the various lumbermen in the

Ottaw a valley, states that the drive in progress-

ing very fairly considering the low water. There
wore not such a great quantity of logs stuck in

the smaller streams, but difficulty has been ex-

perienced on the main rivers owing to the rapid

falling and present lownoss of the water. At
the Flat Rapids, on the Madawaska, a good
many logs belonging to Mr. J. R. Booth are

tuck, while upon some more rapids further up
Messrs. Bronsons & Weston have a large num-
ber fast. Both lots will likely bo left until tho

ise of waters in the fall. At the Chats rapids,

thirty miles above Ottawa, a great many logs

e constantly being stuck, about twelve thou-

sand being fast at the present time. A gang of

men are at work there. The rapids are long

and shallow, and at very low water it is hard to

et logs through. The last logs that will come
own to the mills this season will be in the

Ottawa river the first week in September, and
aeh here about the middle of October. The

Improvement Company have about two hun-

;ed and fifty men in their employ right along

during tho summer season.

T. W. Currier & Co., formerly of Ottawa, are

running a saw-mill at Aylmer in connect!

with their sash, door, Wind and furniture fac

tory, manufacturing a considerable quantity of

lumber.

Lath is being sold at from 80 to 85 cents per

thousand wholesale. Considerable quantities

have been shipped to Montreal and the States

this season.

Perley & Pattee, J. R. Booth and E. B. Eddy
are the only manufacturers of deal at the Chau
diere, and the bulk of what is produced is sent

to Quebec. $40 per thousand for two-thirds

quality is what present stock is held at.

No logs have passed the Gatineau works for

two weeks past. Ex-Aid. Bingham has his men
at work on the final sweep about forty miles ui

and it will be four or five weeks before they will

be down.

Perley & Pattee's mill is closed down for a day

or so for want of logs. J. R. Booth is running

his day gang only, and Capt. Young his night

gang ; and Bronsons & Weston one mill by day
and the other at night.

Ottawa, Aug. 25, 1881.

FIRE AT LONGFORD MILLS-

OniLLiA.Ont., Aug. 17.—To-day, at 2.20 p.m.

word was brought to Orillia that the Longford

Mills were ablaze. Capt. Hatley and the local

fire brigade were soon out, and having taken the

engines and hose reels to the Northern railway

station, were delayed awaiting the arrival of

special from Barrie, which arrived about 3.30.

The run to Longford was made in fifteen min
utes, and the brigade were soon at work. The
fire was first discovered in the rear of one of the

dwellings, and soon communicated with the

surrounding buildings, viz., a boarding-house,

offices, store and store-houses, and a few private

houses, the whole block being totally destroyed

The furniture and contents were nearly all

saved, but damaged by handling. The build

ings were owned by the company, and were in

sured for §0,500. Much thankfulness is expressed

that the mills were saved, and although the em
ployees will have to put up with rough beds for

a few nights, they will have the consolation of

constant work, which was vouchsafed to their

brethren in labor at the Waubaushene mills.

Many thanks are due to Captain Hatley and his

men for turning out as they did, many losing

their half-day. The brigade worked manfully

The Timber Trades Journal is pleased to

learn that arrangements have lately been made
between a house in Glasgow and a Canadian
mill for a regular supply of pine doors and
mouldings, " this being a branch of the Domin
ion trade which we hope to see greatly de
voloped."

The Ottawa Citizen says that the following

are the quantities of timber passed through the

works mentioned during the week ending 13th

\ugust :

—

chat's slide.

Rafts. Owners. Cribs.
1 J. R. Booth 216
1 Young & Bronson 89
3 McLaehlin Bros 271
1 R. Campbell & Son 151

7 727

A raft belonging to J. R. Booth com\)osed of

88 cribs, containing 290 pieces white pine and
2,041 pieces red pine, left Ottawa on the 10th

instant, and on the llith Messrs. Young & Bron-

son's raft of 89 cribs, containing 122 pieces

white pine and 2,270 pieces red pine, left Ottawa
for Quebec.

Fourteen years ago a Mr. Sterling, of Mon-
roe, Michigan, placed twogate posts of white oak
in front of his residence. When they were set

lie bored into the top of each with an inch and
a half auger a hole three inches deep, filled it

with common salt, tightly plugged it, and cop-

pered the posts. Having occasion recently to

change the location of the posts, he found them
as sound from top to bottom as the day they

were planted.

Mu. Geo. Stethem, of Peterborough, importer

vnd dealer in harware, has banded us a change
of advertisement too late for this issue, so we
can only give the principal points in this notice.

He calls attention to his stock of Canadian as

well as American axes, lance -tooth saws, special

broad and blocking axes, and trimmings for

heavy harness,

A WOED ABOUT THE HARDWOODS OF THE
MARITIME PROVINCES.

BY EDWARD JACK.

The shores of that part of New Brunswick
which borders on the Bay of Fundy, from the
north of the St. Croix to a point not far from
Quaco, have been denuded of their hard as well

as soft woods. From this to Upper Salmon
river, in the county of Albert, there is a great

abundance of yellow birch and other hardwoods.

The growth is short, and not of sufficient size to

make a large class of timber, but it is sound and
admirably adapted to the purposes of shipbuild-

ing, as well as to the manufacture of articles of

furniture and other uses.

The great difficulty attending the export of

hardwood from this locality is the absence of

harbors in which vessels can ride at anchor, or

remain afloat at high water, all the harbors

along that coast being what are usually called

" high water harbors," from the fact that tho

recession of the water leaves them dry at low

tide.

A large part of this coast is sparsely settled,

and its shores are usually steep and rugged.

Fires have here done little damage ; indeed,

there is something in the nature of the soil, even

where the forest is of spruce, in this part of the

Province, which prevents the spread of the de-

vouring element.

Schooners can enter many of these harbors at

high water, and can then be loaded aground,

leaving with their loads when the tide is suffi-

ciently high.

For manufactories of articles of hardwood,

where a good deal of labor has to be bestowed

on the raw material, and where the articles

manufactured could be boxed up to be put to-

gether at the place to which they might be ex-

ported, no better opportunity could be desired,

as great quantities of most excellent wood can

be hauled in the log directly to the manufactory.

In a short article, such as the present, I can

afford to touch upon only one part of Nova
Scotia in relation to this subject. Having occa-

sion last season to follow the Avon river, which

empties into the Bay of Fundy at Windsor, to

its source near the head of Gold river, which

empties into the Atlantic not very far from

Chester, my attention was strongly directed to

the great quantities of excellent rock maple tri es

which bordered the road and extended some dis-

tance from it. The road which was followed by

me was that which is called the New Ross road.

Leading from the Avon about sixteen miles from

Windsor to Gold river, it was very rough, almost

unfit to travel upon with a wagon in summer.

The country rock was of granite, with boulders

of which the whole surface of the country was

covered ; among them, especially within a few

miles of New Ross, there was a splendid growth

f rock maple extending for a mimber of utiles.

Upon making enquiries at New Ri.ss (where

there is a good hotel, two churches and three or

four houses) I found that the i>eople of the coun-

try would deliver this maple there, round, in

hort lengths, for about 81.50 per cord. I had

noticed among it a good deal which was bird's-

eye.

From New Ross to Chester, which p< ssesse^

an excellent harbor and where there are plenty

f wharves, the distance is about fourteen miles.

As the people living in the vicinity of New Koss

ave abundance of leisure, and as teams are

plentiful, this wood can be hauled during winter

ery cheaply to Chester, and there placed upon

the wharves for shipment to Europe.

There are numerous other places as well in

Nova Scotia as in the interior of New Brans

wick, especially along the line of the New
Brunswick railway, where vast quantities of

most excellent beech, birch and maple can be

ad very cheaply in the log. and the vicinity

f this wood to railway transport and to the sea

board renders river driving unnecessary.

It may be safely asserted that the British

Provinces on the Atlantic offer the best oppor-

tunities to be found on the American coast for

those desirous of obtaining an annual supply of

hardwood, the source of which will last for years.

A Positive Fait.—It is now established beyond con-
troversy that Dr. Fowler's Extract ok Wili> Straw-
berry is the most perfect cure for all forms of bowel
complaints, including cholera morbus, d\scntr\. colic,

holera infantum, nausea, canker of the stomach and
bowels, piles, etc. Beware of opiates and poisoning
"rugs, that only check for a time and produce inflam-

mation. Wild Strawberry is safe and certain in its

effects.
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FOREST TREE CULTURE.

Our thanks are due to the Hon. J. G. Joly

for a copy of a brief essay on the above subject,

written by him last winter for the Montreal

Horticultural Society. The paper contains some

very suggestive remarks on the good results

which might be achieved in a few years were

farmers all over the country to turn their atten-

tion to sowing the nuts or planting the seedlings

of suitable forest trees. They can be placed in

unoccupied plots and corners, and with suitable

care in selection, will grow well in spots useless

for the production of any other plants. Mr.

Joly then proceeded to give some of the results

of his experiments in tree planting in Quebec.

He paid particular attention to the black wal-

nut, in view of its great economic value, it being

worth at present about a dollar a cubic foot. Of

this he says:—" True, it did not grow spon-

taneously anywhere in the Province of Quebec,

but this appeared to me no conclusive reason

why it should not grow and flourish here. The

lilac comes all the way from Persia, and it

spreads out its leaves earlier and keeps them

unchanged later than our ty pical tree, the maple.

I did not fear our great colds, for in the west,

the natural home of the black walnut, the ther-

mometer often ranges as low as here, though for

a shorter period at a time.

"

He procured a bag of black walnuts in 1874,

late in November, and sowed them at once,

though he had to remove the snow and break

through the frozen ground in order to do so.

They came up about the 10th of the following

June, not five per cent, failing. Without any

artificial shelter those not transplanted attained

in six summers' growth to an average height for

four of the largest of fourteen feet. Other lots

which were transplanted are doing well, but are

considerably smaller. In the pamphlet Mr.

Joly says :

—" Judging by the growth of the

living trees and the rings of the timber when

cut, I do not hesitate to say that a black walnut,

under ordinary circumstances, at the age of sev-

enty-five years will have attained twenty-one

inches in diameter, and will contain at least fifty

cubic feet of timber, the actual value of which is

about one dollar per cubic foot. He does not

undertake to say how many such trees will find

room on one acre of surface, but feels sure that

trees of twenty-one inches in diameter standing

in a single row will have space enough at eighteen

feet distance from each other. With reference

to the above calculation as to the length of time

required for the walnut to reach a marketable

size, Mr. Joly, in a note accompanying the

pamphlet, after referring to the interest which

has been excited all over the Dominion by the

Globe's articles on the black walnut, says :

—

" Generally those who warmly advocate some

new undertaking are apt to exaggerate its ad-

vantages. In my wish to avoid that mistake I

have fallen into a worse one, and some of my
remarks, especially those connected with the

number of years required for maturing the black

walnut, may tend to discourage those willing to

undertake its culture.

" By carefully looking into this matter since

last winter, I think the number of years required

for giving a commercial value to the black wal-

nut tree is not as considerable as I have stated

in the essay, and ought to be shortened by at

least one-fourth.''

Mr. Joly's essay gives also some interesting

facts and suggestions based upon his experience

in the cultivation of the butternut, white oak,

white elm, maple, ash, tamarack, Russian pine

and poplar, all of which grow in Quebec. It is

(freatly to be desired that fanners all over the

Dominion would set about planting such trees

in clumps and rows in suitable spots. Not only

will they or their sons surely find them some day

most valuable additions to their farms in a pecu

niary sense, but nothing would add so much
to the beauty and picturesqueness of the scenery

in the different localities. No doubt much pre

judice will have to be conquered before this will

be done to any great extent, for, as Mr. Joly

observes, many of the people have for genera-

tion* " been brought up to look upon the forest

tree as their natural enemy, to be got rid of at

any cost, hacked down, burnt out of the way
(for want of a better mode of disposing of it)

wl Kliti troubling the settler for years with its

trerlaating stump." The writer of this article

well /emeiuWH when, some twenty years ago,

he had brought some elm saplings from a dis-

tance of thirty or forty miles in his buggy (so

clean a sweep had been made in the locality),

and was engaged in planting them, with what

indignation one of the old settlers passing by

regarded the operation, "Young man," said

he, "if you had undergone as much toil and

trouble as I have in cutting down those trees

and getting the pesky roots out of the soil, you

would find some better employment than plant-

ing them again. It always makes me angry to

see it done."

—

Globe.

CHAUDIERE STEAM MILLS.

The following letter appears in theJVilness :
—

Sir,—Constant attention to business in these

prosperous times has precluded the possibility

of giving much heed to newspaper literature,

but occasionally statements are made of so pecu-

liar a character by anonymous writers that peo-

ple on the spot are astonished, and wonder how
editors can allow themselves to be imposed upon,

and put into circulation what with very little

trouble they would find out was purely fictitious

and imaginative. This holds good in reference

to what appears in your issue of the 8th instant,

purporting to be a " special " from your Ottawa

correspondent. It is there stated that "Mr.
Rochester's steam saw-mill has shut down for

the want of hands, the men having nearly all

engaged to go to Eau Claire, Wisconsin. A
party of about 200 mill men leave to-night.

Their passage is paid. Ordinary hands are to

receive $1.50 per day." In so far as I and my
men are concered there is not one word of truth

in the statement of your correspondent. On
Saturday last, the 6th inst., my mill did not run

for the simple reason that the " governor '' of

the engine had to be taken off and sent to the

machine shop for repairs. These were promptly

done, and the mill started again on Monday
morning, and then, instead of stopping "forwant

of hands," not a solitary man in my employment

had been hired to go to the States. In conse-

quence of the excessive heat which prevailed

here as elsewhere during the week ending on the

6th, the men were glad of two days' rest instead

of one, and were ready for work on Monday
morning. As to "want of hands," it happens

that had I required fifteen or twenty more hands

I could have hired them without difficulty, not-

withstanding the alleged exodus. In regard to

the statement of your correspondent about " 200

mill men leaving to-night," &c, I am only in-

terested, as others ought to be, in these out-

rageous reports of multitudes leaving Canada

for the United States. Most have no more

truth in them than the above, and all are adapt-

ed, if not designed, to belittle Canadaand elevate

'the States." Since I saw your "special," I

made diligent enquiry on the subject, and from

the best information am prepared to say that

not one single man in regular service here has

left his employment to go the States. I am told

there has been a person in the city pretending

to hire men, who succeeded in getting some few

individuals to hang about the streets for some

days. He informed the men that he had tele-

graphed to his employers and could get no

answer. I understand the would-be boss is still

here, and so are the men, and likely to be so for

all that yet appears to their advantage.

John Rochester, M.P.

Ottawa, Aug. 11, 1881.

Conflagration in St. John.

St. John, N.B., August 25.—Hilyard Bros.'

saw-mill, on the Strait Shore, was totally de

stroyed by fire this afternoon, caused by the

woodwork supporting the boiler giving way.

The mill was worth .$30,000 ; insured for §10,000,

divided as follows :—Commercial Union, $5,000

;

Queen, §3,000 ;
Liverpool and London and Globe,

§2,000. A quantity of lumber belonging to

Guy, Bevan & Co. was also destroyed. One
hundred persons are thrown out of employment.

Dyspepsia.—Strenthcn your digestion -tone the
stomach for utilizing and assimilating every atom of

food you take ; the body needs it for strength and
vigor. Zvpexa cleanses the entire system, stimulates
the Liver, keeps you regular, and able to eat ten-penny
nails. Letters and postal cards come in daily, tellin

of cures and help frem Zupcsa, from Brazil. Positive

proof of the health and vigor it gives in a ten cent
sample. Ask j our druggist.

Tiiky AM. no it.—Everybody uses "Tkaiikruy" for
the teeth and breath, the newest, brightest,!; osiest

little toilet gem extant. Try a !j cent sample.

FOR SALE.
The Dexter & Whitwam Manufacturing

Company, offer for Sale the Entire

Real Estate Plant and Machinery

()!•' THEIK EXTENSIVE

BENDING & TURNING FACTORY
Situated in the City of St. Thomas, in the County of

Elgin, Ontario. For full particulars apply to II.

UHOWN, Manager, or E. MOORE, President. L2utf

AUCTION SALE

VALUABLE LIMITS,
Situate on the Gatineau River and
Lake Keepawa, 387} Square Miles.

The following valuable limits owned by Messrs. Rose

& Co., of Quebec, will be sold at Public Auction at the

Grand Union Hotel, in the city of Ottawa, on

Tuesday, the 20th Day of September

NEXT, at half past two o'clock, p. m., viz :—

Sq. Miles.

Lake Keepawa, Berth No. 48 50
" " " " 49 30
" " " " 54 30
" " " " 55 50

Total 160

Si}. Miles.

Gatineau River, License No. 189 50
" " " " 190 50
" " " " 191 50
" " " "192 50

. " " " " 193 27J

Total 227J

The Keepawa limits are in a good pine country, and
adjoin limits owned by David Moore, J. R. Booth, John
Ross, of Quebec, and the British American Lumbering
and Timber Company.
The Gatineau Licenses front on the river, and adjoin

aluable limits owned by Gilmour & Co., and Hamilton
Bros.
These limits are admirably situated for lumbering

purposes, and well worthy the attention of the trade or

speculators.
Terms and conditions of sale, which will be liberal,

will be announced at the time of sale, or can be had
from the Vendors, Messrs. Ross & Co., Quebec, or from

O'CONNOR & HOGG,
of Ottawa, Solicitors for Ross & Co

August 23rd, 1881. 2l21

PORTLANDFOUNDRY.

JOSEPH McAFEE,
(Late Angus McAfee.)

Warehouse, Main St., St. John, N-B.

agriculturaTimplements.

mant i-'Acrr h eh of

Cooking, Ship, Parlor & Office Stoues

MILL CASTIN
Ship Windlasses, Capstans, and

Ship Castings of all kinds,
(MADE TO ORDER.)

Power Capstans, Patent Ship Pumps
ly With Copper Chambers. l20

Lead Scuppers & Water Closets & all

goods in my line for Ships' use.

Work done to Order with Quick Despatch.

J. G-. EDWARDS
HARDWARE MERCHANT,

Xj I ZEST TZ> S -ATST-

BELTING, FILES, BABBIT METAL,

iy CHAINS, ROPE, and lit

LUMBERING SUPPLIES.

B. S. VINDIN,
Commission, Shipping, Forwarding and

General Agent.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope, ui

WANTED.
CHERRY, WHITE ASH,

AND

WALNUT LUMBER.

Quote Price delivered, and Carefully

Describe .-—Quality, Widths, Length,

Thickness, and how long Sawed.

ROBERT C. LOWRY,
Wholesale Lumber,

12l19 55 Pine Street, New York.

WISDOM & FISH
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Rubber 1 Leather Belting

B.UBBER HOSE. STEAM PACKING,

LUBRICATING OILS, COTTON WASTE

Wrought Iron Pipe and Fittings, I

And all Articles used in the Application of Steam
to Machinery.

No. 41 Dock Street, St. John, N. B.

(SMALL'S CLOCK.)

N.B.—Estimates for Steam and Hot Water Heating
Apparatus furnished on application. All work War-
ranted. ly-L20

KERR BROTHERS
PRACTICAL

Founders, Machinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori-
zontal and Portable

ngines, Boilers
Grain Eleuators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery.

With Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY,

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

RODEBAUGH'S SAW FRAME, MILL
DOGS and SAW GUIDES.

WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IRON
CASTINGS.

^SJ-l'lans and Specifications on application."

The Walkervilie Foundry

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkervilie, Out., June 1881. 12L16

Bullock BLOOD Bitters

Burdock Healing Ointment should be
used in connection with Burdock Blood Bitters for

curing Ulcers, Abscesses, Fevers, Sores, &c Price

25 cents p r box. T. MILBURN & CO.,
Sole Agents, Toronto.
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TAKING CAKE OF THE TIMBER.

One of the most hopeful attendants upon the

development of the lumber industry of the future

is found in the fact that through a persistent

and intelligent presentation of the actual re

sources of the forests, and of the yearly and

increasing demand which is made upon them,

such as has been the mission of journals devoted

to this interest during the last decade, the waste

fulness which so pre-eminently marked the

earlier operations in the forests, is well nigh

overcome, and an intelligent appreciation of the

value of standing timber has taken its place.********** ***
Even after the value of timber began to be

realized, and its owners began to look for some

benefit from it, the wastefulness which took

place was, from the standpoint of the present

day, simply appalling. Fifteen, nay ten, years

ago it was a well nigh universal custom for the

operator in the woods to select only such trees

as gave promise of yielding a proportion, at

least, of the better grades of lumber, leaving all

of twelve or fourteen inches diameter, and all

which were not pretty nearly first-class in ap

pearance, to stand the chance of destruction

from fire, or at least, looking upon them as of so

little value that when the best timber was taken,

the land was allowed to go back to the State in

default of the payment of taxes. In 1808 two

partners in settling their business and dividing

resources, differed as to the value of one lot of

400 acres, which had been stripped of its valu

able pine, after the manner then customary

They agreed to mark upon a paper what each

considered it worth, and what each would either

give or take. One marked $300, the other $51

In order to arrive at a settlement, the proposi-

tion to divide the difference was accepted, and

the purchaser, after holding the land for a few

years, sold nearly $20,000 worth of pine from it.

Both were keen, shrewd lumbermen, who
thought they knew the value of each stick of

pine which they owned—and they did, at its

then existing value—but neither had as yet com-

prehended the fact that a tree of less than four-

teen inches diameter had any value. It was

this view of the case which led to estimates only

ten years ago which, if correct, would have ex-

hausted the pine of Michigan before this season,

instead of giving it a lease of several years still

longer continuance. This state of things is now
happily at an end. The value of standing tim-

ber is fully realized, not only by the lumberman,

but by the farmer, and we venture the predic-

tion that but few localities, and bnt few pioneers

in settlement, can now be found in the land who
do not have an eye both to their own financial

benefit and the demands of the future in the

conservation of the timber growth. Not all of

them will have patience to await the coming of

the saw-mill to their neighborhood, or of the

speculator who is seeking for timber, but in a

large degree the wasteful destruction of trees

is a thing of the past, both in hardwoods and

pine growths, and the smaller sizes of timber

are being utilized, until in the so-called pine

districts even the smallest trees are in some

manner prepared for market and public use.

Could but some means now be devised to pre-

vent the wastefulness and destruction caused by

forest fires, the balance of the timber now re-

maining in the country might well be said to be

in a fair way to contribute in its entirety to the

nation's growth and advantage.

—

Northwestern

Lumberman.

It is a fact well-known by dealers in hard-

woods that there is a large amount of fine wal-

nut in Indian Territory, and many dealers

unmindful of the law governing its exportation,

are doing a thriving business in securing it. A
few days ago several mills located on Cherokee

territory were seized by authority of the chief

of the Cherokee nation. Among the mills was
one belonging to Junk & Huff, who have been

operating for several years, and who have ship-

ped their lumber largely here and to Indianapo-

lis. They have been working under a permit of

a half-breed named Wheeler, son of Judge

Wheeler, of Fort Smith, Ark., but the Cherokee

council denies that Wheeler has any right to

give such a permit, and when the firm refused

to pay • the required royalty, the seizure was

made, A large lot of lumber was also taken

possession of.

THE LUMBER TRADE OF NORWAY.
The following figures are taken from a report

recently published by the directors of the Lum
ber Association of Christiania, and forwarded to

the Government by Mr. Gerhard Gade, United

States consul.

During 1880 the lumber firms marked 2,224,-

740 logs, which, with only a loss of three per

cent. , were floated down the Glommer river to

their destination, and delivered to their owners

or at their mills. The result proved much bet

ter than was anticipated in the spring and sum
mer, which are usually dry seasons. Timber

floating was considered successful in almost all

the Norwegian rivers, as of the 8,160,000 logs

destined for floating throughout the country,

only eight per cent, remained in the rivers,

Sweden was not so fortunate. In the rivers

emptying into the Gulf of Bothnia, only 6,000,

000 logs out of 10,680,000 old and new ones

reached their destination.

By calculating the average price in 1880 of the

logs delivered for floating in the Glommer river

from reports of more than 12,000,000 we find

that the gross value of a log was about $2.45.

The forest owners of the district received $5,-

450,613 for their products. If we deduct the

producer's expenses for cutting, gathering, trans

porting and floating the logs in the tributaries

to the Glommer river, estimated at $1,614,000

the net profit in 1880 for the forest owners was

$4,005,600, or about $1.80 a log.

Norway exported in 1880 an aggregate quan-

tity of 894,816 register tons of lumber. England

took sixty-seven per cent of it, and France

eleven per cent. By comparing the foregoing

figures with those of the export lists in previous

years, we observe that Norway has only in the

favorable years 1871 up to 1876, excepting 1875,

exported larger quantities than in 1880. The
export of planed wood is always on the increase,

and amounted in 1880 to more than a fifth part

of the whole export. That article increased from

96,445 tons in 1870 to 193,654 tons in 1880.

Sawed timber declined from 428,553 tons in 1870

to 245,548 in 1880. Square timber and other

hewn timber declined from 169,743 to 100,351

tons. Spars, mining timber and pit-props rose

from 100,552 to 295,610 tons, and staves from

19,631 to 40,061 tons.

Among foreign markets, England ranks first,

with an increased importation since 1879 of 156,-

498 tons ; of this, 32,745 tons were planed lum-

ber, 37,504 tons hewed timber, and 85,580 tons

spars, mining timber, props, etc. Next to Eng-

land comes France, with an increase from 1879

of 26,567 tons, 4,355 tons of which were planed

timber, 17,968 sawed, 2,639 square timber, and

1,739 staves. This country imported in 1870

only 7,869 tons planed timber from Norway, but

in 1880 the importation reached 19,963 tons.

Germany declined considerably on account of

the protective tariff, which was carried into

force on October 1,1879. The export in 1880

was only 36,203 tons to 59,962 in 1S79, a differ

ence of 23,559 tons, which fell chiefly on planed

lumber ; the reduction in that export being 23,-

303 tons. The new market which the Norwe-

gian planing works have found in Holland

promises well. The duty on planed boards,

which formerly made shipments to that country

impossible, was taken off in 1879. The planed

timber imported into Holland before 1880 passed

for the greater part to Germany, but that, of

course, came to an end on October 1, 1879. We
may therefore calculate that the 19,852 tons ex-

ported in 1880 to Holland remained in that

country. In regard to Australia we can give

no accurate figures, as much lumber from Nor-

way reaches there via England. The direct

export in 1880 was a good deal larger than the

average export since 1870, which was 7,799 tons.

The export to Africa is rapidly increasing ; in

1870, 823 tons ; in 1879, 3,803 tons, and in 1880,

7,647 tons. As long as the duties in Spain con-

tinue unchanged, that country will be of no

importance for the lumber trade of Norway.

We have reduced the numbers and money to

the American standard, so that they may be

understood by our readers.

—

Northwestern Lum-
berman.

In consequence of the demand for long timber

in the Chicago market, lumbermen about Meno-

minee, Mich., intend putting in a large number
of long logs the coming season.

LUMBER INDUSTRY OF PUGET SOUND-
None but those who have been on the ground

can have an adequate conception of the extent
of the lumbering business of the Puget Sound
district, Washington Territory. The sound, a
magnificent ann of the sea, reaches down from
near the northwestern limit of the territory

nearly to its western middle, affording extended
facilities of navigation, its numerous bays, like

insinuating fingers, feeling into the territory all

along shore, as if inviting, and even clutching
after the commerce of the country. Around
this stretch and spread of navigable waters grow
the finest forests in the world, of pine, fir,

spruce and redwood, the enormous growths of
which are a natural wonder. Since the settle

ment of the Pacific coast the lumber business of

Puget Sound has been gradually developed,
under the stimulus of California and Chinese
trade, until it has become an industry of leading

proportions. Numerous mills, of first-class ap
pointment and capacity, cluster about the in

dentions of the sound, many of the lumbering
points constituting towns of themselves. In
these towns are stores, carrying stocks of mer
chandise of from $40,000 to $100,000. The lum
ber companies own lines of ships, and frequently
from four to ten vessels can be seen simultan
eously loading at the dock of a single mill,

Many of these mills have attached to them
from twenty to fifty dwellings, and the popula
tion of a single village sometimes numbers 500
or 600 persons. A single company owns three
of these immense milling establishments, with
four mills capable of cutting 500,000 feet of

lumber a day, together with four powerful tug
boats, a score of ships, and timber lands esti-

mated at 200,000 acres.

The leading mills at the sound are those at

Ports Gamble, Ludlow, Blakely, Madison and
Discovery, Seabeck, Utsalady and Tacoma be
sides which there are smaller mills at new Taoo-
ma and Seattle. The daily capacity of tho larger

mills, when driven, is about as follows :

—

FKFT.
Port Gamble 200,000

Seabeck 80,000

Discovery 70,000

Madison 100,000

Blakely 100,000

Tacoma 90,000

Utsalady "5,000

Ludlow, when completed 225,000

Total 940,000

The smaller mills about Seattle, the principal

lumbering point of the district, will aggregate a

daily cut of 150,000 feet, making the total diur

nal product of the mills about Puget Sound
nearly 1,100,000 feet. The cut of the mills dur-

ing the year ending June, 1881, was 200,000,000

feet. Of the lumber product of this region 25,

000,000 feet a year is shipped to foreign coun
tries, 25,000,000 used at home, and 150,000,000

sent to California.

This great industry had its beginning thirty

years ago, in a little water-power mill erected in

Thurston county by James McAllister. The
capacity of this mill was 1,000 feet per day.

The first steam saw -mill was erected by H. L.

Yesler, in Seattle, in 1853, and had a daily

capacity of S0,000 or 10,000 feet.

Great as has been the increase of the past, its

volume is small compared to what may be ex-

pected in the future. The expansive and tow-

ering forests about Puget Sound are but just

touched by industry, and the lumber interests

of that region are yet to feel the energy of the

Northern Pacific traffic. The future of the

lumber business of Washington Territory can

be seen as in a glass, but not darkly.

—

North-

ucstcrn Lumberman.

YOUNG'S POINT.

The Drives.—Another large sawlog' drive

belonging to Irwin and Boyd will pass through

here this week en route to their mills at Nassau.

The last gang of men belonging to Mr. Hazlitt's

drive were well behaved in every respect.

Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wilp Strawberry
cures all forms of bowel complaints in infants or

adults. The most safe, pleasant and perfect remedy
known. Purely vegetable and free from opiates or

poisonous drugs.

If You are Suffering with a cold do not fail to try

Haoyard's Pectoral Balsam : it is daily relieving it*

hundreds throughout our Dominion. It « pleasant
and palatable.

THE ENGLISH MARKET.
Robert Coltart & Go's Wood Circular and

Prices Current, dated Liverpool, 2nd August,

says :

—

A better tone has been noticeable in the wood
market during the past month, and in some
articles an advance has taken place, more es-

pecially in spruce deals, in which the decline in

value has been arrested and much better rates

obtained. In consequence of the excitement in

Canada, chiefly as regards white pine, importers

are now holding Quebec goods firmly, The
import has been moderate, and if the present

steady consumption continues, a more healthy

feeling will doubtless soon be established, but

there is still no room for increased supplies.

Colonial Woods.—For yellow pine there has

been a fair demand, and the new arrivals have

gone well into consumption. Of waney board a

parcel of 2nd quality, 17$-inch average, has been

sold at 2s. 1Jd. per foot, and 2nd quality, 17-inch

average, at 2s. per foot. Of square pine, a j>ar-

cel of A quality, 15i-inch average, has been 6old

at 28. 3Jd. per foot, and a parcel of prime deck

plank wood at 2s. 2Jd. per foot. Of red pine

the sales have been by retail only. Ash of prime

quality and good size is inquired for. There are

no sales of elm to report. For oak the demand
still continues dull, and there is no improvement

in the consumption ; the sales have been by

private only. Wagon scantlings continue to

arrive too freely, and'sales are difficult to make

;

a parcel of prime quality realized 2s. 4d. per

foot. The consumption of birch continues <>n a

limited scale, and the stock is more than suffi-

cient ; 979 logs ex-Arabia, from St. John, N.B.,

realized prices ranging from 14d. to 2s. 2d. per

foot, averaging 16$d. i«r foot. Of black walnut

several parcels have been sold during the month

at prices ranging from 4s. to 5s. per foot. The

consumption of N. B. and N. S. spruce deals

continues good, and the stock now consists of

17,380 standards against 24,051 standards at the

same time last year. Early in the month sales

of St. John were made at £6 5s. j>er standard,

but have since advanced to £6 10s., and the

latest sales are reported at £6 15s. per standard.

By auction several cargoes of St. John have

been sold at an average of £6 10s. 5d. to £6 lis.

5d. j>er standard ; Parsboro' at £6 lis. 9d. jier

standard, and Buctouche at £6 8s. 9d. per stand-

ard, ex quay. Dalhousie pine deals realized

£11 per standard for 1st quality, £8 2s. 6 per

standard for 2nd quality, and £6 15s. per stand-

ard for 3rd quality. Of Quebec pine deals the

stock consists of 8,657 standards against 5,218

standards at the same time last year, and the

consumption 2,561 standards against 1,798 stand-

ards. At auction 1st quality realized from £'19

to £22 per standard for 3 x 11 and wider, and by

private, 3rd quality are reported sold at £S 10*.

per standard. Quebec merchantable pipe staves

are selling at from £75 to £80 per mille, and

puncheon at about £21 per mille.

PRICES—FROM BRITISH AMERICA.

£ S. d. £ s. d.
Yellow Pine Timber

—

Quebec, per cubic foot 0 1 2 @ 0 I I
" Waney Board. 0 2 0

St. John's, 18 inches
average 0

Other ports 0
Red Pine, Quebec 0
Oak 0

Elm 0
Ash 0
Birch—

St. John 0
Quebec 0
Nova Scotia 0

Spars

—

Spruce 0
Deals

—

Quebec and Michigan
pine, 1st qualitv.per

stand 19
2nd qualitv per stand-
ard IS

3rd qualitv, per stand-
ard S

Planks, Spnioe, St, John 6
Nova Scotia, etc 6

Staves, Quebec Mer-
chantable Pipe per M. 75

Quebec culls, per M . . 50
West India Merchant-

able Pipe, per M.. .. 20
West India culls, perM 15

Oars, Ash, per running
foot 0

Handspikes, Hickory,
per doien 0

Lothwood, per fathom,
4 feet 4

0 2 6

0 2 0
0 1 5
0 17
0 2 11
0 2 0
0 2 0

0 15
0 1 7
0 1 1

0 9 20 10

10 0 14 0

6 0 S 16
16 0 6 15

5 0 6 10

0 0 SO 0
0 0 67 10

0 0 21 0
0 0 16 0

0 2} 0 0

16 0 0 IS

0 0 4 10

BrRPOCK Bloop Bitters cures scrofula, erysipe-

las, salt rheum, piles, and all humors of the blood.

Cures dyspepsia, liv«r complaint, biliousness, oonsti

pat ion, dropsy, kidney complaints, headache, nervous-

ness, female weaknet*, and general debilin .
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TORONTO,
From Our Own Correspondent.

August 10.—During the past two weeks lum-

ber shipments from the north to this port have

been much brisker than for the two weeks pre-

ceeding, although not yet nearly up to the wishes

or expectations of shippers, and it is now quite

certain that it will not assume the proportions

required during the remainder of the navigable

season, as it is now evident the company has not

sufficient rolling stock on hand to meet the de-

mands made upon them, consequently the wants

of shippers cannot be fully met until the com-

pany procure more lumber flats.

The removal by death of the late F. W. Cum-
berland, Esq., for many years the successful

manager of the N.R.R., is much to be lamented.

He had proved himself to be a most efficient

railroad man, always keeping in view before all,

and above all other interests, that of the road

entrusted to his management, sacrificing him-

self, as few men will be found willing to do, in

order to promote the welfare of the company,

and the success which has attended his efforts is

well known. Let us hope that his mantle wi]l

fall on the shoulders of whoever may be appoint-

ed as his successor.

The traffic from the northern end of the line

to Hamilton and points west of that place is

constantly on the increase and as cars are more

readily obtained for the western trade, as the

G. T. R. Co. place cars freely at the shippers'

disposal as soon as called for, the wants of re-

tailers are freely met on the portions of the road

supplied by that company. No so here, how-

ever. Our local trade languishes for want of

the same facilities of transportain afforded to

western dealers.

The scarcity in shingles still continues, and

consequent on that scarcity prices are again

advanced, retailers now demanding S3 per M.
for XXX, and the prospect is for a still further

advance. Lumber brought here by rail finds

quick and ready sale for local use, and the pros-

pects for a brisk fall trade is good, if lumber can

only find its way here in sufficient quantities to

meet the demand. Cherry lumber is still ex-

ceedingly scarce, S3 par M. being freely offered

by carload if quality is good.

In my last letter I promised to give you the

names of other firms doing a wholesale and re-

tail business in lumber here. Prominent in the

wholesale trade is the firm of Thompson Smith

& Son, who manufacture largely north of this

city and at Duncan City, in the State of Michi-

gan. Nearly the whole proceeds of their mills

finds its way to the Albany and Chicago mar-

kets. The firm is an old established one, and

highly respected. Next comes the Toronto

Lumber Company, who do a large business with

the American as well as in the local market.

Next we have the firm of Donogh, McCool &
Oliver, the members of which are all young
men, and whose character for probity and
straightforward dealing stands high with all who
have had any business transactions with them.

They are enterprising young men, and are doing

a good wholesale trade. There is also the firm

of S. C. Kennedy & Co., the senior member of

which was formerly connected in business with

two of the members who now comprise part of

the Toronto Lumber Company. This firm bears

a good reputation, and is doing a thriving busi-

nLsa—wholesale only. Then we have the follow

ing companies represented here : The British

and Canadian Lumbering and Timber Co. ; the

Muakoka Lumbering Co,, and the Parry Sound
Lumber Co., the largest part of whose business

is transacted with the English and American
markets, disposing of full vessel cargoes and
whole mill stock ; in fact, their transactions are

of considerable magnitude.

There are no doubt some others whom I do

not at present call to mind, and to whom I may
refer in future letters.

In the retail trade we have quite a large num-
ber of firms doing more or less of a carload

business, as well as retailing from the yards. I

will name them in order as near as I can to that

which their prominence entitles them to.

The largest trade, so far as dollars and cents

are concerned, is doubtless done by the firm of

John Oliver and Co., who deal nearly exclu-

wvely in hardwoods, embracing all the fancy

»ari*ti*f, including veneers of all kindb, and the

«V<ck canrie'l by them is a costly one, M«t«n,

Hillock & Kent do a thriving retail trade in both

pine and hardwood, as also considerable of a

carload trade, and they bear a good reputation

as men of strict integrity.

Next comes the firm of Bryce Bros., who do a

large local trade, and generally carry a full

stock.

We come next to the firm of S. & J. Willcock,

who are pushing young men and do a large trade

on a small piece of land, turning over their stock

so quickly as to nearly obviate the necessity for

piling.

Wm, Latch, whose mill is situated on the

North Simcoe Junction line of road, does a com-

pact business by carload and from the yard.

Joseph Davidson has his yard at the western

limit of the city on the confines of the thriving

village of Parkdale, and adjoining his yard is

the yard of McKinley & Son. Both of these

firms do a thriving trade, and are highly thought

of as business men.

I find I will have to reserve the names of other

dealers for a future letter, but I think I have

now given your readers sufficient to enable them

to take pick and choice in case they wish either

to purchase or dispose of any quantity or kind

of lumber.

The following are the quotations :

—

Mill cull boards and scantling $ 9 00
Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths 12 00

" stocks 13 00
Scantling and joist, up to 16 ft 12 00

" " " 18 ft 12 00
" " " 20 ft 12 50
'• " " 22 ft 13 00

" 24 ft 13 50
" " " 26 ft 14 50
" " " 28 ft 15 50
" " ' 30 ft 17 00

32 ft 18 00
" " " 34 ft 20 00
" " " 36 ft 22 00
" " " 38 ft 25 00
" " " 40 to 44 ft 30 00

Cutting up planks to dry 18 00
" boards " 16 00

Sound dressing stocks 15 00
Picks Am. inspection 26 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 32 00
1J-inch flooring, dressed 28 00

1J " " rough 14 00
1} " " dressed 24 00
lj " " undressed 14 00
1 " " dressed 20 00
1 " " undressed 15 00

i Beaded Sheeting, dressed 20 00
Clapboarding, dressed 12 50
XXX sawn shingles, $ M 3 00
XX sawn shingles 2 00
Sawn Lath 1 50

LONDON.
From Our Own Correspondent.

Aug. 12th, 1881.—When matters are in a

normal condition and business is transacted with
a machine like exactness, without the spurts in-

cident to corners and the speculators of control-

ing capitalists, a trade report as a rule reads

dull and stale, and there is a very strong desire

on the part of correspondents to look through an
imaginary telescope with double magnifying

power, it seems born in them, though they have
great reverence for everything truthful, they

would scorn to keep back a fabrication if it

would be productive of good to a waning com
munity. It should be borne in mind too, that

correspondents are not paid by the year the

same as Congressmen, but by the "job," so it

often happens that they haven't time to sift out

the wheat from the "chaff," but are often

rushed from scenes of blazing pleasure to

pictures of horror and misery, and they are apt

to get their ideas mixed up considerably. I am
not writing this now in extenuation of my case

in this letter at any rate, but we don't know
what is before us.

The lumber business of this city has toned
down considerably since my last letter, and
comparative quietness prevails, though mer-
chants are not complaining, as they say they

have plenty to do, and a little siesta will invigor

ate them for a lively time, which is expected
will set in early next month and last till the

first frost.

The inconvenience felt for the want of Rail-

way car accommodation has now passed over,

and all cars called for are immediately on hand.

Shingles are now plentiful, but you will observe

another advance.

The handsome block of wh ilesale warehouses

just nearing completion, on Richmond street,

made a big hole in $5,000 for the lumber contract

and the amount used for the exhibition grounds,

including new fences, &c, will reach fully 500,-

000 feet.

The c«dar block pavement, (second contract),

is let, but not to the same firm who executed

the first one, and work will commence immedi-

ately.

Hardwood No. 1 sells here for about $4, HO per

cord, and the price will no doubt be well sus-

tained, if not much higher, in consequence of

the probability of coal keeping up.

My report for this market is firm and steady

with i>rospects ahead for a short spell of rushing

business.

Penetanguishene Foundry
AND

MACHIHE SHOP
CRAIG & CAMERON, Proprietors.

The undersigned beg to announce to the public that
they are prepared to make all kinds of Mill and
Steamboat Brass and Iron Casting-s.

All kinds of PLOW CASTINGS kept on hand. Plow
Points and Landsides a specialty.
We have first-class machinery and are prepared to do

all kinds of TURNING or PLANING on short notice.

We hope by strict attention to business and moderate
charges, to merit a share of the public patronage.

UStTAll work guaranteed.
G. A. CRAIG.

lyU7 C. CAMERON.

Samuel Windrim,
MANUFACTURER OF

Agricultural Implements, Etc

MILLBROOK, ONTARIO.
HAVING DISPENSED WITH THE SERVICES OF

AGENTS, I take this opportunity to bring to the notice
of intending purchasers of Reaping Machines, that I

have now on hand a quantity of the Celebrated

HA N LAN REAPER,
which has NEVER BEEN BEATEN YET, and am
prepared to allow the Agents commission—FIFTEEN
PER CENT—on all purchases. Ll7tf

A. L. UNDERWOOD
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

White Pine, Basswood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, ONT.
lvLie

P. FREYSENG Sl CO.
PROPRIETORS OF THE

Dominion Cork Culling Co
BY IMPROVED MACHINERY.

kinds of Corks in stock and Cut to
Order.. Corks A Life Preservers a Specialty.
Corkwood, Tinfoil, Capsules, Wire, *Sc.

71 Jarvis Street, TORONTO. 6l16

JAMES HADDEN,
MANUFACTURER OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Out.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b26

S. S. MUTTON & Co.,

Wholesale Lumber Dealers
T O RON T O.

We have for Sale a large quantity of PINE, OAK,
WHITEWOOD, ASH, CHESTNUT, CHERRY, BUT-
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, &c.
gm~P.S.—Also on hand 120 M dry Oak 2 to 4 inches

thick, will be sold cheap to close it out. lyLl6

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, IN". ~5T_
t _

Ll2-ly

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland or

London make, at $1.75 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH, Ufl

A RARE CHANCE.
AUCTION SALK OF

Valuable Timber Limits
—AT—

OT T -^^AT-A_
3

On the 20th of September.

On Lake Nipiasini?.

License No. 455, Sixty Square Miles Area, situated on
the head waters of the Mattawa and South Rivers.
This limit in wooded with Pine of the very bast growth
and quality. Timber cut thereon can be taken out
either via the Mattawan to the Ottawa Kiver, or by Lake
Nipissing and French River to Georgian Bay with the
greatest convenience.

In connection with this limit is a well improved farm
of about 200 acres, deeded property, 100 acres cleared,
with buildings, stock and crop, all of which will be sold
at valuation.
There are also Six Timber Births numbered 12, 20, 36,

37, 39 and 31, situated on the River Beuve and Western
Arm Bay, each 36 miles square. These limits have
never been worked, and abound with the very' finest
quality of white Pine. Access from Georgian Bay via
French River is quite easy. The Canada Pacific Rail-
way passes in the neighborhood of these limits.

On the Georgian Bay.

License 169, on the Jlissisaga River, consisting of 3C
square miles area, and License No. 2O0, situated on the
Thesselan River, consisting also of 36 square miles area.
These limits have never been worked and are covered
with an abundance of the best Pine Timber.
The above limits will be sold on the 20th September

at the Grand Union Hotel, Ottawa. Conditions made
known on day of sale. For particulars applv .to R.
NAGLE, Ottawa ; JOHN SCULLY, commission mer-
chant, Toronto ; or to J. T. LAMBERT, 62 Wellington
Street, Ottawa. 2l21

AUCTION SALE
OF VALUABLE

Timber Limits,
Situated Near Lake Nipissing.

Notice is hereby given that (if not previously dis-
posed of by private bargain) the following Valuable
Timber Limits will be offered for sale at Public Auction

in the

CITY OF OTTAWA,
ON

Thursday, the 22nd Day
of September Next,

VIZ.:
Sq. Miles.

Berth No. 23, on the River Bueve, near Lake
Nipissing, comprising 36

Berth No. 43, on the River Wannapitac, near
Lake Nipissing, comprising 36

Berth No. 51, on the River Wannapitac, near
Lake Nipissing, comprising 36

In all 10S

These limits contain, in the aggregate, a large quan-
tity of magnificent pine timber.
Berth No. 23 is estimated—as the result of a recent

exploration—to contain a quantity of trees sufficient to
produce at least half a million cubic feet of square tim-
ber, besides two hundred and fifty thousand standard
saw logs. The river is available for driving to Lake
Nipissing.

There is a good mill site on the Bueve river, about
three miles from Lake Nipissing.
Lumber could be transferred thence by water to the

Callender station of the Canada Central Railway, the
line of which is projected to pass directly through this
limit.

Lumbermen and others desirous of acquiring limits
are invited to examine these berths in the interval pre-
ceding the day of sale.

The owners reserve the right to dispose of either or
all of them by private bargain in the meantime, and
will be ready to consider any offers that may be made.
Terms of purchase will be liberal, and will be made

known before the sale, the place and hour of which will
be duly advertised.

Persons desiring further particulars are invited to
communicate with the undersigned.

STEWART, CHRYSLER & GORMULLY,
Solicitors, Ottawa.

Ottawa, 2Sth July, 1881. 3l20

J. T. LAMBERT,
Lumber and Commission Agent.

FOR SALE.
150 Mils. White Pine, l x 10 Stock.
175 " do 1x12 "
11 " do 2 x 10 *'

20 " do 2 x 12 "
140 " do 1 inch Siding.
20 " do 1J
40 " do 2 x 10 Joists.
16 " Cedar, 3x6 "
19 " Basswood, 1J inch.

APPLY AT THE OFFICE, L20

WELLINGTON STREET, OTTAWA.
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MONTREAL.
From Our Own Correspondent.

August 22.—Since the date of our last report

(August 10th) shippers have been pretty busy,

having shipped four cargoes to the River Plate,

and three vessels have taken a good deal to

London. At the present time four vessels have

been laid on for South America, and four are

loading for ports in the United Kingdom.

Freights to South America are firm. Large

vessels are getting $13.50 per M., and small ves-

sels $15. Shipments since 10th instant to date

were :—To Montevideo, 1,375,304 feet ; Buenos

Ayres, 3!),632 pieces and 586,802 feet ; London,

13,040 pieces and 003,000 feet. Total shipments

since opening of navigation to date to the River

Plate were 4,984,190 feet, against 2,083,675 feet

for the same period of 1880, being an increase

of 2,3000,515 feet.

At the present time there is not much doing

in the lumber yards, as is usually the case be-

tween the seasons. The only reported business

is in small lots for building purposes within our

range of quotations, but some activity is expect-

ed next month. We quote :

—

Pine, 1st quality, $ M $32 00@40 00
Pine, 2nd " $M 18 00(824 00
Pine, shipping culls, $ M 12 00@16 00
Pine, cull deals, $ M 8 00@10 00
Pine, mill culls, <® M 5 00@ 6 50

Spruce, $ M 8 00@10 00
Hemlock, $M 8 00@10 00
Ash, run of long culls out, $ M 16 00@18 00
Bass, . " " $M 14 00(816 00
Oak, $ M 35 00@45 00
Birch, $ M 17 00@20 00
Hard Maple, M 18 00(825 00
Lath, *M 1 25@ 1 35
Shingles, 1st, $ M 3 00@ 0 00
Shingles, 2nd, $1 M 2 00(8 0 00

Cordwood.—The demand is improving and

the market is firm as under for large lots :

—

Upper Canada Maple $ 6 00@0O 00
Birch 5 50@00 00
Beech 5 00@00 00
Tamarac 4 00@ 4 60

TORONTO.
From Our Own Correspondent.

August 26.—During the last week or ten days

lumber shipments from the north have largely

improved in regard to quantity received here,

but just at present it has again fell off owing to

scarcity of vessels. Docks are full, and a large

number of loaded cars standing awaiting ship-

ment. No blame is therefore to be attached to

the company in this instance, as most certainly

if shippers do not unload their lumber promptly,

they cannot expect to be supplied with cars.

The local wants, however, are not near fully

met as yet, shippers in all cases getting the

preference, as the cars are generally unloaded

more promptly ; so that it is evidently to the

interest of the company to grant shippers all the

cars they can spare, and let the local trade go.

It is quite natural for a little selfishness to crop

out in corporations as well as in individuals.

Lumber comes in freely over the Midland and

Grand Trunk to this city ; and in this connec-

tion it gives me great pleasure to say a good

word in behalf of that much abused company,

theG.T.R. So far as lumbermen are concerned,

at least, there is little fault to find with the

treatment received at their hands. The officials,

without a single exception, so far as I have had

an opportunity of judging, are gentlemen in the

truest sense of the word ; always obliging and

courteous, and prompt in the transaction of all

business coming before them. Not half as much
red-tapeism in their method of doing business

as with some one-horse roads to be found here
;

in fact, it is generally with the latter that you

find the most snobbery and incivility.

The price of the various grades of lumher is

likely to advance in the local market, especially

on bill stuff cut to order. An increase in the

rates of freight from all points north is said to

be in contemplatfon by the H. & N. W. R. Co.

This was to be expected at no distant date after

the N. R. Co. obtained possession of the H. &
N. W. R., thereby stopping competion from

all points north of this place and Hamilton,

Most people who do business over those roads

are under the impression that rates are high

enough at present, but when the powers that be

determine otherwise, they will have to submit

gracefully if they like, but submit anyway ; this

is the inevitable result of all monopolies.

There is now a large quantity of cedar posts
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coming to this market to meet the demand con-

sequent on the building and laying down block

pavement on many of our streets. None but

perfectly sound cedar is allowed to be used in

the pavement, and the price of cedar is likely to

advance, especially as the shipper hitherto has

not reoeived sufficient remuneration for his tim-

ber and trouble in cutting and hauling, the

prices paid in the past only leaving him some-

thing like $16 per car at the point of shipment.

I have doubts, however, as to this kind of road-

way fully meeting the wants of our citizens. In

my opinion the nature of that kind of wood is

so porous ; that it will absorb much filth and
moisture, and ultimately become a nuisance.

Freights to Oswego continue the same,but will

doubtless shortly advance. Rates for unloading

at Oswego having advanced ten cents per M., and
sailors' wages being likely to advance, it is hard

to see how vessel owners can long continue to

carry at the present rates, as it certainly leaves

them a very small trifle after paying all expenses

incurred.

Shingles still continue scarce, and dealers hesi-

tate to pay the advanced figures demanded by
manufacturers, although my own impression is

that prices are no higher than they should be in

order to enable the maker to pocket a fair profit.

Mill cull boards and scantling $ 9 00
Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths 12 00

" stocks 13 00
Scantling and joist, up to 16 ft 12 00

" " *' 18 ft 12 00
" " " 20 ft 12 50
'• " " 22 ft 13 00
" " " 24 ft 13 50
" " " 26 ft 14 50
" " " 28 ft 15 50
" " '• 30ft. ...A 17 00
" " " 32 ft 18 00
" " " 34 ft 20 00
" " '* 36 ft 22 00
" " " 38 ft 25 00
" " " 40 to 44 ft 30 00

Cutting up planks to dry 18 00
" boards " 10 00

Sound dressing stocks 16 00
Picks Am. inspection 26 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 82 no

1^-inch flooring, dressed 28 00

1J " " rough 14 00
li " " dressed 24 00
lj " " undressed.... 14 00
1 " " dressed 20 00
1 " " undressed 16 00
3 Beaded Sheeting, dressed 20 00
Clapboardlng, dressed 12 60
XXX sawn shingles, V M g 00
XX sawn shingles 2 00
Sawn Lath 1 50

LONDON, o\ I

.

From Our Own Correspondent.

August 25.—My last letter, which from some

unexplained cause did not appear in your issue

of the 15th August, gave, I think, a good synopsis

of the lumber trade of this city as it stands to-

day. I mentioned in that letter that business

had slackened off somewhat, and that merchants

were waiting for the expected " spurt," which

would last in all probability till the setting-in

of the first frost. Well, the "spurt" has not

yet arrived ; meantime there is plenty to do,

and more time to do it in than dealers havo had

for the past few months. The demand for mil]

culls and scantling is very brisk, and I may say

the same of scantling and joist of the medium
lengths, but in other grades everything is quiet,

shingles excepted.

The Exhibition building is now Hearing its

completion in lumber material, and my state-

ment of half a million feet will perhaps be a

somewhat short estimate of the quantity used.

The cedar block pavement from Dundas to

the G. W. R. depot on Richmond will probably

require about forty to fifty cai'loads of posts, and

the locality from which they will chiefly come is

at present indefinite. Will know more of this

matter when the laying begins. I only hope

the merchants on Richmond street will not fling

their poisoned arrows of despotism at the

workers as the Yonge street shopkeepers did dur-

ing their temporary state of transition. In-

convenience and laying block pavements are

synonymous, and those who have been through

the mill should know this.

There is no change to report in prices since

my last, and a copy of this I append.

I wish I could give you some items of ship-

ping, but will have to wait until communication

is opened up with the St. Clair river and the

Georgian Bay via the "Thames," which it has

been proposed to " scoop out" and make navig-

able.

Mill cull boards and scantling ? S 00

Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths 10 00
" " 10 and 12 in. stocks 10 60

LUMBERMAN.

Common boards, promiscuous w idths 13 00
Scantling and joist, up to 10 ft 14 00

" " " 18 ft 14 50
" " " 20 ft 15 50
" " " 22 ft 16 50
" " " 24 ft 18 00

Common stocks 14 00
Common 2 in. plank 13 00
Cutting up plank and boards 18 00
Sound dressing stocks. .. : 17 00
Clear and picks 28 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 35 00
14 inch dressed and matched flooring 20 00
li " " " " 20 00
1 " " " " 20 00
XXX sawn shingles, V M 3 25
Lath per 1000 feet 4 25

ST. JOHN, X. B.

From Our Own Correspondent.

Shipping.—Shipping is still scarce in the har-

bor, and will be so for some little time, until

the fall fleet begins to put in an appearance.

Vessels in pout.—The following i.s a list of

the vessels in port, with their tonnage and desti-

nation :

—

STHASiKHS.

Scindia, 1423, dis.

ships.

Asiana, 1103, Liverpool.
John Murphy, 1472, Liverpool.
Missouri, 818, repairing.
Naval Reserve, 1831, Liverpool.
Wm. A. Campbell, 1538, Liverpool.

HAKylKS.

B. Hilton, 086, dis, W. C. England or E.C. Ireland.
Hants County, 041, ISristol Channel.
Huron, 774, United Kingdom.
Industri, dis.

Sichem, 519, dis.

Providence, 478,

Vestfold, 500, dis.

Cite d'Aleth, 273, France.
Algeria, 020, Hare Island.

Kate Crosby, 097, Dublin.

Banie.
Leah, 554,

Myrtle, 169, dis.

G. S. Berry, 236,
Curlew (new) 350, Bristol Channel.

Freights.—Freights continue to stiffen a lit-

tle, as a consequence of the rising market in

England, and at this writing we can quote from

56/3(a 57/6 to direct ports in United Kingdom,
and wc know of one charter made at 60s., with

a choice of five, ports. American and oa>twise

freights are about the same. Logs are scarce

and in demand, and very easily command 18.

Deals are also hard to find. A great many
small country mills havo shut down for the

present, being out of stock, and supplies from

this source are about exhausted. The stock on

hand for sale is small, and lots are readily dis

posed of at 89 per M.
The Amorican market just now is dull, in con-

sequence of recent numerous arrivals of lumber-

laden vessels.

The tonnage from the port of St. John, arriv-

ng in Liverpool up to the 1st of August of this

and the two proceeding years is as follows:

1879 50.496
1880 53,103
18S1 31,055

Showing a considerable decrease for this year.

The stock of lumber on hand in Liverpool on

the first of August, witli the importation and
consumption, is as follows

:

importation. stock, cossimition.

N. B. and N. S, Standards. Standards. Standards.
Spruce Heals . 11,524 16,428 8,881

The English market still shows signs of im-

provement, and we sincerely hope that the

advance may not be a temporary inflation, but

a healthy and permanent improvement.

Your editorial remarks anent the practise of

running American logs through Canadian waters

and shipping the manufactured article free of

duty to the States, are very pertinent. There

is no doubt that the privilege i.s much abused,

and the Canadian manufacturer is simply two
dollars per thousand worse off than his Ameri-

can next door neighbor who produces a consul's

certificate that his lumber was cut in American
waters, and is the growth and produce of the

United States. The evil, for it is one, should

most assuredly be remedied, and that right

speedily.

St. John, N.B., Aug. 20, 1881.

From Another Correspondent.

The log svpply.—The heavy rains during

the last few weeks caused a great rise of water

in our rivers, in consequence of which large

quantities of logs which had been hung up on

the main river and 'arger tributaries have been

run out, including a large portion of those be-

longing to the State of Maine in the Aroostook

river. These logs will now become available

for the fall sawing. As the latest advices fr< m
Great Britain report the continued improve-

ment of the markets on that side of the water,

and as the shipments from this direction for the

present, as well as for the immediate future,

will be on a limited scale, we may reasonably

look forward to a large and profitable business

this fall.

Freights.—There has been very little done in

chartering since the date of last report. Avail-

able tonnage is in light supply, and shippers are

backward in responding to the advanced rates

demanded. The market is very firm, however,

and rates are not likely to recede. The last

transactions we hear of were the B. Hilton and

Sichem, both for the west coast of England, at

57/6.

Shipments.—The shipments of deals and other

sawn lumber are as follows :

—

For Europe 12,896,000 Sup. feet.

" United States 2,289,000
"

" Australia 501,000

St. John, N.B., Aug. 22, 1881.

OSWKfcO. N.Y.
'

Aug. 25.—The following are the quotations :

Three uppers $42 00(345 00
Pickings 32 00@35 00
Fine, common and dressing 20 00-425 00
Common 14 OOcglB 00
Culls 11 00(313 00
Mill run lots 17 00<cr22 00
Sidings, selected, 1, 1J inch 30 00(537 00
Mill run, 1x10, 12 in 16 0O&21 00
Selected " 20 00«/25 00
Strips, 1 and 1} inch mill run 14 00@18 00

culls 10 00<£rl3 00
1x6 selected for clapboards 25 00(<«40 00
Shingles, XXX, 18 inch, pine 3 75<g 3 90

XX, - " " 2 75@ 2 90
XXX, IS inch, cedar 3 00(3 3 25
XX, " " 2 25(d 2 40

Lath 1 40(8 1 40

Xo change in prices. Dealers are now getting

forward new cut stocks. About all last year's

cut has been got forward, and disposed of. The
demand keeps up, and prices are quite firm.

Country dealers are now satisfied that very little

change can be made in prices during the season,

and are buying quite freely and paying very

promptly—a sure sign that they are selling at

an advance.

mm iokk.

AvofST 15.—The present season has been one

of unusual activity in this department of busi-

ness. At the opening of the year, prices of the

majority of goods were resting upon an extreme-

ly low basis, and with a hardening of real estate

values all around, the prospects favored an exten-

sive trade po soon as the weather was sufficiently

settled to admit of preparations. The predic-

tions that were uttered at that time, and the

anticipations, have been realized to the fullest

extent, as not only has the consumption of this

country exceeded that for many years, but for-

eign countries have drawn upon us liberally, and

the demand does not as yet appear satisfied.

Well may people cry out that our forests are

disappearing, and that but a few years only will

elapse before there is an actual scarcity, for such

statements are true, and the several State gov-

ernments should see to it that where felling is

extensively carried on planting should be en-

couraged to the same degree.

Never in the history of this city and its sur-

roundings have building operations been so

extensive. The island is rapidly filling up with

costly and attractive edifices, and the end of the

operations apjiears no nearer now than it did

several months ago. The enormous demand for

land has been the means of forcing values for

such to an extreme upward point, but buyers do

not hesitate, for though surface space is dear,

space above is unlimited and cheap. This can

be seen in the many structures that are attain-

ing a height of ten and 'even twelve stories, the

trouble of mounting the enormous pile being

removed by the general use of elevators : in fact,

the preference is given to offices high up in the

world, as a cool and bracing atmosphere is as-

sured, and the noise and bustle of the street is

thus avoided.

The position of the market to-day is exceed-

ingly favorable. Spruce, yellow and white pine,

walnut—in fact all descriptions—are actively

inquired for, and prices are maintained at a

point that yield a very remunerative return to

the manufacturer, and few, if any, express fears

as to the future situation.

WHITE pink.

Since the extraordinary foreign business in

dune the export demand has steadily fallen off.
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but the less demand for shipment has seemingly

been made good by the increase in home con-

sumption. Yard dealers report a business not

experienced before in years, and are constantly

in the market to replenish the rapidly depleting

stocks, and seldom make an effort to secure any

concession from the prices asked by first hands.

The continued strong advices from all western

points, also those from Canada, have resulted

in establishing an exceedingly firm market here,

but no effort has been made to secure a corres-

ponding rise to compare with the higher views

elsewhere expressed, as it is said, and truly too,

that this market is the last to answer to an im-

provement, but first to respond to a decline.

The receipts from the north and west continue

quite heavy on contracts made during the winter

months, and the stock here is therefore kept

full, offering a good assortment from which buy-

ers can select. Freight rates from Albany

remain at $1 per thousand, and are steadily

maintained. The quotations in this market to-

day are :

—

THICK UPPERS

—

1\ TO 6 INCHES.

Good 800 00@65 00
Fourths 00 00<a60 00
Selections 00 00(355 00
Pickings 00 00@50 00
Prime shelving 28 00@30 00
Common, 12-inch @18 00
Common, wide 19 00(322 00
Rox 16 00@27 00
Building schedules 28 00@35 00
Clear, 1 to 2 in., good 60 00
Fourths 55 00
Selections 50 00
Pickings 45 00

CHICAGO.

August 17.—The following are the quotations:

CARGO QUOTATIONS.
Joistand scantling, green,ordinarylengths.?ll 00@11 50
Joist and scantling, green, 20 feet and over 12 00@15 00
Mill run, choice green 16 50@21 00
Mill run, medium, green 13 00@16 50
Mill run, common, " 11 00@13 00
Shingles, standard 2 60@ 2 70
Shingles, extra A 2 70@ 2 90
Lath 1 80@ 1 85

LAKE FREIGHTS.
Manistee , 82 12J
Muskegon 1 62i
Ludington 1 87J
Grand Haven 1 62£
Menominee 2 12J
Sturgeon Bay 2 12

J

White Lake 1 75
Ford River 2 00

Receipts and shipments of lumber and shingles

for the week ending August 16 :

RECEIPTS. SHIPMENTS.
Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881 73,698,000 27,305,000 54,698,000 21,420,000
1880

55,596,000

22,317,000 37,520,000 7,974,000

Receipts and shipments of lumber and
shingles from January 1 to and including Aug. 16:

RECEIPTS. SHIPMENTS.
Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881.1,002,154,000 420,801,000 1,043,220,000 430,730,000
1880 . 814,225,000 308,483,000 816,166,000 380,185,000

TOXAWAXDA.
August 15.—Market brisk, sales active and

prices firm. At a recent meeting of the Tona-

wanda and Buffalo Lumbermen's associations,

in joint session, it was decided to advance the

prices of pine lumber to correspond with the in-

crease at the western mills and other leading

markets. The figures have therefore been raised

$1 per M. on all grades below shelving ; 82 per

M. on shelving and higher grades. The terms
have also been changed from 2 per cent, to \\
per cent, discount for cash, or 60 days. Dealers

here are feeling buoyant over the prospects, and
trade continues brisk.

CARGO LOTS—SAGINAW INSPECTION.
Three uppers 840 00<g45 00
Common .... * 17 50(5)20 00
Culls 11 50@12 50

BUFFALO.
August 15.—The following are the latest

quotations for cargo lots :

—

Uppers $40 00(350 00
Common 17 0OC&20 00
Cull* 13 00@14 00
Dressing »Vx:ks 18 00(320 09
Dressing sidings 17 WaVi oO

Cured of Drinking.
" A young friend of mine was cured of an insatiable

thirst for liquor, which had so prostrated him that he
wa* unable to do any business. He was entirely cured
by the use of Hop I'.itters. It allayed all that burning
thirst

; took away the appetite for liquor, made his

ntrres steady, and he has remained a sober and steady
man for more than two years, and has no desire to re-
turn to hUcups ; J know of a number of others that
na»e been cured of drinking by it."—From a leadiag
k. k. Official, Chicago, III.-'/Vm«».

GLASGOW.
Singleton, Dunn & Co.'s monthly timber cir-

cular, dated Glasgow, 11th August, says :

—

Imports are larger than at the corresponding

date last year. This is owing to the earlier

arrivals this season, the spring fleet being oom-

plete ; while last year it was well on in August

when cargoes came forward. Business continues

very languid, and notwithstanding the enhanced

values at Quebec, operations here are on a very

restricted scale. At several auctions of timber

at which fresh timber was offered, it was diffi-

cult to effect sales, even when sellers were willing

to meet buyers. In these circumstances it is

clearly the interest of shippers to curtail sup-

plies, as an undue augmentation of stocks must

necessarily check speculative business and de-

press prices. North of Europe goods are much
weaker than in the spring, and for battens and

deals very low rates are accepted.

BoardWOOD—Waney.— Some good 20-inch

average was placed at 2s. 4d., and a small quan-

tity of 17-inch prime at 2s. per cubic foot. The

stock on hand is unduly heavy, and will no

doubt make it difficult to realize even fair rates.

The consumption is an average.

White Pine.—Owing to the holidays little

enquiry has arisen, and we have heard of no

transactions. A considerable quantity of deck

plankwood was sold to arrive. Some 50 feet

average lengthy joisting wood was sold at 17|d.,

and a parcel of nice 35-40 cubic feet fair average

at 15d. per cubic foot. A line of g.f.a. 70 cubic

feet, last season's import, was closed at 18d. per

cubic foot.

Red Pine.—The demand is unusually dull,

and sales that were made were at low rates

—

14d. to 15d. for 30 to 35 feet, and 15d. for some

extra fine 22 cubic feet average. The stock on

hand is extraordinarily large, and should not be

increased.

Pitch Pine.—The import has been very heavy,

and as the consumption was only about an aver-

age, we are now left with a full stock. Sawn is

not excessive, but hewn is far beyond the de-

mands of the trade. Prices have been fair for

sawn—say for selected sizes 17d. per cubic foot,

and for quantities 30 to 35 feet average 15£d- to

16^d. per cubic foot. A parcel of 35 feet average

contract wood was placed at equal to lC^d., and

a parcel of 40 feet average at 17d. per cubic foot.

Some other sales were made at as low as 16d. to

16^d. for 40 cubic feet average. Hewn.—

A

quantity of large average, comprising mast and

spar pieces, was placed at 17d. to 18d. The
ordinary sizes, 70 to 80 feet, are very dull of sale.

Planks.—Almost no demand.

Elm.—The consumption was very restricted,

and consequently a large stock is now on hand.

A small quantity of old 30 feet average was
placed at 18d., and a small lot of 50 feet average

prime at 2s. per cubic foot.

Oak.—Too much of last season's woods re-

mains on hand, and as the railway companies

have parcels forward on contract, the prospects

for wood on the market are not encouraging.

Birch.—Stock is ample, and contrary to ex-

pectations, the demand is dull. A full s\ipply

of lower port and Quebec wood is now here.

Ash.—Some inches 14 and up sold at 2s. Id.

to 2s. 2d. Demand dull meantime.

Walnut.—For prime and large an average of

5s. to 5s. 4d. per cubic foot was made.

Deals.—1st Pine—Dull, except for extra

specifications. Very low prices—21d. to 22d.

per cubic foot have been taken for 7 to 9 inches.

The stock, consisting mainly of oddments, is by

far too large. 3rd Pine—Quebec—The con-

sumption of these is light and prices low—at

Greenock Is. per cubic foot, and at Glasgow 13d.

per cubic foot for standard sizes. 4th Quebec
Pine of long specification was sold at ll^d. per

cubic foot. Lower Port Pine—The stock is

light, but as most of the dealers have cargoes on

contract, it is improbable that high prices will

be got for market cargoes. Quebec reds are

very unsaleable, except at very low rates.

Spruce—The demand was good, and prices were
well sustained. The last auction was of a cargo

per steamer from St. John, which sold readily

at from 10^d. to ll^d. for <J inches and up, with

Od. for 7 inches, and 9:,'d. to lOd. for 8 inches.

The lateness of imports from Riga has assisted

the sales of Canadian spruce.

MILL SUPPLIES.
Extra Stretched and Patent Smooth Surface

RUBBER BELTING—in Stock, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 Plies.

HOYT'S CELEBRATED LEATHER BELTING.

COTTON BELTING, for Flour_Mills. &c, Superior Quality.

DISSTON'S CELEBRATED MILL SAWS.
Steam Packing of all kinds, Rubber and Linen Hose, Silk Bolting Cloth, Emery
Wheels, Lacing Leather (Page's Genuine), Lard, Seal, Cylinder, Spindle, West Vir-
ginia and Wool Oils. Our Stock includes Mill Supplies and Rubber Goods of all

kinds. ^a^Quotations furnished for any part of Canada. 21

ESTEY, ALLWOOD & CO., SAINT 10HN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

STEAM SAW MILL OWNERS
Have your Boilers thoroughly Inspected and Insured against Explosion by

The Canadian Steam Users' Insurance Association

HEAD OFFICE, 9 VICTORIA STREET, TORONTO.

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, President.

HON. JNO. McMURRICH, Vice-Pres.

GEORGE C. ROBB, Chief Engineer.

A. F. JONES. Secretary-Treasurer. lyLlT

BRACEBRIDGE.
To the Editor of The Canada Lumberman

:

Aug. 22.—Lumbering has been at a standstill

here for some time past, but is beginning to

move again, several parties having sent a few

men each into the woods, and judging from the

way standing timber has been selling, there will

soon be a rush. There was a gang left here this

morning for the north shore of Lake Huron to

make board timber. Men are very scarce and

wages high. No doubt they will be more plen-

tiful when the harvest is over. The last of the

drive is over Muskoka Lake ; it has been very

slow this summer, and will be late when the

last reaches Georgian Bay, but the mills are all

well supplied now, and will without difficulty be

kept so.

Edward Marlow, "hewer," had his arm broken

on Saturday last by a kick from a horse at Port

Sydney.

I hope before next issue that I will be able to

report more lively times here.

A CANADIAN VIEW OF BIRCH.

A Toronto, Ontario, newspaper man inter-

viewed several lumber dealers and furniture

manufacturers on the scarcity of walnut, and all

were unanimous in saying that the only good

substitute is black birch, which is rapidly com-

ing into favor. Black birch is a close-grained

handsome wood, and can easily be stained to

resemble walnut exactly. It is just as easy to

work, and is suitable for nearly all purposes to

which walnut is at present applied. Birch is

much the same color as cherry, but as the latter

wood is now so scarce, and consequently so dear,

the dealers do not take much stock in it. It is

with difficulty that cherry wood can be obtained

at $50 per thousand feet, while birch wood can

be purchased at any saw mill for $16. When
properly stained it is almost impossible to dis-

tinguish the difference between it and walnut,

as it is susceptible of a beautiful polish, equal

to any wood now used in the manufacture of

furniture. When it became known throughout

the United States and Canada that the supply

of walnut was almost exhausted, the dealers

set their brains to work to find a substitute, and
now since birch has been thought of the price is

slowly advancing.

In the forests through Ontario, birch grows in

abundance, especially if the land be not too

boggy. There is a great difference in the wood
of different sections. Where the laud is high

and dry the wood is firm and clear, but if the

land where the wood is grown be low and wet,

the wood has a tendency to be soft, and of a

bluish color. In all the northern regions it can

be found in great abundance, and as the trees

grow to such a size, little trouble is experienced

in procuring a largo quantify. The forests in

the Manitoulin Islands abound with it as well as

those of the Peterborough and Haliburton dis-

tricts. The Muskoka district also contains a

plentiful supply.

During the past few years large quantities of

this wood have been exported from tne Province

of Quebec at a low figure, but this will be stop-

ped when it is known that it is to take the

place of walnut in the near future. It is easily

detected among other trees on account of

its height, large trunk, and the peculiar color of

its coarse bark. Most of the perforated chair

bottoms now in use are manufactured from it.

There is a species of bird's-eye birch, but it is

very scarce and is not more valuable commerci-

ally than the plain woods. In consequence of

the prospect of its speedy substitution for black

walnut, it should be husbanded with the great-

est of care. An evidence of the weight and
solidity of the wood is the fact that it will sink

after being a few days in the water. This fact

is a slight drawback to the work of having it

conveyed to the saw-mill. One of the principal

means resorted to is binding it together with

pine logs, and thus it is brought to the mill, but

pine cannot alwa}Ts be found where birch grows,

and it is then necessary to haul it, sometimes a

great distance, with the aid of horses.

—

North-

western Lumberman.

The Timber Line of Mountains.
Some very interesting facts were brought out

at a meeting of the Academy of natural science

of Philadelphia, concerning the timber line of

mountains. The highest Alpine vegetation con-

sists for the most part of short stemmed peren-

nials. Lower down are dwarfed trees[of species

which still lower down the mountain sides form

forests of considerable height, and which, as

trees suited to merchantable purposes, make
what is known to mountain travellers as timber

lines.

In the mountains of Colorado the forests com-

mence at about 7,000 feet above sea level, and con-

tinue up to about 11,000 feet, when they sud-

denly cease. At this point the coniferous trees

are from 30 to 40 feet high, and above the same

species exist as stunted shrubs seldom exceeding

three or four feet in height and often but a foot,

through trailing |widely over the ground. In

the dwarfed condition they they are often found

some 1,500 feet higher up, or half way from the

recognized timber line on the top of the moun-

tain.

On Mount Washington, in New Hampshire,

which is a little over 6,000 feet high, the timber

runs up about 4,000 feet, while Mount Webster,

a mountain forming the southern peak of the

same chain, and about 4,000 feet high, has little

timber above 3,000 feet. Roan Mountain, in

North Carolina, is about 5,300 feet above the

level of the sea and on some parts of the timber

extends to its summit. At a height of 5.000

feet black oak was measured that was five feet

in circumference and three feet from the ground,

and 40 feet high.
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ELECTRICIAN,
4 QUEEN STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

Trusses for HERNIA, Rupture
The most Durable and Beneficial kind known to Medical Science always in

Stock, and fitted to the Body at Reasonable Prices.

BATTERIES FOR BATHS,
Of Special Sizes, made to order, both for Public and Private Use ; and
PARADIO BATTERIES always on hand. PRICES LOW. lyiA7

ROBIN

facturers

Leather

Suppl:

National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA.

anufacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
llitary Enoampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
lldew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

OPEN FCH Uit made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP
BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x G In. ; 3 feet long, weighing

^only 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
^SSfSpeclal rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

202 Sparks Street JOttawa

OAK HALL
Nos. 115,117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

We are the most Extensive CLOTHIERS in Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the interest of oar Customers. Our stock is FULL of the
very best goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables us to do business
on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.
We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address :—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. in.13

IF. IE. 3DIXZ02ST & OO.
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE PARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1S75

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1830

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Londob, 1S7T

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1ST9

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Torouto, 1SS0

International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, ISTii

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and discounts.

6C11

81 Colborne Street, Toronto.
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HART EMERY COMPANY, Limited

GILBERT HART, Detroit,

President.

JAMES T. BARNARD, Hamilton,
Secretary-Treasurer.

SAMUEL BRIGG6, Hamilton,
Superintendent.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

These Wheels are

Wire Strengthened

And Specially Adapted

For Saw Gumming

Neither Aimal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in their composition, they are NOT LIABLE
TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while

They Surpass All Other Wheels for Free Gutting and Durability.

We refer to the following well known Saw Manufacturers for Opinions as to the Quality of our Wheels :

Messrs. SHURLEY & DIETRICH,
GALT.

Messrs. R. H. SMITH & CO.,

ST. CATHARINES.

JAMES ROBERTSON, ESQ.,

MONTREAL.

Messrs. JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.,

TORONTO.

WE ALSO REFER TO

WILLIAM HAMILTON, ESQ
,

PETERBOROUGH,
Manufacturer of the Covell Saw Sharpeners.

Messrs. H. B. RATHBUN & SON,
DESERONTO,

Lumber Merchants.
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DAVID JONES'
CELEBRATED

Cast Steel Table Cutlery!
H^Best Cast Steel, Warranted.-^r

Edge Tool & Cutlery Works, Woodstock, I.B.
l21

Awarded Diploma and Medal by the New Brunswick Government in 1873.

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure in drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding: House use. Those Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet
Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Stoves are as follows :—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-inch holes, with ample room between, and one oven 1G x 21 x 26.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twolve 10-inch pot holes, with two/>vens, each Hi

x 24 x 26. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated, lielow will bo found Testimonials
from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since I

ommenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
eliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

Tbe Rest Stove I have ever Used.
Peterborough, May 31, 1880.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove 1 have over
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Yours truly, THOS. GEO. 1IAZL1TT.

Tbe Stove for Lumbermen.
PSTBRBORODOH, June 1st, 1880.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—Wo have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and find
it is very satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highly.

Yours truly, IRWIN & BOYD,
Gives the Greatest Satisfaction.

Peterborough, June 3rd, 1880.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. 1 can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. HILL1ARD, M.l\

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED
All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.

.jm.o t i-i t:Y
Si -50 Pa^^NNUCJ 15C • P<31\ NUfflB6r\

F O R * SALE BY * ALL * BOOKSELLERS

^v • jRL. jcs. x ' c ^
TORONTO , O NT.

TORONTO rue no

D. McLACHLAN & SONS,
Manufacturers of all Descriptions ofSTEAM BOILEES.

SHIPS' WATER-TANKS. Repairing Punctually Attended to.

NORTH SLIP, ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

Son . ="» c. .

<D

ri
| * i «J 4r S 1/ ^-4 £

SiS ^
> to

5> <f 2*!*thiI Sin f
S .° tj'S

its* 8 o •

Iff * So Sv£ ,5

JUST PUBLISHED!
LOVELL'S GAZETTEER

OP

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA.
Containing the latest and most authentic descriptions of over SEVEN THOUS-

AND FIVE HUNDRED CITIES. TOWNS and VILLAGES, and of over EIGHTEEN
HUNDRED LAKES and RIVERS in the Dominion of Canada ; a TABLE OF ROUTES
shewing the proximity of the RAILROAD STATIONS, and SEA. LAKE and RIVER
PORTS to the CITIES, TOWNS and VILLAGES, and a neat COLORED MAP OF
THE DOMINION.

Price in Full Cloth, $3.00. Will be Mailed on Receipt of Price.

JOHN LOVELL & SON,
19 Publishers. Montreal

Nortliey s Steam Pump Works
BOILER FEED PUMPS,

AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMPS,

STEAM FIRE PUMPS, and

WRECKING PUMPS.

MINING PUMPS,

PUMPS SPECIALLY ADAPTED for

OIL PIPE LINES,

And CITY W ATER WORKS.

No. 47 King William Street.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO
SEND FOR CIRCULAR. ur-lv
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MARSHALL MURRAY

MANUFACTURER OP

CHURCH BELLS

ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALL REQUISITES IN BRASS FOR SHIPS FURNISHED.
ALSO,

• ft

Corner of Francois and Roch Streets,

PALACE HARBOUR, ST. ROCH, QUEBEC.
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EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emery Wheels are now almost in universal use for the purpose of gullettlng and gumming saws. StatletloS bq->w from

25,000 to 30,000 saw-mi lis in the United States. Many of these run only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two
wheels a year, casting £3 to $4 each, and when such small mills order single Emery Wheels from the factory, the expre'B charge
often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality of Emery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand s
fickle, that storekeepers could not afford to carry them in stock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have become as stapl
an article as Files, and every dealer in saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sizes la stock
Large dealers order stocks of $500 to $750 worth at a time. 8aw Gumming Wheels are used with the edge (or face) squase, rouDd
or beveled. Probably seven-elgths of all In use are beveled.

Tne principal sizes are:

Sxi

Sxi
'i

in. hole. % in. hole.

12x3
12x1
12x3

12xfi

12x|
12x2

Holes,

\ hi an<l 1 inch.

I

J

Probably more wheels 12xg, 12xJ and 12x a
' are used than all the other sizes together. Saw Gumming Wheels are used,

however, of all sizes up to 24x1*. The most frequent complaint 16 that Emery Wheels harden the 6aw so that a file won't touch it.

The answer is that you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,
leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 33i per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those
who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the saw lightly a second time (after going all over It once), and this second
touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

.A. QUESTION" OIF1 QIJALITT.
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers in, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

"|Extra Soft " wheel like the " Pocono.'' We believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel Is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to

adopt our views, we make several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tanite), that we can furnish

qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us know what it is, and we can send you a Tanite IVheel of similar quality. Our regular
classification of Saw Gumming Wheels is as follows

:

CLASS 2. MEDIUM—HARD.—This Wheel is tiik Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are "Class 2."

It outs fast and keeps its shape well. Some think it too hard, some too soft. We prefer the " Pocono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM—SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, and therefor freer cutting wheel.

CLASS "POCONO." EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. It is both finer in grain and softer than either of the above. As a Saw Gumming Wheel, Class " Pocono" is
specially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a free cutting wheel that will not create much heat.

Illustrated Circulars and Catalogue, showing: Cuts of Saw Gumming Machines, and Shapes. Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on application.
Ll3

The Tanite Co. Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.

M. Covel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener

!

Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW jM^m^m^. MILL MACHINERY!

STEAM FEED I

I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam .

Feed, having put in several which are giving the best of sat- f.

isfaotion, as will be seen by the following testimonials :—

Gravenhurst, August 20th, 1S80.

Wm. Hamilton, Esq,, Peterborough.

Dear Sir—1 have used your Steam Feed for near four
months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction in every
way; it is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since I put it into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to it. 1 can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long in one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-
stantly. 1 am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. I consider 1 have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got it

than 1 would have cut had 1 not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put in is working splen-
didly. Yours, &c,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for al'

sizes of Gang or Circular Mills, Span or Double Circulars

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the

Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Edgers, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, Power Gummers, and all Machinery used In a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; also, small Hand Gum-
mers for use in the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary

Pumps of different sizes, for Fire Protection in Mills, Ac.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel is the great consideration, along

with uniformity ot speed, such as is required in Grist and

Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. I feel

justified in saying that our Style, Workmanship and Finish

on this Engine will be no discredit to its renown, anJ cer-

tainly is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

I have them working at £J pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. Ll°

PETERBOROUGH, OIsTT.
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The Ottawa Free Press, of August 29th, says

that quite a quantity of lumber is being shipped

to the United States by McClymont & Co. per

St. Lawrence & Ottawa railway. Twelve cars

laden with sawn lumber left from the sidingnear

the engine house across the Rideau to-day.

More will follow during the week.

The Mississippi Lumberman says that a sale

nf 1,000 acres of pine land on the St. Louis river

for $12,500 occurred last week. The purchase

was made by Mr. Fowler, of Saginaw, Mich.

The price is the highest ever paid for timber in

that region, but if any body understands the

value of pine trees it is Mr. Fowler, who for

years has been an extensive operator on the

Hudson shore.

The boom in timber lands extends to Penn-

sylvania. A journal of that State says :—Hon.
Samuel Calvin, of Hollidaysburg, recently sold

the timber right on a tract of land in White
township, Cambria county, for the snug sum of

S45,0OO. The same tract, timber and all, was

bought, it is stated, a number of years ago by

that gentleman, from a gentleman of Ebensburg,

now deceased, for the sum of 81,000.

A Quebec despatch of last week described

arrangements as completed by Messrs. Allan,

Grant & Co., of Ottawa, to ship to that city a

large number of cars of square timber. A switch

will run on the Custom House wharf to accom-

modate the first cargo, which when arrived will

be thrown into the pond alongside the wharf,

enclosed by a boom, and then rafted and towed

to the cove of Messrs. Cook Bros. & Co.

Surveys of public lands now being made in

the San Fernando and Catalina mountains have

disclosed the fact that there are large tracts of

table lands in those mountains, embracing sev-

eral hundred thousand acres of the very best

white and yellow pine, from twenty inches to

three feet in diameter. There are groves with

an average height of seventy to one hundred

feet. The Texas Pacific and Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe railroads will traverse this region,

and make it valuable as a source of supply for

southern Arizona, Sonora and Chihuahua.

The report of the Government cinchona plan-

tations in Southern India indicates the aston-

ishing progress made since slips of this valuable

tree were first planted in that district twenty

years ago. The number of trees now planted

out is more than four and a half millions. At
present the greater part of the bark produced

appear* to be consumed in supplying the medi-

cal depot* at Calcutta, Bombay and Madras;
but upward of 3,000 |<ourids was last year sold

to the public, and the annual yield is rapidly

increasing with the growth of the trees. The
actual j,r .f:t b.-t year, on the capital of the plan-

tation if -tated to Ijn- <: been eight j<er cent.

The Nova Scotia Glass Co., New Glasgow,

have just placed an order for 10,000 boxes to

pack the goods of their manufacture. This

means the cutting up of some 250,000 feet of

lumber. The company are pushing their works

forward, and they confidently anticipate being

able to makeglass Monday week. The crucibles

have just been set.

Mr. S. P. Benjamin, of White Rock Mills,

Kings Co., X. S., has started at that place a

barrel and box factory for making boxes and

barrels for the putting up of apples and plums,

etc. He has put in improved machinery, and is

able to turn out 240 barrels a day. besides boxes.

Next year Mr. Benjamin intends putting in

machinery that will turn out at least 60,000 bar-

rels, saying nothing of boxes, which he can

furnish to an unlimited extent.

A Hakkisbueg, Penn., paper says:—The
maple and hemlock forests of Pennsylvania have

never had the benefit of the right kind of enter-

prise to render them as important and produc-

tive as their real value ought to produce for

them. The maple wealth of Pennsylvania is as

valuable as that of her black walnut, if properly

handled, because the wood is hard and can be

utilized to as beautiful effects in building and

furniture as that of walnut or ash. This wood
grows to enormous abundance in this State, and

will sooner or later become one of the most pro-

fitable sources of industry for those who know
how to put it on the market.

The Timber Trades Journal, of August 13th,

says :—There was a goodly array of shipping

reported the last week, both in London and

Liverpool, laden or partly laden with timber

goods, and those who have been apprehensive of

short supplies, will be much cheered by the in-

creasing importation. It is remarkable too that

just half of the arrivals at Liverpool were by

steamships, and for the first time in London, in

a busy import month, more than half were

steamers—of 60 timber vessels reported 31 were

steamships, one more than half. In Liverpool,

of 33 arrivals 16, or barely half, were steamers.

Heretofore we have seldom known more than a

third of the arrivals steamships.

Celebrities.

It is worthy of note that amongst some of the

men who have risen from the ranks of industry

are the late Rev. Dr. Morley Punshon, a tim-

ber merchant's clerk, Ben Johnson, a bricklayer,

Carlyle, the son of a stonemason, Socrates, a

statury, and Robert Burns, a farm carpenter

and laboring rustic.

The Greatest Popularity of Dr. fowler's Ex-
tract of W'u.n STRAWBERRY is where it has been long-
est known. Time cannot detract from its merits. It

is the oldest reliable remedy for all bowel complaints
incident to the rammer season.

WHAT BURNS THE MILLS.

With the opening of the season the saw-mill

proprietor enters not only upon a period of active

labor in the production of lumber, but upon a

season fraught with the gravest apprehensions.

If he could be about the mill through the night

as well as through the day, and were he en-

dowed with powers that did not need to seek

recuperation in sleep, he could rest somewhat

easy in his mind as he contemplated the risk

attaching to his property, in the contemplation

of the fact that his own eternal vigilance would

prove the price of his safety from the danger of

fire.

Careless engineers and faithless watchmen are

about the most dangerous things to be found

about a mill. The former allows the sawdust to

accumulate about the furnace doors or hearth,

and if the truth were to be known about many
a saw-mill fire, it would be found to have its in-

ception in this scattered sawdust, which ignited

while the engineer had "just stepped out of the

fire-room for a minute." His call outside proves

a most dangerous minute for the proprietor,

though the resultant destruction could have

been averted if the hearth had been swept be-

fore he stepped out. Probably two-thirds of

the fires which destroy saw-mills in the day-time

arise from this cause. It is no uncommon thing

to see the engineer of a saw-mill bank up his

hearth doors with sawdust when he shuts down
at noon and goes to his dinner. Such an en-

gineer is a most excellent subject for discharge

from a man's employ, for if the mill does .not

take fire the first time he does it, the old adage

about taking the pitcher to the well once too

often is pretty sure to be verified before the

season is over.

Night fires are more usually the result of a too

implicit confidence in the watchman than many
suppose. We would not assert that all watch-

men are unfaithful, but experience has proved

the value of a proprietor s call at the mill at un-

seasonable hours of the night. If you find a

wide plank or two laying across the top of your

boilers, or suspiciously near the arch, you may
be pretty sure that a quiet visit to that locality

in the small hours of the night, will find them

occupied by a lodger whom you have paid to

walk around and see that no merauders are

threatening your property, andno incipient blaze

is endangering its safety. It is a good thing to

have an energetic man in your employ, but

when you find your watchman always ready to

fill an extra place during the day, and apparent-

ly able to do without sleep for an indefinite

length of time, you can be almost positively sure

that what sleep he dispenses with in the day

time is taken at your risk during the night. It

is well known to be suspicious of the faithfulness

of the man who can watch all night and every

night, and grow fat on it, while working half or

three-quarters of the time during the da}'." It is

at least a good plan to visit him when he least

expects you, for by such visits you can often re-

duce the amount of your apprehension, if not

the actual premium of your insurance.

The spark-catcher on your smoke stack may
be all safe enough, for practical pur]*>ses ; but

when you find a little patch of fire here and

there through the mill yard, on a hot day, it will

pay handsomely to call in the boiler-maker, or

set your engineer at work to make the meshes

smaller, or to put upa new wire screen in place

of the damaged one, which will warm you some

day with a hotter blaze thanks healthy or profit-

able. Your^fire-pump may be a first-class one ;

but when you go into a mill and see a row of

empty water buckets in the rack on the saw

floor, you can rest assured that if a fire ever starts

on those premises, the fire pump will be of very

little service. Empty buckets are a pretty sure

sign of lazy engineers and mill foremen, and dis-

abled pump. Unfortunately, when a fire starts

on saw-mill premises, it is usually in too much
of a hurry to get through the contract it has

taken in hand to allow a machinest to be sent

for to put the pumps in order, or to repair the

hose which has been hanging on a peg in the wall

until it is ready to drop to pieces from decay.

The truism that a "stitch in time saves nine,"

has often been correctly rendered, " a full bucket

of water saves the mill." With the record of

saw-mill fires daily increasing, it well becomes

all who are interested in this class of property

to give the subject of its safety from fire a little

of the care that is taken to obtain a full stock of

logs, or an extraordinary cut by the saws.

—

Monetary Times.

Hints Concerning Saws.

A saw just large enough to cut through a

board will require less power than a saw larger,

the number of teeth, speed and thickness being

equal in each. The more teeth the more power,

provided the thickness, speed and feed are

equal. There is, however, a limit, or a point

where a few teeth will not answer the place of

a large number. The thinner the saw the more

teeth will be required to carry on equal amount

of feed to each revolution of the saw, but always

at the expense of power. When the bench saws

are used, and the sawing is done by a guage, the

lumber is often inclined to clatter and raise up

the back of the saw when pushed hard. The

reason is that the back half of the saw, having

an upward motion, has a tendency to lift and

raise the piece being sawn, especially when it

springs and pinches on the saw, or crowds be-

tween the saw and the gauge ; while the cut at

the front of the saw has the opposite tendency

of holding that part of the piece down. The

hook or pitch of the saw-tooth should be on a

line from one-quarter to one-fifth for a softer

timber. For very fine-toothed saws designed for

heavy work, such as shingles, &c, even from,

soft wood, one-quarter pitch is best.

—

Lumber

World.
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TERRIBLE BUSH FIRES.

THOUSANDS OP SQUARE MILES BURNED AND
LAID WASTE.

Detroit, Sept. 9.—The accounts which are

hourly coming in as to the ravages of the for-

est fires show that there has been very little, if

any exaggeration in the matter. The high

winds that prevailed cut off nearly every means

of escape. Large burning masses were lifted

up and borne to great distances, starting fires

in fresh places, and adding to the destruction.

At Freeing the unfortunate people, most of

whom are Poles, were caught in a fire-trap, and

literally roasted alive, together with their cattle

and horses. As a rule they were all new settl-

ers. Numbers of them, blinded by the smoke

and crazed by the fury of the flames and the

agony of their sufferings, either died of their

injuries or committed suicide. At least 300 are

supposed to have perished.

The following villages have been completely

burned down :—Bad Axe, Verne, Forest Bay,

Richmondville, Charleston, Anderson, Decker-

ville, Harrisville, and Sandusky. The follow-

ing have been partly burned :—Port Hope,

Minden, and Ubbey. The loss in the villages

is as nothing to that in the country, which is

simply incalculable. The exact loss of life can-

not yet be adequately ascertained, and the

amount of damage done to property can only be

roughly estimated.

At Paris, near Port Sanilac, up to last night,

forty-five corpses, nearly all those of Poles,

were found within a mile, many persons being

still missing. In the whole settlement there is

not one building left. Houses, crops, fences,

all have disappeared.

South of Forestville from the lake back seven

miles not one house is left to the square mile.

One man at Cato loses §10,000 in grist mills,

store and hotel. Here the settlers are nearly all

Germans, and newcomers, and all have been

burned out. The fire swept their property off

like a hurricane, and drove many of them like

sheep into the lake, where they perished miser-

ably.

In Deleware township the people and cattle

crowded to the lake shore. Men, women, and

children have lost even the clothes they stood up

in, and the unfortunate cattle have had their

very hides burned through.

In Huron county the same, has happened.

One man driving through Huron county dir-

ectly after the spread of the fire, reported that

he had met five women entirely naked, each

carrying a child. Hegave them two Hour bags to

©over themselves with. A farmer saved his

family, consisting of his wife and eight children

by taking refuge in a field of buckwheat. A
poor woman in his neighbourhood endeavoured

to save herself and children by digging a hole

and covering them as best she could with her

hands. They were all subsequently found dead.

The little ones had their heads burned off to

the shoulders. The loss of cattle and animals

is immense. Twenty head of cattle were found

in a half-acre lot dead. Animals are strewed

in all directions.

In addition to the dead, which are estimated

at from 700 to 1,000, fully 5,000 persons have

been rendered homeless, of whom many are

absolutely without shelter.

Near Sanilac township, northwards, the people

did not know any fire w as near them until it was

on them, and all had to run for the lake, and it

being but a short distance all reached it in safety.

John Kerr and family were asleep when their

building caught, and a neighbour seeing it ran

and woke them, and they succeeded in saving

their house, but lost all else.

Mrs. W. Burgess got seperated from her hus-

band and lay all night in a ditch. Another per-

son laid down in a mud-puddle and rowled over

all night. Large parties of men have been de-

tailed to bury the dead animals less their corpses

should breed a pestilence. The task of burying

the human beings has in many cases been left

to strangers, of whom one man reports that he

saw lit! persons burned. Tn one place he saw

four wagons bearing eight coffins, and one man
walking behind alone. It was his entire family.

Another man was following threo coffins.

The whole of the Sanilac burnt region has

been traversed by Rev. Z. Orenfell, Jr., pastor

of the First Baptist Church horo. He reports

tha,t the herald of the approach of the fire was

darkness and a copper-coloured appearance of

the sky. Later it changed to a deep red, and

by two o'clock on the afternoon of Monday it

became so dark that lanterns were a necessity

in order that people might find their way out

of doors. Mr. Grenfell relates the story of a

Mr. J. Jenks, who said that the darkness was

so intense that in passing his hand before his face

it could not be seen. In the woods were many
dead of every age, and presenting the revolting

appearance of bodies which are scorched and

charred by fire. The skill and courage of men
seemed impotent to cambat such flames, and the

fleeing people were caught in fire traps and

roasted as were their live stock. Mr. Crenell

tells of one farmer who was ploughing with his

oxen a few miles from Sand Beach, who, per-

ceiving the approaching darkness, started for

his house. Reaching their he fouud that his

wife had gone to a neighbour's. He took two

children and gave three others in charge of his

eldest daughter. Before traveling many rods

they found themselves cut off by the flames.

He turned in another direction and escaped with

two children ; the three children and the

daughter were found the next day all of a heap

and charred beyond recognition.

William Humphrey, a mail carrier between

Argyle and Elmer, started on his route on Mon-
day. Midway he was stopped by the flames,

and unhitched his horse from the waggon.

Mounting his horse with the mail bags he turned

hastily back. The horse found its way back to

Argyle without mail-bag or rider. A tag was

tied to his main and he was urged back over his

usual route. He reached Elmer, but Hum-
phries body was found buried in the woods in

one place and the half consumed mail-bag in

another. The wagon was found reduced to

cinders.

At Port Huron the following appeal has been

published by the authorities :

—

''Our country has been devastated by tire.

The suffering is beyond description—people in a

starving condition. Will the people of Canada
lend aid ? We need seed wheat, provisions and

clothing. Orders have been received from the

Secretary of the Treasurer that all goods for

this purpose will pass free of duty."

THE PARKY SOUND FIRES.

The district of Parry Sound has passed through

an experience during the past threo weeks which

will never be forgotten by tho inhabitants, who
have been kept in constant dread of the flames

which day and night have covered the sky with

volumes of smoke so dense that the sun has

never appeared but as a great red ball, shorn

of its brightness though not of its heat. No
rain has fallen of any account since June, and

under the intense heat even the streams of this

well-watered district have failed. From Mr.

C. Miller, M.P.P. for Muskoka, who is the

head and chief proprietor of the Parry Sound

Lumbering Company, a Globe reporter has ob-

tained as reliable information as is at present

available on tho extent of the fires and the de-

struction caused by them.

What the destruction is, he says, will not be

known until the smoke clears away, for the

fires are still burning in every direction, and a

strong wind, which may at any time spring up,

may increase tenfold the devastation wrought

thus far. The fires burn in every direction, and

there is scarcely a square mile out of more than

two thousand in this area but is sending up its

contribution to tho great pall of smoke which

lays over the land. Beyond the multitude of

minor fires which at any time may develop into

great conflagrations, there have been five or six

great fires which have come prominently under

his notice. The first of these was started by a

settler in the township of Fuller, in tho month
of June, on the north-western road, a few miles

from Parry Sound. During the drought of

July this fire burned in an easterly direction over

a belt from half a mile to a mile in width across

the northern part of the township of Macdou-
gall, and after devastatating the lands of tho

Parry Sound Lumbering Company, passed into

tho township of Ferguson, sweeping away a

large area of forest in the limits of tho Ontario

Bank. An east wind then, drove it back into

the township of Cutting,\vhere it is now raging.

Tn all this fire has burned over 15,000 acres of

very fine timber country.

Another fire on the Shawauaha iRiver has

swept over tho larger portion of the township of

that name.

A fire broke out lately on the Nashcoutcong

River near Bying Inlet, and burning along both

sides of the stream, ran south through the town-

ships of Wallbridge and Hanison, enveloping

both these townships in flames.

TWO HUNDRED MILES OF FIRE.

Along the Georgian Bay the Maganetawan
Lumber Company have lost heavily by a fire

which commenced three weeks ago and burned

along a length of thirty miles of coast by a dis-

tant island not yet known but probably from

six to ten miles, or over two hundred square

miles of territory. It is still burning.

THE TOWNSHIP OF MILLS.

A very destructive fire originated apparently

in a criminally careless nfanner has swept the

township of Mills. It was started for the pur-

pose of facilitating the repair of a Government
colonization road. It is stated that Mr. Kelscy,

who superintends the repairs on the north road,

refused to start the fire, as he did not know, the

weather being so dry, what destruction it might

cause. Mr. D. M. Card, Road Inspector,

it is reported came along and, notwithstanding

Mr. Kelsey's remonstrances, gave prematory
orders that the fire should be started, saying

that they " must build the road and let the fire

take its chances." It took its chances, and be-

sides burning out the crops and buildings of a

Mr. McVitte destroyed twenty -five square miles

of splendid timber yet unsold by the Govern-

ment. Mr. McVitte, it is said, has issued pro-

ceedings against the Provincial authorties for

the destruction of his property.

In the vicinity of Parry Sound a fire was set

on an island either by a camping party or by the

Indians. The fire leaj>ed across the islets to the

mainland near the Boyne River, and worked its

way up to within two hundred yards of the

Ontario Bank Mills, which were saved with

much difficulty on Monday ; the wind carried

it south east across the Parry Sound Road in an

old barn. Tho east wind on Wednesday and

Thursday drove it back towards the Village of

Parry Sound endangering the village, and the

large establishment of Wm. Beathy and the

Parry Sound Lumbering Company. A tele-

gram yesterday morning said the danger was
over. The loss by these fires is already about

820,000, and the Ontario Bank Mill loss nearly

as much.

It is reported that over 3,000,000 feet of saw
logs owned by Cook Bros., and others have

been burned in the dried up bed of East River,

in the township of Chaffey, but the exact truth

regarding this is not yet known.

By these great fires between three and four

hundred square miles have certainly been burn-

ed, but there are tires yet unre|x>rted which may
add greatly to the area. They still burn and at

any hour may sweep much of the territory that

remains. The gum forests on good land are

rarely destroyed, the tires confining themselves

mainly to rocky districts, green timber, and old

areas burned in previous years. The loss of

life thus far has been nothing so far as learned,

and while elsewhere hundreds of farmers are

burned out, the writer has heard of only one,

McVeth, in the township of Mills, who has lost

everything, including a saw mill. Fences have

everywhere suffered on the farms, and it has

been only by long continued fighting night and

day with all the available forces that could be

gathered together that the flames have been

prevented from sweeping the country. In tim-

ber the loss has been enormous, and thus far

can scarcely fall short of one million dollars.

The pine which is burned over, unless strip-

ped of its bark before spring, will be attacked

by the pine bores—Pissodes Strobi—a grub

about two inches long and a quarter of a inch

thick. This borer is furnished with a auger-like

probosces, with which it bores right through a

tree. The noise of the boring is quite audible.

The borer only attacks burned, fallen, or decay-

ing trees, the beetle never depositing its eggs

under the bark of a dry tree. Scarcely one out

of all the trees now damaged by fire will escape

destruction or serious injury from this borer.

In regard to fires Mr. Miller thinks that legis-

lative action is necessary. The present law is

a failure, and steps should be taken to secure a

better one compelling any farmer who wishes to

clear a fallow toJobtain first] the] permission of

the stipendiary Magistrate of the district, who

would if he considered it safe to grant the sett-

ler's request notify by letter all the timber

limit holders of the neighbourhood of the fact.

A precaution could likewise be taken by notifi-

cation in some way of neighbouring settlers.

If nothing is done, the loss from fires in future

will be enormous.

Mr. Miller could give no information of a de-

finite character regarding the great fires in

Muskoka, not being at all familiar with them.

THE MUSKOKA FIRES.

Mr. C. Duke, of Yorkville, has within the
last few days received two letters from his son

Charles,who is farming in the Muskoka district,

in which are given accounts of the ravages com-

mitted out there by the bush fires. The young
man writes from Utterson. In his first letter

dated September 1st, he informes his father that

their experiences of the previous day were
" awful." The had at last to fly for their live*.

The writer proceeds :
—" The two houses are

saved and all the live stock, but the barns and

fences are all completely gone. We came to .

Titterson last night, and I am just going up to

the farm. I dread to go. I know it will \uo\c.

awful. West's buildings are all gone ; Turner's

buildings, excepting the h"iise, are :J1 d'.wu;

Fearon is completelv cleared out—not an article

left ; Captain Ojjenshaw is similarly visited

;

also Thours. The English minister's house

Port Sidney, and W. Clark's houses are gon

but Mr. Crown's is saved. I don't know how

will end. Poor old Turner died on the roadsidi

after he was carried out. We have have saved

the fanning-mill, plough and cultivator."

The next letter is dated Tuesday night (last)»

Young Duke says :
—" I cannot give you vera

good news yet. Rain threatened, but did nod

come ; and yesterday and to-day the flames

have been finishing Turner's fences, and the

sawlogs are all blazing as I write. The wind is

blowing hard. I saw Fears' >n yesterday: he

looks bad ; all his sheep were burned to death a

everything was swept in the clearance that he

lived in, but he saved his other bam and a hay-

stack. Harvey had no fire near him.'' In a

P. S. the writer adds by way of a crumb of comJ

fort, " You need not be anxious, as I think wej

are all right now."

CANADIAN SHIPPING.

Ottawa, Sept 10.—The Department of

Marine and Fisheries has just issued a list

vessels on the registry books of the Dominion

Canada on December 31st, 1881. From it it apJ

pears that the number of vessels remaining- on

the registry books of the Dominion on that date

including old and new vessels, sailing vessels,

steamers and barges, was 7,377, measuring

1,311,218 tons register, as compared with 1870t

The number of steamers on the registry book on

tho same date was 918, with a gross tonnage off

190,159 tons, and a net tonnage of 120.141 tons.

Assuming the average value to be $30 a ton. the

value of the registered tonnage of Canada on the

31st December last would be $39,336,540, or £7,^

867.308.

The Sorrows of Ccnlu».

Homer was a beggar.

Cervantes died in hunger.

Terrence, the dramatist, was a slave.

Dryden lived in poverty and distress.

Sir Walter Raleigh died on the scaffold.

Butler lived a life of penury and died poor.

Bacon lived a life of meanness and distress.

Plutus, the Roman comic poet, turned a milL

Paul Borghese had fourteen trades and yet

starved with all.

Tasso, the Italian poet, was often distr

for five shillings.

Steele, the humorist, lived a life of perfect war-

fare with bailiffs.

Otway. the English dramatist, died prematur-

ely and through hunger.

Bentivoglio was refused admittance into a hos-

pital he had himself erected.

The death of Collins was through neglect, first,

causing mental derangement.

Savage died in prison at Bristol, where he wsa

confined for a debt of forty dollars.

Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield was sold for a

trifle to save him from the grip of the law.

Chatterson. the child of genius and misfor-

tune, destroyed himself at eighteen.
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A VETERAN'S TALK ABOUT LUMBER.

A representative of this paper visited a veteran

n the lumber trade Thursday for the purpose of

applying the reportorial plaster and drawing

from its burrow some information which might

interest, amuse or instruct its readers, according

as it might harmonize with their views or appear

to them absurd. " Put yourself in his place " is

what no one can do, and hence the views we get

of things differ.

"So, young man," said the veteran, "you

are in search of information about the lumber

trade, in order to enlighten the public. Well,

wisdom won't die with me, and you need not

set me down on the start as the best informed

man in the business. If you are looking for the

Solomon of the trade, you might as well strike

almost any other person. I can send you to such

a man, or I can give you my opinion and what

I know of lumbering. What points are you

dazed on ?"

"What effect will the high prices of supplies

have on lumbering operations the coming win-

ter?"

"Very little, in the way of limiting opera-

tions. The expense will be increased quite a

good deal, of course. Pork will cost about S20

where it cost S16 last season ; corn about 70

cents in place of 46, but hay and oats are not

much higher. Stock will, perhaps, cost more

and labor be higher. But the additional expense

wont have much more effect on the amount of

stock put in than the weather in winter has. If

I wanted to help bull the market, I'd say, oh,

yes : it'll be too costly bnsiness lumbering this

winter, and a good many firms will go light.

But I don't talk that way, beeause there is no

sense in it. Men who haven't the capital may
have to curtail their operations on account of the

extra expense, but those*who have the stock to

cut, the capital to candle it, and confidence in

the market, will go in just the same as though

pork v. as but $10 a barrel."

Then you think there'll be a large stock cut

the coming winterV
"Well, Idon't think there will be an excessive

CTop. Some men will go in as though they

thought there was never going to be another

c'aance for them to make a harvest of pine, but

there are not many such in the trade now. The

firms lumbering in this Saginaw country are

pretty much all composed of level-headed, well-

balanced men, who can see a good way beyond

the ends of their noses. They are in a position

where they don't have to market their lumber,

unless they choose. Of course, they'll cut

enough to satisfy the demand, for the risk from

fires is greater than ever, aud much timber has

to be cut to save it. But there is a powerful

reason for conservatism in the cutting of timber

in the Saginaw district."

" Do you mean that the stock is becoming

trenail T
" Yes, you have hit it. Some of the largest

mills on the river haven't standing pine enough

within reach to last them six years, at the rate

they are cutting, and it is my opinion there are

not a dozen firms on the river that can count on

ten years' cutting, within profitable reach."

" Is there not timber they can get ? Some
land yet unexplored V
" Not in the lower peninsula. There is hardly

a pine tree standing south of the straits that has

sot been estimated. A good deal of land has

been cut over the second time, and the virgin

foretit has been penetrated in every direction

The railroad has done the business,"

" Then pine land is eagerly sought ?"

"You can say so. No hungry grayling ever

took a fly more eagerly than men snap at pine

land-. A few years ago you couldn t give them
•way ; dow men are crasy to buy. And no

wonder, when you consider the facts I've given

yon above. The prices which men are paying

for standing pine, in my estimation, settles the

fate of the market for some time to come.

Price* cannot fall materially without ruining

erery man in the trade who has bought pine

lately. There have been many sales where the

atanpage cost three arid a half to five dollars a

thousand, and when yon come to put cost of

cottir,,'. driving, booming, rafting and sawing
o« top of the itornpage, the margin at r,rexent

price* f',r lumber iin't much, any one can see."
" What is about the average result on a lot of

»*er»«<- HacHnaw log". T

"About fourteen dollars a thousand. You

see, the virginity of the forests has been violated

and the best timber has been culled."

"But I see sales at $17 and .$19 straight."

"Yes, but those are from selected logs and

not the common run. In days gone by, when

we took the first pick, logs would average 25 per

cent, uppers, and often run as high as 40 per

cent., but they won't average per cent, now, nor

up to best common. Fourteen dollars is about

the average result from an average lot of logs on

this river now, sir."

" If as you say the pine is getting short in

supply, wouldn't it be good policy to go slower

in cutting."

" Well, it might, and then again it might not,

It would be, if it wasn't for the pesky fires that

rage in the woods every season. Why, whether

you believe it or not, it is true, that as much if

not more timber has been distroyed in eastern

Michigan by fire in the last ten years than has

fallen by the axe. It's enough to make a lumber-

man who loves good timber shed tears to see the

long stretches of dead pine which can be seen in

a belt from five to nine miles wide extending

from Sant Point to Thunder Bay river, while

the marks of the devastating fires may be seen

in every other locality where there are bodies of

pine. Some of the owners of pine would gladly

husband their resources, cut less lumber now

and let price go up where they ought to be, but

the chances are even that fire would destroy

more than enough to make the difference in their

returns, so that they would really make nothing

by the operation. Some of the owners of pine

lauds are taking the risk and holding off, and as

the end of the pine comes nearer there will be

more conservatism in cutting and prices have

got to go up. The prairies of the west are set-

tling up so rapidly that Wisconsin and Minne-

sota are not going to have much lumber to spare

for eastern consumption, and when the Michi-

gan supi ly is exhausted, or nearly so, there will

be a dearth of pine for the eastern market,

unless some new region shall be discovered, and

that dosen't seem possible. The lumber prob-

lem in this country is going to be a difficulty one

to solve and you can't expect me to settle it."

—

Lumberman's Gazette.

Waste of lias.

The cost of gas is a great expense in many a

house. A bright light is a luxury, and is appre-

ciated by every one, but it cannot be enjoyed

without being paid for. Waste of gas makes

the gas bills mount up, and the careful house-

keeper may effect a considerable saving by pre-

venting this. The gas meter should be turned

off during the day, so that if there are any places

where the pipes are defective, escape of gas may
be prevented. The condition of the burners has

almost as much to do with the amount of a gas

bill as the cost of gas per thousand feet. Old

wornout burners are the best friends which the

gas companies have. A smell of gas should

never be disregarded. It is a sign that there is

an escape somewhere, and steps should be im-

mediately taken to discover where it is, and put

a stop to it. Last, but not least, gas when not

in use should be turned out or left very low. A
careless person who leaves the gas " full on," in

an unused room, is throwing money away as

much as if he cast it into the street.

Chinese Ingenuity.

A recent number of a paper published in

China records a fresh illustration of the acute-

ness of the natives in the matter of exports from

Hong Kong. Large quantities of matches are

bought in this city for re-exporting to other

ports, but on coming into the trader's hands they

undergo strange transformation. Empty boxes

are counterfeited and filled in the following

manner :—After emptying the matches as origin-

ally packed (each box containing on an average

sixty) they commence the refilling by laying two

matches across each other, at the bottom of the

box, in the form of an X, and fill up the box.

The boxes, as now filled, do not contain more
than two-thirds the original number of matches,

and every gross thus sold realizes 50 per cent,

profit.

It N*vkr FATM.—Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild

Strawberry is an unfailing remedy (or all kinds of

bowel complaint.

WANTED.
CLERKSHIP IN SHANTY for Winter. Practical

knowledge of timber object more than salary'- 4 yearn

experience in offices, 2 in timber. Age nineteen. First

class references. Address "CLERK," care of Canada
Lumberman, Peterborough, Ontario. iSS

A BARGAIN—GRIST AND SAW MILL FOR SALE,
paying 12 per cent, clear ; price $9,000 ; and above

percentage guaranteed. Apply to

JOSEPH DAVLES & Co.,

Lumber, Coal, & Commission Merchants,

46 CHURCH ST. TORONTO. iyLl6

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
b26 WM. MACKIE Proprietor.

Caledonian Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST.

JOHN SHARPE, Proprietor. This Hotel has been
newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main Street,
within five minutes walk of Northern Railway station.
Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors and Cigars.
Every attention paid to guests. Good Stabling. lyLlS

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT.

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.

SOT Everv accommodation for Commercial and
LUMBERMEN.
L14 W. D. MCDONALD, Proprietor.

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughly
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-
tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will

find "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-

tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26

TRUSSES.
CLUTHE'S PATENT SPIRAL TRUSS
all attachments improved. No more
buckles, all on solid brass casting
Book on rupture and human frame free.

Send address in full post card. Best
true information about rupture and

deformities. CHAS. CLUTHE, Surgical Machinist,
118£ King Street west, Toronto. 12l13

CANADA TRUSS FACTORY
(ESTABLISHED 1856.)

HP. GROSS,
Manufacturer of SURGICAL and ORTHOPOEDICAL
INSTRUMENTS. ARTIFICIAL LIMBS made to order.
INDIA RUBBER GOODS of every description. Ll9-ly

688 and 690 Craig Street, Montreal.

§ HACYARDS ft

pectoral!!
X BALSAM. 1

Has no equal for the permanent cure of
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Asthma, Croup,

Whooping Cough, Bronchitis, and
, all Lung Diseases, f

BST Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction.
T. MILBURN & CO., Proprietors Toronto.

GRATEFUL -COMFORTING.

PPS'S COCOA
BREAKFAST.

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of

well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our break-
fast tables with a delicately flavored beverage which
may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the
judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution

may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist

every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle mala-
dies are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified witli pure
blood and a properly nourished frame."— Civil Service

Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in

packets and tins only (4-lb. and lb.) labelled

JAMES EPPS & .CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,

London, England. Li9-ly

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland or

London make, at $1.75 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH, Lie

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEG-O, 3NT. Y.
? Ll2-ly

JAMES HADDEN,
MANUFACTURER OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. h2>;

J. G-. EDWARDS
HARDWARE MERCHANT,

Xj i zrsr nz^s j^tz;
BELTING, FILES, BABBIT METAL,
iy CHAINS, ROPE, and

LUMBERING SUPPLIES.

WISDOM & FISH
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Rubber 1 Leather Belting

RUBBER HOSE, STEAM PACKING,

LUBRICATING OILS, COTTON WASTE
Wrought Iron Pipe and Fittings.

'

And all Articles used in the Application of Steam
to Machinery.

No. 41 Dock Street, St. John, N. B.

(SMALL'S BLOCK.)

N.B.—Estimates for Steam and Hot Water Heating
Apparatus furnished on application. All work War-
ranted. 1v-l20

WANTED
Cherry, White Ash, Black Ash, and

Dry White Pine Lumber.

Quote Price deHuered, and Carefully

Describe :—Quality, Widths, Length,

Thickness, and how long Sawed.

ROBERT C. LOWRY,
Wholesale Lumber,

12l19 55 Pine Street, New York.

ThelPurestand Best Medicine ever Made.

Acolmbination of Hops, Buchu, Man
drakle&nd Dandelion, with all the best and
most cm ura tive properties of all other Bitters.
makes\the greatest Blood Purifier. Liver
Reg U l\ ator, and Life and Health Restoring
Agent on^H^BHM^BMIH earth.

No disease c^kan possibly long exist where Hop
Bitters are us^ed,so varied and perfect are their
operations-HM*

Tie? give newliVs and vigor to the aged ani infirm.

To all whose e%mployments cause irregulari'
ty of the bowelsor^L urinary organs, or who re-
quire an Appetizer^kTonio andmild Stimulant,
Hop Bitters are inval^uable, without Intox-
icating. hbbW »
No matter whatyoor fern ellngs or symptoms

are what the disease or ailwnent is use Hop Bit-
ters. Don't wait until you a^a re sicfe but if you
only feel bad or miserable,* use them at once-
Itmayeavevourlife.IthasBsaved hundreds.

$500 will be paid for a caM so they will not
cure or help. Do not 8iuTer% orletToni'*riends
suffer,but use and urge them^^touse Hop B
Remember, Hop Bitters is nc^^TUe '

drugged,

drunken nostrum, but the Purest^^^ n d Best

Medicine ever made ; the 'ISVAIJDs^^^ FKTEKD
and HOPE" and no person or family^W
should be without them. EHHnB^K
O.I.C. is an absolute and irrestible cure 1
forDrunkeness, use of opium, tobacco and
narcotics. All sold by druggists. Send A
for Circular. Bop Bitten Mfjt. Co., ~£
Rochester,N.Y and Toronto, Ont.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.

Some arithmeticians have calculated that

steam is now doing on the globe, every day, the

work of 800,000 men ; that is, all the machines

and engines worked by steam have 80,000,000

horse-power. Of this the locomotive force

represents 30,000,000 horse-power, as it is thought

that there are 105,000 locomotives on botli hemis-

pheres, which run 220.000 miles.

The lead used in sounding from a vessel

usually weighs about 14 pounds, but in deep sea

Bounding a weight of not less than 150 pounds is

frequently employed. Wire has been largely

used for a line, as it makes less friction in sink-

ing through the water. With hemp rope a

sinker of 300 weight is sometimes twenty min-

utes in reaching the bottom in 1,500 fathoms of

water, so great is the friction of the line.

A Frenchman has devised a method of con-

verting iron into steel, and at the same time

producing illuminating gas. The iron is placed

in a retort with charcoal or coke in layers, and

is heated to 1650 degrees Farenheit. Fatty mat-

ters are then injected, and as soon as decompo-

sition has taken place, a jet of dry steam is

passed over the incandescent mass. The iron is

thus changed into steel, while earburettad hydro-

gen is given off from the retort.

Mr. Maxim, inventor of one of the electric

lights, ridicules the idea that there is danger to

either life or property from the use of that light,

and says that he is ready at any time to take

the shock from any number of the largest ma-

chines. While lightning will jump through two

mMes of air artd forty feet of solid rock, he asserts

that no dynamo machine used for the electric

light in this country will make a current of suf-

ficient strength to jump through the one-hun-

dredth part of an inch of either air or stone.

One of the great trials which the builder has

to endure is the " saltpctering " of the brick-

work, or the white streaks which too often dis-

figure the fronts of brick buildings. It is worth

noting that this can usually be prevented by

adding oil to the mortar at the rate of a gallon

to tke cask of lime. Linseed oil is generally

used, but any kind will do which does not con-

tain salt. If cement is used in the mortar, an

extra gallon of oil must be used for each cask of

lime. When the incrustations havo once formed

on a building, they cannot be permanently re-

moved, though they can be for a time by wash-

ing with hot water or the muriatic acid generally

used for washing down brickwork.

A writer in Lcs Mondes ascribes the excep-

tional healthiness of butchers to their inhaling

the nutritive principles of meat, and a French

physician of eminence deduces from this the de-

sirability of vapor baths charged with vitalizing

principles. Cooks, at this rate, ought to be

amazingly full of vitality. The good health of

butchers is probably due to the living entirely

in the open air, the same cause which gives so

many more years of life, on the average, to the

grocer's clerk than to his dry goods brother.

Thirty years ago butchers in London never wore

hats at work, but drove all over the town bare-

headed, as many young butchers do now. The

inhaling idea is, like all others, old. A century

ago consumptive patients were sent to live over

cow houses.

One of the most gigantic schemes of its kind

is that which proposes to direct the current of

the St. Lawrence wist, opposite Montreal, into

the channel between St. Helen's Island and the

Bouthem shore—this to be accomplished by run-

ning a dam of large proportions from Point St.

Charles, in the western part of the city, to St.

Helen's Island. This dam would be 2,700 feet

long and 000 feet road, and would give a head

of twenty feet for mill elevators and factories.

As contemplated, this project would cost some

$7,000,000, and would realize the following ad-

vantages : The dam could be utilized either as a

railway or carriage road, or both, thus obviating

the necessity of a tunnel ; and the harbor would

be made a still water one, where vessels might

winter.

Certain insects are known which give some-

thing like an electric shock to anything touching

them. The Rcduvius genntus, or " wheel-bug "

of the West Indies, is one so described by Kirby

end Spcnce. Two other examples have been

lately recorded in the "Proceedings" of the

Entomologieal Society of London, by Mr. Yar-

rell. A letter from Lady de Grey, of Groby,

THE CANADA

referred to a shock caused by a beetle, one of

the Elatcrida, or snapping beetle, and extended

from the hand to the elbow. The other case

is that of a large, hairy caterpillar in South

America. Captain Blakeney on touching it had

an electric shock so strong that he lost the use

of his arm for a long time, and his life was even

considered in danger. The last story is almost

incredible, as a caterpillar, no matter how large,

can hardly be supposed to supply as much elec-

tric energy as a gymnotus.

THEcolossal crane or derrick—the most power-

ful in the world—which has been in procesB of

construction for several years at the royal arse-

nal, Woolwich, Eng., is now an accomplished

fact. The size of this apparatus may be judged

from the curious details published, as for in-

stance, that more than eighteen hundred tons of

iron have been used in its manufacture, while

the brass bearings alone amount to more than

three tons. The design has been that this mon-

ster crane should be capable of lifting three or

four 100-ton guns at once; the purpose, how-

ever, for which it has been mainly provided, is

not to do work which other appliances could

accomplish in detail, but, rather, to meet the

probable necessity for dealing with pieces of

ordnance so enormous as to defy all the means

at present available for mounting them in their

carriage. The motive power is steam, and,

although calculated to raise twelve hundred tons

in case of need, the apparatus is also fixed for

raising small weights at accelerated speed, and

thus adapted, in many instances, to facilitate

the ordinary operations.

The process of making screws is very interest-

ing. The rough, large wire in big coils is, by

drawing through a hole smaller than itself, made

the size needed. Then it is put into sawdust

and " rattled," and thus brightened. Then the

head is shaped down smoothly to the proper

size, and the nick put in at the same time,

After " rattling " again in sawdust, the thread

is cut by another machine, and after another

"rattling " and thorough drying, the screws are

assorted by hand (the fingers of those who do

this move almost literally like lightning), grossed

by weight and packed for shipping. That

which renders it possible for machines to do all

this is a little thing that looks like and opens

and shuts like a goose's bill, which picks up a

single screw at a time, carries it where needed,

holds it till grasped by something else, and re-

turns for another. This is about the most won-

derful piece of automatic skill and usefulness to

be seen, and it has done distinctive work at the

rate of thirty -one screws a minute, although this

rate is only experimental as yet ;
ninety-three

gross per day, however, has been the regular

work of the machine.

Dr. James Edmunds, of London, points out

in the English Mechanic some of the advantages

of double glazing in promoting the health of

homes in winter. Skylights, he says, ought

never to be put up unless double or double-gl.-^-

ed. Double-glazing Answers perfectly if the

sashes are grooved out for glass on each side, and

are then glazed with an air space of one-half

inch or more between the pfnes of glass. Tho

glass must be put in with its inner faces per-

fectly bright and clean, and the glazing should

be done on a cold, dry day, so as not to include

watery vapor, which in cold weather will con-

dense inside the air-space and cause mistiness.

The double-glazing with an air-space makes a

window almost as warm as a brick wall, and not

only keeps up the temperature of a room in

winter, and saves firing, but it keeps the room

cool in hot weather, and it makes the tempera-

ture more uniform throughout the apartment.

With ordinary thin glazing in winter the in-

mates are always being chilled on that side

which looks toward the window, and baked on

the side which is toward the fire, and no sooner

do ladies leave the dining-room than the gentle-

men instinctively make up to the fire-place and

proceed to bake the cold side of their persons.

Double-glazing our window sashes would save

all this trouble.

DvsPErsu.—Strenthen your digestion—tone the

stomach for utilizing and assimilating every atom of

food you take; the body needs it for strength and

vigor. Zopesa cleanses the entire system, stimulates

the Liver, keeps vou regular, and able to eat ten-penny

nails. Letters and postal cards come in daily, telling

of cures and help frem Zaptsa, from Brazil. Positive

proof ot the health and vigor It gives in a ten cent

sample, Ask your druggist,

LUMBERMAN.

HOW TO FIGURE 6PEED.—THE REASON
WHY.

In selling machinery, the maker usually

recommends that it be run at a certain rate of

speed, which has been demonstrated by experi-

ence to be most favorable to its successful oper-

ation. To fix upon the relative size of pulleys

to be used in communicating this motion from

the "line shaft " is a calculation which seems to

be very imperfectly understood by the average

mechanic. Conversation on the subject with a

large number of engineers, millwrights, and

others, has led me to think there was a demand

for more light, and accordingly I offer the fol-

lowing system, the convenience and accuracy of

which I have proven by years of practical use.

This simple example will illustrate :

—

Given, a 20-inch pulley revolving 100 revolu-

tions per minute, a belt from which will drive a

10-inch pnlTey how fast?

The " rule * laid down on the " books " says,

" Multiply the diameter of the driving pulley

by its revolutions per minnte, and divide by the

diameter of the driven pulley." I find no fault

with this rule, but would suggest that the teacher

and text book of the future will be successful in

proportion as they abound in " reasons why,"

and give the student principles from which to

form his own rules. As every rule must be

based upon a principle, when one is familiar

with the latter the former becomes self-evident

and not easily forgotten.

The speed of a driven pulley will bear exactly

the same relation to the speed of its driver as

its diameter does to the diameter of the driver.

In the above instance, the driven pulley being

smaller, let its size represent the denominator

of a fraction, of which the diameter of the

driving pulley shall stand as a numerator, thus :

20— of 100 - 200
10

Or, suppose the diameter of driver was 25 inches

its speed 180, and a speed of fiOO was required,

what must be tho diameter of driven pulley ?

Reasoning : Since the speed nvust be greater,

its diameter must, of course, be less than that

of the driver. How much? As much less as

its speed is greater, thus its size will be

180 75— of 25 = — or 7J inches.

600 10

This not only leaves less foom for a misstate-

ment of the problem, but in most cases the

multiplications and divisions maybe made men-

tally, thus saving time and avoiding liability to

error.

These advantages are of still greater impor-

tance where intermediate pulleys or " counter "

shafts are used to multiply motion. For in-

stance, it is required to "setup" a planing

machine, the cylinder of which must run 3,500 ;

it has a pulley 4 inches ; the counter shaft has

pulleys 6 and 24 inches, respectively ; the line

shaft runs 160 ; what size driving pulley will be

equired ?

Reasoning: The 4-inch pulley being driven

from one 24 inches, the larger pulley will revolve

as much slower as 24 is greater than 4, and the

drive pulley on line shaft must be as much

larger than the driven or counter shaft, as its

speed is slower than that of the counter shaft

which it drives. The entire operation may be

analyzed as follows

:

For the sake of clearness, I will suppose that

the motion was communicated direct from the

line shaft to the 4-inch pulley, in which case the

rive pulley must be

3500
of 4, or S7} inches.

160

The use of a counter shaft will decrease the

size of driver exactly in proportion to the rela-

tive size of its pulleys. In the above instances

the pulleys on counter shaft are 6 inches and 24

inches, consequently the driving pulley will only

require to be 6-24 as large as when no counter

shaft was used, and this being understood the

whole problem may be disposed of as follows :

3500 6 175

x — x 4 = — or 21g inches.

160 24 S

This method is even more useful where pulleys

are not exact as to measurement and also in

computing trains of gearing, etc., of which I shall

have something to say at another time.

Sterling Elliott.

THE DESTRUCTION OF WOOD IN CANADA.
A correspondent of the Scotsman ,

taking notes

in Ontario and the outlying districts, writes :

—

" The Canadians have been so accustomed to a
plethora of wood that they contemplate the

waste of it with remarkable indifference. To
the west of Lachute," he says, " additional

fields were in course of being conquered, not

from the primeval forest, but from a good second

growth of larch and maple." The simple pro-

cess appears to be to cut down the trees, burn

the trunks and branches, and leave the sturn|>s

in the ground. At one time the exjjort trade

was very extensive here, but within the last

twenty years there has sprung up in these lum-

ber districts a class of men who assume inde-

pendence of any extraneous help. In referring

to a district traversed by rail, the writer says :

—

"As far as the eye could reach, the timber

clothing of the country consisted of a second or

third growth of aspen, birch and various kinds

of fir. High over the rich expanse of foliage

there rose gaunt skeletons of older trees, melan-

choly records of those bush fires which have

robbed and are to-day robbing Canada of so

much of her natural wealth." Originating in

the thoughtlessness or carelessness of settlers,

these conflagrations have been known to devas-

tate thirty or forty square miles at a swoop.

"In one day's journey," he says, "I saw ax
fires burning, which only seemed to a want fan-

ning breeze to produce the same serious results."

Further on, in speaking of the snake fences,

he writes :
— "Their stability is secured without

fastenings by the U6e of three or four times as

much material as might have served the pur-

pose, and on every patch of waste ground may
be seen a litter of logs and branches in all stages

of decay." Even at more than one of the saw-

mills he noticed the refuse timber shot into the

adjoining rivers to be carried away at pleasure,

and probably form with the admixture of mud,
after sinking, a serious obstacle to navigation.

In a concluding paragraph the writer states

" that from the whole of the north-east region

of Ontario there has for the past four years been

a steady flowof emigration towards the north-

west—as an instance, during last spring the

Grand Trunk Railway moved some 4,000 per-

sons."

A $«5.0M Baft.

H. Pigeon & Sons, of Boston, mast and spar

builders, started from below Starbuck's Island

to-day for Boston via Xew York the largest raft

ever shipped from this city to the Hub. The
timber was cut in Ontario, Canada, north-east

from Toronto. On the lake it was made into a
raft and towed to Oswego, where it was sepa-

rated into two rafts of six " cribs " or sections

each, and one of seven cribs, John Wells, of

Oswego, towed the rafts from that city to Troy.

The propeller Lafayette left with them for Xew
York. The united rafts were 900 feet long and

34 feet wide. At New York they will be in-

creased by 113 pieces from Clearfield county,

Pennsylvania. The raft thus formed will be

1,300 feet long and 64 feet wide. On the ocean

the pieces will be united by six tons of cable

chains, each piece being bound separately by

the chains. The large tug boat Charles Pearson

of Boston will tow the raft along the coast to

Boston. The cost of towage from Canada to the

destination will approximate §3.500. It has

already amounted to $2,000. The raft will be

worth .*25,000 when it reaches the Hub. Large

timber such as make up this gigantic raft were

formerly shipped from this city to Boston by

rail. The ex|>eriment of sending by the river

and coast was tried last year by H. Pigeon 4
Sons, rafts containing 80 and 180 pieces being

selected for the trial. The results were perfectly

satisfactory, the great economy being in the

matter of expense. The pieces in the raft which

left to-day were from 75 to 95 feet long, and

from IS to 30 inches in diameter. They will be

made into masts and spars of all sizes and de-

scriptions, and will speed the voyages of all

kinds of vessels from fishing schooners to the

largest men-of-war.

—

Troy Times.
J

Tim ForxTAix of Lifr is the blood. Keep the foua-

tain pure and all the tributaries of health are in good

condition. Burdock Blood Bitters will cleanse t*je

blood from all the impurities, expelling Scroffula sad
all humors, tones up the debilitated system, regulat-

ing the liver, bowels and fcMiners, ami brings health

to'thc afflicted.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN MACHINERY.

BY S. B. RICHARDS, IN THE " LUMBER WORLD."

When I was about sixteen years of age, my

rather got an idea into his head that I had the

making of a first-rate millwright in me, and so

took me in hand to develop my capabilities.

How well he succeeded I shall not attempt to

say, nor do I believe the reader would be inter-

ested in knowing. I have, so long as I can

remember, had a liking, natural or acquired, I

can't say which, for machinery and mechanical

combinations, and, looking back to my boyhood,

can recall many crude attempts to devise means

to lighten, what I then believed were the ardu-

ous labors imposed upon me. My inventive

faculties were not, however, equal to the task of

decreasing the amount of physical exertion

mecessary to the accomplishment of my allotted

.tasks, although I experienced little difficulty in

^jerforming them in a manner essentially differ-

•ent from that usually accepted as the most sen-

sible.

As I grew to manhood, I gave no little time

and thought to devising new methods of per

forming mechanical operations, and shall never

forget the time when my first application for a

patent was allowed ; nor my feelings, when I

received, at our little country post office, the

huge envelope, with the portentous words print-

ed thereupon, " United States Patent Office
;

Official Business." That envelope stamped me

as a man of note ; the government had, after

patient labor, and diligent research, conceded

the fact that I had discovered and utilized some-

thing new ; that this something new was worthy

of governmental recognition, and that so valu-

able was it, I should have sole property right to,

and in it, for the term of fourteen years, with a

privilege of extension of this property right for

seven years longer if I desired. Our little town

had never been the home of an inventor, and I

at once became an object of interest to every

dweller therein. No one seemed to give the

Bubject of how I should realize a fortune out of

my invention, a thought, nor did I at first. I

was an inventor ; I had a patent, and what more

could a man want? I was congratulated on

every hand, and more than one expressed the

hope that I would not think of removing from

the village. I endeavored to wear my honors

meekly, but it is not in human nature to resist

being condescending to those who have looked

upon you as being something inferior to them,

when, by reason of the exertion of your own

powers, you are enabled to overstep them in

popularity, and I am afraid I more than once

entertained the suspicion that I was superior^to

the majority of my companions.

After some months it occurred to me that it

would be a good idea to sell my patent. I con-

fess it appeared singular that capitalists and

manufacturers in the large cities had not been

around to see me in reference to buying me out,

but attributing this to ignorance, upon their

part, of the fact that such a patent had been

granted, I started out to enlighten them. How
well I remember the old mother, as with one

hand in mine, and the other holding one corn*

of her apron, she bade me good-bye, with many

injunctions as to care of my money and person,

and cautious to "beware of them patent fel-

lowg." Dear old lady, she had full faith in her

boy's smartness, if the " old man " was at times

somewhat skeptical. I had never been very far

or very long away from home before this, and

the iinj<ortance of the trip rendered it necessary

that all the village should be aware of the date

of my intended departure, so that I lacked not

for hand-shakings and good wishes when I

started out. That period of my life is particu-

larly pleasant for me to remember. I had a

patent ; I was going to sell it ; I should come

home rich. Railroads in those days were not

B numerous as now, and I had to go by stage

some sixty miles to reach my destination, where

I arrived late and tired in the evening. The

next morning, after a long talk with the hotel-

keeper, in which I told him I was an inventor

and had a patent to sell, information which did

not *eeTo to impress him as 1 thought it should,

I set out to find a firm that was engaged in the

Bunufact'jre of such machinery as I had invent-

ed, and a brief sketch at my interview may
possibly prove interesting.

Entering the office I was met by an old gen

tleman, with a red flannel shirt on, sleeves rolled

above his elbows, hands covered with iron filings

and oil, who inquired what I wanted. I Baid :

" You manufacture and sell wood-working

machinery ?"

" Oh, yes," he replied, " can we do anything

for you ? Our stock is quite complete, and our

terms quite as liberal as other makers."
" I am not desiring to purchase, not being

engaged in the wood-working line, at least to an

extent that would justify me in the employment

of machinery," I said, " but I have given a good

deal of study to mechanical devices, and have a

patent—-"

"lam quite busy," interrupted he, " and am
not very much interested in such matters any-

how, so you will excuse me if I say that we have

all the inventive ability in our establishment

that we at present can employ."

"But," I replied, " I am not looking for em-

ployment. I have a very good trade that keeps

me busy "

"Better stick to it," he broke in.

" Well," said I, "as you do not appear to care

about looking into the matter, I will not take

up your time. There is another establishment

here engaged in the same line, and if you will

tell me where they are located, I will not trouble

you further."

" Well," said he, "you have a patent. What
is it for ?"

" A saw table," I replied.

" Have you a model with you ?"

"Yes, and my patent."

" Well, I'll look at it, although such things

don't interest me, and I have but little time to

spare. Come in and sit down."

We went into an inner room, and I took out

my model, which, by the way, had cost Me
many days of patient labor, and was very elab-

orately gotten up, and he examined it. "Let's

see your patent," said he.

I handed it to him, and after a few minutes

examination, he returned it with the remark,

I don't see as it would be to our advantage to

take hold of it."

" Is there any objection to the use of the de-

vice ?" I asked.

" None at all," said he, " if you can get any

one to use it."

"Well, if there is no objection to the use of

it, why wouldn't it be to your advantage to

secure the right to build it ?"

" How much do you consider the patent

worth ?" he asked.

" It ought to be worth about ten thousand

dollars," I replied.

" The question," said he " is not what it ought

to be worth, but what is it worth ?"

" If I could dispose of it at once, I would be

willing to take five thousand dollars for it," I

answered.
" Good," said he, " now we are arriving at a.

basis for negotiations. Let me ask you how
long a time it took you to conceive and develop

this invention ?"

I could not see what lie was driving at, so

replied that from childhood I had been noted for

" tinkering" and trying to invent something,

and that I believed I had a gift that way.
'

' Let me put the question to you another way,

"

said he. "How long did you study upon this

saw table before you conceived the idea of the

combination you have made '!"

" Oh, no tin%e to speak of," said I, " it caine

to me all at once, as it were ; that is, I con-

ceived the idea that a saw table susceptible of

the changes of position and relations to the saw,

such as I have made, would be very convenient

to the user, and of money value to me, so after

a few days of thought upon the matter, I made
a model and applied for a patent."

" Did it take you a month to do all this ?" he

asked.

" I think not so long as that," said I.

" What did your patent cost yon ?"

"Nearly fifty dollars."

"Just step out into the shop with me a few

moments," said he.

We went out, and, going straight to the
" buzz-saw," he picked up a piece of board,

and, in a few moments' time, by the aid of some

thin strps or thicker blocks, had cut that board

up into pieces, the sawed edges of which pre-

sented various angles to the original flat Hurface.

Calling a boy, he directed him to take the pieces

into the engine-room and wc returned to the

office.

When we were seated he said, '' I have taken

you out into rny shop only to show you that up-

on my old saw table I can perforin the same

operations that you can with your improved and

patented arrangement. I can do everything

you can, with as great accuracy, but possibly

not fjuite so quickly. You corne to me with

your invention, that has taken but little of your

time to devise, and necessitated but a slight

outlay «f money, and ask me to pay you the

snug sum of five thousand dollars for your

patent. If I could not, upon my old saw table,

do what you e&n upon your improved one, and

if it was essential that these operations be per-

formed, the priee you put upon your patent

might be reasonable. If I buy your patent, I

must have some prospect of getting my 'money,

with a reasonable profit, back again. I fail, at

present, to see how this can be done, and, of

course, am not inclined to purchase at your

price."

" What, in your opinion, is it worth ?" I in-

quired.

" I should not care to put a value on it," he

replied " but I will say this ; if your invention

were my own, I should not use it for the reason

that it would only add to the expense of making

an article, in which there is now very little pro-

fit, without in any manner adding to its real

utility. You are a young man, endeavoring to

make money without working for it, uncon-

sciously perhaps, but nevertheless endeavoring

to do so. Take my advice, go home, and to

work. You say you have a good trade. Stick

to your trade, and save your money. Invent

all you please, so long as you don't neglect your

business, but don't attempt to sell a patent un-

til you know you have something that will facili-

tate operations, thereby cheapening the cost of

performing them, or that will simplify the meth-

od of performing them, or that will permit of

new operations being performed."

I went home, but it took mo a long time to

comprehend what the old man meant.

IRWIN & BOYD
Commission

Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping^GeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

PORTLANDJOUNDRY.

JOSEPH McAFEE,
(Latb Angus McAfeb.)

Warehouse, Main St., St. John, N B.

agriculturaTimplements.

MANUFACTURER OK

Cooking, Ship, Parlor & Office Stoues

MILL CASTINGS,
Ship Windlasses, Capstans, and

Ship Castings of all kinds,
(MADE TO ORDER.)

Power Capstans, Patent Ship Pumps
ly With Copper Chambers. l20

Lead Scuppers & Water Closets & all

goods in my line for Ships' use.

Work done to Order with Quick Despatch.

LUMBERMEN
will save mono-}' by going direct
or sending to V. Ckt MPTO.N
King St. East, Toronto, (oi r

Watches and Jewellery, or Silver-
ware and Clock*, etc. If vou can-
not come yourselves send foot
orders and I will guarantee jut
as good satisfaction as by a per-
sonal selection. Goods guaranteed
exactly as represented or v.ur
money refunded. Watch and Jew-
eller} repairing and manufactur-
ing by competent workmen at
Reasonable Prices. H'c make a
specialty of HEAVY CASEDWATCHES suitable for Lum-
bermen.

<5fTriccs cheerfully furnished
on application.

Remember the address,

r F.CRUMPTON
83 King St. East,

TORONTO.

Extract °r Wi ld

Cures Cholera, Cholera Morbus. Dy-

sentery, Cramps, Colic Sea Sick-

ness and Summer Complaint ; also

Cholera Infantum, and all Com-
plaints peculiar to children teeth-

ing, and will be found equally

beneficial for adults or children.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

T. MHLBU^N a CO..
Proprietors, Toronto.

We have added to our plant all the latest improved
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture of Printers Furniture, facilities for executing
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continent.
A large assortment of various cuts constantly on hand.

FLEMING & SON,
114 26 Colborne St., Toronto.
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Travelling Agent.

MR. A. L. W. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub

scriptiong and grant receipts therefor and to make con

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

The Canada Lumberman
DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER & Co. PETERBOROUGH.

Terms of Subscription

:

One copy, one year, in advance $2 00

One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Rates

:

Per line, for one year $0 90

Per line, for six months ' 50

Per line, for three months 30

Per line, for first insertion 10

Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's. 05

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months ; 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines per annum 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines, for 6 mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti-

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

east three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to Tokkr & Co., Peter-

borough, Ont.

Communications intended for insertion in the Canada

Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in-

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. SEPT. 15, 1SS1.

him an eqnal number of trees from the next

township, which was not under licence, and was

also refused ; so that the operator lost this valu-

able timber, and the Province the Crown dues

which would accrue therefrom.

We do not wish to be understood to claim

that the department should not now expose

these timber lands for sale
;
probably it is the

only thing left to be done ; but we do say that

so long as the revenue of the Province did not

require it, and the manufacturing requirements

of the Province did not demand it, fresh timber

areas were better unsold. There are quite

enough timber lands under license west of the

Ottawa section and south of Lake Nipissing

exposed to dangerous fire risks, and which should

be forced to furnish revenue by keeping other

fresh territory out of the market, if it were

possible.

OUR TIMBER POLICY.

We are not aware that anything could prove

more conclusively the short-sighted and destruc-

tive system with which the timber lands of the

Province have been and are dealt with than the

circumstances which are now about to compej

the Ontario Government to place in the market

a considerable area of pine lands in the Nipis

sing district. It is no longer a state secret that

the Crown Lands Department of Ontario have

recently organized parties to make reports on

the timber in those townships in the district

referred to that are now prejudiced and liable to

be destroyed by the squatters and settlers and

pine fire bugs, to which on several occasions we

have found it necessary to refer. With wonder-

ful acumen they seek to transfer the risk of this

valuable trust to the lumber trade at par. Do
they expect that the trade are equally ignorant

of their business, arid will bid such bonuses as

they would have been justified in doing had the

fire risks been protected by the department ?

It is within our knowledge, and our attention

has been recently called to the immense depre-

ciation that lumber operators put on the value

of standing timber where the ground has been

forestalled by the squatter or settler. Perhaps

the statement of a practical operator, and one

who is prepared at any time to bid for public

timber lands, may call attention to this subject

;

the information is given freely to us to publish,

backed up by evidence which may be av ailable

should we require to use it.

The circumstances are these, and seem to us

what are liable to occur on this new area about

to be exposed to sale. The operator states that

he bought a limit not a hundred miles from the

townships which are to be sold. He discovered

that the settlers were damaging the timber, and

although most unwillingly, he was compelled to

operate. No sooner were his operations started

than these settlers and squatters actually cut

down and put three to four cross-cuts in from

four to six hundred pine trees of the choicest

kind. The only reason he could ascertain for

this was that they would make sure of shingle

timber when, or if ever, they should require

them. The operator states that each tree would

have averaged 140 feet of the best board timber]

He further states that he appealed to the Crown

Lands Department for protection with no re-

sults, and then anked. the department to allow

A WORD TO THE TRADE.
We are now, notwithstanding the fair wind

and flow of trade, approaching the period when
the careful navigator will take in sail. We are

going to ask a question, the answer to which

ought to lead all thinking operators to operate

carefully. Mr. Operator, had you the pine

growing to-day that you have cut down within

the last ten years still standing on hand, would
you not be able to sell out for more money
than you are worth to-day ? We anticipate the

affirmative reply.

The disposition to pay bonuses for timber

lands based on the profits of stocks got out with

cheap labor and supplies ; the fact of a dear

labor and supply market to face for the coming

ason of manufacture ; the fact that for every

psreentage of advance in our labor there is an

e pual percentage less work done ; the fact that

the ebb tide of trade will face us with our stocks

on hand, got out on these expensive, and per-

haps to some extent unavoidable circumstances,

this array of facts should arrest the natural and
fatal anxiety of many in the trade to operate too

largely and to endeavor to get rich too fast. To
those that hold timber lands, we say, go slow.

Keep your plant account in service ; don't in-

crease it. Keep your mill going—not too high

pressure ; your foundry bill will be less, and you

will cut better lumber. Make up your mind to

operate to the extent that you can handle under

your personal supervision, and don't compete

with your wealthier, but perhaps reckless neigh-

bor for labor, and we safely predict that you

will find your properties three years hence more

valuable and under better control than those

who, carried away by a little temporary pros-

perity, project increased operations, which can

only be carried out under the most advantageous

circumstances.

A dkspatch dated Parry Sound, Sept. 2, says

:

Serious difficulties have arisen here between the

river drivers in the employ of the Ontario Bank
and the foreman of the Parry Sound Lumber
Company about water rights on the Seguine

river. Years ago the company purchased the

right to overflood land, and constructed a large

dam at the outlet of Mill Lake to hold a supply

of water for their mill during dry seasons. The
water is now very low, being barely enough to

float logs through the sluice at Mill Lake. In
order to keep a supply for the drive the Bank
men have taken forcible possession of one sluice

and have jammed logs on the rapids, holding

back the water so as to shut down Mr. Win.

Beatty's flour-mill and the large saw-mill of the

Parry Sound Lumber Company. The logs of

the Bank, after leaving Mill Lake, must pass

over the sluice at the company's mill before

reaching the Bank's mill on the Georgian Bay.

It is understood that orders have been given by

the company's manager to resist this passage by

force if necessary, and very serious complica-

tions, and even bloodshed, are feared.

Thk very great scarcity of fodder next season

consequent on the poor crops of hay is a matter

of serious comment by the coming winter's

operators in the woods. A double misfortune

has befallen those of New Brunswick in the

destruction of the great reserve fund, that of

the Tantamar and new and west marshes being

flooded by salt water. The dykes broke at the

late high tide, completely submerging them to a

depth of upwards of four feet,

PREVENTION OF FOREST FIRES

The Kingston Whig has the following edi

torial :

—

" The curse curseless shall not come ;" and

though like Mackbeth's wife we may hail the

oft-seen terror as a " thing of custom," it will

not the less work its mission as the penalty for

the breach of foral or economic law. A race

gifted with other aptitudes than that which has

found its home in this country might work out

the utilization of the forests which clothed it by

converting them into materials which would

add to their own wealth and so of mankind
but the discussion hereof would probably open

up questions of ethiaology as various as those

presented by the contemplation of many parts

of the world endowed with everything but an

intelligent population. There have been forest

fires in Ontario since the settlement of the TJ.E

Loyalists, increasing in destructive energy year

by year, and it would seem vain to hope that

they will not recur with greater ravage. The
Ottawa valley has been desolated throughout

entire townships until there are millions of

acres which no man will buy. The consolation

afforded by the agricultural commission report

that such is not the case is brobably the best an

ignorant and inculpable people can desire to

have. While we can sell a few millions of feet

every year, and while the party in power are

satisfied with the returns, it is idle to discuss

the propriety of enquiring whether this source

of revenue is ever likely to fail us, or whether

it is worth while to diminish the revenue by
measures calculated to ensure its duration.

With abundant fuel in the coal mines of a

foreign neighbor we may cheer ourselves, while

the miles of woodland yearly recede from view,

that we have never made any effort to carbon-

ize our wood into charcoal, but have instead

dissipated its heat to the empty air. While our

streams dry op, and the hum of many a mill is

hushed forever imported coal will supply our

frontier manufactories with power we have

flung back to the heaven that gave it.

It could not be otherwise where national

opinion is impervious to any conception of the

curse which is wrought on us by the destruction

of fertile soil, of fuel, and of building timbe:

every year, it could hardly be expected that

criminal negligence in dealing with fire would
be punished. The record of the general iniquity

in this respect might be shown in darker light

The hideous crime of arson is common in On
tario, and, as might also be expected, no steps

are being taken in the the interests of justice to

bring tho criminals to account. No insurance

company^will keep a policy on foot upon unoc

cupied farm buildings, and the record of their

business shew the wisdom of this provision

It is well known also that bail harvests immnse-

ly increase the losses of insurance companies

Much may be allowed for the difficulty of de

tecting incendiarism, but the difficulty is too

often made an excuse for snpineness. From the

combustible material of farm buildings a law

exacting people would derive a reason for great

er activity in ferreting out incendiaries. The
very ground for such a reason makes them dread

injury to themselves from the hands of the

wrong doer should their endeavour to track him
prove abortive. And so it is with field fires put

out among stumps and in log-heaps during the

season between May and November. If the

farmer is negligent his neighbors #iffer and

they put up witli it. If one per cent of the

actionable cases had been dealt with ten years

ago it is more than likely the damage would be

enormously less. Those who, from a sense of

public duty, will bring the offender of this year

before the courts, will merit the thanks of the

public. Not a single case of negligence should

go unpunished. It is one means only, but an

important means, of educating criminally care-

less people to a sense of their duty, and of the

rights of others. And such a conviction will

spread into the domain of those cases attributed

to accident. When the farmer shall be made
keenly sensible of their rights and duties in

this matter, there will be a ray of hope avail-

able to the public that the Government of .the

Province will do something to protect the

Crown Timber Lands from destruction by tire.

TORONTO.
From Our Own Correspondent.

Since my letter to you of two weeks ago lum-
ber has been arriving for export by the N. &: X.
W. R. quite freely, and the docks belonging to
that company are crowded with lumber, recall-

ing to mind the good lumber times which existed

at the close of the American civil war. The
local dealers, however, are still complaining
bitterly at the treatment accorded them by the

railway company in the matter of supplying

them with cars for the local wants of consumers

;

dimension stuff in consequence is extremely
scarce, and the company persistently refuse to

grant them more that a limited number of cars

for the wants of the city trade. This discrimin-

ation in favor of the foreign markets, as against

the wants of our home market, is certainly

unjust, when we consider the large amount of

pecuniary aid given by our citizens to assist

railroad enterprise. This, however, is not the

only instance of unfair treatment received by
Torontonians at the hands of railway corjwra-

tions, and so it will continue to the end of the

chapter. Railway companies are proverbially

slippery customers to deal with, and you never

know when you have them ; there alway* seems
to be some loop-hole through which to escape

from the performance of their engagements.

Another serious cause for complaint, as men-
tioned in my last letter, is the large increase in

their freight tariff, 20 per cent, being the rate of

advance from all points of the N. 4 X. W. R.
and its various branches. True, the company
try to convince their customers that they are
actually granting them concessions, instead of

laying on more onerous burdens, inasmuch as

they grant them the privilege of loading on s
car 20,400 lbs. instead of 20.000 lbs., the latter

being the weight previously allowed to shippers.

At a first glance this appears plausible, but the

company know full well that previously, in at

least eight cases out of ten, the latter weight
was brought over the road, but want of time and
other causes prevented the weighing of all cars

to detecting offenders. Their specious pleading

in this case virtually amounts to this : We will

grant you the liberty to do that which you have
hitherto done, and charge you 20 per cent ad-

ditional for the privilege of so doing. This

increase in rates will tell most severely on dimen-
sion stuff cut to order, as shippers cannot ven-

ture safely in putting on more than 7,-
r
>00 feet

and keep within the weight at present allowed.

This estimate, of course, is based on the lumber
being green from the saw, therefore the only

course open to them will be an increase in prices

on all bill stuff cut to order : and lath, unless

dry, had better be left at the mills until they

are seasoned, as cost of manufacture cannot be

realized if brought here in a green state.

Another discrimination in favor of the foreign

trade, as against the local dealers, is to be found
in the difference of about 2-i per cent in freight

rates in favor of all lumber passing over the

company's decks ; so that all things considered,

it is little wonder that yard men and local con-

sumers deal out hard names when discussing

this matter, and the fact is undeniable that

retailers are so heavily handicapped through the

above and other causes, that it is little wonder
that so many go to the wall when times of finan-

cial depression occur. At present, however, in

spite of all difficulties, building goes on as briskly

as ever, and it would seem that Toronto had
obtained possession of Alladin's wonderful lamp,

for turn whichever way you will, new buildings

are springing up in all directions, and vacant

lots in eligible positions will soon become a

thing of the past.

Prices at the various yards remain firm, and
former quotations are fully maintained, and
should the present dry weather continue much
longer, bill stuff will be hard to obtain at any
price, as a large number of mills have been com-

pelled to shut down, not daring to continue

running until rain has fallen, as the sparks from
their smokestacks easily ignite the combustible

material laying all around them. Kates to

Oswego rule about the same as mentioned for-

merly, and vessels hard to obtain.

Toronto, Sept. 9, 1S81.

Try BOBDOOK Blood Bittkrs, the great system re-

novator, blood and liver syrup, sets on the bowels,
iver and kidneys, and is a superb touic.

Improvements are constantly being made in
the manufacture of steel pens. Esterbrook's
are of superior excellence. For sale hy all

stationers,
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EXTENSIVE FIRE-

Amhebstbceg, Sept. 8.—For the past few

days fires have been burning along the line of

the Canada Southern Kailway in this county,

but not till this week was any serious damage

done. Watchmen have been employed day and

night at places where buildings and other pro-

perty were in danger. In the neighbourhood

of McGregor D. Sicklesteen has had men

watching the fires for several days. On Wed-

nesday night, notwithstanding these precau-

tions, Mr. Sicklesteen's mill was totally destroy-

ed, and Thos. Oullette's large stock of hard-

wood lumber at McGregor was burned and

badly damaged. About eleven o'clock on that

night fire was discovered in the south side of

the mill, and in thirty minutes the entire

building was ablaze. Messrs. Oullette's and

• Sicklesteen's horses were immediately got out

and set to work drawing water to the fire, and

lumber and logs from it. The men had one

force pump and hose, which they worked to

great advantage while the water in the well

I lasted. Everyone who could get a pail was at

work, and men never worked more faithfully.

Robert Pool andTheophilus Lemay overworked

'themselves and had to be carried away. Peter

ILaporte bad his feet badly burned, but no one

else was injured except by overwork. Tele-

grams were sent to Messrs. Oullette and

Sicklesteen, at Amherstburg, as soon as pos-

sible, and they at once drove out. When the

fire brok out the watchmen were busily engaged

on the north side of the mill, where the fire has

been raging in Hiram Walker & Sons' woods,

which caught fire from a Canada Southern

engine about a week ago. At one time it was

thought that the whole village would be burned.

Mr. Sicklesteen's I03S on the mill is §6,000 ; in-

surance, S2,500. Mr. Oullette's loss on the

lumber, &c, is §8,000 ; insurance, §5,000, of

which 82,000 is in the Royal, and 83,000 in the

Mercantile. Mr. Sicklesteen's mill was only

completed last year, and was the best and most

complete in the county of Essex. Its destruc-

tion will be a great loss, not only to Mr.

Sicklesteen, but to the village of McGregor and

neighbourhood, as a large number of men de-

pended on employment therein and about for

their livelihood. Between McGregor and

E;3ex Centre the bush is full of fire, and in

many places the fences along the track are

burned. In the neighbourhood of Cottam con-

siderable damage has been done to fences, &c.

Word was received here yesterday afternoon

that a saw mill at Gesto had been burned, but

.it is hoped the report is incorrect.

The Montreal Gazette says that the great dis

play of Colonial timbers, which was so important

a feature of the London International Exhibi-

tion of 1862, and in which Canada was not badly

represented, was, at the close of the exhibition,

transferred to the museum at Kew. The mu-
seum was begun in 1847, the first contributions

being a few objects from Sir William Hooker's

private collection. The botanical collections at

Kew were commenced about the middle of last

century by the Princess Dowager of Wales,

mother of George the Third. The King, her

aon, gTeatly increased them, with the scientific

aid of Sir Joseph Banks. The impulse given to

navigation and exploration towards the close of

the century had the effect of adding a great deal

to its botanical treasures, the New Holland

house having been specially built for Australian

plants. During the two preceeding reigns Kew
was comparatively neglected, but on the Queen's

accession an enquiry was made into its condition,

and the result was that the royal gardens were

devoted to the public service. Relations are

maintained between Kew and all the great

botanic gardens of the British Empire.

Thi; Worst General in the battle field of life is

general debility, which the vital forces often fail to
confjuor. Burdock Blood Bitters are ever victorious
agairut all attacks of chronic disease, they regulate
the bowels, act upon the kidneys, liver, and all the
accretions, tone up the debilitated system, strengthen
the nerves, purify the blood and restore lost vitality
One dollar per bottle. All dealers in medicine can
«upj,ly you.—T. Mu.ii.Rs At Co., Toronto, General
Agent*.

WcrtUetM sfuir.

!rier,'l ; if you could see the strong,
i men, women and children that have
beds of sickness, »uffering and almost

health), M
been rained
death by i

"Gloh'z .s

7 unt i
>

A Hop Bitters, you would say
aluable remedy. —Philadelphia

the im:.a_:r<t
BY F. W. COATE & CO.

SALE OF VALUABLE

Timber Limits
Near Lake Nipissing.

The subscribers have received instructions to sell by
Public Auction, WITHOUT RESERVE, at the Mart,

57 King St. East, in the City of Toronto, on

Wednesday, 5th Oct. Next
The Valuable Timber Limits situated near Lake Nipiss-

ing:, and designated as Berths Nos. 29, 30 and 38 con-

taining 36 square miles each.

The outlet from these limits is by the Bueve River,

which runs centrally through a large section of theiii,

affording first-rate facilities for running timber or logs

into Lake Nipissing.
By recent survey of two lines and ranging a portion

of them, they are known to contain a large quantity of

excellent White and Red Pine, represented to be quite

equal, if not superior, in quantity and quality to any in

the entire district ; a considerable portion of it being in

close proximity to the river, growing on good even
surface and can be easily worked.
The Limits have not been worked, and will be sold

to purchasers in separate lots as they are designated
and on liberal terms, which will be stated at time of

sale. Sale to commence at 12 o'clock.

2l22
F. W. POATE & Co.,

Auctioneers

E. S. VINDIN,
Commission, Shipping, Forwarding and

General Agent.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. lii

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Clear, Pickings, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll2-ly

S. S. MUTTON & Co.,

Wholesale LumberDealers
T O RON T O.

We have for Sale a large quantity of PINE, OAK,
WHITEWOOD, ASH, CHESTNUT, CHERRY, BUT-
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, &c.

jtSTP.S.—A SET OF TUB MACHINERY FOR SALE,
CHEAP—OR EXCHANGE FOR LUMBER. lyLlfi

A. L. UNDERWOOD
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

White Pine, Basswood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, ONT.
lyLl6

Samuel Windrim,
MANUFACTURER OF

Agricultural Implements, Etc

MILLBROOK, ONTARIO.
HAVING DISPENSED WITH THE SERVICES OF

AGENTS, I take th's opportunity to bring to the notice
of intending purchasers of Reaping Machines, that I

have now on hand a quantity of the Celebrated

HANLAN REAPER,
which has NEVER BEEN BEATEN YET, and am
prepared to allow the Agents commission—FIFTEEN
PER CENT—on all purchases. Ll7tf

Penetanguishene Foundry
AND

MACHINE SHOP
CRAIG & CAMERON, Proprietors.

The undersigned beg to announce to the public that
they are prepared to make all kinds of Mill and
Steamboat Brass and Iron Castings.

All kinds of PLOW CASTINGS kept on hand. Plow
Points and Landsides a specialty.
We have first-class machinery and are prepared to do

all kinds of TURNING or PLANING on short notice.
We hope by strict attention to business and moderate

charges, to merit a share of the public patronage.
4S'AI1 work guaranteed.

G. A. CRAIG.
1>L17 C. CAMERON.

The Best Axes in the World

!

Sinsrle, Double and Triple Steel, 23 Patterns.

And Burrell's, Warnock's, and Dundas Axes, made specially for the Lumber Trade,

repacked any weights without extra charge. Lindsay Pattern of Broad anfl Blocking

Axes. LANCE TOOTH SAWS, warranted good. P. Jewill & Sons (Hartford, Conn.)

LEATHER BELTING. CUT FILES. LATH YARN. Mill and Shanty Hardware.

No. 1 LARD OIL. Heavy HAMES, BUCKLES and HARNESS TRIMMINGS.
Ballard and other RIFLES, from $10 each. Large assortment of CARTRIDGES.

GEORGE STETHEM, Peterborough. Out.

Importer, Jobber and Retail Dealer in Hardware. 121.17

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure in drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding House use. These Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet
Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Stoves are as follows :—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-inch holes, with ample room between, and one oven 16 x 24 x 26.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-inch pot holes, with two"ovens, each 18

x 24 x 26. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonials
from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since I

ommenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
eliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

Tbe Best Stove I have ever Used.
Peterborough, May 31, 1880.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove 1 have ever
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Yours truly, TIIOS. GEO. HAZLITT.

The Stove for Lumbermen.
Peterborough, June 1st, 1SS0.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and find
it is very satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highlv.

. Yours truly, IRWIN & BOYD,

Gives tbe Greatest Satisfaction.

• Peterborough, June 3rd, 1880.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. HILLIARD, M.P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED

All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.
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THOSE FOREST FIRES.

GREAT DESTRUCTION OP VALUABLE TIMBER, ETC.

IN THIS DISTRICT.

Minden.—Forest fires have, been raging in

this neighborhood.Jor the'last week, but have

not done much damage until within the last two

or three days. Hazlett's, Hilliard's and Ullyot

Saddler & Co.'s timber limits are said to have

been damaged to a largejextent in the township

of Stanhope. The crops and fences in some in

stances have been totally destroyed.

Millbrook.—Bush fires have been raging in

this vicinity for the past week, destroying barns,

grain and fences. A heavy thunderstorm, last

ing about six hours, visited here last night,

which has greatly stopped the bush fires, though

the village is still filled with smoke.

Coboconk.—The excessive heat of the last few

days, together with the longspell of dry weather,

has made this entire country one vasfr tinder

box. Some years ago the whole country to the

north and west of this point was swept by fire

killing nearly all the vegetation, since which

time the progress of decay in the falling timber

has been going on. Now a few small green

shrubs with tall, dead trees, and dead decayin

down timber cover the face of the ground for

some miles. At many places the fire has got a

start, and with the gale of wind we had yester

day, its progress was rapid. The smoke was so

dense here as to render it almost unbearable.

An object could not be discerned one hundred

yards away, and falling leaves flew around in

every direction, giving the air the appearance of

flocks of birds passing steadily in one direction.

The inhabitants walked around with handker

chiefs to their eyes, one and all having the ap-

pearance of an old toper after a week's holiday.

The wind kept up at a high rate until late on

Wednesday. Yesterday morning, however, it

was almost a dead calm. Had it continued as

fiercely as the day before there would have been

great danger from a fire approaching from the

north-west, and distant not more than three

miles, with abundance of fodder to supply it

South from this point two farmers have lost all

their fences and buildings, and several more
their fences, while to the north numerous fences

are burning in every direction. At the north

siding where there is a large quantity of cord-

wood piled the fire has raged for several days, as

also at numerous other points along the line, but
has been checked by the employees. The night

before last the village of Kirkfield had a narrow
escape from being totally consumed. As it was
a house and a large quantity of slabs belonging

to the Mackenzie Bros, was consumed, and only

for the extraordinary exertions put forward by
the inhabitants, their large mills would have
taken fire. Had such been the case, nothing
could have saved the village.

The great want is rain, and unless it comes
bafore long, or the wind keeps a dead calm, the
whole country will be in flames.

Another despatch says :—McBain's saw-mill
about six miles from here, is burnt. The smoke
to-night is very dense. No rain has fallen here
for five weeks.

Parry' Sound.—For the past two weeks, in

every direction, we have seen the glare of fire

made by the conflagrations. The settlers have
been working night and day to save their little

all, and still the progress of the devouring ele-

ment is not stayed. The efforts of those who
have been fighting the flames have met with
considerable success, and a large number of
houses and barns have been saved, but thousands
of dollars worth of valuable pine has been
burnt. Nearly every farmer has lost more or
less by the burning of fences, the fire running
over his meadows, or burning some portion of

his crop. In the immediate vicinity of the vil-

lage the fire has been raging with great violence.

On Wednesday Parry Harbor was threatened
with destruction, and it required a determined
fight to prevent the fire creeping up over the hill

and catching in the Ontario Bank mill yard.
The wind favored the efforts of the workmen in

fighting the flames. On Tuesday and Wednes-
day the residences of Messrs. L. McGowan, S.

J . Peake and W. A. Scott were in great danger,
but were eventually saved. Yesterday the
whole country was enshrouded in a dense smoke,
and it is feared that if rain does not soon come
the destruction of property will be very much

greater. On Wednesday a fire broke out in the

woods near Mr. William Beatty's residence,

caused by a fire started by some small boys who

had a shanty built there. A large number of

men were engaged all night in putting it out,

and it is now nearly under control.

OVERHEAD HEATING.

The system of overhead heating in manufac

tories and mills by means of steam pipes is bein^

very generally adopted in New England, and is

recommended by the insurance companies. The

first objection usually made is that heat rises

but in point of fact the connection of heat from

pipes is by radiation, and does not'follow special

direction either upward or downward under the

usual conditions of a factory. It is simply a

question of diffusion, and the best place for the

pipe is where the radiation or diffusion is effect

ed in the best manner. One of the greatest

dangers to which factory buildings are exposed,

and one of the heaviest causes of loss, is the col-

lection of combustible matter on steam pipes,

where they are ordinarily placed at the sides of

the rooms under the windows. Mr. Edward
Atkinson, president of the Boston Manufac-

turers' Mutual Fire Insurance Company, re-

cently addressed a circular to the managers of

fifty-two mills where this system is employed

asking a number of questions, to draw
from them the results of their experience with

the overhead pipes, and received forty-two

answers. Out of the forty-two replies two were

unfavorable ; two were unfavorable, but were

qualified by statements that showed their ap-

paratus to be poor ; one was favorable with

exceptions, and thirty-seven were absolutely

favorable. In respect to economy in heating

the answers varied from nothing to twenty-five

per cent, saved, and the greatest saving was

shown where the pipes were away from the wood

and brickwork, and therefore lost nothing by

having the heat conducted away. Among the

mills which sent favorable answers are man)' of

the largest in the country, and that they

do not speak until they have thoroughly

tested the system. The coils of pipe are

generally placed about two feet from the

ceiling on hanging brackets from the beams, .ni l

ono^&nd one-fourth inch pipe is the best adapted

for the purpose. In addition to the safety from

fire, there is the economy of space, and every

inch of floor space is available. The system is

one that should commend itself to those who are

engaged in the manufacture of inflammable

articles.

New Forests.

A writer in a West Virginia paper says that

the Shenandoah valley, when first settled, 160

years ago, was an open, prairie-like region, cov-

ered with tall grass, on which herds of deer,

buffalo and elk fed, and devoid of timber except

on occasional ridges ; but that after it became
settled trees sprang up almost as thickly and
regularly as if seed had been planted. These

forests, having been preserved by the farmers,

cover now a large part of the surface of the val-

ley with hardwood trees of superior excellence.

The explanation of this change is that previous

to the settlement of the valley annual fires,

negligently started by the Indians, burned up
the young trees and prevented the formation of

forests, but with the arrival of settlers these fires

were prevented ; and the opinion is asserted

that the treeless character of the western prairie

is owing to the Indian practice of annually burn-

ing the grass. Were it not for that, dense forests

would have covered these vast plains for cen-

turies.

How lo Give Piiic au Oak Color,

Wash the wood carefully in a solution of cop-

peras dissolved in strong lye in proportion of a

pound of copperas to a gallon of lye. When
the wood is dry, after having been thoroughly

saturated with this wash, oil it, when it can be

stained and again oiled. Often, when not sub-

ected to hard usage, the color will remain tin-

dimmed for several years, only requiring to be

liled occasionally. The color may be put on

with a short brush, or the hands being protected

with thick buckskin gloves, the wash may be

applied with a cloth, which will saturate the

wood more evenly. It will blister the hands if

they are not well protected.

KOUMISS.

The Tartars and some other equestrian tribes,

from time immemorial it is said, have practiced

the art of brewing a sort of beer from mare's

milk ; and in later times they have learned how
to distill this beer and procure from it a very

potent brandy. Koumiss is the native name of

the mare's milk beer, and rack or racky of the

koumiss brandy. This koumiss has at times be-

come celebrated among enlightened people as a

health reviver—a fact, by the way, not at all

extraordinary, and not necessarily dependent

upon any good quality of the koumiss. The
regular doctors and the standard medicines fail

us so often that we must not be too severe on

the afflicted, who, in their despair, resort to

quacks and the outlandish devices of the bar-

barians.

The following account of the preparation of

koumiss by the Tartars is on the authority of a

memoir by Dr. Grieve, in 1788, to the Royal

Society of Edinburgh. Take any quantity of

mare's milk, dilute it with a sixth of water, pour

it into a wooden vessel, and add as a ferment

about one-eighth of very sour milk, or better, of

old koumiss ; cover the vessel with a thick cloth

and keep it at a moderate temperature. After

standing twenty-four hours, a thick coagulum

rises to the top, which must be well mixed in by

beating and churning. After reposing for an-

other day, it is again stirred till it becomes

quite homogeneous, and in this state it forms

the new koumiss, which has an agreeable sweet-

ish acescent taste. 1 Koumiss keeps well, and,

like other beers and wines, with proper care,

improves with jige in taste and becomes more
alcoholic.

It is often preserved and transported in bot-

tles made from horse skin ; a complete bottle

is made from the skin of the hind quarter, the

leg part forming the neck of the bottle. We
understand that it is the practice of some of the

tribes to prepare koumiss in the skin bottles by
simply filling up the bottle with fresh milk as

fast as the koumiss is consumed. If the rate of

using and filling up be properly regulated, a
pretty uniform product would be secured, but
of course it would be a sort of " 'alf and 'alf."

It is to be understood that mare's milk is the

basis of the genuine koumiss, and no doubt gen-

uine koumiss has a taste and odor peculiar to

and characteristic of mare's milk. But as to

chemical constitution, there is very little differ-

ence between mare's milk and that of other large

mammals, and any kind of milk will produce

koumiss closely resembling the genuine : perhaps

cow's milk will produce a koumiss which will

surpass the genuine. The Tartars use mare's

milk because of the abundance of horses in com-
parison with other milk-giving animals. Horses

and Tartars have been constant companions for

ages, and thus it has come about that Tartars

became experts in the difficult art of milking

mares and then invented koumiss. The ancient

Scotch made a fermented drink out of milk, but

not mare's milk, which is proper to allude to

here. The basis of the Scotch drink was whey,
which was prepared by keeping it in the ground,

undisturbed, for at least a year.

.V drink under the name of koumiss has been
on sale in some of the saloons of this city, which
s prepared from a receipt substantially as fol-

lows : To one quart of milk add one table-

spoonful of sugar and the same of brewer's yeast

;

when sufficiently fermented, preserve in strong

bottles.

Wine whey, and innumerable punches, and
Tom-and-Jerries, which contain milk as an
essential ingredient, also are related to koumiss.

And there are those, constantly increasing in

number, who do not allow that milk can be im-

proved for any useful purpose by the addition of

alcohol.

A few days since the news was flashed over

the country that koumiss had been recommend-
ed in President Garfield's case, and that a sup-

ply of it had been forwarded for his use.

Koumiss has accordingly become a subject of

extensive inquiry, and thus has originated the

present article.

—

Scientific American.

Tiikv all no it.—Everybody uses "Tkarkrry" for
the teeth ami breath, the newest, briffhtest,cosiest
little toilet gem extant. Try a 5 cent sample.

Dr. Fowi.kr's Extract ok Wild Strawbkrry cures
canker of the stomaeh and bowels, dysentry, enolera-
morbus, and all summer ce.nipl;viuts.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT IN SAW MILLS.

The lighting of saw mills with the electric

light is now being tried in various parts of the

country, under different conditions, and its

utility and economy will be fully tested. Tliat

the light in itself is adapted to the purpose there

can be no doubt, and^when it shall be fairly

demonstrated that the machinery for its pro-

duction can be run by the mill machinery and
produce a steady light at less cost than Is in-

volved in the use of other means of lighting, or

that the reduction in the fire risk or the amount
of additional work accomplished shalll be suf-

ficient to offset any increase in the expense, the

electric light will eventually come into general

use. The light is used in the McGaw mill, in

this city, and in some of the larger mills in the

west and Canada, with fairly satisfactory re-

sults.

The experiment of running the generator by

the mill machinery is being tried at Alpena, in

the bay shore mill of Fletcher, Pack 4 Co.,

which was lighted for the first time on the 13th

instant. The light is furnished by a Maxim
generator, run by the mill machinery. The
mill is one of the best saw mills in the State,

and contains the latest improvements—steam

feed for the circular saws, cant turners, live

rollers, patent edgers and every modern appli-

ance. The upper storey of the mill has three

electric lights, which, it is said by the local

papers, illuminate the large room almost equal

to the light of day. Each lamp has an illumin-

ating power equal to that of two hundred can-

dles. The Anjus says: "There is a slight

flicker to the lights, which is caused by the mill

machinery running a little faster at s>.me times

than at others. When the saws are cutting logs

there is a slight check on the motion of the

engine, and the machinery works somewhat
slower than when the saws are not cutting. As
the same power that drives the mill inachinery

also drives the electrical machine—the result is

that the electric machine is run at different

velocities, and thus occasions a slight flicker of

the light.'' The running of the electric gener-

ator by water power is also to be tried at Ali'ena.

The Argus says :
" Negotiations are being made

for lighting up the mills, opera house, business

places, streets and dwelling houses by the elec-

tric light. The motive power will be at the dam,

and wires will lead from there to various [Arts

of the city. The cost of putting in such works

will not be very expensive, and the light can be

furnished cheaper than gas. It is a better,

clearer and stronger light than gas, and there is

no danger from fire. The lamps with which it

is proposed to supply private houses are of thirty

candle power, and are said to be almost inde-

structible—the danger of breaking by fair usage

being but little. The dam promises to be of

much benefit to the city. It runs a saw mill,

furnishes large booming facilities for logs, sup-

plies the power that furnishes the city with

water, and now it is proposed to make it fur-

nish light for the mill, streets, stores and houses."

At the McOraw mill in this city some difficulty

is experienced in keeping the lamps in order.

When the lamps are in order the light is satis-

factory.

—

Lumberman's Gazette.

The strength of Small Spruce Beams.
F. E. Kidder performed a series of experi-

ments at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, their object being the determination of

the moduli of elasticity and of rupture in small

beams of white spruce fAbies alba J. and such

other information as might be derived from the

data obtained. The results of these researches

are embodied in a paper read before the Ameri-

can Academy of Arts and Sciences, and printed

in the current number of the Journal of tMe

Franklin Institute. The conclusions drawn from

the results of the experiments are as follows :

—

The modulus of elasticity depends not only upOB

the elasticity of the material, but also upon the

length of time that the load is applied. When
subjected to loads not exceeding one-sixth of

the breaking weight, spruce beams do not take

a permanent set : but even under very small

loads, if applied for any length of time, there

will be a temporary set. Knots and gnarls in

beams loaded at the center, when not within

one-eighth of the span of the centre of the beam,

do not materially affect the elasticity under

small load*.
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NEW GLASGOW.

Messrs. I. Matheson & Co's Foundry and

boiler works.—In the fall of 1867 Mr. Mathe-

son started a foundry and boiler works in this

place, and, owing to his extensive advertising in

the daily papers, has become one of the best

known manufacturers in the Province. His

enterprise, after many years of struggle, was

well established, and he was just beginning to

realize the return of prosperity when, with a

number of heavy orders on his hands, and a

workshop full of partially built boilers and

engines, a disastrous fire destroyed his principal

workshops and machinery. The loss was a

heavy one to Mr. Matheson, who, unfortunately,

had no insurance. But nothing discouraged,

Mr. Matheson set to work to rebuild, and

although less than three months has elapsed

since the fire, a new building three times as large

as the one destroyed by fire has been erected,

and operations have recommenced with renewed

vigor and energy. The new building, 175 x 140,

is roofed with galvanized iron, and contains the

machine, boiler and smith shops. Adjoining is

the brick moulding shop, 135 x 36, and several

other buildings. A siding from the Eastern

Extension and Intercolonial railways runs

through the main building. Forty mechanics

are steadily employed, to whom as good wages

are paid as are to be obtained in any part of Ca-

nada. These and other orders will keep the

works running on full time for the next four

months. Messrs. Matheson's specialty is the

manufacture of boilers, bridges, steam-hammers,

windlasses, and all kinds of iron ship works,

shears, and hydraulic presses' for knee-bending.

They also import saws, belting and pipe. Five

of their boilers are now in use at the Drummond
and Vale Collieries ; two at Hon. Senator Muir-

bead's saw -mills at Chatham ; also boilers and

engines at the Oxford Manufacturing Co.,

Oxford ; Reed's furniture factory, Bridge-

town ; Carmichael & Co,'s saw-mill, New
Glasgow ; the saw-mills at Scots Bay, King's

County ; and the steamers Wellington, Anti-

gonish ; Lion, Georgetown, P. E. I.
;
Bertha,

Halifax ; and Alpha, Georgetown, P.E.I. Most
of the steam hammers now in use in this Pro-

vince were built by this firm. The}' have also

rollers made by themselves capable of rolling

plate one inch thick and eight feet wide.

We direct the attention of our readers to the

advertisement of Messrs. Matheson & Co. in

this issue of the Canada Lumberman.

OUR QUEBEC LETTER.
BSD OP THE EXCITEMENT IN WHITE PINE.—IN-

CREASED DEMAND FOR OAK.—PRICES CUR-

BENT, &C.

Quebec, Aug. 20.—There has been some little

excitement in white pine since the date of my
last letter, but a calm has followed, and there is

not presently any particular reason to appre-

hend that it will be seriously disturbed for some

little time to come. A few choice rafts of Kip"

pewa and Michigan timber changed hands some

ten days ago at prices which have rarely been

reached here before. A raft of Michigan waney
pine of 21 inches sold as high as 40 cents. Two
other rafts of the same timber of 19 inches sold

one for 36 cents, the other for 38 cents. An
Ottawa raft of 48 feet changed hands at 24 cents,

and one of 42 feet at 19 cents, with red pine 29

feet at about 13 cents. About the same time

bright pine deals, which were not in very great

demand, were sold at §102, S65 and 834, and
spruce deals at 838, 826 and 822. During the

past week the feeling has been quieter, the only

aalen made being as follows :—Three good rafts

of white pine, 58J feet average, at 30 cents, 53

feet average at 29 cents, and 47 feet average at

27 cents per foot.

Advices from England are to the effect that

the demand is not very great ; still it must be

remembered that the stocks held here in first

hands are very light.

It is perhaps fortunate for lumbermen that

the prices obtained a fortnight ago are not likely

to be maintained. As stocks are so light, very

few of those in the trad'; would have gained by
their continuance, while a score or two of inex-

perienced firms or individuals would probably
k»»e roahed into the manufacture of timber this

fall, and brought ruin upon themselves and din-

to the trade. The opinion of those com-

petent to form such here is that every precaution

must be used this year in the production of

stocks, or with the vast quantity of logs remain-

ing in the water from last year, another glut

will be certain to occur.

Waney board pine, first class wood, 19-inch

average, in shipping order, is now offered at 39

cents per foot.

Red pine is in excess of the demand, and only

choice wood of large average is asked for. A
prime raft of 42 feet average has been sold at 20

cents, and two rafts of fair average quality, 37

feet average, at 17 cents, and 32 feet average at

15f cents per foot.

Oak is, as predicted some weeks ago, main-

tainining its price and in much greater demand.

The movement to bear it has fallen through, and

shippers having run low in stock, have now to

buy. A lot of about 55,000 feet, 60 feet average,

and only medium quality, has changed hands at

45J cents.

Elm is not much sought after.

Pine deals remain as quoted above. Spruce

deals are being bought in small quantities by

shippers who have run short. Prices remain at

$38, 827 and $22.

Freights are just now remarkably low, ships

having been chartered this week at 19s. to the

Clyde for timber, and 59s. 6d. to London for

deals. The figures will not long remain so low,

however.

A new era in the trade is marked by the ship-

ment of the first cargo last week of a consign-

ment of Kippewa timber from above Ottawa to

Quebec by the Q. M..O. & O. railway. The
price per car has not transpired. The timber

belongs to Allan Grant, and is shipped here to

order of Cook Bros. & Co., whose agent rafts it

alongside the Commissioners' wharf, where it is

thrown into the pond from the cars direct, and

tows it to his cove. The facilities here for these

shipments are very good.

Nothing has yet been settled here with refer-

ence to the Supervisorship. The trade is united

on one point, namely, that none but a duly

qualified party must be appointed.

The following is the latest comparative state-

ment of timber, masts, bowsprits, spars, staves,

&c, measured and culled to date :

—

Waney White Pine. 1,060,844 1,380,102 1,374,887
2,956,470 4,220,802
696,097 1,137,392

1,104,979 1,902,774
786,368 921,603

328,565
3,356

WhitePine 2,105,593
Red Pine 530,555
Oak 610,789
Elm 274,650
Ash 47,133
Basswood 280
Butternut 70
Tamarac 6,654
Birch and Maple. . . 120,003
Masts & Bowsprits . 50 pes
Spars 3 pes
Std. Staves.

. , 76.9.0.8

W. I. Staves 117.1.3.27
Brl. Staves

215,643
206
588 1,056

20,871 22,585
555,534 138,942

21 pes
16.4.3.15 255.7.3.10

260.0.0.22 801.6.0.25

The New Mill.

A few days after Mr. Gilmour's return from

the American side, whither he had gone on a

tour of inspection among the saw mills of that

country, dame rumor busied herself with the

propagation of many idle stories. One man had

it that Mr. Gilmour had sold out to Rathbun &
Son ; another that the business was about to

be removed to Belleville. Soon this bit of infor-

mation was supplemented by the sayings of some
one deeply in the secrets of the Gilmour, affirm-

ing with an ominous look that there was a "split

in the firm ;" that the old country member of

the firm was opposed to rebuilding. Thus it

might be expected that for a short time the ner-

vous would be disposed to believe that Trenton

was about to meet with a great loss. However,

the fears implanted in the breasts of the timid

ones were soon dispelled, as within an incredible

short space of time Mr. Gilmour showed that

not only was it the intention of the firm to re-

build, but indeed, to rebuild as fine a mill as

could be found in the Province. If for a few

days the mill was run with fewer hands what
did it matter ? The people could not have known
the intention of Mr. Gilmour. To-day the mill

is running day and night, and the 'hands paid

81 .25 per day. The trouble in this world is that

people take rumors as facts—entirely forgetting

that secrecy is one of the pillars upholding the

business fabric. We do not pretend to be in

Mr. Gilmour's confidence, but we predict that

1882 will be a most prosi>erous year for Trenton,

and that such prosperity will be largely induced

by the new mill and its six or seven hundred

men,

—

Trento-a Advocate.

FOR SALE.
The Dexter & Whitwarn Manufacturing-

Company, offer for Sale the Entire

Real Estate Plant and Machinery

OF THBIB EXTENSIVL'

BENDING & TURNING FACTORY
Situated in the City of St. Thomas, in the County of

Elgin, Ontario. For full particulars apply to H.
BROWN, Manager, or E. MOORE, President. L20tf

AUCTION SALE

VALUABLE LIMITS.
Situate on the Gatiireau River and
Lake Keepawa, 387i Square Miles.

The following valuable limits owned by Messrs. Ross
& Co., of Quebec, will be sold at Public Auction at the

Grand Union Hotel, in the city of Ottawa, on

Tuesday, the 20th Day of September

NEXT, at half past two o'clock, p. m„ viz :

—

Sq. Miles.
Lake Keepawa, Berth No. 48 50
" «' '< " 49 30
" " " " 54 30

" " " 55 50

Total 160

Sq. Miles.

Gatineau River, License Uo. 189 50
" " *' 190 50

" " " " 191 50
" " " " 192 '.. 50
" « " " 193 27J

Total 227i

The Keepawa limits are in a good pine country, and
adjoin limits owned by David Moore, J. R. Booth, John
Ross, of Quebec, and the British American Lumbering
and Timber Company.

The Gatineau Licenses front on the river, and adjoin

valuable limits owned by Gilmour & Co. , and Hamilton
Bros.

These limits are admirably situated for lumbering
purposes, and well worthy the attention of the trade or
speculators.

Terms and conditions of sale, which will be liberal,

will be announced at the time of sale, or can be had
from the Vendors, Messrs. Ross & Co., Quebec, or from

O'CONNOR & HOGG,
of Ottawa, Solicitors for Ross & Co

August 23rd, 1881. 2l21

PRACTICAL
Founders, lacliinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori-
zontal and Portable

Engines, Boilers
Grain Elevators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery.

With Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY,

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE WATER WHEEL,

RODEBATJGH'S SAW FRAME, MILL
DOGS and SAW GUIDES.

WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IRON
CASTINGS.

^SS^Plans and Specifications on application."IB^

The Walkerville Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkerville, Ont., June 1881. 12U6

AUCTION SALE
OK VALUABLE

Timber Limits,
Situated Near Lake Nipleslng.

Notice in hereby given that Of not previously dis-

posed of by private liargairi,) the following Valuable
Timber Limits will be offered for sale at Public Auction

at the Grand Union Hotel, in the

CITY OF OTTAWA,
ON

Tuesday, the 20th Day
of September Next,

AT 2.30 P.M., VIZ.:
Sq. MOet.

Berth No. 23, on the River Eueve, near Lake
Nipis8ing, comprising 36

Berth No. 43, on the Kiver Wannapitac, near
Lake Nipissing, comprising 36

Berth No. 51, on the River Wannapitac, near
Lake Nipissing, comprising 36

In all 106

These limits contain, in the aggregate, a large quan-
tity of magnificent pine timber.
Berth No. 23 is estimated—as the result of a recent

exploration—to contain a quantity of trees sufficient to
produce at least half a million cubic feet of square tim-
ber, besides two hundred and fifty thousand standard
saw logs. The river is available for driving to Lake
Nipissing.
There is a good mill site on the Bueve river, about

three miles from Lake Nipissing.
Lumber could be transferred thence by water to the

Callender station of the Canada Central Railway, the
line of which is projected to pass directly through this
limit.

Lumbermen and others desirous of acquiring limits
are invited to examine these berths in the interval pre-
ceding the day of sale.

The owners reserve the right to dispose of either or
all of them by private bargain in the meantime, and
will be ready to consider any offers that may be made.
Terms of purchase will be liberal, and will be made

known before the sale, the place and hour of which will

be duly advertised.
Persons desiring further particulars are invited to

communicate with the undersigned.

STEWART, CHRYSLER ic GORMULLY,
Solicitors, Ottawa.

J. B. TACKABERRY, Auctioneer.

Ottawa, 28th July, 1881. 3L20

A RARE_CHANCE.
AUCTION SALE OF

Valuable Timber Limits
—AT—

OTT ^LTW^.
,

On the 20th of September.

On Lake Nipissing'.
License No. 455, Sixty Square Miles Area, situated on

the head waters of the Mattawa and South Rivers.
This limit is wooded with Pine of the very best growth
and quality. Timber cut thereon can "be taken out
either via the Mattawan to the Ottawa River, or by Lake
Nipissing and French River to Georgian Bay with the
greatest convenience.

In connection with this limit is a well improved farm
of about 200 acres, deeded property, 100 acres cleared,
with buildings, stock and crop, all of which will be sold
at valuation.
There are also Six Timber Births numbered 12, 20, 36,

37, 39 and 31, situated on the River Beuve and Western
Arm Bay, each 36 miles square. These limits have
never been worked, and abound with the very finest
quality of white Pine. Access from Georgian Bay via
French River is quite easy. The Canada Pacific Rail-
way passes in the neighborhood of these limits.

On the Georgian Bay.
License 169, on the Missisaga River, consisting of 36

square miles area, and License No. 200, situated on the
Thesselan River, consisting also of 36 square miles area.
These limits have never been worked and are covered
with an abundance of the best Pine Timber.
The above limits will be sold on the 20th September

at the Grand Union Hotel, Ottawa. Conditions made
known on dav of sale. For particulars applv to R.
NAGLE, Ottawa ; JOHN SCULLY, commission mer-
chant, Toronto ; or to J. T. LAMBERT, 62 Wellington
Street, Ottawa. 2l21

J. T. LAMBERT,
Lumber and Commission Agent.

FOR SALE.
150 Mils. White Pine, 1 x 10 Stock.
175 " do 1 x 12 "

11 " do 2 x 10 "

20 " do 2 x 12 "

140 " do 1 inch Siding.

H20 " do
40 " do 2 x 10 Joists.
16 " Cedar,

Basswood,
3x6 "

19 " 1} inch.

APPLY AT THE OFFICE, i20

WELLINGTON STREET, OTTAWA.
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TORONTO.
Mill cull boards and scantling- $ 9 00

Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths 12 00

stocks 13 00
Scantling and joist, up to 16 ft 12 00

" " " 18 ft 12 00
" « " 21 ft 12 50

" 22 ft 13 00
" " 24 ft 13 50

26 ft 14 50
" 28 ft 15 50

" " ' 30 ft 17 00
" " 32 ft 18 00

" " " 34 ft 20 00
" 36 ft 22 00

" " " 38 ft 25 00
40 to 44 ft 30 00

Cutting up planks to dry 18 00
boards " 16 00

Sound dressing stocks 15 00
Picks Am. inspection 26 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 32 00

1 A- inch flooring, dressed 28 00

1} " " rough 14 00
l| " " dressed 24 00

1£ " " undressed.... 14 00
1 " " dressed 20 00
1 " " undressed 15 00

g Beaded Sheeting, dressed 20 00
Clapboarding, dressed 12 50
XXX sawn shingles, $ M 3 00
XX sawn shingles > 2 00
Sawn Lath 1 50

MONTREAL.
From Our Own Correspondent.

September 9.—The shipping business has been

pretty active since the date of our last report,

and August orders are now nearly all filled, and

there is only one vessel loading now for South

America. The shipping for this season is

about closed. Rates of freight are $13@16.

Shipments since the 22nd ult. were : To Ade-

laide, Australia, 294,313 feet and 30,000 lath
;

Antwerp, 150,000 feet ; Cook, f.o., 150,000 feet

;

London, 53,800 feet; Liverpool, 462,320 feet

and 24,307 deal ends; Buenos Ayres, 1,385,120

feet ; Monte Video, 947,490 feet. The total

shipments to the River Platte since the opening

of navigation to date were 7,310,806 feet, against

3,332,808 feet for the same period of 1880, being

an increase in shipments of 3,893,998 feet.

The total lumber trade for building purposes

has been quite active, and some large transac-

tions are taking place, and, although we do not

make any change in quotations, prices continue

firm as under :

—

Pine, 1st quality, $ M : $32 OOfcMO 00

Pine, 2nd " $M 18 00(3-24 00

Pine, shipping culls, M 12 00@16 00

Pine, cull deals, qpM 8 00(*10 00
Pine, mill culls, |M... 5 00@ 6 50

Spruce, $ M 8 OOi.flO 00
Hemlock, $ M 8 00c«10 00

Ash, run of long culls out, TP M 16 (XV18 00

Bass, " " ¥M 14 OOft'16 00

Oak, ¥ M 35 00(?'45 00

Birch, ¥11 17 00@20 00

Hard Maple, VM 18 00^25 00

Lath, ¥M 1 25(3 1 35

Shingles, 1st, *M 3 00«f 0 00
Shingles, 2nd, f M 2 OOtff 0 00

Coedwood.—The demand for cordwood is

poor, and likely to be so as long as the present

very warm weather continues. Prices in the

meantime are in buyers' favor. We quote :

Red Tamarac §4 50<tf 5 00

Hard Maple 5 50(rt 6 50

White Birch and Soft Maple 5 00(3 0 00

Red Birch 5 50(£f 6 00

purchased yesterday three million feet of pine

lumber on the line of the L. H. & B. railway

The market, as predicted, has greatly im

proved since my last letter, and I may safely

assert that there will be no let up until we have

the first precursor of King Frost. All grades of

common lumber are presenting indications of &

rise, and shingles continue to be scarce. Cars

on the G. W. R. are plentiful, but are scarce on

the G. T. R.

In conversation with a Goderich lumber mer

chant this morning he informs me that his firm

and another one conjointly have brought into

that town tvventy-five million feet of lumber

during the past year, and nearly all from the

Georgian Bay district.

QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull boards and scantling $8 00
Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths 10 00

" " 10 and 12 in. stocks 10 50
Common boards, promiscuous widths 13 00
Scantling and joist, up to 16 ft 14 00

" 18 ft 14 60
" " " 20 ft 15 50
" " " 22 ft 16 50
" " " 24 ft 18 00

Common stocks 14 00
Common 2 in. plank 13 00
Cutting up plank and boards 18 00
Sound dressing stocks 17 00
Clear and picks 28 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 35 00
1^ inch dressed and matched flooring 20 00
li " " " " 20 00
1 " " " " 20 00
XXX sawn shingles, $ M 3 25
Lath per 1000 feet 4 25

LONDON, ONT.

From Our Own Correspondent,

September 9.—Among the many vicissitudes

of a commercial life the crowning one is a col-

lapse ; and it is my painful duty to record in

this letter the cessation of the firm of G. E.

Hargreaves, lumbermerchant, of this city. This

firm has been in business between three and four-

years, and held a high rank in the trade. To-

day a meeting of creditors takes place, and there

will probably be about twenty creditors or their

representatives present from Toronto and the

north. The estate, as far as I can learn, will

show up very poorly, but I would prefer not to

give any approximation in this letter ; in my
next I will give a result of to-day's meeting.

The bush fires on the W. G. & B. and L. H.

& B. railways in the vicinity of Wingham,

Blyth, Bluevale, &c, are creating great devas

tation, and less lumber is coming into this mar-

ket in consequence, some parts of the road at

times being blocked by barriers of flame.

The principal lumber men in this city may be

classified ab follows : Win. Willis, James H.

Belton, Ferguson Bros., H. C. Green, G. E.

Hargreaves, and W. H. Winnett. Of course

there are quite a few others doing a smaller

business, One of the above mentioned firms

OTTAWA.
From Our Own Correspondent.

September 10.—The lowness of water and con
sequent limited supply of logs is affecting ma
terially the cut of lumber at the mills of this

locality. There is very little lumber left to be
sold, the producers declining to sell before stock

is in hand. The mills of the Chaudiere, New
Edinburgh and the Gatineau are not running

more than half-time, so that it is quite evident

the cut for the season will be largely reduced
Present quotations are as follows :

—

10-inch stocks, with shipping culls and
better per M $14 00@15 00

12-inch stocks, with culls 18 00
12-inch stocks, without culls 22 00
Sidings, best qualities 28 00(380 00
Sidings, 1-inch kind 25 00

There is a great demand for lath, and the

price has increased to $1 per thousand. Mon
treal and American buyers have bought largely

this season. The supply of lath is not equal to

the demand.

The last raft of square timber by water is on
its way to Quebec, having left this point some
days ago. The price for timber this season is

much higher than for a great many years past.

Waney board quality has brought as high as 40

cents per foot.

Shipping of lumber is somewhat slack at

present. The rates remain unchanged, but if

the water remains low and the cut of lumber
continues small, they will shortly rise. The
following are the present rates :—To Montreal,

$1.25 per M.; Quebec, $2 per M.; Burlington,

$2 per M.; Whitehall, $2 per M.j Albany, §3
per M.; New York, $3.25.

The final sweep of the Gatineau log drive is

within eight miles of the city, but it will take

about ten days to have it completed.

The drive on the Upper Ottawa is progressing

slowly, owing to the large number of logs which
have become stuck in the rapids.

Word has been received that the timber limit

of Mr. J. R. Booth, on the Temiscamingue, has

been badly swept by tire. It is not known that

the limits of any other Ottawa lumberman have
been damaged to any extent by fire.

OSWEGO, N.Y.

September 12.—The following are the quota-

tions :

—

Three uppers §42 00(345 00
Pickings 32 00(<if35 00
Fine, common 20 00@25 00
Common , 14 00(318 00
Culls , 11 00<3;13 00
Mill run lots 1" 00@22 00
Sidings, selected, 1 inch 30 00(<?33 00

li inch 30 00c338 00
Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 16 feet 16 00@20 00

selected 20 00(325 00
shippers 15 00(316 00

Strips, 1 and l\ inch mill run 14 00(31S 00
Culls, selected 22 00(330 00
Culls 10 00(313 20
1x6 selected for clapboards 26 00@40 00
Shingles, XXX, 18 inch, pine 8 76(^ 3 90

XX, " •' 2 76(3> J 90
XXX, 18 inch, cedar 8 00(3 3 26
XX, " " 2 26(!? 2 40

Lath i 40(g 1 60

VI JOHN, N. B.

From Our Own Correspondent.

General Remarks.—We have arrived at

that stage of the season's business when for a

longer or shorter period there is usually very

little calling for special remark with reference

to the lumber trade ; the rush of the spring and

summer shipments being over, with a sort of

intermission before fully entering upon the fall

operations, a state of quietness prevades all

branches of the trade. The only remarkable

occurrence of the period was the destruction by

fire of Messrs. Hilyard Bros.' saw-mill. The
destruction of this mill, although a serious loss

to the owners, will not cause any disturbance to

the trade generally, as the available supply of

saws in operation in and about the city is quite

sufficient to cut all the logs that come to this

market ; indeed, the mill in question was at the

time being supplied with logs cut on the bay

shore, and brought in from the sea, so to speak

—quite a novel feature of our lumber trade. It

is reported that the Messrs. Hilyard intend re-

building, but I do not know whether the report

is correct or not. Prices of deals remain steady

at $8.50 to $9.00 per M.
Freights.—The freight market continues

firm, rates running about the same as last re-

ported, viz., 57. 6d. for principal English ports,

at which rate several vessels have been fixed.

Vessels in port.—The following is a list of

the vessels in port, with their tonnage and
destination :

—

John Murphy, 1479, Liverpool.

Missouri, 818,

Vestfold, 500, E. C. I. or W. C. E.

Huron, 774, Liverpool.

Wm. A.Campbell, 1538, Liverpool.

Industrial, 360, United Kingdom.

Carlcw, 345, Bristol Channel.

Talavera, 384, Bristol Channel.

Eurydice, 1247, Liverpool.

W. N. H. Clements, 428, Swansea.

Belle O'Brien, 1902, Liverpool.

Thor, 343, France.

Freeman Dennis, 808, Liverpool.

Crown Jewell, 716, Limerick.

Artizan, 1140, Liverpool or Barrow,

Seaward, 668, Penenth Roads.

Antwerp, 673,

Ella, 332, Glasgow.

Nettie Murphy, 1373, Liverpool.

Minnie Burrill, 1465, Liverpool.

Herbert Beech, 1061, Liverpool.

Annie Burrill, 897,

St. Julien, 1049, Liverpool, Barrow or Bristol Channel.

Anna P. Odell, 379,

Rothemay, 1200, Liverpool.

Maggie M., 429,

Arklow, 638,

Mary A. Kenton, 344, Oundalk.

W. E. Heard, 587,

Shipments.—Theshipmentsof deals and other

sawn lumber are as follows :

For Europe 7,604,000 Sup. feet.

" United States.. 3,500,000 "

St. John, N.B., Sept. 6, 1881.

while the most of the chartered vessels in port

have obtained 57s. 6d., we know of two recent

charters at 55s., one for Liverpool and one for

Bristol Channel.

Coastwise freights are firm at $3.25 for New
York, $3 for Sound ports, and 82.50 for Boston.

Logs are held at $7 to $8, and deals are worth
about $8.50 per M., with few outside arrivals to

rejx)rt.

Fire has been busy lately among the mill

owners. On the 0th instant a mill belonging

to E. D. Jewitt & Co. was burned, on which

there was no insurance. The loss is estimated

at from $15,000 to $20,000. We believe it is not

the intention of the owners to rebuild, as they

will occupy another mill in the neighborhood

which is unused at present.

Hilyard Bros., the loss of whose mill by fire

you reported in your last issue, have decidad to

rebuild, and are busy clearing away the ruins.

St. John, N.B., Sept. 9, 188L

From Another Correspondent.

Shipments of lumber.—The following is a

statement of the clearances of lumber at St,

John, N. B., for transatlantic ports for August,

1881 :—
45 vessels containing

—

Deals, battensand ends 26,875,368 sp. ft.

Boards and scantling 676,792 "

Palings 97,620 pes.
Birch timber 788 tons.

Below are the clearances at St. John, N. B.,

for transatlantic ports from 1st January, 1881,

to 1st September, 18S1 :

—

Deals, battensand ends 133,994,143 sp. ft.

Boards and scantling 4,201,613 "
Palings 2S4.965 pes.
Pine timber 768 tons.
Birch 8,609 "

The English market continues to remain fairly

firm and satisfactory to shipi>ers. We learn of

one cargo sold to arrive at Garston dock at £6
16s. c.i.f., which would be about equal to a sale

at £7. 2s. 6d. in Liverpool in the usual way.

The American Market.—In New York laths

have shown an upward tendency, and recent

lots have sold as high as $2.26, but this price

will hardly hold long, for shippers will forward

laths as fast as possible. Cargoes of wide stuff

command ready sale, and we can quote from

$15 to $17 for 10, 11 and 12-inch lumber. In

Boston, owing to heavy arrivals, the market

has weakened somewhat, and laths are quoted

there at $1.70 ; spruce boards, Ac, at $13.

Freights have lately dropped a little, and

CHICAGO.

Septf.mber 7.—Prices remain unchanged,

practically, although during the week sales were

made at quite a reduction from the regular mar-

ket prices. The following are the quotations :

—

CARGO QUOTATIONS.

Joist and scantling, green,ordinary lengths$ll 0OJM1 25
Joist and scantling, green, 20 feet and over 12 00<315 00
Mill run, choice green 16 50>.g21 00
Mill run, medium, green 13 00(3)6 50
Mill run, common, " 11 00\al3 00
Shingles, standard 2 65 " 2 75
Shingles, extra A 2 70@ 2 90
Lath 1 8** 1 90

LAKE FREIGHTS.

Manistee IS 12J

Muskegon 1 624
Ludington 1 87}
Grand Haven 1 62}
Menominee 2 12}
Sturgeon Bay 2 12}
White Lake 1 75
Ford River 2 00

Receipts and shipments of lumber and shingles

for the week ending September 6

:

RECEIPTS. SHIPMENTS.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881 43,158,000 20,460,000 44,824,000 35,130.000

1880 56,563,000 21,840,000 46,628,000 25,164,000

Receipts and shipments of lumber and

shingles from January 1 to and including Septem-

ber 6:
recf.ipts. shipments.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881.1,166,734,000 505,090,000 1,090,078,000 509.520,000

1880 . 9j2,2S0,0O0 430,799,000 950,902,000 43s,983,000

BI IFALO.

September 12.—The following are the latest

quotations for cargo lots :

—

Uppers *40 0O@45 00
Common 17 50\320 00
Culls 11 50(312 50
Dressing stocks 1? 00 320 09

Dressing sidings 17 0Uytl9 00

TON.UVAVD.l.

CARGO LOTS—SAGINAW INSPECTION.

Three uppers $40 00x245 00
Common 17 60(320 00

Culls 11 50<srl2 50

M1BM,
The Timber Trades Journal, of August 27th,

says :—All things taken together seem to point

to a considerable firmness in the position of the

wood trade in both the London and provincial

markets, and though the improvement is slow,

unless interrupted in the manner described, it is

likely to be steady, and that says a great deal.

We take it as rather a good sign that the trade

are feeling their way so cautiously, and not

jumping to any hasty conclusions. As far as

the metropolis is concerned, it is as clear as day-

light that there must be a strong undercurrent

of business to keep the dock deliveries every

week so much in advance of those of last year,

and, in spite of the talk about general depres-

sion, facts bear us out in stating that things in

that respect are not half so black as they are

painted. If we had only been blessed with a

fiue harvest, we should probably have seen

prices much higher this fall than they were last

;

as it is they rule much the same, but the situs

tion is so different now that everything is hope-

ful, while nothing but gloomy anticipations sur-

rounded us twelve months ago.

Tug Grfat Trivmph of the 19th centurj is the yroat

medical climax Burdock Blood Bitter*, cures all dis-

eases of the blood, liver, and kidneys, nervous and gen-

eral debility, and is the purest and best tonic in tbe>

world.
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MILL SUPPLIES.
Extra Stretched and Patent Smooth Surface

RUBBER BELTING—in Stock, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 Plies.

HOYT'S CELEBRATED LEATHER BELTING.

COTTON BELTING, for FlourMills. &c, Superior Quality.

DISSTON'S CELEBRATED MILL SAWS.
Steam Packing of all kinds, Rubber and Linen Hose, Silk Bolting Cloth, Emery
Wheels, Lacing Leather (Page's Genuine), Lard, Seal, Cylinder, Spindle, West Vir-
ginia and Wool Oils. Our Stock includes Mill Supplies and Rubber Gooda of all

kinds. $^~Quotations furnished for any part of Canada. 21

ESTEY, ALLWOOD & CO., SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

LIVERPOOL.

The Timber Trades Journal, of August 27th,

says :—The importation during the past week

has shown a slight increase over the average of

the preceding ones, but not to any extent.

Everything points towards the continuance of

a moderate import for the year, and this, to-

gether with the firm attitude held by sellers in

the various shipping ports, has had the effect of

steadily raising prices. So far as North Ameri-

can spruce deals are concerned, prices are yet

below an average value, and with the increased

price abroad a still further advance is looked

for, and will doubtless be obtained during the

the coming week.

Latest advices from Quebec show that no re-

duction from the high rates already paid there

for pine timber is at all likely to take place—in

fact, the appearances are all the other way ; and

as the stock on hand there is short, the highest

prices ever known have been paid for some rafts

of good quality. This will make the cost of im-

portation heavy, and consumers who are in want

of this description will not mend their position

by waiting for later arrivals.

GLASGOW.
The Timber Trades Jounarl, of August 27th,

says :—Imports of foreign timber to the Clyde

during the past week have been to the extent of

about 5,000 loads, consisting of two cargoes teak,

one of Quebec timber and deals, and several

parcels of wainscot billets, American and Italian

walnut, &c. The tonnage employed for the con-

veyance of teak imported to Clyde since the

beginning of the year aggregates 7,819 tons,

being rather more than for the corresponding

period of 1880 ; last arrivals this year were in

March. There has been a falling off in the im-

ports of birch this year, the arrivals from Que-

bec and lower ports amounting to 5,000 logs, as

against 8,000 last year at corresponding date.

A public sale was held here on the 23rd inst.,

Messrs. Singleton, Dunn & Co., brokers, the

goods offered consisting chiefly of New Bruns-

wick spruce deals and Pictou, N.S., birch tim-

ber. The attendance was good, and a fair

portion of the catalogue was disposed of at the

following rates :—Pictou birch timber, about

500 logs sold, one parcel of 20 logs, average 17^

inch square (some logs figured) at Is. 7Jd. per

cubic foot, string measure, the remainder, say

from 15-inch to lG-inch average square, at from

la. 2Jd. to Is. 4d. per cubic foot. A parcel of

39 logs American black walnut (round), from

10 to 19-inch girth, sold at from 2s. 7d. to 4s.

ll^d. per cubic foot, string measure, average 3s.

5Jd.
For lower port deals suitable for stage planks,

box-making, &c, a fair demand still continues.

Lumber Growth on the Pacific.

The Oreyonian has this to say of the Puget

Sound lumber forests:
—"The forests of the

great Pacific north-west are as yet virtually un-

touched, and they now offer the most consider-

able source of supply remaining on the continent.

Development of our railway system will, in a

few years, give us an immense lumber trade.

This interest will be more important than our

fisheries, and it may for a time take precedent

over our wheat. The railroads will make our

vast forests accessible to the great treeless region

of the interior, and as lumber is now carried

from Michigan to Maine, so it can be carried

from Oregon and Washington to Montana and
Dakota, and even to Chicago. The rapid settle-

ment of the country to follow railroad construc-

tion will create a mighty demand for lumber
over half a million square miles of territory.

Within a few years our mountains, where the

chief supply is, will be penetrated in all direc-

tions and at all joints, and the lumber will be

run out on tramwaysor driven down the streams.

Ten years from now it will be an immense busi-

ness. Nothing can be more sure, for the demand
in the open country, from the Cascade range to

the Missouri river, will certainly be met by the

supply from these western forests."

Zofrj!*.—A healthy man never thinks of his
stomach. Tiih dyspeptic thinks of nothing else. In-
digeetion in a constant reminder. The wise man who
»n«!» himself suffering will spend a few cents for a
bottle of ZopeiM, from firazi), the new and remarkable
compound for deriding and toning the system, for
satiating the digestive apparatus and the Liver to
properly perform their duties in assimilating food.
'X s 10 cent sample of Zajiem, the new remedy, of
your druggist. A few doses will surprise you.

SALE OF TIMBER LIMITS.

The Ottawa Citizen says that on Thursday

afternoon, September 3, at the Grand Union

Hotel, there were offered for sale by Mr. James

Brewer, auctioneer, the following valuable tim-

ber limits situated on the Black river, in the

Province of Quebec, which were part of the

estate of the late Mr. Michael O'Meara, of Pem-

broke :—License No. 92, of 1878-9, comprising

50 square miles; license No. 91, of the same

year, also comprising about 50 square miles ;

and license No. 90, of the same year, comprising

about 8 square miles. The sale was made in

order to wind up the affairs of the estate by order

of the executors, Messrs. W. O'Meara, W. Howe
and J. Doran. Besides the limits above speci-

fied, there was also a farm of about 100 acres of

good land on license No. 91, and a considerable

quantity of stores, including about 50 tons of

good hay. It had at first been intended to put

the property up in lots to suit purchasers, but

at the time of the sale it was determined to put

it up en bloc, the purchaser to take the stores on

the farm at valuation. The terms of the pay-

ment were 10 per cent, cash, the balance in

fifteen days, or 50 per cent, of the balance in

fifteen days, and the remainder in six months,

with interest at 6 per cent, added. The attend-

ance was large, and for a time the competition

keen. The auctioneer announced that no bids

under $500 would be taken. Mr. McCormick,

of Pembroke, started them at $10,000, which

bid was doubled by Mr. Alexander Fraser.

Five hundred dollars was added to this ; then

came a bid of $22,000, and from that the figures

rapidly run up $1,000 at a time until $36,000

was reached. Here there was a short pause,

and they were then slowly $500 at a time until

knocked down to Mr. T. W. Murray, of Pem-

broke, at $38,000.

Spontaneous Combustion.
A French scientist has lately experimented

with greasy rags to ascertain the degree of their

inflammability under certain conditions. He
took for this purpose a quantity of cotton rags,

saturated them with boiled linseed oil, wrung
them out, and placed them, together with dry

cotton, in a box about eighteen inches long,

eight inches wide, and two feet high, in which

he put a thermometer in order to watch the in-

crease of temperature. The room in which the

experiment was made was kept under a temper-

ature of 170° Fahrenheit. The mercury soon

began to rise, and showed within an hour and a

quarter 340°; smoke commenced to come through

the fissures, and as soon as air was let in, the

flames burst out. In another experiment, made
under the same temperature, cotton, saturated

with linseed oil, ignited within five or six hours.

Rapeseed oil caused ignition after ten hours. In

another room, where the temperature was left

at 120° Fahrenheit, cotton, mixed with a little

olive oil, and put in a paper, burnt after six

hours ; castor oil required more than twenty-

four hours ; whale oil only four hours, and fish

oil two hours. Spermaceti oil, free of glycerine,

did not ignite at all, neither did heavy tar, coal

tar, or slate oils. These experiments show very

clearly the necessity for scrupulous watching of

oily rags, which are often too carelessly left

around after cleaning machinery.

Walnut Burls.

A Chicago harwood buyer recently struck a

bonanza in the way of a walnut burl on the

Spoon river, in this state. It is fifteen feet long,

seven feet, eight inches in diameter at the butt,

and six feet, nine inches at the top, not includ-

ing the sap. The modest sum of $7 was paid

for the tree, and in addition it cost $2.50 to hire

the burl cut out. It was rolled into the river,

but it sunk like a piece of lead. When it was

discovered that it wouldn't float, it was pulled

upon the bank again by three yoke of oxen and

a span of mules, and will be shipped to a veneer

mill by rail. The owner considers the log worth

$150, but he probably would not sell it for twice

that amount. This recalls to mind a burl that

was bought in Indiana some fifteen years ago

for $10. It was sent to Sandusky by rail, thence

by water to New York, where it was cut into

veneers. The veneers were brought back to

Buffalo and sold, the lucky operator clearing

over $3,000 on his$10 investment,—Northwestern

ImnbtrrM/th

A PLANING MILL BURNED.
London, Sept. 11.—This afternoon a most

disastrous fire occurred in this city. About

four o'clock flames were noticed issuing from a

shed at Green's planing mill, and although the

fire brigade were quickly on the spot the flames

had obtained such a hold that the whole of the

sheds, brick planing mill, and brick cottage

adjoining were razed to the ground. The whole

of the valuable machinery, the mill being the

most complete and best equipped west of Toron-

to, is a total loss, and a number of workmen are

also sufferers to the extent of their kits of tools,

some of which were worth $150. A quantity of

finished stuff ready for use at the Masonic

Temple, and other new buildings were destroyed.

Mr. Green's loss is placed at $25,000 on which

their is an insurance of $5,000. Many narrow

escapes are reported. Several of the workmen,

while attempting to save their tools, were forced

by a sudden rush of flames to jump for their

lives, and sustained painful injuries by falling

upon odd tools which had been thrown out.

The failing walls also made things lively for the

firemen. The lumber in the adjoining lumber

yard of Mr. H. C. Green ignited several times,

and some piles were badly damaged. The office

and buildings in the coal yard of Messrs. Bow-

man & Co., on the other side of the mill, were

also scorched.

NEW BRUNSWICK NOTES.
Upper Province Canadians, in supplying New

York and other large eastern markets, ship wide

10-inch and upwards. This the lower provinces

cannot compete in with their narrow board

lumber, the logs of the Provinces of New Bruns-

wick and Nova Scotia being now comparatively

small.

A city ordinance of New York requires that

all spruce deals used be not less than 16 feet long

by 10 to 15 inches wide. This size is regularly

sorted out by Nsw Brunswickers, and reserved

for that market, and the balance, as mixed lots,

sent to other points.

There had existed in southern New Bruns-

wick a large industry to the consumption at

times of 1,300,000, and now about extinct.

Last year the amount was 300,000 only. There

was a growth of rough, crooked trees on the right

bank of the St. John river. This was utilized

for the manufacture of boxes, each one con-

suming 28 or 29 feet of lumber. These were

shipped to the West Indies, and known as

"shooks," where they were filled with sugars.

They were worth here about 50 to 75 cents, and

sold in Cuba for from 8 to 10 reals—equal to

$1.10 or so—the increased cost being the addition

of a duty of 29£ cents imposed by the Cuban

Government, and the freight. The firm of

Fleulling & Co., of Hampton, N. B., are at

present manufacturing something similar, in the

shape of small boxes, to be sent to the Bermudas

for the onion trade. There will be used for

this purpose 600,000 feet of spruce this season.

Cement for Leather.

Equal parts of common glue and isinglass ;

soak ten hours in just enough water to barely

cover, bring gradually to a boiling heat, and add

pure tannin until the whole becomes ropy, or

appears like the white of eggs. Buff off the

surfaces to be joined, apply the cement, and

clanrp firmly.

Beantincrs.
Ladies, you cannot make fair skin, rosy cheeks and

sparkling eyes with all the cosmetics of France, or
beautifiers of the world, while in poor health, and
nothing will give you such good health, strength,
buoyant spirits and beauty as Hop Bitters. A trial is

certain proof.—Telegraph.

THE TENURE OP LIFE.

An industrious German, Baron G. F. Kolb,

has lately compiled a book of universal statis-

tics which furnishes much food for thought. His

figures show that every advance made by a

people in morality, in profitable and healthy

employment, and useful knowledge brings it

nearer to the ideal—the greatest natural tenure

of life. Domestic virtue also tells favourably

on the health and wealth of a population. Thus
in Bavaria, out of 1,000 children born alive there

died, of legitimate children, 248 boys and 212

girls ; of illegitimate, 361 boys and 342 girls.

Out of 100 children succled by their mothers,

only 18.2 died during the first year ; of those

nursed by wet nurses, 29.33 died ; of those arti-

fically fed, 60 died ; of those brought up in in-

stitutions, 80 died in the 100. The influence of

prosperity or povery on mortahty is also shown
by Baron Kolb. Taking 1,000 well-to-do persons

and another 1,000 of poor persons—after five

years there remained alive of the prosperous,

943 ; of the poor, only 655. After fifty years

there remained of the prosperous, 557 ; of the

poor, 283 ; at seventy years of age there re-

mained 235 of the prosperous, and of the poor,

65. The average length of life among the well-

to-do was 50 years, and among the poor 32

years.

One of the most potent shorteners of life is

the anxiety of providing for bare snbsistance.

The lack of sanitary conditions also shortens

men's years. Idleness, as compared to intense

industry, outweighs—prejudically outweighs

—

all the advantages of ease and abundance.

Fall Planting.

The Rural Canadian says :—The question is

often asked whether spring or fall is the better

time to plant fruit and other trees. No answer

of universal application can be given. It is

undoubtedly an advantage to plant the smaller

fruits in the fall. By these are meant raspber-

ries, currants and gooseberries. Being of low-

growing habit, they are not affected by the

strong winds, and are more easily sheltered from

the cold of winter. They will make a more
vigorous growth next season, than if planted the

following spring. Taller growths that catch the

wind are swayed about more or less, and do not

get firm hold of the ground. These are better

planted in the spring. Evergreens rarely, if

ever, do well when planted in the fall. Wheth-
er fall planting is practised or not, fall ordering

is very desirable. It is better to get the young
stock, and heel in it, than delay until spring.

Heeling-in is temporarily planting a bundle of

trees, aslant, that may awake a favourable time

for spring planting. This has several advan-

tages. Nurserymen are not so driven in the

fall as in the spring ; can make better selections

of trees, in filling your order ; pack them more
carefully, and be more exact about names.

With the trees on hand you can seize the op-

portune time for setting them out. You are not

hurried, for the trees are in good state of pres-

ervation, and can be planted with care and de-

liberation.

By all means order in the fall, whether you
plant in fall or spring. Let evergreens be the

exception to this rule. They should not be lift-

ed until spring.

Were man to coniform more to the laws of health
and of nature, and be less addicted to the gratification
of his passions, it would not be necessary to advertise
Fellows' Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites a9 a
restorative for the power of the brain and nervous
9ystem, while the world's progress enlightenment
would indeed be marvellous.
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EMERY L COMPANY, Limited

GILBERT HART, Detroit,
President.

JAMES T. BARNARD, Hamilton,
Seci'etary-Treasurei',

SAMUEL BRIGGS, Hamilton,
Superintendent.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

EMERY and CORUNDUM WHEELS

These Wheels are

Wire Strengthened

And Specially Adapted

For Saw Gumming

Neither Animal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in their composition, they are NOT LIABLE
TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while

They Surpass All Other Wheels for Free Gutting and Durability.

We refer to the following well known Saw Manufacturers for Opinions as to the Quality of our Wheels :

Messrs. SHURLEY & DIETRICH,
GALT.

Messrs. R. H. SMITH & CO.,

ST. CATHARINES.

JAMES ROBERTSON, ESQ.,

MONTREAL.

Messrs. JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.,

TORONTO.

WE ALSO REFER TO

WILLIAM HAMILTON, ESQ

,

PETERBOROUGH,
Manufacturer of the Covell Saw Sharpeners.

Messrs. H. B. RATHBUN & SON,
DESERONTO,

Lumber Merchants. lyiM
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ELECTRIC
4 QUEEN STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

Trusses for HERNIA, Rupture,
Tbe most Durable and Beneficial kind known to Medical Science always in

Stock, and fitted to tbe Body at Reasonable Prices.

BATTERIES FOR BATHS,
Of Special Sizes, made to order, both for Public and Private Use ; and
FAR.ADIO BATTERIES always on hand. PRICES LOW. lyH7

ROBIN &
SADLER

594, 596, 598, St. Joseph St.

MONTREAL

Manufacturers

of

Fire-Engine

HOSE
Lace Leather,

Mill Supplies, &c.

National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA.

BDtufectoren of TenU for lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
Hilary Encampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
ildew proof or plain. Prices from $-3, upwards. Flags ol all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP
KEDH (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x G in. ; 3 feet long, weighing

A only 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
j-., g weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-

. (ksT"s7^ covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
#a?~Hpeclal rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

Closed NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

202 Sparks Street,
fc
Ottawa

DAVID JONES'
CELEBRATED

Cast Steel Table Cutlery!
l^^Best Cast Steel, Warranted.-^gr

Edge Tool & Cutlery Works, Woodstock, O.
Awarded Diploma and Medal by the New Brunswick Government in 1873.

L2My

The Rainer Piano Always Triumphant!
CARRIES OFF THE HONORS OF 1880 AS FOLLOWS

:

At Toronto Industrial Exhibition, 1st Prize, Diploma & Medal for Best Square Piano

At Hamilton Provincial Exhibition 1st Prize and Diploma

At Brantford Southern Fair 1st Prize and Diploma

At Guelph Central Exhibition 1st Prize and Diploma
^SS-SEND FOR CATALOGUE.-^

RAINER, SWEETNAM & HAZELTON,
MANUFACTURERS,

GUELPH, 02sTTA.E,IO M

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English

and American makers. This, along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
r< © r-
f- 1> £.
52 oo co^ tH r-f

CO CO oo
co -a -j
o © CO

The Bell Organ Manufactory is the Largest and Oldest in the British Empire, and the fact that
we have sold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best in the market. We GUARANTEE ALL
OUR ORGANS for five years. Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.

L17
W. -BIHjXjXj <3c CO.

41 to 47 East Market Suqare, GUELPH, Ont.
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STEAM SAW MILL OWNERS
Have your Boilers thoroughly Inspected and Insured against Explosion by

The Canadian Steam Users' Insurance Association

HEAD OFFICE, 9 VICTORIA STREET, TORONTO.

SIB ALEX. CAMPBELL, President.

HON. JNO. McMURRICH, Vice-Pres.

GEORGE C. ROBB, Chief Engineer.

A. F. JONES. Secretary-Treasurer. lyLl7

OAK HALL
Nos. 115.117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

We are the most Extensive CLOTHIERS in Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the interest of our Customers. Our stock is FULL of the

very hest goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

. We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables us to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.

We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50

We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address:—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. lyLl3

> a-

ROBERT W. LOWE,
AUCTIONEER AND COMMISSION MERCHANT,

81 SANDS BUILDING, PRINCE WILLIAM STREET.

*Cash advanced on Goods pat in for sale. iSTNo Storage charged. All hinds of Merchandise
Bought and Sold. New and Second-hand Furniture always od band. Agent for Hazelhurst A Co's
W1NTHUOF COOKING RANGES, WATERLOO WOOD STOVES, FRANKLIN, Ac., 4c, Ac.

L22-ly SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

The Largest Manufacturers of

SHEET IRON ROOFING^
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Can give the Best of References in

every State and Territory.

POTTER IRON ROOFING C0MP'Y,g
101, 103 and 105 West Front Street,

CINCINNATI.
All KIimIk of 4'ORRM;ATED IRO> turnMud.

Send for Illustrated Circulars, naming The Canada
Lumberman. iji.ii

9- 'vw

LUMBERMEN'S STATIONERY.

We will supply anything in the line of BLANKS or STATIONERY for Lumber

Shanties and Offices at City prices.

All Printing done in the Highest Style of the Art, "and at Lowest Living Prices.

Book-Binding of every Description got up in a very Neat and Superior manner.

Account Books Ruled and Bound to any desired Pattern.

For Schedule of Prices address, describing the kind and quality of work desired,

toker & CO.,
"THE CANADA LUMBERMAN,"

0

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO.
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LUMBERMEN
Will always find a Large Stock of

Shanty Blankets

HORSE BLANKETS
At LOWEST Mill Price, at

JNO. MAGDONALD & CO'S

TOEO 2sJ~ T O-

'Send Sample Order for our LINED SHAPED

HORSE RUG, a Specialty, highly recommended for

Wear and Warmth.
6L22

1,22-ly

D. McLACHLAN & SONS,
Manufacturers of all Descriptions of

STEAM BOILEES.
SHIPS' WATER-TANKS. Repairing Punctually Attended to.

NORTH SLIP, ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

Drake Brothers' Box Mill,
Provost Street Extension, New Glasgow, Pictou Count) \. ,>.

SPRUCE, PINE IHEMLOCK SHINGLES
3T- H. ZDH-A-DECE. j.22-iy 2ST. EC. DRAKE.

Northey s Steam Pump Works
BOILER FEED PUMPS,

AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMPS,

STEAM FIRE PUMPS, and

WRECKING PUMPS.

MINING PUMPS,

PUMPS SPECIALLY ADAPTED for

OIL PIPE LINES,

And CITY WATER WORKS.

No. 47 King William Street.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO
SEND FOE CIECULAE.

3T. IE. TDX^ZOlsT &c CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1S75

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1S76

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition 1/ondon, 1S77

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1S79

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1S80

International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, 1876

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and discounts.

6U7

81 Colborne Street, Toronto.
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M. Corel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener!
Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW Mfc^m^. WILL MACHINERY!

STEAM FEED!
I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILL*1

, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which are giving the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials:—

Gravenhurst, August 20tb, 1880.

Wii. Hamilton, Esq ,
Peterborough.

Dear Sir—1 have used your Steam Feed for near four
months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction in every
way; it is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since I put it into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long in one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-
stantly. 1 am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. I consider I have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got It

than I would have cut had I not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put in Is working splen-
didly. Yours, <fec,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

I am also manufacturing Haw Mill Machinery, for all

sizes of Gang or Circular Mills, Span or Double *-'lrcalar»

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be tbe
Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Edgers, (iang Lath Mills, Trim-
hits, 1'owcrGummers, and all Machinery used In a Oral

class (Jang or Circular Saw Mill; also, small Hand Gam-
mers for use In the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary
Pumps of different sizes, for Fire Protection In Mills, 4c

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel Is tbe great consideration, along

with uniformity ot speed, such as is required In Grist and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. 1 feel

justified in saying that our Style, Workmanship and Finish

on this Engine will be no discredit to lis renown, and cer-

tainly Is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

I have them working at 2J pounds of coal per horse-power
per hour. MO

PETERBOROUG-H, OZLnTT.

EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emery Wheels are now almost in universal use for the purpose of gulletting and gumming saws. Statistics show from

25,(100 to 80,000 sa w-m ills in the United states. Many of these run only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two
wheels a year, casting $3 to $1 each, and when such small mills order single Emery Wheels from flie factory, the express charges

often equal the cost of tho vheel. There was a time when the quality of Emery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand so

tickle, that storekeepers could not allord to carry them in stock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have become as staple

an article as Files, and every dealer In saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sizes In stock.

Large dealers ordor stocks or $500 to $750 worth at a time. Saw Gumming Wheels are used with the edge (or face) square, round
or beveled. Probably seven-elgths of all In use are beveled.

Tue principal sizes are:

SxJ
8x1
8x5

j in. hole.

lOx
10.x

lOx
lOx

hole.

12xJ
12x?
12.x*

12x§
12.x?

12xl

Holes,

j\ £ and 1 iuch.

Probably more wheels 12x5, 12x} and 12x2 are used than all the other sizes together. Saw Gumming Wheels are used,

however, of all sizes up to 24x1}. The most frequent complaint is that Emery Wheels harden the saw so that a file won't toaoh It.

The answer is that you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,

leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 33j per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those

who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the saw UghUy a second time (after going all over It once), and this second

touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

.A. QUESTION" OIF QTJALITT.
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers in, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality Is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

"jExtra Soft" wheel like the '• Pocono." We believe that money lost through the ropld wear of the wheel Is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to

adopt our views, we moke several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tanlle), that we can furnish

qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us kuow what it is, and we can send you a Tanitc Wheel of simUar quality. Our regular

classification of Saw Gumming Wheels Is as follows:

CLASS 2. MEDIUM-HARD.—This Wheel is the Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are "Claes 2."

It outs fast and keeps Its shape well. Some think it too hard, some too soft. #We prefer the " Pocono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM—SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, and therefor.freer cutting wheel.

CLASS "POCONO " EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. U is both finer in grain and softer than either of the above. As a Saw Gumming Wheel, Class " Pocono" ll

specially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a free cutting wheel that will not create much heat.
s

Illustrated Circulars and Catalogue, showing Cuts of Saw Gumming: Machines, and Shapes, Sizes and Priees of Wheels, sent free on application.
US

o. Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.
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A Mr. Beach is arranging to build paper and

pulp mills at Eau Claire, Wis., the cost of

which will be from §50,000 to $60,000.

It is reported that a regular army of pine

hunters are ransaking the north shore of Lake
Superior and extending their limit as far west

as the prairies in search of any odd groves of

timber which Uncle Sam may have left.

ties by the farmers of the vicinity, and stacked

and dried in the yard. Considerable birch is

also brought from along the line of the Grand
Trunk railway. The machine takes the sticks

in the rough, and the spools roll out at the other

end. The amount of birch manufactured into

spools in this State is very large, the product

finding sale largely in Connecticut at from seven

to forty cents a gross, according to size.

Every Virginian over ten years of age is asked

by the State Commissioner of Agriculture to

celebrate the Yorktown centennial by planting

a walnut or other tree, either in the yard, field,

forest, or roadside. A sensible idea.

—

Boston

Post.

John McGregor, of Midland, has closed a

contract with C. H. Plummer, of Saginaw, for

320 acres of pine timber land on the Au Ores
river, the consideration being $12,500. It is

calculated that the tract will produce 5,000,000

feet of pine.

In Sonoma county, Cal., a railway track

crosses a deep ravine upon the upright trunks

of the trees, which have been sawed off upon a

horizontal line. In the centre of the ravine a

firm support is furnished by two huge redwood
trees, which have been cut off seventy-five feet

above the ground.

At Parish ville, St. Lawrence county, N.Y.,
are the largest butter-tub factories in the Em-
pire State. About 4,000,000 feet of lumber are

worked up into tubs each year, the industry fur-

nishing constant employment to one hundred
and fifty men. The tubs are made mostly of

spruce, brought down the St. Regis rivdPfrom
the Adirondack region during the spring freshets.

The Quebec correspondent of the Montreal
Moniteur da Commerce says that the transporta-

tion of square timber from the Upper Ottawa
by the Q. M. O, & O. railway has succeeded

perfectly. From the 20th to the 31st of August
there arrived at Quebec by this route 110 cars

containing about 1400 pieces. We congratulate

the management of the company upon this

result.

Thk Menominee Herald says :—The Kirby-
Carpenter company will have cut 65,000,000 feet

of lumber by the close of navigation. The Lud-
ingV/n, Wells Ic Van Schaick company will show
a scale of 50,000,000 feet of lumber, while the
other miJls on this side of the beautiful river will

have increased their last year's cut. It is safe

to place the cut of the Menominee mills at 155,-

000,000 feet.

The Timber Trades Journal, of August 27th,

says :—We were congratulating the trade last

week on the return of the chartering market to

its usual routine, in the employment of a pre-

ponderance of sailing tonnage, but this week

again turns the scale heavily the other way. Of

seventy-one ships arrived (timber laden) forty-

five are steamers, and some of these bring 400

to 600 standards. If it is important that the

deficiency of the spring supply should be made
up all at once, this may be matter for satisfac-

tion to the trade, but the market is less liable to

be disturbed when theimpoi'tation is more evenly

distributed in sailing vessels.

A Harrisburg paper calls attention to the

maple and hemlock forests of Pennsylvania, and

remarks that there has never been the right kind

of enterprise to render those woods as important

and useful as they merit. It is claimed that the

maple wealth of the Keystone State is as great

as that of black walnut once was, if properly

handled, because the wood is hard and can be

utilized to produce a beautiful effect in building

and furniture. There is an enormous supply of

maple in Pennsylvania, and it is predicted that

sooner or later it will become one of the most

profitable sources of industry in the State.

as follows :—Chippewa county, 292,600 ; Mac-

kinac, 78,000 ; Schoolcraft, 137,500; Delta, 135,-

340
;
Marquette, 233,600 ; Menominee, 45,800 :

Baraga, 62,000 ;
Houghton, 69,000 ; Keweenaw,

4,000 ;
Ontonagon, 363,000 ; Isle Royale, 14,640

—a total of 1,415,480 acres. The land in Chip-

pewa, Mackinac, Schoolcraft, Baraga, Hough-

ton, Keweenaw, Ontonagon and Isle Royale

counties is all subject to private entry at $1.25

per acre, as are also 100,940 acres in Delta, 195,-

000 in Marquette, and 27,300 in Menominee

counties. The balance of land in these

counties—34,400 acres in Delta, 28,600 acres

in Marquette, and 18,500 acres in Meno-

minee counties—are subject to pre-emption and

homestead entries only. The past year has

witnessed an unprecedented demand for upper

peninsula government lands, and should the

sales continue at the same rate during the coming

twelve months, the amount of Uncle Samuel's

possessions in that part of the State will be less-

ened almost one-half.

The tolls of the Sturgeon Bay, Wis., ship

canal this season will amount to $30,000, and

it is stated that the company never expected

more than $15,000 for any season. This favor-

able showing is made despite the fact that many
masters go through the canal light, and return

with their loads of lumber and other cargoes

round by the b>ry and lake, fearing to pass

through the canal <m account of the low stage of

water, which now has an average depth of only

twelve feet. The work of deepening is going

on, and it is anticipated that by October 15 the

depth will be fourteen feet. The docking of the

sides will soon be completed. When the work

is fully accomplished and the greatest intended

depth of water secured, the use of the canal will

greatly augment, and the receipts for tolls must

far exceed the most sanguine expectations of the

projection.

Indian Foresters.

The Lumberman's Gazette says :—It is stated

by the early settlers of southern Michigan that

when they came the forests were so free of under-

brush and sapplings that a wagon could be driven

through the woods in any direction, which had

the appearance of well kept groves. The reason

given by the settlers for this condition of the

forests was, that the annual fires which were

promoted by the Indians, kept down the under-

growth and prevented the accumulation of debris.

Whatever was the cause, it is certain that a

change has taken place in the southern Michi-

gan forests since the advent of the white settlers.

The trees are denser and the saplings so thick

that it would be unpleasant riding a horse

through them, to say nothing of driving a team

with a wagon attached. The moral of this mat-

ter would seem to be that if the Indians could

keep the forests in such a condition that a fire

running through them would do good and not

evil, the smarter white man ought to be able to

do as much. But a white man is not an Indian,

and his time is taken up with something besides

taking care of the woods. The forests supplied

the wants of the Indians, and they had nothing

else to do but give tflem such care as was neces-

sary to promote their own safety and existence.

This work* of Lyford Ic Tebbetts, at Locke's
Mil)-, Me., turns out from 300 to 400 gross of

spook a day. The material used is white birch,

wUth i*. bro K(ht to the factory in large quanti-

The Northv}estern Lumberman says :—The fol-

lowing report of the area of vacant lands in the

upper peninsula) made to the State commissioner

of Michigan, will be of interest to log and lum-

ber operators. The number of acres is setjdown I

Southern Forests.

The New Orleans Democrat, in the course of

an article on southern timber and its superior

quality for manufacturing purposes, says :

—

They have been cutting timber in the counties

and parishes along Mississippi sound for a cen

tury or so, yet the latest forestry report shows

that in these counties from 75 to 98 per cent, of

the area is wooded land. The greater portion

of the State is forest, the timber being of the

greatest variety—pine, ash, oak and cypress ;

while Mississippi, Florida and Arkansas are

equally good fields for saw mills and lumber

yards. New Orleans, indeed, is the centre of

the largest section of the wooded lands in the

Union, and will in time wrest from Chicago it-

claim to be the lumber capital of the country,

and from Cincinnati the manufacture of furniture

boxes, etc. In the many estimates of the wealth

of the south this is something that has never

been included. There will be a department

especially devoted to southern woods at the At-

lanta exhibition. Here, certainly, Louisiana

ought to carry off the honor of making the best

display.

Pine Land Sales.

The Northwestern Lumberman says that Cook

& Dowling, of Montague, Mich. , have recently

sold about 20,000,000 feet of stumpage, on the

line of the Chicago & West Michigan railroad,

near East Golden, to W. H. Bigelow & Co., of

Muskegon. The logs will all be taken to Mus-

kegon to be sawed, and Messrs. Bigelow & Co.

will begin cutting the timber at once. Mr. G.

A. Wagar, a well known Michigan lumberman,

has just bought 400 acres of what is known as

"canal " land, in town 18-15, in connection with

which transaction there appears to be something

of a joke on a Chicago operator. The Canal

Company's lands have been in the market for

some years, but Mr. C. Mears, of this city, was

supposed to own the only feasible outlet for the

timber, in consequence of which it is asserted

that he expected to absorb the land at his own
figures, or thereabouts. Certain other gentle

men, with a propensity for gathering up timber

land, have concluded that lumber is in sufficient

demand to warrant bringing out the logs from

this region by rail, and have quiet ly brought the

most of it up.

Man ton Destruction.

The wanton destruction of timber goes on

practically unchecked in the California Sierras.

To say nothing of the inroads made upon Gov-

ernment lands by usurpation, for lumber traffic,

vast quantities of valuable timber are annually

destroyed by cattle men and careless and wanton

campers. The former make a practice of setting

fire to great pine trees for the purpose of thin-

ning out the forests, thereby creating better

cattle ranges, and the latter are quite as de-

structive without any special motive. The Cali-

fornia Commercial Herald says : For months past

great fires have been burning in the forests beyond

Truckee, and scores of fires are now nightly seen

throughout that region. The destruction caused

by these fires is very great, and will be seriously

felt in future years as the supply of lumber in

the more accessible places becomes materially

reduced.

Mothers do not drug your children with poisonous
epiates, in the form of Soothing Syrups, when one
bottle of Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild" Strawberry will

allay all irritation of the stomach aud bowels incident

to teething. It is pleasant, mild, and harmless, and is

a positive specific for every form ofsummer complaint.

All dealers supply it at 3"j cents per bottle.
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WHERE BIG TREES GROW.
Seattle, Wyoming, Aug. 15.—Few persons

east of the continental divide know and appre-

ciate the forests of this region and of Oregon and

Washington Territories. In Eastern Washing-

ton and Oregon there are large tracts of timber

lands as yet untouched, save for the demand for

domestic uses, and which are awaiting the com-

pletion of the routes of transportation now in

progress. In the Blue Mountains of Eastern

Oregon, and in the Cascade Mountains along

the Takina, Clearwater, and other streams in

Eastern Washington, there is a sufficient quan-

tity of timber to supply all local demands and

leave a large surplus for shipment to the prairies

of Montana, Idaho, Dakota, and other markets.

But it is to Puget Sound that the lumberman

of the future must look for the material with

which to supply his mills. There is a district

of country extending from the Columbia river

north to and into British Columbia, and from

the Pacific Ocean to the Cascade range, and sur-

rounding the waters of Pugent Sound, which is

almost entirely covered with one of the finest

bodies of timber in the world. There one can

see a whole forest of such tall, straight, gently

tapering fir trees as would gladden the heart of

a ship-master, and can travel scores of miles

through gigantic lumber trees, ready for the

logger's axe and saw.

The Sound district comprises a tract about 200

miles in length, with an average width of 100

miles. Estimating one-half the growth to be

lumber trees, and to make 25,000 feet of lumber

per acre, gives the approximate original amount
of standing timber at 1(50,000,000,000 feet. De
ducting from this the amount already cut, which

is estimated at 2,500,000,000 feet, leaves now
standing approximately 157,500,000,000 feet.

The timber consists chiefly of pine, with con

siderable quantities of fir, spruce, cedar and red-

wood, and a small supply of white oak, hemlock

and maple. The trees of this region show luxu

riant growth. The yellow fir frequently attains

a height of 250 feet ; pine, 120 to 100 feet ; silver

fir, 150 feet ; white cedar, 100 feet ; white oak,

70 feet, and black spruce, 00 feet. Cedars have
been found to measure 03 feet in girth, with a

height of 120 feet. The pine trees are known to

the lumbermen as of two varieties
—" sap" and

"overgrown." The "sap" tree yields 0000 to

8,000 feet of lumber, and the " over-

" overgrown " 7,000 to 15,000 feet. Of this tim-

ber is made of all grades of lumber—ship timbers,

fencing, pickets, railroad ties, barrel staves and
headings, household furniture, &c.—and the

product is shipped in large quantities to the

Pacific coast of South America, the Sandwich
Islands and Mexico, while some trade is done
with Australia, France and England.

The first saw-mill on Puget Sound was a

small water-power mill with capacity of .about

1,000 feet of lumber daily. It was built in 1851,

and was followed in 1853 by a steam mill erected

at Seattle, with capacity for cutting 8,000 to

10,000 feet per day. Since this time the busi-

ness has increased to more than 200,000,000 feet

of lumber per annum. The following tabular

statement shows the production of the Puget
Sound district at different periods, in 1,000 feet,

value and average price per 1,000 feet :

—

for economical production. Some of them form

towns in themselves, with dwellings, stores,

shops, steam tugs, and lumber vessels, all owned

by the companies. The largest, situated at

Port Ludlow, has a daily capacity of 225,000

feet. Following is a list of the mills, with the

daily cutting capacity of each :

—

Feet.

Port Cambje 200,000

Port Ludlow 225,000

Port Madison 100,000

Port Blakcly 100,000

Port Discovery 70,000

Scabeck 80,000

Utsalady 75,000

Tacoma and New Tacoma 102,000

Seattle (Six Mills) 150,000

Puget Sound is called the future great lumber
treasury of the United States.—N. Y. Times.

Thousand
Years. Feet.

1855-66 10,287

1865-60 49,113

1877-78 154,078

1878-79 177,411

1880-81 209,542

Average
Price.

$16 50

10 19

9 67

9 47

9 40

Value.

3 159,448

500,531

1,474,526

1,080,082

1,969,694

It will bo noticod that the price has steadily

fallen, which is due to the increased number of

mills, to competition, and to increased facilities

for handling logs and lumber.

The export trade has rapidly increased, and
from the best data obtainable is shown as fal-

lows :

—

BOARDS, DEALS,
JOISTS, *C. LATH, rALmas,

Thousand tickets, &c. Total

Years. Feet. Value.Value.

$ 35.44S

64,800

111,196

183,483

330,800

343,491

377,278

The mills of the Sound are some fifteen in

number, and they are most desirably situated

1855-50 2,2S0

1856-57 4,320

1865-60 10,914

1808-69 19,314

1877-78 34,532

1878-79 36,230

1880-81 40,136

8 445

5,505

18,307

25,802

Value.

! 35,448

09,245

111,190

188,988

330,800

301,798

403,080

Total 1,102,000

The custom at nearly all the mill* is to await

the receipt of an order and saw the lumber to

fill it, and one can frequently see a fleet of half

a dozen or more vessels loading at once with

lumber fresh from the saws of these mammoth
mills. Shipbuilding is an industry of consider,

able importance on the sound in connection with

the lumber interest, as nearly all the vessels

engaged in the trade are built here of native

timber. The first vessel built on the sound was

a sloop of 14.08 tons, in 1858. From that time

the number has increased yearly, with 12 vessels

built in 1804, aggregating 753.30 tons ; 19 ves

sels in 1809, 1,952.10 tons; 14 vessels in 1879,

905.99 tons. The whole number built since 1858

is 102, with a total of 20,083.28 tons.

The day seems not far distant when the west-

ern half of the American continent, at least,

will look to Puget Sound for its entire lumber

supply, and with the completion of the routes of

transportation projected and in course of con-

struction, lumber can be furnished to points as

far cast as the Mississippi river at less cost than

from the Atlantic sea-board.

The waters of the Sound are recognized as the

finest harbor in the world, and fleets of lumber

vessels, tug-boats towing logs, and steamships

plying between the various ports, carrying

passengers, mails, and freight are seen on all

sides. There are many desirable localities for

the establishment of factories for tho manufac-

ture of barrels, pails and tubs, and of house

trimmings, such as doors, sash, blinds, mould-

ings, &c.

At Seattle, the most important town on the

sound, a large barrel factory has been for some

time in successful operation, the lumber used

being a very fine quality of cypress. Also at

Seattle are six saw mills, besides several mills

for dressing lumber and for the manufacture of

builders' trimmings. Nearly all tho vessels en-

gaged in tho lumber trade, as well as some of

those employed in the coal trade, from Seattle

to San Francisco, are made here. All the wood
used in their construction from false-keel to top-

mast is pine of the various kinds, cut, sawed,

shaped and put in place in some instances

within a distance of half a mile. One sees on

the sound craft of all sizes, from the row-boat to

a schooner of 400 tons, built entirely of native

lumber, and within such easy distanco of the

forest that their construction must of necessity

be economical. The time is coming when one

of the greatest and most profitable industries of

Washington Territory will be the building of

ships upon the shores of her beautiful and land-

locked harbor.

Everything here seems to favor the lumber-

man. He has no severe winter weather to con-

tend with. The forest reaches to the shores of

the sound, which are not abrupt or precipitous,

but incline gradually to the water. Numerous
streams flow into the Sound, the waters of which
have no current except such as is caused by the

action of the tide, and logs are easily towed to

any point. Thus is avoided the delay, dangers

and expense of a severe winter season spent in

the woods, and the "driving" down rapid and
swollen streams during the spring rise, and with

no danger of a sudden riso breaking a " boom "

and scattering the labor of months.

In this description tho heart only of the lum-

ber country has been taken. To the north it

extends into the British possessions, although

after passing Frazier river the growth is not so

good. Taking into consideration tho vast quan-

tity of material, the excellence of harbor, and
the economy with which mills, factories and
hip-yards can be supplied, it is no wonder that

50

Sale of Timber Mm I is.

Ottawa, Sept. 20.—The announcement of ex
tensive sales of timber limits on private account
brought together a large assembly of lumbermen
at the Grand Union Hotel this afternoon. Th
following limits were disposed of :—The R. C,

Campbell limit on the Front Lake branch of the
Petewawa river, 39 square miles, sold to Wm
Moore, of Tarbolton, en bloc, for $29,500 ; Fraser
& McDougall limit, berths 104 and 109 on Big
Lake, River Des Moines, Quebec, 100 square
miles, sold to W. G. Perley, Ottawa, for §90,

000 ; Frazer & McDougall limit, berths 105 and
108, 100 square miles, to Alex. Fraser, West-
meath, $59,000; Eraser & McDougall limit
berth 107, 50 square miles, to E. B. Eddy, $15,
500; berth 4, Deep river, 14 J square miles, to
E. Moore, $4,200. The following were offered

but not sold :—Sir Francis Hinck's limit,

square miles, between the Coulonge and the Des
Moines rivers, $110 per mile bid, limit with
drawn

; Brannen limit, so-called, offered on
account of Mr. McMaster, Toronto, being berth
No. 4, Kippewa, 50 square miles, $485 per square
mile bid, withdrawn ; berths 23, 53 and 51,
Nipissing, 20 square miles each, were withdrawn,
notwithstanding bids of $75,000 for the three
and $50,000 for one berth. The Nipissing limit,

berth 168, was'offered and withdrawn. Several
limits were offered for sale by Mr. Brewer, auc
tioneer, alternately with Mr. Tackaberry, but
after spirited bidding they were withdrawn.
The prices realized and offered were good.
The following limits were disposed of by Mr.

Tackaberry in addition to those above mentioned:
Fraser & McDougall limits, berths 104 and 109,

to Perley & Pattee, for $90,000 ; berths 105 and
108, 100 square miles, and berth 168, 50 square
miles, to A. Fraser, for S59.000 and $30,000
respectively

; berth 107, 50 square miles, to E.
B. Eddy, for $14,000. Deep river limit, berth

14A square miles, to E. Moher, for $4,2C0.

Buck and Stewart limits, 13J square miles, to

Perley and Pattee, for $3,700. The following

limits were offered for sale, but were withdrawn
owing to tho bidding not being sufficiently high :

Brannan limit, on the Kippewa, fifty square
miles, $495 per mile, offered and refused. Lake
Nipissing limits, berths 23, 43 and 51. 108 square
miles, $75,000 offered for the lot, and $50,000 for

the lot, and $50,000 for berth 23 and refused.

Mattawa limit, license 168, sixty square miles.

Kippewa limit, berth 03, 50 square miles. Mr.
Brewer also offered for sale several limits, but as

they did not bring the reserve ] price, they were
withdrawn.

American Poles In England.
In the House of Commons, recently, one of

the members asked the Postmaster-General

whether it is a fact that the Post Office Depart-
ment uses foreign timber only for telegraph

posts, whereas many railway companies use

home-grown timber for that purpose ; and, if so,

whether he will cause inquiry to be made as to

the relative price and value of home-grown and
foreign timber in different portions of the United

Kingdom, with a view to directing the use of

home-grown timber where such a course can be

adopted with advantage or without prejudice to

the public service. Mr. Fawcett replied that

the telegraph poles were of foreign timber, and

he found that foreign timber was also used by
the railway companies for similar purposes. The
reason why foreign timber was preferred was the

greater durability arising out of what was known
as the creosote process, which m»4e it last much
longer than home-grown timber.

—

ATorthtccstcrn

Lumberman.

The mart Review thinks every man in tho

country is fortunate who is the owner of hem
lock land. For both timber, manufactured

lumber and tanbark, the hemlock is growing

rapidly into favor in all the great lumber mar-

kets abroad. Every man who is the owner of a

good piece of hemlock land should not part with

it at anything like present prices. It is a good

investment, in fact, one of the best that any

man can make in tho way of buying timber

land.

They all do it.—Everybody uses "Tkarkrry" for

tho tooth and breath, the newest, brightest^ osiost

little toilet gem extant. Try a 5 cent sample

THE ENGLISH TRADE.
The London Timber Trades Journal says :

—

The asf>ect of the timber trade may be said to be

quite as favorable at the present time as that of

most others. There is no expectation of any
considerable rise in prices, nor any apprehension

of a serious fall. Some importers will find them-

selves shorter of stock at the end of the season

than they would desire, while others will wish

they had not bought quite so freely. But as a

rule the trade will probably be fairly well sup-

plied, and they are likely to get a fair remuner-

ative profit on the business they do. There is a
short imjwrtation of Russian stock up to date,

amounting to about a third part of the whole

shortage of import compared with last year, yet

there is no want of Russian deals exhibited by
the prices they fetch at the public sales, which

seldom exceed the cost of importation ; and as

the deficiency will no doubt be partly made up

before the season closes, it is not likely that

better prices than those now current will I e

obtained for deals from that region.

Our record of imports this week contains the

arrival of upwards of 770 cargoes of wood. In

London alone one hundred and thirty-six timber

laden vessels arriving within the compass of a

week's return surpasses all that we have hitherto

had to record during the present or any other

year in that way. But the great preponderance

as to numbers is with sailing ships, as not one-

third of them are steamers this time. Russia

and Russian Finland are now pressing forward

the arrears of the spring shipments, nor are

Sweden and Norway slow to avail themselves

of every occasion to get goods forward to this

country while the season is inviting. A few

more such weeks and the shortage as compared
with hist year may melt into insignificance.

This sudden supply is extraordinary.

The I anil Huge In Winnipeg.
The first thing that strikes the visitor before

he has been six hours in Winning is the tremen-

dous rage going on for speculate in in land. This

rage is almost equal to the gold or diamond
fevers, and though the prospects of the city are

at present good, it is feared they may be injured

by the spallations which are going on, and
which are very cleverly manipulated by design-

ing s)>eculators. Large sums of money are being

made, and one man, by no means one of the

largest sjieculators, has without doubt realized

$20,000 since the spring. Go where you will

there is nothing but land talked, and if you can-

not talk land you had better " step down and

out," for people will think you a fool. Knots
cluster around the hotels and in every public

lace, and with all the one absorbing topic is

—

Land ! Auction sales go on every evening, and
ts are sold not only in Winnipeg, but all over

the country- People rush in and buy lots that

they know no more about than the man in the

moon, and the following bears this out :—At a

sale of lots recently, a little boy between 13 and

14 edged his way through the crowd, and >ing

up to a gentleman interested in land, who by
the way is brother of the worthy Sheriff of York,

ointed out to him on a map two lots, and asked

f they were good ones. The gentleman said

es, anj(asked why he wanted to know. " Well."

said the boy, "I've saved $25 round the hotel,

and I'm going to invest it inland, and I thought

I'd pay so much on these, and sell them as soon

as there was a rise." The gentleman showed

him some lots which he thought he could do

better with, and the boy departed to think over

the matter.—Globe Cor.

Worthless Mull'.

Not so fast luy friend ; if you could see the strong,
healthy, blooming men, women and children that ha>o
been raised from beds of sickness, suffering and almost
eath by the use of Hop Bitters, you would say
'Glorious and invaluable remedy ."—/** iladelpkia

Times.

Now that the Travelling Srasox is at Hand, no
traveller should be without a bottle of Pr. Fowler's Ex-
tract of Wild Strawberry,to counteract the Kid effects of

the change of climate, water, and diet : fruitful sources
of bowel complaints. Wild Strawberry is a specific

for sea sickness, nausea, vomiting, colic, cholera mor-
bus, diarrhoea and dysentery. Contains no opiates, is

pleasant to the taste, and certain in its affects. S7J
cents per bottle. Ask your druggist for it.

No Trith is Clrarrr than that Scriptural decl«r»-

ion :
—"The blood is life. * * ' and the leaves

hall be for the healing of the Nations." Burdock
Blood Bittersis purely vegetable, and makes pure blood,

renovates, invigorates, and restores the system when
impoverished by disease. One bottle, at the lvminal
cost of one dollar, will convince the most sceptical of

these assertions.
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BOILER EXPLOSION.

BAD RESULT Ifc'KOM A DEFECTIVE GAUGE OK CARE

LESSNESS OE STEAM.

Belleville, Sept. 24.—A shocking thrashing

machine accident occurred in Thurlow yesterday

afternoon. A local paper publishes the follow

ing particulars :

—

One of the most terrible and fatal accidents

that ever occurred in this vicinity took place

yesterday afternoon between 6 and 7 o'clock,

at the farm of Mr. George Caldwell, eighth con.

of Thurlow, and about one and a half miles

east of Zirous Hills. Mr. Owen Eeeds steam

thresher had been engaged during the day by

Mr. Caldwell, and through some defect of the

gauge or carelessness on the part of the engi-

neer the head of steam carried was not fully

known. The consequence was that the boiler

of the thresher exploded with terrific force

tearing everything into pieces and scattering

death and destruction on all sides. Inson,

thresher, who was engaged near the cylinder at

the time the explosion occurred, was struck by

pieces of the shattered engine, and his skull was

badly crushed. He died almost instantly.

Andrew Lloyd, who was also near by, was

blown fully twenty-five yards from the engine,

and his abdomen was torn open so that his

bowels protruded. Death was almost instan-

taneous in his case. Also Wm. Malcolm, son

nf Mr. Wm. Malcolm of this city, and who
was formerly foreman ,of the gas house here,

was instantly killed. He was employed on the

machine and was a promising young man of

about twenty years. Miss Viola Caldwell,

daughter of Geo. Caldwell, aged eleven, who
was near the machine watching the operation?,

was struck by a piece of the engine and her

neck broken. She, too, died in a few moment?.

But these casualities, horrible as they are, did

not complete the injuries inflicted upon life and

limb. Mr. Caldwell was Beriously, but not

fatally wounded. Henry Garvin was danger-

ously injured, and may die. C. Gerkin was also

painfully injured. The engine was shattered

into a hundred pieces, and part of it was driven

into the barn, setting Ere to the straw. By
great efforts the flames were extinguished be-

fore it had done much damage. The scene at

the barn after the accident baffles description.

The writer got his information from an eye-

witness who describes the anguish of the bereav-

ed friends as heartrending in the extreme.

While some cared for the wounded, others gath-

ered about the mutilated forms of the killed

and rent the air with their cries. Strong, active

men, who, a few moments ago were exchanging

greetings and anticipated nothing but happi-

ness, lay upon the ground bleeding and dead.

The little girl Viola was not mutilated, and her

death was so sudden that her countenance re-

tained a natural expression in death. All

around were broken and splintered parts of the

engine. The shades of night closed over one of the

•addest and crushing scenes ever witnessed in

this part of Canada. Mr. Geo. Caldwell, who
suffers such a terrible loss by this accident, is a

brother of Dr. Caldwell dentist, of this city,

and is a widower of about 48 years. He owns

a farm of 200 acres, and is a prosperous farmer.

His mother resides with him.

Later.—Further particulars of the threshing

machine disaster show that Mr Caldwell was

not injured, and that it was not his daughter,

but her cousin Viola or " Lotia," who was

killed. The two children were sitting with

arms intertwined when the explosion took place.

A portion of the boiler struck Lotie, killing

her instantly, and Helen was severely scalded.

The little one who was killed was a daughter of

David Caldwell, a brother of George. The
body of Andrew Lloyd was thrown 102 paces,

and that of Malcolm nearly as far. Gavan,

who was injured, in already able to be about,

bat it in feared that Helen Caldwell will die,

a» »he inhaled a quanity ot steam. Inson, the

tbre»her, was thirty-two years of age and had

three children. He lived in Thurlow. Lloyd

wa» about twenty-five years of age, unmarried,

and lived in the village of Plainfield. Malcolm
wa« about twenty years old, and lived in Belle-

vDle. Lar4? peicei of the boiler were blown
into field* adjoining, and were picked up at

distance* from 200 to 300 yards from the scene

A the accident.

BUSH FIRES.

The following extract from an essay

Forestry by Buckc Withan, of Ottawa, is of

interest and value at the present time : "The en.

ormous waste from bush fires is quite incredible

to tho.se who have not witnessed their dovasta

tion. These originate through careless settlers

and hunters, who cam)) in the woods, and some-

times, though rarely, by the lumbermen thorn

selves, or by surveyors who make smudges t(

ward off the attacks of flies and mosquitoes.

These fires started during a dry season are

stopped only by large streams, lakes, swamps
or by heavy continuous rains. The fires leave a

barren waste, and are only replaced by a scrub

growth of birch or popular. Stringent laws

have been passed by the Ontario Government

against orginators of fires, but unfortunately no

sufficient machinery has been created to put

these laws in force, though petitions have from

time to time been forwarded to the Government

by the millowners and the lumbermen. It is

estimated that more timber has been destroyed

by bush fires than has been exported althogether

from the country. It is evident that if these

fires could be suppressed and the young trees

which are left on the pine lands after the large

timber has been cut out could be protected and

allowed to grow up, a valuable forest would be

formed for a continuous supply if to this were

added some systematic scheme by the Govern-

ment for planting on its waste lands, it is not

yet too late to recuperate the pine timber forests

of this country. To further the proposed

undertaking it would be well to import a few

practical foresters, in order that their wisdom,

acquired by the old, might be utilized in the

new world. The increase in the revenue derived

from the Crown lands dues by the Government
could be profitably expended in protecting and

fostering the timber interests on the public

domain. The staff of twenty or thirty rangers

at present employed by the Government have

done inestimable service, but it is obviously im
possible for such a small staff of but partly em
ployed men to ascertain the origin of destructive

conflagrations. The writer would therefore

suggest that the Government appoint perman
ently the required number of wood rangers or

inspectors, that one or more constables be em-

ployed for every limit of 100 miles square."

Whose duty should it be to apprehend and re-

port to the ranger or other officer any case of

violation of Crown timber regulations, especial-

ly with regard to fires. At present the regula-

tions are very good, butthere is no one specially

to enforce them, saving the few rangers referred

to. Mr. Hotchkiss, who compiled the timber

article for the United States census, states that

at the present rate of cutting the Canadian

supply of timber will give out about the same

time as that of the United States, that is, in

about thirty or forty years. Hence the timber

trade of the continent will thence be transferred

to the Pacific slope. One of the largest mill-

owners on the Ottawa informed the speaker that

he thinks there will not be any pine for expor-

tation from Canada twenty years hence.

Should this Province, therefore, wish to retain

her timber interests there must be no delay in

dealing with the question.

E. S. VINDIN,
4 'out mission, Hliippinc, Forvt nriliim and

Cieneriil Xvxni.

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope.

AUCTION SALE
Twenty-one Hundred Acres

OF VALUABLE

CEDAR & PINE LANDS
Will be offered for sale by Public Auction, at Noon,

On Friday, 28th of Oct. Next
AT THE COURT HOUSE, IN THE

Town of Lindsay
Being Nine Hundred Acres in the Township of Somer-
ville ; and Six Hundred Acres in the Township of
Fenelon ; and Six Hundred Acres in the Township of
Bexley.
Dated 24th September, 1881.

DENNISTOUN BROS. & HALL,
2l23 Solicitors, Peterborough.

The circulation of the blood has been demon-
strated by the microscope, and the proof of the
circulation of Esterbrook's Pens is that they
are found everywhere.

AUCTION SALE
OF VALUABLE

Timber Limits
Situated near Lake Nipissing.

Notice is hereby given that (if not previously dis

posed of by private bargain) the following Valuable
Timber Limits will be offered for sale at Public Auction

at The Mart, 57 Kini? St. East, in the CITY OF
TORONTO, on

Wednesday, 5th of Oct. Next
AT THE HOUR OF NOON, VIZ.:

Sq. Miles,
Berth No. 23, on the River Bueve, near Lake

Nipissing, comprising 36
Berth No. 43, on the River Wannapitac, near

Lake Nipissing, comprising 36
Berth No. 61, on the River Wannapitac, near

Lake Nipissing, comprising 36

In all 108

These limits contain, in the aggregate, "a large quan
tity of magnificent pine timber.
Berth No. 23 is estimated—as the result of a recent

exploration—to contain a quantity of trees sufficient to
produce at least half a million cubic feet of square tim
ber, besides two hundred and fifty thousand standard
saw logs. The river is available for driving to Lake
Nipissing.
There is a good mill site on the Bueve river, about

three miles from Lake Nipissing.
Lumber could be transferred thence by water to the

Callender station of the Canada Central Railway, the
line of which is projected to pass directly through this
limit.

The owners reserve the right to dispose of either or
all of them by private bargain in the meantime, and
will be ready to consider any offers that may be made.
Persons desiring further particulars are invited to

communicate with the undersigned.

F. W. COATE & Co. SMITH, SMITH & RAE,
L23-H Auctioneers. Solicitors, Toronto

THE KEY TO HEALTH.

BLOOD

!

[BlTTERSl

We have added to our plant all the latest improved
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture of Printers Furniture, facilities for executing
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possc»Hes, afid not excelled by any on the continent.
A largo assortment of various outs constantly on hand.

FLEMING & SON,
Ll4 26 Colborne St., Toronto.

Unlocks all the clogged avenues of the

Bowels, Kidneys and Liver, carrying

off gradually without weakening the system,

all the impurities and foul humors~of the
secretions ; at the same time Correcting
Acidity of the Stomach, curing Bili-

ousness, Dyspepsia, Headaches, Diz-
ziness, Heartburn, Constipation,
Dryness of the Skin, Dropsy, Dim-
ness ofVision, Jaundice, Salt Rheum,
Erysipelas, Scrofula, Fluttering of
the Heart, Nervousness and General
Debility ; all these and many other simi-

lar Complaints yield to the happy influence

of BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS.

Sample Bottles 10c ;
Regular size $1.

For sale by all dealers.

T. MILBIKN A CO., Proprietors, Toronto

Union Street, Carleton,

Warerooma, Water Street,

ST. JOHN, N. B.

Allan Brothers
(Late of Harris & Allen)

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Steam Engines
AND

MILL MACHINERY.
Ships Windlasses, Iron Capstans

and Ships CASTINGS of all kinds.

Ships Cambooses & Cabin Stoves

COOKING AND HEATING

STOVES,
Shop, Office and Parlor Stoves, and Franklins.

Agricultural Implements.

BRASS CASTINGS.
Tin, Sheet Iron and Copper Ware for SHIP and

L22-ly HOUSE use.

Special Offer to

LUMBERMEN
To any person sending me this
advertisement and $25 within
the next 60 days, I will send a

Genuine WALTHAM, or
ELGIN WATCH.

in 6 ounce sterling Silver Cases,
Gold Joints, w ith a Written Guar-
antee for three years.

IF- CEUMPTOISr
83 King St. East, Toronto.

Any article in Watches, Clocks,
Diamonds, Jewellery, Silverware,

. etc., sent to any part of Canada,
;
and Satisfaction Guaranteed or

Money Refunded.

We make a specialtv
of Presentations.

Watch Repairing and
Jewelry manufactured
by best workmen only,
at reasonable prices.
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THE CANOE ISLANDS.

They are found only on the latest local map

of Lake George, these isles of the blest—that is

to say of the American Canoe Association.

Some five miles northward from Crosbyside they

rest ; three of them—blue in the haze, green in

the sunshine on the waters of the most enchant-

ing of American lakes. The second week of

August saw them the centre of the canoeing

interest. Thitherward under sail and paddle

came sun-browned, blue-shirted ones, from as

far west as Wisconsin, and as far east as Maine.

Most of them had been some days or weeks on

the way, taking their vacations in the open air ;

cruising in their canoes by day, and sleeping in

them or in tents beside them by night. There

were clergymen, lawyers, doctors, journalists,

manufacturers, foundrymen, merchants,students

and all the other trades and professions ; for the

A. C. A. is eminently Catholic in its scope, and

says "no" to a candidate for admission to its

ranks only on the most obviously objectionable

grounds.

Gradually the main island assumed the appear-

ance of a considerable camp, while the second in

size was appropriated by the Cinneinnati club,

which sent the largest single delegation, and was

in itself the centre of a life and enthusiasm that

were unknown upon the main island.

Among the most notable of the arrivals early

in the week was that of the Canadian contingent,

hailing from Peterborough and Ottawa. They

arrived in the midst of a heavy blow from the

northward, the sea running quite high and (lie

lake covered with whitecaps. The Canadians

use the open hunting canoe, built on the general

lines of the aboriginal " birch," but beautifully

finished in bass, cedar ttnd other woods, and

polished like highly finished cabinet-work. The

voyageurs had come down the Dominion rivers

and Lake Champlain, bringing their cam)) equip-

age with them, and in the eyes of canoeists from

lower latitudes the dainty craft were weighed

down perilously low in the water. It seemed

like harnessing a high-spirited racer to a Lumber

wagon, this loading a light and graceful creature

with five or six times its weight of men and ma-

terial. On they came, however, rising cork-like

over the seas, the long-bladed paddles flashing,

and lithe, muscular forms of the Canadians

bending to the work as it became necessary to

veer to one side or the other in order bo avoid

an unusually threatening series of waves,

ently they swept round into the lee of the island,

saluted gracefully with their paddles in answei

to the cheers from the shore, then landed, and

in an hour or so had their tents pitched, and the

Union Jack of England flying at their landing.

These Canadians carry home with them the

hearty admiration of their American brethren.

With two centuries of canoeing behind them

they came down to Lake George as modestly as

if they expected to learn something from us

neophytes ; and when the leader, Mr. Edwards,

of Peterborough, was unanimously chosen Vice

Commodore of the association for the ensuing

year, he actually protested against it as too

great an honor.

Wednesday was announced by the local press

and on the hotel bulletins as "ladies' day," and

the camps and canoes were prepared for inspec-

tion. The canoes, with all sail set, were taken

out of water and arranged in line along the main

path of the island, everything being ship-shape

and man-o'-war fashion so far as practicable.

By the middle of the forenoon visitors began to

arrive with their escorts from the various hotels

on the mainland, and presently the wooded

island was gay with bright dresses and parasols,

which went from boat to boat and from tent to

tent, full of interested curiosity about every de-

tail of camp life. The ingenious contrivances

in the way of portable stoves, compact cooking-

kits, and all the appliances to which canoeists

resort to increase comfort while taking up but

little room, were fully explained.

Thursday, the opening day of the races, saw

the prettiest sight of the week. The wind was

favorable, and nearly half a hundred fairy craft

ran down to Crosbysido under sail. Every style

of rig, standing,balancc and Chinese lugs, lateens

like those of tho Italian felucca, leg-o'inuttons,

plain boom, gaff and sprit sails, all were filled by

the northerly breeze, and tho lower roaches of

the lake were thickly sprinkled with white sails

and the flashing blades of paddles. One upset

occurred, successfully and safely performed by

a member of the New York club, who subse-

quently distinguished himself by winning every

sailing race in which he started, and presently

all hands were at Crosbyside making ready to

participate in the three days' regattas which

f' ilke.t ed.

Of these I will say nothing save that, as was

appropriate, a Western son of Anak carried off

the two principal prizes assigned for the muscu-

lar paddle, while salt-water seamanship secured

the two which were assigned for the sailing

races.

The ceremonies ended on Saturday night with

a supper tendered by Mr. Crosby, of the Crosby-

side Hotel, and on Monday the canoeists de-

parted for their respective homes, or for the

conclusion of cruises interrupted by the pro-

gramme of regatta week.

The Association may now be regarded as an

accomplished fact. Its membership is about

150, and its composition is as unexceptional, its

purposes as healthful and health-giving as can

readily be in any such organization. Sporting

characters, in the objectionable sense of the

term, are unknown upon its rolls, and it seems

destined to fufill its mission of developing a

spirit of good fellowship and camaraderie which

can hardly be attained in like degree by any

other athletic association in the land. The sec-

retary is M. C. A. Neide, Slingerlands, N.Y.

Of the recreation in its general aspects a word

may perhaps be appropriately said in conclusion.

The term does not properly describe the craft,

and indeed the pundits of the guild are puzzled

to find a terse definition of the word. The

aboriginal canoe, "birch" or Kayac with its

paddle is perhaps the purest type, but modern

ingenuity turns out a boat which is in all essen-

tials a little yacht. It is fitted with sails, lock-

ers, water-tight life-saving compartments, is

decked over, affords comfortable sleeping accom-

modations for its crew of one, and is in all re-

spects a safe and convenient vessel in which to

cruise on lakes and rivers, and along the sea

coast. Long and in some cases adventurous

voyages have been made with its aid, and tho.

accidents have been remarkably few. The
whole life of the canoeist indeed teaches self-

reliance and readiness under all circumstances

to act promptly and with judgment.

Eternal vigilance is the price of dry flannels

in a canoe cruise, and readiness of resource is a

characteristic of the canoeist as it is of the sailor.

No out-of-door sport that is worthy the name is

without its dangers, and anything that will

within reasonable hounds foster a spirit of health-

ful adventure must tend to develop a finer

quality in the manhood of the race. Base ball,

cricket, rowing, tennis ami the other stock of

out-of-door gymnastics have their times and

seasons, but the canoe takes rank in some re-

spects—in many, as its disciples believe—above

them all. It brings its devotee nearer to nature,

and opens to him possibilities of pure and gen-

uine recreation such as none of the others can

afford.

—

Bti Charles Lcdyard Norton, in the

Christian Union.

The Timber I sort For Matches.

Five hundred and fifty-five thousand hours of

each successive day are spent in by the inhabi-

tants of Europe in striking lucifer matches upon

the box and otherwise. The computation is

based upon the following curious statistics :—

Europe, continental and insular, consumes two

milliards of matches daily. Assuming that each

several act of ignition occupies the brief period

of one second—and we have reason to believe

that it is rarely performed in a shorter time—it

will be obvious to every ready reckoner that the

above mentioned amazing number of hours must

be diurnally devoted to the production of arti-

ficial light by friction, in our quarter of the globe

alone. This is food for much quaint speculation

in the seemingly anomalous fact that

Europeans dispose of nearly sixty-four per diem

in scraping tiny sticks, tipped with some inflam-

mable composition, upon sympathetic substances

of various descriptions. It is also interesting to

learn that four hundred thousand cubic yards of

timber and four hundred and twenty thousand

pounds weight of phosphorus are in annual re-

request for tho manufacture of the sovon hun-

dred and thirty thousand millions of matches

used up by Europe in the course of every year.

DRY ROT IN TIMBER.
This disease, if it may be so termed, is still a

matter of doubt between naturalists who have

sought to explain the production of the fungi.

Some have maintained that the fungi producing

dry rot are spontaneously developed ; others

that they are produced by seed taken up and

supported in tho air, until favorable conditions

are presented. The fine powder which dis-

tinguishes dry rot is composed of myriads of

reproductive spores of the fungus. From a

mildew it assumes a delicate, white vegetation,

and afterwards a leathery appearance. The
fungi, over different materials, are of various

colors, sometimes reddish, violet, brown, at

others white or gray. It is well known that

very damp situations are not favorable to the

growth of the fungus. In dry situations it is

found to spread more rapidly, and we have seen

the sides of a party-wall covered with its fibrous,

cotton-like, texture, the roots or filaments ap-

pearing to have extended from the basement.

In this case the painting of the wall was in a

pulverizing state, and tho skirting and flooring

covered by it. The situation was quite dry.

Absolute wet prevents its growth, but damp
combined with warmth appears to be favorable

to decay. One of the principal naval builders

of the Chatham, Eng., dockyard has said that

the destruction of timber by dry rot cannot take

place unless air, moisture and heat are all present,

and that the entire exclusion of any of these

three stays the mischief. Mr. Britton, in his

work on "Dry Rot," who quotes this opinion,

observes, " The admission of air has long been

considered the only means of destroying the

fungus, but as this has frequently proved in-

effectual, it must not be always taken as a cer-

tain remedy." He also says the air admitted

ought to be dry air, so as to absorb the moisture

;

it will then exhaust the fungus. But care should

be taken to let the air escape, and not allow it

to convey the seeds of the disease to other parts

of the building. Hence, the value of free venti-

lation behind all skirtings, dados, wainscotting

and floors in the first place. At eighty degrees

Fahrenheit dry rot proceeds rapidly, but at from

100° to 120" it is arrested. At low temperatures

it is also arrested. To prevent rot good season-

ing and ventilation are essential. Charring

after seasoning and coal-tar are recommended.

To cure dry rot a solution of corrosive sublimate

in water, an ounce to a gallon, used hot, or a

solution of sulphate of copper, half a pound to a

gallon of water, used hot, are good washes.

—

Northwestern Lumberman.

'

To Hake a Frame House Fool.

The New York Tribune in a recent issue

recommends the following method for rendering

an ordinary frame house dry, warm and cool :

—

" These conditions are obtained by the introduc-

tion of a mortar or concrete wall between the

upright timbers or 'studding 'of the ordinary

balloon frame. The wall is very cheaply made,

the mortar being simply filled in between boards

loosely nailed on, and as soon as the first or

lower filling has set, the boards are taken off

and nailed on higher up, and the space again

tilled. In this way, the filling process and re-

moval of the boards being repeated as often as

necessary, the wall may be carried up as high as

desired, whether to the roof, or only to the top

of the first storey, but the full height of the

studding is best. The plaster may be put directly

upon the interior surface of this wall, which of

course will be of the same thickness as the width

of the studding timbers, usually four inches, and

will be flush with them on both sides. But to

prevent the dampness which a solid wall with-

out an interior air-space would be sure to pro«

duce, strips of lath must be nailed up and down
on the outside of the house, and the siding nailed

to and through these strips. There will now
remain, when the siding is put on, a space of

about one-third of an inch between the siding

and the wall. This is not sufficient for a harbor

for rats and mice, while it is quite enough to in-

sure the retention of its warmth by the wall

during the winter night, at least in a sufficient

degree to prevent frost. On tho other hand, the

heated condition of the outer surface of the siding

in summer will not be readily transmitted

through the non-conducting material of the wall,

which will therefore -maintain nearly the same

temperature day and night at all seasons.

MORE BOSH FIRES.

A EEPITION OF THE LATE SCENES IN MICHIGAN.

—SERIOUS CONELAGBATIOS.

Carthage, N.Y., Sept. 17.—The forest fires

which broke out on Thursday a few miles south

have been increasing ever since. Yesterday the

wind blew a gale, and the fire spread so rapidly

that many farmers were unable to remove their

crops and stock, which with many buildings

were burned. Hundreds of people have been

employed for the past twenty four hours in re-

moving their household goods and farming imple-

ments to places of safety. The people of this

village responded to calls for help to fight the

fire until the streets were deserted. Three men

named Kelly, Getinan and Flflod went into the

woods yesterday morning, and have not since

been heard from. It is said that twenty houses

in the Irish settlement were burned since Th

day night. The grass and seed burn like tindc.

,

and the fire spreads with incredible rapidity if

the wind blows. The fire is at present approach-

ing the cemetery through a swamp, and the peo-

ple are preparing to save it if possible. There

are no signs of rain.

Big Thing
American journals have heretofore enjoyed

the satisfaction of getting up the most mon-

strous and absurd things capable of being re-

duced to print, but they are fast losing ground

and Europe is coming to the front. The last

number of the Journal of Forestry, London, Eng.,

contains a most remarkable article translated

from the La Gaccta de la Indastria, of Spain ;

it reports :—" The Americans are projecting a

work exceeding in magnitude any which have

hitherto been dreamed of. They propose to

unite America to Europe by a railway tunnel

along the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean. The

tunnel will be formed of an iron tube 5,600 kilo-

meters in length and 8 metres in diameter. To

enable it to resist the pressure to which it will

be subjected, the tube is to be 50 centimetres

thick and in sections 50 metres in length. De-

tailed information is given in regard to the pro-

posed operations of construction at the bottom

of the ocean, with notices of the arrangement*

for securing telegraphic communication, electric

light and ventilation. Mr. Edison, who is one

of the commission of engineers to which the pro-

ject has been submitted, has given assurance

that by means of an electric locomotive of his

invention the distance of 5,600 kilometres may

be travelled in fifty hours, and the colossal

undertaking, inclusive of rolling stock, is not to

cost more than 2,000 millions of francs." The

Gaccta gives also a summary of a projected ex-

tension of the Moscow and Novogorod railway

by Orenburg and the river Ural to Orish, the

European terminus end starting point <>f the

Asiatic line toward Tashkent-Kohlau, through

desert regions requiring the construction of

numerous bridges, cuttings, tunnels and work-

shops of corresponding magnitude, the final

terminus being Pekin. It is spoken of as being

beyond doubt one of the greatest undertakings

of which human activity can conceive. 1

Blaze In a Lumber Yard

Bakrie, Sept. 15.—The lumber in M.ivor

Ardagh's mill-yard, situated on the bay shore

half way between here and Allandale. was dis-

covered on fire about noon to-day, and the alarm

quickly sounded, but on account of the extremely

high wind blowing at the time, the flames had

made considerable headway before the fire engine

got over. The Northern Railway Company alt

sent their engine and a large number of m
from Allandale to the firemen's assistan

They fought the battle well, and succeeded
'

keeping the fire within the lumber yard, altho

the mill and many of the surrounding hou

had a narrow escape. The loss on lumber

estimated at fnun £7.000 to $8,000. On account

of the absence of Mr. Ardagh in Toronto, it

cannot be ascertained whether the lumber waa

insured or not The origin of the fire is not

known, but is supposed to have been caused by

a spark from the mill or a i-assinc train.

Were man to coniform more to the laws of health

and of nature, and be less addicted to the gratification

of his passions, it would not be necessary to advertise

Fellows' Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites as a

restorative for the power of the brain and nervous

system, while the world s p»gress enli$rhtenmc«

would indeed be marvellous.
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FOREST CULTURE ON THE PRAIRIES.

In a thickly-wooded country it is natural that

sutlers should turn their chief efforts to getting

ri.l of the timber. Only a very small portion of

it can be utilized for building and fences ;
the

rest is valuable only for the potash it will pro-

duce. This is true of the early settlements.

After a while the merchantable timber, the black

walnut, where it happens to grow, the pine, the

oak, the bird's-eye maple, are worth marketing.

At a further stage, such as that which the State

of New York has now reached, almost all kinds

of hardwood are valuable, not only to produce

heat, but for use in manufactures. In a country

where the prairies are out.of all proportion to the

woodlands, large,the necessities are of an opposite

kind ; instead of tree destruction, which is the

law of progress ii»forest lands, tree planting is a

necessity. But there is, nevertheless, a natural

reluctance to engage in it. To plant in autumn

or spring a crop that will be reaped in the coming

summer is what most strongly recommends itself

to the farmer. To plant and reap in a few

months is the sort of alternation that suits him

best. To plant trees which may be years in

arriving at maturity, which the planter may

never live to see fit for use or the market, offers

a too remote chance of compensation for the

labor and patience expended, to make planting

trees an alluring enterprise. And besides tree

growing, which consumes a number of years,

raises a question of capital. If a farmer has no

capital which he can afford to invest without

the hope of a return for a number of years, he

cannot go into forest culture, even with a strong

inclination to do so.

In such a state of things, forest culture needs

special encouragement. Bounties and freedom

from taxes have both been tried in the western

States. In some cases a fixed sum has been paid

for every tree planted ; but the temptation to

fraud which the premium held out sometimes

proved too strong to be resisted. This plan,

judged by its results, can scarcely be recom-

mended for adoption. The freeing of timber-

planted land from taxes is said to have answered

better ; but if frauds can be perpetrated under

one form of bonus, it is difficult to see why the

same evil may not happen under the other. To

be sure, a tree planted in the spring might have

its absence explained some months after, on the

plea that it was dead. Taxes are payable every

year, and they would not be likely to be

remitted on land which the assessors did not find

devoted to forestry. There is, therefore, a reason

for preferring the remission of the tax. Whether

the remission of the municipal tax, where there

is no other, would prove sufficient, is a question.

It is clear that though the remission of state and

municipal taxes might achieve the object desired,

the remission of the municipal tax only might

not bring equal success.

Another question should properly precede

this : Is it desirable to offer pecuniary encour-

agement for forest planting on the prairies, in

any form ? This is an economical question with

apolitical side; and if it be determined in the

affirmative, then it is plain that any mode of

encouragement to be adopted should be sufficient.

And if it be not answered in the affirmative, it

would be a waste of time to discuss it. The

experience of other countries, notably the United

States, not dissimiliarly circumstanced, has de-

cided the question in the affirmative ; and we

think it would be safe to allow that experience

to guide us a moderate distance in the direction

it> which it pointe.

It will be much if men's minds be imbued

with the necessity and the desirability of tree

planting in our north-west. Nor should those

who could afford to do it wait for bonuses to

supply the necessary stimulus to exertion. If

the distant hope of bonuses caused men to wait

till they could get them, that hope might prove

a discouragement instead of an encouragement.

Whether it will pay prairie farmers to grow

patch'.-.! forest, it will assuredly pay them to

grow tree* for ahelter for their cattle.

The effect of forests on climate remains to be

considered. The presence of trees is pretty well

understood to conduce to rainfall. Treeless

lands are sometimes barren, but by no means

always. The Jtocky Mountains, by their vary-

ing confiuration, regulate the rainfall in different

localities on the eastern slopo. They deflect the

cloud- in paiticular directions, and leave wme

belts of soil barren. If the planting of forests

could correct this defect, which is scarcely ptob-

able, it would be advisable to plant gradually up

to the barren belts first, and then invade them

as a means of giving them the conditions of

fertility.

All that anyone can hope to do at present is

to attract attention to the subject of tree plant-

ing on the prairies. And this it will not be easy

to do, since the average prairie farmer in our

North-west has his attention so completely en-

grossed by matters of more immediate interest.

If nurserymen would turn their attention to

that quarter, something might be done. The

kind of trees suitable to be grown there would

have to be ascertained. As a rule, a much

greater variety than is actually grown for orna-

mental trees could easily be secured ; and though

the characteristic vegetation of each region ought

to be the chief concern, the attainment of the

widest possible variety is undoubtedly desirable

—Monetary Times.

The Value of Lumber.
The Northwestern Lumberman can see nothing

to indicate why lumber will materially depre-

ciate in value, no matter at what time the period

may be placed. It is not reasonable to expect

that the great tide of emigratiou will lessen, so

long as this is a Republican Government, and

the countries from which the immigrants come

are governed by kings and queens. The foreign

element will erect houses, barns and fences upon

the plains that are now unsettled, and there is

no reason to suppose that they will cease to do

so until the western prairie States are settled as

thickly as Ohio and New York. The demand

for building material will increase. In cities

other materials will be used largely in place of

lumber, as they always have been ; but on the

whole wooden buildings will be the rule, instead

of the exception, long after every person living

on the earth to-day shall have gone where, so

far as is known, there is no interest taken in

buildings built by hands. The future promises

no reduction in the cost of production ; on the

contrary, it is almost absolutely certain that the

lumber cut from the logs that will be secured

the coming winter will cost more than that now

being sold. Provisions and grain will be Higher

the hauls will be longer, and everywhere stump-

age is increasing in value. The boom in pine

lands is, of itself, indicative that the days of

cheap lumber are numbered, and no inconsider

able proportion of these lands are owned by men
who, if necessary, are not only willing, but able

to hold them.

Neither the demand nor the supply is an un-

certain quantity. The former goes on with a

stride that is increased from year to year, and

the latter can be figured out with much pre-

cision. The ratio of increase of the young tim-

ber can calculated, and the amount of standing

timber adapted for commercial purposes is pretty

well known. It is unlike the supply of iron and

coal in this respect. The beds of the latter may
run an unmeasurable distance underground, and

in directions least expected ; but there is no

timber out of sight.

MACHINES TO DESTROY.

To the Editor of the Scientific American.

You have in your issue of September 3 an

article on "Fast Lumber Cutting in the Fuget

Sound." Yes, it is wonderful how we have pro-

gressed in wood cutting and wood working ma-

chine!}*, and we thereby cut up in ten years as

much lumber as formerly would have taken one

hundred years. We shall soon be in the same

fix with all our timber scarcity as you described

in an article lately on the black walnut. In

fifty years from now, it seems, we can break up

all our saw mills and wood working machinery,

as there will be no timber to cut unless some one

can come to our help and invent a timber grow-

ing machine. Are we not a great nation to

invent machinery to destroy, so as to turn every-

thing into cash.

G. H. TlMMERMAN.

St. Louis, Mo., September, 1881.

Z'jpbsa.—A healthy man never thinks of Ins

stomach. The dyspeptic thinks of nothing else. In-

digestion is a constant reminder. The wise man who
finds himself Buffering will spend a few cents for a

bottle of Zopeia, from Brazil, the new and remarkable
compound for clensinj; and toning the system, for

assisting the Digestive apparatus and the Liver to

properly perform their duties In assimilating food.

Get a 10 cent sample of Zopeea, the new remedy, of

vour druggist. A few do«es will 8urprise you.

WANTED.
CLERKSHIP IN SHANTY for Winter. Practical

knowledge of timber object more than salary. 4 years

experience in offices, 2 in timber. Age nineteen, rir-t

class references. Address " CI.I'UK," care of Canada
Lumberman, Peterborough, Ontario.

A BARGAIN—GRIST AND SAW MILL I OR SAW-',
paying 12 per cent, clear

;
price 10,000 ; nod lOOVC

percentage guaranteed. Apply to

JOSEPH DAVIES & Co.,

Lumber, Coal, & Commission Merchants,

46 CHURCH ST. TORONTO. InM

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground Hour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
b26 WM. MACKIE Proprietor.

Caledonian Hotel,
GEAVENHUEST.

JOHN SHARPE, Proprietor. This Hotel has been
newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main Strict,

within five minutes walk of Northern Railway station.

Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors and Cigars.
Every attention paid to guests. Good Stabling. lyLlfi

The American Hotel,
BARBIE, ONT.

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.

SW Everv accommodation for Commercial and
LUMBERMEN.
LU W. D. McDONALD, Proprietor.

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHURST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and- thoroughly-
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-

tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will

find "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-

tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26

TRUSSES.
CLUTI-IE'S PATENT SPIRAL TRUSS
all attachments improved. No more
buckles, all on solid brass casting
Book on rupture and human frame free.

Send address in full post card. Best
true information about rupture and

deformities. CHAS. CLUTHE, Surgical Machinist,
USA King Street west, Toronto. 12M3

CANADA TRUSS FACTORY
(ESTABLISHED 1856.)

:e\ g-ross,
Manufacturer of SURGICAL and ORTHOPCEDICAL
INSTRUMENTS. ARTIFICIAL LIMBS made to order.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS of every description. Ll9-ly

688 and 690 Craig Street, Montreal.

G-RATEETJIi—COMFORTING-.

EPPS'S COCO
BREAKFAST.

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the fine properties of

well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our break-
fast tables with a delicately flavored beverage which
may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the
judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution

may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist

every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle mala-
dies are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
blood and a properly nourished frame."—CM Service
Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in

packets and tins only (i-lb. and lb.) labelled

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,

London, England. l19-1v

Burdock BLOOD Bitters

Burdock Healing Ointment should be
used in connection with Burdock Blood Bitters for

curing Ulcers, Abscesses, Fevers, Sores, &c. Price

25 cents pjr box. T. MILBURN & CO.,
— Sole Agents, Toronto,

PORTLAND FOUNDRY.

Joseph McAfee,
(Latk Anoi s McAreE.;

Warehouse, Main St., St. John, N B.

agriculturaTimplements.

MASLTACn-HEK OP

Coohing, Ship, Parlor & Office Stoves

MILL CASTINGS
Ship Windlasses, Capstans, and

Ship Castings of all kinds,
(MADE TO ORDER.)

Power Capstans, Patent Ship Pumps
ly With Copper Chambers. l20

Lead Scuppers & Water Closets & all

goods in my line for Ships' use.

Work done to Order with Quick Despatch.

IRWIN k BOYD
Commission

Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

SMpping*6eneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

PEACTICAL
Founders, Machinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori-
zontal and. Portable

Engines, Boilers
Grain Elevators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery.

With Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY.

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

RODEBAUGH'S SAW FRAME, MILL
DOCS and SAW GUIDES.

WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IRON
CASTINGS.

",i?*Tlans and Specifications on application."^^

The Walkerville Foundry

/ORKS.
Walkerville, Out., June lssl. 12116
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Travelling Agent.

MR. A. L. W. BEGG lias been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub-

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con-

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

The Canada Lumberman
DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER & Co. PETERBOROUGH.

Terms of Subscription :

One copy, one year, in advance $2 00

One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Kales :

Per line, for one year $0 90

Per line, for six months 50

Per line, for three months 30

Per line, for first insertion 10

Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's. 05

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 0 lines per annum !j 00

Cards not occupying more than G lines, for G mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti-

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

cast three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances Should

be addressed and made payable to Tokbr & Co., Peter-

borough, Ont.

Communications intended for insertion in the Canada

LUMBERMAN, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in-

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. OCT. 1, 1SS1.

A FOREST DEPARTMENT.
Renewed interest in tho subject of the man-

agement of our Woods and Forests has been

awakened by recent events. The enormous de-

vastation caused during the late dry season by

forest fires, and the contemplated sale of timber

limits in the Nipissing district by the Ontario

Government, both deserve consideration, and

have received it.

These two circumstances, though seemingly of

•such a widely different nature, in one aspect

point in the same direction, and teach the same

lesson. The bush fires have notoriously in many,

if not in most, instances taken their start from

the setters' fires for clearing purposes. Again,

the necessity for the salo of tho Nipissing timber

limits, when their is already so much pine land

under license, and the propriety of economizing

our supply of standing timber is so well recog-

nized, arises from the fact that settlers are

already establishing themselves on the land in

question. Not only, therefore, is a premature

sale forced upon tire Province, if it would avoid

the risk of the destruction of this portion of its

capital, but the very fact of the sale will in-

evitably lead to fresh antagonism between the

settlers and the lumbermen with their divergent

interests.

It is clear when such evil results arise that

there is something wrong with our forest manage-

ment. That a wasteful destruction of valuable

property should constantly occur—that the pro-

mature consumption instead of economical use of

our fast diminishing forest wealth should be

encouraged, are in themselves sufficient proofs

that our systom is faulty and extravagant.

Does it not seem obvious that the difficulty

arises from the want of proper classification of

the Crown Lands of the Provinces ? Surely it

-would not be difficult to decide what lands

should be opened for settlement, and what

might be more advantageously maintained per-

manently as forest. Where the land is well

fitted for cultivation, it may bo advisable to

clear oft the timber and then admit the settler

as quickly as possible. On the other hand,

where the soil is bettor fitted for forest growth

than for agriculture, the settler should bo ex-

eluded altogether, and a proper system should

loe adopted for perpetuating the timber growth.

Thus our resources—our capital—would be

utilized in the most fitting and economical man-

ner. It is certain that mixing up settlement

and lumbering has proved a failure.

We again urge the propriety of establishing a

Bureau of Woods and Forests, which will take

this and similar matters in hand.

AS OTHERS SEE US.

The following are extracts from a corespon-

dent's letter to the Scotsman giving an interest-

ing account of a flying visit he paid to Ottawa,

detailing some of the sights he witnessed in

that rapidly rising city—the capital of the Do-

minion of Canada:—"The leading thorough-

fares," he says, " have been laid out on a hand-

some scale, and show a good many substantial

buildings." Speaking of the cities he had visited

throughout America, he says :
" Not one can be

said to have really tackled the most important

object of municipal management. Quebec is a

marvellous agglomeration of pitfalls and sloughs

of despond ; and in Montreal, though the foot

pavements are somewhat better, the carriage

ways, for that great commercial centre, are far

from satisfactory. In the case of Ottawa, there

is more or less paving to bo seen along the

principal thoroghfares, while the wooden side-

walks are kept in a fair state.

" Scarcely had I completed a general survey

of Ottawa," he writes, "when I was taken in

hand by a prominent citizen who had kindly

nudertaken to show the lions. We visited

the extensive saw-mills, where timber, floated

down the river from distances of fifty to a

hundred miles, is cut up into boards. In their

mechanical arrangements these mills are very

much alike, though with more or less important

variations in detail, suggested by the ingenuity

of individual managers. In tho river above

them lie acres of logs, tho shooting of which

through long slides from a higher to a lower

level is considered ono of the local sights, and

affords a certain mild sensation to tourists who
care to trust themselves on the swiftly rushing

rafts. Arrived at the mills, the logs are floated

one by one into a still wator dock, where they

are clutched by machinery adapted to convert

them into marketable boards with a minimum
of manual labor. Hoisted up by means of a

chain worked by gearing from the engine, a

log is deposited on the travelling platform of a

circular saw, revolving with such rapidity that

in watching it you are reminded of Smith

Mimer's sword, which went clean through a

man without his feeling anything but a sort of

coldness in his inwards, A minute more, and

with a weird sound which fancy might interpret

as a shriek of triumph over tho giant

of the forest, the saw has whisked off a

slab from one sido of the rounded bole, a pro-

cess which is presently repeated as the other

side confronts the relentless teeth. Being

thus roughly squared, the log is slid upon

another table, where verticlo saws, spaced ac-

cording to the thickness of tho boards required,

cut their way simultaneously through masses of

solid timber. Fed continusly into this machine,

tho logs come out as so many sheaves of plank-

ing. The trimming of rough edges is the work

of another moment ; and the boards are then

sent travelling over a set of endless chains to be,

on reaching a certain point, cut to the desired

length and delivered at the far end in a state fit

for the market. In Ottawa alone the extent

and importance of the trade give employment
to several thousand persons, whose appearance

speaks volumes for the healthy and well-paid

character of their occupation. Such indeed is

the present prosperity of the lumbering interest

that one establishment here has been fitted with

the electric light, and is kept running day and

night. Being driven by water, the mills have

of course, to be closed with the advent of win-

ter ; hence this eagerness to make hay while

the sun shines. Pail-making, again, illustrates

that speed of production attained by division of

labor which, whatever may be said against it

from the artistic point of view, undoubtedly

gives the consumer tho advantage of a cheap-

ness otherwise unattainable. As you watch the

first stage of the process, before you can count

half a dozen, a deft-handed boy has slipped

within an irom hoop tho staves necessary to

form a pail or tub. The hoop is driven tight,

and the article passed on to a planing machine,

by which, in a trice, inside and out are reduced

to perfect smoothness. The cutting of a groove

and insertion of the bottom are accomplished

with equal celerity ; and, ere you have time to

turn, the vessel has been fitted with a handle,

and ready for the market.
" The power employed in the Ottawa mills

is derived from the noble river which, just on

the western verge of the town, forms a cataract

ranked next to Niagara among the waterfalls of

this continent. The depth of the descent does

not exceed 40 or 50 ft.; but so great is the

volume of water tumbling over a rocky ledge,

some 200 feet in length, so terrible the turmoil

of the seething caldron which receives its

thundering fall, amid clouds of rainbow-tinted

spray, that the effect, more especially when
viewed from a platform in close proximity, is im-

pressive to the pith of the sublime. Noting how
the mill-wheel water passes off as a mere driblet

from the edges of the current, one feels that in

this enormous magazine of natural force there

is a motive power far more than enough to pro-

pel all the saw-mills of Canada."

HOW TO FIGURE SPEED. THE REASON
WHY.

To the Editor of the Canada Lumberman.

Sir,— I notice in your last issue an article

under the above title, written, as I understand

it, for the purpose of explaining, in a plain way,

the principle upon which the rule for computing

the rolativo rates of speed between driving and

driven pulleys of given sizes, as also the relative

sizes of such pulleys for given rates of speed is

based, for the special benefit of such parties in-

terested as are supposed to bo unlearned in such

matters.

Tho object is a commendable one, and the

writer evidently has a knowledge of the subject,

but in presenting tho " reasons why " in such a

manner as to be easily understood by those for

whom they are intended, and to be of practical

use to them, the paper appears, to my mind, to

be a failure.

The writer describes "the 'rule' laid down
in the ' books' " for tho solution of this problem

—giving the diameter and speed of a driving

pulley to find the speed of a driven pulley

of a given diameter—to be, "multiply

the diameter of tho driving pulley by its

revolutions per minute, and divide by the diam-

eter of the driven pulley." Of course, if it were

required to find the size of a driven putfeyto pro-

duce a given rate of sj>ced, the rule would be-
Multiply as before, and divide by the numl>erof

revolutions of the driven pulley.

With your permission, I will give my version

of the " reasons why " for the above rules.

From the article referred to I quote the fol-

lowing example:—"Suppose the diameter of

driver was 25 inches, its speed ISO, and a speed

of 000 was required, what would be the diameter

of the driven pulley?"

The relative rate of speed of the two pulleys

respectively is in inverse proportion to their

respective diameters, therefore the above ques-

tion should bo stated thus :

—

As ISO : 25 : : 000 : diameter driven pulley.

Fvery schoolboy knowns that to work this out,

you multiply the first and second terms, and
divide by the third, say

—

ISO x 25
= 7h, tho diameter required.

GOO

In this operation you oxemplifv the "rule"

—

" Multiply tho diameter of the driving pulley

by its rate of speed, and divide by the speed of

the driven pulley," clearly illustrating the prin-

ciple upon which it is based.

To avoid complications and confusion in com-

puting, where counter shafts are used, apply the

above simple rule to each motion separately in

regular order, either forward or backward, and
you will arrive at a correct conclusion, no mat-

ter how many changes of speed or "train of

gearing " there may bo between the.ft>.si motion

and the fast-one.

Hoping this may be of use to some of your
eaders, I am, yours truly,

Cogg Wheel.
St. John, N.B., Sept. 21.

The good accomplished with steel pens is in-

calculable, but the cost of a box of Fsterbrook's

is only nominal. The stationers have them.

The trade supplied by Brown Bros., Toronto.

TIMBER LIMITS BURNT.

The Kingston Whig, of Sept. 20th, says :—

Last evening a gentleman who has just arrived

from " away back," was interviewed in relation

to the destruction caused by fires, which ol late

have been so terrible, convincing settlers of the

danger of starting them in dry times in order to

clear their farms. The west part of Clarendon

and the whole of Miller have been sw ept over by

the fiery scourge, carrying destitution and loss.

Mr. Leopold Ohlman, who resides at a place

near the mountain, has lost his bams, house,

crops and fences.

Mr. J. Stalker has been a sufferer to a similar

extent. The people are thankful that their

lives have been spared.

The fire is now in the pineries, and it is assert-

ed that the limits of William Mackay, of Ottawa,

have been greatly damaged. They were all

burned over, and to preserve the charred timber

from further destruction by borers and dry rot

Mr. Mackay will need at once to remo\e the

partially destroyed tree trunks and have thtm

sawn up. A large number of men will be wanted

to do this work.

Mr. McLaren's limits have also been burned

over. The camps of the lumbermen in both

Mackay'8 and McLaren's limits have been

burned, but the depots and supply house have

not fallen a prey to the ravaging flames. It is

hard to say what the extent of the damage has

been.

The heaviest losser to the farmers will be those

of their crops and fences. The wood is not of

as much consequence to them as it is to the peo-

ple of the cities who depend on the forest in the

rear for their fuel supply.

The fires around Plevna are still raging, but

there is now no fear of the destruction of the

village. Yesterday the fires were but a few

miles from Plevna.

Not much disaster so far has been wrought in

Palmerston, the residents of which are very

particular as to fire.

Canonto, which has not yet been much set-

tled, but which is now open to settlements, has

boen all burned over and many acres are de-

scribed as " a smouldering fire bed." The sight

at night is said to have been grand. The coun-

try for miles has been lit up by the flames. A
short time ago our informant drove out some

miles to see the conflagration work up this side

of what is known as the mountain. The scene

was impressive, the flames creeping up the tall

trees and leaping higher and higher until they

reached the craggy peak. The fantastic and

wierd sh.i|>es in which the seething flames twist-

ed presented an unparelleled sight in this

viciuity. For some hours afterwards the glow-

ing fire could be seen eating its way into the

pines. It is stated that even green hardwood

has fallen a prey to the destructive element.

This is an unusual occurrence, due to the fact

that the trees are now almost devoid of sap.

The fires will smoulder for a long time unless

rain falls.

The most mischievious Are observable is that

which runs along the line of the K. & P. R.,

especially between Farham and the Mississippi.

San Mills i: in in .1.

Phei.pstoN", Sept. 20.—About six o'clock this

evening Aanderson & Tennant's large saw miMs,

know n as the Anten Mills, at Hendrie, three

miles south of here, were burnt. The fire burst

out suddenly near the boiler-room, and when
discovered the interior was a mass of flames.

The mill was totally destroyed : cause unknown.

Its value was from §15,000 to §18,000. The in-

surance is reported from seven to ten thousand

dollars. Very little lumber was burned. The

Northern and North Western Railway lose

Hat cars, burnt.

The Monetary Times says that an enterprise

of some importance is the cooperage of Messrs.

Pike and Richardson, of Pikeville, near Chat-

ham, Ont., who have contracted with jiarties in

Europe to furnish five million elm hoops, twenty,

five million elm staves and baSBWOOd headings

innumerable. The firm has factories at Bis-

marck, Rodney, Comber. Tibury, Charing Cross

and Buxton. They employ 370 men. besides

those engaged in getting out logs, while the

capacity of the works is 30.000.000 EteTOBj t\-

00,000 hoops, aud 1.000.000 set barrel staves.
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IMPORTANT MEETING.

THE SUBJECT OF FOREST FIRES CONSIDERED

—

ESSAY ON FORESTRY.

At the meeting of the Ontario Agricultural

Association, held in the City Hall, London, on

September 21st, prize essays on forestry were

read.

Mr. J. H. Aylesworth presided, and on the

platform were professors Bell and Mills.

Professor Bell explained the objects of the

meeting, and said the necessity for precautions

being taken by the Government for the preser

ration of the forests was becoming more and

more obvious. The essay which had been

awarded the first prize by Professor Buckland,

Mills and himself was written by Mr. D.

Nichol. of Cataraqui, Prontenac county. He
then read the essay, which embraced a list of

all trees indigenous to the country, with the

habits and values of the same, and their adapta-

bility to the different soils. Directions for

planting were also given at length, and some

valuable information in regard to the destruc-

tion of forests by fire and other causes. The

essay included a description of shrubs suitable

for hedge plants, and the white cedar was highly

recommended for that purpose. A mass of

valuable information on the subject was con-

tained in the essay.

Prof. Bell could corroborate what was said in

regard to the white cedar for hedges from per-

sonal observation. The locust was also valuable

for such purposes.

Prof. Mills proposed that Prof. Bucke's essay

on the same subject be read by the writer, as

his observations on the subject were the result

of a long experience.

Prof. Bucke's essay referred to the immense

destruction of forest areas by the early settlers

of the country. At that time it would have

been rediculed if the proposal to save the timber

had been made. He spoke of the timber inter-

est as second only to that of agriculture in this

country. The health-preserving properties of

forests wijs pointed out, and the many other

benefits derived from their presence. The an-

nual revenue derived from the timber lands of

Ontario aggregated over 8400,000. The destruc-

tion by fires was dwelt on, and some surprising

statements made in regard to this. More trees

have been destroyed by these bush fires than

have ever been exported from the countiy.

Some of the precautions taken by the Govern-

ment against this destruction were related, and
examples were drawn from those countries in

which the tree-felling was regulated strictly by
the government. Prom the time occupied by
hardwood in coming to maturity—80 to 150

years—it was most obvious that the govern-

ment must become the producer. No private

individual could undertake such a work. In
the neighboring republic great encouragement

was given to tree raising, by free grants of land,

etc., for that purpose. One of the largest ex"

porters in the country expressed his opinion

that in twenty years there will be no pine to ex-

port from Canada. In conclusion, he stated

that it was absolutely necessary that forest fires

should be suppressed, and the Government
ought to take steps for enforcing precautions

having this effect in view. Secondly—the pine

lands remaining should not be settled. Thirdly

—waste lands should be immediately planted.

The destruction of the forests, he said, would
lead to the gradual decrease of rainfall and
other evils.

Professor Bell said the object which the

Society had in view in offering prizes for these

essays was to draw the attention to a subject

which was of vital importance to the country.

—

Frtt Prea.

Dthpkpsia.—Strenthen your digestion—tone the
•totnach tor utilizing and assimilating every atom of
food you take ; the body ne«ds it for strength and
rigor. Zimew cleanses the entire system, stimulates
the Liver, keeps you regular, and able to eat ten-penny
naila. Letters and postal cards come in daily, telling
of cure* and help frem Z'//jexa, from Brazil. Positive
pro*,/ of the health and vigor it gives in a ten cent
•ample. Ask your druggist.

Lames, would you be beautiful, have a clean com-
plexion, free from blotches, pimples, and other skin
diwates arising from impure blood ; would you restore
the bloom of health to the valid cheek, the brilliant
•V»rkl<: to the eye, and clarticitv to the step, take
Burdock J;lood bitters, the great blood purifier, vita-
lizer, *nd tonic A sure cure for all forms of female
complaints, weakness, and irregularities. One dollar

Jp*r bottle. Hold bj all druggitts. T. Muri um, & Co.,
Toronto.

OMEMEE.
KlNCAID'S wills.—We are pleased to notice;

the incereased business which has sprung up in

connection with Mr. Kincaid's saw, shingle and

planing mills here. The product of these mills

for the past season has been as follows :—Half

a million feet of pine lumber, half a million of

shingles, and two hundred thousand feet of hard-

wood, besides supplying the local demand and

attending to large orders connected with build-

ing operations. Mr. Kincaid has shut down ht

present for want of water to bring logs to the

mills. He was to leave for the woods on the

22nd Sept. to get out more logs from his limits

in the township of Harvey. The bush fires made
considerable havoc in these limits, destroying a

large number of logs, &c.

Cedar Strips.

A Saginaw man has devised machinery for

manufacturing cedar strips with which to line

trunks. The machinery consists of a set of

knives six and one-half feet long, which begin

on the outside of a cedar log and cut it length-

wise into strips of any thickness required from

the thirty-second to half an inch in thickness,

the strips being delivered in a compact roll ready

for use as soon as cut. The importance of this

manufacture consists in the fact that cedar wood
is a complete protection against all kinds of

vermin, such an ants, cockroaches, lice, moths,

and worms of all kinds. This ceiling can also

be used for pantries, clothes presses, store-rooms,

and all other apartments in the house, where

insect pests are apt to be found. It can also be

used for flooring. By the new method, the dif-

ficulty occasioned by the smallness and imper-

fection of cedar logs is overcome. By paring

the strips thin, they can be made fifty feet long,

and their flexibility prevents their breaking.

For ceilings, the edges are beveled and glued

together. It has been suggested that these thin

cedar strips be used for mattresses.

Kentucky's Biggest Tree Fellcel.

The Louisville Commercial reports the felling

of Kentucky's largest tree near Carr's. The

tree measured 18 feet in diameter at the bai e-

The cut was made 0 feet above the ground,

where tho tree was 12 feet through. The Ccm.

mercial adds :
—

" From the cut to the fast

limb can be made eight good length rail cuts,

each 10 feet long, which would split enough

rails to fence a small farm. The first limb was

nearly a dozen feet in diameter, and it would

have, by itself, made a very large sawlog.

Nearly all the small limbs had fallen and decay-

ed away. Its plank measurement is computed

at nearly 50,000 feet, besides several limbs that

would make altegether, 25 cords of wood. On
the day of the felling a large concourse of

people marched from Vanceburg to the place.

Colonel W. S. Rand, an able speaker, was the

orator of the day. He and others, qualified to

be good judges of such things, supposed that

this mighty forester was four or five centuries

old. There were to be distinctly seen over 300

rings, and it is not known how long since it

completed its growth, as it has been dead for

many years.

Th cBPurt'st and Best Medicine everMnde.

Acotmbination of Hops, Buchu, (Wan
d rakfle and Dandelion, with all the best and
moytc%urativo properties of all other Bitters
makes^the greatest Blood Purifier, Liver
Reg U l\ ator, and Life and Ilealth Restoring
Agent nnTjUHHMWff'WtfTT '

"
'•*

'

1

No disease c^kan possibly long exist where Hop
Bitters are ua^ed,so varied and perfect are their
o Derations.]

Tiey give new li\h and vigor to tho aged and infirm

To all whose ewnploymentscauso irregulari
ty of thebowclsor^urinai-y organs, or who re
quire an Appetizer^^Tonic andmild Stimulant
Hop Bitters axe inval^^uable, without Intox-
icating
No matter what your fe^elings or symptoms

are what the disease or ailWnent is use Hop Bit-
ters. Don't wait untilyoua%>e sick but if you
only feel bad or miserablc.il use them at once-
It may save yourlife.lt hasll saved hundreds.

$500 wiU be paid foracaMse they will not
cure or help. Do not suffer\orlety°ur friends

8uffer,but use and urjje thcm^L'ouse Hop B
Remember, Hop Bitters is no^J110

'
drugged

drunken noBtrurn, but tho Furcs^^^.0-
n d Best

Medicine ever made ; the "INVAMDS^V- FBD!ND
and HOPE" and no person or family
should be without them.

O.I.C. Is an absolute and irrestible cure 1forUrunkeneHH, use of opium, tobacco and
narcotics. All sold by druggists. Send
for Circular. ilep Bitten Btg. Co.,

Eochester.N.Y and Toronto, Ont.

Drake Brothers' Box
Provost Street Extension, New Glasgow, Pletou County, I, B.

SPRUCE, PINE I HEMLOCK SHINGLES
IP. H. DBAKE. 3ST. II. DItAKP.

D. McLACHLAN & SONS,
Manufacturers of all Descriptions of

STEAM BOIL1ES.
SHIPS' WATER-TANKS. Repairing Punctually Attended to.

NORTH SLIP, ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

STEAM SAW MILL OWNERS
Have your Boilers thoroughly Inspected and Insured against Explosion by

The Canadian Steal Users' Insurance Association

HEAD OFFICE, 9 VICTORIA STREET, TORONTO.

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, President. GEORGE C. ROBB, Chief Engineer.

HON. JNO. McMURRICH, Vice-Pres. A. F. JONES. Secretary-Treasurer, lyi.17

J. F. LAWTON

Alexandria Saw Works

SAINT JOHN, N.B.

Saws of all kinds manufactured from
the BEST CAST STEEL that can be

procured in any Market.

EVERY SAW WARRANTED.
SAWS REPAIRED in the best manner

and on Short Notice.

Send Address for Price List, Terms, &c.

L22 J. F. LAWTON.

AK HALI
Nos. 115,117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

J

We are the most Extensive CLOTHIERS in Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the iuterest of our Customers. Our stock is FULL of the

very hest goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables us to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.

We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with s
Good Suit. Remember the address:—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. 1jli3
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SALE OF TIMBER LIMITS.

The Ottawa Free Press, of Sept. 20th, says :—

The announcement that there would be sales of

timber limits by Messrs. Brewer and Tacka-

berry at the Grand Union this afternoon attract-

ed to that place a large crowd of buyers and

others. By two o'clock the spacious main office

of the hotel was crowded with lumbermen, law-

yers and business men, who were either engaged

in conversation or examining the maps of the

various limits which adorned the walls of the

room.

About half-past two o'clock loud voices were

heard in one corner of the room, rising over the

general hum of conversation which filled the

air. In the midst of the crowd, talking at the

top of their voices and gesticulating wildly,were

seen the two auctioneers. The matter in dis-

pute was as the order in which the sales should

conducted. It seems that both the auctioneers

had advertised their sales to take place at two

o'clock, and as it was obvious that they could

not both sell at once, the question arose as to

who should sell first. Each of the rivals had his

friends who warmly espoused his cause. What
with the loud tones of the auctioneers, the ap-

plause of their friends, and the suggestions of

disinterested bystanders, there was a perfect

babel of voices. In the midst of the hubbub,

auctioneer Macdonald announced that he had

intended to offer a farm for sale, but owing to

the death of President Garfield, he would post-

pone it until after the funeral. This announce-

ment was greeted with cheers and laughter, and

had the effect of restoring good humor among
the excited partizans of the two auctioneers.

A few minutes later Mr. Brewer mounted a

chair and addressed the crowd. He said he

was willing to do anything that was fair. He
was willing to leave the matter in the hands of

his employers, who should make an arrangement

witli Mr. Tackaberry's employers. They, and

not the auctioneers, were the proper people to

settle the question.

No sooner had Mr. Brewer vacated the chair

than it was mounted by Mr. Tackaberry, who
claimed that his sales had been advertised along

time before Mr. Brewer's, and hinted that the

latter had unfairly fixed the date of his sale of

poor limits on the same day in order to take ad-

vantage of the crowd who would come to pur-

chase his (Tackaberry's) good limits.

Mr. Brewer retorted that the last speaker had
never had a limit to sell at the time he had first

advertised them ; but that before starting for

Manitoba he had stuck his name to the adver-

tisement in order to let people know that he was
coming back.

Then ensued a most amusing scene. The rival

auctioneers jumped up and down off the chair

alternately, and addressed the crowd in a highly

excited manner. Recriminations and epithets

the reverse of complimentary issued from the

mouths of the speakers in the most lively man-
ner. Auctioneer Tackaberry said this was no
place for squabbling, and darkly hinted that the

matter might be finished elsewhere. Just as it

began to look as though the war might develop
into something more than a wordy one, auc-

tioneer Macdonald once more restored temporary
good humor by shouting out that if both auction-

eers would give in, he would sell the whole of

the limits himself.

Hostilities ceased for a time, and about ten

minutes later Mr. Tackaberry offered for sale

Campbell's limit of 39 square miles, situated on
the Trent Lake branch of the Petewawa river.

The limit was put up en Hoc, the first bid being

$15,000. The building was not very lively, and
slowly by bids of $1,000 apiece $2li,000 was
reached. The bidding then hung fire for quite

a time, until a voice in the rear of the crowd
offered $500 better. Half a dozen more bids of

$500 increase at a time brought the amount up
to $29,500, when the bidding ceased and the
limit was knocked down to Mr. Wm. Moore for

that sum.

While Mr. Tackaberry had been engaged
with this sale, his rival mounted a chair in an-

other part of the room, took documents and maps
out of his pocket, and made every preparation

for beginning a sale as soon as Mr. Tackaberry

finished his first one. No sooner had the first

limit been knocked down than Mr. Brewer an-

nounced, in loud tones, that he was instructed

to offer for sale a limit of fifty square miles on

the River Cologne, known as the Bryson limit.

Mr. Tackaberry appealed to his audience not

to leave him, as he intended to go right on sell-

ing. In proof of this, he commenced to read

the description and terms of sale of another

limit. Both auctioneers then attempted to con-

duct their sales at one and the same time. The
result was a scene which was probably never

witnessed at an auction before in Ottawa.

What with the handsome room, the large crowd

of shrewd looking business men with pencil and

note book in hand, and the confused babel of

voices, over which arose clear and distinct the

voices of the auctioneers, it could not but remind

the spectator who had visited the New York
Gold Exchange in its palmy days of that famous

institution. Both actioneers talked for all he

was worth, but scarcely a word either said could

be distinguished. After a few moments Mr.

Tackaberry's voice ceased for a time and bidding

on Mr. Brewer's sale commenced. The first bid

was for $2,000, and it rapidly ran up from that

to $8,500. Mr. Tackaberry then recommenced,

and the confusion was worse than ever. A few

moments later Mr. Gormully, who represented

some of the parties for whom Mr. Tackaberry

was selling, came over to Mr. Brewer and in-

formed him that it had been agreed that the

sales should be conducted alternately.

Harmony having thus been restored, Mr.

Brewer proceeded with his sale, and the bidding

advanced to $9,000, when it ceased. After con-

sultation with his employers, Mr. Brewer then

announced that the bidding having not come up

to the expectation the limit would bo with-

drawn.

Mr. Tackaberry then put up a limit of fifty

square miles situated between the Desmoine and

Coulongc rivers, at present owned by Sir Francis

Hincks, who was present. The first bid was for

$100 per mile, and the second for $110. Here
the bidding ceased and the limit was withdrawn.

Forest Fires.

Tho plague of smoke has settled down over

Ontario. On Monday evening the darkness

was so complete in the vicinity of Kingston as

to be comparable only to that described as having

visited Egypt in the time of Moses, while fur-

ther west the colors which the sky displayed

seemed to be reflections of the bottomless pit.

So powerfully did these appearances work upon

the imagination of the people that the possible

near approach of the day of judgment became a

subject of concern with many, while the most

painful rumors of calamities to neighboring cities

were flying in all directions. By forest fires an

enormous amount of good property is being

destroyed. We presume the gases of the smoke,

when they reach the ground, make the best of

manure, but it is manure of a very expensive

kind, as we shall find in a few years when tim-

ber becomes scarce. It is very hard for the

Canadian to realize tho state of things which is

approaching. So long has it been our lot to con-

tend with tho forest that we look upon it rather

as an enemy than as a friend. But it requires

little knowledge to see that the splendid lumber

regions of Michigan and Canada are diminishing

at a tremendous and ever accelerating pace, and

that tho demands of the continent are increasing

with like rapidity. For railway ties alone the

demand on our forests must be enormous just

now. It becomes, then, a matter of life and
deatl) to protect the forests. This seems to per-

sons used to the liberty of this country a simple

impossibility. It is, however, a thing which

has been achieved elsewhere and can be achieved

here. It would be very queer in the eyes of a

woodsman to be told, for instance, that he must

on no account smoke in the bush, mosquitoes or

no mosquitoes, and must only make fires under

certain regulations. Yet such are the laws in

Sweden, with the result of maintaining the

forests of that country from year to year in undi-

minished productiveness. We are not prepared

for such absolute laws here, but it is high time

steps where taken to make forest fires less com-

mon. One thing that might be done is to have

fire inspectors whoso duty would be to report on
the cause of every forest fire, large and small,

and to suggest means to prevent the recurrence

of the oausewhendiscovered.—Afbn<r«aj Witness.

Try Burdock Blood Bitters, the great system re-
novator, blood and liver syrup, acta on the bowels,
iver and kidneys, and is a superb tonic.

THE AMERICAN TRADE.
The North-western Lumberman, of September

17th, says that but few changes in prices have

been reported during the past week. Since the

advance following the one made by the Chicago

dealers, August 27, prices have been steady and
very firm. With a single exception, there has

been no weakness in the leading markets

throughout the country. The volume of orders

has been large, in many cases exceeding the

ability of the dealers to supply. From Toledo

we learn that the stock of dry lumber is nearly

exhausted, and that some kinds are bringing

more than price list quotations. Philadelphia

has low stocks in some grades, and is looking

toward anotheradvance. The mills atWilliams-

port have shut down on account of low water,

which, if it continues, will be liable to somewhat
affect prices in that locality. Burlington, Vt.,

reports an extraordinary heavy trade, with every

indication that it will continue throughout the

season.

A lack of transportation facilities is common,
not only in the west, but in the east as well.

The shipment of orders is much delayed for

want of cars, and as a consequence lumber is

accumulating on the docks and mill-yards.

Water freights are firmer, and in some cases

have materially advanced. It is exacted that

the scarcity of cars will be more marked as the

crops of the season begin to move more freely.

An extensive corespondence shows that stocks

in the country yards are nowhere heavy, and we
often hear the expression that at present they

will be allowed to remain in that condition.

Building operations have been suspended to

some extent, more particularly among the fann-

ers. The high prices obtained for their farm

products may cause a revival, but it is sure to

come late, and probably not to any extent until

the coming spring.

In tho Duluth region, and throughout Wis-

consin, many of the mills that were filling their

orders slowly, and in .some cases were doubtful

about their ability to fill some of them at all,

have now plenty of logs, the late rains causing

clean drives. Often it is necessary to ship lum-

ber as fast as it comes from the sa^v, but the

ones who were behind are glad to be able to do

even as well as that.

Sad Waste.

One reason why the cabinet woods of thecoun-

try are scarcer and dearer yearly is given in the

editorial correspondence of the Chicago Indus-

trial World, The gentleman has been spying

out the laud, and in the course of much interest-

ing information, says:—"The unaccountable

waste of timber is startling, if not appalling.

While economists and all thoughtful men in the

older States are gravely discussing the problem

of the coming timber famine, tho good natured,

easy going farmers of Henry county (and all

Missouri) are splitting magnificent walnut, but-

ternut, cherry and mulberry trees into common
rails for the enclosure of $8, $12 and $20 lands,

cutting them into logs for cabins, hovels and pig

troughs, and even into common cordwood to sell

on the market in competition with cheap coals.

Still worse, many a woodland farmer girdles

scores of valuable trees (oven the stumps of

which will be gathered for the coming markets),

burns them in the new clearings, side by side

with the baser woods, and wonders the while

that he must pay enormous prices for solid wal-

nut furniture from factories a thousand miles

away." ______________
A Black List.

The happenings of the past week in business

circles in Ontario include a grave list of losses

by fire. Accounts of forests blazing and home-

steads destroyed in a number of western coun-

ties are followed by those of mills and factories

devoured by the flames. Two planing mills, a

hotel and two wagon shops are burned is Lis

towel ; Coates' shingle mill at Barrie, John

Boyd's planing mill and J. P. White's mills at

Whitevale are also burned : Thos. Ouillette, an

extensive shipper of woods from the county of

Essex has, we regret to see, sustained a heavy

loss by the burning of his mill and piles of lum-

ber at Gordon : Thomas Green & Co.'s planing

mill in London is burned, and H. C. Green sus-

tains a loss on lumber ; W. A. Eraser, lumberer,

Wallaceburg, is burned out : so is Henry Wells,

of Ssiford,—Monttaru Times.

BUSH FIRES AGAIN.

GBKAT DESTRUCTION.—VILLAGES, SAW MILL*,

LUMBER, FARMS, ETC.

Gravenhurst Station, Sept. 10.—The Wood-
stock Lumber Company's mill btock, about three

millions, has been entirely consumed. The stock

belongs to McDonogh, McCool & Oliver, of

Toronto. It is understood to hie insured, but to

what extent is unknown. The whole of West
Gravenhurst is burning at this moment (4.15

p.m.) One church and six houses have already

gone, and if the wind, which is now Wowing a

gale, continues, another mill will go containing

about two and a half million. The fire is already

running in the sawdust. We have lost one car,

and there are six more in danger which we can-

not get at, the track being burned.

Lindsay, Sept. 10.—The bush fires last night

were very disastrous. A strong wind prevailed

all day, which almost rose to a hurricane during

the evening. Losses by fire are reported this

morning from all quarters. A bridge on the

Victoria rail way, near Kinmount, was burned ;

also the saw-mill and a large quantity of lumber
belonging to Mr. Ashman, of Eldon. The barns

of J. Burmingham and D. Jameson, in the same
township, were destroyed with their contents.

The wind continues high to-day, and it is (eared

that the fires w ill again start afresh. At one

time last night it was expected the station build-

ings at Fenelon Falls would be bumed, but by

the efforts of the villagers they were saved.

How lo Rentier Wood Fire-Proof.

F. Folbarry, of New York, has devised a

method of making wood incombustible w ithout,

in any way, altering its outward appearance.

Wood prepared in accordance with his process

may |>ossibly be charred just at the surface, but

the heat to which it is exiK>sed, though ever in-

tense, can never penetrate right into the wood,

and touch its fibres. Timber petrified in this

way is particularly suitable to staircases that are

to resist a conflagration. The composition de-

vised by the inventor is as follows :—55 pounds
of sulphate of zinc, 22 pounds of [.otash. 44

pounds of alum, 22 pounds of sesquioxide of

manganese, 22 |>ounds of sulphuric acid at GO',

and 45 |x>unds of water. The w hole of the solid

ubstances are put in an iron vessel containing

the water at a temperature of 113
=
F. When

all this solid matter is dissolved, the sulphuric

acid is poured in slowly until the whole is satur-

ated with it. The solution is now ready, and in

order to prepare timber with it the pieces must
be put on an iron grate in a suitable recipient,

in accordance with the size of the pieces and the

object for which they are intended, care being

taken to leave half an inch between any two
pieces. The composition is pumped into the.

recipient, and after the whole of the spaces have

been filled up, it is left there in a boiling state

for about three hours. The wood is then taken

out and placed on a grate like wooden stand in

the open air, to make it dry and firm. When
thus prepared the impregnated wood may be

used for ship-building, and building in general,

for railway carriages, scaffoldings, posts, wooden
pavements, and generally for all purinises, while

it is desirable that the material should be able

to resist fire.

On Piling Wood.
Many people who handle wood do not know-

that if they wish the bark to come off they should

pile it bark down ; if they wish to retain the

bark, the opposite course should be taken. A
correspondent writes to the Detroit Post-Tribuix

giving his experience, as follows :— I have sold

wood for over forty years in Michigan, and I

find that when split wood is corded bark up it

remains on until 1 sell and measure up the iroodL

and all that is piled bark down the bark falls off

and measures nothing : besides, there is more
heat in the bark than in the sap of the log.

The most and best ashes are also in the bark. I

have on my place now some maple wood that

was chopped nine years ago and corded bark up.

and the bark would hold on if I would draw the

wood to Saginaw (18 miles) and cord up and
measure : besides, the bark is lighter to draw.

Where the bark is piled down the water runs in

around the wood and makes it dozy, wet and
heavy. Tell your neighbors to try it. Railroad

companies would save thousands of dollars by-

pi ling their wood bark up.
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THE LIVERRPOOL TRADE.

Robert Coltart & Co.'s Wood Circular and

Prices Current, dated Liverpool, 3rd of Septem-

ber, says :—

During the past month there has been a fair

consumption, and prices generally have been

well maintained, with a slight advance in some

articles. The import as a whole has been on a

moderate scale, but some stocks, especially pitch

pine, still remain too large for the present de-

mand ;
altogether there is a better feeling in the

trade than has been observed for several months,

only modified by the bad weather and gloomy

prospects in the agricultural districts, where

there is little hope of anything beyond a very

deficient harvest.

Colonial Woods.—Of square pine the im-

port has been light, but the higher prices now
asked have curtailed the consumption, which

has amounted only to 85,000 feet, against 255,-

000 feet during the same period last year ; the

sales have been by retail. Waney board pine

has arrived more feely, and the stock has con-

siderably increased ; a parcel of second quality,

15^-inch average, has been sold at 22d. per foot.

Of red pine a parcel of poor qualit)' has been sold

at 15d. per foot. For ash the demand is dull,

prime wood only being wanted. A parcel of

elm, 46 feet average, is reported sold at 23d. per

foot. For oak the demand continues limited,

and the arrivals are being held for better prices.

The demand for wagon scantlings is good, and
with the present moderate import, prices should

improve. The consumption of birch continues

limited, and the stock is about equal to that held

at the same time last year
;
by auction, 161 logs

from Oak Bay were sold at prices ranging from

13Jd. to 18id. per foot, and Dalhousie at 14d. to

16cL per foot. Black walnut has been sold at

prices ranging from 4s. 7d. to 5s. 2id. per foot.

The import of X. B. and N. S. spruce deals has

consisted of 11,828 standards against 8,279 stand-

ards during during the same period last year,

but the consumption has also been on a large

scale, namely, 12,603 standards ; the present

stock amounts to 16,605 standards
; prices dur-

ing the month have been fully maintained, open-

ine at £6 15s. per per standard for St. John, and

afterwards improving to £7 per standard
; by

auction the cago ex New City from St. John was
sold at an average of £6 6s. 3d. per standard,Mira-

michi at £6 15s. 8d. per standard, and Oak Bay,

N.S., at £6 14s. lOd. per standard
; by private,

St. John have been sold at £7 per standard,

Musquash at £6 16s. 3d., and Bay Verte at £6
12s. 6d. per standard. Of Quebec pine deals the

stock still remains heavy, consisting of 9,742

standards against 4,508 standards at the same
time last year ; there has, however, been a good
consumption, and prices are without material

change ; 1st quality broad realized at auction

£22 10s. and £23 per standard. Quebec mer-

chantable pipe staves have been sold at £37 10s.

per rnille, and puncheon at £22 per mille.

North of Europe Woods.—For fir timber

the demand continues languid, and the stock is

sufficient. Sales have been by retail only. The
import of Norway flooring boards has been ex-

tremely light, and the consumption, although

moderate, shows an increase over the same month
last year ; the present stock is not heavy. Prices

have improved during the month, and sales have
been made on a basis of £8 15s. per standard for

1st white, but shippers now hold aut for higher

prices. Of red deabs several contract cargoes

have arrived from Archangel, Onega, &c, and
are going well into consumption. For mining

timber the demand is dull. Masts and spars

are inquired for. Fir staves have been sold at

£7 7s. 6d. per standard c.i.f.

United States, etc. Woods.—The stock of

pitch pine i» heavy, consisting of 1,410,000 feet,

against 578,000 feet at the same time last year,

and 847,000 feet in 1870. There has been a fair

consumption, and the tendency of prices is up-

wards, no doubt induced by the high price of

Quebec pine. By auction, the cargo of hewn
timbeT, ex Martin Luther, from Pensacola,

averaged about W/\. p<;r foot for 85 feet average,

and 1 *>§'J . per foot for 31 feet average sawn. A
parcel of prepare'J pitch pine flooring boards was
old by auction at £18 10s. per standard for 14x5

to 7 ; £17 standard for 1x5 to 7, and £10 15s.

per itandard for 1 r. i and 5. Oak Staves—New
Origan* extra heavy pine have been sold at from

£60 10s. to £65 per mile ; hogshead at £45 per

mille, and barrel at £24 per mille.

PRICES.—FROM BRITISH AMERICA.

Yellow Pine Timber. £ s. d. £ s.

Quebec, per cubic foot 0 12 0 2

" Waney board. 0 '2 0 0 2

St. John's, 18 inches

average 0 18 0 2

Other ports 0 12 0 1

Red Pine, Quebec 0 1 2 0 1

Oak 0 2 8 0 2

Elm 0 18 0 2

Ash 0 16 0 2

Birch, St. John 0 1 2 0 1

Quebec 0 15 0 1

Nova Scotia 0 1 0 0 1

Spars, Spruce 0 0 10 0 1

Deals, Quebec and Michi-

gan Pine

—

1st quality, per stand-
ard

19

0 0 20 10

2nd quality, per stand-

ard

13

10 0 14 0

3rd quality, per stand-
ard 8 5 0 8 15 0

Planks

—

Spruce, St. John 6 17 6

Nova Seotia, etc 6 12 0

Staves

—

Quebec Merchantable

Pipe, per M 75 0 0 80 0 0

Quebec Culls, per M. . . 50 0 0 57 10 0

West India Merchant-

able Pipe, per M 20 0 0 21

West India Culls, per M 15 0 0 16

Oars, Ash, per running

foot 0 0 2\ 0

Handspikes, Hickory, per

dozen 0 16 0 0

Lathwood, per fathom,

4 feet 4 0 0 4 10 0

FROM THE UNITED STATES.

Hewn pitch pine, per

cubic foot 0 13 0 15
Sawn picth pine,per cubic

foot 0 1 3 0 1. 7

Prepared pitch pine floor-

ing, Pet. std 10 0 0 19 0 0

Oak logs 0 2 0 0 2 6

Teakwood, Eastlndia.per

load

10

10 0 13 0 0

Greenheart 6 0 0 6 10 0

0

NEW BRUNSWICK SHIPMENTS.

From January 1st to September 1st, of this

year, the shipments from St. John, N. B., were

as follows, giving the details of their respective

destination :—
Deals Boards ^ W
and and Pal- =• §

battens, scant'g. ings. p f
Bristol Channel. 23,056,246 1,147,635 8,150

Liverpool 42,495,055 1,836,983 207,795 743 2,938

Continent 14,810,822 171,113 5,000

Glasgow, 6,974,710 294,160

Queenstown 1,232,549 37,674 400

London 5,680,372 430,096

Barrow 1,002,127 11,544

Fleetwood 446,008

Carnarvon 336,891 297 650

Australia 1,205,804 82,607 55,620

Africa 1,009,331 114,324

Ayr 415,115

Faversham 689,983 1,008

Plymouth 440,546

Belfast 5,578,064

Dundalk 840,959 25 6

Limerick 1,770,326

Londonderry. .. 2,277,629

Waterford 332,346 4

Sligo 405,793

Wexford 337,882 9

Newry 1,721,570 1,167

Drogheda 767,119

Clonakility 319,604

Cork Quay 4,693,388 52,455

Portrush 641,116

Dublin 7,641,282 20,488

Westport 633,294

Bantry 426,662 \

Galway 546,795

Warrenpoint 1,078,647 8,000

Kenmare 312,511

Clifden 226,035

Dungarvcn 422,659

Wicklow 341,540 ,

Clare Castle 315,624

Hare Island.... 567,739

133,994,143 4,201,613 284,965 768 3,609

Tim Worst General in the battle field of life is

general debility, which the vital forces often fail to
conquor. Burdock Blood Bitters are ever victorious
against all attacks of chronic disease, they regulate
the bowels, act upon the kidneys, liver, and all the
secretions, tone up the debilitated system, strengthen
the nerves, purify the blood and restore lost vitality
One dollar per bottle. All dealers in medicine can
supply you.—T, MiLBCRS & Co., Toronto, General
Agents.

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WHOLESALE DBALEB IN

Clear, Pickings, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
i,12-ly

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, "5rT.J
L12-1V

JAMES HADDEN,
MANUFACTURER OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b20

S. S. MUTTON & Co.,

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

We have for Sale a large quantity of PINE, OAK,
WHITEWOOD, ASH, CHESTNUT, CHERRY, BUT-
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, &c.

jEsTP.S.—A SET OF TUB MACHINERY FOR SALE,
CHEAP—OR EXCHANGE FOR LUMBER, lyLl6

.A.. L.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

White Pine, Basswood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, ONT.
1.VL16

J. Gh EDWARDS
HARDWARE MERCHANT,

Hi i isr 13 s _A.-y_

BELTING, FILES, BABBIT METAL,
iy CHAINS, ROPE, and an

LUMBERING SUPPLIES.

WANTED.
Cherry, White Ash, Black Ash, and

Dry White Pine Lumber.

Quote Price deliuered, and Carefully

Describe :—Quality, Widths, Length,

Thickness, and how long Sawed.

ROBERT C. LOWRY,
Wholesale Lumber,

12L19 55 Pine Street, New York.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Rubber 1 Leather Belting

RUBBER HOSE, STEAM PACKING,

LUBRICATING OILS, COTTON WASTE
Wrought Iron Pipe and Fittings, !

And all Articles used in the Application of Steam
to Machinery.

No. 41 Dock Street, St. John, N. B.

(SMALL'S BLOCK.)

N.B.—Estimates for Steam and Dot Water Heating
Apparatus furnished on application. All work War-
ranted. 1.V-L20

Samuel Windrim,
MASI.fACTl.EEE Or

Agricultural Implements. Etc

MILLBROOK, ONTARIO.
HAVING DISPENSED WITH THE SERVICES OF

AGENTS, I take this opportunity to tiring to the notice
of intending purchaser!! of Heaping Machine* , that I

have now on hand a quantity ol the Celebrated

HANLAN REAPER,
which has NEVER BEEN BEATEN VET, and am
prepared to allow the A^'-ni^ commiM-ion— FIFTEEN
PER CEHT—On all purchasee. U7tf

Penetanguishene Foundry
AND

MACHINE SHOP
t
CRAIG & CAMERON, Proprietors.

The undersigned beg to announce to the public that
they are prepared to make all kinds ol Mill and
Steamboat Brass and Iron Castings

All kinds of PLOW CASTINGS kept on hand. Plow
Points and Landsides a specialty.
We liave first-class machinery and arc prepared to do

all kinds of TURNING or PLANING on short notice.
We hope by strict attention to business and moderate

charges, to merit a share of the public patronage.
£3?'A1! work guaranteed.

G. A CRAIG.
1VL17 C. CAMERON.

FOR SALE.
The Dexter & "Whitwarn Manufacturing

Company, offer for Sale the Entire

Real Estate Plant and Machinery
OF THEIR EXTENSIVE

BENDING & TURNING FACTORY
Situated in the City of St. Thomas, in the Countv of
Elgin, Ontario. For full particulars applv to" H.
BROWN, Manager, or E. MOORE, President. '

L20tf

J. T. LAMBERT,
Lumber and Commission Agent.

forITale.
150 Mils White Pine, 1 x 10 Stock.
175 " do 1 x 12 "
11 " do 2 x 10 "

20 " do 2 x 12 "

140 " do 1 inch Siding

U20 " do
40 " do 2 x 10 Joists.
16 " Cedar, 3x6 "
19 " Basswood, li inch.

APPLY AT THE OFFICE, L20

WELLINGTON STREET, OTTAWA.

BY F. W. COATE & CO.

SALE OF VALUABLE

Timber Limits
Near Lake Nipissing.

The subscribers have received instructions to sell by
Public Auction, WITHOUT RESERVE, at the Mart,

57 King St. East, in the City of Toronto, on

Wednesday, 5th Oct. Next
The Valuable Timber Limits situated near Lake Nipiss-
ing, and designated as Berths Nos. 29, 30 and 3S con-
taining 36 square miles each.
The outlet from these limits is by the Bueve River,

which runs centrally through a large section of them,
affording first-rate facilities for running timber or logs
into Lake Nipissing.
By recent surrey of two lines and ranging a portion

of them, they are known to contain a large quantity of
excellent White and Red Pine, represented to be quite
equal, if not superior, in quantity and quality to any in
the entire district ; a considerable portion of it being in
close proximity to the river, growing on' good even
surface and can be easily worked.
The Limits have not been worked, and will be sold

to purchasers in separate lots as they are designated
and on liberal terms, which will be stated at time of
sale. Sale to commence at 12 o'clock.

21,22

F. W. COATE & Co,
Auctioneers

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland or

London make, at $1.75 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH, Lie
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LONDON, ©NT.

From Our Own Correspondent.

September 23.
—" It never rains but it pours "

is an old saying, and as a fulfilment of the old

time assertion, we have had no less than two

mill fires here since my last letter.

On Sunday the 11th Sept. about 5 p. m. a

fire broke out in the extensive planing mills of

' Thos. Green of this city, and before long it had

developed into an immense conflagration. The

fire commenced at the north end of the building,

which is bounded by the G. W. R. track, and it

is supposed was started by a spark from a pass-

ing engine. All the fire force was immediately

:at work, and kept the blaze from spreading as

[far as peicticablo. The building, however, soon

became.a total ruin, and the loss will fall heavily

ton Mr. T. (Green. It is estimated at about $25,-

<O00, on which there was an insurance of $5,000

in the Commercial Union. Mr. H. C. Green's

loss will be about $1,000, fully covered by insur-

ance.

A few days ago an alarm was sounded indi-

cating a fire at Wright & Durand's planing mill,

but with the prompt response of the fire brigade

it was soon extinguished, with very trifling loss.

The meeting of creditors of G. 0. Hargreaves

was adjourned, one creditor standing out against

'. the offer made. This creditor has, I understand,

garnisheed an amount coming to the insolvent

• estate which will give him about two-thirds of

his claim. Mr. Hargreaves' first offer has been

augmented by a better offer than he made at the

first meeting, and it is generally being accepted,

and the firm will likely go on again.

The market has not been so brisk for the past

two weeks, as suggested in my last letter, though

there is a steady business doing.

The Provincial Exhibition is now in full blast,

and there is consequently a temporary suspen-

sion.

No fresh contracts of any account have been

made. The last contract for laying the block

pavement will likely be given out again, and

fresh tenders will be solicited.

Below I append price list :

—

QUOTATIONS.

Mill cull boards and scantling §10 00
Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths 11 00

" " 10 and 12 in. stocks 11 f>0

Common boards, promiscuous widths 13 00
Scantling and joist, up to 16 ft 14 00

" " " 18 ft 14 B0
" " " 20 ft 15 60

" 22 ft 10 60
" " " 24 ft 18 00

Common stocks 14 00

Common 2 in. plank 13 00
Cutting up plank and boards' • 18 00
Sound dressing stocks 17 00
Clear and picks 31 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 35 00
ft inch dressed and matched flooring 20 00

J " " " " 20 00
1 " " " " 20 00
XXX sawn shingles, »M 3 00
Lath per 1000 feet 4 00

TORONTO.
From Our Own Correspondent,

'September 23.—There is not much that is new
jhere in lumber matters to record. Shipments

of lumber, lath and shingles from the north to

this city continue brisk, and the lumber flats on

H. & N. W. R. are continually employed, and

many more could be profitably used if at the

command of shippers. The company are re-

ceiving new cars from the Ontario Car Co.,

London, every few days, but the increase in

numbers has not as yet been sensibly felt. The
number of car loads of lumber, shingles, lath

and cedar posts arriving daily foots up some

seventy-five or eighty, and under the increased

freight tariff the railway company must be

netting something quite handsome ; and most

of this advance doubtless comes out of the mid-

dlemen, as up to the time of writing there has

been no advance in prices on the local market,

and most certainly the prices at which dimen-

sion stuff is sold on cars here afford no margin

of profit to any one. There is no sound reason

why bill stuff cut to order should not produce

to the manufacturers and middlemen at least

one dollar per thousand above present prices,

and it remains entirely with the mill men to say

whether such shall be the case or not. The
rates at which short dimension stuff is now

selling by gar load leave the manufacturer about

$6.50 per M. at the mill door, and it is a sheer

waste of lumber and time to try and produce

bill stuff at any such prices. Of course the

answer is, if all the rest are willing to demand

an advance, well and good, and this is just where

the rub comes in. Each man, or firm, runs on

the go-as-you-please system. Want of organi-

zation is at the bottom of the whole trouble.

The pine continues to be slaughtered, and

some one other than the manufacturer derives

the benefit. The fire fiend steps in and helps

on the demolition of our pine forests, and the

time is not far distant when it will become a

serious question where we shall obtain our sup-

ply from. No doubt many will laugh at this

idea, but it is not so hard to calculate how long

our pine forests will stand the present drain,

and the end is much nearer than many may
suppose.

You will notice that shingles have not held

the advance formerly noted, and mainly through

the action of one retailer who happened to have

made a favorable contract last season for a quan-

tity to be delivered during the present year, and

who is too modest to demand more than a living

profit, therefore other retailers conclude that

they must follow suit, even if they do business

for nothing. The retail yards here held fair

stocks, except in joisting, which is scarce ; and

when wo take into account the number of mills

lately destroyed by fire, and the numbers en-

gaged in cutting stock boards whero formerly

bill stuff was cut, it is hard to see how the yards

can hope to obtain a full supply of the latter.

The quantity of lumber now being consumed in

Toronto is far in advance of anything before

known, and if retailers fail to reap their harvest

while they have the chance, they will have only

themselves to blame for it.

Shipments over the dock are brisker than at

any other time during this season. Cars are

unloaded hero promptly, and there is no great

accumulation of lumbor on the docks, so that if

nothing occurs to mar tho present calculations,

the remainder of the navigable season will be a

busy one, and it seems probable that lighter

stocks will remain on hand at tho close of navi-

gation than at any time during the last several

years ; and should the onsuing winter prove

favorable for logging purposes, there will doubt-

less bo largo stocks got in, as much of the timber

over which tho fire has run will have to bo cut

or it will bo useless after the next season has

passed over.

QUOTATIONS.

Mill cull boards and scantling $ 9 00
Shipping cull hoards, promiscuous widths 12 00

" stocks 13 00
Scantling and juist, up to 10 ft 12 00

" " 18 ft 12 00
" " " 20 ft 12 50
'• " " 22 ft 13 00
«< " " 24 ft IS 60
" " " 26 ft 11 50
" " " 28 ft 15 50
" " '• 30 ft 1" 00

" " 82 ft 18 00
" ' " 34 ft 20 00
M " " 36 ft 22 00
'• '* " 38 ft 25 00
" «' " 40 to 44 ft 30 00

Cutting up planks to dry IS 00
boards " 16 00

Sound dressing stocks 16 00
Picks Am. inspection 26 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 34 00

H-inch Mooring, dressed 28 00

H " " rough 14 00

ll " " dressed 24 00
l| " " undressed 14 00
1 " " dressed 20 00
1 " " undressed 15 00

3 Beaded Sheeting, dressed 20 00
Clapboarding, dressed 12 50

XXX sawn shingles, ¥M 3 00

XX sawn shingles 2 SO

Sawn Lath 1 60

OTTAWA.
From Our Own Correspoiident.

SQUARE TIMBER.

September 24.—The square timber trade has

been booming this season, and more has passed

down tho Ottawa valley to the Quebec market

than for quite a number of years past. The re-

turns of the Chaudiere slides for the current

year shows the following :

—

Cribs. Pieces.

Square Timber 6,213 162,843

Round Piles 264 5,213

Flatted Timber 83 2,356

Dimension 31

Spars 4 80

Totals 6,585 170,492

Tho returns for last year shows 3,441 cribs as

having passed through with 82,814 pieces. Take

the out of square timber alone, more than double

the quantity must have been taken out last

winter than the previous one, for quite a num-
ber of rafts are laid up on tho Upper Ottawa
until next spring. In addition to this, 10,000

pieces aro being brought down by rail for

the British Canadian Company. A train of

seventeen car loads per day have been passing

this point for four weeks past, and will continue

to do so for four weeks to come, in order to com-

plete the contract entered into between the rail-

way and the company. There are three rafts of

square timber belonging to David Moore, and
two owned by Latour, laid up above the Des
Joachims.

CLEARANCES GRANTED.

During the present season 121 clearances for

square timber, etc., have been granted at the

Crown Timber office in this city—95 for timber

cut on the Ontario side of the Ottawa valley,

and 2G for the Quebec side. Clearances for the

latter section do not extend below the Blanche

river, about twelve miles below this point. The
following shows the number of clearances grant-

ed to some of the leading lumbermen of the

valley :

—

Four clearances—J. R. Booth, B. Caldwell &
Son, Richard White.

Three clearances—McLachlin Bros., William

Mackey.

Two clearances—Bamet & McKay, Lambert
& Conroy, David Moore, R. & W. Conroy, R.
Campbell & Son, Thistle & Egan, Archio

McLean, Jonathan Eraser & Co., McCoshen &
Eraser, John Eraser, O. Latour, J. & B. Bryson,

George A. Grier, C. & W. Mohr, A. & I'. White,

R. Campbell & Son, Alex. Eraser, J. B. Dick-

son.

Single clearances—Lovi Young, R. Xagle,

Gilmour & Co., W. C. Edwards & Co., Allan

Grant, Win. Powley, Gillies Bros., R. H. Klock,

Alex. Mackey, Bell & Hicky, J. & B. Grier,

etc.

RAILWAY TIES.

Mr. Hebron Harris, of this city, has been

shipping a great quantity of railway ties this

season, from the Gatineau. The official exhibit

sheet shows as follows :

—

May 4,116

June 11,269

July 15,187

August 16,386

September 8,320

In addition to the above there are 4,000 more
to come down, about that number being stuck a

few miles up the river, the water being very low.

This will give a total of 5!),227 ties cut on the

Gatineau last winter. The ties are shipped to

Cape Vincent and to Kingston for the railways.

THE LOG DRIVES.

Considerable difficulty is being cxi>erienced in

getting the log drives of the Upper Ottawa
down, owing to low water, but the mills are

kept partially busy, a good many men being

employed in running the logs through the Chats

and Deschenes.

Tho final sweep on the Gatineau has been

abandoned above Chelsea, about four miles from

the mouth of the river. Eorty thousand logs

are stuck. Ex-Aid. Bingham, wlio manages the

Gatineau drive, says that such a thing never

occurred before for sixteen years.

LUMBER QUOTATIONS.

There are no changes to note in the matter of

lumber. Sales have been steady at firm prices.

The following are the quotations :

—

10-inch stocks, with shipping culls and
better per M $14 00i£?15 00

12-inch stocks, with culls 18 CO
12-inch stocks, without culls 22 CO
Sidings, best qualities 25 00\<?30 00
Sidings, 1-inch kind 25 00
Lath l 00

FREIGHTS.

The freightage business is dull at present, a

number of barges being laid up owing to the

difficulty experienced in getting through on

occount of low water. A good deal of shoal-

dodging has to be done on the Ottawa at some
points. The river is over twenty feet lower than

at its high water level in the spring. There is

no change in freight rates, as shipping is not

extra active at present, producers declining to

make any largo sales.

EDGINGS.

Some fifteen or twenty men are busy blasting

a channel at the Remieux rapids, just above

which there are some 300,000 logs which cannot

otherwise be got down until the water rises.

All the saw mills in this locality have been

running more or less irregularly for sometime,

and a number have been shut down for days at

a time. The closing of Bronson k Weston's

mills alone throws three hnndred hands idle.

By the bush fires the depot of Mr. J. R. Booth,

on the Madawaska, was destroyed, with con-

siderable provisions.

Gilmour & Co., of Hull, Q., have purchased

two small locomotive engines for the purpose of

shunting around loaded tramway cars in their

extensive yards. The engines are V> take the

place of horses. They were made by Gilbert t
Co.

Large numbers of shantymen are daily being

sent up the river. The wages range from $18 to

$30 a month, according to the work to be per-

formed. A gang of one hundred men was
recently sent to Waubausheue, having been

hired to work for the Georgian Bay Lumbering
Co.

A barge got stuck in the Chute an Blondeau,

Grace's Point, a short time ago, and it was found

necessary to destroy the vessel in order to clear

tho channel and improve navigation.

ST JOH9, V B.

From Our Own Correspondent.

DEALS.

September 21.—The most prominent feature

of the deal trade for the moment is the strhing

among the ships in port to complete their load-

ing on or before the first of October, in order to

secure their deck loads, which they will not be
allowed to clear with after that date. The stock

of deals is extremely light, and there are but few

deals coming into the market for sale, so that

the prospect, in some cases, of ships securing

their deck loads in time is rather uncertain.

The stock of deals here, at the commencement
of last winter was less than had been the case

for many years, but from present appearances,

it is likely to be still less at the close of the

present season. Under these circumstances,

with improving markets in Great Britain, the

fall oiK-rations are likely to be fairly profitable.

FREIGHTS.

Owing to the moderate deal supply and the

push in loading the vessels now in i>ort, as

already referred to, there has been little demand
for tonnage, and rates have slightly declined in

consequence. We quote 55a. as about the mar-

ket rate for Liveriiool, 4c.

VESSELS IX PORT.

The following is a list of the vessels in port,

with their tonnage and destinations :
—

John Murphy, 147;', Liverpool,

Missouri, 818, W. C. E.

Freeman Dennis, 80S, Liverpool

Antwerp, 573, Cork.

Ella, 332, Glasgow.

Nettie Murphy, 1373, Liverpool.

Minnie Burrill, 1465, Liverpool.

Herbert Beech, 1061, Liverpool.

Annie Burrill, S97, Bordeaux.

Anna P. Mall, 379, Glasgow.

St. Julicn, 1049, Liverpool, Barrow or Bristol Channel.

Rothiemay, 1250, London.

Maggie M., 429, Bristol Channel.

W. E. Heard, 5S7, Watorford.

W. D. Wallet, 1413, repairing.

Galatea, 1400, Bristol Channel.

Romola, 29S,

J. I. Smith, 1350, Liverpool.

Elizabeth Childs, 395, Bristol Channel.

Malville, 924, Melbourne.

Althea, 375, Yonghal.

Buda, 349, Dundalk.

Her Majesty, 1342, discharging.

Liffey, S45,

Dusty Mdler, 595,

Bonito, 599, Mersey.

Stanley, 542,

Hawthorne, 621,

Windward, 607, discharging.

Eleanora, 1049,

Adept, 1102, waiting.

SHIPMENTS.

The shipments of deals and other sawn lumber

are as follows :

—

For Europe 9,7S2,000 Sup. feet

United States 2,527,000

from Another Correspondent.

September 23.—Tho English market is still

firm, and we are aware of one cargo, part of

which was sold in Liverpool at €7. and the bal

ance held for a higher price. The last quota-

tions we have give JtY> 15s. to £7. but better

prices ha\ e been realized. The market in Lon-
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don for one staple is good, as we notice one sale

of dimension lumber at £8 10s., and other trans-

actions running from £6 to £7 5s.

The American market has, of course, been

affected this week by the death of the President.

We can quote spruce boards and plank in Bos-

ton at $12.50@14.50 ;
laths, from $1.70@1.80,

with fair demand for good dry stock. In New
York laths have dropped, and recent sales have

been made at SI. 90.

Freights to transatlantic ports have varied the

past week. We know of two charters for Lon-

don, one at 58s. 9d., and one at 57s. 6.; also one

at 60s. for Liverpool or Bristol Channel ; and

one at 59s., with the same choice of ports. Still

another charter, is of a new character, say 57s.

6d., to any dock in the Mersey. Coastwise the

freights have stiffened, and at this date we can

quote for New York, $3.65 ; Sound ports, §3.25,

and Boston, $2.75. Outside deals are scarce,

and prices are merely nominal, $8.75 per M.

being about the present rate. Logs also are

hard to get, as those holding them are keeping

them for their own use, and are not at all desi-

rous of selling.

St. John, N. B., September 23rd, 1881.

ALBANY.

September 22.—The Argus says the trade in

the district since our last report has been very

fair, and several large sales of box have been

made. Inquiries are being received by rail from

many of the poins of consumption, giving indi-

cations of a very active fall trade. The disas-

trous fire at Oswego, last week, by which eight

to ten million feet of lumber were burned, is

going to cut the supply still further short. A
good deal of this lumber, we understand, was

sold to be delivered in New York, and as the

season is getting short, it will be hard for the

dealers to replace their stocks.

The receipts of lumber by lake at Buffalo for

the week ending Sept. 20th were 7,363,400 feet

and by rail — cars. The receipts by lake at

Oswego for the week were 3,317,900 feet.

The receipts by canal at Albany from the

opening of navigation to the 15th Sept. were :

—

Eds. & Sctl.,ft. Shiriffles.m. Timber.ft. Staves,lbs.

1881.... 279,770,000 2,110 1,000 C,105,000
1880. ...258,800,400 2,693 5,400 257,000

Freights from Bay City to Buffalo and Tona-

wanda, $2,75 $ M. ; from Saginaw, $3,00. From
Tonawanda to Albany, $2,25. From Oswego

to Albany, £1.50(g>l.G0. An advance in Ottawa
freights is shortly expected. From Ottawa to

Albany, by boats, $3 $ M. feet.

River freights are steady :

To New York, %) M ft $ @1 00
To Bridgeport <rt\ 37J
To New Haven @1 37}
To Providence, Fall River and Newport 2 00(«2 25
To Pawtucket 2 25(rt2 50
ToNorwalk 1 25(51 30
To Hartford («2 00
To Norwich (62 00
To Middletown @1 75
To New London <&1 75
To Philadelphia (a 2 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

—

Pine, clear, II §53
Pine, fourths 48
Pine, selects 43
Pine, good box 20
Pine, 10-in. plank, each 00
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls, each 00
Pine boards, 10-in 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, culls 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, 1C ft., Vli 25
Pine, 12-in. boards, left 25
Pine, 12-in. boards, 13ft 28
Pine, 11 in. siding, select 00
Pine, J {-in. siding, common- 16
Pine, 1-in. siding, select 40
Pine, inch siding, common 16
Spruce, boards, each 00
Spruce, plank, lj-in., each 00
Spruce, plank, 2-in., each 00
Spruce, wall strips, each 00
Hemlock, boards, each 00
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 00
Hemlock, joist, 2Jx4, each 00
Hemlock, wall strips, 2x4, each 00
A»h, good, %! M 38
Ann, second (juality, ^ M 25
Cherry, good, V M 60
Cherry, common, V M 25
Oak, good, * M 38
Oak, second quality, V M 20
iia»«wood, %t Sl...~. 25
Hickory, V M 36
Mapie, Canada, VM 26
Maple, American, per M 25
Chestnut, V M 35
Shingle*, ithaved, pine, 0

2nd quality 0
" extra, tawed, pine
" clear, "
" cedar, mixed

cedar, XXX
" hemlock

Lath, hemlock, <> M
I>.'r (ppjije, "
Lath, pioe, "

00@63 00
00@58 00
00@53 00
00@30 00
38(800 42
00(500 22
26(&28 00
18'«U0 19
O0.«30 00
oo«>:;o 00
00@30 00
00@42 00
00'" i:j 00
00&42 00
00(^19 00
OOfeOO 16
OOfi/00 20
00^00 30

00'.' 00 13
OOfeOO :jl

00." 00 1:;

OOwOO 10

00 <t\:, 00
00c«30 00
00(«70 00
OOfr/35 00
00(543 00
00r«2a 00
00(«28 00
00"/40 00
000-/ 30 00

00@28 00
00@40 00
oo </ 0 2:,

OOfix 5 00
00«/ 4 40
00"/ :-, 30
00"/. :; 2.

000 4 00
000 2 2

00& 1 6*J
00"/. 1 H7J
00"/ 2 00

CHICAGO.

September 21.—The condition of the cargo

market of this city has presented few if any

features of interest or change since our last

report. The closing half of last week was

marked with only fair offerings, which, in the

main, were taken, as had previously been the

case for some days, witli reasonable alacrity,

and with well maintained firmness on the part

of all better descriptions of cargoes, whether of

dimension sizes, or ordinary cut of lumber

Piece stuff sold readily at $11 to $11.25 for

good grades having a fair proportion of lengths

above sixteen feet, $12.50 and $13 were not

questioned on strictly long length cargot s.

CARGO QUOTATIONS.

Joist and scantling, green,ordinarylengths$IQ 75@11 25

Joist and scantling, green, 20 feet and over 12 00<ai5 00

Mill mn, choice green 16 50@21 00

Mill run, medium, green 13 00@16 50

Mill run, common, " H 00@13 00

Shingles, standard 2 68@ 2 70

Shingles, extra A 2 70@ 2 80

Lath 1 85@ 1 90

LAKE FREIGHTS.

Manistee 82 12J<32 25

Muskegon 1 87 £

Ludington 2 00 @2 121

Grand Haven 1 87i
Menominee 2 25

Sturgeon Bay 2 12i@2 25

White Lake 1 87£

Ford River 2 12i@2 25

Receipts and shipments of lumber and shingles

for the week ending September 21

:

RECEIPTS. SHIPMENTS.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881 .... 59,701,000 26,870,000 48,330,000 28,920,000

1880 34,080,000 18,890,000 47,210,000 27,141,000

Receipts and shipments of lumber and

shingles from January 1 to and including Septem-

ber 21

:

RECEIPTS. SHIPMENTS.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881.1,285,092,000 559,609,000 1,282,470,000 557,020,000

1880.1,079,938,000 462,774,000 1,035,554,000 488,582,000

In... 215,054,000 97,402,000 230,922,000 68,438,000

BOSTON.

The Journal of Commerce of Sept. 24th says

that business continues to keep very steady

from week to week ; while orders coming in are

larger than for some time. Fine grades are

rather low in the yards, owing to the marked

preference on the part of buyers for this class of

lumber. Mediums and randoms keep in good

supply, and while the demand is only fair,

enough is being consumed to hold values pretty

steady. Western lumber is quoted about us,

before, but it is not improbable that on finer

jrades an advance may be made owing to the

large forest fires which dersroyed some excellent

timber districts. Moreover, prices at western

depots have been in advance of our quotations

for some time so that dealers have been expect-

ing a rise here ere this. Hardwoods continue

in good demand, with sales equal to the supply

in almost every department. The following

are carload quotations.

CANADA PINE.

Selects, Dressed -948 00@50 00

Shelving, Dressed, lsts 40 00@42 00
« " 2nds 33 00@35 00

Dressed Shippers 27 00@29 00

Dressed Box 18 00@20 00

Sheathing, 1st quality 42 00@45 00
" 2nd " 34 00@35 00

OSWEGO, tf.Y.

September 17.—The following are the quota-

tions :

—

Three uppers $42 00(345 00

Pickings 32 00@35 00

Fine, common 20 00<»25 00

Common 14 00@18 00

Culls 11 00O13 00

Mill run lots 17 00@22 00

Sidings, selected, 1 inch 30 00@33 00

1-j inch 30 00(«37 00

Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 10 feet 10 00(320 00

selected 20 00#25 00

shippers 15 00(816 00

Strips, 1 and 11 inch mill run 14 00(818 00

Culls, selected 22 00@30 00
Culls 10 00(313 20

1x6 selected for clapboards 25 00(340 00

Shingles, XXX, 18 inch, pine 3 75@ 3 85

XX, " " 2 75@ 2 85

XXX, 18 inch, cedar 3 00(3 3 20

XX, " " 2 25(3 2 40

Lath 1 40(3 1 60

Since the fire, market has been firm and de-

mand good, dealers are hardly able to supply

the demand for want of an assortment which is

very much broken. Prospects look towards a

good fall trade. Customers in many instances

are obliged to go to Buffalo and Saginaw to

lUpply their wants.

L22-ly

Northey s Steam Pump Works
BOILER SEED PUMPS,

AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMPS,

STEAM FIRE PUMPS, and

WRECKING PUMPS.

MINING PI MPS,

PUMPS SPECIALLY ADAPTED for

OIL PIPE LINES,

And CITY WATER WORKS.

HA
No. 47 King William Street.

ONTARIO
SEZSTID IFOIR, CIECTJLAE. U7-ly

MILL SIJPPLIBS.
Extra Stretched and Patent Smooth Surface

RUBBER BELTING—in Stock, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 Plies.

HOYT'S CELEBRATED LEATHER BELTING.
COTTON BELTING, for FlourJVQlls. &c, Superior Quality.

DISSTON'S CELEBRATED MILL SAWS.
Steam Packing of all kinds, Rubber and Linen Hose, Silk Bolting Cloth, Emery
Wheels, Lacing Leather (Page's Genuine), Lard, Seal, Cylinder, Spindle, West Vir-
ginia and Wool Oils. Our Stock includes Mill Supplies and Rubber Goods of all

kinds. .^""Quotations furnished for any part of Canada. 21

ESTEY, ALLW00D & CO., SAINT JOHN. NEW BRUNSWICK.

ROBERT W. LOWE,
AUCTIONEER AND COMMISSION MERCHANT,

81 SANDS BUILDING, PRINCE WILLIAM STREET.
Cash advanced on Goods put in for sale. £3TNo Storage charged. All kinds of Merchandise

Bong lit nnd Sold. N ew and Second-hand Furniture alwnys 011 hand. Agent for Hazelhurst & Co's
W1NTHROF COOKING RANGES, WATERLOO WOOD STOVES, FRANKLIN, &c, &C, 4c

L22-ly SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

GREAT FIRE AT OSWEGO-
Oswego, .Sept. 16.—Fire broke out to-day in

a block of about ten or twelve tenements, at the

foot of Water street, which were soon consuni

ed, the wind being in the south. The flames

spread to the lumber yards or C. K. Getmann,
Bond and Jenkins and also about 3,000,000 feet

of lumber were burned. The fire then spread

to the lumber yasds of Kenyon, White & Co.,

E. W. Rath bun & Co., and Page, Fail-child &
Co. The former contained about 2,500,000 feet

and the latter about 3,000,000 feet. The indica-

tions are that 8,000,000 or 10,000,000 feet of

lumber will be burned. The total loss on lum-

ber, buildings, and docks will reach 8400,000 ;

partly insured.

Bcantifieps.

Ladies, you cannot make fair skin, rosy cheeks and
sparkling eyes with all the cosmetics of France, or
beautifiers of the world, while in poor health, and
nothing will give you such good health, strength,
buoyant spirits and beauty as Hop Bitters. A trial is

certain proof.—Telegraph.
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ELECTRICIAN,
4 QUEEN STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

Trusses for HERNIA, Rupture,
The most Durable and Beneficial kind known to Medical Science always in

Stock, and fitted to the Body at Reasonable Prices.

BATTERIES FOR BATHS,
Of Special Sizes, made to order, both for Public and Private Use ; and
FARADIO BATTERIES always on hand. PRICES LOW. lyLl7

ROBIN &
SADLER

St. Joseph St.

Manufacturers

of

HOSE,
Lace Leather,

Mill Supplies, &c.

National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS ^STREET, OTTAWA.

The Best Axes in the World

!

Single, Double and Triple Steel, 28 Patterns.

anufacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
llitary Encampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
lldew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

OPEN FOR Ubfc

b27

made of the best of sllk-flnlsh bunting. CAMP
BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x 6 In. ; 3 feet long, weighing
only 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coals and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
^£3~Speclal rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,
202 Bparki Street ^Ottawa

And Burrell's, "Wamock's, and Dundas Axes, made specially for the Lumber Trade,

repacked any weights without extra charge. Lindsay Pattern of Broad anfl Blocking

Axes. LANCE TOOTH SAWS, warranted good. P. Jewill & Sons (Hartford, Conn.)

LEATHER BELTING. CTJT FILES. LATH YARN. Mill and Shanty Hardware.

No. 1 LARD OIL. Heavy HAMES, BUCKLES and HARNESS TRIMMINGS
Ballard and other RIFLES, from $10 each. Large assortment of CARTRIDGES.

GEORGE STETHEH. Peterborough. Out.

Importer, Jobber and Retail Dealer in Hardware. 121.17

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure In drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding House vise. These Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet
Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Stoves are as follows :—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-lnch holes, with ample room between, and one oven II x 24 x 26.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a lop surface containing twelve 10-inch pot boles, with two^ovens, each lti

x 24 x 26. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonials
from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since 1

ommeneed manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
ellable, aud will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

The Best Stove I have ever Used.
Pftkrboroiuii, May 31, 1SS0.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove 1 have t \ er

used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.
Yours truly, THOS. GEO. HAZLITT.

Tbe Stove for Lumbermen,
Peterroroioh, June 1st, 1SS0.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and find

it is very B&tiSnvctory for lumber operations, especially 60 on drives. We can recommend it higblv.
Yours truly, IRWIN \ BOYD,

Gives tbe Greatest satisfaction.

Prtkrborocoh, June 3rd, 1SS0.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant use ever since lust fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is In the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. HILLIARD, M.P

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED

All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.
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HART EMERY WHEEL COMPANY, Limited

GILBERT HART, Detroit,
President.

JAMES T. BARNARD, Hamilton,
Secretary-Treasurer.

SAMUEL BRIGG8, Hamilton,
Superintendent.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

EMERY and CORUNDUM WHEELS

These Wheels are

Wire Strengthened

And Specially Adapted

For Saw Gumming

Neither Animal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in their composition, they are NOT LIABLE
TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while

They Surpass All Other Wheels for Free Gutting and Durability.

We refer to the following well known Saw Manufacturers for Opinions as to the Quality of our Wheels :

Messrs. SHURLEY & DIETRICH,
GALT.

Messrs. R. H. SMITH & CO.,

ST. CATHARINES.

JAMES ROBERTSON, ESQ.,

MONTREAL.

Messrs. JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.,

TORONTO.

WE ALSO REFER, TO

WILLIAM HAMILTON, ESQ

,

PETERBOROUGH,
Manufacturer of the Covell Saw Sharpeners.

Messrs. H. B. RATHBUN & SON,
DESERONTO,

Lumber Merchants. lyi.16
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lum: E STATIONERY.

We will supply anything in the line of BLANKS or STATIONERY for Lumber

Shanties and Offices at City prices.

Shanty Settlements

Shanty Orders

Shanty Receipts

Shanty Time Books

Shanty Log Books

Shanty Reports

Shanty Ledgers

Shanty Cash Books

Shanty Way Bills

Drive Books

Office Letterheads

Office Noteheads

Office Envelopes

Office Cards

Office Notes

Office Drafts

Office Orders

Office Receipts

Office Blnak Books

Office Ship Account Books

And everything necessary to a complete office outfit.

All Printing done in the Highest Style of the Art, and at Lowest Living Prices.

Book- Binding of every Description got up in a very Neat and Superior manner.

Account Books Ruled and Bound to any desired Pattern.

For Schedule of Prices address, describing the kind and quality of work desired,

toker & CO.,
"THE CANADA LUMBERMAN,"

PETERBOROUGH. ONTARIO.
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DAVID JONES'
CELEBRATED

Cast Steel Table Cutlery!
H^Best Cast Steel, Warranted.*®^

Edge Tool & Cutlery Works, Woodstock, I. B.

Awarded Diploma and Medal by the New Brunswick Government in 1873.

L21-ly
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The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English

and American makers. This, along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
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Tta« Bell Organ Manufactory Is the Largest and Oldest in the British Empire, and the fact that
we have Hold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best In the market. We GUARANTEE ALL
OCR ORGANS for five yearn. Correspondence Invited. Illus.rated Catalogue mailed free.

W. ZBIELILj & GO.
41 to 47 East Market Suqare, GUELPH, Out.

LUMBERMEN
Will always find a Large Stock of

Shanty Blankets

HORSE BLANKETS
At LOWEST Mill Price, at

JNO. MACDONALD A CO S

TOEO 3ST T O.

end Sample Order for our LINED SHAPED

HORSE RUG, a Specialty, highly recommended for

Wear and Warmth
6L22
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M. Covel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener!
Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW
STEAM FEED I

I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which are giving the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials:—

Gravenuuhst, August 20th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Esq., Peterborough.

Dear Sir—1 have used your Steam Feed for near four
months, and It has given me perfect satisfaction in every
way; it is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since I put it into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long In one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-
stantly. I am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. I consider 1 have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed sinco I got it

than I would have cut had I not put It In.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Onl.

Dear Sir—The Steam Peed you put in is working splen-
didly. Yours, &c,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

MILL MACHINERY!
I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for all

sizes of Oang or Circular Mills, Span <>r Loub'e Circular*

for SlabbiugSmall Log*. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs into Saw Mills, acknowledged by ail to be Ibe
Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of lidgers, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, PowerGummers, and nil Machinery used in a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; uImi, small Hand Gum-
triers for use iu the woods, for '.'ross-cut Saws. Rotary
Pumps of different sizes, for Fire Protection in Mills, Ac.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel Is the great consideration, along
with uniformity of speed, such as is required in Grist and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, 1 supply the Corliss Engine. I feel

Justified in saying that 0<n*Style, W orkmanship and Finish

on this Engine will be do discredit to Us renown, and cer-

tainly i9 not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

1 have them working at 2J pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. Llo

PETERBOROUGH, OUNTT.

EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emery Wheels are now almost iu universal use for the purpose of gullelling and gumming saws. Statistics show from

25,000 to 80,000 BBW-mlllB ID the United States. Many of these run only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two
Wheels a year, costing *3 to $1 each, and when such small mills order single Emery Wheels from the factory, the express charges

often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality of Emery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand so

tickle, that storekeepers could not afford to carry them in stock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have become as staple

an article as Files, ami every dealer In saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sizes in stock,

Large dealors ordor stocks of $500 to $750 worth at a time. Saw Gumming Wheels are used with the edge (or face) square, round

or beveled. Probably seven-eigths of all in use are beveled.

Tne principal sizes are: .

Bxi
8x1
8xJ

i in. hole.

I On
]

10x3
10x3
10x§

| in. hole.

12xi 1

12x8 I

12x4 { Holes,
12x|

[ J, 4 and 1 inch.

12x1
12x| )

Probably more wheels 12xf, 12s J and 12xj are used than all the other 6izes together. Saw Gumming Wheels are used,

however, of all sizes up to 24x1}. The most frequent complaint is that Emery Wheels harden the saw so that a file won't touch It.

The answer is that you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,

leaving the teeth case hardened, In which condition the saw will cut about 33J per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those

who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the 6aw lightly a second time (after going all over It once), and this second

touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

_A_ QUESTION OIF QUALITY
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers iu, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality Is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

" Extra Soft " wheel like the '• Pocono." We believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to

adopt our views, we make several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (uot Tacite), that we can furnish

qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us kuow what it is, aud we can send you a Tbnite Wheel of similar quality. Our regular

classification of Saw Gumming Wheels Is as follows

:

CLASS 3. MEDIUM- HARD.—This Wheel is THE Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are "Class 2.'

It cuts fastand keeps its shape Well. Some think It too hard, some too soft. We prefer the " Pocono."

specially

CLASS 3. MEDIUM-SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, aud therefor.freer cutting wheel.

pt A««S " POCONO " EXTRA SOFT —This Wheel we prefer to all others. It is both finer in grain and softer than either of the above. As a Saw Gummiug Wheel, Class '• Pocono " is

ly suited to tl^se practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a free cutting wheel that will uot create much heat.

Illustrated Circulars and Catalogue, snowing? Cuts of Saw Gumming Machines, and Shapes, Siies and Prices of Wheels, sent free on application.

The Tanite Go. Strondsburg, Monroe Co. Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED. I
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young walnut trees at Lotbinieer, Que., and he
has sent to Sarnia for more walnuts to plant.

His example is a good one.

Sir A. J. Smith's mill, on the Petitcodiac

River, was bumed on Friday night, the Oth
of September. The origin of the fire is unknown.
The mill was shut down that afternoon at three

o'clock. Mr. Early Kay, the manager, left the

mill premises at 5 p.m., at which time all was
straight, and there was no sign of any fire in the

vicinity them Besides the destruction of the
mill, valued at over S2,000, there were over 300,-

000 feet of sawed lumber burned ; also a portion
of a bridge across the stream near the mill. The
loss is estimated at 83,000. Insurance, about
81,000. Mr. Kay has taken steps towards re-

building the -mill at once.

The Timber Trades Journal', of Sept. 17, says :

—Liverpool was as remarkable for its bare sup-
plies of timber during the first week of this

month as London for its superabundance. Only
34 ships with wood were reported in the former,

and of these 15 were steamers, mostly with only
part cargoes, and some with a very small part,

too, such as 3,000 staves, or 400 or 500 planks

(30 or 40 loads, perhaps). On the other hand
London imported 94 complete cargoes by sailers,

besides 42 by steamships, some of them full

cargoes from the Baltic. Yet prices at Liver-
pool are not improving, and the stock is heavier
than it was at this time last week, while that of

London is only about three-fifths of what it was
then.

A. C. Banner & Co., Mobile, Ala., shipped
by Lady Dufferin for Liverpool, a while since, a
«rgo, consisting of 1,250,000 feet of lumber,
deals and hewed timber. The first direct ship-

ment to Europe from this port was made several

years ago by H. C. Vaughan, at present the
•nperintendent of the mill of the firm named
above, and consisted of hewed timber. This
irm averages a cut of 800,000 feet monthly, and
•hips about 600,000 feet. The timber is brought
to their pulls from a radius of nearly 120 miles,

«nd floated down the Dog and Pascagoula
river-, Mi-sissippi, and several creeks. As it

has to be brought many miles above the reach
of tide water, considerable difficulty is anticipat-

ed in the future floating of rafte, which even
now can only be done in a certain season of the
year. Ah the timber men go more inland to
cot, the work of bringing the logs to the rivers

and creeki becomes more arduous and expensive.
Tramways are much needed which would carry
the log* to tidewater, and thus afiord a continu-

and uninterrupted supply of material to the
aall*. There are at present ten mills in opera-
ting on the bog and f'ascagoula rivers. The
timber \-. ',f fine quality andjcommarids the
h*h*»!t price in the Euroj^an markets.

SOME IRISH SAW MILLS-
Having a few hours' time to kill, while wait-

ing for the homeward bound steamer at London-
derry, Ireland, the writer thought he could not
employ them better than in a ran through the
saw mills, etc., which he noticed along the
d }cks as lie passed up them on the deck of the
steamer, which had brought him thither from
Glasgow. Although a very different thing
from those of Canada, the saw mills to be seen

at Londonderry are neither few nor without
interest to a Canadian. Tney are, in fact, mills

which take up the lumber, as turned out of our
eastern mills, and fit it for actual use.

Londonderry is the chief point of supply for

the North-Western district of Ireland, and im-
ports each season about teD cargoes of deals

from St. John. N.B. ; three or four from other

ports of N. B. , and about three from Quebec, be-

sides two or three cargoes of pitch pine. For
the conversion of this and such timber as the

neighbourhood produces into sizes and thick-

nesses suitable for the local trade, five saw mills,

etc., are employed. We say " etc." because all

of these mills do more or less of other wood
work in addition to sawing.

While in Canada the first object is to save

labour, in Londonderry the first object is to

save the precious wood, and that they under-

stand how to do this will be conceded when we
state that we saw in the mills of Mr. Balantine

a three inch deal cut into six boards, with the

loss of only one quarter of an inch of the wood
for the five saws which had passed through it,

—

that is just one-twentieth of an inch for each

passage of the saw. In many respects the gates

in which the saws are fixed for cutting deals are

not unlike one of the ordinary gang gates to be
found in any Canadian mill. They are, of

course, all driven by steam, and work up and
down in a gate, and the saws can be set to any
thickness desired, in much the same way as our
own. The frames in which they stand are,

however, of massive iron, and are all set on the
ground with a pit underneath, from whence the
sawdust can be easily removed. Most of these

gates are made for sawing two pieces of deals,

or other small timber, at one time. In the mill

of Messrs. Cook & Co. (you see they have
" cooks " in the lumber business there as well as

in Canada) they have a gate which cuts four

deals at once, for which the " sawyer " claimed

great superiority over all others in use in the

city, and which, like all the rest of the

machinery in these mills, had been brought
across the Channel,—this particular one coming
from the establishment of Thos. H. Allan,

Johnstone, near Glasgow, while the others

came from the works of T. Robinson & Son,

Rochdale. Besides these "gates," all these

mills had one or more ordinary circulars, for

cutting up our square timber and the wood
brought in from the surrounding country. It is

a pity one half of the people of Canada cannot

see for themselves the kind of Irish timber the
writer saw in these mill yards, and in the course

of manufacture. Nine-tenths of our people
would consider it almost valuless for fuel, to say
nothing of making use of it for manufacturing
purposes, and yet here they were twisting and
turning it about, and cutting'it in this and then
in that direction, until the refuse was almost
reduced to nil. Seeing, they say, is believing,

and one certainly requires to see for themselves
the ingenuity displayed in the Old Country in

making the most of a piece of the roughest wood,
to appreciate in any degree the immense value
which even ourmost inferior wood possesses under
proper manipulation. As in too many other
cases, it is to be feared our people will only ap-

preciate the value of our forests when they are
gone.

In addition to the sawing appliances found at
the Messrs. McClelland's establishment, they
were just getting into order, having been burnt
out about two months before, an extensive shop
for the manufacture of doors, sash, and wood-
work generally. Already they had a few
machines in operation, among them being what
seemed to our unpractised eyes a very superior
turning machine. Certainly no machine could
do the work allotted to it more expeditiously
or more neatly than this one did. They ako
had a new planing machine, which worked
everything perfectly true (at right angles) from
an inch up to 18 inches square. These machines,
like all the others we saw (with the single ex-

ception already noted) were from the establish-

ment of Messrs. Robinson, Rochdale, and were
built, if not regardless of cost, certainly regard-
less of the quantity of iron put into them. In
fact, as remarked to us, these machines were
built to, and never did, wear out.

Mr. Balantine's is also a large establishment,
with several ingenious machines for making
mouldings, turning, etc., and the building trade
must certainly be, as they said, fairly active in
the North-west of Ireland, to give the full em-
ployment, which it seemed to be doing, to the
establishments of Messrs. McClelland, Balantine
and McAlwee. At Mr. Balantine's we came
across an old friend from Deseronto, in the
shape of some doors from the establishment of
H. B. Rathbun & Son. Mr. Balintine says
these doors give entire satisfaction, and that
although there is a good deal of prejudice against
them, yet they are destined to run the home-
made article out of the market if the quality is

kept up and they can continue to be sold at
present prices. Upon this latter point, however,
he seemed to be rather skeptical, and at the
conclusion of a somewhat long conversation as
to their merits, he said the only suggestion
which he could make for their improvement
would be that the panel should not be fitted so
tight as it was, as the wood sometimes swelled
after they came, to hand to such an extent as to
make the] panel bulge. He attributed the

swelling to their damper climate, and suggested
that instead of being fitted tight up in the joints

a vacancy of say an eighth of an inch should be
left, so as to leave room for swelling. Doubtless
the attention of Messrs. Rathbun only requires

to be called to this point to ensure a remedy
being applied, while we are sure every one will

be rejoiced to learn from such a source of the
success attending the enterprise of Messrs.
Rathbun in sending this class of manufactures
across the Atlantic.

THE FUTURE LUMBER SUPPLY.
The Ottawa Free Press says that regrets have

often been expressed at the wholesale destruc-
tion of our pine forests by the lumbermen, but
of late years the destruction of vast tracts of
valuable timber by fire has led to the belief that
it is better the timber should be cut than that
it should be worse than wasted by annual con-
flagrations. In a former article we gave an
estimate of the rate at which the forests are dis-

appearing before the woodman's axe to supply
the demands of the market, wherein it was
shown that ten years was the limit at which
the supply in the lumber regions of the North-
western States could be relied upon, while that
of Canada could not be expected to last longer.

Should this forecast turn out correct, where
are we to look for the future lumber supply of

the world ? An answer to this question is given
in the accounts which reach us from the far

west. From the mouth of the Columbia river

extending north into British Columbia there are

forests capable, of supplying the prairies east of

the Rocky Mountains with lumber for a great
many years to come, and we fancy it is not im-
probable that, so soon as railway facilities are
obtained from the Western Slope to the North-
West territories, a great trade will arise. The
lumber, coal, fish, etc., of the Pacific coast find-

ing profitable exchange for the grain and meat
of the territories.

The forests of British Columbia have a world
wide fame. The timber consists chiefly of pine,

with considerable quantities of fir, spruce,

cedar and redwood, and a small supply of white
oak, hemlock and maple. The trees of this re-

gion show luxuriant growth. The yellow fir

frequently attains a height of 250 feet ; pine,

125 to 160 feet ; silver fir, 150 feet ; white cedar,

100 feet ; white oak, 70 feet ; black spruce, 60
feet. Cedars have been found to measure 63

feet in girth, with a height of 120 feet. The
pine trees are known to the lumbermen as of

two varieties—" sap " and " overgrown.'' The
" sap " tree yields 6,000 to 8,000 feet of lumber,

and the " overgrown " 6,000 to 15,000 feet. Of
this timber is made all grades of lumber—ship

timbers, fencing, pickets, railroad ties, barrel

staves and headings, household furniture, etc.

—

and the product is shipped in large quantities to

the Pftcific coast of South America, while trade

is done with Australia, France and England.
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OUR QUEBEC LETTER
SCARCITY OF PINE IN THIS MARKET—FEW TRANS

ACTIONS—THE ENQUIRY FOR OAK AND STAVES

—THE SHIPMENT OF SQUARE TIMBER BY RAIL

—LATEST QUOTATIONS—MINING NOTES.

From Our Own Correspondent.

Quebec, Oct. 6.—The past month has been a

very uneventful one in the Quebec timber

market. There have been but few transactions

mediately dumped into a pond alongside the

railway track, and there rafted and towed to

the coves.

THE APPOINTMENT Oi" A SUPERVISOR.

The whole trade is very much excited about

the vacancy in the Supervisor's Office, and the

I apparent determination of some few public men
to pitchfork into the office some political favorite

hanger on, without the slightest knowledge

worthy of reporting, and not much change of I
of the requirements of the trade. Numerous

representations, which it is to be hoped may
not be overlooked, have been unanimously

prices, though in recent sales the prices of con-

tracts, made a month or six weeks ago, have not

been nearly touched.

WHITE PINE

•There is now remaining in first hands but a

few small lots of white pine, and these are held

by not more than two or three parties. There

is still a moderate enquiry, but holders, of

course, seek to improve the opportunity, and re

fuse to sell except at very high prices. Two or

three weeks since a raft of white pine in shi[

ping order, with some hardwood, changed hand

at 26J cents, while about the same time n

pine of 44 feet, or thereabouts, was sold at 22i

cents. Last week the sales were as follows :

—

A raft of white pine, one of the choicest of the

Beason, consisting of three-fourths square, 62

feet average, and one-fourth waney board, 22

inch average, at 37 cents all round ; another of

55 feet average, 28 cents. Square white pine

45 feet average, fair quality, was sold last week

for 28 cents. Within the last few days a raft of

fair quality, about 52 feet average, has been

sold at 2G cents, with half rod pine, 38 feet

average, at 174 cents. A raft of white pine, 4

feet average, changed hands this week at 26|

cents.
RED- PINE.

Red pine, as may be judged from the prices

quoted above for mixed rafts, is not in much

demand. Prime wood of large average would

however, command a fair sale. On tho other

hand a very large raft of poor quality lias just

been sold at 11 cents.

OAK.

Oak is still held firm with a fair enquiry

Prices have not materially changed since last

quotations. Two or three sales have been made
for early delivery by first rafts of next season.

The figure is said to be about 40 cents

STAVES.

Staves of all kinds are exceedingly scarce.

No change in price is reported.

DEALS.

Deals are scarce and in demand, particularly

spruce, which are much wanted. There is said

to be little or no change since last sales, whic h

were quoted some time since for spruce at 36, 28

and 22c. for large lots, and 40c, 2Gc. and 22c

for a small quantity.

FREIGHTS AND SHIPPING.

A few weeks will now end the ship] >ing season

here, and then we shall have the annual returns

of stocks to winter here, which are certain, how-

ever, to be very light. The total number of

vessels of all kinds in port to-day is but 35, and

there are only a few more to arrive. Transac-

tions in freights during the present week have

been as follows :—London, timber 24s.
;
deals,

62s. 6d. Dublin, timber, 24s. Grangemouth,

timber, 24s. Grimsby, deals, 65s. ; timber, 35s.

;

deals, 80s.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT.

The following comparative statement of tim-

ber, &c, measured and culled at Quebec, up to

Oct. 7th, has been received from the Supervisor

of Cullers' Office to-day :

1879. 18S0. 1881.

Waney White Pine 1,301,665 2,064,863 2,421,407

White Pine 2,503,375 3,S74,801 5,455,785

Red Pine 741,499 954,884 1,872,004

Oak 793,593 1,419,196 2,534,881

Elm 318,074 922,530 1,009,440

Ash 47,161 236,672 394,039

Basswood 280 363 3,576

Butternut 70 645 2,991

Tamarac 6,691 22,458 24,410

Birch and Maple 121,224 661.S15 151,742

Masts and Bowsprits ... 50 pes 4 pea 25 pes

Spars 26 pes 23 pes

Std. Staves 76.9.0.8 17.4.0.6 368.7.2.29

W.I. Staves 127.3.0.11 299.6.1.2 355.4.2.20

SHIPMENT BY RAIL.

The shipment by the Q. M. O. & O. Railway,

from above Ottawa, of Allan G rant's square

timber, is progressing rapidly. Some 600 cars

have already arrived, and 500 more are expected.

The timber arrives in prime order, and is im-

made by the whole trade to the Government,

setting forth the importance and necessity of

having a properly qualified Supervisor.

MINING NOTES.

A French engineer, sent out by Parisian

capitalists, has just arrived here to investigate

the mining value of the gold lands at Beauce, in

the possession of the Quebec Mining Co. Should

his report prove favorable, the necessary capital

will at once be forthcoming. News from Buck-

ingham is to tho effect that operations upon the

phosphate lands owned by tho French Syndi

cate are to be at once pushed forward with

vigor.

MToct »T Kcniovlng Mountain Forests.

Attention has long been given to devising

means to limit tho ravages of theso torrents,

which ruin the land, threaten estates, destroy

roads, and sometimes even compromise the ex-

istence of villages. Walls have been built along

the banks to protect them, or across the streams

to allay tho force of these waters. The most

efficacious means, however, as yet discovered,

has beon to maintain the woods on the slopes of

the mountain. The effect of cutting away tho

trees in promoting the formation of torrents

has not been doubted by tho inhabitants of

mountainous regions, and is clearly set forth by

M. Surrell, who says :
—" When we examine

tho tracts in tho midst of which torrents of

recent origin have been formed, we perceive

that they have in all cases been despoiled

f their trees and bushes. If, on the other

hand, wo examine hills whoso sides have been

recently stripped of wood, we observe that they

are cut up by numerous torrents, which have

evidently been formed very lately. Here is

remarkable double fact : wherever there are

recent torrents there are no longer forests, and

wherever the ground is cloared these torrents

aro formed ; and the same eyes that see the

woods fall on the declivity of a mountain, may
see appear there immediately a multitude of

torrents."

The disastrous consequences of removing the

woods from the Alps began to attract attention

in the last century, and have since been discuss

ed in many publications and official reports.

In 1853 the prefect of the department of the

Lower Alps said irr a report to the Minister :

—

If prompt and energetic measures are not

taken, it will bo almost impossible to designate

the precise momont when the French Alps will

become a desert. The period from 1851 to 1853

will produce a new diminution in the number of

the popu ation. In 1862 the Minister will re-

mark a continuous and progressive reduction in

the number of hectares devoted to agriculture ;

each year will aggravate the evil, and in a half

century France will count more ruins and one

department less." The departments of the

Upper and Lower Alps actually lost thirty

thousand inhabitants, or one-ninth of their

population, between 1S51 and 1876. A law for

recovering the mountains with wood, which had

been prepared by M. Forcade de Rouguet,

director-general of the administration of the

forests, was adopted by tho legislative bodies in

1860, and was put in operation shortly after-

ward.

—

Mr. M. J. C'lcrc, in the Popular Science

Monthly.

The Newcastle Chronicle says a cargo of square

timber chocks has been brought to the Tyne,

via Hamburg, direct from Prince Bismarck's

estate. The merchant who has received them

says the wood is as hard and square as the owner

of the estate himself.

Itogus Certificates,
It is no vile drugged stuff, pretending to be made ot

wonderful foreign roots, barks, &c. and purled up by
long bogus certificates of pretended miraculous cures,
but a simple, pure, effective medicine, made of well
known valuable remedies, that furnishes its own cer-

tificates by its cures. We refer to Hop Bitters, the
purest and best of medicines.—Republican.

PEGS.

The New York Mail says :—It was the privil-

ege of the writer to visit the picturesque little

town of Arlington, Vt., which at the time
boasted a population of 2,500, three churches,
five stores, two hotels, an extensive car works,
sash and blind, and chair factory ; also a " peg
factory," which, by the courtesy of the foreman,
Mr. L. E. White (who had been employed there

twenty-nine years), he was shown through and
received valuable information. The timber
used is black and yellow birch, which is cut
into pieces four feet in length, varying in

diameter from eight to fourteen inches. These
logs are placed in a building in winter and the
frost extracted by steam. They are then run in

on a tram railway to the circular 6aw depart-

ment, and cut into slices or blanks of the thick-

ness desired for the length of the pegs. These
are sorted and the knots cut out, and are then

passed on to a long bench which contains six

machines composed of fluted rollers. The
blanks are then run between these rollers, which
creases both sides. They are then run through
again to cross-crease, or mark out tho exact

sizes of the pegs. Then they go to the splitting

machines, which are set with double knives, and
cut the blanks into pegs. As they pass the last

machine they are sorted, and all knots and dis-

coloured ones removed as they are brushed off

into large baskets. These machines arc under
the care of young women, who appeared much
more happy and nseful than do many of those

who, thumping at their piano, would consider

such employment menial. The next process is

bleaching, which is accomplished by the fumes
of brimstone, which is unhealthy, (those wh
labor here shorten their lives). They are then

placed in large cylinders, which hold eleven

barrels, and have six hundred steam pi|ies

running through them, and revolve one and one
half times to the minute, drying two charges
rer day to each cylinder. They are then passed
into large wooden casks, or cylinders, which
revolving rapidly, polish them by the friction

the refuse falling through wire sieves or screen

>penings, after which they are again passed
into a sifter, which separates all the single pegs
and drops them into tubs, or boxes, leaving those
which have not been separated in the machine,
They are then put in barrels ready for market
The factory running on full time turns out 150

bushels, or fifty barrels, per day. The sizes go
from eight up to sixteen to an inch. The
lengths go by eighths, two and one-half to

twelve. Twenty-six hands are employed, half

of them being women. The products of this

factory are mostly shipped to Germany and
France, and enter largely into the manufacture

of toys and fancy goods, as well as into the shoe

manufactory. Thus the "genii of mechanism
converts, as by magic, the trees from the Ver-

mont mountains into articles of use, which,

floating off through the channels of commerce to

far away lands, anon return to sparkle the eyes

of happy children in toys, in which these pegs

have become important factors.

How to < onio it Over Home)-.

Mr. James T. Bell's account, in the Canadian
Entomoloijist of the easy capture of hornets may
possibly serve as a useful hint to some agricul

tural reader in an emergency. The nest was un-

expectedly found in a stump during a walk in

the Belleville forests :
" A few days after, tak-

ing advantage of a cool morning, I sent my two
boys to the woods with a small bottle of chloro-

form aird a hard rubber syringe. Accordiug to

directions, they injected about a drachm of the

liquid into the hole, and threw a handkerchief

over the entrance. In about five minutes they

opened up the nest, when they found the in-

mates in a perfect state of slumber, and trans-

ferred them without trouble to their cyanide

bottles. In about an hour they returned, bring-

me forty-eight specimans of the insect."

Are Yor ?—Are you a Dyspeptrc? Have you Indi-

istion? Is your Liver sluggish? Does your food

trouble you ? Does sleep fail to refresh you ? Is your

appetite and energy gone 1 Zopesa (from Brazil) will

cure you, tone you up, and invigorate your whole sys-

tem. It is a gentle purgative, acts as a wonder upon,
and gives strength ami energy to the Digestive appar-
atus. It is strongly anti-bilious, carries off all surplus
bile, tones the Liver, gives sound Ingestion and speedv
health to the Dyspeptic and the Billions. Try a 10 eeut
sample at least.

Indian Forestry.
,

A correspondent of the New York Tribune in

a lengthy article in which he gives a brief

history of some of the forest fires that have
visited this and other countries, sets forth nine
facts that are of peculiar interest in connection

with the recent terrible conflagration that has
visited our own state. He states that the In-

dians; jft he found while living among them,
made a practice of burning over the ground of

their forests once a year, as regularly as the

farmer plows his land. He claims that the

heat from these annual burnings is not great

enough to injure, much less consume the trees,

but the flames clean the ground of dead leaves

and rubbish, destroying bugs and worms and
killing the germs of malaria. The accumulation
of dry leaves, twigs, mosses and fallen timber,

he thinks, is the cause of the great forest fires,

such as those which have ravaged whole coun-

ties in this state and destroyed hundreds of

human lives. If the woods were systematically

burned every year in this Indian fashion, there

could be no possibility of an accidental fire

gathering headway enough to become a destruc-

tive conflagration. Some year of drouth, he
fears, will see the Alleghanies and other timber

strongholds swept as bare as the Tyrian rock.
" Then the rainfall will cease, then the nation.

History testifies that nations have perished

from the earth when their forests perished."

One remedy which occurs to this eorresixwdent

for the destruction of forests by fire and by the

rapacity of lumbermen who cut down the trees

but plant none in their stead to supply the

coming generation, is the appointment of a
national commissioner of forestry, " a man who
knows and loves the life-giving wood, and who
would travel from state to state, section to sec-

tion, and forest to forest, protecting the timber

lands of the country."

—

Lumberman's Gazette.

A Ills In. nl 4 liantloK.

A correspondent writes to the Mail h fal-

lows :—At dark on the evening of the 20th ult.,

the large lumber shanty in the north -east corner

of Chandos caught from a forest fire, and was
totally destroyed, also the stable, blacksmith

shop, meat house, and granary. The office was
saved by a sudden change of wind. The build-

ings were very extensive, the stable being 120

feet long, and the shanty (which last winter

accommodated over 100 men) was 80 feet in

length, and all very substantially built last fall

by Mr. John Gaidt, an energetic foreman in the

employ of Messrs. Gilmour & Co.. Trenton,

who expected to use the shanty for lumbering

another winter or two. A near settler (with

his wife and family of small children) occupied

the premises as caretaker for the summer, an 1

had his little summer's grain stored in the stable,

and all burnt. He had done but little el>e for a

month previously but watch, carry water, and
fight fires in the woods around, and yras be-

ginning to ho)>e the worst danger was
i
a.-t.

But a strong northerly wind seemed sent on

purpose to consume everything in its track, and

• irlier in the day reached and destroyed hi- own
private dwelling, about forty rods from the

lumber shanty. Himself and a few neighKmrs

fought the fire so long at the big stable, and the

shanty caught fire so soon afterwards, that a

very few of the caretaker's household effects

could be saved. To make matters more serious,

his wife had given birth to a child the same day.

and had to leave her bed and walk baref<H>tod

to the nearest house (nearly half a mile), sup-

ported by a neighbour and his wife.

Rlreh Bark KiiMmt.
It is said that a dense black gum may be ob-

tained from the outer lavers of the birch tree

bark by distillation, which possess all the ordi-

nary properties of gutta i^ercha, and has the

additional merit of resisting the deteriorating

influence of air and the corrosive action of acids.

This advantage makes it useful as an ingredient

f India-rubber and gutta percha. which it ren-

ders much more durable. Whether these state-

ments are true remains to be proved

Are Yon Going to Travel?
Don't forget a supply of that Dr. Fow'cr's Extract of

Wild Strawberry. It is a superior Mated] for s>.i su-k

ness, and a positive cure for all bowel complaints in-
duced by bad water, changv of diet, or of climate.
Whether at home or abroad, it should be kept at hand
in case of euiergeucy.



THE CANADA LUMBERMAN.

VENNOB ON DECK.

Siuce Vennor's predictions of cold for this

week has proved true his credit is up again in

Ithe eyes.of the credulous. Therefore his pre-

dictions for the months to come are of interest,

i
Paste them in the inner recesses of your hat :

—

A warm wave is likely to occur over a large

portion of Is orth America during the month of

November, 1881, and again during January and

February, 1882.

A frigid wave may be expected towards

the close of November and entry of December,

1881.

The winds and storms of March will probably

arrive ahead of time, and render the closing

days of February exceedingly disagreeable.

The latter part of April and entry of May,

1882, will remind one of winter again, and the

spring is likely to be cold and backward gener.

ally.

The winter of 1882 is not likely to be char

acterized by heavy snow falls on this side of the

Atlantic.

In Western Canada, and sections south of the

lakes, navigation may remain open all the year,

or close but for a very brief period.

December, 1881, will be a month of storms in

the Lake Region.

The summer of 18S2 will be generally unfav-

orable to agriculture, owing to cold and wet

weather-

Western sections will probably 6uffer more

from rains and floods than from thunder storms

or cyclones during the summer of 1882.

There will be brief periods of severe cold dur-

ng the winter of 18S2, and longer ones of

warmth.

Destructive Fire.

New York, Oct. 10.—The Fourth avenue

orse c:ir stables, owned by W. H. Vander-

eabilt, and occupying a block, were burned

lis evening. Most of the horses were taken

at, but it is thought at least thirty perished,

oiue say two hundred were burned. The loss

i estimated at ?200,000. The flames spread to

Morrell's lar^e furniture storage building, across

the street, which was destroyed. Some of the

finest furniture in the city was stored there,

including $50,000 worth of painting, the pro-

perty of Vanderbilt, all which were burned.

The loss is estimated at 82,000,000.

A Veby Useful Kisd of Varnish is made
known by Leon Vidal, which is excellent for

producing imitation of ground glass, and will

doubtless be found available for other purposes.

The formula is : Sandarac,13 parts ; mastic ; 4

parts ; ether, 200 parts
; benzol, 80 to 100 parts.

See to it?—Zopesa, (from Brazil) will cure the worst
case of Dyspepsia. A single dose will relieve in a de-
gree that shows its wonderful curative powers, and its
peculiar action upon the Stomach and Digestive Organs.
It is a positive and absolute cure for Costiveness and
Constipation, acting in a remarkable way upon the syi-
tem, carrying off impurities. As a Liver regulator its
actions are most remarkable. It tones and stimulates
the Liver to action, it corrects the acids and regulates
the bowels. A few doses will surprise you. Sample
bottle 10 cts.

Set back 42 Years.
" I w as troubled for many years with Kidney Com-

plaint, Gravel, etc., ; my blood became thin ; I was
dall and inactive ; could hardly crawl about ; was an

I worn out man all over ; could get nothing to help
i until 1 got Hop Bitters, and now I am a boy again.

My blood and kidneys are all right, and I am as active
"la man of .'/), although I am 72, and I have no doubt

will do as well for others of my age. It is worth a
W.—(Father.)

—

Sunday Mercury.

WANTED
A SITUATION IS A LUMBER FIRM, as Superin-

tendent of Shanties and Drives; has had twenty years'
eaperiinoe. Good references can be given. Address
ft, M. H., 307, Kideau Street, Ottawa. 2l24

MILL MACHINERY FOR SALE.

A TURBINE WATER WHEEL, 50 inches, Steam
Cylinder, 12 .!.':.••-, v.ith Steam Chest, Shafting and
other Saw Mill gearing. Address P. O. Box 352,
Barrie, Ont. 4l24

FRANCOIS MARCHAND,
Manufacturer of all Descriptions of

STEAM BOILERS,
SHIPS WATEE TANKS, Etc.

8t Bocb Street, mat QUEBEC, P. Q<

ROBERT SMALLWOOD
MANUFACTURER OF

The Patent Lever Feed Shingle,

Box Board & Heading Machine

(Always takes First Prize.)

Rotary Saw Mills
IN FOUR SIZES, and other

MACHINERY for SAW and

GRIST MILLS.
JTSEND FOR CIRCULAR.

CHARLOTTETOWN,
i,24-ly Prince Edward Island-

HOPaBITTERS.
(A medicine, not a Drink,)

HOPS, BUCHU, MANDRAKE,
DANDELION.

Ajn> the Purest and Best Medical Quali-
ties or all other Bitters.

TIIKY CXJKE
All Diseases of the Stomach, Bowels, Blood,
Liver, Kidneys, and Urinary Organs, Ner-

ousness, Sleeplessnessand especially
Female Complaints.

SiOOO IN GOLD.
fwill be paid for a case they will not cure orl

help, or for anything impure or injurious
found in them.

\
Ask your druggist for Hop Bitters and tryj
jthem before you sleep. Take no Other.

|D.I. C. Is an absolute andlrresistlblecure for|
Drunkeness, use of opium, tobacco and

narcotics.

Send fob Ciroulab.

I All above .old by druggists.

(Hop Bitter. Mlg. Co., Rochester, N. Y., & Toronto, Out.

I

GRAYS PATENT

OLLER MILL

A Model of Perfection !

Every Mill a Success /

We have added to our plant all the latest improved
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture of Printers Furniture, facilities for executing;
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continent.
A large assortment of various cuts constantly on hand.

FLEMING & SON,
Ll4 26 Colborne St., Toronto.

Extract °r Wi Lt£

Cures Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Dy-
sentery, Cramps, Colic, Sea Sick-

ness and Summer Complaint ; also

Cholera Infantum, and all Com-
plaints peculiar to children teeth-

ing, and will be found equally

beneficial for adults or children.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRIJGCISIS.

T. MILBURN & CO.,
Proprietors, Toronto.

The Machine is Perfect in all its adjustments, and RUNS
WITHOUT NOISE.

It is doing Better Work than any other Machine in use.

Automatic Lubrication of Principal Bearings.

Driven entirely by BELTS.
Differential Speed always insured.

WEYMAN'S NEW IMPROVED PATENT

The BEST ROLL FOR MIDDLINGS in the world. Over 6000
in use in this country and Europe. Send for particulars.

MILLER BROS. & MITCHELL.
Nos. 110, 112, 114 and 116 KING STREET

MONTREAL.
SOLE LICENSEES FOR DOMINION.

Manufacturers of Improved Hoisting Machinery, MINING
and CONTRACTORS' PLANT. Importers of BEST STEEL
WIRE ROPE. Mention this Paper. L24.iy
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INFLUENCE OF FORESTS ON WATER-

COURSES.
We take the following from a paper read by

Mr. ©avid D. Thompson, of Cincinnati, before

the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, at that city, last month :—The rapid

destruction of our forests has at last begun to

attract public attention, and the efforts of those'

who are endeavoring to awaken interest in the

preservation of the standing trees, and to pro

mote their cultivation where none exist, are

bearing fruit, especially in the prairie states of

the West and Northwest. The arguments used
are usually such as may be embraced in the

question : What shall we do for fuel, for fences,

for ships, for building material, for railroad ties,

and for the innumerable industries of which
wood forms a part, when our forests have entire-

ly disappeared ? For all these purposes it is

probable that some substitute may be found.

But there are other uses for our forest trees,

and for which nothing else can take their place.

Important, possibly most important, among
these is the influence, and the effect of their re-

moval, upon water-courses, such as lakes, rivers,

creeks and brooks, and also upon springs and
wells.

Trees during a rain storm retain a vast quan-

tity of water. Fantrat found that the soil

covered with forests received six-tenths of the
whole rainfall, the trees having intercepted

four-tenths. The proportion, however, will

vary, depending largely upon the character of

th|f foliage and the nearness of the trees to each

other.

Besides, what is retained by the branches and
leaves, the roots, by keeping the soil around
them loosened, induce the speedy absorption of

the larger part of the rain which reaches the

ground, and much of which, but for the trees

and their effect upon the soil, would immediate-

ly flow away. The foliage of the trees by
partially or wholly excluding the sun's rays,

prevents, in a large degree, the evaporation of

the water in the soil, which in a treeless region

soon renders the ground as destitute of moisture

as though no rain had fallen.

By the absorption of the rain as it falls, the

flooding of the streams is largely provcnted ; and
l)y retaining the water in this natural reservoir,

and allowing it to flow off gradually, the streams

are supplied with water continuously. It can

safely be said that no stream having its source

near a tract of forest has ever ceased to flow.

In the early history of the eastern and middle

states, a farm was regarded as lacking in an

essential feature if there was no spring upon it,

and the farmer's wife would as much expect to

do without milk-pans as to do without a spring-

house. But now a spring-house is a rare sight.

When the pioneers settled these lands, -they

were covered with forests, and thb first and
most important work of the new settler was to

cut away the timber, in order to get land upon

which to raise food for himself and family. I

many years there was, of course, no apparent

effect upon the water-courses ; but as the mini

ber of settlers increased, and the amount of

forest land decreased, the springs began to dry

up, and with them the brooks, creeks and smaller

rivers.

It is not unusual to find in many localities

the beds of what were once important mill

streams waterless, except when filled by sudden
freshets ; and in this state certain streams

emptying into the lake, which were once declar-

ed Navigable, will not now float a canoe. Pre-

vious to 1832 a Captain Delorac, of Hamilton,

Ohio, annually sent a fleet of flat boats down
the Big Miami river, at the spring rise ; but

with the destruction of the forests along that

river, the rise became so uncertain that the

enterprise was of necessity abandoned. Pro-

fessor Newberry, in his Geology of Ohio, states

that the Ohio river has been getting lower and

lowor, in dry seasons, for many years. About

1871-72 the Ohio sank lowor than had been

known before, and at Smith's Ferry, where the

Pennsylvania line crosses, a ledge of rocks was

laid bare that had not been seen or heard of

by any people living in that vicinity.

Lapham says that "such have been the

changes in the flow of the Milwaukeo river,

even while the area from which it receives its

supply is but partially cleared, that the proprie-

tors of most of the mills ami factories have found

it necessary to resort to the use of steam, at a
largely increased yearly cost, to supply the de-
ficiency of water power in dry seasons of the
year. The floods of spring are increased until

they are sufficient to carry away bridges and
dams, before deemed secure against their rava-

ges. What has happened to the Milwaukee
river has happened to all other water-courses in

the state from whose banks 'the forests have
been removed, and^iany farmers who selected

land upon which there was a living brook of

clear, pure water, now find that the brooks dry
up during a considerable portion of the year."

Even in the state of Tennesse, where com-
paratively but little of the original timber has
been cut, the same results are manifest. Hon.
J. B. Killebrew, late commissioner of agricul-

ture of that state, relates that, upon visiting

the home of his childhood, a short time ago, he
was surprised to find what at the time he left

his childhood's home, thirty years previously
was a considerable stream flowing through his

father's farm, had entirely disappeared, and its

former bed had been ploughed up. The reason
for it he found in the removal of the forests

along both its banks. A striking illustration o

the total disappearance of a running stream is

found here in Cincinnati. Deer Creek, in the
boyhood of residents of this city, now of middle
age, flowed with a stream of sufficient volume
to turn a mill. The denuding of the hillsides,

and the consequent exposure of the entire su
face to the rays of the sun, have dried up the
springs which formerly fed it, and no water now
flows in its former bed.

The mountains are natural forest lands, and
up to a certain elevation should be perpetually
covered with trees. To settle™ living at the
base of mountains, the forest trees are of incal

culablo value, for by excluding the sun they
prolong the melting of the snows, absorb a large
percentage of that which haR melted, prevent its

flowing off in a flood, and carrying death and
destruction tojall that may lie in its track. And
the fallen trees and branches,' tho'undergrowth,
the mosses and other herbage among the decay-
ing leaves, and the millions of leaves break the
force of the falling rains, which come quietly to

the earth, and sink into the soil until they reach
internal cavities or 'porus strata, from which
they are gradually distilled, through'jierennia]

springs, that keep up a constant and regular
supply for the streams.

Woo«I for Fuel.

The United States Census Bureau has been
gathering some facts upon the consumption of
wood for fuel. After taking the figures in our
last annual for the coal output, the superintend-
ent says :—" Even with the large increase in the
coal production during the last half century,
wood still keeps in the van as fuel, the consump
tion in this country being in favor of wood
against coal in the proportion of four to one. In
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont, wood is

almost the only fuel. In many counties of

Massachusetts coal is ahead of wood, while in

the States generally, as well as Connecticut, the
percentage is about equal. Thickly populated
cities, like New York, and Hudson and Esse
counties, New Jersey, containing the cities of
Jersey City and Newark, are put down as en
tirely coal. In Pennsylvania, the great coal
state, thero are many entirely coal counties,

while in others, as Crawford, in the western
part of the state, not over 3 per cent, of coal is

used. The same difference holds good in differ

ent parts of New York."

Falls,

A Good Deal or It.

At the late bankers' convention at Niagara
N.Y., the future utility of the water

pow er of the falls was discussed, and the state-

ment made that the conversion of the 00,000,000

cubic feet of water hourly passing down the

river into horse power under a fall of 200 feet,

would yield an aggregate of 3,000,000 horse
power. A full utilization of this enormous
force would serve the present needs of a popula-
tion four times that of the Unitod States to-day.

Doubtless the time is not far distant when it

will be partly utilized, and it must be a sort of

relief to the economist to know that such a

wonderful natural reserve force is at hand, if

the need for it should over arise.

A WE8TERN LUMBER KING
Hon. Philetus Sawyer, one of the senators

from Wisconsin and a heavy lumberman, has

lately been written up on the political side by
correspondent of the Chicago Timet, who intro-

duces into his article the following, which will

be interesting to his fellow^lumbermen :

Mr. Sawyer's home has been in Oshkosh for

34 years, and everybody, irrespective of party,

not only in the city but in this entire section, is

his friend. He owns two or three counties in

the pinery portion of the state, half a dozen
swamps, a bank, a large share of a railway, and
a goodly bundle of Government bonds. He is

a thorough business man in the best sense of the

term, and numerous good stories illustrative of

his shrewdness are told by his admiring neigh-

bours. A'great many years ago, knowing that

a very large tract of pine land, located in north-

ern Wisconsin, was to be sold at auction in

New York, he started out afoot and alone, and
and made careful minutes of the location and
extent of the most valuable sections of the
tract. When the sale began he was on hand,
and began bidding on the parcels which h
wished to purchase. Some wealthy New
Yorkers, knowing that he had been on the
ground and had spied out the best lands
watched his course, and always outbid him
He went to the auctioneer and induced him to
postpone further sales till the next day. Over
night he employed an agent, and giving him
a memoranda of the sections he wished to buy,
went back prepared for another encounter with
his eastern competitors. The sale went along
very smoothly. Whenever Mr. Sawyer bid on
a parcel of land the New Yorkers raised him
out, while Mr. Sawyer's agent bought his lots

without opposition.

Shortly afterward the New Yorkers, who felt

that they had done a cunning thing, came out
to Oshkosh to inspect their purchases. They
visited Pliletus at his pleasant home, and he
entertained them well. They apologized for

outbidding him, but said they had such confi-

dence in his judgment that they knew they
must make money on the lands. He assured

them that he had no hard feelings toward them,
and hoped they would be pleased with their

pine. Just as they were starting out he said,

with a merry twinkle in his eye, "Gentlemen,
I would advise you, if you want to go over your
lands, to provide yourselves with long rubber
boots or a flat-bottomed boat.

"

V few days later the wise men from the east

took their way homeward, after discovering

that they had bought a quarter interest in a
vast and bottomless marsh, while Mr. Sawyer
owned all the good pine land in the tract. They
did not stop at Oshkosh on their return trip,

and never registered their apologies for having
outbid the prospective senator.

Mr. Sawyer's word is considered as good as

government bond of the registered variety by
all who know him.

A fortnight ago a wealthy mill owner of Fond
du Lac went over to Oshkosh, and meeting Mr.
Sawyer at the depot, said, " Sawyer, I want to

buy your logs."

" I'll sell them," was the reply.

" How many have you got ?"

" About five million feet."

" Are they as good as last year ?"

" Yes, just about the same."
" What'll you take?"
" Fourteen dollars a thousand."
" All right. I'll take them, and send you a

check for #70,000 in the morning."*
This conversation is a fair sample of the sena-

tor's way of doing business.

A good many people throughout the state

maintain that Mr. Sawyer is a dangerous
power in politics, but they fail to show wherein
he has as yet done anything amisss. Few of

them have as large interests at stake in the
state, or can as well afford to be honest in their

private or public relations. Surely it ought to

considered a credit rather than a reproach to

Mr. Sawyer that he possesses the energy and
ability to make his way from poverty to wealth,

from an humble saw mill on the banks of the

Fox river to the senate of the United States,

retaining throughout his whole career the con-

fidence and esteem of the people among whom
he lived, and who have known him best.

THE WORTH OF TIMBER.
The following letter appears in the London

Timtxr Tradt* Journal :
—

Sib,— I have read with much interest the ac-

count given in your last number, at page 135, of
the increasing value of timber in the North
American territories, which the writer traces to
its wholesale destruction by the origiual settlers,

who did not then know the value of what they
were destroying by every means in their lower,
which, he says, " from the standpoint of the
present time may be characterized as simply
atrocious." Notwithstanding which, he goea on
to account for it in a very natural way, and we
learn from it that, so far from there being any
atrocity in it, the first, seettlers had no other
option but to destroy the timber which cumber-
ed their ground or starve. An emigrant who
becomes owner of a tract of land in a new coun-
try;has first to consider how, with the means at
his disposal, he can make it support himself
and family with the Least possibly outlay of

money, which probably is a scarce article with

him. If he finds his land covered with timber
of the most useful description to distant civiliza-

tion, it is to him not only a superfluity, but a
mortal enemy to be grappled with and over-

come before he can turn the ground on which it

grows to any useful purpose—that is to grow
corn and edibles, or green herbs for the service

of man. If he could only wait till civiliza-

tion came a little nearer to him, or till a
tolerable road was made for him to the nearest

navigable river—which may be done ten years

hence—he might make something of his timber

;

but he must get it out of his way at once, or aa

much of it as will enable him to sow a piece of

land sufficient for him to raise food on when the

next season comes round, by which time thf re-

sources he has been able to bring with him into

the wildernees will probably have given out.

His strong arms and his trusty a*e, with such

help as his family can give, are all he has to de-

pend on, and the prospect is gloomy enough
;

and, if he calls in fire to his aid, it is because

there is nothing else to befriend him. He finda

himself in precisely the same position as the

poor cock on the dunghill ; he wanted a barley-

corn, instead of which he scratched up a precious

"tone, which was no sort of use to him. Not
only " fifteen, nay ten years ago," was it the

custom to leave only the best trees, destroying

all under 12 or 14 in., but even at this day (and

for ages to come) in Canada there will be new
settlers, in the remote forests, to whom the

timber around them is the bane of their lives,

who would welcome a gang of lumberers willing

to chop down the trees, though they were all of

black walnut, and clear them away for nothing,

as if they were good angels from heaven.

Sir, we have now great facilities for the trans-

portation of wood, in the application of steam

and the use of railroads, which were unknown
to our grand si res, but even now the prices of

imported timber for building purposes do not

always represent the cost of getting it to market,

even if the trees, as they stood before the axe

was laid to the root, were made a present free

gratis to the lumbermen who undertook the

work. In your number for August 27th, p. 142,

there is a report of the sale of a parcel of 4th

Richibucto spruce deals lying at Barrow. They
were of good mercantile lengths, 3 v 9 to 20 in.

wide, and the best sizes only fetched £5 per

Petersburg standard. Now as £3. in round

numbers, goes for freight alone across the At-

lantic, only £2 would be left to pay for 165 cubic

feet of sawn merchantable spruce delivered on

board ship in the port of Richibucto.

Query, after paying for cutting, squaring,

hauling to riverside, launching, rafting, and

floating down to port, then sawing, sorting, and

shipping, what would be left to pay for this

valuable wood as it stood in the forest ? What-

ever has been inevitably or even wantonly de-

stroyed does not appear to render American

building timber much more costly at the present

day than the value of the labor bestowed on it

to get it to market.— I am. sir, your constant

reader,
Land's End.

Liverpool, Sept. 7th, I88L

Pr. Kowuir's Extract of Wild Strawrrrrt cures

summer complaints, diarrhoea, dyscntrv, cholera

morbus, cholera infantum, sour stomach, colic, nausea,

omiting, canker, piles and all manner of fluxes.
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THE EVIL OF SHOEING HOKSES.

For some time past an active controversy has

been going on in England between those who

adhere to the usual style of shoeing horses and

a few innovators who contend that the old

method is the cause of more than half the

diseases to which horseflesh is heir.

The subject is treated very fully in a series of

papers, which appeared originally in the Farm

Journal. The writer, who goes under the nom

de plume of "Free Lance," has recently pub-

lished these productions in book form, and it is

on the opinions advanced therein that the fol-

lowing remarks are founded—altogether " with-

out prejudice," as the lawyers say. " Free

Lance " tells us that during his working days

the horse suffers perfect martyrdom owing to

the interference with nature which results from

shoeing. The animal is forced to adopt an arti

ficial gait which sends aches and pains through

all the nerves, tendons, and muscles of his legs ;

he strains himself severely by slipping on greasy

roadways ; he is worn out unnecessarily by being

deprived of his natural grip of the ground ; and

frequently suffers mutilation or injury through

inability to keep his feet. But not only are

shoes responsible, it is said, for a great deal of

unnecessary pain and inconvenience to the horse

while at work ; they are the fruitful source, ac-

cording to the same authority, of numerous

diseases of the feet and legs which render him

prematurely unfit for use. Shod horses, accord-

ing to " Free Lance," are constantly afflicted

with corns, side-bones^and crack, greasy heels,

seedy toe, dropsole, ring-bone, thrush, quittor,

ossified cartilages, spavins, curbs, splints, wind-

galls, navicular disease and other maladies ;

while those who go without shoes enjoy almost

total immunity from these ailments. If this is

true, it is evident that the money loss involved

in the maintenance of the present system must

be enormous. Several eminent veterinary

gurgeons maintain that a horse, and most other

animals, should live five times as long as it

takes to reach maturity. Horses do not usually

reach the full perfection of their powers until

seven years old, and consequently ought to live

until they are thirty or thirty-five years old.

Under existing circumstances, however, they

are termed old at ten and very old at twenty

years of age, while fully three-fourths either die

or are destroyed before they reach the age of

twelve. If horses beginning to work at three

are worn out before they reach twelve years old,

then it is evident that the working life of the

animal is shorter by fourteen years than nature

intended it should be. In other words, three

borses, are used up in doing what ought to be

the work of one, and this extravagance in the

United Kingdom necessitates an expenditure

within a given time of about £200,000,000 in-

stead of £f&,000,000. The causes of this un-

necessary mortality, according to "Free Lance,"

are : The absence of springs and brakes from

the vehicles horses are compelled to draw. The

o»e of dangerous nostrums, together with hoof

ointments, stoppings, &c, by prejudiced farriers

and ignorant grooms. Last, but not least, the

use of shoes and the method of applying them.

Horses shoes are of comparatively modern origin.

"Xenor,hon, who wrote the most complete

work on horsemanship of his day, makes no

mention of horseshoes ;
while, on the other

hand, he is particularly explicit as to the means

to be taken to harden and toughen horses' hoofs.

He recommends specially for this purpose bare

•tone pavement, which, he says, ' will cool,

harden, and improve a horse's feet merely by

hi* standing upon it, while the same benefit will

remit to his hoofs as if he were made to travel

on stoney roads every day.' Another writer,

Vegetius, says :
—

' The floor of the stable should

not be made of soft wood, but of solid hard oak,

which will make the horse's feet as hard as

rock.' " It will be observed that these writers,

*> far from considering that a horse's hoofs

•hoold be spared because they are, unprotected,

incut that constant contact with hard and rough

rarfaces is essential to their preservation. They

probably deduced from observation the principle

which has been thus formulated by Mr. Miles :

—" It is an invariable Law of animal economy

not to continue to unemployed structures the

nut measure of efficient reparation that is ex-

tended to part* constantly engaged in perform

in? their allotted ta*.ks." If the horse's hoof is

intended by nature to bear rough travelling

without injury, it stands to reason that constant

subjection to the conditions it is designed to

meet can alone maintain it in a thoroughly

efficient state. " The constant use of litter (in

stables) makes the. feet tender, and causes

swelled legs ; moreover, it renders the animals

delicate. Swelled legs may be frequently re-

duced to their natural size by taking away the

litter only. Let any proprietor go to his stable,

upon returning on a Sunday from morning

church service, when the horses will perhaps

have been left to themselves for three hours,

and he will find that his horses have been trying

to get rid of it by scraping holes in it, in which

to stand at ease and comfort on the bare floor,

having pushed as much as they can into the

gangway. It is probable, also, that instinct

takes part in their dislike to it, on the score of

its being unhealthy as well as uncomfortable to

them.
" Even at the present time in many parts of

the continent of Europe, and in a considerable

portion of the rest of the globe, horses run about

over rocks, through ravines, and up precipitous

ridges, unshod ; yet all this is done without

difficulty, and to the evident advantage of their

hoofs, for these animals never suffer from con-

tracted feet, or from corns, sand cracks, &c,

until they become civilized and have been shod."

Again :
" During the mutiny in India many of

our cavalry horses went unshod, because they

could not get shod, and they never went better

in all their lives." The special military corres-

pondent of the Morning Advertiser said recent-

ly of the irregular cavalry employed in the Zulu

war :
—" Few of the men have their horses shod

in front ; borne do not Bhoe at all." On one ex-

cursion he made in company with this corps

they had to go over "sheets of polished, wet

and slippery stone in the torrent beds, making

one wonder how our unshod horses could keep

their feet. All through the reports on the war,

not a complaint was made as to these horses

falling lame. Surely there must be something

in this. Sheets of wet, slippery rock, and roll-

ing stones in river beds, would be calculated to

try the hoofs to the utmogt ; yet in the pursuit

of the Zulu3, when they fled at Ulundi, these

' ponies ' (from 14£ hands downward) were able,

we are told, to follow miles further than the

shod horses. In North, Central, and South

American countries, where, outside the pastures,

hard, rough, stony ground largely predominates,

horses and mules do very heavy work without

any protection to their feet. In some parts of

these countries," says our author, "it rains

every day in the year, and in other parts they

get dry roads during six months and wet ones

during the other six. The horses have to travel

over either, and over naked sheets of rock, as

they in turn present themselves, and, as Mr.

Douglas says, ' without difficulty, and to the

evident advantage of their hoofs, for they never

suffer from contracted feet, or from corns, sand-

cracks, &c.' Yet their work is of the hardest.

Many of them bring down from the interior

(some hundreds of miles) two bales of cotton,

which weigh, with pack-saddle, &c, over 300

cwt., and in fording rivers have to carry across

the driver also. This is the way in which all

the commerce of the country is carried on.

There is not a horseshoe or a nail to be obtained

over the whole route, and on some roads at

crop times, nearly 2,000 pass daily, some des-

cending to the coait, and others returning in-

land. In Ireland ' donkeys are worked unshod

in draught and over macadamised roads, even

over loose broken stones ;' and not only are their

hoofs uninjured by such treatment, but they

actually outgrow the wear and tear of work,

becoming turned up at the toes if not periodical-

ly rasped."

July.

During this month summer complaints commence
their ravages. To be forewarned is to be forearmed.

Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry is the best

preventativ?and cure for all forms of bowel complaints
and sickness incident to the summer season.

August.
The summer season now reaches its climax, and is

prolific in developing bowel complaints. Over-indul-

gence in fruit, immoderate drinking of iced waters and
summer beverages, In a few hours produce fatal rav-

ages among children and adults. Dr. Fowler's Extract

M Wild Strawberry is the most reliable remedy for all

forms of summer complaints. Safe, pleasant, and
prompt in ftt effects. All dealers keep it.

E. S. VINDIN,
<'«niiulssioii, Shipping, Forwarding uud

General Agent,

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. m

AHARGAIN—GRIST AND SAW MILL FOB SAL),
paving 12 per cent, clear

;
price fei>,000 ; and above

percentage guaranteed. Apply to

JOSEPH DAVIES & Co.,

Lumber, Coal, & Commission Merchants,

46 CHURCH ST. TORONTO. lyM

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
b2G WM. MACKIE Proprietor.

Caledonian Hotel,
GRAVENHURST.

JOHN SHARPE, Proprietor. This Hotel has been
newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main Street,
within five minutes walk of Northern Railway station.
Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors and Cigars.
Every attention paid to guests. Good Stabling. IvlIS

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT,

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.
a§T Everv accommodation for Commercial and

LUMBERMEN.
l!4 W. D. McDONALD, Proprietor.

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughly
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-
tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will

find "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-
tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26

TRUSSES.
CLUTHE'S PATENT SPIRAL TRUSS
all attachments improved. No more
buckles, all on solid brass casting
Book on rupture and human frame free.

Send address in full post card. Best
true information about rupture and

deformities. CHAS. CLUTHE, Surgical Machinist,
118£ King Street west, Toronto. 12l13

CANADA TRUSS FACTORY
(ESTABLISHED 1856.)

IF. GROSS,
Manufacturer of SURGICAL and ORTHOPQ5DICAL
INSTRUMENTS. ARTIFICIAL LIMBS made to order.
INDIA RUBBER GOODS of every description. Ll9-ly

688 and 690 Craig Street, Montreal.

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING-.

EPPS'S COCOA
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,
and by a careful application of the fine properties of
well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our break-
fast tables with a delicately flavored beverage which
may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the
judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle mala-
dies are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
blood and a properly nourished frame."

—

Civil Service
Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in

packets and tins only (J-lb. and lb.) labelled

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,

London, England. Li9-iy

A HACYARDS
PECTORAL

J BALSAM
Has no equal for the permanent cure of

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, As lbum. Croup,
Whooping rough, Bronchitis, and

i
all Lung Diseases. (WW Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction.

T. MILBURN Si CO., Proprietors Toronto.

PORTLAND FOUNDRY.

JOSEPH McAFEE,
(Late Akoi s McAfke.)

Warehouse, Main St., St. John, NB.

agricolturaTimplements.

mam ^acti hr.K or

Cooking, Ship, Parlor & Office Stoues

MILL CASTINGS
Ship Windlasses, Capstans, and

Ship Castings of all kinds,
(MADE TO OKDEK.)

Po.ver Capstans, Patent Ship Pumps
ly With Copper Chambers. l20

Lead Scuppers & Water Closets & all

goods in my line for Ships' use.

Work done to Order with duick Despatch.

IRWIN k BOYD
Commission

Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping^GeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

PEACTICAL
Founders, Machinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori-
zontal and Portable

Engines, Boilers
Grain E/euators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery.

With Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY.

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

RODEBAUGH'S SAW FRAME, MILL
DOGS and SAW GUIDES.

WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IRON
CASTINGS.
^50-Plans and Specifications on application.'

The Walkerville Foundry
AN f>

machine: works.
Walkerville, Out., June 1SS1. 12L16
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Travelling Agent.
MR. A. L. W. BEGG lias been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub-

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con-

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

The Canada Lumberman
DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER & Co. PETERBOROUGH.

Terms of Subscription :

One copy, one year, in advance §2 00
One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Kates

:

Per line, for one year ,«;0 90
Per line, for six months 50
Per line, for three months 30
Per line, for first insertion 10
Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's. 05
Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00
Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months 5 00
Cards not occupying more than 0 lines per annum 5 00
Cards not occupying more than 6 lines, for 0 mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti-

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

east three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to TOKER & Co., Peter-

borough, Out.

Communications intended for insertion in the CANADA
Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in-

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

Speaking of the forests of Russia, L'Echo

Forestier says :—On the estate of Lenine, be

longing to Prince Wittigenstein, there are 56

883 hectares of woodland covered with trees of

the greatest commercial value. The oak appears

to be the favorite, and there are no less than

half a million monarchs of the forest upon the

estate, valued at over four and a half million

francs. There are also 450,000 pines, valued at

ten francs each, or 4,500,000 francs. The entire

value of the wood on the property is estimated

at over a million pounds sterling.

The Port Blakely, Wash. T., Mill Co. are

enjoying a large lumber order from Shanghai

the filling of which will require five vessels, the

aggregate cargoes amounting to 3,000,000 feet or

more. Three vessels are there now for loads

namely, the Earl of Elgin, the Hollander, an

the Marsha, all barques, and two more are ex

pected soon to arrive. The lumber goes in larg

pieces—squared timbers, which are again cut on

arrival at the other end of the broad Pacific intc

dimensions to suit ; not that they can be better

or more cheaply cut there, but that by some
custom regulation a light tariff is imposed on

the importation of manufactured timber. This

order is, perhaps, the heaviest one that ever

came to a Puget Sound mill from China.

This Montreal Qazctte, in an article on forest

fires, writes as follows :—We want more bush

than wo have. Wo want not only protection

for what is left, but a system by which tree

planting may be regularly prosecuted wherever
it is needed. We want, in fact, what almost

overy State in Europe has long found the ne

cessity of, a complete scheme of forest manage
mont, including schools of forestry, where young
men may be trained for that purpose. These

should bo established at once. There is no lack

of experience on the subject to our hands. Why
should we wait until some sudden wave of de

struction sweeps all before it, and leaves us

nothing but helpless regret? With a regular

system of educated forest officers and police

adapted both for preservation and creation, we
could in a few years do much to atone for past

neglect ; otherwise, we may some day be reduced

to the position of Madeira, which received its

name from its magnificent and varied wealth of

forest, but which has long been dependent on

foreign supplies for even the materials of native

construction.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. OCT. 15, 1881.

Hugh Sutherland & Buo. have bought out

Towless' lumber limits on Rainy Lake, com-

prising 100 square miles, his mill at Fort Francis,

his lumber on hand and logs, his farm, and his

buildings. It is their intention to dispose of

their retail business and go into the manufac-

turing and wholesale business exclusively.

They will enlarge the present mill at Fort

Francis to a capacity of 20,000,000 feet per

annum. There are 300,000,000 feet on the limits.

The sale yard will be at Rat Portage and the

head offices at Winnipeg.

The Timber Trades Journal says the introduc-

tion of steamers into the timber trade has had

one good effect which must not be ignored—we
mean the increased speed with which cargoes

of wood goods are discharged. Some of the re-

corded feats in this line would have been

thought impossible a few years ago. One of the

latest instances that have come under our notice

is the screw steamer Nellie, belonging to Messrs.

Pyman & Co., which arrived at West Hartle-

pool from Soderhamn, on the Kith inst., with

240 standards of deals and boards for Messrs.

Harrison & Singleton. The vessel was berthed

in the Hart Dock at 9 a.m., the cargo was all

idischarged by eleven o'clock the following morn-

ing and the vessel proceeded to sea the same

Blight with a cargo of coals.

The Timber Trades Journal says Sweden
derides American competition in the wood trade,

as the difference of expense in getting to market

here under our free trade system is glaringly

against our colonies. This may be seen at a

glance, requiring no elaborate argument to prove

5t, 60s. was quoted in our last impression as

the freight of deals, from Quebec to London,

ivhich is below the average, and only a lower

port rate. 45s. in the same paper is stated as

the freight from Sundswall to London, which is

above the average. So that we may assume the

the minimum difference to the advantage of

ESweden is 15s. per standard. This is just the

Banie as if, being equidistant, Canada goods

were subject to a duty of 15s. per standard,

Equal to about 10 per cont. on the f. o. b. price

of high-class deals, and 15 to 20 per cent, on in-

ferior qualities. This is a barrier which, like a

turnpike gate, there is no evading. Under a

system of duties Canada was put formerly on a

snore level footing, but free trade leaves our

colonies to shift for thomselves against the

Natural advantages of other countries.

A Correspondent of the Buffalo Lumber
World says the Saco is the most wonderful river

with its tributaries for growing pine lumber of

any place in all New England. Although

cutting pine has been going on for one hundred

years, get it appears to be inexhaustible. It

comes up everywhere, and it appears that it

makes no difference what kind of growth is cut

off, it comes up to pine, and mostly white pine

About forty millions of all kinds of pine, spruce

and hemlock aro floated down the Saco every

year, yet the supply appears to be abundant.

Only about sixty miles miles of this river is

capable of log driving, as above that the stream

is too rapid and rough to admit of it. It is cal-

culated that the town of Frysburg has now
eighty million of pine timber, and it grows at

the rate of five millions a year, or 16 per cent.

There are no square edged pine shipping boards

sawed on Saco river now. The small and
roughest logs are sawn into § in. box -board

rough edged, and sell for from eight to ten

dollars per thousand. The largest and best are

put into sugar box shooks for the West Indies

market. The price for the last two years has

been very low, about 50 cents apiece. It takes

three thousand feet to make one hundred boxes.

The other logs are sawn into in. boards for

heading, and of these there are a large amount
made on this river. They sell for 18 to 25 cents

per pair, according to size. It takes one thou-

sand feet to make sixty pair on an average. A
large part of heading lumber is sawn from hard

pine, as it grows in abundance on the plains.

Hemlock boards now sell for §12, spruce $14 to

§16 per thousand. There are not so many mills

now as formerly, but what they are make up in

spoed and despatch what the lack in number.

"Must say it's the nicest thing I ever used for the

teeth and breath," says everyone having tried "Ten-
berry," the new toilet gem. Get a 6 cent sample,

WESTEKN LUMBER TRADE.
At the monthly meeting of the Chicago lum-

ber dealers to fix the October price list, the di-

rectors recommended that no changes should be

made except in shingles, in which item of the

list they recommended a decline of five cents

per thousand on clear, and twenty cents per

thousand on extra A and standard A. This

recommendation was at once adopted by the

meeting, but on a motion for reconsidering this

action a few further changes in the list were

thought judicious, and on motion an advance of

$1 was ordered on the items of first and second

clear, two-inch ; A and B selects, two-inch

one and one-fourth inch third clear, and one

and one-fourth inch A and B selects. With
these changes the former list was re-affirmed as

the October list, and will so stand unless cir

cumstances shall dictate the necessity of an
amended list during the coming month.

The Lumberman says that the accumulation

of stocks at Chicago is not at all in proportion

to the increase in the volume of trade, and this

fact was officially recognized by the following

resolution, which was recommended by the

board of directors, and passed at the above

meeting :

—

Resolved,—That in the light of the experience

of the season of 1880, and thus far during the

season of 1881, the past, present, and prospec

tive increase in the consumptive demand for

lumber throughout the West inijjeratively re

quires of the Chicago lumber dealers the holding

of a stock in their yards on January next

amounting to not less than 650,000,000 feet, in

order that the requirements of their customers,

both as to quantity and shipping condition,

may be fairly met ; and we, as a board of

directors, would )>oint to the fact that but two

months of navigation remain, during which

time an increase of 75,000,000 feet must be

obtained during each month in order to meet

what we firmly believe to be the requirements

of a healthy winter and spring business, and

that, in our opinion, the present prosi«ct and

rate of increase do not warrant the belief that

the necessary quantity is likely to be realized

by a large difference.

Tho secretary presented an estimate, based

upon his daily reports of the present stocks on

hand, placing that of lumber at 511, '.(64,279 feet,

and of shingles at 200,600,000, on September 25,

an increase, as compared with the yard reports

of October 1, 1880, of 47,910,234 feet of lumber,

and 66,355,000 shingles.

C. P. R. LAND DEPARTMENT.
Early in May the Company, having taken

nto consideration the organization of a land de-

partment to deal with the vast acreage to be

awarded as the line progresses, decided to es-

tablish the head office in Winnipeg, and ap-

pointed Mr. J. H. McTavish, Chief Factor of

the Hudson Bay Co. here, as Land Commis-

sioner. Mr. C. F. Kindred, formerly chief

clerk of the Northern Pacific Land Department

in St. Paid, was subseqently appointed Assist-

ant Commissioner, and the organization of the

epartment has been rapidly completed by Mr.

McTavish, who secured the premises formerly

occupied by the Bank of Montreal here for

offices. Land examiners have been in the field

for some time past, and the office staff have

been busily engaged recording and classifying

the applications that have been made to pur-

chase lands. Over 1,500 applications have al-

eady been received, the amount of land repre-

sented by them amounting to about 750.000

acres. On Monday, the 26th, the Department

will commence to deal with these applications,

and will on and after that date be prepared to

ell land. In all cases in which persons have

settled on railroad lands in good faith and

made reasonable improvements, .their claims

ill be respected, and they will be allowed to

purchase the land on the Company's advertised

terms.

The Company has decided to sell only to act-

al settlers or to persons who agree to cultivate

Mid otherwise improve, and the pernicious evil

of speculators buying large tracts and locking

them up will be thus avoided. The price of

lands will be $2.50 per acre, one-sixth in cash

mil the balance in tive aqua! annual instalments.

The form of contract which has been prepared

provides that until the final payments are com-

pleted, all improvements placed on the premiaej
shall remain ; that the purchaser will regularly

pay all taxes, and that he will cut no wood or

timber upon the land except for fuel and fenc-

ing and the erection of buildings thereon. It m
provided that the purchaser shall, within four

years after the date of the agreement, bring

under cultivation, and sow and reap a crop oa
three-fourths of the land, but if he shall erect

buildings thereon, satisfactory to the Comj any,

and shall reside thereon continuously for three

years at least of the four years, then at least one
half of the land shall be by him $d cultivated

and cropped within four years. It is further

provided that the purchaser will be allowed *
credit of $1.25 per acre for each acre cultivated

and cropped during the four years, or if he erect

buildings and reside on the land continuously,

then the period during which breaking may fas

made and allowed for will be extended. On the
completion of the payments and the perform,

ance of the terms of the agreement, the Com'
pauy will give a deed conveying the land in fee

simple, reserving, however, a strip or strips 200
feet wide to be used by the Company for right

of way or other railway purposes, wherever the

line of the C. P. R. or any branch thereof is or

shall be hereafter located over the land. If the

purchaser fails to carry out the terms of hie

agreement, all his rights, etc., in the land will

cease, and it will revert to the Company, but

the Company may, in its discretion, revalue the

land and mrke a new sale of it to the purchaser

at the revaluation.— Winnipeg Pne Prist.

A Large Walnut Tree.

Malachi White, of Middletown, has sold

Watson & Buekman, lumber dealers, of New-
town, Pa., the large walnut tree which has stood

in the door-yard for at least 150 years past, and
from which the farm derived the name of " Wal-
nut Green. From the best information that

can now be obtained, it is supposed the tree

was planted by John Woolston, the owner of

the farm, about the year 1728. The tree wet
twenty feet in circumference, nineteen feet to

the limbs, and as straight as an arrow. S ine

of the limbs are about three feet in diameter
and thirty feet long, making good sized saw loga.

The tree was a great bearer, and it is said that

as many as sixty bushels of walnuts have growa
on it in a single year. The cutting and hauling

of such a tree is no inconsiderable task, and it

had to be chopped for a considerable distance

before the eight-foot cross-cut saw could be

worked to advantage. After cutting the tree

down the log was cut off nineteen feet long, and
loaded on a log carriage and taken to New ton,

where it will remain about a year, or until the

sap become* colored, before it will be sawed. <

Department of Crown Lands,
TORONTO, «h-n October, 18S1. I

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT, I'N'PER AH
ORDER IN COUNCIL,

TIMBER BERTHS
In the undermentioned Townships in the

VIUSK0KA and PARRY SOUND

DISTRICTS,

Will be offered for Sale bv Public Auction at the De-
partment of Crown Lands at twelve o'clock noon,

On TUESDAY, the 6th
day of December next,

viz. :—Townships of Mowat, Blair, MeConkey, Hardy,
Patterson, Mills, Sinclair, Bethune. Proudfoot, ourd,
Machar, Strong, Joly, Laurier, Pringle, Lount, Nipa>
sing and Hinisworth.
The area to be disposed of in the above Townships at

Timber Berths is upwards of 1,400 square miles, and M
suit all classes of purchasers each Township will, at
nearly as practicable, be divided into four berths.

Sheets containing conditions and terms of Sale, wim
information as to Area and Lots and Concessions «HB-
prised in each Berth, will be furnished on application

personally or by letter, to the woods and forests branca
of the Department, or to the Crown Timber Offices at

Ottawa, Belleville and Quebec, and the Office of T. B.

Johnston, Esq., Parrv Sound.
T. B PARDEE.

4L?4 CoXMlsSloNTUl
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PARKEE& EVANS
SOLE PROPRIETORS OP THE

FAMOUS INTERNATIONAL
BOILER FLUID COMPOUND

Patented 5th March, 7877.

This Compound will save its Cost many times in one year by saving fuel.

It eradicates scale, and when the Boiler is once Clean a very small quantity
keeps it Clean and Free from all Incrustation.

It is perfectly harmless to Iron, and emits a clear pure Steam.
In ordering, mention the Canada Limbbrman. L241y

504 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL.

C. H. FLEWWELL
(TV WmmM

And ELECTROTYPER.

46 King Street, ST. JOHN, N.B.

^NEWEST DESIGNS AND BEST WORK.U L24-ly

MACHINE CUTS A SPECIALTY.

-A-ZD^DVi: McKAT
MANUFACTURER OF

Steam Engines and Boilers,
AND ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY.

Locomotives, Stationery and Marine Engines and Boilers, Girders, Heaters, Radia-
tors, and all kinds of Steam and Brass Fittings and Sheet Iron Work ; and dealer
In all classes of Railway, Steamboat and MILL SUPPLIES.
t24-l y 144 Upper Water Street, HALIFAX, N.S.

WILLIAM CAMPBELL
(Late CAMPBELL & FOWLER.)

MANUFACTURER OF

Edge Tools, Axles, Springs,
&C, OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

L24-ly

- ST. JOHN, N.B.Robertson Place, Smythe Street

Drake Brothers' Box Mill,
Provost Street Extension, New Glasgow, Pleton County, N. S.

SPRUCE, PINE I HEMLOCK SHINGLES
IF. H. DRAKE. 1,22-ly ZEST. H. DEAKE.

D. McLACHLAN & SONS,
Manufacturers of all Descriptions of

STZE-A-HVL" BOILERS.
ly-L20

SHIPS' WATER-TANKS. Repairing Punctually Attended to.

NORTH SLIP, ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

STEAM SAW MILL OWNERS
Have your Boilers thoroughly Inspected and Insured against Explosion by

The Canadian Steam Users' Insurance Association

HEAD OFFICE, 9 VICTORIA STREET, TORONTO.

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, President.

HON. JNO. McMURRICH, Vice-Pres.

GEORGE C. ROBB, Chief Engineer.

A. F. JONES. Secretary-Treasurer, lyi.17

J. F. LAWTON

Vv?tl$Br Alexandria Saw Worksmmmmy\ _ _8AINT JOHN, N.B.

Saws of .all kinds manufactured from
the BEST CAST STEEL that can be

procured in any Market.

EVERY SAW WARRANTED.
SAWS REPAIRED in the best manner

and on Short Notice.

Send Address for Price List, Terms, &c

L22 J. F. LAWTON.

ALL
Nos. 115, 117, 119, 121, King St. ast, Toron o.

We are the most Extensive CLOTHIERS in Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to clioose from.

We watch the interest of onr Customers. Our stock is FULL of the

very best goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables us to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.

We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for O 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address :—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. iyU3
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THE NEW DOCKS AT LIVERPOOL.

The Timber Trades Journal says that

the reception accorded to the Prince and

Princess of Wales at Liverpool on Thursday

week was of the most gratifying character. The
Prince performed the ceremony of opening the

great dock gates, and the Princess the interest-

ing duty of " christening " one Of the docks, the

Alexandra. At a banquet following the cere-

mony the Prince of Wales, in replying to the

toast of his health, alluded to this important

addition to the dock system of Liverpool in

these words :—" We are not likely to forget the

reception we have met to-day at Liverpool ; and

although it is by no means the first time that

we have visited this great and important city,

still the special occasion which brought us here

to-day is one which is not likely to be forgotten

by us. We have not only visited your great

and important city, but we have taken part in

a great and interesting work, one which, I trust

and feel convinced, cannot fail to improve, if

possible, even still more the great commerce of

this city, and at the same time evince the great

modern engineering skill of the present day.

Everybody knows that Liverpool, after London,

is the second largest city in the United King-

dom, but there are a few statistics connected

with the docks of this great city which I per-,

haps may mention on this occasion. At the

commencement of the century dues wu'o paid

on 450,000 tons, and in the present time they

amount to 7,800,000—very nearly 7,900,000—

tons. In the year 1864, when my late lamented

father visited your town <^id- opened the dock

which is now called after his name, the docks

and basins amounted. , to only 27, whilst now
they amount to 58. Again, in that year the

length of the quays was nine and a half miles,

and ip.now amounts to forty miles. At that

tjme the water space occupied by the docks was

122 acres ; it is now 543 acres, and whilst the ex-

tent of the dock estate was then only 500 acres,,

it now amounts to 1,545. These figures, show

clearly the great prosperity of this ci\y., and

they also show, under the able chairmanship

and able management of the chairman of the

Dock Board, how flourishing evsiy.thing in con-

nection with these great doeks^is, I must not

forget to allude to the nan^a- of one who, though

he is taken from you, suust ever remain in your

memories, the navna. of the late Mr. Jesse

Hartley. It w,as he who first founded the

modern system of docks. After his death his

son succeeded him, but only for a s&ort time,

and then the mantle of Mr. Hartley descended

on the shoulders of Mr. Lyster, tb.e present en-

gineer."

We abstract the following description of tins

new docks from the Daily Mews.:—
" The river front of the Dock Estate at Liver-

pool and Birkenhead is, about eight and a h alf

miles. It covers more than 1,500 acres, htis a

water area, including the new docks, of 543

acres, and forty miles of quays. Eighty years

ago the vessels entering the docks and paying

dues fell far short of half a million ; now it is

nearly eight millions—figures which show the

rapid growth of the latter in size. The new
docks are calculated to accommodate the largest

ships now in use, and were commenced eight

years ago. A sea wall, crowned, "by a magnifi-

cent promenade, extends northw? ,rd for 0,000 ft.

across the front of the new dooks to the Sea-

forth Battery, whence another -sea-wall returns,

almost at right angles with the first-named, to-

wards the share. The area, thus enclosed is

about 310 acres."

In reference to the Canada Dock, the writer

says:—The Canada Basin and itR piers, con-

structed some years ago, have been in a great

measure rebuilt and remodelled. Large timber

jetties have been added outside the pier-heads,

for the purpose of sheltering the entrance and

facilitating the egress of ships. To all who
know the Mersey this care to prevent accident

will not appear superfluous under certain condi-

tions of wind and tide. The basin has also been

enlarged, and an elaborate system of sluices

constructed within it and carried along the

jetties to the outer heads."

In the "Alexandra Dock the main body of the

dock is an irregular rectangle, 1,600 ft. long by

500 ft. in width, enclosing some seventeen acres

of water ; the total water area is 44J acres, with

11,814 feet of quays. The water area of the

whole group of new docks is 81 acrei, with more

than four miles of quays and 25 acres of new
sheds.''

OTTAWA SQUARE TIMBER TRADE -1881.

From Ou'r Ow'n Correspondent.

Ottawa, Sept. 26.—The following is a detail-

ed statement of the number of cribs of timber

brought down from the Upper Ottawa during

the present season :

—

J. R. Booth 529

Caldwell* Son 329

A. & P. White 311

R. H. Klock 179

Win. Mackey 321

Thistle ftCarswel] 143

J. B. Dickson 102

Octave Latour 163

R. Campbell & Son 580

A. McLean .-U*
liilliard & Dickson v 106

Fraser & Curry ....... 114

John Fraser . 112

J. Francis & Co ....... v.- 243

Bell & Hickey 119

Fraser & McCoshen 381

J. & S. Bryson 189

Thistle & Eagan . 179

R. & W, Conroy..... 176

Davyj Vpore 185

li. & J. White 99

Alex. Fraser 144

J. &D. Grier 108

Barnet & McKay 309

McLaohlin Bros •••271

Robert Grant 56

J. & G. Heavy 34

W. Croft »4

Boyd CftJdwell 88

McCool Si Suustrum 87

Gillies Bros 88

Sills Bros 63

Wia. Mason 93

.1. I'onipore 18

Levi Young 93

Chas. & Wm. Mohr 81

d. A. Grier 98

R. Nngle 94

Young <t Branson 89

James Findlay 12

This giv03 a total of 5,740 cribs ; but, in addi-

tion to tho above, there was a small raft brought

down for .lames Findlay by rail, while all the

timber of the British Canadian Company is

coming down tho same way. The timber by

rail would be equal to 600 cribs, so that the

grand total of timber reaching market will be

6,340 cribs. To this must still be added 750

cribs in tho four rafts of O. Latour ; the three

of David Moore, and one of R. and J. White,

which stuck in tho Upper Ottawa, in order to

get at the season's output of square timber.

An Architect on the .Situation.

An architect, who has done a good deal of

work for speculative builders this season, is in-

clined to think that the marked activity seen in

the last six monts, will decline gradually for the

next six months.

'What about prices?" asked a representative

of the Jical Estate Jtecord, of New York.

" My opinion is that tho price of labour and

material will fall to their normal condition, and

then people will think about building again.

You know that from 1S65 to 1.S73, the market

was in a see saw condition. A year of activity

was followed by a year of dullness. Of course,

when the panic came, everything came to a

standstill for several years. It is only within

the last two years that the building trade has

regained its wonted buoyancy."

Don't you think there are too many high-

priced houses in the market to-day ?

" I have no doubt of it. As soon as prices

become settled, builders will start .new enter-

prises, and as a natural consequence will be able

to place houses in the market next year at a

figure lower than those who have built this year

possibly can."

Somebody will lose money then ?

" Yes, but tho few will suffer for the good of

the many. Rotten concerns will be pushed to

the wall, and safer business must inevitably

follow."

Nature Makes no mistakes.
Nature's own remedy for bowel complaints, cholera

morbus, cholic, cramps, vomiting, seasickness, cholera
infantum, diarrhoea, dysontry, and all diseases of a liko

nature belonging to the summer season, is Dr. Fowler's
Extract of Wild Strawberry, which can be obtained of

all dealers in Medicine.

A WAVE OF IMPORTATION.
The Timber Trades Journal, of Sept. 17, says

:

—-Not only in London but, all along the east

coast there is an unusually large supply of wood

goods reported in our last, number, chiefly from

Scandinavia and the Baltac, by reason of about

a week of northeasterly winds blowing steadily

on that side of the island of Great Britain, being

really the first spell jf that kind which we have

had from that diiectiou for some months past.

The prevailing winds this summer were from

the west and south-v/est, with an occasional

slant from brie eastward, scarcely enduring

twenty-f.mr hours, or a day or two at most,

when th»y again reverted to the west as before.

Th« consequence was that east country ships

dropped in slowly, and the timber-carrying

trade seemed to be about to be done chiefly by

steamships, sailing; vessels making so small a

show up to the end of July in comparison of the

anticipations of the trade.

We had ourselves warned importers that the

summer months were likely to make up a good

deal of the shortcomings of the spring, and we
certainly had an impression that July and

August would bear out the view we took ; but

when the returns for July showed a substantial

deficiency, as compared with last year, our con-

fidence in a plentiful supply somewhat abated,

and it appeared likely that the trade would be

in a position to make a good profit on the pur-

chases they had made earlier in the year ; also

reports began to be circulated that demand was

overtaking supply, insomuch that those who
had made contracts for their season's importa-

tion were regarded as on the lucky side, and

those who had hnng back in doubt during the

previous months seemed then to be in some

haste to secure a larger share of the stock still

remaining for shipment abroad than they had

previously intended to buy.

The returns for August again, though those

of a good average month, were still moderate,

and short of public expectation. This gave re-

newed briskness to speculation, and some con-

siderable stocks abroad found buyers ready to

deal for them offhand, as we intimated last

week. The sudden change in the ratio of supply

which we then had to record must, however, in

some degree damp the ardour of buyers. People

wondered what had become of all the sailing

ships that were supposed to bo in the trade, and

those who had chartered and got their bills of

lading long since began to fear the short days

would be here before the cargoes on the way
home. September has already materially abated

their apprehensions, and the opinions of the

trade in regard to the ultimate wind-up of the

year will again vary.

The importation to the United Kingdom for

tho first week of this month averaged more than

110 timber ships per day, and if it contiuues at

that rate to the end of the month, and assuming

the average cargo to be only 150 standards, we
should have imported nearly as much in excess

of last year as we were at the end of August in

arrears of it—viz., about 760,000 loads. But

this, of course, is not altogether likely, though

it is far from impossible that we shall tread

very closely on the heels of last year, for if the

North Sea were cleared of the bulk of the

cargoes on it last week, the Atlantic, as shown

by the returns from the west coast, was all the

other way.

Liverpool, with heavy stocks, had very little

added to them, and, though doing a fair trade,

could not get any appreciable advance. The

best sizes and qualities of St. John spruce, at

the public sale, brought no more than £7 10s.,

and the average of the cargo not £7, and other

spruce cargoes from the Gulf of St. Lawrence

averaged about £0 10s. With these prices on a

backward importation it can scarcely be expect-

ed that better terms will prevail later on.

There were, however, two causes assigned for

the disinclination of buyers to accede to an ad-

vance of price—one that "the lower port cargoes

were somewhat discoloured," the other, that

buyers were discouraged by the bad harvest

prospects. For ourselves we do not attach

importance to either in this case ; most likely

the plentifulness of the stock on hand and the

knowledge that a good many spruce cargoes are

on their way to Liverpool were the real checks

to more liberal dealings. Waney board timber,

of which the stock on hand is nearly double

what it was last year, found no buyers at the

reserve on it—this, too, in the face of a rising

market at Quebec. In contrast with the *tate I

of the importation for the same week in London,

we may point to the fact that more firewood

was imported there than the total bulk of wood
into Liverpool, over thirty cargoes of firewood

besides oddments arrived in the Thames during

that week, bringing altogether more than 5,550

fathoms (above 23,970 loads). Possibly with

the next strong puff from the westward the ar-

rival of transatlantic timber ships in Liverpool

will render the contrast less remarkable, but on
the other hand, as the demand is already scarce-

ly equal to the supply, which means that the

commodity is too abundant to admit of much
margin to the vendor, with large arrivals it will

bs still more difficult to obtain a profit. * * •

We may therefore look forward to a rather full

importation during the fall. Nor, after the

bound forward which the trade has made in

that department since the present month com-

menced, will anyone be surprised if the tot-up

at the end of this year should find the United

Kingdom quite as well supplied with foreign

and colonial timber as it was at the termination

of the last.

Swedish Enterprise.

The Timber Tradei Journal says :— It is re»-

ported that, in view of the development which

the trade in wood goods from the north of

Sweden to Australia is taking, several of the

Swedish shipbuilders, who have hitherto been

occupied in building wooden ships, are preparing

to lay down iron ships instead, the advan-

tages of the latter class in carrying capacity,

&c, more than making up for higher first cost.

There is no doubt a considerable field of em-

ployment open to tonnage of this class, and

which can be much easier worked than steam

tonnage, from the north of Sweden ; but it is, I

however, liable to be ousted out of the return:

freight and other goods from Australia by steam,,

however remote this contingency may appear at-

present. Iron shipbuilding at Gothenburg,.

Malmo, Oscarshamn, and Stockholm is active,

and an increase in the size of the vessels is ob-

servable. Steamers of 3,000 tons burden are

now being built at Malmo for Copenhagen firms,

to run between that lively Danish town and

the United States with emigrants and g'«>ds.

Boiler Explosion*.

A Canadian mechanical engineer, named
Arnoldi, has invented a device designed to give

a partial security against boiler explosion.-. The
invention consists of an electric adjustable

attachment to the ordinary steam guage now in I

use, to give an instant and continuous alarm, at

any distance from the boilers or other prv-.-ure

generators, of any excess of pressure over that

at which the alarm has been set, and where

there is more than one generator in oi oration,

an ordinary " tell tale " can be attached to-

signify which generator is at fault. The inven-

tion possesses a great many valuable features,

prominent among which may be noticed that it

is extremely simple and inexpensive, andean b»

attached to existing arrangements at no expense

beyond that of the alarm itself, and without in

any way affecting the present adjustment of the

goage,

Fire Proof Shingle Hoof*.

Spon, for this purpose, recommends a wash

composed of lime, salt and fine sand or wood
ashes, to be applied as in putting on a coat of

whitewash. This coating, he adds, will render

an ordinary shingle roof fifty-fold more safe

against fire from falling cinders in case of a

neighboring fire, than one without it. He adds,

also, that it will have a preservative effect on I

the shingles, protecting them againsj rotting

from exposure to the weather, and against

warping, and states that the older and more

weather-beaten the shingles are the more benefit

they will derive from this application. He re-

commends, finally, that a small quantity of

lampblack be mixed with the wash, to give the

coating a darker color, thus avoiding the offen-

sive glare of a white-washed roof.

The ancient orders of architecture are the

Tuscan, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian and Compo-
site. The five leading pens of E-terbrook'a
make are the Falcon, Bank. Engrossing. Extra
Fine and School.
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The Chippewa, Wis., Lumber & Boom Co.'s

mill, in two days last week, sawed 856,000 feet

of lumber, in an actual running time of twenty-

two hours.

The Empire Lumber Company, of Winona,

will erect a new mill that " will occasion the

expenditure of about §100,000 in the further de-

velopment of the manufacturing interests of

Winona."

The state of New York has not escaped de-

vastation by forest fires. A tract twenty miles

in diameter near Carthage was burned over, the

estimated loss of timber lands being three hun-

dred thousand dollars.

The Orillia Packet says :—On account of the

lowness of the water the Severn mills have been

cutting rather below the average. Should we
not get very heavy rains soon the probabilities

are the mill will be stopped.

The building trade is showing signs of activity

in Bristol and the West of England. Masons
and carpenters are more busy than they have
been for the past two years, and there is a
decided improvement in the demand for timber.

The St. Croix, Wis., boom* has been closed

for the season. A little over 200,000,000 feet of

logs have passed through since navigation open
ed. The Stillwater Gazette says the total amount
got out this season exceeds that of any year in

the history of the boom.

Sands & Maxwell, of Pentwater, Mich.,

have shipped to C. C. Thompson & Co., of

Chicago, a clear pine plank, sixteen feet long,

forty inches wide and four inches thick. The
same firm has also shipped one of the same size

and grade to the St. Nicholas Toy Company.

From a tabular statement in L'Echo Forestier

we gather that fifty-four vessels entered the

port of Dieppe, France, during the month of

August, with timber cargoes, the greater num
ber arriving from Hernosand and Sundswall
(Sweden), Riga and Kotka (Russia).

At the French seaport town of Honfleur they
cannot be said to be protectionists in the tim-

ber sawing business. Instead of only raw
wood being sent them as formerly, to be worked
up, a great deal of timber is now brought already
worked, to the detriment of many Honfleur saw
mills.

C. L. Sti.ve, Bucyrus, Ohio, who has a mill
four miles west of that town, has sawed 1,500,-

000 feet of hardwood this season, and expects to
add 1,000,000 to it by shutting down time.
Walnut is worth 845 in that locality ; oak $20 ;

ash £21—all right from the saw. The market is

active, and the timber supply limited.

The Chippewa, Wis., Herald says the
Chippewa Lumber and Boom Company's mill
has cut thus far this season, 41,000,000 feet of

lumber
; 12,500.000 lath

; 200,000 pickets, and
'J,250,000 shingles. It is estimated the mill will

cut by the 10th of next month 50,000,000 feet.

This is about 15,000,000 more than it has cut in
any previous season.

Samuel Jkllison, of Belfast, and the spool

factory company of Searsport, Me., have recent-

ly purchased a township, known as No. 4, in

range 8, in the north part of Penobscot county.

The township contains 33,000 acres. The east

branch of the Penobscot river, and a tributary,

run through the township, affording excellent

opportunities for logging. The forests are

largely white birch, which is the material used
in the manufacture of spools. A large gang of

workmen are^now on the grounds getting out
spool stock.

When the Stillwater, Minn., boom was shut
dv.vn on account of the recent high water, over

220.000,000 feet of logs had passed through

during the season thus far. The total amount
got out this season exceeds that of any year in

the history of the boom, the largest run hereto-

fore, which occurred about five years ago, having
been 204,000,000 U*A. At a meeting of the

Lumbermen's Board of Trade held recently, it

was decked f > xend a crew of men, under charge
of Jaine* Roonoy, to Taylor Falls, with instruc-

titmx^ Ui 1/rin^ down every log between that

point and Stillwater. This, it is said, will

make the elearieit i>-.'.efe|< ever known.

FIVE ACRES OF LUMBER BURNT.
The Oswego Palladium gives the follow)

graphic account of the appearance; of the rei ent

conflagration in that city :
—" We are*sure that

none who saw this picture when' the fire was at

its height ever saw_ajgrander ormore impressive

of the kind. About five acres of lumber all in

a blaze, fanned by a ggale of twenty miles an

hour, makes arf[elemental" combination
j
seldom

seen. Seizing on a lumber pile the fire would

wrap it in'an'instant and pour from every inter

stice from top to bottom a devilish looking blue

flame, which streamed from the cracks in a

sheet resembling'molten metal forced out under

high pressure. Therejwere, as said, about five

acres of these mighty forges, all flaming at once,

and when they lost their individual forms and

settled down into less shapely heaps they glowed

and fused like ores. Apart from the sense of

danger and damage going on, it was a stupen-

dous spectacle. The reflection of the fire lighted

the cloudy skyjwith a sickening glare which had

an awful look, and for miles around the country

was lighted up almost as by^ the sun at noon.

Throughout the towns., ofJOswego and Scriba

the people were awakened by the unearthly

light, and looking toward the city believed it to

be all on fire. Many hitched up their teams

and drove to town, and several carriages came
down from Fulton, where the fire looked as if

(

the whole city were involved."

How Forests Pay in Scotland.

A writer in an English journal says that there

have been forests in the neighbourhood of Darn-

away for many centuries. The oak forest of

Darnaway, which, by the way, is the seat of the

Earls of Moray, is acknowledged to be the finest

in Scotland, and there are few which can com-

pare with it anywhere in the British Isles. For

over a century the oak produced from this

forest, which is over 3,000 acres in extent, has

attracted attention all over the north of Scot-

land, and ship-builders and wheelwrights from

all parts annually attend the sales. As early as

the latter years of the last century the thinnings

brought $5,000 per annum, and between 1830

and 1840 the sale of timber and bark ranged

from $20,000 to $25,000 yearly. Owing to the

low price of both wood and bark, not so much
has been cut lately as in former years, but not-

withstanding the way it has been reserved, it is

said that after paying every expense during the

growth of the timber, the revenue of the forest

per acre has been double that of the finest arable

land in the country. Some idea of the extent of

the forest, including the oak and pine woods,

may be gathered from the fact that in order to

make a tour through them a walk of twenty-six

miles has to be engaged in.

The Menominee, Mich., Herald, in mention-

ing the slabs and edgings that are being shipped

from Saginaw to Chicago, says that the amount
of this kind of material destroyed in the burners

at Menominee daily would supply a large city

with wood steadily. Thousands of cords of

edgings are consumed, with other refuse, every

season, which if it could be " dropped" in a city

like Chicago, would keep thousands of families

in fuel the year round. It seems unnecessary

to waste so much wood in order to get rid of it,

and that, where mills are situated on navigable

water, this waste might be profitably shipped

for fuel.

The Ottawa Klver.

An exceptional, riot to say extraordinary,

lowness of water in the Ottawa River at the

present season affords a good opportunity for

examining the bed of the stream, and becoming

acquainted with hitherto hidden dangers to

navigation. All along the river between the

Ohaudiere and Grcnville, rocks and reef*, whose

very existence was unknown, have appeared

above the surface of the water. Opposite Otta

wa three new islands arc laid bare, and further

down a most dangerous sharp pointed rock has

appeared in McLaren's Bay. At various parts

on the shores similar obstructions are now con-

spicuous.

These facts, wo should think, ought to induce

the Government to take steps for clearing the

river of the worst, at least, of these rocks and

reefs. A proposition, noted in these columns

the other day, has been made to erect a dam at

Grenville, and we hope it will receive favorable

consideration by the Department of Public

Works. But it is equally important to remove

obstructions as it is to keep up the level of the

water, and, as the season offers exceptional ad-

vantages, no time should be lost. A very small

outlay, comparatively speaking, at the present

time would be of the greatest advantage, and,

perhaps, save both life and property hereafter.

—Free Press.

Messrs. Gemmell, Tuckett & Co., in their

monthly timber report, dated Melbourne,
August 1st, state :—The amount of business

carried through during the month lias been
fully up to the average, and prices have been
sustained.

American Lumber.—Market quite bare of

w. p. t. and g. ceiling and shelving, and stocks

of clear pine are lower than for years past. The
only sales were ex Harvard, 43,510 ft. wide w.

p. shelving, £11 10s. to £11 5s. per M super

;

4,819 ft. 5£xl£, 6xlJ, t. andg. pitch pine (in-

cluding tongue), lis. 3d. per 100 ft. lineal.

ZorssA.—A healthy man never thinks of his
stomach. The dyspeptic thinks of nothing else. In-
digestion is a constant reminder. The wise man who
finds himself suffering will spend a few cents for a
bottle of Zopesa, from Brazil, the new and remarkable
compound for clensing and toning the system, for
assisting the Digestive apparatus and the Liver to
properly perform their duties in assimilating food.
Get a 10 cent sample of Zopesa, the new remedy, of
your druggist. A few doses will surprise you.

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET; TORONTO.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Clear, Pickings, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll2-ly

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWIEO-O, ZN\ TT.3
Ll2-ly

JA.MES HADDEN,
MANUFACTURER OP

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b26

S. S. MUTTON & Co.,

Wholesale Lumber Dealers
TO RON TO.

We have for Sale a large quantity of PINE, OAK,
WHITEWOOD, ASH, CHESTNUT, CHERRY, BUT-
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, &c.

S3TP.S.—A SET OF TUB MACHINERY FOR SALE,
CHEAP—OR EXCHANGE FOR LUMBER. lyLl6

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, «ither Cleveland or

London make, at $1.75 Each-

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETEBBOEOUGH,

J. G. EDWARDS
HAEDWAEE MERCHANT,

Xj i nsr id s ^^r.
BELTING, FILES, BABBIT METAL,
i y CHAINS, ROPE, and txi

LUMBERING SUPPLIES.

A. L. UNDERWOOD
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

White Pine, Basswood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, ONT.
1.VL16

WISDOM & FISH
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Rubber 1 Leather Belting

KUBBER HOSE, STEAM PACKING,

LUBRICATING OILS, COTTON WASTE
Wrought Iron Pipe and Fittings, \

And all Articles used in the Application of Steam
to Machinery.

No. 41 Dock Street, St. John, N. B.

(SMALL'S BLOCK.)

N.B.—Estimates for Steam and Hot Water Heating
Apparatus furnished on application. All work War-
ranted. ly-L20

WANTED.
Cherry, White Ash, Black Ash, and

Dry White Pine Lumber.

Quote Price deliuered, and Carefuffy

Describe .-—Quality, Widths, Length,

Thickness, and how long Sawed.

ROBERT C. LOWRY,
Wholesale Lumber,

12l19 55 Pine Street, New York.

Samuel Windrim,
MANUFACTURER OF

Agricultural Implements, Etc

MILLBROOK, ONTARIO.
HAVING DISPENSED WITH THE SERVICES OF

AGENTS, I take this opportunity to bring to the notice
of intending purchasers of Reaping Machines, that I

have now on hand a quantity of the Celebrated

HANLAN REAPER,
which has NEVER BEEN BEATEN YET, and am
prepared to allow the Agents commission—FIFTEEN"
PER CENT—on all purchases. Ll7tf

Penetanguishene Foundry
AND

MACHINE SHOP
CRAIG & CAMERON, Proprietors.

The undersigned beg to announce to the public that
they are prepared to make all kinds of Tvnn and
Steamboat Brass and Iron Casting's.

All kinds of PLOW CASTINGS kept on haud. Plow
Points and Landsides a specialty.
We have first-class machinery and are prepared to do

all kinds of TURNING or PLANING on short notice.
We hope by strict attention to business and moderate

charges, to merit a share of the public patronage.
iaTAll work guaranteed.

G. A. CRAIG.
lyLl7 C. CAMERON.

FOR SALE.
The Dexter & Wbitwam Manufacturing-

Company, offer for Sale the Entire

Real Estate Plant and Machinery

OF THEIR EXTENSIVE

BENDING & TURNING FACTORY
Situated in the City of St. Thomas, in the County of
Elgin, Ontario. For full particulars applv to H.
BROWN, Manager, or E. MOORE, President. "

L20tf

J. T. LAMBERT,
Lumber and Commission Agent

FOR^ALE.
150 Mils. White Pine, 1 x 10 Stock.
175 " do 1 x 12 "

11 " do 2 x 10 "

20 " do 2x12 "

140 " do 1 inch Siding.

u20 " do
40 " do 2 x 10 Joists

.

16 " Cedar,
Basswood,

3x6 *'

19 "
1J inch.

APPLY AT THE OFFICE, 120'

WELLINGTON STREET, OTTAWA.
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MONTREAL.
From Our Own Correspondent.

September 26.—Since the date of our last re

port the shipping of lumber has almost ceased

The shipment to South America was only one

cargo to Buenos Ayres, consisting of 535,609 ft

to Cardiff, 9,007 pieces ; to Cardiff, 129,000 feet

Lumber stocks here of all kinds are very low

both of sawn lumber and round logs ; as a con

sequence prices are very stiff, and, water being

so low, higher prices are expected very soon, at

all events as soon as navigation closes. We do

not at present alter our quotations, but outside

figures for the most part rule. We still quote

as under :—
Pine. 1st quality, $ M 332 00@40 00
Pine, 2nd " $M 18 00@24 00
Pine, shipping culls, $ M 12 00@16 00
Pine, cull deals, $ M 8 00@10 00
Pine, mill culls, $) M 6 00@ 6 60
Spruce, ¥M 8 00@10 00
Hemlock, $ M 8 00@10 00
Ash, run of long culls out, <P M 16 00@18 00
Bass, " " $1 M 14 00@16 00
Oak, $ M 35 00@45 00
Birch, M 17 00@20 00
Hard Maple, |H 18 00<<*25 00
Lath, $11 1 25<g 1 36
Shingles, 1st, $M 3 00@ 0 00
Shingles, 2nd, $ M 2 00@ 0 00

The total shipments since the opening of navi

gation to date were 7,848,475 feet, against 4,319,

278 feet for the same period of last year, being

an increase of 3,529,197 feet. Advices from

Ottawa report that many of the mills in the

Chaudiere, owing to want of logs, want of water

preventing their getting the logs to the mills

have been obliged to shut down, so that every

thing here looks for considerably higher figures

in the near future.

In cordwood there has been considerable ac

tivity, and holders are making strenuous at

tempts to enhance values, but in the meantime
ready money makes a little difference in their

views. We continue to quote as under, at which

some pretty fair transactions are transpiring.

We quote :

—

Red Tamarac $ 4 50@ 5 00
Hard Maple 5 60@ 6 60
White Birch and Soft Maple 6 00@ 0 00
Red Birch 5 50(« 6 00

Laler.

October, 10th.—There is a general complaint

among the lnmber merchants here of the

difficulty of getting down lumber, owing to the

lowness of the water, and as a consequence

prices are very firm ; but as the demand for

building lumber has not been very brisk, prices

can hardly be said to be quotably higher. Ship

ments since the dato of our last report have

been very small, indeed they have almost ceased.

To Cardiff 85,140 ft. have been shipped ; to

Liverpool, 23,314 pieces of deal boards and ends,

and 155 pieces of oak ; to Buenos Ay res, 539,148

ft. The total shipments to the River Platte

since the opening of navigation to date were

8,387,623 ft., against 5,751,434 ft. for the same
period of 1880, showing an increase of 2,636,189

ft. The quotations remain the same as in my
last epistle.

Cordwood.—There have been some large

contracts entered into for long maple, at $7.50,

delivered. The prices on the wharf, ex cartage,

are long maple, 17.00; short do., $6.50 ;
long

birch, $6.50 ; short do., $6.00 ; long beech, $6.00;

short do., $5.50
;
tamarac, $4.50. The demand

for cordwood is better, and prices are very firm.

TORONTO.
From Our Own Correspondent,

October 8th.—The block in lumber at this

port continues much the same as when I last

wrote you. When passing over the dock yes-

terday the writer estimated that nearly 3,000,000

feet of lumber, including that standing on the

cars, was awaiting shipment, and at the time of

writing this there is not one foot of available

space left on any of the docks belonging to the

H. & N. W. R. Co., and at the present time

only one small vessel loading at the wharf.

Lumbermen have had a hard time of it this

season ; what with scarcity of cars, fighting

bush fires, burning of mills, and difficulty ex-

perienced in getting the lumber away after its

arrival here, their lot has not been a happy one,

and the season being now so far advanced, the

anxiety of shippers to forward their lumber to

ts destination in quite excusable.

During the last three weeks large quantities

of cedar ties have arrived here for shipment.

Messrs. Rathbun & Son have purchased largely

in this line north of this city, and are now
shipping them to the American market. Two
years ago $13.00 per hundred was the ruling

price for ties loaded on the cars ; $18.00 per

hundred is the price now being paid, so that

owners of tracts of cedar are beginning to realize

that they have quite a bonanza. The contractors

for the cedar block pavement in this city have

now had to suspend work until spring, on ac-

count of the scarcity of cedar suitable for their

purpose.

The scarcity in bill lumber still continues, and

builders have frequently to visit all the yards

in the city before procuring sufficient to meet

their wants, and in many cases have found it

impossible to get their orders filled, and yet in

the face of this famine for dimension stuff, prices

still hang at the old figures, and lumbermen

are missing a good chance to raise their tariff of

prices, simply for the want of a mutual under-

standing with each other on this and other

matters equally important to the trade,

The 20 per cent, advance on R.R. freights

has now become an established fact, and it is

announced that the Railway Company repu

diate special arrangements made prior to the

advance in rates, but, to say the least, it is

questionable if railway corporations have the-

power in their hands to grant special rates to

certain individuals. It certainly seems un

reasonable that one man or firm should have

their lumber brought from any given point for

three or four dollars per earless than .some other

men or firms, doing business at the same place.

Yet such is, no doubt, the fact, but it is done in

this way, in order to make it colorable, all bills

for freight from all stations are made out at the

same figure, and the favored ones get a rebate

by applying at headquarters. This enables such

persons to undersell their neighbors fifty cents

per M., or else make that much higher profit

A more unjust method of doing business it

would be hard to name. In such casts the

smaller fry are at the mercy of the larger fish,

as fifty cents per M. ijn times of close competi

tion, and in sales devoid of risks, would be a

fair living profit, especially if the sales were

made in large quantities.

Shingles are somewhat more plentiful, and
emain at the same figure retail, but consider

ably lower wholesale on rail or vessel, $2.40 to

$2.45 being the ruling figures for 16-in. XXX
shingles, F. O. B. vessel here. Sawn lath are

in good demand, and less plentiful than former

ly, and as the season's work comes nearer to its

close, lath will likely advance in prices. Butter

nut is in excellent demand, and a good article

will bring a good figure, especially if cut into

3 and 4 in. plank, or 6 x (i and 8 x 8, and any

parties having dimension stuff, say 2x8, 2 x 10,

x 12, and20and 22 ft., will moot with ready sale,

and at good prices, on this market, as nine-

tenth sof all shipments arriving here are compris-

ed of mill cull, and shipping cull boards. Sound
stock boards and good lumber find their way over

the docks, leaving little but coarse boards for

the local trade. Black ash lumber of good

quality will command ready sale here at present.

Many people are now only beginning to find out

the value of this wood for finishing purposes,

and yet hitherto a building could be finished

with this wood at less cost than when finished

with good pine, and its appearance, when oiled,

much preferrable to pine when painted, and
its lasting qualitios, in dry situations, nearly

equal.

Building continues as briskly as ever, and it

may serve to convey some idea of the large

amount of lumber being used in this city when
stato that the firm of J. & F. N. Tennant

alone are reported to have sold about 1,000,000

on the local market during the past month,

and this amount sold mainly to consumers, and
this would certainly not be more than the one-

tenth of all the lumber sold to consumers during

that same period.

quotations.
ill cull boards and scantling $ 9 00

Shipping cull boanis, promiscuous widths 12 00
" stocks 13 00

Scantling and joist, up to 16 ft 11 60

Scantling and joist, up to 28 ft 15
" ' 30 ft 17 00

32 ft 18 00
" 34 ft 20 00
" 36 ft 22 00
" 38 ft 25 00

" " " 40 to 44 ft 30 00
Cutting up planks to dry i« 00

" boards " ie 00
Sound dressing stocks 16 00
Picks Am. inspection 26 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection .' 34 00
li-inch flooring, dressed 28 00
Ji " " rough 13 o0
It " dressed 24 00
H " " undressed 14 00
1 " dressed 20 00
1 " " undressed 15 00
i Beaded Sheeting, dressed 20 00
Clapboarding, dressed 12 50XXX sawn shingles, %! M \ 2 80XX sawn shingles 2 80
Sawn Lath 1 65

18 ft 12 00
20 ft 12 60
22 ft 13 00
24 ft t 18 60
26 ft 14 50

LONDON, OXT.
From Our Own Correspondent.

October, 10th.—There is a general talk of

dullness in the lumber market here. It was at

one time thought there would be a good demand
spring up in the Fall, wood merchants generally

were confident of this result, but it has not yet

been realized, and, since my last, business has
fallen off instead of increasing, as expected

there is, however, no grumbling, as all dealers

seem to have enough to do, and appear satisfied

Prices, however, remain unchanged, which is a

healthy sign.

As the Fall comes upon us building in this

city narrows down to small limits, and there is

nothing particular to note in this direction.

The Messrs. Green, whose extensive premises

were almost completely destroyed by fire some
time ago, are rapidly rebuilding, and they will

be in working order again in a very short time,

These premises will be of a more modern con-

struction than formerly, and built with a view
to evade any sudden attack of fire.

Mr. G. C. Hargreaves has effected a com
promiso, and the estate is being wound up
Meanwhile Mr. Hargreaves himself is employ
ed in this market by a large wholesale Toronto
firm.

The lumber coining in here is principally by
the G. W. R. There are great complaints of

the G. T. R. not having sufficient car accommo
dation for the requirements of the trade.

I must report the lumber market dull in this

city, but prices rule about the same as given in

my last.

QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull boards and scantling $10 00
Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths. 11 00

" *' 10 and 12 in. stocks 1150
Common boards, promiscuous widths IS 00
Scantling and joist, up to 10 ft 14 00

" " 18 ft 14 50
" 20 ft 15 50
" 22 ft 16 60

" " 24 ft 18 00
Common stocks 14 00
Common 2 in. plank 13 00
Cutting up plank and boards' • ' 18 00
Sound dressing stocks 17 00
Clear and picks 81 00
Three uppers. Am. inspection 86 00
J inch dressed and matched flooring 20 00

" " " 20 00
" " 20 00

XXX sawn shingles, M 3 00
Lath per 1000 feet 4 00

ST. JOHN, V B.

From Our Own Correspondent.

DEALS.

Reference was made in our last report to the

efforts being made to complete the loading of

ships then in port, by the 1st inst., to secure

their deck cargoes. Those efforts were quite

successful, the result being to greatly reduce the

dimensions of our fleet, as well as to exhaust our

stock of deals. Probably the stock of deals here

is less thau it has been for more than a quarter

of a century, and as the country mills are mostly

idle, the prospect is that the quantity Wintered

here will be scarcely worth counting.

FREIGHTS.

The freight market is remarkably quiet

;

scarcely any tonnage offering, and but little

wanted. The only recent transaction reported

is the Champion, 799 tons, for Liverpool or

Bristol Channel, at 57s. 6d.. w hich may be con-

sidered about the market rate. Owners are

talking of 60s., but considering the great

icarcity of deals, it is doubtful if this can be ob-

tained at present.

VESSELS IN FORT.

The following is a list of the vessels in port,

with their tonnage and destinations :

—

Anna P. Oddell, 379, Glasgow.

W. D. Wallet, 1413, Melbourne.

Malville, 924, Melbourne.

Stanley, 542, France.

C. E. Robinson, 531, Cork Quay.
Eleanora, 1049, United Kingdom.
Adept, 1102, Liverpool or London.
Windward, 607, Bio Janeiro.

E. Sutton, 545, repairing.

Kil verdale, 1190, Liverpool or London.
Salacia, 797,

W. Dickinson, (s), 1350, Liverpool, London, Fleetwood
or Bristol Channel.

Champion, 799. Liverpool or Bristol Channel.

Lalia, 391,

Sovereign, 332, Wexford.

Teddington, (s), 1310, discharging.

SHIPMENTS.

The shipments of deals and other sawn lumber
are as follows :

—

For Europe 18,593,000 Sup. feet.

" United States 3,106,080 "

October 7th, 1881.

From AnoOier Correspondent.

SHIPPING.

October 8th.—The fleet has been con-

siderably reduced «ince our bust, as quite a

number of vessels cleared on the 1st of October,

in order to get away before the deck load law

came into operation. Under this law no vessel

clearing after the 1st of October can take more
than three feet of a cargo on deck, which of

course materially reduces the amount of freight.

English freights are not materially changed.

We hear of one charter at 05s. 6d. to the Bristol

Channel. Of the two steamers in port, one is

unchartered at present, and the other has been

taken for U. K. at private terms, said to be 55s.

Coastwise freights are about as before quoted,

and 82.25 can be readily obtained for Boston.

We are aware of one charter for Boston of a

load of sleepers, at 14 J cents, which is really

better than S3.00 per M., but this is an excep-

tional case.

OUR LUMBER EXPORTS.

The following is a statement of the clearances

of lumber at the. port of St. John, X.B.? fur

transatlantic ports for September, 1881. Dur-

ing the month 32 vessels, having a total of 22,-

573 tons, were loaded with :

—

Deals, battens and ends 20,491,226 sup. feet.

Boards and scantling 697,971 "

Pine timber 37 tons.

We also give the shipments of lumber at the

port of St. John, X.B., for transatlantic i«orts,

from 1st. Jan. 1881, to Oct. 1st., 1881 :—
Deals, hattensand deal ends 154,485,379 sup. feet.

Boards and scantling 4,899,184 "

Palings 284,985 pieces.

Pine timber 806 tons.

Birch 3,609 "

Logs are scarce ami holders are not desirous

of selling. About 300,000 feet of unmarked

su]>orior logs were sold in the boom at $8.00.

The English market remains fairly satisfac-

tory, and at the present time the stock in Liver-

pool is not excessive, so that dealers can com-

mand good prices.

The American market is also tolerably re-

munerative. In Boston we can quote $13.00 to

814.00 for good wide spruce boards ; laths at

SI.75 to $1.87$. In New York laths have in

some cases reached $2.00, but the majority of

sales have been at $1.90.

Oct. 8th, 1881.

AIK\\\.

October 4.—The Argus says the demand for

the past week has been largely in excess of the

preceding, and the attendance of buyers better.

A sale of a million and three-quarters to a

Brooklyn firm is among some of the purchases

we hear of. The scarcity of certain pine grades

pecially sought after for manufacturing pur-

poses is being felt, and it is apparent the " cry

f wolf " is not without reason, as we hear of a

prominent Michigan manufacturer shipping box

direct from the saws to vessel. The lower grades

of pine lumber have been sold, no doubt, too

low, considering the yearly decreasing percent-

age of the better grades, and we see lighter

took here to-day than for years past, which

no doubt will produce an effect on prices during

the short business season that remains. Vessels

om Canadian imrts are difficult to get. and the

ates asked very high. The northern mills are

irking with a fair supply of water.

The receipts of lumber by lake at Buffalo for

the week endin* Oct. 3rd were 8,660,000 feet

and by rail 80 cars. The receipt* by lake at
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Oswego for the week, as far as reported, were

6,206,480 feet.

The receipts by canal at Albany from the

opening of navigation to the 1st Oct. were :

—

Bds. &Sctl.,ft. Shingles.m. Tiraber,ft. Staves.lbs.

1881.... 313,989,000 5,516 1,000 6,105,000
1880. ...289,493,800 3,872 6,400 638,200

Freights from Bay City to Buffalo and Tona
wanda, S3.00 $ M. ; from Saginaw, $3.25. From
Tonawanda to Albany, $2.65. From Oswego

to Albany $1.75. From Port Hope to Oswego,

§1.25. From Ottawa to Albany, by boats, $3.00

M. feet.

River freights are steady :

To New York, $ M ft $ @1 00
To Bridgeport @1 37}
To.New Haven @1 37$
To Providence, Fall River and Newport 2 00@2 25
To Pawtucket 2 25@2 50
To Norwalk 1 25@1 30
To Hartford

.

To Norwich
To Middletown..
To New London

.

To Philadelphia.

@2 00
@2 00
@1 75
@1 75
@2 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

Pine, clear, $ M • 863 00@63 00
Pine, fourths 48 00@58 00
Pine, selects 43 00@53 00
Pine, good box 15 O0@30 00
Pine, 10-in. plank, each 00 38@00 42
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls, each 00 00@00 22
Pine boards, 10-in 00 26@28 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, culls 00 18@00 19
Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft., $ M 25 00@30 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft ' 25 00@30 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 13ft 28 00@30 00
Pine, 1J in. siding, select 00 00@42 00
Pine, IJ-in. siding, common 16 00@19 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, select 00 00@42 00
Pine, inch siding, common 16 00@19 00
Spruce, boards, each 00 00@00 16
Spruce, plank, IJ-in., each 00 00@00 20
Spruce, plank, 2-in., each 00 00<g00 30
Spruce, wall strips, each 00 11@00 12
Hemlock, boards, each 00 00@00 13
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 00 00@00 31
Hemlock, joist, 2*x4, each 00 00@00 13
Hemlock, wall strips, 2x4, each 00 00@00 10
Ash, good, M 38 00@46 00
Ash, second quality, ^ M 25 00@30 00
Cherry, good, ^ M 60 00@70 00
Cherrv, common, $ M 25 00@35 00
Oak, good, ?M 38 00(343 00
Oak, second quality, $M 20 00@25 00
Basswood, ^ M 25 00@28 00
Hiekorv, ^ M 36 00@40 00
Maple, Canada, ¥ M 26 00(330 00
Maple, American, per M 25 00(328 00
Chestnut, ¥ M 35 00@40 00
Shingles, shaved, pine, $M 0 00@ 6 25

" 2nd quality 0 00@ 5 00
" extra, sawed, pine 0 00@ 4 40
" clear, " 0 00@ 3 30
" cedar, mixed 0 00@ 3 25

cedar, XXX 0 00© 4 00
" hemlock 0 00@ 2 26

Lath, hemlock, £ M 0 00@1 62}
Lath, spruce, " 0 00(31 87}
Lath, pine, " 0 00@ 2 00

CHICAGO.

October 5.—The Northwestern Lumberman
says the Franklin street market since the date

of our last report has been a very dull one, the

dullest by all odds of anything which has been

seen this year at that place. As will be seen

by the figures below, the arrivals of lumber at

this port have been very heavy during the week,

and this presupposes a large supply of lumber

upon the market. With the receiving docks

crowded still, almost, or quite to their full capa-

city, with lumber purchased at the mills, which

on its arrival went at once to the yard of the

purchaser, it was a foregone conclusion that

dealers would not exert themselves to any

great extent to purchase lumber seeking a

market, at least unless some inducement wis

offered them to do so. The inducement was ac-

cordingly offered, and from a weakness such as

we chronicled last week, a decided decline must

be noted at this time.

CARGO QUOTATIONS.

Joist and scantling, green.ordinary lengths810 50@11 00
Joist and scantling, green, 20 feet and over 12 00@15 00
Mill run, choice green 16 50(321 00
Mill run, medium, green 13 00(316 50
Mill run, common, " 11 75@13 00
Shingles, standard 2 35@ 2 45
Shingles, extra A 2 45@ 2 65
Lath 1 85@ 1 90

LAKE FREIGHTS.

Manistee $2 37J@2 50
MuJikegon 2 00
l.u/iiuifton 2 12}@2 25
(/rand Haven 2 00
Menominee 2 25

Mail I mi Bay 2 25 @2 37}
Whit* Lake 2 12}
Ford River 2 12}<32 25

Kwsipts and shipments of lumber and shingles

for the week ending October 4 :

—

Receipts and shipments of lumber and

shingles from January 1 to, and including, Octo-

ber 4 :

—

RECEIPTS. SHIPMENTS.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881.1,403,739,000 611,831,000 1,365,913,000 640,940,000
1880.1,147,377,000 497,921,000 1,120,209,000 538,788,000

In... 229, 362,000 113,910,000 239,704, 0(J0 102,162,000

STOCK ON HAND SEPTEMBER 1,

1881. 1880. 1879.

Lumber 481,154,279 467,966,545 373,408,900
Shingles 219,628,000 173,753,000 158,207,000
Lath 37,556,000 48,755,681 29,770,495
Pickets 2,030,210 2,193,317 1,140,632
Cedar posts 256,235 67,000 463,939

1*1.
1*0.

KECKIPTH.

Lumber. Shingles.

67,021,000 25,376,000
62,643,000

4,779,000

21,664,000

3,712,000

SHIPMENTS.

Lumber. - Shingles.

45,430,000 35,666,000
41,307,000 20,686,000

4,123,000 14,979,000

OSWEGO, N.Y.

There is no change in quotations. Prices are

firm, and the demand good. All lumber arriv-

ing in good condition finds ready sale. The
docks lately stripped of stocks by the fire are

rapidly filling up with newly cut lumber. The
prospect for a good fall and winter trade never

looked more promising than it does now. The
receipts to date for the years named are as fol-

lows :—1880, 143,000,000 feet ; 1881, 124,000,000

feet. Lake freights from Lahe Ontario ports is

$1.25 ; canal freights to Albany is $1.75, and to

New York is. $2,35. M The following are the

quotations :

—

Three uppers $42 00@46 00
Pickings 32 00@35 00
Fine, common 20 00@25 00
Common 14 00@18 00
Culls 13 00@15 00
Mill run lots 17 00@22 00
Sidings, selected, 1 inch 34 00(338 00

1J inch 34 00(338 00
Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 16 feet 18 00(322 00

selected 23 00@28 00
shippers 16 00@17 00

Strips, 1 and 1} inch mill run 15 00@22 00
Culls, selected 23 00@32 00
Culls 13 O0@15 00
1x6 selected for clapboards 25 00@40 00
Shingles, XXX, 18 inch, pine 3 75@ 4 00

XX, " " 3 00@ 3 25

XXX, 18 inch, cedar 3 00(3 3 25
XX, " " 2 25(3 2 40

Lath 1 40(3 1 60

warrant the auctioneer in proceeding, and it ha»

since been sold in one line by private treaty at

a good price. Of one cargo of St. John, N.J;.,

deals only about one-half was sold, the remain-

der being withdrawn, sellers being very firm,

and no doubt being strengthened in their posi-

position by the fact that the prospect of any-

thing beyond a very moderate import being

available for this year is becoming more evident

every day.

Birch timber appeared in fair demand, and all

that was offered was readily purchased.

The supply of this timber is likely to be small,

especially for the better qualities, and should

any of this description come down to the

shipping ports it will probably be eagerly

sought after,

follow :

—

The sales by auction were as

BOSTON.

October 8.—The Journal of Commerce says

advices from every hand show business to be

fully up to expectations.^ For all classes of

stock there is a good call, and values are very

steady. Dealers report that some outside

parties are endeavoring to cry down'the market
for the purpose of lowering prices. Holders

are strong, however, and refuse concessions on

regular grades in view of the healthy condition

of the market and the prospects ahead. Cherry

has improved considerably, during the week, in

the way of demand. Ash has shown a better

position than for some time past. Whitewoods
are looking up. Prices on lumber generally are

the same as last week.

CANADA PINE.

Selects, Dressed $iS 00(350 00
Shelving, Dressed, lsts 40 00(342 00

" " 2nds 33 00(335 00
Dressed Shippers ; 27 00@29 00
Dressed Box 18 00@20 00
Sheathing, 1st quality 42 00(345 00

" 2nd " 34 00@35 00

TONAWANDA.
CARGO LOTS—SAGINAW INSPECTION.

Three uppers S40 00(345 00
Common 17 50@20 00
Culls 11 50@12 50

LIVERPOOL.

The Timber Trades Journal, of Sept. 24, says :

The import still continues moderate, and, as

there is a fair and steady demand, prices con-

tinue firm, although it most be confessed that

it is only by dint of hard work that sales are

effected at the present rates. Consumers are

loath to believe in reports of short supplies and
high cost of production, and are inclined to

withhold from making purchases, at any rate

for the present, in the hopes that later on rates

will be easier. Seeing that the import season is

within a comparatively short distance of closing,

with the consequent increased cost of freight

and higher rates of insurance, it is difficult to

understand by what mode of seasoning such an
idea can be arrived at.

That this view is well developed was shown
at Messrs. A. F. & D. Mackay's sale last

Friday, where the attendance was limited in a
marked degree and the competition tame and
spiritless. One cargo of spruce deals offered at

auction was withdrawn from the sale, owing to

no bids being obtainable sufficiently high to

£ 8. d. £ 8. d.

16 to 21 ft. 3x11 7 15 0

12 ' 15 '
' 3x11 7 7 6

9 ' 11 '
' 3x11 7 2 6

16 ' 25 ' ' 3x9 7 6 0
12 '

' 15 • 1 3x9 7 2 6
9 ' ' 11 '

' 3x9 6 17 6
9 ' 11 ' ' 3x7 6 12 0

9 ' 21 '
' 3x10 7 0 0

9 ' 23 '
' 3x8 6 15 0 to 0 17 8

9 ' ' 23 '
' 3x6 6 15 0 " 6 17 6

5 15 0Deal ends-

Spruce deals, St. Margaret's Bay, N.S.—
9 to 22 ft. 3x9 6 17 6
9 " 24 " 3X8 6 10 6

16 " 26 " 3x7 6 17 6

12 " 15 " 3x7 6 15 0
9 " 11 " 3x7 6 12 6

Deal ends— 5 17 5

Birch timber, St. Margaret's Bay, N.S.

—

22 in. & up. 23Jd.
20 to 21} in.

19i
"

18} to 19 "

18 to 18i "

10} to 17i "

16 "

15}"
14i to 15 "

14 "

13 to 13* "

Under 13 "

21d
19Jd.

18i*
16}<T to 17d.

16d.
15d.

143d.
14d.

13Jd.
13d. to 13}d.

12d. to 17}d.

GLASGOW.
The Timber Trades Journal, of Sept. 24, says :

—There has been a very light import during

the past week. The arrivals at Glasgow include

a cargo of pitch pine planks, which goes into

consumers' hands direct, being forwarded from

ship's side per rail. There has been no import

of wood at Greenock during the week. Several

public sales have been held here, results of

which are noted below.

On Tuesday, September 20th, a cargo of

Tabasco mahogany was offered, the first direct

import here since October last. A parcel of

Italian walnut planks was exposed on the same

day.
These sales were well attended and the

bidding spirited. The Tabasco mahogany, a

cargo of ordinary quality, was rapidly cleared

off, the market evidently not fully supplied with

mahogany.

On Sept. 21st. Messrs. Singleton, Dunn & Co.

held a public sale of deals, &c, prices as under-

noted. There was a good attendance, but buyers

were evidently disposed to purchase sparingly

for immediate wants, the demand by consumers

meantime being rather languid.

Only a portion of the catalogue was sold

;

prices, however, were fairly maintained. The
birch and ash logs were withdrawn, offers not

coming up to broker's views.

AUCTION SALES.

On Sept. 20th, at Glasgow, Messrs. Farn-

worth & Jardine, of Liverpool, brokers :—

A

cargo of Tabasco mahogany from Chiltepec and

Santa Ana, consisting of 280 logs (96,000 sale

feet), sold at 5$d. to lOd. per foot, averaging

6gd.
Messrs. VV. Connal & Co. thereafter sold by

auction a parcel of 155 planks of Italian wal-

nut, at prices ranging from 4Jd. to 6Jd. per

foot.

On Sept. 21st., at Glasgow, Messrs. Singleton,

Dunn & C, brokers :

—

St. John, N.B., spruce deals

—

9 to 24 ft. 14/16x3
16 ' 13x3

13x3
12x3
11x3
11X3
10x3
9x3

lOid. cub. ft.

lofd.

cub. ft.

1 24

9 " 16
9 " 24

17 & 18

9 to 13 & 6 to 19
9 " 24

9 " 23

St. John, N.B., square deals-

9 to 13 & 16 " 23 " 8X3
14&15 " 8x3
10to24 " 7x3

Do. spruce battens, 10 to 23 ft. 5/7 X 2}, 9}d.
scantlings, 9 to 23 ft. 3/6x1} to 3,

8}. & 9d. cub. ft.

" " deal ends, 2 to 8 ft. long, 8d. "
" boards, 4 to 20 ft. 3/9 x 1, 7d. *

10}d.
10|d.

Hid.
lid.
lid.

lid.

9fd.
lOd.
9}d.

Union Street, Carleton,

Warercomjs, Waltr Street,

ST. JOHN, N. B.

Allan Brothers
(Late of Harris & Allen)

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Steam Engines
AND

MILL MACHINERY.
Ships Windlasses. Iron Capstans

and Ships CASTINGS of all kinds.

Ships Cambooses & Cabin Stoves

COOKING AND HEATING

STOVES,
Shop, Office and Parlor Stoves, and Franklins.

Agriculural Implemens.

BRASS CASTINGS.
Tin, Sheet Iron and Copper Ware for SHIP and

L22-ly HOUSE use.

Special Offer to

LUMBERMEN
To any person sending me this
advertisement and $25 within
the next 60 days, I will send a

Genuine WALTHAM, or
ELGIN WATCH,

in 6 ounce sterling Silver Cases,
Gold Joints, with a Written Guar-
antee for three years.

IE\ CEUMPTOISr
83 King St. East, Toronto.

Any article in Watches, Clocks,
Diamonds, Jewellery, Silverware,

, etc., sent to any part of Canada,
|
and Satisfaction Guaranteed or

Money Refunded.

We make a specialty
of Presentations.

Watch Repairing and
Jewelry manufactured
by best workmen only,
at reasonable prices."

! !
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ELECTRICIAN,
4 QUEEN STEEET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

Trusses for HERNIA, Rupture,
The most Durable and Beneficial kind known to Medical Science always in

Stock, and lilted to the Body at Seasonable Prices.

BATTERIES FOR BATHS,
Of Special Sizes, made to order, both for Public and Private Use ; and

FARADIO BATTERIES always on hand. PRICES LOW. lyLl7

594

Manufacturers

Leather,

Mill Supplies, &c.

National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS STREET. OTTAWA.

manufacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
military Encampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
mildew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

OPtN FCH usfc made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP
BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x 6 in. ; 3 feet long, weighing

_^ouly U pounds, but strong enough to bear the
weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
#SS~Bpecial rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and prioe list to

b27

NATIONAL MANUFACTURINGgCO.

,

202 Sparks Street, Ottawa

The Best Axes in the World

!

Single, Double and Triple Steel, 28 Patterns.

And Burrell's, Warnock'a, and Dundas Axes, made specially for the Lumber Trade,

repacked any weights without extra charge. Lindsay Pattern of Broad anfl Blocking

Axes. LANCE TOOTH SAWS, warranted good. P. Jewill & Sons (Hartford, Conn.)

LEATHER BELTING. 2d CUT FILES. LATH YARN. Mill and Shanty Hardware.

No. 1 LARD OIL. Heavy HAMES, BUCKLES and HARNESS TRIMMINGS
Ballard and other RIFLES, from $10 each. Large assortment of CARTRIDGES.

GEORGE KTETHEfl. Peterborough. Out.

Importer, Jobber and Retail Dealer in Hardware. 12L1T

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article euer offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure in drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding House use. These Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet

Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Stores are as follows :—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-lnch holes, with ample room between, and one oven 16 x 24 x 26.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-inch pot holes, with two^ovens, each 16

x 24 x 26. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonials
from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since I

ommenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
ellable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

The Best Stove I have ever I'sed.

Prtkrboroioit, May 31, 1S80.

Adah Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saving that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove I ha\e ever
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Yours truly, THOS. GEO. HAZLITT.

The Stove for Lumbermen,
Peterborough, June 1st, 1SS0.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and And
it is verv satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highly.

Yours truly, IRWIN i BOYD,

Gives the Greatest Satisfaction.

PRTKRBORoron, June 3rd, 1830.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. MILLIARD. M.P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED

All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.
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HART Y WHEEL COMPANY, Limited

GILBERT HART, Detroit,
President.

JAMES T. BARNAED, Hamilton,
Secretary-Treasurei'.

SAMUEL JJItlOGS, Hamilton,
Huperint^ndent.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

30j 3gg^ ^ 3g *g

EM HEELS

These Wheels are

Wire Strengthened

And Specially Adapted

For Saw Gumming

Neither Animal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in their composition, they are NOT LIABLE
TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while

They Surpass All Other Wheels for Free Gutting and Durability.

We refer to the following well known Saw Manufacturers for Opinions as to the Quality of our Wheels :

Messrs. SHURLEY & DIETRICH,
GALT.

Messrs. R. H. SMITH & CO.,

ST. CATHARINES.

JAMES ROBERTSON, ESQ.,

MONTREAL.

Messrs. JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.,

TORONTO.

WE ALSO REFER TO

WILLIAM HAMILTON, ESQ

,

PETERBOROUGH,
Manufacturer of the Covell Saw Sharpeners.

Messrs. H. B. RATHBUN & SON,
DESERONTO,

Lumber Merchants.
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A. LEARMONTH& Co.
ENGINEERS AND FOUNDERS,

MANUFACTURER OF

Steam Engines, Rotary Pumps, of all sizes, for Paper

and Pulp Mills, Steam Pumps, and a Variety of other

Pumps, Propeller Engines for Yachts & Tow Boats.

L24-ly

Iron Railings, Hoisting Machines for Stores, Jack Screws, Park
Mills, all kinds of Machinery for Mines, Saw Mills, Flour Mills.

QUEBEC.St. Paul St.,

ABBAMS & KERR
MANUFACTURERS OF

Steam Engines, Mill Gearing, Rotary Mills, Shafting,

Planers, Hangers, Pulleys, Variety Moulders.

SPECIAL MACHINERY MADE TO ORDER

MILL STJPPLIES.
Extra Stretched and Patent Smooth Surface

RUBBER BELTING—in Stock, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 Plies.

HOYT'S CELEBRATED LEATHER BELTING.

COTTON BELTING, for Flour_Mills. &c, Superior Quality.

DISSTON'S CELEBRATED MILL SAWS.
Steam Packing of all kinds, Rubber and Linen Hose, Silk Bolting' Cloth, Emery
Wheels, Lacing Leather (Page's Genuine), Lard, Seal, Cylinder, Spindle, West Vir-

ginia and Wool Oils. Our Stock includes Mill Supplies and Rubber Goods of all

kinds. ^fQuotations furnished for any part of Canada. 21

ESTEY, ALLWOOD & CO., SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

ROBERT W. LOWE,
AUCTIONEER AND COMMISSION MERCHANT,

81 SANDS BUILDING, PRINCE WILLIAM STREET.

Cash advanced on Goods put in for sale. jtS"No Storage chared. AH kinds of Merchandise
Bought, and Sold. New and Second-hand Furniture always on hand. Agent for Hazelhursl & Co's
W1NTHROP COOKING RANGES, WATERLOO WOOD STOVES, EUAN KLIN, Ac, Ac, Ac

•i22-ly SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

Latest Improved Spool and Bobbin Machinery.

Every Variety of Heavy and Light Casting.
L24-ly

Foundry and Machine Shop on City Road,

ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

Northeys Steam Pump Works
BOILER FEED PIMPS,

AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMPS,

STEAM FIRE PUMPS, and

WRECKING PUMPS.

MINING PUMPS,

PUMPS SPECIALLY ADAPTED for

OIL PIPE LINKS.

And CITY WATER WORKS.

No. 47 King William Street.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO.
SEISTID FOR CIRCULAR.

LUMBER TATIONERY.

We will supply anything in the line of BLANKS or STATIONERY for Lumber

Shanties and Offices at City prices.

All Printing done in the Highest Style of the Art, and at Lowest Living Prices.

Book- Binding of every Description got up in' a very Neat and Superior manner.

Account Books Ruled and Bound to any desired Pattern.

For Schedule of Prices address, describing the kind and quality of work desired,

toker & CO.,
"THE CANADA LUMBERMAN,"

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO.
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DAVID JONES'
CELEBRATED

Cast Steel Table Cutlery!
H^Best Cast Steel, Warranted.^^r

Edge Tool & Cutlery Works, Woodstock, I.B.

Awarded Diploma and Medal by the New Brunswick Government in 1873.

L21-ly

The Rainer Piano Always Triumphant!
CARRIES OFF THE HONORS OF 1880 AS FOLLOWS

:

At Toronto Industrial Exhibition, 1st Prize, Diploma & Medal for Best Square Piano

At Hamilton Provincial Exhibition 1st Prize and Diploma

At Brantford Southern Fair 1st Prize and Diploma

At Guelph Central Exhibition 1st Prize and Diploma
^9f"SEND FOR CATALOGUE.-®^

RAINER, SWEETNAM & HAZELTON,
MANUFACTURERS,

GUELPH, OITTAR/IO. M

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English

and American makers. This, along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.

A

r I
H
H
o
H
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P Q 5

p 1
1

The Bell Organ Manufactory Is the Largest and Oldest In the British Empire, and the faot that
we nav* nold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best In the market. We GUARANTEE ALLOLK ORGAN'S for five years. Correspondence Invited. Illustrated Catologue mailed free.

W. BELL &o CO.
41 to 47 East Market Suqare, GUELPH, Ont.

LUMBERMEN
Will always find a Large Stock of

Shanty Blankets

HORSE BLANKETS
' At LOWEST Mill Price, at

JNO. MACDONALD h CO'S

TOEOnSTTO.

Send Sample Order for our LINED SHAPED

HORSE RUG, a Specialty, highly recommended for

Wear and Warmth &22
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EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emery Wheels are now almost in universal use for the purpose of gnUetting and gumming saws. Statistics show from

2-'3,(X)0 to 30,000 saw-mills in the United States. Many of these run only a tingle saw each. A one-saw mill would nxe one or two
wheels a year, costing *3 to $1 each, and when such small mills order single Emery Wheels from the factory, the exprexp charges
often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a lime when the quality of Emery Wheels was bo uncertain, and the demand so
fickle, that storekeepers could no' afford to carry them in stock. Now, however, Haw Gumming Wheels have become as staple
an article as Flies, and every dealer in saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sizes in stock.
Large dealers order stocks of $500 to $750 worth at a time. Haw Gumming Wheels are used with the edge (or face) square, round
or beveled. Probably seven-eigt lis of all in use are beveled.

Tne principal sizes are:

8xi
8x1
8x4

J Ox J )
10x1 I

lOxj i

10xg )

"i
in. hole.

1&| 1
12xa
l&j

!
Holes,

12xg f i, l and 1 inch.
12x* i

12xg J

Probably more wheels 12x2, 12xj and 12x3 are "Sfid than all the olher sizes together. Haw Gumming Wheels are used,
however, of all sizes up to 21x1]. The most frequent complaint is that Emery Wheels harder, the saw so that a file won't touch it.

The answer is that you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,
leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about .33) per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Tb"se
who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the saw lirjhlty a second time (after going all over It once), and this second
touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

.A_ QUESTIO UST OF QUALITY.
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers in, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to u decided opinion as to what quality is the best. We prefer for almost every use ao

"Extra Soft" wheel like the ''Pocono." We believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to

adopt our views, we make several qualities, so as to meet tbelr views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tanlle), that we can tarnish
qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us know what it is, and we can send you a Tanite Wheel of rimilar quality. Our regular
classification of Saw Gumming Wheels Is as follows

:

CLASS 2. MEDIUM—HARD.—This Wheel is the Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eightlis of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are "Class 2.

It cuts fastand keeps Its shape well. Some think it too hard, some too soft. We prefer the " Pocono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM—SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a an/tor, and therefor freer cutting wheel.

CLASS "POCONO." EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. It is both finer in grain and softer than either of the above. As a Haw Gumming Wheel, Class " l'ocono"is
specially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a tri e cutting wheel that will not create much heal.

Illustrated Circular* and Catalogue, snowing Cuts of Saw Gumming; Machines, mid Shapes, Sizes and Prices or Wheels, sent Tree on application.
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CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.

M. Covel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharper

!

Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW Mbrt^m^ MILL MACHINERY!

STEAM FEED!
I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which are glvin-r the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials:—

Gravknhurst, August 20tb, 1880.

Wi. Hamilton, Esq., Peterborough.

Dear >ir—1 have used your Steam Feed for near four
months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction In every
way ; it is admit ted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever Invented. Slnoe I put it into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long In one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-
stantly. I am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. I consider I have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got it

than I would have cut had I not put It in.

Yours respeotfully,

WILLIAM TA1T,
Lumberman, Gravenburst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1S80.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put In is working splen-
didly. Yours, Ac,

THOMPHON, SMITH & SON.

I am also manufacturing Saw Mill .Machinery, for all

sizes of Gang or Circular Mills, Span or Double Circulars

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the
Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Edgors, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, Power Hummers, and all Machinery used In a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; also, 6mall Hand Glim-
mers for use in the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary
Pumps of different size9, for Fire Protection In Mills. Ac.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel Is the great consideration, along

with uniformity ol speed, such as is required in Grist and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Eugine. 1 feel

justified in saying that ourStyle.Workmaushlp and Finish

on this Engine will be no discredit to Its renown, u I
-

tainly is not equalled lu this country for economy of fuel.

I have them working at 2i pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. l10

PETERBOROUGH, OZLSTT.
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Cctleb, Gilbert & Pearson's saw mill made

ast Saturday the largest cut on record in these

)arts for a single circular, 66,300 feet of inch

wards in eleven hours.

—

Superior News.

The Lake Superior News says J. S. Taylor &
>ons got in another raft of logs, 175,000 feet,

rom Stewart river, on Monday morning. They
lope to bring in another raft to-morrow or on

Saturday, and they will still have left at Stewart

iver over a million and a quarter feet of logs.

Fourteen* years ago a gentleman of Monroe,

lichigan, placed two gateposts of white oak in

ront of his residence. When they were set he

ored into the top of each with a \\ inch auger,

inches deep, filled the hole with common salt,

ightly plugged it, and coppered the posts. Hav-

ng occasion recently to change the location of

he posts, he found them as sound from top to

lottom as the day they were planted.

—

North-

western Lumberman.

The editor of the Bay City, Mich., Tribune

las been shown a piece of oak taken from the

Id gunboat St. Lawrence, sunk off the beach

ear Mortonwood, Ont., for the past sixty

ears. The oak is as black almost as ebony,

mt as sound as the day it was used in the con-

traction of the boat. When the vessel was

ondemned she was sold to a gentleman named
)rummond, who stripped her of her fastenings,

ron, etc. , and then let her go to the bottom.

The Lake Superior News says Messrs. Peck

: Maxim, the former from Michigan City, and

he latter from Ludington, have purchased a

sill site on the east side of Rice's Point, be-

ween the Blast Furnace and Cutler, Gilbert &
'earson's mill. The property comprises 575

eet of water front, and runs back 1,233 feet.

The firm name is W. G. Peck & Co., and they

iropose to put up one of the finest mills in this

ection, a double circular, capacity 90,000 feet

«r day, a planing mill, and a shingle mill, all

rovided with the latest modern improvements,

rhey will commence building as soon as pos-

ible, and will have it in operation by the open-

ng of navigation in the spring.

A rjEVASTATiNO tornado lately swept through

i section of the Menominee, Mich., lumber dis-

rict. The Peahtigo Eagle says it was a mile

icide, and besides filling up the road from Quin-

lesec to Felch mountain, it filled Pine creek

ull of tree-, for a mile so that the water ran

iver and around the banks. On the Pike river,

d that town, its course was a mile wide, and

rherever it paaced the lumber lies flat. The
stent of the damage u) not yet fully known,

Kit from pre->esnt information it is thought to

nrrer hundred* of acres of timber. Men have

leen sent up to ascjrtain the full extent of the

hiimv':. The fallen timber will all have to be

wt into the river the coming winter, otherwise

t will be spoiled by the worms.

ENGLISH WOOD TRADE.
James Smith & Co.'s wood circular, dated

Liverpool, 3rd of October, says :—Business dur-

ing the month has been in many respects satis-

factory, and, although there has been no great

advance in prices, still they are generally firmer

and in some cases are higher than at the opening

of last month. The harvest has proved to be

better than at one time anticipated, and trade

prospects in this country are altogether more

encouraging. From Quebec it is reported that

mills have stopped, owing to the low state of

the rivers ; the stocks are light and prices rising

;

the demand from the United States is also very

good. Freights are firm, with the probability

of an advance. Yellow pine :—The arrivals

during the month have been rather less than in

the same month of the previous year, and the

consumption has fallen off, no doubt owing to

the great advance in the price of this article.

The rivers in Canada being so low makes it im-

possible to add to the stocks, and it is reported

that many mills have had to stop running, and

that prices are advancing. A small parcel of

waney board pine was offered at auction a few

days ago, but was withdrawn unsold. By
private a cargo of Bay of Islands square pine

was sold at 19d. per foot. Red pine is in very

little request, and the stock remains heavy.

For ash there has been a better demand, but

there is an ample stock ; this also applies to elm.

Oak :—There is a large stock, and although the

demand is fairly good, still the consumption is

not equal to that of this time last year
;
prime

wood is enquired for. From January 20th to

September 30th, 374 vessels had arrived.

Robert Coltart & Co.'s wood circular, dated

Liverpool, October 4th, says :—The improved

tendency noticed in our last circular has been

maintained during the past month, and prices

have remained very steady, while for some

articles an advanro has been obtained. The im-

port has been very light as compared with the

corresponding month of last year, but the con-

sumption also shows some reduction during the

same period ;
present stocks, though ample, are

not now so much in excess of the demand as

they were for several months past. Of square

pine the import has been light, and sales have

been difficult to make at the advanced prices

demanded by shippers; the consumption has

been on a fair scale, and the present stock is

moderate. Waney board pine has arrived more

freely, and gone well into consumption. For

red pine the demand continues dull. Ash, of

prime quality, is enquired for. Elm has been

in fair demand during the month. The con-

sumption of oak has been on a limited scale,

and the stock is increasing.

For wagon scantling the demand is dull, and

prices are unremunerative. The import of

birch has been moderate, but still sufficient for

the demand, which continues dull. The stock

of N.B. and N.S. spruce deals is now much re-

duced, being 15,211 standards
[
against 25,821

standards at the same time last year ; the con-

sumption has been on a fair scale, and if the

present moderate rate of import is continued, a

more satisfactory business may be hoped for.

The stock of Quebec pine deals consists of 10,248

standards, against 5,177 standards at the same
time last year, and the demand continues dull

;

prices are low, and do not realize the cost of im-

port. In Quebec merchantable pipe and
puncheon staves there are no sales to report.

PAPER MAKING IN NORWAY.

If pine trees might have preference among all

the strange destinies of transformation to which

they are born, one could easily fancy their

choosing to be wrought into paper. It takes

but five minutes to do this in one of theHonefos

mills by that brace of confederate prestidigita-

teurs, steam and water. The roar, and fizz,

and clink with which they do it sound weird

enough in the heart of the fir forest, where the

mill stands, and the change is swifter than the

eye can well follow. The logs are sawed in

lengths of fourteen inches, split into quarters,

smoothed, piled into a huge iron wheel, revolv-

ing in water, grinds them into pulp, and tosses

the pulp into troughs and pipes. Here it is

sifted and strained ; then, carried up into a huge
revolving hopper, it is ground still finer; then

poured out and rolled in layers on huge iron

rollers covered with woollen cloth. Off these

rollers it comeB in solid sheets, is folded, and
put into presses to drip^and dry, like news-

papers. Just five minutes from the time the

logs go into the iron wheel at the 'upper end of

the mill they come out at the lower end in thick

sheets. These are shipped to England, to be
there mixed with linen and made into thinner

paper.

Seven thousand dollars a year the pine forest

makes in this way for its owner ; but to do it

wheels run and men work night and day all the

year round, except from six o'clock to six o'clock

on Sundays.

The overseer, who seemed an enthusiast, said

that his one ambition in life was to have such a

mill of his own. " But I shall not get one," he

said, sadly, " I am^paid but forty dollars a

month, and it takes that to support my family.

Norway is a hard country for a man to rise in.

He must go to America for that."

The mill stands on the edge of, almost over, a

grand waterfall, the spray'of which fills the air

and makes still stronger the aromatic odor of

bruised pine. On every side stretch away
forests of trees awaiting their turn to die into

new life. The spot is full of wild and poetic

significance. Allied to secrets, from first to

last, is the tree that goes from the realms of the

upper air, solitude ofjnight and stars, birds, and
the winds of morning, to ^become voiceless

messenger, faithful hoarder, of the purpose,

power, passion, worship of men. From papyrus

to pine, a long lineage of honor. The Moham-
medan is right when he reverently treasures the

smallest fragment of paper, because it may have

borne or bears the name of God.

Pickled Railroad Tied.

If as many railroads are.built in this country

in the next five years to come as have been

built during the last half decade, it will be diffi-

cult to get timber for ties. Oak and cedar are

the varieties of wood used, all other available

kinds of timber lacking durability or firmness.

The Lake Shore Compans' has purchased a tract

of timber land near Wickliffe, paying about

§120 an acre for it. It is the only timber land
between Cleveland and Buffalo, and the supply
will soon be exhausted. The X. Y., C. & S. L.
road was obliged to use beech, maple, and other

varieties of hard lumber. The majority of the
ties used on the new line, however, are cedar

from northern Michigan. Shortly, when the

oak and cedar are exhausted, it"will be necessary

to use hardwood timber, put through a pickling

process such as is used in preserving the wood
blocks of pavements. The process is a patent

belonging to a company of gentlemen, most of

whom are Clevelanders. It is easy to see that

they have a profitable invention.' Ties made of

beech and maple and other varieties of by no
means durable wood, put through the pickling

process, have been laid on the road at Defiance,

and although they have been in place five years,

they show no indications of decay. The pickling

is done by placing the ties in a large boiler,

costing from S15.000 to $20,000, and soaking

them in a solution of creosote and other ingre-

dients, which are known only to the inventors.

In England blocks of stone are used as tie£ but

the concussion of such a solid foundation is

hard on the rolling stock and rails of the road.

The Cedars of 'Lebanon.

The once famous and extensive cedar forest of

Lebanon, according to a writer in the Vienna
Politische Correspondaiz, has dwindled down to

the dimensions of a mere thicket, numbering
about four hundred trees. To save it from com-
plete destruction, and preserve it at least in its

present extent, Rustem Pasha, the- Governor-

General of the Lebanon, has issued a special or-

dinance, containing a series of stringent regula-

tions calculated to check, if not quite put a stop

to, the vandalism and carelessness of most
travellers. It is expressly forbidden to put up
tents or other kinds of shelter in the district of

the trees, or to light fires or cook any provisions

in their vicinity. No one is allowed to break off

a bough or even a twig from thejtrees. It is

forbidden to bring any beasts of burden within

the district. Should oxen, sheep, goats or other

pasturage cattle be found within the prescribed

limits, they will be irredeemably confiscated.

—

Scientific American.
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LOSSES BY FOKEST FIRES.

LOW WATER INJURES BUSINESS—THE WASTE OF
MATERIAL IN MANUFACTURING SQUARE TIMBER.

Some very interesting information regarding

the lumber trade has been secured. It is up-

wards of thirty years since the water in the

Ottawa river was so low as it is at the present

time. Along the banks of the river and its

tributaries large quantities of saw logs are tied

up, which may only be estimated by hundreds

of thousands. The little village of mills at the

Chaudiere is almost deserted. The mills have

shut down, and disappointed mill owners are

forced to cancel remunerative contracts, owing

to the scarcity of logs. All the prominent

lumbering establishments have been obliged to

suspend work, their yards having been cleared

of logs, and the idea of getting any further

supply down the river this season has been

abandoned. It was estimated, during the early

part of the present month, that this season's

cut for the Ottawa Valley district would reach

367,000,000 feet. The present state of the water

will make a material change in this calulation,

which will probably fall short at least thirty

per cent, of the actual quantity "f lumber

sawn.
LOSS FROM FORESS FIRES.

The want of water is not the only obstacle

which the Ottawa lumbermen have been obliged

to encounter of late. The destructive forest

fires which have been raging over their exten-

sive timber limits during the past few weeks

have laid waste some of the most valuable

timber property in the Dominion. The ques

tion of the timber sup] ily of the Dominion has

frequently received the attention of Parliament,

and notwithstanding the precautions which

have been taken to enforce the laws for the pre-

vention of forest fires it has been found impos

sible to lessen the quantity of valuable property

which is yearly destroyed in this way. The

lowest estimate of the average annual loss

through forest fires places it at $5,000,000 in the

Ottawa Valley alone. It was suggested by an

expert, who was examined before a committee

of the House of Commons, that the appoint-

ment of a staff of inspectors of forests would

largely reduce the annual loss from this cause.

That the country should derivo tho fullest

benefit from the services of such a corps, he

said, it would be necessary that these inspectors

should be practical foresters, men of education

and ample experience in the best training

schools of Europe. It would be comparatively

easy to secure tho services of such a class, who,

when once established in this country, could

train their assistants. When it is considered

that it takes a pine tree 150 years to attain

maturity tho magnitude of the yearly national

loss from this cause is more apparent.

VALUE OF TIMBEll LANDS.

An idea may be formed of tho value of the

timber limits from which tho Ottawa district

supplied from tho following account of sales

which were effected in this city by public auc

tion and properties offered for sale on the 21st

inst.:—The Campbell limit of thirty-nine square

miles, situated on the Trout Lake branch of the

Petewawa river, was first effered en bloc. It

was started at $15,000 and was knocked down
at $29,500. A limit of fifty square miles on the

Desmoine and Coulonge rivers, owned by Sir

Francis Hincks, was next offered. This limit

was withdrawn, the highest offer being $110 per

square mile.

The Fraser and McDougall limits were then

offered, berths 104 and 1(H) being knocked down
at $99,000 ; berths 165 and 108, 100 miles square,

and berth 16G, 50 square miles, for $59,000 and

836,000 respectively ; berth 167, 50 square miles,

for $15,000. An offer of $490 per square mile was
refused for the Brannen limit, 50 miles square,

on the Kippewa river. Lake Nipissing limits,

berths 23, 43, and 51, 108 square miles, were

offered, but withdrawn, the highest bid being

$75,000 for the lot, or $50,000 for berth 23.

THE FORWARDING TRADE.

While the Millowners will be serious losers

as the result of this season's operations, their

misfortunes will be shared by the forwarders

who ca-ry their lumber to market. Although

the volume of this season's business had, up to

within a few weeks since, been fully up to tho

average, the forwarding trade on the whole,

has not proved remunerative. Encouraged by

the high freights ruling last year from the

Ottawa mills to the American ports, United

States bargemen added nearly one hundred new
boats to their fleet for this trade. A number of

bargemen employed on the Erie Canal with-

drew their boats from that route, expecting to

find more profitable employmeet in the Ottawa
lumber trade. Their expectations can hardly

have been realized. Freights opened in the

spring at $3.75 per thousand from Ottawa to

New York and $3 to Albany. Two weeks

later they dropped twenty-five cents per thous-

and, and about midsummer another decline of

twenty-five cents took place. The low rates of

coal freight to Montreal and other ports have

also proved a serious loss to the boatmen, who
last year found profitable employment in taking

a cargo of coal on their return trip. There is

still another and equally serious drawback
against which they have been obliged to con-

tend. The low state of the water in the rivers

and canals will not admit of boats being loaded

to anything over three feet draft. The small

craft have been compelled to lay up for the

season, and the larger boatR, on account of the

small loads they are able to carry, are only bare-

ly clearing running expenses. Local forwarders

are looking for an advance in freights, yet there

does not appear to be any reason at present

why their anticipations should be realized.

The barge stock was never so large as it has

been the present season, in consequence of

which tho competition has been more active.

Quebec freights remain about as they opened in

tho spring—$2 per thousand for dry and $2.10

for green lumber. Freights to Montreal rang
from $1.10 to $1.20 per thousand ; to Whithall

$2.25, and to Burlington $2 per thousand.

A NEW OUTLET.

The Commissioner of Crown Lands for the

Province of Ontario some little timo since cal

led the attention of Canadian mill owners to

the opening up of a new outlet for the product
of their mills, by which they may escape tho

duty of $2 per thousand feet which meets them
on shipments to tho United States, and which
he says renders it almost, if not altogether im
possible, for them to compoto with lumber from
Michigan. The outlet he refers to is the ship

ment of inch and inch and a quarter sawn lum-
ber direct from tho mills at Ottawa, viz., tho

North Shore Railway to Quebec, thence by ves

sel to Glasgow. The experiment was tried and
proved fairly remunerative. Hitherto the pro-

duce of Canadian saw mills shipped to Europe
has been in the form of deals only.

WASTE IN SQUARE PINK.

To tho groat loss annually sustained from

the waste of valuable material in the manufac
ture of square and waney pine, the commission-

er has given special attention. The suggestions

ho offers for its remedy aro well worthy of its

consideration. He estimates that one fourth of

every treo cut into square or waney timber is

lost to tho wealth of the country. When the

tree is cut down it is lined off for squaring, and
the " round " outside the lines is beaten off on
the four sides. From the portion of the tree

thus thrown to waste tho best class of clear

lumber is obtained when taken in the round to

a saw mill. There is also the upper portion of

tho tree, which is cast away when the treo is

made into square timber, but which would be

sawn into lumber (of lower grade) if the round

log wore taken to the mill.

The estimated loss to the Province of Ontario

from waste in cutting square pine, from 1868 to

1877, both years inclusive, was placed at $3,577,-

500. The circulation is as follows :—Total

quantity taken from public and private lands

during the ten years, 119,259.420 cubic feet

;

waste, one-fourth of each tree, equal to one-

third of the total mentioned, namely, 39,750,140

cubic feet, or say in round numbers 477,000,000

feet board measure, which may be valued one-

half at $10 per thousand feet, and one-half at

$5 per thousand, representing relatively the

prime timber from tho upper part of the tree,

average value say $75>0 per thousand, which

gives the total loss for ten years as mentioned

above, or equal to an annual loss of $357,750.

The word character comes from a term which

means to engrave upon or to cut in. In select-

ing pens it is advisable to see that the name of

Esterbrook is stamped on them.

THE SUPERVI80RSHIP OF CULLER8.

The Montreal Gazette says :—We print in

another column a letter from Quebec on the

subject of the supervisorship of cullers, the

position having been rendered vacant by the

death of Mr. Quinn, who for many years filled

that office. It raises a question of very con-

siderable importance, namely, whether an office

like that of Supervisor of Cullers, which from

the nature of the business is located in Quebec,

is to be considered as an ordinary political ap-

pointment in the hands of the member re

presenting the constituency and supporting the

administration of the day. Our own opinion is

that it does not come within this class. It is

not like a clerkship in the Post Office or Custom

House or Excise Department, which may fairly

be said, under the system that prevails in this

country, to be within the gift of the local re-

presentatives. It is an office which has to do

with the trade of the whole Dominion. The

Supervisor of Cullers at Quebec is the Super-

visor of Cullers for Canada, and under these

circumstances it would, we think, be most un-

fortunate if the position were considered to be

the gift of the member for Quebec. Afl a

matter of fact, the lumbermen of the Ottawa

and the St. Maurice have infinitely more to do

with tho Cullers' office, and aro infinitely more

interested in the manner in which the Super-

visor performs his duty, than are the people of

Quebec themselves, excluding, of course, the

timber merchants, who may be said to have an

equal interest. Under these circumstances we
cannot help thinking the Government would

act most wisely if they considered the views of

the trade rather than the views of a supporter,

who happens to represent the city of Quebec, in

making the appointment.

Startling Wjwatfc
One reason why the cabinet wood* of the

country are scarcer and dearer yearly i» given
in the editorial correspondence of the Ind»ttrri/il

World. The gentleman has been spying out
the Lind, and in the course of much interesting

information says :—" The unaccountable v.

of timber is startling, if not appalling. While
economists, and all thoughtful men in the older

states, are gravely discussing the problem of
the coming timber famine, the good natured,

easy going farmers of Henry county (and all

Missouri) are splitting magnificent walnut,

butternut, cherry and mulberry trees into com-
mon rails for the enclosure of $8, $12 and $20

lands, cutting them into logs for cabins, hovels,

and pig troughs, and even into commOn cord-

wood, to sell on the market in competition with

cheap coals. Still worse, many a woodland
farmer girdles scores of valuable trees (even the

stumps of which will be gathered for the coining;

markets), bums them in the new clearings side

by side with the baser woods, and wonders the

while that he must pay enormous prices for

olid walnut furniture from factories a thousand

miles away." Where are all the timber

buyers ?

THE VANDAL IN THE FOREST.
KENTICKYS OHKAT TIIF.K -MKAM'RINU FIFTY-SIX FEET AT

THE BASE—SLAUGHTERED !

What vandal hands cut down that pine,

That forest monarch tree

!

That battled for life five hundred years,

Away in Kentucky?

Sonic timber butcher sure it was.

Who in his sordid strife,

Counted only on what logs he'd make.

By taking that monarch's life.

A soulless crowd from Yanccbnrg too,

Assembled there to see

Him w ield the axe, and not one cried,

O ! woodman spare that tree.

But shouts of frantic joy they gave,

When bowed its cloud capped head,

And its giant trunk in thunder crashed

Upon an earthly bed.

Their children, if half civilized.

Will sure in after years,

Make pilgrimages to its stump,

And water it with tears.

And when, in the long Tiipse of time.

Its heart is in decay.

They'll make a flower bed of its core.

When those Goths have passed away.

J. L.,

A Lumberman.
Cote St. Antoine, Montreal, October, 1SS1.

Wood-rrexrrt ing Process.

A new wood-preserving process has been in-

vented in France by M. Jacques. He fir.-t in.

pregnates the timber thoroughly with a simple

solution of soap, mixed with an acid—preferably

phenic acid. This causes the fermentation, in a
few days, within the wood, of a fatty aciJ,

which is insoluble in water, and impregnates

the remotest fibre*. The reaction of the acid on
the soap doee not take place until a i>orti..n of

the water has evaporated. It is claimed that

more perfect impregnation can be had thi- way
than with creosote, and there is no danger of

the washing out of the preservative from the

exposed surfaces, as when sulphate of copper is

used. The government com mission on technical

railroad oj>eration in France is said i*> favor this

process.

Wood Drying.

M. Rens, of Stettin, renders wood |>crfectly

dry and insensible to humidity and atmospheric

variations. The wood is subjected to the action

of oxygen which has been heated and acted upon
by an electric current. The apparatus consists

of a retort for the production of oxygen by any
of the known methods, and of a kier which can
l>e heated, and in which the boards are placed

to be dried. Vacuum is produced in the kier,

oxygen introduced, and after heating several

times an electric current is allowed to [lass

through.

Adam Boyle, of Battleford, has hit on a new
way of raising potatoes. Being pressed for

time in the spring, he dug holes in the sand and

dropped in the cuttings, covering them lightly

with earth. This was all the attention they

received, and now he is taking up a heavy crop

of large and fine looking potatoes. If the Indi-

ans ever learn this system of potato culture,

made easy, remarks the Herald, it will enable

them to give their hoes a rest during the hot

davs of summer.

LIVEKPOOL STOCKS.

We take from the Timber Trades Journal the following Comparative Tabic showing St. «

k

of Timber and Deals in Liverpool on Sept. 30th, 1880 and 1881, and also the Consumption tor

tho month of September, 1880 and 18S1 :

—

Stock, Sept SOth,
mo.

Quebec Square Pine 535,000 ft.

Waney Board 364,000 "

St. John Pine 10,000 '*

Other Ports Pine 57,000 "

""itch Pine, hewn 708.000 "
" sawn 467,000 "
" planks 82,000 "

ed Pine 52,000 "

Dantldg, &C., Fir 69,000 "

Sweden and Norway Fir 5,000 "

Oak, Canadian.....' 452,000 "
" Planks 14S,000 "

Baltic 72.000 "

Elm 49,000 "

Ash , 22,000 "

Birch , 149,000 "

ireenheart 39,000
East India Teak 27,000
Qu

"
cc
spr^e

D
"
,s

::::::::;:;:. ::::::::::::: f **
N. B. & N, S. Spruce Deals 16,211

" Pine ' 888
Baltic Deals 4,172

Boards IS3
Flooring Boards 2,138

Consumption Co
Stock. Sept. fOth /or the month of fkr I

1SS1. Sept. 1SSO.

600.000 ft. I

131.000 "
J

27.000 "

45,000 "

364.000 "

137,000 "

18,000 "

25,000 "

222,000 "

4,000 "

306,000 "

39,000 "

36,000 "

4,000 "
1R6.000 "

67,000 "

20,000 "

5,177 stds.

24.S21 '•
)

1,461 "
|

3,214 "

707 '•

256.000 ft.

13,000 *•

14,000 "

144,000 "

103,000 *'

11,000 "

1,000

43,000 "

14S.000 "

22,000 "

4,000 "

25,000 "

14,000 "

47,000 "

4,000 "

10.000 "

3,182 stds

6,151
"

968 "

51 "

511 "

439,000 ft.

2,000 "

6,000 "

200.000 "

238,000 "

30,000 "

56,000 "
S3.000 "

2,000
"

209,000 "

3,000 "

20,000 "
9,«K» -

63,000 **

5,000 "

S.000 «•

1,423 stds.

10,532
* 228 "

87 "

9SS "
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ROBERT W. LOWE,
AUCTIONEER AND COMMISSION MERCHANT,

81 SANDS BUILDING, PRINCE WILLIAM STREET.

Cash advanced on Goods put In for sale. /TSTNo Storage charged. All kindu of Merchandise
Bought and Sold. New and Second-hand Furniture always on hand. Agent for Hascelhurst & (Jo'h

W1NTHROP COOKING RANGES, WATERLOO WOOD STOVES, FRANKLIN, &,c, &c, &c.

L22-ly SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

STEAM SAW MILL OWNERS
Have your Boilers thoroughly Inspected and Insured against Explosion by

The Canadian Steam Users' Insurance Association

HEAD OFFICE, 9 VICTORIA STREET, TORONTO.

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, President.

HON. JNO. McMTJRRICH, Vice-Pres.

GEORGE C. ROBB, Chief Engineer.

A. P. JONES. Secretary-Treasurer, lyi.17

J. F.

Alexandria Saw forks
SAINT JOHN, N.B.

Saws of all kinds manufactured from
the BEST CAST STEEL that can be

procured in any Market.

EVERY SAW WARRANTED.
SAWS REPAIRED in the best manner

and on Short Notice.

Send Address for Price List, Terms, &c.

l22 j. f. lawton.

According to the Times, 149 new buildings

have been erected in St. Thomas this season at

an outlay of $178,350. Last year the number of

new structures was 108 and the expenditure

9133,650. There are three huge contracts on

the boards for next season—the Government

buildings, the Grand Central hotel, and the new

Presbyterian church.

A Woodslee manufacturer has contracted

to make four million staves for a Buffalo man.

McBurnet & McCall's large cabinet factory

and planing mill at St. Williams has been en-

larged to double its capacity to accommodate

their increasing business.

The oak forest of Darnaway, which is the seat

of the Earls of Moray, is acknowledged to be

the finest in Scotland, and there are few which

can compare with it anywhere in the British

Isles.

LOUISIANA has 108 varieties of trees well suit-

ed for lumber and fuel.

II

THE KEY TO HEALTH.

Unlocks all the clogged avenues of the

Bowels, Kidneys and Liver, carrying

off gradually without weakening the system,

all the impurities and foul humors'of the

secretions ; at the same time Correcting

Acidity of the Stomach, curing Bili-

ousnssa, Dyspepsia, Headaches, Diz-

ziness. Heartburn, Constipation,

Dryness of the Skin, Dropsy, Dim-
ness of Vision. Jaundice, Salt Rheum,
Erysipelas, Scrofula, Fluttering of

the Heart, Nervousness and General

Debility ; all these and many other simi-

lar Complaints yield to the happy influence

td BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS.

Sample Bottles 10c ;
Regular size $1.

For sale by all dealers,

r . *f H.BI i: % A « ©., Proprietor*, Toronto

Union Street, Carleton,

Warerooms, Water Street,

ST. JOHN, N. B.

Allan Brothers
(Late of Harris & Allen)

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Steam Engines
AND

HILL MACHINERY.
Ships Windlasses, Iron Capstans

and Ships CASTINGS of all kinds.

Ships Cambooses & Cabin Stoves

COOKING AND HEATING

STOVES,
Shop, Office and I'arlor Stoves, and Franklins,

Agricultural Implements.

BRASS CASTINGS.
Tin, Sheet Iron and Copper Ware for SHIP and

1,22-ly HOUSE use.

MONTREAL SAW WORKS
CP
CD
P
CD

m
P

t—'•
CD
CO

go

CO

o
p

go
p
p-i

All

MONTREAL,

6t

v^x^VJ« <6 ^
correspondence address to Chas. M. WHITLAW,

i

CO
B
j3

CD
CO

CO

o
p
p*
go
p

Sec.

cKAT
MANUFACT0BEB OF

team Engines and Boilers,
AND ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY.

Locomotives, Stationery and Marine Engines and Boilers, Girders, Heaters, Radia-
tors, and all kinds of Steam and Brass Fittings and Sheet Iron Work ; and dealer

in all classes of Railway, Steamboat and MILL SUPPLIES.

L24-ly 144 Upper Water Street, HALIFAX. N.S.

C. H. FLEWWELLING
if^^H^OT n Wood

And ELECTROTYPER.
46 King Street, ST. JOHN, N.B.
^NEWEST DESIGNS AND BEST WORK.m uM-ly

«^ MACHINE CUTS A SPECIALTY.

L22-ly
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FORESTRY.

The following is the able and interesting

prize essay of Mr. P. E. Bucke, of Ottawa,

which was read at the recent meeting of the

Ontario Provincial Agricultural Association at

London, Ont. :—

In the earlier days of the Province of Ontario

(Upper Canada), if anyone had argued restric-

tion on the destruction of timber, he would

have had few to listen to him. Amongst the

earlier settlers the destruction of trees was

looked upon as one of the cardinal virtues. The

superabundance of timber led to this state of

things, and it is now found difficult to check

the rapid wasting away of our forests.

Fifty years ago the trees standing in and

around your "Forest City" were the admira-

tion of strangers. Mr. J. C. Loudon, writing

at the date referred to, states that " The white

pine near New London has a trunk varying

from thirteen to eighteen feet in circumference,

and some trees which had been blown down

were measured and found to average one hun-

dred and sixty feet in length. The oaks varied

from ten to fifteen feet round the trunk, with

fifty feet of clear stem. Mixed with these were

beeches, birches and ashes. Horizontal sections

of white pine and hemlock spruce exhibited be-

tween 300 and 400 annual rings ; oaks, 200 ;

elms, 300." The memory of the writer reaches

nearly back to the time and place referred to

when, in the language of th» American poet :—

" His echoing axe the setter swung,

Amidst the sealike solitude ;

And crashing, thundering, down were flung,

The Titans of the wood."

When the pioneer looks back, what changes

present themselves in the past fifty years. The

goose which laid the golden egg is being rapidly

strangled, and it is now declared by people best

able to judge that the work of wholesale

destruction of the forests of the country is being

carried on without any new growth of timber

being produced to take the place of that remov-

ed. The Government, which has for a long

time lain in a partially dormant condition with

regard to this subject, is now awakening from

its lethargy, and it is trusted that this immenso

industry, second only to agriculture in this

Province, will at length receive the attention its

magnitude deserves.

The subject is a practical one, and must be

approached in a practical way. Besides the use

of trees for timber, it is now generally conceded

that they have certain influences which assist

in the harmonizing of the laws of nature. For

instance, trees, by the absorption of carbonic

acid gas, and emission of oxygen, assist in puri-

fying the air we breathe. By interposing their

foliage between the sun and the earth, they

shelter the latter and equalize the temperature

of earth and air. They covor the earth with

leaves which, when decayed, make a most

nutritious soil, and in the meantime guard

against a too rapid evaporation of water. Trees

also serve to protect both the ground and human

habitations from cold and destructive winds.

The evaporation from their leaves by cooling

the atmosphere has the effect of increasing the

frequency of showers, and also assists in the

precipitation of dew. In will be seen in the

manner above described that forests subserve a

most beneficial purpose. Apart, however, from

these considerations, and their utilitarian, or

revenue producing qualities, trees are the most

majestic and imposing of nature's vegetable

kingdom, and no view, in any country, is an

object of beauty without them. It is noticed

in the report of the Commissioner on Agricul-

ture, just issued, that the County of Kent is bo-

ginning to decorate its roadways by the planting

of trees. Nothing can show a highor state of

civilization, or a greater love of the- beautiful,

than tree growing for agricultural purposes.

But besides harmonizing the influences of

nature, and adding their graceful forms to the

grandeur of the landscape, there is a wealth in

trees which few can realize who have not had

some share in the export timber trade of this

country. In 1872 circulars were prepared and

sent to all mill owners and others in Ontario to

ascertain the amount of timber cut. When tho

returns were received, square timbor, logs, deals,

&c, were reduced to board measure, and the

estimate basod on these returns showed a pro-

duction of 750,000,000 feet, and it was calculated

that of this quantity from 85 to;87& per cent.
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was exported, and the balance used in the coun-

try. The produce of the forests of Ontario

since then are supposed to have declined.

The revenue derived from timber by the

Crown Lands Department of this Province

averages nearly $400,000 per annum, and the

latest returns give an area of a little over 10,000

square miles of territory under license to parties

for cutting timber.

The actual amount of timber in Ontario and

the territory covered by it is a subject of the

utmost importance, as the wealth of this Pro-

vince, like most other new countries, is re-

presented, not so much by its manufactures as

by the product of the soil, and these are derived

from three sources, namely, agriculture, mines,

and forests.

The enormous waste of timber by bush fires

is quite incredible to those who have not wit-

nessed the devastation of pine lands by this de-

structive element. These originate through

careless settlers, hunters who camp in the woods,

and sometimes, though rarely, by the lumber-

men themselves, or by surveyors who make
smudges to ward off the attacks of flies and

mosquitoes. These fires, started during a dry

season, arc only stopped by large streams,

lakes, swamps, or by heavy and continuous

rains, and are much more destructive than the

shantyman's axe, because where the latter culls

the good timber and leaves the small trees for

future years, the former destroys both timber

and soil, leaving a barren waste, tho pines being

usually replaced by a scrub growth of birch and

poplar. Stringent laws have been passed by

the Ontario Legislature against tho originators

of these fires, but unfortunately no sufficient

machinery has been organized to put these

laws in force, though petitions from time to

time have been forwarded to the Local Govern-

ment by the mill ownors and lumbermen, who
are in every way interested in their suppression.

It is estimated that moro timber has been de-

stroyed by bush fires than has beon exported

altogether from this country.

It is evident that if these fires could be sup-

pressed, and the young trees which are left on

the pine lands after the large timber has boen

cut out, could be protected and allowed to grow

up, a valuable basis would be formed for a con-

tinuous BUpply. If to this were added some
systematic scheme by the Government for plant-

ing on its waste lands, it is not yet too late to

recuperate tho pine timber forests of the coun-

try. To further the proposed undertaking, it

would be well to import a few practical foresters,

in order that their accrued wisdom in the Old

World might bo utilized in the New. A portion

of tho revenue derived from tho Crown Land's

duos by the Government would be profitably

expended in fostering and protecting the timber
interests on the public domain, and if the

present dues are not sufficient to meet the neces-

sary demands, they should be increased.

(Power for this purpose is given in the 1st sec-

tion of an Act respecting Timber and Public

Lands. Chap. 20, Con. Statutes of Canada, Sec-

tion 1).

Under the direction of the Commissioner of

Crown Lands, there is at present a system of

wood rangers, which consists of a staff of twenty

or thirty experienced and reliable rangers, en-

gaged from December to the end of April, with

some of the party continued to the end of Oc-

tober. The employment of these individuals

has been very satisfactory, swelling tho revenue

in some instances 50 per cent. , and in one agency

400 per cent. These rangers have standing in-

structions to report on any special waste, and

amongst other things to Bee that any timber,

which has been killed by fire running through

it, is utilized beforo tho borer has destroyed the

wood. Although their visits through the bush

have been of groat service to the Government,

it is obviously impossible for this small staff of

partially employed men, and that at a time of

year when fires of a serious nature never occur,

to ascertain tho orgin of the destructive confla-

grations which visit the pineries, or to look as

sharply after the interests of tho Government
as is necessary. The writer would therefore

respectfully suggest that the Government should

appoint permanently the required number of

wood rangers, or inspectors, and that one or

more constables bo employed for every 100

square miles, whose duty it should be to appro-
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hond and report to the ranger, or other officer,

any causes of violation of the Crown Timber
regulations, and especially with regard to fires,

the officer in charge being authorized to examine

under oath, and prosecute parties offending

against the Land Act. At present the regula-

tions are good, but as there is no one specially,

beside the rangers, to enforce them, and as these

are so few and spread over so large a territory,

besides which they are not employed continuous-

ly, the Government therefore can hardly expect

that careful supervision which the country has

a right to demand for the revenue obtained.

With regard to the replanting of trees as a

means of continuing the timber supply, the

Commissioner of Crown Lands, writing in 1877,

says that " It is of course known that on the

continent of Europe, where forests are in the

hands of the (Government (as they are in On-
tario), the cutting down of trees is rigidly re-

gulated and restricted, a system of yearly

planting being closely adhered to. The same
practice is followed in Britain, where forests

are chiefly in the hands of private individuals,

but in those countries the jmpulation is at a

maximum, and is maintained at that i>oint. No
entrenchments on the forest lands are deemed
necessary, whereas, in Ontario, a vast yearly

influx is continually pressing into the lands of

the Crown, before which the forests must in

the meantime yield, whatever steps may be

deemed necessary to restore them in the future."

The writer must dissent somewhat from the

theory laid down, and would suggest that

millions of acres of pine lands are practically

unsuited for agriculture, and therefore worth-

less for settlement, and it is the manifest duty
of the Government, as holding the land in trust

for the people, to sec that these tracts are pro-

tected in such a way that the young timber is

allowed to take the place of that cut, and that

they be guarded against bush fires and promis-

cuous pillage. With regard to the preservation

and culture of pine timber, it is absolutely ne-

cessary, owing to the large area required for its

growth, and the time it occupies in attaining a

suitable size for the purposes for which it is

used,—say from 80 to 150 years, if produced

from the cone,— that the Government must be

the producer, cultivator, and protector. No in-

dividual could acquire the thousands of square

miles which would be needed, nor could any

family or company afford, as an investment, to

await the period when the greater revenue from

large timber would be derived. But the greatest

obstacle to a private scheme of this kind would

be the danger of throwing so large a monopoly

of timber and territory into private hands. The
Government, by the retention of certain dis-

tricts, and the appointment of competent forest-

ers and constables, could guard, plant and pro-

tect any sized domain, and it is believed would

be enabled to secure a paying revenue from the

timber grown. It is therefore suggested, 1st,

that pine timber lands should not be subject to

entry and premption or homestead laws ; 2nd,

that the lands now known as " Government
Pine Timber Lands " should be surveyed and

appraised at their approximate value
; 3rd, that

experts be directed to ascertain,—if it is not

already known to the Government,—the pine

lands area in Ontario.

With regard to the cost of producing timber,

it is stated in the report on Swedish forest cul-

ture that in the northerly part of Sweden it re-

quires two and three hundred years for trees to

attain their full size, whilst in the southern

part of the country one hundred years was
found sufficient. Estimating, therefore, our

pine lands at one dollar per acre, allowing 100

years for tho timber to grow, and interest at the

rate of 5 per cent., which would double the

principle every 20 years, the result would be

that at the end of tho time specified (100 years),

the timber would cost $250 per acre. The
writer believes this statement to bo a very

accurate one. It does not take into considera-

tion the further cost of fencing and taxes, and
tho wages for tho further supervision of the

estate, whilst on tho other hand the thinnings

from time to time would pay a small percentage,

probably enough to clear all char ges for interest,

etc. The lakes and streams enclosed might

also be protected, and together with the forests,

could be made to yield a revenne from the fish

and game produced in them.

In Sweden the pine and spruce lands are

never entirely cleared. From six to seven seed

trees are left on every quarter acre until the

young plants begin to grow up. In five or six

years these are removed.

With respect to the encouragement of tree

planting, the neighboring republic has given

great attention to the subject, and has en-

deavored to promote it by premiums, by reduc-

tion or remission of taxes, and on prairie lands

the actual right to so many acres, without money
payment, provided a certain number of trees

are planted and cared for, and in various ways

the state has tried to stimulate arboricult"

but the result has not been such as to wan-

imitation on the part of Ontario. Practi

papers on forestry, published in fanning jo

nals and such others as chiefly circulate amor

the rural districts, to popularize the movement,

and plantations made of our various native and

•elected foreign forest trees, on such Govern-

ment properties as the Exi>erimental Fann,

Guelph, the Asylum enclosures, public school

yards, such exhibition grounds where fairs are

held (where tree protectors could also be shown),

would go far to represent in a practical way

how the general appearance of our country could

be improved, adorned and beautified, at little

cost. Trees for this purpose should be correctly

and neatly labelled, giving age, the date of

transplanting, as well as the common and

botanical name of the specimen, and its native

habitat, if of foreign origin, etc. A few acres

planted here and there would soon convince our

farmers and others that there is money in the

business, as well as beauty, besides an advanced

price added to farm lands. With such facts

before them, men would be found willing and

ready to invest in this enterprise, and al»o to

adorn their farms and home surroundings.

Mr. Hotchkiss, who compiled the lumber

article for the last United States census, states

that the timber supply in Michigan is not over

twenty-nine billions of feet, and that the

ordinary quantity annually cut diminished the

supply at the rate of six billions of feet per an-

num, which will use up these forests in eight

years. The State of Wisconsin, he estimate,

has forty-nine billions of feet of standing pine

and Minnesota six billions, one hundred and

fifty millions, but the supply is fast diminish-

ing. He also estimates that at the present rate

of cutting the Canadian supply will give out

about the same time as that of the United

States, say thirty or forty years hence, at the

utmost limit The lumber trade of the continent

will then be transferred to the Pacific slope.

One of the largest saw mill owners on the

Ottawa informs the writer that he does not

think there will be any pine to cut for asporta-

tion from Canada twenty years hence. Should

this Province, therefore, wish to retain her

timber interests, there should be no delay in

dealing with the question in some practica

way.

It may be stated that there is a very strong

feeling amongst the lumbermen and mill-owners

on the Ottawa and elsewhere that the Govern-

ment should survey and inspect all the pine

timber lands, and ascertain as far as possible

what is worthless for cultivation, and absolutely

exclude settlers and squatters from these tracts.

In making such an examination the character of

the soil should be carefully and thoroughly

made known, as the surface of the ground is

usually covered with a thin coating of good soil,

owing to the decaying of the leaves from previous

years, which will only raise one, two. or at the

most three croi>s, thereby exhausting this thin

skim of earth, so that nothing further will grow

upon it. In tho meantime the burning of the

rubbish off this worthless plot has endangered,

if it has done nothing more, millions worth of

property.

Again, it is a difficult matter for parties hold-

ing license claims over a large territory to dis-

possess squatters, as these people wno nav0

nothing to lose, and who are possessed of the

means of making a fire, could avenge themselves

to an alarming extent. It is believed that if

the Ontario Government could make the people

aware of the value of the pine timber, and the

necessity there is for protecting it. they (the

Government) would be largely sustained in

passing and carrying out the most stringent

laws for the exclusion of parties liable to injure
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their interests, or that of those who are making

a living from the timber.

Having thus far dealt with our pine timber

trade, which is of such vast importance to this

Province, and the Dominion generally, owing to

the large number of hands its production em-

ploys, the machinery and shipping utilized, and

the enormous revenue derived from it, a little

attention must be given to the hardwood trees,

and those most suitable for forest planting.

Perhaps it is as well to state that the area of the

natural habitat of some of our most valuable

native trees is very circumscribed. Experiments

show that this may be greatly enlarged.

It may be said in a general way that no tree

is unsuited for cultivation, but probably the

largest returns may be derived in the fewest

years by setting the Black Walnut (juglans

nigra). This graceful and beautiful tree is an

exceedingly rapid grower. Ten years from the

sowing of the seed, on suitable soil, will give

nuts in return, and at thirty years of age its

wood may be sold for furniture purposes. Chief

Johnston, of Brantford, states that he has trees

of this variety in his grove for which he has

been offered thirty dollars apiece. It will be

found, by referring to the July number of the

Canada Horticulturist, a very practical lesson is

taught by the experience of Mr. Horace Everett,

who, it is stated, twenty-three years ago planted

twenty-three acres of land in the Western

States with black walnuts. The trees are now

from sixteen- to eighteen inches through,

and were sold for $27,000, this gives an income

of 850 per acre for the use of the land, with a

minimum of labor, by planting this timber.

In all tree planting on level ground it will be

found advantageous to set every second row

with soft wood trees, such as poplar, willow,

basswood, black ash, etc., as these assist in

keeping the ground clear of grass and weeds,

and can be utilized in from five to ten years in

a variety of ways. Their rate of growth being

from three to four times greater than the hard-

wood trees, they present a special advantage for

cultivation. The most profitable trees to grow

will probably be determined by the locality

where the planting is to take place ; that is to

say, when plantations are made of trees outside

of the ordinary commercial timber, such as pine,

oak, black and grey walnut, &c. Near large

paper mill* it would be most profitable to plant

basswood, and such of the poplars as are used

in that business. If near extensive carriage

and tool handle works, hickory ;and white ash

would be most suitable. Near gunpowder

factories, the willow, used for charcoal. Furni-

ture makers use maple, birch, black and grey

walnut, and sweet chestnut ; fish barrels, butter

tinnets and hay-rakes are chiefly made from

black ash, and in this way scarcely a tree of any

kind can be grown that is worthless, and as the

land becomes denuded of its forests, every tree

will have its special value.

It is believed that if farmers worked less land

better, soil feeding their stock, and raised more

trees, they would find more money in their

land. Some idea of the capacity of soil for tree

growing, and the management of experienced

foresters in Europe, may be formed from the

statement that an acre of ash, elm or sycamore,

40 years old, will contain from 2,000 to 3,000

cubic feet of timber, and when 60 years old,

double that amount, after successive thinnings,

which, near a commercial market, become an

iii]|<<»rtant source of revenue, and often realize

more than the cost of management and interest

on the money invested. Larch, spruce, and

other conifers, require less space than broad-

leavcl deciduous trees. Larch will do well in

^?A soil with only nine feet between the trees.

The quantity of timber grown on a given

area in some of the European government

foreKtH, managed in accordance with the rules

of forestal Hcience, is very much greater than

the tame soil would grow if the wood is left

entirely to itself. So much is this the case

that J Jr. iier':nger, head of the Italian school of

VallombroKa, states in the Journal of Forestal

Economy, 1871-72, " That while an uncultivated

w<>odland, taken for a long period, and counting

bltereat taxes, would yield almost nothing

for the capital invested, it is well established

that th<: kMiit: land, managed according to

modern neience, would in the long run yield a

/e-.eri'ie both con«pi';uous and constant."

Whatever planting is done,—and it is recom-

mended that the nut bearing trees should be

the first experimented with, such as sweet chest-

nut, walnuts, black and grey, hickory and white

oak,—the planting of nuts and very small trees

should be made, so as to cover the ground

promptly, say three feet apart, these may be

thinned and pruned as circumstances dictate.

It is calculated that, with very little labor for

culture, rough, rocky lands, or ravines, by

planting and securely fencing,—where there are

no stock laws against cattle running at large,

—

may be made to pay a revenue in four years'

time. The first cuttings could be utilized for

hop-poles, hurdles, grape sticks, walking sticks,

or sold for replanting on other waste lands, or

along road sides, or permanent fences.

Another estimate gives the price for the pre-

paration and planting of ten acres of land with

black walnut and white ash as follows :—Plant-

ing, harrowing, ploughing, etc., would cost $5

per acre, $50 ; seed, 50c. per acre, $5 ; planting,

$25 ;
cultivating during first five years, if rows

are eleven feet apart, and three feet eight

inches between the trees, to be thinned to eleven

feet apart when required, will be paid for by

crops grown between them ; for cultivation from

fifth to ninth year, with horses only, f30 per an-

num, $120 ; after this time no cultivation will

be required, making a total of $200 for ten acres.

These trees, at 25 years of age, will average six-

teen inches in diameter at the butt, and about

ten inches at the height of sixteen feet. This

would give, deducting waste in sawing, 120 feet

of lumber per tree, allowing one-sixth for dam-
age by the elements, and loss from other causes,

there would be in round numbers 360,000 feet

of lumber, which, at $50 per thousand, would

give $18,000, whilst the tops for fuel would be

equal to the cost of preparing the logs for the

mill, and the expense of sawing would be $5

per thousand, so that, after deducting all out-

lay, the gross earnings would be $16,000 for the

use of ten acres for 25 years, and the interest on

the amount expended for planting and cultiva-

tion.

The European larch is probably one of the

safest trees to plant as an investmeut, and would

thrive well on the sandy lands of Dorchester, or

the gravelly plains of Burford. This tree grows

rapidly and closely, and in fifteen years becomes

fifty feet high. It is equally at home on arid

sands, rocky soils, ravines, or hill sides. It is

valuable as an enduring tree, and for such pur-

poses as railway ties, fence posts, etc., it has no

eqnal.

• In closing this paper, a reference to the plant-

ing of the larch by the Duke of Athol may not

be out of place. These plantations were begun

in 1728, and continued up to 1826, when more

than 14,000,000 trees were planted, covering 10,-

000 acres. It was found that the larch gained

its fullest value in 72 years, and before it reach-

ed this age the trees were thinned to 400 to the

acre. Estimating the trees at 50 cubic feet,

worth a shilling per foot, the product would be

£1,000 per acre, from the poorest land for agri-

cultural purposes that could possibly be found.

Larch trees planted on this estate in 1743 were

in 1795 nine feet three inches round at four feet

from the ground, and one hundred feet high.

In 1870 these trees measured more than sixteen

feet round, and were 120 feet high.

From the foregoing observations the follow-

ing conclusions may be arrived at :—Firstly, it

is absolutely necessary that forest fires should

be suppressed, and that it is the duty of the

Government, who derive so large a revenue

from timber lands, to expend any sum in reason

that may be necessary in the direction indicated.

Secondly, it is undesirable to open for settle-

ment much of the land at present covered by

pine forests, as it is of such a rocky, barren

nature as to be quite unsuited for agriculture.

Thirdly, that rocky lands, ravines and lowlying

grounds may be profitably planted with little

expense, if stock laws are enacted and enforced

to keep cattle from destroying the young trees ;

fencing where wood is scarce and dear being al-

most a prohibition against the utilizing of waste
lands. Fourthly, the area in which many of

our valuable timber trees now grow may, by
judicious planting, be much enlarged ; and final-

ly, if the present destruction of trees is not ar-

rested, or new plantations made, there is much
danger that our climate, rainfall, and the
general health and prosperity of the country
may be most seriously affected.

E. S. VINDIN,
CommlHslon, Klii|>i>i»Ki Forwarding ;ui<l

General Agent*

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. U l

A BARGAIN—GKI.ST AM) SAW MILL KOK KALE,
paying 12 ]>cr cent, clear

;
price £9,000 ; ami above

percentage guaranteed. Apply to

JOSEPH DAVIES & Co.,

Lumber, Coal, & Commission Merchants,

46 CHURCH ST. TORONTO. ,,uo

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home-like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms on
ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
b26 WM. MACKIE Proprietor.

Caledonian Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST.

JOHN SHARPE, Proprietor. This Hotel has been
newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main Street,
within five minutes walk of Northern Railway station.
Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors and Cigars.
Every attention paid to guests. Good Stabling. lyLlS

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT,

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.
it2T Everv accommodation for Commercial and

LUMBERMEN.
L14 W. D. MCDONALD, Proprietor.

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughly
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, so
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi-
tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will
And "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-

tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26

FRANCOIS MAECHAND,
Manufacturer of all Descriptions of

STEAM BOILERS,
SHIPS WATER TANKS, Etc.

St. Roch Street, 12124 QUEBEC, P. Q.

CANADA TRUSS FACTORY
(ESTABLISHED 1856.)

IF1
. GROSS,

Manufacturer of SURGICAL and ORTHOPCEDICAL
INSTRUMENTS. ARTIFICIAL LIMBS made to order.
INDIA RUBBER GOODS of every description. Ll9-ly

688 and 690 Craig Street, Montreal.

GRATEFUL -COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,
and by a careful application of the fine properties of
well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our break-
fast tables with a delicately flavored beverage which
may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the
judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist

every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle mala-
dies are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
blood and a properly nourished frame."

—

Civil Service
Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in

packets and tins only (J-lb. and lb.) labelled

JAMES EPPS &'C0., Homoeopathic Chemists,

London, England. Ll9-ly

Burdock Healing Ointment should be
used in connection with Burdock Blood Bitters for
curing Ulcers, Abscesses, Fevers, Sores, &c. Price
23 cents p,1 box. T. MILBURN & CO., ,~— — Sole Agents, Toronto^

PORTLAND FOUNDRY.

Joseph McAfee,
(Latk Ann MoAnh)

Warehouse, Main St., St. John, N B.

agriculturaTimplements.

MAKCFACTIHEE OF

Cooking, Ship, Parlor & Office Stoues

MILL CASTINGS
Ship Windlasses, Capstans, and

Ship Castings of all kinds,
(MADE TO OP.DEK.)

Power Capstans, Patent Ship Pumps
ly With Copper Chambers. l20

Lead Scuppers Water Closets & all

goods in my line for Ships' use.

Work done to Order with Quick Despatch.

IRWIN k BOYD
Commission

Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

SMppingiGeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

PRACTICAL
Founders, Machinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori-
zontal and Portable

Engines, Boilers
Grain E/euators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery.

With Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY.

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

RODEBAUGH'S SAW FRAME, MILL
DOGS and SAW GUIDES.

WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IRON
CASTINGS.
^Sr"Plans and Specifications on applicatioc.-^^

The Walkerville Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkerville, Ont., June 1SS1.
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Travelling Agent.
MR. A. L. W. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub-

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con-

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKBR & Co. PETERBOROUGH.

Terms of Subscription :

One copy, one year, in advance $2 00

One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Rates

:

Per line, for one year $0 00

Per line, for six months 60

Per line, for three months 30

Per line, for first insertion 10

Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's .
05

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines per annum 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines, for 6 mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti-

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

east three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to Tokkr & Co., Peter-

borough, Ont.

Communications intended for insertion in the Canada

Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in-

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. NOV. 1, 1881.

TO SUBSCRIBERS IN ARREAR.

Those subscribers to the Lumberman who

have been in receipt of tho paper since its first

issue, and who have not, as yet, contributed to

its financial support, either have, or will in the

course of a few days, receive accounts for the

amount of their past and coming year's sub

scriptions.

We should imagine that it is scarcely neces-

sary for us to remind "business men," like

most of the subscribers to the Lumberman,

that, although taken separately, these accounts

do not amount to very much, yet, when their

number exceeds a thousand, the aggregate be-

comes a very considerable sum to the publishers
;

and that it is only by the prompt payment of

these little accounts that the Lumberman can

be conducted with that vigor which we are

sure its readers, as well as ourselves, desire.

In view of the early commencement of the

second volume of the Lumberman, it is of

special importance that our subscribers should

send in the amount of their subscriptions with

i romptitude, as upon their doing so must de-

fend, to a very great extent, the improvements

which we will feel justified in making during the

ensuing year. In publishing a paper, as well

ii in most other things, " money " is the sinews

of war, and sinews can only be supplied to the

Lumberman by each of its subscribers sending

in promptly their subscriptions,—that is, if

they desire it continued ; if they do not, they

should at least be equally prompt in sending us

v hat is our due for the past, with a notice to

discontinue.

The wheat exports for India this season are

*aid to have been larger than those of any re-

cent year.

We would direct the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of Mr. Thomson Smith, the

well known lumberman of Toronto, in another

column, offering several valuable lumbering

properties for sale.

Stephen C. Hall intends putting about

25,000,000 feet of logs into Houghton Lake this

season. He will run from eight to ten camps

and has now two in operation, and will open up

others as soon as practicable.

One company on the Menominee River,

Mich., owns 500,000,000 feet of pine, estimated

to be worth §1,000,000. The same firm has $45,-

000 invested in teams and general outfit, and

employs from 300 to 500 men.

The St. John, N. B., Sun says the prepara-

tions for lumbering are not so extensive as last

year, for, although the prospects for good prices

are fair, tho higher prices for provisions will

affect production in some degree.

Mahogany for trimming parlour frames is

being used to some extent by eastern manufac-

turers, who are putting out some fine goods in

this style, and the movement meets with con-

siderable popular favor and patronage.

A Correspondent at Packenham informs us

that a large number of men have gone to the

Ottawa, and that in all probability the make of

square timber this season will exceed that of

last year by about twenty-fivo per cent.

Thb Scottish Arboriculture! Society are this

year to have their autumnal excursion to the

woods of Tyninghame, Binning Wood, and Biel.

Lord Haddington has invited tho members to

luncheon on the occasion of their visit.

The Timber Trades Journal say* that recent

importations to the Clyde seem to have added

considerably to tho stocks at tho ports in that

river. Of Quebec deals there is now a stock of

nearly (i,000 standards, being an increase of over

1,000 standards over tho stock when the account

was made up at Juno 30th. Of Quebec spruce

deals there is now a stock amonnting to upwards

of 1 ,000 standards in tho hands of importers and

consumers. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

The Timber Trades Journal says the carrying

trade will now and for the rest of the season be

chiefly done by steamers, as no sailing vessels

will go out now with any expectation of getting

back again before the winter sets in. Foreign

ships not unfrequently charter out there to load

and lay up, discharging crows and battening

down hatches until the ice breaks tip in the

spring, but this kind of business is limited to

cargoes of hewn timber, which do not take any

harm while tho frost prevails, and when the

thaw sots in tho vessel soon gets out of port and

completes tho voyage.

The manufacture of thread from wood for

crochet and sewing purposes has, it is said, re-

cently been commenced in the middle of Sweden.

It is wound in balls by machinery, either by

hand or steam, which with tho labelling, takes

one minute and twelve seconds, and the balls

are packed up in cardboard boxes, generally ten

in a box. Plenty of orders from all parts of

Sweden have come in, but as the works are not

in proper order there has hardly been time to

complete them all. The production gives fair

promise of success, and it is expected to be very

important for homo consumption.

Kindling Wood.
In New York there are 41 different establish-

ments devoted to the kindling wood trade alone.

The largest of these concerns is C. W. Alcott &
Co., who have a capital of §300,000 invested in

their business, and employ in the busy season

from 000 to 700 hands. They cut and prepare

most of their wood in the forests of Virginia,

employing in that department a force of from

500 to GOO men. Last yoar thoy handled 25,000

cords of wood. They are interested in seven

vessels, and charter others in order to keep up

with tho demand. Two steam engines of 00

horse power each, drive the machinery that is

used for sawing and splitting,

LINDSAY LUMBER SHIPMENTS.
A correspondent of the Globe says the ship-

ments of sawn lumber from Lindsay to Port

Hope by the Midland this season include 12,-

000,000 running measure from the mill of Mr.
M. Boyd, Bobcaygeon

; 12,000,000 feet cut by
Mr. R. C. Smith, Penelon Falls ; and the ship-

ments of Messrs. Green & Ellis, of Fenelon

Falls, when completed will be between three

and four million feet. The increase in the lum-

ber shipments by the Midland are estimated at

fully one-third more than those of last season,

and in square timber about the same. Owing
to low water, moreover, on some of the tributary

waters to the back lakes, a quantity of lumber
that would otherwise have sought this outlet

has gone via the Georgian Bay. Large quanti-

ties of telegraph poles for the new opposition

line are also being made. Agents have been
through this section buying up all the telegraph

poles obtainable, to supply the demand. In

shingles the output is also far in excess of late

years, and large consignments have been made
by J. P. Davis and W. Bick, Bobcaygeon, and
John Thurston, Lindsay. The sawn lumber
sent over the Midland to Port Hope goes to

Albany and Oswego. The Western Ontario

market is largely supplied from the lumber for-

warded from the Georgian Bay and its tribu-

taries by way of this point. It is brought down
the Midland as far as Lindsay, where it is

transferred to the Whitby, Port Perry and
Lindsay Railway, and thence west by the

Grand Trunk. The amount of freight busi-

ness by this outlet also shows a very large in-

crease during the season, the quantity forwarded

averaging ten car loads a day. The principal

drawback is that the Midland Railway finds it

difficult to obtain cars enough to supply the de-

mand. The leading firms engaged in forward-

ing lumber and lumber stuffs by this route are

tho Georgian Bay Lumber Company, who ship

from Waubaushene ; the British Canadian
Lumber and Timber Company, from Midland ;

R. Power, from Victoria Harbour ; Peter

Christie, from Victoria Bay, and A. Tait, from

Orillia.. A large amount in tho aggregate is

sent from the smaller mills at way stations.

The prospects for next season are extremely en-

couraging, and it is likely the present year's ex-

ceptionally large output will be exceeded.

Hardly a day has elapssd since the commence-

ment of work in the bush in the latter part of

August to the present time without a carload of

lumbermen passing north over the Victoria rail-

way to the shanties. Preparations are being

made on all hands for an unusually heavy

winter's work.

The Destroyer of the Spruee Trees.

Maine's lumbermen—and, therefore, a large

part of the rest of her citizens—are much dis-

turbed by the destructive insects which are kill-

ing the spruce trees not only in that State, but

in the adjacent British Provinces. The jine

has lost its pre-eminence, and the spruce was
getting in a position to be tho representative

tree, but the Urocerus albicornus, if the thing

has been properly identified, the Augusta Jour-

nal says, is killing off the spruce faster than the

lumbermen could have done it, and greatly to

their detriment. The white-horned Urocerus,

for that is what his name means, is about an

inch long and with wings which spread to two

inches. They are as likely to destroy the pines

into which they bore as the spruces, so far as

the etomologists know. These insects are very

prolific, and not at all uncommon. In England

it has often been noticed and recorded, but

there it was injurious only to ornamental trees,

not to those on which so much depends in a

business way, and in whose preservation so

many people are interested, as the spruce forests

of the Northeast. The prospect seems to be

that things will go from bad to worse. Unless

some smaller insect comes to the front and

destroys the eggs of the Urocerus. it is hard to

see what is going to save our spruce trees.

—

Scientific American.

The Mississippi River Convention held sit

tings yesterday at St. Louis and passed a number
of resolutions in favor of Congress appropriating

largo sums for the improvement of the great

natural highw By,

IMPROVING THE OTTAWA-
A proposition having been submitted to the

Minister of Public Works for damming the

Ottawa on the upper waters with the purpose of

securing a more uniform level at all seasons of

the year, we have enquired concerning the

feasibility of the project and learn from a

lumberman acquainted with the river MUM!
interesting facts. The proposed site of the

dam is below Lake Temiscamingue. This lake

is 70 miles long from its head to the head of the

Long Sault Rapids at its foot. These rapids

are six miles long and about a quarter of a mile

wide at the head, and about 250 wide at the

foot in low water. The banks here are flat and

sandy on the south side and pretty much the

same on the north bank. It would, therefore,

be difficult to construct a dam at this place and

make it substantial. The mountain rapids,

seventeen miles below the Long Sault, are about

300 feet wide. The banks on both sides are

good and high, and the water is not deep. This

would be an advantageous place to construct a

dam with back water to drown out the Long
Sault. The Arables rapids, situated three miles

below Mountain rapids, are from 300 to 400

yards long, the average width being 125 yards,

with good banks at the head. A properly con-

structed dam at the Mountain Rapid.- would

make the river navigable to the head of Lake
Temiscamingue, and a good land road can be

found from there to Mattawa railway station,

say ten miles. The land at the head of the

lake is good for fanning and well adapted foi

settlement. It is said that the Minister of

Public Works intends to send two engineers to

examine these points and report on the project

of the dam. Certainly the ex|>erience of the

past season would indicate the necessity of an
improvement of the kind

\
roposed, and we shall

await further investigations with interest.

—

Ot-

tawa Free Prat.

Imtriran Furniture Hoods In London.
Probably but few even know the locality of

Dod street, Limehouse, much less imagine the

amount of business that is carried on within the

few quiet looking buildings which compose its

thoroughfare. We were recently invited to in-

spect the London depot of Mr. Hermann's ex-

tensive timber business, and must express our

entire satisfaction at the splendid stock of goods

held by this firm. Mr. Hermann has long been

known as a manufacturer of furniture uj>on

American principles, and in the recent exhibi

tion at Islington he exhibited some first class

suites in solid ash and black walnut. A vast

array of these specimens is to be found at the

works in Dod street, and the quantity of stored

up timber, to which we would tiarticularly refer

is alone worth a visit to see. It is unnecessarv

to estimate the exact number of feet stowed

away in the two buildings, the factor}- and tim-

ber yard ; suffice it to say that on every floor

and in every corner, piles of oak, walnut, ash,

&c, both in the log and in plank, lie ready for

use, besides a variety of manufactured goods,

such as table and chair legs, which are imported

in this state on account of the saving in freight

which is thereby affected.

Mr. Hermann also carries on the business of

a timber dealer, and is in a position to supply

American woods at very low prices, the main

reason for his ability to do so being the fact

that he imports his own woods direct from the

lumber mills. The Dod street depot, we are

informed, is insignificant compared to the large

factories and saw mills of the firm at New York

San Francisco, Philadelphia, Indianapolis, and

other) daces. Business generally at these work-

seemed brisk, and it does not appear that the

talked of scarcity of black walnut is likely to

have any immediate effect here, as there is a

good stock on hand for present use and plenty

more available on the other side of the Atlantic.

—Timber Trades Journal.

••Don't Know Half Their V-ilnc."

They cured me of Ague, Bilousness and Kidney Com-
ilaint, as recommended. I had half a bottle left which
used for my two little girls, who the doctors and

neighbors said' could not be cured. 1 would have lost

both of them one night if I had not given them Hop
Bitters. They did them so much (rood I continued
their use until thev were cured. That is why I say

you do not know half the value of Hop Bitters, and do
iiot recommend them high enough—B., Rochester, X.
Y.

—

American Rural Home.
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Matches.

In the United States and Canada there are

22 match factories, turning out 25,000 gross—

3,000,000 boxes—of matches every day. The

average is about 100 matches to the box, and

the daily consumption is therefore 360,000,000

matches, a yearly average of 131,580,000,000

matches. ________________

A Wise Deacon.
'"Deacon Wildes, I want you to tell me how you

ISept vourself and family well the past season, when
all the rest of us have been sick so much, and have had

the dsetors visiting us so often." Bro. Taylor, the

answer i« very easv, I used Hop Bitters in time ; kept

my family well and saved the doctor bills. Three

dollars worth of it kept us well and able to work all

•the time. I'll warrant it has cost you and the neigh-

bors one to two hundred dollars apiece to keep sick

the same time." " DeacoD, I'll use your medicine

iereafter.

WANTED
A SITUATION IX A LUMBER FIRM, as Superin-

tendent of Shanties and Drives ; has had twenty years'

experience. Good references can be given. Address

R. M. S., 307, Rideau Street, Ottawa. 2l24

MILL MACHINERY FOR SALE.

A TURBIXE WATER WHEEL, 50 inches, Steam
Cylinder, 12 inches, with Steam Chest, Shafting and
other Saw Mill gearing. Address P. O. Box 352,

Barrie, Out. 4l24

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Emory's Bar to Port Moody.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS-

Tender for Work in British Columbia.

SEALED TEXDERS will be received by the under-
signed up to NOON on WEDNESDAY, the 1st

day of FEBRUARY next, in a lump gum, for the

construction of that portion of the road between Port

Moody and the West-end of Contract 60, near Emory's
Bar, a distance of about 85 miles.

Specifications, conditions of contract and forms of

tender may be obtained on application at the Canadian
Pfccifie Railway Office, in New Westminister, and at

the Chief Engineer's OffiH at Ottawa, after 1st Janu-
ary next, at which time plans and profiles will be open
for inspection at the latter office.

This timely notice is given with a view to giving

Contractors an opportunity of visiting and examining

the grounds during the fine season and before the

winter sets in.

Mr. Marcus Smith, who is in charge at the office at

New Westminister, is instructed to give Contractors

all the information in his power.

No tender will be entertained unless on one of the

printed forms, addressed to F. Braun, Esq., Sec. Dept.

of Railways and Canals, and marked "Tender for

C. P. R."
F. BRAUN,

Dept. of Railways and Canals,
|

Secretary.

Ottawa, Oct. 24th, 1881.

12.1102 7L25

Timber Limits & Sawmill
FOE S^LE-

The subscriber being anxious to concentrate and con-

w/lidatt his business, on account of his age, will sell at

very low prices

—

Int. Hiis Mills and Farm near the Bradford Station,

Northern and North-Western Railway, together with

Limit! in Ridout and Sherbourne.

2nd. The Portage and Canal connecting Black River

with Lake St. John, and Lake St. John with Lake

-Couchiching, in the Township of Rama.

ML Eight million feet of saw-logsnowin Black River.

4th. About 4,000 acres of land in different townships.

If not sold at private sale, the above will be offered

to Hm trigfoegt bidder at some future time to be named,
um I ir.te.vJ u, '.lose all out and concentrate in Michigan,

where I now have mills.

All and v..; information can be had from Thompson
ftfiiith * Son, Toronto, or James Durham at Bradford

THOMPSON SMITH.

P. PAYETTS NEW IMPROVED

Adjustable Saw Guide

!

Can be adjusted without danger. You can take your
saw off without taking the guide off the frame.

All kinds of Brass & Iron Casting

PLAINING and TURNING done with
Despatch. For particulars address :

CRAIG- & CAMERON,
PENETANCUISHENE. ^tf

ROBERT SMALLWOOD
MANUFACTURER OF

The Patent LeuerFeed Shingle,

Box Board & Heading Machine

(Always takes First Prize.)

Rotary Saw Mills
IN POUR SIZES, and other

MACHINERY for SAW and

GRIST MILLS.
P*SEND FOR CIRCULAR."^.

CHARLOTTETWON,
L24-ly Prince Edward Island

Department of Crown Lands,
TORONTO, 6th October, 1881.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT, UNDER AN
ORDER IN COUNCIL,

TIMBER BERTHS
In the undermentioned Townships in the

MUSK0KA and PARRY SOUND
DISTRICTS,

Will be offered for Sale by Public Auction at the De-
partment of Crown Lands at twelve o'clock noon,

On TUESDAY, the 6th
day of December next,

viz. :—Townships of Mowat, Blair, McConkey, Hard}',

Patterson, Mills, Sinclair, Bethune, Proudfoot, Gurd,
Machar, Strong, Joly, Laurier, Pringle, Lount, Nipis-

sing and Himsworth.
The area to be disposed of in the above Townships as

Timber Berths is upwards of 1,400 square miles, and to

suit all classes of purchasers each Township will, as

nearly as practicable, be divided into four berths.

Sheets containing conditions and terms of Sale, with
information as to Area and Lots and Concessions com-
prised in each Berth, will be furnished on application

personally or by letter, to the woods and forests branch
of the Department, or to the Crown Timber Offices at

Ottawa, Belleville and Quebec, and the Office of T. E.

Johnston, Esq., Parry Sound.
T. B. PARDEE,

4l24 Commissioner

HOP*BITTERS?
(A Medicine, not a Drink,)

CONTAINS

HOPS, BUCHU, MANDRAKE,
DANDELION.

And thk Purest and Best Medical QtjaM-
tiks of all other bltters.

THEY CURE
All Diseases of the Stomach, Bowels, Blood,
Liver, Kidneys, and Urinary Organs, Ner-

ousness, Sleeplessnessand especially
Female Complaints.

S.OOO IN COLD. «^
Will be paid for a case they will not cure or
help, or for anything Impure or Injurious

found In them.

Ask your druggist for Hop Bitters and try

them before you sleep. Take no Other.

D.I. C. Is an absolute and Irresistible cure for
Drunkeness. use Of opium, tobacco and

narcotics.

MHHB Send fob Circular. KHOB
All iWe told by dragplfltt.

Hop BltUn Mfg. Co., Rocbe«t«r, N. Y., 4 Toronto, Out.

Drake Brothers' Box
Provost Street Extension, New Glasgow, Plcton County, \. B.

SPUCE, PINE I HEMLOCK SHINGLES
IT- H. TTF?. A -T-T TT: L22-ly 2ST- -J3.. DBAKE.

D. McLACHLAN & SONS,
Manufacturers of all Descriptions of

STEAM BOILEES.
SHIPS' WATER-TANKS. Repairing Punctually Attended to.

NORTH SLIP, ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

WILLIAM CAMPBELL
(Late CAMPBELL, & FOWLER.)

MANUFACTURER OP

Edge Tools, Axles, Springs,
&C, OHJ1 EVEET DESCRIPTION.

L24-ly

Robertson Place, Smythe Street - ST. JOHN, N.B.

HVCILL supplies.
Extra Stretched and Patent Smooth Surface

EUBBEB, BELTING—in Stock, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 Plies.

HOYT'S CELEBRATED LEATHER BELTING.

COTTON BELTING, for Flour_Mills. &c, Superior Quality.

DISSTON'S CELEBRATED MILL SAWS.
Steam Packing of all kinds, Rubber and Linen Hose, Silk Bolting Cloth, Emery
Wheels, Lacing Leather (Page's Genuine), Lard, Seal, Cylinder, Spindle, West Vir-
ginia and Wool Oils. Our Stock includes Mill Supplies and Rubber Goods of all

kinds. $S~Quotations furnished for any part of Canada. 21

ESTEY, ALLWOOD & CO., SAINT JOHN. NEW BRUNSWICK.

PARKER &d EVANS
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

FAMOUS INTERNATIONAL
BOILER FLUID COMPOUND,

Patented 5th March, 1877.

This Compound will save its Cost many times in one year by saving fuel.

It eradicates scale, and when the Boiler is once Clean a very small quantity
keeps it Clean and Free from all Incrustation.

It is perfectly harmless to Iron, and emits a clear pure Steam.
In ordering, mention the Canada Lumberman. l?41v

504 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL.

ESTABLISHED 1SSO.

DRY t

GEORGE BRUSH
14 to 34 King and Queen Streets, MONTREAL,

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers, Hoisting Engines, Steam Pumps,

CIRCULAR SAW MILLS, BARE MILLS, SHINGLE MILLS,

Ore Crushers, Mill Gearing, Shafting, Hangers and Pullies, Hand and

Power Hoists for Warehouses, &c, &c,
AND AGENT FOR L25-ly

"Water's" Perfect Steam Engine Governor, and "Herald & Sisco's" Centrifugal Pumps
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REGULATIONS OF THE WATERS OF THE
OTTAWA.

The following communication appears in th

Ottawa Herald :
—

Improvements must keep pace with the ad

vance of civilization and the requirements of the

times. The extensive commerce and trade of

the 19th century, impelled by the most ambitious

and insatiable enterprise, is not content with

supplying actual wants, but ingeniously creates

new branches of trade which in turn call for

accommodation, and thus the ball keeps rolling

changing everything into gold, or the Almighty

Dollar. There was a time, before the discovery

of the use of steam, when the world's business

was transacted with satisfactory despatch

though there were no steamboats or locomotives

going in a few days against wind and weather

across the continent. But the days when

"pampered jades" and mules could do the

carrying trade of the world are^long since past,

and the people of this exceedingly " go ahead

age would die of actual stagnation were they

deprived of their railroads and canals.

Not a great many years ago the Grand River

in its natural"state, without the smallest im

provement, accommodated all the trade of the

Ottawa Valley, but then the trade of this sec

tion of the country was comparatively nothing.

Bytown then covered a few acres of ground,

and no person ever dreamed that the capital of

a great Dominion would be built on the banks

of the Grand River, or that to-day we would

behold the Government Buildings towering over

the brow of Parliament Hill. But civilization

spread out its wings, and the lumberman's axe

went further up the river each succeeding year,

and great slaughter was accomplished among

the "kingsof the forest." The Chaudiere with the

Big Kettle, in early years the terror of the

lumber merchant, afforded admirable milling

advantages, and accordingly as soon as its

merits were recognized capitalists obtained

water privileges, and erected mills which went

up in quick succession. These mills increased

the demand for timber and gave an additional

impetus to the great staple trade of the Ottawa.

But the trade could not assume such vast pro-

portions and be carried on lucratively without

improvements along the river affording greater

facilities to the lumberman. Therefore, slides,

booms and other necessary improvements were

undertaken and completed, and up to within

a few years back timber was floated from the

Upper Ottawa to Quebec without much difficul-

ty. But now that timber is being taken from

near the head waters of the Ottawa, and from

afar in on the tributaries, it is found very diffi-

cult to get timber to Quebec in the same year it

is cut ; and much extra expense has annually to

be incurred by individual firms in making tem-

porary improvements to facilitate the getting

out of timber ; and when it is a task of much
difficulty at this comparatively early day to

tako timber to Quebec the same year it is cut,

what will be the condition of things some years

hence, when the forests along the banks of

the Ottawa are completely exhausted, and tim-

ber is being taken out forty, fifty or more miles

back on the tributaries? Without some im

provements of the Ottawa River, it would be

utterly impossible to get timber to market in

less than two years, and hence it becomes vitally

necessary to the existence of the umber trade

that a plan to regulate the waters of the Ottawa

should be decided upon and put into execution

at as early a day as possible. We shall throw

out a few ideas bearing upon the matter, and if

the scheme, which we shall briefly state, be

considered worthy of consideration, then the

approbation of the lumbering fraternity, whose

interests and welfare we are ever solicitous to

promote, will be our greatest reward.

It is an acknowledged fact, we presume, that

year after year the immense volume of water of

the Ottawa appears to flow down into the St.

Lawrence in gradually decreasing space of time,

the result being that great inconvenience is

caused to all kinds of trade, and incalculable

pecuniary loss incurred. In the spring of the

year the great volume of the water sweeps

down, doing much immediate damage, while it

leaves the tributaries and streams far up almost

dry. Then, since the spring freshet destroys

much property, and produces great incon-

venience in the getting out of timber, while it is

of no imaginable benefit, should not the first

consideration in attempting to regulate the

waters of the Ottawa be to adopt some means of

keeping back as much of the spring freshet as

possible? This could be accomplished by dam-

ming, and dams would be of very little use with-

out an immense reservoir to hold the water.

Rapids or falls would render this system almost

impracticable so far as utility is concerned, an

therefore an immense level is essentially neces

sary, and if we are correctly informed, Lake

Temiscamingue is the grandest reservoir on the

continent of America. Gentlemen who have

paddled their canoes over its immense level ex

panse and beheld the high timber-topped hill

on every side will corroborate the above asser

tion. The lake is about 80 miles in length

stretching from the strait or gut at the head of

the Long Sault, and becoming wider and wider,

until what may be called the lake proper

reached, which is over eight miles in width and

30 in length. From the Long Sault to the

head of the Lake is one level expanse of water

unbroken and undisturbed by rapid or fall.

We would propose building a dam about 30

feet high at the Long Sault. The banks on

either side are lofty and afford admirable facil

ties for the construction of a dam which would

not be over 2,000 feet in length, and would keep

back an enormous volume of water, which at

present goes to waste every spring, leaving tim

ber high and dry in the streams, and mills defi

cient of water power beforo the season is three

quarters over. Of course the dam would be

fitted with sluice gate?, by which the flow of

water could bo regulated. During the early

part of the spring the water is always h

enough for navigation, water power or any other

purpose, but in the summer and fall the univer

sal cry from Granville to the hoad of the river is

for more water. Thus it is that we advocate

the keeping of water back for a "dry day

Lumbermen have had a system in vogue for a

number of years of damming the streams running

through their limits, until the water became

low and driving difficult, when breaking down

the dams, a splendid torrent comes dashin

along, floating their timber out into the river.

The damming of Lake Temiscamingue is identi

ally tho same as this, on a larger scale, and

with infinitely greater results. No danger or

damage can eminate from it, and not an inch of

country will suffer inundation, high rocky banks

rising on every side.

We consider this a subject of vast importance

to Ottawa and the Ottawa Valley, and one

which cannot bo ignored. Some such improve

ment as that which we have briefly referred to

must bo made ere long, and the sooner tho

better. We will say no more at present, but

will probably refer to tho'.subject again if our

estions prove worthy of being entertained

PENETANGUISHENE.
A correspondent of tho Mail says :—Last

week I had occasion to visit Penetanguishene.

and there saw C. Beck & Co.'s new mill in

operation, and this, for its size and capacity, is,

in my mind, the best mill in that section of the

country, and I am inclined to think in the Do-

minion, though that may be saying too much.

This mill consists of one gang and one circular,

and the latter is deserving of special mention for

the quickness of its movement, and its capability

of cutting more lumber in a given time than any

circular I have yet seen or heard of.

It does tho slabbing for the gang, and cuts as

much as ordinary circulars besides ; and it is

quite capable of slabbing for two gangs, to-

gether with what it at present cuts. Its regular

work is from twelve to thirteen boards per

minute, and if crowded could drop fifteen to

sixteen per minute, which gives one some idea

of its rapid movements, both saws turning out

from sixty to seventy thousand feet of timber in

a working day of eleven hours.

As is well known, Mr. Beck's old mill was

destroyed by fire, he having suffered a heavy

loss, but with his undaunted energy and go-

aheaditiveness he has succeeded in raising up a

mill on the ashes of his old one that is both a

credit to himself and the village. And this,

with three other mills, ranks Penetanguishene

as one of the lumbering centres of the Province,

and is deserving of mention as such.

SHANTY SERVICES.

A Bracebridge correspondent of the Christian

Guardian appeals to the Toronto Conference t

establish missions in the Muskoka lumbering

district. He says :

—

"Previous to the last May n^eting of the

Bracebridge district, one of its members accom

panied a lumber merchant, who is thoroughly

familiar with the Muskoka region, in an imagin

ary tour over that section of the country com
prehended in the the Bracebridge district,. and

discovered that, allowing twenty men for each

camp, there would be close on three thousand

men within that section, engaged in lumbering

who, for more than half their time very rarely

if ever, hear the word of God preached, and

this by no fault of theirs. In the camps little

or no reading is to be found. Here Ls a good

field for the Tract Society's operations,

The little time that is left between suppe

and bed, which is the only time for recrea

tion, is passed in singing songs

a doubtful, or decidedly profane char

acter, playing cards, smoking—in any way but

that which tends to profiting. When these

men visit for a day or two the adjacent villages

they act like sailors come ashore, and even

worse, spending their money in strong drink

engaging in fights, and making an offensive

babel about the ears of peaceful inhabitants.

Of course there are many happy exceptions to

this among the lumbermen, but the majority

fall into this evil way. Mr. Wesley's merciful

rule was to go first to those who need us most. If

we are willing to act on this we will, without

further unnecessary delay, put forth some dir

ect effort to reach and bless the poor " shanty

men."' As a class they arc free and generous

open-hearted and open-handed. The "boss'

of a shanty has in ninety -nine cases out of

hundred a hearty welcome for any man who
calls to conduct a religious service for the bene

fit of the camp ;and invariably the rough, good-

natured men themselves show marks of resj)ect

for the mossenger of the truth."

A Trip I p tho l.levre.

A correspondent of tho Ottawa Citizen, des

cribing a trip up the Lievre, says :—The object

of our trip up tho Lievre was to defino the

boundaries of about 234 square miles of timber

land, and to ascertain the quantity of timber

these square miles would give and tho quality

of the wood. I must at once assure you that

this is a country unparalleled for lakes, moun-
tains, rivers, hills and creeks, and all to be

driven and surmounted, and the timber close to

the lakes, rivers and creeks, and the pine and

spruce trees, sound and free from punk, gum
seams, knots, etc. Of course you will find a

small percentage faulty. The whole front of

the River du Lievre, starting from the Piska-

toshing, a tributary of the Gatineau, down to

the Rouge for a distance of 50 miles in the rear,

is licensed to the heirs of the late J. F. Gaudet,

and I can safely say that from the explorer's

wn personal inspection and report is worthy of

attention, and only from sterling lumbermen,
who only make a practice of working limits,

and not from hearsay, giving a' country un-

known to themselves (a barren brule), but from

>ractical experience of its real worth.

The whole of this country for 50 miles back
of the Forks is well timbered, and about 000,000

pine and spruce logs can be made without much
expense.

The Mississippi ••Boom."
Keokvk, la., Oct. IS.—The Mississippi con-

tinues to rise. At 10 a. m. the water wa-s two

inches above the great rise last spring, which

caused immense damage in this vicinity. At
Alexandria, five miles below, the water is back-

up over the prairie. The prospects are

that the town will be inundated. Railroad

hops and lumber yards in the southern part of

the city are completely surrounded and opera-

tions suspended. It is feared that the river will

ise at least another foot and very disastrous

floods result.

Fror. Maeoun In the \orih.We»t.

WrNMPEG, Oct. 8.— Professor Macoun and
party returned last night from their exploratory

tour of Lakes Manitoba and Winnepegoosis,
and their tributary streams, together with the

section of the North-West around the Porcupine
Hills and Duck Mountains. In the latter

direction there were found fine streams. The
Swan and Red Deer Rivera were carefully ex-

plored. The result was satisfactory, and salt

was found at many points on the land around
Lake Winnepegoosis. A member of the party

reports fine spruce and poplar timber on the

mountains, as well as on the banks of the Swan
and Red Deer Rivers. Poplar as well as spruce

trees have been seen that measured about fifteen

inches in circumference, and the former has been
found to have an altitude in some places of

seventy-five feet. Game is abundant, particular-

ly dusk, and they look upon it as a paradise for

sportsmen. They spent some time at the Pelly

Indian Reserve farm, where fine crops were
raised this year. The land in this vicinity is

pronounced the finest in the North-West. The
crops of all kinds, cereals and root, are not ex-

celled in any part of the country. The land is

described as undulating prairie, with exceeding-
ly fertile soil, easy of drainage into the Aasini-

boine and its tributary, the Still River.

Wood for furl.

The L'nited States Bureau has been gather-

ing some facts upon the consumption of wood
for fuel. After taking the figures in the last

re[>ort for the coal output, the superintendent
says :

—
" Even with the large increase in the

coal production during the last half century
wood still keeps in the van as fuel, the consump-
tion in this country being in favor of wood
against coal in the proportion of four to one.

In Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont wood
is almost the only fuel In many counties of

Massachusetts coal is ahead of wood, while in

the state generally, as Connecticut, the percen-

tage is about equal. Thickly populated cities,

like New \ ork and Hudson and Essex counties

New Jersey, containing the cities of Jersey City
and Newark, are put down entirely as coal. In
Pennsylvania, the great coal state, there are

many entirely coal counties, while in others, as

Crawford, in the western part of the state, not
over thrre per cent of coal is used. The same
difference holds good in different parts of New
York."

Spontaneous Forests.

A writer in a West Virginia paper combat*
the opinion, held by many arboriculturists, that
an open county is never converted into a forest,

through the operation of natural causes, and as
establishing the fact that such change does
sometimes occur, brings forward the case of

the Shenandoah Valley. When first settled,

about 100 years ago, it was an open prairie-like

region covered with long grass, on which fed

herds of deer, buffalo, elk, etc., and having no
timber, except on rigy portions of it ; but in

consequence of its settlement, the annual tires

were prevented, and trees sprang up almost as

thickly and regularly as if seed had been plant-

ed. These forests, having been preserved by
the farmers, cover now a large part of the sur-

face with hard wood trees of superior excel-

lence. These facts would also seem to substan-

tiate the theory that the treeless character of

the prairies of the West is due to the annual
burning of the grass by the Indians.

Are You Going to Travel ?

Don't forget a supply of that Dr. Fowler's Extract of

ild Strawberry. It is a superior remedy for sea siek-

oss, and a positive cure for all bowel complaints ln«

d by bad water, change of diet, or of climate,

hether at home or abroad, it should be kept at hand
case of emergency.

The Ogemaw Herald says the firm of Cutting

Daman, who have a mill in Foster township,

six miles from Beaver Lake, are cutting from
25,000 to 30,000 shingles, and from 8,000 to

10,000 feet of siding per day. They contemplate

putting in an upright saw to cut lumber, and
will put in 1,500,000 feet of hemlock logs, for

this purpose, the coming winter. They will

employ 50 men, and put in, besides the hemlock,

1,500,000 feet of pine to be worked up in

shingles and siding. Their mill will be in oper-

ation the year around.

Vuiiro Makes no Mistakes.
Nature's own remedy for bowel complaints, cholera

morbus, cholic, cramps, vomiting, seasickness, cholera
infantum, diarrhoea, dysentry, and all diseases of a like
nature belonging to the summer season, is Dr. Fowler's
Extract of Wild Strawberry, which can be obtained of
all dealers in Medicine.
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Mississippi River lumbermen, while in Eau

Claire, Wis., recently, for the purpose of con-

tracting for logs, offered from $6.50 to $7.00 a

thousand for them.

At a recent date the stock of American lum-

ber at Melbourne was quite low, especially of

ceiling, shelving, and clear pine, the latter being

lower than for many years past.

The use of sawdust in mortar is recommended

as superior to hair for the prevention of cracking

and subseqent peeling off a rough casting under

the action of storms and frost.

The assorting crews at the Dells dam, Eau

Claire, are at work again and turning out a con-

stant stream of logs, which go into the Beef

slough works. The amount rafted at the works

to date will reach 355,000,000 feet.

The Chicago & Western Indiana railway is

expending $500,000 in building lumber docks at

South Chicago, and the demand, it is said, far

exceeds the proposed supply, which represents

19,000 feet of dock frontage.

The grounds of the C. N. Nelson Lumber
Co.'s mill at Cloquet are so conveniently arrang-

ed with elevated platforms, &c. , that the entire

product of the mills, over 200,000 feet per day

is handled with two horses, on lumber buggies

Mb. Forseman, of Williamsport, Pa., has

lately closed a trade with a syndicate of Still

water lumbermen, for a tract of land containing

from sixty to seventy million feet stumpage, on

Moose River, at five dollars per thousand, boom
scale.

A German paper says that if Americans are

to supply Europe with tanned leather they must
be more sparing of the hemlock in their forests.

The rapid consumption of American timber is

attracting much attention among European
economists.

The Lake Superior News says the lumbermen
are busy fitting out their camps for the winter

campaign on the logs. One firm alone is expect

ing to put in 25,000,000 feet of logs, another

firm 16,000,000, and so on. The cut this winter

will be about double that of last season.

The Stillwater Lum.herm.an says :—The season

having arrived for men to go to the woods, we
call the attention of our citizens to the need of

saving their newspapers for them. Over 1,700

were forwarded from the Y. M. C. A. rooms
last winter, and a greater number can be sent

this seasou if people will assist to the extent of

leaving their papers there.

Lumbermen occasionally "ketch on" to a
good thing. Henry Smith, a Greenville lumber-

man, recently secured the refusal of a tract of

pine between Stanton and Lakeview for one
week, the price agreed upon being 317,000. Be
fore the week was up he was offered §5,000 for

his bargain, but refused it. He has since con-

tracted the logs on the tract, to be delivered in

Six Lakes, at the head of Flat River, for $10

per thousand.

The new pulp mill at Marinette, Wis., is

described as a whole saw mill in itself, having a
Urge five-foot bolter, endless chain and logjcar-

riage, and will be able to saw up logs three feet

thick and twenty feet long. Machines for tak-

ing the bark off and splitting the wood will be
near the bolter, and the wood will be carried by
machinery directly to the grinders in the other

end of the mill. The paper company has crews
in the woods now getting out logs, and numer-
•BJ! logs are already in the boom.

At a recent meeting of the Natural History

Society of Goslar, a paper was read by Herr
Chief Forester Reuss on the effects of the
•moke from the srneltings in that neighborhood

(which are very extensive, giving employment
to 17,000 men) on the adjacent forests in the
Upper Harz. The sulphurous fumes, which are

discharged in enormous volumes, are the noxious

element. Herr Reuss finds that conifers suffer

more than other trees, and the silver fir most of

•1L The oak resists the evil influence best. The
plane and a*h abe,> reabtt well. The beech, on
the contrary, is very nerutitive. The more vigor-

mu the upeciinen in each Bpecies the greater

their power* of endurance.

LUMBER SHIPMENTS.

The following are the shipments from

John, N.B., from the first of the year to

30th of September, and their destination :

—

Deals
and and Pal-

battens, scant'g. ings.

Penarth 13,657,945 519,296 8,150

Cardiff 2,795,661

Bristol 1,285,460

Newport 4,229,609

Swansea 1,135,430

Sharpness 1,419,133

Bridgewater. ... 831,898

Neath..., 230,660

Continent 16,944,998 171,113 8,000

Glasgow 6,974,710 294,160

Queenstown.... 1,232,649 37,674 400

St.

bhe

BoardB
and

scant'g.

519,296

191,980

85,668

1,678

381,605

Liverpool 62,145,314 2,467,797 207,195 743 2,938

London 7,998,546 450,205

Belfast 6,578 064

1,684,694

2,420,091

Londonderry . ,

.

3 952,918

Fleetwood .... 436,608

Waterford 866,682

Sligo 405,793

Wexford 337,882

1,721,570 1,167

767,119

319,604

336,891 279

6,217,902 52,455

Ballyshannon... 118,195 2,089

847,201

Dublin 7,641,282 20,488

633,294

426,662

546,795

Australia 1,205,804 82,607

1,009,331 114,324

Mumbles, f. o.

.

702,513 11,977

Warrenpoint . .

.

1,078,647

415,115

312,611

Clifden 226,035

Dungarvan . .

.

422,659

689,983 1,088

341,540

440,546

Clare Castle 315,624

Hare Island 567,739

305,934

Barrow 1,002,127 11,644

62

56,620

8,000

660

Totals 154,485,369 4,899,184 234,965 806 3,609

DAMAGE BY BUSH FIRES.

Toronto, Oct. 10.—On the 29th ult., Mr.
Smith, Superintendent of colonization roads for

Ontario Government, was sent out in response

to numerous and urgent requests from the town-
ship authorities to inspect the colonization roads

and see what damage had resulted to them
from the recent bush fires with a view of repair-

ing them. Mr. Smith, who returned on Satur-

day, says that he went through the greater part

of the Haliburton district in the ceunty of

Peterborough. On the Kinmount and Bobcay-
geon roads he found that considerable damage
had been done ; also on the Victoria, Miners'

Bay, Monk, and Burleigh roads. Cameron,
Snowdon, Monmouth, Minden, and Haliburton

roads were not injured to any extent. The
settlers have suffered very much from the des-

truction of their fences. Before leaving he had
arranged for such repairs to the colonization

roads as were absolutely necessary, but none
others.

MU3KOKA DISTRICT.

The Superintendent also visited the Muskoka
district just previous to this. Here he found
that Macauley road and Macauley road south

were much damaged. One settler had suffered

a loss of $1,500, but no other instance, he believ-

ed, presented a case of utter destitution. The
burnt districts in Muskoka were almost entirely

confined to Macaulay township. In Muskoka
also great damage to fences had resulted. The
fires, however, were, he thought, confined for

the most part to sparselysettled districts.

"Must say it's the nicest thing I ever used for the
teeth and breath," says everyone having tried "Tea-
berry," the new toilet gem. Get a 5 cent sample.

Are You ?—Are you a Dyspeptic ? Have you Indi-
gestion ? Is your Liver sluggish'.' Does your food
trouble you ? Does sleep fail to refresh you V Is your
appetite and energy gone V Zopesa (from Brazil) will
cure you, tone you up, and invigorate your whole sys-
tem. It is a gentle purgative, acts as a wonder upon,
and gives strength and energy to the Digestive appar-
atus. It is strongly anti-bilious, carries off all surplus
bile, tones the Liver, gives sound Digestion and speedy
health to the Dyspeptic and the Billious. Try a 10 cent
sample at least.

THE fall price lists of furnitUN manufacture™

of Chicago, Grand Rapids, Cincinnati, and gen

erally throughout Michigan and the northwest,

show an advance of from 10 to 20 per cent. The
rise applies particularly to chairs, but extents to

all kinds of staple goods.

See to it?—Zopesa, (from Brazil) will cure the worst
case of Dyspepsia. A single dose will relieve in a de-

gree that shows its wonderful curative jKjwers, and its

peculiar action upon the Stomach and Digestive Organs.

It is a positive and absolute cure for Costiveness and
Constipation, acting in a remarkable way upon the sys-

tem, carrying off impurities. As a Liver regulator its

actions are most remarkable. It tones and stimulates
the Liver to action, it corrects the acids and regulates

the bowels. A few doses will surprise you. Sample
bottle 10 cts.

July.
During this month summer complaints commerce

their ravages. To be forewarned is to be forearmed.
Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry is the best
preventative and cure for all forms of bowel complaints
and sickness incident to the summer season.

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Olear, Pickings, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll2-ly

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEG-O, ZLST. "ST.3
Ll-My

JAMES HADDEN,
MANUFACTURER OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b26

S. S. MUTTON & Co.,

Wholesale Lumber Dealers
T O ROPtS T O.

We have for Sale a large quantity of PINE, OAK,
WHITEWOOD, ASH, CHESTNUT, CHERRY, BUT-
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, &c.

/J3TP.S.—A SET OF TUB MACHINERY FOR SALE,
CHEAP—OR EXCHANGE FOR LUMBER. 1vl16

A. L. UNDERWOOD
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

White Pine, Basswood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, ONT.
7

lvLie

FOR SALE.
The Dexter & Whitwam Manufacturing

Company, offer for Sale the Entire

Real Estate Plant and Machinery
OF THEIR EXTENSIYE

BENDING & TURNING FACTORY
Situated in the City of St. Thomas, in the County of
Elgin, Ontario. For full particulars apply to II.

BROWN, Manager, or E. MOORE, President. '
L20tf

J. T. LAMBERT,
Lumber and Commission Agent.

FOR^ALE.
150 Mils. White Pine, 1 x 10 Stock.
175
11
20

140
20
40
16
19

do
do
do
do
do
do

Cedar,

1 x 12 "

2 x 10 "

2 x 12 "

1 inch Siding.

U
2 x 10 Joists.
3x0

Basswood, l\ inch.

APPLY AT THE OFFICE, L20

WELLINGTON STREET, OTTAWA.

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland or

London mako, at $1.75 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH, U6

J. G. EDWARDS
HARDWARE MERCHANT,

BELTING, FILES, BABBIT METAL.
i y CHAINS, ROPE, and

LUMBERING SUPPLIES.

WANTED.
Cherry, White Ash, Clack Ash, and

Dry White Pine Lumber.

Quote Price deiiuered, and Carefully

Describe .-—Quality, Widths, Length,

Thickness, and how long Sawed.

ROBERT O. LOWRY,

12L1Q

Wholesale Lumber,
55 Pine Street, New York.

Samuel Windrim,
MANl'FACTURKIi OF

Agricultural Implements, Etc
MILLBROOK, ONTARIO.

HAVING DISPENSED WITH THE SERVICES OF
AGENTS, I take this opportunity to bring to the notice
of intending purchasers of Reaping Machines, that I
have now on hand a quantity of the Celebrated

H AN LAN REAPER,
which has NEVER BEEN BEATEN YET, and am
prepared to allow the Agents commission—FIFTEEN"
PER CENT—on all purchases. LlTtf

WISDOM & FISH
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Rubber 1 Leather Belting
RUBBER HOSE, STEAM PACKING,

LUBRICATING GILS, COTTON WASTE
Wrought Iron Pipe and Fitting-s,

And all Articles used in the Application of Steam
to Machinery.

No. 41 Dock Street, St. John, N. B.

(SMALL'S BLOCK.)

N.B.—Estimates for Steam and Hot Water neating
Apparatus furnished on application. All work War-
ranted. 1v-l20

Chipman, Renaud & Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LEATHER BELTING.

FIRE ENGINE HOSE
LACE LEATHER, &c.

124 & 126 Queen St. v2viy

IjVCO IISTT^IE^L
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MOJfTBEAX.

From Our Own Correspondent.

October 24th.—Since the date of our last re

port the lumber trade has been quiet, but as the

water at Ottawa has risen very considerably

there have been more importations, and stock

are now pretty full, which has helped to prevent

an advance in prices. In. another fortnight th

season for receiving lumber by water will be over

for this year, when some change in quotations

is looked for. There has been very little demand

for building lumber of late, as builders are be

ginning to close operations for the time bein

and what is required for the winter for complet

ing buildings has been contracted for some time

ago. Only three cargoes of lumber have been

shipped since the 10th inst., viz., to London

590,000 ft., and to Buenos Ayres, 794,714 ft

Two vessels are now loading for South American

ports. The total shipments to the River Platte

since the opening of navigation up to date were

9,182,337 ft., against 7,359,174 ft., being an in

crease of 1,923,103 ft. For building lumber, ex

yard, we continue to quote :

—

Pine, 1st quality, W M $32 00(840 00
Pine, 2nd " }1H 18 00@24 00
Pine, shipping- culls, TP M 12 0Q@16 00
Pine, cull deals, KIM 8 00@10 00
Pine, mill culls, VM 5 00@ 6 50
Spruce, $ M 8 00(810 00
Hemlock, %1 M 8 00@10 00
Ash, run of long- culls out, ¥M 16 00(818 00
Bass, " " *M 14 00@16 00
Oak, 10 M 35 00(345 00
Birch, V M 17 00@20 00
Hard Maple, Tjt M 18 00(r(25 00
Lath, V M 1 25(8 1 36
Shingles, 1st, TP M 3 00(8 0 00
Shingles, 2nd, OS! M 2 00(8 0 00

Coedwood.—As the season advances the de

raand for cordwood increases, while stocks are

by no means heavy, and an advance on present

quotations is spoken about, and will likely take

place as soon as navigation closes. We quote

prices on the wharf, ex cartage :—Long maple

$7.00 ; short do., $6.50 ;
long birch, .$6.50 ; short

do., $6.00 ; long beech, $0.00 ; short do.,

tamarac, $4.50.

50:

TORONTO.
From Our Own Correspondent,

October 24th.—Our docks now show con-

clusive signs that lumber shipments for the

season of 1881 are rapidly drawing to a close,

a,nd there is but little lumber left on the dock at

the present time, so that vessels have now to

wait for cargoes, instead of the lumber having

to wait for the vessels ; and the fact that several

American buyers are now over here looking for

cargoes, and anxious for all they can procure

before the close of navigation, tends to prove

that there is at least no overstock of lumber at

the eastern lumber marts. There is an excellent

demand for stock boards for shipment, and at

rates in advance of that obtainable two weeks

ago, and there is no doubt that the eastern

market holds less sound dressing stocks on hand

at this date than at any corresponding date for

the last three years ; this, coupled with the fact

that stocks for shipment on this side are nearly

exhausted, would seem to warrant the present,

if not a further, advance in prices. Lath in

this market are scarcer than at any period dur-

ing this season, and will doubtless advance in

price, as frost, if severe, practically prevents

the manufacture of lath to any great extent,

and there will be a great many yet required in

this market, as well as other places, in order to

finish up this season's building operations.

Shingles are in fair demand, but quite sufficient

are being manufactured to meet that demand,

and in this connection I notice that manufac-

turers are not so particular as formerly in pro-

perly assorting their shingles, quite a quantity of

No. 2 being mixed with the XXX, this will tell

against them in the future, and manufacturers

will ultimately find it to their interest to see to

it, that their brands are just as represented.

Their laxity in this respect is no doubt attribut-

able to the scarcity existing during a part of tho

past season, so that purchasers did not stop to

examine so closely as formerly as to quality.

The local market is now fairly supplied with

most kinds of lumber, and nearly all the yards

during tho past two weeks have increased their

Btocks considerably, more especially in boards

bill stuff being still scarce, and dry joisting a

thing of the past. Good, dry 2 in. ash is ex-

ceedingly scarce, and good pricesmay be obtain-

ed for choice lots. The sales of mill cull scant-

ling and boards in this market during the

season has been large, and in consequence ot the

shipments to tho American markets having been

brisk, culls have been plentiful, and so much
speculative building having been going on, has

absorbed it all quite readily, the main object of

such builders being to run up houses as cheaply

as possible, and get them off their hands at the

earliest opportunity.

QUOTATIONS, CAR LOADS.
Mill cull hoards and scantling $ 7 00
Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths 9 00

" stocks 11 00
Scantling and joist, up to 16 ft. . ; 10 00

" 18 ft 10 50
" " " 20 ft 11 00
'• " " '22 ft 11 60
" " " 24 ft 12 00
" " " 26 ft 12 50

Scantling and joist, up to 28 ft 13 50
" " ' 30 ft 16 00
" " " 32 ft 17 00
" " " 34 ft 18 00
" " " 36 ft 20 00
" " " 38 ft 22 00

" " 40 to 44 ft 27 00
Cutting up planks to dry 16 00

" boards " 14 00
Sound dressing stocks 14 00@16 00
Picks Am. inspection 24 00(826 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 32 00@34 00

B. M.

11-inch flooring, dressed 28 00
lj " " rough 14 00
1± " " dressed 24 00
li " " undressed.... 12 50

" " dressed 20 00
" " undressed 13 00

3 Beaded Sheeting, dressed 20 00
Clapboarding, dressed 12 50
XXX sawn shingles, $M 2 80
XX sawn shingles 2 50@2 80
awn bath 1 U5@l 60

3

3 50

2 50

2 25

2 00

OTTAWA.
From Our Own Correspondent.

October 12.—It is ostimated that the cut of

lumber this season at the mills of the Chaudierc,

Hull, and New Edinburgh will not be equal to

that of last year by between forty and fifty

million feet, so that tho surplus stock, above

what was contracted for in tho spring by out-

siders, will be extremely limited, taking it all

in all and none of the mills in this locality have

been running much more than half time during

tho season now drawing to a close, owing to the

to tho lack of logs. There were plenty taken

out last winter, but the rapid falling of the

rivers, and unusually low water this fall, pre-

vented them being brought down to their desti-

nation. Several large lots of logs were stuck

in the tributaries of the Ottawa before being

got into tho main stream. Thousands of those

that were got out are now stuck on the

rocks in tho rapids at the Chats, the Dcschcsncs

and the Remenix. It is thought that the," are

between throe and four hundred thousand logs

stuck at tho Chats Rapids alone. The channel

in the Remenix has been improved by blasting,

and logs are being got through slowly. The
Gatineau drive is still stuck above Chelsea, but

the contractor has blasted tho channel and will

get the logs started as soon as the w ater begins

to come up.

THE WATER IN THE OTTAWA
has rison a few inches during the past week, but

not enough to benefit the river drive. The mills

will only be able to run until about tho middle

of November at the best, so that if the logs do

not come down soon there will be a decided

cleaning out of the lumber yards of this neigh-

bourhood during tho coming winter. As a

eneral thing quite a large quantity is yearly

held over from the fall until the spring, when
prices generally rule better. Very few sales of

lumber have been made of late, shipping con-

tracts being merely filled. Prices are decidedly

firm, with a strong tendency to furthor advance.

The following are present

QUOTATIONS :—
Shipping Culls, per M 800 00(811 00
Stocks 16 00(823 00

lgs 25 00(835 00
Mill Culls 7 00(8 8 00
Lath 1 00(8 1 10

LUMBER FREIGHTS.

Shipments are steady, although barges are

unable to take out little more than half a load,

owing to the low water, which is somewhat un-

precedented ; but to make it pay three barges

start from this point and when St. Anne's is

eached the load of one is transferred to the

other two, which go on to their destination

while the empty one is Bent back again, Barges

which carry 200,000 feet at a load have only

been able to take 115,000 feet at the most.

There was recently a slight advance in freight

rates, caused by American boatmen striking

The rates paid at present are as follows :

To New York, (with 25c. extra for strips). . .$

To Albany

To Whitehall

To Burlington

To Quebec

To Montreal 1 20(«1 30

FOR THE SHANTIES.

A great many men are being sent up to the

shanties this fall, and it is estimated that 0,000

men will be in the woods at work the coming

winter. The quantity of logs and square timber

that will be taken out will be, it is expected

considerably in excess of that of the past season

Square timber has sold well, while lumber is in

excellent demand. Shantymen's wages are 25

per cent, better than they were last fall, and 50

per cent, better than two years ago. They are

about the same as they were some seven years

ago, when the times were good and just before

the depression in the trade. The rate of p<vy

being given in the Ottawa Valley is as follows

for the class of hands specified :

—

General Hands 815 (4 18 per month.

Log-makers 18 (g 23

Scorers 23 @ 28 "

Liners 80 @ 32 "

Hewers 32 <a 45 "

Foremen 40 (J 60 "

Cooks 30 @ 40

MISCELLANEOUS.

Up to the present time of writing 700 car

loads of square timber belonging to the Scotch

Canadian Lumbering Co. have passed this

point for Quebec by rail. There are about 150

carloads yet to be brought down.

McLachlin Bros. ' new mill at Amprior is now
running. It is built in the most substantial

manner, and fitted up with the finest machinery

made. Tho engine used is a 500-horse power

one, and the largest in use in any Ottawa Val

ley mill. The entire cost of the new mill, com
pleto, is about 8120,000. Tho firm have shown

a great deal of enterprise in building and fitting

up such a splendid mill.

Improvements are being made in the vicinity

of the Chaudiere. Just below the Union Sus-

pension bridge a portion of the low water rock

island is being removed. At high water it

divided the current and caused it to be so

strong along either of the docks that it was im

possible for steamers to bring up barges to load

until near the middle of June, six weeks gener

ally being lost. It is thought the removal of

rock will prevent this in the future. At the

head of the Chaudiere slides a new bulkhead is

being put in.

Later.

October 25th.—All the saw mills in this

locality are now running full time, the rise in

the water having allowed a plentiful supply of

logs to be got down. Recent rains caused the

Ottawa to rise over a foot in a few days, and

navigation of the river between this point and

St. Anne's has been much improved thereby.

Barges which were compelled to leave the

Chaudiere with a little more than a half load

for five or six weeks past are now able to carry

some 50,000 feet more, and with a little further

rise will be able to take their full loads. The
freight business has improved within the past

week, and will be brisk from now until the

closo of navigation. The saw mills will continue

to run until closed by the frost, as the mill

owuers are anxious to produce all the lumber

possible, owing to the present excellent demand.

Owing to the lack of logs, caused by low water,

the cut of lumber by the mills of this section

this season will be greatly reduced. It is esti-

mated that it will not be much more than two-

thirds of the quantity manufactured last season.

A. great deal of time was lost by most mills, some of

which have not averaged more than half-time,

consequently the cuts of these mills will be

scarcely more than one-half of what they should

be, or what was counted upon at the beginning

of operations in the spring.

The lumber market is firm, very few sales

being made, as an increase of price is looked for

by the lumbermen. In either lumber or freight

rates there are no changes to note.

A great many men are being sent to the

woods this fall, and indications arc that more

logs and square timber will be taken out than

for many winters past. The wages paid are

good, being considerably in advance of those of

last fall.

The log drives on the Upper Ottawa and the

Gatineau are progressing favorably, and will be

got through all right now in the course of a

couple of weeks.

Holland Brothers, of this city, are building a
saw mill upon their timber property in Wert
Portland, Ottawa County, and will have it

running in the spring.

Men in the employ of the Upi>er Ottawa
Improvement Company are counting the logs

lying on the shores of Alluinette Lake, which

will not be brought down until next spring.

LOMMIV, ONT.

From Our Own Correspondent.

October 22.—I read a long article in the

London Free Press, of yesterday, of the discovery

of immense tracts of pine lands discovered

north-east of the Georgian Bay by Col. Win,

Mercer, a railroad engineer of great experience.

He penetrated 100 miles up the Spanish River

inland from Georgian Bay and found pine

forests of an area sufficient to supply building

material to Canada and the West for the next

hundred years ! If all this is true, we have a

bonanza. The Spanish River to the base of

this widely extended land of pine is said to be

wonderfully adapted as a logging stream, being

devoid of rapids or other impediments its entire

length. But we must await further develop-

ments before purchasing our " little hatchet."'

Since my last letter two weeks ago there has

not been much lumber moving in this market,

and the expected spurt has not yet come,

though merchants are not complaining and

prices rule as high as when I last wrote you. I

had a conversation last night with the largest

lumber merchant here, and he informed me that

there is the greatest difficulty in getting G.W.
R. cars loaded from the north, but that in

respect to G.T.R. cars there is no difficulty, in

fact he says we are perhaps better off here in

the West than the Toronto merchants find

themselves. It is understood that the G.T.R.

,

the Northern Railroad, and H. & X. W. com-

bined have each put on 150 cars, making 300

cars, to be devoted especially to our western de-

mands, and that these cars are not allowed to

be sent east. The consequence is that lumber

by the G. T. R. arrives promptly, and there are

no reproachful epithets in the lumberman's vo-

cabulary on this score.

Notwithstanding the quietness in lumber the

demand for building supplies from the mills is

very brisk, and nearly all here have abundance

of uncompleted contracts on hand. The Mes.-rs.

Green's new mill is fast approaching completion

and they expect to be at work again in about

two weeks.

Mr. Hargreaves' estate U being rapidly wound

up. The sale of the mill by auction took place

yesterday and realized $1,300, upon which there-

is said to be a mortgage of $1,000. The contents

of the lumber yard will be auctioned off to-day.

The stock, however, is small, consisting of pine

and hemli>ck, aud some matched fWriug and

siding. ^
Shingles are now plentiful, but the prices are

unchanged. Lath is also plentiful and un-

changed.

My report for this market is,—quiet but firm,

with prospect bright for the spring.

QUOTATIONS.

Mill cull boards and scantling $10 00'

Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths. 11 00
" " 10 and 12 in. stocks 11 50 I

Common boards, promiscuous widths 13 00

Scantling and joist, up to 16 ft 14 00
" 18 ft 14 50
•' 20 ft 15 50

22 ft 16 50
24 ft Is 00

Common stocks 14 00

Common 2 in. plank 13 00

utting up plank and boards IS 00

Sound dressini; stocks 17 00'

Clear and picks 31 (KM

Three uppers. Am. inspection 85 "0

inch drvssed and matched flooring 20 00
•• •• >« " 20 00
" " •• • SO 00

XXX sawn shinsles, ¥ M S 00

Lath per 1000 feet 4 00

Dr Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry cures

summer complaints, diarrluva, dysentry, cholera

morbus, cholera infantum, sour stomach, colic, nausea,

oiniting, canker, piles and all manner of fluxes.
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ST. JOHN, V B.

From Our Own Correspondent.

The Muirhead, Snowball, and other large

mills of the Miramichi, are now running full

time, and there will be few logs left over this

season.

Guy Bevan & Co., St. John, have a contract

with P. Loggie to have four millions sawn this

season. Mr. Loggie's mill has one of the

Waterous 35-horse power rotary steam gaws,

and is doing thorough work, and although guar-

anteed to cut 20,000 feet per day, it has with

the same engine, carriage, and saw frame, dur-

ing the last four years, sawn inside of ten hours

34,000 superficial feet of spruce timber, and has

averaged for the month 30,000 feet per day.

The weekly average for the season has been

28,000 to 31,000 superficial feet of 3 inch deals

and inch boards per diem, and this from spruce

logs, averaging 10 pieces to the thousand feet.

The quantity of shooks manufactured this

year will be less than last, when 45,000 were

made for shipping smelts to the United States.

The Harbor at the present writing has a bare

appearance. Shipping is scarce and there is very

little doing.

English freights are dull at present, there

being little demand for tonnage. We hear of

one charter being effected at 55s. for Cork Quay
direct, and the steamer Teddington was taken

at the same low rate.

American freights are firm, especially for

Boston, for which port vessels can readily

obtain S3.00 per M. The rate for New York is

not quite so high, 83.50 being about the present

figure.

The English market does not present any
marked change to report. The price of deals

should be better on the other side, as the stock in

Liverpool is not so great as at this time last

year. AVe append a comparative table of im-

port, consumption and stock of N.B. deals in

the Liverpool market from the 1st of February

up to the 1st of October, 1880 and 1881 :—
1880. 1881.

Import (standards) 59,963 40,003

Consumption 54,919 54,277

Stock 26,272 17,099

The American market is in as good a condi-

tion as when last reported. Lumher of good

lengths and widths command ready sale, and
laths are worth 81.75 in Boston, and S1.90 to

$2.00 in New York.

Deals at present are scarce, and good dimen
sion lots are worth 89.50. We have had heavy
rains recently, which will be the means of

bringing down a great many logs, and mills

which have been before idle will very soon re-

sume operations.

Oct. 22nd, 1881.

From Another Correspondent.

DEALS.

There is very little to remark with reference

to movements in deals since the date of last re-

port. Our stock was about exhausted at the

first of the month
; shipments since have conse-

quently been on a moderate scale, about keeping

pace with the local production, so there is no
material change in the position of the trade

locally.

LOGGING OPERATION'S.

The preparations for operating in the woods
the coming winter, have, as yet, shown very

little activity ; there appears to be conj

•iderable doubt as to the extent the opera-

tions are likely to be carried on. The cost of

getting out logs must be greater than for several

years past ; supplies and wages will all be
higher, besides the increasing difficulties on
account of the scarcity of trees, except at

greater distances both for hauling and driving,

all tend to add to the cost of the logs. It is

doubtless owing to such considerations that

Operators manifest some hesitation in their pre-

parations.

FREIGHTS.

There is no change to notice in the freight

market. We quote 57s. 6d. as about the rate

for Liverpool, London, etc., the few transac

tion* of a recent date having been at or about
that figure.

SHIPPING.

.Since the heavy clearances on the first of the
month our fleet continues very small, and is not

likely to be materially increased this season.

The following is a list of the vessels in port,

with their tonnage and destinations :

—

W. D. Wallet, 1413, Adelaide orders.

Malville, 924, Melbourne.

Adept, 1102, Liverpool or London.

E. Sutton, 545, West Coast of England.

Kilverdale, 1190, Liverpool or London.

Lalia, 391, Bougie, Afriea.

Hypatia, 738, Liverpool or Bristol Channel.

Sarah B. Cann, 757, Liverpool.

Win, Stephenson, 749, United Kingdom
M. A. Palmer, 299,

Pu9naes, 503, United Kingdom.

SHIPMENTS.

The shipments of deals and other sawn lumber

are as follows :

—

For Europe 5,073,000 Sup. feet.

" United States 3,211,000 "

" South America 514,000 "

October 22nd, 1881.

ALBANY.
River freights are steady :

To New York, Tji M ft $ @1 00
To Bridgeport @1 37i
To New Haven @1 374
To Providence, Fall River and Newport.. . . 2 00@2 25
ToPawtucket 2 25(82 50
To Norwalk 1 25@1 30
To Hartford @2 00
To Norwich (82 00
To Middletown (81 75
To New London @1 75
To Philadelphia (82 00

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

—

Pine, clear, %> M $53 00(363 00
Pine, fourths 48 00@58 00
Pine, selects 43 00(353 00
Pine, good box 15 O0@30 00
Pine, 10-in. plank, each 00 38@00 42
Pine, 10-in. plank, culls, each 00 O0@00 22
Pine boards, 10-in 00 26@28 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, culls 00 18@00 19
Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft., ¥ 11 25 00@30 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft 25 00(830 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 13 ft 28 00@30 00
Pine, U in. siding', select 00 00(842 00
Pine, IJ-in. siding-, common 16 00@19 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, select 00 O0@42 00
Pine, inch siding, common 16 00@19 00
Spruce, boards, each .. 00 00@00 16
Spruce, plank, lj-in., each 00 00@00 20
Spruce, plank, 2-in., each 00 00(800 30
Spruce, wall strips, each 00 11@00 12
Hemlock, boards, each 00 00@00 13
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 00 O0@00 31
Hemlock, joist, 2ix4, each 00 00@00 33
Hemlock, wall strips, 2x4, each 00 00@00 10
Ash, good, $ M 38 00@45 00
Ash, second quality, f? M 25 00@30 00
Cherry, good, ?M 60 00(370 00
Cherry, common, |M 25 O0@35 00
Oak, good, $) M 38 00(343 00
Oak, second quality, %) M 20 O0@25 00
Basswood, $ M ...rrrr 25 O0@28 00
Hickory, ?M 36 O0@40 00
Maple, Canada, $ M 26 00@30 00
Maple, American, per M 25 00(828 00
Chestnut, f M 35 00@40 00
Shingles, shaved, pine, %t M 0 O0@ 6 25

" 2nd quality 0 00(ffi 5 00
" extra, sawed, pine 0 00@ 4 40
" clear, " 0 00@ 3 30
" cedar, mixed 0 O0@ 3 25
" cedar, XXX 0 00© 4 00
" hemlock 0 00@ 2 25

Lath, hemlock, # M o 00@1 624
Lath, spruce, " O 00@1 874
Lath, pine, '" 0 00@ 2 00

CHICAGO.
CARGO QUOTATIONS.

Joistand scantling, greenjOrdinarylengths$10 50(2'>11 00
Joist and scantling, green, 20 feet and over 12 00(315 00
Mill run, choice green 16 50(3 21 00
Mill run, medium, green 13 00(316 50
Mill run, common, " 11 75(513 00
Shingles, standard 2 35(8 2 45
Shingles, extra A 2 45@ 2 65
Lath 1 85@ 1 90

LAKE FREIGHTS.
Manistee $2 374@2 50
Muskegon 2 00
Ludington 2 12J@2 25
Grand Haven 2 00
Menominee 2 25
Sturgeon Bay 2 25 @2 374
White Lake 2 124
Ford River 2 124@2 25

SAGINAW VALIEY.

The lumberman's Gazette, of October 25, says

there is a sharp demand in this market for good

stock, and the coarser grades are meeting with

a fair call. A number of eastern dealers are in

the market picking up all the desirable lots

that can be obtained. Some extra stock has

been disposed of at big prices, sales being re-

ported of 140,000 feet at $10, 820, and $35 ;

300,000 feet at $8, $16, and $36 ; 2,000,000 feet

at the same figures by commission dealers

;

500,000 feet at $7.75, $15.50, and $36 ; 700,000

feet at $9, 818, and 838 ; 1,000,000 feet at $15

straight ; 500,000 feet at $7, $14, and $35 ; one

choice lot at $10, 820, and $40 ; and a small

lot of extra stock rom three, circle Cass river

Jogs at $19 straight.

.

The demand for shingles is strong, and all the

stock offering is quickly taken. Standard

brands XXX commanded 83.20(^3.30, and clear

butts 82.10(«j2.20.

The shipments of forcht products from the

port of Hay City for the week ending October

22nd were as follows :

—

Lumber, feet 24,380,500

Shingles 3,130,000

Lath 800,000

Barrel headings 400

The total shipments of lumber, nliir:; -> and

lath from the river for the season to October 22,

were as follows :

—

Lumber, feet 689,975,686

Shingles 123,709,000

Lath 14,508,000

General quotations are :

—

Shipping culls $ 7.00@ 9.00
Common 14.00@18.00
Three uppers 33.00@38.00

BOSTON.

October 22.—The Journal of Commerce says

the utmost satisfaction is expressed on all sides

at the condition of the market and the good

trade which has been enjoyed for the past three

or four months. It is a long time since the

yards could show such a small accumulation of

stock on the approach of winter. This fact

alone is evidence of what has been going on

during the summer months. Choice grades of

stock are just as dear, in the eyes of holders, as

they were months ago, and consumers have to

submit to current rates or go without a supply.

Refuse and commons sell fairly, .although they

are not in the favor they once were. Hardwoods

continue in good demand, and anything choice

is held for high figures. Values generally are

firm throughout.
CANADA PINE.

Selects, Dressed $4S 00@50 00
Shelving, Dressed, lsts 40 00(842 00

" " 2nds 33 00(835 00
Dressed Shippers 27 00@29 00
Dressed Box IS 00@20 00
Sheathing, 1st quality 42 00(845 00

" 2nd " 34 00(335 00

TONAWANDA.
CARGO LOTS—SAGINAW INSPECTION.

Three uppers $40 00(845 00
Common 17 50(820 00

Culls 11 50(812 50

«

LIVERPOOL.

Messrs. Farnworth & Jardine report that

business during the month has been very inac-

tive ; there has, been a small import, and the

consumption has been correspondingly small, as

is invariably the case when there is little landing.

Stocks generally are ample, Baltic fir and spruce

deals being almost the only exceptions, and these

are unusually light.

Messrs. Duncan, Ewing & Co. state that with

a moderate import during the past month there

has been less pressure to make sales from the

quay, and this, together with a somewhat lan-

guid demand, has lessened the apparent con-

sumption. The market continues in a quiet

condition, and any pressure of importations

would most probably cause prices to give way.

Messrs. Dobell & Co.,"in their timber market

report, dated October 1st, state that during the

month of September the import of square timber

of all kinds has been 8,000 loads less, and of

deals and boards of all kinds 13,000 standards

less than the corresponding month last year.

Taking into consideration this curtailment in

imports, we think the consumption during the

month may be considered as fairly satisfactory.

There is, without doubt, a better feeling in our

trade, but we would wish strongly to impress

upon shippers that this cannot be matured into

any tangible improvement, unless we have very

moderate imports for the next few months.

Spruce deals have advanced in value, and are

now firmly held at £7 5s., at which price late

sales of St. John have beenjmade.

< .

LONDON.

The Timber Trades Journal, of Oct. 8, says

that at a sale on the 5th Quebec goods were

dull, and several parcels were submitted under

reserve without elicting a bid. These were all

first-class shipments, but possibly buyers did

not care to venture a bid, not knowing where

it might land them. The upset price of 3rds,

3x11 in., 12 and 13 ft., Gilmour's C brand, ex

Arran, imported last year, was £9 15s., and for

the 4ths £8 10s. to £8 15s., while undersized

were quoted at £7 5s. A portion of the goods

imported last July ex Ht. Pauli, also ben
Quebec, were quoted even lower than tbo*e just

enumerated without finding a buyer, viz., £0

for 11 ft., and £8 L5s. for 'J and 10 ft. These

figures seemed reasonable enough to tempt

s|>eculators, but whether they were within the

holding price we cannot say. It is very likely

another 5s. would have secured them. Buyers,

however, like to make the prices for themselvee ;

nevertheless several parcels of reserved goods of

other descriptions were sold without any diffi-

culty . Compared with » hat low quality stuff

from the Baltic j.»orts is now obtaining, the

Quebec prices would not be dear at another 10-.

We have the assurance of the Quebec papers,

and other information from private source*,

that the production is not likely to be as much
as was expected ; while the trade between the

Dominion and the United States in pine- ]<..••. i-

continually increasing, which must tell sooner

or later on the supplies of pine to this country.

Still either the stuff is not consumed here at its

former rate, or else it meets with more favor

outside the saleroom : anyhow offered under the

hammer goods of the kind appear to move
slowly, while for other descriptions the demand
seems unabated.

We have added to our p]ant all the latest improved
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture of Printers Furnilure, facilities for executing
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continent.
A large assortment of various cuts constantly on hand.

FLEMING & SON,
Ll4 26 Colbome St., Toronto.
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ELECTRICIAN,
4 QUEEN STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

Trusses for HERNIA, Rupture,
Tlie most Durable and Beneficial Itlnd known to Medical Science always in

Stock, and fitted to the Body at Beasonable Prices.

BATTERIES FOR BATHS,
Of Special Sizes, made to order, both for Public and Private Use ; and

FARADIO BATTERIES always on hand. PRICES LOW. lyiA7

ROBIN

594

Manufacturers

Leather,

Suppl:

National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA

1u\f

manufacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
military Enoampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
mildew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

OPEN FOR USE

b27

made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAM If

BEDS (Bradley's Pateut) the best bed ever invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x G in. ; 3 feet long, weighing
only U pounds, but strong enough to bear the
weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
$®~Special rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

202 Sparks Street, Ottawa

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article euer offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure in drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding: House use. These Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet
Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Stoves are as follows :—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-lnch holes, with ample room between, and one oven 10 x 24 x 26.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-lnch potholes, with two/ivens, each 16

x 21 x 20. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonial
from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since I

commenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
reliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

The Best Stove I nave ever Csed.
Peterborough, May 31, 1S80.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove 1 ha*e ever
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Yours truly, TllOS. GEO. HAZLITT.

The Stove for Lumbermen,
Peterborough, June 1st, 1S80.

Adam HALL, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and find
it is very satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highlv.

Yours truly, IRWIN i BOYD,

Gives the Greatest satisfaction.

Pbterborocoii, June 3rd, ISsO.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. HILLIARD, M.P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED

All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.

The Best Axes in the World

!

Single, Double and Triple Steel, 28 Patterns.

And BurreU's, Warnock's, and Dundas Axes, made specially for the Lumber Trade
j

repacked any weights without extra charge. Lindsay Pattern of Broad anfl Blocking-

Axes. LANCE TOOTH SAWS, warranted good. P. Jewill & Sons iHartford, Conn.)

LEATHER BELTING. 2d CUT FILES. LATH YARN. Mill and Shanty Hardware.

No. 1 LARD OIL. Heavy HAMES, BUCKLES and HARNESS TRIMMINGS.

Ballard and other RIFLES, from $10 each. Large assortment of CARTRIDGES.

GEORGE STETIIE.il. Peterborough. Out.

Importer, Jobber and Retail Dealer in Hardware.
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T EMERY WHEEL COMPANY, Limited

GILBERT HART, Detroit, JAMES T. BARNARD, Hamilton, SAMUEL BEIOGS, EDamilton,
President. Secretary-Treasurer. Superintendent.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

Neither Animal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in their composition, they are NOT LIABLE
TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while

They Surpass All Other Wheels for Free Gutting and Durability.

We refer to the following well known Saw Manufacturers for Opinions as to the Quality of our Wheels :

Messrs. SHURLEY & DIETRICH,
GALT.

Messrs. R. H. SMITH & CO.,

ST. CATHARINES.

JAMES ROBERTSON, ESQ.,

MONTREAL.

Messrs. JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.,

TORONTO.

WE ALSO REFER TO

WILLIAM HAMILTON, ESQ

,

PETERBOROUGH,
Manufacturer of the Covell Saw Sharpeners.

Messrs. H. B. RATHBUN & SON,
DESERONTO,

Lumber Merchants. lyno
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DAVID JONES'
CELEBRATED

Cast Steel Table Cutlery
IdKBest Cast Steel, Warranted.^S^r

Edge Tool & Cutlery Works, Woodstock, O.
L21-ly

Awarded Diploma and Medal by the New Brunswick Government in 1873.

iJl
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GRAYS PATENT

ROLLER MILL

A Model of Perfection !

Every Mill a Success !
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The Crowning Triumph of the Sell Organ
The Bell Orgnns have just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English

and American makers. This, along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
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The Machine is Perfect in all its adjustments, and RUNS
WITHOUT NOISE.

It is doing Better Work than any other Machine in use.

Automatic Lubrication of Principal Bearings.

Driven entirely by BELTS.
Differential Speed always insured.
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The Bell Organ Manufactory is the Largest, and Oldest in the British Empire, and the faot that
we have sold nearly 15,0(10 proves that they are the best in the market. We GUARANTEE ALL
OUR ORGANS lor five years Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catologue mailed free.

L17
W. BELL &c CO.

41 to 47 East Market Suqare, GTJELPH, Ont.

WEYMAN'S NEW IMPROVED PATENT

o r e e 1 a i n R oils
The BEST ROLL FOR MIDDLINGS in the world. Over 6000

in use in this country and Europe. Send for particulars.

MILLER BROS, k MITCHELL,
Nos. 110. 112, 114 and 116 KING STREET

MONTEEAL.
SOLE LICENSEES FOR DOMINION.

Manufacturers of Improved Hoisting Machinery, MINING
and CONTRACTORS' PLANT. Importers of BEST STEEL
WIRE ROPE. Mention this Paper. tM u-
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LUMBERMEN
Will always find a Large Stock of

Shanty Blankets

HORSE BLANKETS
At LOWEST Mill Price, at

JNO. MAG

TOEONTO.
'Send Sample Order for our LINED SHAPED

HORSE RUG, a Specialty, highly recommended for

Wear and Warmth
6l22

A. LBARMONTH& Co.
ENGINEERS AND FOUNDERS,

MANUFACTURER OF

Steam Engines, Rotary Pumps, of all sizes, for Paper

and Pulp Mills, Steam Pumps, and a Variety of other

Pumps, Propeller Engines for Yachts & Tow Boats.

L24-ly

Iron Railings, Hoisting Machines for Stores, Jack Screws, Park
Mills, all kinds of Machinery for Mines, Saw Mills, Flour Mills.

St. Paul St., QUEBEC.

ABRAMS & KERR
MANUFACTURERS OF

Steam Engines, Mill Gearing, Rotary Mills, Shafting,

Planers, Hangers, Pulleys, Variety Moulders.

SPECIAL MACHINERY MADE TO ORDER

Latest Improved Spool and Bobbin Machinery.

Every Variety of Heavy and Light Casting.
i.24-ly

Foundry and Machine Shop on City Road,

ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

Northey s Steam Pump Works
BOILER FEED PIMPS,

AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMPS,

STEAM FIRE PUMPS, and

WRECKING PUMPS.

MINING PIMPS,

PUMPS SPECIALLY ADAPTED for

OIL PIPI MHE&

And CITY WATER WORK>.

No. 47 King William Street.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO
SEHSTTD FOR CIBCtTLAE. U71y

OAK HALL
Nos. 115, 117, 119, 121. King St. ast. Torono.

We arc the most Extensive CLOTHIERS in Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the interest of onr Customers. Our stock is FI LL of the

very hest goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables ns to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.
We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address:—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. ljxlS
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EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emery Wheels are now almost In universal use for the purpose of gullettlng and gumming saw*. Statistic* show from

25,000 to 30,000 suw-mills in Die United States. Many of these run only a sh gle saw each". A one-saw mill would use one or two
wheels a year, costing $3 to $1 each, and when such small mills order single Emery Wheels from the factory, the express charges
often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality of Emery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand so
fickle, that storekeepers could not allbrd to carry them In stack. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have become as staple
an article as Files, and every dealer In saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sl/.c-h In sUx;k,

Large dealers order stocks of $500 to $750 worth at a time. Haw (iummlog Wheels arc used with the edge (or face) square, round
or beveled. .Probably seven-elgths of all In use are beveled.

Tue principal sizes are:

8x4
8x|
8x|

J in. hole.

10x4
10x1
lOxA
10x5

J in. hole.

12x
12x
12x

12xt
12xi |

12x1 J

Holes,

f jf, I and 1 inch.

Probably more wheels 12xJ, 12xJ and 12x1 are D8«d than all the other sizes together. Saw Gumming Wheels are used,

however, of all sizes up to21xlJ. The most frequent complaint is that Emery Wheels harden tho saw so that a file won't touch It.

The answer is that, you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,
leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 33} per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those
who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the saw lightly a second time (after going all over It once), and this second
touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

.A. QTJESTIOlSr OIF QUALITY.
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers In, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

".Extra Soft " wheel like the '• Pocono." We believe that money lost through the rapid woar of the wheel Is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to

adopt our views, we make several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tacile), that we can furnish
qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us know what It Is, and we can send you a Tanite Wheel of similar quality. Our regular
classification of Saw Ciummlng Wheels Is as follows

:

CLASS 2. MEDIUM—HARD.—This Wheel is the Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gamming Wheels used are " Class 2.

It cuts fast and keeps its shape well. Some think it too hard, some too soft. We prefer the " Pocono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM SOFT.—The same as to coarseness aud fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, and therefor freer cutting wheel.

CLASS "POCONO." EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. It Is both finer In grain and softer than either of the above. As a Saw Gumming Wheel, Class " Pocono " is
speoially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a free cutting wheel that will not create much heat.

Illustrated Circulars and Catalogue, showing Cuts of Saw Uuuimiiig Machines, and Shapes, Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on npplieatlou.

The Tanite Co. Stroudsburg, Monroe Co, Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.

M. Covel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener

!

Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW JUL^ MILL MACHINERY!

STEAM FEED!
I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put In several which aregivinT the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials:—

Graveniiurst, August 20th, 1S80.

Wm, HAMILTON, Esq., Peterborough.

Dear Sir— 1 have used your Steam Feed for near four
months, and it has given me perfect, satisfaction in every
way; it, is admitted by every person who has seen it work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since I put it into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long In one in I nine.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages In-
stantly. 1 am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short, logs. 1 consider 1 have cut more
lumber than will nay for the Steam Peed sluco I got It

than I would have cut had 1 not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Graveniiurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1SS0.

Wur. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.

Dear Sir—Tho Steam Feed you put In Is working splen-
didly. Yours, &c,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for all

sizes of Gang or circular Mills, Span or Double Circulars

for SlabblngSmall Logs. My Patent Jack Chain fordraw-

Ing logs into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the

Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sires of Edgers, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, Power Gum mers, and ail Machinery used In a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; also, small Hand Gum-
mers for use In the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary

Pumps of different sires, for Fire Protection Id Mills, &c.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel Is the great consideration, along

with uniformity ot speed, such as is required in Grist and

Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. I feel

Justified lu saying that ourStyle, Workmanship and Finish

on this Engine will be no discredit to its reuowu, and cer-

tainly Is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

I have them working at 2* pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. Ll°

PETERBOROUGH, OISTT.
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The new mill s for the Georgian Bay Lumber-

ing Co. are under contract and the work is being

pushed on with the greatest speed. The ma-

chine shops are built and taken possession of,

and the stone foundation of the mill is nearly

completed.

A. J. Geigee, Philadelphia, is reported as

having the largest lumber warehouse under one

roof in the United States. It is 164 feet wide

and 200 feet long. It required 13,000 square

feet of tin for the roof, which is so arranged

that it can be opened when the weather is fair,

and closed when it is stormy.

THE ONTARIO BANK.

We regret to learn, directly and indirectly,

that some of the depositors and note holders of

the Ontario Bank have become alarmed at re-

cent developements, and are withdrawing their

deposits and refusing to take its notes as usual,

notwithstanding that there is not the slightest

ground for alarm on their part.

Did we for a moment think that there is the

slightest possibility of any of its creditors suffer-

ing inconvenience, much less loss, by the

Ontario Bank, we should be the the last to dis-

couraging them taking every possible means of

securing themselves, but as matters stand we
deem it our duty to discourage everything

tending to discredit this Bank's entire solvency

so far as the public is concerned.

It is unfortunately too true that through past

management, a considerable portion of the

Stockholders' money has been lost, but taking

even the most gloomy view of the state of its

affairs, and accepting Mr. Holland's report as

certain to be fully realized, the bank still pos-

sesses undoubted assets, which amount to with-

in a fraction of one hundred and thirty-five

cents for every dollar which it owes to the pub-

lic. But perhaps the best evidence that the

Bank is thoroughly solvent so far as its credi

tors are concerned, is the fact that notwithstand-

ing Mr. Holland's proposal to reduce each 8100

of its present stock down to 850, yet the

(speculators in both the Montreal and Toronto

markets are paying about 860 for every 8100 of

its present stock or for every 850 of the new

stock, which is equal to a premium of twenty per

cent, on the stock as reduced. This is the

stronger possible proof that those most likely

to be best informed still place a very substantial

value upon its stock, and believe that things are

likely to turn out much better than Mr. Hoi

land '* estimate. 15': that as it may, however, it is

quite clear that this stock cannot be worth a

ingle cent, unless there Ixs a surplus after pay-

in-,; every creditor. The Stockholders are the

only ones which can suffer by the bank's losses,

and that being the case we have no hesitation in

rtrongly deprecating any action on the part of

any of its creditors calculated to increase the

already neriotia loss of its profirietors.

CANADA'S RESOURCES.

IMMENSE TRACTS OF PINE LANDS DISCOVERED

NORTH OF THE GEORGIAN BAY.

Col. William Mercer, a railway engineer of

large experience, passed through Chicago a day

or two ago to commence the survey for the

Quincy, Vandalia and Eastern road. The
Colonel brought the first tangible information

from the mysterious exploring expedition which

recently left a port on the Lake Huron shore

and proceeded to the mouth of Spanish River,

on the Georgian Bay, where they dismissed the

steamer which had taken them thus far, and

took to small boats, in which they proceeded up

the river one hundred and fifty miles, penetrat-

ing a region little known to the white man,

and which the Candian Government has never

yet
SURVEYED OR EXPLORED.

The expedition was gotten up so quietly that

only a few persons interested in the result of

the exploration knew of its destination. Its

abandonment of the steamer on the shores of

the Georgian Bay was a matter of wonderment

even to the officers of the boat, who could not,

though they tried hard, guess the object of all

the preparations which they found awaiting the

voyagers at the mouth of Spanish River, and

the extended trip of the adventurous little

party at least awakened in the minds of friends

at home fears that some serious disaster had

overtaken them in this wild and unknown re-

gion. Launched upon Spanish River, the voy-

agers proceeded leisurely, noting the depths and

currents of the stream, the magnitude of which

surprised them more and more as they ascend-

ed. Reaching a point 100 miles inland from the

Georgian Bay and the limit of Government

surveys, the party landed and prepared to

penetrate the great unexplored region before

them. Here began the work that from its

results may in the not far distant future open

up a new and almost inexhaustible source of

lumber supply. This, in fact, was the primary

object of the expedition—to investigate the

resources of this region as regarded the growth

and quality of pine timber, and discover if such

forests, could they be found, could be utilized

when the pine supply of Michigan should be

exhausted.

Establishing a base line six miles in length,

the surveyors moved forward, sending outside

parties, and in this way covered an area of 75

square miles. They found the pine timber of a

superior quality, exceeding that of the Michi-

gan forests, and in such quantities as to convince

them that they had discovered a source which

would furnish building material for Canada and

the West
FOR THE NEXT HUNDRED YEARS

at least. It was estimated that the area sur-

veyed by them would furnish 24,000,000,000 feet

of lumber, and they had not begun, according

to the Indian guides, to penetrate this immense

forest tract. The explorers also encountered

small streams connecting with the Spanish

River, which, in the event of the future tapping

of this great lumber supply, would serve admir-

ably in floating the logs to the greater stream,

which is free from rapids and well adapted to

the logging trade. The value of this great pine

forest will perhaps be better understood when it

is stated that the entire stock of uncut timber

in the state of Michigan is estimated by practi-

cal engineers at only 35,000,000,000 feet.

In addition to this immense lumber supply,

the party found evidences of

VARIED AND EXTENSP7E MINERAL DEPOSITS,

which of themselves will in time serve to open

up this great wild region to the fuller and freer

knowledge -of the enterprising white man.

Spanish River, according to Col. Mercer, is

from its mouth to its rise, or as far as the ex

pedition navigated it, a splendid stream, devo^
of rapids or other impediments its entire length.

It runs through a grandly picturesque country,

with lofty cliffs and jutting precipices inter-

spersed here and there with lengthy reaches

of high plateaus. Its waters are of a good and

uniform depth throughout. This river, to

gether with the Ottawa River—the one running

south west and the other south-east—serve as

the
GREAT DRAINING AND IRRIGATING ARTERIES

to this widely extended land of the pine. The
Ottawa River, however, is obstructed by fre-

quently recurring rapids, and as a logging stream

has many disadvantages which could not be

overcome without the application of immense

labor and expense. Plodding along through

this almost interminable wilderness of pine,

the explorers were surprised and gladdened by
the voice of man coming from a source least

expected—in fact, they ran upon a party of

engineers engaged in the work of surveying for

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mutual greetings and congratulations were

exchanged. The railway surveyors had long

since cut loose from civilization, and yearned

for some means of communication with their

fellow-men. In accordance with these hopes

and longings their daily accumulations of mail

matter had been kept in the best state of pres-

ervation and at the foremost front, ready for

any chance benighted party like themselves

who would volunteer to carry them to their

destination. This package of letters, which

had assumed a goodly bulk, was taken in

charge by our pioneers and religiously packed

with their choicest instruments, in order that

their charge might be properly^ regarded and

respected.

Col. Mercer, who has been bred to eminent

practical work, soon found occasion to question

his newly acquired friends with regard to the

prospects and ultimate intentions of the Cana-

dian Government touching this great railway

project. He had, through his own knowledge

of the country, discovered that this road must

pass through

NEARLY 1,000 MILES ENTIRELY UNINHABITED,

in the largest portion of which the print of the

Indian moccasin has never been seen ; and yet

the Colonel, who is, as has been before stated,

an eminently practical man, could not see how
a road through such a country could be made to

pay. To the casual observer it would appear

that this vast tract of timber, with the accom-

panying mineral resources, as discovered by this

exploring party, gives promise of a successful

future to the railway enterprise that at its in-

ception has such a wide and otherwise apparent-

ly unprofitable gap between its remotely separ-

ated termini.

Gilnionr's New MU1.
The Advocate says that the work on Gilmour's

new mill at Trenton is being pushed with great

energy. Mr. Proper has arrived and is execut-

ing the plans made by Mr. Hall, who is the

draughtsman and architect. The frame of the

mill proper is made in sections, each story being

a section. The frame is up and also the two

extension wings. The men are putting on the

roof as fast as possible, so as to have it enclosed

before the cold weather sets in. It is a collossal

frame in the size of its timbers and the area it

covers. Mr. Proper tells us one gang similar to

those to be put in cut 123 logs in one hour. Mr.

Lester, sr., is pushing the new smoke stack

rapidly to completion. On Saturday it was

within 30 feet of its height. Messrs. Crow &
Sansom are driving on the boiler house with all

the forces they can well set to work. The front

of the new boilers, which will be tubular, will

be reversed to face the west, thereby securing a

better draught. The Miller Bros, have com-

pleted the stone foundation except the centre

stone work that is to bind the immensely large

gangs to the rock. There is to be three feet of

rock excavated, and then large bands of iron

will be laid down and stone work twelve feet

thick built over these irons, so that the gang

under great weight, when screwed down to the

irons, may be free from shake or jar. Mr. Gil-

mour, the engineer, has had four boilers put in

position in the new boiler house in connection

with the planing mill, and two of the boilers

now supply steam to the mill. The new engine

will shortly be in position, and then the present

small engine will be kept for electric light or

force pump purposes. The "Gehena " is about

100 feet out west of the large mill, and looks

like a great circle of rough hewn stone. It will

be surmounted with an iron furnace 30 feet in

diameter, into which refuse stuff from the mill

will be thrown, and will be kept burning day

and night while the mill is in operation.

Blackstose, the name of England's greatest!

lawyer, and the name of a well known lawyer's!

pen of Esterbrook's make. The stationers have'

them.
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OUR QUEBEC LETTER.
From Our Own Correspondent.

A LARGE SALE—PRICES OF OTHER TRANSACTIONS
-—STOCKS WINTERING—FURTHER PREPARA-

TIONS FOR THE WOODS—A FREIGHT DIFFI

CULTY—WRECKED CARGOES—MINING NOTES.

Quebec, Nov. 9th.—There is never very much

to report at this season concerning the lumber

trade, and the present fall is no exception.

There will be very little more timber shipped

here this season, the last cargoes being now

stowed away. There are not half a dozen timber

ships now in port, and these are principally

taking in deals for London and Glasgow. In

another ten days the last of them will have

sailed out of port, and in ten days more the

harbor may be covered with a sheet of ice.

Since my last letter the whole of the fine

lot of square white pine, shipped to this port

this fall from above Ottawa by the Q. M. O. &
O. R. R., and consisting of about 7,100 car

loads, has been sold to one purchaser,—Messrs.

A. F. A. Knight & Co. The price at which it
1

changed hands has not transpired, but it is re-

ported to be pretty well up to last published

quotations. This sale involves somewhere about

$200,000.

Mention may also be made of a good raft of

white pine, consisting of square and waney,

which has been sold during the past week, the

square averaging 48 feet, at 29 cents, and the

waney about 17 inches, at 32 cents.

The Nagle raft has.been sold here to Messrs.

R. R. Dobell & Co. For it also 29 cents has

been paid for white pine, but of 52 feet average,

and 32 cents for waney of 18 inches.

Red pine has been sold at 25| cents for 40

feet average, and 13 cents for 26 feet average.

No other lots have of late changed hands, nor

are any sales of oak or other hard woods report-

ed. Brokers state that prices have not changed

for other kinds of timber, but there being no

sales to report, it is not, of course, possible to

give figures that all will consider correct. As
may readily be imagined from the sales above

reported, and the small stocks hitherto held

here, there is not much to winter in first hands.

Mr. J. Bell Forsyth is just now collecting

details of the Quebec stocks for his annual re-

port and statement. Until the various returns

are in it will be impossible to give figures.

Lumbermen's agents are just now busy in

getting good lumbermen for the woods. Mr.

D. B. Charleson, of Sarnia, is here and has sent

up several gangs to get out oak on the scene of

his last season's operations. From all that can

be so far learned, it appears that about the

same amount of timber will be got out of the

woods in Canada this winter as last.

The packing box industry, which gives em-

ployment to a large number of hands at Mont
morenci and New Liverpool, threatens to suffer

somewhat by a curious freight difficulty. The
Grand Trunk Railway, it appears, refuse to

furnish more cars to transport the boxes to the

States, on the ground that American railways,

when they can get Canadian cars upon their

lines, run half their life out upon their own
roads before returning them, just, as it was re-

cently alleged, was done with American mail

bags by the Canadian postal authorities.

The latter portion of the Quebec Fall timber

fleet has been very unfortunate this season in

the Lower St. Lawrence, something like six

vessels loaded with timber, deals', &c, having

^een wrecked on their way home from this port.

Che value of the cargoes amount to over $80,000,

>ut of course in some instances all, or at least a

•ood portion, of the freight will be saved.

MINING NOTES.
A good deal of competition is anticipated

lere at the approaching sale by auction of

government mining lands. In Beauce matters

tre now proceeding very quietly, and rumour

<ays that remunerative yields of gold have been

found this season. Mr. Juncker, French engineer

from Paris, sent out purposely to report upon

the Beauce Mines, has completed his investiga-

tion. His report will not, however, be given to

the public until after it has been submitted to

ihe French capitalists.

There is some talk of opening up a new silver

nine in Charlevoix, but nothing has been defi-

\itely done so far in the matter.

SUBSCRlBE'to the^CANADA LUMBERMAN.

BRACEBRIDGE,
From Our Own Correspondent.

LIVELY TIMES—WAGES DROPPING—A LARGE CUT

PROMISED—TIMBER SALES—EXTENSIVE IM-

PROVEMENTS BY THE MUSKOKA BOOM CO.

—

TIMBER HUNTING FEVER.

November 4th.—Since I last wrote you things

have been lively here. There have been a great

many going into the woods. The prospects are

that there will be a larger stock got out the

present season than last. Everyone agrees that

the work is much farther advanced now than at

this time last year, and although men were

scarce and wages much higher, there is a much
better class of men in the woods now, and wages

are going down, $18 to $20 being about the

ruling wages now. The cut of board pine will

also be larger than last year, but it is too early

yet to give any figures. The weather has been

very wet for the last month or more, and the

streams are all up nearly to spring level. S. S.

Cook is taking advantage of this on the Little

East River, and has started to drive out his

timber that was stuck there last spring ; al-

though it is late, if the weather keeps mild they

are likely to get it out.

The drive on the Muskosh has reached the

mouth, but it is not sorted yet, and is not likely

to be this fall. Its progress has been very slow,

owing to the lowness of the water in the spring,

and so much west wind during the latter part of

the season. It is to be hoped that the Boom
Company will have better luck next year. I

see that they are doing some very necessary im-

provements, viz., on North Branch, dam at

Mary's Lake, which is completed ; also a slide

at Wilson's and another at Bracebridge ; on the

South Branch, a dam at Baysville, and a slide

at Hannah's Falls, both of which are completed
;

besides a slide at Grey's Falls, on the Muslcosh,

and I believe they contemplate a dam and slide

at Moon River. This will about complete the

improvements necessary on the rivers.

Owing to the Government having advertised

a sale of limits, the upper portion of our district

is swarmed with timber hunters, and from

present appearances, if they are all as anxious

to buy as they are to got information, they will

go high, for the fever appears to be at its height

just now. Nearly all the timber to be sold will

come down the Magnetawan and French rivers,

aria a good portion of it through Lake Nipissing.

Some few of the mills at Gravenhurst have shut
down, but the majority of the mills that get

their stock from this district are running yet,

and will run until it freezes up, but the cut will

not be as large as was anticipated in the spring,

the low water having kept back the logs.

Several timber limits have changed hands here

lately. The Muskoka Mill and Lumber Com-
pany bought from Cook & Bros, the south half

of Perry, and the north-east corner of Franklin,

it is said, for $23,000 ; and Caldwell & Son
sold the south portion of Franklin for $14,000,

and H. H. Cook sold six miles in Morrison for

$11,000. There have also been numerous
smaller purchases.

The article in your last issue, copied from the

Christian Quardian, is a little hard on the

shantymen, I think. The correspondent is one
of those that likes better to write than to go and
see for themselvas. It is quite evident that he

does not know what he is writing about.

A number of our lumbermen are now in Tor-

onto as witnesses in the suit between Petrie and
the Guelph Lumber Co., no doubt very much
against their will at this season of the year.

Mill Refuse Furnaces.
During the last week there has been shipped

from Mr. W. Hamilton's foundry the prepared
material for two mill refuse furnaces, one for

Byng Inlet, and the other for Port Severn.

Another will shortly be shipped to Waubau-
shene, and an extra large one will be made dur-

ing the winter for shipment to Trenton. These
burners, or furnaces, are immense circular struc-

tures of plate iron, lined with fire brick. They
are from twenty to thirty feet in diameter at

the base, and from one hundred to one hundred
and twenty feet high. With a well appointed
system of sawdust and slab carriers, the
premises about a saw mill may be kept as neat
as around a woollen factory. All the leading

mills are getting them.

THE ONTARIO TIMBER SALE.

As our readers will have noticed, by an adver-
tisement which appears in another column, the

Ontario Government will offer for sale by auc-
tion, at Toronto, on the Cth of December next,

Timber Limits covering a very large area of

territory in the Muskoka and Parry Sound
districts.

Although we imagine that intending buyers
at this sale will take steps to ascertain for them-
selves the character of the timber on these

limits, and the facilities afforded by nature for

getting it to market, yet it may not be out of

place for us to give a brief epitome of the re-

ports of the surveyors who laid out these town-
ships, with regard to the timber growing upon
them.

Mowat.—This township was surveyed in

1879 by Mr. T. Byrne, who reports that all that
portion of it lying south of concession line 10

and 11, and north between side line 30 and 31,

and the west boundary to French River, as

biunt country, and that the only pine of any
consequence in the township is to be found on
both sides of the Pickerel River, extending
about a mile inland.

Blair.—This township was surveyed in 1878
by Mr. T. Byrne, who remits that about 11,000
acres in the south-west corner had been burnt
over about fifteen years before, and had grown
up with small poplar, white birch, balsam,
spruce and scrub pine. About 21,000 acres

lying south of con. line 10 and 11 to Kawigamog
Lake, and west to lot 2.3, and all that part from
the 8th con. north to Pickerel River, and west
of side line 20 and 21, is heavily timbered with
black birch, pine, maple, hemlock, spruce, elm,

white oak, ash and tamarack, while all the rest

of this township had been burnt over about
three years before, leaving not a vestige of tim-

ber.

MoConkey.—Was surveyed in 1858 by Mr.
D. Beatty, who reports that from the south

boundary northward to a narrow belt along
Wolf River it is timbered with maple, birch,

basswood, and in some places hemlock, with
scattering pine, broken with small swamps of

cedar and tamarack, while immediately along
Wolf River, on either side, the country is broken
with ridges of rock and timbered with hardwood
and pine of good quality. Along the river from
about lots 20 and 21 to its outlet the pine has
been cut off. Eastward from lots 20 and 21, and
northward from the river, the timber is hard-
wood and pine,—in many places of superior

quality.

Laurier.—Was surveyed in 1878 by Mr.
Henry Lillie, who describes the township as

hilly,many of the hills reaching the heightoffrom
two to three hundred feet, while the timber is

principally mixed with hardwood, balsam,

spruce and pine, but not a sufficient quantity of

the latter for lumbering purposes. There is a
burnt district of about 5,000 acres in the S. E.
corner.

Joly.—Was surveyed in 1878 by Mr. T. O.

Bolger. The principal streams in this township
are the Magnetawan and South River. The
only pine of any consequence is found along the

flats of the Magnetawan, throughout the town-
ship. There is also good pine in the vicinity of

the South River. Away from these streams
the country is hilly and chiefly covered with
hardwood.

Patterson.—Surveyed by Mr. J. W. Fitz-

gerald in 1876, who says that the swamp timber
is chiefly spruce, while the uplands are covered
with maple, birch, and pine, and that a rather

extensive area of the north part of the township
has been burnt over, and the timber rendered
comparatively useless.

Sinclair.—Surveyed in 1876 by Mr. John
McAree, who says that in different parts of the
East River Valley there is a considerable

amount of very good pine, of moderate size.

Isolated pine trees also occur among the other

timber, which consists of maple, black birch,

hemlock, beech, balsam, basswood, cedar, &c.

Gird.—Was surveyed by Mr. J. W. Fitz-

gerald, who writes that there are only occasion-

al pines with an enormous quantity of magui
ficent black birch, with trunks three and four

feet thick, with a height of thirty and forty

feet, and which is of fine quality and color.

Machar.—Surveyed in 1876 by Mr. E.

Stewart, who says the whole township is well

timbered,—the swamps with spruce, cedar and

tamarack ; the swampy land with hemlock and

birch, with pine ridges, and on the higher land

with maple, birch and balsam.

Strong.—Surveyed by Mr. W. Beatty in

1876. About one-ninth of the area of this

township is occupied by a lake lying near the

centre. A belt of hardwood land along the

west side of the lake gradually rises to about

the height of one hundred feet, when it becomes

mixed with scattered pine and hemlock, with

occasional patches of birch and balsam. East

and north of the lake the land is rolling and

covered with hardwood and scattered pines,

and small patches of balsam and spruce

swamp.

Pringle.—Surveyed in 1876 by Mr. Fitz-

gerald, who states that the south-west portion

may be described as rugged and broken, scatter-

ed over with a sprinkling of white pine of fair

quality, but not in sufficient quantities to be

called a pine country. The south-east part of

the township is described as of better quality,

covered with scattered pine of good size, large

birch, and a fair growth of maple, hemlock,

beech, &c.

Loint.—Surveyed by Mr. Hermon in 1876.

The timber consists of maple, beech, birch,

balsam, spruce, pine, &c. The pine about the

Lake of Many Islands is said to be of value,

and may be got out via Deep Water River and

the Maganetawan.

Himsworth.—Surveyed in 1876 by Mr. Chap-

man, who reports the northern portion of the

township as having been formerly run over with

fire, and much valuable timber destroyed, a

small quantity of green pine in some places

being all that is left. The remainder is timbered

with maple, birch, oak, basswood, &c, on the

high ground, with cedar, pine, balsam, and

spruce along the valleys and streams running

into South River.

Bethink.—Surveyed in 1877 by Mr. A. B.

Scott, who says there is not much pine in this

township, and that it is doubtful if there is

sufficient to cause it to be set apart for lumber-

ing.

Procdfoot.—Surveyed by Mr. C. Y. Chap-

man in 1877. The timber is reported to consist

principally of hardwood, maple, beech and

birch, on the high lands, while on the lower

levels these are mixed with cedar, hemlock,

balsam and pine. Pine does not occur in large

groves, but generally scattered through the

other timber, the best localities being along

Loon Lake, and the stream running from it at

the head of Island Lake, and along the main

(South Branch) river eastward. A prove ..f

small pine occur at the north end of Sand Lake,

but of no great extent.

Mills.—Surveyed in 1877 by Mr. T. Byrne,

who says the southern portion of this township

contains some of the finest pine he had yet seen

in the Huron and Ottawa territory. He con-

siders this part of the township principally

adapted for lumbering purposes. The northerly

part has also some very good pine, though not

sufficient for lumbering purposes.

Hardy.—Surveyed by Mr. Bray in 1877. who
says on the whole the township cannot be called

a good pine township, although much valuable

pine exists in it. There is a great deal of cedar

scattered all over the township, which, though

large, is generally faulty and hollow-hearted.

Nipissing.—Mr. H. Lillie, who surveyed

this township, says that on the whole it is well

timbered. In the central and westerly portions

there are large tracts of fine hardwood, consist-

ing of maple, birch, beech, and ironwood, with

a mixture of basswood and hemlock. The

maple is said to be of good size, and among it

are many beautiful specimens of birds-eye, while

the birch is frequently three and four feet in

diameter.

Almost Yodng Again.—My mother was

afflicted a long time with neuralgia and a dull,

heavy inactive condition of the whole system
j

headache, nervous prostration, and was almost

helpless. No physicians or medicines did her

any good. Three months ago she began to use

Hop Bitters, with such good effect that she

seems and feels young again, although over 70

years old. We think there is no other medicine

fit to use in the familv. A lady in Providence.

R, I,

—

Journal,
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MILL MACHINERY FOR SALE,

A TURBINE WATER WHEEL, 50 inches, Steam

Cylinder 12 inches, with Steam Chest, Shafting and

other Saw Mill gearing. Address P. O. Box 352,

Barrie, Ont. ihZl

Timber Limits & Sawmill

FOE SALE.
The subscriber being anxious to concentrate and con-

solidate his business, on account of his age, will sell at

very low prices

—

1st. His Mills and Farm near the Bradford Station,

X.:rthern and North-Western Railway, together with

Limits in Ridout and Sherbourne.

2nd. The Portage and Canal connecting Black River

•with Lake St. John, and Lake St. John with Lake

Coachiching, in the Township of Rama.

3rd. Eight million feet of saw-logs now in Black River.

4th. About 4,000 acres of land in different townships.

If not sold at private sale, the above will be offered

to the highest bidder at some future time to be named,

as I intend to close all out and concentrate in Michigan,

where I now have mills.

All and any information can be had from Thompson
Smith & Son, Toronto, or James Durham at Bradford

""^25 THOMPSON SMITH.

Department of Crown Lands,
TORONTO, 6th Octobee, 1881.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT, UNDER AN
ORDER IN COUNCIL,

TIMBER BERTHS
In the undermentioned Townships in the

MUSKOKA and PARRY SOUND
DISTRICTS,

Will he offered for Sale by Public Auction at the De-

partment of Crown Lands at twelve o'clock noon,

On TUESDAY, the 6th
day of December next,

viz. :—Townships of Mowat, Blair, McConkey, Hardy,
Patterson, Mills, Sinclair, Bethune, Proudfoot, Gurd,

Slachar, .Strong, Joly, Laurier, Pringle, Lount, Nipis-

sing and Himsworth.
The area to be disposed of in the above Townships as

Timber Berths is upwards of 1,400 square miles, and to

suit all classes of purchasers each Township will, as

nearly as practicable, be divided into four berths.

Sheets containing conditions and terms of Sale, with

information as to Area and Lots and Concessions com-
prised in each Berth, will be furnished on application

personallv or by letter, to the woods and forests branch

of the Department, or to the Crown Timber Offices at

Ottawa, Belleville and Quebec, and the Office of T. E.

Johnston, Esq., Parrv Sound.
T. B. PARDEE,

4l24 Commissioner

P. PAYETT'S NEW IMPROVED

Adjustable Saw Guide

!

Can be adjusted without danger. You can take your
saw off witKout taking the guide off the frame.

All kinds of Brass & Iron Casting

PLAINING and TURNING done with
Despatch.. For particulars address :

CRAIG- & CAMERON,
PENETANCUISHENE. iy U7

ROBERT SfflALLWOOD
MANUFACTURER OF

The Patent LeuerFeed Shingle,

Box Board & Heading Machine

(Always takes First Prize.)

Rotary Saw Mills
IN FOUR SIZES, and other

MACHINERY for SAW and

GRIST MILLS.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR."^

CHARLOTTETOWN,
OA]/ Prince Edward Island

Union Street, Carleton,

Warerooms, Water Street,

ST. JOHN, N. B.

Allan Brothers
(Late of Harris & Allen)

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Steam Engines
AND

MILL MACHINERY.
Ships Windlasses, Iron Capstans

and Ships CASTINGS of all kinds.

Ships Cambooses & Cabin Stoves

COOKING AND HEATING

STOYES,
Shop, Office and Parlor Stoves, and Franklins.

Agricultural Implements.

BRASS CASTINGS.
Tin, Sheet Iron and Copper Ware for SHIP and

L22-lv HOUSE use.

Special Offer to

LUMBERMEN
To any person sending me this
advertisement and $25 within
the next 60 days, I will send a

Genuine WALTHAM, or
ELGIN WATCH,

in 6 ounce sterling Silver Cases,
Gold Joints, with a Written Guar-
antee for three years.

2T. CRTJMPTON"
83 King St. East, Toronto.

Any article in Watches, Clocks,
Diamonds, Jewellery, Silverware,

.etc., sent to any part of Canada,
' and Satisfaction Guaranteed or

Money Refunded.

We make a specialty
of Presentations.

Watch Repairing and
Jewelry manufactured
by best workmen only,
at reasonable prices.

/ "M'm

MONTREAL SAW WORKS
CD
P
CD
>~i
go

U2
0

1—'-
CD
CO

go

CO

o
0

go
0

All

MONTREAL, £5
P

4k cv %
rS». ?> ~t&> ^

correspondence^address to Chas. M. WHITLAW,

CO

>—*

.

CD

|
©
P

go
E3

Sec.

MANUFACTURER OF

Steam Engines and Boilers,
AND ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY.

Locomotives, Stationery and Marine Engines and Boilers, Girders, Heaters, Radia-
tors, and all kinds of Steam and Brass Fittings and Sheet Iron Work ; and dealer
in all classes of Railway, Steamboat and MILL SUPPLIES.
L24-ly 144 Upper Water Street, HALIFAX, N.S.

C. H. FLEWWELLING
mm

And ELECTROTYPER.
46 King Street, ST. JOHN, N.B.

^NEWEST DESIGNS AND BEST WORK.ia l24-1v

ggr* MACHINE CUTS A SPECIALTY.

ifTPI MB 8T1BE0TYPS FOUNDRY,

Having added the Latest Machinery to my
Foundry, and secured the services of a MOST
EFFICENT STAFF OF AMERICAN SKILLED
WORKMEN, I am prepared to execute all orders
with Promptness. Satisfaction guaranteed.

The Work Produced at my Foundry is ack-

nowledged to be equal to any in the United

States, and Superior to any in Canada.
yfSTOrders from the Country Promptly attended to.

£3TPlease address all Orders to

R. SMITH, 26 & 28 Colborne Street, Toronto.

:e\ IE. iDizxzonsr & oo.
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1S75

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1876

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, 1S77

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1879

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 18S0

International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, 1876

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and Discounts.
24L26

81 Colborne Street, Toronto
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FOREST TREE CULTURE.
BY HON. H. G. JOLY.

The following valuable article appears in the

last report of the Montreal Horticultural So-

ciety and Fruit Growers' Association of the

Province of Quebec :

—

The European traveller who visits only the

settled parts of this Province, is invariably dis-

appointed at the scarcity and meanness of our

trees. Of course, if he leaves the beaten tracks

of travellers, and goes far enough into the

wilderness, up the Ottawa and the St. Maurice,

be will see fine timber, but, in our settlements,

we can only show him, here and there, at long

intervals, one solitary elm, model of grace and

beauty, and the traveller will feel, as we do,

grateful to the man who spared that tree.

On a warm summer's day, the Desert of

Sahara, with its lovely oasis, would be sugges-

tive of coolness, compared with our country.

No trees to shade the dusty roads, to shelter the

panting cattle, to set off the neat white-washed

houses; only far away, hidden nearly out of

Bight, the patcli of small neglected timber which

the farmer is compelled by our stern winters, to

spare from tho general slaughter, as he will die,

without fuel.

If every acre of ground were covered with

valuable crops, one would try and get reconciled

to the absence of trees, and bow to the iron

rule of our age which converts everything into

cash. But what a small proportion of all that

ground is used profitably ! We can find plenty

of spare room for growing forest trees ;
they are

not only the most beautiful ornaments to a

country, and the most useful product of nature,

giving fuel, timber, shade, shelter, retaining

moisture and a protection against droughts, &c,

&c, but, considering the question from a, strictly

money-making point of view, the culture of

forest trees is perhaps the best and safest invest-

ment that can be made.

It is rather difficult, I admit, to induce

people to plant forest trees in this Province,

where, for generations, they have been brought

up to look upon the forest tree as their natural

enemy, to be got rid of at any cost, hacked

down, burnt out of the way (for want of a better

mode of disposing of it), and still troubling the

settler for years with its everlasting stump, an

obstacle to thorough cultivation. The children

and grandchild i on of the settlers remember too

well ; they cannot be expected to love the forest

tree, but self-interest ought to conquer instinct

and prejudice. With us, land is not too valu

able for forest tree culture. In Europe, where

land is scarcer and more valuable than it is here,

they plant, every year, thousands and thousands

of acres in forest trees.

To those who say that our country is too new,

to think of that, I will answer that New

Zealand, the Australian Colonics, India (so far

as the settlement of the land by Europeans is

concerned), are newer countries than ours, and

they are all taking active steps towards the

planting of forost trees on a large scale. In the

United States, the Federal as well as the States'

Governments encourage the culture of forest

trees by grants of land, and money, and exemp-

tion from taxation, and powerful societies are

co-operating with energy and liberality. The

Government of Canada has begun by offering

free grants to those who undertake the planting

of a certain number of trees on the Western

prairies, but I will here observe that it will re-

mire more active measures to set the people in

notion, and especially tho establishment of

mrseries, where the people can buy young trees

nd seed, and the beginning of some large plan-

itions, as an example, to show to the people,

y practical results, that the culture of forest

.rees is within the reach of every one.

We seen in the papers that the Western rail-

ways have started the culture of trees on their

wn account ; the St. Paul, Minneapolis and

lanitoba railway is reported as haying appoint-

1 a superintendent of tree culture, who has

ust contracted for three hundred thousand

roes, and most of tho roads west of the Missis-

lippi and Missouri rivers have also begun to

•aise trees, in order to insure a supply of ties,

ind for other purposes.

How many give as their reason for not plant-

ing forest trees, that they will not live long

enough to got any profit out of them. You do

not hear that in Europe. Are people moro sel-

fish in America than they are in Europe ? Or

ks the feeling of self-reliance so much more

developed in America that the people hero ex-

pect the next generation to take care of itself as

they take care of themselves ? Then leave them

some timber, if you wish them to have the same

chance that you had. It was but a heathen

who wrote, more than eight hundred years ago,

"Arbores serit diligent agricola quorum fructus

numquam videbit." "The good husbandman

plants trees whose fruits he shall never see."

But I must not drift away from my subject into

philosophical considerations ; it will be more to

the point to show that the profits of forest tree

culture are not only enormous, but that their

realization is far from being delayed to an in-

definite future.

I do not pretend that the whole of our farms

should be planted in forest trees ; that would

be too absurd. Our farms are generally too

large for the small number of hands we employ
;

there are always some odd corners, idle strips,

stoney or damp patches which it does not pay

to cultivate ;
begin and plant forest trees there,

suiting the tree to the nature of the soil—you

will find some for every kind of soil. Once

planted and fairly started, they will take care

of themselves, give no trouble and increase

yearly in value, in a wonderful ratio, so well

expressed by the Honorable F. B. Hough, chief

of the Forestry Division of the United States

Agricultural Department, in the address lately

delivered by him at Columbus, Ohio.

For years past, I have sought the best and

cheapest mode of ro-wooding our denuded lands,

and have made some experiments ; they have

not yet been carried over a great many years,

and arc, so far, most encouraging notwithstand-

ing my numerous mistakes and enforced ab-

sence at the best seasons, and they satify me as

to the correctness of tho statements made by

tho leading advocates of forost tree culture. I

trust not to be charged with egotism if I now

give the results of somo of those personal ex-

periments, rather than copy or condense what

has boon written by others, and it will be a

great satisfaction if I can induce a few to try

for themselves.

In selecting forest trees for planting, the first

consideration ought to bo tho nature of the soil

where they are to bo planted ; if the soil is not

favorable to one kind of tree, do not waste your

tiine in planting it there ; you will find another

tree that will suit the soil. After paying all

duo deferenco to soil and climate, you must bo

guided in your selection of a particular kind of

treo :—1st. By the valuo of the timber. 2nd.

Tho greater or lesser ease and certainty with

which tho tree can bo grown. 3rd. Tho rate of

growth.

I have tried principally black walnut, oak,

elm, maple, ash, tamarack, Russian pine, and

poplar, and will now give some of the re-

sults :

—

Black Walnut.—The valuo of that wood is

so considerable (a dollar a cubic foot at the

present time), and it is getting so scarce that it

struck me as tho most worthy of being intro-

duced and cultivated hero. True it did not

grow spontaneously anywhere in the Province

of Quebec, but this appeared to mo no conclu-

sive reason why it should not grow and flourish

here. The lilac comes all the way from Persia,

and it spreads out its leaves earlier and keeps

them unchanged later than our typical tree, the

maple. I did not fear our great colds, for in

the West, the natural home of the black walnut,

tho thermometer often ranges as low as here,

though for a shorter period at a time. It was

well worth trying.

I procured a bag of black walnut nuts from

tho West in the fall of 1874, and sowed them at

once ; it was lato in November ; wo had to re-

move the snow and break the frozen ground,

but I thought the earth the safest place for

to winter them. They began to come up about

tho tenth »of Juno following ; not fivo per cent,

failed, and they have never been artificially

sheltered in any way. It would not be worth

while introducing them hero if they could not

take care of thenisolves.

Of those loft undisturbed where they were

sown, I have not lost one : they havo now had

six summers' growth. I havo just had some of

them moasured, so as to be certain of their size ;

the height of tho four largest is as follows :—

Fifteen feet and a half, fourteen feet and a half,

fourteen feet, and twelve feet, and thick in pro-

portion. Those have not been transplanted ;

now notice the difference between them and

those that have been moved.

In the fall of 1875, when they were only one

year old, one lot were transplanted, but the soil

was not favorable and they have not done well,

so far
; however, they are beginning to recover.

In the spring of 18701 transplanted another lot

;

the best are about eight feet high ; and another

lot last spring, the tallest of which are about

ten or eleven feet. All those trees are the same

age as the fifteen nnd fourteen feet trees ; the

difference in size results from the transplanting,

therefore it is much better to sow them at once

where they are to remain. Plant them thick,

as the wood of the young tree is very soft, like

that of our native butternut.

It is contrary to all preconceived ideas, even

among those who handle timber every day, but

nevertheless true, that the black walnut (juglans

nigra) and the Canadian oak {querent alba) as a

rule increase much more rapidly in girth than

our pine and white spruce. I conclude, from

counting the rings on tho trees after they are

cut down, and from watching the growth of the

living trees, that black walnut and Canadian

oak generally gain one inch in diameter in about

three years and a half, while our spruce and

pine take about double that time to accomplish

the same result ; this can easily be ascertained

by counting and measuring tho rings. Of course

there will be exceptions, and it would not be

fair to judge by those only ; I speak of the aver

age.

It is now time to say something of the profits,

and I must be careful to avoid exaggeration.

Judging by the growth of the living trees and

the rings of the timber, when cut, I do not hesi-

tate to say that a black walnut, under ordinary

circumstances, at the age of seventy-five years,

will have attained twenty-one inches in diam-

oter and will contain at least fifty cubic feet of

timber, the actual value of which is about one

dollar per cubic foot. (See for prices the

Lumberman's Gazette, puulished at Bay City,

Michigan, the numbers of the 2tith January,

2nd February, and 2nd March, of this year).

For how many such trees, judiciously plant-

ed, will there be comfortable room on one

superficial acre ? It is difficult to find a regular

plantation of any trees of that diameter here, to

help us to a solution of tho question, and the

way in which trees are scattered in the forest

and their irregular size leave but a vague im-

pression on the mind, varying according to the

personal experience of each. I am not ready to

answer the question at present for want of full

information, and will not venture a guess, but

I .do not feel the same hesitation where trees

standing in one single row, with plenty of

room on two sides, are concerned ; in that case,

trees twenty-one inches in diameter would not

bo too close standing at eighteeu feet from one

another. Take a farm three acres wide, with a

road across the width and a row of black wal-

nuts of an average diameter of twenty-one

inches on each side of the road, the trees eighteen

feet distant from one another, you get sixty

trees containing fifty cubic feet each, three

thousand cubic feet, worth, at the present price,

three thousand dollars.

But it will be safer to sow the black walnuts

in clumps, pretty close. They will protect one

another when young, and, as they grow, they

can be thinned gradually. Their culture will

entail little trouble, apart from the preparation

of the soil, and the sowing of the nut ; the work

of thinning will soon repay itself with the

timber removed. The better the soil, the

quicker the growth. Such a valuable tree as

the black walnut deserves to be well treated.

If possible, find some shelter against the

strongest prevailing winds for the young plan-

tation, a bolt of older trees, or a hill. They
aro rather soft, like our butternut ; it is tho

only drawback I have found out so far. but not

fatal. Even the youngest trees will get several

branches torn off and very ugly wounds with-

out dying ; they are wonderfully hardy.

The value of these plantations will increase

steadily from the day they have taken root;

they represent an ever-increasing marketable

value long before the expiration of that period

of 'soventy-tivo years which I havo indicated—

not as the limit of their growth : they will grow
for centuries, but—as the period necessary to

attain a profitable size, when they can be cut

down without waste.

The Butternut grows spontaneously here

;

its beautiful timber can be worked with as

much ease as the softest pine ; it ranks immedi-

ately after the black walnut, and is inferior to

it only in the colour of the wood, which is

lighter. Rubbed with linseed oil, it takes the

soft, rich hue of sandal wood, and if judiciously

sawn, shows wonderful marks. I recommend
strongly its culture, and will be glad to send

nuts to those who will plant them, next fall, as

we gather a large crop of them.

White Oak.—The acorn ought to be sown as

soon as possible after it drops, in the fall, as it

loses its vitality rapidly, and to avoid the great

check resulting from transplanting, it ought to

be sown at once, if possible, where the tree is

destined to remain. Its wood is tougher, and
not so liable to break when young. I think it

ought to grow with at least as much ease and
rapidity as the black walnut ; ours are rather

behind, as they have been transplanted twice.

The oak is so useful and valuable, and its cul-

ture so easy, that every plantation of trees ought

to contain a good proportion of oak, provided

the soil be not too poor for it.

White Elm.—This splendid tree recomemnds
itself sufficiently by its beauty and usefulness to

<lispense me from dwelling at any length upon

it ; it grows rapidly in a deep, damp soiL I

have not grown it from seed, but by taking up
young trees from a low island, where they grow

in abundance. It appears to bear trans) ilanting

better than the oak, walnut or maple, and can

be moved safely of a much larger size than any
of those trees.

Maple.—If you wish to raise a maple sugary

with the smallest amount of expense and trouble,

go to an old maple grove in the fall ; the ground
is covered with a tkick carpet of seedlings.

After rain you can pull them up by hand with

the greatest ease, without breaking any of their

small roots, if you are moderately careful.

Plant them at once in a corner of your garden,

about two feet apart each way ; weed during

the first two summers with a light hoe. We
found, after four years, the trees fit for trans-

planting, about five feet high, and the thickness

of a man's thumb. As the ground was mellow
and free, we took them up with httle damage.
Of course, there is still the objection of trans

planting, but in a less degree than when you
seek your maples in the woods, where their

roots are mixed up with those of other trees,

stumps and stones, and must be more or less

torn up with violence. There is an anmanae
difference in the comparative cost of the two
processes, which will tell upon the hundreds of

trees required to make a sugary worth working.

Those small trees never fail (at ^11 events those

we transplanted never did), while much larger

trees, more injured in the removing from the

forest, die in great numbers, and th% survivors

are seriously checked. I have been told that

the seedlings would overtake them, but have

not yet had time to verify that statement.

Maples will begin to yield a reasonable quanti-

ty of sap for sugar when about twenty to

twenty-five years old.

The Ash.—It is well known, and its different

varieties are found very useful, especially the

white ash, which recommends itself for its

elasticity ; its wood is beautifully marked, and

is largely employed in the making of furniture,

panels, &c. It will thrive where the walnut,

oak and maple refuse to grow, or only linger

miserably. I remember part of a maple avenue,

where, year after year, the maples had been

replaced over and over, and failed : at last, we
had recourse to white and black ash ; none

failed, and they are progressing most satisfac-

torily.

Tamarack will grow in wet, damp ground ;

we have succeeded with them where even

willows had failed ; the value of its timber and

knees is too well known to require any comment
from me.

Russian Pine (Pinus Syhrstris ).—In making
new plantations, especially from seed, it is no

moro trouble to try foreign than Canadian seed,

and, however strange it may appear. I find it

easier to procure the seed of the Russian and

the Himalaya tb.au of the Canadian Pmc. (.hie
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may find among foreign trees valuable additions

to our plantations ; such as, I think, the Rus

sian pine, native of the north of Russia. Our

climate suits it admirably, and it appears a

more vigorous grower than our Canadian White

Pine. I cannot give any opinion as to the

quality of the timber, as they have only been

sown in the spring of 1873. They started

rather slowly, and their height and thickness

are less than those of the black walnuts sown

two summers later, in November, 1874 ; but

they are now beginning to make more rapid

strides. I measured the season's growth of one

of them last year, on the 3rd day of July. It

showed twenty-six inches in length, gained in

about thirty days, as the buds of the conifers

do not open much before the beginning of June ;

the year's growth was already over, and from

that moment it only thickened and hardened

into wood.

Since the growing season of our trees is so

short, we ought to lose no time if we wish to

help them along, by thinning, removing useless

branches, mellowing the ground, or otherwise ;

all that ought to be done before June, so as to

afford them every chance during the growing

month. I think the Abits Nobilis, or White

Fir, of Washington Territory, is the fastest

grower among the Coniferae.

Poplar.—I must beg the indulgent reader to

listen to my plea in favor of this tree, and not

condemn it unheard. I speak of the kind

• known as Cotton Wood or Populus Canadensis

(not to be confounded with the Balsam Poplar

and the Aspen). Its growth is wonderfully

rapid ;
twenty-three years ago, in November,

1858, I stuck in the ground three cuttings ; it

was my first trial at tree culture. They are

now over sixty feet high, one is twenty-five

inches in diameter, the second twenty-Jour

inches, and the third twenty-two inches, an

average of one inch a year in diameter. In

every new plantation, in a country completely

denuded of forest trees, and especially in re

wooding our Western prairies, I would recom

mend, at the start, a plentiful use of this Pop
lar, without neglecting, of course, more valuable

trees. It strikes at once from cuttings, which

can be procured and transported anywhere with

the greatest ease. Thanks to its rapid growth,

it will soon enliven the scenery (as it is a hand-

some tree), afford shade, shelter the other trees

in the plantation and supply timber, not of the

first quality, but better than none, until the

slower growing trees are ready with their more

valuable contributions, and it can easily be cut

down when the room it occupies is wanted for

better trees. This poplar has been introduced

from Canada into France, where it is designated

as the " Peuplier du Canada," and considered

as a useful and profitable tree.

I must now close this long article. The re-

sults of my experiments are nothing to boast of
;

practical men would have done much better.

If I had chosen the soil for the different kinds of

trees more judiciously, had not left them much
too long without thinning them, and been able

to attend to them in the proper seasons, I am
convinced that, as a whole, they would be much
finer. At all events, it shows that any one who
will take the trouble, can begin the culture of

forest trees without previous training. I do

not speak of orchards here. Having no School

of Forestry in Canada, we must educate our-

selves ; we have got books written on the subject

by eminent and practical men, and we have got,

always opened before our eyes, the great book

of Nature.

No articles ever attained such unbounded
popularity in so short a time as Burdock Blood
Bitters, and that too during the existence of

countless numbers of widely advertised bitters

and blood purifiers. It is evident that this

medicine begins its work at once, and leaves no
desirable effect unattained.

Keep the Feet Duy.—This is the season of

sloppy weather so productive of colds, and lung

trouble* ; neglected cold or damp feet is a great

wmt<m of these difficulties. Cure your cough
with Halyard's Pectoral Balsam. Pleasant to

t^k'; and always reliable.

IJeseevisc; op Praise.—Too much cannot be

erpren'id in favor of that unsurpassed remedy
Urt coughs, cold*, asthma, croup, sore throat,

an I all long complaint*. If you suffer from
neglected cold*, try Hagyard's Pectoral Balsam.
The cost is trifling, only 2'j cents.

GRINDLEY vs RYAN.
At the last sitting of the Court of Assize, held

at Ottawa, an action for damages was brought

by Mr. Grindley against Mr. Ryan, for trcs

passing on the limits of the plaintiff on th

Montreal river. The trial extended over severs

days, the chief, indeed the only, question at

issue being the value of the timber taken, inas

much as it was admitted by the plaintiff that

the trespass was unintentional.

After a careful review of the evidence Justico

Wilson submitted the following questions for

the consideration of the jury in coming to aeoi

elusion as to what damages the plaintiff in the

case was entitled to, if any :

—

1. What was the quantity of timber taken

estimated at as standard logs
;
plaintiff sayi

5,250, defendant 4,450?

2. How should that number of standards be

classed ? That is, should they bo classed as

logs or as square timber, fir partly as logs and
partly as square timber ?

3. If partly as logs and partly as square

timber, what proportion do you consider to

have been fit for square timber ? The defen

dant said 55 per cent., that is 11 trees out o

every 20.

4. If you find any part of it fitted for squar

timber, what was the Quebec price of it in 1880

The witnesses have varied from 24c. a foot to

31c. a foot. •

5. What do you allow for the cost of the

manufacture of square timber on the Montreal

River, and getting it to Quebec from there

(not noticing for the present the bad shoots and

rapids, and the bad place known as the notch)

Mr. Grant said it cost from 13^c. a foot to take

it from the Kippewa to Quebec. Mr. Bryson

said 15c. and Mr. Nagle said 17c. .to take it from

Lake Temiscamingue to Quebec.

G. Was there any extra expense manufactur-

ing on the Montreal River by reason of the diffi-

culty of getting men and provisions to the limits:

Do you think the convenience of haul would

make up for that ?

7. Would there be any extra expense in gettin

square timber down the Montreal River by
reason of the shoots and rapids and of the notch ?

If so, how much? What I mean is, by the

breakage and by damage done to the corners of

the sticks, and causing loss of measurement

it is said always happens, and by any extra delay

of the men ? What percentage ?

8. What do you value the saw logs at by the

standard ?

9. What would be the cost of manufacture

and driving the logs ?

10. What do you allow the plaintiff (if any

thing) for waste of trees cut and left lying on

the limits by the defendant ?

11. The plaintiff's survey cost him $800. Do
you allow it or any part of it to him ?

His Lordship also impressed on the jury that

the trespass was not a wanton one, but inadver-

tant, and that no extravagant damages should

be given.

The jury returned the following answers to

the questions which had been submitted for

their consideration by the Bench :

—

1. We take the defendant's statement to be

correct.

2. Partly as logs and partly as square tim-

ber.

3. We consider 55 per cent, to have been fit

for square timber.

4. Twenty-Driven cents a foot.

5. We say it is worth seventeen cents per

foot to manufacture tile ti»ber and take it to

Quebec.

6. We think the short haul would make up
for the difficulty of getting in men and pro-

visions.

7. About 10 per cent.

8. One dollar and fifty cents.

'.). Eight cents per standard.

10. Two hundred dollars.

11. Allow him two hundred dollars.

THE VERDICT.

The result of these answers having been con-

sidered by the Bench, the total amounts involved

in them were computed, and a verdict for the

plaintiff was given for §5,740.

E. S. VINDIN,
I'oiihiiJkkIuii, s ii i [> i> 1 1 1

:
. Forwarding m4

<-' in i.ii Agent*

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. id

AliARGAIN—GRIST AM) SAW MILL FOB KALE,
paying 12 per cent, clear

;
price 19,000 ; and kbOvC

percentage guaranteed. Applj to

JOSEPH DAVIES & Co.,

Lumber, Coal, & Commission Merchants,

46 CHURCH ST. TORONTO.
, m

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland, or

London make, at $1.75 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH. Lie

St. Lawrence Hall,
PORT HOPE.

Is noted for its superior home like comforts—a well
kept table, equalling the best hotels in Toronto, and
large, well-furnished rooms. Good sample rooms or;

ground flour. Walton Street, Port Hope.
Ij26 WM. MACKIE Proprietor

Caledonian Hotel,
GRAVENHURST.

JOHN SHARPE, Proprietor. This Hotel has been
newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main Btn 1

1

within five minutes walk of Northern Railway station
Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors aiid Cigar*.
Every attention paid to guests. Good Stabling'. J 1.1."

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT.

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.
Its' Every accommodation for Commercial and

LUMBERMEN.
Ll4 W. D. MCDONALD, Proprietor.

Fraser's Hotel,
GRAVENHTJRST, ONT.

HENRY FRASER, proprietor, (successor to Dougland
Brown.) Mr. Fraser having purchased and thoroughl
renovated and refitted that old established hotel, s
long and popularly kept and owned by Dougland
Brown, in the Village of Gravenhurst, is now in a posi
tion to attend to the wants of the travelling and general
public. Parties en route to the Muskoka District, will
find "Fraser's" a comfortable stopping place. The
Bar and Larder are well furnished. Convenient Sample
Rooms for Commercial Men. Good stabling and at-
tentive hostler. Free 'bus to and from trains and
steamboats. b26

FRANCOIS MARCHAND,
Manufacturer of all Descriptions of

STEAM BOILERS,
SHIPS WATER TANKS, Etc.

St. Roeh Street, i2l24 QUEBEC, P. Q.

CANADA TRUSS FACTORY
(ESTABLISHED 1S56.)

~F. GROSS,
Manufacturer of SURGICAL and ORTHOPCEDICAL
INSTRUMENTS. ARTIFICIAL LIMBS made to order
INDIA RUBBER GOODS of every description. Ll9-ly

688 and 690 Craig Street, Montreal.

E

GRATEFUL -COMFORTING.

BREAKFAST.
By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws

hieh govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,
and by a careful application of the fine properties of
well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps ha9 provided our break-
fast tables with a delicately flavored beverage which
may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the
judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle mala-
ies are floating around us ready to attack wherever
lere is a weak point. We mav'escape many a fatal
laft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure

blood and a properly nourished frame."—Civil Service
Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in

packets and tins only (J-lb. and lb.) labelled

JAMES EPPS &:C0., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England. Li9-iy

J. G. EDWARDS
HARDWARE MERCHANT,

LI IN" r^S
BELTING, FILES. BABBIT METAL,
iy CHAINS, ROPE, and uj

LUMBERING SUPPLIES.

"Must say it's the nicest tiling I ever used for the

teeth and breath," says everyone having tried "Tea-

berry," the new toilet gem. Get a 5 cent sample!

|tPECTORALl|T BALSAM. I

Has no equal for the permanent cure of
Conghs Colds, Sore Throat, Asthma, Croup,

Whooping Cough, Bronchitis, and
all Lung Diseases.

;

•
*^ J-^/V. 1*?"'6 guaranteed to give satisfaction.

T. MILBURN & CO.. Proprietors Toronto.

WANTED.
Cherry, While Ash, Black A*h, and

Dry White Pine Lumber.

Quote Price delivered, and Carefully

Describe ;
— Quality, Widths, Length,

Thickness, and how long Sawed.

ROBERT C. LOWRY,
Wholesale Lumber,

55 Pine Street, New York.

Samuel Windrim,

Etc

MAXITACTI EEE OF

Agricultural Implements,
MILLBROOK, ONTARIO.

HAVING DISPENSED WITH THE SERVICES OP
AGENTS, I take this opportunity to bring to the notice
of intending purchasers of Reaping Machines, that I
have now on hand a quantity of the Celebrated

HAN LAN REAPER,
which has NEVER BEEN BEATEN YET, and am
prepared to allow the Agents commission—FIFTEEN
PEll CENT—on all purchases. LlTtf

SDOM & FISH
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Rubber 1 Leather Belting
RUBBER HOSE, STEAM PACKING,

LUBRICATING OILS, COTTON WASTE
Wrought Iron Pipe and Fittings, 1

And all Articles used in the Application of Steam
to Machinery.

No. 41 Dock Street, St. John, N. B.

(SMALL'S BLOCK.)

N.B.—Estimates for Steam and Hot Water Heating
Apparatus furnished on application. All work War-
ranted. ly-L20

0FOWLERS

Extract tc Wild

Cures Cholera, Cholera Morbus. Dy-
sentery, Cramps, Colic, Sea Sick-
ness and Summer Complaint ; also

Cholera Infantum, and all Com-
plaints peculiar to children teeth-
ing, and will be found equally
beneficial for adults or children.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUCC1SIS.

T. MILBURN & CO.,
Proprietors, Toronto.



6 THE CANADA LUMBERMAN.

Travelling Agent.
MR. A. L. W. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub-

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con-

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER
INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER <& Co. PETERBOROUGH.

Terms of Subscription :

One copy, one year, in advance 4>2 00

One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Rates

:

Per line, for one year $0 90

Per line, for six months 60

Per line, for three months 30

Per line, for first insertion 10

Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's . 05

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines per annum 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines, for (i mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and

column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti-

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

east three clear da3's before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to Toker & Co., Peter-

borough, Out.

Communications intended for insertion in the Canada

Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in*

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

The parcel alluded to did not sell, the demand
just now for hardwood being very quiet.

At Hull, though the importation has been

brisk, there is a considerable shortage on the

whole as compared with last year, and prices are

reported firm with a rising tendency.

The importation during the past week into

Liverpool has been much more lively than

hitherto, owing to the sudden change of wind,

which has brought into port a large number of

vessels that for some time past have been de

tained off the coast by the long continuance of

easterly winds. Most of these vessels have

now got to work discharging their cargoes, and
the quays are now wearing a busier aspect than

they have done for some time past ; at the same

time there are visible many large spaces either

unoccupied entirely or but sparsely filled. The
recent import has not affected the market in

any way, for a large proportion of the cargoes

recently arrived have come upon contracts

entered into some considerable time since

;

hence there are not many cargoes in the market

unsold, and those are being realized at about

late rates. In cases where prices asked cannot

readily be obtained the cargoes are being stored

to await a better market.

—

Timber Trade* Jour-

nal, Oct. n.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. NOV. 15, 1881.

About ten o'clock on the night of the 4th

inst. the sash and door factory of Messrs

Christie & Co., St. John, were destroyed by

fire. Loss, about $15,000.

The Lumbermaii's Gazette believes that there

will be a full supply of logs for next season,

even if the winter should prove unfavorable for

operations, inasmuch as there is a large number

of logs to be carried over.

A HOLLOW tree in South California has been

converted into a dwelling. Doors and windows

have been put in, and floors built for four stories,

the entrance being made by means of a ladder.

Outside the topmost room is a small balcony,

shaded by the foliage of the tree. The occupant

expects to get rich by having no plumber bills

to pay.

The following is a comparative statement of

the exports of lumber, &c, from Port Hope, to

to the 1st of November, for this year, and also

for the corresponding period of 1880 :

—

1880.

Lumber, feet 06,471,033

Lath and Shingles 32,540,850

1881.

69,007,340
33,967,900

BRITISH TRADE NOTES.

The disposition on the part of owners just

now is rather to hold than press goods on the

market, in the full belief that the market will

be much firmer before the end of April or May.

It is the general impression now that the supply

coming forward will hardly be sufficient to keep

the market from touching much higher prices.

Even extravagant figures are possible between

now and the spring.

We noticed at a sale some fresh-sawn oak

planks from Montreal, submitted in 3, 4, and 5

in. thicknesses, at a uniform price of 3s. per

foot cube. These goods are somewhat uncommon
in the market. We have often wondered, with

the extensive sawing facilities at the shipping

jjlaces, that hardwoods have not come to this

market from the various ports ready manufac-

tured. That a trade of the kind will eventually

be developed we have not the least doubt.

THE AUTUMNAL TRADE.

When three-fourths of the year are fairly gone

by, and about two-thirds of the import season,

the trade ought to be in a position to judge

pretty nearly what its status will be when the

stocks expected are all come forward, or shut in

by the ice, and further shipments for this year

at an end.

But the season has beon so exceptional that

there is still great diversity of opinion as to the

ruling of prices. If the last season was abnor-

«ral, so is this, but in a different sense. Then,

with plenty of wood ready for shipment abroad,

prices were run up by persuading importers

there was going to be a scarcity. This year

prices, which had been proportionately low all

last year, on account of the abundant supply,

rose on this side, becauso no shipments could be

made of any importance from the Baltic ports

until the spring had nearly gone by. Then
came an apprehension of great pressure on our

markets from the north of Europe, and prices

began to droop again. Finally freights ran

up 30 and 40 per cent., and while charterers

wore hesitating importation received a check,

because buyers would not close contracts unless

sellers would guarantee a ship not to exceed a

certain limit of freight ; and few transactions

were completed wfthout a good deal of corres-

pondence and telegraphing, while others went
off altogether because this difficulty could not

be got over.

The reports of the state of the timber trade

at the outports are mostly of a favorablo char-

acter, and the last public sales of St. John
spruce at Liverpool wore the best we have
noticed for some time past, and about 10s. a
standard higher than they were last month,
and, although business was reported quiet,

prices are said to be firm, with no likelihood of

abatement. Prices at Glasgow are scarcely so

good for spruce and pine deals as they were
twelve months ago, and Is. 4d. per foot for

first-class hewn pitch pine of 75 ft. average

per piece is not an indication that the demand
in the Clyde is likely to exceed the supply.

There is a great quantity of timber used up in

Glasgow for its iron shipbuilding fittings. It

has been estimated that an iron ship of 1,000

tons register will use up about 400 loads of

wood in masts, spars, bulwarks, decks, and in-

erior fittings before she proceeds to sea ; but as

the market is generally well supplied in pro-

portion to its prices, these keep a pretty fair

level.

Upon the wholo the prospects of the trade

may be considered more hopeful than they have

been for several seasons past ; but it would be

wrong to conclude the import season to bo very

near its end. That will depend on the weather
f the next two months. No doubt the late

ales have checked the importation and sent

back many ships disabled, which will perhaps

not come forward with cargoes this side of

Christmas, and many more will take warning

and lie by; but these things nevertheless, a

goodly number of ships are likely to bring for-

ward their cargoes, as may be gathered from

the information herein referred to, and those

who stand out too stiffly for price while the

market is good may find it difficult to do as well

when the time comes for them to want the re-

turn of their money.

—

Timber Tradet Journal.

THE WHITE PINE.

ORIGIN OP PINK FORESTS—REPRODUCTION—IN

8ECTIV0R0US ENEMIES—THE BLACK KNOT

—

WIND SHAKES—PITCH.

William Hosea Ballou, of Evanston, read

paper before the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, at Cincinnati, August

19, as follows :

—

DENUDATION.

Forty-six years ago the pine industry

Michigan had its origin on the Saginaw river,

From that date to the present the denudation
of timber has increased in that state, and othe;

pine areas, to such an extent that within the

next decade the use of such material as a com
mercial pursuit must pass out of existence.

Already the producer is beginning to look to

science with genuine alarm for such aid

may be extended to avert a calamity which

certainly is threatening an industry the capital

invested in which would twice pay the expenses

of the la*e war. It therefore devolves upon us

to discuss, not only the enemies of the pine tree

which nature herself has inaugurated, but also

the statistics of the destruction by the more
formidable consumer, man. In a paper relative

to so extensive a subject, it seems necessary to

draw a line of discussion, and to confine these

remarks to the white pine as it was, and to-day

stands in the state of Michigan.

ORIGIN OF THE WHITE PINE.
The first thought suggested is relative to the

origin of the white pine forests. From whence

came the species which so strictly confines itself

to its own peculiar territory ? The oak, and
most other trees, are naturally reproductive

and young trees are equally prolific in their

growth on the same soil where the first forest

was levelled to the ground. They may be

transplanted on almost any territory, and with

out any special care, speedily growing^o a state

of usefulnesss to man. Not so with the white

It is now an almost undisputed fact that

it will not reproduce on the parent soil, and

that when transplanted elsewhere, its develop

is marked with early decay in so many instances

as to disparage the work. Furthermore, it is

beset at once with the same host of natural

onemies common to it on its indigenous ground.

For some years past my attention has been

directed to some facts which may have bearing

on the question under consideration. The pine

of the level country east of the Rocky moun-
tains seems to have its best growth in proximity

to the lake region. I have noticed that fre-

quently, where a lake recedes, leaving a sandy

beach, evergreens, the juniper, pines, etc., are

very apt to spring up. Within the memory of

man, a wide sand beach near Waukegan has

been made, and on this area a miniature white

pine forest has appeared, and thrives. On some
lone islands in Lake Erie, of evident recent

formation, called the East Sister, the Old Hen,
etc., I observed several years since that a similar

phenomenon had occurred. These and other facta

point to a recent origin of the pine forests under
consideration, which might not have been in

existence at the time of the landing of Colum-
bus. This fact is more apparent when it ie

stated in this connexion that the average age

of the pine is 300 years in this country ; and the

other fact is reiterated that it does not repro-

duce on the same soil. The present piue

forests, then, doubtless took the place of some
other species, which had exhausted the soil

necessary to their existence, a phenomenon well

known to naturalists. It matters not whether

the seeds were blown there by the winds, or lay

dormant in the soil until their turn, or, indeed,

what the speculation concerning them is, so long

as the facts are inaccessible ; certain it is the

origin of the pine forests in Michigan is a matter

of several centuries ago.

REPRODUCTION.
The next question of imi>ortance is reproduc-

tion. Answers to queries submitted to over

one hundred practical lumbermen, as well as

careful observation, makes positive the fact that

the reproduction of the white pine on parent
soil is impossible as a commercial success.

There are reasons for this. The most important
has relation to the exhaustion of that vitality of

the soil necessary to this species. Other cause*
have been advanced to the neglect of thin,

which plainly do not bear on the case. Wen:
reproduction successful—and here is the great

practical proof—my one hundred informants
say that long ago forests would have been
started to replace those now a fact of the past.

THE ENEMIES
of the white pine are numerous. The average
of the data I have gathered tends to show that
pine forests began to decay before one-half of

the trees were matured. The causes of such
decay are the growth of punk or rot, " wind
shakes," and loose knots. Insects do not origin-

ate, but hasten decay.

The punk is a rot which appears in a lump on
the side of the tree, eating into its vitals. It is

due to more than one cause. Opinions of writers
vary on this subject, all of whom argue in behalf
of a special cause. I have carefully examined
all of these claims, but observations in the lum-
ber regions, and talks with lumbermen, have
convinced me that anything which affects the
vitality of the tree will produce punk or rot. It
matters not whether the tree becomes wind
shaken, or the soil exhausts, or a knot pene-
trates to the heart, or what befalls it when
alive, punk is sure to become the eecondary con-
dition, followed by destruction.

Enemy number two is the black knot. This
is a loose knot, black in color, which, when the
tree is sawed, drops out of the board, making it

defective. It is caused by its imperfect growth
If there is not sufficient nourishment at the
roots to support the limb, it grows imperfectly,
and its inner termination works toward the
heart, as if to suck sap from the vitals. This
brings on loose layers and subsequent decay.

A wind shake is one of the exasperating
defects of lumber. It is noticeable in a board,
the layers of which separate, usually in triangu-

lar form, when the sawing takes place. It

occurs generally at the butt of the tree, and is

caused by the force of the wind when the tree is

standing, and by frost when the lug rests in the
yard. Opinions on the latter point van-.

OTHER AGENTS OF DESTRUCTION.

There are other enemies of the lumber, all of

which deserve consideration just at this time,
when commerce must begin to economize and
obviate, so far as possible, all difficulties in the
way of making the product supply the demand.
The first of these is fire. All i>arties agree that
from one-half to one-third of the lumber pro-

duct is destroyed by this agent. Fires, where
they occur, follow clearings, but often penetrate

the dense forests, sometimes covering an area of

hundred square miles. It is impossible to

secure any data on this subject, because more or

less timber is saved out of the wreck. A pine

tree that has been scorched is utilized the suc-

ceeding year, or the worms destroy it.

Insects are very destructive, the pine weevil,

Tomicus :s/!ographtu, being a foremost agent.

These attack a sound tree, but not a live one.

If anyone will take the trouble to enter a great
log yard at dusk, these creatures may be heard
at work, the united sound of which is like the
roar of wind or water. The grub goes through
a log in a crooked line, which greatly depreciates

the value of the timber. There is a " pin
worm,*' the scientific name of which has escap-

ed me, that bores its way straight to the heart,

leaving a round black passage the size of a pin
head. These are the ouly insects which lumber-
men take into account in Michigan.

Get Out of Doors.—The close confinement
of all factory work, gives the operatives pallid
faces, poor appetite, languid, miserable feelings,
poor blood, inactive liver, kidney and urinary
troubles, and all the physicians and medicine in
the world cannot help them unless thev get out
of doors or use Hop Bitters, the purest and best
remedy, especially for such cases, having abun-
dance of health, sunshine and rosy cheeks in
them. They cost but a trifle.— Christian Re-
corder.

Honesty.—It is commonly said that you can-
not make an honest man believe that white is

black and vice ivrsa, but those who have grey
hair by using the " Cingalese Hair ReniVfk."'"
will find that this apparent difficulty is easily

overcome. 50 cents per bottle.
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ROBERT W. LOWE,
AUCTIONEER AND COMMISSION MERCHANT,

81 SANDS BUILDING, PRINCE WILLIAM STREET.

Cash advanced on Goods put in for sale. rt^No Storage charged. All kinds of Merchandise

Bought and Sold New and Second-hand Furniture always on hand. Agent for Hazelnurst & Cos
WINTHROP COOKING RANGES, WATERLOO 'WOOD STOVES, FRANKLIN, &c, &c, &C.

1.22-ly SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

Drake Brothers' Box Mill,
Provost Street Extension, New Glasgow, Pictou County, N. S.

SPRUCE, PINE IHEMLOCK SHINGLES
nr. SI. DRAKE. L22-Iy 3ST- H. DRAKE.

ESTABLISHED 18SO.

f

GEORGE BRUSH
14 to 34 King and Queen Streets, MONTREAL,

MA-KZEE OUT

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers, Hoisting Engines, Steam Pumps,

CIRCULAR SAW MILLS, BARE MILLS, SHINGLE MILLS,

Ore Crushers, Mill Gearing, Shafting, Hangers and Pullies, Hand and

Power Hoists for Warehouses, &c, &c,
AND AGENT FOR L25-ly

"Water's" Perfect Steam Engine Governor, and "Herald & Sisco's" Centrifugal Pumps

K HA
Nos. 115,117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

We are the most Extensive CLOTHIERS in Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the interest of our Customers. Our stock is FULL of the

very best goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables us to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.
We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50

We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a

Good Suit. Remember the address :-OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing

House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. lyLl3

J. & F. N. TENNANT
Dealers in all kinds of

Lumber, Lath & Shingles,

Office, Union Loan Bui/ding,

Toronto Street, Toronto.
1.2426

Simcoe House,
CORNER FRONT and SIMCOE STS.

TORONTO, 03STT.
Har\>-.-\ vxtruaao&sttm in the City. TERMS 31.50

ind n\.'h \*.x <Jay, according to Location of Kooma.

•Alt, WILLIAM HANCOCK, Proprietor.

"NIL DESPERANDUM."
TRADE SVIARK Important to Nervous Sufferers.

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
for Nervous Debility and all

Nervous Affections, including Sper-
matorrhea, Seminal Weakness, etc.,

result of Self-abuse, indiscretion, &c.
is GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE
This is the only remedy which has
ever been known to permanently cure
Palpitation and other affections of the
Heart, Consumption in its earlier

- -i— p jr.ny" stages, Rushing of blood to the head,

Wind in the Stomach, Indigestion,TRADE MARK
Loss of Memory, Want of Energy,
Bashfulness, Desire for Solitude, Low
Spirits, Indisposition to labor on ac-

count of weakness, Universal Lassi-

tude, Pain in the back, Dimness of

Vision, Premature old age, etc. Full

particulars in our pamphlet whioh we
send securely sealed on receipt of a

3 cent stamp. The Specific is now
sold by all Druggists at SI per pack-

age, or 6 for 35, or will be sent free AFTER TAKINC
by mail on Receipt of money by addressing THE
GREY MEDICINE CO., 3 Mechanics' Block, Detroit,

Mich. MldS

m
v..

J. F. LAWTON

Alexandria Saw Works

SAINT JOHN, N.B.
8aw«4 of all kinds manufactured from
the BEST CAST STEEL that can be

procured in any Market.

EVERY SAW WARRANTED.
SAWS REPAIRED In the beet manner

and on Short Notice.

Send Address lor Price List, Terms, &c
L22 J. P. LAWTON.

D. McLACHLAN & SONS,
Manufacturers of all Descriptions of

steam: boilees.
SHIPS' WATER-TANKS. Repairing Punctually Attended to.

NORTH SLIP, ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

WILLIAM CAMPBELL
(Late CAMPBELL & FOWLER.)

MANUFACTURER OF

Edge Tools, Axles, Springs,
<5cO-, OIT EVERT DESCRIPTION.

L24-ly

Robertson Place, Smythe Street - ST. JOHN, N.B.

STEAM SAW MILL OWNERS
Have your Boilers thoroughly Inspected and Insured against Explosion by

The Canadian Steam Users' Insurance Association

HEAD OFFICE, 9 VICTORIA STREET, TORONTO.

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, President.

HON. JNO. McMURRICH, Vice-Pres.

GEORGE C. ROBB, Chief Engineer.

A. P. JONES. Secretary-Treasurer. lyLl7

MILL SUPPLIES.
Extra Stretched and Patent Smooth Surface

RUBBER BELTING—in Stock, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 Plies.

HOYT'S CELEBRATED LEATHER BELTING.
COTTON BELTING, for Flour_Mills. &c, Superior Quality.

DISSTON'S CELEBRATED MILL SAWS.
Steam Packing of all kinds, Rubber and Linen Hose, Silk Bolting Cloth, Emery
Wheels, Lacing Leather (Page's Genuine), Lard, Seal, Cylinder, Spindle, West Vir-
ginia and Wool Oils. Our Stock includes Mill Supplies and Rubber Goods of all

kinds. ^"Quotations furnished for any part of Canada. 21

ESTEY, ALLWOOD & CO., SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

PARKER& EVANS
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

FAMOUS INTERNATIONAL
BOILER FLUID COMPOUND.

Patented 5th March, 1877.
This Compound will save its Cost many times in one year by saving fuel
It eradicates scale, and when the Boiler is once Clean a very small quantity

keeps it Clean and Free from all Incrustation.
It is perfectly harmless to Iron, and emits a clear pure Stean:.
In ordering, mention the Canada Lumberman. iSilj

504 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL,
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A BIG FLOUR MILL.

A recent number of the Boston Journal of

Commerce contains an account of the mammoth

flouring mill now nearly completed, in the city

of Minneapolis, Minn., from which we cull the

following particulars. The owners are C. A.

Pillsbury & Co., who also own the five principal

mills of the city :

—

Some two and a half years since Mr. Pills-

bury visited Europewith a view of examining the

various mill buildings and processes relating to

the manufacture of flour in the various milling

centres. After his return a site was selected on

the east side of the river, about 500 feet below

the falls of St. Anthony, the plans of the build-

ing agreed upon, and the drawings made. In

the spring of 1880 ground was broken and the

structure commenced. It is built from Trenton

limestone, rock faced.'and laid in courses. The

building is 1,800 feet long, 115 feet wide, and

137 feet high, having seven stories and a cupola.

The side walls at the foundation are 8£ feet

thick and at each end the walls are 74 feet

thick. The walls of the building proper are 5£

feet thick below the grinding floor, and taper to

a thickness of 2£ feet in the three highest

stories. The basement is 20 feet in height, laid

in Louisville cement, and the coping, window

sills, and two bolting courses are of hammered

granite. The outside of the building shows for

itself elegance of design which is quite appro-

priate for the purposes to which it is applied.

The masonry of this building alone required 125

men nearly six months to finish. Tho driving

mechanism is found on the first or basement

floor. There is also a wheat bin capable of

holding 35,000 bushels of wheat, extending up

through the grinding floor. The Hurst frames

for the millstones are on this floor, but the mill-

stones are on the floor above. Tho second

story is the reducing floor, and when tho

machinery for the mill is completed, 400 sets of

roller mills will be here, arranged in twelve

lines. Only half of the machinery has been

placed. One hundred and one Gray's mills

have been furnished. All these machines are

double roller, 18x9 inches in size. Sixty-four

corrugated machines, 27 smooth roller machines,

and 10 porcelain machines. There are 115

Stevens' roller mills, and there will bo twenty

pairs of millstones in the whole mill which will

be used on middlings. The millstones are ar-

ranged in one line against the north wall of this

story, and are elegantly fitted in black walnut

and ash, and are all provided with Behrus'

patent high pressure millstone ventilation.

There is also a weighing hopper and scales upon

this floor, the hopper holding 800 bushels.

There is also a line shaft, 120 feet in length,

from which the power to drive tho flour packers

on the floor above is taken. The third room is

the packing room, where, on each side of the

mill, will be placed, when the second half of

the mill is finished, 12 Eureka flour packers,

making 24 in all. One end of this floor is parti-

tioned off for a cleaning room, and this is driven

by a separate belt. A large part of the floor is

taken up with storage bins, but plenty of room

is left for handling the flour after it is packed.

On the fourth floor the bolting chests begin and

run up to the attic. In the eastern half of tho

mill, the half now running, there are eign*

double and four single chests, which on the

three floors above contain 40 reels each, and on

the fourth floor above 22 reels, making 142 reels

in all, each 14 feet long. Twenty-three No. 2

Smith purifiers are also upon this floor. Thero

are also bins over the flour packers on the floor

below, made out of ^boiler iron six feet in

diameter, extending through two stories. In

the end of this story, set apart for wheat clean-

ing like the floor below, there are four Richmond*

brush machines, and two large sized Kurth-

Cocclo separators ; also four Niagara bran

dusters. Tho fifth floor is a continuation of the

bolting chests, also four brush machines, four

separators and two contrifugal flour bolters, bran

dusters, smutter, brush machines, and dust

catchers.

The mill has ample facilities for receiving

grain and shipping flour, which facilities are

absolutely necessary when tho fact is stated

that 25,000 bushels of wheat will be ground

every day this mill runs when all the machinery

is put in. The mill is supplied with an elevator

for passengers and freight, and is lighted with

the Brush electric light of 32,000 candle power.

The steam for heating the building is supplied

by two steel boilers, placed in a fire-proof build-

ing, separate from the mill ; electric call bells

are on every floor, and the mill has telephonic

connection with Minneapolis, St. Paul, and

Stillwater. A central stairway, built of iron,

which is spiral in form, is one of the noticeable

features. The interior of the mill is painted

white, with red trimmings, while the roll mills,

stairways and scales are painted red.

The power for this mill is one of the noticeable

features, as well as one of the absolute require-

ments. The forebay is in the basement, is 125

feet long, 15 feet wide, built of stone, and laid in

hydraulic cement. The wheel-pits are dug out

of a solid ledge, and are 57 feet deep, being

walled in by solid masonry. Iron flumes, 12

feet in diameter, made of § inch boiler iron, are

used inside the pits. The motive power is two

Victor wheels, 55 inches in diameter. The two

wheels yield 2,400 horse-power, according to

careful measurements, and it is said to be the

largest power developed by any two wheels in

the world. The water is brought to tho mill by

means of a canal 050 feet long, 10 feet wide, and

1G feet in depth, in solid rock. After the rock

was blasted out tho sides were built up with

solid masonry laid in hydraulic cement and

arched over with stone. The bulkhead is 30

feet wide, 30 feet high, and in it are two gates,

one on each side of a central pier. A stono

arch beneath tho basement admits the water

into tho mill. Tho discharge from the wheels

is through two tunnels, each 150 feet in length,

running from the river to tho mill directly under

tho wheels. The tunnels empty into a tail-race

several hundred feet long, which empties into

the river. Upon tho top of each water-wheel

shaft is a bevel gear which transmits the power

to a horizontal shaft eight inches in diameter,

145 feet long, tapering to six inches at tho end,

which rests on a solid archwork of masonry in-

side tho forebay. On this line of shaft are the

driving pulleys, weighing each six and one-half

tons, and upon which run two 48-inch belts,

each 2(! feet long and double. Prom the line of

shaft the power is taken off by thirty-inch belts,

to drive the various machines of the mill. Tho
arrangement is such that if ono wheol should

break the other can run the mill, and the power

of both wheels can be used together on each or

both sides.

One-half of this mill is now built, and is con-

sidered capable of turning out 2,500 barrels of

flour per day ; but it has made, by actual record,

3,547 barrels in one day. The mill, when com-

pleted, will have a capacity of 5,000 barrels per

day, making, it is claimed, tho largest flour

mill in tho world. The amount of power yielded

by the two mills in question is something which

can hardly be measured, by the mind, at least ;

and that a water-wheel, 55 inches in diameter,

should be enabled to transmit 1,200 horse-

power, is applying a large amount of power,

which, in this case, seems to be thoroughly

utilized. Wo have nover before heard of a water

wheel transmitting 1,200 horse-power, let alone

two working in the same pit actually yielding,

or ready to yield, 2,400 horse-power.

Somo conception of tho capacity of this mill

may be had when it is stated that 125 cars are

required daily to take the total production of

the mill away, ami sometimes 200 cars arriving

and departing to do the business of this mill.

Dangers of the Electric Light.
It is reported that the disastrous tiro at tho

Landenberger Mill, Philadelphia, on Wednes-
day night, had its origin, as the local journals

express it, in the " unaccountable flickerings

and sparks from tho electric lights used in the

.establishment." If these statements be correct,

it becomes a matter of no inconsiderable im

portance to ascertain from tho scientists how
far these eccentricities aro likely to be perman
cut conditions of the use of theso lights in other

establishments. It is a serious business thus to

have life and property at the mercy of their

scintillations.

—

Philadelphia Bultctin.

There is more or less danger of tho falling of

sparks from all electric lights. Any imperfec

tion in the carbon or irregularity in tho driving

ongino will produce snappping and sparking.

A simple safeguard is to place a glass cup around

or under the carbon to catch the sparks.

—

Scien-

tific American.

OFF FOE THE WOODS.
Probably at a thousand towns there are men

now waiting for transportation to the camps, or

hanging around looking for jobs. They are not

burdened with Saratoga trunks, and few of

them have even white shirts. Their days are

merry ones, when they are sojourning in places

of civilization, and after they shall have all de-

parted the saloon keeper will detect a material

decrease in his receipts. It would be strange if

at some places special policemen have not been

appointed to hold in check the strangers who
are stopping among them. It would be some-
what out of the natural order of events if some
of these strangers have not slept in the cala-

boose over night, and perhaps occasionally one
of them has asked a citizen for a little money to

enable him to pay his board bill for a day or

two longer or until he can find work. These
favors, however, are never asked] as a gift, but
are accompanied by a promise that the money
will be returned immediately after the first pay
day, and it might be possible to find better

dressed, and more polished men who would not
remember their debts as well.

We do not infer by this description that these

loggers are really bad men. Many a good man
has worn a woollen shirt, and been able to carry

his entire wardrobe in a big handkerchief.

Noble-hearted fellows, many of them are, who
would share their last dollar with a companion
disabled by a falling tree, or prostrated by sick

ncss in camp, and the hat that is passed among
them for a suffering comrade would often make
the contribution plate, that circles around many
an elegant church for the cause of charity, look

mighty sick. Tho men in the woods will swear
at one another, fight often, and are always
ready to beat his fellow workman out of his last

cent at poker, but when it comes to helping the
unfortunate, their hearts arc in the right place.

The majority of the men who go into the

pineries do not leave behind them pleasant

homes. In fact, many of them are homeless,

and, virtually, wanderers—in the mills in sum-

mer, on the drives in the spring, and in the

woods in tho winter. They float from Maine to

Canada, and from Canada to the Northwest,

ready at any season to travel in any direction

where inclination or a promise of increased pay
may load them. They can wield an axe, "yank"
a saw, flourish an ox-gad, or hold a pair of reins,

and feel that these qualifications will earn them
a living anywhere in the lumber regions. Their

stock in trade is easily carried, and they tramp,

tramp, but always with an object in view.

The dangers of a camp arc many. The giants

of the forest will crush many a man the coming

winter under their heavy bodies and spreading

wings, as they go down before the axe that year

after year is cutting them away. The treacher-

ous binder will sweep scores of drivers from
their loads into eternity, and often, when loading

and unloading, a log will roll over the man or

men in its way, breaking limbs or destroying

life. The axe will go amiss, and, instead of

being imbedded in the wood, will strike some
poor fellow standing in its course. Tho men
are subjected to these dangers, and others as

well. The wages they obtain would be little in-

ducement for others than habitual woodsmen to

chance the risk, but they go into the woods in a

mood that tells little of a thought that before the

season shall end some of them, maimed, will,

with blankets thrown over them, be carried to

the nearest hospital, and the bodies of others

drawn on ox sleds to the nearest settlement, and

thence forwarded to their friends, or buried in

graves that will never be wept over, or even

sought. They probably think little of this

phase of the life they are entering upon afresh,

and it is just as well that they do not.

These men possess an enviable virtue—the

virtue of good health. No weak-chested con-

sumptive, no ono deliberated by any diseaes

can be included in the great army. Every mem-
ber of it must be performed. If he does not,

nothing is surer than the law regulating the

survival of the fittest will force him to abandon

his position to be filled by someone else. They
must be men who can eat pork and beans and

molasses, who can get along without butter and

other delicacies of the table, and who can work

in the snow, sleet and cold from daylight un-

til dark for six days in the week, month after

month. The business in which a logger is en-

gaged calls for more endurance than that of a

soldier, for in addition to exposure, the logger

is called upon to do severe manual labour.

During the civil war many of the most endur-

ing men in the army, and as brave as ever faced

a gun, came from the pineries of the three great

lumber states.

It need not be supposed that because of the

hard work in the woods, and a lack of so many
of those privileges which are commonly suppos-

ed to make up civilized life, the loggers go

dreadingly to their tasks. They gravitate to

the forest as naturally as a small footed belle

seeks the ball room. It is their life. They are

used to work and do not expect to live without

it. They feel at home under the trees, and in

the camps, where of an evening they tell their

stories through clouds of smoke. The fashions

and ambitions that agitate the outside world,

if none to them, cause them no unrest. In a

certain sense they are happy, insomuch as they

eat heartly and sleep soundly. They are doing a

more important work than they are aware of.

They are filling a great niche in the world that

is necessary to be filled, and which, if it were

not filled, would be disastrous to trade and pro-

gress. The blow of an axe, and the click of the

saw are the forerunners of many of the bless-

ings that we enjoy, and which the ones who do

•o much to produce them are forbidden to en-

joy, even if they have a desire to.

INTERESTING FACTS CONCERNING WOOD-
PULP.

Until recent years only a few varieties of

wood were used in making wood-pulp. The
poplar was early liked for this pur|x>se on

account of its clear white fibre and the ease

with which it could be converted into pulp.

Spruce has been considerably used of late, and

hemlock makes a good quality of pulp. A large

number of factories have been established Em
the making of wood-pulp alone and there are

good reasons why its manufacture should be

often carried on separate from the other pro-

cesses of paper making. Less capital is needed

for making pulp only. The cost of a modern

wood-palp mill, with a capacity of five tons a

day, is about 830,000, while a paper mill of the

same capacity would cost not less than 8100,000.

Moreover, since pulp, as a commercial com-

modity, is easily transported, pulp making, un-

like the pa|>er making process, which can often

be best carried on in or near some city, can be

advantageously conducted in an out-of-the-way

place, where abundance of timber is at hand,

and where water j*>wer, the cheai>est of motivo

powers, and often found in connection with the

clear, pure water necessary for pulp making, is

abundant. Formerly the wood designed for

pulp making, after having been reduced to pulp

by powerful machinery, was boiled with strong

chemicals in a generator, under great pressure,

until the mass was digested into pulp ; but re-

cently many mills have introduced the grinding

process. The wood, after being steamed soft, is

ground by powerful machinery, which almost

entirely dispenses with the caustic acid before

so largely used, and thereby saves much ex-

pense. Of late experiments have been made in

Canada with a view to utilizing the vast accu-

mulations of sawdust at the lumber mills for

the purix>se of paper making, and some of the

pulp made from sawdust has been sent to Eng-

land to be tested. Tho idea of making paper

from sawdust is not new. In 1852, Wilkinson,

in England, patented a process of making i^aper

from sawdust, and a man named Johnson also

secured a similar patent in England in I86&

Although it is very evident that sawdust could

lie much more easily made into pulp than solid

logs of wood, there are several serious obstacles

that prevent the production of a proper quality

of this pulp. One is this :—In making paper

from wood it is necessary to remove all the

bark and also the knotty portions before at-

tempting to reduce the wood to pulp : but in

the process of sawing lumber, portions of the

bark and also of the knots are cut away and

mixed with the sawdust. Then, too. all kinds

of wood are being constantly cut in the saw

mills, and the sawdust made of them all mingles

and includes much pine pitch, which renders

the whole mass of sawdust very objectionable

for paper making purposes. To remove these

obstacles and some others is the problem, and
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it has not been satisfactorily solved. Wood-

pulp is so largely in demand that factories for

making it can be established with the certainty

of doing a good business. So scarce was wood-

pulp in the United States during the past

season that some of the mills, unable to obtain

enough, were obliged to shut down on certain

grades of paper.

Two kinds of wood-pulp are used in the manu-

facture of printing paper, respectively designat-

ed as " mechanical pulp " and " chemical pulp."

Any ordinary wood which is fibrous, free from

knots and decay, and is easily disintegrated, is

suitable for making chemical pulp, though the

whiter the wood and the less acid it contains

the better. The wood is cut into small pieces,

diagonally with the grain, by revolving knives,

just as logwood is cut for dyeing purposes. It

is then treated with a superheated bath of

caustic alkali, and afterward subjected to the

same processes as are clear rags. In making

mechanical pulp no chemicals are used—not

even lime. An ordinary white wood is suit-

able for the purpose, but poplar is preferred,

although the dark heart is not used. The pro-

cess of manufacturing is the most stupid that

could have been devised, yet it is cheap. Water

power is used, and it is estimated that one cord

of wood, with two stones or emery wheels and

30 horse power will produce the equivalent of

from 1,200 pounds of dry pulp per day, with

the labor of three men—one to attend to barking

and sawing the wood, one to attend to the

stones, and one to look after the pulp. The

wood is used soon after it is cut, or, if seasoned,

it must be steamed. The sticks are pressed

endwise against the stones or wheels, and with

a plentiful supply of water they are literally

ground to pulp, thus destroying the fibre. Un-

like the chemically prepared article, this pulp is

not allowed to dry before being used. The

damp sheets are folded, packed in bundles and

sold, with an allowance of 40 per cent, for the

moisture. To manufacture paper from it, the

addition of some kind of fibre is essential—say

from 20 to 80 per cent.
,
according to the kind of

paper required. Good printing paper is made

from the chemical pulp without the addition of

any other fibre, and the use of it is desirable in

making even the best book paper. Some excel-

lent book paper is made of 40 per cent, of this

pulp, and the printing paper now being used by

the government is made wholly of white spruce

pulp. Machinery of the capacity for making,

say 7,000 pounds of rag paper per day, will turn

out from 12,000 to 15,000 pounds per day.

—

Philadelphia Record.

THE COMING WINTER'S SUPPLY.

Considerable speculation has been indulged

in as to the extent of operations in the woods

during the coming winter. By many it is main-

tained that the enhanced cost of all kinds of

carnp supplies, increasing the expense of putting

in stock, will lead to less endeavor being made
to put in a large quantity. Such reasoning is

not in accord with the well known practice of

lumbermen, which is to run a lumber camp for

all there is in it, and cease only when the

weather compels a cessation of labor. It is

reasonable, then, to conclude, that no man who
has ever had a camp, will refrain from establish

ing one this winter, provided, of course, he has

any timber of his own, or can get a job of

lumbering from others. Of course it is impos-

sible to predict, or even grve a shrewd guess, at

the quantity of logs which will be put into the

streams, or placed convenient for the operation

of the mills ; there are too many contingencies

of weather to be taken into account, but it is

perfectly safe to say that, good winter or bad

winter, high prices or low prices for provisions

or labor, all the logs will be cut that the streams

can take care of, and if the spring freshets are

ample to bring the timber from the forest to the

mill booms, it will be a perfectly safe proposi-

tion that the mills will have all they can do to

Haw it. And contrary to the experience of

former years, riot so long back, there is no good

reason why this should not )>e the case. With

the i/renent prosperity of the country, largely

the result of legitimate, rather than speculative

cause*, the present mill capacity is none too

(rreat in the Northwest, to produce the lumber

which a rapidly developing country demands

for ac-tual consumption, except under the most

extraordinary conditions of the season, such as

great floods or drouths, that may bring ruin to

the consumer and destroy his purchasing ability,

the day of overstocks in lumber has, practically,

passed. There was a time when through causes

induced by speculation and apparent, rather

than the real wants of the country, causes the

result of war rather than of peace, the mill

capacity was in excess of the demand for con

sumption, and yearly increasing stocks of

lumber at the great distributing points led to a

loss in values, through the necessity of keeping

the money in active motion, in order to gain

even the smallest interest from its possession.

Emigration was at its lowest ebb, and the era

of development of the prairie, and more

especially of the mining districts of the west,

had scarcely given notice of its coming.

The market for lumber was then restricted to

less than half the territory from which there is

now an active demand. Ten years has seen an

increase of one-third in the population of the

United States, and the prosperity attendant

upon good crops, a revival of business confi-

dence, the development of new industries, the

extension of old ones, the unprecedented in-

crease in railway mileage, and the opening up
and development of immense states, which

were formerly known only as sparse settlements

upon an extreme frontier—all these, aided by

such an immigration as the country has never

before realized, have created a use for products

of the forest that almost forbids the belief that

it can again be said that there is an overstock

of logs in the streams, or lumber in the yards.

An increased half a dollar, or dollar, in the cost

producing logs never frightens a lumberman,
especially when he is realizing higher prices for

his manufactured stock than he ever did before
;

and when we see such prices quoted as $9 for

culls, §18 and $20 for common, and $38 and $40

for uppers, even for such timber as tne famous

Cass river pine of the Saginaw valley ; or where

we hear of logs selling at $19 per thousand,

even allowing them to be the best timber which

ever stood out of doors, and remember that

these prices are several dollars higher than the

same timber ever commanded before, it is folly

to think that its owners will be deterred from

putting it in because of an extra dollar above

the cost of other years in the expense. When,
again, such prices as we have quoted can be

obtained for the very best of lumber or logs, it

is pre-supposable that more ordinary timber

will be held at a proportionate advance upon

former rates.

Recurring to the original question as to the

extent of operations in the forests this winter,

we reply that the stocks of next spring will be

as large as the ingenuity of man—and these

men ingenious and determined lumbermen—can

make them by the aid of snow, if the winter be

favorable, of rain, if it be wet, of logging rail-

roads, if it be dry ; the logs will be put into the

full capacity of the saw mills, which capacity

does not now seem to be in excess of the de-

mands of that great territory, North, South,

East and West, which may be said to stand

ready to consume the lumber at an equitable

valuation.

—

Northwestern Lumberman.

Timber Limits.

We learn that Messrs. R. and G. Strickland

have purchased the Dominion Bank timber

limits in the townships of Oakley and Hindon,

County of Victoria. We have not learned the

price paid, but understand that the limits are

among the most valuable in the back country.

According to the Times, 149 new buildings

have been erected in St. Thomas this season at

an outlay of $178,350. Last year the number of

new structures was 108 and the expenditure

$133,650. There are three huge contracts on

the boards for next season—the Government

buildings, the Grand Central hotel, and the new
Presbyterian church.

Seb to it?—Zopcsa, (from Brazil) will cure the worst

case of Dyspepsia. A single doso will relieve in a de-

gree that shows its wonderful curative powers, and its

peculiar action upon the Stomach and Digestive Organs.
It is a positive and absolute cure for Costiveness and
Constipation, acting in a remarkable way upon the sys-

tem, carrying off impurities. As a Liver regulator its

actions are most remarkable. It tones and stimulates
the Liver to action, it corrects the acids and regulates
the bowels. A few doses will surprise] yon, Sample
bottle 10 cts.

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WIIOI/KKAI.K DKAI.KIt IX

Clear, Pickings, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Sec.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll21y

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSW^G-O, IN". "Z"-
3 Ll2-ly

JAMES HADDEN,
MANUFACTLRKK OF

Shingles and Dressed Stuff.

Foxmead, P. 0., County of Simcoe, Ont.

Two Planers for sale or exchange for a Boiler. b20

S. S. MUTTON & Co.,

Wholesale Lumber Dealers
T O RON T O.

We have for Sale a large quantity of PINE, OAK,
WHITEWOOD, ASH, CHESTNUT, CHERRY, BUT-
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, &c.

flgTP.S.—A SET OF TUB MACHINERY FOR SALE,
CHEAP—OR EXCHANGE FOR LUMBER. lyLlti

A. L. UNDERWOOD
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

White Pine, Basswood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, ONT.

FOR SALE.
The Dexter & "Whitwam Manufacturing

Company, offer for Sale the Entire

Real Estate Plant and Machinery

OF THEIR EXTENSIVE

BENDING & TURNING FACTORY
Situated in the City bf St. Thomas, in the County of

Elgin, Ontario. For full particulars apply to H.
BROWN, Manager, or E. MOORE, President. L20tf

J. T. LAMBERT,
Lumber and Commission Agent.

FOfTSALE.
150 Mils. White Pine, 1 x 10 Stock.
175 " do 1 x 12 "

11 " do 2x10 "

20 " do 2 x 12 "

149 " do 1 inch Siding
20 " do li
40 " do 2 x 10 Joists.

16 " Cedar,
Basswood,

3x6 "
19 " 1} inch.

APPLY AT THE OFFICE, L20

"WELLINGTON STREET, OTTAWA.

We have added to our plant all the latest improved
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture of Printers Furniture, facilities for executing
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continent.

A large assortment of various cuts constantly on hand.
FLEMING & SON,

Ll4 20 Colborne St., Toronto.

PORTLAND FOUNDRY.

joseph McAfee,
(Lite A»oi » McAru.)

Warehouse, Main St., St. John, N B.

AGRICULTURALIMPLEHENTS.

m*!«' FAf.Timm oi

Cooking, Ship, Parlor & Office Stoues

MILL CASTINGS
Ship Windlasses, Capstans, and

Ship Castings of all kinds,
(MADE TO ORDER.)

Power Capstans, Patent Ship Pumps
ly With Copper Chambers. u20

Lead Scuppers & Water Closets & all

goods in my line for Ships' use.

Work done to Order with Quick Despatch.

IRWIN & BOYD
Commission

Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping^GeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

PRACTICAL
Founders, Machinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori
zontal and Portable

Engines, Boilers
Grain Elevators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery,

With Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

RODEBAUGH'3 SAW ERAME, MILL
DOGS and SAW GUIDES.

"WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IRON
CASTINGS.

Plans and Specifications on application."^^

The Walkerville Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkerville, Ont., June 1S31. I
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TORONTO.
From Our Own Correspondent.

November 8th.—The open weather of the

past two weeks has kept shipments of lumber

nearly up to the same figure as in the two weeks

preceding. The average number of cars of

lumber per day arriving here for local use and

for shipment during the last two weeks has

been about fifty, so that averaging each car at

10 M., would foot up about half a million, as

our daily receipts by one road alone ; so that if

we include our receipts by other roads it would

doubtless foot up something like 700,000 ft. per

day. The quality of the lumber also has been

much better on latter shipments. The writer

noticed two trains, of fifteen car loads each, the

aggregate value of which would be in the vicini-

ty of $10,000 on the rail here.

The docks are entirely cleared, and nearly all

the lumber now being shipped goes straight off

the cars on to the vessels, and should the

present fine weather continue for two or three

weeks longer, considerable lumber will yet

reach the American market, and I venture to

affirm, without fear of contradiction, that less

lumber will be wintered over here than during

any winter for the last ten years. Most of the

mill yards will be thoroughly cleaned out of all

they have been able to manufacture, but the

quantity made has doubtless come far behind

the anticipations indulged in by mill men in the

early part of the season. The long drought ex-

perienced during the summer months interfer-

ed seriously with the season's operations. Lath

has become scarce, as indicated in my last letter,

and it is difficult to procure sufficient to keep

the local market supplied, and the consequence

is an advance of 20 cents per M. over former

prices, and the probabilities are that retailers

will demand from $1.90 to $2.00 per M. before

the season closes.

The stocks at the various yards throughout the

city are still quite limited, more especially in

bill stuff, which still continues exceedingly

scarce ; in fact all the yards combinod could not

fill a bill of any magnitude where timber and

joisting predominated, indeed, the only plenti-

ful kind of lumber on the market at the present

time is cull boards, of which there is a full

supply.

Good cherry, butternut and walnut continue

scarce, and the latter has advanced in price

steadily, $200 per thousand being the retail

price now demanded for a choice articlo. Cedar

posts are also hard to obtain of sufficiently good

quality for block pavements, and large quanti.

ties will no doubt be got out this coming winter

to meet the demand next spring and summer,

and, in order to obtain suitable timber, higher

prices will have to be paid by contractors in order

to insure a proper supply.

QUOTATIONS, CAE LOADS.

Mill cull boards and scantling $ 9 00
Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths 11 00

" stocks 13 00
Scantling and joist, up to 16 ft 11 50

" " " 18 ft 12 60
" " " 20 ft 13 00
'• " " 22 ft 13 60

" " 24 ft 14 00
" " " 26 ft 15 00

Scantling and joist, up to 28 ft 16 00
" " ' 30 ft 18 00
« " " 32 ft 20 00
" " " 34 ft 22 00
" " " 36 ft 23 00
" " " 38 ft 20 00
" " " 40 to 44 ft ....32 00

Cutting up planks to dry 18 00
" boards " 16 00

Sound dressing stocks 14 00@16 00
Picks Am. inspection 26 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 34 00

B. M.

11-inch flooring, dressed 28 00
14 " " rough 14 00
lj " " dressed 24 00

1J " " undressed 14 00
1 " " dressed 20 00
1 " " undressed 16 00

I Beaded Sheeting, dressed 20 00
Clapboarding, dressed 12 60
XXX sawn shingles, $t M 2 80
XX sawn shingles 2 75
Sawn hath 1 75

The Causes of Colds are getting overheat-
ed in hot rooms or crowded assemblies, sitting

in a draught, or cooling too rapidly after exer-

cise, muffling up warm and changing to light

wrappings cold and damp feet. No matter
what is the cause Hagyard's Pectoral Balsam is

the cure for all throat and lung diseases that
induce consumption.

THE CANADA

MONTREAL.
Front Our Own Correspondent.

Nov. 9th.—The demand for building lumber

has been pretty brisk since the date of our last

report. Stocks of all kinds of lumber here are

now pretty full, but not much more is expected

to arrive this fall, as sawn lumber is now diffi-

cult to get at Ottawa. Our prices continue as

last quoted, and are likely to remain so for some

time to come. Four large rafts passed down
the river on the 4th inst. for Quebec, apparent-

ly anxious to reach their destination before the

frost sets in. The shipments from this port

since the 22nd ult. were to Buenos Ayres,

1,034,401 ft., and to Monte Video, 385,104 ft.

These are probably the last shipments for this

season, there may be one other cargo, but this

is uncertain. The total shipments to the River

Platte since the opening of navigation to date

were 10,001,842 ft., against 8,133,944 ft. for the

same period of last year, showing an increase of

2,407,898 ft. For building lumber, ex yard, we
continue to quote :

—

Pine, 1st quality, W M S32 00@40 00
Pine, 2nd " |M 18 00@24 00
Pine, shipping culls, %i M 12 00<ai5 00
Pine, cull deals, $1 M 8 00@10 00
Pine, mill culls, $1 M 5 00@ 0 50
Spruce, VM 8 00@10 00
Hemlock, |M 8 00(510 00
Ash, run of long culls out, VM 16 00@18 00
Bass, " " M 14 00@16 00
Oak, $ M 35 00<a45 00
Birch, ¥M 17 00@20 00
Hard Maple, 11' M 18 00@25 00
Lath, 1)1 M 1 25@ 1 36
Shingles, 1st, fl) M 3 00C* 0 00
Shingles, 2nd, TP M 2 00@ 0 00

Cordwood.—The demand for cordwood has

slackened off since the date of last report, but in

a short time, when the weather turns colder, it

will most likely revive
; prices have receded a

little. Fair quantities are arriving by boat

since the river has risen somewhat, and when
winter roads are good for sleighing, there will

be large lots of dry wood coming in from the

bush. We now quote prices on the wharf, ex

cartage, as under :

—

Long Maple 86 50
Short ' { 600
Long Birch 6 00
Short " 6 60
Long Beech 6 50
Short " 6 00
Long Tamarack 5 00
Short " 4 60

OTTAWA.
From Our Own Correspondent.

Nov. 10th.—Tho saw mills in this section are

all running in full blast, day and night, but will

have to shut down in tho course of about two
weeks. There has been no lack of rain of late,

and the rise in the river has facilitated the

getting down of logs, which wore stuck in the

rapids at several points on tho Ottawa and tho

Gatineau. Tho total cut of lumber for the

season will fall considerably short of the

quantity produced last year, owing to tho lack

of log supply during the low water season. It

is questionable whether the cut of some of the

firms in this locality will roach tho quantity

sold last spring. Some of tho yards are quite

bare, as compared to former years at this time,

and it is quite evident that the quantity that

will be held over will not be nearly so large as for

many previous winters.

No large sales of lumber have been reported

for some weeks past, as most of the manufac-

turers are doubtful whether they will be able to

fill the contracts made last spring or not. There

are no changes in the quotations to note since

the last wore given, although tho market is firm

witli an upward tendency.

quotations :—
Shipping Culls, per M §00 00@11 00
Stocks 16 00i<?2S 00
Sidings 25 00@35 00
Mill Culls 7 00(* 8 00
Lath 1 00@ 1 10

The freight business was fairly active during

the past couple of weeks, but is now becoming

dull, as tow steamers and barges are lying up
for the winter season. The last of the American
boats leave to-morrow, and Canadian boats are

going into winter quarters as fast as they arrive.

There was no further rise in freight rates as ex-

pected, owing to the limited supply of lumber
to be shipped. It is expected that about the

usual quantity of lumber will be shipped by rail

during the coming winter.

The Government engineers have completed

their survey for a dam at the foot of Lake
Temiscaminguo, to hold back a reserve supply

of water, so that it could be brought into requi-

LUMBERMAN.

sition at the low water season, and aid in the

getting down of logs and square timber.

The log drives on the Ottawa and Gatineau

rivers will be completed in about a week from

the present time of writing. More difficulty

has been experienced this year in getting down
logs than ever before, and the lowness of water

is attributed in a measure to the clearing up of

the country.

The last lumber train from the Mattawan
to Quebec has passed down. There were 920

car loads in all transported for the Scotch Can-

adian Lumbering Co. This company carries on

operations on the Georgian Bay as well as on

the Upper Ottawa, doing a large trade. They
are sending a good many men up the river this

winter, and will take out double the quantity of

timber and a large lot of logs. It is contemplat-

ed by the firm to place on the market next

season a million feet of square timber, and to

take out 125,000 logs.

All the mill men in this section are sending

large numbers of men up the river, and more
square timber and logs will be taken out this

winter than for a good many years back, in fact

more than at any other period. The outlook is

considered promising.

Mr. Edward Prince, manager of the factory

at Horse Shoe Bay, on the Lower Ottawa, has

shipped during the past summer fourteen large

loads, or some 700 cords, of match blocks to

Wilmington and Westville, U. S. Splints for

the manufacture of matches were formerly

manufactured at the factory, but the U. S.

authorities levied duty upon them, so that the

blocks were only made ready to be transformed

into splints. Several gangs of men are being

sent to tho woods to cut logs for this factory,

which is connected with the Beecher, Swift &
Courtney firm.

The disease known as " Pink eye " has broken

out amongst tho horses in the shanties of Mr. J.

R. Booth, on the Upper Ottawa.

ST. JOHN, V R.

From Our Own Correspondent.

DEALS.

The stock of deals continues very low, and

thero cannot be much change in this respect

for the remainder of the season. The country

mills are nearly all shut down, for want of logs
;

the few deals that come into market from that

direction are selling at about $9, while those of

city manufacture are worth $10.50.

LOGGING OPERATIONS.

The want of activity in the operations for

logging, noticed in our last report, continues.

There is no doubt whatever but the cut of logs

the coming winter will fall far short of the

average, and as the streams have been pretty

well cleared of the old logs during the past

season, the supply for next year's sawing must

be very limited indeed.

FREIGHTS.

The freight market can scarcely be said to

have undergone any change. The last charter

reported was the Andrew Johnson, 2,005 tons,

for Liverpool, at 56s. 3d. ; this being a very

large ship, this figure may be considered rather

below the market rate, which we would quote

about the same as in our last, say 57s. 6d.

SHIPMENTS.

The shipments of deals and other sawn lumber

are as follows :

—

For Europe 6,337,000 Sup. feet.

" United States.' 8,109,oeO "

" Africa 728,000 "

" Australia '. 1,828,000
"

SHIPPING.

Our shipping list shows quite an increase,

and as a number of vessels have yet to arrive,

the prospect is that we shall have no deals left

for winter. A somewhat interesting occurrence

took place here on Saturday, in the sailing of

two large ships for Australia, viz., the Mailt ille,

924 tons, and the Walter D. Wallet, 1,413 tons,

both with deal cargoes, amounting to 735.000

feet, and 1,103,000 feet respectively. The inci-

dent is noteworthy as indicating the develop-

ment of a comparatively new department of our

wood trade, a very few shipments having boon

previously made direct for that destination.

Both ships are cleared for Adelaide for orders,

and it will be interesting to note the time of

each on their arrival at the Antipodes. We
wish them bon voyage.

The following is a list of the vessels in port,

with their tonnage and destinations :

—

Wm
. Stephenson, 749, United Kingdom.

Pusnaes, 503, Dublin.

Vandyck, 1,377, Liverpool or London.
Topaz, 196, United Kingdom.
St. Joseph, 385, East Coast Ireland.

Loining, 821, United Kingdom.
SybiUa, (s), 1,329, Liverpool, Glasgow or Bristol

Channel.

Angel, 193, Mediterranean.

Paramatta, 925,

Lord Palmerston, 649, Cork.

Latona, 945, Liverpool, London, or Bristol Channel.

Bertie Biglow, 1,142, Liverpool.

Wickhain, (s), 1,124, Liverpool, London, or Bristol

Channel.

Andrew Johnson, 2,005, Liverpool.

Thos. N. Hart, 1,200, London.

L. H. CVehed, 599,

Oliver Emery, 623,

E. M. Gregory, 387, discharging.

Sea Bird, 333, waiting.

Kodiac, 420,

Nov. 7th, 1881.

CHICAGO.
The Northtctttern Lumberman says :—The

cargo market, during the past week, has not

only been a smaller one than usual, but as well,

remarkably quiet. The weather has not been

favorable for dealers to " hang around " looking

for bargains, and the attendance has been

scarcely up to the average. The offerings have

not been large, and although each day has

shown some cargoes awaiting purchasers, and

each day has seen the fleet nearly or quite

cleaned out, the fluctuations in prices have been

very slight. Ordinary piece stuff, which is the

barometer of the market, has sold at $10.25 and

$10.37* to §10.75, while long lengths have rang-

ed according to the proportion in the cargo, from

810.50 to $13. The better grades of lumber have

ruled firm throughout the week.

Shingles have been in slightly better favour,

sales being made at $2.37i for brands which had

not been previously held above $2.35. Quota-

tions at this writing stand at about $2.20 to

$2.30 for standards, with A bringing from $2.37J

to favorite brands at $2.65, at which latter rate

a cargo was sold October 1.

Freights have been rather dull and inactive,

and many vessels are going into winter quarters

from inability to meet expenses. The advanc-

ing wages and the high cost of provisions, the

inclemency of weather which may reasonably l>e

expected during the month of November, is

ordinarily compensated somewhat by increased

rates of freight ; but the outlook for a profitable

month to the vessel interest is anything but

promising.
CARGO QUOTATIONS.

Joist and scantling, green.ordinary lengths$10 25idl0 75

Joist and scantling, green, 20 feet and over 12 OOvrlS 00

Mill run, choice green 16 60^21 00

Mill run, medium, green 13 OftfrlO 50

Mill run, common, " 11 75;*13 Oil

Shingles, standard 2 25-ji 2 35

Shingles, extra A 2 35(<i 2 60

Lath 1 S5t§ 1 90

LAKE FREIGHTS.

Manistee *2 25

Muskegon 1 f7J

Ludington 2 00

Grand Haven 1 87*

Menominee 2 12m93 25

Sturgeon Bay 2 12jis?2 25

White Lake 2 00

Ford River 2 00

The condition of trade at the yards in this

city has not materially changed from that of

last week. The weather, much of the time, all

over the country tributary to Chicago, has been

unpropitious to trade, but, notwithstanding

this fact, a fairly active demand has prevailed,

orders coming in quite freely. The call for

lumber in the interior is, with most dealers,

fully equal to their ability to supply it, on

account of the difficulty in procuring cars

promptly. Some trouble is experienced by in-

dividual concerns in always finding the requisite

amount of stock dry enough to ship to fill orders,

though it is asserted that there is enough in the

district, if it was only equally distributed among

the dealers. The fact is, no doubt, that dry

stocks are much broken, and in many in-

stances run down. This is an indication that

the volume of trade during the season has been

heavy. The lowness of dry stocks on the Miss-

issippi, and the dubious coudition of the manu-

facturing interests along that river, will like'y

make a loud demand for all the available lumber

here, aud this fact should tend to stiffen prices.
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The late soaking rains have put stocks in bad

condition for shipment, on account of the extra

weight lumber has taken on by absorption of

dampness.

Receipts and shipments of lumber and shingles

for the week ending November 2 :

—

RECEIPTS. SHIPMENTS.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1SS1 42,413,000 20,900,000 45,120,000 18,160,000

18S0 51,695,000 17,820,000 41,614,000 18,660,000

Receipts and shipments of lumber and

shingles from January 1 to, and including,

November 2 :

—

RECEIPTS. SHIPMENTS.

Lumber. Shingles. Lumber. Shingles.

1881.1,618,365,000 691,652,000 1,565,773,000 746,690,000

1880.1,362,836,000 562,378,000 1,286,652,000 622,874,000

In...255,529,000 129,274,000 269,121,000 123,816,000

STOCK ON HAND NOVEMBER 1.

1881. 1880. 1879.

Lumber 541,763,015 509,304,599 414,575,858

Shingles 241,445,200 178,985,000 153,274,000

Lath 38,333,925 52,459,483 31,612,310

Pickets 2,788,430 1,823,194 1,148,966

Cedar posts 211,048 85,904 85,904

BOSTON.
The Journal of Commerce says :—Reports

coming in show the market to be as active at

for any previous week. The call for pine stock

is immense, and many large orders have boen

filled. Dealers who possess good stocks of No.

1 grades feel that they are in a position to reap

a great harvest, if present indications do not

fail. The amount of building going on and in

contemplation is drawing largely on the supply

of western lumber. This fact, together with the

rise in freights, is likely to strengthen values

very materially. Hard woods continue in good

demand, especially black walnut. Basswood,

which has been somewhat quiet, is quoted at

$25(a30. Ash has not been neglected, and some

very fair sales have been made. The following

are cargo prices :

—

CANADA PINE.

Selects, Dressed..... $48 00@50 00

Shelving, Dressed, lsts
1

40 00@42 00

" 2nds 33 00@35 00

Dressed Shippers 27 00@29 00

Dressed Box 18 00@20 00

Sheathing, 1st quality 42 00@45 00

» 2nd " 34 00(335 00

ALBANY.
Nov. 8th.—The Argus says we have a steady

trade to report in pine lumber, with ample re-

ceipts and a well-assorted stock. The ship-

ments, both from the river and canal sides of

the districts, continue to be free to the south

and east by barges and by vessel. Prices are

steadily maintained.

Hardwoods are in good supply and demand,

and are unchanged in prices.

Coarse lumber is arriving freely, and is in

large demand at quotations ; the demand does

not permit any accumulation of stock.

The receipts of lumber by lake at Buffalo

for the week ending November 7 were 11,600,-

000 feet, and by rail 01 cars. The receipts by

lake at Oswego for the week were 4,609,000

feet.

The receipts by canal at Albany from the

opening of navigation to the 8th inst. were :

—

Bds. & Sctl.,ft. Shingles.m. Timber.ft. Staves.lbs.

1861

1880. ...340,027,500 0,i79 10,685 638,200

Freights from Bay City to Buffalo and Tona-

wanda, S3.00 M.; from Saginaw, $3.25. From
Tonawanda to Albany, S2.45 to S2.50. From
Oirwego to Albany 82.00. From Port Hope to

Oswego, 81.40. From Ottawa to Albany, by

boats, 83.50 M. feet.

River freights are steady :

To New York, %> M ft $ @1 00

To Bridgeport @1 37J

To New Haven @1 37 J

To Providence, Fall River and Newport 2 00@2 25

To Paw-tucket 2 25@2 60

To Nonralk 1 25@1 30

To Hartford @2 00

To Norw ich @2 00

To Hiddletown @1 75

To New Lowion @1 75

To Philadelphia @2 00

ION A WAN OA.

CABOO LOTH—«ACINAW INSPECTION.

Tfcr*e MW:n 840 00(345 0°

Common 17 50@20 00

11 &0O12 60

THE MOBILE, ALA., LUMBER TRADE.

Through the kindness of Messrs. Guy Bevan

& Co., of St. John, N.B., and Mobile, Ala., we
are enabled to give the following particulars

with regard to the lumber trade of Mobile for

the year ending the 31st of August, last :

—

LUMBER.
This branch of trade, which is one of the

most important of the pitch pine trade, ami one.

of the leading industries of Mobile and South

Alabama, has greatly improved during the past

year, and extended its trade to new markets.

A good demand prevailed the entire year, and

our mills were kept busy in preparing lumber

for shipment ; in fact, they had at times to re-

fuse orders, as they had more than they could

supply, and at the present time the demand is

in excess of the capacity of the mills. Nearly

four million feet of cypress lumber was shipped

during the year from Stockton to New Orleans

and Texas in vessels having coasting license.

We have omitted this amount from our table as

we have no record of last year's shipments.

The number of mills in this county and on the

Eastern Shore tributary to Mobile, are twenty-

one ; there are also two new ones building, and

they will probably be in operation the coming

season. The following table is made up from

Custom House clearances and such other coast-

wise shipments as we could obtain from vessels

leaving this port ; we have no way of obtaining

shipments by all the vessels having coasting

license, or by rivers and railroads to the in-

terior :

—

FOREIGN.
1880-1. 1879-80.

Cuba 2,059,645 1,957,440
Jamaica 1,598,067 974,655
Great Britain 1,647,651 682,962
Hayti 1,607,214 530,925
Trinidad 558,734 870,619

Bio de Janeiro ".
. . 414,554 736,200

Mexico., 255,170 1,383,222

France 1,545,626 1,525,715

Germany 450,833 723,901
Various 2,476,323 1,882,391

Total

12,613,817

11,168,030
Value .$188,551.62 8149,396.98

COASTWISE.
1880-1. 1879-80.

New York 600,473 1,898,215
Texas

2,648,805

476,000
Boston

1,030,000

895,188
Philadelphia 656,573 1,105,000

Baltimore 622,500
New Haven 289,712
Various 322,000 407,295

Total 5,547,563 5,404,198
Total shipments, Foreign and
Coastwise 18,161,380 16,572,228

HEWN AND SAWN TIMBER.
We are now at the close of one of the most

successful seasons in the pitch pine trade ever

enjoyed by this port. The supply of timber

throughout the whole season was regular and

sufficiently abundant to enable shippers to give

their vessels a fair despatch and avoid the

annoyance and expense of demurrage, so notice-

able during the previous season, and yet it was

not too abundant to prevent cutters from realiz-

ing remunerative prices almost up to the close

of a protracted season. The markets in Great

Britain from the close of the season of 1879-80

until early in the present year were very firm,

and prices, for large average timber especially,

were high. Large sales were early effected,

while prices were at their highest, and as the

supply of stock and vessels to remove it were

sufficiently abundant at moderate rates to enable

shippers to perform all their contracts, they en-

joyed a very profitable season's work. But, as

is always the case in the timber trade, no sooner

do the markets of Europe offer inducement to

importers than the tradeis overdone, the markets

glutted and prices dropped below the cost of

importation, and the past season was no excep-

tion to the rule, aided no doubt by the Sym-

pathy of the timber trade with that of iron,

which has been drooping in price since early in

the spring. Although the prospects for next

season's shipments look gloomy enough at

present, still there seems but little doubt but

that prices will revive when the shipping season

fairly reopens, and we will probably see a steady

demand for all classes of pitch pine goods (but

especially for the larger average of hewn timber)

throughout the coming season at prices that

will have a fair margin for both shippers and

cutters. We are lead to this belief from the

fact that the crops throughout Europe are un-

usually good, and consequently the tune of the

market in nearly all branches of trade steady

and firm. The immense proportions that ship-

building on both the East arid Went coasts of

Great Britain is assuming must abobeconndcr-

ed an aid to the revival of tin; timber trade. It

is true that the vessels arc almost entirely con-

structed of iron and steel, but it must )><-. Ijorne

in mind that the internal fittings (in the con-

struction of which pitch pine is an important

item) are still the same, but on a much larger

scale. Therefore, with these facts before us it

does not seem improbable that the ensuing

season will be a fairly good one. We append

our annual statement of the shipments of pitch

pine to Europe, &c, by which it will be seen

how rapidly this branch of trade is increasing

in importance at Mobile :—
HEWN TIMBER.
Can/iKK. Cub. ft. Value.

1880-81 41 1,364,9«0 ><18<J,220.2>5

1879-80 19 524,932 64,095.47

1878-79 14 245,507 30,679.08

1877-78 17 467,521 54,627.36

1876-77 19 491/190 63,314.60

1875-76 12 279,530 33,543.60

1874-75

5

128,152 16,187.18

SAWN TIMI1ER.

1880-81 28 371,906 52,368.45

1879-80 15 223,075 26,540.43

1878-79 65,519 8,235.87

1877-78 2,248 250.80

1876-77 74,881 9,435.38

STAVES.

The high price paid for timber last year

caused more time to be devoted to timber and

less to staves, which caused our receipts to be

very light and smaller than they have been for

years. During the past year a good demand

prevailed, and prices ruled from 810.00 to $15.00

per thousand higher than the previous year.

Present prices will no doubt be maintained

during the coming year, as prices and demand

have greatly improved in Europe, and the indi-

cations are that during the early winter months

staves will probably be $10.00 per mille higher.

Nearly one-half of this year's shipments were to

Spain. Prices of No. 1 staves have ranged

from $120.00 to $130.00 per thousand. The

foreign exports for the past three seasons have

been as follows :

—

1880-81 91,462 $11,316.27

1879-80 121,460 13,351.21

1878-79 120,052 13,594.50

Total 332,974 $38,261.98

SHINGLES.

During the past season shippers were fortu-

nate, as the market was plentifully supplied and

they did not have to contend with a "scarcity
"

like they had the first part of the previous

season, this caused prices to rule low and made

Mobile the cheapest market in the world. Our

shipments to foreign ports show a decrease, but

those to coastwise ports show a large increase ; in

addition to this, the shipments by rail, &c, to

the interior of Alabama, Mississippi and

Georgia, is estimated at 10,000,000 shingles.

This shows that the decrease to forign ports has

been made up by a strong domestic demand.

According to the Custom House records, the

shipments have been as follows :

—

Foreign. Coastwise. Value.

1880-81 4,110,250 724,000 $23,538.80

1879-80 4,689.200 200,000 19,174.00

1878-79 3,702,300 191,000 17,361.20

1877-78 3,710,300 109,500 17,553.65

The Time to Cut Timber.

Experience teaches that the best time to cut

timber is in the summer when in the most rapid

season of its* growth, and while that season is

drawing to its close. The highest authority on

this subject advises that the same rule be fol-

lowed that skilful nurserymen observe in per-

forming the operation of budding—that is, just

as the terminal bud on each branch begins to

form—as soon as it is first evident that the

growth of the branch is about to terminate, but

is still in active progress. Experienced tree

propagators have found that much earlier than

this the juices of the tree arc in too thin or

liquid a state to form good adhesion betw een

the bud and peeled surface. From the moment

the bark separates freely from the wood, these

juices continue to thicken until growth ceases

altogether, and the new wood is completely

formed, and, when this new wood is in the state

of a thick paste, then is the time that the bud

will adhere most perfectly. This is the period

when the bark may be peeled from the tree

without destroying its vitality, and this is the

time for cutting timber. Early in the spring

the tree is full of sap, which is little else than

pure water, and which has been gradually accu-

mulating through the winter by the absorption

of the roots, with no tl.-: f<jr it* escape, a«

there is in summer through myriad* of Leave*.

While the tree is thua replete with water it u in

the wont condition to cut. but when a j^rtiou

of this water haa pa->' i tl.i' . ), the leave, and

the rest haa been much thickened by conversion

into material for wo I i.v n i the t,m<; /or cut-

ing it.

Hacyahd'h Yello.. Oil will be found in

valuable for all pOftMMM of a fntnjly liniment.
Immediate relief will follow It* tine in all caaea
of pain in the atoma'-li, Iviwela or *iden ; rheu-
matism, colic, coldn, nuraina and bruiaea. For
internal and external use. It h&* no equal in

the world for what it in recommended. For
sale by all dealers at 2.0c. per bottle.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Emory's Bar to Port Moody.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

Tender for Work in British Columbia.

SEALED TENDERS will be received bv the under-
signed up to NOON on WEDNESDAY, the lat

day of FEBRUARY next, in a lump sum, for the
construction of that portion Gf the road between Port
Moody and the West-end of Contract 00, near Emory'i
Bar, a distance of about B5 miles.

Specifications, conditions of contract and forms of

tender may be obtained on application at the Canadian
Pacific Railway Office, in New Westminister, and at
the Chief Engineer's Office at Ottawa, after 1st Janu-
ary next, at which time plans and profiles will be open
for inspection at the latter office.

This timely notice is given with a view to giving
Contractors an opportunity of visiting and examining
the grounds during the fine season and before the
winter sets in.

Mr. Marcus Smith, who is in charge at the office at
New Westminister, is instructed to give Contractors
all the information in his power.
No tender will be entertained unless on one of the

printed forms, addressed to F. Braun, Esq., Sec. Dept.
of Railways and Canals, and marked "Tender for

C. P. R."
F. BRAUN,

Dept. of Railways and Canals, \ Secretarv.
Ottawa, Oct."24th, 1881. {

12dl0 7l25

BELTING.

Chipman, Rsnaud & Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LEATHER BELTING.

FIRE ENGINE HOSE
LACE LEATHER.. &c.

124 & 126 Queen St. "25-3*

?lf you are al
i-J man of let
¥$ ters toiling c

Iff night work,

If you are a man
of business/weak-

ened by the strain of
your duties avoid
stimulants and us©
Hop Bitters.
If you arc young and

discretion or dissipa
ried or singie. old or
poorhealth or languish,
ness, rely on Hop^-itters

overnud-
_ to res-

re brain nerve and
aite. use Hop B.

suffering from any in-

; if you are mar-
1 *, roiferinp from

a bed of sick-

Luiathijr
riciithth. I.afc-.

Whoever you are,
whenever you feel
that your system
needs cleansing,

'

ins or etiniulatii:

without infoxica"
take Hop
Bitters.

Have you dys-
pepsia, kidney
or urinary com-
plaint, disease
of the stomach,
bowels, blood-
liver or nerves I

You will be
cured if youuse
Hop Bitters

Ifyouareslm-
ily weak and
ow spirited, try
ti ft may
s avey ou r

life. It has
saved hurt
dreds-

Thcusands die an
nually from some
form of Kidney
disease that might
have been prevented
byatimely use of

HopBltters

Da I. C
is an absolute
and irresista-
ble cure for
drunke n e s s

.

of opium,
tobacco, or
narcotics.

Soldby drug-
cists. Send for
Circular.

HOP BITTERS

IPFG CO.,

Rochester, 5. T.

& Toronto, Out
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ELECTRICIAN,
4 QUEEN STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

Trusses for HERNIA, Rupture,

The most Durable and Beneficial kind known to Medical Science always in

Stock, and fitted to the Body at Reasonable Prices.

BATTERIES FOR BATHS,
Of Special Sizes, made to order, both for Public and Private Use

;
and

PRDIO B ATTERIES always on hand. PRICES LOW. lyH7

594

Manufacturers

Suppl:
lV-LlS

National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA.

DAVID JONES'
CELEBRATED

Cast Steel Table Cutlery!
^Ssr^Best Cast Steel, Warranted.-^gr

Edge Tool & Cutlery Works, Woodstock, O.
Awarded Diploma and Medal by the New Brunswick Government in 1873

The Best Axes in the World

!

Single, Double and Triple Steel, 28 Patterns.

-35o
3

"*3

Oo

I
.53

And Burrell's, Warnock's, and Dundas Axes, made specially for the Lumber Trade,

repacked any weights without extra charge. Lindsay Pattern of Broad anfl Blocking

Axes. LANCE TOOTH SAWS, warranted good. P. Jewill & Sons (Hartford, Conn.)

LEATHER BELTING. 2d OUT FILES. LATH YARN. MU1 and Shanty Hardware.

No. 1 LARD OIL. Heavy HAME9. BUCKLES and HARNESS TRIMMINGS.
Ballard and other RIELES, from $10 each. Large assortment of CARTRIDGES.

GEORGE STETIIE1I. Peterborough. Out.

Importer, Jobber and Retail Dealer in Hardware. 12L17

manufacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
military Encampments, with or without, extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,

rnlldow proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Pings of nil descriptions, (regulation sizes)

tlPEM FCR USE made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMPT BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever Invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x 6 In. ; 3 feet long, weighing

JiOnly 11 pounds, but strong onough to bear the
weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
#&-Speclal rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

LOSGD

b27

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

202 Sparks Street, Ottawa
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HART EMERY WHEEL COMPANY, Limited

HAMILTON O^HNT^ID^.

GILBERT HART, Detroit,
President.

JAMES T. BARNARD, Hamilton,
Secretary-Treasurer.

SAMUEL BRIGGS, Hamilton.
Superintendent.

MANUFACTURERS OjF THE CELEBRATED

30; ZS R C* 3E

EMERY and UN WHEELS

These Wheels are

Wire Strengthened

h And Specially Adapted

For Saw Gumming

Neither Animal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in their composition, they are NOT LIABLE
TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while

They Surpass A II Other Wheels for Free Gutting and Durability.

We refer to the following well known Saw Manufacturers for Opinions as to the Quality of our Wheels :

Messrs. SHURLEY & DIETRICH,
GALT.

Messrs. R. H. SMITH & CO.,

ST. CATHARINES.

JAMES ROBERTSON, ESQ.,

MONTREAL.

Messrs. JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.,

TORONTO.

WE ALSO REFER TO

WILLIAM HAMILTON, ESQ
,

PETERBOROUGH,
Manufacturer of the Covell Saw Sharpeners.

Messrs. H. B. RATHBUN & SON,
DESERONTO,

Lumber Merchants. lyiA6
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Northey s Steam Pump Works
BOILER FEED PUMPS,

AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMPS,

STEAM FIRE PUMPS, and

WRECKING PUMPS.

MINING PUMPS,

PUMPS SPECIALLY ADAPTED for

OIL PIPE LINES,

And CITY WATER WORKS.

No. 47 King William Street.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO
SEHST3D ITOK. CIECTJLAE. U7-ly

The Rainer Piano Always Triumphant!
CARRIES OFF THE HONORS OF 1880 AS FOLLOWS

:

At Toronto Industrial Exhibition, 1st Prize, Diploma & Medal for Eest Square Piano

At Hamilton Provincial Exhibition 1st Prize and Diploma

At Brantford Southern Fair ------ 1st Prize and Diploma

At Guelph Central Exhibition 1st Prize and Diploma
#SS~SEND FOR CATALOGUE.-®^

RAINER, SWEETNAM & HAZELTON,
MANUFACTURERS,

guelph:, ozn't.a.:r,io „,

The Crowning TriiimpEa o« the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have just received the HIGH EST AWARD and Hl'ECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English,

and American makers. This, along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
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The Bell Organ Manufactory is the Largest and Oldest in the ltritish Empire, and the fact that
wo have sold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best in the market. We GUARANTEE ALL
OUR ORGANS for live years Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.

L17
W. IBZELL & CO.

41 to 47 East Market Sxiqare, GUELPH, Ont.

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure in drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding House use. These Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet
Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Stoves are as follows :—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-inch holes, with ample room between, and one oven 10 x 2t x 28.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-inch potholes, with two^ovens, each IS

x 2t x'2d. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonials
from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since I

commenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
reliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of *ny own could do.

The Best Stove I have ever I *e«I.

Peterborough, May 31, 1S80.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove 1 have ever
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Yours truly, THOS. GEO. HAZL1TT.

The Stove for Lumbermen.
l'mRRORoron, June 1st, IScO.

Adam Hall, Es<|., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove ami find

it is very satisfactory for lumber operations, especiallv so on drives. We can recommend it higblv.

Yours truly, IRWIN 4 BOYD,

Gives the Greatest Satisfaction.

Petbrborocgii, June 3rd, 15.^0.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you. in con-
stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. II I L LIARD, si. P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED

All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.
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LUMBERMEN
Will always find a Large Stock of

Shanty Blankets

mw was

.A.IN"ID

HORSE BLANKETS
At LOWEST Mill Price, at

JNO. MACDONALD & CO'

TOEONTO.
'Send Sample Order for our LINED SHAPED

HORSE RUG, a pecialty highly recommended for

Wear and Warmth
6l22

A. LEARMONTH& Co.
ENGINEERS AND FOUNDERS,

MANUFACTURER OF

Steam Engines, Rotary Pumps, of all sizes, for Paper

and Pulp Mills, Steam Pumps, and a Variety of other

Pumps, Propeller Engines for Yachts & Tow Boats.

L24-ly

Iron Railings, Hoisting Machines for Stores, Jack Screws, Park
Mills, all kinds of Machinery for Mines, Saw Mills, Flour Mills.

St. Paul St., QUEBEC,

ABEAMS & KER'R
MANUFACTURERS OF

Steam Engines, Mill Gearing, Rotary Mills, hafting,

Planers, Hangers, Pulleys, Variety Moulders.

ing by th, Haw Process

GRAYS PATENT

A Model of Perfection I

Every Mill a Success I

The Machine is Perfect in all its adjustments, and RUNS
WITHOUT NOISE.

It is doing Better Work than any other Machine in use.

Automatic Lubrication of Principal Bearings.

Driven entirely by BELTS.
Differential Speed always insured.

WE)'MAN'S NEW IMPROVED PATENT

AffGfelaiift Hoi

SPECIAL MACHINERY MADE TO ORDER

Latest Improved Spool and Bobbin Machinery.

Every Variety of Heavy and Light Casting.
L24-ly

Foundry and Machine Shop on City Road,

ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

The BEST ROLL FOR MIDDLINGS in the world. Over 6000

in use in this country and Europe. Send for particulars.

MILLER BROS. & MITCHELL,
Nos. 110, 112, 114 and 116 KING STREET

MONTREAL.
SOLE LICENSEES FOR DOMINION.

Manufacturers of Improved Hoisting Machinery, MINING
and CONTRACTORS' PLANT. Importers of BEST STEEL
WIRE ROPE. Mention this Paper. v2i-l?
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EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emory Wheels are now almost in universal use for the purpose of gullettlng and gumming saws. Statistics show from

25,000 to 80,000 saw-in ills In tile United Stales. Many of these run only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two
wheels a year, costing S3 to $1 each, and when such small mills order single Emery Wheels from the factory, the express charges
often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality of Emery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand so
fickle, that storekeepers could not airord to carry them in stock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have become as staple
an art icle as Kiles, and overy dealer in saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sizes in stock,

Large dealers order stocks of $"j00 to $750 worth at a time. Haw Gumming Wheels are used with the edge (or face) square, rouod
or beveled. Probably soven-elgtbs of all in use are beveled.

Tne principal sizes are:

8x+
Hxj}

8xJ

hole. J in. hole.

12xJ

12x1
12x1
12xf
12x5
12x5

Holes,

f J, l and 1 inch.

Probably moro wheels 12xji, 12xJ and 12xJ are used than all the other sizes together. Haw Gumming Wheels are used,

however, of all sizes up to 2IxlJ. The most frequent complaint is that Emery Wheels harden the saw so that a file won't touch It.

The answer is that you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workmau will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,
leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 33j per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those
who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the saw Wjldly a second time (after going all over It once), and this second
touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

j^. QXJESTION OF QUALITir.
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers in, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

",Extra Soft" wheel like tho '-Pocono." We believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel Is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to

adopt our views, we make several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tanlte), that we can furnish

qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to somo special quality of wheel, let us know what it is, and we can send you a Tanile Wheel of similar quality. Our regular

classification of Saw Gumming Wheels Is as follows

:

CLASS 2- MEDIUM—HARD.—This Wheel^s the Standard Haw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are "Class 2.

It cuts fastand keeps its shape well. Some think it too hard, some too soft. Wo prefer the " Pocono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM—SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, and therefor freer cutting wheel.

CLASS " POCONO." EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all othors. It Is both finer in grain nnd softer than either of the above. As a Haw Gumming Wheel, Class " Pocono" is

specially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a free cutting wheel that will not create much heat.

Illustrated Circulars and Catalogue, showing Cuts of Saw Cliunintiig Machines, and Shapes, .Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on application.
Ll3

The Tanite Co. Stroudsburg, Monroe Go. Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.

M. Covel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener!
Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose. 1

CIRCULAR SAW Jt/^^r^ MILL MACHINERY!

STEAM FEED

!

I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which are giving the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimoniols :—

Gravenuurst, August 20tb, 18S0,

Wm. Hamilton, Esq., Peterborough.

Dear Sir—I have used your Steam Feed for near four
months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction in every
way; it is admitted by overy person who has seen it work
to be tho best feed ever invented. Since I put it into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything bo-
longing to it. I can out 18 boards 13 ft. long in one minute.
It can do muoh smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-

stantly. I am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. 1 consider 1 have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got it

than 1 would have cut had I not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TA1T,
Lumberman, Gravenuurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put in Is working splen-
didly. Yours, &c,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for all

sizes of Gang or Circular Mills, Span or Double Circulars

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs Into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the

Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Edgers, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, Power Gummers, and all Machinery used in a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill: also, small Hand Hum-
mere for use in the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary
Pumps ofdifferent sizes, for Fire Protection in Mills, «fce.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel Is the great consideration, along

with uniformity ot speed, such as is required in Gris-t and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. 1 feel

justified In saying that ourStyle, Workmanship and Finish

on this Engine will be no discredit to it* renown, and cer-

tainly is not equalled iu this country for economy of fuel.

1 have them working at 2J pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. L10

PETERBOROUGH, OZESTT.

Li
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FAST SAWING.
Last winter Messrs. Irwin & Boyd determined

to take out their old circular in the Nassau Mills,

near Peterborough, and replace it with an A
No. 1, which for good fast cutting and con-

venience should be ahead of anything in this

lumbering district of Ontario. The contract

was awarded to Mr. Win. Hamilton, of this

town, and in due time the job was placed in

position, and is a decided success. But as this

success was not obtained without encountering

gome of the difficulties incidental to high speed,

and not without furnishing bits of experience

worth recording, we shall note a few points

that may Be of interest to our patrons.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
The mill is of a style that is heavy and strong

throughout ; it is also well fitted, but is not

showy. The iron husk, or frame, is 9 x 5£ feet

;

saw mandrel, 4| in. diameter ; mandrel pulley,

33 in. diameter by 22 in. face
;
carriage shaft, 3£

in. diameter ; other shafts, 3 in. ; feed and gig

friction pulleys, 12 in. face ; belt for feed cones,

6 in. ;
gig belt, 10 in. The main driving belt is

18 in., of heavy leather, double and made up
endless at the factory in Montreal, ready to be

put on, and runs with perfect smoothness,

though at the unprecedented rate of 8,000 feet

per minute. The feed and gig movement of

the carriage was effected primarily by a \\ in.

manilla rope, but as this had been broken

several times, it was taken off and a chain used
;

this has also been frequently broken, but is

quickly repaired. The carriage has three head

blocks, one being on a detachable portion which

is used only for long logs. The dogs of the other

two are connected, and are operated by one

convenient lever, which is weighted for the

doable purpose of holding the dogs in either

position, and assisting in dogging. On the first

head block there is a tapering attachment for

setting the log either in or out. There is a

friction pulley underneath the carriage which is

mad'; to operate against the back track timber

while gigging, for the purpose of withdrawing

the knees. The set works are on the prin-

ciple of the frictional bite, and, like the British

bull-dog, always bites and never slips ; with new
retractile stop ping for stock lumber, and new
adjustable scale for siding down to stock or any

given dimensions ; we think this makes the most

exact and convenient set works we have ever

seen ; one man on the carriage dogs and undogs,

tnisnr.n ar.'j <:t, w ithout any appreciable loss

of time. The journal boxes for feed and gig

baft are balanced, and each is suspended by a

heavy bolt by which they can be adjusted in a

Momeiit j,,r the wear of friction pulleys. The
mandr' l <*,/<.- ;<;<; cant solid on the frame with

large chambers underneath and around them,
i

wbich provide* a good circulation of air to the
j

porti//n» Jik<;]y to become heated, or, if required,

tfce lower apertures can be closed and the

efcauit^r filled v/jth water, The alignment of
|

the saw with the carriage is made by slightly

turning the whole frame, for which a ready

means is provided. The true relation of all the

parts to each other is thereby retained, and the

pivot is so placed that the cutting side of the

saw is always the same distance from the car-

riage. The caps of these mandrel boxes are a

sham in the ordinary sense of a close fitting cap,

which would serve to keep a journal warm
rather than cool. These caps are much like

Paddy's beaver, which had the crown hinged to

one side, and had also a few convaynient holes

jist to kape his head cool. Certainly the whole

arrangement serves its purpose admirably, as

the journals never rise above blood heat.

STYLE OF WORKING.
The motive power of this mill is furnished by

a 66 in. Leffel wheel, working under a head of

from 10 to 11 feet, so that this, in common with

all water mills, is under two particular disad-

vantages when compared with mills driven by
steam. The motion of water mills varies great-

ly, particularly when the power is derived, as

in this case, from one wheel, and no one seems

to come forward with a suitable governor,

whereas, steam is easily governed. Besides,

steam mills can use the steam feed, which is the

most marked of modern improvements in saw-

ing lumber. ^ The rate of feed depending entire-

ly upon the conditions of each particular cut,

the sawyers can always make the most of them
;

logs can be fairly shot each way, or go at a

snail's pace. With the water mill you must
be always content with a good average feed.

This mill was calculated for a six foot saw to

run at 750 revolutions per minute ; it was ex-

pected not to rise higher than 800, nor to fall at

any time much below 600. On trial, however,

with a five foot saw, it ran as high as 950, and

fell, in cuting a large log, to less than half that

speed. This was . an awkward condition of

things ; she was both fast and slow,— at times

fully at the dangerous point, aud yet no good

turn out of work, besides no saw could cut well

under such changed conditions, and casualities

were common. By a change of gearing the

speed was reduced fully to the original calcula-

tion, with satisfactory results,—greater steadi-

ness of motion and a large amount of good saw-

ing. But as the mill was being worked from

week to week, and all the bearings came to a

more perfect face, with also a slight chanpe in

regard to head of water, the speed was found

again to rise, the speed indicator showing 825.

The six foot saw was required and put on, but

not being hammered to so high a speed, it re-

fused to do duty. The saw-maker was brought

on the scene, and he advised a further reduction,

which was made, bringing the speed to the

neighbourhood of 700, resulting in greatly im-

proved steadiness, less wear and tear, and good

account of lumber. She would drop readily

ten boards per minute. We saw this

being done in the course of ordinary work.

This, for a water mill, is
rhard to beat. It is

only the few steam mills, having steam fftd,

that can make a better showing
;
they are said

to make, on special trial, as much as sixteen 16

ft. boards in one minute. A small, but by no

means trifling, matter was demonstrated in re-

gard to paper friction pulleys for feeding and

gigging, that is, that their circumferential speed

cannot go much beyond 2,000 feet per minute

without- causing excessive heat, and of course

excessive wear.

Upon the whole Messrs. Irwin & Boyd may
be congratulated on getting what they bargained

for. They certainly have the speediest, most

exact and convenient mill in this region.

TERRIBLE EXPLOSION.

EIGHT BOILERS TORN TO SHREDS AT EAST SAGI-

NAW—FOUR CANADIANS KILLED.

East Saginaw, Mich., Nov. 13.—At fifteen

minutes before five o'clock this morning a

battery of ten boilers in the brick boiler house

attached to the saw mill and salt block of

Hamilton, McClure & Co., six miles below

this city, exploded with an earthqnake force,

scattering the buildings like chaff, and caus-

ing immense destruction, Eight of the boilers

were torn* into shreds, and the pieces flew in

every direction, one boiler-head dropping

900 feet away. Not a brick of the boiler-house

was left standing upon the other, and the

large brick chimney, 100 feet high, was

ompletely levelled to the ground. The west

and of the large steam mill was torn to pieces,

and the entire structure wrecked and demoral-

ized. The large steam dome was lifted high in

the air and came down on the opposite side of

the mill, and bricks, pieces of iron, and timbers

were thrown hundreds of feet away. Bricks

and timbers were found half a mile from the

mill. The salt block was badly wrecked by the

explosion, timbers and iron being driven

through it, and a salt drill house two hundred

feet distant received a piece of boiler that shat-

tered the tower, and another smashed in one

side of the roof. It is impossible to give an idea

of the tremendous force of the explosion and

the destruction that followed. The boilers

were fired at night to supply steam for the

saw mill, and the firemen at work were all kil-

led, not one escaping to tell the story. Michael

Lebeau, head fireman, who had charge of the

boiler-house, was covered in the debris, and the

body was dug out an hour after the explosion

occurred. Both legs were broken below the

knee and the body was badly bruised. Joseph

Lebeau, brother of the first mentioned, was

found thirty feet distant with his right arm and

shoulder broken, his abdomen crushed in, and

his clothing torn off. These men were thirty-

eight and twenty -three years old respectively,

and resided at Zilwaukee. They .came from

Montreal years ago, and have relatives in Can-

ada. Frank Blanchard was blown into the bay

200 feet distant, and his body was not recovered

until this afternoon. The body was badly

mangled. He was a single man, twenty-five

years old, and belonged to St. Onesime, Quebec.

Charles Carpenter was found only a few feet

from Joe Lebeau, his clothing torn off, and his

body badly scalded and burned. He was a

single man, twenty-seven years old, and came

from Quebec. The damage by the explosion

will reach $25,000. Low water is given as the

cause of the disaster.

CLASSIFICATION OF PROVINCIAL LANDS.

The Canada Lumberman in an article on
" A Forest Department," in its issue of Octobet

1st, while remarking on the antagonism which

exists between the lumberman and settler,

observes as follows :—Surely it would not be

difficult to decide what lands should be opened

for settlement, and what might be more advan-

tageously maintained permanently as forest.

Where the soil is better^fitted for forest growth

than agriculture, the settler should be excluded

altogether, and a proper system should be

adopted for perpetuating the timber growth.

Thus our resources—our capital—would be util-

ized in the most fitting and economical manner.

It is certain that mixing up settlement and

lumbering has proved a failure." These remarks

apply quite as well to New Brunswick as to

Ontario. We have not only allowed settlers to

locate themselves upon some of our best spruce

and hemlock lands, but we have paid them for

doing so. We entertain the view, that for the

benefit of the settler himself as well as for that

of the lumberman, no settlement should be

made before the locality has been examined by

a fit and competent officer of the Government

who shall have reported on the character of the

land and the kind and quantity of the timber

standing upon it, since if settlers be allowed to

locate themselves on spruce or hemlock lands

they will be worse off at the end of a few years

than when they first settled upon them.

We are sadly at a loss to know where our

really good farming lands are situated, as well

as regarding our spruce and hemlock lands.

Since the information which the- country re-

quires regarding this matter can only be obtain-

ed by the actual examination by competent

persons, we would suggest that the Crown Lands

Department take the matter in hand and furnish

the public with the information at the very

earliest date, and also that they withhold from

settlement such tracts of land as may be deemed

better adapted to the uses of the lumberman

than for those of the farmer. This course

would, we believe, be justified both by public

opinion and experience, as long as we have in

the Province such a vast quantity of good agri-

cultural land still in the wilderness state.

—

St.

John, N.B., Sun,
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GILMOUR'S MILL AT TRENTON.

Since the burning of the old mill, Messr

Gilmour & Co. have been doing their best to

rebuild as soon as possible, but were greatly

hindered in their operations by the unneces

earily long time occupied by the different com
panies in settling their insurance, which after

much delay was finally fixed at $48,000. As soon

as this was done a number of men were set to

work to tear down what was left of the mill an

boiler house, nearly every vestige of which was
removed.

As soon as the plans for the new mill were

prepared, the contractors for the stone and
brickwork at once commenced work on the

foundations, which were built of huge blocks of

stone, the lowest course of which was built on

the solid rock. When these were finished, the

boiler and engine houses and the new smok
stack were next commenced and pushed for

ward rapidly, and are now very nearly com
pleted.

The engine house, which is situated a few feet

west of the mill, is built of brick and will con

tain two new engines, the cylinders of which

will be 32 inches in diameter and the length of

stroke 48 inches, Those engines will be con

nected to a fifteen inch driving shaft and will

exert together over one thousand horse power

A few feet west from the engine house is th

old smoke stack, and close against this and to

the west of it is the boiler room, which is built

of brick, with a heavy iron roof, and is 100 feet

long by 32 feet wide, and will contain sixteen

tubular boilers, each of which will bo four and

a half feet in diameter, and fourtoon feet long

The furnaces will face the bay, and will, we
understand, be fed automatically with sawdust

The new smoke stack is built close against

the western end of the boiler room, and is about

the same size as the old one.

The frame of the mill, which is made of heavy

timbers, framed together with great neatness

and exactitude, is now up and sheeted all

around. The roof is on and is covered witli

with heavy sheet iron painted over with

brownish paint. The main body of the mill is

172 feet long, by 85 foet wide, and will contain

two twin circular saws, one single circular saw,

three twin gangs, two stock gangs, edgers,

slash tables, and a large amount of other

machinery, of which we will givo a more detailed

account as soon as it is in running order. At
the northwest corner of tho mill thore is a wing

75x36 feet, which will be devoted to the lath

machinery, and directly opposite this, on the

other corner, there is another wing 30x125 feet,

in which will be placed the butting table and

machinery for assorting the lumber.

The small mill is now running night and day

and cutting (considering its size) a large quanti

ty of lumber, besides giving employment to from

150 to 200 men. Tho capacity of this mill will

be greatly increased, as soon as it shuts down
for the winter, by tho putting in of several of

the boilers out of the old mill, togethor with a

much more powerful engine than that used at

present.

A number of alterations have been made in

the planing mill and machine shops. A new
boiler house 46x26 feet has been added to it.

This contains a 75 horse-power engine and four

large tubular boilers, which greatly increase the

capacity of the shops. The small engine which

was formerly used here will still be left in its

place, and will be used for pumping water to

supply the largo tank in the yard and also to

drive the necessary apparatus for lighting the

entire mill with electricity. The apparatus

will soon arrive, and we will furnish a detailed

account of it as soon as possible. We believe it

is the Company's intention to build a large sash

factory in connection with the planing mill,

which is now over driven on account of the

large local demand for planed lumber.

The mill will be ready for operation before

the opening of navigation, and will give employ-

ment to about 700 men, so that this enterprising

firm will pay out in wagos alone during the

summer months fully 614,000 per month, which

amount will doubtloss nearly all go into the

pockets of tho local business man.

I am indebted for much of tho above informa.

tion to the over courteous and affable engineer

if the establishment, Mr. R. D. Gilmour.—

Belleville Intelligencer.

THE GALE OF OCTOBER 14.

In the November issue of the Journal of

Forestry there appears a very interesting and
instructive record of the terrible and almost un
precedented effects of the late storm upon trees

and plantations. The editor of that periodical

distributed circulars, inviting short accounts, to

ascertain the general effect caused by the gale,

and the fact that the replies fill some seventeen

pages of the magazine demonstrates how severe

ly the memorable storm was felt throughout th

whole country. As some of the worst disasters

occurred to old historical trees, that have stood
for centuries on spots well known to our readers,

we make the following brief extracts :—
In Windsor Park and Woods the oldest trees

have suffered most, particularly the beech and
elm. The pollarded oaks near Forest Gate
supposed to be from 500 to 800 years old, have
been much broken in the heads. The number
of trees blown down was 961, and total damaged
1,074, making in all 2,008 troes wholly or par
tially destroyed. At Eton, two of the fine old

elms in the playing fields wore blown down
These trees were planted, our contemporary
says, by Provost Rouse, a Speaker in the House
of Commons in the time of Cromwell. In the

Forest of Dean one large old oak, 220 years old

was broken off about half way up, being decay
ed ; and two largo boech trees, about the same
age, suffered similarly. In the New Forest a

considerable number of decayed beeches and
oakS wore blown down. An ancient ash

Ashurst Wood and a notable old poplar at Bere
both suffered. At Stamford an accident befell

a noted old limo tree, 300 years old, and planted

by "good Quoen Bess." Tho trunk was divided
into four parts about seven feet from the ground
each part as largo as an ordinary tree ; three of

these were blown off, taking part of tho trunk
with thorn, leaving only one large and a few

small branches romaining. In all parts of Lon-
don tho gale playod sad havoc with tho Park
trees, as well as doing damage to buildings, &,c,

as reported in tho daily papers. On tho Work-
sop Manor Estates, about 500 troes were blown
down, at an estimated valuo of £49L Of theso

100 wore oak from 25 to IK) yoars old, and 15

elm, from 70 to 90 years old. At Birdsall,

York, Lord Middloton states three of the

great limes in Birdsall Avenue fell. Ono,

though denuded of its head, measured 80 feet.

In Scotland, on tho Langton Estate, Dunse, tho

number of fallen troes reached 5,000, and a

clump of magnificent beeches which had
weathered the storms of 200 years at last suc-

cumbed. In Dalkeith Park, Edinburgh, a corres-

pondent writes, it will take three months of

continuous work to dissect the trees, blast or

bury the roots, and repair tho brokerP fences.

On the Tynninghame Estate, Haddington, 30,-

000 or 40,000 trees were blown down, approxi-

mately valued at £15,000. One remarkable old

beech, named tho Trysting Tree, was over 300
years old. The total damage done to this estate

reaches £50,000. At Floors Castle, Kelso, 800
if the finest trees wore uprooted, and 200 other-

wise damaged. Within a radius of four miles

round Kelso some 3,000 large trees were up-
ooted, valued at £6,000. In Ireland, some fine

Id ashes and elm fell in the grounds of Antrim
Castle ; and in Wales many old and valuable

trees were uprooted or damaged at Penrhyn
Castle, Bangor, and other well known seats.

It is difficult," remarks the editor, "to point

any district where trees have not suffered

soverely from the effects of the gale."

LOSS BY FOREST FIRES.

Tho Dominion Government employs what arc

denominated " bush rangers," who take care of

the government's timbor limits. Since the great

fires of last summer, bush rangers and agents

have been ordered to, as nearly as possible,

ascertain the amount of damage caused to

timber by these conflagrations. Estimates have
already been made of the loss in the Ottawa
Valley, and it is placed at $5,000,000. In the

territory bordering on the Muskoka and Parry
jund districts, and thence eastward to the
ownship along the Ottawa, little or nothing is

ot known of the amount of loss. In the Mus-
koka and Parry Sound regions, great belts,

wenty miles or more in length, and from one to

e or six miles wide, were burned over, and it

asserted that the smoke of forest fires ascend;

ed from every square mile of territory from

Lake Nipissing to the Severn. The loss must

thei >S,ie have been great, and probably quite

equal to that in the Ottawa district. Some are

inclined to place the amount of loss over this

wide stretch of country at only §1,000,000, but

that estimate is doubtless much too small, and

may be even four or five times below the actual

damage. The total loss over the entire Pro-

vince is roughly estimated at from 810,000,000

to $15,000,000.

The great endeavor will now be to cut the

scorched timber and get it into the water before

the borer begins its work. Much may be saved

in this way, or much may be lost by delay.

This has not been an entirely exceptional

year as regards forest fires in the Dominion.

Nearly, and jierhaps every, year there is a

heavy loss. The surveys of the new townships

of Bonfield and Boulter reveal a condition of

their forest lands which is common almost every

where from the Georgian Bay to the Ottawa.

Two-thirds of Bonfield was burned over at one

time, and a portion within recent years, while

one-third of the forests of Boulter have been

swept away. The same story is told of all other

parts of the pine country by the surveyors who
have traversed them. •
Taking into consideration the destructive

effect of forest fires, and the settlement of the

new lands for farming purposes, it is feared that

in twenty years the lumber business of Canada
will be a thing of the past. Already only the

limited tract along the west side of the Ottawa,

it is asserted, from Mattawan to Lake Teniis-

camingue, the wilderness, rapidly diminishing

in area, that lies between the County of Peter-

borough and Lake Nipissing, and a portion of

the north shore district, are unbroken by settle-

ment. Half of this area contains no pine of

commercial value. Under the present system

of waste, one of the leading industries of the

country will be crippled by its competition with

districts more favored by abundance and easy

access. For this reason, those interested in

preserving the forests of the Dominion are call-

ing for legal protection of the standing timber.

Northwestern LunOxrman.

STEAM, SAW 4 SHINGLE MILL
FOE S^LE,

WITH

111 Acres of Land, Four Frame
Houses, Etc.

Plenty Timber on Black River. Or, Mill and Limits
two thirds cash. 41^7

T- COOPER, Coopers Falls, Ont.

"V^IE HAVE
Oak, Elm, Basswood and

Black Birch,

FOR SALE, to be Cut this

Winter, apply to

Medonte Lumber Co y, Hillsdale

Or 32 Wellington St. West, Toronto.

WANTED.
ABOUT

25,000 Feet, First Quality

White Oak Lumber
Cut to Specification.

Address, statins' Lowest Price and pro-
bable time of delivery to the

Canadian Locomotive & Engine Co..

LIMITED.
KINGSTON, ONT.

FENELON FALLS.

Mil. John D. Smith, the well known lumber-

man having removed with his family to Port

Hope, after a residence of fourteen years in this

village, a number of their friends resolved to

present Mrs. Smith with a piece of plate. The
resentation was made at tho Mansion House,

n the presence of a large number of ladies and
entleman, by Mr. H. W. Greene, Reeve of the

village, who expressed the regret of the donors

at the departure of herself and her husband,

and their sense of the loss that would be thereby

ustained by their little community. Mrs.

Smith responded in suitable terms. There was

subsequently a supper given to Mr. Smith at the

McArthur House, in which seventy-five persons

participated, including the leading men of the

illage and neighbourhood, tho Reeve being in

the chair. Thero were present a number of Mr.

Smith's employees, thus testifying to their mu-

tually satisfactory relations. Mr. Smith will be

greatly missed from among us.

Interesting nnri Valuable.

The Montreal Shareholder says the Canada
Li'mbkrman explains by its name the special

interest it devotes itself to serve. This periodi-

cal, published semi-monthly, is very ably con-

ducted, and full of interesting and valuable

matter connected with the lumber trade and

the wood bearing portion of our national

domains. Everyone interested in lumber should

take it.

J. DAVIES & Co.
46 Church Street, Toronto.

Sells all sort of Lumber on Commission. Advances on
Consignments. Prices given on application. Whole
Stocks disposed on very .low Commission. 1vl16

MILL MACHINERY FOR SALE.

A Tl'RBIXE WATER WHEEL, 50 inches. Steam
Cylinder, 12 inches, with Steam Chest, Shafting and
other Saw Mill gearing. Address P. O. Box 852,

Barrio, Ont,

FOJrL SLE.
The subscriber being anxious to conccntmte and con- i

solidate his business, on account of ha a|re. will sell at!
very low prices—

1st. His Mills and Farm near the Bradford Station,
Northern and Xoith-WesKni Railway, t . n r . Th
Limits in Ridout and Sherboume.

2nd. The Portage and Canal connecting R:\er
with Lake St. John, and Lake M. John with Lake
Couchiching, in the Township of Rama.

3rd. Eight million feet of saw -logs now in Black River.
,

4th. About 4,000 acres of land in different townships.

If not sold at private sale, the above will bv . fT « red
to the highest bidder at some future time to be named, 1

as I intend to close all out and concentrate in Michigan,
w here I now have mills.

All and any information can be had from Thompson •

Smith & Son, Toronto, or James Durham at Bradfoid
Mills.

4L25 THOMPSON SMITH.

Department of Crown Lands,
TOROXTO, 6tii October. 1SS1.

XOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEX THAT. rXPEK AS
ORDER IX COl'XCIL.

TIMBER BERTHS
In the undermentioned Townships in the

MUSKOKA and PARRY SOUND
DISTRICTS.

Will be offered for Sale hr PabHa Auction at the De-
partment of Crown Lands at twelve o'clock noon.

On TUESDAY, the 6th
day of December next,

vii. :—Townships of Mowat, Blair. McConkcy. Hajdv,
Patterson, Mills, Sinclair, Bethune. Proudfoot, i.uril,

Machar, Strong, Joly, Laurier, Pringle, Lount. Nipis-

sing and Himsworth.
The area to be disposed of in the above Townships a*

Timber Berths is upwards of 1.400 square miles, and to

suit all classes of purchasers each Township will, as
t

nearly as practicable, be divided into four berths.

Sheets containing conditions and terms of Sale, witfc

information as to Area and Lots and Concessions com-
prised in each Berth, will he furnished on application

personally or by letter, to the woods and forest* branch
of the Department, or to the Crown Timber Otfiocs at
Ottawa. IVIIc* ill. *' d »„•.:» . .-. .. K.

Johnston, Es»).. Parr\ Sound.
T. B. PARDEE,

Ml coiuMsswni
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IF. IB- DIXOIST &d CO.
MANUFACTURERS OP PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1875

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1876

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition London, 1877

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1879

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1880

International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, 1876

None genuine unless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and Discounts.
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81 Colborne Street, Toronto
The Strength of Wood.

At the late fair of the Massachusetts Charit-

able Mechanics' Association, held at Boston,

there were exhibited interesting tests of con-

structive material, among these, of pine columns,

which had, in some instances, supported re-

markable pressure. One of these columns,

originally twelve feet long, yielded to a pressure

of 190,000 pounds ; the weak spot being a large

knot, which acted as a wedge, and caused the

destruction of the column at less than the pro-

per figures for a sound piece. Another column

was twelve feet long, and tapering from seven

and three-fourths to six and a half inches in

diameter. This stick showed its weakest point

at the smaller end, the crumbling of the fibres

taking place in that part. A seasoned hard pine

girder, eleven inches square and ten feet long,

bore the astonishing load of 751,000 pounds.—

Northwestern Lumberman.

How to Use Oil Stones.

Instead of oil, which thickens and makes the

stones dirty, a mixture of glycerine and alcohol

is used by many. The proportions of the mix-

ture vary according to the instrument operated

upon. An article with a large surface—

a

razor, for instance—sharpens best with a limpid

liquid, as three parts of glycerine to one of

alcohol. For a graving tool, the cutting surface

of which is very small, as is also the pressure

exercised on the stone in sharpening, it is neces-

sary to employ glycerine almost pure, with but

two or three drops of alcohol.

A World ok Good.—One of the most popu-
lar medicines now before the American public

in Hop Bitters. You see it everywhere.

People take it with good effect. It builds them
up. It is not as pleasant to the taste as some
other Bitters, as it is not a whiskey drink. It

is mure like the old fashioned bone set tea that

has done a wurld of good, If you don't feel

just right try Hop Bitters.

—

Nunda News.

A Popular Remedy.—Hagyard's Pectoral

Balsam is one of the most deservedly popular

remedies for the cure of cough, croup, bron-

chitis, and all pulmonary complaints. For sale

by all dealers.

People have no morerightto become dyspeptic,

and remain gloomy and miserable, than they

have to take poison and commit suicide. If

the stomach becomes weak and fails to perform
its functions, Burdock Blood Bitters will speedi-

ly remedy the trouble.

What Every One Says Must be True.—
And every one who has tested its merits speaks

warmiy in praise of Hagyard's Pectoral Balsam
as a positive cure for all throat and lung com-
plaints, cougrm and colds, sore throat, bronchitis

and incipient consumption.

A Real Necessity.—No house should be

without a bottle of Hagyard's Yellow Oil, in

case of accident. There is no preparation of-

fered to suffering humanity that has made so

many permanent cures, or relieved so much
pair, and misery- I* is called by some the

Good Samaritan, by others the Cure-all, and by
the afflicted an Angel of Mercy.

No Impossibility.—People often say, when
nufferintf in the first stages of Consumption, or

•uffering from lung disease, if their physician

fails l<> effect a cure, " my case is a hopeless one,

»nd my enjoyment of health again is an impos-

sibility." The celebrated French Count Mira-

beau'x nasty temper is well known. "Monsieur
le Oomte" said his secretary to him one day,
" the thi rig you require is impossible." " Im-
potwi hie exclaimed Mirabeau, starting from
dU chair, " never again use that foolish word in

my pre«<rnoe." It is well-known that N. H.
l>owni' Vegetable Balsamic Elixir has brought

Ui health and strength thousauds who were told

by doctors that their recovery was impossible.

Be not deceived by any apparent impossibilities;

always dm the Elixir.

CANADIAN PACIFIC KAILWAY.

Emory's Bar to Port Moody.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

Tender for Work in British Columbia.

SEALED TENDERS will be received by the under-
signed up to NOON on WEDNESDAY, the 1st

day of FEBRUARY next, in a lump sum, for the
construction of that portion of the road between Port
Moody and the West-end of Contract 60, near Emory's
Bar, a distance of about 85 miles.

Specifications, conditions of contract and forms of

tender may be obtained on application at the Canadian
Pacific Railway Office, in New Westminister, and at

the Chief Engineer's Office at Ottawa, after 1st Janu-
ary next, at which time plans and profiles will be open
for inspection at the latter office.

This timely notice is given with a view to giving

Contractors an opportunity of visiting and examining
the grounds during the fin' season and before the
winter sets in.

Mr. Marcus Smith, who is in charge at the office at

New Westminister, is instructed to give Contractors

all the information in his power.
No tender will be entertained unless on one of the

printed forms, addressed to F. Braun, Esq., Sec. Dept.
of Railways and Canals, and marked "Tender for

C. P. R."
F. BRAUN,

Dept. of Railways and Canals, \ Secretary.

Ottawa, Oct.'24th, 1881. {
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All correspondence address to Chas. M. WHITLAW, Sec.

^hd^im: McKay
manufacturer of

Steam Engines and Boilers,
AND ALL, KINDS OF MACHINERY.

Locomotives, Stationery and Marine Engines and Boilers, Girders, Heaters, Radia-

tors, and all kinds of Steam and Brass Fittings and Sheet Iron Work ; and dealer

in all classes of Railway, Steamboat and MILL SUPPLIES.

L24-iy 144 Upper Water Street, HALIFAX, N.S.

C. H. FLEWWELLING

And ELECTROTYPER.
46 King Street, ST. JOHN, N.B.

/^NEWEST DESIGNS AND BEST WORK.U t24-lv

HeSr* MACHINE CUTS A SPECIALTY.

URBOTYFI 411 SlSBEOTYHi

Having added The Latest Machinery to my
Foundry, and secured the services of a MOST
EFFICENT STAFF OF AMERICAN SKILLED
WORKMEN, I am prepared to execute all orders
with Promptness. Satisfaction guaranteed.

The Work Produced at iny Foundry is ack-

nowledged to be equal to any in the United

States, and Superior to any in Canada.
/^Orders from the Country Promptly attended to.

it^Please address all Orders to

SMITH, 26 & 28 Colborne Street, Toronto.

A. LEARMONTH& Co.
ENGINEERS AND FOUNDERS,

MANUFACTURER OF

Steam Engines, Rotary Pumps, of all sizes, for Paper

and Pulp Mills, Steam Pumps, and a Variety of other

Pumps, Propeller Engines for Yachts & Tow Boats.

L24-1V

Iron Railings, Hoisting Machines for Stores, Jack Screws, Park
Mills, all kinds of Machinery for Mines, Saw Mills, Flour Mills.

St. Paul St. QUEBEC.
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FIRES IN OUR PINE FOREST.

10,000,000 WORTH OR MORE OP PINE DESTROYED

THIS YEAR IN ONTARIO.

Not for many years has fire made such havoc

among the pine forests of the country. The ex-

tent of these fires is, however, not known, and

cannot be approximately ascertained until the

agents and bush rangers in the employ of the

Ontario Government make reports upon the sub-

ject. It is known that thousands of square miles

of territory have been burned over along the

Ottawa, in the back townships north of Lake

Ontario, and through Muskoka and Parry

Sound. Much of this burnt land has consisted

of farms, woods from which the pine has been

stripped, and pine areas previously destroyed

by fire.

THE LOSS BY LAST SEASON'S FIRES.

Of the very great destruction which must have

occurred throughout the whole unsettled terri-

tory lying along the eastern borders of Parry

Sound and Muskoka, and thence eastward to

the townships along the Ottawa, little or noth-

ing is known. Estimate has been made of the

loss in the Ottawa Valley, and it is placed by

some at $5,000,000. In Muskoka, and Parry

Sound great belts, twenty miles or more in

length, and from one mile to five or six miles

wide, have been burned over ; and according to

one gentleman, well acquainted with the dis-

tricts, the smoke of bush fires has ascended from

almost every square mile of territory from Lake

Nipissing to the Severn. The magnitude of the

loss must therefore have been great, and not

improbably quite equal to that along the Ottawa.

Yet some almost place it as low as one million

dollars. That figure may not be too small on

the lowest calculation of the value of the uncut

trees to the lumbering companies. But the ac-

tual value may be four or five times as much.

Along the north shore of Lake Huron the dam-

age from fire has not been so great as it was

supposed to be during the prevalence of the fires,

but this may apply only to the narrow strip of

territory traversed in summer by lumbermen

and others. The total loss over the whole

Province may bo variously estimated at from

ten to fifteen million dollars.

CUTTING DEAD TREES.

Much may yet bo saved by prompt cutting of

the scorched timber, and most of the trees in the

burned districts are merely scorched. If these

trees be cut down this winter the borer, which

invariably attacks dead trees in the summer
season, can do no harm, and they will be suitable

for lumber, but otherwise the timber will be

rendered useless. The cutting of these trees,

situated in many instances where access and

removal aro difficult, can not be expected, so

that nearly every one of the few hundred thous-

and pine trees burned, more or loss, last summer,

may be considered a total loss.

THE ANNUAL LOSS BY PIEB.

The average annual loss by fire cannot well

be estimated oven approximately, and if one

million dollars be roughly stated as an amount

more probable than anything lower, the figures

large as they are, can scarcely be considered too

high. The surveys of the new townships of

Bonfield and Boulter, of which notice has been

taken in the Olobc, reveal an aspect of the for-

est lands which is common almost everywhere

from the Georgian Bay to the Ottawa. Two-
thirds of Bonfield has been burned over at one

time and another within recent years, while

Boulton has suffered from the sweeping away
of one-third of its forest. The same story is

told of all other parts of the pine country by
the surveyors who have traversed them. Much
of this destruction has been done where the

lumberman and the trapper were, till recently,

the only human beings who traversed the wilds.

When the pioneer settler entered the danger

increasd, and the pine has only an even chance

of survival till the lumbermen can turn it to

commercial account.

EXTINCTION OF THE LUMBER TRADE THREATENED.

Settlements have now been formed in most
parts of the pino country, and for twenty years

at the present rate of progress there will scarce-

ly be the area of a township left impenetrated

by tho hardy pioneer. Twenty years later the

lumber business may be a thing of the past, so

Far as Ontario is concerned, unless an efficient

system be adopted of prelecting the forests.

Already only the limited tract along the west

side of the Ottawa from Mattawan to Lake

Temiscamingue, the wilderness, rapidly dimin-

ishing in area, that lies between the county of

Peterborough and Lake Nipissing, and a por-

tion of the north shore district are yet unbroken

by settlement. Half, perhaps much less than

half, of the area contains no pine of commercial

value ; so that under the present system of

waste, not only may an important source of

Government revenue be greatly diminished

within a decade or two, but one of the leading

industries of the country will be crippled in its

competition with districts more favoured by

abundance and easy access. The replanting of

trees can do little to remedy the mischief, as one

hundred and fifty years are required, so it is

said, for a pine to reach maturity. That length

of time being necessary to produce good market-

able timber, it will be seen, if viewed in connec-

tion with the progress of settlement and the in-

creasing demand for lumber, that less than one

per cent, of our forest trees can be allowed to

be cut down or burned if the province hopes to

preserve a permanent lumber industry and a

Government revenue therefrom.

PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE.

Ill 1878 the Ontario Legislature introduced

better regulations than theretofore had been in

use for the prevention of forest fires. The fire

district of Ontario, as constituted by tho Act,

includes a large area ; the boundary in the

southern part extends from Bruce Mines along

the north shore and the Georgian Bay to Mid-

land, then across Lake Couchiching to thirty

miles north of Kingston, where it turns north-

ward to Allumette Island, and follows the

course of the Ottawa to Lake Temiscamingue.

In this district fires are placed under consider-

able legal restriction. No fire is to be kindled

in or within half a mile from the woods, between

the 1st of April and 1st [of November, except

for clearing land, cooking, obtaining warmth,

or some industrial purpose. hi building any

such fires a locality is to be selected where there

is tho smallest quantity of vegetable matter,

dead wood, branches, brushwood, dry leaves,

or resinous trees. The place where the fire is

to be lighted is then to be cleared of all dead

vegetation for a space of ten feet around, and
every care is to be taken to prevent the fire

from spreading, and it must be extinguished by

the parties kindling it before they leave the

spot. The pains and penalties of tho Act lie on

the head and pocket of him who throws or drops

a burning match, the ashes, of a pipe or a light-

ed cigar in this sixty thousand-square-mile-tin-

der-box. The wadding of a firearm must also

be looked after or tho law, will pounce down on

the neglectful sportsman.

CAMPING PARTIES.

One section of tho Act bears severely on some
of tho parties who leave Toronto and other

towns for an outing near the northern waters.

Whether such parties consist of one or more
persons they must have a recognized head, if

for no other purpose than the purposes of this

Act. Such head must carry a copy of the Act
with him among his other baggage, and once a

week must call his men together and read the

Act aloud in their hearing, and also explain it

to them. If a man go out alone, it is presumed
that he will call himself together and read the

Act aloud—a wise provision of the law for the

evolution of lawyors, clergymen and stump
orators. It would be interesting to know how
many pleasure parties have observed this section

and escaped liability to the penalty of $50 and
costs, or three months in gaol imposed for its

violation.

An important section refers to the locomotive

engines passing through the fire district. Such
engines must have all the most approved and
efficient means of preventing the escape of fire

from the furnace or ash-pan, and the smoke
stack is to be provided with a bonnet or screen

of iron or steel wire netting, containing in eaeli

square inch eleven wires each way at right

angles to each other. The duty of seeing that

these appliances aro -used is especially given to

the driver of the locomotive. The penalty for

contravention of the Act is fifty dollars and
costs of prosecution, and in the case of railway

companies one hundred dollars and costs for

each offence : this latter penalty to be recovered

by suit in any court of competent jurisdiction.

Every suit for recovery of a penalty must be

commenced within three months after the con-

travention complained of.

THE LAW A DEAD LETTER.

As every one acquainted with the forest

territory knows, this Act is almost a dead
letter. The reason is that practically no one is

responsible for its reinforcement. Successful

prosecution of a suit entitles the complainant or

prosecutor to one-half of the fine and costs, and
while any person can appear as prosecutor, the
duty is said to attach specially to Crown Land
Agents, Woods and Forest Agents, Free Grant
Agents, and bush-rangers. These men are un-

likely to incur the odium of instituting a prose-

cution which may bring them a direct pecuniary
benefit. The same thing has been tried in the

liquor law and found wanting. The difficulty

is increased by another cause. In these sparse-

ly settled districts it is not easy to discover the

offender in one case out of a dozen, for the

Government agents are not numerous, while the

bush-rangers, whose duties are the measurement
of the ties cut by the lumberers, necessarily do
their work in the winter, and in summer attend
to private business.

A MORE EFFICIENT LAW REQUIRED.

The remedy may partly lie in investing Crown
Land or Free CJrant agents with jK>wer on dry
seasons to prohibit the kindling of clearing fires,

and at all times in the summer months to require

every party about to start a fire to first obtain

written permission. Bush rangers should be
more numerous, and their special duty in sum-
mer should be to constantly scour their districts

in search of fires. In this way every party

camping out would be known to the rangers,

and it would be comparatively easy to fix any
contravention nf the Act on the right parties.

The regulation regarding locomotives might
be made to apply throughout the whole Pro-

vince, for tho past season's record shows that

some of tho most destructive fires occurred be-

yond the fire district, and were caused by sparks
from passing engines.

The hope is expressed that the Government
will instruct its agents to make full report* of

the extent of the damage done by fires during
the past season, and the causes, as far as can be

ascertained, of each fire.

—

Globe.

THE GREAT FOREST FIRE.

A DISTRESSING TALE FROM THE BURNT MICHIGAN
DISTRICT BY A I'qAMKR PETERBOROUGH MAN.

The following letter appeared in the Peter-

borough Review:—
Dear sir,—Having received a number of

communications from old friends from Peter-

borough and other localities since the fire of

September 5th, in regard to our welfare and the

particulars in regard to tho fire, and as the im-
pression is quite general that we were burned
Up, allow me through the columns of your paper

to state that such is not the case. Myself and
family were all burnt more or less, but thanks

to the Great Ruler of the Uui verse, our lives

were saved, while others all around us perished

in the flames, every thing that we had was con-

sumed, not one dollars worth was saved except

what we had on our persons and even that was
torn from our backs to save us from burning.

We sought refuge in a corn-field and remained
there from 1 until 6 o'clock p.m., with the air so

heated and the smoke so dense that breathing

was very difficult. Our only relief was lying

with our faces on the ground and covering our-

selves with the grain stocks. Let me here state

that there are hundreds of people in the burned

district to-day that are losing their hair by
reason of the extreme heat. At times it was
as dark as night, and the darkness was the cause

of many deaths, as the people could not see the

way to escaiK? from the flames. The fire reached

my place about 1 o'clock, and was one broad ex-

tended sheet of flame as far as the eye could

reach, and as it was blowing a gale at the time,

it travelled a distance of twenty one miles in less

that one hour and swept everything before it,

leaving death and destitution in its wake.

There were thousands of acres of land upon
which it did not leave a living thing of any kind,

not even one splint of grass. Mr. editor, could

you have travelled over that space of ground on

the following day. you would have witnessed

some of the most heartrending scenes that it is

possible for the eye to behold. Whole families

clustered together, some burned to a cinder and

others partially burned, writhing and groaning

in their agony, crying and begging for relief,

when death alone was the only relief jj- for

them. Such my friends were i-om-. :' tl.'.- -'jeue*

witnessed by those that were so fortunate as to

save their lives, and which ha- i:. •-:•>«

upon their minds that time will never efface.

As regards our present welfare I may say that

we have " thanks to the good people of our

land " enough to eat and clothes enough to wear

at present. The great trouble will be to get

feed for our horses, as there is , not any in the

country and it will have to be shipped from a

distance and in all probability many will perish

for want of it. By inserting the above you will

confer a great favor.

I remain yours lie.

HLXKY LAWSON.
Bad Axe, Michigan, Nov. 7th, 1881-

THE FORESTRY WORK OF THE TENTH
CENSUS.

Up to the present time there has been but a
vague conception of the extent and value of one

of the most important sources of the prosperity

of the United States. It seems tbe more

strange when it is considered that this great

item in the nation's assets is not buried in the

earth, like its mineral wealth, but stands

proudly on the surface, like a mighty host, seen

of all men. The entire welfare of a country is

more identified with the forests that cover it

than with any other feature of the earth's sur-

face. The trees are the kindest friends of the

soil ; they are the guardians of its fertility : they

protect the fields from devastating floods, and

cherish the springs that feed the streams.

Without them the land becomes an arid desert,

and its people are debased to barbarism and

poverty. Great desolated tracts in Asia, Africa

and along the eastern Mediterranean were once

blooming and garden like, but when the trees

were cut away the dryads avenged themselves.

Therefore it is fitting that in the grand taking

account of stock in the national storehouse that

occurs every decade, the forest wealth of the

country should at last be accorded its proper I

place.

Although the statistics concerning the forests I

of most of tbe European countries are generally I
full and accurate, the institution of the forestry ?

division of the 10th census of the United States

forms the first attempt to obtain such informa- I
tion by means of the census work of any country, I

In laying out the work of his bureau. Gen. I
Francis A. Walker, the superintendent of the

census, decided to undertake an investigation

into the extent of the forest coveriug of thai
country as related to agriculture : into the

j
forest wealth as related to manufacture, to rail-

way transportation, and to the domestic supply 1

of fuel ; and into the operations of the lumber- I

ing industry as pursued in the principal districts J

of cutting and export. The scope of the inves- I

tigation comprises the chief characteri:-ti.-s ,,f

the forest flora of each section of the country, 1
an account of the various woods in the adaption

"

to industrial and domestic uses, and the methods
j

in vogue in the various parts of the country for

the protection or restoration of the forest I

growth.

—

Si/htster Baxter in XTorember Atlantic, i

A Lone rrfsllo.

The ChattanoogaMm says :—Fletcher Wes-

senberg & Co. have been awarded the contract 1

for building a trestle across Like Pontch. v.n

and approaches. The trestle will be twenty-

five miles long, and the contractors bind them-

selves to finish it in one year.

The contract is the largest timber contract f

ever before awarded in the south. It will am- I

ount to at least 1,250.000. Thirty million feet

of lumber and se\ enty-f.ve cav 1 -a is of bolts,

1,500,000 pounds will be used in Tmilding this

trestle. All timbers which will go in water

will be creosoted : creosote works will be erected

at once near the lake at a cost of $75,000.

The works are on the line of the New Orleans

and North-Eastern railw ay, the extrension of

the Yicksburg and Meridian railway to New
Orleans. The rest of the work is now under

contract, as well as the road from Monroe to

Shreveport, and is to be finished within a year.y

at which time the Erlanger system, extending

from Cincinnati to Shreveport and New Oil. -

will be intact.



SOME FAMOUS TREES.

A poplar tree in Waukesha, Wis., is attract-

ing attention by its being completely covered

with small insects resembling caterpillars. In

some places they are two inches thick.

In the old Rogers burying ground near

Chatham, N. C, an oak tree has grown on a

grave in which a person was buried seventy-five

years ago, and the tree is now five feet in

diameter.

In Lewis County, Ky., a mammoth tree was

recently cut that is believed to have been 300

years old. It was 16 feet in diameter, 190 feet

high, and yield 33.452 feet of lumber and 25

cords of wood.

In the village of Noebditz, Saxony, is an oak

whose aged and infirm branches are propped up

all around by beams. Its trunk has been

used many years as a burial vault. Its lower

part, which measured 14 ells in circumference,

is hollow, and the aperture to this great cave is

closed by lattice work of iron bars. Through

this sort of window the unsuspecting stranger

•who is first led to take a peep perceives with

amazement the skeleton of a man seated in the

middle of the hollow. It is the skeleton of the

Lord of Wintersheim, who died about a century

ago, and whose choice of this singular mode of

sepulture is very minutely described by the in-

evitable guide who shows the place.

A correspondent of the San Francisco Exam-

inev, in speaking of the big trees of Calaveras

County, says :
—"In the stump of one of these

trees a ball-room thirty-three feet across is built,

ane it requires a ladder eighteen steps to ascend

to the top of the log, on which was built a ten-

pin alley. It has been burned up, but the old,

charred monarch of the forest still remains.

Think of it—a hollow log, through which one

can ride on horseback 100 feet and come out

through a knot hole ! There are some ninety of

these big trees measuring from 50 to 100 feet in

circumference, and reaching up the skies—from

the rings that denote the annual growth of

these trees, science has estimated some of them

to be 4,000 years old, while they stand over the

fallen bodies of much older growth, covered over

with earth and large growing trees, as it is one

of the peculiarities of this timber not to

decay. It appears to be a species of red-

wood.

Mississippi River Reservoirs.

The plan of providing reservoirs near the

headwaters of the Mississippi river, as a source

of supply in seasons when the river is at a low

stage, has for a long time been in contemplation.

It is now likely to be practically tested. Con-

gress in 1880 made an appropriation of $75,000

for a dam at Lake Winnebigoshish, and last

spring made an additional appropriation of

$150,000 for the same purpose. The enterprise

for some months was halted because Congress

failed to provide means for estimating the

amount of damage to lands that the over-

flow would cause ; but that matter has now
been overcome by an ordinary appraisement,

and the work is likely to go on, and the dam at

Winnebigoshish will be constructed at an early

day. It is not expected that this one structure

will have any appreciable effect upon the water

in the Mississippi river. But it will solve cer-

tain problems in practical engineering, and the

extent to which it may be made to control the

water passing through it, will be looked upon

as a test of the efficiency of the general system.

If the work about to be constructed prove a

••.'':<:••.. &- th';r<: ---in- no good reason to doubt,

a few more years will bring the extension of the

m over enough of the territory near the

river's source to graduate the amount of water

in its channel, and with a corresponding im-

provement of the channel, assure the long-wish-

ed for navigation by large boats through the

whole of the open season.

—

Northwestern Lum-
berman.

Belt*.

Leather belts will last double the usual time

if (umlfil with caster oil ; they will be rat proof,

they will always remain flexible, and will not

crack. A l*;lt four inches wide will be equal to

on'-, -i/ in';!.':- wide which has not been oiled.

It require*, twenty-four hours to penetrate the

leather. 1 f uxed xooner the greasiness will make

the Mt ali p.

THE CANADA

PARQUETRY FLOORING.

The demand for parquetry floors is continual-

ly on the increase. They take the place of car-

pets for covering the coarse boards of ordinary

flooring, and are made by ingeniously mortis-

ing together different kinds of wood. Most of

this flooring is made seven-eights of an inch

thick, and what is known as " wood carpet" is

made only about one-fourth of an inch in thick-

ness. The x>rincipal body of parquetry work is

oak, in different shades, but every kind of cabi-

net wood is used— mahogany, tulip, walnut,

cherry—all furnishing a variety of shades, which

when properly set, harmonize with agreeable

effect, The entire mosaic, when mortised and

joined, can be lifted without injury.

Nothing neater and more refined can be found

for a floor covering to a room than a center rug

or carpet, either in the shape of a square or

parallelogram, and surrounded on all sides by a

neat pattern in wood. If one wishes to practice

closer economy he can cover the space occupied

by the carpet, the piano, stages, or other large

pieces, with plain wood the thickness of the par-

quetry wood. The surface'polish of the wood

must be maintained to retain the beauty and

finish of the floor. Waxing is often sufficient,

or a vigorous application of shellack varnish.

The origin of this style of flooring can be

traced back to the early history of western Asia.

The material used was usually marble. From
those early days to the present changes have

taken place. Wood has succeeded stone, and

the jig-saw the chisel. For some time past,

paraquet work has been successfully used in

Germany, France and lately in England ; and

in this country, although new at present, we
predict for it great popularity. In our Ameri-

can homes parquet flooring is particularly adap-

ted for backgrounds to rugs or square carpets.

Jiext Winter's Operations.

A correspondent of the Globe gives the follow-

ing estimate of the probable cut of logs in the

Georgian Bay district, during the season upon

which we are entering, viz. :

—

Square ft.
Penetanguishene Mills 26,000,000
British Canadian Lumber Co 25,000,000
Other mills at Midland Bay 14,000,000
Georgian Bay Lumber Co 35,000,000
Parry Sound Lumber Co 20,000,000
Guelph Lumber Co., Parry Sound 15.000,000
Maganetawan Lumber Co 30,000,000
Muskoka Lumber Co 25,000,000
Victoria Harbour , 15,000,000
Collingwood Lumber Co 10,000,000
North Shore Mills 20,000,000
Mills along Victoria Railway, not included
above 70,000,000

Mills along Midland Railway, not included. .120,000,000
OtherMills 14,000,000

Total 434,000,000

Humbugged Again.—I saw so much said

about the merits of Hop Bitters, and my wife
who was always doctoring, and never well,
teased me so urgently to get her some I con-
cluded to be humbugged again ; and I am glad
I did, for in less than two months' use of the
Bitters my wife was cured and has remained so
for eighteen months since. I like Btich hum-
bugging,—H. T., St. Paul.

—

Pioneer Press.

The Saddest of Sad Sights—the grey hairs

of age being brought with sorrow to the grave
is now, we are glad to think, becoming rarer
every year as the use of Cingalese Hair Re-
storer becomes more general. By its use the
scanty locks of age once more resume their
former color, and the hair becomes thick and
luxuriant as ever ; with its aid we can now defy
the change of years, resting assured that no
Grey Hair at any rate will come to sadden us.

50 cents per bottle.

Honesty.—It is commonly said that you can-
not make an honest man believe that white is

black and vice versa, but those who have grey
hair by using the " Cingalese Hair Renewer,"
will find that this apparent difficulty is easily
overcome. 50 cents per bottle.

Dyspepsia, that all prevalent disease of civil-

ized life, is always attended with a disordered
sympathetic system and bag secretions, and no
remedy is better adapted to its cure than Bur-
dock Blood Bitters taken according to the
special directions found on every bottle.

Gray spent seven years in perfecting his
" Elegy," but the time required to get a box of

Esterbrook's Steel Pens is just long enough to

send to the nearest stationer. Wholesale by
Brown Bros., Toronto.

Respect.—The Grey Hairs of oldagedemand
and should receive respect—but the Grey Hairs
of young people require attention—in the way
of using Cingalese Hair Renewer. 50 cents per
bottle.

LUMBERMAN.

E. S. VINDIN,
Commission, snipping, Forwarding aad

Ceneral Agenta

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. U l

Caledonian Hotel,
GRAVENHT7RST.

JOHN SHARPE, Proprietor. This Hotel has been
newly opened out, pleasantly situated on Main Street,

within five minutes walk of Northern Railway station.

Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors and Cigars.

Every attention paid to guests. Good Stabling, lyl/15

Simcoe House,
CORNER FRONT and SIMCOE STS.

TORONTO, OISTT.
#gr-Best accommodation in the City. TERMS SI. 60
and SI.00 per day, according to Location of Rooms.

24L26 WILLIAM HANCOCK, Proprietor.

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT,

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.

itST Everv accommodation for Commercial and
LUMBERMEN.
L14 W. D. MCDONALD, Proprietor.

FRANCOIS MARCHAND,
Manufacturer of all Descriptions of

STEAM BOILERS,
SHIPS WATER TANKS, Etc.

St. Roeh Street, i2l24 QUEB^I, P. Q.

CANADA TRUSS FACTORY
(ESTABLISHED 1856.)

IF. G-ROSS,
Manufacturer of SURGICAL and ORTHOPCEDICAL
INSTRUMENTS. ARTIFICIAL LIMBS made to order.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS of every description. U9-ly

688 and 690 Craig Street, Montreal.

P. PAYETT'S NEW IMPROVED

Adjustable Saw Guide

!

Can be adjusted without danger. You can take your
saw off without taking the guide off the frame.

All kinds of Brass & Iron Casting

PLAINING and TURNING done with
Despatch,. For particulars address :

CRAIG & CAMERON,
PENETANCUISHENE. i.v-ur

ROBERT SMALLWOOD
MANUFACTURER OP

The Patent LeverFeed Shingle,

Box Board & Heading Machine

(Always takes First Prize.)

Rotary Saw Mills
IN FOUR SIZES, and other

MACHINERY for SAW and

GRIST MILLS.
P"SEND FOR CIRCULAR.-®^

CHARL0TTET0WN,
L24-ly Prince Edward Island

Knf«16ck Ili-alliis Ointment should be
used m connection with Buitrttibk Rlood Bitters for
curing Ulcers, Abscesses, Fevers, Sores. &c Price
as cents j i box T MILBURN & CO.,

Sole Auents, Toronto

6

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland or

London make, at $1.75 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH, tlB

J. G. EDWARDS
HARDWARE MERCHANT,

LIN"DS ^lTZT.

BELTING, FILES, BABBIT METAL,

iy CHAINS, ROPE, and lit

LUMBERING SUPPLIES.

WANTED.
Cherry, White Ash, Black A>h, and

Dry White Pine Lumber.

Quote Price delivered, and Carefully

Describe

:

— Quality, Widths, Length,

Thickness, and how long Sawed.

ROBERT C. LOWRY,
Wholesale Lumber,

12l19 55 Pine Street, New York.

Samuel Windrim,
MANTFACTlREIt OK

Agricultural Implements. Etc

MILLBROOK, ONTARIO.
HAVING DISPENSED WITH THE SERVICES OF

AGENTS, I take this opportunity to bring to the notice
of intending purchasers of Reaping Machines, that I

have now on hand a quantity of the Celebrated

HAN LAN REAPER,
which has NEVER BEEN BEATEN YET, and am
prepared to allow the Agents commission—FIFTEEN
PER CENT—on all purchases. U7tf

WISDOM & FISH
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Rubber 1 Leather Belting

RUBBER HOSE, STEAM PACKING,

LUBRICATING OILS, COTTON WASTE
Wrought Iron Pipe and Fitting-s,

And all Articles used in the Application of Steam
to Machinery.

No. 41 Dock Street, St. John, N. B.

(SMALL'S BLOCK.)

N.B.—Estimates for Steam and Hot Water Heating
Apparatus furnished on application. All work War-
ranted. lr-L20

THE KEY TO HEALTH.

Unlocks all the clogged avenues of the

Bowels, Kidneys and Liver, carrying

oft" gradually without weakening the system,

all the impurities and foul humors' of the

secretions ; at the same time Correcting'

Acidity of the Stomach, curing Bili-

ousness, Dyspepsia. Headaches, Diz-
ziness, Heartburn. Constipation,
Dryness of the Skin. Dropsy. Dim-
ness ofVision. Jaundice. Salt Rheum,
Erysipelas, Scrofula, Fluttering of
the Heart, Nervousness and General
Debility ; all these and many other simi-

lar Complaints yield to the happv influence

of BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS.

Sample Bottles 10c : Regular size $1.

For sale by all dealers.

T. MILBIItX «S CO., Proprietors. Toronto
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Travelling Agent.

MR. A. L. W. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER

INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER & Co. PETERBOROUGH

Terms of Subscription

:

One copy, one year, in advance $2 00

One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Kates

:

Per line, for one year
Per line, for six months
Per line, for three months 30

Per line, for first insertion 10

Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's. 06

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum 8 00

Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines per annum 5 00

Cards not occupying more than 6 lines, for (i mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page and
column advertisements.

Advertisements intended for insertion in any parti

cular issue should reach the office of publication at

east three clear days before the day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances should

be addressed and made payable to Tokkr & Co., IVti ir

borough, Out.

Communications intended for insertion in the Canada
Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of the

writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith. Communications to insure in

sertion (if accepted) in the following number, should

be in the hands of the publishers a week before the

date of the next issue.

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. DEC. 1, 1881.

A Proposition has been made to establish a

woodenware factory in Lindsay.

The Medonte Lumber Company have made

preparations for getting out 4,000,000 feet of

pine this winter, in addition to a large quantity

of oak, elm, basswood, and black birch.

We would direct the attention of consumers

of hardwood lumber to the advertisement of the

Medonte Lumber Co., and the manufacturers of

the same article to the advertisement of the

Kingston Locomotive Works, both of which

will be found in another column.

A Log 30 feet long and 57 inches in diameter

was sawed into inch planks at the Seattle Lum-

ber and Commercial Co.'s mill. Some wide

planks were needed for the Reinig-Voss build-

ing, and this log was used to fill the special

order. The stick scaled 4,503 feet, and probably

contained 5,000 feet of lumber.

The Hon. Mr. Joly, in a recent election

speech at Montreal, said :
—

" Mr. Chapleau

endeavored to show that the Province was in a

prosperous state, and as a means of establishing

that position he spoke of the $700,000 received

from Crown lands as legitimate revenue which

they had a right to depend upon. This was not

so. It took a pine tree 400 or 500 years to grow,

and the money realized by the sale of timber

from the Crown lands was their capital, and not

a revenue upon which they could depend."

The Toronto Globe says that the Kingston

and Pembroke road will yet have a large lumber

traffic, probably sooner than it would otherwise

have enjoyed on account of the persistence of

Mr. Peter McLaren in obstructing the log navi-

gation of the Mississippi. The limits of the

Messrs. Caldwell lie far up the river from the

railway* crossing, and it is, I believe, their in-

tention to erect a mill near the latter point,

thus saving many miles of stream driving, and

getting rid of a portion of the disputed river.

Mr. McLaren has a mill already in operation

near the same place.

It is stated from Alpena, Mich., that there

will not probably be quite as many logs cu

this year as last. There will be a large amoun
of last winter's cut left over. The mills have

not cut as much as was intended in the spring

The breaking of Richardson's dam, in the be

ginning of the season, was a serious detriment

to business, a full month's work in most of the

mills being lost by it ; besides, it disarranged

the operations of the boom company to such an

extent as to be an embarrassment the entire

season, and mills have often been obliged to

shut down temporarily because of it.

A Special telegram from Ottawa says that

a well known forwarder, in speaking of matters

pertaining to the forwarding business, says that

while the same rates had been obtained during

the season now practically closed, as in 1880,

wages had advanced fully 20 per cent., and

there was a decrease to fully that extent in the

carrying capacity of the barges, owing to the

low state of the water. He considered the out-

look for 1882 very favorable, as more lumber

will be cut, and as the construction of the dam
at the Chute au Blondeau, the only really

dangerous piece of navigation between here and

Montreal, would greatly benefit the forwarders

doing away with the delays which have hitherto

proved so serious. He thought the dam had

proved a success beyond all question, and that

now even the largest steamship could ascend

the Ch^e without trouble or danger.

AN UNKNOWN FOREST.

Mil. niven' explorations of the tamaga

MANGUK COUNTRY—LOTS OF GOOD PINE.

Mr. A. Niven, P. L. S., of Haliburton, has

just returned from making a survey of the

country between Lakes Nipissing and Tamaga
mangue. The survey was made under the

direction of the Ontario Government, and is

merely preliminary to the laying out of a large

block of townships, the base lines for which

were laid down in this survey. A Globe reporter

called upon Mr. Niven and gleaned much inter

eating information respecting the district, which

hitherto has been almost unknown. Mr. Niven,

with a party of thirteen men, set out from Lake

Nipissing in the middle of June. The party

penetrated to the north-east corner of the Town-
ship of Field, where the survey was to com-

mence.

Here four months of laborious journeying

commenced, almost every step having to be

CUT THROUGH A DENSE FOREST.

The first line was cut from the northeast

angle of Field due northward eighteen miles

nearly to the southern shore of Lake Tamagam-
angue. Along this line the country is undulat-

ing, and rocky ridges with an occasional swamp
appear. The swamps, however, are only of

small extent, and the ridges are rarely sharp, or

show exposures of bare rock. In fact they are

more like plateaus, and are densely wooded
with pine, birch, poplar, etc The pine is abun-

dant and of excellent quality, being quite equal

to any Mr. Niven has seen elsewhere in Canada.

The soil is a sandy loam except where it is

ocky. Returning twelve miles southward, Mr.
Niven struck twelve miles eastward, finding a

comparatively level country, similar in vegeta-

tion to the country on the north line. Maple is

also present. On this line the soil is in parts

excellent, and fully a third of it good arable

land. The pine is good. Returning to the

north and south line, the party then cut their

way due west twenty- five miles. For the first

twelve miles the surface is much like that

already described, and good timber abounds.

AT THE STURGEON RIVER,

which flows into Lake Nipissing, the soil is

layey and the timber good—very fine pine trees

appearing. In this neighbourhood Mr. Niven

saw the only groat damage done by the fires of

the past summer. This was a bruit? two miles

wide and tan long. The trees were all, or near-

ly all killed, but were not burnt down. Burn-

down rarely occurs in the first fire which

weeps over a country. This fire took place in

May, and originated in a fire kindled by a

imping party at a portage. The roughness of

the country gradually increases westward to-

wards Sturgeon River, but good land and tim-

ber is found in large areas along the route.'

Westward of the Sturgeon the party entered a
brule, or

TRACT OF BURNT FOREST.

The conflagration which swept over it occurred
six years ago, and was extensive. At one time,

Mr. Niven says, the brule was to be seen six

miles on every side of him. The spectacle was
a strange one. The tall pine trees still stood
rearing their blackened forms over a hundred
feet into the air. and stretching out their

withered limbs in ghastly malediction over the
foliage, which but for them would form a- vast

lake of verdure. Where the pine trunk was
not, there the underbrush was. This dense
underbrush consisted of a young growth of pop
lar, birch and cherry, ten or twelve feet high.

Here and there over the top of the swarthy trees

rose the bare cliffs or barren hillsides of the

Laurontian formation, but down in the flats the

surveyors travelled for hours without seeing

more than a yard or two ahead. Beneath the

tangle of underbrush, through which the axe
had to cut a way, stretched ?in every direction

the decaying forms of forestjfgiants. In this

desolation the twenty-five mile westerly line

was completed, and the party turned northward
for twelve miles, sketching the east shore of

what is marked on the map as a fifteen mile

long lake, but which is in reality a chain of

three lakes, one of which— the smallest—bears

the euphonious'name' Ahpetagekickagung, and
the others Wahnapachicitegoganchanungue and
Olopangishgamacookicongue, or some names
equally unintelligible. Till within the last four

miles of this northerly line the route was
through a brule. Then came a fine piece of

country, well timbered with maple, birch,

balsam and spruce. From this point Mr.
Niven, about the middle*'of SeptemWr, turned
eastward, on the sixty mile line leading to the

Ottawa. Tho first four miles were like those

just traversed, and much of it well adapted to

agriculture. Then came
THE STURGEON RIVER.

This stream is a tine one. Its lower course ia

impeded by several falls, but the part lying in

Mr. Xi ven's survey is obstructed only by rapids.

It flows through a comparatively fertile valley,

with a current two hundred to three hundred
feet wide and fifteen to twenty feet deep. The
banks are only ten or twelve feet high and are

of quicksand and clay, which mingled, form

a broad valley 'on either side. The banks of

the stream are finely timbered with hardwood
and pine. Leaving the river the line runs

eastward over high plateaus broken by the

chain of lakes loading from Lake Tamagaman-
gue to the Sturgeon River. As the South Bay
of the Tamagamangue is approached the maple
becomes one of the most common of all the trees

and the scenery is beautiful. A fine country

extends from the South Bay a few miles east-

ward, where the land becomes high and rolling.

Then on to the Tamagamangue River the soil

is poor. From this river eastward the timber,

soil, and appearance of the country are much
like those north of the township of Field, and
nclude, of course, some very good land and ex-

cellent pine. Then for fifteen miles the country-

is comparatively flat and is covered with a

thick growth of white birch, spruce, balsaam,

opular, and small pine. Swamps and rocky

ridges are rather frequent. Good land ap|>ears

here and there. Then comes a stretch of moder-

ately good land near Ottertail Creek, and ex-

tending to within six or seven miles of the

Ottawa River. This last stretch includes much
excellent pine, but the soil is sandy with large

areas of granite rock and brule.

LAKE TAMAGAMANGUE.
At South Bay the party stopped for a time to

explore Lake Tamagamangue. The lake is of a

ery irregular form, consisting of a central part

30 miles long by 15 to 20 broad, and three arms.

The greatest length of the lake is probably

ixty miles. The water is remarkably pure,

and abounds in fish. The shores are not high,

nor are they on the other hand marshy. The
number of islands dotting this lake and forming

labyrinth of channels is surprising. The
slands are all wooded, and the scenery is

beautiful, and may be compared to that of the

Thousand Islands. On one of the islands is the

Hudson Bay Post, around which sixteen Indian

families are settled. The Indians here, and at

Temiscamiugue, and on the reserves at Lake

Nipissing, are the only ones in this part of the

country. Lake Tamagamangue has two outlet*

—one by a river of that name, flowing south-

ward into the Sturgeon, and the other by a
river which expanding into Rabbit Lake, flows

north-easterly under the name of the Matabige
wan River, a branch of the Ottawa. The
Tamagamangue as it leaves the lake is 130 feet

wide, and of a fair depth. The other outlet ia

equally large. It was explored to Montreal

River by Mr. Galbraith, one of Mr. Niven 's ex-

plorers.

SOIL, LUMBER AND MINERALS.

Mr. Niven cannot speak of the south-eastern

part of the district, as the lateness of the season

prevented the completion of the survey in that

part. Along the Sturgeon River the soil ia

clayey, elsewhere it is sandy loam or rocky.

The rock is not so much exposed, nor are

rocky ridges so common as in the country

of Lake Nipissing. About| one-third of

surface consists of arable land. There is a large

amount of fair-sized pine in the district, and of

excellent quality. It^is easily reached, streams

of considerable volume abounding. There are

unmistakable indications of ironjin the territory,

and Mr. Niven has brought specimens with

him.

Mr. Niven visited McLaren's saw mill dtqx,t,

about two miles south of Lake Temiscamingue.

He says that if he hadn't seen it he would not

have credited the existence of so fine a farm in

this part of the country. There 'are 260 acres

cleared and 100 acres without a stump. The
buildings are good and splendid crop« of oats

and roots are raised. Indian corn is grown.

Wheat would be grown, but there is no mill to

grind it. The soil is first-class.

As the season was late when the partv reach-

ed the Ottawa they took canoes to Matawan
and thence returned home by road. The region

traversed was not known to the white man. and

Mr. Niven found that chains of lakes marked

in the maps had no existence, and that rivers

wore marked away from their proper positions.

His explorations are, therefore, important as

making known for the first time a district al-

most as little known as Central Australia

The Variability nf Rrlrk*.

A correspondent suggests that the market

price of bricks should be rated according to their

sire, weight, and crushing strength. He instan-

ces two lots of brick, sold at the same price per

thousand. One lot averaged 2J x 3J x 7* inches

in size, 5 lbs. 2$ oz. in weight, and broke at 5,-

4°0 lt>. per square inch. The second lot ran

about 2i x 4 x 8J inches in size, weighed only 4

lt>. 8J oz., and broke at 3,610 It), per square inch.

The real values of these two lots of brick were

obviously very unequal. As our corres|)ondent

says it makes a vast difference to the builder of

an arch or pier if he calculates on bricks stand-

ing 500 tons to the square foot and gets them half

as strong; or if he figures on 4,500 bricks per rod

of 30C cubic feet, and if it takes 5,500. He
tninks that every brick maker should guarantee

a certain size, weight and crushing strength

—

which they will probably do when (and not be-

fore) builders refuse to purchase bricks which fal

short of a stipulated standard of size and quality,

or make their contracts with the brickmaker or

dealer contingent, as to price, upon thecharactor

of the material delivered.

Southern Wooris at the Atlanta Exhibition.

One of the notable exhibits at the Cotton Fair

is the fine display of Southern woods, both

rough and polished. It includes the sweet gum,

a light colored wood, often worked up for

coffins ; the tupello, a tree that cuts like cheese,

but cannot be split, used by tho ne^r\>es for

corks ; the famous (and infamous) palmetto ; the

Spanish bayonet, with stiff blades, sharp aa

needles, and serrated edges ; the swamp cypress,

with its pointed excrescences, three feet high,

pringing from the root ; and the curled pine,

which takes a grain polish hke the curled maple,

but infinitely more vivid and beautiful.

The Georgia saw mills—there are eight bun:

dred of them in the State—have sent in some

colossal pine logs, one of them a sylvan

monarch, straight as a needle, seventy feet long,

twenty inches in diameter at the smaller butt,

and some four feet thick at the base.—Sarnt\ic

American.

C
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J. F. LAWTON

Alexandria Saw Works

SAINT JOHN, N.B.

Saws, of all kinds manufactured from
the BEST CAST STEEL that can be

procured in any Market.

EVERY SAW WARRANTED.
SAWS REPAIRED in the best manner

and on Short Notice.

Send Address for Price List, Terms, &c.

L22 J. F. LAWTON.

ROBERT W. LOWE,
AUCTIONEER AND COMMISSION MERCHANT

81 SANDS BUILDING, PRINCE WILLIAM STREET.

Cash advanced on Goods put in for sale. ^No Storage charged. All kinds of Merchandise
Bought and Sold. New and Second-hand Furniture always on hand. Agent for Hazelhurst & Go's

WLNTHROP COOKING RANGES, WATERLOO WOOD STOVES, FRANKLIN, &c, &c, <fec.

L22~ly SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

Drake Brothers' Box Mill,
Provost Street Extension, New Glasgow, Pictou County, N. S.

SPRUCE, PINE IHEMLOCK SHINGLES
IF. HI. PR A KE. L22-ly H. P/R A KE.

WILLIAM CAMPBELL
(Late CAMPBELL & FOWLER.)

MANUFACTURER OF

Edge Tools, Axles, Springs,
&C-, OF EVERT DESCRIPTION".

L24-ly

Robertson Place, Smythe Street - ST. JOHN, N.B.

STEAM SAW MILL OWNERS
Have your Boilers thoroughly Inspected and Insured against Explosion by

The Canadian Steam Users' Insurance Association

HEAD OFFICE, 9 VICTORIA STREET, TORONTO.

SIR ALEX. CAMPBELL, President.

HON. JNO. McMURRICH. Vice-Pres.

GEORGE C. ROBB, Chief Engineer.

A. F. JONES. Secretary-Treasurer. lyLl7

ESTABLISHED 1874. NORMAN'S
*C/itE^fi;T lilt APPLIANCES

ESTABLISHED 1874.

Norman's Electro Curatiue Appliances
RELIEVE AND CURE

Spinal Complaints, General and NERVOUS DEBILITY, Rheumatism,
Gout, Nervousness, Liver, Kidney, Lung, Throat and Chest Complaints,
Neuralgia, Bronchitis, Incipient Paralysis, Asthma, Sciatica, Sprains,
Consumption, Sleeplessness, Colds, Indigestion."
Auk tor Norrnan'H P-Uectric Belts and you will be safe against imposition, for they will do their

work well and are cheap at any price.

A. NORMAN, Es<i., " Waterville, N. B.
Lear Sir,—Please send me a waist belt. Enclosed find price. Head band I got for mv wife

ban almost cured her of neuralgia. Yours truly, C. L. TILLEY.
Numerous of such testimonial* can be seen at my office, proving that they are doing a good work and worthy

the attention of all sufferers. Circulars free. >fc charge for consultation.

A. NORMAN, 4, Queen Street East, Toronto.
s i:. TrwMt for Kapture, bettt In America, aud Electric Batteries always on hand at

r • , i ., i
. I | * r i * * - L17-ly

JOHN DOTY
Esplanade Street, Toronto.

MANUFACTURER Or

MARINE ENGINES,
6l27 MARINE* BOILERS,
Propeller Wheels and Steam Yachts

Union Street, Carleton,

Warerooms, Water Street,

ST. JOHN, N. B.

Allan Brothers
(Late of Harris & Allen)

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Steam Engines
AND

MILL MACHINERY.
Ships Windlasses, Iron Capstans

and Ships CASTINGS of all kinds.

Ships Cambooses & Cabin Stoves

COOKING AND HEA TING

STOVES,
Shop, Office and Parlor Stoves, and Franklins.

Agricultural Implements.

BRASS CASTINGS.
Tin, Sheet Iron and Copper Ware for SHIP and

L22-ly HOUSE use.

If yoa are a man
of business/weak -

ened by the strain of
your duties avoid
stimulants and use
Hop Bitters.
If you are yonn^r and

discretion or dissipa
ried or single, old or
poorhealth or languish

ess, rely on Hop
Whoever you are.

whenever you feel
that your system
needs cleansing, ton-
ing or stimulating
without intoxicating,
t ake Hop
Bitters.

Have yon dys-
pepsia, kidney,
orurinary com-\
plaint, disease
of the stomach,
bowels, blood,
liver ovnerves J

You will be
cured if youuse
Hop Bitters

Ifyou are sim-
>ly weak and
ow spirited, try I

iti ft may
8 avey ou r

I Ife. It has
saved hurt 1

drede-

If you are a
man of let-

ters toiling overnu<
night work, to res-
tore brain nerve and

waste, use Hop B-
snffering from any in
tion ; if you are mar-
young, suffering from
ing on a bed of sick-

Bltters
Thousands die an-

nually from some
form of Kidney
disease that might
have been presented

a timely use of
HopBitters

D. I. C
is an absolute
and Irresista-
ble cure for
drunke n e s s
use of opium
tobac co,

o

narcotics.

Soldbydrug-
gists. Send for
Circular.

HOP BITTERS

HTFQ CO.,

Rochester, R. T,

& Toronto, On I.

THOS. GRAHAM
(E»Ubli»h*d 1S7<),

MANUFACTURER OF

New Files
HAND CUT

and made from the
BEST refined English

CAST 8TEEL.
All goods neatly put
up in labelled boxes
lor the trade,towhom
lowest prices will he
given.

Price List on appli-

cation and Sample
Order solicited.

m
CO

Old Files
Re-ground and re-cut
by Haod and War-
ranted equal to SEW
tor use, at prices thai
will effect a great sa-

ving to Mill Owners
and all large consu-
mer* of Kile*. Parties

now sending their old

flies can have them
shipped next spring
to their order

Factory and Offices: LZ7-e

35, SHERBOURNE STREET, TORONTO.

GRATEFUL COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,
and by a careful application of the fine properties of

well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our break-
fast tables with a delicately flavored beverage which
may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the
judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist

every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle mala-
dies are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
blood and a properly nourished frame."

—

Civil Service
Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in

packets and tins only (J-lb. and lb.) labelled

JAMES EPPS &:C0., Homoeopathic Chemists,

London, England. Li9-iy

"NIL DESPERANDUM."

T
TRADE MARK Important to Nervous Sufferers.—HE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY

for Nervous Debility and all

Nervous Affections, including Sper-
matorrhea, Seminal Weakness, etc.,

result of Self-abuse, indiscretion, it
is GRAYS SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
This is the only remedy which has
ever been known to permanently cure

Palpitation and other affections of the

Heart, Consumption in its earlier

--r-v c T'^l"" stages, Rushing of blood to the head.

Wind in the Stomach, Indigestion.TRADE MARK
Loss of Memory, Want of Energy,
Bashfulness, Desire for Solitude, Low-

Spirits, Indisposition to labor on ac-

count of weakness, Universal Lassi-

tude, Pain in the back, Dimness of

Vision, Premature old age, etc. Full
particulars in our pamphlet which we
send securely sealed on receipt of a
3 cent stamp. The Specific is now-
sold by all Druggists at SI per pack-
age, or 6 for $5, or will be sent free AFTER IAKINU-
by mail on Receipt of monev bv addressing THE
GREY MEDICINE CO., 3 Mechanics' Block, Detroit,

Mich. 24L13

N. H. DOWNS 1

Vegetable Balsamic

(ELIXIR,!
This valuable medicine is pnrely vegetable, i

the discovery of which was the result or I

I many years' close study, in order to discover
I the cause, the symptoms and the cure—viz.

;

Consumption, Coughs, Colds,

Catarrh, Croup, Asthma, In-
fluenza, Pleurisy,Hoarseness,

Spitting Blood, Bronchitis,
and every species of oppression oftheChest
and Lung*. In allcases where this Elisirhas
been duly administered its efficacy has been
invariably manifested, convincing fhc most

!

incredulous that

CONSUMPTION
Is not incurable, if properly attended to.—
Consumption, at its commencement, is but a
Slight irritation of the membrane which
covers thel ungs; then an inflammation, when
the ooughis more observable, butratherdry-

I then becomesl ocalfever and thepnlsemore
f/reqnent,the cheeks flushed and chills more
common. This E luririn curing the abovecom •

plaints, operates so as to remove allmorbid
irritations and inflammation from the

I lungs to the surface, and finally expe 1 them
I from the system, Ittacilitateseipeeioration,

IT HEALS THE ULCERATED SURFACES
and relieves the cough and makes the breath I

ingeasv. Itsupports thestrengthand at the I

same time reduces the fever. It is free from
|

strong opiate and astringent articles, which
are o t so drying a nature as to be in great
danger of destroying the patient; whereas
this medicine never dries or stops the cough,
but,by removing the Cirss, generally des-
troys the hectio before the cough is entirely
gone. Consequently, when the cough is

cured the patienti swell. Send address for
pamphlet giving full directions for cure of
pulmonary diseases. Price '25cts. and SI
per bottle. Sold everywhere.

HENRY, JOHNSONS & LORD, Props.
MONTREAL, P. Q.
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TIMBER REGULATIONS.
The Winnipeg Times says that the recent

Order-in-Council regarding the timber regula-

tions has been received at the Crown Timber
office. The following are the regulations :

—

homesteader's pkee permit.

Any occupant of a homestead quarter section

having no timber of his .own, may, upon appli-

cation, obtain a permit to cut such quantity of

building timber, fencing timber or fuel as he

may require for use on his homestead, not ex-

ceeding the following :

—

1,800 lineal feet of house timber, no log to be

over 12 in. at the small end.

400 roof rails.

30 cords of dry wood.

2,000 fence rails.

'

Should the house timber be sawn at a saw
mill, payment for sawing must not be made by
way of toll, as the full quantity of lumber cut

from the logs must be used on the permit
holder's homestead. In order that mill owners
may be able to give satisfactory evidence that

saw logs or lumber found in their possession

have been lawfully cut, they should require

from settlers bringing timber to be sawn, proof

that the same has not been cut on Dominion
Lands, or that it has been cut under a permit
which the settler should produce in order that
its number, date and name of permittee may be
noted by the mill owner ; the latter should also

record the amount of such timber sawn by him
so that he may be in a position to duly protect

himself should account or return thereof be de
manded by agents of the Department.
The applicant will require to pay an office fc

of 50 cents before he can obtain a permit, but no
dues will be charged for the timber or wood cut
under and in accordance with it.

Settlers whose farms may have thereon
supply of timber, or who are in possession of

wood lots, or other timbered lands, will not be
granted a free permit.

PERMITS SUBJECT TO DUES.
Permits under payment of dues may be

granted to those applying for them to cut tim
ber on available vacant Dominion Lands, on
paying dues at the rates hereinafter specified :

Cordwood, per cord a 95
Fence posts, 8 ft. 0 in. long each. . ..... ! .

Telegraph poles, 22 ft. long each
Each lineal foot over 22 ft
Railroad ties, 8 ft. long .

.

Kails, 12 ft. long, per M 2 00
Stakes, 8 ft. long, per M •*!!!"!!!! 2 00
Shingles, per M 60
Square timber and saw logs of oak, elm,' ash or

maple, per M B M 3 00
Pine, spruce, tamarac, cedar, and all other woods

with the exception of poplar, per MBM 2 50
l'oplar, per M B M 2 00

All other products of the forest not enumera-
ted, 10 per cent, ad valorem.

An office fee of 50 cents to be charged for each
permit.

Issuers of permits will be instructed by th
Minister as to the limit of quantity that will be
granted

; also what proportion of dues shall be
deposited on issue of permit, as guarantee on the
part of those obtaining the same
Besides the dues above specified, grantees of

permits may be called upon to pay such addition
thereto as the Minister may judge necessary to
meet their proportion of any expense that may
be incurred by the Department in survey, or
other demarcation, on the ground of the limits
within which such permits are to be operative.
Permits shall set forth that those obtaining

them must conform to the conditions, terms,
and requirements specified in the same, and
carefully restrict their cutting to tho limit?

iescribed therein ; and that any breach thereof
will subject the offender to all the pains and

1 enalties in that behalf as set forth in the Do-
ir inion Lands Act.

WOODEN ARCHITECTURE.
Mr. Chas. Hayward, F. S. A., in an article,

Our Old Timber Work," which recently ap
pcared in the British Architect, calls attention

to the revival of visible timber work construe-
ion, after so many years of neglect. "The fre-

juent design and construction of important
buildings in timber work," he says, "and the
tendency to a further extension of the same, is

a remarkable feature of our times. It would
seem as if it were a law in our profession, as
well as elsewhere, that ideas of art should 'come
as the waves come,' and ebb and flow as the
tide. It appears more di nified to speak of our

changes in taste and practice in this way than to

talk of them as mere fashion, though fashion,

no doubt, has in its most direct though caprici-

ous manner a great influence, not only on the

forms of architecture in use at various times,

but on the several kinds of materals also, at-

tempts at a 'new style' or a 'new order,' the

'Victorian age,' 'nineteenth century Gothic,'

and so on, all showing a healthy, thoughtful

vigour existing in the old stock, and a hopeful

ness ever new for something great to be evolved

in tho future. When centuries have rolled by

and men begin to reckon up the works of th

nineteenth century and twentieth century

architects, perhaps they may find that 'some

thing' which we are now unconsciously striving

after, and haply helping to accomplish, though

we cannot see it.

"Some years ago there was for a little while

fashion to" talk of importing timber houses

from Norway, designed and constructed

complete, and one or two were actually brought

over in sections and set up. At the same time

the writer was building, he says, a timber house

in Norway, which was actually carried out in

modified form. Curiously it happened that

little later he was called upon to build a man
sion of old ship timber in Cornwall, and a Swiss

cottage, entirely of wood, elsewhere. The study

of some foreign books, as well as of all such

home and foreign timber constructions, becames

specially interesting, and he would now recom

mend it to those who may bo enabled by th

present wave of fashion to evolve something out

of the stylo in favour for the time."

Tho writer concludes as follows :
—" We all

know the glorious examples of Cheshire, Shrop

shire, Worcestershire, &c, besides the smalle

excellent examples to be found nearly every

where in the country about us. But I would

point to one of our very earliest constructions

in wood—well known, and yet, I dare say, sel

dom remembered—as the very fountain-head p
that little stream 'which became eventually

great flood of art, and covered the whole land

I refer to the littlo church of Greenstead, in

Essex, built in the early part of tho eleventh

century, of which the walls are composed mere

ly of portions of trunks of trees—thick outside

slabs—split or roughly hewn off, measuring 12

to 18 inches across, and 10 to 12%iches thick

roughly joined with tongues, but smoothed on

the inside. These uprights, never more than

ft. to 0 ft. high, wero originally tenoned into a

head and cill ; but in restorations carefully car-

ried out some yeass ago the cill had to be re

moved and tho lower ends of tho timbers cut

as far as they had rotted, and a new cill on
brickwork substituted. Substantially, however,

we see a wooden chapel of the eleventh century,

and the timbers, sound and hearty, standin:

they were then set up. One of them on the

>rth side—where there was an original door

way—has a notch cut in it for the purpose of

holding a holy water vessel. It seems pretty

certain that this chapel was erected for the pur-

pose of receiving as a temporary resting-place

the body of St. Edmund the king, on its way
(for the second time, date 1013) to ' Boedrice-

worth,' thenceforth to' be called Bury St. Ed-

mund's. So here is an open book on the earliest

wooden construction in England, which any one

may read."

—

Timber Trade's Journal.

iff

A FOREST FESTIVAL.
A large number of the lovers of the forests

assembled on Bear Hill, near Boston, October

22, to join in the Festival of the Forests, as the

call poetically expressed it. It was really a

meeting of a committee appointed by the

officials of the town of Medford to consider

what steps were advisable to preserve the

Middlesex fells region in a natural state. The
Honorable Elizur Wright was a member of the

committee, and we extract the following from a

report read by him :

—

The committee is fully convinced by the

stumps it has seen that there is not a single one

of the multitude of rocky hills within this tract

which has not at some time in the past been

covered by large and flourishing white pine

rees, and, of course, they may be again, and in

comparatively short time, if the proper and

not very expensive conditions are supplied.

These are, a little soil where the more or less

horizontal rock surface has become extensively

bare, seedlings planted, and exemption from

fires. Fires are fatal to young pines and hem-

locks, and that is the reason why the hills are

now mostly covered with scrubby oak and other

trees that sprout from the roots. These

deciduous trees, even if exempted from fires, do

not attain any considerable size, except in the

valleys, which, in the fells, are comparatively

narrow. Then, if fed with the muck, which is a

nuisance in the reservoirs, ash, maple, oak, and

black walnut would grow luxuriantly.

White pines ask almost nothing from the

ground, except anchorage, and that they find

for themselves in the cracks of the rocks. They

take their food and rapidly build up their

beautiful and perennial shades and venerable

trunks, from the air, and no tree does more to

adorn the winter landscape, to absorb and

decompose the gases deleterious to lung and life,

appropriating the carbon and restoring the

oxygen. They are the most effective as well as

the most delightful purifiers of the air, and the

density of the summer shades does the most to

prevent the evaporation of the water.

That all the land of this tract, not occupied

by the reservoirs of water and the residences

and gardens of the people charged with the care

of it, should be covered with the densest forest

possible, is too obvious to need proof. Other-

wise the sun will drink more water from these

fells than the people.

The progress, if not the perpetuity, of the

human race on this good planet depends on the

forests of the future. This is the teaching of

history, as well as of chemistry and meteorolo

gy. Two hundred years ago men had a right to

more fields and less wood on this continent, but

the war has already been carried too far, and,

if a healthy population is to increase, the tree

population must increase, with equal pace, from

what it now is.

The reasons why the propagation and care of

forests should, to some extent, be a govern

mental function, and not be left wholly to pri

vate caprice, are :

1. Individual life is too short to have trees

planted during its period, come to maturity.

The individual proprietor of land, especially if

not very wealthy, is prone to cut his crop of

trees before it is ripe, and as clean as he does

his rye, thus creating a desert.

2. A forest, in the absence of fire, never dies

any more than a good government. Therefore a

good government will take care that no forest,

in a fit place, shall ever be killed.

3. Getting the best results from a forest re-

piires :i science and skill which but few indi-

vidual proprietors can be expected to have.

They all will best acquire such science and skill

by seeing good examples on a large scale.

4. Pure air and pure water are common inter-

ests. Private caprice, ignorance or greed should

not be allowed to injure them.

Preserving the purity of the air, especially, is

not only a municipal, but a national and world

question,

THE FUTURE MOTOR POWER-

The steam engine, which has been the means

of revolutionizing manufacturing and transpor-

tation, was spoken of with a good deal of dispar-

enu'ut by >everal of the members of the Briti-h

Association for the advancement of Science at

the late meeting at Bath. Nearly every person

who spoke on the subject gave it a bad name.

It was stated that it was expensive to build,

costly to run, difficult to keep in repair, danger-

ous to life and property, cumbersome, produc-

tive of dirt and noise, and not adapted to many
purposes where a motor is required. In the

opinion of some, the steam engine has had its

day, and played its part, and was now ready to

be put jn a museum of curiosities. They think

it is behind the times, and that it should give

place to something better. These scientific men
of Great Britain object to the steam engine

because it does not meet the wants of the

present age : and for the additional reason that

it is fast consuming the coal that will be wanted

for heating purposes. They want a better force,

more locomotion, quicker travel, less expense,

and greater security. They want something

that will propel canoes as well as ships ; that

ill run sewing machines as well as trip-ham-

mers ; that will draw pleasure carriages as well

as railway cars. They desire a motor that will

not consume fuel, produce smoke, or cause

that can be managed by a child and run, if

sired, in a parlor. They want something that
will do all the steam engine does and many
things beside.

In the opinion of most of the scientists of

Great Britain, electricity is to take the place of

steam in driving machinery and moving cars,

and is to be generated by the action of tides,

winds and falling water. They predict that

wind-power will be utilized to a greater extent

than any person in a previous age ever believed

that it would. Wind will generate electricity

for moving machinery, for lighting streets and
warming dwellings in Ireland, Belgium, Den-
mark and other countries where there are few
streams that afford water-power. The move
ments of the tide will produce the same effects

in most countries that have an an extensive sea-

coast, while the fall of water in rivers and
streams will generate electricity in all mouni
regions. The great electrical exhibition at P
is doing much to draw attention to what is

the motor-power of the future. A picture called
" The Queen of the Nineteeth Century " hangs

in many of the shop windows. It is a female

figure surrounded with a halo, and emitting rays

of light from the hands, which are raised as if

to enable the being to fly. The light gives the

arms the apjjearance of wings. The artist is an

enthusiast, and is regarded by many as a
prophet. We all hope that his fair predictions

may be realized. The steam-engine is a good
thing, but we are ready for something better. It

has done so well that till recently scientific men
and inventors have not troubled theinselve- to

make something better. Now that attention i-

drawn to electricity, great results may be

expected.

LUMBERING AND FARMING.
There was a time when lumbermen scouted

the idea of mixing their pursuit with farming.

When they bought timber land they valued it

for the logs and timber it would produce. For
years the light, sandy soil on which pine grew
in Michigan and Wisconsin, was considered

nearly worthless for agricultural purposes.

Lumbermen would strip this land of its forest

growth, and then turn it over to the dominion
of wilderness denizens, the wild beasts, and to

the annual sweep of the devouring _tempests of

fire. But latterly a more economical spirit lias

aroused the owners of pine lands to make better

use of their denuded real estate. Some of them
have become awake to the conviction that it

were cheaper to grow food supplies on their own
soil, in the immediate vicinity of their logging

camps, than to first pay for them in distant

markets, and afterwards transport them, at a

heavy cost, to the far-away camps. In the

matter of grain and vegetables a great saving is

thus made. Besides, their lands are thus con-

verted from a dead waste of fallen limbs, and

discarded timber, intermixed with growing

briars, brambles and tangled undergrowth, to

fruitful fields, and acquire a fair, saleable value

as farm property. That heavy lumber concern,

the Ludington, Wells & Van Schaick Company
has adopted this thrifty scheme, and this yeAr,

on its own two farms, has raised 3.000 bushels

of potatoes. Its other products this season

consist of 400 bushels of onions, 500 bushels of

beets, 300 bushels of carrots, and 5,000 heads of

cabbage, besides peas, beans and other farm

products. These will enter into the food sup-

ply of the logging camps this winter, wherein

GOO men will be employed. In this connection

it may be interesting to mention the other sup-

plies that supplement those produced on the

company's farms, and which mostly have to be

purchased outside the lumber district. Among
these are 800 barrels of flour, 300 barrels of beef

thirty barrels of syrup, 35 barrels of peas, forty

barrels of dried apples, and 300 bushels of

beans. Its stock will consume 500 tons of hay,

20,000 bushels of oats, corn, bran. etc. Fifteen

barrels of kerosene oil will be required to light

its camps.

—

Worth western Lumberman.

Wk understand that Mr. Thos. Deacon. Q.

C, of Pembroke, has bought the old mill on the

Tay, and that the machinery is being removed

and the dam taken down. This will be the

means of draining a large tract of land formerly

drowned by the mill dam,—Perth Expositor.



Messes. Flkwwelling shipped from St.

John, X. B., a large lot of matches to the

West Indies per the liothesay, which sailed on

Saturday, November 12th.

Mehritt Chandler has sold to Thompson

Smith, in the Cheboygan, Mich., district, the

standing timber on 8,000 acres of land, the con-

sideration being S33,OO0.

The tow-boat George Washington, said to be

the oldest on the Hudson River, has just been

examined and licensed for another year. It was

built in 1830 of live oak and cedar.

The receipts at Albany, up to October 25,

were 52,000,000 feet in excess of 1880, and it is

expected that at least 70,000,000 feet more will

arrive. The demand is reported firm.

Evert dam owned by the Black River

Flooding Association, Wis., was wrecked by

the recent floods, and an assessment of $10,000

was lately levied on the stockholders to make the

necessary repairs.

There will be a great deal of lumbering on

the Restigouche and Metapedia rivers and their

tributaries this winter. A great many more

people are putting in teams than last year.

Scows loaded with provisions and camp equip-

ages are towed up stream daily.

The Mail states that a vessel laden with lum-

ber left Toronto on Nov. 10th, bound for Porto

Rico, where she will get a return cargo of sugar.

Hitherto lumber for the West Indies has been,

with the exception of a few cargoes, from Mont-

real, shipped from New York.

There is a jam of 12 miles of logs at Sand

Creek, and an, 8 mile jam at Newaygo, with

one mile more at the Flats. There are fully

100,000,000 feet of logs in the booms here. In

order to cut all these floating giants of the

forest this season it will be necessary for all the

mills to run night and day.

Messrs. R. P. & W. F. Starr are loading

the brig Sarah Wallace, now at the railway

wharf, at St. John, N.B., with a large assorted

cargo for Bermuda. The cargo includes onion

ends and slats, tomato ends and slats, a lot of

boards and about 40 cords of soft wood for fire-

wood—all from Messrs. Flewwelling, of Hamp-
ton.

The Montreal Gazette says hemlock bark is

quoted in this market at from S7 to $7.50 per

cord, latest sales being reported by the car load

at within that range of prices. Canadian bark

has advanced one dollar per cord in the Boston

market to S1A50. Freights have also advanced

89 per car from our bark districts to Salem,

Mass.
, being now 852(^53 per car. The farmers

in Salem are manifesting considerable dissatis-

faction over the advance.

Ax improved machine for grinding wood for

paper pulp has been patented by Mr. Nicolaus

Kraiser, of Grellingen, Switzerland. The in-

vention consists in a grinding stone mounted on

a suitable shaft and surrounded by a casing,

with a series of boxes on the sides for containing

the blocks of wood, which are pressed against

the sides of the stone by a rack and pinion actu-

ated by a weight, or by springs or hydraulic

pressure, whereby the block of wood is converted

into a wood pulp.

The North Hastings Review says that the

rush to the shanties commenced on Monday.

During the day a large number of waggon loads

of men and outfits left this village, and the same

evening five large loads of Rathbun's men aariv-

ed here on their way back. It is said that more

men are going to the woods this season than for

some years past. One reason is probably on

account of the destructive fires which prevailed

last fall, rendering it necessary to secure the

timber on the burnt limits without delay.

The Duluth Lake Superior News says J. S.

Taylor & Sons are commencing preparations for

logging on a large scale this winter. They have

ha/1 a. V)T'-j-, all summer at their Stewart River

camps, and will add to this crew enough men
to get out some 3,000,000 feet, they hope, this

winter. They have been at heavy expense in

opening roads, building camps, etc., but now
tbat Rich work is done, they can log to better

advantage than last winter. Their logs now on

Stewart River, some 500,000 to 700,000 feet,

they will leave until next spring on account of

the l*tenex». of the season.
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NORTHERN MINNESOTA'S PINE TIMBER.

Lumbermen are beginning to turn their atten-

tion to the splendid pine timber resources of

Northern Minnesota, and it is safe to predict

that it will not bo many years before the

northern portion of the North Star State—now
almost a trackless forest—will be dotted with

saw mills which will pour their products into

the Red River Valley and Manitoba over the

two lines of railway that are now certain to be

constructed through the region referred to—one

by the Northern Pacific Railway Company,

from Brainerd, on the Mississippi River, to

Emerson, and one from Duluth, also to termin-

ate at this point. The splendid pine timber

lands in the vicinity of Red Lake, being an

Indian Reservation, still remain intact, but at-

tention is being turned to the Government lands

along Rainy River, the boundary line between

Minnesota and Keewatin. A number of Duluth

lumbermen have formed two companies, known

respectively as "The Rainy River Log Running

and Improvement Company," and the " Rainy

River Boom Company." The incorporators

are, in each case, John Maguire, S. R. Went-

worth, D. E. Little, P. M. Graff, E. D. Graff,

and J. R. Cook. The object of the first is to

"improve for navigation and running of logs

and timber the Little Fork, Big Fork and Rainy

Rivers." The object of the second is to "con-

struct, maintain, operate and keep in reasonable

repair good and sufficient boom or booms at or

near the mouth of Rainy River, for the purpose

of collecting, receiving and securing any and all

logs or timber that may be 'floated or driven

down the Rainy River." The capital stock of

the " Rainy River Log Running and Improve-

ment Co." is fixed at $30,000, and of the "Rainy

River Boom Co." at $25,000. There is the same

board of directors in both companies, viz., John

Maguire, D. E. Little and John R. Cook.

—

Emerson International.

The Fuel of the Future.

The National Gazette makes the following an-

nouncement in regard to the use of petroleum

as fuel :—We shall soon be able to announce a

wonderful stride in the mechanical appliances

for using liquid fuel for generating steam in

both marine and land boilers. The matter is

in the hands of practical men, who will soon

demonstrate they can make from twenty-eight

to thirty gallons of crude petroleum, costing

from eighty-five to ninety cents, do the work of

a ton of coal, oosting from $4 to $4.25, without

dirt or smoke, and when, as in the case of a

large steamer carrying from forty to forty-five

men in the fire room, one man in each will be

abundantly able to keep up a uniform pressure

of steam at all times. Liquid fuel is the inter-

vening step between coal and electricity, which

will, in due season, furnish motion for the

world.

West Indian Trade.

The schooner Guelph is loading lumber at the

N.R.R. wharf in Toronto, for the West Indies,

where she will obtain return freights of sugar

and molasses for Halifax or St. Lawrence ports

during the winter. The shippers of the lumber,

Messrs. Musson & Morrow, of Toronto, hope

that by next summer she may return to Cana-

dian lake ports with West Indian products.

This experimental cargo of say 220,000 feet to

Porto Rico is a venture the result of which will

be looked for with interest. It exhibits enter-

prise, at least, and much may depend upon the

successful or unsuccessful issue of this effort

to introduce the islands of the Gulf of Mexico

to the islands of the Western lakes direct,

through the medium of their products.

—

Mone-

tary Times.

Wooden Dishes.

The Wooden Dish factory is a new and ex-

tensive industry just started at Indianapolis,

Ind. Not many years ago persons would have

laughed at the idea of wooden dishes, but they

have become a necessity. They are cut from the

sycamore or the gum tree by most ingenious

machinery, which will cut and trim 200,000

dishes a day ; other machines shape and fast-

en the cups together. Fifteen of these are em-

ployed, each of which can turn out 10,000 daily.

The wood is, of course steamed, so as to be

readily worked and moulded.—N. Y. Observer.

LUMBERMAN.

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

WllOI.EKALK UKAI.KK IK

Clear, Picking's, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
t.l2-ly

J. K. POST & CO.

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OS^W^EG-O, 3ST- TT.
' LlMy

J. & F. N. TENNANT
Dealers in all kinds of

Lumber, Lath & Shingles,

Office, Union Loan Building,

Toronto Street, Toronto.

S. S. MUTTON & Co.,

Wholesale Lumber Dealers
T O RON T O.

We have for Sale a large quantity of PINE, OAK,
WHITEWOOD, ASH, CHESTNUT, CHERRY, BUT-
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, &c.

flSTP.S.—A SET OF TUB MACHINERY FOR SALE,
CHEAP—OR EXCHANGE FOR LUMBER. IvlIO

A. L. UNDERWOOD
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

White Pine, Basswood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, ONT.
_

1.VL16

FOR SALE.
The Dexter & Whit-warn Manufacturing-

Company, offer for Sale the Entire

Real Estate Plant and Machinery
OF THEIR EXTENSIVE

BENDING & TURNING FACTORY
Situated in the City of St. Thomas, in the County of
Elgin, Ontario. For full particulars apply to H.
BROWN, Manager, or E. MOORE, President. '

L'20tf

J. T. LAMBERT,
Lumber and Commission Agent.

FOR SALE.
150 Mils. White Pine, 1 x 10 Stock.
175 " do 1 x 12 "

11 " do 2x10 "

20 " do 2 x 12 "

140 " do 1 inch Siding .

20 " do 1J
40 " do 2 x 10 Joists.
16 " Cedar, 3x6 "

19 " Basswood, 1J inch.

APPLY AT THE OFFICE, L20

WELLINGTON STREET, OTTAWA.

We have added to our plant all the latest improved
machinery for Electro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture of Printers Furniture, facilities for executing
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continent.

A large assortment of various cuts constantly on hand.
FLEMING & SON,

l14 26 Colborne St., Toronto.

9

PORTLAND FOUNDRY.

JOSEPH McAFEE,
(Late Ax'K'k McArez.)

Warehouse, Main St, St. John, N-B.

acricolturaTimplements.

MAKt rACTTBEB <,r

Cooking, Ship, Parlor & Office Stoves

MILL CASTINGS
Ship Windlasses, Capstans, and

Ship Castings of all kinds,
(MADE TO ORDER.)

Power Capstans. Patent Ship Pumps
ly With Copper Chambers. I

Lead Scuppers & Water Closets & all

goods in my line for Ships' use.

Work done to Order with Quick Despatch,

IRWIN & BOYD
Commission

Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping^GeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

iffli
PEACTICAL

Founders, Machinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori-
zontal and Portable

Engines, Boilers
Grain Elevators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery.

tVith Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

RODEBAUGH'S SAW FRAME, MILL
DOGS and SAW GUIDES.

WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IRON
CASTINGS.
^^-Plans and Specifications on application."^^

The Walkerville Foundry
AND

MACHINE WORKS.
Walkerville, Ont., June 1881.
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MONTREAL.
From Our Own Correspondent.

Nov. 24th.—The shipping season is now over,

and navigation from this port is closed, only a

few market boats are still running, which are

to go into winter quarters on Saturday. The
total shipments of lumber from Montreal to the

River Plate during the past season and for

previous years were as follows :

—

Pine. Spruce. Total ft. Pick's.

1881 11,806,152 1,023,644 12,829,796 36,145

1880

1879.

1878.

1877.

1876.

1875.

1874.

1873.

1872.

1871.

10,420,080

12.476,150

10,855,246

8,787,928

3,437,000

10,123,000

16,262,293

36,073,919

28,234,968

16,006,935

It will be noticed' from the above table that

the shipments have been larger this year than

any previous year since 1874. The total ship

ments of deals from Montreal to English ports

during the season of 1881 were 18,236,849 feet,

against 18,701,835 feet for the season of 1880,

showing a decrease of 4G4.98G feet. There is a

good deal of lumber lying on the wharfs yet,

which has lately arrived, and dealers are busy

getting it transported into yards. The demand
lately has been light, and there is really so littlo

done in this market that prices do not fluctuate

much, if any, we therefore repeat our former

quotations. For building lumber, ex yard, we
continue to quote :

—

Pine, 1st quality, TP M 832 00(340 00
Pine, 2nd " $M 18 00@24 00
Pine, shipping culls, M 12 00(015 00
Pine, cull deals, M 8 00@10 00
Pine, mill culls, i)M 5 00@ 6 60
Spruce, $ M 8 00c*10 00
Hemlock, KM 8 00<<elO 00
Ash, run of long culls out, $ M 10 00(£C18 00
Bass, " " $ M 14 00(316 00
Oak, $ M 35 00(tf46 00
Birch, ¥M 17 00<»20 00
Hard Maple, *M 18 00(<(26 00
Lath, $ M 1 26® 1 36
Shingles, 1st, KM 3 00(<* 0 00
Shingles, 2nd, $ M 2 00@ 0 00

Cordwood.—The cold weather for the past

few days has stimulated the demand, but it is

not very brisk, as yet ; high prices seem to

make people use coal instead. There are con-

siderable quantities still on the wharves, for

which holders would would probably shade

prices rather than cart it into yards. The only

change in prices is in tamarack, which is now
quoted lower. Our figures are now on wharf,

ex cartage :

—

Long Maple 86 50
Short ,r

6 00
Long Birch 6 00
Short " 6 60
Long Beech 5 50
Short " 6 00
Long Tamarack 4 50
Short " 4 40

been brisk for the time of year. Though j the

sales have been small, they have been numerous,

and it is simply a demand for the requirements

to make things snug and secure for winter.

I am informed that a lumberman in this city

is desirous of selling out an established business.

It might be worth the notice of some of your

readers.

Prices are about the same as in my last letter

LONDON, ovr.
From Our Own Correspondent.

Nov. 10th.—Less than twenty years ago it

would have been considered a foolish undertak-

ing to commence the erection of a huge block of

buildings at this season ef the year. I under-

stand, however, that ere we are many days
older the process of tearing down the Holman
Opera House will begin, and on its site are to

be built a handsome block of wholesale stores,

and the building is to go on at once. Since wo
have had the Grand Opera House to go to, the
Holman place has gone the way of all old and
time worn institutions. The purchase of the

property has been made by Messrs. Birrell, of

the wholesale house of John Birrell & Co., and
two other gentlemen, and it is the intention of

the Birrel firm to occupy tho largest portion of

the now premises as their store, and no better

site could be chosen, in fact this Holman proper-

ty may be said to be about as valuable a one as

there is in London, being situated, as it is,

right in the heart of the city, on the principal

street, and close to the G. W. R. depot. Well,
all this description is only a prelude to inform-

ing you that tho woodwork and lumber contract

will be probably in the neighbourhood of

$10,000, and it is expected that it will bo given

out to private contract, that is, no tenders will

be publicly solicited.

In the past two weeks the lumber market has

Later.

Nov. 24.—Since my last letter of two weeks
ago nothing of particular note has transpired in

this market. Lumber merchants seem all to be

well occupied, and are sending "out from their

yards considerable stock for the purposes stated

in my former letter,<,viz., making things snug

and secure against the winter}blasts.

Building, as may naturally be expected, is

not now rushing, but mill men say they are

busy notwithstanding. The large block of

wholesale houses to be built on\the Holman
Opera House site, it has been said, will not be

proceeded with this winter, but I have been in

formed in an authentic quarter that it will, and
that the present building (Opera House) will be

razed in a week or two. The contract for the

lumber is not yet given out, but will be now in

a few days.

Messrs. Green's mill is again rebuilt, and part

of the machinery is at work.

I was informed the other day that the market
hero had advanced from one dollar to one dollar

and a half, the result of a like advance in Sarnia,

where the merchants have certainly put up their

prices that much, but on making a very search

ing enquiry, I find prices here remain about the

same, with an upward tendency, however, and
the probability is that my next price list will

have to undergo very material revising. Some
parties in town aro selling shingles at $2.90, but

the bulk of the merchants, and in fact tho mer
chants proper, are keeping their figures up at

last quotations. Though Sarnia lumbermen
have advanced, tho Goderich men remain firm

at former ratos, and this is probably one reason

why we have not advanced hero. We do not

take a groat deal of lumber from Sarnia.

My report of the market at this date is,—very

firm and steady, with indications of an ad-

vance.

Below are the prices at present :

—

QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull hoards and scantling $10 00
Shipping cull hoards, promiscuous widths. 11 00

" " 10 and 12 in. stocks 11 60
Common hoards, promiscuous widths 13 00
Scantling and joist, up to 10 ft 14 00

" " 18 ft 14 50
" " 20 ft 15 60
" " 22 ft 16 50

24 ft 18 00
Common stocks 14 00
Common 2 in. plank 13 00
Cutting up plank and hoards 18 00
Sound dressing stocks 17 00
Clear and picks 81 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 36 00
J inch dressed and matched Mooring 20 00
1 " " " " 20 00
1 " " " " 20 00
XXX sawn shingles, V M 3 00
Lath per 1000 feet 4 00

TORONTO.
From Our Own Correspondent,

Nov. 22nd.—Lumber shipments from this

port to the American market may be said to

have virtually closed for this season. Some few
cargoes may yet go forward, but the determina-
tion of all insurance companies not to insure

deck loads makes it unprofitable for vessel

owners, as few shippers care to run the risk

themselves, and to stow good lumber in the hold

not desirable ; so that both shippers and
vessel owners must work at a disadvantage in

any more shipments they may see fit to make
this season.

The decrease in shipments for the American
market has resulted in a marked increase of

lumber for the local market, and it may not be
amiss to give you a record of my observations

as to the stocks carried by the various yards

which I have visited :

—

Bryce Bros., corner of Front and Frederick

streets, hold perhaps the largest stock of heavy
bill lumber to be found in any of the yards

here, and their stock is only light compared
w ith that hold by that firm at other times in the

past ; the next yard, a littlo further west on the

esplanade, is that of Keid & Co., their stock is

a compact one, but deficient in various kinds of

dimension'stuff. Still a little further west we
come to the yard owned by J. B. Smith, this

gentleman being largely interested in the manu
facture of all building material, does not at an

time carry a large stock of dimension stuff, but

is well up in all kinds of dressed lumber, and

furnishes large bills f&r points as far east as

Montreal, and is one of our oldest and most

reliable dealers here. A little further east and

on the corner of Queen and Sherbourne streets

we have the yard owned by De LaPlant & Co,

who carry a compact little stock, and are also

wood and coal dealers. One mile to the N. W,
of the last mentioned we come to the yard own
ed by C. H. Edwards, whose stock is extremely

light, and largely diffident in the various sizes

of joisting. A compact trade is done by Mr.

Edwards, he being also a dealer in coal and

wood. A little farther north stands the yard

of P. A. Scott, this yard has been circumscribed

by the action of our City Council in forcing

street through it, and for which, it is claimed by

the proprietor, he has not been adequately re

munerated. However, considering the size of

the yard, he carries a snug stock, but like all

the other yards mentioned, short in dimension

stuff. South-west of this yard we arrive at the

premises kept by Messrs. Hillock & Kent, and

considering the size, they undoubtedly carry the

best assorted and most compact stock to be

found in the city, and although their stock may
not be quite as varied as the dealer on whose

sign read "Tar, Treacle, Gohly Books, Gimlets,

etc., etc., sold here," still anything In the wood
line from lignum vitse, or boxwood, to clear pine

lumber, can constantly be obtained here. To
the south of this yard, and situated on the

esplanade, we find the extensive shops and

yards kept by John Oliver, and to give you

anything like a full description of the stock held

by this firm would take up more space than can

at present be spared, suffice it to say that their

stock is both a varied and costly one. They do

not profess to carry a large stock of pine, but in

hard woods and fancy woods, including veneers,

they doubtless bear off the palm from all other

yards of the kind in the Dominion, and the

entire yard being covered over enables them to

keep their stock in the best order possible. One

mile to the northwest of this yard we come to

the yard of Messrs. S. & S. J. Willcock, former

ly Richardson & Willcock, the senior member

having lately retired, the business is now con

ducted by the former partners. The stock

carried by this firm in their yard is at all times

light, and is at present quite small, but this

firm manage to fill a large portion of their orders

direct from the cars, and so savo considerable

cost for piling and teaming, and the business

done by this firm in this way is quite large.

Nearly a mile to the north-west of this yard and

noar the corner of College and Bathurst streets,

stands the yard owned by Messrs. Davidson &
Malcolm. The members of this firm are both

young mon and only started in business one

year ago, and have already earned for them-

selves a good reputation for prudence and push.

The stock carried by this firm is light in bill

stuff, but well up in boards, shingles, and lath,

and the business done by this firm is rapidly in-

creasing. To the south-west of this yard, and

near tho corner of Queen and Bathurst streets,

stands the yard owned by Wm. Latch. The

stock on hand here is also light in bill lumber,

and only a scant stock of good boards. The

business done by this firm is more of a car load

business than retail. Near the village of Park-

.lale stand two yards, divided only by a board

fence, the first of which is owned by Messrs.

McKinley & Son. This firm are exceedingly

close and careful buyers, and carry at all times

a snug stock, and having the city to the east of

them, and the village of Parkdaleto the west, and

the railroads passing close to their yard, they have

a good opportunity of filling up their yard with

short hauling, and a brisk building trade im-

mediately around them. The yard to the west

of the last named is owned by Joseph Davidson,

and is the largest yard in point of superficial

area in the city, and is the only yard in which

the writer found a good stock of bill lumber.

The facilities enjoyed by Mr. Davidson for

furnishing this class of lumber will account for

the stock in his yard. In the better class of

umber he falls short of many others before

named.

QUOTATIONS, CAB LOADS.
Mill cull boards and scantling 8 9 00
Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths 11 00

" stocks 13 00
Scantling arid joist, up to 16 ft 11 60

18 ft 12 50
20 ft 13 00
22 ft 13 50
24 ft 14 00

" 26 ft 15 00
Scantling and Joist, up to 28 ft 16 00

30 ft lfe 00
32 ft 20 00
34 ft 22 00
38 ft 23 00
38ft 26 00

" " 40 to 44 ft 32 00
Cutting up planks to dry ig 00

" boards " 16 00
Sound dressing stocks 14 00@16 00
Picks Am. inspection 26 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 34 00

inch flooring, dressed 28 00
rough 14 00
dressed 24 00
undressed 14 00
dressed 20 00
undressed 15 00

i Beaded Sheeting, dressed 20 00
Clapboarding, dressed 12 50XXXsawn shingles, $ M 2 80XX sawn shingles 9 75
Sawn Lath 1 75

OTTAWA.
From Our Own Corretpondent.

Nov. 23rd.—All indications in this vicinity*

show conclusive signs that lumbering operations
for the season of 1881 have come to a close.

The last fleet of barges for American ports left

this week. All the mills, with the exception of

one or two, have put on their winter's dress,

and the small army of mill hands have left for

the scene of their winter's work in the shanties
of the different firms' limits on the Upper Otta-
wa. The closing this year is somewhat earlier

than former seasons, owing to the supply of
logs becoming short. Retrospectively speaking,

the result of

THE REASON'S OPERATIONS
cannot be said to have come up to general ex-

pectations formed at the commencement of the
year. Various causes are adduced for this, the
principal one being the impossibility of having
the logs cut last winter driven to their destina-

tion, owing to the early and continued falling of

the water on the tributaries of the Ottawa. It

is estimated that between Chats Rapids (where
there are about 200,000 logs) and Frost's

Channel, there are between 350,000 and 400,000
saw logs. These will have to remain where
they are until next spring. Thtre are numerous
other instances of

LOGS BEING STUCK,

and the quantity that will thus be held over will

be very large. Notwithstanding this the lumber
concerns have made preparations to take out an
average number the coming wintefc and it is an-
ticipated, all things being favorable, that

the cut next season will surpass that of any
other season for years past, as a greater amount
of logs will be brought down. Contracts enter-

ed into at the beginning of the season have been
pretty well fulfilled.

FEW SALES

are reported lately. Yards hereabouts are
fairly stocked now, but by the end of a few
months they will present a Father barren appear-

ance, as, besides the local trade, on an average
seventy and eighty carloads of lumber leave the
Chaudiere weekly for Boston during the winter

months. Quotations rule firm, but there is a
prospect of an advance, the supply being small

and the demand on the American market on the

increase. The average quarterly export of lum-
ber and shingles from this port to the States is

valued at about $550,000.

BUBH FIRES

in the Ottawa Valley during the past season

have caused a great amount of damage, the loss

on limits being estimated at $5,000,000. In the

Gatineam district thousands of acres of moun-
tain covered with pine and hemlock are burned
every season by fires either started by settlers

or parties prospecting for phosphates. In this

connection it is gratifying to know that strin-

gent measures are to be adopted by the Govern-

ment of the Provtnce of Quebec to prevent this

great destruction of the forests. A Bill to this

effect is being prepared and will be submitted

at the next session of the Local House that will

assure the needed protection in th.-tf Province,

at least.

SAW LOG JOBBERS

are beginning their operations. Kates paid are

1.10 per standard for pine, and BO cents for

spruce logs. Owing to the prevailing scarcity-
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of shantyinen, wages are on the increase. $15

to $18 is paid to common shanty hands, $20 to

$22 to log-makers, and $35 to cullers,—fully

twenty per cent, more than the wages paid last

year.

ON THE LIEVERK8,

a tributary of the Ottawa emptying at Bucking-

ham, below this city, lumbering operations this

winter will be carried out on a more extensive

scale than ever before. The opening of the

large phosphate mines in that district gives rise

to a new market.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Ross Bros., Buckingham, will have no shanties

next winter on Priest Creek, their limits in that

locality having been destroyed by forest fires.

Mr. Martin, of this city, has erected a mill

in the west part of Templeton.

In expectation of a large traffic in river navi-

gation next summer, boat builders about here

expect to put'.in a busy winter. Over sixty

hands are now employed building lumber barges

in the yards at Hull, opposite this city.

ST. JOHN, N B.

From Our Own.Correspondent.
Nov. 21st.—Although our harbour is open all

winter, and shipments may be'made any day in

the year so far as the frost is concerned, still

shipping operations from the present date till

spring must necessarily be on a very limited

scale, consequently we cannot expect much of

general interest to report concerning our wood
trade during that period.

DEALS.

As a consequence of the unusual scarcity of

deals, prices have advanced somewhat since last

report. Country sawn are worth $10, and sales

of city manufacture have been made at $11 per

M. superficial feet.

FREIGHTS.

Since our last -the bottom appears to have

dropped out of the freight market. Shippers

are well supplied with tonnage, and the stock of

deals for which tonnage has not been engaged is

so very light that holders are disposed to wait

their time, and take full advantage of their

position. The last transaction reported was

that of the Arklow, 728 tons, for east coast of

Ireland or Bristol Channel, at 56s. 3d.

SHIPMENTS.

The shipments of deals and other sawn lumber

are as follows :

—

For Europe 6,852,000 Sup. feet.
" United States 1,661,008 "
" Africa 540,000 "
" West Indies 397,000 "

SHIPPING.

The following is a list of the vessels in port,

with their tonnage and destinations :

—

Paramatta, 925, Bristol Channel.
Latona, 945, Liverpool, London or Bristol Channel.
Bertie Bigelow, 1,142, Liverpool.
Andrew Johnson, 2,005, Liverpool.
Thos. X. Hart, 1,200, London.
Sea Bird, 333, Liverpool.
Avoninore, 1,398, London.
John Campbell, 729, London.
Maori, 700, Londonderry.
Annie Stafford, 1,200, London.
European (s), 1,774, Liverpool or London.
Arklow, 728, E. C. Ireland or Bristol Channel.
A brain Young, 756, waiting.
Atlantic, 412, discharging.

ALBANY.

Nov. 22.—We have had several very busy

days in the district since our last report, receiv-

ing, storing and shipping lumber. Buyers from

New York, the east, and New Jersey, have been

pretty plenty, not purchasing by large lots, but

taking hold freely to piece out, and in some in-

stances taking lots of 100,000 to 300,000 feet.

Prices are steadily maintained. Our official re-

port of receipts by canal are to the 8th inst,

only ; sine*; then receipts have been large,

blocking up the canal at several points. The
demand for vessels is active ; all offerings are

taken on arrival.

Coarse lumber is coming forward rapidly and
is disposed of about as fast as it arrives, and at

full prices ; from now to the close of navigation

a large business will be done.

The receipts by canal at Albany from the

opening of navigation to the 8th inst. were :

—

Ma. «Sctl.,ft. Shingles.m. Timber.ft. Staves.lbs.

109,764,000 9,380 1,000 6,666,000
340,627,500 6,379 10,686 638,20!

Freights.—Pr#>m Tonawanda to Albany
82.50. From Oswego to Albany, $2. From
Port Hope to Oswego, $1.40. From Ottawa to

Albany, by boats, $1.50 p M. feet.

18*1.
i 880

Quotations at the yards are as follows :

—

Pine, clear, $M .853 00i&63 00
Pine, fourths 48 00@68 00
Pine, selects 43 00@63 00
Pine, good box 19 00@31 00
Pine, 10-in. plank, each 00 38@00 ii

Pine, 10-in. plank, culls, each 00 19@00 22
Pine boards, 10-in '. 26 00@28 00
Pine, 10-in. boards, culls 00 18@00 19

Pine, 10-in. boards, 16 ft., $ M 25 00@30 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 16 ft 25 00@30 00
Pine, 12-in. boards, 13 ft 26 00@28 00
Pine, 1J in. siding, select 38 00<»40 00
Pine, lj-in. siding, common 15 00@18 00
Pine, 1-in. siding, select 40 00<§42 00
Pine, inch siding, common 16 00<c{19 00
Spruce, boards, each 00 00(ee00 16

Spruce, plank, li-in., each 00 00I&00 20

Spruce, plank, 2-in., each 00 00@00 30

Spruce, wall strips, each 00 00(os00 12

Hemlock, boards, each 00 00@00 13
Hemlock, joist, 4x6, each 00 00@00 31

Hemlock, joist, 2Jx4, each 00 00@00 13
Hemlock, wall strips, 2x4, each 00 00<a00 10

Ash, good, M 35 00@40 00
Ash, second quality, M 25 00@30 00
Cherry, good, 60 00@70 00
Cherry, common, $ M 25 00@35 00
Oak, good, $ M 38 00<a43 00
Oak, second quality, $ M 20 00@25 00
Basswood, M 22 00@25 00
Hickory, $ M 36 00@40 00
Maple, Canada, $ M 26 00@30 00
Maple, American, per M 25 00@28 00
Chestnut, $ M 35 00@40 00
Shingles, shaved, pine, $M 0 00@ 6 00

" 2nd quality 0 00@ 4 60
" extra, sawed, pine 0 00@ 4 00
" clear, " 0 00@ 3 30
" cedar, mixed 0 00@ 3 30

cedar, XXX 0 00© 4 00
" hemlock 0 00@ 2 25

Lath, hemlock, $ M 0 00@ 1 62
Lath, spruce, " 0 00@ 1 87
Lath, pine, " 0 00@ 2 00

CHICAGO.

Nov. 16.—During the past week the receipts

of lumber have exceeded those of the corres-

ponding week of last year by 6,000,000 feet,

while the receipts of shingles have been less by

about 2,000,000. The total>eceipts of lumber,

as reported, were 50,043,000 feet, the bulk of

which went at once to the yards, and on but one

occasion has there been j[anything like a large

fleet at the sales market. What was offered

found a firm and advancing market, and con-

trary to the experience of the past two months,

offerings were quickly taken at an advance of

fully half a dollar over our former quotations.

This advance was sharp, coming almost wholly

in one day.
CARGO QUOTATIONS.

Joistandscantling, green.ordinary lengthsJIO 25@10 75
Joist and scantling, green, 20 feet and over 12 00@15 00
Mill run, choice green 16 50@21 00
Mill run, medium, green 13 00@16 50
Mill run, common, " 11 76@13 00
Shingles, standard 2 20@ 2 35
Shingles, extra A 2 37i@ 2 60
i.atn 1 85@ 1 90

OSWEGO, N.T.

Nov. 25.—No change in quotations. De-

mand good. Receipts for shipment to tide

water have about ceased. Dealers are getting

in large stocks, and the assortment for winter

bids fair to be the best ever held in this market.

The following are the quotations :

—

Three uppers $42 00@46 00
Pickings 32 00@35 00
Fine, common 20 00@25 00
Common 14 00@16 00
Culls 11 00@13 00
Mill run lots 17 00@22 00
Sidings, selected, 1 inch 30 00@37 00

ll inch 34 00(338 00
Mill run, 1x10, 13 to 16 feet 16 00@21 00

selected 20 00@25 00
shippers 16 00@17 00

Strips, 1 and 1J inch mill run 14 00@18 00
Culls, selected 28 00@32 00
Culls 10 00@13 00
1x6 selected for clapboards 25 00@35 00
Shingles, XXX, 18 inch, pine 3 85@ 3 90

XX, " " 2 80<<i 3 00
XXX, 18 inch, cedar 3 00@ 3 30
XX, " " 2 25@ 2 60

Lath 1 60@ 1 80

TONAWANDA.
CARGO LOTS—SAGINAW INSPECTION.

Three uppers $40 00(345 00
Common . 17 50@20 00
Culls 11 50(312 50

BUFFALO.

We quote cargo lots :

—

Uppers $40 00@45 00
Common 17 50@20 00
Culls 11 50@12 60

LIVERPOOL.
Nov. 1.—Farnworth & Jardine say " the

arrivals from British North America during the

past month have been 46 vessels, 31,356 tons,

against 12 vessels, 6,122 tops, during the corres-

ponding month last year. There has been a

fair amount of business transacted during the

month. The arrivals have been numerous, and

L22-ly

the deliveries have been good. Stocks, with

the exception of pitch pine, are very moderate,

and as the import for the remainder of the year

promises to be on a reduced scale, we may fairly

anticipate that at the close of the season they

will not exceed the requirements of the winter

months." Of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia

spruce and pine deals, and other woods, they

say :
—" The deliveries during the month have

slightly exceeded the imports, leaving us with

the very moderate stock of 16,921 standards, or

little more than two-thirds of that held last

year at the like time ; still the market is not at

all buoyant, and prices are barely maintained ;

however, as there is every prospect of the

arrivals during the remainder of the season be-

ing on a moderate scale, we may soon expect to

see some advance in prices. Pine deals are

rarely asked for, and prices are low. The con-

sumption of birch has been fair, and the stock is

light, particularly of good quality ; prices have

been fully maintained." The following quota-

tions are given :

—

Birch.—By auction, St. John, 19 inches and

up, at from 21d. to 23d. per foot ; 17 to 18 inches,

at 18d. per foot ; Lower Port, 15 to 20 inches, at

16Jd. per foot, P. E. I., 15 inches at 13Jd. per

foot.

. Quebec Pine Deals.—1st and 2nd quality no

wholesale transactions to report ; 3rd quality at

£9 per standard.

Spruce Deals.—By auction, St. John, at

from £7 to £7 2s. per standard, and by private

at £7 5s. per standard. Lower Ports at from

£6 15s. to £7 per standard. Miramichi Pine

Deals, 3rd quality, at from £6 to £6 15s. per

standard ; 4th quality at £6 per standard.

Scantling and boards, -6 inches and under, at

from £6 10s. to £6 15s. per standard. Boards at

£6 per standard.

Palings, 5 feet 3x1 inch, at from 72s. 6d. to

75s. per mille ; 4^ feet x 1 inch, at 62s. Sd. per

mille.

The imports of deals from New Brunswick

from Jan. 28th to Oct. 31st. were 3,802,205

pieces this year as against 4,705,593 in 1SS0 and

3,457,145 m 1879.

Nov. 3.—Duncan, Ewing & Co. say "the

consumption during the past month has shown

a good increase over the previous one, and with

moderate stocks on hand prices should improve.

The better tone which has for some time past

been making itself felt in the general trade of

the country seems to have reached the wood

trade at last, and prospects may be said to have

a hopeful appearance." They quote ;

—

Spruce deals continue firm at late rates, sellers

not being inclined to give way. Sales of St.

John, N.B., by private treaty, for cargoes of

good specification, £7 5s. ex quay. By auction,

a cargo of St. John, N.B., more than half 7

inch and under, realized £7 Is. per standard.

Pipe and puncheon stave* continue in request at

advanced prices.

LOUDON.
The following is an extract from Messrs.

Churchill & Sim's circular, dated November
3rd :—Prices, which were steady during the

first half of October, were depressed towards the

end of the month by rumours, for which it is

difficult to find any real foundation, that very

heavy shipments were being made for London,

and that the market would again be overstocked

by the end of the year. So far as it is possible

to ascertain there is no likelihood of this being

the case. Deck accommodation is bespoken for

111 cargoes, against 92 at the same time last

year, and although this may hardly represent

the full difference in tonnage—a greater propor-

tion being in steamers of large carrying capacity

—the excess is trifling when compared with a

stock many millions of pieces short, and increas-

ed dock deliveries of 600 to 800 P.S.H. a week.

The arrivals of wood-laden tonnage in the first

ten months of the year have been 100,000 tons

less than last year, and the dock deliveries 26,-

000 P.S.H. of deal, battens, and boards more.

Seventy-five million feet of hemlock lumber

have been cut at Williamsport, Pa., this year, as

against 15,000,000 feet last year. Pennsylvania

lumbermen are just beginning to see the value

of this kind of timber.

LEATHER

BELTING.

Chipman, Renaiid & Co,

MANUFACTURERS OF

LEATHER BELTING,

FIRE ENGINE HOSE
LACE LEATHER, &c.

724 & 726 Queen St
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ABEAMS & KEBE
MANUFACTURERS OF

S^aw Engines, Mill Gearing, Rotary Mills, Shafting,

Planers, Hangers, Pulleys, Variety Moulders.

SPECIAL MACHINERY MADE TO ORDER

Latest Improved Spool and Bobbin Machinery.

Every Variety of Heavy and Light Casting.
L24-ly

Foundry and Machine Shop on City Road,

ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

ROBIN &
SADLER

594, 596, 598, St. Joseph St.

MONTREAL
Fire-Engine

Manufacturers
HOSE,

Lace Leather,

Mill Supplies, &c.
1.V-L18

Nat Lo n a I'M a n u f a cl u ring Company
202 SPARKS' STREET, OTTAWA.

manufacturers of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
military Encampments, with or without extra roofs, nil sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
mildew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags ol all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

OPEN FOR USE made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP
BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x 6 in. ; 3 feet long, weighing
jonly 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
I weight of any man. Waterproof wagon and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
j?Sg""Special rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,
202 Sparks Street) Ottawa

The Best Axes in the World

!

Single, DoubleZand Triple Steel, 28 Patterns.

^5
§D

OS
v.o

oo

^3
CD

s:
53

And Burrell's, Warnock's, and Dundas Axes, made specially for the Lumber Trade,

repacked any weights without extra charge. Lindsay Pattern of Broad anfl Blocking

Axes. LANCE TOOTH SAWS, warranted good. P. Jewill & Sons (Hartford, Conn.)

LEATHER BELTING. 2d CUT FILES. LATH YARN. Mill and Shanty Hardware.

No. 1 LARD OIL. Heavy HAMES BUCKLES and HARNESS TRIMMINGS.
Ballard and other RIFLES, from $10 each. Large assortment of CARTRIDGES.

GEORGE STETHEM, Peterborough. Out
Importer, Jobber and Retail Dealer in Hardware. 121.17

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure In drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding House use. These Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet
Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Stoves are as follows :
—

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-lnch holes, with ample room betweeD, and one oven 16 x SM x 26.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-inch pot holes, with two^ovens, each 16

x 24 x 26. One fire-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonials
from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since I

commenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well known and
reliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

The Best Stove I have ever Used.
Peterborough, May 31, 1SS0.

Aium Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,—I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove 1 have ever
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Yours truly, THOS. GEO. HAZLITT.

Tbe Stove for Lumbermen,
Peterborough, June 1st, 1SS0.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and find

it is verv satisfactory for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highly.
Yours truly, IRWIX ft BOYD.

Gives tbe Greatest Satisfaction.

Peterborough, June 3rd, 1S80.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-

stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. HILLIARD, M.P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED

All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.
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HART EMERY WHEEL COMPANY, Limited

GILBERT HART, Detroit,
President.

JAMES T. BARNARD, Hamilton,
Secretary-Treasurer.

SAMUEL BRIGGS, Hamilton,
Superintendent.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

3o t aaLo ac

EMERY and UNDUM WHEELS

These Wheels are

Wire Strengthened

And Specially Adapted

For Saw Gumming

Neither Animal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in their composition, they are NOT LIABLE
TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while

They Surpass All Other Wheels for Free Gutting and Durability.

We refer to the following well known Saw Manufacturers for Opinions as to the Quality of our Wheels :

Messrs. SHURLEY & DIETRICH,
GALT.

Messrs. R. H. SMITH & CO.,

ST. CATHARINES.

JAMES ROBERTSON, ESQ.,

MONTREAL.

Messrs. JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.,

TORONTO.

WILLIAM HAMILTON, ESQ,,

PETERBOROUGH,
Manufacturer of the Covell Saw Sharpeners.

WE ALSO REFER TO

Messrs. H. B. RATHBUN & SON,
DESERONTO,

Lumber Merchants. 1.YL1
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Northey s Steam Pump Works
BOILER FEED PUMPS, MINING PUMPS,

AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMPS, PUMPS SPECIALLY ADAPTED for

STEAM FIRE PUMPS, and

WRECKING PUMPS.

OIL PIPE LINES,

And CITY WATER WORKS.

No. 47 King William Street.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO.
IFOIR, CIRCULAR. L17-1V

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the International Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for their Organs over all the English

and Amerioan makers. This, along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
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The Bell Organ Manufactory is the Largest and Oldest in the British Empire, and the faot that
we have sold nearly 15,000 proves that they are the best In the market. We GUARANTEE ALL
OUR ORGANS for five years Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.

L17
W. BELL oc CO.

. 41 to 47 East Market Suqare, GTTELPH, Out

MILL SUPPLIES.
Extra Stretched and Patent Smooth Surface

RUBBER BELTING—in Stock, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 Plies.

HOYT'S CELEBRATED LEATHER BELTING.
COTTON BELTING, for Flour_Mills. &c, Superior Quality.

DISSTON'S CELEBRATED MILL SAWS.
Steam Packing of all kinds, Rubber and Linen Hose, Silk Bolting Cloth, Emery
Wheels, Lacing Leather (Page's Genuine), Lard, Seal, Cylinder. Spindle, West Vir-
ginia and Wool Oils. Our Stock includes Mill Supplies and Rubber Goods of all

kinds. .^^"Quotationa furnished for any part of Canada. 21

ESTEY, ALLW00D & CO., SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

PARKER& EVANS
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

FAMOUS INTERNATIONAL
BOILER FLUID COMPOUND,

Patented 5th March, 1877.

This Compound will save its Cost many times in one year by saving fuel.

It eradicates scale, and when the Boiler is once Clean a very small quantity
keeps it Clean and Free from all Incrustation.

It is perfectly harmless to Iron, and emits a clear pure Steam.
In ordering, mention the Canada Li .mbbrma.v. L?41y

504 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL.

ESTABLISHED 1820.

EAGLE FOUNDRY!
GEORGE BRUSH

14 to 34 King and Queen Streets, MONTREAL,
MA.KER OB"

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers, Hoisting Engines, Steam Pumps,

CIRCULAR SAW MILLS, BARK MILLS, SHINGLE MILLS,

Ore Crushers, Mill Gearing, Shafting, Hangers and Pullies, Hand and

Power Hoists for Warehouses, &c, &c,
AND AC.KNT FOR 1.25- ly

"Water's" Perfect Steam Engine Governor, and "Herald & Sisco's" Centrifugal Pumps
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D. McLACHLAN & SONS,
Manufacturers of all Descriptions of

steam: boilees.
SHIPS' WATER-TANKS. Repairing Punctually Attended to.

NORTH SLIP, ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

OAK HALL
Nos. 115,117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

We are the most Extensive CLOTHIERS in Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the interest of our Customers. Our stock is FULL of the

very best goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore it enables us to do business

on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.
We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 50
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address:—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. 1.vl13

LUMBERMEN
Will always find a Large Stock of

Shanty Blankets

HORSE BLANKETS
At LOWEST Mill Price, at

JNO. MACDONALD & CO'S

TOEOE"TO.
f^Send Sample Order for our LINED SHAPED

HORSE RUG, a Specialty, highly recommended for

Wear and Warmth.
6X22

LUMBERMAN. 1,

J i QUI IVl ctKl IIP by the New Process

GRAYS PATENT

NOISELESS ROLLER MILL

A Model of Perfection !

Every Mill a Success !

The Machine is Perfect in all its adjustments, and RUNS
WITHOUT NOISE.

It is doing Better Work, than any other Machine in use.

Automatic Lubrication of Principal Bearings.

Driven entirely by BELTS.

Differential Speed always insured.

WEYMAN'S NEW IMPROVED PATENT

The BEST ROLL FOR MIDDLINGS in the world. Over 6000

in use in this country and Europe. Send for particulars.

MILLER BROS. & MITCHELL,
Nos. 110, 112, 114 and 116 KING STREET

MONTEEAL.
SOLE LICENSEES FOE DOMINION.

Manufacturers of Improved Hoisting Machinery, MINING
and CONTRACTORS' PLANT. Importers of BEST STEEL

WIRE ROPE. Mention this Paper. l24-1v
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EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emery Wheels are now almost in universal use for the purpose of gulletting and gumming saws. Statistics show from

2."),00() to 30,000 saw-mills in the United States. Many of these run only a single (taw each. A one-saw mill would use ODe or two
wheels a year, costing S3 to $4 each, and when such small mills order single Eniery Wheels from the factory, the express charges
often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality of Kmery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand so
fickle, that storekeepers could not afford to carry them in stock. Now, however, Saw Gumming Wheels have become as staple
an article as Files, and every dealer in saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard slzeB in stock,
Large dealers order stocks of $500 to $750 worth at a time. Saw Gumming Wheels are used with the edge (or face) square, round
or beveled. Probably seven-eigtbs of all in use are beveled. ,

Tne principal sizes are:

8xi
8x§
8xA

'i in. hole.

10x4
10x3
10x4
10x|

% in. hole.

12xJ
12x1
12x?
12x
12x|
12x

1

Holes,

i, I and 1 inch.

)

Probably more wheels 12x1, 12xJ and 12x] are used than all the other sizes together. Saw Gumming Wheels are used,
however, of all sizes up to 24xli. The most frequent complaint Is that Emery Wheels harden the saw so that a file won't touch it.

The answer is that you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,
leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 33j per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those
who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the saw UglUly a second time (after going all over It once), and this second
touch will cut through the case-hardened scale.

QUESTION OH"1 QUALITY.
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers in, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality is the best. We prefer for almost every use an

".Extra Soft " wheel like the ''Pocono." We believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to
adopt our views, we make several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tanlte), that we can furnish
qualities to match any and every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us know what It Is, and we can send you a Tanile Wheel of similar quality. Our regular
classification of Saw Gumming Wheels is as follows:

CLASS 2. MEDItTM—HARD.—This Wheel is the Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wheels used are " Class 2.

It outs fast and keeps its shape well. Some think It too bard, some too soft. We prefer the " Pocono."

CLASS 3. MEDIUM—SOFT.—The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2," but a softer, and therefor freer cutting wheel.

CLASS " POCONO." EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. 1 1 is both finer in grain and softer U>an either of the above. As a Saw Gumming Wheel, Class ' Pocono" is
specially suited to those practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who want a free cutting wheel that will not create much heat.

Illustrated Circulars and Catalogue, showing; Cuts of Saw Gumming; Machines, and Shapes, Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on application.

The Tanite Co. Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.

M. (Ms Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener!
Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW JtL^jk^m^ MILL MACHINERY!

STEAM FEED!
I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which are giving the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials :—

Gravenhurst, August 20th, 1880.

Wir. Hamilton, Esq., Peterborough.
Dear Sir— I have used your Steam Feed for noar four

months, and it has given me perfect, satisfaction in every
way; it is admitted by every person who has seen it. work
to be the best feed ever invented. Since I put it into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to It. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long in one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-
stantly. I am thoroughly satisfied with it and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. I consider 1 have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since 1 got it

than I would have cut had I not put it in.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TA1T,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst.

Toronto, August 11th, 18S0.

Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.

Dear Sir—The Steam Feed you put in is working splen-
didly. Yours, &c,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for al>

6izes of Gang or Circular Mills, Span or Double Circulars

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jack Chain for draw-
ing logs into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the

Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sizes of Edgers, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, Power Hummers, and all Machinery used in a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill ; also, small Hand Glim-

mers for use In the woods, for Cross-cut Saws. Rotary

Pump6 of different sizes, for Fire Protection in Mills, Ac.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

W here economy of fuel Is the great consideration, along

with uniformity ot speed, such as is required in Grist and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the L"orll>s Engine. 1 feel

justified in saying that our Style,Workmanship and Finish

on this Engine will be no discredit to its renown, and eer-

taluly is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

1 have them working at 2J pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. L10

PETERBOROUGH, OInTT.
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The timber and woodfinanufactures exported

from the United States to Australia is officially

given in the consular reports as follows :

—

Timber, dressed ' $722,227
Other 54,831
Door, sash and shutters 88,409
Shook s and staves 2,979

Total ,8868,446

Arkansas lumber is becoming a very promi-

nent factor in the commerce of some of the

western cities. The yellow pine attains great

size there, and forests of it cover about l-10th

of the State. Among other valuable woods

which grow plentifully and to large proportions

are several varieties of oak, the black walnut,

cherry, bois-d'arc, holly and maple. Besides

these the cedar, beech, poplar, cypress, hickory

and ash are common. Seventy different kinds

of timber grow in this state.

A heavy deal in hemlock bark has been made
by Hoyt Bros. , who are now engaged in building

the largest tannery in the world on Babb's

Creek, near Wellsboro, Pennsylvania. The lo-

cation chosen is right in the heart of an almost

unbroken wilderness. The equipments of the

establishment will be complete.'including six

bark mills, which will grind a hundred cords of

bark a day, and a large saw"null. The firm, to

carry on this immense establishment, have made
contracts for all the hemlock bark on about forty

thousand acres of land.

The white birch manufacture is attracting

considerabfe attention in Maine. The stock is

used largely for the making of spools. New
mills for sawing birch are to be erected at Salem,

and Scott & Hopkins, at Madrid, are using a

large amount of birch'/in their mills, besides

poplar, their stock beingjworked up into spools

and salt boxes. This industry enables the

farmers in the vicinity to make sale of timber

that would otherwise have no particular value.

B. F. Bachelor, of Fayette, Kennebec county,

is sawing large amounts of birch, and the use of

both birch and poplar in Oxford county, and
other sections of the state, is becoming an im
portant source of wealth.

The American Ship says that in the case of

eighteen timber and lumber laden vessels re-

ported at Lloyd's as lost between the nights of

October 12 and 17, not a life was lost. Some
were water-logged and abandoned at sea, but
the crews were taken off or otherwise saved. Of
those abandoned some were afterwards picked

up near land and brought to port. A water-logged

ve»»iel, laden with timber or lumber, though it

may become unmanageable in severe weather,

cannot sink, arid the people aboard can take to

the ringing, and thus have some change for

rttcut. Often the vessel and cargo are saved by
a paiwing steamer, that takes the distressed ship

in U/w and brings her into port.

AN IMPORTANT INVENTION.

On Saturday last, at the Alexandra Palace,

London, the first public trial was made of

" Wilson's Combined Low-water and Steam
Safety Alarm." The operations of the appar-

atus are two-fold. Firstly, to give warning of

the fall of water below the water line in a boiler
;

and, secondly, to indicate any generation of

steam pressure in excess of the registered pres-

sure. The alarm is constructed with an inner

and outer cylinder, containing a float and valve

spindle, safety valve, loading spiral spring to

safety valve, and an alarm whistle. Should the

water in the boiler be allowed to recede below

the determined minimum low water line, the

float immediately descends with it, causing a

vacuum through which the steam passes into

the alarm whistle, and so giving notice of the

condition of the water in the boiler. So sensi-

tive is the regulation of the apparatus that if as

small a quantity as one quart of water is inject-

ed into the boiler the alarm at once stops and
safety is restored. Again, on the other hand,

should there be the slightest (half lb. ) genera-

tion of steam in excess of the Government regis-

ter, the pressure immediately overcomes the

loading spiral spring and allows the steam to

escape through the outer cylinder into the alarm
whistle, thereby giving notice that too much
heat is being used and fuel wasted. Simply
opening the furnace door, or setting the engine

in motion, is sufficient to overcome this neglect.

The experiments were carried out by the inven-

tor, and in every particular were most successful.

The apparatus can be regulated and fixed to

any size of boiler, marine, locomotive, or other-

wise—at a very low cost. It is impossible for

the valve to be in any way tampered with, as

the outer casting is melted down, pegged, and
sealed.

Tapors are driven out by a slow, steadily in- shores of the Baltic, in Finland and in the

creasing fire, the temperature is rapidly increas-
{

southern provinces, are so rapidly thinning that

ed to nearly a white heat, which not only
j
the forest acreage of the empire is now only one

consumes the sawdust, but brings the clay itself in ten. There are about 34,000,000 acres of

into the first stages of vitrifaction. On cooling,

the logs are removed to the mill and sawed into

planks, boards, and dimension stuff, as lumber
from wood is manufactured, and subsequently

fashioned in the workshop into such forms and
articles as are demanded by purchasers. This

j

forest in Germany (of which 20,000,000 are in

Prussia), estimated to be worth £500,000,000,

and bringing in an income of £10,000,000 per

annum. The state forests are taken great care

of in all parts of Germany, in Prussia alone

£100,000 being spent every year in replanting ;

material, being free from grit and tough in tex- yet the imports of timber exceed the exports by

TERRA C0TTA LUMBER.
One of the most important of recent practical

inventions is that of the manufacture of lumber
from fire clay, patented by Mr. C. C. Gilman,
of Eldora, Iowa.

The process is fully described by his letters

patent, from which we extract the following :—
The composition consists of kaolin clay, free

from grit, one part ; resinous sawdust, from one
to three parts, as porosity may be required

;

water sufficient to thoroughly incorporate the
above, by machinery, into a plastic mass.

Removed from the grinding tubs, where it

has been ground, the spongy product is forced

by plungers driven by steam through iron or

steel cylinders to express the superfluous mois-

ture therefrom, and issues forth in the shape of

long blocks or logs, of length, form, and size

best fitted for handling, usually eight to twelve
inches in thickness, and four to six feet in length.

When sufficiently dry to render handling safe,

these logs are moved into kilns or clamps cal-

culated for the purpose. After the steam and

ture, can be cut, sawed, bored, planed, and

carved with edged tools, and before or after

such treatment can, after slipping and glazing,

be submitted to a second firing, with fine results

in ornamentation obtained.

Kaolin is the upper stratum of fire or feld-

spathic clay beds, and owing to the absence of

sand or free silica is unsuited to common pottery

uses, as its warpage in drying and firing unfits

it for moulding purposes.

Mr. Gilman's invention overcomes this

trouble, inasmuch, as the material is reduced to

form with edged tools subsequent to firing.

New York's greatest present want is a fire-

proofing, cheap and undoubted in its capacity

for every emergency. Her stately ten-storied

buildings can in a conflagration receive but little

aid from the fire department, especially when
Croton is as scarce as it is now.

Terra cotta lumber is indestructible by fire,

gases or acids ; it is a poor conductor of heat,

sound, and electricity ; and possesses molecular

attraction to an extent which allows of plastering

without first lathing.

Its weight is one-half less than common build-

ing brick, and it is erected with nails instead of

cement and mortar, virtually rendering fire-

proofing a work of carpentry instead of masonry
as heretofore. Mr. C. C. Gilman's present ad-

dress is room 71, No. 71, Broadway, New York.
—Scientific American.

THE TIMBER SUPPLY OF EUROPE.
From an approximate summary of the timber

production and trade of Europe, as given by the

Journal of the Agricultural Society of France,

may be drawn some lessons, which may be of

benefit in showing the dangers threatening our

timber supply, and the advantages of an intelli-

gent public policy of preservation. A man in

business cannot be expected to sacrifice himself

for the benefit of posterity, but the government

should see to it that such great resources should

not be sacrificed in one generation. The policy

of Austria has also a counterpart in that of this

country. Sweden and Norway have exhausted

their oak as we have almost our walnut, and,

according to the Journal, their pine is going the

way of ours, The following are the figures

given by the paper mentioned above :—Sweden
and Norway, which still do a large export trade

in deals, are now compelled to buy their oak in

Poland ; and in Russia the forests along the

over 2,000,000 tons. The oak and the beech

are the kind of trees which do best in Denmark,

but the timber trade of the country is very

small. Austria and Hungary have upwards of

43,000,000 acres of forest ; but in Austria proper

the state does not possess more than seven per

cent, of the wooded area, as owing to the waste-

ful policy of the Ministry of Finance from 1855

to 1872 more than 5,000,000 acres were Bold for

sums so far below their value that there was a

popular saying in Vienna, ''If you want to be-

come rich, buy state forests." The speculation

came to an end in 1873, but Austria is now ob-

liged to buy most of her timber in Bosnia and

Montenegro. Servia and Roumania have some

very fine forests ; but Italy, though her forest

area extends over nearly 14,000,000 acres, does

not do much in the way of a timber trade, as the

roads leading to the forests are so bad that it is

almost impossible to move the timber when cut.

Much the same is the case with Spain, which

has 8,500,000 acres of forest ; while Portugal,

which has only 1,000,000 acres, finds a good

market for her timber. Sweden and Norway

export about £32,000,000 worth of timber every

year, and at this rate their fine forests will soon

be exhausted.

—

Northwestern'Lumberman.

\fw Fse of Buffalo Skint.

An inventor proposes'to make machine gear

wheels of raw buffalo hides by cementing and

pressing together as many layers as are required

for the breadth of the wheel. The blanks thus

prepared are cut to form the teeth in the usual

manner with suitable tools. The advantages

claimed are smooth andJ|noiseless action at high

speeds and greater durability without lubrication.

River Improvement.

The Belleville Intelligencer jsays that at the

forthcoming session of the Legislature applica-

tion will be made—on behalf of the lumbermen,

we presume—for power to erect dams on the

streams in the townships of Tudor, Madoc and
Marmora, for the purpose of storing water to

facilitate the driving of saw logs, eta Would
it not be possible to form a company for the im-

provement of the river, with the object of

furnishing water power continuously to manu-

factories here, to enter into this'scheme with the

.lumbermen and so to attain the desirable object

Rerein indicated ? We commend the matter to

tha attention of all who are interested.

\
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SHARP PRACTICE.

As we published the sensational account of

the asserted timber discoveries by Mr. W.
Mercer, C.E., we now give the other side of the

story. The Northwestern Lumberman says:

—

It is not uncommon for scheming to pay, In

fact it often pays better than business that is

conducted openly, as is proved by every day

transactions, and it is not unlikely that a piece

of very adroit business that has for some time

been going on in pine land circles has rewarded
the men who were conducting it very hand-

somely.

About a month ago, as the readers of the

Lumberman will remember, we published the

statement of Mr. William Mercer, a civil en-

gineer, of Bay City, Mich., who had recently

returned from the Spanish River district, On-

tario, to the effect that he had discovered in

that region a genuine lumberman's paradise.

There were seas of pine, stretching beyond any

government surveys even, and, according to the

i tories of the Indians, hundreds of miles beyond

them.

While we hoped that the story might prove

true, we could not swallow it without a grain of

allowance. Experience has educated us up to

that point that we look with suspicion upon

any report of an immense timber find. To
ascertain about the timber supply of the coun

try it is not necessary to go up in a balloon, or

down into the bowels of the earth. It is easilj

enough gotten at by aman sulliciently interested

to be at the pains. There are a gn at many
men in this country with plenty of money in

their pockets, and who understand all the con-

ditions governing timber as regarding its value

for lumber, who have hunted timbered land,

particularly pine lands, pretty thoroughly V/3
have so much faith in their knowledge of the

situation that when we hear a report of a pro

digious discovery of pine, right at home, we
suspect at once that there is a Munchausen ele-

ment in it, a suspicion that, in these late days,

has never proved unfounded.

Mr. Mercer gained the ears of some gullible

newspaper men of this city, and a statement of

the big find was given to the world. This, on

the face of it, hail a bad look. It is natural

enough for a man who has made a great dis-

covery to let it bo known through the press,

providing it would not be more profitable to

keep it to himself ; and the influence of the

press is often the first thin- desired by a person

who has a scheme on hand. It helps him won-
derfully, if he succeeds in gaining it.

Mr. Mercer is an old-time lumberman, and
has a host of friends among the craft in Michi
gan. Those friends well know that tlu> pine of

their own state is rapidly disappearing. They
were born and bred to the business of lumbering,
and know no other. It seems a trifle out of the

natural run of things that the Canadian ex-

plorer, instead of informing his friends of his

valuable discovery, should come to Chicago and
disclose it to newspaper men, when he knew all

the time that they would go right off and tell of

it. We wondered at the time that he did not

whisper it in the ears of his friends who could

profit by it. The region was the richest in pine

the gentleman had ever seen, although he was
conversant with the trees of the cork variety

that once grew on Cass river, and yielded a
fabulous per cent, of uppers. This pine could

be bought cheap ; no doubt of that. It belonged

to the Ontario Government ; the Government
did not even know of its existence, and an in-

dividual or government that is not willing to

sell cheap what it does not know it has, is a poor

financier. This is one of the phases of the great

pine find that begat suspicion.

It was somewhat strange that the Provincial

Government had no knowledge of such Croesus-

like possessions, but we excused it on the ground
that so many of its young men migrate to tho

United States that there arc not enough active

men—such as can stand a tramp through the

forests—left behind to find out what there real-

ly is in their country, covering tin- \ ast territory

that it does.

Wo went to work, however, and it did not

take a great amount of it to learn that the On-
tario Government knew more than Mr. Mercer
gave it credit for knowing. It had full its

surveys around promiscuously in the great pine

country. Possibly there was a strip of lai A

from 50 to 100 miles long from east to west, and

very narrow, upon which the stakes of the sur

veyors had not been driven. The unsurveyed

country is not more extensive than thatindicat

ed above, and the chances are against such di

mensions. Then, again, somewhere away up in

the unknown region, there is a settlement, and

even a saw mill. The Indians had probably lied

to Mr. Mercer.

Unless a leak is stopped it usually increases.

This one grew larger and larger all the time.

Every day, almost, brought evidence that Mr.

Mercer, either knowingly or unknowingly, in

giving a report of his discovery to the press,

had favored the interests of parties who had

land to sell in tho Laurentian region. If he

did not know it, it is likely to prove a happy

stroke of luck to the men who owned the land.

It has transpired that agood while before Mr.

Mercer discovered the bourne from whence no

lumberman would ever wish to return, on ac-

count of the fine pine everywhere abundant, it

was discovered by somebody else. Mr. George

N. Fletcher and other parties, of Alpena, Mich.,

discovered it a year ago, and doubtless other

parties discovered it several years before they

did. At any rate somebody owned a half dozen

or so limits up there, and wanted to sell them.

The Alpena parties purchased them at a cost of

something like !5i2 1,000. We do not assert that

these limits were on the ground talked about by

Mr. Mercer ; but if there should happen to be,

right adjoining those limits, other territory rich

in the material of which lumber is made, those

same limits might be more valuable than they

would otherwise bo. That is natural enough.

A mine right by the Comstoek lode would sell

for more than though it wero located in the

Alleghanies, That is a business principle.

It furthermore seems that the Alpena gentle

men, for some reason, got sick of their bargain.

In common parlance they had got "Muck." To

start with, as it will bo seen further on, they

paid a pretty good price for their limits. We
do not know what they intended to do with the

imber upon their purchase, but as they ow n

arge mills at Alpena, it is supposable that they

expected to float the logs home, and saw them

there. They ought to havo known it before,

but come to think of it, they would be required

to pay seventy-five cents per thousand, crow n

land dues, and this assessment, it is plain, would

be an addition worth mentioning, to the origi-

nal outlay.

A craze for buying Canadian forests must

havo struck that portion of Michigan, for other

Alpena lumbermen got a scent in the same

direction. One gentleman contracted for some

limits over there that were guaranteed to pro-

duce 150,000,000 feet, running 15 per cent, to

uppers. It was denominated a fine chance to

do a lumber business, but on looking the ground

6ver he found 10,000,000 or 12,000,000, instead

<[if 150,000,000, and a country full of ranges of

rocky, steep hills and lakes. As it would cost

aiore to get the timber out than it was worth,

he sensibly declared the contract off.

Tt might have been owing to some such reason

that his neighboring lumbermen found out that

they had bought a cat in a sack. Mr. Mercer

asserts that the country is well adapted to

limbering, and tho Spanish river a good driving

stream, but in this respect maybe the Indians

had lied to him again. However, it was for

ime reason that the owners of the limits desired

tj> sell them, for they approached Mr. A. N.

Spratt on the subject. Mr. Spratt is a shrewd

pine land operator, and, of course, refused to

take the bonanza upon hoarsay, but said he

would investigate, so last summer he made a

tiip to tho unknown region, and discovered it

a fain. He ascertained that tho Spanish river

region is a poor one to carry on logging opera-

tions in, as the country rises to high elevations

as you go back, giving to tho streams, of course,

numerous heavy falls. This examination led

Mr. Spratt to refuse to buy the white elephant

that was on tho hands of the Alpenalumbermen

at any price. Nothing daunted, another effort

was mado. Judge Tuttlo, of Alpena, and Mr.

C'royer Davison, of Harrisvillo, wero applied to,

to make the salo of tho limits, with a strong

probability of being successful, as, at time of

writing, negotiations are being made with Now
York parties, the consideration being $100,000

It is for the Now York parties to rise and ex-

plain, providing they have a mind to, what they

know about these limits. Of all men in the

world, eastern men are the ones that land

sharpers like best to get a hold of. A great

many eastern men have money, and are on the

alert to profitably invest it. To many of them

pine land is pine land, which ends their know-

ledge of the subject. We are ready to wager a

very small sum that these New York gentle

men know no more about the lands they pro

pose to buy, if they have not already bought

them, than an infant knows about the north

pole. We make this statement, for it seems

reasonable to us that if their knowledge was

very extensive in that direction they would give

more not to own the limits in that district than

to own them. But if they have sinned in this

regard they have company, and that is a con

eolation often. Not long since a land shark

entered what he called pine lands, in the Lake
Superior district, without having seen them,

and immediately sold them to New York gentle-

men, without them having set eye or foot uism

them, so as to double his money. They will

learn, if they have not already done so, that

their " pine lands," purchased as an investment,

could not be given to a practical lumberman in

the Superior district.

In looking up the facts connected with Gulli

ver Mercer's great discovery, we learned that a

Chicago pine land operator had been bit by the

(la -hark. The trap was intended this

time to be sprung by Toronto men. They had

discovered the unknow n country, anil had limits

in it to sell. They represented them as rich

beyond description, and when the Chicago men
had obtained their price, and the estimated pro-

duction, he figured up that the timber would re-

present fourteen cents per thousand feet. Such

a rare chance could not be overlooked. It was

veritably "a soft snap, "and at an expense of

81,000, or thereabouts, experts were sent to the

Spanish River district to investigate. Th
result, in the light of present events, is very

amusing, and it may be proportionately profit

able to people who are contemplating- making
their fortunes in the lumber business on the

much talked of river.

The trip was made up tho river in a light

draft steamer, drawing from three to four feet

f water. Canm - w ere then resorted to, and in

the first three days only fourteen falls, from

twenty to eighty feet high, had to begot around

It was a perilous attempt, and could not have

been accomplished except that the exploring

party hail professional guides. There is some

pine above the falls, and some years ago a daring

spirit discovered the country and cut a lot of

logs up there. There was no way to get them
down but by water, and he set them afloat

They ran over one fall after another, but the

strain was more than they could bear, and when
the owner last saw them they were literally

smashed up. Some were made brooms of, and

the others were broken in two. To this day
\* hen a bluish mist surrounds the hills away up

tho Spanish River, it is believed it is due to an

oath, that has just taken shape, ejected by the

foolish lumberman.
Before starting, the guides told this pine land

hunting party that their efforts would avail

them naught, for there was no pine to speak of

on the river, but the party, believing that the

guides had been hired to tell such a story, went

on their way, and found—pine, in limited quan-

tities, but it must go, if it ever goes anywhere,

to Hudson Bay. The same party also met the

Canada Pacific railroad surveyors, also spoken

of by Mr. Mercer, who gave the discouraging

information that nowhere along the line of the

projected rcvod is there pine in great quantities.

The experts were glad to return alive, aud,

used to roughing it as they are, pronounce it

the most dangerous trip they had ever under-

taken. There are Grand Rapids, Mich,, land-

lookers who can give similar testimony, if needs

be.

From u Hay City, Mich., paper we learn that

one of the Alpena owners of the limits, of which

wo have been writing, called at tho office of

that papor and said that his land was not in-

cluded in the Mercer find. Nobody has said it

was ; but one would suppose, taking Mr.

Mercer's word for it, that a man would feel

proud to havo. the great, recently discovered

country include his pine lands. It is not often,

under any circumstances, necessary for ajdenial

to'precede an assertion, and this effort"to make
a mouth-piece of the Bay City paper h,oks

wonderfully like a hedge against the ex !•<•*,. al

ready made by the Lumberman of the Mercer
discovery.

No one, after reading this history of the latest

Canadian explorations, especially if it should

be learned that the New York parties have

passed over their SI 00.000, will doubt that there

are pine land ojierators who have the ability to

worm themselves out of an uncomfortable jx«i-

tion when they find that they have put then-

foot in it.

The
sale of
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SALE OP LIMITS.

following are the details of the recent

timber limits in the Muskoka and Parry

districts :

—

MOWAT TOWNSHIP.

S'liiare Purchaser,

mile*.

18} T. C. Blackstoek.

...12}

...19 .

...12}.

Price per

mile.

$50

•• •
95

155

..27} .

..27J..

No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3.

.

No. 4.

No.l.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 5.

No. 1„
No. 2

No. 3.

No. 4

.

No. 1

.

No. 2.

No. 3

No. 4.

.23}.

.12 ..

.18 ..

..17 ..

155

3t»

1.050

2,525

558

GOO

507

520

1,100

1.120

800

610

000

120

No. 1

.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 1

.

No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 2

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3..

No. 1'.

.

No. 2. .

No. 3.

.

No. 4.

.

No. 1..

No. 2..

C. J. liraton.. .,

T. G. Blackstoek

BLAIR TOWNSHIP.

J. Kl U

T. G. Blackstoek

M'CONKEY TOWNSHIP.

. 21} Cook Bros

. 16 J. M. Martm ...

. . 22 M — 'in Boyd .

.

..ISi D. Moore

uardy xnmnf.
. .17} A. Buest

.154 R, Harris

. 20 J J. M. Martin

..22 C. Cameron

PATTKRSON TO»NSUIP.

.41} A. Hill

..19 McArthur Bros .

. 21} J. Petrie

..32} R. Jaffray

..25$ R. Najfle

MILLS TOWNSHIP.

. .J. A. Baron 559

. M. Brcniian 520

. .C A. BroiLg-h 1.410

. E. Evans

Sinclair township.

16} J. Henderson

18} J. Cockbum
14 ... Cook Bros

14 McArthur Bros

BETHINK TOWNSHIP.

...23} Cook Bros

17} McArthur Bros. ..

•12} "

•121
.
"

proi-dfoot townsuip.

17 R. Carncgy

....23} A. Hill

....15} McArthur Bros ...

....12} J. Cockbum
GIRD TOWNSHIP.

....25}. ...J.J. Kidd

13 R. Naplc ...

....13} J. Petrie

MAC MAR TOWNSHIP.

....J. A. Baron

... J. L. Burton

A. McDougall

. . .H. H. Cook. M.P.P

STRONG TOWSS1IIP.

.11. H. Cook

.13} McArthur Bros .

.

.18} J. Murray.M.P.P .

.

JOLY TOWXS1I1P.

..18} J. L. Burton

..24} C. E. Romainc

..18} J. Bonfield 1,200

. .14 R. Harris 5S0

LAl'RJKR TOWNS1I

..17| R. Nag-Ie 200

..22}.... T. Murray. M.P.P S00

..18}

..21 .

..IS .

.13}.

.19}.

360

790

480

555

130

510

690

210

210

110

SSO

310

2.300

460

No. 3 ... ...19 . T. Murray. M.P.P 130

No. 4.... ....12}. T. Murrav. M.P.P. . .. 110

PRlNtiLK TOWSSllir.

No. 1.... ....24}. m
No. 3.... ...IS}. 235

No. 4

—

....17} 10.-.

loint TowNsmr.

No. 1 ...

.

....17}. F. U Stuart 110

No. 2.... 22}. I.C.Miller. M.P.P....

No. 3.... ....isi. .... H. H.Cook, M.P.P.... 70

No. 4.... ....17 . 440

NirissiNO TowNsmr.

No. l . .

.

....17} R. Nagie GO

No. 2.... 13 . T. Smith : - 160

No. 8.... ....17 . T. Mackay 250

... IS}. C A. BnMigh 1,540

iiimswoktii rowdsnr.

No. 1 ...

.

...25}. R. Najde ... «W
No. 2..:. . . . .22 . IX Moore (Ottawa) .... 700

No. S. ... ....16 . .....1. R. Booth v-.v 1.110

No. 4.... .... 1|. J. S. Sing -
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MANUFACTURERS OF PURE BARK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ottawa, 1875

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Hamilton, 1876

First Prize, Provincial Exhibition Ijondon, 1877

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1879

First Prize, Industrial Exhibition Toronto, 1880

International Medal, Centennial Ex Philadelphia, 1870

None genuine Sunless with a STAR on the head of rivets. Send for Price Lists and Discounts.

•26Lly

81 Colborne Street, Toronto

STEAM, SAW & SHINGLE MILL

IFOIR SALE,
WITH

111 Acres of Land, Four Frame
Houses, Etc.

Plenty Timber on Black River. Or, Mill and Limits

two thirds cash. *l27

T, G00PEE, Cooper's Falls, Ont.

Oak, Elm, Basswood and

Black Birch,

FOR SALE, to be Out this

Winter, apply to

Medonte Lumber Co'y, Hillsdale

Or 32 Wellington St. West, Toronto

J. T. LAMBERT,
Lumber and Commission Agent.

FQR~SALE.
K0 Mils. White Pine, 1x10 Stock.

21.27

FOR SALE.
The Dexter & Whitwam Manufacturing

Company, offer for Sale the Entire

Real Estate Plant and Machinery

OF THEIR EXTENSIVE

BENDING & TURNING FACTORY
Situated in the City of St. Thomas, in the County of

Elgin, Ontario. For full particulars applv to H.

BROWX, Manager, or E. MOORE, President. L20tf

. WANTED.
Cherry, White Ash, Black Ash, and

Dry White Pine Lumber.

Quote Price deliuered, and Carefully

Describe

:

—Quality, Widths, Length,

Thickness, and how long Sawed.

ROBERT C. LOWRY,
Wholesale Lumber,

121. K) 55 Pine Street, New York,

Timber Limits & Sawmill
FOR SALE.

The Subscriber being anxious to concentrate and con-

solidate Iim l,n«ine«H, on account of hin age, will sell at
w; r . low prices

—

Int. Him Mills and Farm, near the Hradford Station,

northern and North-Wcstcrii Railway, together with
Lii/iiU in Kidout and Sherbournc.

2nd. The Portage and Canal connecting Hlack River
with Lake St. John, and Lake St. John with Lake
Couchichiiig, in the Township of Kama.

3rd. Eight million feet of saw-logs now in Black River.

4th. About J.OOOacres of land in different townshijis.

If not *,ld at private sale, the above will be offered

So the highest bidder at some future time to be named,
Hi I intend to close all out and concentrate in Michigan,
•There I no.i ha.e mills.

M" All and any information can lie had from'Thompson
fhsaitfl * Son, Toronto, or James Durham at Bradford

Mill-,.

4LE, THOMPSON SMITH.

175
11

20
140
20
40
16
19

do
do
do
do
do
do

Cedar,

1 x 12
2x10 "

2 x 12 "

1 inch Siding

1*
2 x 10 Joists.

3x6
Basswood, \\ inch.

APPLY AT THE OFFICE, L20

WELLINGTON STREET, OTTAWA.

WANTED.
ABOUT

25,000 Feet, First Quality

While Oak Lumber
Cut to Specification.

Address, stating Lowest Price and pro-
bable time of delivery to the

Canadian Locomotive & Engine Co.,

LIMITED.
l27 KINGSTON, ONT.

JOHN DOTY
Esplanade Street, Toronto.

MANUFACTURER OF

MARINE ENGINES,
6l27 MARINE BOILERS,
Propeller Wheels and Steam Yachts

MONTREAL SAW WORKS
CP
CD

CD

U2

i—
CD
CI2

CQ

O

go
P

CD
p

m

CO

S3
go

OS

go

B

All correspondence address to Chas. M. WH1TLAW, Sec.

MANUFACTUKKU OK

Wc have added to our plant all the latest improved
machinery for Klectro and Stereotyping, and the manu-
facture Of Prfnten Furniture, facilities for executing
work which no other establishment in the Dominion
possesses, and not excelled by any on the continent.
A lar>;c assortment of various cuts constantly on hand.

FLEMING & SON,
1.14 26 Colborne St., Toronto.

Steam Engines and Boilers,
AND ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY.

Locomotives, Stationery and Marine Engines and Boilers, Girders, Heaters. Radia-
tors, and all kinds of Steam and Brass Fittings and Sheet Iron Work; and dealer
in all classes of Railway, Steamboat and MILL SUPPLIES.

L24-ly 144 Upper Water Street, HALIFAX, N.S.

C. H. FLEWWELLING
ip #)B Wood

And ELECTROTYPER.
46 King Street, ST. JOHN, N.B.

^NEWEST DESIGNS AND BEST WORK.-Q i34-ly

MACHINE CUTS A SPECIALTY.

OffPI AND STEREOTYPE FOUNDRY,

Having added the Latest Machinery to my
Foundry, and secured the services of a MOST
EFFICENT STAFF OF AMERICAN SKILLED
WORKMEN, I am prepared to execute all orders
with Promptness. Satisfaction guaranteed.

The Work Produced at my Foundry is ack-

nowledged to be equal to any iu the United

States, and Superior to any in Canada.

WL, jTSTOrders from the Country Promptly attended to.

itaTPlease address all Orders to

R. SMITH, 26 & 28 Colborne Street, Toronto.

A. LBARMOTNH& Co.
ENGINEERS AND FOUNDERS.

MANUFACTURER OF

Steam Engines, Rotary Pumps, of all sizes, for Paper

and Pulp Mills, Steam Pumps, and a Variety of other

Pumps, Propeller Engines for Yachts & Tow Boats.

L-C4-1V

Iron Railings, Hoisting Machines for Stores, Jack Screws, Park
Mills, all kinds of Machinery for Mines, Saw Mills, Flour Mills.

St. Paul St., QTJSBE
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CEDAR AND HEMLOCK.

The value of the coarser products of the

forest has not been well appreciated in the

Northwest until quite recently, and even now
not all of them are recognized, or their utility

and commercial importance apprehended. It is

but a few years since cedar was thought worth

the labor of cutting ; and a distant transporta-

, tion, except for such trees as were suitable for

telegraph poles, was considered out of the ques-

tion. Now, however, a cedar swamp at all con-

tiguous to avenues of commerce, is esteemed of

a value fully proportioned to that of the coarser

varieties of pine, and in place of this timber

being monopolized by the telegraph companies,

it is utilized for fence posts, and is found fully

the equal of oak for durability. The Chicago

market alone has handled this year 3,000,000

pieces. The railroad companies, also, have dis-

covered that cedar ties, while light of carriage,

and consequently comparatively cheap in the

matter of transportation, make a valuable and

durable tie, well suited for a prairie country,

and over 4,000,000 pieces, enough to lay the

iron for 1,500 miles of track, have been brought

to the docks of Chicago, during the past season

of navigation, for distribution throughout the

country west of this point.

Thus, almost worthless, as it was considered,

white cedar has contributed more than $2,000,-

000 to the business of Chicago during the season

of 1881, and, doubtless, were the statistics of

the entire Northwest available, it could be

shown that the forests of the states of Michigan

and Wisconsin, with perhaps a small quantity

from that portion of Canada which borders on

the great lakes, have aggregated, during the

present year, a production of the value of fully

$5,000,000 from this same source.

The value of the hemlock forests of the

Northwest has not yet adequately dawned upon

the minds of those who own large tracts of it,

which a foolish and short-sighted lack of ap

preciation is permitted to go to destruction,

while it yields but a tithe of the financial benefit

which it is capable of affording. The hemlock

forests of Maine, New York and Pennsylvania

we made to yield a revenue somewhat comnien-

gurate with their actual value ; but those of the

Northwest are permitted to go to destruction,

with scarcely an effort at obtaining a compensa-

tion for the labor of destroying them. In the

former states the tree is made to yield a revenue

from its bark, which forms one of the most

valuable tanning commodities known the world,

and its value has been fully recognized by the

denizens of the old world, as shown in the fact

that England, France and Germany export vast

quantities of raw hides to the eastern states of

America, to be treated with this valuable tann-

ing property, and returned to the respective

countries whence they came, when, after a fur-

ther treatment, by a process peculiar to each

nation, a no inconsiderable proportion of the

leather again finds its way to the United States

for final consumption.

But the hemlock tree of the East has not fully

.Hided its mission when it has yielded up its

b*rk to the'tanner, and the*runk finds its way

to the saw mill as a timber second in value only

to white pine, for a large portion of the uses to

which the coarser grades of pine are adapted.

The silly prejudice which is exhibited in nearly

every section of the western country against the

we of hemlock as a building material, is in

larked contrast with the high esteem in which

•. is held in all the eastern states for all the uses

lcluded in the category filled by dimension

izes. Eastern builders of large warehouses,

aving their choice between the use of white

ine and hemlock, almost invariably choose the

itter, from its greater stiffness and strength,

:nowing that its durability is unquestionable in

«11 points in a building where it is free from

visitations of wet and dry. A western builder,

on the contrary, although able to obtain hemlock

at a reduced price from the cost of pine, invari-

ably rejects it, and refuses to have it placed in

his building, simply because he does not know

inything about it, and thinking that lie does

!;now all about pine, will permit quick rotting

-ap to be placed where sound hemlock would

mtlast it, two to one. The farmer of the West

vould pay one-third move for pine boards with

.vhich to build his granaries, notwithstanding

,hat the advantages <>f homlock '.in .excluding

rats and mice would often save the price of the

building in waste alone, before it had been in

use three years.

The forests of Michigan and Wisconsin, as

well as those of Canada, abound in scattering

hemlock, and at least 1,000,000,000 feet of good

timber is in those localities stripped of its bark

each year for local tanning purposes, while the

trunks of the trees, which might be utilized in

the manufacture of valuable lumber, and at an

expense greater than would be incurred in bring-

ing them to a saw mill, are tumbled into a log

heap and burned to get them out of the way. It

is but a few years in the future when hemlock

timber will assume the position in the West
which it already holds in the East, and those

who now so ruthlessly destroy it will come to

think of it as did many, regarding the pine

black walnut and oak, which a quarter of a cen

tury ago were cut down and burned to get them

out of the way.

The forests of the old world are almost wholly

denuded of their tanning materials, and what is

left is guarded with jealous care. The hemlock

resources of the eastern states are becoming so

limited as to receive a marked measure of watch

fulness ; those of the Northwest are yet abun

dant, and it behooves their possessors, in view

of the recent discoveries which enable the bulky

bark to be compacted into economical shape for

transportation even to Europe, to conserve and

and protect this valuable timber, which in many
respects is mure available to the uses of man
and possesses an economic value of greater ex

tent than the pine. The latter is of the greatest

value, as a firm building material, in which it

will always prove superior to hemlock or any

other timber, but it is valueless as to its bark

or even as railroad ties. The hemlock, on the

contrary, as a coarse building material, is in

every respect equal to pine, its limbs, when of

sufficient size, are available and valuable for the

manufacture of ties, while its bark has no

superior as a tannin. Let those who now con-

trol the hemlock forests of the Northwest learn

the lessons of its value, as taught them by the

denizens of the old world, and of the eastern

states of our own country.

—

Northwestern Lum
bcrman.

1,180,217

206,281

296,576

37,674

3,096,621

597,496

NEW BRUNSWICK EXPORTS OF WOOD.

The Monetary Times says the export of sawn

lumber and square timber from the port of St.

John forms at all times an interesting feature of

our trans- Atlantic trade. This year's shipments

continue to be principally made by the same

parties as in former years. During October

however, a larger proportion appears to have

gone to the Continent of Europe. The October

statement shows that out of a total export of

18,489,000 feet of deals, battens and ends, 2,

738,000 feet, or about 15 per cent, went direct to

the Continent, forty per cent to Liverpool, and

thirty -five per cent to London. The remaining

tenth was shipped to Irish and other ports in

the United Kingdom. The number of vessels

despatched for the month was 25, of an aggre-

gate tonnage of 11,437. These carried, in addi-

tion to the deals, &c., already mentioned, about

360 tons of birch timber and 967,000 feet of

scantling, boards and palings. The leading

shippers were, in order, Alex. Gibson, R. A. &
J. Stewart, Guy, Bevan & Co., W. M. Mackay,

and we perceive in the list the name of the

Spool Manufacturing Co. of Peticodiac, as

shippers of 110,000 feet, mainly deals and

battens.

The lumber and timbei shipment of the season

from St. John to ports across the ocean, ». e.,

for the ten months from the beginning of the

year to the end of October amounts to 179,000,-

000 superficial feet of deals and boards, 3,969

tons of birch timber, and 806 tons of pine tim-

ber. These are classiiied as under :

—

LUMBER.
Deals, battens and deal ends, sp. ft 172,974,735

Hoards and scantlings sp. ft 5,756,285

Palings, pieces 395,000

TIMBER.

Pine timber, tons 806

Birch, tons 8,969

Of the timber, 2,938 tons of birch and 743

Inns of pine went to Liverpool, 1,002 tons of

birch to Carnarvon, and the remainder to Dun-

dalk. Wexford, and Waterford. Of the lumber,

about 2ti,000,000 feet went to Bristol Channel,

nearly 20,000,000 feet to the Continent, 7,700,

000 to Scotland, 1,200,000 to Australia. But
77,000,000 feet, or about 43 per cent, of the

whole, was destined for Liverpool and London
The proportions shipped to various ports are

shown by the following list :—
Ft. deals, <kc. Ft. boards, <Lc

Bristol Channel .24,985,096

Continent 19,683,334

Glasgow 7.082,239

Queenstown 1,232,549

Liverpool 59,494,763

London 14,523,905

Belfast . . 6,578,064

Dundalk 1,584,694

Limerick 2,420,091

Londonderry 3,952,918

Fleetwood 446,008

Waterford 866,083

Sligo 405,793

Wexford 679,977

Ncwry 1,721,570

Drogheda 767,119

Carnarvon 560,669

Cork Quay 6,689,903

Portrush 874,201

Dublin 7,983,444

Westport 633,294

Ban try 426,662

Galway 546,795

Africa 1,009,331

Mumbles f. o 702,513

Warrenpoint. . .
',.

. 1,078,647

Ayr 415,115

Australia 1,205,804

Dungarvan 422,659

Faversham 689,983

Wicklow 314,540

Plymouth 440,546

Clare Castle 315,624

Hare Island 567,739

Barrow 1,390,794

1,167

20,488

114,324

11,977

82,607

1,088

172,974,735 5,756,285

THE LUMBERIBUSINESS IN AUSTRIA.

The following interesting letter appears in the

Northwestern Lumberman :
—

Mokre, Post Szczawxe. Gallicie, 1

Austria. October 26, 1881. (

Doubtless this letter is written by one of your
most distant readers, but coming, as it does,

from the Carpathian mountains, now the most
inq>ortant forest region from which the middle

European lumber markets receive their supply,

it may contain some items of interest.

The greater part of the woodland in this coun
try is fir and pine. There are also large quan
tities of oak anil maple, and considerable beech.

As the principal woods are fir and pine, all my
remarks about the lumber business will have
reference to those two kinds. The lumber in

this country is counted by the cubic foot, but

the following statements refer to English square

feet, and the prices are reduced to your money
standard.

The saw mill business in this country, as

compared witli that of America, is much behind

the times. The wealth of wood is immense
although when timber is bought in large quanti

ties it is very cheap, selling at from fifty to

eighty cents per thousand feet. Wages in the

Carpathian mountains are very small, ranging

from fifteen to twenty cents per day. The saw
mill man here does not generally make much
money, but it is his own fault, and is owing to

his old-fashioned, expensive way of operating.

There are some mills here with eight and nine

gangs, although the majority of them have but
three or four, and as many small circulars, with

benches for edging boards or cutting lath. The
maximum capacity of such a mill is from 15,-

000 to 20,000 feet in twelve hours : but as the

angs need a great deal of repair, from 12.000 to

15,000 is a good average. Such mills cost from
1520.000 to 825,000.

The logs are mostly brought to the mills on
waggons, and it is seldom one sees rollways,

drives, etc. The reason for this may be that

wagonage is very cheap, running at from fifty

to eighty cents per day for a two-horse team,

though the work is often so meanly and un-

steadily done that half of that money is too

much to pay for it. For cutting down the

trees and working them up into logs the price is

forty-five or fifty cents per thousand feet. The
cost of bringing logs to the mill is from $1 to $2

per thousand feet. The cost of cutting the logs

into boards is usuallv 82.50 per thousand feet,

though it is sometimes 83 and $3.50.

The average' price of first-class lumber is

88.20 ; for second class, $7, and for third-claae

$5.50. Most of the mills work, with small

capital, and are obliged to buy the wood in

small quantities and pay from 81 to 81.40 per

thousand feet for it.

I am sure that the cost of production, a* well

as that of bringing the logs to the mills, by
proper management, could be reduced one-half,

and that an American saw mill man, with

ample capital, and a well-arranged mill, ould
do a very good business here. There are enough
American oil men in this country looking up
business, but I believe that lumbermen would
find a more profitable field for their business.

Should any of the readers of the Lumberman
wish to learn more of the state of the lumber
trade here, I will answer any enquiry with

pleasure.

Fred Bader.

THE DUIUTH LUMBER CO.

The Lake Superior News says this is the

of a new lumbering concern that proposes

take a large share in the development

Duluth's manufacturing industries. This coi

pany is organized under a charter from

State of Illinois, and will have an office

Chicago as well ae in Duluth. though its main
business will necessarily be transacted in the

latter place. The officers are, S. K. Martin,

President ; R. L. Henry, Treasurer ; Geo*

Green, General Manager, and H. B. M re.

Secretary, the last two gentlemen having t i.-ii

office in Duluth. The capital stock of

company is 8300,000, and a portion of this sua
is already being invested in a saw mill, now
well under way. The piles for the foundatioa

are all driven, the mason work largely complet-

ed, and the framing also well advanced. The.

mill is to be 160x54, with a wing 31x64, and the

engine room 64x50. Six boilers will run the

huge engine, which will have 500 horse power;

The mill will be supplied with a circular saw

and also a gang, with edgers, trimmers, steam-

feed, and all the latest improved machinery,

and will have a capacity of 100,000 feet per day.

The mill will be in readiness for business by the

opening of navigation next spring, and already

the proprietors have contracted for 25,000,000

feet of logs, part to be cut on the St. Louis

river, snd part on the South Shore.

Mr. H. B. Moore, the secretary of the new
company, has been in Duluth for a year or more,

and is reported to be thoroughly posted in «0

branches of the lumbering busine-*. Mr.

George Green, the general manager, is a new
comer, but the fact that he holds such a position

in this strong corporation is a guarantee that he

is a competent business man. Duluth mav con-

sider herself fortunate in securing such an addi-

tion to her lumber firms as the Duluth Lumber
Company.

A RESTIG0UCHE SPOOL FACTORY.

The Spool Factory of Messrs. C. G. Beck-

with 4 Co., at Jacquet River, Restigouche

County, which was destroyed by fire a short

time ago, is being rebuilt and will be ready for

operations in a few weeks. The new building

will be a much more substantial structure than

the former one, and better adapted for the pur-

poses for which it is intended in many respects.

The main building is 150 feet long by 36 feet

wide, and has 14 feet posts, with rafters 36 feet,

which gives it a very heavy, steep roof. This

is to prevent snow from lodging on it. which

caused a great deal of trouble to the former

uilding last winter, often endangering the

roof. Besides the building, the diuu n-i n- of

which are given above, there are the b-iler and

engine house in connection with it on the north

ide, and another building SO feet in length

oined to it at the east end. which is intended

or kilns, etc On each side of the roof of the

main building are two row-.'! windows, built

dormer fashion, which light the upper story

under the roof, so that the whole building > ;is

convenient and well lighted as if it were really

two storey one. A blacksmith shop, a large1

cook house and several dwelling houses stand,

near it. forming the nucleus of a village. The

ite of the factory is on a branch of Am.-: an
Brook, about two miles fr. .n tin 1 1 1; - n

at Jaequet River. Great quantities of white

birch, of excellent quality for apool mai

grow in this district. Thirty or forty men are

:
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at present employed in the work of construction;

but the number of hands kept at work when the

factory is in operation exceeds this considerably.

A great deal of employment, too, is given to

farmers in this neighbourhood hauling wood to

it during the winter. The new settlement

around the factory is to be called Beckettville.

—St. John, N.B., Sun.

SHEER BOOMS.
During the past season the sheer booms intro-

duced by Mr. L. W. Pond, of Wisconsin, on

the Upper portion of the St. John River and its

tributaries, have been subjected to a practical

test, which has demonstrated their usefulness in

a high degree ; in fact, the sheer booms have

revolutionized the running of logs down river

to the rafting grounds of the Fredericton Boom
Co. Till the introduction of Mr. Pond's inven-

tion, the logs, set afloat by the spring freshet,

helplessly followed the course of the current

down stream, and were, as the water fell, or

through the action of the wind, deposited by

thousands on bars and heads of islands, and,

where the shores were low, were scattered in

land over miles of intervale, from which their

removal often cost more than the logs were

worth, besides subjecting the company to

damages for injuries done to the meadow lands.

The work of following the drives down and

•acking the shores was therefore one of the most

expensive portions of the river operations.

Pond's sheer booms have practically cut this

down to a minimum, the modus operandi being

as follows :—Sheer booms are placed at the

heads of the islands and shoals, and wherever

the set of the current would carry the logs ovei

the low banks, at such angles that the logs

striking against them are shot out again into

current and so carried on successively past each

old resting place in safety to Federicton. In

this way the main drive is kept moving while

the water is high and all the logs are got to

market ; whereas, under the old method, a

sudden fall of water would leave the shores and

out of the way lodging places lined with thou-

sands of logs. Full advantage can also be taken

of a sudden rise of water in midsummer or fall,

to rush through logs that had been hung up

earlier in the season. The extraordinarily large

ran of logs during the past season proved, be-

yond doubt, the great benefit these booms are

to the lumber operators along the upper St.

John ; and this test will doubtless have the

effect of introducing them on other rivers in the

Province. Mr. Pond is now arranging to put

his sheer booms on the Restigouche next season,

with every prospect of success ; and it is not un-

likely that, at no distant day, they must be

working on the Miramichi.

—

St. John, N.B.,

Sun.

THE DURABILITY OF REDWOOD-
Mention was made in a recent issue of this

paper of the suitability of redwood for wine

casks. Messrs. Fulda Brothers, of San Francis-

co, tells us that redwood casks have been used

in California for many years ; indeed, two

thirds of the vast wine crop of that State is

fermented and stored in casks and tanks made
of this timber. The casks simply require to be

slightly steamed and well soaked to remove the

color ; after that the fermentation of the wine

does not extract any color or taste.

The trade in redwood is becoming of consider-

able importance, a great deal being shipped

eastward to Denver, Omaha, Kansas City, and

the Atlantic coast as far as Rhode Island.

The wood is specially valuable in situations

1 which occasion rapid decay in other timber,

i Serenty years ago the Rus-ian Fur Company

|

erected a redwood stockade at Fort Ross,

I Alaska. The posts were cut down levej with

I
the ground some years ago, but the buried

puts remain perfectly sound, excepting the

thin layer of sapwood near the bark, the alter-

nate leaking an'J drying of seventy years having

no injurious effect uj*>n the heart wood. A
< piece of ow-. of the po*t-!, with a certified state-

iBMBt of itx history, was Kent to San Francisco a
I few week* a^o. The sender, Mr. G. W. Coll,

I <n Port Ho--, ¥\-jXh*. that he knows of shoots

I from old stumps which have grown to be three

I '* four feet in diameter in forty years, indicating

I » 0l*f''iJ re*torative |/Ower in redwood forests

|
•OjSt favorable conditions.

The redwood in demand in California for

underground uses is what is known by the

lumbermen as "black-hearted redwood." It

shows a dark color when cut with a knife, the

the outer layer only becoming "seasoned."
" Black-heart" is exceedingly heavy—too heavy

to float. One who has observed schooner-load-

ing at chutes along the coast tells the Pacific

Rural Press that a post of this wood which

plunges overboard never rises, and a board

lingers on the surface a moment and then slowly

slides down into the depths. This is the sort

which is sought for in foundations, and under

brick walls is believed to be imperishable.

—

Scientific American.

A. New Species of Horses.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History

for July contains a translation of a Russian

paper, in which M. Poliakof brings forward a

mass of evidence in proof of the existance of a

hitherto unknown species of horse, not far from

Zaisan, in Central Asia, The animal appears to

resemble a small domestic horse, of a dun color;

its head is large in proportion to the size of the

animal ; and the root of its tail is destitute of

long hairs for some distance. M. Polikof names

his supposed new species Eqnus PrzewalskH, in

in honor of the traveler who brought the skin to

Russia. He regards it as a true horse, and re-

marks that "if it were possible to prove that

culture influenced the growth^of the tail, and

that this became more hairy, and the mane
longer, under altered conditions of life," it

might be affirmed that "it was indeed the an-

imal whose ancestors were reclaimed by man in

the stone period, the so-called domestic horse of

our day.

Preserve the Forest.

The Monetary Times says the time has come

for paying greater attention to the remains of

our forest wealth, be it great or small. Each

province has a Crown Lands Department ; but

the object of these departments has hitherto

been rather to sell than to preserve the timber.

Great attention is paid to forestry on the conti-

nent of Europe, where forest literature has

reached extensive dimensions. Our forest

literature has yet to be written ; and apparently

we shall begin seriously to study the subject

about the time when we have cut down or burnt

up our last forest. The United States is becom-

ing alive to the daily increasing necessity for

the preservation of its forest wealth. It is use-

less to regret the wholesale destruction that has

been practised in the past ; the one thing needful

is to repair it so far as the future needs of the

country may require. This work has been com-

menced in the States ; we shall do doubt follow

at a greater or less distance.

A Labor Saving Appliance.

Knapp, Stout & Co., with mills at Meno-
minee, Wis., give the following description of

the machinery with which the rafted lumber is

taken from the water at its yards at St. Louis,

Mo. :—We are now operating our pulling

machine, and when completed we will be able to

handle with it 500,000 feet daily. The track,

with six rails, runs out into the river below the

low water mark, and back about 200 feet from

the shore. On top of the main car, which is

16x44 feet, is another car, 10x32 feet, on which

the crib is floated, and then drawn out by
machinery and pulled off at right angles from

the main track, thus keeping the track into the

river, for another top car can be run back to

the river for another crib. Our cribs of lumber

are 16x32 feet by 50x26 inches deep, and weigh

30 tons. We use a pair of 10x20 inch engines

for pulling out the car, and a small engine for

transferring. We use a large pump and hose

for washing.

A I s< f ul Cement.

When rubber rings are used for steam, gas,

aud other pipes, the following cement can be

employed to prevent any escape :—Resin is

pulverized and mixed with ten times its weight

of strong ammonia. A viscous mass is obtained,

which liquifies by itself after three or four

weeks. This mass adheres very well to rubber,

as also to iion or wood, and when the ammonia
volatizes the cement hardens and becomes im-

permeable to gases and liquids.

E. S. VINDIN,
Commission, Shipping, forwarding himI

LUMBER MERCHANT
Office, Tempest's Block, Port Hope. fcl i

Caledonian Hotel,
GEAVENHUEST.

JOHN SHAKPE, Proprietor. Thin Hotel has been
newly opened out, TJleasantly situated on Main Street,
within live minutes walk of Northern Railway station.

Bar kept with best assorted Wines, Liquors and Cigars.
Every attention paid to guests. Good Stabling. I.vlIS

Simcoe House,
CORNER FRONT and SIMCOE STS
TORONTO, ONT.

;^~Best accommodation in the City. TERMS |1.60
and SI.00 per day, according to Location of Rooms.

24l26 WILLIAM HANCOCK, Proprietor.

The American Hotel,
BARRIE, ONT.

Collier Street, Adjoining the Market.

RATES REASONABLE, CENTRAL LOCATION,
FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS.

£3T Everv accommodation for Commercial and
LUMBERMEN.
lU W. D. MCDONALD, Proprietor.

FRANCOIS MARCHAND,
Manufacturer of all Descriptions of

STEAM BOILERS,
SHIPS WATER TANKS, Etc,

St. Roch Street, in.it QUEBEC, P. Q.

CANADA TRUSS FACTORY
(ESTABLISHED 1856.)

nr. GROSS ;

Manufacturer of SURGICAL and ORTHOPOZDICAL
INSTRUMENTS. ARTIFICIAL LIMBS made to order.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS of every description. Ll9-ly

688 and 690 Craig Street, Montreal.

P. PAYETT'S NEW IMPROVED

Adjustable Saw Guide

!

Can be adjusted without danger. You can take }-our

saw off without taking the guide off'the frame.

All kinds of Brass & Iron Casting

PLAINING and TURNING done with
Despatch. For particulars address :

CRAIG & CAMERON,
PENETANCUISHENE. ly-m

ROBERT SMALLIOOD
MANUFACTURER OF

The Patent Lever Feed Shingle,

Box Board & Heading Machine

(Always takes First Prize.)

Rotary Saw Mills
IN FOUR SIZES, and other

MACHINERY for SAW and

GRIST MILLS.
^fSEND FOR CIRCULAR.-^

CHARLOTTETOWN,
L24-ly Prince Edward Island

m HACYARDS

«

J ?
BALSAM, J

Has no equal for the permanent cure of
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Asthma, Croup.

Whooping Cough, Bronchitis, and
all Long Diseases.

[

$13" Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction.
,T. MILBURN & CO., Proprietors Toronto.

Flexible Board Rules,
With Steel Head, either Cleveland or

London make, at 81.75 Each.

GEORGE STETHEM,
PETERBOROUGH.

J. G-. EDWARDS
HARDWARE MERCHANT,

BELTING, FILES. BABBIT METAL,

iy CHAINS, ROPE, and

LUMBERING SUPPLIES

U7

Samuel Windrim,
IAS' PACTC'fcKl

Agricultural Implements, Etc

MILLBROOK, ONTARIO.
HAVING DISPENSED WITH THE SERVICES OF

AGENTS, I take this opportunity to bring to the notice

of intending purchasers of Reaping Machines, that I

have now on hand a quantity of the Celebrated

HARLAN RHAPER,
which has NEVER BEEN BEATEN YET, and am
prepared to allow the Agents commission—FIFTEEV
PER CENT—on all purchases. LlTti

THOS. GRAHAM
(Established 1S74),

MANUFACTURER OF

New Files "n Old Files
HAND CUT

and made from the
BEST refined English

CAST STEEL.
All goods neatly put
up in labelled boxes
forthe trade, towhom
lowest prices will be
given.

Price List on appli-

cation and Sample
Order solicited.

Factory and CfHces:

35, SHERBOURNE STREET, TORONTO

m
03

Re-ground and re-cut
by Hand and War-
ranted equal to NEW
for use, at prices that
will effect a great sa-

ving to Mill Owners
and all large consu-
mers of Files. Parties
now sending theirold
files can have them
shipped next spring
to their order

L27-6

WISDOM & FISH
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Rubber 1 Leather Belting

RUBBER HOSE. STEAM PACKING,

LUBRICATING OILS, COTTON WASTE

Wrought Iron Pipe and Fitting's,

And all Articles used in the Application of Steam
to Machinery.

No. 41 Dock Street, St. John, N. B.

(SMALL'S BLOCK.)

N.B.—Estimates for Steam and Hot Water Heating
Apparatus furnished on application. All work War-
ranted. 1v-l20

nTOWLEKS

Extract ioSWild

Cures Cholera.Cholera Morbus. Dy-

sentery, Cramps, Colic. Sea Sick-

ness and Summer Complaint ; also

Cholera Infantum, and all Com-
plaints peculiar to children teeth-

ing, and will be found equally

beneficial for adults or children.

FOR SALE BY ALL ChUCGISIS.

T. MBLBURN & GO.,
Proprietors, Toronto.
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Travelling Agent.
MR. A. L. W. BEGG has been appointed agent for the

Canada Lumberman, and is authorized to collect sub

scriptions and grant receipts therefor and to make con

tracts for advertisements appearing in its columns.

DEVOTED TO THE LUMBER AND TIMBER
INTERESTS OF THE DOMINION.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY BY

TOKER & Oo. PETERBOROUGH

Terms ol° Subscription :

One copy, one year, in advance $2 00
One copy, six months, in advance 1 00

Advertising Kales

:

Per line, for one year SO !)0

Per line, for six months 50
Per line, for three months 30

Per line, for first insertion 10

Per line, for each subsequent insertion to 3 mo's. 06
Cards not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

per annum ... 8 00
C:u- Is not occupying more than 12 lines (1 inch)

for six months 6 00
( :u Is not occupying more than G lines per annum 5 00
i :u''ls not occupying mori! than (i lines, for 0 mo's 3 00

Special rates will be made for page, half page ami
column advertisements.

A Ivertisements intended for insertion in any parti

nihil- issue should reach the office of publication at
i three clear days before tho day of publication, to

insure insertion.

All communications, orders and remittances should
lie n Idressed and made payable to TOKKR & Co., Peter-
borough, Out.

I ''.iiiiiiuiiieations intended for insertion in the Canada
Lumberman, must be accompanied by the name of the
writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a
guar intoi' of good faith. Communications to insure in-

i I'f.i n (if accepted) in the following number, should
lie in the hands of the publishers a week before the
datt of the next issue.

r ri'lCIUiOROUGH, Ont. DEC. 15, 1881.

ATTENTION.
With this issue we complete the first volume

nf t ho Canada Lumberman, as well as the year

L88I. In doing so the publishers desire to re-

turn their thanks to all who have aided them by

their countenance and support since they under-

took its management. To render the Canada
Lumberman the success which the publishers

desire, and, what is of more consequence, of

real benefit to the trade, they are of opinion

(Juil. two things are absolutely necessary to this

end, and these are,—a greater readiness on (the

pari of those engaged in the trade to furnish us

with information for publication, and generally

a greater promptitude in the payment of sub-

scriptions.

.Inst now, for instance, we conceive it would

be vi ry desirable, and very much in the interest

of t In' trade, if we could place before them a.

boli rably reliable and full statement of the

stocks of lumber, shingles, logs, and square

timber in manufacturers' hands from the cut of

the season of 1880-1, on the first of January,

1882. Of course in the present instance we
would have no similar records for previous years

witli which to make comparisons, and to draw
conclusions from, but it would still be of con-

siderable value, and it would be the beginning

ot ,i 1
1
cord which would prove of great value in

the future. Under existing circumstances such

a statement, however, can only be obtained by
each one engaged in the trade undertaking to

forward us a brief memorandum of the stocks

held by himself, and by his neighbours, where
lie can do so, from other information than mere
guess work, as data from which we might make
up district statements. As the labor involved
in collating and comparing such returns will be
con iderable, we would suggest, as a matter of

convenience, that tho senders should state first

the pi rtieulars with regard to their own hold-

mi;;, or those firms in which they are interested,

secondly the same particulars with regard to the

holdings of others with which they are familiar,

ami thirdly their general opinion as to the rela-

tive stocks on hand now and a year ago, and
tho in. I labilities for the season upon which we
have entered. If each one would only do this

for himself, they would furnish us, and in that

way obtain for themselves, an amount of inform

ation which could not fail to be of considerable

value, without materially trespassing on their

holidays. Will they try ?

With regard to the second point, by reference

to the labels on their papers, they can see just

how they stand. For instance, when they find

" 2 Oct. 81 " following their name it requires

two dollars to pay their subscription up to the

1st Oct. last, and the same way whenever a

figure precedes the month. If they have paid

they will find, or should find, the figure "0'

before the month on the label, in fact whenever

they find a figure before the month on their

label, they are indebted to us for that amount,

and although the amount, of itself, is small, yet

they amount to such a large sum in the aggre-

gate that, if paid, it would send us on our way

rejoicing.

In conclusion wo beg to take this, the first

opportunity we have had, of wishing a constitu-

ency extending from Nova Scotia to the Rocky

Mountains a Merry Christmas and a Happy

New Year, and to express the hope that it is

only tin; first of many occasions upon which we

will have the pleasure of doing so.

VALUABLE SUGGESTIONS.

We beg to call the especial attention of our

readers to the article headed "Suggestions

from Maine," which we have reproduced in this

issue from the Northwestern Lumberman. It

appears that in this neighbouring State they

have in a measure solved the problem of

perpetuating the supply of lumber from their

forests. Our readers may well consider whether

we in Canada may not learn something from

this example. In some portions of our forest

lands some such plan, properly modified, might

well l»' adopted.

The timber trade out of Hamilton increased

considerably this year, and it seemed as if we
had indeed returned to the good times of old to

see the many cargoes and rafts of timber which

left Hamilton during the past season. It is

hoped they will still be more numerous next

year. ______________
Thk timber limits, mill site, and dock at

Batchewana Bay, on the North Shore of Lake

Superior, which were ottered for sale by public

auction in Toronto on the Sth^inst., failed to

find a purchaser. Only one bid of $10,000 was

offered, and, this being below the reserve bid,

they were withdrawn.

Thk Upper Ottawa Towing Company, which

has recently been organized for the purpose of

navigating the Upper Ottawa and its tributaries,

have acquired four of the steamers of the 1'nion

Forwarding Company, and intends constructing

throe new boats which will be ready for tho

opening of navigation. The fleet will be princi-

pally engaged in towing timber and saw logs,

but passenger boats will also be put on tho

route.

A regent telegram from St. John, N.B., says

there is plenty of snow in the woods on the

upper St. John and its branches, ami the lum-

bermen are now fairly at work. The estimated

total of the lumber to be cut on the upper St.

ohn this winter is 05,500,000 feet. This, how-

ver, does not include tho operations on tho

Aroostook and the Tobique, which will swell

the aggregate to not less than "0,000.000 feet.

This is about three-fourths of the amount usually

obtained.

V GREAT forest of long leaf pines covers more

than one-third of the area of Mississippi. This

vast forest, taking into view the quality and

use of the wood, the inexhaustible supply, the

reat height ami si/.e of the trees, is an enormous

store of undeveloped wealth. There is no other

such pine forest to be found in the world. As
far back as 1753, Franco supplied her navy with

masts and spars from this forest. It is pene-

trated by numerous water-courses, which are

capable of floating the timber to'the gulf coast

for a distance of about 100 miles. It stands

next to coal for fuel in factories and machine

shops, and yields turpentine more abundantly

than any other species of pine.

—

Lumln•rman's

Oazcttc.

The Quebec Timber Company intends to ap-

ply to Parliament for an Act of incorporation

Mr. B. Youno intends to have 100 men in

the lumber woods, Halfway River, and head of

River Hebert, during the coming season, in

Cumberland County.

The Bangor, Me., Commercial says the finish

ing up of the season's sawing, the sending of

teams to the woods, purchasing of supplies, em-
ploying of laborers and preparing the mills,

lumber goods and logs for winter, make this the

busiest of all busy seasons for our lumbermen.
The winter's operations will not be as heavy as

last year, owing to the increased cost of labor

and the low price of lumber.

Mr. William Mackey, of Ottawa.accompanied

by his son and another gentleman paid a visit to

Peterboro' last week, for the purpose of ispecting

Messrs. Irwin & Boyd's mill, and gathering in-

formation about saw mill machinery, as Mr.

Mackey is about erecting a new mill on the

Ottawa. In the course of the day Mr. Mackey
also visited the shops of Mr. William Hamilton,

and was so well pleased with what he saw there

and we have no doubt hut that the visit will

lead to business. We may add that this was
Mr. Mackey 's first visit to Peterborough and
that he was induced to make it solely by what
he had seen in the Canada Lumberman with

reference to Messrs. Irwin & Boyd's mill and
the manufactures of Mr. Hamilton.

The Northwestern Lumberman says that Bond
& Jenkins, some time since, had a quantity of

lumber burned on thedock at Oswego, X. Y. The
lumber was shipped from Canada, and the

duties on it had not lieen paid. The firm inform-

ed Collector Fort, of that port, that they did

not wish to pay customs duties on the burned

lumber. The collector insisted that the payment
must be made, and at length Bond 4 Jenkins

ippealed to the treasury department at Wash-

ington for a decision in the case. A reply was

received from tin- department that duties on the

burned lumber need not be paid : and there was

where Bond & Jenkins had the advantage of

Mr. Port. This decision might be considered a

se.

The Timber Trades Journal says that the

trade in imported house joinery is assuming

large proportions, judging from the steadily

increasing supply coming forward both from the

Baltic and America. The door tr;ule especially

is reported to be brisk, and it is becoming quite

a department of the timber merchant's business

to keep a stock of these goods. Consumers find

it very convenient to buy doors, windows, Ac,
ready made, thereby saving the trouble and de-

lay of manufacture, although it is questionable

whether they could not be made cheaper at

home, when heavy railway carriage has to be

taken into account. In pine doors we are pleas-

ed to hear that Canadian goods appear to be

finding great favor, being as a rule well finished

off. and thoroughly well seasoned and glued

together. The colonials now supply a good

door, moulded on the solid, giving all the advan-

tages in appearance and wear possessed by an

ordinary moulded door at the same price as a

square one of the same dimensions.

OUR FOREST WEALTH.
The realization by the Ontario Government

f over seven hundred thousand dollars, in a

single day, for the privilege of cutting timber

m the public domain, should of itself, be suffi-

cient, to induce the adoption of prompt and vig

orous measures for the protecting of our forest

wealth. Largo however, as is the sum which

has been obtained at the sale of the (5th inst., it

is after all but a moderate portion of what the

Province is likely to receive for the same, and

but a very small portion of w hat it will un-

doubtedly receive, can the timber now on this

twelve hundred odd square miles be protected

from its great enemy—tire.

It is true that at the instance of the present

commissioner of Crown Lands— Mr. Pardee-

the Ontario Legislature some years ago placed

m the statute book a measure designed to pre-

vent the setting out of tires during the danger-

ous seasons of the year, but however good that

act may be, it hasfremained practically a dead let

ter, owing to its being made the duty of no per-
son or persons to see it enforced, and we believe

it will continue so unless the Government ap-

point proper person* for that purpose. That
the importance of the interests involved wil

justify any reasonable expenditure for such a
purpose will not for a moment be disputed.

As matters are now going the day cannot i*:

far distant when the valuable patrimony which
we inherited from pa«t ages in our forests will

be a thing of the past.

Timber, like that for which we are just now
receiving annually large sums, and which direct-

ly and indirectly is giving so much employment
to our people, is not produced in two or three

life times, it is therefore bound to decrease

quite rapidly enough under the lumberman's
axe, without adding to its depletion by wanton
fires, which might be largely prevented by the

adoption of proper measures to that end, and
by excluding settlers from our pine lands. Of
course we are aware that there are those w ho

will cry out against this latter suggestion, but

that does not comi^ensate for the millions that

have been lost, or prevent the country from be-

ing large losers in the way of revenue and em-
ployment, by the Government encouraging in-

discriminate settlement. The high bonuses

already paid and the dues still to be paid for

some of the limits sold last week prove, that

much of these lands is worth infinitely more
to the country for the timber that now stands

u|K>n them than the settlers could be, e\en if a

prosperous one could be placed on every hun-

dred acres—a thing which is im]josgible, because

it is notorious that the best pine lands are the

least adapted to the wants of the settler—unless

he l ie a timber shark.

Moreover, the encouragement of indiscrimi-

nate settlement and a failure to protect the tim-

ber from the tire fiend is a great injustice tothe

men who invest their money in these limits, as

well as the Province. High as the prices realiz-

ed at the recent sale were, they would undoubt-
edly have lieen higher, had the purchasers been

guaranteed reasonable protection against the

destruction of the timber they were purchasing.

Indeed the great risk run from this cause every

year that it is allowed to stand, compels its

owner to cream it as quickly as possible in order

to secure himself against loss, notwithstanding

that such a course is wasteful of valuable tim-

ber, and calculated to depress the lumber mar-

ket.

It is to be hoped that the importance of this

subject will no longer be overlooked by the

]
Hiwers that be, but that speedy and efficient

measures will be adopted whereby the most

may be made out of our forests, and the evil

day w hen they will cease to yield an income to

the Provincial ex-chequer, and afford employ

ment to our iieople be posjioned as long as

•ible.

GOVERNMENT SALE OF TIMBER LIMITS
IN MDSK0KA.

The Legislative Chamber in the old Parlia-

ment Buildings on Front street is a quasi-sacred

place. When the legislature is in session w.h»

lie to the unlucky wight not wearing M. P. P.

after his name who ventures therein ! He is

immediately pounced upon by the sergeant .it

arms and borne away no one knows whither,

t erhaps to the dungeon or the tomb. But

on Tuesday. Dec t">th, the gloomy old chamber

wore a different aspect. If you had dropped in

shortly after noon you would have seen the

s|>eaker's dias occupied, but not by the s)>e.iker,

and the member's chairs filled, but not by the

members. The occasion was the rarely-occurring

one of a sale of timber limits by the Ontario

Oovernment. and the iwupant ot the dias was

Mr. (I. B. Cowper. of the Crown Lands depart-

ment,
THK AUCTIONEER K\">R THK NONCE,

who wielded an ebony ruler instead of the ens

ternary gavel, while filling the chairs and

spreading over into the ladies' gallerv were lead-

ing lumbermen from all parts of Ontario, or

those who were acting in their behalf. At the

side of Mr. Oowper sat Hon. Mr. Pardee, com-

missioner of crown lands, in general supen ision

of the sale. Among
THOSE PRESENT

connected with the lumber trade wen' (" ••>k
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Bros, and McArthur Bros., Toronto; J. R.

Booth and R. Nagle, Ottawa ; J. C. Miller,

Parry Sound ; E. W. Rathbun, Deseronto ;
J.

Cockburn, Gravenhurst ; J. Petrie, Guelph ;
T.

Murray, Pembroke; J. Bonfield, Eganville,

besides several American buyers from Bay City,

Sairinaw, Tonawanda, and other places. The

gentlemen from the other side, however, did

not invest to any great extent, the large majori-

ty of the berths going to Canadian firms. Be-

sides those engaged in the lumber business were

one or two Toronto lawyers, who bought largely

in the interests of other parties.

HOW SALES ARE CONDUCTED.

A sale of timber limits is not an everyday

affair. The law, with a wholesome fear of what

might occur under the stress of " party exigen-

cies," does not permit timber limits to be dis-

posed of in the usual way as lands for settle-

ment purposes. The latter may be bought at

any time, but the former can only be obtained

when the Crown Lands Department brings on a

sale, which must be by public competition.

Hence the crowd of lumbermen and others on

Tuesday, anxious in the present prosperous

state of the lumber trade to obtain limits, and

knowing that this would probably be their last

chance for years to come. The last sale of tim-

ber limits by the Ontario Government was in

1872, when over §500,000 was realized. On

Tuesday timber berths in the townships of

Mowat, Blair, McConkey, Hardy, Patterson,

Mills, Sinclair, Bethune, Proudfoot, Gurd,

Machar, Strong, Joly, Laurier, Pringle, Lount,

jfepiS8ing and Himsworth, all. in the Muskoka

and Parry Sound districts, were offered for sale.

The limits aggregated

1,411 SQUARE MILES ;

berths amounting to 1.30 square miles were with-

drawn, the reserve bid not being reached, and

the remainder sold for a total of S717,17f>, or an

average per square mile, exclusive of ground

rent, of $560. This is a most remarkable show-

ing, and the significance of the figures will be

realized when it is stated that at the last sale,

which was held by the Quebec Government, the

average was only SOS, while the sale held by the

Ontario Government in 1S72 produced an aver-

age of only Sl«>. The bidding on Tuesday

afternoon was at the outset slow and backward,

the first couple of berths being withdrawn, but

it quickly grew rapid and lively, and in some

instances very large figures were reached.

THE HIGH EST PRICE PAID

was for berth No. 2 in the township of McCon-

key, which was knocked down to Mr. J. M.

Martin for -?2,"i00 per square mile, or a total of

840,000 : berth No. 1 in the township of Joly

was sold to Mr. J. L. Burton for S42,5r>0, or

$2,300 per square mile ; No. 4 in Nipissing to

jC. A. Brough for ?28.875, or $1,940 per square

mile : No. ?, in Mills to the same gentleman for

$25,?»K1 , or $1,410 per square mile ; No. 3 in Joly

to J. Bonfield for S21,fMXt, or i?l,200 per square

mile : No. 4 in Strong to McArthur Bros, for

$11,000, or SI.100 per square mile; No. 3 in

Pimsworth to J. R. Booth for $17,700, or $1,110

pf*r square mile ; No. 3 in Sinclair and No. 1 in

EeConkey to Cook Bros, for $14,840 and $22.-

837, or $1,000 and $1,050 respectively per square

toile. The lowest f>rice reached was for No. 3

in Ifowat, which was sold to T. G. Blackstock

for $937, or $50 per square mile. The sale alto

gether was
A MOST SUCCESSFUL ONE,

fully realizing in the matter of prices the ex-

pectations of the Government. As the law

formerly stood, limit holders had only five years

in which to remove the pine from the lands

which they had under license, any timber re-

Kttning after that time belonging to the settler,

bat at the last session of the legislature an Act
wm passed under which a licensee on payment
of the ground rent ($2 per square mile) and dues

may renew his license from year to year, the

flovenriinent after a certain number of years

paying to the settler a j»ercentage of the dues

collect*-/! Ti|y,n the timber cut. The disparity

between the price-' paid for difforent berths is of

tonne accounted for by the variety in the quali-

ty and quantity of pine, the facilities for floating

down Rtreams, acreage burnt, etc.

HO INFORMATION

Fpecting the quantity of pine on the various

b*rU. < v/as furnmhed by the Government,
od intending purchasers had to make an exami-

nation for themselves of such limits as they

wished to buy. As one facetious Lumberman

put it when the sale was drawing to a elo 1 and

the auctioneer remarked on the growing dark

ness of the room, " We've been in the dark all

the afternoon." Lumbermen, however, general

ly know what they are doing and buying, and

those at the sale on Tuesday did not look as if

they were exceptions to the rule. As a matter

of fact all the firms sent out experts to examine

the several berths, and of course the reports

made thereon were kept a profound secret. An

soon, however, as the berth was knocked down

the lumbermen would tell one another what

their report was. For instance, one berth over

which there was considerable competition was

reported to one firm as being good for three-

quarters of a million feet per mile, and another

firm had it rated at one million. One gentle-

man, however, nearly caught himself in the

matter of a bid. One limit which was going up

by $10 bids, and had reached the sum of $2,090,

when the audience was suddenly surprised to

hear him ejaculate "$3,000." This, of course,

put a stop to all further competition, ai*k the

berth was knocked down to him for that sum.

It turned out, however, that the too eager buyer

had only intended to advance the usual $10 and

say "$2,100." The limit was accordingly put

up again and ultimately sold to another for $2,-

300.—Toronto World.

The frame work of the knitting feretory on

Goderich street, Halifax, is fast approaching

completion. The manufactory will give work

to some forty or fifty hands.

M. Legru, the Paris capitalist, now in Que-

bec, says that fifty millions of francs have been

subscribed in France for investment in local in-

dustries in Quebec Province.

One Experience from Many.— I had been

sick and miserable so long and had caused my
husband so much trouble and expense, no one

seemed to know what ailed me, that 1 was com-

pletely disheartened and discouraged. In this

frame of mind I got a bottle of Hop Bitters and

used them unknown to my family. I soon

began to improve and gained so fast that mj
husband and family thought it strange and un-

natural, but when I told them what hid helped

me they said " Harrali for Hop Bitters ! long

may they prosper, for they have made mother
well and us happy."—The Mother. — Home
Journal.
A Reliable Fact.—It is an established fact,

that Hagyard's Pectoral Balsam is the best

cure for coughs, colds, sore throat,
_
asthma,

croup, bronchitis, and all troubles arising from

neglected colds. Price 25 cents.

Decline of Man.—Tmpotency of mind, limb

or vital function, nervous weakness, sexual de-

bility, and all diseases caused by indiscretions

and abuse, are radically and promptly cured by

the use of Mack's Magnetic Medicine, which is

for sale by all responsible druggists. See adver-

tisement in another column.
Weak Lungs and How to Make Them

Strong.—Breathe with the mouth closed, have

access at all times to pure air, exercise moder-

ately, eat nourishing but sample food, and take

that best of all cough remedies. Hagyard's

Pectoral Balsam, it speedily cures all throat

and lung troubles of adults or children. 1'rice

25 cents per bottle.

When Doctors Disagree, Who Shall De-
cide?—Nothing is more variable than the dif-

ferent opinions of medical men; but when they

fail to agree, or perform a cure in a chronic

disease, the patients often decide for them-

selves, and take Burdock Blood Bitters, and

speedily recover. It is the grand key to health

that unlocks all the secretions, and liberates the

slave from the captivity of disease.

Hagyard's Yellow Oil will be found in-

valuable for all purposes of a family medicine.

Immediate relief will follow its use. It relieves

pain, cures chilblains, frost lutes, scalds, burns,

corns, rheumatism, neuralgia, etc. For inter-

nal use it is none the less wonderful. One or

two doses frequently cure sore throat. It will

cure croup in a few minutes. A few bottles has

often cured asthma. Colic has been cured by a

a teaspoonful dose. It cures willi the utmost

rapidity, It is really a wonderful medicine.

No Impossibility.—People often say, when
suffering in the first stages of Consumption, or

suffering from lung disease, if their physician

fails to effect a cure, " my case is a hopeless one,

and my enjoyment of health again is an impos-

sibility." The celebrated French Count Mira-

beau's nasty temper is well known. "Monsieur
le Comte" said his secretary to him one day,
" the thing you require is impossible." " Im-
possible "' exclaimed Mirabeau, starting from
his chair, " never again use that foolish word in

my presence." It is well-known that N. H.
Downs' Vegetable Balsamic Elixir h;is brought

to health and strength thousands who were told

by doctors that their recovery was impossible.

Be. not deceived by any apparent impossibilities;

always use the Elixir.

J. F. LAWTON
Alexandria Saw Works

SAINT JOHN, N.B.
SawH.of all kinds manufactured from
the BEST CAST STEEL that can be

procured in any Market.

EVERY SAW WARRANTED.
SAWS REPAIRED in the beet manner

and on Short Notice.

Send Address lor Price List, Terms, &c

«-22 J. F. LAWTON.

ROBERT W. LOWE,
AUCTIONEER AND COMMISSION MERCHANT

81 SANDS BUILDING, PRINCE WILLIAM STREET.
Cash advanced on Goods put in for sale. i3TNo Storage charged. All kind* of Merohandl<«-

BouKht and Sold. New and Second-hand Furniture alwaj sob band ', r n-,/<.o,iir«i a <

VV1NTHROP- COOKING RANGES, WATERLOO WOOD BTO V BB, W&A N K t J S , A <fc£, Ac
1<221y SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

J. DAVIES & Co.
46 Church Street, Toronto.

Sells all sort of Lumber on Commission. Advances on
Consignments. Prices given on application. Whole
Stocks disposed on very low Commission. lyi/16

MACK'S MAGNETIC MEDICINE.

Is a Sure, Prompt and Effectual Remedy for 2V< rvou i-

ness in ALL its stages, Weak Memory, Loss of Drain
Power, Sexual Prostration, Night Sweats, Superina
torrncea, Seminal Weakness, and General Loss of
Power, It repairs Nervous Waste, Rejuvenates the
Jailed Intellect, Strengthens the Enfeebled Brain and
Restores Surprising Tone and Vigor to the Exhausted
Generative Organs. The experience of thousands
proves it an Invaluable Rkmf.dv. The medicine is

pleasant to the taste, and each box contains sufficient

tior two week's medication, and is the cheapest and best.

aSTFull particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire
to mail free to any address.

Mack's Magnetic Mctlicinc is sold by Druggists
at Sn cts, per box, or 12 for $5, or will be mailed
free of postage, on receipt of the money, by addressing

MACK'S MAGNETIC MEDICINE CO.,
dl38-w49 Windsor, Ont., Canada.

Sold by all Druggists in Canada.

GRATEFUL -COMFORTING.

PPS'S COCOA
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,
and by a careful application of the fine properties of
well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our break-
fast tables with a delicately flavored beverage which
may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the
judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist

every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle mala-
dies are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may e9cape many a fatal

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
blood and a properly nourished frame."

—

Civil Service
Gazette.

.Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in

packets and tins only (J-lb. and lb.) labelled

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,

London England. Ll9-ly

11
NIL DESPERANDUM."

TRADE SHARK Important to Nervous Sufferers.

rpiIE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
JL for Nervous Debility and all

Nervous Affections, including Sper-
matorrhea, Seminal Weakness, etc.,

result of Self-abuse, indiscretion, kc
is GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
This is the only remedy which has
ever been known to permanently cure
Palpitation and other affections of the
Heart, Consumption in its earlier

stages, Rushing of blood to the head,

._ Stomach, Indigestion,TRADE MARK
Loss of Memory, Want of Energy,
Hasbfulness, Desire for Solitude, Low
Spirits, Indisposition to labor on ac-

count of weakness, Universal Lassi-

tude, Pain in the back, Dimness of

Vision, Premature old age, etc. Full

particulars in our pamphlet which We
send securely sealed on receipt of a

:i cetit stamp. The Specific is now
sold by all Druggists at si per pack- _.„...„
age, or a for Sft, or will be sent free AFTEK
by mail on Receipt of money by addressing THE
GREY MEDICINE CO., 3 Mechanics' Block, Detroit,

Mich. . 24L13

is no excuse for suffering

CONSTIPATION
I and a thousand other diseases that owe
I their origin to a disordered state of the I

Stomach and Bowels, ami inaction of^
the Digestive Organs, when the use oil

* DR. HENRY BAXTER'S^ *

Swill give immediate relief, andD
"in a short time effect a pcrma- r

! nent cure. After constipation follows I

Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Indi-

gestion, Diseases of the Kid-
neys, Torpid Liver, Rheuma-
itism, Dizziness, Sick Head-
ache, Loss of Appetite, J un-

I dice, Apoplexy, Palpitations, I

Eruptions and Skin Diseases, n
etc., all of which these Bitters will

\

speedily cure by removing the r nise.

Keep the Stomach, Bouxls, and Digestlry Organ* I

in good 'corking order and perfect !: ill k

I

will be the result. Ladies and others r i 'ijeetl

to SICK HEADACHE will find - lief |

and permanent cure by the use of these 1 tea

Being tonic and milillv piirs.iiive tUcy|

PURIFY THE BLO iD
by expelling all Morbid Secretions.

PRICE 25 CTS. PER BOTTLE.
I For pale by all dealers in medicine. Send ad-

1

dress for pamphlet, free, giving full directions. I

HENRY, JOHNSONS & LORD, PROPS.,
MONTREAL. I

H0PfBITTERS,
(A Medicine, not a Drink,)

COXTAIXS

hops, Brcnr, .iiandrake,
DANDELION.

And titr TfmtsT axt> r>F.sTMFr>iCALQTTAi.T-|
TIKS OF ALL OTUEB lilTTKRS.

THEY CUB1I
All Dlseasesof thoStomach. Rowels. TUood.|
Liver. Kidneys, and Urinary Organs. Ner-

ousness. S'lecplessnessand especially
Female Complaints.

S.OOO IN COLD.
Will be paid for a ease they -will not. enre orB
help, or lor anvthins impure or injurious

found in them.

Ask your drufrgist for Hon Bitters and try!
them before you sleep. Take no Other.)

D.I. C Is an absolute and irresistibleenre for|
Druukeuess, use of opium, tobacco and

narcotics.HHB Sunti fob Circular.

All *V*ve sold by dnipsists.

Hop liltrrs Mfgi Co., Ro,-hHttr. N. Y.. A Toi-ncto, OutJ



8 THE CANADA LUMBERMAN.
SUGGESTIONS FKOM MAINE.

It was given out fifteen or twenty years ago
that the lumber producing capacity of the state

of Maine was nearly exhausted, and the time
was fixed, by those learned in forest lore, when
the last mill would be shut down, the occupa-
tion of the Maine lumberman would be gone,
and the prestige of that political division of the
republic known as the Pine Tree State would
linger over it only as a memory. In truth a
part of this prophecy has come to pass, for a
large proportion of the pine of Maine has been
exhausted, and spruce is now the great depen-
dence of the manufacturers. Yet a good deal of
pme is still cut in that state, and the supply is

likely to be prolonged by a system of economy
that is the genius of eastern industry, and is but
little appreciated or practised in the West.
Tins economy is habitual in all lumbering
operations in Maine, and pertains to the cutting
of spruce, hemlock, and other timbers, as well as
to pine. its peculiarity is that the largest
timber is cut first, while the smaller is lett, and
carefully preserved to grow for a future supply,
in this way the timber lands of Maine have been
repeatedly cut over, to a large extent, at least.

£et a stranger passing through these same
lorests would scarcely recognize the fact that
they had supplied the eastern cities for years
witn millions of feet of lumber, for the growth
of trees still thickly covers the land, it is only
by observing the stumps that are here and there
scattered amidst the standing timber that one
would begin to realize that these silent and
sombre woods once echoed with the ringing
sound of the axe, the crash of falling trees, and
the shouts of loud-voiced teamsters. So well

Lave the economy of man and the forces ol

nature done their work, that the forests ot

Maine still maintain their primeval appearance,
and promise to supply the sturdy woodsman
with employment for an indefinite period to

come. As a leading land owner recently put it

to the writer, with a latitude of faith, " With
the present system continuously practised, the

timber supply in Maine will last to all eter-

nity."

Xhe advantages derived from this system of

forest preservation are worthy of consideration

in localities where a more careless method is

pursued. One advantage is that timber becomes
a source of repeated revenue, as crop after crop

is taken from it. First the larger growth of

pine is assorted out ; then the larger growth of

Spruce, perhaps ; then the hemlock can be cut.

in a tew years this process can be repeated, the

growth of the timber constantly creating a

supply ot larger trees. This development of

supply is peculiarly conserved and stimulated

by itself. In other words, none of the land

being wholly denuded of forest, the humidity
and wealth of the soil is preserved, and tires do
not sweep over the country, as in Michigan and
Wisconsin, destroying the timber, root, trunk
and branch. it is indeed stated that a devas-

tating tire is impossible in the state of Maine,
and certain it is that we have no knowledge of

such wide-sweeping conflagrations as have de-

voured the forest wealth of Canada, Michigan
and Wisconsin, Here is a practical example of

that kind of forest preservation that the ad-

vocates of forestry laws would see generally

adopted and enforced.

in Maine the individuals directly associated

with the lumber and timber interests are group-

ed in three classes :—The owners of the lauds
;

the operators, or those who get out and sell the

logs, and the manufacturers. Of course these

classes often intermingle their interests. The
land owners, however, form the most distinct

class, and are the autocrats of the situation, as

the landlords usually are. Ihey are men of

capital, and are a long-headed community.

They are the possessors ot the foundation of the

lumber interest, and are content to bide their

time. They value their lands for the timber

they will produce, and intend to make the most
of it, as the system which they pursue, already

indicated, abundantly shows. They found out,

years since, that the farmer does not seek a

settlement on their timber tracts, but prefers,

instead, to emigrate to the West. The soil,

though rich, is not abundant, a large portion of

the surface being occupied by rocks. It is

thought too, and probably with truth, that the

prohibition legislation of Maine has acted as a

deterrent to many foreign emigrants who would

otherwise settle in the state. Certain it is that

the hardy j Scandinavians or Germans could

make themselves comfortable homes in the Pine

Tree State as quickly as anywhere else, and

secure the benefits of nearness to profitable

markets, as well as greater nearness to the

Fatherland. A heavy, land owner of Bangor,

who was himself a temperance man, and not

opposed to anti-liquor legislation, admitted to

the writer that he had no doubt butAthat the
" Maine law " had prevented many foreigners

from settling in that state. He even said that,

under the circumstances, he never expected to

see the forest lands of Maine cleared and settled,

for this prejudice against the sumptuary law of

the state had got abroad, and it would be nearly

impossible to destroy it ; and the rugged lands

of Maine must be settled' by^foreigners if at all.

No doubt this fact of the unmarketableness of

the wild lands of Maine has prompted the

owners of it to make the most possible of its

timber resources.

The general practice is for the owners of the

land to sell permits to the operators to lumber

on their property. It is usually owned by town-

ships, and the boundary lines of these local

divisions mark the disposal of limits. The
choice of townships, both as to ownership and

the granting of permits, is of course determined

by their nearness to streams or lakes suitable

for getting logs to the'mills. The Maine lum-

berman is quite particular about this, and looks

with disfavor upon lands that a Michigan or

Wisconsin operator would think quite accessible

—by means of a logging railroad if by no other.

Some of the remoter sections in the northern

part of Maine are regarded as of little value

by both owners and operators, and they do not

even make an effort to stretch their imagina-

tions to the time when the demand for lumber

and the building of railroads will make these

far away districts available. It would seem

that here the " Downeaster " is less sagacious

than his Western compeer ; for the latter is al-

ready ranging the mountains of Montana for

timber prospects, or hunting pine half way from

Lake Superior to Hudson Bay.

In selling permits to operators to cut timber

it would seem at first blush as if they conferred

upon the purchaser an unlimited privilege to cut

and slash according to his own free will, to the

most reckless destruction of timber, a result di-

rectly opposed to the preserving policy that has

been heretofore indicated. But here profit

steps in as a conservative element. The opera-

tors, in order to realize as much as possible on

an operation, must cut all the largest timber,

discarding the smaller growth. Though the

permit grants them the privilege of cutting as

much as they wish within certain specified

boundaries, it does not require them to cut

more than they desire ; in fact, there is no

amount stipulated. Economy, then, dictates

that the operation shall be a profitable one, and

to secure this result the larger trees only are

selected, while the smaller ones are left to grow.

This system causes a constant competition to

secure eligible locations for logging, and deters

men from going back into the remoter districts,

as they would be more apt to do than if the

operators owned the land. Spruce stumpage

near streams, or where two logging streams

join, sells at $4 and $4.50 per thousand, w hile

that which is farther away from the water will

bring but $2.50, more or less.

The mill men of Maine have got into the

habit of competing with each other so sharply

in the purchase of their log stock that they have

narrowed the margins of their business down to

a mere thread of selvage ; and this mainly de-

pends on the ups and downs of freight rates.

This limited margin is said to be a folly on the

part of the manufacturers ; for if they would

combine together for a regulation of prices they

could secure them as well as not. Probably the

mill men themselves would tell a different story.

It is said that often, late in the season, when

freight rates become so high as to sweep away

all their margins, the manufacturers let their

cargoes go to sea without insurance, alleging as

an excuse that the margins were all gone any-

way, and if the lumber goes to the bottom, or

up in smoke, they will have saved their insur-

ance money in either event ; a not very consola-

tory reflection, in fact, after the cost of produc-

tion has been annihilated, which might have

been saved by insurance.

The hemlock of Maine is one of the principal

sources of timber wealth in that state. There

is a belt of this kind of timber, forty miles in

width, and running entirely across the state,

from New Brunswick to New Hampshire. The
principal profit from

;
hemlock is derived from

the bark, which is worth at the tanneries SC. -00

a cord. The^heaviest of these'.latter are situat-

ed along the European_&'North American rail-

way, which, in the eastern part of the state,

traverses the hemlock belt. They are located

with especial reference to the bark supply, and

will exist as long, and no longer, as that supply

lasts. Since the building of the European &
North American Railway, and the rising of the

tanning industry along the line, there has been

a great scramble for hemlock lands, the leather

companies securing all that was possible. At
first it was thought that hemlock was only

valuable for its bark, but 'the constantly in-

creasing consumption of lumber has given value

to hemlock timber, also, though it is not enor-

mous. T^or several years after the bark indus-

try arose, _the stumpage of hemlock sold for

$1.25, the bark being worth 81, while twenty-

five cents was skimped out of the log. Latterly

that figure has been considerably raised, and the

prospect is that the value of hemlock will con-

tinue to increase.

Of late years a special feature of the lumber

industry has sprung up in Maine, which con-

sists of sawing second growth timber into box

boards. This manufacture is mostly carried on

in the winter season,"by small mills, when the

large ones aro shut down. The demand for

box boards is very brisk from the manufacturing

towns in Massachusetts, Rhode Island and

Connecticut, and the narrow stuff which is

sawed out of small, second growth timber, is

sufficient for the purpose, and at the same time

can be afforded at a reasonable figure. This

special demand has. stimulated a special effort

to supply it, and the sawing of box boards has

become quite distinct from the general lumber

manufacture. The logs are sawed up without

being squared or slabbed, and the lumber brings

in Boston from 814 to 81 ti per thousand.

—

North-

western Lumberman.

A LUMBERMAN'S LIFE.

The Philadelphia Times says :—The post of

danger in the duties of a lumberman is on the

jams, and there the most skilful men are sent.

Pitfalls will open in the midst of a solid mass of

timber, and then close in a moment, after hav-

ing dragged a man down beyond all help ; a log

will move a few inches slowly and unnoticed,

and then with a movement like an arrow strike

a man, crushing the life out of him in an instant.

On every side dangers are lurking, and he is

fortunate that passes a spring without injury.

There is something attractive in the looks of a

log jam, and if the fascination that danger has

were taken from it, still he would rather work

there than on the shore. The long, narrow sea

of white timber, cracking and writhing with the

current, the water roaring and foaming as it

escapes from its prison under the logs, and the

logs themselves moulded into fantastic shapes

by the terrible pressure behind them, all have

an attraction for men who are impressed by

strength or picturesqueness.

Floods are made by large floating dams, and

will raise the water several feet, lifting the jam
up into the air as if it were a toy boat. If a

specially large flood is needed, two and some-

times three are used at a time, the flood gates of

the lower dam being opened just as the water

from the dam above reaches it. In this way an

immense " splash " is obtained that^only the

most refractory jams can success fully com I at.

There are few grander sights to be seen any-

where than the moving of a large log jam. The
grand strength with which they move,

tearing out the largest trees and forcing every-

thing before them, and the fierce motion of the

logs, like the crazy shuttles of some giant

machine, and the perfection of force compel en-

thusiasm from the most phlegmatic spectator.

The wild hurrahs of the men on the logs add to

the excitement, and the observer is quite sure to

find himself running along by the side of the

moving mass cheering as if he hail w on a battle.

The men who are at work scarcely realize the

danger, they are so carried away by the excite-

ment, and they may be seen jumping from one

log to another and cheering as though perfectly

safe on solid ground, instead of a dangerous sea

of moving logs that are continually rising and
falling and dodging this way and that, driven

by the flood of water furnished by the floating

dams. The skill shown by experienced floaters

in riding logs is wonderful, and it seems im-

possible for human dexterity to reach such per-

fection. A jam will sometimes form where pre-

cipitous rocks make it impossible for the men
to escape on either side, and they must ride the

logs for several rods. In such places the water
is always swift, sometimes forming rapids, and
watching the logs tumbling, jumping and rolling

along with a deafening roar, one wonders how
men can live among them for an instant. Be-

hind the jam breakers come the sackers with

their teams, drawing the logs that jams have

forced far out on the banks and rolling in those

on the shore. " Bringing ^up the rear," is the

technical term given this work by the lumber-
men, and it is no more desirable than occupying
the same position in the army. It is terribly

cold work too, wading in the snow water, ice

freezing on the levers and on the clothing

wherever exposed |to the air, and makes the

spectators shiver to watch them. But the
hardy lumbermen do not mind it. They expect

it, and their strength is equal to the demand.
At mealtime they all come with prodigious

appetites for their rations, that are as hot as

can be eaten. Hot biscuits, potatoes, eggs,

meat, tea, coffee and everything else, solid and

liquid, are smoking like the steam from a loco-

motive, while generous draughts from the cup
that inebriates add their fuel to the general fire.

No cold victuals are current in log-floating time,

all the chill required is found in the ice water,

and something has to be taken to counteract its

influences.

The nights are spent in camps, where the

roaring fires burn all night, jartially to dry the

wet clothes that must be put on in the morning.

Coming into the room where the clothes are

hung, a great cloud of steam is seen that rises

to the ceiling, where it condenses, and either

falls down in drops or evaporates on the warm
boards, and the clothes are all smoking as if en-

-.•:i_"< <l in a contest. When the river is reached

the life changes. There are few jams to break,

less wading, and more riding in boats, and all

the work is easier and less dangerous. If the

logs stop on a rock that is out in the middle of a

river, a boatman carries some men there who

may roll them off and get into the boat again

without danger and without getting wet. There

are logs along the shore to be rolled in. but the

water is not as swift as in the runs, and in the

deep water a man can stand with comparative

safety. Everything is easier, and the day the

river is reached is almost a holiday among the

lumbermen.

Talk Abonl limb. r.

The Kingston JTAi<7 says a gentleman, whose

knowledge of the timber trade is well known,

stated that the timber trade this year had been

better than it had been for some years. He did

not think that unchartered vessefc lost anything,

as they secured fully as high rates as those that

had been engaged last winter. The freights

paid fairly well, but nothing more than vessels

ought to earn ; in fact if the profits were less no

person could afford to build vessels or keep

them in repair. This winter, he thought, it

would be difficult to obtain charters, as the

owners of timber were likely to hold off until

the spring. This was owing to the fact that

last summer rates fell to lower figures than those

for which vessels had been chartered. He
thought this holding oo would be a wrong policy,

as when there was a demand for vessels the cap-

tains would be more independent There will

really be a larger amount of timber for moving

next year than this. The method of chartering

will be the very opposite to that which was

adopted last winter. If there be good rates

for grain, vessels will prefer to carry it. Grain

freights this year were, however, far below the

average, and not nearly so good as the year

before. A 6c. freight from Toledo and a return

cargo of iron ore to Ashtabula or Cleveland

would be better than a 870 freu/h* *"> timber

from the same port.
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The number of rafts that have passed through

the draw of the bridge over the Mississippi, at

Davenport, Iowa, the present season is 947.

A Poplar tree in Etowah county, Alabama,

measured twenty-five feet in,, circumference.

One in Barren county, Ky., measured thirty-

three feet.

Major A. B. Watson, of Grand Rapids, has

recently bought pine lands in Louisiana which

is estimated to cut 350,000,000 feet. He has un-

loaded all his pine lands'in Michigan, the Eagle

says.

There are 150,000,000 feet.of;!logs;iin7a solid

jam above Croton piers, Muskegon River,

Newaygo county, Mich. The drive is hung up

for the season. It is thought that the logs below

the Newaygo will last the mills at Muskegon

till they are shut down.

The Privy Council has just given a decision

sustaining the "Act respectingjjuniform condi-

tions in policies of fire insurance," passed by the

Ontario Legislature as constitutional, and de-

claringkthat it does not interfere with the matter

of " trade and commerce," z& allotted to the

Dominion Legislature.

The black walnut timber of Arkansas will

prove a mine ofjwealth. In fact there is not a

more profitable crop that can be raised on

southern soil than blackj walnut, and it is not

wide of the mark to say that the.growing of this

valuable timber will be one of the greatest in-

dustries on the southwestern prairies at no dis-

tant day.

The cold weather has compelled the Chau-

diere mills to close down for the season. The
cut this year, though not as large as anticipated,

was an extensive one. The demand throughout

the season forjsawn lumber has been good, and

prices have not been as high since 1872. Com-
paratively speaking very^little stock will be

wintered here.

It is said that operations will shortly be com-

menced with a view to rendering the Lievere

River navigable between Buckingham and

High Falls, to the great advantage of the lum-

bermen and phosphate miners! in that district.

This is a much better way of spending the sur-

plus than in making paltry reductions which no-

body would feel.

A large pine tree on the site of old Fort

Herkimer, New York, which had escaped the

axe of the woodman because it had given shelter

to General Washington and party, while dining

beneath its boughs, when on his way to visit

Fort Stanwix, was blow down in a gale a short

time since. It was over four feet in diameter

at the butt and over one hundred and fifty feet

in height.

In a report on the forests of British Colum-

bia, Prof. Dawson, of the Geological Survey of

Canada, dwells upon the importance of the tim-

ber trade of the Dominion. The Douglas fir, or

Oregon pine, is the most valuable tree he refers

to." It is often more than eight feet in diameter,

and from 200 to 300 feet high, forming dense

forests, The Western hemlock and red cedar

are next in importance, and grow to a great

size.

The Nashville American learns from a re-

sponsible lumberman that there is now on hand
in that city 30,000,000 feet of sawed lumber,

which could be delivered in a day, if that were
necessary. Besides this amount, Nashville

lumber dealers own 10,000,000 feet of lumber on

the river and along the various railroads leading

into the city, making a grand total of 40,000,000

feet of lumber now in the market. A large

number of agent* froi.i the northwest are now
in Tennessee seeking timbered lands.

The Lumberman?! Gazelle says that the mag-
nitude of the cedar business in Alpena county
may be somewhat imagined by the fact that

during the present season Bolton & McRae,
who are the largest dealers in that kind of tim-

ber, have shipped 350,000 railroad ties, and
250,000 fence posts ; and besides the above,

there has been »hip]**l large quantities of ties

and porta by Bewick, Comstock & Co., John-

rowe 4 Donnelly, Morse & Dewey, Folkerts &
M';Fhee, and others, the sum total of which
would no doubt reach 600,000 tie* and 500,000

THE EXPORT LUMBER TRADE.

The Montreal Gazette "says the shipments of

deals from that port to the United Kingdom
during the season of 1881 just closed consisted

of 38 cargoes, containing 21,838,287 feet, against

19,781,885 feet in 1880, showing an [increase of

2,056,402 feet. The shipments of deals from

from Pierreville during the past season were five

cargoes, aggregating 2,097,502 feet. The total

shipments of deals and lumber from Montrea to

South America and the United Kingdom for

the past season ^amount to 34,704,228 feet

against 28,250,919 feet for the season of 1880

which 9hows an increase of 0,453,309 feet. The

following is a detailed statement of deal ship

ments from Montreal and Pierreville to the

United Kingdom and (the Continent for 1881

as furnished by Messrs. Anderson, McKenzie,

& Co. :—
FROM MONTREAL.

Name of Vessel. No. feet.

Thule 626,764
Carla 426,391

Haab 739,924
Lord Palmeraton 514,085
Mallard 518,952
Alida 282,012
Lindola 314,967
St. Kilda 870,732
LakeSimcoe 211,860
Statsminster Stang 270,930
Falde 381,892
Adele 273,595
Arnim 240,432
Aeger 378,730
Memlo 836,715
Lake Nepigon 65,000
Port Royal 227,727
Prince Llewelyn 242,027
Elizabeth Mary 235,042
Hilda 663,300
Amal 394,671
Beaconsfield 595,580
Xenia 572,220
Texas 277,100
Mississippi 198,741
Texas 140,561
Pido 155,127
Dronning Louise 427,130
Montreal 39,600
Virgo . 426,360
Glendonwyn 140,580
Wayfafer 601,920
Roycroft 518,760
Ocean King 196,020
Laura Emily 607,860
Garden Island 762,300
Nebo 536,580
Dampier 326,700

Total 21,838,287

FROM PIERREVILLE.
General Birch 745,415
Indiana 476,255
Framines 638,495
Cap 520,167

Marv A. Wilson 318,230

Total 2,697,562

The total shipments of deals and lumber

from Montreal were as follows in the years :

—

1881. 1880.

To U. K. and Continent. . . . 21,838,287 19,784,885
To South America 12,865,941 8,566,034

Total 34,704,228 28,250,919

Feeble Ladies.—Those languid, tiresome
sensations, causing you to be scarcely able to

be on your feet; that constant drain that is

taking from your system all its elasticity
;

driving the bloom from your cheeks ; that con-

tinual strain upon your vital forces, rendering
you irritable and fretful, can easily be removed
by the use of that marvelous remedy, Hop
Bitters. Irregularities and obstructions of your
system are relieved at once, while the special

cause of periodical pain is permanently remo-
ved. Will you heed this?

—

Cincinnati Satur-

day Night

The Saddest of Sad Sights—the grey hairs

of age being brought with sorrow to the grave
is now, we are glad to think, becoming rarer

every year as the use of Cingalese Hair Re-
storer becomes more general. By its use the
scanty locks of age once more resume their

former color, and the hair becomes thick and
luxuriant as ever ; with its aid we can now defy
the change of years, resting assured that no
Grey Hair at any rate will come to sadden us.

50 cents per bottle.

Honesty.—It is commonly said that you can-
not make an honest man believe that white is

black and vice versa, but those who have grey
hair by usingthe " Cingalese Hair Rkxev. hr,"

will find that this apparent difficulty i> ea .ly

overcome. 50 cents per bottle.

Hagvard's Yellow Oil is at the head of

the list for all purposes of a family medicine.
It is used with unprecedented success, both in-

ternally and externally. It cures sore throat,

burns, scalds, frost bites
;
relieves, and often

cures asthma.

Petitions to Parliament should be written in

a bold, round, open hand, for which purpose
E.-terbrook's blunt and broad pointed pens are

the best. Address the Esterbrook Steel Pen
On., 20 John St, New York, for samples.

Respect.—The Grey Hairs of oldagedemand
and should receive respect—but the Orey Hairs
of young people require attention—in the way
ot using Cingalese Hair Renewer. 50 cents per

bottl»,
i

D. S. BRIGGS,
9 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

'.',11'. LP- J.I. DKAI.KK IN

Clear, Picking's, Common and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, &c.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER.
Ll2-ly

J. K. POST & GO.

LUM3ER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEG-O, INT. ~5T-3
Ll21>

J. & F. N. TEMANT
Dealers in all kindb of

Lumber, Lath & Shingles,

Office, Union Loan Building,

Toronto Street, Toronto.
L2426

S. S. MUTTON & Co,

Wholesale Lumber Dealers
TORONTO.

We have for Sale a large quantitv of PINK, OAK,
WHITEWOOD, ASH, CHESTNUT, CHERKV, BUT-
TERNUT, BASSWOOD, &c.
m"P.S.—A SET OF TUB MACHINERY FOR SALE,

CHEAP—OR EXCHANGE FOR LUMBER. lyLl6

A. L. UNDERWOOD
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

White Pine, Basswood & Hardwood,

82 King Street East,

TORONTO, ONT.
7

1VL16

Union Street, Carleton,

Warerooms, "Water Street,

ST. JOHN, N. B.

Allan Brothers
(Late of Harris & Allen)

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Steam Engines
AND

MILL MACHINERY.
Ships Windlasses, Iron Capstans

and Ships CASTINGS of all kinds.

Ships Cambooses & Cabin Stoves

COOKING AND HEATING

STOVES,
Shop, Office and Parlor Stove9, and Franklins.

Agricultural Implements.

BRASS CASTINGS.
Tin, Sheet Iron and Copper Ware lor SHIP and

1,22-ly HOUSE us*.

PORTLAND FOUNDRY.

Joseph McAfee,
(Late Afttttt MiA/ekj

Warehouse, Main St., ot. John, NB.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

Hi • , • r ur

Cooking, Ship, Parlor & Office Stoves

MILL CASTINGS
Ship Windlasses, Capstans, and

Ship Casting of all :c.nds,
(MADE To (MBDBLJ

PoA'Qr Capstans. Patenl Ship Pumps
ly With Copj er Chamber. l20

Lead Scuppers & Water Closets & all

goods in my line fot bhips' use.

Work done to Order with Qmck Despatch,

IRWIN & BOYD
Commission

Lumber Dealers,

FORWARDERS,

Shipping^GeneralAgents

PORT HOPE.

PRACTICAL
Founders, Machinists,

And Millwrights.

Manufacturers of Marine and Hori-
zontal and Portable

Engines, Boilers
Grain Eleuators & Steam Hoists,

Saw and Flour Mill Machinery.

With Latest Improvements A SPECIALTY

The ABEL EDWARDS CENTENNIAL
TURBINE WATER. WHEEL.

RODEBATJGH'S SAW FRAME, MILL
LOGS and SAW C-TJ1DE3.

WATER WORKS, THE LATEST AND
MOST IMPROVED, MADE TO ORDER.

LIGHT and HEAVY BRASS and IRON
CASTINGS.

lans and Specifications on application.'

The Walkerville Foundry
A2sD

MACHINE WORKS.
W&lkarrilU, Ont., Jun* 1881.
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MONTREAL.
From Our Own Correspondent.

Dec. 8th.—As usual at this season of the

year the lumber trade has been very quiet, and

confined to a small local demand. After the

New Year, Americans generally come over to

try and pick up some car lots, after which we

hope to have a little more to say. Stocks of

clear lumber in the city are small, but of the

common kinds there is abundance to meet all

the requirements. People in the trade are

keeping down their stocks as much as possible

till after stock taking. They prefer doing this

and taking the chance of getting car lots as they

are required. The extra winter freights by rail,

which amount to about forty per cent, on the

North Shore Railway, have prevented some

pretty large contracts from being made. Prices

generally are firm, but as yet we cannot make
any change on our late list, which we again ro-

peat :

—

Pine, 1st quality, $ M 832 00(940 00
Pine, 2nd " V M 18 00<a24 00
Pine, shipping culls, $ M 12 00W16 00
Pine, cull deals, ¥M 8 00(»10 00
Pine, mill culls, iPM 5 00c<* C 50
Spruce, $IM 8 00010 00
Hemlock, $ M 8 00010 00
Ash, run of long culls out, TP M 16 00(rfl8 00
Bass, " " |M 14 00016 00
Oak, $ M 35 00046 00
Birch, |M 17 00020 00
Hard Maple, VM 18 00025 00
Lath, $ M 1 260 1 35
Shingles, 1st, |M 3 00(S> 0 00
Shingles, 2nd, W M 2 00(rt> 0 00

CoHDWOon.—The market is firm and likely to

remain so, as stocks, both of coal and wood, arc

less this year than usual, and dealers seem con-

fident of higher prices soon, unless the North

Shore Railway brings in a very extra supply.

All wood has been removed from the wharves,

and supplies are now drawn from the railway

depot. The weather has been so mild of late

that the demand has been very quiet, but to-

night the thermometer is nearly at zero, and

there is every appearance of a cold spell, so that

more activity is looked for from this out. Our
quotations are now from the railway depot, ex

cartage :

—

Long Maple SO 50
Short " C 00
Long Birch 0 00
Short " 5 60
Long Beech 5 60
Short " 5 00
Long Tamarack 4 60
Short " 4 40

TORONTO.
From Ovr Own Correspondent.

Dec. 8th.—Thelast cargo of lumber for Amori-

ean markets, for the present season, has loft this

place, and lumber matters have assumed a quiet

aspect. A considerable quantity is still coining

forward for the local market, and shippers can

now obtain all the cars they require ; but the

trouble now is that there is not the lumber on

hand at the mills to keep up the present supply

for any considerable length of time, and the

fine open weather of the past few weeks has

enabled building operations to bo prosecuted

with as much vigor as at any time (hiring tin-

season. The clang of the bricklayer's trowel is

still heard on every hand, and there is but little

diminution in the number of buildings being

erected observable. In the early part of De-

cember of last year teams were drawing lumber

over our Bay upon the ice, and all building

operations were at a complete standstill, whereas

all tho yards now seem to have all the trade they

can do, and more yards are rising into existence,

A new firm has just opened up on tho western

confines of tho city, immediately adjoining the

municipality of Brockton. Their shinglo reads,

" Baumhard & Marshall, Builders and Lumber
Dealers," and their reputation as business men
stands well.

Then the well known firm of John Oliver &
Co. has leased the large yard formerly kept by

J. R. Sillerman. Their intention is to stock

this yard with pine, and also use it as a ware-

housing premises, so that any who wish to avail

thomselves of the privilege of doing so, can have

their lumber piled off the cars and obtain a ware-

house receipt for the same. These premises aro

especially adapted for this purpose, as cars from

nearly all tho railways can be run into the yard

and unloaded promptly. This will bo a boon

to many persons who bring lumber to this mar-

ket for sale, and in many cases incur demurrage

for detention of tho cars before they have been

able to dispose of their lumber.

The supply of dimension stuff for this market

is still extremely meagre, what little there is be-

ing fresh from the saw, and so few mills now being

in operation, bills of any considerable quantity

cannot be furnished at all promptly. The de-

mand for shingles at present is quite limited, as

a large number of the buildings now being erected

have flat roofs, covered with felt and gravel

and the better class of houses are slated. Lath

is scarce and will likely continue so for some

time to come. The only kind of lumber that is

at all like a drug on the market is the coarse

grades of boards, but should the winter continue

to be a mild one, there will not be any overstock

of this or any other kind of lumber.

At this period of the year 1880 mill men had

a large portion of their logs banked, and should

they get favorable weather for logging purposes

immediately, the season must necessarily be a

short one ; so that the outlook for good prices

for any lumber that may be placed on the mar-

ket next year is a good one, and I think that

when tho retailer comes to foot up his profit and

loss sheet for the present season, ho will find it

on the whole satisfactory, as tho number of bad

debts made in prosperous seasons like the

present is not near so large as in years of de-

pression.
QUOTATIONS.

Mill cull hoards and scantling $ 9 00

Shipping cull boards, promiscuous widths 11 00
stocks 13 00

Scantling and joist, up to 10 ft 12 00
" " " 18 ft 13 00

:«.« " " 2) ft 13 50
' " " 22 ft 14 00
" " " 24 ft 14 60
" " " 20 ft 15 50

Scantling and joist, up to 28 ft 16 00
" " '• 30 ft. 18 00
" " " 32 ft 19 00
" " " 34 ft 20 00
" " " 36 ft 23 00

!

" " " 38 ft 25 00
10 to 44 ft 30 00

Cutting up planks to dry 18 00
boards " 10 00

Sound dressing stocks 16 00
Picks Am. inspection 26 00
Three uppers, Am. inspection 34 00

B. M.
li-lnch flooring, dressed 28 00

1 J " " rough 14 00
l\ " " dressed 24 00

l| " " undressed 14 00

1 " " dressed 20 00
1 " " undressed 16 00

3 Headed Sheeting, dressed BO 00
Clapi'oarding, dressed 12 60
XXX sawn shingles, VII 2 80
XX sawn shingles 2 75

Sawn Lath 1 75

OTTAWA,
From Our Own Correspondent.

Lumber yards in this vicinity, and especially

at tho Chaudiere, are daily being depleted on a

small but noticeable scale, for, notwithstanding

that navigation is closed, large quantities of

lumber, for the fulfillment of contracts entered

into early in the season, are being forwarded by

rail to tho States, the objective point principally

being Huston. Ship) in,, facilities are steadil",

increasing, consequently proving a great boon to

the lumberman, affording them a better means

of

EXPORTING THKIH PKOIH'CTS.

A few days ago the St. Lawrence & Ottawa

Railway made connection with the Interprovin-

cial Railway bridge at tho Chaudiere. This

will prove of great value to the general trade,

and especially for the shipment of lumber. The

proposod through route from Montreal to

Chicago, touching at this point, is also another

desirable move. Tho connections will be made

shortly, negotiations for which are at present

proceeding. The exact cut in this vicinity can

as yet be but partially ascertained, but sufficient

figures can be gathered to give

AN APPROXIMATE IDEA.

Stock taking is now progressing in many yards,

and until the work is completed the total result

cannot be known. So far as learned the total

cut will be about 225,000,000 feet, considerably

less than the cut for the previous season. The
difference is accounted for by the scarcity of

logs. If circumstances had proved anyway more

favorable, there is no doubt but that operations

would be carried on to

THEIR FULLEST EXTENT,

as mostly all that can bo cut finds ready sale,

orders being numerous and rates good. The

exports of lumber from this port to the i'nited

Statfes from January 1st to November 30th

amounted to 82,069,159, being 887,002 more than

during the same period last year. The quantity

shipped was considerably less than last year,

but the increase in value is due to the advanced

rates obtained. Demand for shanty hands still

keeps good, while the supply is nothing like

what is desired.

WAGES
remain about the same, and an increase cannot

well be expected, as all the concerns are now
pretty well supplied. Operations on the limits

this winter are being carried on as extensively

as in past seasons, if not more so ; and it is ex

pected that all next season will be,—in the

history of lumbering operations in the Ottawa

Valley,—a repetition of the great boom of 1869-

70.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT

is gradually coming into more extensive use by

mill owners hereabouts. Eddy's large system

of lights work admirably ; as also does that of

Oapt. Young. Its adoption by the remainder

of the lumbermen is only a question of time.

Messrs. Parley & Pattee intend to use it both

in their large mill and on their shipping docks

next season. The contract, it is said, has already

been entered into.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Quebec Lumber Co. has given notice of

an application to Parliament for an Act of in-

c< irporation.

Messrs. McLaughlin Bros.' new steam mill

at Arnprior has been tested and works to a

charm. 200,000 feet were cut from <> o'clock a.

m. to 5 o'clock p.m. on the day of trial.

LONDON, OVI.
From Our Own Correspondent.

Dec. 10.— If it were not that Christmas is

made evident by the display of prize beef and

highly decorated Christmas birds, it would be

ilmost possible to imagine ourselves in _ the

midst of spring in this city. The season has

been remarkably open, except ft clay now

and again when we had a taste of winter, but

the snow falls have been few and light.

The opinion exprcssecl-in my last letter that

lumber would be higher in this market ere this

letter appeared lias not been verified. There

seems to have been a back action at work, or

the open season has etfeeted the demand, for

though it has not fallen off to any marked ex-

tent, prices are inclined downwards, and I be-

lieve some merchants have been se lling at lower

figures for cash, but booked accounts are charged

full tates. The general tendency, however, at

this date of writing, is easier, and there may be

a lower list to record in my next, unless some

thing not now in view turns up to stimulate the

market.

Tho lumlier contract for the new block of

wholesale stores has not yet been placed, to my

knowledge. The foot lights of tho llolman

Opera House have been finally extinguished,

vnd the work of demolition will go on at once.

There continue to be complaints of want of

proper car supply on the O.W.H. This matter

should be remedied.

QCOTATCOHS.

Mill cull boards and scantling $10 00

Shipping cull hoards, promiscuous widths 11 00
10 and 12 in. stocks 11 50

Common hoards, promiscuous widths. 13 00

Scantling and joist, up to 10 ft. 14 00
• 18 ft 14 60

<• " " 20 ft 15 50
« " » 22 ft 16 50
" " " 24 ft IS 00

Common stocks 14 00

Common 2 in. plank 13 00

Cutting up plank and hoards
Sound dressing stocks

Clear anil picks

Three uppers, Ain. inspection
.', inch dressed and matched flooring

1 " " " "

IS 00
17 00
81 00
35 00
20 00
20 00
20 00

XXX sawn shinties, t> M 2 90

Lath per 1000 feet 4 00

ST. JOHN, V B.

From Our Own Corresjiondent.

Dec. 7th.—Since our last report the river has

frozen over, closing the internal navigation for

the season, which narrows down our lumber

operations in the way of shipments to compara-

tively small dimensions.

PEALS.

Our only source of deal supply is now from

the few city mills which have logs to cut, and as

those are stocked only to a very limited extent,

the termination of the season's manufacture of

deals is not distant. Our largest shipper. Mr

A. Gibson, is reported to have recent] v bought

up all the deals for sale in this market (some

7,000,000 sup. ft.) at 311 per M., so that the

entire stock here is now in the hands of

shippers.

FREIGHTS.

The freight market w very quiet. Very little

tonnage has been offering of late, and rates

have improved. The following charters are

among the latest transactions re|*>rted ;

—

ftialto,

1,530 tons, at 58s. 9cL, and Matjilala, 27* tons,

at 60s., both for Liverpool ; Abrain Young, 756,

for Cuba, at 21c, for sugar box shooks.

SHIPMENTS.

The shipments of deals and other sawn lumber

are as follows :

—

For Europe 7,573,000 Sup. feet.

" United States 815,009 "

" West Indies 117,000

" South America 572,000

SHIPPING.

The following is a list of the vessels in )<ort,

with their tonnage and destinations :

—

Bertie Biglow, 1,142, Liverpool.

Andrew Johnson, 2,005, Liverpool.

Annie Stafford, 1,200, London.

Ahratn Young, 756, Cuba.

Atlantic, 412, Liverpool, Fleetwood or Barrow.

Thalassa, 228,

Frank Stafford, 1.1G9, Liverpool.

Emily Lowther, 702, Fleetwood.

Kialto, 1,530, Liverpool.

Arbcla, , London.

Henry, 1,095, LiverpooL

Magdala, 27S, Liverpool.

Etta Stewart,*787, discharging.

tllllM.
Dec, 7th.—Quotations at the yards are as fol-

lows :

—

Pine, clear, V M *S3 00063 00

Pine, fourths 48 00ta58 00
Pine, selects 43 00w»i3 00
Pine, good box 19 00031 00
Pine, 10-in. plank, each 00 SswOO 44

Pine, 10 in. plank, culls, each 00 190OO 22

Pine boards, 10-in 26 00*428 00

Pine, 10-in. boards, culls . .. 00 l&gOO 19

Fine, 10-in. lwords, 16 ft., * M 25 00fci30 00

inc. 12-in. l>oards, 16 ft 25 U**30 00

Pine, 12-in. hoards, 13 ft 26 00C*28 00
Pine, 1J in. siding, select 38 0CH*4O 00
Fine, IJ-in. siding, common 15 OOvrls 00

Pine. 1-in. siding, select 40 0fX<i42 00

Pine, ittch siding, common 18 00<i*19 00
Spruce, lioards, each 00 00000 16

Spruce, plank, 11 in., each 00 00000 20

Spruce, plank, 2-in., each 00 OOurtJO 30

pruce, wall strips, each 00 OtMOO 12

Hemlock, Wrds, each 00 OOurOO 13

Hemlock, joist, 4x6. each 00 OOxaOO 31

Hemlock, joist, 2jx4, each 00 OOctfOO 13

Hemlock, wall strips, 2x4, each 00 OOifiOO 10

Ash, good, * M 35 O0.*40 00
Ash. second qualitv. V M 25 (««.,:io .hi

Cherrv, good, f M 00 001*70 00
Chcrrv. common, *>M 25 OOaSb 00
< >ak, good. V M 38 00043 00
Oak, second qualitv, PM 20 0O<«25 00
Hasswood, V M 22 Ou.«2j On

llickorv, V M 36 00040 00

Maple, "Canada, V M 98 00030 00
Maple, American, per M 25 O0w28 00

Chestnut, i M 36 00040 00

Shingl, s. s|,:ncd. pine, VM 0 <«>' r. «>

2nd quality 0 000 4 50
" extra, sawed, pine 0 OtV i ,i

clear, " 0 (KM 3 30

cedar, mixed 0 00«* 3 30

cedar, XXX 0 OOif 4 00
•hemlock 0 000 2 26

Lath, hemlock. >' M 0 OOw 1 62

Lath, spruce, " «' <•' ' 1
x 7

Lath, pine, " 0 OOcpr 2 00

OSH SCO, VI.
Dec. 5th.—Market for dry uppers and pick-

ings is very fair. The demand is good for all

kinds of lumber fit for sale. The assortment is

verv fair. The leceipts are falling off. and the

season may be considered aU>ut closed.

Receipts for 18S1 167,000,000

" « 18S0 182,000.000

The following are the quotations :

—

Three uppers 342 00(345 00

Pickings 32 00(836 00

Fine, common 20 00025 00

Common " OOfJM 00

Culls 11 00013 00

Mill run lots 17 00022 00

Sidings, selected, 1 inch 30 00037 00
u inch 34 00038 00

Mill run. 1x10, 13 to 16 feet 16 00021 00

selected 20 00025 00

shippers W 00017 00

Strips, 1 and H inch mill run .. 14 00018 OB
Culls, selected OO0S2 00

Culls W 00013 ft
1x6 selected for claplwirds 00035 00

Shingles, XXX. IS inch, pine 3 850 3 90
B " " 0 800 9 M

XXX, IS inch, cedar 3 000 S 00

XX " " - - 50

Lath 1 600 1 SO

TOVOV AM»*.
04900 LOTS—SAGINAW INSPECTION.

Three uppers. *40 00045 00

Common. . .

Culls,

17 60090 00
11 590U
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CHICAGO.

Dec. 7th.—The following are the

CARGO QUOTATIONS.

Joistandscantling, yreen,ordinary lengths!J12 00@12 25

Joist and scantling;, green, 20 feet and over 14 00@16 25

Mill run, choice green 19 00@23 00

Mill run, medium, green 16 00@19 25

Mill'run, common, " 00 00@14 00

Shingles, standard 2 75@ 2 80

Shingles, extra A 2 80@ 2 90

L,atn 2 JgfcB 2 25

BUFFALO.

We quote cargo lots :

—

Uppers $40 00@45 00
Common 17 50@20 00
Culls 11 50@12 50

THE ADVANTAGES OF MECHANICAL
DRAWING.

To the Editor of the Canada Lumberman.

Sir,—Much that is taught in our schools and

colleges is primarily with a view to mental

training or mental discipline. Such is the case

with a great part of an ordinary mathematical

course or a course in the ancient classics. It is

generally admitted that such studies have little

or no practical bearing on any of the ordinary

pursuits of life. Drawing of any kind, but

particularly mechanical drawing, if viewed sim-

ply as a means of mental discipline should rank

high. It incites to the habit of correct observa-

tion, gives exercise and strength to the powers

of reason and reflection, matures the judgment,

cultivates the taste, trains the eye, and makes

the hand dexterous. A turn at good muscular

exercise is about all that is wanting for the cul-

tivation of the whole man. This is a good

showing on the score of general training. But
besides this by far its greatest value lies in the

practical advantages it offers. It is a prime

necessity in nearl3' all of the departments of art

and manufacture. The economical construction

of our modern high class work requires a care-

fully designed prearranged plan, which is usual-

ly embodied in the form of a drawing generally

made to a scale—shewing the thing as a whole,

with the several parts in their true position and

proper relation ; other drawings of portions and

sectional views are also added as required. This

is building up the thing on pajjer and has near-

ly all the advantages of genuine trial construc-

tion. The efficient draughtsmen then must

understand the builder's art, and it follows, that

to properly teach mechanical drawing is not

alone to show how neat lines of geometric

forms may be made on paper, but also to teach

the principles of the science pertaining to some

particular mechanical trade. And the work-

man, who leams, implants upon the basis of his

already acquired manual skill a knowledge of

the mechanical principles involved in the work

he performs. Crmsequently ambitious, progres-

sive young men, who have a very natural desire

to master the theory as well as the practice of

their trade, take up this study and art, for it is

really both ; not always with a view of becom-

ing expert draughtsmen and following it as a

life pursuit, but for the purpose of becoming

better masters of their own situation. They
know then not only what they are doing but

why they do it. If a new drawing is placed be-

fore them to work by, they feel an acquaint-

anceship with that sort of thing, they not only

see it but they see through it. They can begin

the work at once and begin right, while to

many engaged in the trades an average mechan-

ical drawing is about as puzzling as a mass of

Kgyptian hieroglyphics.

Every man's work should contribute to his

pleasure. Life at its best is dull enough, but it

must be dreadfully dull to the man who for

fully two thirds of his working hours has no

greater interest in what he does than the pit-

tance it gives him for daily support. He is un-

der the curse of Adam to its full extent. I am
aware that the employment of many is of such

a nature that there is nothing in it to interest

them. Their work is one perpetual treadmill

—

an endless routine soon learned and never to be

forgotten.

This is all very well when the ability of the

'irrjployee is just about equal to the situation,

and he adds to it the grace of contentment.

Be needs no lessons in drawing. Such I think

ar<; somewhat excusable if with the. monotonous

web of their daily work a little diversion is in-

terlaid. Active minds in such positions chafe and

worry and soon leave them for others where

there is scope for manual skill and mental effort

Such a man then enjoys his labor. Jt is to him

a subject of study, and of course a matter of in

terest. He learns drawing to assist him in its pro.

secution, also for the pleasure <>f knowing the

beautiful art.

A good knowledge of drawing is equal to -i

large amount of experience. Though experience

is most always valuable yet it is often overesti-

mated. Experience in doing work after clumsy

old fashioned methods is a positive disai Ivanl age,

and experience even in some good methods often

works a man into a rut and keeps him there.

Experience is valuable when used as part of our

stock of information on which we draw and
apply to the matter in hand as each particular

case may require.

The ability to do this—to turn things to ac-

count ,to make the most of a gi von net qf circum-

stances, depends most largely upon study, and

the kind of study should be that which pertains

to our own pursuit. Then with the knowledge

of drawing we are enabled to readily give

tangible form to our ideas. We express them
in a universal language. Mechanics of every

nation can read, understand and work by them.

Such, Mr. Editor, are some, of the advantages

obtainable from a study and practice of this in-

teresting subject.

Yours, &c,
W. H. TROUT.

The Australian Trade.
Messrs. Gemmell, Tuckett & Co.'s monthly

report, dated Melbourne, Sept. 27th, states that

the amount of business carried through at auc-

tion has been far in excess of the average, but

prices for some lines have receded.

American Lumber.—The shipment ex Haze

was placed at auction, realizing for white pine

shelving £13 5s. ; w. p. t. and g. ceiling, £11 2s.

6d. ; clear pine, £18 7s. Cd. to £18 per M. super
;

the trade holding light stocks.

33!

CANADIAN PACIFIOEAILWAY.

Emory's Bar to Port Moody.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

Tender for Work in British Columbia.

SEALED TENDERS will be received by the under-
signed up to NOON on WEDNESDAY, the 1st

day of FEBRUARY next, in a lump sum, for the
construction of that portion of the road between Port
Moody and the West-end of Contract GO, near Emory's
Bar, a distance of about 85 miles.

Specifications, conditions of contract and forms of
tender may be obtained on application at the Canadian
Pacific Railway Office, in New Westminister, and at
the Chief Engineer's Office at Ottawa, after 1st Janu-
ary next, at which time plans and profiles will be open
for inspection at the latter office.

This timely notice is given with a view to giving
Contractors an opportunity of visiting and examining
the grounds during the fin' season and before tha
winter sets in.

Mr. Marcus Smith, who is in charge at the office at
New Westminister, is instructed to give Contractors
all the information in his power.
No tender will be entertained unless on one of the

printed forms, addressed to F. Bratin, Esq , Sec. Dept.
of Railways and Canals, and maiked "Tender for

C. P. R."
F. BRAUN,

Dept. of Railways and Canals, ) Secretary.
Ottawa, Oct. 21th, 1881. <

12dl0 7l25

Ghipman, Renaud & Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LEATHER BELTING,

FIRE ENGINE HOSE
LACE LEATHER, &c.

724 & 126 Queen St. t25-iy

IMIO2STT E.A.L

A a

Drake Brothers Box Mill,
Provost Street Extension, New Glasgow, Pieton County, X. S.

SPRUCE, PINE IHEMLOCK SHINGLES
IB1. EL. DEAKE. 1.22-ly 3ST. IK. DEAKE.

John McGregor & Sons,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

STATIONARY,

MARINE, and

LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS,

And SHEET IRON WORK.

Portable Boilers for Threshing Machines, Shingle
Mills, etc., furnished on short notice. All Boilers
tested by cold water pressure to 150 lbs. to the square
inch before leaving the shop,

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY
BOUGHT, SOLD, OR TAKEN IX EXCHANGE FOR

NEW WORK.

S^Repairs Promptly Attended to.

188 Atwater Street, Detroit, Mich.

BRANCH SHOP,
Cor. Glengarry Ave. <& Stuart St.

WINDSOR, ONTARIO.

x£i& Suitable for 'Xmas Fresen

tSs 1-K1CES WILL BE PC CUD
10 X CbtAlEI; lliAN b.O! .-LS

WHO AIM tin ISE
LAKGE BiSscOUNTS.

TRY HiM!
Goods sent bj mail or
exprcts. 1 1 1 mi satis-

fai-tk i .i.ai^i u,0. <2* "•
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ABBAMS & HEBE
MANUFACTURERS OF

Steam Engines, Mill Gearing, Rotary Mills, Shafting,

Planers, Hangers, Pulleys, Variety Moulders.

SPECIAL MACHINERY MADE TO ORDER

Latest Improved Spool and Bobbin Machinery.

Every Variety of Heavy and Light Casting.
L24-ly

Foundry and Machine Shop on City Road,

ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

ROBIN

>94

Manufacturers

Leather,

Mill Supplies, &c.

National Manufacturing Company
202 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA.

Unufacturera of Tents for Lumbermen, Sportsmen, Camp Meetings, Photographers, Lawn and
I

ltary Encampments, with or without extra roofs, all sizes and styles, white or fancy striped,
ldew proof or plain. Prices from $5, upwards. Flags of all descriptions, (regulation sizes)

made of the best of silk-finish bunting. CAMP
BEDS (Bradley's Patent) the best bed ever invent-
ed ; size when folded 2 x 6 in. ; 3 feet long, weighing

^only 11 pounds, but strong enough to bear the
weight of any man. Waterproof wagou and horse-
covers, tarpaulins sheets, coats and leggings of
every description made to order on the premises.
#££»~Special rates to Lumbermen. Send for cata-
logue and price list to

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO.,
202 Sparks Street, Ottawa

D. McLACHLAN & SONS,
Manufacturers of all Descriptions of

steam: boilees.
SHIPS' WATER-TANKS. Repairing Punctually Attended to.

NORTH SLIP, ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.

OAK HALL
Nos. 115,117,119,121, King St. East, Toronto.

We are the most Extensive CLOTHIERS In Canada.

We carry a STOCK of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to choose from.

We watch the interest of our Customers. Our stock Is FILL of the

very best goods in Scotch, English and Canadian Tweeds.

We BUY and SELL for Cash, therefore It enables us to do busines>

on very SMALL PROFITS.

NOTE THE PRICES.
We give a Good Tweed Suit for $6 00
We give a Good Tweed Pants for 1 60
We give a Good Overalls for 0 35

LUMBERMEN!
When you visit Toronto, come direct to OAK HALL, and fit yourselves out with a
Good Suit. Remember the address :—OAK HALL, the Great One Price Clothing
House, Toronto, opposite St. Jame's Cathedral. 1\l13

Wrought Iron Shanty Cook Stoves

The Best Article ever offered to the Trade.

I have much pleasure in drawing attention to my WROUGHT IRON COOKING STOVE,
for Shanty, Hotel and Boarding House use. These Stoves are made of Heavy Sheet
Iron, the top and lining of the fire-box being of Heauy Cast Metal and all the connecting

parts of substantial Wrought Iron Work. The dimensions of these Stoves are as follows: —

SINGLE OVEN STOVE
Top surface contains six 10-inch holes, with ample room between, and one oven 18 x 24 x 26.

DOUBLE OVEN STOVE
The Double Oven has a top surface containing twelve 10-inch pot holes, with two^ovens, each 16

x 24 x 26. One nre-box of suitable size for area to be heated. Below will be found Testimonials
from some of the leading Lumbermen, who have used my Wrought Iron Cook Stoves since I

commenced manufacturing them. They are the names of gentlemen who are well Known and
reliable, and will carry more weight than any recommendation of my own could do.

The Best Stove I have ever Vsed.
Peterborough, M»y 31, 1*50.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove in our lumber-
ing operations since its introduction here, and have no hesitation in saying that I prefer it to any other. For
durability, economy and efficiency, where a large number of men are employed, it is the best stove 1 have ever
used. You can, with confidence, offer it to hotels, boarding houses and lumbermen.

Yours truly, THOS. GEO. HAZLITT.

The Stove for Lumbermen.
Peterborough, June 1st, 1830.

Adam Hall, Esq., Peterborough. My Dear Sir,—We have used your Wrought Iron Cooking Stove and rind

it ie verv satisfactorv for lumber operations, especially so on drives. We can recommend it highlv.

Yours truly, IRWrX & BOYD,

Gives the Greatest Satisfaction.

Peterborough , June 3rd, 1SS0.

A. Hall, Peterborough. Dear Sir,— I have had the Wrought Iron Cook Stove, purchased from you, in con-
stant use ever since last fall, and it gives the greatest satisfaction in every respect. I can recommend them
highly to any one who is in the lumber business. Very truly yours, GEO. HILLIARD, M.P.

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED

All the necessary TINWARE and CUTLERY for

Shanties suppied at the Lowest Prices.

ADAM HALL, Peterborough.
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HART EMERY WHEEL COMPANY, Limited

GILBERT HART, Detroit, JAMES T. BARNARD, Hamilton, SAMUEL BRIGG8, ECamilton,
^President. Secretary-Treasurer. Superintendent.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

:n as ^?

EMERY and CORUNDUM WHEELS

These Wheels are «BK i And Specially Adapted

WireS—nedKJ For Saw Gumming

Neither Animal nor Vegetable Glue or Gum being used in their composition, they are NOT LIABLE
TO HEAT, and give out no Odors, while

They Surpass All Other Wheels for Free Gutting and Durability,

We refer to the following well known Saw Manufacturers for Opinions as to the Quality of our Wheels :

Messrs. SHURLEY & DIETRICH,
GALT.

Messrs. R. H. SMITH & CO.,

ST. CATHERINES.

WE ALSO

WILLIAM HAMILTON, ESQ,
PETERBOROUGH,

Manufacturer of the Oovell Saw Sharpeners.

JAMES ROBERTSON, ESQ.,

MONTREAL.

Messrs. JAMES ROBERTSON & CO.,

TORONTO.

REFER ' TO

Messrs. H. B. RATHBUN & SON,
DESERONTO,

Lumber Merchants.
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Northey s Steam Pump Works
BOILER FEED PUMPS,

AIR AND CIRCULATING PUMPS,

STEAM FIRE PUMPS, and

WRECKING PUMPS.

MINING PUMPS,

PUMPS SPECIALLY ADAPTED for

OIL P!P*E LINES,

Am! CITY WATER WORKS.

No. 47 King William Street.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO.
SETSTJD FOE CIECULAK. 1.17-1 v

ILL SUPPLIES.
Extra Stretched and Patent Smooth Surface

EUBBER BELTING—in Stock, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 Plies.

HOYT'S CELEBRATED LEATHER BELTING.

COTTON BELTING, for Flour Mills. &c, Superior Quality.

DISSTON'S CELEBRATED MILL SAWS.
Steam Packing of all kinds, Rubber and Linen Hose, Silk Bolting Cloth, Emery
Wheels, Lacing Leather (Page's Genuine), Lard, Seal, Cylinder, Spindlo, West Vir-

ginia and Wool Oils. Our Stock includes Mill Supplies and Rubber Goods of all

kinds. ^S3*Quotations furnished for any part of Canada.

ESTEY, ALLWOOD & CO., SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK,

ESTABLISHED 18SO

L r

GEORGE BRUSH
14 to 34 King and Queen Streets, MONTREAL,

IMZ-A-ItCIEIt OF

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers, Hoisting Engines, Steam Pumps,

CIRCULAR SAW MILLS, BARK MILLS, SHINGLE MILLS,

Ore Crushers, Mill Gearing, Shafting, Hangers and Pullies, Hand and

Power Hoists for Warehouses, &c, &c,
AND AGENT FOR L25-ly

"Water's" Perfect Steam Engine Governor, and "Herald & Sisco's" Centrifugal Pumps

The Crowning Triumph of the Bell Organ
The Bell Organs have Just received the HIGHEST AWARD and SPECIAL PRIZE (Gold Medal)
at the Internationa) Exhibition, Sydney, Australia, this year for t In -h ( irgaiiN over all the Kngllsb

and American makers. This, along with the unlimited awards, prove that

THE BELL ORGANS LEAD THE WORLD.
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ORGANS forfi

inufactory Is the l.argestand Oldest In the British Empire, and the (act that
5,000 proves that they are the best In the market. We GUARANTEE ALL
ve years Correspondence invited. Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.

W. BELL &c CO.
41 to 47 East Market Suqare, GTTELPH. Ont

PARKER&EVANS
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

FAMOUS INTERNATIONAL
BOILER FLUID COMPOUND

Patented 5th March, 1877.

This Compound will save its Cost many times in one year by saving fuel.

It eradicates scale, and when the Boiler is once Clean a very small quantity
keeps it Clean and Free from all Incrustation.

It is perfectly harmless to Iron, and emits a clear pure Steam.
In ordering, mention the Canada Lumberman. Ll'Jly

504 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL.

ESTABLISHED 1874.

i !'

NORMAN'S
^WE'riECTAK APPLIANCES

ESTABLISHED 1874.

Norman's Electro Curative Appliances
RELIEVE AND CURE

Spinal Complaints, General and NERVOUS DEBILITY, Rheumatism,
Gout, Nervousness, Liver, Kidney, Lung, Throat and Chest Complaints,
Neuralgia, Bronchitis, Incipient Paralysis, Asthma, Sciatica, Sprains.
Consumption, Sleeplessness, Colds, Indigestion.
Ask for Norman's Electric Belts and you will be safe against imposition, fur they will do tbeir

work well and are cheap at any price.

A. NORMAN, i:> ... Watekville, N. B.
Dear Sir,— Please semi me a waist belt. Enclosed find price. Head band I got fur my wife

lias almost ciired lier of neuralgia, Yours truly, C. L. TILI.EY.
Numerous of such testimonials can be seen at m\ otllec, proving that they arc doing a good work and worth-.

the attention of all sufferers. Circulars free. No charge for consultation.

A. NORMAN. 4, Queen Street East, Toronto.
N.B. Trawi i«r Itupiiirc, bcal In America, ami I i< < cm BaUertet klwayi ou haml at

I i UMMialilc pricdi L1T1>

LUMBERMEN
Will always find a Large Stock of

Shanty Blankets
_A_ISrXD

HORSE BLANKETS
At LOWEST Mill Price, at

JNO. MCDONALD & CO'S

TOEOWTO.
•Send Sample Order for our LINED SHAPED

HORSE RUG, a Specialty, highly recommended for

Wear and Warmth.
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WILLIAM CAMPBELL
(Late CAMPBELL, & FOWLER.)

MANUFACTURER OF

Edge Tools, Axles, Springs,
<ScO-, OIF EVEEY DESCRIPTION".

L24-ly

Robertson Place, Smythe Street - ST. JOHN, N.B.

The Best Axes in the World
Single, Double and Triple Steel.

H i0UJi M9iKinP[ by the New Process

GRAYS PATENT

ISELESS ROLLER MILL

A Model of Perfection !

Every Mill a Success !

Also Dunn Edge Tool Company's and best Canadian Axes, repacked any weights
without extra charge. Lindsay Pattern of Broad and Blocking Axes. LANCE
TOOTH SAWS, warranted good. Timber Lines and Chalk. Stable Shovels, Forks
and Brooms. 2d CUT FILES. Heavy HAMES, BUCKLES and HARNESS TRIM-
MINGS, Curry Combs and Horse Brushes. Sleigh Shoe Steel from 3 to 3 inches
wide. Best proved Coil Chain from 4 to § inches. Blacksmith's Bellows, Anvils,
Vises, Drills, Horse Nails and Shoes. A large Stock of Iron and Cast Steel.

;^~Winchester, Sharp's and Ballard Rifles and Cartridges.

GEORGE STETHE1I, Peterborough, Out
Importer, Jobber and Retail Dealer in Hardware. 12L17

The Machine is Perfect in all its adjustments, and RUNS
WITHOUT NOISE.

It is doing Better Work than any other Machine in use.

Automatic Lubrication of Principal Bearings.

Driven entirely by BELTS.

Differential Speed always insured.

WE)'MAN'S NEW IMPROVED PATENT

JP@ 0 J |jr J

The BEST ROLL FOR MIDDLINGS in the world. Over 6000

in use in this country and Europe. Send for particulars

KILLER BROS. & MITCHELL,
Nos. 110, 112, 114 and 116 KING STREET

MONTREAL.
SOLE LICENSEES FOE DOMINION.

Manufacturers of Improved Hoisting Machinery, MINING
and CONTRACTORS' PLANT. Importers of BEST STEEL
WIRE ROPE. Mention this Paper, ESKJj
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EMERY WHEELS FOR SAW GUMMING!
Solid Emery Wheels ace now almost ill unlvi;rs:'l '!se Tor l be purpose of gu netting and gumming sa ws. Statistics how from

2.i,<mi to 30,( 00 saw-mills Id the United Stales. Many of i hepe run only a single saw each. A one-saw mill would use one or two
wheels a year, crastlng 93 to $4 each, and when such small mills order single Emery Wheels from the factory, the express charges
often equal the cost of the wheel. There was a time when the quality of Emery Wheels was so uncertain, and the demand so
fickle, that storekeepers could not afford to carry them in stock. Now, however, Haw Gumming Wheels have become as staple
an article as Files, and every dealer In saws, Hardware and Mill Supplies can afford to carry a few dozen standard sizes In stock,
Large dealers order stocks of $500 to $750 worth at a time. Saw Gumming Wheels are used with the edge (or face) square, round
or beveled. Probably seven-elgths of all in use are beveled.

Tne principal sizes are:

Sxi
8x|
8x1

J in. hole.

10x1
10x1
10x4
10x1

£ in. hole.

12x1

12xf
12x|
12x|
12x1
12x2

Holes,

I, i and 1 inch.

Probably more wheels 12xj, 12xJ and V2x] are used than all the other sizes together. Haw Gumming Wheels are used,
however, of all sizes up to24xlJ. The most frequent complaint Is that Emery Wheels harden the saw so that a Die won't touch It.

The answer Is that you don't want a file to touch it. An expert workman will shape and sharpen the teeth with an Emery Wheel,
leaving the teeth case hardened, in which condition the saw will cut about 33j per cent, more lumber than a soft saw will. Those
who want to use the file, however, have only to touch the 6aw lightly a second time (after going all over It once), and this second
touch will cut through the oase-hardened scale.

.A. QUESTION" OIF QUALITY.
Thirteen years of experience as makers of, dealers in, and actual users of Emery Wheels, have led us to a decided opinion as to what quality is the best. We prefer for almost every nse an

" Extra Sofi " wheel like the !• Pocono." We believe that money lost through the rapid wear of the wheel is more than made up by the money saved on wages. As we cannot get every one to
adopt our views, we make several qualities, so as to meet their views. We say to those who think they can only be satisfied with some other make of wheels (not Tanlte), that we can furnish
qualities to match any a nd every other make. If you have got used to some special quality of wheel, let us know what It Is, and we can send you a TaniU Wheel 0/ simitar quality. Oar regular
classiflcatiiii. of Haw Gumming Wheels Is as follows:

CXA3S 2- MEDIUM—HARD.—This Wheel Is the Standard Saw Gumming Wheel all over the world. Probably seven-eighths of all the Saw Gumming Wf—.is used are "Clan 2.

It cuts fast and keeps Its shape well. Home think it too hard, some too soft. We prefer the " Pocono."

CL. . 3S 3. MEDIUM—SOFT.- The same as to coarseness and fineness as " Class 2,'' but a softer, and therefor freer cutting wheel.

CLASS "POCONO." EXTRA SOFT.—This Wheel we prefer to all others. It is both finer in grain and softer than either of the above. As a Saw Gum KHng Wheel, Class '• Pocono" la
specially suited to th se practical and experienced Sawyers who know how to grind with a light touch, and who wanta free cutting wheel that will not create much heat.

Illustrated Circulars and Catalogue, ahuwlng Cuts of Suu Unmmlni; IHarhiiicit, and Shapes, Sizes and Prices of Wheels, sent free on applic ation
Ll3

The Tanite Co. Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. Pennsylvania

CANADIAN TRADE SPECIALLY SOLICITED.

M. Covel's Latest Improved Automatic Saw Sharpener

!

Is the Most Perfect Machine that has ever been Introduced into Mills for that purpose.

CIRCULAR SAW JtM^m^n^ MILL MACHINERY!

STEAM FEED!
I would also call special attention to my

Heavy Circular Saw Mills
and for STEAM MILLS, would recommend the Steam
Feed, having put in several which areglvin/ the best of sat-

isfaction, as will be seen by the following testimonials:—

Gravenhurst, August 20th, 1880.

Wm. Hamilton, Fsq
,
Peterborough.

Dear Sir_i have used your Steam i^eed for near four
months, and it has given me perfect satisfaction In every
way; it Is admitted by every person who has seen It work
to be the best feed ever Invented. Since I put It into my
mill, 1 have not lost ten minutes time fixing anything be-
longing to it. I can cut 18 boards 13 ft. long in one minute.
It can do much smoother and better work than the pinion
feed. It is easily governed and reverses the carriages in-
stantly. I am thoroughly satisfied with It and can recom-
mend it to any person who has a Circular Saw Mill for
cutting long or short logs. I consider I have cut more
lumber than will pay for the Steam Feed since I got It
than I would have cut had I not put It In.

Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM TAIT,
Lumberman, Gravenhurst. I

Toronto, August 11th, 1880. ?
Wm. Hamilton, Peterborough, Ont.
Dear Sir—The Steam Peed you put In Is working splen-

didly. Yours, <Sc,

THOMPSON, SMITH & SON.

I am also manufacturing Saw Mill Machinery, for all

sizes of Gang or Circular Mills, Span or Double Circulars

for Slabbing Small Logs. My Patent Jaok Chain for draw-
ing logs Into Saw Mills, acknowledged by all to be the

Cheapest and best ever got up; also, my Patent Lumber
Markers, different sires of Edgers, Gang Lath Mills, Trim-
mers, Power Gummers, and all Machinery used In a first

class Gang or Circular Saw Mill; also, small Hand Gum-
mers for use In the woods, for ^roes-cut Saws. Rotary

Pumps of different sizes, for Fire Protection In Mills, 4c.

Horizontal Engines and Boilers

Where economy of fuel Is the great consideration, along

with uniformity ol speed, such as is required In Grist and
Flouring Mills, Woollen and Cotton Factories, or large

Factories of any kind, I supply the Corliss Engine. I feel

Justified in sayingthat ourStyle, Workmanship and Finish

on this Fnglue will be no discredit to its renown, and e?r-

taluly Is not equalled in this country for economy of fuel.

I have them working at 2J pounds of coal per horse-power

per hour. L10

PETERBOROUGH, OIsTT.
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